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TRANSLATION OF THE KEDDAH ANNALS
TEaftlED MARONG MAHAWANGSA ;

AND

KSTCHE8 OP THE ANCIENT CONDITION OP SOME OP
NATIONS OP EASTERN ASIA, WITH

REFERENCES TO THE MALAYS.

'eut-Col. JAMES LOW, C. M. R. A s. & H. A. S B.

THE

1 writings of Leyden, Raffles, Marsden and Crawfur
di to dispel the mist, which shrouded the regions ot
Asia and the Eastern Archipelago from the gaze

inquirer after ethnographical and other interesting
p, and of late years considerable: light has been thrown
histories of Tndo-diimi, and China, by various writers,
ublishing separately, or iu the Journal of the Asiatic

; of Calcutta, and we have specimens from the pen of
leu ted Editor of the Journal in which this paper will

which exhibit what may yet be effected by a combi-
,,f industry and capacity, when brought to bear on

iiany barriers which the ignorance and barbarism of the
i-ehinese nations and Eastern islanders, oppose to our

£ress towards truth.
:h information may now lie concealed in Native manu-
j, but the means for extracting it are but scanty, for
ill take the trouble of learning languages for the mere,
ibtful, chance of finding them lead to some desirable
or antiquarian result. For the examination of the
:ondite Pali in all its forms, scarcely any help can be

from the Priests or Laity of Indo-china or the
No, i, JANUARY, 1849. A

tie
be
tie



2 A TRANSLATION OF THE KEDDAH ANNALS.

Archipelago. There are no Pundits as in India, ever ready
and able to lend their aid to th? traveller over the toilsome
path of Archeology, while political considerations unfortu-
nately operate too frequently against all research.

The French literati have lately opened a Chinese mine of
literary and historical wealth. From the proximity of China
to the most ancient nations of Central Eastern Asia, and the
long intercourse which his existed between them, we have
reason to believe that accounts of the ancient condition of
the latter lie now hidden in the libraries of the former. The
Pali will not, I suspect, unless where it may occur in Inscrip-
tions, throw any light on the history of any of these regions,
or unless perhaps where Pali works, having been written in
India, may contain allusions to countries to the Eastward.

The present is merely an attempt to throw into shape and
order some of the loose notes I had already made, during a long
sojourn to the Eastward, and of journies in various directions.
But, from their desultory nature, 1 have thought it advisable
to introduce them as explanatory commentaries on a transla-
tion of some original and hitherto untranslated native work.

Ihe one selected for this purpose is entitled Mdrong
Mdhawdngsd; which I have carefully, and as literally as the
Malayan idiom has permitted, translated, only leaving out a
tedious exordium by the native compiler, quite foreign to
his subject, and also those repetitions in which he indulges,
like most oriental writers, without reserve.

It is a History of Keddah on the Malayan Peninsula; and,
independently of any intrinsic value which it may possess,
it is interesting to the British, since the settlement of
Pen£ng and Province Wellesley once formed an integral
portion of the country of Kedddh.

This Keddah is the Quida of the maps, and a Siamese
province, although chiefly peopled by Malays. It is about
110 to 120 miles long, with a varying breadth of from about
20 to 30 or 40 miles at most. It is very fertile in grain.
Cattle abound in its plains, and its hills yield rich tin ore,
and perhaps gold.

I received the history from the hands of the late Raja,
whose Malayan title was Sultan Ahmed Sajoodin (Aladin;,
Halim Shah, and whose Siamese title was Chau Pangeran,
who in an evil hour had been led by bad advice to throw off
his allegiance to Siam and had fled to Penang.*

* Hit flight was occasioned by a Hidden invasion of Ked&h by a Siamese
orce in 1821,—an inraeion memorable for the atrocities which attended and

the desolation which followed i t .—ED.
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have found some obscurity in several of its passages,
u even with the aid of intelligent natives, has with

iculty been removed. Many of the words in it I believe
arc not in Marsden's Dictionary, and are not now in com-

11 use.
The author has net chosen to give his name, and he has

Mnmitted two grievous errors for a historian, as he has
r informed us of ths date whence he sets out, or fo
hen he himself wrote. But a date in the middle of

work and a copy of the native history of Achiu, have
enabled me to supply his omissions,

11 have occasion to shew that the Colony described
this history came from India. Hence it is probable that

anals were written in some Hindu dialect, until Islam*
ism prevailed in Keddah, when the previous order of things

a subverted, and the Arabic character was introduced.

THE MARONG MAIIAWANGSA.

I .

TUB VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK 01 MARONG MAHAWAN*

The work begins with praises of the Prophet Sulinian
Solomon " to whom the dominion of the whole world and
rery living thing in it was entrusted by God.'*
There was a Raja of Rum who despatched an Ambassador

named Kn]u Marong [Mafia] Wangsa to China, in order to
gociatc a marriage betwixt the Prince hia son and a

cf His Chinese Majesty. Tins Ambassador traced
necige from the inferior gods. His father was descend-

thii genii, and his mother from the Devadeva or
He was a great Raja amongst the many Rajas

(1 been assembled by the Kiii£ on this occasiun, and
be moreover wore a diadem. ( I )

Raja Marong Mahaw&ngsa had married, contrary to the
of his parents, a girl whose father was a Girgassi Raja

ml whuse mother was descended from the Rdksdsd. Whcre-
tvent he took her with him, as he feared the grandees

; Persian] Court, who dreaded his preternatural

Mere we catch him tripping, tince, oot much farther oo, be itigmatlsei
,'Ie found in Kedddti by the Ambassador on his arrival g

corresponds nearly with the Raixht'wl of the Hiudttt, or tba
ir mythology,



4 A TRANSLATION OF THE KEDDAH ANNALS.

After the war of Rama the Island of Ldnkapuri became a
desert, and fell under the rule of the mighty bird Girda,
which however had previously harboured on the Island (b).
He was a lineal descendant from Maha Raja D£wan, and he
was strong in battle, of supernatural power, and dreaded by
animals, reptiles and birds.

It happened thai the bird Rajawali paid a visit to Girda,
and asked him if he had not learned that the King of Rum
Intended contracting a marriage betwixt his son and a prin-
cess of China, although these two countries lay wide apart,
and that on account of the distance between them, a fleet of
vessels was to be despatched from Rum to convey the royal
lady from China. Girda replied that the old Crow had
already given him this information, as he had seen the gift
bearing embassy on its way to China. Girda further observed
that the king of Rum would most likely fail in this attempt to
display his power and consequence to distant potentates.
u Have a little patience, Rajawali, I will instantly fly off and
pay my respects to the Prophet Sfiliman (Solomon,) whose
superhuman wisdom has exalted him over all the other
kings of the earth—and whose prime minister is Hurni&u-
shah. His Majesty will assuredly interdict the king of Rum
from negociating such an alliance. ( 2 ) (c).

Girdd having reported to king Sulim.ui the state of
affairs, His Majesty observed that, when a Prince and Prin-
cess are once betrothed, it is not an easy matter to break off
the alliance. Girda, not satisfied with this remark, swore
that he would abandon the haunts of men, and cease to
wheel in the heavens, should he fail to effect their separa-
tion. The King said—very well—let me know the result.
Girda now soared aloft on his dusky pinions, and speedily
reached China. He here alighted in a gar.ieu where the
Princess, attended by her foster mother, and an attendant,
was gathering flowers. Girda instantly lifted the three into

(b) The Island is Ceylon—and Gird* is (he Indiun G*ru<a th« eagle kn*,
the anake—detourer, the bird of Heri and of Vuhnfi. fca]a*ali n another
kind of eagle famous in Hindu mytholoyy.

(e) Hii aquilaic Majeaty doei not let UB know his objections to the march.
It could icarcely have been on the score of r«hgion, since tbe Emperors of
China were Islamites.

Bat onr Chronicler here perpetrates a frrievous anachronism when be makes
Garudi speak of King Solomon at if alive—although he only follows in the
steps of many native eastern authorities—who use ihe name of " the wisest of
men11 aa a sort of talisman for producing supernatural events, and for recon-
ciling e?ery inconsistency,—a method of settling doubtful poiats which waa
much io vogue in the dark ages of Europe.
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air, one by his beak, and the two others in his talons,—and
ied them over the sea to Lfinkapuri—where he protected

ami supplied the princess with every delicacy Bhe desired.
c Sultan of Rum gave a large buhtera, or ship, to his

f, Mtfrong MahAwkngsa, for the accommodation oF the
Prince, and another for himself and his people, for the

; « e to China. To these were added many smaller
for the Suite. The fleet sailed on a fortunate day,

its it went along, touched at all the Ports which were
then under the empire of Rum,—the Embassy receiving at

, of these, the accustomed marks of respect. At length
it entered the Sea of ^Ju^i-UA Hindustan, and beheld
its wonders. Then, coasting down that continent, the fle^t

red occasionally in the bays of the Islands, where the
people sought for shell-fish, fired guns, and otherwise amused

elves.
ter a while it reached the mouth of the Ch&ngong river

re reigned Raj& Galungi or Kiilungi. (3)
clti, bent on his plan of frustrating the expedition, here
:i violent storm of wind and rani, thunder and light-

1 He was beheld high in the air, casting his va&t
Low ove the fleet. The Prince and the Ambassador

i their men to th at and to fire ffuns, and discharge
ench mted arrows at the direful birJ, who, wild with rage,

iken up his position to the westward of the fleet.
N^HMT, M&lmwfings-fc now strung his bow or busor, and
| ^ ^ B < 1 to it the arrow called Ayunan (a). The common

•ml t-hot mvrely glanced off Girda's feathers, but this
• nt* i-nt him to flight. This however was only

ted with tin- Lues of th/ee of the vessels. Girda had,
ore this, ^lifted from the west, and hurled another

u the vessels from north to south. Thus was
r the present driven off by the potency of the arrow

, whith has it* point tipped with red, as if with
d which ascended towards Gird& with a noise like
• a tufun— interposing betwixt the latter and the

L mountain barrier. The remaining ships cast anchor
ight io see if Gird& would return, but, as he had fled
forests on the shore, they weighed next morning and
southwardly. ( 4)

er a voyage of some days, the ships reached T&wai
r, where it disembogues into the sea (e).

i

•one

00 I believe thfi bow to be tbe eron bow.
(*) TbU ig TtTOj, now ia poneision or tbe British, on theTenuieriat Cailt,

d i i of which w«i giicu by me to the R, h* Socieij, *nd abridged
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The fleet had scarcely arrived when Girda again appeared,
sending a tempest before him of rain, thunder and lightning.
The two vessels of the Prince and Ambassador were an-
chored close together, and the other ships were stationed
around them, and kept ready with their arms. Marong
Mah&w&ngs&, having seized his bow with the arrow named
Brdtpurd, with its point flaming with fire, and, having
stood out on the gunwale, of shot the arrow towards the
sky. It sped with a loud noise, and in its descent dispelled
the tempest. But notwithstanding the innumerable flights
of arrows* and the constant firing and shouting of the
sailors, Girda contrived to carry off three more vessels—
for he was invulnerable to all these missiles. So, after a
short respite, he returned to his work of destruction as
before.

Again M&rong Mahawangsa sent the arrow Brdtpura at
him, which he avoided, and it thus fell into the sea.
Whereupon Girda snatched away three more ships in his
beak and talons, and soared aloft with them. Thus six ves-
sels were lost with all their crews. On the ensuing day, as
Girda did not appear, the remnant of the fleet set sail in its
now dismantled condition, having had twelve ships with all
their crews destroyed. The fleet soon after got to the port
of Mrit. (/)

in its Transactions (s). It wai a place in the days our Author alludes to, of
much more importance to those navigating the eastern seas than it now is, when
even the native vessels from Arab ports and from India strike across the ocean,
guided by the compass. Besides it may be noticed that the population of the
regions to the Eastward of India professed either BudLism or the doctrines
of one or other of the two great sects of Hindus which divided Iodia, and coa-
sequently that the navigators of the periods antecedent to the spread of Islam-
ism there, probably found always a welcome at such places, as they touched at*
Budhism, it is weU known, prevails at this day in Pegu, and all along the Coast
of Tenasserim, while Hinduism has been always tolerated, and never pers<>w •>
by the Buddhists of these regions. The natives of Tavoy say that abou"
thousand years ago, colonies arrived from Martaban and from the East* i v
and that long after this event people reached it from Arracan in search of irw.
a rather curious but not probable reason, and settled at Daangwe or Thaungwe,
about five miles up the Tavoy river, and on the west bank. This party called
the country Dahweh " knife, buy." They brought along with them the Bud-
dhist religion.

When the present town of Tavoy was built, the people could not I tniok have
been under much apprehension from the Siamese. If they bad been so, they
would have erected the Fort on the west side of the bank, where the ground is
higher.

(») 1834 to 1840 Art. XIV.
(/) This was the name then, and la fact is the native name now, given to

the British possession of Mergui. It doubtless appertained at the time of
their voyage to Siam—for it was under the latter, in A.D. 1053 as I fiad in the
Bot Phrd Ayakan, a Siamese, work—or Digest of Siamese Law, which I pro-
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But here at Mrit it was again assailed by a furious storm,
:-kened the heavens and shook the timbers of the

ships, brigs, and gullies. M&rong MiihawangsS, resorted
to the former expedient, and having got upon the top of
the stern, drew his bow called prasd Sdmpdni Gdmbdrd and
shut his flaming arrow, saying,—speed arrow and slay Girda".
But Gird;l avoided it, by making it glance off his plumage.

1, lie pounced upon three more of the ships and ves-
i carried them off as he had done -with the rest, in

spite of tbe filing and shouting of the crews, for these vessels
wen lestroyed. Kaja M iihawa11g.sfi, in a furious passion,
aho1 ther arrow towards the heavens, whereupon the
arroi changed Into a bird named Jintdyu^ which gave

o Girda. But Girda vomited fire on Jiutayu, and
him. Girda now kept aloof In the mountains,

Ure, the supernatural endowments of Marong MaM-
Next morning the remnant of the fleet sailed

y from Mrit, and after some days came in sight of
i the sea called Tapp&R. Here having cast anchor

abn the Island, the Ambassador sent a party on shore
rmissioji of the Chief or Riijii to wood and water,

the Prince's vessel with other ships stood on down the
by rounding the point of the Island, (gj

bout a day and night after the Prince left Salang and
red DDjielf at Mergut "ben it was taken by tbe British force*. Thii Digest

pipntti to huve been compiled by order of Phr& Si (Sti) M&t a Prince of
tbe Royal line of &inm in tbe year 1591 of tbe Ssksrat era or A. D. 1048—
lad to have been Riven in 1596 of tbe itme Era A. D. 1053, to Chow 1'btaja

.'ongtA, who went si genera] of tbe Siamese troopi when they invaded
Tti)88itrim. M. D'Anville (bought that tbe Bersolie of 1'lotemy might imply
Mer«ui. * Europeans frequented Mereui about the close of the 17th (>entury,
tnd the Etgliih bad a Port here in 1687 A. D., but tbe settleri were nearly all
murdcrtd. In 1/93 tbe Siamese yielded and ceded ol Ata the whole Coait of
TermMcrim aoutb to Pak Chan, which last is now the boundary to tbe Booth

'itisb and Siatneie territories
i

> y
Tha Author h tery clear i m t l i i part of his deicription of the voyage.

Salang. tb«n peopled it seem», is tbe Siameae name for Junltceyton — and tbii
U yet employed by the unrounding maritime nation*. It is probably » cor-
tioD of Seilan—or Selsndip or Serindeb or Selandine, *11 namti, according to
Bryent, of Ceylon. It wai then, as it now it, a Siamese posseiiion, and wat
couirnietiily situated for the Duddhitt Prteiti of Ceylon, who were accustomed

•••liit over the Penintula to Situs. I could not however find, when I WBI
there in 1824, any ancient temples of Buddbti. In the adjourning Siameie
Province of P'bunga the buddhiat I'rieiti are in numbers, very dijpfopor-

> the population.
had attacked the Prince at this bluff aouthern point of fiii'dng, he

taigbt ht.T* been pretty sure of bii qnany. Whea mskinjt the same conne
from Mergui in a small brig io 1825 we were very nearly loit on tbe lami.
point. We were on our list tack, and ODSJ cleared tbe towering rocks by •
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was making for the Island of L£nk&puri} ( h ) Girdd espied
his ships, and perceived also that Marong Mahawdnjsa was
not come up, so he attacked them with redoubled fury, and
sunk the whole; the men who were drowned far exceeded in
number those who were saved alive. Fortunately the Prince
of Rum got hold of a plank and floated to Lankapuri. In
the mean while, Marong Mahawangsa's ship arrived at the
spot of the shipwreck, and picked up the survivors who
were floating about.

Marong Mahdwangsa was excessively grieved at the loss
of the Prince; especially as he felt himself responsible for it
to the Sultan of Hum. But after a vain search, he sailed in
his vessel, the only remaining one, to the eastward.

Keeping along this coast of the continent, Marong M&h&-
wangsa arrived at a bay and a point of land. He inquired
of an old Mali in (Captain) who was in his ship " if he knew
the locality," who said, " the large island we have reached
is now becoming attached to the main land, and its name
is Pulo Srai ±sy» (or Sri) my lord. That small island
which your highness sees is named Pulo Jumbul, and
that other, more in shore, is Pulo Laaa." On hearing this,
M&hawangs& expressed himself satisfied and added, if such
be the case let us anchor. The vessel was then moored in
the east of the bay near to or at the point of land, on the
main shore; that is, the land more extensive than that
large island.

Kaja Marong MahawangsS then went on shore, attended
by his chiefs and followers. ( i)
eable't length—the water being deep to their bate. The appellation of Tappan
to the lea at Salang ii I suspect quite obselete, as I have not found any one
who could explain it.

(A) Lankaputi U the antient name of the cluster of Islands now called by
the natives LAnkdwari, and laid down in our maps as the " Lincnty Islands."
Here we have in the first appellative one of the names applied to Ceylon—and
which was doubtless also given to the Lancavies by the Hindus', during their
voyages to the Eastward, if not by Mahana'Digsa' himielf. These are bold Is
lands, formed of and flanked by towering misses of linaestone. I could find but
few tracts of level ground upon these Islands. They are dependencies of the
Siamese Government of Keddah.

But Langkspura was the name of Ceylon and also of its capital. Ceylon was
also termed Lanka Dwipea (»). Plolemy ctlled it Saliee, and some ancient
authors named it Simundei. There was a Lankapnri likewise lying somewhere
betwixt Palembang and Jambi in Sumatra..

0) Forbes' Ceylon p. 7.
(i) We have now reached the termination of the voyage. From the question

put to the M&lim and his reply, it ia evident that the Chronicler kn^w, or
supposed, that the place with whose localities the M&llm seemed familiar, had
been before visited by him—and therefore that it was not a new port, or at
least that coasting or other yeiiels uud to touch there for tome purpose or
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111AWANG8A ARRIVES IN KEDAH, AND BECOMES RAJA.

Duo. the ship had been moored, Marong Mahdwangaa,

•

ompanied by all his chief men and followers, went on
shore, and in a short while he was visited by very great

of the very targe men (#) belonging to the tribe of
I the Girfjdssi. Now Haj4 Marong Mihawdngsa knew the

f these Girgassi, and he encouraged them by speak-
tbein in a soft tone of voice. The Girgassi were both
of him and astonished at his demeanour; and they

1 with apprehension, as they had not previous to or
ab* at period been used to see his like. MaTiaVangsa

Id g the visitors said, "I have put in at th is place,
| ifcj should be quite convenient to you, I wish to remain

it obtain intelligence of the Prince of Rum, whether
alive or not". The Girg&ssi respectfully saluting

i, replied, " Your servants are all overjoyed at
>ur lordship's reqnest, because we have not established a RajS

place; therefore your highness may select a spot to
on." liaja Mahaw&ngsi accordingly walked about,

by his own suite, and all the tribes of Girgassi,
ist pitched upon a delightful and convenient spot

a residence. Having quitted his ship, he erected a Fort
ritli a ditch around i t ; also a palace, and a very spacious
laki or Hall of audience, to which he gave the name of
•dukdsnka on acconnt of its having been built in the midst

all kinds of rejoicings and festivities, and because objects
for field sports were abundant, from the chasing of the deer,
the roe, the pal and ok (I) and the wild ox, to the snaring

itching of numerous species of birds, all of which
tjte feasts and made glad the hearts of the people.

I think ia & very material point to be kept in liiw, because, from
1 import of the Chronicle or tiiitary, the writer seems rather deiircus

ng it inferred that Keddah bad not been visited before—by strangers.
li our autliur'a description of the Const of Keddah be a correct one, it will

*Uo aisure u> of the fact, that the ica Us within the pm fife or six hundred
yesm mede extensive receition*. (') In order to aacertain if possible if ituch
ehange had been effected, and «lao with other objects in view, I undertook during
tbe year iE>«7 a i&ikcr more toilsome excursion to and made a fuller eiaminatlon
of the KadJab nountry rrom the liritiih boundary to I'urlls ttrnn circomatancea
bid bnfiKQ admitted of, and I am bappy to Add, that n-.y observatiooshaffl TBrifled
pttuy cloioly our author's accounts of localities, and not only in the above in.
•ti iicet, but iu time which he brin$$ forward m I fit subsequent partt of his work.

(') Sea aome remarks on (hit subject ante vol. II p. U7-

• it wordi are ^J^ £))[ orang; beiar bei«r—which proper!y signify
|te»t men—man of rank. But it seems clear tbat the author Intended by
*J»r powerful men" they being'of tbe tribe of "

Bcrrotin of Buff on.
B
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The Girgassi, who were without a Raja, had only Panghulus
or Officers with them. (5)

When all had been prepared, Mahawangsa took up his
abode in the Palace along with his wife,(m) and had also his
effects conveyed to it from the ship, and all the mantrl or
ministers of state, the hulubalang or body guards, and the
para penghawa* or warriors, erected dwellings in gardens
surrounding the Raja's abode and fort, and daily paid their
respects to him.

When the report of this settlement having been formed
had gone abroad, traders and strangers came from other
regions to trade there, assembling in multitudes ; and the
good sense and conciliatory demeanour of the Raja towards
his chief men and the ryots, caused them to live in ease and
plenty. Numbers of people also, with their families, came
to live under his rule. From month to month, from year to
year, the population of ryots continued to increase greatly.
Thus th? Raja became secure upon the throne, and his pru-
dence and liberality, his wisdom and justice increased his
fame.

NOTES.
( 1 ) By Rum ( f ) or Rumi the nations to the eastward of Hin-

dostan have generally meant Constantinople, and 80netimes its

°(m) The R£j£ is here stated to have landed his wife, no children being alluded
to, which requires to be noted.

Such a large and populous establishment encourages the hope that tra-
ces of it may yet be discovered when the country becomes cleared from its
dense forest, if not sooner. The wars which have during the past tw.nty years,
marly depopulated Keddah, are now happily over, and that fine province may
in time recover some of its former prospeiity. It is pretty clear from the fore-
going passage that Srai was at the period therein alluded to very populous, and
also that it lay in one of the tracts of commerce. I may remark that the his-
torian applies Hindu and Javanese titles to Mrfha*wa'ng8a''s officers, the same as
aie bestowed at tbe present day by the various Malayan people to the eastward.

At tbe time of settling this colony there were many noted trading marts at no
treat distance from it. There were Achin, Singhapura, Pegu, and theTenas-
serim ports, Menangkabu and its sea port in Sumatra, and other places along
the East Coast of that splendid Island, of which Per lac was then probably one,
as it was in Marco Polo's time, for he visited it in 1292 3. Then there was
Java, with its Hindu population, the Eastern Islands—specially C^; ',•* v **s
Tributaries. o»/.Jli ! !

Ma"ba*wangia*'s wife is specially mentioned by the Author of »W ™" j!
having arrived with him at Keddab, so she was quite at home with lomew&ere
race the Girgasai. Bnt such vessels as then navigated these seas <
supposed to have any of them carried more than from 200 to ,,
This wonld be a sufficiant nucleus, and was doubtless increased bj""£ • Olipp y
This wonld be a sufficiant nucleus, and was doubtless increased , j £
unnoted emigrations from India. fami l iar^°d

(T) f)J Rum—was or is the Turkish Empire—or that of t» port, or at
Iconium—Asia minor—Anatolia. Mondid. Diet . 7. ' purpose or
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tnbutaiies merely- It is even doubtful if Persia has noi been in-
cluded by iliom under the same title. But it appeais from the native
wr11in|i* wliicb are extent, that the Mitlays, and to Borne extent the

ese, derived most of their knowledge of the west from
I, which was considered by them as a portion of the Empire

of i In the early history of the Malays, the first King of
Me1 ;'"i in Sumatia wa» die son of a Prince of India and of
llie tacfc of Raja Sekaitdar Zulkan.eini, or Alexander the Gieat.

*l i will appear further on, thai our author has contrived to blend,
in rather a bungling manner, two narratives regarding very

niilar regions mid people The lineage assigned to the Am-
<idor sufficiently piuves that his country could not have been

Rumi, but that it indicates s>ome part of India, and likewise that
he belonged to one of the two great religious divisions of the In-
dians, I'.te Hindus, and tin Buddhists It is probable enough
UiBi the contemporaneous anival at Keddali, of two parties of
strainers', the one from sume i-lace in the Byzantine Empire, the
other from India, pave tise to the confusion we find in the be-
ginning of this Keddali chronicle.

The voyage of the Ambassador from Rum, is narrated so circorn-
utially, bud in general 10 correctly, with reference to'the

geography of the Coasts along which it was made, that there seems
to be no reason for our not admitting it to have been performed
by s(nie known navigator of the period in the direction of the
Straits uf Malacca, tf not actually to Keddah. The name of this
nnvisitor had probably been foigotten, previous to the labours of
our Author, and was afterwards identified by the latter with Marong
M&h&wing$a, who was the leader of a Colony from India.

I am almost induced, fiom the lineage given for him, to believe
that this latter person partook of the saceidotal, as well as of the
lay r lnucter . But our Author, owing probably to his Islamitic
contempt for every phase of religious feeling beyond the pale of
his ovrn cieed, haa only casually alluded to the subject. M&rong
M&n&w&ogsa. is not described by him as having given to Keddali
a new religion—although his descendants are expressly noticed
by him, us will be seen further on, as image worshippers. I am

poi>ed to think that the Buddhist leligion was prevalent in Ked-
i ij^foie the advent of that Colony—and that the Sivaic soper-

ttition was engrafted upon it by llie priests who arrived with ih<
colonists.

i»]ljquarian lemains which years of research have supplied

i t S I*11* m e l ° I l'f C O D c l u s i o n t h a t b o l h Hindus and Buddhists
Ijiea in Keddah for several centuriei, while at the same time

(•) See tam t0 c o r f o b o i a t e ihe Native Author's aseertions. But Ibis
mnot be here enieied on,

'"proceedinp further, it may be as well to tiace the etymo-
"^ie name Maiung JMabawangsa. Marong is a Siamese
Cl in ^ t e ' r astrological or astronomical works. It is

:
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applied to a man who can by supeinatual means assume any shape
he pleases. A Buddhist Priest of Si am acquaints me that it is a
title bestowed on a military chief—and also signifies a person who
can preternaturally change his appearance.

It is of course derived either from the Bali or Sanscrit.
It will be found further on that I have advanced sufficient evi-

dence to prove that the Settlement of KeddaMi by a foreign colony
nay be admitted.

Now this was one of the periods when the people of Cal'ingara,
probably the Calingee of Ptolemy (^—called to the eastward
Klings—were engaged in expeditions to the Straits of Malacca
and to Sumatra, and one of these approached close to Kedd&h.
Kalinga means " the coa«t of creeks." West Kal'inga sketched
from Cuttaca on the W. to the west mouth of the Ganges.
Central Kaliuga comprised a large Island in the embouchure of the
Ganges Maco Calinga was the country of the Mag as or Mugs—
or Chittagong, and perhaps, some adjacent parts. (2) Kaiioga
included what is now Orissa and Cuttack. Tanjoie was cal ed
Chola. It was from Kalinga or Orissa that the tooth of Buddha,
now the chief relic in Ceylon, was procured by King Mahasen of
that Island in A D. 275 (3) It is related in the t?dja\id Ma\a\yu
or Malayan annals (which were translated into English by Dr
Leyden) that Rajd Suran of Rijanugur invaded the Peninsula of
Malacca with a large force of Klings—first attacking the stare of
Gunga N&g&i& or Perak" (which adjoins KeddaMi on the South,)
and afterwards subdued Johor. His son Biihitram Shah headed
subsequently two separate expeditions. In the first he had 20
vessels—but he was wrecked in the'Sea of Silbow, and half of his
fleet was lost But he got back afterwards.

M4hd means in Sanscrit, it need scarcely be observed, exalted
great, superior, &c.

Ba.ngs& is a Sansciit term for tribe—race—lineage—caste It
has been adopted by the Malays accoiding to its original orthogra-
phy ; but by the Siamese and the Achinese it has been converted
into Wongsd. and Wa><gea\. Thus in Siam the P,hti)& Wong?4 is
a high Judicial Officer—and another man of official rank is teimed
Wongs a Sovrisak, while in a Siamese M.S. in my possession of
date 1591 Sakarai Era, or A. D 1053, one of the gereral's name
was Chau Phriy6 Intha (or Iudra) Wong»&, and in A D. 1015 the
reigning Prince"of Achin was entitled M&l>& Rdj£ D'heimd W& ig-
sfi. Both these nations have doubtless denved this word from the
Pali or Magadhi language—for the ancient history of Ceylon, so
ably translated and commented on \>y the late The Hon'ble Mr
Tumour, is termed the Makutoanso—which the original Native
Author of that work adverts to in these terms, " Mahawanso 11

O Aslat. Rei. C. vol. VIII-
(>) Do. fol. IX p. 81 et seq.
(•) Col. Sykts' No, XII J. T. R. A. S.
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abbreviation of Mahantananwanso, the genealogy of the great,.
iei both pedigree and inheritance, from generation—being

i import, either on that account or because it also bears
ive significatious—hence Mahawanso." (1)

tneee Buddhist Prieit informed me that Mah&w&ngsa is a
itle bestowiid in written works, on tlie eldeBt Son of a superior or
'rime Minister.

At the latter part of the fourteenth century P&tanf was reduced
i lion by Chau Sri Bang$at a son of the Emperor of Siam.

Maha Wan*re means a Powerful Dynasty. There were the Suryi
wang fen of the Sun. In the Malayan annals Narawang-

10 be " a Malayan title of old."
This matrimonial embassy from Rum has a close connection

point of time with one described by Marco Polo—whose
sracity, while relating what lie himself witnessed, or performed,

lowever it may have been cavilled at for several centuries,
las by the moderns been amply confirmed. He informs u s ( ' )
iat the then Kin<? of Persia had sent an embassy to Kublai

the- Tartar Emperor of China to obtain for his wife a
laughler of the latter—but that the King of Persia had died
in A. D. 1291 before the embassy had reached bis Court
conveying the Princess. Marco Polo accompanied the embassy
on its return voyage ; which commenced in the beginning of 129L

vessels lay three months at Java—and were after this,
ighteen months in the Indian seas before they got to Persia, and

die envoys presented themselves at the Court of King Arghun.
e whole voyage therefore occupied twenty-one months ; whioh

Arabs, who were iierhaps then trie chief if not the only navi-
From the west of the seas to the eastward, now accomplish

out the same time that European vessels take. (3)
S. Ruffles in his History of Java gives ua an example of the

)iui ill winch the people of ihe E. Archipelago looked
Ilomi. He cays after the first discovery of Java (no date)

of Rum sent there twenty thousand families to people
island, hut they all perished <? by sea) excepting twenty

icli returned to Rum. It is most probable however
tat I ;>06sihle imigration represents one which had been sent

the Pnnce of Kling—but iess exaggerated as to numbers,
vizier of They Khoten, and the officer who opposed the

bank notes in Persia, consulted there the Ambassadors
, who had just arrived from that country.

Khan had sent Amu aaaadora to Kublai Khan, Emperor
Fand Chine to obtain a princess to wife, but he had died

before their return. They Kbaton, who was at the time King Re-
gent, directed that the Chinese princess should be given in marriage

['he U. Mr Tumour (a introduction to the MAb£ff&aBO p. XXXI.
0 Polo—p. 11 to 14.

Remtrki on Ibii Voyage, tnte vol. II p, G03.}

by
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to Ghazan, the SOD of Arghaun Khan. As Arghaun Khan did not
die before the end of A. D. 1291, the returning mission from China
must have reached the Court ofTabreez in A. D. 1292 or 93." (i )

Marco Polo however was not then present. His father and
uuclehad been at that Court 30 to 40 years before the period of
Marco Polo's relation of the marriage It is curious to find (he
Chinese at that period adopting: paper money for (he purposes of
finance or circulation, a discovery which European* fondly attribute
to themselves. The notes were stamped with the King's Seal —
and when worn out were renewed at the mint. Notes are in use at
this day in China.

Marco Polo does not positively inform us if the Princess ever
returned to China* If she did, perhaps some disasters to the ships
may have given rise to the mistakes of the Ketld&h Chronicler.
The latter however minutely, as will be seen, describes the arrival
of the second fleet at Kedd&h, being that which was sent in search
of the lost Ambassador—and apparently about 20 years subse-
quently to his arrival at Keddah. 1 cannot make his, that is the
Indian's, advent tarlier than A. D. 1218.

In the year of the Hijra 677 or A. D. 1299 the Emperor Pho-
lagus expelled Baldwin 11 from the throne of Constantinople or
Rumi, so that no Mahometan mission could for a long while after
that date have proceeded from that city to China. 1 am inclined
from collateral evidence, as well as from the internal evidence of the
Kedd&U Annals or History, to place the advent of Marong M&Iia*
wangs^ somewhere betwixt A D . 1218 and 1230. The natives
of India at the above date had frequent intercourse with the
Eastern Straits and Archipelago, for they had for centuries pre-
viously possessed settlements in these regions Their voyages were
probably all coasting ones, where practicable. Marco Polo, accord-
ing to Mr Crawfurd ( 2 ) , made such a voyage and without the aid
of the mariner's compass,—an instrument which I find by Fa
Hian's account was unknown in A. D 414. (3) By the Vene-
tian's own account he had three months provisions on board his
fourteen junks—he took three months to sail fiom China to Java —
and was eighteen months in reaching Ormuz

In our present work the author terms China ^ x ^ Chin. Sir J.
Davis, in bis very instructive work on China, considers that its
present name may have been derived from Tsien.

Mr Crawfurd states that Chin was the name given to it by
the Persians and Arabians, and also by the people of the Indian
Archipelago.

The trade, says the author of the/Translation of the Mahawanso(«)

O Malcolm'i Persia—quoting the Author of the Dil Kutha*
(') Crswfurd'i Archipelago vol. HI.
(') LuCol Sykei—quot. M. Landrene—Journil of the Roy. As. 8oc.No.XII.
(i) Tournour's Traml. Mahawanio. {See alao thia Journal ?ol. II p. 603,

Antiquity of the (Jhinen trade with Infra and the Indian Archipelago.—E]
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lielvrlxi Omar in the Persian Gulf and China was brisk in A. D<
•850 but had been carried on since A. D 450.

I do not know upon what authority Sir S, Raffles (in his History
«f Java I think) states that a King of Ceylon was, or the Kings of
Ceylon wcte, tributary to Rome in the year of the Hijra 601. It
was doubtless a story invented by the Arabs. Thete is an acrount

t Malayan annals having reference to about the same period
M &h£tt&ngt&'l advent—and having one point of resem-

—that of shipwreck.
The Son of Raja Nizam al Mulik Acbar Sha Mani Farendan,

• of Pahaii in India " ( b j which is meant Calingra)" Bailed
after hi» father** death for Malacca He was wrecked, but after-
wards rearhed Malacca and visited Sultan Mahomed Shah, ( r )

We find in Sir S. RnffW History of Java (*) that a Prince of
Rome pent [l20,00i ] twenty thousand families to people that
ountry — but that they were all destroyed. This would t;ive about

80,000 soul*, allowing four persons to a family. But whence they
me is not s| ecified. Although this account may lie an error in

traditions of Java, its possibility might not be questionable, pro-
idfd it could be shown that the Romans exercised a controul over

ion of [ndia. That Rome might have in such event had Cey-
one t eiiod amongst its tributary or nominally tributary King-
mifflit have been possible, for we find thst the Romans carried

on b tegular trade to India from 400 to 350 B. C. ur> to 650 A.D.
when Lslamism came in their way. There was an Embassy from
Ceylon to Claudius at Rome ( ; i) and they had at the last dale
a factory, defended by two Colnrts of 1,200 men, at Mnziris, on
the Bombay side of India—and also had built there a temple to
Au£U*ius (4) and there were Indian Astrologers at Rome in 50

) The Ambassadors from S. India informed the Emperor of
China Sen an Woo that India enrried on a trade with the Roman

ne and Syria about fitJO to 516 A. D. (3) An Embassy was
by King Porus of India to Augustus who was then in Spain

. U. 24. Xerxes had » large body of Hindoos (? Buddhists)
* service when he invaded Greece in B. O. 480. But there

wen Soothsayers according to Isaiah in the West who came from
iout B. C. 700. When Alexander the Great returned from

Indian exf edition, a Urge body of Indians accompanied him
h their families (6)

All early nations drew omens from the Crow or Raven of

I

Leydem Mai. An.
p. &s to G9. [We cannot find the passage, but Sir S, Rafflei muit mem
or Conitnotinople, la the second toU he mentions a colony from tbe

-e*.—ED.]
Vincent,
k. R »ol. X-
VI. Ltndrene'i Wan Hten and Kiung Koon quoted by Mr Tournour i

fevface to the CeyUneio Mahawanto.
A. n. «al. IX.
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Cadmus. Both Hazvini and Damir attribute inspiration .
and the Mahometans have preserved the Talmudical fab
voice responding to his Celestial Counterpart, and of the
arrival of the final judgment when that voice shall ceas
heard* They also believe that when Kabil or Abel was kil
his brother Cain, there was no precedent for the disposa
body. Two Crows therefore fought together until one of the
killed, when other Crows came and buried the dead o
scratching a hole in the ground with their feet. Beck for
" Travels in Europe" mentions sacred Crow fanciers. The u . en
was dedicated to Odin, and this God, as described in the tradi-
tional history of Iceland, had two attending on him, the one called
Hagin the other Mumin% viz., " Spirit" and " Memory " The
Raven long decorated the Danish Standard—and the Icelanders
believe that this bird knows what is going on at a distance, and
what is to happen—and that its appearance sometimes portends
death*

(3) Our Author has entirely omitted Ceylon in his narrative,
although an Island then perfectly well known in the west—and
which, as I have already shewn, was the intermediate port for the
Arab ships proceeding to China—at a period long antecedent to
the time of Mahawangsa From this it might be deemed a fair
inference that the fleet of Mah&wangea did not double Ceylon.

The first port touched at to the eastward was the "Quolla Chang-
gong" or river of Pegu where it eaters the sea. Excepting Achin
this was of course the first available harbour to the eastward perhaps
then existing. Pegu was at that period an independent countiy.
The Burmans conquered Pegu in A. D. 1546 during the visit of
Mendez Pinto. Fitch, quoted by Mr Crawfurd (Mission to Ava
p, 501 et seq.) gives a picture of the capital of Pegu in from the
A. D. 1583 to 1591 which appeared to me to be amply confirmed
by the remains still extant, and which I had an opportunity of
shortly inspecting when forming, as a temporary staff, one of a
reconnoitring party detached in front of Lt-Col Mallet's force,
which was sent to sweep that part of the country during the Bur-
mese war up to old Pegu, in order to ascertain whether the Burmese
had a force there likely to act on the rear of the British Army. ( l )

The reconnoitring party (*), not experiencing any opposition on
arriving opposite the western gate, passed it, guaiding against a
surprise. A wide area now opened to view—partly cultivated with
rice and partly lying waste. A small assemblage of humble huts,
containing perhaps five or six hundred persons, was all that was left
of a once dense population. A melancholy air of desolation per-
vades this ruined seat of a once flourishing dynasty. The walls
form a square of, as well as I could judge by pacing it, about a mile

0) I have deicribed the occurrences in my " Account of Tenasserim" in the
Tram, of the R. A. S. 1834 to 1840.

") Csptsins Jones, Briioo, Trent and myself with Europesn soldiers.
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; fi. The wall, which seemed to have been formed by two
Us inclosing earth, was in a very ruinous condition. Its

I dor Or thickness was 3t feet, and its height 12 feet. The
itf javahich is fourteen paces from the base of the wall, was then
Ceylon 'erable state of repair—which could hardly have been ex-

'^ dottom its age. It was yet lined with the original bricks,
;!,e taioed a supply of water.
Vl&ro'gh causeway of bricks set on their edges led in a straight
nce-^tbe gale alluded to, up to the S. front of the great temple

i Madu. Pushing forward we reached the village, and, shortly
iia once proud fane of Buddha. The people, priests included,

had fled* and in such haste that they left most of their properly
behind them. But as the troops were kept outside of the walls,
nothing was touched. On entering the monastery, chests full of

i&n books attracted my attention, but however seductive to an
S. hunter, they were left to their owners—for we were not

warring against Peguers or their spiritual teachers.
The height and aspect of the Pagoda have been welt described

by Symes and others. It has lost alt the gilding which formerly
profusely covered it, and has now a pleasingly venerable appear-
ance1 while the great Sliui Dagaung Temple at Rangoon looks like
a gaudy pageant of the passing hour, although really a splendid

its kind. The troops speedily embarked and reached
^ ^ ^ B b to join in Its defence against the B&ndoola's or Burmese

irmy of 20,000 men, and afterwards in defeating it in
three consecutive battles at the flanks and centre of their extended

t». Close to the Dagoba 1 observed a marble slab with an
inscription on it couched in the inflated terms used by Indian

5 of the conquests of Alougphra or Alompra, the subduer of
Dans. He >azed Pegu in A. D. 1757.

In iLe time of Hamilton A. D. 1709, this capital was in ruing.
iUn there could not have been many substantial buildings within

rea of the walls or there would have been ruins of them
1 greatly suspect that the houses were of wood and frailer

rials, ss Rangoon houies are at this day, and that the brick
use*, which were in the old town beyond the walls, were
small fire safes.

Phhrvse (T) wa», according to Arian, the most remote maritime
egioB towardB the east that was known in bis time- In all pro-
bability it comprehended not only Arracan, but likewise the
country designated by Ptolemy the golden Chersonese •' which is
now j^Eal ly admitted to be Pegu."

mfurd stated that the oldest temples at Pugan were of a
from 846 to 864 A. D (") The king then reigning was Pyan

By&. If Pugan was founded so early as A. D. 107, as here also
Hated, and the Buddhist religion was introduced into Ava so

<• A. S. B. for Jinoary 1847 p. 27.
{,) «nrn. Emb. to AT* p. p, 62-63.
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early as B. C. 307 as we learn from the Mahawanso, how does
it happen that none of the numerous ruins of Buddhist temples at
this ancient city, where there are, as the above writer tells us,, the
most interesting and remarkable remains of ant'quity in the Burmau
dominions,—itself the seat of Government for twelve centuries-
have a date anterior to A D. 846 to 864? But the dynasties in the
Burman chronicle up to king Sumindri, at least B. C. 79, would
appear to be Indian ones. It is certain that many of the kings
named in it belonged to India—thus Ajatasattu, Dhammasoka
Raja, Mahinda. But the date of the third convocation to settle the
Buddhistical tenets, which was held in India at Patilipura, when
Dhammasoka reigned, is correctly given in the list, as it corresponds
pretty exactly with that assigned to it in the Mahawanso, and the
same may be said in regard to the date of Mahindha's (Mahindo's)
mission to Ceylon—the first of these dates being B. C. 309 and the
second B. C. 307. The only sacred book of the Burmese priests,
Mr Crawfurd observes, which is written in the Pali character, is the
short one called Kamawa, commonly found on sheets of ivory.
I have one of the same in my possession in the square Pali.

The only evidences at Pugan of Hinduism, were a small oval tile
with a figure of Buddha on it; an inscription in the Deva Nagari
character; and a temple with some Hindu images, of a date about
A. D 997 to A. D. 1030. (T) Hence Mr Crawfurd thinks, that if
these were principal images, and not warders, of the temple,
Brahmanism and Hinduism may have been intermixed, as is sus-
pected to have been the case in Java.(2) Besides IIIH, the form of
the temples at Pugan is more a Hindu than a Buddhist one. But
such Buddhism as that which existed in Ceylon must have been
spread over Ava soon after A. D 410 to A. D 432, when Buddha
Ghosa left Ceylon on his mission to the eastward. " The Shan
country contains many relics of antiquity, which may lead to a
supposition that Buddhism prevailed in the Laos countries perhaps
earlier than it did in what is now Ava. But it is not stated in
what character the Shan inscriptions exist.91

Prome according to Crawfurd (3) was " the first seat of Burman
" Government to which any allusion is made, and is said to have
" been founded B. C. 433/ ' But as a prince of Rum, B. C. 301,
is called by the Burmese a son of Dhamasanka king of VVethali— the
Dhammasoka Raja, who was Emperor of India, and consequently
ruler of Wesali, the capital of Waji, the country of the Lichchawi
Rajas, (*) it thence appears that the Burmese have confounded
their own kings in many instances with those of Central India* But
if the Burmese descended the Irrawady from the north, how does it

C) N>. p. 69.
(9) They co.exist without opposition in B&lf at the present day, and appear

always to have done to.—ED.
(») Ib. p. 490 et itq.
{*) Mahawanso, Introduction p. *$•
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happen that they settled at first so far down ? This might lead us
to suspect that they settled originally in Pegu and Martabanf

descending from the Laos countries by the route of the Attaram
river to Mariaban. The Peguers or Monsa ssert that the Burmans
got their religion from Pegu.

It would seem from Mr Crawford's remark in his embassy to
Ava (p. 419) that the Buimese say that in A. D. 386 a Burman
priest Buddha Gautha or Gausa proceeded to Ceylon, and from
thence brought with him a copy of the Buddhist Scriptures. This
only serves to caution us against their chronology at the earlier
periods of their history ; lor Huddha Ghosa went to Ceylon from
India not from Ava in about A. D. 410, and then (*) compiled the
Buddhist Scriptures and Commentaries which reached Ava after-
wards, and exist there now in I believe nearly their pristine purity.
Tattooing seeaas originally, observes Mr Crawfurd, to •• have been
•• confined to the Burmans and Taleins. The nations they have
" subdued have more or less followed their example, such as the
•• Kayens, the Aracanese and the Shans." But it is only I suspec*
those Kareans who live near to a Burman population who tattoo
themselves; for, in travelling over theTenasserim Provinces, I found
the Kayen tribes generally to be not tattooed. But Fitch says
that the Peguers did not in his time tattoo themselves^

The Siamese most likely dropped the practise, if indeed it had
then existed, when they separated from the Laos, in order to indi-
vidualize themselves more strongly.

(4) The period of the year was doubtless that of the S. W.
monsoon, when small and badly managed vessels are still occasion-
ally lost.

The Scythians, as we learn from Col. Todd'i Rajahstan, of the
north of Europe, were always alert to assist, as they imagined,their
gods When they heard loud thunder they supposed that these
gods were attacked, and they shot their arrows towards the sky to
aid the latter. The Grecian and Celtic sailors purchased the
charmed arrows of their god Apollo to calm the troubled sea.
The Malays too had the superstition amongst them, for in the
Malayan Annals ( 2 ) it is related that" Seyyad Arab discharged an
*i arrow towards Siam, toying, " Chaupatidan the Raja of Siam
" is a dead nan" and it/ell out a wording ly." Now this mode
of killing an enemy was then novel to the Malays, and must have

been taught them by this Arab, vih<» WAS a 4* servant of God. I
ha\e for convenience sake used L« yilen's Translation of the*e Annals
where ir gives the whole of the oiifcinal, but have revelled to the
latter where that it not iht rase The cojy i" the Arabic charac-
ter in my possession, which was purchased fiom a shop-keeper,
seems to have been made about twenty ycois a^o, and to have
been in the possession of some English oiienthlist, as it has mar-

(T) Mthswanio Cb. 37 p. 250.
(') Trmolation by Ley den p. 133.
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gioal annotations, where he thought the sense obscure. He states
in a note that "this translation is merely a free rendering of some
of the principal incidents it contains* Ibrahim the Moonshee made
a copy of the Salelata Salatin at Malacca, and too*: it with him to
Bengal, where he was in the service of Dr Leyden. Ibrahim read
the book to the Doctor and explained the meaning to him, and he
wrote down what he seems to have considered as worthy of notice.
This is the account which Ibrahim gives me. It would indeed be
tedious to translate all the prolixity and repetitions of a Malayan
author, but this translation is tolerably faithful. There is consi-
derable variation in the Malayan copies." These remarks seem to
me quite justifiable.

(6) Ihe aborigines of Kedak.—Tht Girgdssi and the Rak-
shasas are clasied together by the Indo-Chinese nations in their
tales of Genii and demons. Our Ambassador, it may be -recol-
lected, had married the daughter of a Rakshasa father and G g&ssi
mother; hence he is described as being acquainted with tin caste
of these Keddah Girg&ssis. The exclusiveness of Asiatic navigators
and travellers of ancient times, is often betrayed in ii*e names
they give to the aborigines of the countries visited by them.
The civilized European sneeringly termed two thirds of the human
race—blacks—while he himself had not long before escaped from
under the Roman epithet " barbarian." The natives en the
continent of India who had ascended pretty high on the ladder
of civilization, found by their own accounts the Island of Ceylon
inhabited by Yakhas or demons, so branded by them, who were
driven by them into the woods, where their descendenta are to
be found to this day of British civilization and ascendancy. Then
there are the Burmese, Siamese and other Indo-Chinese nations
who look upon and treat the various aboriginal tribes whom they
have nearly supplanted—such as the Kareans, Samangs, Bila and
others—as beings but little elevated above the orang-utan—while
the far more barbarous tribes of the Archipelago behold in the
same light the Harafuras and other races who have been driven by
them into the fastnesses of the Islands."

Yet many of these expelled races have fairer complexions, and
as good proportions of body as their tyrants—and have better
claims to antiquity, if they be not the remnants of a far anterior
civilisation shattered by time and superior force.

Our author only observes in this place, when alluding to the
external appearance of these Qirgasi, that they were " very large
men"—but he elsewhere tells us, that they had, like the Rakahasat
—hideous tushes—a belief still prevalent amongst the Malays of
Keddah; although they are now Mahomedans. But our author is
further on obliged to confess that M&rong Mahawangs&'s descen -
dants intermarried with these aborigines—for such they seem to
have been. This tribe or people seems to have belonged to the
Siamese race—and it is probable that the portion of the presen'
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>n of keddah called Samsam is derived from that tribe.
e as their native tongue the Siamese language—
istoms, and are, excepting where not converted to
i>ts. They seem to have mixed with the colonists

from i! "d approximate now more in stature and colour
lo ilie > an lo the true Siamese. Many families of Satn-
eams'at- under British rule in Province Wellesley and prove
to be and, as compared with Malays, an industrious
people. y have orchards and rice fields—and they hunt the
1 and wild hog for food, with dogs, using nets and spears,

e dogs are small but active and bold creatures.
They generally bring ihe boar to bay, when the hunters kill him

with their spears. But I have seen both men and dogs very badly
wounded during such an encounter.

That the Girgussi were Siamese, or cognate to them, appears
probable also from the names, according to our author, of some
of their chiefs Such are Phra Chioon,—Nang, Sutiaman—
Parap—Nang Meri, These names I believe have been derived
from the Pali—a language to which the Simese have been indebt-
ed for most, if not all, of their woids applied to religion, politic*,
law, learning and science, and proving their rude condition when
that language wan introduced amongst them.

I may here notice Hint in the Katha Wongsa, a Bali work, which
I procured from the Siamese, Buddha is said to have commenced
his wandeiings by proceeding from India lo Ceylon or Lanka
Singhon as the Siamese term the Utter, the Bali SinghalaorSihala
Thippe (Dwip), in nrder to expel—it should I apprehend hsve been
" to teach,**—the Yakshas who held dominion there. This expulsion
was not in accordance with the humane disposition of Buddha, unless
he ically believed them to be evil spirits or demons, and he ought
to have known the contrary if he possessed the prescience attributed
to him by his followers. In the Mahawanso [T] the Buddhists have
tried to make the act appear a humane one—by assuring us that
the Yakkhoa were demons, or rather that the inhabitants of Lanka
were Yakkhos (or demons). Buddha " caused the delightful Isle
of Gin to approach for them and as soon as they had transferred
themselves thereto [to escape the conflagration he had raised] he
restored it to ita former position." But the Yakkhos and Yakkhini
appear from the seventh chapter of the Mahawamo to have fully
occupied the Island after Buddha had gone back to India. Mr
Tumour remarks oo this subject [2] " U would appear that the
prevailing religion at that period (the arrival of Vijayo) was
the demon or Yakkha worship. Buddhists have therefore thought
proper to represent that the inhabitants (of Ceylon) were Yakkhos,
or demons themselves, and possessed supernatural powers."

The descendants of these Yakkho* were looked u;>on by the

['] Turnour'i Trans] -. of Mahawamo T. i e. i p. 3rd & do. c. Til p. 48,
[aJ Introduce: to Mthaw»D>o v, I p, XLV.
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Candians as little better than evil spirits—and in this outcast
degraded condition they might ever have remained, had not Brit
rule succeeded 40 the ruthless despotism of the Rajas of Cancv
In the Mahawanso it is stated that there was a Sovereign or> t \ t
Yakkhos.
» These Girgassf of Srai are stated to have had no Raja, hut on./
Panghulus or chiefs over them. But by whom these were an.:
pointed is not mentioned. It is fair therefore to infer that a hî hev
than a popular authority created the office—and that the seat of
power lay in the direction'of'Siam. (l)

The Girassi or natives, by the account of our author, invited
Marong Mahaw&ngsa to become their chief. But their " asto-
nishment at seeing him," is at variance with the inferences which
plainly occur to us after reading, that hi* Malim knew the names
of the bay and the Islands— that he himself knew the caste of the
Girgasf, and conversed with them—if not in their own language,
still it [must be supposed in one which had been established as a
common medium of intercourse betwixt the people of the west and
east or of India and the Indo-Chinese countries. The precipitancy
with which Mahawangsa settled and fortified himself might induce
one to believe that he had sailed for this port with the intention
to colonize the country per fas aut nefas, but altered his designs
when left with one ship only.

The narrative is equally circumstantial regarding his return long
afterwards to Rum. So these colonists were most probably, as I
have already conjectured, natives of India. I have not jet been
able to positively identify the site of Langkasuka. The quarter
where I may hereafter be able to find its ruins, is clothed with
dense jungle and is impeded by deep swamps and ravines or water
courses. I have traversed on foot, as usual where neither elephants
nor horses can be used, parts of this tract, and the outlines satisfy
me of the statistical fidelity of our author. I hope yet to discover
the spot. If the ruins were of any considerable magnitude how-
ever they would have been doubtless more easily discovered. I
believe the village of Cuboh Balei to be close to the site of the
orignal Town—But as that was abandoned after a while, it is
probable the buildings were merely temporary

Langkasuka mean? in Sanscrit the delightful, or joy inspiring
Lanka—and £^u suka, has been borrowed from that langu-
age by the Malays to express joy, gladness, &c. If the origin
of Mabawangsa was to be predicated from this Sanscrit appellative,
we should be compelled to consider him as having been a native of

(') In Sumatra, the Penimula (amongst the Binua), Borneo, Celebes, &c,
we find ao many examples of a strong tendency to republican principles that
there is much reason to think that the earliest institutions of the Archipelago
were highly republican. There are several Malayan states at present in Su-
matra and the Penimula, the highest functionaries in which are PaDghulai.—
E D .
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T The Siamese, to whom Keddah belongs, designate it, a* *i
?''• Miiang Srai or Chrai, which so far corroborate* our author's

' 'it. It is pretty obvious that such was the name of the Ked-
'^ountatn if not of the country when Mahawangsa ia reported to

ve arrived, and I auspect hit may not have been the first irmnigra-
from the west, wlile fresh accessions of Indians may have from

ime to time arrived after the colony bcaame settled. The list of
wild animals or game here given applies well to the locality at the
present day, although it is more contracted than it might have
>een ; for close along the base of the mountain Sree or Srai. now
sailed by the Malays Gunong Jerei, hut by the Siamese K'hau
Srai, iind >n the surrounding forests, are to be found alio, the ele«
pliant, various species of the feline tribe from the leopard cat up
to the leogard and royal tiger, two kinds of the rhinoceros, the
largest of which inhabits the plains, and the smallest the mountain,
as [ ascertained while ascending it, the Srigala or small dark
brown wild dog, two species of the Uovine genus, which f have
called Bisons, one being a very powerful animal and tierce. I have
never seen one of these Srigila alive, although I have travelled for
a month at a time through the deep forests of the Peninsula, but I
saw a preserved one in the collection of my scientific friend Dr Can-
tor, who has doubtless already described it. There it alao the wild
goat or sheep called KmHng Gurtin or " wild goat" by the
Malays. No description that I am aware of haa yet been given of
this animal, so ihat its precise zoological position has aot been
ascertained. Its habitat is on the inaccessible peaks and cliffs of
tlii mountains, and especially the crags and peaks of the limestone
formation, and it is & very difficult thing to catch or kill one.
They ate found generally beyond the range of fire-arms, and are
very wary. I got a couple of horns and part of the skeleton [not
the head] of one which had fallen from a precipice, and been killed,
insufficient I apprehend to enable u naturalist to identify the spe-
cies. The horns were about six or seven inches long, a little curved
and of a blackish colour. I observed one of these animals far
above my head standing on the point of the perpendicular limestone
rock of Kkoio Wong near the frontier of Patani. It was of a dark
colour, and appeared shaggy at the distance from which I viewed
it, Bur it was toa far off for a ihot even from a Manton.

(7b be Continued,)
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FIVE DAYS IN NANING,

WITH A WALK TO THE FOOT OF GUNON6 DATU IN

RAMBAU.

By J. R. LOGAN, Esq., P. G. S.

FIRST DAY.

[Tuesday, 9th February, 184J.J

THE time limited for my stay in Malacca was now nearly
exhausted, but I could not bring myself to leave without
having a glimpse, however fleeting, of N&ning. This coun-
try lies immediately behind the old boundaries of the Eu-
ropean territory, and having been only amalgamated with the
latter sixteen years ago, I anticipated that I should find
its purely Malayan character still well preserved, and in
strong contrast to that of the sea bord, where foreign
elements so numerous and so varied have been infused,
that the Malaccans, not only as a whole, but in the separate
races of which they are composed, are stamped with a pecu -
liar local impress. There were other strong inducements to
visit it. The disjointed chapters of the primeval physical
history of the country, inscribed in characters more or
less legible in the slowly opening records of the wasting
coasts, might be applied in deciphering the more obscure
geology of the interior, and might, in their turn, receive
fresh meaning from the latter. The spirit of old Malayan
life too, preserved only in story, had once animated scenes
now buried in the jungles of Naning, or perhaps still the
abodes of Malays, but as completely obscured, in all their
ancient lineaments, to the eyes of their occupants, as if they
had lain in a distant land. A closer interest was excited by
recent events ending in the final disruption of that social and
political system which had given its peculiar character to the
older history of the country, and this revolution, in its course,
had for a time converted the quiet pathways and silent forests
into the scene of war. Lastly, I had a strong hope of being
able to visit, in their own recesses, some of the singular
ancient races of the country, long since pressed back into
the interior by foreign colonists, and who, leaving the suc-
cessive iufluxions of these to contest the dominion of the
plains with each other, had, for many ages, secluded them-
selves in the deep jungles of the mountains.
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When the preparations for my excursion were complete, T
found that the very limited number of hack ponies in Ma-
lacca had all been previously engaged by Malays and Klings
at high rates, for one of those frequent occasions on which
the pleasure—loving Malaccans throng to Tajong Kling or
some other attractive country spot, where, beneath moss
covered and shady fruit trees planted by their forefathers,
the tombs of Malayan saints of old are preserved with
superstitious care. I was not long left in this difficulty,
for the kindness of some of my European and Chinese friends
speedily, at some inconvenience to themselves, placed a relay
of horses at my disposal. To render the stages as easy
as possible, I started two hours before day-break, accom-
panied by a Malay named Mahomed, who was to take me to
the house of a friend of his in Naning well qualified to
escort me over the country. The road to the interior
strikes across the paddy plain from the Trankerah road.
The fields of paddy, stirred by a cold breeze, glimmered
•beneath the moon, and we passed cottage after cottage
lying, with all their sleeping inmates, in perfect silence by
the road side. The cold, mystic, melancholy aspect of the
plain, which fancy might now people with the Hantus
and other aerial beings who yet live in Malayan superstition,
was a wonderful change from the warm and mellow scene
which glow? here when the sun is up, and like most other
things in Malacca, very striking to a visitor from Singapore.
We passed Raja Nerdng, Bakar Bdtu, Tomta Malim, Bir-
tarn JKichi, Birtam B£s£r, Kandang, Gaung, Pinring, and at
4 o'clock reached the limit of the plain, and ascended the
gentle slope of the first hill at Malim. The road now lay
through a black thicket of fruit trees. From Malim to
Ching, where we changed horses, and thence to the next
stage at Rumbiah, our course was over a succession of
connected or isolated hills, which were pierced or divided

by winding flats, not broader than a small river and covered
with paddy. The first hills rose in bold ridges, and the road
wound along their lower slopes, but after passing these sea
ramparts of the early continent, the face of the country
rose and fell in ramifying, sinuous undulations, varying in
their forms and dimensions, and with the hollows filled up
to a certain level with the clay and sand washed by rains, and
dug out by streams, from the hills around and the mountains
behind. The road sometimes mounts to the summits and
sometimes lies along the sides or in the depressions of the
hills, and as its general direction is transverse to that of the

D
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ranges, it is affected by all their inequalities, so that it never
pursues a horizontal line for many paces, save when it des-
cends into the flats and unites the slopes on either side by its
low mound. The hills for a time continued to be covered
with fruit trees, but soon the only trace of cultivation was the
brushwood on their lower slopes, while above a dense forest
stretched along the ridges. At Sungei Pitai we crossed the
boundary of Naning and entered the tract on which the Indian
sepoy and the Malay had for the first and perhaps the last
time met in conflict. The greater part of the road was
strewed with laterite gravel. I remarked that the sides
of the hills towards the north were in general steeper than
those towards the south.

At Telim&h several shops, a tattered atap mosque, an
ancient tomb or kr&mat, that of Bil&na Sultin, and some
fruit plantations indicated that we were now in the heart of
N&ning. At 7 o'clock we reached the hill of Alor G£jd. The
road lies along the face of the hill, having on the one side,
an open grassy tract covered with the remains of the British
lines and bounded by low jungle which extends to the
summit, and, on the other, a belt of fruit trees divided into
several orchards, each surrounded by its fence and over-
shadowing a house. This cultivated slope rests on an uu-
usually broad paddy flat, from the other side of which rises
a lower hill surmounted by Fort Lismore, a small earthen I1

fortification, along the ramparts of which an armed sepoy >
kept guard. The detachment of men stationed here appears
to have for some years been quite unnecessary, as the Na-
ningites are, to all appearance, perfectly reconciled to the
issue of the war, so far as the mere change of rule is
concerned. Although the heavier impost to which they
have been subjected is considered a hardship, there is no
risk of its provoking them to any future outbreak.

To the west of the Fort, and upon the gentle slope at the
base of the hill, extend, on each side of the road, a connected
line of houses, nearly the whole of which are occupied by
Chinese shop-keepers. At the entrance of this little village,
another road strikes off to the south eastward, passing be-
tween the Kort and the paddy valley, crossing one of the
branches of the latter, and then pursuing its course over hill
and hollow to Ayer Panas. At Alor G£j& we were received
by my companion's friend, Abdulrahman, who proved to be
the mdtd mata of the district. The N&ning mdta mkta must
not be confounded with the hired police peon of Malacca and
Singapore. He ia an unpaid and honorary police functionary,
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whose lands are exempted from the tithe, and whose business
it is to make himself a terror to evil-doers, and, when need
is, to bring detected criminals to justice at Malacca. Abdul-
rahman's house lay in one of the plantations on the right
side of the road, and as it is a fair specimen of the style
of the better class of houses in Naning, I will briefly describe
it:—The body of the house is about 40 feet square and, like
all Malay cottages, rests on posts, so that the floor is some
feet above the ground. It is divided by a partition into a
large and a small room. A few steps lead down from the
former into a broad verandah or gallery, which runs along
the whole front of the house, and at one end extends about
24 feet beyond it. Ihe sides and partition of the house are
of pannelled wood work. The ends of the verandah are
of similar wood work, with a curiously carved narrow win-
dow, or rather a row of slits, in each. In front and at the
back of the projecting end, a wooden parapet about 2\
feet in height forms the only obstruction to t ie free ingress
of the air and light. On the wall of the verandah are hung
some deer's horns and skulls, the trophies of the house-
holder's forest craft. Fine mats are spread on a portion of
the floor, and others lie at one end in readiness for any
unusual influx of visitors, for the verandah forms at once the
visiting, eating, and sleeping place for guests. The large
room into whifch we ascend from the verandah, is only used
as a reception room on feasts and other great occasions, and
ordinarily forms a convenient store-room for the less valuable
household stuff, such as baskets of different kinds, mats, &c.
Around a wooden post in the middle are hung an abundance
of spears, swords, and other weapons of several sorts, for
the Malayan armoury displays a motley and curious assort-
ment of weapons. A number of baskets of paddy, which
had been newly brought in from the field and were not yet
cleaned for the granary, were placed on the floor. The
smaller room was my host's bed chamber, the only place in
the whole kampong sacred to privacy. At one end was a
curtained bed, and on the other were stuck or suspended
some fire-arms and a great variety of krises, swords and
knives. Some of the krises were sinuous in shape and
damasked or striated,—slight rough ridges rising from the
surface of the blade and giving it the appearance of a num-
ber of thin plates having been welded together and their
edges left projecting. Amongst these weapons were the
krf s panjang, k. samp&na, k. sapukul, chinangkasj kllwang*
pid&ng menangkabau, golah Rambau &c.
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Abdulrahmdn pointed out a kris of celebrity, which had
gleamed in many a foughten field in days of old and, as he
said, "drunk much blood." This he regarded with a look of
veneration, and prized as his most valuable possession. It
is not simply from virtu that a Malay collects and cherishes
so many different species of weapons. When the field was
the grand source of distinction, arms which had served their
owner well in his hour of need were held in high esteem
by him and his descendants, while those worn by champions
distinguished for their prowess, acquired the repute of being
indued with the supernatural quality of giving invincibility
to their possessor. As the lapse of time removed from
around the memory of a warrior all the more vulgar attri-
butes of humanity, raised him into an impersonation of
heroism, and connected his deeds with the invisible powers
who had favoured him, his charmed kris (kris betuah*J
became environed by a spiritual halo in the imagination of
the Malays.

To complete the picture of the kampong, I must notice
the kitchen, an attap fabric a tew paces in the rear of the
house, but connected with it by a covered platform of split
nibong,—and the granary, a light and neat structure rais-
ed some feet from the ground, well-roofed, and having its
sides of narrow bambu placed about an inch separate, so as
to allow a free passage to the air. The padcty is not heaped
on the floor, but stored in cylindrical receptacles about 2J
feet high and 3 to 4 feet broad, made by bending back upon
itself a broad strip of the thick bark of the Cooppong Tree
an instance of that adaptation, by the simplest processes,
of materials ready from the hand of nature, into neat and
useful articles, which so frequently strikes and pleases the
observer in a Malayan country. A number of fowls and a
few goats were scattered about the kampong attending to
the one business of their lives. Between the cocoanuts there
are some dark-leaved coffee bushes which yield a crop of
berries, scanty but sufficient for the use of the house. A

* Or bertudh, which is evidently formed from tuah by affixing the particle
ber. The only meaning which tudh now bears in Malay is that of old (the
same idea being probably involved in the idioms mds tuah, mird tudh 8fc), and
the radical acceptation of ber-tugh may have been simply " destined or charmed
to a long life," whence it was extended to invulnerability, indeicrnctibility,
invincibility &c. But the idea of sacredneas connected with the object, animate
or inanimate, that is betua'b, t may suggest that in this word a Polynesian sense
of tudh has been preserved. The Polynesian dtud (god), and the Malay antu
(apirit) tuan, tuanku (master, lord) &c. all probably originate in the reverence
snd authority accorded to age, the immortlHty of the &ntu and &taa* beiqg an,
extended longevity.
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well trodden path leads to an open well on the margin of the
paddy flat. Some pieces of wood placed on the lower side
serve as the bathing place of the whole family male and
female, and it is one of the peculiarities of Naning that
these bathing places are entirely open and uncovered. In
bathing the sarong is not taken off.

The owner of all these possessions, and of the paddy fields
in front, welcomed us at his gate, and struck me by his
abrupt and homely manner, so different from that of the
Malays in the town. A good deal of this I found afterwards
to be peculiar. His character is plain, direct and in a re-
markable degree energetic. He is, compared with many,
rude and little tinctured with the pedantry of Islamism,
but endowed with strong practical sense, getting at once as
deeply into the heart of a subject as his mental range enables
him to go, without beating about the bush. At first his
manner was embarrassed and apparently dry, and his efforts
to break through the restraint under which he laboured were
abrupt and highly grotesque. When we ascended into the
verandah he blurted out his welcome again, jerked his head
about, bent his body forward, and shifted his position every
second. He was most delighted, he said, highly honoured,
but oppressed with shame. His house was such a miserable
hut, and he was such a poor, ignorant, vile person, mere
dung in fact! "S&ya orang meskin, tu&n,—orang bodo,—til/'
and so he continued vilifying himself, and accompanying
each new expression of humility by a sudden and antic
alteration of his attitude and position. An ample repast of
boiled rice, fish, &c, was soon spread on the mats, and I now
learned from Mahomed that our host had left his house in
Malacca the preceding evening, and walked 18 miles during
the night to have breakfast ready for us at an early hour.
The Malay coolies who had been employed in carrying my
baggage sat down with my host and Mahomed. A separate
array of dishes was provided for me at a little distance
upon another mat, and I was invited to occupy the only chair
that the house afforded. As the chair was ricketty, and
table there was none, I preferred following the custom of
my neighbours.

Having learned that the RamMu mountains were within
half a day's distance, and that there was a path to a famous
kramat on the summit of the highest, I resolved to make the
ascent instead of proceeding directly to Ayer Panas as I
had intended. We started at 4 past 7, Abdulrahnian being
induced with great difficulty to take a seat in my palankeen
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At the first paddy flat beyond Alor Gaja we found the road
barricadoed with bambus on each side of the flat, a sort of
turnstile allowing pedestrians to pass on. This mode of
protecting the fields from the intrusion of buffaloes was
frequently repeated, and sufficiently confirmed Abdulrah-
xnan's statement that there is not a horse or carriage of any
kind in N&ning. The steepness of the hills and the corduroy
bridges in the flats soon disabled our sorry hack from ad-
vancing further, and we therefore abandoned the palankeen
and proceeded on foot. Ascending the brow of the first
high hill, a grand vista suddenly opened. A country,
billowy like the sea, lay stretched before us, and above its
farthest undulations rose the mountains, not now invested
in the dim blue veil which they had hitherto worn, and
which reduced them to mere geometrical figures, but raising
their swelling forms in all the massiveness of close prox-
imity. Ridges, descending from the highest summits and
advancing slightly from the base, like vast butresses, ex-
panded in the warm shimmering sun 'light, and broad and deep
ravines reposed beneath their cool shadows, while one dense
and continuous forest clothed the whole. The road con-
tinued over elevations and across narrow level flats, winding
amongst them, and thus alternately hid the mountains from
our sight and revealed them with increasing grandeur. The
first considerable elevation,—after passing a place called Prigi
To Dato (the Chiefs well),—is the hill of Sabusah which
is covered with brushwood. Beyond it we passed the village
of Malikk£ where a Panghulu resides. That the reader
may not be misled by a name, I ought to explain that it
is only on the sea coasts and on the banks of the rivers,
that a Malayan village approaches to a European one in
the number and contiguity of its houses. In the country
there is in general nothing to which the name can be pro-
perly applied, save those places where a considerable number
of small orchards, each with its cottage, adjoin each other.
In the case of Malikkl, two Chinese shops added to the
importance of the village, and indeed were nearly all that
could be seen from the road. The whole tract called Ma-
Iikk6 contains about 50 houses. A stream called Ayer
Punge was shortly afterwards passed.

The next hill, Pirling, was of greater height and bolder
form than any that we «had passed since leaving Alor Gaja.
The surface and upper layer contain a large quantity of la-
teritic gravel. A large portion of it was covered with hill
paddy (p£ddi lunah). This species of cultivation according
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to the Malayan method is a very peculiar one, a crop being
taken from the same ground only once in every 8 or lu
years. When the original forest is felled and burned, ad-
ding a large quantity of wood ashes to the surface layer of
vegetable matter, the first crop is sometimes succeeded by
plantains and other vegetables, which are hardly and often
not at all cultivated, and seldom visited save to take their
produce. Instead of renovating the vigour of the soil by
tillage and manuring, it is given back into the hands of
nature for years, until a young forest has grown up to a con-
siderable height, and supplied materials for a new fertilizing
ash. A single paddy crop is now all that the husbandman
generally ventures to take, and this system continues ever
after. Where the road crosses the brow of the hill, Abdulrah-
man pointed out the site of one of the principal stockades
of our old enemy Dul Syed, the Panghulu of Naning. So
important did he consider it from its vicinity to his own
village and its strength, that he called it the key of Tabo.
A narrow paddy flat, of which the water was of a remarkably
strong brownish red colour, separated Perling from the next
elevation, which has a wide undulating summit. The
soil near the flat is of a brownish white, but it soon changes
into brownish red, with an abundant mixture of lateritic
gravel and frequent solid, calcined looking blocks of brown-
ish yellow and brownish black colours. These at some places
protrude in such numbers as to render the whole surface
utterly barren, and give it the appearance of having been
burned. In some places small quartz fragments are mixed
with the lateritic gravel.

The country now became more open, and after crossing a
low hillock in which a bluish slatey micaceous rockhas been
left unaltered by plutonic action, the extremity of another
steep hill, and the flats between them (the only named
localities in the tract being Bunga Tanjong and Bali
Munkur), we had only a narrow flat between us and the
hill of Tabo. On the left a paddy valley of considerable
size, (into a lower part of which run the flats which we had
just passed) swept round the north west side of the hill,-—
a very gentle slope covered with old fruit trees, amongst
which cottages are scattered. On this side of the village
the earthen rampart of the Panghulu still stretches along
the face of the hill. The road cuts through it, passes the
village burial ground, where there are many rude tomb
stones of unhewn upright slabs of granite, and then runs
close above the village, over an open tract covered with a
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thin sward. Several rocks protrude here, which have more
or less H calcined appearance or are merely laterised. The
whole, as well as all the hills from Alor Gaja to Tabo, are
a micaceous clay, which has at many places been transformed
by subterranean thea and gases.* Near the northern end
of the village I noticed a luxuriant ipo tree, the juice of
which forms an ingredient in the poison by which the
darts of the sumpitan are tipped.

The main operation of the Naning war seems to have
been the conveyance of a mortar and a 12-pounder howitzer
from Rumbiah to the Panghulu's village at Tabo, a distance
of 12 miles. For this purpose the road had to be widened
and rendered passable, and in 115 days, at an expense little
short of £100,000, the road over which I had just passed
was constructed and the J2 miles march accomplished. If
British troops cannot proceed a few miles into tbe Peninsula
without carrying mortars and 12-pounders with them, the
fewer petty Malay wars the Government provokes the belter.
It is true that wben the artillery was brought up to Tabo
opposition ceased, for the stockade was carried without the
loss of a man on either side, but it may be doubted how far
the artillery was essential to this result when we learn that
the howitzer could not be got over some felled trees in
time to be used, and the mortar apparently stuck in a
paddy field. So that all the previous felling of innumerable
trees and making of mounds over swamps, for the sake of
the ordnance, had ultimately no other effect than to delay the
issue of the contest for three months, and expose our troops
during all that time to harassing attacks from the bush
fighting Malays. A strong party of seamen would have
taken Tabo in a few days, and so would the gallant Madras
troops if they had trusted to their own good arms and left
the guns at Malacca. It may be suggested however that
a body of Macassar men, officered by Europeans and lightly
armed and clothed, would prove a more effective force in a hill
and forest contest with Malays, which any war we may ever
again have in the Peninsula is likely to be, than any otber
description of troops. They would do their work rapidly,
and at a vastly smaller expense than 300 dollars for each

* At Tdbo the original rock, of which the traces are alight, ia a bluith an d
reddish fiiaile micaceous clay. Tbe plutonic action baa rendered the greater
portion of the rocks visible at the surface, whether gravel or protruding blocks,
acoriform, partially quartsose, or lateritic. The larger proportion have tbt
calciced appearance which rocks containing much iron assume on its com*
plete oxidation.
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man in the population of the territory to be subjugated,* a
sum ten times the value which a Malay bears in most parts
of the Archipelago.f

We now left the carriage road and struck off in a westerly
direction, crossing a dry sandy flat at the foot of the hill,
and then the stream which feeds the paddy valley below.
Our path now lay along an inhabited elevation called Chi-
rana (sometimes China) Puteh on which the gomuti, ijo or
Jcdbong palm was intermixed with cocoanuts &c. At the
foot, patches of the sago palm occurred frequently* Several
cottages were scattered along the summit of the hill. We
next crossed a swampy flat, and here, for the first time in
Naning, the path failed. My companions however cau-
tiously feeling their way soon found a hard sandy path
beneath the line of deepest water. The heat had now
become so great that this wade was very agreeable and
refreshing. We proceeded across a dry, flat or slightly un-
dulating, sandy tract, in a direction nearly parallel to a
high and steep ridge at a short distance on the right, called
Bukit Payong. The sides were mostly covered with low
jungle, shewing that pdddi umdh had been extensively
cultivated. The mamillary summits were still covered with
primitive forest. Our path continued for some time over
the same ground, and through low brushwood or jungle.
Not a single rock fragment or pebble had hitherto occur-
red, and I was somewhat at a loss whether to consider the
tract as the product of a quartzose granite disintegrated
on the spot, or the debris ot the mountains. At last the
head of a granite block appeared in the path and removed
all doubt. The small specimen which I obtained was a fine
grained aggregate of whitish felspar, translucent and yellowish
quartz of a resinous lustre, and blackish-red mica, holding
some large crystals of mica. One of my chief motives in
extending my journey to the mountains, was the expectation
of being able to trace the line where their granitic rocks rose
through the laterized sedimentary strata of the low hilly
country, and my disappointment was great on now finding
that I had passed the line without obtaining any trace of

* The number or men in the whole population of Naniog at the time of the
contest (1832) was about 1,500 (Begbie, p. 149.)

f The Naniog war ii not likely to be soon forgotten by the Malays, for they
have made it the subject of a satirical poem, in wbicb the proceedings of our
civil and military authorities are rather roughly handled. Its account of the
" disastrous chances, the moving accidents by flood and field" forms an amusing
comment on Captain Begbie's narrative.

E
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it* It must lie in the narrow swamp across which we waded,
because the hill of Chir&nd Puteh, which sinks into it on the
west side, is lateritic, and the sandy tract that commences
on the east side is a continuation, and possesses the charac-
ter, of the tract where the granite was first seen.

Presently the scene changed. We emerged from the jun-
gle and stood on the margin of a broad undulating tract of
p&ddi umah, covered with the trunks and larger branches
of trees which had been felled, and stretching, to appearance,
nearly up to the foot of an elongated mountain mass,,
Gunong Berdgi. I was at once struck by the strong resem-
blance of this portion of the Ramb&u mountains to those
of Pinang. The summit line is irregular, being formed by
the tops of great steep ridges which project, and are se-
parated by broad and deep ravines. The form and character
of the mass are so identical with those of the Pinang moun-
tains that, having on another occasion given some detailed
descriptions of the latter, any further remarks on this part
of the Rambau mountains, would be a mere repetition.
Midway across the cleared tract, and not far from some
small huts inhabited by the paddy planters, we passed a
long moat like depression in the ground, which, according
to Abdulr&hman, marks the boundary between N&ning and
Rambku. The scattered inhabitants on the border of our
territory, he said, were mostly bad characters*, and he press-
ed on without holding any communication with the few
whom we saw. The soil is a coarse quartzose clay or de
composed granite. A large block of this rock rises above
the surface at a little distance from the path, t After cross-
ing the cleared tract, a work of some difficulty from the
number of prostrate trees, we again entered the jungle.

A few minutes walk brought us to the Kubur Feringi,
or Grave of the European, a long earthen mound beside
the path, about three feet in height, which has no
resemblance whatever to a grave of any form, and appears
rather to be the wasted remnant of a Malay rampart. J I
could not learn whether the Portuguese had ever advanced
so far into the interiour, but it is probable that they did,

* Thii, for obvious reasons, must always be tbe case on our frontiers in the
Peninsula. It is so in Province Wei lei ley.

t It is similar in composition to that previously mentioned, but larger
grained, and containing many large oblong crystals of felspar. In decomposing,
tbe felspsr in many places becomes deeply stained with blackish brown and
rusty colours, and these blotches contain much iron.

t The original and correct name may have been Kubu Feringi—the European
rampart.
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and that one of them who had died or been slain was buried
at this post. In a short time we left the jungly border
and came into a fine open country. A moist flat on the
right was covered with paddy, and here and there women
were busily cutting it. A thick belt of forest lay between
it and Gunong Berag&, which rose, great and beautiful, on
the opposite side of the narrow plain. Gunong Datu was
now seen, apparently still at some distance in front. Our
path followed the margin of the dry tract raised eight or
ten feet above the plain, and into which a little stream,
fresh and cold from the deep ravines of Beraga, was eating.
On our right there was a succession of neat cottages amongst
cocoanut trees, forming the village of Kandang. On nearing
one of these our ears, were saluted by the most melodious
sounds, some soft and liquid like flute notes, and others
deep and full like the tones of an organ. These sounds
were sometimes low, interrupted or even single, and
presently they would swell into a grand burst of mingled
melody. I can hardly express the feelings of astonishment
with which I paused to listen and look for the source of
music so wild and ravishing in such a spot. It seemed to
proceed from a clump of trees at a little distance, but I
cou1#*. see neither musician nor instrument, and the sounds
varied so much in their strength that their origin seemed
now at one place and now at another, as if they sometimes
came from mid-air and sometimes swelled up from the mass
of dark foliage, or hovered, faint and fitful, around it. On
drawing nearer to the clump my companions pointed out
a slender bambu which rose above the branches, and whence
they said the musical tones issued. I was more bewildered
than before, but they proceeded to explain that the bambu
was perforated, and that the breeze called forth all the
sounds. Every one knows of the multiplied uses of the
bambu, how, entire or split as the purpose requires, it
forms posts, masts, yards, ladders, chairs, stools, screens,
floors, roofs, bridges, &c, how, when smaller, it is an
elastic material out of which a great variety of baskets and
receptacles are formed for containing solids, and how its
joints make neat and convenient bottles for holding and
carrying liquids, or, when fine, are fashioned into flutes.
But here was the crowning triumph of Malayan art, and
the most wonderful of all the applications of the bambu, for
what could be more bold and ingenious than the idea of
converting an entire bambu, rough from the jungle and
thirty or forty feet in length, into a musical instrument
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by simply cutting a few holes in it. As I had an opportu-
nity afterwards of getting possession of one of these bulu
ribut, or bulu perindu (storm or plaintive bambu) I will
explain their construction in a future page.* As we pro-
ceeded, and when the notes had died away in the distance,
our ears were suddenly penetrated by a crash of grand and
thrilling tones which seemed to grow out of the air around
instead of pursuing us. A brisk breeze which soon followed
and imparted animation to the dark and heavy leaves of
the gomuti palms explained the mystery, while it prolonged
the powerful swell. As we went on our way the sounds
decreased in strength and gradually became faint, but it
was not till we had left the bambu of the wind far behind
us, and long hidden by intervening trees and cottages, that
we ceased to hear it.

The scenery was now very agreeable and exhilarating in
comparison with N&ning. There, interminable hillocks con-
fine the view, and we never rise for a minute to a slight
elevation without the certainty that we shall presently be
again imprisoned in the next depression. Though there is
much on all sides to please and interest, there is an absence
of the higher elements of rural beauty. Here, for the first
time since we left the sandy shores of Malacca, we were on a
broad, dry, well peopled level. The cottages were nearly all
good, a neat bambu fence marked off a space around each into
which the buffaloes outside, which grazed lazily or lay in the
shady spots or sunk in miry holes, were debarred entrance.
The narrow swamps were exchanged for an open valley, and
the sluggish muddy canals, in which the water was occasion*
ally collected where not distributed over the fields, were here
replaced by a lively mountain stream which sped on its way
with a most pleasant and refreshing sound. Here and there
deep hollows, from the sides of which the soil had been vio-
lently torn off and swept away, indicated the different aspect
which this stream must have when the adjacent mountain

* Marsden in bit Dictionary, voee jL> bulnh, explains baluh perindu to

be " a Bpecief of bambu supposed to yield a melodious and plaintive sound ;
a sort of eolian pipe, formed by cutting a slit in a bambu fixed perpendicularly
and exposed to the action of the wind," and, as an example, gives the quotation-
Terldlu bmat mardu bunyUnia seperti buluh per-rindu rdsdnid, which he
translates " most melodious was the sound, affecting the sensea like supernatu-
ral music." It would appear from this that the plaintive bambu is used in
Sumatra. All those wbinh I saw in Rambau and N£ning had a slit in each
joint above a eertaio height, so that one bambu possessed 14 to 20 notes, eaeh
of which varied in itself according to the strength of the breeze. The joints
decrease in their bore from the bottom to the top, tod the slits also differ in
their size and shape.
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slopes are drenched with rain and every ravine sends down
its tributary. At one place I heard water rumbling beneath
our feet, and at another passed a deep isolated depression,
where the ground had evidently sunk in from the exca-
vation of the subsoil by the passage of water. In the next
patch of low jungle we crossed the stream, which has here
a channel six or seven feet in depth. The soil cut through
by it ; s sandy clay, containing angular pebbles of quartz.
We came upon the margin of the paddy valley again and
shortly afterwards crossed a large stream, the Ramb&u,
which forms one of the affluents of the river Liugie, Its
channel is here from 8 to 10 feet in depth and is bridged
over by the trunk of a tree. We rested for arfew minutes
in front of the fence of a cottage which faces the bridge.
The cocoanut trees were still, to my surprise, tall, thick,
and with considerable clusters of nuts. Some patches of
luxuriant sago palms filled the hollows at the sides of the
stream. The owner hardly vouchsafed any notice of us at
first, and, on our desiring to purchase some coconuts, raised
difficulties, but, on one of my Malays offering to climb a
tree, he proceeded, with apparent reluctance, to bring a long
bambu armed at its extremity with a hooked stick, and
detached a few coconuts. His reserve wore off a little and
he entered into conversation, but his manner still remained
dry and cold.

We now entered on an extensive level tract covered
with coconut and fruit trees, and crowded with cot-
tages, each carefully burrounded by a neat fence. This
place is called G£dong and is under Hdji Jfiyi, an officer
who was improperly termed Panghulu by my informants.
His proper official designation I could not ascertain. The*
few inhabitants whom we saw did not address us, and I was
struck by the more formal and almost reserved air which
not only they, but their fenced cottages also, wore. In
other Malayan countries where I have been, but particularly
amongst the Malays of Ked&h, everything seems to have
an easy, careless, social look. The countenances and de-
meanour of the people compel you to address them with
a friendly salutation and tone. Their very cottages invite
you to enter, and you are so sure of receiving a hospitable
welcome that you almost come to look upon their co-
conuts as purposely suspended outside for the use of the
traveller. In Naning there is a comparative deficiency of
this genial spirit, but still it prevails, and I scarcely ever
came within hearing of a cottage, without some of the
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inmates calling out in a friendly and respectful tone, " Tuan
m&u pigi k& ma'no,*' "Where are you going, sir?", or
passed a door, without being invited to rest. Here, on
the contrary, we were suffered to proceed in silence, and it
was not till we had paused to make some enquiries re-
specting the best route to the mountain, that some of the
inmates of the adjoining cottages descended from their
verandahs and entered into conversation. They expressed
surprise on being told of the purpose of our journey, and
presently asked Abdulrahman what / was in search of. He
said I was going to the top of the mountain also. At this
they were or feigned to be perplexed, and said it would be
necessary to *see the Panghulu first. I said that was the
first thing we had intended to do after resting a little to
recover from our fatigue. We were conducted to the
Panghulu's house, and made to wait at the door of his fence
until some of our new acquaintances had gone in to apprize
him of our proposed visit. They returned after some delay
with the message that the Panghulu had gone to a kampong
at some distance, to be present at the burial of a man who
had died from the bite of a snake. This was rather discour-
aging, and as no ihvitation to enter was given although
we were standing in the sun, we went to the margin of the
dry land and sat down in the shade of some trees, a number
of the villagers gathering round us. On the opposite side of
Al:e paddy valley in front, Gunong Datu now stood close
before us. A bare rock on one of the summits was pointed
out as the kramat. I now endeavoured to persuade some of
the* inhabitants to guide us to it, but they said it was impos-
sible until the Panghulu had given permission for my
ascent, which they thought it would be difficult to obtain.
They added that even he could not of his own authority
allow me to ascend, and that he would have to hold a con-
vocation of tudh tudhsy (literally " elders",) of his district,
and discuss the proposition. I said T considered their mode
of receiving an Englishman somewhat uncivil, that I bad
heard in Naning that the sea and shipping could be seen from
Gunong Datu—which was a wonderful thing, and hardly
credible considering how far inland Rambau lay,—and that
there were rocks of immense size on the mountain, that I was
curious to see these things, and that when any of them came
within our territories they were allowed to walk where they
pleased without question, and make themselves as much at
home as our own subjects. They said it was quite tiue that
the sea, the ships, the Fort of Malacca, and all the islands
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, could be seen from Gunong Datu, a fact which they
"3 to regard with great wonder. There were also

i-ger than houses and many other strange things on
the mountain, but it was not every one who could approach
it, as it was guarded by supernatural powers and the forest

full of tigers. I could not learn with certainty whe-
r their aversion to my ascending it was political or su-

'% but it seemed to be partly both.* Although in
ig with me they endeavoured to conceal their real
- and avoid a positive refusal, they hinted that only
tans could visit the kra*mat. In their conversa-
!i my companions they insisted on this, but also

(let- with some warmth, that no European had yet
led their mountain, nor had Ramb&Q ever been sub-

to Europeans, like the countries betwixt it and the
s e a- H | c European governments at Malacca have been so
f r r d ^ H f r at strife with the internal states that the fact of
Ri« >eing now tlio border independent one, must neces-

pfcKler its inhabitants very jealous of the British, and
thrin the fear that their country is marked for

They are also probably unable to appreciate
iiotives founded merely in curiosity or a desire of

knowledge for exploring their country. Finding that there
pe of being ; ble to procure a guide, and as I could
without deranging my Naning plans, I was re-
compelled to turn my back on Gunong Datu.

Abdulriihman was highly indignant, and offered to lead me
by night or day over any of the mountains within our own
territory, tigers or no tigers, and my Malacca friend was so
full that he would not remain in the village to eat his

For myself I must admit that I did not leave the
pla' the most charitable humour with its inhabitants,

the lofty mountain peak with the tantalizing rock
summit was out of sight, I became more reasonable,

and ''ed myself with the reflection that my six hours
walk in the heat of the sun had purchased for future explo-
rers who may chance to read these notes, the knowledge

must procure a guide before they enter Rambau,
tt" would be better still, obtain permission to ascend

tain through the good offices of the Malacca mi-
tho To incite those who may have an opportunity
of * g the mountain, I may mention that in addition to

pernatural objects to be found on the .summit,

that tbfy had some ill will towsrdi my guide.
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a Malacca Malay informed me that sea shells, pieces of cable
and other marine remnants abounded.*

rlhe whole aspect of Ranibau, so far as I proceeded,
was so different from that of the proper Malay countries,
that the eye alone told that here Sumatra was transported
into the Peninsula. The houses and everything about them
indicated a population industrious, thrifty, hardy, indepen-
dent and republican. The pronunciation, customs and ideas
had no tinge of the Peninsula, but were entirely those of
Mendngkabau. This passage of the inland people of Su-
matra across the Malayan lowlands of Sumatra and the
Peninsula into the interior of the latter, without pause or
commixture with the inhabitants of the sea-board, is a cu-
rious phenomenon. It still continues. I shall notice the
remarkable institutions and governments of Rambau and the
adjacent states in another paper. They are pure Sumatran.

I will not ask the reader to bear me company on my
return to Alor Gdja, as, save some additional and more
minute geological information^ it presented only a repetition
of what had attracted my notice in the forenoon. We reach-
ed Alor Gajd at 8 o'clock, having accomplished a twelve
hours walk, and an entire day's journey of nearly sixty miles,
without suffering. My Malacca companion, less accustomed
to walking than the rest of us, had his feet much bruised by
the lateritic gravel on the road, and was fain, when within
a few miles of Alor Gaja, to borrow a pair of shoes from
me 4

* Thil is a very common belief, with retpect to mountains of note, in Ma*
lsyan superstition.

f The Cbir£D& Puteh bills were found to be ironmasked. In front of the
COttBge facing the path across the swamp formerly mentioned (p. 33) there
was a calcined stone. The people of the place said it bad not been burned
by them. Further along; I found another stone of the same kind within a few
inches of the common ironmaaked rock of the locality. Proceeding on, I picked
up some specimens resembling calcined sandstone. Subsequently to the above
jouroey I found in Singapore, on the line of junction between the granitic and
•edimentary rocks, some massive remnants of sandstone and conglomeritic
layers, which are completely identical with my Chira*na* Puteh specimens.
These rocks are very instructive, shewing the mode in which the sandstone has
been converted into gtanite, and explaining the singular appearance assumed
by the latter prior to conveision, under the influence of the beat and ferru-
ginous emissions proceeding from the former. To find a precisely similar and
peculiar transformation at the line of junction, at two places so distant, is a
striking illustrstion of the correctness of the views of the formation of the Ma-
lay Peninsula>hich I have explained elsewhere (ante vol. II- On the Physical
Geography and Geology of the Malay Peuinsula.)

t A European is a much better traveller than a Malay even in the Peninsula.
Where there is much exposure to the sun, as in this day's route. It is rather
trying. But in the thinly inhabited parts of the Peninsula, where the paths
tUe through shtdy jungle, a Malay givei wsy sooner than a European, notwith-
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little to add with respect to the physical features
t- country over which I passed. There is a hot spring
Cliirana Puteh, and another at Saldnama in Rainbaii.
•d not pass any tin mines, but tin has been procured
Tabo, and also near Chira'na Puteb.*

Hambau mountains appear to lie on the border of an
re Alpine country, which docs not anywhere near them
to a similar height. As viewed from the southward,
rni a group consisting of three great elongated masses

or j^Rins, separated by broad and deep depressions. Each
o^Hive mountain approaches in its direction to a N.W.—

line. 'I lie one nearest our territories is called Gunong
The i.ext, which is placed further back, and

~^Hes to the north westward of the first, is called Gunong
<-:^B; and the last, Gunung Datu, lies to the north westward

i. Tl e summits of the two first chains exhibit com-
j ^ ^ ^ B t ly small inequalities. Gunong Datu has a more
| ^ ^ H [ appea.ance, but it ia impossible by viewing such

^Hius from one Mile only to ascertain their absolute
." Judging from the rocks of whicli the country at their
- c(jiii['(j-e.l, and from the account given of those found

mountains by Malays who have ascended them, I be-
H ^ B & t they consist of rods of a granitic type, an opinion

i we should almost have been justified in farming from
emarkable coincidence of iheir structure in the mass

HR^Hvat of the Pi nan g mountains, and the fact of all the
other mountains of this part of the Peninsula that have been

ined, proving to be granite.

(To be Continued,)

a\i practice in cr Jiiiog iwampi and walking aloDg trunks of trees in

i Accooat of tbe Strait* Setilemenu vol. I p. 260.

tod
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NOTES ON THE POPULATION OP JAVA.*

By JOHN CRAWFURD, Esq., F. R. S.

I served various civil offices in Java during the British
occupation of that island from 1811 to 1817, and living thus
for six years among a people very good natured, docile,
accessible, and by no means wanting in intelligence, I en-
joyed fair means of inquiry into the state of the population.
This was confined chiefly to one locality, the city of Yugya-
karta with its neighbourhood^—the capital of the native
prince who assumes the title of Sultan, and at whose Court
I was, at the time, British a^ent.

Yugyakarta contained, at the time the census was made,
1814, a population of about 40,000 inhabitants. It lies in
an extensive and fertile plain, 12 miles from the southern
shore of the island, and about 15 from the basis of the
mountain Afarapi, an active volcano about 10,000 feet high.
The town is nearly hidden from view by groves of fruit
and ornamental trees always in verdure, a"d it is surrounded
in every direction, for many miles, by an extensive cultivation
chiefly of rice by irrigation, of which one crop follows ano-
ther with little interruption throughout the year.

The town of Yugyakarta is about midway between the
eastern and western extremities of the island, and lies in South
Latitude 7° 40'. The average heat of the town and neigh-
bourhood, little above the level of the sea, is about 83°—but
in ascending Marapiit gradually diminishes, until ice is found
at the summit of the mountain. Cultivation extends even
so far up, where the thermometer falls at particular times
to 55°, and here the garden vegetables of Europe are suc-
cessfully cultivated. There is little difference of season,
except into wet and dry, the north west monsoon bringing the
first, and the south east the last. The salubrity of the climate
is equal, I should think, to that of any tropical one. The ex-
tensive culture of rice by irrigation has certainly no injurious
effect 1 never heard it even alleged, and, indeed, it may be

* Drawn up at the request of the Statistical Society, and read before the
B.itish AitociatioD at Swansea.

f The Dutch orthography it generally very correct for the expression of
native words, but in this particular case barbarous. The word is written
Djocjocarta. The word is Sanskrit and a corruption of Ayudya-karta,—that ia
II Ayudya (Oude) the country of Ra*oi&, arranged or put in order." Tbe ety-
mology ia mythical.



ed that the wildest parts of Java, or those in which rice
is least cultivated, arfi the most unhealthy.

i iirst statement which I offer to the Society is the
;t of a tabular view of the population of the capital
up at my request by the native authorities. The

divided into quarters, called in the native language
nng, a word which, in fact, means a village, and c on-

"correct notion of what a Javanese town truly is, not an
Mage of dwellings laid out into streets, lanes and

ljut an aggregate of villages, generally parted from
her by stone walls or bambu fences.

Number of married men 10,188
lumber of married women 10,355
famber of widowers 1,479

>er of widows 1.919
nber of tin married lads 2,972
iher ui unmarried girls 2,313
nber of boys not circumcised 3,956
* of girls whose teeth have not been filed 3,274

of male infants at the breast 1,721
>er of female infants at the breast .. . . . . . 1,447

I Population 39,624

The lymiber of dwelling bouses is stated in the relurn at
10/271, and the number of out-houses at 7,354. The dwell-
ing hopscs are, for the most part, neatly constructed huts

I with thatch and of a single story, and the inmates
bouse are under 4 persons. The married parties

half of the whole population, and these, including
i have been married, form above 64 in a hundred of

hole inhabitants.
Hrsons designated in the table as unmarried lads and

not what would be called in Europe bachelors and
but mere children who have jtist attained the age of
ancl who are soon to be married. Marriage is a lit-

r delayed with the male sex, and this may account
fcceeding the females by above 28 per cent-
mt two headings " lads who have not been circum-

" girls who have not had their teeth filed" are
lations from the original Javanese writing. The
referred to are, in fact, performed at the age of

d this class of course includes children from the
re weaned up to that period,

two next headings "male and female infants at the
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breast/* the males again exceed the females, and by above 12
per cent, a discrepancy which* if the return be reliable, is
not easily accounted for. It may be, however, that, from
greater care, more male than female children are reared,
although the character of the Javanese would hardly bear out
this inference.

On comparing the whole male with the whole female popu-
lation, we find 20,316 of the first and 19,303 of the last, show-
ing a small excess in the males of about 5 10 per cent, which
may be accounted for by few of the men emigrating or being
engaged in dangerous employments, as well as by the pre-
sence of a considerable number of men from the provinces
without their families, performing corvee labour for the prince.

By comparing the number of married men with the women,
(the excess of the latter is but very trifling, viz. 167 in 10,188,)
we see that the effect of polygamy is almost imperceptible, a
conclusion readily assented to, adverting to the principle
which guides increase of population. The widows exceed
the widowers by nearly 30 per cent, but the class designated
widows includes, if 1 remember well, a good many persons
of easy morality who go commonly by another name.

The next statement which I < fi'er to the Society is the
result of my own personal enquiry. Some travellers, in
order to account for the supposed prevalence of polygamy in
the East, bad asserted that a great excess of females over
males was born, and Java, in particular had been quoted as
an example. Anxious to test the truth of this notion I per-
sonally took down the statements of J41 age/1 women on the
subject. The details, as given by each individual, are uo<v
before me, and the following is an abstract of the Table in
which they are set down. The parlies were all in humble
but still easy circumstances, as, indeed, in my time, was the
case with the Javanese generally :

Number of Male children 472
Do. of Female do 547

Total births 1,019
Died of small-pox 102
Died of other diseases 549
Total mortality 651
Lived to the age of marriage 338

From this statement, it will appear that the population of
females born exceeds the males by 15.88 per cent or that
they are as 111. 65 to 100. 1 give this statement exactly as
J fi'id it in my notes. The result, I remember surprised me
at the time I made the inquiry, differing so widely as it does
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froi European experience. An experiment on a larger
scale, might indeed perhaps give a different result. Accord-

Census of the Eastern part of Java taken in 1815,
^ ^ ^ H p 8 p exceed the males by about 4 per cent. In one
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H l y , the eastern portion of Madura, there is a great

nderance of females who are to the males in the pro-
portion of 110 to 100. I confess I am disposed to place some

ti this return, from its going more into details
thi other parts of the census, and from knowing that
it fepared by a most intelligent native chief, the late
Pa tian or prince of Sumanap. The population to

refers amounted to 96,389 persons, all natives of the
of Madura. It may be observed that the Javanese

Llier islanders are themselves unaware of any disparity
•i the proportional numbers of the sexes.

Out of the hundred and forty-one women examined, seven
onl d bare no children. Three only bore one child each,

J9 had had 10 children or upwards. Three had had
ildren, one had 15, and two had 16. The average

Kile 141 was 7.226.
age of marriage mentioned in one heading of toe

lent means the age of puberty when both sexes are
dee igible for matrimony. Of the 1019 children born

s that there died no fewer than 651 or 63 out of a
ed before the d^e of 14 or thereabouts. Of these nearly

one*tenth, were carried oft* by small-pox. In making their
i woman would use such a significant expression

as thejMflowiti^.—" I had eleven children born to me, but I
ried oDly three."

The last statement which I submit to the Society is drawn
tbular view of the population of certain villages in
ity already described, including some kampungs or
of the town of Yugyakarta. The inquiry was con-

du jf myself personally, with necessary native assistance,
vtgjded over many months. It is confined to a single

• t in which it was made, 1815-16. The obvious
this restriction was that the treacherous memories

itives could not be safely relied on for a longer time
m the festival of one year to the same in the ensuing
period so well defined, and so short as to be little

>ferror. The following is an abstract:
imberof Villages • • • 188

Amount of population 40,688
Number of marriages within the year . . 514

unber of births within the year . . . 1,691
Number of deaths within the year . . . 696

• i
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The size of the villages was very various, ranging from 20
inhabitants up to 390. The mean was about 180. The pro-
portion of marriages to the population appears from the
statement to be about 1 in 79, but I believe them, in reality,
to be much more numerous, for those given include only the
marriages of youths and virgins, no notice being taken of
second, third and even fourth marriages, which are not unfre-
quent with the Javanese, among whom the marriage knot is
easily and often capriciouly untied.

The following tabular statement gives the proportion of
marriages, births and deaths of the population, and the pro-
portion per cent by which the births exceed the deaths,
omitting fractions:

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Proportion of
Marriagei In
population.

65
98

108
79

145
81
87
70

105
59

Proportion of
Birthi in

population.

24
19
18
30
30
27
24
29
26
29

Proportion of
Daathi in

population.

47
62
94

101
99

113
39
56
44
47

Eseeit of Birthi
per cant

•bora Deaths

95
230
417
227
227
315
60
89
67
57

The proportion of deaths to the population appears to have
been 1 in 58 and of the births 1 in 24, while the proportion of
the excess of births above deaths to the whole of the living,
is as 1 to 40. The period in which the population would
double itself, therefore, would be 28 years. Imperfect, and
limited as the data are on which this calculation is founded,
it is, probably, not an exaggeration, judging by a comparison
of the census of the population of the whole island made in
1815 with that made in 1845. The first of these gave a po-
pulation of 4,175,974, and the last of 9,542,045 which shows
that the number had more than doubled itself in 30 years.*

But the births and dea ths bear very different proportions
tv each other and to the whole population in the different
localities in which my enquiry was conducted, and I shall give
a few of the results.

(1.) In 11 villages two miles from Yugyakarta with a
population of 2,021, the births were 1 to 24 and the death9

* See Contribution to the Statistics of the Population of Java, bj Dr

Bleeker. Journ, Iod. Arch. ?ol. I p. 75.
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of the population. The proportion of the excess of
i above deaths, to the whole of the living would, there-
jive a doubling period of 34.30 years. To this group,

indeed, as to all the others which follow, the same
ition applies that I made in regard to the town. They
I surrounded by irrigated rice culture, and all embo-

in, and interspersed by fruit or ornamental trees,
ring, in fact, until entered, more like groves than as-
iges of dwellings.

In 9 villages situated on the elevated land at the foot
mountain Marapi and containing a population of 2,056
tants, the births were 1 to 19 and the deaths 1 to 62 to
;.n)ation. The excess of the births above the deaths
lere, therefor*, a doubling period of 19 years.

Eighteen villages with a population of 2,170 situated
^southern acclivity of Marapi and higher up than the
roup gave the births as 1 to 18, and the deaths 1 to 94,
e inhabitants, making the doubling period here 15.59

These villages are situated at iron) 2,000 to 3,000
>ove the level of the sea, and the average heat may be
it from 75° to 78°. None of them, at the time of the
I bad been settled above 20 years, and some of them

•8 three. The fertile land was abundant and the com-
af water for irrigation complete. From the recentness
ir establishment also, they were less encumberd with

^Bpad consequently better ventilated.
S eventeen villages distant C miles from Yugyakarta
, fertile and big lily cultivated part of the plain, with a
ion of 2,935, gave the births as 1 to 30, and the deaths

• 101 of the population. The excess of the births over
aths gave here a doubling period of 30.84 years.

Seven villages situated on the southern coast of ttie
and about 17 miles from Yugyakarta, with a popula-

of 2,187 gave the births as 1 to 30 and the deaths
i)9, and the excess of births over deaths made the

K period SO years. Besides cultivating rice by irri-
iij the inhabitants of these villages were occasionally

1 in fishing, but precariously, owing to the great depth
aud the heavy surge rolling on the open shore,

^ y , without any interruption from the pole. They
employed more largely in the manufacture of salt by a

peculi,)'- process, which consists in throwing water from the
Ue sands of the beach which as soon as they are dry,

this, from the heat of the sun, takes place in a few
are raked up and thrown into sea water, so that con-
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centrated brine is immediately obtained, which is boiled into
salt.

(6.) Eleven villages with a population of 2,268, ten miles
distant from Yugyakarta and in a rich and flat plain in which
are scattered the ruins of the ancient Hindu temples of Brom-
banan gave the births as 1 to 27 and the deaths as 1 to 113
to the population, and the excess of births over deaths made
the doubling period 25.298 years.

(7.) Eight k£mpongs of the town of Yugyakarta contain-
ing 2,877 inhabitants gave the births as 1 to 24.59 and the
deaths as I to 39.80 to the population. The excess of births
over deaths gave here, therefore a doubling period of 45 40
years.

(8.) Another portion of the town comprising three kam-
pongs, with a population of 2,639 gave the births as 1 to
29.54 and the deaths as 1 to 56, the excess of the first over
the last making the doubling period 43.662 years.

(9.} Sixteen inclosures with a population of 4,014 within
the palace walls gave the births as 1 to 26.50 and the deaths
as fl to 44, while the excess of births made the doubling pe-
riod 45.40 years.

(10.) Eight kampongs in the heart of the town of Yugya-
karta with a population of 3,391, gave the proportion of 1
birth in 29, and 1 death in 47. The preponderance of the last
over the first would give a doubling period of 56 years.

For convenience, I give the details in a tabular form.

No.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Popu*
latioa

2,021
2,056
2,170
2,935
2,187
2,268
2,877
2,689
4,014
3,341

No. of
Marti
agei.

29
21
20
37
15
28
33
38
38
56

No. of
Birthi

84
109
119
95
72
83

117
91

151
112

No. of
Deaths

43
33
23
25
22
20
73
48
90
71

Mtrri.
•gel

to
Popu-
lation

65
98

108
79

145
81
87
70

105
59

Birth*
to

Popu.
latioa

24
19
18
31)
30
27
24
29
26
29

Death!
to

Popu-
lation

47
62
94

101
99

113
39
56
44
47

Ezceaa of
Birtha
above

Marriages
per ceot

95
230
417
227
227
315
60
89
67
57

Doubling
Period.

34.30
19.
15.59
30.84
30.
25.29
45.40
43.66
45.40
56*

From these statements, it will appear that the births are
* la the paper at read to the Britah Association the Table of the lateat

eemui of the population of Javi from No. 2 of this Journal was next given.
But the reader may refer to it at p. 75 of Vol. I . — E D .
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rest, and the mortality greatest, in the town, while the op-
lite state of things prevails in the country, and especially,

i the more elevated part. All this is in accordance with
our European experience. Even to the native constitution
the clear air of the mountain side with the thermometer
between 70» and 80° would appear to be more conducive to
health than the close atmosphere of the plain where it is

n 80° and 90°. Another inference may fairly be drawn
is enquiry, limited as it is, that a native population
(e tropics in the enjoyment of peace, and with a fair

f industry, a sufficiency of fertile land, and a favorable
Je, may increase as rapidly as an European one in a
rate climate with similar advantages.

im quite sensible of the limited and imperfect nature of
itements I am BOW submitting to the Statistical Society,
furnisli them only because I am not aware that any

ur ones for a tropical climate and an indigenous population
Ti laid before the public. Baron Humboldt's, for some

ges in Mexico, are the nearest approach, but they relate
not to a purely native, but to a mixed Native and European
population.
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A JOURNEY IN JOHORE.

By the Revd. P. FAVRE, Apostolic Missionary, Malacca.

THE many difficulties I had met with in the several jour-
nies I had already undertaken in the Malay countries, from
the petty chiefs who are established in each village, convin-
ced me that it was almost impossible to succeed in such
journeys without having previously obtained a regular pass-
port from the rulers of the Malayan States. In September
1846, I therefore repaired to Singapore to obtain from His
Majesty the Sultan of Johore, and His Highness the Tum-
mongong of Singapore the necessary permission to travel in
the Johore territory. As I was acquainted with the mother
of His Majesty the Sultan, I had taken the precaution of
obtaining from her a letter of recommendation to the Sultan ;
by these means I found the way of communicating with
His Majesty free from obstacle. I was received by him witti
remarkable familiarity and kindness, and a few days after
the requested document, duly authenticated with the Sultan'*
seal, was delivered to me.

I likewise asked the same from His Highness the Tu-
mungong of Singapore. I was neither received by him s j
familiarly nor so kindly ; he gave me however the permis-
sion requested; but he gave it by word only, saying that the
document already given by the Sultan was sufficient, and
assuring me that the authority of the Sultan and his own
were unum et idem.*

I left Singapore on the fifth of September; I was accom-
panied by an Indo-Portuguese boy as servant, and by a
Chinese as cooly; the boat which conveyed me was of a
small size, having two Malabar men as rowers, in case the
wind should fail, and one as pilot.f My provisions consist-
ed of a few gantangs of rice, and a small quantity of dried

* So far is this from beiog the case that the Tamungong exerciser all the
authority and receives all the re?enues of the Sovereign. Had M. Favre been
aware of this and gone direct to the Tamuogong for a letter, he would have
fared better in hii journey. The Malays look upon the Sultan of Lioga si
the 6uitan of Johore, and the British authorities apparently acquiesce in this,
for although they have recognized Tunku Alii as the successor of bis late father
the Sultan of Johore (by whom aud the late Tamuogong Singapore was ceded
to us) no steps have been taken to make this recognition more than nominal.—
E D ,

t More mistakes. All the men should have been Malays, and furnjshed by
the Tamungong, who takes great pleasure in obliging Europeans who detire to
visit Johore.—ED.
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changes of dress composed my wardrobe,
xper ience had already taught me all the difficulties a t tend-

ing such journeys , and that a good and comfortable supply
of food and of c lothing though very useful, would, under
sut •! an stances, be more cumbersome than advantageous,

id^ftt of the difficulty of transporting them. So I
me only what was absolutely necessary to suppurt

existence and that of the two persons who accom-
pai: ».: for the space of one month, the supposed duration

irney I was then under taking.
My intention was to enter the Malayan Peninsula by the

of Juhore, and, continuing the route by land through
le, with which the Peninsula is almost entirely
to direct my march in the direction of Mount

. and from thence to Malacca ; tracing from Johore
he latitude of Malacca, through the midst of the Peninsula,

a line which had not yet been followed by any European,
and perhaps by very few, if any, Malays. It will be seen

er, tliat several accidents prevented me from making
the journey as I first purposed. My design was to visit the

:al wild tribes which were said to inhabit in great
numbers the most interior part of the Peninsula, and to

tin respecting them, the most full and exact information
which circumstances vvotl'J allow me. I was also ordeml
by his lordship Df Boucho, to ascertain if there would b<

ity of establishing a Mission amongst them.
mall boat, which left Singapore on thefith of Sep-

r at five o'clock A. M., with a most favourable breeze,
at 10 o'clock between Tanjong Chftugy, the most

part of the Island of Singapore, and Pulo Tikong;
doubling the western point of this small Island I reached,
n. few minutes after, a small Malay village near Gunong

•u. The name of the village is Tikong.* It consists
f a few miserable Malay houses, and is govern-

-ed by a Panghutn who w&a absent; I stopped thtre only
moments and entered at once the Johore river. At

f past eleven'o'eloek I reached another village called
Pomatang where I landed. This second village" is more
considerable than the first, and is the residence of a Rajah

called Rajah Prang,f who was absent. I tried to

• Th» filUgo of Tikoug is OD the island called Pulo Tikung BetJir. Guaona;
Bun it on the mainland.—ED.

This tillage is also on P. Tikong; Besar. RJiji Priln< Is not a R£jfc if by
this term a ktog or raler is meant. Tbe MHIMJ nobles and officials hre Tond
ol Iti^h rtunding titles and cognomens fnama getar). Matiy heads of Sutm,
mbordiuatc to petty ; angLu'us, are Cjlkd \ikK& tUji£ — E D .
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obtain some information about the village itself as well as
respecting the neighbouring places; but upon seeing me the
inmates of the place fled, and I could scarcely succeed in
reaching a few of them who appeared so much surprised and
astonished that I could not obtain from them any satisfactory
answer. I left the village about an hour after my arrival
there; I sailed for Johore, where I arrived at four o'clock P.M.

JoLore,* formerly the chief city of the empire of that name
and residence of the Sultan, is situated about twenty miles
up the river. The town was founded in 1511 or 1512 A.D.
by Sultan Mahomad Shah II of Malacca who, after his ex-
pulsion from that place by the Portuguese, fled to the river
of Johore. From that time the town of Johore has been the
capital of the empire which took the name of the empire of
Johore instead of that of Malacca.f

The inhabitants of Johore told me that their town was
formerly a considerable one, that the Sultan who used to
reside there had a fortified castle, and that the city was
adorned by several handsome buildings erected chiefly upon
some elevated ground distant a few hundred steps from the
last houses of the present village going down the river. I
visited the place but I could not find any remains of them.J

The town of Johore has undergone the same fate as the
empire ; it has fallen entirely. It consists of about twenty-
five or thirty Malay houses§ built on wooden poles, and co-
vered with ataps and chucho leaves ; about the center of the
village I remarked a Mosque built with planks, but it ap-
peared to be in a miserable state, calling for repairs; the
place is now of no importance.

Johore is the residence of a Fanghulu who is appointed
both by the Sultan of Johore and by the Tumungong of Sing*
apore. The present Panghulu, who is called Jawa, after kav-
ing examined the credentials I had from the Sultan, re-
ceived me very kindly. The men I had engaged at Singa-
pore, refusing to go further, returned back with their boat.
I passed the night in the house of a China man who kept a
shop.

The next day, the Panghulu procured me a small boat with
three men in order to go up the river to the small stream of
Kamang. At ten o'clock A.M. I left Johore. At about
twelve o'clock I was near Pulo K&yu An&k Bes&r > this is

* The town of Johore La*ma\—ED.
t The leat of government wai for some time in the Johore ArcWpelago.-»B».
X The remains of an extensive rampart are still visible.—ED.
§ The hovjci, like the inhabitants, are not Malay bat Bugis.—ED,
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of about four or five miles in length ; near this is
anr- Her called Fulo Kayu Anak Kcchil. At about

lock I arrived at the small river Kamang ; a few houses
found there, and a Panghulu resides at the mouth of the

anie of the Panghulu is S&pi. I passed the
house, and the men who brought me there re-

ihore with their boat.
morning it was a matter of no small trouble to

anghulu to procure men and a boat to take me up
As he knew that none would consent to accom-

ie if not allowed by him, he asked such a high price
i and for the boat, that I could not agree with

LC remained obstinate in his first demand, 1 thought
to proceed further j so I asked him :it least for

men to return bsck to Johorc ; hut this he roughly
1 then began to be a Tittle anxious, finding myself

^ H B such a remote place, and in such hands. After
uiie again to a new discussion OB the same

Urn appeared a little more complying, and at last
parley, he consented to furnish men to convey

te river for a moderate price. This man was no
• any other Malay. It is generally admitted
em, that every one may use all means of making

v$|&ever these means may be ; and if this man had
t perceived that I had but very little money, I would never

on till a good part of it had found its way into
his ' However I think that he is to be considered as
au honest Malay.

from that place about ten o'clock j nothing else
ie occured on that day ; only I was informed that

near t r of Kamang are the remains of an ancient fort;
but 1 i t visit the place. About six o'clock I stopped to

t; I slept in the boat, and as there was no place ior a se-
cond | my men went to sleep in a house on the right
bu' river.

On th<- 8th we could make but a few miles, the river
then obstructed by a great quantity of fallen trees,

men were often obiiged with great trouble to cut the
•es and their branches when lying across the river; or
take up the boat to make it pass over the large pieces

of wood they could not cut: this was somewhat dangerous
account of the depth of the river. At sunset I stopped
a desert place ; my men slept under a tree near the river

op the left bank; and I passed the night in the boat.
On the 9th at about nine o'clock A.M. I reached the junc-
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tion of the two rivers Sayong and Negaoyoung with that of
Johore; I was then informed that both were inhabited by
Jakuns ; but as many days would be required to visit them
I continued to go up the river. In the evening I reached a
place called Minkao, where are the two last Malay houses
in a k&mpong on the left bank going up the river, and where
I likewise found the first families of Jakuns They amount
in that place to the number of thirty persons. On the
opposite side in another kampong named Kampong Ynass.
are also found five families of Jakuns.

The incessant rain forced me to remain here two days.
The river is here no more than twenty or twenty-five feet
in breadth, but is very deep. I remarked that the river of
Johore from its source to Menkao is called Sayong Bes&r
by the aborigines, while they give the name of Sayangf
Kechil to the Sayong river, which I have before mentioned.

During my stay in that place I was informed that the
great Panghulu Batin, who rules over all the Jakuns who
inhabit this part of the Johore territory, was living about
two hours from there ; as the Malays who had brought me
up refused to go further, I sent for him. The next morning
he arrived with six other Jakuns ; he promised to give me
men to conduct me by land to the extremity of the Banut
river. I therefore started with him in a small boat, in order
to reoair to his house. When I left the Malays to entrust
myself amongst the Jakuns, I felt quite easy: I was much
satisfied to find myself again amongst people whom I already
knew to be perfectly honest, and most inoffensive. I had
scarcely departed when a heavy rain began %o fall, and it
continued until the evening ; we proceeded however up the
river for about one hour, when the ram was so violent th:it
the Batin declared that it was impossible to go further. We
stopped at a Jakun's house on the right side of the river,
which is in that place no more than eight or ten feet broad
but yet very deep As the branches of the trees which cross
the river, had prevented u4 from keeping a covering upon
the boat, we were all wet and in a very unpleasant state.
We lighted fires in several places to warm and dry ourselves
Several of my men felt a little sick all the evening. Two
hours after my arrival there, the Batin had a severe fit of
fever, the Indo-Portuguese boy had likewise an attack, but
slight. I was a little anxious about them ; but the good
appetite which every one of them shewed the next morning
at breakfast cheered me up again. That day I repaired to
the house of the P£nghulu Batin, which is in the interior of
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the jangle, about one hour's walk from the bank ofthe river,
stopped there two days, which I spent in visiting some

.bounug kampongs of Jakuns, and n collecting infor-
it the place. I was told that the source of the

Savons Besar, that is, of the Johore river, was not far from
there, near a hill which was pointed out, but I could not

it. According to this indication it should be quite
in the centre of the Peninsula, about the latitude of the

ith of the Sidil.li river. I wished much to go up the
er to its source ; bvit the Jakuns told me that this was

imp on account of the great quantity of fallen trees
whicAentirely obstractit.

The Butin, whom 1 have mentioned, is an old man of about
hty years of age; be is duly appointed by the Sultan of Johore
J by the Tamungong of Singapore to rule over two to three

hundred Jakuns, living in a radius of about one day's walk
from his house ; this dignity was conferred upon him, about

^ ^ ^ B g ago, by two written documents, the first au-
l with the seal of the Sultan, and the second with

tba * Tamungung. At the same ti.ue he received from
each of these two authorities a spear adorned with gold and

le insignia of his Batinship. On asking to see
the written documents, 1 was answered, sudd makd'i api,
they are burnt; but as to the two spears, as they were much
more precious for these children of nature than a dead
letter of which they could not understand the slightest part,

were-also kept more carefully and daily used.
~ efore I proceed further with the narrative of my journey,
must say a few words about the river of Johore. This

stream is probably the largest of the Peninsula. »t its mouth
it is about three miles wide; at an Island called Pulo Layany,
\ few miles above the ancient town of Johore, it is yet about

i broad; after the two Islands, called Pufo Kayu
echtt and Pulo Kayu Besar are pass -d, it is from two to

hundred yards wide, but after that, it rapidly narrows,
t, a few miles further up, fll the junction of the small

uang it is no more than thirty y;irds. It then dimi-
•ry little in breadth till Menkao, where I found it

feet, and a few miles after only ten. It is to be
at thia river, as well as several other rivers ofthe

Peninsula which I have visited, do not become shallow in
proportion as they become narrow j as X found fifteen feet of

at Menkao, where the river is no more than twenty-
bro.id. Thus Johore might be considered as navi-

for boate of considerable size until near its source,
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if it could be cleared of the trees by which it h
I remarked that the jungle wine 11 covers both b
river abounds in rattans, chiefly in the upper pi
also much dammar and garru-wood. These >•
dities are to a small extent collected by the Malay; .
a much greater quantity by the Jakuns, who exchange them
with the Malay*, for rice, cloth, &c. They are brought bj
the Malays to Johore, where several Chinese traders buy
them and bring thsm to the market of Singapore. The
banks of the Johore river are almost desert, a few Malay
houses are the only habitations met with, and these ordina-
rily at a great distance from each other. The trSfc'eller
proceeds some times half a clay or an entire day without
meeting any of them. There is nothing like a village except
that of Johore. But in the absence of human beings, a
great number of wild beasts are met with on both sideu of '
the river. We perceived several tigers j ain.1 the many plac<
where we observed their prints near the water, cannot
h-ave any doubt as to the presence of this ferocious apimalj
which must be found here in great numbers. This fact is
also confirmed by the Malays; several of whom assured me,
that during the last six months proceeding my visit five Ma-
lays had been devoured by tigers on the banks of the river,
and one in a boat on the water, for they assured me, that
one of the five Malays above mentioned had been taken out of
his boat by the animal while he was asleep during the night.

On the 14th I left the house of the Batin in order to reach
the extremity of the Banut river. The Batin had for a g
time tried to dissuade me from going further, assuring me,
that there were several places where a gentleman could not
pass. I asked him if he had never passed there. As he
answered that he was accustomed to do so, "well/* said I,
w wherever another man can pass, I can pass also," and we
started, i was obliged to take five Jakuns to carry my
baggage, trifling as it was, because each man could only
carry a very small load, on account of the difficulty of tra-
velling. Part of the forenoon we spent traversing a country
covered with rank gf ass, which reached to the height of eight
or ten feet; the ground was low and covered with water, in
which grew the above mentioned grass. We proceeded 01
our journey, having for long time muddy water up to the
knee; a little after it reached as high as the thighs, and
finally we found ourselves in mud and water up to the waist.
Then I began to believe, that what the Batin had told me was
true, but before turning back, I asked my guides if the
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the quagmire would increa.se further, and as they
ed that we were just now in the deepest part, we

ntimied our way, and in about half an hour after we found
on dry ground. We entered a good foot path, but

not enjoy it L ng, for scarcely half an hour had elapsed,
we were obliged to enter mud again. In the absence
•ot path we followed a small muddy stienm. We had

mud or water higher than the knee, and could have walk.
&y fast if another impediment had not presented

itself. This was occasioned by the thorny rattan tree which
grows there abundantly. The leaves and branches which
every year fall from that tree, and in the course of time enter
the mud, must he a serious inconvenience to the traveller
who is obliged to journey barefoot. This, together with the
branches and the thorns of the trees by which the clothes
are hooked on every side, render such travelling very diffi-
cult. We tpent thus about three hours, and I suppose, we
did not walk more than a mile and half. About three o'clock
P.M. we-anived at a kam pong inhabited byJakuns, threehouses
five families and eighteen persons. These Jakuns have inha-
bited the place for many years; they have a large cultivated
k am pong well furnished with mangosteen, chain padah and
many other kinds of fruit bees. 1 remarked likewise a num-
ber of betel trees and sugar canes, and a large paddy field.

The Jakuns here are the most comfortably established I
have ever met with. I was kindly received by the inmates
of this solitary place; and my arrival was the occasion of a
feast. All the population of the kampong being gathered
together in the largest house, that in which I had already
taken my lodging, cakes of more than one kind were made,
and kladeea were prepared with several sauces; a fowl was
killed nnd presented to me; all the evening was speLt in
lively conversation and in singing, accompanied with drums.
I was told that the place is entirely solitaiy, the nearest
house being that of the Batin which I had left in the morn-
ing, and that on all other sides there were no houses nearer
than those on the river of Eanut, where 1 intended to go,
and which could be rcached in three days by a tolerably good
foot-path through thick jungle. The next day tlie owners
Qf the place gave me a fowl, some kladees, and other vege-
tables ; and as one of them remarked that my Chinaman
complained much of the weight of his loads, he offered him-
self to take a part of it as far as the Banut river ; 1 willingly.
accepted this offer, and having given several articles
return for the hospitality 1 had received, I started.

H
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We had pretty good roads and weather, until about 2
o'clock P.M. when a heavy thunderstorm burst over us. The
Jakuns told me that it was impossible to go further for that
day, and at once disappeared; I was anxious as to this, when
I perceived them coming back, each bearing a large bundle of
chucho leaves, by means of which a sort of shed was in a
few minutes erected. We kindled a fire, to dry our clothes ;
and the rain continuing until dark, we huddled ourselves
there together to pass the night, though a» uncomfortably
as possible. About nine o'clock we received the visit of a
tiger, which did not harm us ; he passed close beside me
and the Portuguese boy, and continued his way quietly ; we
heard his roar in the neighbourhood, but we did not see any
thing more of him. The next day, the Portuguese boy told
me that he had been so much frightened by the sight of the
tiger, that he could not sleep the whole night.

On the 15th we walked all the day, and nothing happened
worthy of remark; We stopped in a desert place and slept as
on the preceding night.

On the 16th at about two o'clock p. M. we arrived at a
place named kampong Banut, where formerly there had been
a village inhabited by Jakuns: their number had probably
been considerable, since a large piece of ground had been
cleared and cultivated. My guides told me that the insalu-
brity of the place had forced the inhabitants to abandon ic
several years ago ; the jungle is already grown up, and a few
years more the place will be scarcely distinguishable from
the thickest forest. At sunset we arrived at the place where
the Jakuns of Banut live at present. The population of the
place amounts to eighty persons who are governed by a
chief termed Panghulu. The whole of them inhabit con-
fortable houses, and they cultivate much rice; this grain
with kladees, and a quantity of fish they catch in the river
Banut, compose almost the whole of their daily food. I was
received by the chief in the most kind and polite manner,
nnd at his earnest request, I passed two nights in his house.
I intended to go from there to the extremity of the river of
Batu P&h£t (the Rio Formosa of the Portuguese) and I had
already agreed for a guide and coolies, when my Portuguese
boy and my Chinaman declared that they were unable to
continue the journey by land Their feet were iu a dreadful
state; this was the effect of the bite of a kind of leech call-
ed by the Malays Puchat. As I have not yet seen this
inconvenience noticed in any writing I will mention it here.
These leeches are of a peculiar kind, small in size but very
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numerous in the interior of the jungle. They are chiefly
met with in damp weather; persons who are not accustom-
ed to travel through the jungle sometimes suffer much from
their bite, which is the more dangerous as very often it is
not felt, .thus giving them ample time to be cloyed before
they are perceived; ordinarily the blood continues to trickle
long after they are removed; and the wounds they cause are
difficult to cure : I have seen wounds caused by them which
after several weeks were yet quite fresh.

The state of my two men obliged me to take a new reso •
lution. *J agreed with the Jakun chief to convey me down
the river to near the sea, where there is a small Malay
village under a Panghulu. He provided me with his own
boat, two of his sons and a third man. The Malay Panghu-
lu I hoped would furnish me with men and a boat to convey
me to the river of Batu Pah&t. I intended by that way to
re-enter the interior of the Peninsula, and prosecute my first
intended journey.

On the 18th I left the Jakuns of Banut; Two days and a
half were spent in coming down the river. The boat being
unfit to sleep in, I passed the two nights on the bank, and as
on both sides of the river the ground is generally low and
covered with water to a considerable depth, we cut some
forked poles, and upon these placed sticks cross wise, by
which means we had a dry place to sleep upon. We expe-
rienced no other inconvenience during the night, but that
caused by the rain from a thunderstorm which burst over us.

On the third day I arrived at the Malay village. The chief
being at his paddy field, in a kampong situated a few miles up
a small river called Pingan, I was obliged to repair to that
place. I reached the Panghulu's habitation at about two
o'clock P.M. The title of this chief is Pacghulu Kissang,
from his having for many years ruled a small place in the
river of that name. He is an old man more than eighty years
of age; his eyes seem to announce fraud and deceitfulness,
hidden under a composed appearance. His children, to the

my
himself and the whole of his family have a bad character.
They are considered as pirates, and the eldest son of the old
father was hanged a few years ago at Pinang for having com-
mitted piracy and murder. I was not aware of this when I
arrived at his house, but I had soon occasion to know this
people.
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The Panghulu was not at home when I arrived; several
persons of his family told me that he had gone to catch fish
and was expected back in a few hours, 'i hey assured me
that there would be no difficulty in finding a boat and men
to take me wherever I intended to go. After such an assur-
ance I paid the Jakuns for their trouble and sent them back to
their habitation; but scarcely were they departed when the
conduct of the Malays changed. There were no longer
means to find either boat or men ; and on the arrival of the
Panghulu the difficulty increased. My Portuguese boy, hav-
ing observed the behaviour of the Malays, said to me, " Sir
you are in the hands of bad people ;'* Ere long the event
proved the correctness of his opinion. The Panghulu, on seve-
ral pretexts, refused either boat or men; and finally told me
plainly, that, as he had not invited aie to come into the place,
it was not his business to take me away. I shewed the Sul-
tan's letter. He considered that, being under the Tumungong
only, he was by no means bound to obey the Sultan's order.
I tried to make an agreement with some other Malays;
but as they knew the intention of the Chief, they refused to
take me away on any terms. I asked likewise for a man to
take a letter to Singapore. This I was also refused though
1 offered a good reward.

The Panghulu kept me one week in a small house in the
middle of a paddy field remote from any habitation ; hoping
that I would be soon tired of such an uncomfortable gaol, and
offer a considerable ransom. As my provisions were ex-
pended, I asked to buy a fresh supply ; I was furnished with
rice and sugar cane; but fowl and fish were absolutely re-
fused. On the fifth day of this petty captivity, a man was
sent to me by the Pangbulu, who assured me that I was free
to go away, provided I previously paid a certain sum of
money: I answered him, " Go tell the Panghulu that he
shall never congratulate himself with having stolen any mo-
ney from me /' upon which he remarked that I would pos-
sibly be obliged to remain there a long time, but I told him,
"1 see no great inconvenience in that, since I am a single man,
having no family." He repeatedly asked me "whether I
was afraid of robbers ?" " Why," was my reply, •< should I
fear robbers, since I have nothing precious for them to reb?"
But said he "They could kill you;" and I told him, " Did
I fear to die I would not have come here; but if I were at-
tacked, possibly two of my enemies would die before me,
look at this," showing him a double barrel gun which I
had to protect me against the wild beasts, " it could be used
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such an occasion." Two days after, the same man came
w tin, and having fruitlessly tried to make me agree to give

money, he told me, that I could start the next day; but
that, the men who accompanied me, would be ten in number,
and must be well paid. I could not imagine for what r*\a_
son so many men were required to accompany me j \ g u s .
pected that, fearing I might make a complaint agp|int them
after my arrival at Malacca, they might possib\y' intend to
despatch me in the river or on the sea, wh^e this could be
more easily executed than in the Kamp;Ong ; under this im-
pression I told 'him, that four or fivp, men being quite enough,
I would not take one more. B.fe went to see the Panghulu,
and comirAg back, told me, that the next day, the boat would
be readv.

O\x the evening of the same day, we remarked, that all the
ttien of the Kampong had repaired to the house of the Pan-
ghulu. They spent the night there; when they made a
dreadful noise, the cause for which I did not know. For se-
reral nights we had slept but very little, keeping a look out
* case of being attacked, and being assisted in our sedulous

watching by musquitoes, which were there very numerous;
but on the last night the mysterious manner in which all the
population of the place had repaired to the house of the Pan-
ghulu still more excited our attention. About midnight I
began' to be sleepy, when my China-man awoke me saying
that many men had come and were under the house, where
they spoke for some time in a low voice, but the meaning of
their conversation could not be understood. My two men
appeared much frightened, thinking, as they told me, that this
people at such an hour could only come for some bad pur-
pose. But the conversation which had called our attention
having ceased, we remained quiet the rest of the night and
heard nothing more, except the noise which continued in the
house of the Panghulu.

The next day at ten o'clock A. M. the boat being ready we
prepared to start, I was surprised to find the Panghulu and
his family apparently afraid, and making a long and tedious
apology, for not having been able, as he said, to procure me
a boat sooner. I suppose he was under the apprehension, I
would take some revenge against him after my arrival at
Malacca.

The river has its source about the center of the Peninsula.
A boat can come down from its source to the sea in three
days, and I suppose that five days would be spent in going up.
It is very crooked from its source to the habitation of the
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Jakuns, but not deep. I crossed it in many places, having
water scarcely up to the thighs. But from the Kampong of
the Jakuns to the sea it is very deep ; in many places I could
not reach the bottom with a stick of three fathoms. The two
banks are so low that the true channel of the river cannot be
distinguished without some difficulty: the great quantity of
large trees which grow to the middle of the river make its
bed easily lost; a boat is obliged to go among these trees in
the same way as a traveller in the jungle without a foot path :
a current always rapid, with these inconveniences, renders
the navigation dangerous. It would certainly be very impru-
dent to undertake to navigate it without a guide well ac-
quainted with the place. The Jakuns who guided me, though
well accustomed to the locality, lost their way several
times. At about five miles distant from its mouth, the river
is clear from trees, and presents a fine prospect. The banks
are now high, and a great part of the adjacent grounds have
been cultivated in former times, although they are now
almost entirely abandoned. A considerable number of alli-
gators which are met with in the mouth of the river, and
a few miles higher, astonish the traveller who for the first time
navigates it. I he river of Banut abounds with fish, and tur-
tles of very large size. My guides caught several large fishes,
and a turtle which weighed no less than sixty pounds.

About three miles from the mouth of the river, on the
left hand coming down to the sea, tbere is a small village call,
ed Banut, consisting of about twelve or fifteen houses scat-
tered over a space of nearly one mile. A Mahomedan priest
resides here; there is also a Mosque but in a miserable state.

About one mile from the sea, also ou the left hand des-
cending, in the junction with the small river Pingan; about
two miles up which is a kampong or small village called Pin-
gan, consisting of eight or nine houses ; this village is inha-
bited only a part of the year. The inhabitants of Banut
come there in order to plant rice, and after the harvest they
return to their ordinary habitations. The river Banut is
thus inhabited by two kinds of men ; the Malays, about forty
or fifty pers3ns in number, inhabit the lower part; and
Jakuns, about eighty persons, are found in the upper part.
The great interval which divides these two populations is
entirely deserted.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE INTERIOR OF THE SOUTHERN
PART OF THE PENINSULA.

From the observations 1 made in this journey, and in
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several others I performed in the interior of the Peninsula, I
am induced to consider it in the following view.

That part of the Malayan Peninsula comprised between
a supposed right line taken from the mouth of the river
Cassang on the West coast, passing by mount Ophir and
terminating on the East coast about halfway from the Sedilli
river to that of Pahang, and Point Romania, may be con-
sidered as almost a vast desert; only a few Malays are found
in several places on the sea shore, and more or less on the
banks of the rivers; and a small number of Jakuns inhabit
the interior. I suppose all the population of that immense
territoty is not equal to a sixth or a seventh of the popula-
tion of the single island of Singapore. The principal
Malay villages are the following:—one on the West coast
at Padang near the mouth of the Muar river j a considerable
quantity of fruit was formerly exported from that place, but
a great part of the fruit trees having been destroyed by Ele-
phants a few years ago, the export is now of little considera-
tion ; one on Batu Pahat, or Rio Formosa, from whence
ebony and rattans are exported; the village of Jobore on the
river of that name; and another I have not visited on the
Sedilli river on the East coast.

The principal habitations of the Jakuns are found at the
upper extremity of the rivers of Johore, Banut, Batu Pahat
and Muar.

The interior of this part of the Peninsula is generally a
low ground, at some period of the year covered with water
in many places. A majestic and solemn forest, which
extends itself over almost the whole of this immense space,
bounds continually the view of the traveller, even when
placed upon the hills which are sometimes, though seldom,
met with The gloom caused by the thick foliage of lofty
trees, and the dull silence of the place, often joined with
the humming murmur of rocky rivulets, produce the most
melancholy imaginations, while the sight of some old trees
'fallen down calls to the mind the end of every earthly thing,
and offers to the traveller an appropriate subject for philoso-
phical meditation. The birds which, by their melodious
language, might raise his mind to some gay and joyful reflec-
tions, are there in small number. The most numerous inha-
bitants of that land are the wild beasts. The panther falsely
called black tiger by the Malays is one of the most common.
The royal tiger appears likewise to be very numerous.
Elephants are found in herds, but in some places only. I
had been told that bears were not found in the Penintula,
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but I have been convinced of the contrary by my own senses.
I am told rhinoceroses are to be met with in the thickest and
lowest part of the forest, but I have never seen any of them.
1 have seen but few snakes, though the Jakuns assurer w

that they are very numerous ; and not uncommonly o *,
meet with a kind they call ular sawah, which appears " ,<, «
the boa, of which some are of the size of the body of a mi...
and swallow a buffalo.* ^A-

The vegetation of the interior of the Peninsula, is one u*
the most luxuriant that can be seen: trees grow to the
greatest size that can be reached.

Amongst the fruit trees, the durian is one of the most
remarkable, it grows in the thickest part of the forest without
any culture: the wild mangosteen and rambootan are
likewise found in many places, and their fruit is but little
inferior to those cultivated in gardens.

The interior of the part of the Peninsula I now speak of
is certainly very productive. All low places appear to be fit
for cultivating rice: and I have no doubt that sugar cane
would succeed in many places, principally where is found
the kind of palm tree called nibong by the Malays. I have
seen in several instances sugar cane of an extraordinary lux*
uriancy, though after having been planted by Jakuns it re-
ceived very little care.

It is probable that the country is rich in gold and tin :
at least the fact of its existence in several places induces
me to believe that it must be found in others. There are
tin mines on the banks of the Johore river. Several new
ones were lately discovered in the piece of ground which
lies between the two rivers of Muar and Cassang; and every
one is aware of the considerable quantity of gold which is
extracted every year from the mines of mount Ophir,
though worked without proper means, and by a few persons
only.

Many of the numerous rivers which open both on the
East and West Coast, would be navigable to the center of
the Peninsula if they were cleared from the fallen trees by
which they are obstructed, and the exportation of the
produce both of the cultivated ground and of the mines,,
would be thus rendered very easy.

* The snake noticed in the Journal of the Indian Archipelago, although no
more than three in cheain diameter at the thickest part of the body, swallowed
• pig of more than fifty pounds weight.
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:

INTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
ajJCHTHYOLOGICAL FAUNA OF CELEBES.
Cassar —
ternr
ri By Dr. BL.EBK.ER, Director and Secretary of the

& Batavian Society of Arts and Science fyc.
HE Ichthyological Fauna of the great island of Celebes

, up to tbis day, never been treated of by itself. The few
• ing it are scattered through some ichthyographic

rapine works, principally in the treatises entitled—
^»3chetsen uit de oostelyke streken des Intlischen Archipels,
door J Muller."

"Overzigt der uit de Sunda en Moluksche Zeen bekendeviss-
chen van de geslachten Amphiprion, Premnas, Pornacentrus,
Glyphisodon, Dasryllus en Heliases, door H. Schlegel &- J.
Muller."

Both are inserted in the "Verhandelingen over de natuur-
lyke geschiedenis der Nederlandscbe Overzeesche bezittingen"
as well as in the "Histoire naturelle des poissons" by Cuvier,
Valenciennes.

In the various works I find mentioned 91 species of fishes
belonging to the fauna of Celebes. Dr Muller alludes to the
existence of some genera at this place, without giving a des-
cription of their different species.

By comparing all the known genera and species I obtained
the following summary :

Familial). Genert Speclei Famillie. Genera Spte'm

Percoidei.. , ,
Scleroparei,. ,
Sciaenoidei.. .
Spart idei.. .•
OhifltodoDtoidel
Oipbronemoidet
ScornberoiJfi..
Theutidei •
Maeitoidei., •• •
Uobioidei.. .. >•
Labroidsi Ctanotdet
Labroiilel Cycloldei
Silnroidei,
Scorobemocf i . . •>

13
3
4
3

10
t
7
1

4
6
3
3

4
5
3
6
%

11
I
1
&

10
2
1
5

—
76

* • • • ft .

^iupeoidel
'leuronectoidel.. . .
Lopbobrtucb.il

* • *. «*
jynnnodonts

• • • • . <

Carchariae ,
SqaitiDorajai <
Torpediaea
Trya;onei.- — •• •<
viylioba.idfi

1
8
4.
3
1
3
1
1

1
1
1
I

PMI

87

1
I
1
e
o
3

I
1
1
1
I
1

• ^
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The genera and species here mentioned are detailed in the
following table. The habitats of many of these are known; of
others nothing is yet ascertained, but that they are foand on
and along the coasts of Celebes:

Percoidei

Scleroparei

Sciaeasidei

Spiroidei

Chaetodontoidei

Osphronemoidei

Scoroberoidei

Ainbassis Oussumieri
Apogon novemfasciatus C. V.

„ nigripinoisC. V.
Serranus Corallicola K. V. H. .

„ merra C. V.
„ sexfasciatus K, V. H. ..

Diacope sebaeC- V.
„ notata C . V . . . .
„ bitaeniata C. V.

Mesoprioo unimaculatus Q G.
„ annularis C. V.
„ taeoiops C . V . . . .
„ fuscesceos C. V.

Diploprion bifasciaturo K. V. H.
Dules maculatus C. V . . . .
Therapoo serous C V . . . .
Holocentrum orieolale C. V.
SphyraenaCommersooii C.V.
Sillagoacuta C . V . . , .
Polynemus tetradactylus C. V.
Upeneus viitatus C. V « . . .
Slatycepbalus scaber Bl.

„ pristiger C . V . . . .
Scorpaeoa picta C, V.
Plerois zebra C. V.
Oiolithus argeoteus K. V. fl....
UiDbrinakuhliiCV
Pristipoma kaakan C. V . . . .
Scolopiides Tormeri C. V . . . .

,i lycogenis d V.
Dentexobturus S. Mull.
Gerres filamentosus C. V , . . .
Caesio erythrogaster K. V. H.
Chaetodon
Heoiochus macrolepidotus C.V.
Zanclus coroutus C. V.
Drepan
Scaiophagus.... ,
Holacaothus.
Platax
Pimelepterus indicus K. V, H " ..

„ narciac Q. G.
Toxotes jaculator Ci V # . . , t v

AnabusscandensC.V..., ^,,#

Ophicephalus thiatus Bh # , . .

Celebes
Makassar

Celeb. Aq, dul.
»» if

Makassar
Celebes Aq dul.
Makassar

Celebes
Alakasar

II

it

Celebes
it

Makassar
91

Celebes
Makassar
Celebes
Tondano
Makassar
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Mugiloidei

Gobioidei

Labroidei
Ctenoidei

Labroidei
Cycloidei

Siluroidet

Scomberefioces

Scopelini
Ciupeoidei

Clapesoces
Ciupeoidei
Plaeronectoidei

Lophobranchii

Cybiura Corometsonii
Trichicirus
Chorinemus aculeaius C. V.

ii mauriiianus C. V , . . .
Caraux Kotileri C. V . . . . . .

,, Forsteri
M Xanihurus K. V. H-

Cor)phaena thrysurua C. V..
Stroroateus niger C. V . . .
Mene maculata C V
Amphacanlhus vulpinus M. Schl.
M
Cestraeua plicatilis C V.
Gobius Celebius C. V.
Sicydiura Cynocephalum C. V.
Eleoiris velo-hrancha C. V.
Calionymua filamenlosus C. V.
Platyptera aapro K. V. 11
Ainphiprioo eptuppiura C. V.

I, percula C. V.
Premnas trifasciatus C« V.
Poruactntrus uimaculatus C. V.

„ nfgricans C. V
,, alhjfasciatus M- Schl,

Glyphisodon ralhi C. V . . . .
„ bengalensis C. V
„ Cdle»tinus C. V.
„ melasK. V. H . .

Corfyphus schoenleinii A?.
Julis
Novacula peotadaciyla C. V . . .
Cheilinus
Epibulus
Scarua
Pimelodus?
Clarias..
Ploiosus lineataa C. V . . . .
Belone annulata C. V . . . .

,, titnucoides S. M u l l . . . .
Herairamphus melanurus C. V,

„ eryiluorhynchuB C. V . . .
Exocoeiui . . . .
Saurus Dadicuo,
Clupea (species plures) . . . .
Engraulis
Elops saurus C. V . . . . . .
Megalops indicus C. V
Chirocentrus dorab C. V.
Notopterus kapirat L a c . . . . . .
So lea . . . .
Hippoglossus..
SyngQathus (spec-plures)M,

• • *

JUakassar

Celebes
Makassar

II

Celebes
Makassar
Celebes Aq. dul

Menado
,, Aq. dul.

Celebes
Makassar
Celebes
Makasaar
Celebet

it

Meuado
Celebes

I*

Makassar
Celebes
Makassar

n
n

Celebes
>i

Makassar
Celebes
Makassar

N

n

n
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Familiae. Species. Habitat.

JSalisteoi

Gymnodonta

Scyllia
Carchariae

Squatinorpjae
Torpedines
Trygooes
Myliobatides

liueaius s c h u . . . .
Aluthera barbata S. Mull.
Tiiacao'lhus biaculeatus C V.
Tetraodoo Honkeoii B L . . .

M argenteus S. Mull.
Chiloscylhum punctatum M. H. .
Carcharias (Pnouodon) sorrah Valen
Sphyrna Blochii M H.
Rhynchonatus laevis M. 11.
Narcioe Timlei M. H . .
Taeniura lymma Oil. H.
Aeiobatis fkgellum.

Makassar

The above review shows sufficiently the analogy of this fauna
to that of Java. Yet there are numerous species among those
enumerated, which were never observed by me on or near the
coasts of Java, and which are nowhere mentioned as being
found on these coasts. The species not known in Java are the
following, viz.:

V.

Apogon novetn fascia las C. V.
Serraous merra C. V.
Diacope bitaeniata C. V.
Mesoprion taeniops C. V,

„ fuscescens C. V.
Dules maculaius C. V.
Platyeephalus pristiger C V.
Pteroii z*bra C. V
Dentex obtusua S Mull.
Chorioemus mauritianus C V.

„ aculeatus C. V.
Caranx Forsferi C V.
Coryphaena chrysurus Lac.
Amphacanthus vulpinus M. SchL
Certraeus plicatilis C. V.
Gobius celebius C. V
Sicydium cyoocephalum C. V.

Consequently, according to our present knowledge, we have
33 of the above enumerated 93 species, which are entirely
strangers to Java, whilst the remaining 60 are found inhabiting
the waters along the coast of Java.

Some weeks ago I received a small collection of fishes from
Macassar, for which I am indebted to the kindness of my
friend, the naturalist traveller Zollinger, who collected them
for me during his stay at that place. Though this collection
consists only of 21 species, yet it is remarkable for the follow-
ing peculiarities, viz.:

1st.—15 species are new to the Fauna of Celebes.

Eleoiris velobrancha C. V.
Amphiprion ephippium Sclin.

„ percula C. V.
Pomaceotrus albitasciatua M. Schl.

„ nigcicans C. V
Cossyphus Schoenleinii Agay.
Novacula pemadaciyla C. V.
Belone annulata C. V.

„ limucoides S. Mull.
Hemiramphus melanurus C. V

,, eryihrorhynchus C
Aluthera barbata S. Mull.
Tetraodon Honkenii bl

„ argemeus S Mull.
Narcine Timlei Henle.
Aeiobatis flagellum M H.
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2nd.-—4 species cannot be classified amongst the genera
known hitherto, but render it necessary to form 4 new genera,

3rd.—Besides these 4 or at least 3 species, there are 8
others also new to science, so that one half of the collection
consists of species altogether unknown. #

4th.—The remaining 4 species already known also belong
to the fauna of Java.

The species of this collection belong to 9 families and 18
genera, viz.:

Mugtloiriei—Aiherin? argyrotaeniaia
Blkr.

Siluroidei—Plotosus lineatas C. V.*
Scoprlioi—Saurus badi Cuv.*
Clupeoidei—Clupea gibbosa Blkr.

„ argyrotaeniata Blkr
„ macassariensia Blkr

Ambiyqasier clupevules Blkr
Engrautis zolliugen Blkr.

Balis tini— Batistes melanopleum Blkr
Pogonopnathus barbatui Blkr
Triacamhus biaculeatui C. V.*

The species marked thus * are found in the tables at the
head of this contribution. By the 15 species new to the Fauna
of Celebes the number of all the species of its fishes is raised
to 108, that of the genera to 91, viz.:

Percoidei—Theraoon iheraps C V
Ilolocenuum leonoides Blkr.
Sillago acuta C. V.*

Sparoidei—L./erygonorus leuco-
grammicus Blkr.

Apogonoides macassariensis Blkr.
Chaetodontoidei—Drepane quttatac •

Scatophagus argus C. V.
Toxotes jacalator C. V •

Scomberoidei—Caranx leptolepia K H
„ pseudopterygius Blkr.

Percoidei
Sparoidei
Chaetodontoidei
Scomberoidei
Mugiloidei
Clupeoidei
Balistini

13 Genera, 23 Species.
5 5

10 7
7 13
3 2
5 7
3 4

leaving the numbers of the remaining families as enumerated
in the beginning of this treatise.

Overlooking the species marked *, we find only 4 among
those new for Celebes also known in Java, viz.:—Therapon
theraps C. V.; Drepane guttata C. V.; Scatophagus argus
C. V.; and Caranx leptolepis K. v. H. Thus of the 108
species of fishes known in Celebes 64 are also found in Java.

Celebes most probably has a much greater abundance of
fishes than Java. Notwithstanding this we know compara-
tively but a small number of species. I am of opinion that 108
expresses not yet the 8th part of the number of all the species
of fishes actually living in Celebes and in its coastwaters.
There is still to be found a rich treasure for science, not only
in ascertaining the geographic dispersion of the species
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already known, but also in discovering entirely unknown
ones. This would appear to a certain degree from the com-
parative richness of the collection by Air Zollinger, of which
nearly half of the number of species are new in Ichthyology.

A few words only*re?arding the new genera formed by me;
I have named them Dipterygonotus, Apogonoides, Ambly-
gaster and Pogonognathus*

The two former belong to the family of the Sparoidei of S.
Muller (Sparoidei & Maendoles. Cuv. Val.)

The Dipterygonotus is distinguished by his inout prolong-
ed into a horizontal tube, by two diverging fins without scales,
toothless gill covers, a small flat thorn at the operculum,
scaled joles and absence of jaw bone—and erect teeth.

Apogonoides thus named by me from its resemblance in
habitus to divers sorts of Apogon, has likewise two diverging
dorsal fins and toothless gill covers, but no thorn at the oper-
culum, the snout but little prolonged, small bristly jaw teeth
and no erect and canine teeth.

The 3rd of the genera formed by me belongs to the Clu-
peoidei, and has a great affinity to the genus Clupea, from
which it is chiefly distinguished by a flat round smooth belly,
a character which I tried to express by the word Amblygaster.
Amblygaster has a long compressed body, a round unspiked
belly, 5 rayed gills, the eyes partly closed by a membrane, a
naked head, no teeth.

With regard to the novelty of the genus belonging to the
Balistini, called Pogonognathus, I am not quite certain.
Remote from every centre of science, confined altogether to
my own library and not in possession of some Ichtyographic
works, I cannot positively decide, whether the Aluteres cryp-
tacautus Cuv. (Renard II part p. 1. 2f. 284) or the Anacan-
thus barbatus, Gray, illustrated in the Ind. Zool. Vol. I Jab.
84 f. 2, be identical or related to my Pogonognathus bar-
batus. The Aluthera barbate, mentioned by S. Muller in
his abovementioned treatise, is there only enumerated without
being described, so that I am likewise uncertain with regard
to that species, whether it is the same with that discovered by
me. I am inclined however to identify both of them, since
they were found at the same spot, and I know of no species
of Aleuteres, with one or more cirri in the under jaw. It
must be reserved to zoologists, who can command a greater
share of literary aid than I on this unscientific spot of the earth,
to remove the uncertainty on the point. Pogonognathus
is nearly related to Aleuteres, but is distinguished from the
latter by a large membranous cirrus on the chap, and a single
dorsal fin formed merely by a bony fibre, The character-*
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istic marks of the Pogonognathus are a long compressed
body covered with a short downy hair, a thin bony fibre
instead of a dorsal fin, a thick membranous feeler at the chin,
the bones of the pelvis concealed under the skin;—the pelvis
of the niJes projecting.

I shall n kr enter into a short description of the new species.
1 have added the diagnosis of a kind of Caranx which I con-
sider to'be the Caranx leptolepis K. v. H., also that of the
East Indian Sailor [Oostindiscb vaarder] mentioned by Va-
lentyn, called by me Batistes melanopleura.

Specierum Diagnoses,
PERCOIDEI.
Molocentrum leonotdes Blkr.

Hoi. linea fronio-dorsali convexiuscula, spinis opercularibus inaequali-
bus, praeoperculari ionga bisulcata, operculi limbum posteriorem mullo
supcraote; dentibus suborhi<alibus 2 majoribus; laieribus verticil striia 6-7
divergentibus; spinis dorsi crassis, pinna caudali profunde biloba lobii
rotundatis; colore corporis pinnarumque argentes. rubro, fusciis et maculii
null's.

D. U—1 | 14, P. 1 | 12, V l | 7, A. 3 | 10, C. 19 et lat brev.
Habit. Macassar. Mare.

SPAHOIDEI.
J^IPTERYOOWOTUS Blkr.

v*otes maxillarea, vomerini tt palatini nolli. Ossaopercularia noo den-
tata, operculo sj-ina unica plana. Os in tubum horizontalem piotactile.
Pinnae dorsales duae distantes, oon squamatae. Geoae iquamatat. Mem-
brana braochiostega radiis 7.
Dipterygonatus leucogrammicut Blkr.

Dipt, corr/ore elongato compresso, altitudine 5J in ejus longitudine, capita
5 in corporis longitudine, linea laterali recta; piunat doraalei apiooaain inter
tt radiosam spinis humilibus libtris 4; aquamii par?is eiliatis ; pinoii an-
guUti', caudali propende incisa; colore vet licit et dorsi coaruleo, viltis
loog.wdinalibua albii 3, laterum rentris que argenteo, pionaram flaveiceote-
hjalino.

B. 7, D. 10—4—1 | 0, P. 1 | 13, V. 1 | 5, A. 3 | 1O,C17 etIattr.brat.
Hab. Macassar. Mare.
Species habitu corporis Caesio tile CUT. Val. affinis.

JkroGOROzDis Blkr.
Oentes maxillares sefacei, palatini et vomerini nulli. Ossa opercularia

noo dentata, operculo spin a oulla. Os parum protractile. Pinoat dorsi t
distaotes, DOO squaroatae. Membrana brancbiotttsa radjis

A p. corpore oblongo compiesso altitudine 4£ circiter in ejus loogitudioc,
capite 4 in corporis longitudinr, pinna caudali biloba.

fi. 6, D . 6 - 1 | 9, P. 11, V. 1 | 5, A. 2 | 11, C. 10.
Hab. Macassar. Mare.
Species habitu Apogon glaga Blkr. affiniai Jpecimina nihi 7 minui brat

eonservata colores nee viscera moostraot.
SCOMBEHOIDEl .
Caranx pwudo pttrygiut Blkr.

Car. pinnis dorsalitms 3, posteriore spuria; corpore elongato, altitudine 5
ia rjua lougitudioej capite 4 ju longitudiae corporis; liuea fromo-dorsal
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fere recta; den'ibus minimis; maxilla inferiors soperiore longiore; prat
operculo rectangulo rotundaio; memtuanae oculi adiporae parte posterior©
lata; line a laterali parte posteriore tantum armala, acutis latis p. m. 30,
dentatis; pinna peetorali 5 in longitudine corport*; colore corporh supra
eoeruleicente infra argenteo, pinparum omnium flavescente, maculis nigris
nullit.

D 1 procumbeos 8—1 | 3 2 * 1 , P. 9 | 20, V. 1 | 5, A. 2—1 | 97V C. 18
et lat. brev.

Hab. Macassar Mare
Species Caranx kiliche C V et Caranx kurra C V. affinis sed propor-

tionibus numeroque radiorum distineia.
Caranx leptolepisK v. H Cur. Val. Hist Pois | ix p. 48.
Car. pinnis dorsalibus 2, corpore elongato humili, aliitudine 3f ad 4 in

ejus longitudine; capite 4| in longitudine corporis, linea fronto-dorsali leviter
convexa, dentibus fere inconspicuis; praeoperculo rectangulo rotundaio, linta
laterali usque ad median? pinnam dorsiradiorum flexuora, in ponica ejus
parte tantum scutata, scutis parvis vix dentatis; thorace squama'o; pinna
pectorali 4 in lon&itudine rorporis;—colore supra caerufesceme infra argpnteo,
macula operculo-bumerali oigra, pinnarum omnium flivescenie.

D. 1 procumbens 8—1 | 36, P. 2 | 17, V. I | 5, A 2—1 , 22, C. 17 et
lat. brev.

Hab, Macassar. Mare.
MUGILOIDEI.

Atherina argyrotaeniata Blkr.
Ath corpore elongato cylindrico. altitudine 6| in ejus longitudine, antice

aeque crasso ac alto, capite 4J in longifudine corporis, fronte convexa; ver-
tice piano; oculis 2j in capitis longitudine; ore declivo, praeoperculi
margine postico exciso • nonnullis porislacunosis ad latera capitis sub oculis
et maxilla inferiore; sqnamis magnis; linea laterali paulum conspicua;
marginibus pinnarum dorsalis secundae et analis surerioribus excavatis;
pinna dorsali secunda raedio fere inter pinna* ventrales et analem; pinna
pectorali 5} in loogitudine corporis; colore corporis dorso viridescente,
•entre ex roseo argenteo, lateribus vitta lata nitente argentea, supra limbo
coeruleo; pinnis hyalinis; iride marginem superiorem versus macula nigra.

D. 6 - 1 | 9 rel. 1 I 10, P. 1 | 14, V 1 | 5, A. 1 | 10, C. 15 et lat brer.
Habi Macaasar. Mare.
Species Atherina Forskaoli Rtipp. affinis, sed forma capitis, numero.

radioroa analium etc distincta.
CLUPEOIDBI.
Clupea macassariensis Blkr.

Clup. corpore elougato compresso, altitudine 7 in rjus longitudine, ftapiie
acuto 4} in corporis longitudine; ore antico edentulo: squamis magnis;
linea laierali recta; venire paulum carinato; pinna dorsali medio dorso
posita; colore dorso caeruJeo, laieribus et ventre argenteo, basi caudle striis
4 coeruleis longitudinalibus

D. 2 | 9, P . I | 11, V . i | 7, A. I | 8, C. 18etlat brev
Uab Macassar. Mare.
Clupea argyrotatniata Blkr.
Clup. corpore elongato compresso, altitudine 7 in ejus longitudine; capite

acuto 5 in corporis longitudine; ore antico edentulo; square is magois; linea
laterali inconspicua; ventre paulam carinato; pinna dorsali medio corpore
posita; colore ex flavesceote hyalino, vitta laterali niteote argentea lata.

D. i | 9, P. 1 f 15? V. 1 | 7, A. 1 | 12, vel 1 | 13, C. 18 et later, brev,
Hab. Macassar. Mare.
Clupea gibbosa Blkr.
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Clup. corpore elongato com press o 4j io ejus longitudioe, dorso medio in
giKham elevato; capite 5 in longitudine corporis; ore antico edentulo, venire
valde carinito serrato ; pinnis, dorsali postice in enleriore corporis parte sita,
subquadrata radio pcnultimo paulum longiare; vertralibus analique parvis;
squamis mediocribus stnalis; linea laterali conspicua; colore corporis dorso
coeruleo, laterihus ventreque fl we seen te argenteo, pinnis flavicaote.

D 2 | 15, P. 1 | 15, V. 1 | 7, A. 1 | 20, C. 19.
Hab. Macassar Mare.
AmbUgaster Blkr.
Ossainternmillarii parva; maxillaria os maxima parte constituent,

corpus elongatum compressum, ventre obtuso rotundato non serrato. Dentes
nulli. Capui supra nudum. Oculi membrana semitecti. Genae venosae.
Membrana branchiostega radiis 5.
. Amblygaster ClupeoUes Blkr,

Arabl. corpore elongato paulum compresso, aititudine 5 in ejus longitu-
dine; capite 5 fere in corporis longitudine, ore anlico, oculo 3f in capitis
longitudine; squamis niagnis; pinnis acutis, dorsali triangulari, ventrali
opposiia, altitudine 8} in corporis longitudine; vemrallbus breribus, squamis
elongalis art carum bases; anali hunoili I—colore corpori9 dorso coeruleo,
laierirtus ventreque flavescente argentpo, roslro nigro; pinnis flivescente, pec-
toralibus radiis anteiioribus postice fuse is

B. 5, D 3 | 15, P 1 | 16, V, i | 7, A. 1 | 16, vel 1 | 17, C. 17 et later,
brev.

Htb. Macassar- Mare.
Eugruulis Zollingeri Blkr*
Ener. corpore eloo^aio compresso, aliitudine 6| in ejus longitudine; ca-

pite 4j in longiiudine corporis,%ostro prominente; nctu amplissimo; ossibus
rnaxillaiihus serratis; ventre inter pinnis pectorales, et ventrales cultrato;
linea laierali nulla; squamis deciduis; supra pinnas pectorales equame
magna acuminata; pinnis, dorsali pinnas ventrales inter et analem posita,
caudali uuociue lateie lobts 2 mem I) ran ace i s ; colore corpoiis viridi-hyalino,
vitta longiiudinali Uta areentea, pinnarum rlavescente.

D. 2 | II, P. 1 | 12, V. 7, A. 17, C. 19.
Hab. Macassar. Mare.
Species Eugraulis heteroloba Rikpp. affiais, sed positione pinnae dorsalis

numeroqup radiorum dis.incta.
BALI STINT.
Bolis'es melanopleura Bikr.

lial. corpore subparalklo grammico compresso, basi caudae seriebus tribus
acolcorum armata, serie .«uperiore aculeis 2 yel 3. inferioribus aculeis 10 —
12; pinnis, caudali truncata, pecioralibus, dorsali aualique lotundatis ; linea
latprali fllexuosa ; colore corporis supra profunde viridi, infra flavo, vittis S
pectorali-frontalibus caeruleis, macula nigrescenie magna tupro anum; colore
pinnarum rosaceo flivescente, dorsalis analisque basi violaceo, viltis 2 caeru-
leis longitudinalibus.

D. 3—3 | 23, P. 1 | 12, A. 2 | 21, C. 12.
Syn. Oostindischvaarder. Valentyn. Ind. Amb. iii p. 400 fig. 173.
Hab. Macassar. Mare.

POOONOOHATIIUS Blkr
Corpus elongatem valde compressum, fillosiusculum. Pinnae dorsalis

primae loco filum osseum tenue unicum. Ossa pelvis sob cute occult a.
Maxilla Inferior cirro carnoso unico magno. Denies in singulis maxillis 4
acuti. Mas pelvi producia.
Fogonognalhus barbalui blkr.

Pog corpore elongato, rnaxtme com press o, altitudine 12 in ejus longitu-
ne lostro mixime elongato; cirro inframaxillari dimidiam rostri longitu-
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dintm aeqvante; linea laterali flexuosa; pinnis, caudali txcepta, radiis
simplicibus, dorsali anali humiliore, caudali longa acuia 3£ »n corporis totius
longitudine; colore capite, cor pore pinnisqae pecioralibus fusco, dorsali
analique rufo, caudali fusco nigio maculaio.

D. 1 filiformis—49, P. 10, A. 57, C. 12.
Syn. Alulhera barhaia, S. Mull. I cit. ?
fiab. Macassar. Mare.

DR. P BLIEKRR.
Soerabaya, 10M July, 18J8.



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES, CONTRIBUTIONS
AND CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTERS FROM THE INTERIOR OF BORNEO (WEST COAST)

No. IV.
Pontianak.

From a place such as Pontianak »cw is only small items of Dews could be
given in ordinaiy times ; now and then an auction, or a thief stabbed, &c,
but its business usually gees on with little other nobe than that of the'* Pa-
•ar." The Dutch poition, backed by what is called " Darat China/' is
pretty and pleasant in a uleiably diy season—the lemaiuder presents a
medley of a few very good houses, a few otheis that are f ord, and a multi-
tude tbat call literally for reformation. 7 he number of | assage boats, to
feiry us from one bank of the liver to another (boats generally good, and
always \ ropelled by cne person) is, I am told, nearly 200: and he who earns
25 cents per diem is accounted as doing well. Indeed, 15 cents will secure
a man's best work at the paddle, aud, if you would start after breakfast for*
an excursion with seven etout active fellows to go 25 aii!es and back, a dollar
will pay them, to their hearts content: and if a gentfeman be in the habit
of paying a man tbe enormous sum of an English six pi nee lor perhaps a
half hour's work and two or three beuis* waiting for him, there will be an
ambition to carry him whenever he is seen. Nevei, however, do men, in
any degree, shout and gesticulate as at the waterside steps of Singapore :
the ferrymen here are Bugis or Malays, and unifoimly quiet and polite*
We must acknowledge that Dutch Police answer better than such as you
uttd to have', how you fare now, I do not feel qualified to judge.-—A young,
intelligent man has repeatedly betought me, of late, to ledrem him from a
debt of 70 rupees, entailed up0n him at his fathei's death, and I have no
doubt that, giving him his food and clothing, I might have his pei vices for
two%years, and he would accoint so easy a lelease grrat gain. The si m is
the'predse equivalent of only twenty dollars, and jet peibaps it will make
him a bondsman, a very slave, for the next ten years, or po^ibly for life:
it certainly will, unless some white man receive Lim. So many Dyaks alrea-
dy look to us as their chief earthly stay that I cannot think of prefeiring
him, to their exclusion, our woik being but slight: and, besides, I would
not, for appearance sake, pay the debt and consider the man mine, the ugh
becoming less and lees mine as monthly deductions should gradually free him.

The system has intrinsic difficulties, and some excessively tender conscience*
would whisper, or loudly utter," Slavery!": if 1 covld take him at all, I
tbould free him within a year: poor fellow 1 it was affecting to hear him
depict the evils of falling upon the " tender mercies" of a Malay master,
should such an one pay bis debt. He says, in reference to thrir talk, '• if
they would abuse me angrily and coarsely 1 should not mind it so much,buttbe
sting of such a position is that they take delight in deriding UB upon IUI mis-
fortune and its issue."

This place, as every white man would pronounce, on a moment's ob-
servation, is to be one of immense business when our island shall have
taken her place ID the industrial woild. Two noble rivers, foiming by
their confluence the Pontianak River, place this point beyond all doubt;
either the Landak or the Karuas alone vtculd bring a tide of wealth
when the ulu folk* should have become enteipiising and possessed of funds
—but two such streams are a fortune for the happy future. Thiity years
hence, it it probable, ships will come directly hither from Europe and A me*

• Ulu, the Interior, from Ulu Sungt the head or upper portion of a river*
— E D .

Vol. III. No, 7. January, 1849.
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rica.-—not numerously, but stifl it will be the interest of some so to do : and
the beginning tiny be within the nest decade of years. Gold, silver, tin,
iron, diamonds iron wood, coal, bees* wax, tingkawang oil, various costly
timber &c. will go largely hence when sought for fiom abroad. I saw recent-
ly a f retty piece of gold, about two ounce*, said to have been found precise-
ly as it then appeared, and it ctiitainly seemed to warrant the statement.
Into the matter of prices I shall not entei, though T make it my aim to learn
something on all points thu concern magnificent Kalamantan". The habits
of Mala v piinces, Sultans, &c.,are, of course similar to what we find elsevthere-
thou^h there is a freedom here from the open valgarity and vice of cockfight,
ing. gambling, &c. On chief fautrfin Chinaman^ is a man of cleverness,
s-ni is probably amusing monev; lie is quite ftmilur with many European
peculiarities, and enterUins a white man haiirl*omely, whether at his office
or table : his dinners offer choice va>iety, in h H own style and in ours. From
a man like him you nny never see the laughably low meanness of a Malay
Tuan who, when offered a bundle of cheroots from which to select one for
smoking, will often take the wh >le, and crown the a t by remarking that,
not feclini like amokim* just now. he will carry them home . this thing 1 first
noticed here, and have seen it repeatedly in a month. A gentleman who is
away from hi* home, an 1 li is brought but few with him, may thus see his
hopes vanish in an instant—though not, as he had fondly thought, in smoke :
it resnlis no* fiom Htmudhy but * nrpo*e. Pontian^k is decidedly a healthy
place, and both it and the whole Island seem quite fiee from those speedily
fatal attacks of fever that are kn wn on Java, and in other parts of the Ar-
chipelago : great excesses escane with wondrous impunity The iron steamer
•* Borneo/' of 4 to •« lV*--t drati/ht, has been expected to arrive bere within
September, bringing \ho Governor who wan appointed in 1816 : " has been"
is the proper ex >region, as I believe that all es-iinates are now postponed,
pro tern.: it in sincelely to be hoped that nnr upper waters may soon be
visited by an Official uarty, in such a vehicle * The sea?rn for Pont'k to be
drenched and flooded by rain and Sea-water is approaching—of December
I can »peak by cxpeiitncc: a visitor Rhoiild coine io either of the summer ;
mouths of Europe, if he would walk for exercise or pleasure: a hoife or
carriage he may not hope t> see. He will find merely the locale of a town
which is to be larger in every respect than Singapore now is: ichen that day
shall be, rests, under God, with Oiang I'utih. It has been my high satisfac-
tion to hold i ecently a sabbath service for the gentlemen of the place, as
well as any otheis who may choose to attend; may it never be given up
whi»e there is a white man at the seat of the Residency, and a preacher to
conduct i t ! The lust No. ot the •• JOIHIM!" heie is that of July, brought by
a vessel which left S. August 9. A prahu is now daily expected, having been
away on the same route, to and fro, '20 days : still vessels often tiille away
six weeks* in luis Fcniage.

* w . . . . . , , KALAMANTAN.
* Tins visit bas since taken place—Eu.



THE STATISTICS OF NUTMEGS*
The statistics of Nutmegs are very imperfect, but still we have sufficient

data to enable us to form some estimate of the cultivation and production
in the different parts of the Indian Archipelago where the plant is cultiva-
ted. In the Straits Settlements the cultivation is extending very largely,
and the production of course keeps pace with it. It was only in' the
beginning of the present century that nutmeg planting was introduced into
Pinang, a number of spice plants having been imported from Amboyna
by the East India Company.f The Government after some time, sold their
gardens in which they had planted the Clove and Nutmeg trees, but the
cultivation would appear to have made little progress at first, as in 1810
we find that there were only about 13,000 trees on the island, a few
hundredt being all thai were in bearing. In 1818 the number of bearing
trees had increased to 6,900. In 1843 there were 75,402 trees in bearing,
and 111,289 not in bearing, besides males and 52,510 in nurseries The
cultivation has been steadily increasing since that date, and the greater
part of the trees then planted out but not bearing, must now be yielding
fruit. The number of bearing trees in Piovince Wellesley in 1843 was
10,500, not bearing 7,307, besides males, and a number in the nursery•
The total number of nuts produced by the Pinang and Province Wellesley
trees in 1842 were 18,560,281, and 42,866 lbs of Mace.

Nutmeg trees were first introduced into Singapore in 1818* In 1843 the
total number of trees weie estimated at 43,544 of which 5,317 were in
bearing, the procuce being stated at 842,328 nuts In 1848, according to
the table given by Dr Oxley.j the total number of trees planted out was
estimated at 55,925r of which the numbers in bearing were 14,914 and the
produce 4,085,361 nuts, besides mace which is estimated at about 1 lb for
every 433 nutmegs. In Singapore the cultivation is extending very rapidly.
The increase does not take place gradually, but every now and then, when
some person with capital enters upon it, it seems to receive a large impetus,
the example set by one appearing to incite others to embark in it. In one
district in Singapore this has been very apparent. The district of Tant»lin,in
the beginning of 1843, consisted of barren looking hills covered with short
brushwood and lalang, which had sprung up in deserted Gambier plantations.
Immediately upon the regulations for granting lands in perpetuity being
promulgated in the middle of that year, a great part of the district was cleared,
and nutmeg plantations formed, and there cannot now be less than 10,000
trees planted out in it. A number of Chinese are at present forming
plantations in different parts of the island; one Chinaman has commenced
planting which he intends doing to the extent of 5,000 trees, and we art
aware of various other individuals who propose to form plantations of greater
or less extent.

During the occupation of Bencoolen by the English, the nutmeg and clove
weie introduced from the Moluccas, and in 1819 the number of nutmeg trees
were stated at 109,429. Regarding their present number we have no infor-
mation.

The Spice trade of the Molucca islands being a strict monopoly, very few
particulars are known regarding the extent of the cultivation or the amount of

* We insert this paper, which originally appeared in the Singapore Free
Prett, as it supplies some facts which it did not cone within the scope of Dr.
Oxley's account of tbe Nutmeg (ante Vol. II p. 641) to notice.

t Low's Dissertation on Pinang and Province Wellesley.
J Journal of the Indian Archipelago (or October, 1848.
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the produce. The average quantity of nutmegs annually sold by the Dutch
East India Company in Europe during the last century has been estimated
at 250,000 lbs, besides about 100,000 lbs sold in India. Of mace the
average quantity sold in Europe was reckoned at 90,000 lbs per annum,
and 10,000 lbs in India. The trade although so jealously quirded by the
Dutch, has never been a very profitable one to them, the expenses being;
heavy. In 1779 the charges a^ Band a amounted to /'146,170 and the
revenues derived from the duties on imports &c. to / 9,350 leaving an
excess on the charges of f\ 36,820 to be deducted from the profit on the
spices; and the large quantities of spices frequently burned in Holland,
on which heavy charges for freight &c. must have been incurred, must have
also formed a serious deduction from the gross profit derived from those sold *
?n 1814, when in possession of the English, the number of nutmeg trees
planted out were estimated at 570,500, of -vhich 480,000 were in bearing,
including 65,000 monaecious trees. The produce of the Moluccas has been
reckoned at from 6 to 7 hundred thousand lbs per annum, of which one half
goes to Furope, and about one fourth that quantity of mace. The imports into
Java from the Eastern Archipelago in 1843, consisted of nutmegs 740.33
piculs, and of mace 218.06 piculs, and the exports consisted of nutmegs
2,133.29 piculs and of mace 486.63 piculs. The amount of nutmegs
exported from Java during the 10 years ending in 1834 averaged yearly
about 352,226 lbs, and during the eleven years ending 1845 about 664,060
lbs yearly. The quantity of mace exported during the first period averaged
94,304 lbs yearly, and during the last 169,460 lbs yearly (See the Tables
subjoined.)

The average yearly consumption of nutmegs and mace in Great Britain
is estimated at about 140,000 lbs. The produce of the Straits Settlements
iu 1842 was reckoned at nutmegs 147,034 lbs, and mace 44,822 lbs, thus
being more than equal to the whole consumption of Great Britain. The rest
of Europe it has been estimated takes about 280,000 lbs of nutmegs, and
33,000 lbs of mace, India about 216,000 lbs of nutmegs and 30,000 lbs of
mace and China about 15,000 lbs nutmegs and about 2,000 lbs of mace.
As these quantities, however, would leave a surplus production of nutmegs
alone, above 250,ooo lbs, it is probable they are now considerably under the
real amounts. In ten yean from 1832 to 1842, the exports of nutmegs and
mace from Pinang were trebled, and from the vpry greit extension in the
cultivation which is constantly going on, it is probable tint the same result at
least will take place in the ten years succeeding to the above period,
viz: from 1842 to 1852. During these ten years from 1832 to 1842, the
price of Nutmegs in Pinaog fell for 10 and 12 dollars per tkousand, to font
4 to 5 dollars per thousand. They have since kept at the latter rate, owing
DO doubt to the means taken by the Dutch, who at present regulate the
market, to maintain the price, but it must be no less evident that with the
large accumulations which this occasions, and the enormous increase in the
production, the price must sooner or later give way, as it has done before,
and go down permanently to a considerably lower rate. If a decrease takes
place at longer or shorter intervals, notwithstanding all the pains used by the
Dutch to keep up the market, what would be the result were the spice
monopoly abolished, and the trade and cultifation rendered free and unrestrict-
ed ? There would, without any extension of the cultivation in the Moluccas,
but merely from greater care and skill being applied by the persons who
would probably embark in it, be a very considerable increase in the produc-
tion from the present plantations. The produce being sent at once into the
market, in increased quantities, to be sold for what it would bring, for private

* Stavorinui' Voyages &c.
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cultivators or merchants could not afford to hold back and regulate the
quantity like the Government, a very serious fall would inevitably result,
which would no doubt be permanent and steady, because, as regards
nutmegs, it may be safely stated that the supply already exceeds the demand
and that any increase in the supply can O"ly be got off by submitting to a
reduction in price That we may not be suspected of exaggerating in regard
to the Moluccan plantations, we refer the readpr to Count Hogendorp's account
of them, and of the wretched management to which they were subjected at
the time when he wrote, and which prevails at the present moment.* Throw-
ing them open to private enterprize could not but have the effect of improving
and probably extending the cultivation to a larte extent, and of course
causing a very large increase in the production. The Dutch Government at
present derive little or no profit from the monopoly, so that it is very likely
it will be soon abolished in compliance with the demand which is now
made in Holland, as well as in the Colonies, for a more liberal system of
trade, and there is no doubt that the giving it u^ would be a popular measure.
Already the influence of free trade his penetrated into that so long jealously
guarded region, and the making Menado and Kiraa, which are under the
Molucca Government, free ports, may only be the prelude to opening the
spice islands themselves to the general trade, a measure which of course
would entail along with it the necessity of abolishing the monopoly of spices.

It may appear that we have written rather discouragingly regarding nutmeg
planting, and that the picture we have drawn of it is as much too sombre,
as that of Dr Oxley was t o bright and glowing. We have, however, only
given »uch facts and information as we could collect and from these we
leave others to draw their own conclusions, (t is probable that persons who
have plantations already at maturity, or who, having capital, can afford to
form their plantations with rapidity and by high culture force the production,
may still for a considerable time to come find nutmeg cultivation a source
of profit, hut to those who embark in it with but limited means, and can
only extend their cultivation by gradual and slow degrees, it will certainly,
in our opinion, prove a hazardous speculation, and one which prudence would
seem to counsel them to avoid. Above all, to those who, like the Chinese
in their nutmeg planting in general, cultivate impeifectly and therefore to ft
certain extent with less profit, it must in the long run leave anything but a
satisfactory result.

* See pott, p. VIII .
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THE MOLUCCA ISLANDS*.

After the fertile and valuable island of Java, the Molucca! form the most
important part of our possessions to the Eait of the Cape of Good Hope. Uo*
derr the name of the Molucca islands, are compif bonded Amboyna, Banda.
Tenate, Tidore, and the smaller neighbouring islands. Tbe greater part of

these islands were discovered by the Portuguese, who were in possession of
them at tbe commencement of the 16th century.

It was not until the end of tbe same century, in 1598, that the Dutch
flag shewed itself there for tbe first time, under the command of Etienne
Verhapge and Vice-Admiral Jacques de Hrfinskerk who were received by the
inhabitants with open arms, concluded treaties of commerce with the princes
and orang kayaa (native chiefs) and departed with rich cargoes of spices.

The first times of our commerce and of our sojourn in these countries were nit
however, at all peaceable, on the contrary they required a policy sustained by nu-
merous combats, chiefly against tbe inhabitants of tbe Banda islands, who often
broke tbe treaties, committing the greatest cruelties upon the Dutch, and were at
this period constantly excited and abetted by the Portuguese and the English, our
contemporaries and rivals in the Asiatic Archipelago, until about the year 1665
when the war which broke out in Europe between England and tbe Low Coun-
tries, allowed our East India Company to terminate with vigour the struggle
which bad existed for so many years between it and the English Company, and
to secure at last by formal contracts with the different indian nations, the ex-
clusive supremacy of the Moluccas. The Governors General Both, Reinst,
Koen and Van Diemvn, themselves directing the forces of the company, and
visiting these places, successively contributed to augment and to fix the power
of this company at that time so prosperous, and which might have turned it
to good advantage if, by their cruel and desolating system, to assure tbe mono-
poly of spicei on the Moluccas, they bad not prohibited all other culture or
commerce whatever.

It is a fact unfortunately too well known and which it would serve no purpose
to pass over in silence, that to ensure the exclusive commerce in these articles,
tbe company caused to be rooted out and destroyed ac a great cost, often by force
of arms, all the nutmeg and clove trees, except the number necessary to pro-
duce the quantity of spices which it could sell.

To execute such a devastation, it was necessary to commit much violence, to
maintain expensive garrisons, to build forts, to pay pensions to the native princes,
and to forego all the other sources of revenue in the country.

It would have been well, if these results had secured considerable advantages;
but the Company was never able to sell, in an average year in Europe, cloves,
nutmegs and mace, for more than two millions of florins, while it was obliged in
order to obtain them to spend often more than three millions, at the same time
ruining these beautiful countries, from which it might have derived immense
advantages under a good management*

The cruel effects of this fatal system upon the countries and the people who
had the misfortune to find themselves subject to it were not long in being felt;
however, let us hssten to say that a healing balm has been poured into these
bleeding wounds, and the first foundations have been laid upon which in process
of time an edifice may be raised more in accordance with the present times and
opinions.

No point of the colonial system has perhaps excited greater attention in the
supreme Government of the Indies, than the problem of tbe advantage or disad-
vantage of the monopoly of spices in the Moluccas, and perhaps no point hu
elicited more opposite opinions.

* Translated from Count Hogendorp's Coup d'Oeil sur IS fie d§ Java fa*
1830.
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The partisans of the olden time, for they are not wanting;, assert that without
the monopoly of spices, the Moluccas would no longer be of any value to the
state. The paitiians of liberal ideas in their tarn maintain, that this exclusive
monopoly carries in itself a destructive germ which in the long ran will cauie
the total loss of these valuable possessions. Nevertheless, all are agreed, that
to make with success and without a great danger changes in the existing system,
it will be necessary to act with prudence and slowly, according to a plan which
•hall only at first present preparatory means, and the effects of which will only
manifest themselves proportionately to results obtained.

It was for the purpose of examining for himself the real state of things and
judging of the most efficacious remedies which could be opposed to the evil,
that the Governor General Van der Capellen undertook his voyage to the Moluc-
ca islands in 1824 ; a circumstance without a parallel since the voyage of the
Governor Van Dieman in 16.38.
• •• •• •• •• •• «• •• •• •• • •

The Molucca Islands, the native country of spices and up to the present time
the only part of our possessions which yields us spices in abundance, form a
government dependant on the general government established in Java. The
governor resides at Amboyna, and has under his orders several residents and
tub residents, the first are those of Amboyna, of Ternate and of Banda, while
there are sub-residetsts at Saparoua, at Hila and Larique, at Booro and Ceram,
and lastly a resident at Menado and a sub-resident of Gorontalo (Gounong Tello):
establishments situated on the coast and at the northern point of the island of
Celebes, but which for a long time have belonged to the jurisdiction of the resi-
dency of Ternate as being nearer to this establishment than to the government
of Macassar. Since the voyage of the Governor General in 1824. they have been
definitively placed under the direct surveillance of the Governor of the Moluccas*

The island of Amboyna is situated in 3* 41' 41" northern latitude and 125*
47' of longitude east of the meridian of Paris ; it consists of two very distinct
parts called Hitou and Leytimor, which would be two separate islands, but for a
snip of land which unites them, and which is not broader tham a good half league,
thus offering on two sides of the island a bay and an excellent anchorage for
large vessels. It is in the largest of these two bays or that to the South that
the Portuguese built the fort of Vitoria, which we have preserved and which ii
•till found in good repair. In the interior but not far from the fort, we see the
town of Amboyna, the principal estsblishment or head quarters of the Moluccas;
the rosd leading to it from the port is bordered with very beautiful trees and two
ranges of charming European houses, the most of one story ; the town itself
consists of several large and regular Streets, with brick houses of a trne Dutch
appearance. At half a league from the town, upon a plateau still more elevated,
we find, by following a second umbr; ,,,ous road, the country house of the Go-
vernor, at the foot a very steep mountain; this most agreeable residence called
Batou gadja, is surrounded by beautiful gardens with rivulets of water as limpid
as can be imagined.

The inhabitants of Amboyna possess two protestant churches, one of which is
particularly reserved for natives who have embraced Christianity ; the number
of these is very considerable, being increased above all in times past by the en-
lightened and uninterrupted zeal of the worthy pastor Kam, who preached the
gospel in these countries.

The Atnboiaonese are of a middling height and well formed, and make good
•oldiers both for the cavalry and infantry ; generally they have more taste for a
military life than the other natives of the Archipelago ; they are gentle although.
brave, easily managed and very sober. Their costume is nearly the same as that
of the Malays in Java, but those who have been baptised are distinguished by
the black colour of their outer garments ; in place of the handkerchiefs with
which the Malays cover the head, they wear round hats, with the hair plaited
in a queue. They also wear shoes when in full costume. The cotton cloths,
and other articles of our manufacture which the government send every year
to the Moluccas find there a great outlet.
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The climate of Amboyna is more healthy and agreeable than that of most of
the countries situated between the tropics; the soil is in part rocky and
arid, it is this in which cloves thrive best. Other parts however are of great
fertility and the mountains are covered with a vegetation as rich as that of the
island of Java ; in its vast pining and along the shores are seen millions of cocoa-
nut trees and sago palms of which the delicate flour furnishes the principal uu-
rishment of the inhabitants. The culture of rice has not attained to nearly the
same perfection there which it has done in Java ; some attribute this to the poli-
cy of the old company who fettered as much as they could the culture of this
grain, the favorite food of the inhabitants, in order the better to hold them in
subjection ; others attribute it to the laziness and natural indolence of the inha-
bitants which has increaiied still more in those who have embraced the Christian
religion. It is a fact that every year the government is obliged to send to tbe
Moluccas a large quantity of rice from Java, for the consumption*

Coffee and indigo, accordion to experiments which have been made, succeed
perfectly ia Amboyna; in the gardens of some wealthy private persons are
found all kinds of legumes and flowers which have been naturalized in Java.
The vegetable kingdom here also affords precious woods from which the
inhabitants extract medicinal and aromatic oils, such as, amongst others, the
eayou poutie, and other woods which are used in cabinet*making: it is not
at all unusual to see single pieces, round snd flat, fitted for the tops of tables,
of (i and even 7 feet in diameter ; however the most beautiful woods come to
as from the island of Ceram.

But that which above all has made Amboyna so preciont, is tbe culture of the
clove. If the gold mines coat dear to tbe primitive inhabitants of Peru and of
Mexico, the value of tbis tree so prized has often drawn upon those of the Mo-
luccas violences less cruel and less sanguinary, yet too rigorous not to be de-
plored, the more so that thty have stiffled their industry, their agriculture, and
their activity.

In an average year the crop of cloves may be reckoned at 250 or 300 thousand
lbs. There are years, like those of 1819 and 1820, when this quantity has been
much surpassed ; but then in others tbe crops have been less ; in 1821, it did
not 100 thousand lbs.

The districts of Amboyns, of Harouko, of Larique, of Saparoua and of Hila
have been chiefly employed for tbe culture of the clove ; they are subdivided
into cantons, placed under the surveillance of native chiefs, having the title of
rajas or pattis, but more generally known under that of orong kaya. In these
cantons, the parks or gardens, called in Malay tanah dati9 containing a certain
number of clove trees, are found under tbe care and management of subaltern
chiefs called orang tuah ; these direct all the plantations, the cultivation of the
parks and the gathering of the fruits. Tbis last commences about the middle of
the month of October and often lasts two or three months. It is said that tbe
average produce of a clove tree amounts to 5 or 6 lbs of doves, although they
have been known to give as much as 25 lbs. The tree itself is one of tbe beau-
tiful ornaments Of tbe creation ; it attains very commonly a height of 30 or 40
feet; its branches do not stretch far from the trunk which is of a pale grey; its
leaves are regularly renewed in the month of May ; they are of an oblong form,
of a deep colour. The clove tree begins to bear at 15 years, and attains the state
of perfection at 20. The clove, in Malay chinkeh, is at first of a clear green,
then yellow orange, and at last of a deep red colour, indicating that it is ripe.

When it is wished to preserve the fruit to sow in new plantations it is neces-
sary to leave it a month longer on the tree ; during this lapse of time tbe clove
swells and loses its aromatic odour ; it is then that the clove ought to be sown
as soon as it falls from tbe tree, and ought not to remain more than 24 hours
u.ion the ground. For the rest, the clove can be equally multiplied by means
of suckers which are found in abundance at tbe feet of old trees.
• • • • . • a . * • • • . 1 • • • » • • . . . . . . . > . ' • . * »

The residency of Baodd, which, ia the time of the Company of the Indies,
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wai i ieparate Gov eminent, ii compoied of several islands, of which the princi-
pal are: Banda or Banda Neira (situated in 4'30* of soutL latitude, and 128*18T

of longitude to the east of Paris) ; Gounong Apt so named from the terrible ?ol-
csno which is found there; Lonthoir commonly called the high land, Rotingain,
Poulou Aii and Pinang The island of Roaingain has been little inhabited sirca
the extirpation of spices which the company caused to be made there in 1634, a
measure which forced the natives to emigrate and retire to Lonthoir and Pulo
Aij : later however some liberated slaves (Mardiken) established themselves
there and the Company caused several lime kilns to be built and plunted jattie
trees. There are likewise wild cattle to be found there; the hunting of which
offers a source of amusement to the garrisons established in the Banda islands.

We shall confine ourselves principally to the three most remarkable islands
and those which are exclusively reserved for the cultivation of the nutmeg,
wbieh has became for Banda what the clove la for Amboyna. These three
islands are Banda Neira, Lonthoir and Pulo Aij. The two first, with the Gu-
nong Api (which is unfortunately but too near and of which the malignant in-
fluerce is often experienced, BB much in the devastations which follow its frequent
eruptions, as by the insalubrity which it occasions in the surrounding countries)
form the road of Banda, aa beautiful as safe, aod perfectly defended by several
forts of which the most remarkable are those of Belgica and Nassau on Banda
Neira, and that of Hoilandia on the heighti of Lonthoir.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Its rich harvests of nutmegs (in Malay buapala) and mace (kambang pah)
its position and its superb roadstead, are nevertheless the only advantages of
Banda; they are purchased at the coit of a great insalubrity, and of frighful
earthquakes; which ordinarily precede or follow the eruptions of the volcano; the
most strong of which have been, according to description! found in the archives,
those of 151*8,1615,1632,1691,1711, 1749, 1798 and 1820; while the most
fatal earthquakes from their consequences, took place in 1629, 1683, 1686,
1743 and 1816. To give an idea of the confusion of the elements wbich takes
place on such occasions, I will note, according to memoirs which I have looked
over, some of the circumstances which occurred when the trembling of the
earth and sea happened in 1629. On the 1st August at 9 in the evening, after
the inhabitants had felt several very strong movements, the furious wavea en-
tered with such vehemence by the three straits of Lonthoir, Celamine, and that
wbich is called the Zonnengat, that they raised and heaped themselves up to a
height of 25 feet above the highest tides ; many houses, built on the east point
of Fort Nassau were swept from their foundations and buried in the sea with
their inhabitants ; but these had already quitted their housfS ; they were as iby
a miricle thrown upon the beach at the return of the swell, with the exception
of the fiical Van der Voort and his family. A cannon of great calibre placed
upon the jetty and weighing 3.500 lbs, was carried to a distance of 30 feet, and
the hull of the ship Amsterdam and those of two other vessels wbich had been
mok with 400 tons of stones in each, to secure the jetty, disappeared without
the wrecks being ever found. In 1691 the ravages of the volcanic eruption
were ao terrible, that the more wealthy inhabitants emigrated to Tern ate, Am-
boyna and Macassar ; the courage and firmness of the governor Coyet. decided
in not quitting his post, alone prevented the total abandonment of this establish-
ment.

At present the administration of Banda is entrusted to a resident assisted by
a secretary, an administrator in chief for the finances and stores, and an in-
spector of the parks of spices, having sub-inspectors at Lonthoir and Pulo Aij;
there is also at Neira a council of justice, a bench of magistrates and an orphun
chamber. . . .

Missionaries are engaged at Banda in the propagation of the Christian religion;
from the earliest times of our occupation of these countries, this religion was
embraced by a great number theof natives of this part of our poBscssiom in
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tbe Asiatic Archipelago, principally by the inhabitants of the c08its ; in the
mountains are found others, still pagans, to whom are given tbe name of Al-
fouroa; they are said to be very cruel and savage, but it appears that this
reputation is exaggerated, perhaps unjust.

We have already said tlmt the principal return of Banda, of which the soil
is generally stony. i» the crop of nutmegs and mace; the other cultures are very
trifling and Government is obliged to provide regularly for the supplying food
in these islands by sending rice from Java. The canari tree however is found
abundantly in the jungles, tbe nuts of which are collected by the inhabitants
and from which they make an oil superior to that of ihe cocoanut, the sntjowtr
from which they prepare a fermented drink: also lime trees, bambus and cocoa-
nuts, all productions of nature, which the Indians of the Archipelago know how
to use in so many useful ways.

Baoda can furnish annually 500,000 lbs of nutmegs an3 150,000 lbs of mace ;
this is not, as some persons suppose, the flower of the nutmeg, but tbe internal
envelope of tbe nut ; it is found as a tissue between that and the husk or ex-
terior green skin.

The tree which furnishes these two productions is one of the most agreeable
to the eye, at least I thought so when for the first time I saw a number loaded
with fruit at Pondokgedd, where they border tbe large walks of the magnificent
garden belonging to the nestor of our eastern possessions, tbe worthy M. W.
Engelhard. The nutmeg tree attains a height of 35 to 40 feet; it has some re*
semblance to our European pear-tree ; its leaf is of a deep and shining green.
Commencing to bear fiuit about its ninth year, the tree produces during more '
than half a century, if care is taken to shelter it properly, which is done at Ban-
ds, by placing it in plantations of canari trees or of wild nutmegs, which tbe in-
habitants call pala boeij ; these have the same leaf and flower, but they give no
fruit.

When the flower of the nutmeg falls, it is replaced by tbe nut ; this requires
several months to attain maturity, when it is of the size and the form of an
apricot ; its skin of a yellowish green, opens and displays tbe nutmeg covered
with its mace of a beantiful red colour. The average annual produce of a tree
is calculated at 5 or 6 lbs of nuts ; there are some however which give from 15
to 20 lbs. Although tbe nutmeg bears during the greater part the year, the
principal crop is in August, and a second in November and December. These
crops are liable to turn out more or less good ; good nuts are sometimes ill pro*
vided with mace and ofteu on the contrary very inferior nuts are accompanied
by a superior mace.

The nuts, carefully withdrawn from their green exterior skin and from the
mace, are exposed to the smoke during two or three months upon frames or
hurdles in buildings constructed for the purpose (kombuisen) sod then deprived
of a last interior and very hard shell, an operation which is called ofkioppinq
van de noot, in order speedily to be steeped "in lime mixed with sea water. This
method of preparing tbe produce requires the greatest precautions, for it is very
delicate and rery easily deteriorated. The mace ought to be thoroughly dried,
but by the sun or wind ; sometimes the planters, when the season is humid,
seeretly avail themselves of the smoking frames (rookparraparras) to accelerate
the operation ; but then the mace acquires an inferior colour and sweats more
slowly, when it is exposed during the voyage to the heat at the bottom of the
hold.

The mode of cultivating the nutmeg at Banda is quite different from that pur-
sued with the clove at Amboyna; it has rather some resemblance to the procesi
which is employed in the Western colonies, where tbe work is performed by
slaves. In 1621 when, as we have mentioned, Bands Neira and Lonthoir weie
completely subdued, but at the same nearly depopulated, it was necessary to
obtain the means of continuing a culture which bad been the real end of a war
as long as it was sanguinary; the Company decided on colonising this part of
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its possessions, by engaging Europeans settled in Java and elsewhere, retired
militarynien, or other individuals having the burgher right to whom they distri-
bufed lands in Banda gratia, under certain restrictions, of which the principal
was the exclusive delivery of spices to the Company, at a fixed price. This
concession of lands was accompanied by some very advantageous clauses ; for
example, they were bound to furnish the planters with rice at the Java price,
and with slaves at 40 rix dollars a head ; thus, in the space of five years this
operation WAS accomplished and the parks distributed amongst the colonists,
who then allied themselves and are still called petkeniers (parkkeepera); at this
epoch, there were at Pulo Aij 31 parks , at Lonthoir 34, and at Neira 3 parka
each,* of 25 souls of land (zielen land* a). It is said that this singular denomina-
tion was given from the quantity of trees which it was calculated a slave could
take care of, having regard to difference of lands more or less advantageously
tituated ; others assert that at toe first distribution ol spice gardens, the soul of
Und was fixed at 50 square perches (gsrman roods) and that when this division
was made, it was calculated that a park of 25 souls would be sufficient to bring;
in to its proprietor annually a sum of 625 to 650 rix dollars. This revenue was
naturally increased in proportion to the pains beitowed on the culture and to
the new plantations which the park keepers made in their parks ; but they bad
much expense, above all in the maintenance of the slaves for the culture ; and
after the cessation of the agreement they experienced great difficulty, fiom not
being able to replace them. But the government, by sending to Banda the
natives sentenced by the competent tribunals to a long term of banishment,
afford to the park keepers the means of engaging them to work in their parks.
This measure has besides the double advantage of favoring an interesting branch
of agricul tural industry, and of serving to reclaim to a laborious and honest life
those who without this would not only be useless, but at the same time nuisances
to society.

In genersl this experiment of European colonisation at Banda, does not give
a very favorable idea of the advantages which the partisans of colonisation on a
large scale, promise themselves from the alienation, of lands to European plan-
ters (sketches of M. de Haan p. 288). On the contrary, the example of what
has occurred at Banda is rather calculated to inspire government with well
founded scruples against a state of things which, if they at all extend it to other
lands than those still uncultivated and unpeopled, like the Banda islands, must
besides entail a diminution of the public revenues.

The European colonists, to whom the compiny conceded the nutmeg parks
at Banda, with scarcely any exceptions, soon abandoned themselves to an in-
dolent and dissipated life; they left the task of cultivation to some infirm slaves,
for the best wereemployed in house work or in other labours ; they only regard-
ed the lands which hBd been entrusted to them, as a means of procuring money
by hypothicating tbera upon loans, and to have constantly at a low price, slaves,
rice and provisions, which the company had engaged to furnish then at prime
cost. Their heirs or those who* succeeded them in the possession of these lands,
did not conduct themselves better, thus this class of colonists at all times vege-
tated in a state of misery, of ignorance and of irregularity ; nearly all the park
keepers were overwhelmed with the weight of debts which they had successively
contracted by pledging their parks. The amount of these debts, to the com-
pany alooe, already amounted in 1796 to more than 300,000 rix-dollars, accor-
ding to the report made by the governor F. Von Boeckholtz 29th March,1798.

If some of the inhabitants of Banda acquired riches, they did not at all owe
them to agricultural industry, but to smuggling and trade with the Arauw is-
lands, where they sent shipments under the care of slaves whom they had pro*
cored for the labour of the parks. Some individuals have made in this way»

* By the union of some of these paiki, there are ooly at present (183O)J25
at Lonthoir, 6 at Fulo Aij, and 3 at Neira.
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an immense fortune ; ia the memoir which I have quoted, we read of a park
keeper of Palo Aij, named V. D. R., who having been about the middle of tbe
18th century brought ti justice and condemned to hard labour, offered to pay a
hundred thousand florins to tbe company, for permission to wear a gold chain
instead of an iron chain with which be waa loaded, like the other malefactors.
He possessed, it is added in the memoir, three parks and more than 1,200 slaves.

The residency of Ternate is formed of the island of tbat name and that of
Tidore, which any be said to be its twin sister, although larger and more popu-
lous, at there is a resemblance in the high mountain which rises in both of
thorn, and of which the snmmits, of a pyramidal form, are about the height of
6,000 feet above tbe 'e«el of the sea. Some small islands, situated in the vici-
nity, depend also on this residency; the principal are Batjun and Motir. Tbe
residency of Ternate contains a!s > the Dutch establishment upon the coas* of
Gilolo, an island at least ten times larger than both Ternate and Tidore.

Tbe Island of Ternate, situated in 0* 52' of north latitude and IS5a 12' Itn-
giiude to the east of tbe meridian of Paris, belongs to a mahometan Sultan who
resides there, and whose dalem, as large as magnificent, is built between the
town of Ternate and tbe Dutch fort Orange. One of the predecessors of the
sultan, as well for himself as for tbe Sultana of Tidore and Batjan his vassals,
concluded a treaty of alliance with tbe Company of the Bast Indies, by which
he ceded a part of his sovereign rights in exchange for an annual penaion. Tliie
Sultan consented besides to the extirpation of all tbe spice trees which were to
be found or which afterwards might be found in hia immense domains.

This condition recalls to us the devastating system of monopoly, and tbe
spirit of the times in which it was made ; but it has ceased to exist and the
Baron Van dr Capellen during his stay at Ternate,by hit decree of the 27th
May, 1824, not only broke tbe shackles which weighed down the industry, and
proscribed tbe culture for which these countries appear to be destined by na-
ture, but on the contrary he encouraged it by fixing a very reasonable price for
the cloves, mace and nutmegs which the inhabidancs deliver to government,
viz : 10 aoua per Ib for clove a, 12 aous per lb for mace, and 8 aous per lb for
nutmegs.

The town of Ternate ia beautiful and very well built, in the form of an am-
phitheatre upon the borders of the aea ; as the country rises rapidly, we may
find ourselves, on advancing • few leagues into the interior, at a considerable
height, and there enjoy tbe pure air of the mountains, of a temperature nearly
similar to that of the south of Europe.

In general, the aoil of the islands which compose the residency of Ternate, ia
extremely good and fertile, it certainly produces all kinds of tropical productions.
Those islands are well populated, the inhabitants are gentle, traoquiland sober ;
indolent because they have few wants and because, in tbe they are time of the
Company, no effort was made to stimulate their industry. Those of the island of
Motlr exercise tbe calling of potters ; they supply the surrounding islands with
their pottery of red earth, which, without being of an elegant form, ia of a good
quality. The Christian religion has already made many proselytes there, above
all in the neighbourhood of Ternate and in the island of Batjao or Batchian.

Under the administration of the Company, the establishment at Ternate was
considered as the most important, for the maintenance of the exclusive com-
merce in apices of the Moluccas ; at present it is still IO for the defence of these
possessions and for our commerce, io general, in the Indian Archipelago.

Ternate, during the late maritime war waa several times attacked by powerful
English forces, but they could not make themselves masters of it, before the
surrender of Java, thanks to the firmness of the courageous governor V. Budach,
to whom this post if as entrusted.

Cotton cloths and other productions of our manufactures find a favorable
market in these countries ; this trade will extend itself considerably, when the
agricultural industry haa made progress there.
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As regards soil, climate and the friendly disposition of the inhabitants,
Ternate would offer the greatest advantages if a European colonisation were
introduced there.

The Dutch administration there is composed of a resident assisted by a
* secretary and two employes, having the rank of assistant resident at Galela
an! Jiitjolie in the island of Almaheira or Gilolo.

Thete establishments were formed in 1824r during the voyage of the Go-
vernor General van der Capellen ; his object in this was to protect the inha-
bitants, to encourage their agricnltoree and their email commerce*

Ternate possesses also a magistracy, a council of justice, and an orphan
chamber*

I cannot better conclude this sketch of the Molucca Islands, than by here
subjoining the following balance or the result of a year's receipts by the state
and the expenses f>;r the Government and the defence of these possessions.

1822* Receipts. Expenses.
Amboyna& its dependencies.. .. •• / 853,286.25.12 970,148.17.15
Banda 793,940.06.04 571,082.27.)*
Ternate - . . . . 94,447.15.12 329,268.04.09
Menado and Gorontalo 315,740.16.08 185,517.04.04

Total / 2,069,415.04 04 2,056,017.04.07
Excess of rece ipts . . . . . . 3,397*29.13

/ 2,069,415.04.04
The establishment of Ternate appears in this year to have given the most

unfavorable results ; in examining more closely the different articles of the
receipts aud expenses, 1 find that in 1822, this possession was debited with a
sum of/104,618.18.07 for cloths Sccot which they had not sold, and credited
more than the sum of /* 60,301.08 00 ; it ought to be remarked that the pen-
sion of the Sultan figures here for /31,990.00.oo, an expense which does not
exist in the other islands.

The sales ofclovesof Amboyna,amount in 1822 to the sum of/5o3,l83,17.o4
while the expenses of culture do not come to more than / 68,812.28.04.
The culture properly speaking or the purchase of spices of Bmda cose
/ 89,9l8.oo.oo ; the sale of these spices produced f 563,145.25.00 according
to the general books kept at Batavia.

* It is proper to add here that already in 1824, after the tour of inspection
of the Governor General to the Moluccas, the expenses have been very much
diminished ; principally in respect to the .system of defence and provision-
men t; the expenses of the war department having been diminished/24o,ooor
by reducing the number of superior officers, & others &c.
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TOUR FROM SC JRABAYA, THROUGH KEDIRI, BLITAR, ANTANG,
MALANG AND PASSURUAN, BACK TO SOURABAYA.

.By Jo .VAT HAN RIGG, Esq., Member of the Batavian
Society of Arts »nd Sciences.

ON the 19th June, 1847,1 started with Mr Lloyd, on a
journey long contemplated, but for which no opportunity
had before offered, viz., to the inland Residency of Ke'diri,
and still more sequestered district of Blitar. The first part
of our rou.w lay over the flat delta of Sourabaya to Mojo-
kerto. On the way, we visited the sugar mill of Waru,
now belonging to Mr Kruseman, and also the new esta-
blishment at Krian, belonging to parties in Holland, and
principally under the control of the iron founders Paul van
Vlessingen and Dudok van Heel. The Sugar Contract here
was originally granted in Holland to General Nahuys, in
consideration of services rendered in Java, but he soon
found means to transfer his rights to others, who paid him
a round sum to leave the matter in their hands; the above
mentioned founders interesting themselves for the sake of
supplying the machinery. Of this we found a large quantity
already brought here, and being fitted together. The esta-
blishment is to be worked with vacuum pans, defecators,
&c, but these will hardly be ready before the close of the
year, meantime they have put up the usual open pans and
had commenced to grind off the year's crop, the day pre-
vious to our arrival. There is another small Chinaman*!
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close to the Posthouse of Krian, and a few pauls
further on we passed the sugar works of Balung Bendo.
At intervals along the road, we observed the native popu-
lation busy preparing the land for next year's crop of canes,
on the ground from which they had just taken a crop of
paddy. A good deal of paddy still remains to be cut, which
however looks stunted and puny ; indeed the crop generally
in Sourabaya has been only indifferent, as has been the case
for some years back, hence the high price of the grain; .we
were told even as much a s / 10 copper per picul had been paid
at the moment of greatest scarcity before any of the new
crop could be availed of. The chief attention and energy
of the government authorities are directed towards the
cultivation of sugar cane, and besides this, the popula-
tion has to contribute a large daily quantum of labour-
ers for conducting the military and other public works
at Sourabaya, so lhat the. former easy and regular routine
of the rice cultivation is no longer observed; it may also
be matter of question whether the alternate crop of sugar
cane from the rice lands, is not detrimental to the success
of the latter, if not by actually impoverishing the ground,
very probably by leading to a slovenly and imperfect pre-
paration of the laud for rice, as it must be remembered,
that all the terraces and embankments of the sawahs are
destroyed for the canes and must be reconstructed for rice,
besides the roots of the cane have to be removed. One
effect is very evident; whereas Sourabaya formerly exported,
yearly, many thousand koyans of rice at a rate of / 8 0 to

J 90, the trade at that port in the grain is now reversed,
and a large quantity is imported for consumption, principally
from Bali, which in the early part of the year finds a ready
sale at f 160 to / 1 7 0 per 30 piculs or one koyan. Without
this supply from abroad, there would have been a famine in
the land in the early part of this year, the population from
the surrounding districts crowding into Sourabaya to pur-
chase thel grain at /7 to f 8 copper per picul, whilst fine
table rice was selling at /9 t o / 1 0 copper. Two cargoes
were also brought from Arrakan, amounting together to
11,000 piculs; this rice not being known here, could only
fetch f 100 per koyan, but as the grain suited the taste of the
natives, another time it would be bought with greater con-
fidence.

ArBalung B^ndo is a dam across a small stream for the
purpose of raising the water for the wheel of the mill. This
stream soon increases in size, and by the time you reach
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\e Post station at Wono Sari, at the 26th paul, is a respect-
able river; it decreases towards Balung Bendo, in conse-
quence of being diverted for cultivation; this river is now
followed along its right bank, to its. source in the Porong
branch ; the Kediri river, at the sluice of Melirip. At
about the 29th paul is passed Wiongo, the abode of the
Tumunggeng Dawuon, or chief of the water works, expressly
appointed by government to superintend and direct the dis-
tribution of water, but whose most important task has ceased
since the construction of the sluice of Melirip, in place of
the rude dam Vhich formerly existed. At the distance of
about li paul from Mojokerto we stopped to see this
fine piece of work, which has just been completed ; it is now
in use, and through it passes all the water for the supply of
the Sourabaya branch of the Kediri river. The sluice i9
constructed about I paul lower down the river than the former
rude opening. A solid sound part of the bank was selected,
and a new cut of a couple of hundred yards throws the water
into the old course. The sluice is double, having two pas-
sages for water, each about 20 feet wide, the one left open,
for the water of the river to flow freely through, the other
lAted with double doors and forming a lock between, in order
tu admit the passage of boats in all states of the river,
with ease. Both the masonry and lock works are simple,
solid and well constructed. The whole mass rests upon a
compact flooring of large teak piles and timber, where every
precaution has been taken to prevent undermining. The
masonry consists of hewn stone and bricks brought out from
Europe, and set in cement. The doors of the lock are
massive and heavy, but yet worked easily with the assistance
of some small arched ducts constructed in the mass of the
masonry, and by manoeuvring the doors of which by means
of winches, the water is so admitted or withdrawn from the
lock, as to facilitate the movement of the heavy apparatus
in whichever direction it is wibhed. This is more parti-
cularly the case with the door most distant from the Porong
liver, which is a triangle of unequal sides, the shorter side
closing the lock, the longer travelling in a semi-circular
room in the masonry, and at the point of junction of the
two doors, at the angle, turning on hinges and grooves.
By means of archways below the surface, the water can be
applied or withdrawn from the superficies of the longer side,
and the whole then moves, that is, opens or shuts, by fhe
force of hydrostatic pressure. The work is one of science,
skill and public utility, and docs honor to the Govern-
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ment that has carried it into effect. It took about four
years constructing, but is well worth the trouble and ex-
pense which it may have cost. The population of the
neighbouring country contributed theit labour to the
undertaking, and to them it must prove now a great
relief, as formerly about 400 men daily were required to
keep in order and watch the rude and ever defective dam
work. The sluice was planned by ^Ir H. A. Tromp, As
sistant Resident of Mojokefto, and carried into effect under
his immediate superintendence. This gentleman was the
principal government civil engineer at Sdurabaya, and
was appointed to the charge of the district, in order that he
might the better be able to execute the undertaking. After
all the piling and foundation work had been laid, which had
necessarily occupied some considerable time, an interest in
the work was excited amongst the population, by a solemn
consecration, accompanied by a great festival, at which the
Resides >t Pietermaat presided, and who, on this occasion,
officiated as mason in laying the principal block of hewn stone,
at the bottom of the sluice, where the triangular door works.
The principal officers of government of the Residence of
Sourabaya, Loth European ami native, attended, as weu as
an immense concourse of villagers. After they had been
addressed by the Resident and encouraged to freely give
their assistance in prosecuting the work, a party of priests,
headed by a hoary elder, were requested to offer up a prayer
in the Mahomedan fashion, and invoke a blessing on the
enterprise. This is described by those who were present,
as having been very impressive. At the bottom of the pit
or trough, where the foundation was laid, might be seen the
authorities and the priests, whilst the crowd of spectators
thronged the surrounding banks of excavated earth. As
soon as the aged priest was seen to raise his face and arms
to heaven, the hum and din of the multitude was hushed,
and only broken at intervals, when, as one voice, was
responded from eveiy mouth the "Amin!" "Amin!" of
the prayers. In the stone which the Resident laid, was
enclosed a soldered box containing a parchment document
giving an account of the undertaking, and which the principal
persons of the company present were invited to sign. Along
with this, were also deposited, a copy of the Java Courant
of latest .date, and several coins.. This ceremony took
place on the 7th October, 1843, and just three years after-
wards, the work was completed, and thrown open with
further solemn ceremony and festivities. On the afternoon
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of the 16th October, 1846, thousands of workmen were em-
ployed closiug up the old dam, the example having been
set by the European ladies throwing into the aperture little
pellets of ea'.th, which were handed them on silver salvers.
During the following night this service was performed, and
on the morning of the 17th, the slight earthen mound
which still kept out the water from the new works was
removed, and the river bounded through the sluice into
its newly formed course, to supply as before the low flats of
Sourabaya, but henceforth to be guid**! &ud regulated as
occasion might require. Messrs Pietermaat and Tromp
were again the principal persons who presided at the cere-
monies, the work having been commenced and completed
during their administration of this part of the country.
The construction of the sluice had always to be stopped
during the sainy reasons, when the pit was allowed to get
water logged, but on the return of dry weather the cement
and work generally were always found in order; the water
of occasional showers or. filterings through the bank from
the river was thrown' out by means of Archimedes pumps.
Only a very slight flaw in the masony can now be detect*
ed, viz., in the party bi;ltres9 which separates the lock
from the free and open water course; the lower end of this
seems to overhang a trifle, and a slight separation of two
coping stones, which have, however, been re-cemented, be-
trays a slight inequality of settling, which appears now to
have stopped. The apertures above the town of Mojo-
kerto, from which the Sourabaya branch also received
supplies of water, have now been closed, so that both water
and boats all pass through the sluice of Melirip, which is
calculated to give passage to a sufficient volume. In the
lock we saw a bambu pushed into the water to a depth of at
least 10 feet, and the open course was said to be still some-
what deeper. It must be remembered that this was the dry
monsoon and the Kediri river low. The open part of the
sluice is fitted with double and opposite grooves, into which
beams of six or eight inches broad can be lowered, so as to
partially check, or if necessary, entirely dam out the water
of the river. Through this sluice must thus pass all the
boats moving up or down the river, laden with produce or
merchandize. The Chinamen, ever awake to forming a toll,
or turning the penny, have already been suggesting to the
authorities, the facility and certainty with which a toll
might be levied at thiu spot, but to the honor of the Resi-
dent, he is not to be tempted, and has set his face against
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any measure of the kind, considering it, very properly,
unjust to tax the'natives for making use of a work, to which
they have contributed so much unpaid labour. May his
successors remain of the same mind!

At Mojokerto we stayed all night at the sugar mill of
Santanan. In the evening we strolled out to see the place.
The Assistant Resident and a few other Europeans have
their houses along the Kediri river. A little off the river
and behind the Assistant Resident's is the Alun All n, a
neat and clean square, with the Regent's dwelling on one
side and the mosque opposite; a couple of lecently con-
structed portals ornament this enclosure, one leading t J the
mosque, th? other placed over the road to Kediri. They
are built of brick and plastered, look very well, but being
only flimsily constructed, will not last long 5 the key of the
arch of one, is already cracked. Mojokerto is a populous
native town, but, except the dwellings of the Chinese, is
composed of wretched thatched hovels. Opposite the house
of the Assistant Resident, we found them, busy constructing
a new bridge over the Kediri river. It is entirely of timber,
(teak), parallel rows of piles being driven into the bed at
intervals; it is about half finished.

Day-break of the 20th June found us rolling along'the
road towards Kediri. The first 5 or 6 pauls are over a rich
flat plain of rice and sugar cane cultivation, the country
then undulates a little, and as you proceed becomes covered
with jungle and wilderness. Just past the 42nd paul we
turned off the main-road towards the south, and soon stopped
on the banks of the ancient tank of Majapahit close to the
village of Trowulan. Having been here before, in July
1844,1 shall pass over such sights as I then described, and
proceed to notice such places as were not then visited.
Being early in the cool of the morning, we were prepared
to enjoy a ramble. From the north east corner of the
tank, proceeding a few hundred yards, we were taken to
where some statuary and the traces of a temple are found
in the jungle. On a small mound, or what may be the
rubbish of ruins, is seen, set on end, a rude and much decayed
statue in stone called " Me*nak Jinggo;" it is the figure of
a warder or door-keeper, with a dagger in his hand; the
nose and adjoining parts of the face have been knocked off,
feathers are represented in the stone as sticking out from
behind the body, the hair is combed back and hangs in curls.
Near it, but on a little higher situation, is a figure called
" Dewi Waito/' precisely the same as the mermaid looking
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creature sketched in Raffle's Java, on tLe plate,€S Subjects in
Stone" facing page 44 of vol, 2nd. From the waist upwards
it represents a handsome young woman with prominent
breasts, the lower part is chiselled in scales, and instead of
legs, the body turns at right angles backwards and ends
partly in. a tail of scales with a tufted terminal fin, both
below and above which straight lines of feathers are seen,
as if it had been wisi.ed to be shown that the possessor had
both the faculty of swimming and flying. Waitala in
Clough's Dictionary is given as u morning, day-break"
and may have become Waito in Javanese by the elision of
the final la and turning the a into o : with Dewi prefixed, it
would then mean the goddess of the Dawn. The figure
does not appear to have been a statue in a temple, but an
ornamental stone let into some wall or building. Exami-
ning round the mound on which it stands, you may,
amongst the rank vegetation, perceive that it is on an
elevation that has originally been built up with hewn stone,
and perhaps botji figures are the remnants of some building
which formerly stood here. M£nak Jinggo may have been
the guardian or door-keeper to the temple, and Dewi Waito
an ornament typical of the Dawn, which rises young and
beautiful but soon passes away, as indicated by -having the
power both of flight and swimming. Learning from our
attendants that a gopura, or gateway, was to be seen at a
short distance in the forest, we made them conduct us
thither: the general direction lay still south east from the
tank, and our way was over cleared ground that had lately
been cultivated, and round, some patches of sawah formed
in the hollow, along the course of. a rivulet called the Kali
Pglgin, the water of which had formerly been made available
for feeding the tank. We here had a fine view of the
hills to the south of us, which are those which run out west
from the Arjuno, and separate Mojokerto from Malang.
To the part nearest to the Arjuno, the natives gave the name
of " Indora Wati," and to some jagged and fantastic peaks
a little more to the westward, " Gunung Semar." At a
distance, natives can seldom give you the name of this
range, and at Antang, at its western extremity, they apply
the name of Indra Wati, to a smallish hill above the Pasang-
rahan • Majapahit is situated 4 or 5 miles from the foot of
the hills, and just on the neck of land which is narrowest
between them and the Kediri river. After a while, we
crossed the Kali PSlem, a small stream of clear water and
whose name implies " Manggo River," and which now
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creeps through a jungle of wilderness, though in the proud
days of Majapahit it may have meandered through groves
of fruit trees. Ascending a short way on its southern bank,
we reached a ridge running towards the cast, and following
this, along a.broad pathway cut through the jungle and
forest, amongst the trees of which the Lutung monkeys
were disporting, after a walk of about 20 minutes from the
tank, we reached the object of our search—the " Gopuro
Bajang Ratu" or gateway of disappointment of the Prince,
or more literally (C gateway of the stunted pi incedora," Ba-
jang meaning stunted. Gopura means (Clough p ige 183, 2
vol.) a door, a town gate, a gate in general, and is applied
to several similar edifices found among flie. Tuins of this
former capital of Java. Another I visited in 1844 near
the main-road, and a third is somewhere in the jungle south
of the tank, but which we did not see. The two hitter are
figured in Raffles* work, but not the one ws are now visiting.
It stands in the midst of the forest, but the underwood has
been cleared away from immediately around it; the bough
of a large tree rests against the upper part of the edifice.
It is a doorway built of the usual large red bricks without
cement, and rising up pyramidally to a height of about 60
feet, where it terminates in a pinnacle that is still very
perfect. The upper part of the building is in a sounder
state of preservation than the lower, where at the north
east angle a' quantity of the bricks have* mouldered and
fallen away, so that it has been found necessary to support
the mass by a frame work of timber, fitted closely into the
aperture of the doorway, without which the whole would
be in imminent danger of tumbling down. The aperture
•of this doorway is not more than 4 or 5 feet broad, but, to
our ideas, out of proportion lofty. The threshold is ele-
vated some 4 or 5 feet from the ground, and is on either
side approached by a flight of steps of trachyte stone; so
also the lintel overhead is not an arch, but a series of
inverted steps, also of stone, and the counterpart of the steps
below. The aperture has originally been fitted with a double
or folding door, as on either side may still be seen the grooves
cut into the threshold, in which the pivots of the door have
revolved, a plan that appears to have been adopted in all
the old buildings in Java. Much care has been employed
in the construction of the edifice, in disposing the materials
in tasteful cornices, with projecting and receding angles.
The sculptured figures of human beings may still be traced
near one side of the doorway, as well as other artistic orna-
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ments on other parts. The usual goggle eyed gorgon's heads
are seen, in a-very perfect state, over each entrance of the
doorway, which respectively lace north and south. On the
south side of this building may still be traced, amongst
the underwood, the foundations' of walls, as it were of
enclosures or courts, but whether they conducted to a
temple or to a great man's dwelling, it is now impossible to
say. Such an object, however appears far more likely, than
that this, or other similar gopuras, formed the chief en-
trances into the ancient town of Majapahit, as they could
only admit the passage of men on foot, and that not en-
cumbered with burdens. They probably served for state
entrances,on occasions of ceremony, to the abodes of Princes.

The tradition of the country favors this opinion, as it is
related that at the taking of Majapahit by the Mahomedan
rebels, this gateway had just been completed as an appro ch
to a palace that was about to be built for the crown prince
Radeu Gugur. Before the crown prince fled for ever from
the destruction- which was ravaging the capital of his fore-
fathers, and so cutting off from him" the prospect of the
succession to the crcjwn, he threw himself down in this
gateway, and pronounced the following malediction on the
spot—"Accursed be the spot, on which thy foundation rests,
and let the feet which tread on this ground be as wandering
and fugitive as mine ! Thy name shall be Bajang Ratu (dis-
appointment of the Prince) and the prospects of might and
greatness of every one who shall vouchsafe thee a glance,
shall be thwarted, the same as mine. Damned art
thou ! and every one who approaches thee, shall be as
unfortunate as I am."—Tijdschrift voor Norland's Indie
1st year 2 vol. p. 285. A very pretty little piece of elocution
for a disappointed prince, and about as harmless a demons-
tration as fee could well make in defence of the regal rights,
which were just slipping from him. At least so any one
would think but a Javanese. They however, are of a different
opinion, and believe that the Raden's malediction was valid
and remains still virulent. No Javanese, having any pre-
tentions or ambition to rise to rank or station, would like
to run the risk of exposing himself to its effect, as they are
said to quote many instances of its still existing power.
Raffles somewhere relates, that when he visited Majapahit
in 1815, he was warned that he would soon lose the govern-
ment, and Jdva reverted to the Dutch in the course of the
next year ; the superstition no doubt was confirmed by the
coincidence, tho' it does not appear that he visited tM§
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Gopura. The Dutch Residents van de Poce and BeziefS are
also reported to have been removed from their situations soon
after visiting this ill-omened spot. We returned-the same
way thr ough the forest, but instead of leaving the ridge to
cross the Kali Felem, we kept straight on, and the eleva-
tion dying away by degrees, after turning to the northward,
we came out at the south end of the tank: In every direc-
tion in which we went, we constantly were meeting loose
bricks, and what appeared to be the foundations of brick
walls, proving the advanced and settled state of the com-
munity which was here congregated together ; it must also
be remembered that the place has been long and frequently
plundered of the ready-made building materials. South
from the tank we saw no ruins of buildings, all is wilderness,
except a swampy patch of sawah. The large teak timber,
which grew here in Raffles' time has disappeared, and only
saplings are now seen. Tracking'paths into the forest,
towards the south were pointed out, as the lines along
which timber of any si/e had to be conveyed from about the
foot of the hills.

A ramble of upwards of a couple of hours, in the fresh of
the morning, prepared us for enjoying the supply of pro-
visions which we had taken the precaution to bring with us,
so seating ourselves on the roots of a wide spreading tree
which stands on the very brink of the tank, we lingered for
half an hour gazing upon what had once been one of the
chief ornaments of Majapahit, a noble tank of limpid water.
And what is it now ?—a filthy swamp, choked with weeds, in
which the sluggish - buffalo is wallowing, a few ducks
rejoicing in a puddle, or a group of children baling out a
hollow in order to catch a few small minnows ! Sic transit
gloria mundi!

Continuing our route, the way still ran through a country
of wilderness, where however we passed along and through
a fine young plantation of teak trees. The trees are plant-
ed in regular quincunx order and are already as thick as a
fnan's thigh; they however stand close and will have to
be thinned-out as they get bigger. The regular planting
makes the trees draw each other up into straight stems,
which will no doubt in time afford fine timber if allowed
to stand to a sufficient age, and their number be so reduced
as to allow those that remain sufficient room to grow,
with a free circulation of air in order to develop a healthy
fibre. At the 45th paul and thus only three from Majapahit,
we reached the large and populous village of NgSmplok, with
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a stream of water running past it from Jhe hills to the
southward. The name of this place in official language is
Mojo Agung, being the chief place of the district of the
same name, and abode of the widono.

On leaving Mojo Agung, you pass through a fine flat of
well watered sawahs, but after proceeding westward for
a couple of pauls, you again find yourself surrounded by
forest and thickly tangled jungle, where the wild hogs boun-
ced into the thickets at our approach, and the black lutungs,
in the trees above, grunted an alarm and then gazed at us
as we passed. The ground is level and rich, and only re-
quires population to increase and spread in order to afford
a rich homestead for rising generations. The rise is gradual
towards the foot of the Indora Wati hills, and at Majo
Agung, the breadth of the plain from the hills to the Keiliri
river is about 20 pauls, and the further you go west, the
more these two lints diverge from each other, the land
being everywhere level and little elevated above the sea,
say not more than 100 feet. To give an idea of what popu-
lation these rich but waste lands could support, it may be
interesting to quote from the population tables lately pub-
lished ivi the Tijdschrift voor Neerland's Indie (9th year
2nd No.) from which w.ill be seen what a denbe mass of
haman beings can find subsistance on these alluvial valleys o
the Kediri river. The returns are for 1845, and as follows
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to about 6,500 smils. The tambaks and swamp which form
the extensive fish ponds, will partly account for the compa -
ratively small average pier square paul in the Kotta Sourabaya
and adjoining Jaba Kata, and this latter again has only a
scanty population on the dry, poor limestone ridges, which
commence at Gunung Sarie. The Janggolos .and Rawah
Pulos comprise the rich delta of the Kediri river, where
all the land i9 entirely occupied either for homesteads or
cultivation. The four Modjos join on to the Rawah Pulos,
but are on the opposite side of the Porong branch, and run
much further into the interior between the Arjuno and
Indorowati hills on the one side, and the main branch of the
Kediri river on the other, and from the nature of their
position, and soil, could no doubt support an equally dense
population, having indeed formerly formed the seat of the
ancient capital of Majapahit.

As you approach the boundary of Mojo Red jo, near the
53d paul, the forest and wilderness again give way to cul-
tivation, and paddy and sugar cane again alternate with each
other. Mojo Redjo, at the 54th paul, is again the official
name for the village of Jonbang, close to which id the last
and most distant sugar mill, with a government contract, in
this Residency. The flat plain now expands, and the road
leads away towards the centre of it, deserting the neigh-
bourhood of the. Indora Wati range. Fresh mountains,
which are invisible from Sourabaya, come into view; towards
Malang the huge Klut, and to the south of it the more
pointed Kawi, whilst the range of the Gunung Wilts shuts
in the west side of the extensive valley which forms the
residency of Kediri. Rich sawahs, but with the paddy
still green upon them, extended on either side of the road,
and it was here, at about the 61st paul, that we began to
feel the influence of the southerly breeze, which at this
time of the year blows from the south sea, and prevails
over all other winds, being in fact the south east monsoon,
turned -due north between the lofty mountains on either
hand, as there is only a low ridge of limestone rock run-
ning along the southern sea shore and forming the head
of the valley of Kediri, in the district of Rowo..

A little past the 63rd paul we suddenly came upon the
banks of the Kediri river, which we had not seen since
leaving Mojokerto, and which is here a good broad stream
rolling a copious current of water. We followed up the
right bank of the river, and now our course lay a trifle to the
west of south all the way to the town of Kediri. About
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the middle of the day we reached the abode of Mr Martherus
at Bandar Jejer, and did not proceed further on our route
til! the next morning. Bandar Jejer is a small estate, and
consists of waste lands leased from the government some
15 years ago. There is a dirty little sugar establishment,
where the cane is ground in cattle mills of the most primitive
construction, presenting a striking contrast with, the fine
machinery and buildings which now-a-days are everywhere
so common in Java, in the afternoon we were supplied with
horses to visit the private estate of Mr Johan, about 6 or J
pauls off the road and towards the foot of the Klut. Here
we found one of the neatest and cleanest private sugar works
that exists on Java. The place yielded upwards of 4,000
piculs last year, and there is every prospect of increase this.
We found the owner on his property who politely showed us
about the place. This estate also consists of waste lands
which, about 15 years ago, were leased nut by government,
and now has a population of about 2,000 souls. The land
is good arid well watered, but population being scanty, makes
agricultural operations expensive. The name of the place
where the mill stands is Gudu, but the Estate generally
is called Sukawati. Not far from this neighbourhood is
another small estate of leased lands belonging to Mr
Coolen, who had a population of 1,400 souls, and who has
devoted his attention to other matters than realizing a for-
tune by agricultural speculations. He is said to have con-
verted his people to Christianity, and lives with them almost
in the native fashion. How sincere these people may be in
their conversion, it is difficult to learn, as the matter is
talked of rather in ridicule, and Coolen himself was a tew.
years ago placed under the curatorship of the court of jus-
tice.

We had a pleasan-t ride back to Bandar Jejer by moon-
light, and ere the next day dawned we were oif to join our
carriage at the post s>tat on at the boundary between the
Residencies of Sourabaya and Kediri; this is found just
beyond the 65th paul. The horses are kept about a quarter
of a paul off the main road, at a ferry which crosses the
Kediri river to Kerto Sono, and on the opposite bank is
seen the dwelling of the controleur.

The change of residency was soon perceptible in the less
kept up state of the roads and fences. Coffee is here the
great object of government cultivation, and for convenience
is planted in regular gardens, shaded with dadap, on either
side of the road, not extending inwards on either side very
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deep. Thougli the superintendence is thus made easy the
gardens are not always over clean. As an excuse for this
is adduced the scanty population of the country. The Re-
gency of Kediri, in which we now were, in the district of
Papar, on a superficies of 600 square pauls, can only boast of
a population of 50.228, or scarcely 84 souls to the square paul.

At the first post station which we reached, we became
fully aware of having got amongst a differently managed
people from those we had passed amongst yesterday. No
post master or assistants were to be found, as these wor-
thies had strolled off to other occupations. They have,
however, providently placed the means of call within react*
of the impatient traveller, and to this our coachman
seemed quite accustomed, so descending firm his seat,
he straightway went to a huge hollow tongtong suspend*
ed in a corner, and belaboured the same at intervals,
till the startled horsekeepers came running to their duty. A
detention of an hour had nigh well exhausted our patience, a
plentiful stock of which all travellers in Java ought always to
be provided with. Once on the road, however, we spanked
along at a splendid rate; our cattle were none of the* best
trained, but being strong fiery nags out of the dessas, and six
to the team, our canny coachy let them have their own fun,
as long as they kept anything like the middle of the road.
Just before reaching the post house Grompol, near the 79th
paul, we passed out of the district Papar into that of Kota,
and before 8 o'clock reached the kota or town itself of Kediri,
and were kindly invited by Dr Heyne to take up our quarters
with him.

The town of Kediri is 84 pauls from Sourabaya, and is situ-
ated on the right or east bank of the riyer of the same name,
which here runs due north, with a broad deep steady stream,
sunk about 20 feet below the surface of the adjoining country ;
no rocks or even large stones are exposed by the bed of the
river. The ground is everywhere an alluvium of volcanic
detrio, in places rather gravelly in the lower strata, but here
the stones rarely exceed the size of a man's fist, and are
remarkable for their light specific gravity, being a light pu-
maceous lava stone. All the Javanese and Chinese live in
the town on the right bank of the river, as well as a few
Europeans at the north end of it, opposite to which, across
the river, is the Resident's house and the dwellings of the
other government officials, as well as the warehouses, so that
they are entirely by themselves and out of the reach of any
conflagration that might devastate the town. The cotnmuni-
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cation. between the two sides is by means of a long and
substantially built bridge of teak timber, resting on parallel
rows of piles* driven in, at intervals, length-ways with the riv-
er. This is said to be one of the longest bridges in Java, and
perhaps with reason ; stepping it from end to end as far as
the planking extended 1 found 212 paces, and as 10 of my
paces give 28 feet, the bridge must be very nearly 600 feet
long. Where it abuts on the west bank, and just on the
south side of the road, stands the fort, the guns of which
command the bridge and the town on the opposite side of the
river. The fort is a square enclosure of masonry, with loop-
holes And a circular bastion at each angle, on each of which
is mounted an 8-poumler gun, traversing on a slide. The
gate of the fort is to the westward and on the opposite side
from the river, coming out upon the high road, which runs
parallel with the river, and passing the Residency and other
houses of Europeans is continued out towards the north, and is
the high road to Madion and Ngawi In the centre of the fort
is a neat clean court, surrounded by barracks, store-rooms,
and the quarters of the commandant or other officers. The
dates of 1834 and 1835 over the inner and outer arch of the
doorway show the period of its construction The com-
mandant is a 2nd lieutenant, and he has under his orders a
garrison of 35 men, of whom only 10 are Europeans. We
here observed a rather primitive method of measuring time,
and of which the sentry on guard has charge. This consists
of a bucket half full of water, on the surface of which is
placed a cocoanut shell with only a small segment cut off.
The bottom of this shell is pierced with a small hole, through
which the water runs up, and in a certain determined time,
filling to the brim, sinks the shell to the bottom, where it is
the sentry's duty to empty it out and set it afresh, his.own
relief depending upon his taking proper care of the instrument.
The Residency is distant only a musket shot from the fort,
and could thus Up easily defended in case of an emeute.

Our friend the Doctor's house is the most agreeably si-
tuated of any in Kediri, being at the north end of the native
town, and a rising ground above the road, with a fine view
of the river passing below, of the bridge, fort, and back
premises of the Residency, over the trees of which, a line
drawn due west passes over the south end of the Gunung
Kolotok, and then cuts the northern peak of the Wilis, which
towers beyond to the height of 8,233 fec\

(To be Costifiued)
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MARONG MAHAWANGSA.*

By Lieut-Col. JAMES LOW, O. M. R. A. S. & M. A. S. B.

THE Prince ofRdm, it is further narrated, who was clinging
to a plank, was tossed about by the winds and waves with-
out a morsel of food to eat, or water to drink. His body became
emaciated, and was covered with barnacles and shell-fish—till
at length, feeble and exhausted, he was cast by the surf into
the crevice of a rock on the shore of the island Langkapuri.
He had nearly lost his voice, through the perils ne had
endured. Now it happened, one day, that Gird a had left the
Island in search of food, and the Princess of China accom-
panied by her foster-mother, and attendant, had gone to the
sea beach to starch for crabs and shell-fish. Presently her
Ladyship heard some one groaning—and told her attendants
to go and see who it could be. They accordingly went on the
search, and soon met with a man whose features they did not
recognize—nor indeed could they see them, since he was
glistering with the shell-fish which had fastened on bis person
from his feet to his eyes. The foster-mother reported this
to the Princess, observing that she was afraid to go near to
the creature, not knowing whether it might not turn to be a
demon, or a Jin, instead of a manoos or human being. The
Princess smiled at this fearful narrative—but bid the narrator
return to the spot, and correctly ascertain who, or what the
creature was. She did as directed—and the Prince of Rfim
answered her questions by acquainting her with his name,
and late disasters, and with the object of his voyage to
China. She could not help laughing when she again reported
the result of her enquiries. The Princess ordered her instant-
ly to go to the Prince and remove him to a place of conceal-
ment—so that Girdd might not find, kill and eat him, adding
" have a care and give the Prince only gruel at first for his
food-**and let him be washed free from all the barnacles and
shell-fish with gruel also, lest he should die."

So the Prince was carried, agreeably to the desire of the
Princess, by her two attendants who concealed him in a cave,
where there was plenty of small stones to cover its entrance.
They performed for him the requisite ablutions, as he was too
weak himself—and scraped off the shell-fish from his person.
The Princess sent also by the hands of her attendants a
dress for the Prince.

1 Continued from last number*
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All this having been finished, they shut up tbe entrance to
the cave, as it was the time when Girda was accustomed to
return home. So whenever he was from home the dobr of the
cave was opened and these two attendants served the Prince
diligently—by which attentions he very soon regained his former
strength and beauty, only he had no wardrobe. The atten-
dants therefore reported the favorable change to their mistress,
expressed their belief that he indeed was the Prince of Riim,
as his actions and speech bespoke royalty, and were superior to
those of the Princes of China and other countries, but, saidthey,
it is distressing to see him destitute of befitting dress ' never
mind, said her Highness, I will speak to Girda/ She then
addressed Girda in these terms. ' O my Bird, Lord Girda,
why has your lordship brought us to this place to suffer hard-
ships, and privations. It is true that you supply us with food,
but behold our wardrobe—I pray your lordship to go and
brin<* our clothes from China.'

Girdd laughing at this request, replied in a voice of thun-
der from the clouds ' My grand child ! I have no wish to
distress you three, I am only waiting until I shall have
performed the promise which I have made to the holy Pro-

your wardrobe lies that I may bring
Princess having informed him where it was, Girda sped
away through the air, saying to the Princess that he would
be happy (p serve her even were the task much more difficult.
When he reached China he rested for a while on a mountain,
and then directing his flight to the palace of the King, he
darkened the air, and sent before him a storm of rain, wind,
thunder and lightening—and a whirlwind which is called
tUfanjin—so that the ears of all were stunned.

It happened that .at this moment His Majesty was seated,
in his splendid audience hall, surrounded by all his officers of
state, for the purpose of hearing a letter read which Am-
bassadors had just brought from the Rfija of Rum to inquire
what had become of the Prince—but the storm raged so
furiously that no one could be heard, and all the assembly
dispersed to take care of themselves. The hubbub was great,
and the seventeen apartments of that royal hall rocked to
and fro—and all the inhabitants of the Palace, being con-
founded by the horrid din and tumult, escaped from it, dis-
persing in all directions and leaving it empty.
Girdd seeing his way cleared, descended amidsft the uproar,
and breaking open a side of the palace wall, took put the
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chest of the Princess—which he knew by the description she
had given of it, namely, that it was in a room, the walls of
which were encavsed in mirrors, that it was large, that the
joinings were formed of ivory, and that it was adorned with
y&kuh or precious stones. Girdd delivered the chest safely
to the Princess, who joyfully opened it with the key which
she had on her person, and perceived that her wardrobe was
perfect. So Girda left her and betook himself for rest to
the highest precipice of the Tsland But when he had de-
scended, and gone in search of provisions, the Princess took
out of the* chest a golden suit of clothes called pitar&na such
as Rajas wear, and sent them along with previsions to the
Prince, who was very grateful for the gift. After six or
seven days and when GirdS was absent in search of food,
the Riimi Prince was brought before the Princess by her
attendants. She no sooner saw him than she hid her
blushing cheeks; while the heart of the Kija was smitten,
and lay prostrate before her. Thus they both became ena-
moured of each other.

When Girda retired at night to rest, the two lovers met in
presence of the lady's attendants, embraced and wept. In this
manner some time passed away; but all these things were
unknown to Girda—who at last grew impatient and signified
to the Princess Ins intention of paying his respects to the
Prophet of God, Suliman. On teaching the presence, the
Frophet inquired what news he had brought, and if his
scheme of frustrating the marriage had succeeded or not.
Girda answered that it had, describing all his proceedings.
Sulfman then'asked if a son of the Sultan of Rum had been
seen sailing towards China to get married. Yes, rejoined
Girdtf—and here he related the "fate of the Prince and the
destruction of his fleet, not even excepting Mah&wangsft's
vessel, by his own power alone. Suliman when he heard these
vaunting expressions smiled and laughed, and turning to*
wards his courtiers they also followed his example; for they
saw the Gird& had no reliance on the power of God. ' Very
-well, said his Majesty to Girda, if the Prince shall be found
to be alive what will you say? or should he be; found to have
met the Prinress of China?' On this Girdd, making obei-
sance, assured his Majesty the Prophet that he would still
in either of such events adhere to the agreement he had made
with him as before herein described—for how can I, said he,
dare to swerve from a premise made to the Prophet of God.?
His Majesty now addressed the Jin King whose name is
Hurmanshah. ' Let my Master take an hundred of his man-
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tri or ministers, and bring now before me the Prince of Riitn
anft the Princess of China, with her attendants.9 The demon
king did as required. When he had male known his mis-
sion to the four prisoners at Lankapuri, they speedily put all
their effects into the chest, and then entering it themselves
they locked the lid inside and were thus before long carried
by Hurmanshah and his mantris into the presence of Suliman
—where Girda also was waiting to see the result. His
Majesty then called upon the four in the chest to come forth.
So they stood before the Prophet and made obeisance.
(Tell me O Girda, said the Prophet, who these persons are' ?
But GirdS. spoke not a word, for. he was now under the in-
fluence of unwonted terror, his body was convulsed, and his
joints trembled, while shame contributed to complete bis
defeat—since it was'witnessed by mighty Rajas and crowned
potentates.

The Prophet now spoke in the following terms :—' O ye
&jis and M&ntris my subjects, who are men of family and

repute, it is proper that we should know by the God who
made us and all created beings,—that there are four uncer-
tainties in the world. First—Created beings cannot be sure
of their daily or nightly food, or whether it shall be got in a
small or in a large quantity—for such depends upon the
appointed time. Secondly—Calamity and death cannot cer-
tainly be foreseen by any created being. Be not certain
of your continuance in this world—for evil and death,
and the place where death shall overtake us, are appointed
to all. The third— Wherever amongst the multitudes of
the human race, framed by the hand of God, a pair has
been joined (in marriage) they can only be separated by
God at his appointed lime. Fourthly—To look for that
to-morrow, which should or was to happen to-day is useless,
for the time appointed by God has passed.' The Rajas and
Mrfutries humbly thanked t ie .Prophet for his* instruction,
and Garuda begged pardon for his offences, and asked leave
to depart, saying ' I am going beyond the sky, and the
abodes of men, but will gratefully remember your Ma-
jesty wherever I may go.' ' Well, inquired the Prophet,
what is your wish regarding the Prince and Princess ?•
• O Suliman, replied Girda, I give them up to you, for you
know best what should be done/ 'Well, observed Suliman,
since this is your reply, depart thou, and go thou out from
hence this very day, far away from the land where mankind
dwell, and stay thou in the sea called Kulzoom *jtf (a I?ort
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on the red sea) [/«] which lies far beyond the haunts of mfn.9

Girda departed anjj obeyed the Prophet's command.
Sfiliman now directed one of his ministers to indite a letter

in the Chinese language to be sent to the Emperor of China
to inform him of all these proceeedings of Girda towards
the Prince of Rum, and he then asked the Prince if he had
been escorted by any chief enjoying the confidence of the
Raja of Riiin. The Prince hereupon acquainted king Siiliman
with the name of Marong Mabawungsa, and where he might
probably be found, if sti.l alive. One of the ministers present,
named Dewa, here informed bis Majesty that Marong Ma-
hawangsa was residing on the continent opposite to Pulo
Srai, waiting to try and gain tidings respecting the fate of
the Prince. Accordingly the King directed this piece of
intelligence to be inserted in the letter—which after havinq
read he approved of. It was also requested in the letter
that Marong Mihaw&ngsa should be directed to re-turn home
as if directed by the Raja of Rum.

Then addressing the king of the Jin, his Majesty said,
'Let my master take with him one thousand armies of Jins,
and convey the Prince and Princess and the two attendants,
with this chest, to China, and pray, see that the royal pair
be married according to all usual courtly formalities and
customs Moreover you are to request the Emperor of China
to address a tetter to the Raja of Rum ucquainting him with
these events,'

The Prince and Princess havyig made obeisance to Suli-
man as did the four attendants, they entered the chest and
locked it inside as before. Hurmanshah then directed his
warriors to take up the chest—which having done, they fol-
lowed him through the air towards China, escorted by the
Lost of jins.

It so happened, that at this time the Emperor of China
was assembled with all his state officers in his hall of audience
in order to consult regarding the disappearance of the
Princess, and the Prince and the ambassadors too from
Eiim had not yet departed,, as they were waiting to learn the
result of the search. While the King was thus holding his
Court, on a sudden Raja Hurmanshah appeared at the front of
the hall of audience, and his followers formed a line from the
spot sill the way to the gate of the fort.

When the Mangkobuini,. or Prime Minister of the Emperor,
beheld him and bis host of jins, he arose, and taking .another
chief with him, he went out and thus accosted Hurmanshah

[*»] The Kqlzoom of Dr A. SpreDger J. A. S. B. 1844 p. 519.
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9 who are you my Lord, and who are all these along with you
who thus appear so suddenly in front of the audience cham-
ber?'

' I have come, said Hurmanshah, as the bearer of a letter
from my RSja, who is Lord over all the created beings of
this earth, the Prophet Suliman—to his Majesty the Emperor
your master.* The Vizier and the other courtiers on hearing
this reply, took each a hold of one of HurinanshalTs hands
and led him forthwith into the presence. When the Emperor
saw them approach he.rose and paid him respectful homage
—at the same time he was amazed at seeing the strangers
place a large chest before him. * I pray you to sit down', said
His Majesty addressing Hurmanshali. The latter now pro-
duced and delivered his letter which the Emperor raised
over his head, kissed, and then delivered into the hands of
the Prime Minister, who after having raised it in like manner
over his head, and having done honor to it by a thousand
marks of Respect, stood up, opened and read it (aloud). It
ran thus :—

"This letter is addressed and sent by the Prophet of God
Suliman to the Rajd of the country of China, in order that
my Lord may be made aware of the actions of the bird Girdfi,
his behaviour to your daughter, and also to your son-in-
law the Prince of Rum, and also to acquaint my Lord with
the terrible loss in ships, men and goods, which has been
sustained by the Raja of Rum from the evil acts of this Girdu,
and this too when the Raja was sending his son to form an alli-
ance by marriage with your Majesty's daughter. I have luckily
met with these two young people at once, and therefore
hasten to send them to your Majesty in charge of my obedient
minister and servant, Raja Hurmanshah. I pray my lord
to properly arrange every thing expeditiously, and in a man-
ner befitting the rank of mighty rulers. I request also that
my lord will despatch a letter to the Raja, of Rum to bid him
send and collect the [scattered remnants of the] fleet, and the
chiefs and men above alluded to. In the chest are the Prince
and Princess, and two attendants, who I pray you to receivo
from me. All this your humble servant reports.''

When the letter had been thus read, there was a shaking
of bands and all resumed their seats. The Emperor said to
Hurmanshah 'I pray you my lord and brother to refresh your-
self with this betel leaf, and pray will your highness now
order the chest to be opened.' When the Princess heard
the voice of her father she quickly opened the chest, and
came out of it along with her three companions. His Ma-
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jesty embraced and kissed his daughter, and joyfully shook
bands with the Prince of Riim, after which he led the latter
by the hand and placed him close to his right band. He also
directed the chest to be removed to the palace. * But where,
exclaimed his Majesty is the Rumish Ambassador?' The
latter soon made his appearance when the king asked.—* Is
this your Master V—pointing to the Prince. The former re-
plied, 'yes your Majesty, it was he who sailed for China with
so many hundreds of vessels which were lost with all in them,
thousands in number. I have been staying th*ee years here
in China in the hope of gaining intelligence of you, my liege*—
addressing the Prince of Rfina ' Oh Shahb&ndard', rejoined
the Prince, your lordship has done me a great kindness.
But if I had not fortunately met with the Prophet Siiliman,
who knows where 1 might have died." Hunnanshah now
got leave to depart, and after him the Shabundara bearing a
letter took his leave.

The Emperor next ordered letters to be despatched to the
Rajds of all the countries subject to China, directing them to
forward to court supplies of provisions of all kinds, and com-
plimentary gifts [or hadiya] When every thing was ready
the nuptials were solemnized with the pomp and jcircumstance
usual with mighty Princes. («) [6]

NOTES.

[6] I cannot help believing that the preceding description, how-
ever it may be dressed up in the garb of fiction, had some facts for
its foundation. But I suspect that our author was not well read in
the customs of China when he wrote—and that he borrowed some
traits and manners from those prevailing at Malayan courts. Thus,
amongst other things, he makes the Emperor an eater of betel
leaf, a luxury which Chinese, notwithstanding ail their very strange
dietetical fancies, do not seem to have erer approved of.

Respecting the wall in the palace of China which was covered
with mirrors, it may be remarked that they were probably brought
from the west, although the Chfoese doubtless made inferior kinds
to those of that portion of the world. The Malays who were never
a manufacturing^ people—at least as to the article of glass, were
provided with mirrors long before the arrival of Europeans to trade
to the eastward. In the Malayan Annals we find it stated—
" As for Tun Hassan—he had a mirror as large as himself standing

(n) That the marriage noticed by Marco Polo was the only one of the kind
can scarcely be supposed. So long at the Chinese Mahometan Emperors,
regarded with reverential or friendly feelings the potentatea of the same faith
In the west, for so long would they seek to ally themselves with tboso by mar-
riages.
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" upright, and he dressed himself by it9'—-and the palace of te
Raja of Malacca '< had a peak of red gla«s, and leaden conduits."
['] Coloured glass probably came from India, since Fa Ilian so far
t»ack as A D 400 mentions it, and glasi pinnacles to temples were
intioduced »nto Ceylon during the reî n of Sangatis*a. A. D 224.
[ s ] It seems tahave been first made in Egypt I have found it
amongst the ruins of temples in Province Welle*1ey and Keddah
of the following colours,—neatly black, blue, reddish, violet, green,
yellow.

The name of Dew* or Devd occurs as one of Solomon's minis-
ters. It is a HincKi or Indian appellative, being so far in keeping
wiih other names contained in our text. But it is a word too
derived to-India from a western language—and we should not over-
look the fact that previous to their conversion to Islam ism the Arabs
were idolaters, and the Persians also, these last being at one time
as it is supposed Buddhists.

The Ambassador was the Shnhbandata of Rum, a Persian
title for the officer of state who superintends a port. From the
sequel it seems not improbable that he reached China by land—that
is if such a person did arrive there at all. The story of tu* cheat
might possibly bear some allusion to u caravan.

The introduction amongst the nations of the west, first of Chris-
tianity and afterwards oflslamisnv, had altered considerably ihe
communications betwixt that quarter of the globe and the regions
of Eastern Asia! So long as Western Aiia held fast to its iclola-
tre?, a ready door was opened to it towards all the more'extern
leligions, and probably an intercourse had existed far anterior to
any dates now extant. The following are some of the dales most
apposite to the subject of the ancient intercourse beiwixt the
Chinese and the people of the West:
A very active intercourse was kept up betwixt India

and China from the year ( 3 ) .
Confirmed by Pliny from A. D. 1 to 4 4 ,
China sent an Expedition to the Caspian
No mention is made of the intercourse betwixt China

and India until (« ) - . . . . . J.C,
Buddhism was conveyed to China via Paltbothra route

i n ( ) • • • • • • • » « « • • • • • • • • • • • « » • « • * *
Brahman merchants traded personally with China

proceeding there to the City of Nankin, in vessels
having crews of two hundred men at leait and
touching in the way at Java in (°)

Ltyden'i Translation p. 271.

# • • • • •
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A.D.
I to
1000

97

65-

414

io.
Du Guinea and Marshraan.

. As Res. IX p. 40.
»] Wilford A. U, v . l l p , 81 etseq.
•J Ft ilien,
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*•• •Chinese Embassy to the Scythians
DuGuines says that the King of Scienfso or India sent"!

presents to the Emperor of China by sea about the >
year«««««* • • •« «»•• *••• • • • • #•«•«• ,1

The King of KapiSi sent Ambassadors to China the (
the chief of whom was a Buddhist in (•*-).. .. C

Again the King of the Pali or of Magadha sent an
Embassy••••»« • • « • • • »*••••• • • • • « • • • • • » • • •

King of Kapila A. D. 466 and Kandahar (2)
Embassies were sent from^ Oodiana to China in the

following consecutive periods(3).« . . *«*• • •
Likewise from the Kingdom of Soom A. D. 441 and

of Ghandara both in India A.D. 4 5 5 . . • •»• •«
Magadha A. D 642 [M. Landresse—No. XII J. R.

A t S . p « 3 4 u » « » » » 4 m + • • « • • * • • « • « •
Cosmas Indicopleustes, says that Ceylon was the

emporium of the trade betwixt China and the Gulf
of Arabia and Persia in •»•••« • • • •

Anotlgr Embassy from Oodiana or eke Magadha or

122

3 e - l

n a >
Ambassadors from Southern India informed King Se-

nan Woo of China that India then carried on
trade with the Roman empire and Syria (4)

Arabt traded briskly betwixt Omar in the Persian \
Gulf and China from (5) *••• 4

Chinese Embassy to Magadha*. . . « • .. . . . .
Atabs traded to China and the Eastern Islands in (6)
Sykes says that China did not get this name until. • . .
Chin was the name given to China by the Persians and

Arabs end also by the people of the Indian Archipe-
lago (7) It appears from the M&h&w&nso that the name
China was not imposed until about—— B. C . . . ••

It is stated by Sir W. Jones somewhere in the Asiatic
Researches that the Chinas were a caste of Hindoos,
(Buddhists rather) who separated themselves from
the Indians and pioceeded to China.

An Embassy from Outchang or Oudiyara to China-..
Crawfurd observes that Dhirma fled from India to

260

206

to
\6\
428
466
408

473
455

502
510
511
516
518
521
522
547

642

500
to

516
450

to
850
618
900

502

and

Wilford A. R. v. IX p. 44 & 297.
< luuese author Ma Twan Lin.
Lt. Col. Sykes quoting Chinese authoriiies opened by M. Landresse

other French writers,
Chinese recordsman Hia and Thi-ung Kaou AI» Landresse.
Mahawanso by T'unour
Crawfurd.
Crawfurd Archipelago v, III*
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China taking Buddhist books with him in ( 1) . „ . .
And that that religion reached Cochin-china in
Some imagine that Bactria was their native country (2)
Magadha sends an Embassy to China.

China Emperor sends one to Patna.••«•-« • ••%

The five Indias sent Embassadors to Cliina in

519
540

647
6,50

to
683
667

According to Remusat the travels of the Chinese Laotseu
shew that he travelled to the west B. C. 600.

A Buddhist missionary reached China from the west in B C.
217. Hut the official or state adoption of the religion did not
take place until A. D. 58—and many priests of that faith arrived
from Bokhara from the country of the Getes and from Hindustan
to form establishments, and they preached their doctrines and
taught the languages of India (3)

Fa Hian already quoted as the Chineee priest who travelled to
India, by land, and returned via Ceylon, had crossed the Chinese
frontier in A. D 399. He touched at Java A. D. 414.

When Fa Hian returned to China the vessel had 200 riten on
board or wag capable of accommodating that number.

Some light might be thrown upon the different forms assumei
by the Bali character during the periods where the Chinese B.
Missionary Travellers Fa Hian, Hiu-an Shsang, and Soung Young
respectively visited India, should copies of some of the many Bali
works wluch they carried back to China be still extant in the latter
country.

Cosmas Indicoplenstes states that in hia time between A. D. 522
and A. D. 547 Ceylon was the emporium for trade between China
and the Persian and Arabian gulfs

The Chinas were one of the [*] tribes which according to Menu
had lost caste and sunk to the lowest grade, anil were called in
Sanscrit Chin. Klaprota says that Tsin is the name of the Dynasty
which reigned aver China B. C« 249 to 202. But Menu is believed
to have written about A. D. 500 and the various castes he describes
are supposed to have been-Buddhists.

In t]ie Nouv. Melanges Asiatiques Tom 1 p. 796 quoted by
Lt.-Col. Sykes, the following dates occur besides those already
noted :

There is a tradition that the emperor Ming Se A. D. 58 to 76
sent ambassadors to India to inquire about Buddha: the con-
sequence was that Buddhism began to prevail in China A. D, 147
to 167,

»] Crawfurd Mission to Siam.
M Lt. Col. Sykes No. XII J. R» A. S. p. 304.
"•J Lt. Col. Sykes No. XII Do, Do, Art. XIV. J. R. A. S.

* "I. A. S. NQ. Xiii p. 393,
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An embassy under the Woo Dynasty passed through Rurmair
and coasted India A D 222 to 280. Chinese tiavchers found the
kingdom of the Rrahmans to lie in tlie Punjab A. D. 643.

A, D« 713 to 742 an ambassador arrived fiom central India and
one hum northern India. In A. O. 953 priests of Buddha from
westnn Iridi^ readied China, bearing tiibu'p, horses amongst
other things A Clihese Buddhist priest returned with bo->k«
from li<dia having resided there twelve years. It appears that the
mi?M0i s to ai*d from China uent and came by land

Mr Taylor questions the appellation of Thin or Chinas as having
been bestowed on China, owing? to outcasts reaching it from India [L]
Ma1 a Chin, or Shei.si seems to have been the proper region of China.
Chin (au be no oiher than the eastern j art of the vallev of Assam.

| B.C. | A . D .
The Scythians invaded and conquered A Afghan is- . 200 to

t«n iu []
H e l d possess ion till • • • • . • • • •
A n d a U o o f o i h e r parts o f Lidia t i l l . .

250
300
600

These Scythians were Buddhists.
But if the Malayan Annals are to l:e trusted the Emperors of

Chii«a did riot i erinit a difference in religious lel 'efto oppote any
matrimotiial alliance which they had in view for themselves or
families.

Sultan Mansurthah the Mahometan Eaja or Ru'er of Malacca
had tent a mission to China in return for one despatched to him by
the Emj eior The latter asked the Malacca Envoys if they could
persuade the Sulran to pay him a visit, in order that he might
bestow his daughter Hong Lipo upon him in marriage. As the
envoys leplied that it wonlcl be impossible for the Sulfan to come
BO far, the Emperor sent this Princess with a large retinue to Ma-
lacca. Before the marriage took place the Sultan directed that
Hong Lipo and all the daugiiteis of the Chinese mantiies who
accompanied her should be converted to Islamism.

The then Emperor was consequently a pagan. Hence too ha
had at his meals fifteen gantangs [3J of husked.rice—one hog and
a tub of hoij$ lard [ 4 ] It is probable however that this Princess
was the daughter of one of his handmaids, and if true at all it
would evince that women then could leave China (a)

The wife of the last Buddhist King of Java in al out A. D. 1478
was a f hinese [5] jn {\xe g a m e a n n a | a it is related that the Raja of
China sent to Paralembang—[Paralembangan or Palembang] or
Andalas, ten prahus or vesiels with a request that Saugsopurbha"
[the Hindoo R&j& of that place in Sumatra] would grant him hia

J. A. S. B. Jany. 1847 p 27 et Seq.
Lt. Col. Sykes J. R. A S. No. XII.
A gsntsng is nearly equal to If gallon.
Mai. An. by Leyden p. 17.
Crawfurd'a Archipelago vol. Sd.
Vide Jourvlnd, Arch, v. 2, p. 611 . -ED,
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daughter iu.marriage-along with the letter were 100 male and 100
female slaves. Malayan women at the present, day frequently
mairy Chinese and without the formality even of a iming their
religion. As Chinese women are very scarce out of China the con*
verse but very rarely happens

It does not apt ear that a vessel was despatched at this* period ta
Vulo Percha. This is the name still applied, by ihe people to the
eastwaid, to the Island of Sumatra. ^ j* Pert ha is flie Persian
AaJj Pacha*1 &'gnifying a piece or robe, but in the Malayan it
properly means a remnant or piece of cloth, rag, or tatter, both of
which etymons however throwing no light on the subject. The
Arabs probably fiom some fancy of their own give the Ialard this
name. There is a large tree which grows in the Straira and pro-
bably also in Sumatra named pokok perqha, from which is pro*
cured the gum or gitta percha lately introduced into commerce.
Marsden does not seem to have heard of the word as thus applied
in the latter instance* He says Indalas was a name of that
Island Allusion is made to this Ulauii fuither on.

(To be Continued)
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THE MYTHOLOGY OP THE DYAKS.*

By the Rev. T. F. BBBKIR, Miaionary on the South Coast of Borneo.

THIS notions of the Dyaks respecting the spiritual world
are in general much confused and at variance with each other.
They agree however in the belief in good and evil spirits.
The good spirits are divided into two classes, viz , spirits of
the world above or of the higher regions, who are comprised
under the collective denomination of " Sengiang," and spirits
of the lower regions, or mofe properly such as have their
dominion in the waters, in great rivers, and those are called
"Jata." The collective name of the evil spirits is "Talo-
papa"—which word signifies in general all bad things.

It is to be observed here that the Dyaks describe the as-
pect of the regions above as similar to the terrestrial world.
Mountains, valleys, streams, lakes, &c., & c , are found there
as .well as here beneath, and the dominions of various spirits
are bounded by the different streams and branches of the
rivers.

I. GOOD Sri BITS.

a. of the higher regions.
1.—" Hatalla" (God) is the Supreme Lord of all the good

and evil spirits. He reigns above, and according to his will;
all are bound to do homage to him and to obey his commands.
His habitation is "Bukit ngantong-gandang" a suspended
and advancing, mountain situated on the batiks of a very large
river. Hatalla is sole (tongal,) but'hasi a wife, who however
is undefined. He also has children, v iz , seven daughters
and one son. The.most distinguished of his daughters is
called " Padadari" and his son u Ombon bulan."

Padadari is invoked in prophesying and casting lots, (be-
tenung)—and Ombon bulan in the decision of judicial matters
by diving (" hateser.")

2.—The second in rank is " Rajd ontong" (the king of
fortune, also called " Raja blawang bulan9' (the king of the
door to the gold ) and his wife " Puter sawawalang langit."
Raja ontong has always superabundant work, and his hands
may never be at rest. " Bulan, salaka, garantong, blanga"
(gold, silver, gongs, pots) are in great request among them,
and each desires more of them than the other. However

• The people thus denominated mutt not be confounded with the Dayd of
tbe west coaat. They inhabit the borders of the river of Banjermassing and
tome of the other southern rivers, and their proper designation is NGAJO or
BIAJU* They are also called KAHA VAN from the great river of that namea—ifrfe
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great and superabundant the treasures of the Raja ontong
may be, he is not permitted to dispose of them arbitrarily;—
before bestowing on his supplicant his desired portion, he is
bound to await the approval of Hatalla, which is never
granted unless the preliminary procedings are all done in due
form, which of course is not always the case. It is lucky for
the king of fortune that he need not personally appear before
Hatalla on each request made to him, but may transact the
affair in writing, since otherwise his legs would seldom be at
rest.

3.—In the 3rd place stand the spirit! " Tempon-tellon,
Sinyumang, Bapapaloo, Tempon-kanarean, Menjamei,
Rajd hantangan, Sakanak, Lilang." These are the near-
est to men and distribute over all their lots. Tempon-tellon
(*' proprietor of Tellou," a slave) is principally the protector
of the dead; all souls are given into his care by the priests
on the Tiwas (feast of the dead,) and he conducts the same
by his slave Tellon in an iron ship (" benama*'J to the
" lewu Han" (habitation of the souls,) called '* Leivu Kawa-
wahan bulan" ("the exterior golden frontier town"') or
likewise "Batang danum Katambungan njaho** ("the river
above the thunder.") It might be inferred from this, that
the construction of iron vessels seems to have been known to
the Dyaks earlier than to the civilized Europeans.

The vessel !s of iron, as Paganja the priest here says,
in order to prevent its being sometimes consumed by the
flames when passing along the hell, and to bring in that way
the passengers in safety to the place of their destination.

bingumang has great power and an extensive district to
govern, and after Tempon-tellon he stands in higher ve-
neration than all his colleagues. All the nine spirits are
invoked each in their turn ; however, the two first are re-
garded with the greatest confidence.

Another good spirit, equal in rank to the last enumerated,
is " Jarang bawan," who has his habitation on the point of
an island, close to the sea, called "hujung pandaran"
This spirit is uncommonly strong "paham abas," and may
be considered the Hercules of the Dyaks. His activity is in
accordance to his bodily strength, for every painful and one-
rous task is given to him to perform, and without his ard even
Tempon-tellon and Singumang, the latter of whom is also
considered to be of great strength, would often be at a loss.

4.—The " Antang" (K.ojong, large bird of prey) we should
say was no spirit, for he is not proof against thrust or shot,
not " tago", and he has real flesh and bones, of the latter sub-
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stance however the most, as it has been sufficiently ascertained
here by dissection. But notwithstanding the plausibility of
those reasons, the Dyaks have a great deal to say against it,
and are perfectly convinced, of their red antang (two sorts of
white and of black antungs also found here, are less generally
revered) being at home a good Nabi, and on a journey a
•faithful guide and patron. He then is also of higher des-
cent than he would appear if seen going his rounds with a
hungry stomach, and greedily giving cha<e to every thing
living, to rats, frogs, and other vermin, to tfhich persons
of high descent evince a great aversion and always give signs
of uneasiness on merely hearing those objects mentioned.

The ancestor " Tato" of that respectable family of antangs,
is a certain Sambila-Tiong, or rich son of a Kahaian chief-
tain of ancient times. This Sambila-Tiong is the first who
pursued the practise so general in latter times among the
Dyaks, of cutting off heads. His mother instigated him to it
on the demise of her husband, when she refused to tirru
before he had found the head of a man, with which to decorate
the feast, whilst the soul of the beheaded was to be given to
the deceased chief as a slave, to accompany him tp the lewez*
Hart. Sambila-Tiong was obedient to the command of his
mother. One day at an early hour in the morning he took
his Innju and mandan (spear and̂  sword,) some boiled rice
rolled in pisang leaves, and took his'way along a narrow and
solitary path towards the neighbouring mountains. Arrived
there he hid himself a^nong the brushwood close to the path,
watching eagerly (or his prey. After waiting for some time a
traveller appeared beneath at the brook, carrying a load on
his back. Having passed, wading the rivulet, he advanced
quickly and heedless towards the spot where Sambila-Tiong
was concealed. The latter moved not, but let the poor
stranger quietly pass over, and then suddenly throwing him-
self from behind upon his.victim, pierced him with his lunju
in the side, upon which lie struggling fell forward to the
ground.

Defence was impossible, before the mortally man wounded
had recovered his spirits, the sharp two feet long mandan was
through his neck, and the severed head rolled to the feet of the
murderer. Eagerly grasped the latter the head by its long
disentangled hair, and placing it in his rambat (a small oblong
basket, exclusively used by males on a journey) returned
JiojTie with his prey the same day, where his mother was wait-
ing for him. The necessary preparations for the tiwa now
were made without loss of time, and when all. was ready
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within about a month, the guests were invited in great num-
bers. But lo ! what happened. When the festivity had
reached its height, and the k&mpong resounded with the song of
the Blians (dancing girls,) when shot after shot shook the
house, in which the exulting people were crowded, the songs
of the " Olo maga lian" (the hymn sung by the guide of the
soul; rising higher and higher, commending the departed soul
of the Tomogong and that of his slave, the beheaded traveller,
to the care of Tempon-tellon, inflaming and transporting the
spirits of the multitude : then suddenly, in the twinkling of an
eye, Sambila-Tiong was transformed into an 'Aiitang, and,
fluttering with his Jong red wings above the heads of the
Blians and the Olo maga lian, reached the open door.
Escaping by it he soared aloft and gyrating in great wide
circles above the kampong for some seconds, he then betook
himself to the solitary shores of the danaus (inland lakes) in
the mountains, whence subsequently his numerous dependents
spread themselves not only over that large island, but also over
Jhe, whole of the Indian Archipelago.

On this fiction is founded the high veneration in which the
Antang stands among the Dyaks, who consult him in all im-
portant undertakings, and never set out on a journey without
having first assured fliemselves of his approbation, which lie
makes known to his votaries by his significant flight, for
which of course marks of gratitude are shown to him, the
king of the airy regions b^ royal banquets. 'After the con-
clusions of these entertainments the travellers set out with
great composure and totally careless about the things to come,
relying on their .patron, who, they are sure, will be constantly
near them. ' Every one sees in him an old friend and coun-
tryman, who, although elevated to a higher rank, is always
deeply concerned in the fate of his family, and delights in
their friendship and confidence. One point however is not
altogether in accordance with their notion of his benevolence,
viz., his fondness for chickens, which is so great that he
always carries with him a great number to hiS kala tangiran
(a lofty tree.) If his visits are too frequent, the people, when
they see him swooping down from his aity castle, piace
themselves in the doors of their houses, and deafen his ears
with shrill cries at the utmost pitch of their voices. This is
all that is deemed necessary; to receive him with a charge of
small shot is a thing which nobody dreams of, probably also
from his being considered " tai*o." Great was the surprise
of the peasants when on one occasion the writer brought one
of their Nabis down from his tangiran with a little small
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shot,just when he was occupied preparing his fare; "Hau
inalei kea ia!" (ha, he is dead indeed !) they exclaimed aloud
when a little Chinese boy dragged him out of the long grass.

b. in the water.
The Jatas are as numerous as the rivers and brooks in

the island, i. e. legion, and the power 'they exercise is so
great, that were their rule abolished the whole population of
Borneo would become extinct, since it is they who grant
children. Many a wife who has passed years in solitary re-
treat, her eyes reddened by weeping for grief and for shame,
if she sacrifice to Jata a goat, or what is better, a buffalo
(" hadongan"), and give him a good piece of it to relish in a
remote and quiet creek of the river, where he generally stands
watching in the depth with watering mouth, adding to this
repast sometimes a ravishing concert by the Blians, who on
such occasions do not spare their lungs, she may be'sure that
her loneliness will soon pass away, and her grief and shame
be changed into the joys of a mother.

The following are some of the names of those Jatas:—
The Jata of the river Pulopetak has the name of "Sultan
Kuning;" those of the two ends of the antasan (channel)
Lopak are called " Raden Kudong" and "Raden Panamba-
hnn;" and he of the Kapuas river, Andin mating guna. To
judge from the etymology of these names the Djatas have been
introduced amongst the Uyaks by the Malays, which opinion
gains ground by the accounts of several travellers who prove
that the Djatas are entirely unknown in the interior of the
country.

II. EV.IL SPIRITS,

a. of the higher regions.

QM^r' 8 T ' - f ? r e d Of a11 the eviI sP i r i t s is tIie " J«i*Sial [kins of mislortune] who has his seat direclly opposite
he Raja ontong on the left branch of the same rive? inhibited

tUt l T - P 6 . 1 ! ^ Sial ™ ^ ™n with adversUy aH
kinds, of pa aimty, sickness &c. and it is thus not to be won-

? Id I W men in awe *ho end6avour to conciliate
d it is thus not to be won-

m e n in a w e ' * h o end6avour to conciliate

2 . - A second rascal is the "Kanwak," who flies like a bird,
and directs his malignity chiefly towards pregnant women!
lie shuts the incipient citizens of the earth so closely up in the
place of their hidden abode, that none would ever come forth
were rt not for the precaution of the women with child, who
judiciously prepare an oilering of rice and the flesh of pigs or
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chickens, which is placed in a small "balei" (a little case
mad* of bambu 6-8 feet in circumference) and properly hung
to a tree at the river side, by which means he is propitiated
and a licence obtained for the future inhabitant of this world.

3.—Another evil spirit is the "R£ja hantuen" (king of
spells and charms) who has no fixed habitation and is also
called " RajS dohong." Men who come in contact with him
receive his name and are called " Hantuen." Nothing in the
world is more dangerous than such a demoniac. When tho
sun has withdrawn and concealed himself behind •the impe-
netrable woods of the west, and the night spreads its black
wings over the earth, then the time has arrived for the Han-
tuen to commence his terrible activity. He directs his course
to a solitary spot, where he throws off his body and with
nothing but his head and bowels he flies whistling over hill
and dale, visits the graves, where he devours the hearts of the
newly interred corpses, approaches men on their beds, from
jrhose veins he sucks the blood to the last drop, so that
nothing is left but a lifeless corpse, and when the melancholy
tone of the bird Tantint rings over from the solitary brook,
the signal of approaching morning, the cruel Hantuen, drunk
with human blood, returns to his cold stiff body, and appears
again in the midst of bis fellow creatures, whom he a littlo
while' before had so treacherously attacked and hideously
mangled.

Once however in Mantangei such a Hantuen in its nightly per-
ambulations nearly had the worst of it. It was a woman still
in the prime of her age, who had devoted herself to the above-
mentioned spirit. She took her way along the river Kapuas,
but having gone too far it was impossible for her to reach
before break of day her abandoned hollow body, and in order
to save herself from being killed by the rays of the rising sun,
she was under the necessity of availing herself of the first
shelter. She chose a house, where she concealed herself
under a basket in which a hen was hatching. The fowl, ter-
rified by the appearance of the hideous figure, rushed from the
nest, rambled crying over the ground and returned to the
basket with redoubled cries, fluttering about the spot and
trying with all her power to dislodge the unwelcome guest
from the cherished spot. An old woman, whose attention
had been attracted for some time by the hen, approached
softly and looking over the brim of the basket, discovered
the Hantuen. " Come here," said the latter, "you^can be of
" great service to me, and I shall reward you fully for it.
" Place me in your buta [a small oblong basket] which you

M
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" carry on your back, and bring me to that house here be-
"hind; if you find people, who sometimes have abichara
" there [a council] don't mind that, but walk through tlue
" midst of the house up to the door which is opposite to you,
V open that and close it again behind you, creep into the
'jangkot (curtain) which you will find in the room, and

" place me there without noise; your debts, amounting to 20
" kipings [40 fl.] shall be paid by me up to the last farthing
" and you shall'be free." The old woman, much as she was
at first frightened by the ugly apparition, yet could not resist
the alluring promise. She took her buta down, took the
head from the chicken basket, from which the bowels hung
down, swinging like long slippery ropes, and placing the whole
in the buta, she went without delay to the house pointed out
to her. On her arrival there she found a number of people
gathered, 6ome of whom questioned her "kasen ikan?"
[Whither are you going? or what is the matter with you?)
She however gave a short evasive answer and went straight
on through the house up to the chamber opposite. Arrived
there and having closed the door behind her, she crawled,
shuddering however, under a tent suspended in a corner and
found thete the lifeless hollow body stretched out on a mat;
depositing there the buta she quickly withdrew, wiping the
cold sweat (rom her forehead. Within half an hour the young
wife appeared outside and joined in the conversation, although
still looking pale and worn out. The next day the old woman
was delivered from her bondage and rejoiced that she had
carried on her back the Hantuen.

Worse than this woman, fared another Hantuen, a man,
who, as every body knew, had carried on his nightly calling
for fliany a year. Since he never could be caught in his noc-
turnal perambulations, the people watched for an opportunity
in the day-time to wean him from his habits of tormenting
others for ever. There was a feast and the guests had brave-
ly applied to the bottle, when he, who by all was believed to
be a Hantuen, entered and without suspicion mixed with the
gay company. Scarcely however had he taken his seat, when
one of the guests commenced to sneer at himi inciting the
gathered crowd against him and calling him a Hantuen, which
word roused and inflamed the whole of the people to such a
degree that they resolved at once to deprive the unlucky
Hantuen of life. Instantly all the mandans were drawn from
their scabbards and plunged into the body of the accused
victim. Several of the murderers, who thought they had
performed a good work, were afterwards imprisoned for a
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long time in Banjer by the Resident Goldman. Some of
them are still alive. There is no worse epithet among the
Dyaks than that of Hantuen, and should any body be so in-
considerate as to apply that name to another, he may be sure
he will be heavily fined.

b. of the Woods.

The ghosts of the forest are also numerous and there is
scarcely a lofty tree without being inhabited by one at least of
these monsters. Some of their names are the following:
" Ijin Nyaring" (who has a hair as red as fire and is said to
be a true Judas,) "Krian" (a dwarf and thorough rascal)
"Pujut" (with an oblong pointed head in the shape of a
cone,) and "Behutei," which latter has no peculiar form, but
appears in different shapes, for the most part however as a
d°g» pig, deer, and buffalo. Since Behutei so often changes
his form, it is not easy to recognize him and he is thus more
dangerous. Many a person who has pursued with a sumpitan,
which serves also as a spear, what appears to be a deer or
pig, when at length he drops down exhausted and breathless
from his exertion, discovers to his great dismay that he
has had the Behutei before him, ĵ which, enraged, endeavoursto
do him misohief.

Kassim a young Dyak of Pulo Petak went some years ago
on a journey to Banjer. On his return he saw a large white
pig running along the shore at the mouth of the river Banjer.
" Has" (come hither) he cried out to his companions, let us
" mengapangen" (surround) this pig and catch it. So said, so
done. Having taken the necessary arms and fastened the prau to
a projecting bough of a tree, Kassim was the first who jumped
on shore, .and observing the pig not to be a great proficient in
running, he advanced towards it, and pursued it eag^ly. He
overtook it in a few moments, and, raising hip spear, made a
thrust with all his force at the pig. But instead of piercing
it, the spear passed along its body at some distance through
the air, and Kassim fell with hisjface to the ground. However
our sportsman did not despair. The pig still rambling and
grunting before him seemed to wait for another attack* This
was soon made, but without better success than the first and
several others by Kassim and his companians failed also.
Thus were the hunters obliged to return disappointed to their
prau, and, instead enjoying a juicy piece of pork, had to con-
tent themselves with a more frugal meal of dry rice with
some sambal and " blasan'' (trasi). Meanwhile it had grown
dark and they resolved to pass the night on the same spot.
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Scarcely were they asleep when Kassim was visited by
a dream which made his hair stand on end. He saw
the white pig advancing towards him bearing on its back
a terrible rider, who, filing his piercing eyes on him, up-
braided him in these words;" Look here, said he, pointing to
his pig, " this is my horse (hajaran), you have given chase
to it, you have attempted to kill it, but fortunately you did
not succeed, or you would have forfeited your life- Even now
you shall not come off easily, unless you leave this place in-
stantly." After these words horse and rider disappeared
and Kassim awoke, shuddering all over. At the break of day
they prepared for departure from the haunted place. But
how to cross the mouth of the Lopak ? The wind was right
ahead and the waves struck against the boat, increasing in
height as they advanced towards the sea. There was no
possibility of getting away. However great the fear of
Kassim and his anxiety to leave that awful place be-
hind, yet he was compelled by the contrary wind to post-
pone his departure. Evening had not yet arrived, however,
when the threat of the rider on the white pig, or of Behutei,
for it was he, was completely fulfilled. Both the arms of
Kassim were attacked by a terrible pain, and J)is hands sud-
denly became lame, so that he could not possibly move them
any more. On his return to Pulo Petak he came to tho
writer asking for some physic, but notwithstanding the great-
est care bestowed on him, for a whole month he could not
carry his hands to his head, and, had to be fed by his mother
like a child.

Besides Behutei, who makes his power of transforming him-
self the means of annoying mankind, his allies, the ldin\Nya-
ring,4Crian & Pvjut are in some respects equally dangerous,
since they suddenly and unxepectedly rush upon their victims
and lodge themselves without further ceremony in the midst
of their hearts, upon which the victims immediately become
raving mad, and commit strange if not horrible actions. One
must take care not to come close to such a demoniac, especial-
ly if knives or spears are at hand ; their fury, once roused,
has no bounds, and their strength is more than natural.

Last year Demang, the chief of Mentanger, with two of his
friends, were cruelly murdered byjsuch a lunatic. Demang had
just seated himself for a bichkra in the presence of a large num-
ber of people sitting round him in a circle. The demoniac
was next the chief and for sometime quietly participated in the
conversation; suddenly, however, hurt by some reproachful re-
marks of Demang, he looked wildly round and seeing on the
wall asumpit<»n tfith a sort of bayonet, he rushed forward aud
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seized it, and, turning against Demansr, laid him weltering in
his blood. Before preparations could be made for defence
or flight, two more of those present, near relatives of De-
mang, fell under the strong arm of the madman ; at last the
others seized the murderer and wrested the bloody weapon
from his hands. His fate was soon decided. Bound by
ropes to a tree before the house, he was assailed by the
widow of the chief with the same instrument which a mo-
ment before had pierced the heart of her husband. With
the weapon plunged into his breast he expired. His corpse,
covered with wounds, was interred the same day with those
of his victims, though in a separate spot.

The localities or trees, known to be inhabited by those
spirits, are called Pahewan, which word signifies "un-
accessible." Should they possess the finest wood no
Dyak is daring enough to cut it down. One of the mis-
sionaries here was once in want of nibongs, and it being
then the dry season, it was not practicable to bring the
wood down from the higher land. The nibongs growing
on the river were all paheivan. He had no other resource
but to take the nibongs from these pahewans, the wood of
which besides was better than that found elsewhere. But
notwithstanding his efforts to bring the Dyaks to reason,
and although the highest rate of remuneration was pro-
mised, no one could be induced to undertake the task. To
convince them of the absurdity of their fears, he placed him-
self at the head of a party of them and went to the dreaded
spot. Taking the axe from one of them and applying it to
one of the bewitched trees, his heroic companions retired to
a respectful distance and stood in breathless expectation.
Stroke after stroke was applied, and before the lapse of five
minutes the tree came crashing to the ground, without the
appearance of a ghost or any extraordinary accident. The
leader of course supposed that he had for ever dislodged
the fear of the "pahewans" from the hearts of his Dyaks.
But far from that! "Ikan olo beputi, ikei olo ngaju"
(you are a white man, but we are Dyaks) they said, mean*
ing thereby, what you can do, it does not follow that we
also can do. Several trees, it is true, were cut down, but,
though nothing happened during the process, the old fear
soon entirely returned, and on another occasion the same
obstacle would be met with. At another time the Resident
of Banjermassing, Mr Ondaadje, when on a visit to Pulo
Petak, ordered some Banjerese to cut down a large tree
which was known to be the rendezvous of several evil spirits.
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All went on well, and nothing happened during the whole
day. But some days later two or three persons in the house
of Pati, situated near the pahewan, fell sick and died in a
short time. In the night the Nyaring appeared before Pati
with grisly features, and raised his right hand against him ;
" Well," said Pati, " what do you want from me, why are
€€ you thus
u my house
cut down the
Pati, " it was done by the Tuan Resident, and the Tuan
Palita (teacher.") «The Resident is no more here," ao-
swered the" ghost, €€ and the Tuan Falita I dare not approach,
neither can I find out his house, therefore must you, the
chief, answer for it."

The next morning consequently the usual solemnity took
place. A lilS was fired, the Blians were called, the knife
was applied to the throat of a large pig, enormous pots
with "tuak" (liquor) were paraded on a large mat pla-
ced in the centre of the house, and neither trouble
nor expense was spared to appease the anger of the
Nyaring and avert further mischief. Some time after this
event several Dyaks went up to the Mengkatib river, to cut.
wood. One of them happened to get bruised by a falling,
tree, and died within a few days—under excruciating pain^
By this, the spot where the accident had happened, became"
known as " pahewan haliei" (an extremely haunted place.)
But how was the deceased to be vindicated ? His friend
who had accompanied him on the cutting of the wood
followed the example ©f Pati. He killed a pig, dressed it,
and brought a considerable portion to the place of terror,
thus conciliating for the deceased the offended wood spirit,
and consecrating (menjaki) himself for the part he had
taken in felling the trees.

c. of the earth*
The-collective name of the Spirits of the earth is "Kloa"

These^ if banded together, would form a formidable army,
but being spread over the whole earth, and sometimes seated
deep in the ground, no such gathering is conceivable. One
might be tempted to give the " Kloa" a place amongst the
Amazons, were their long breast placed on the left side and
not in the midst of the bust. They are not less heroic and
warlike than their ancestral relations, but their swords and
bows are chiefly turned against the female sex* As we
have seen above, the object of the Kamiak is to prevent the
extension of the human race by locking up the young in-
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cipient citizens of the world so long beyond the usual time
of their captivity of nine months, that they come to look
upon the prospect of the land of liberty so close at hand as
a mere dream. The Kloa on thepontrary, though generally
aiming at the same object, pursue a different course ; they
quietly lie in wait till the moment when the little stranger
for the first time is to hail the land of liberty, but then
quickly coming forth from their hiding places, grasp the
little crier by his neck, and lo—he is deformed into a
" pehingen'' (monsterbirth.) Generally however the women,
knowing their formidable foe by tradition, are on their
guard against her, and spare neither stratagems nor craft,
to throw dust in the eyes of the Kloa; their chief e*xpedient,
however is to make her fine promises, such as, to give
her, if all goes on well, an invitation to a splendid dinner, pro-
fusely furnished with pork, chickens, rice &c; a vow which
for the most part is fulfilled.

d. the last evil Spirit.
To him the name Kukang is given, and he has nothing in

common with either of the abovementioned evil Spirits,
though his disposition is equally malignant. The Kukang
does not trouble himself about men during their lifetime,
but as soon as a mortal has breathed his last, and the poor
soul, after the long pilgrimage through the deserts of the
island, takes her departure towards the places of repose,
then he commences his hostilities. Midway he stands,
just where the narrow path abruptly turns, with lunju
(spear) and arrow, waiting with burning desire for the slow-
ly approaching traveller. There, on that prominent inevita-
able point, he stands watching day and night, and never
sleeping nor resting lest a soul might take the opportunity
of passing unobserved. If the wandering soul belonged to a
rascal (" olo bangang") it cannot pass that spot, the lunju
of the Kukang annihilates it for ever, if it animated the body
of a ' olo bahalass' or 'olo bujur' '(of a good or righteous
man) it must also do battle with the Kukang, but is victori-
out and reaches the place of destination.

A certain Tomogong Johong had apeculiarly severe encoun-
ter with the Kukang; the usual weapons of the soul were
insufficient to force the passage, he therefore some hours
after his demise, returned to his abandoned corpse, rose from
his bed and walked through the house. When questioned
by. the inmates " Buhen balang'7 (Why not through ? or
why was your attempt baffled ?)he answered—" The Kukang
nearly destroyed me, and 1 could not pass the formidable
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point, I therefore come back to get my olo lunju, which was
so many times of good service to me, then we shall see whe-
ther I shall not be able to get the better of that damned
Kukang, and whether the • totok* (point) of my lunju
shall not penetrate his strong breast." When he had
taken the lunju from the wall he stretched himself again
on his bed, laying the weapon near him and shut his eyes
never to open them any more. A little while afterwards the
lunju was elevated from the ground and struck with its point
the wall close to the corpse, a sign that the combat between
the Tomogong. and the Kukang had commenced; this mo-
tion of the lunju was reiterated several times, and when
finally all had become quiet again and the weapon was drawn
out from the wall, its point was red with blood. Thus the
Tomogong had gained the victory and safely reached the
longed for lewu liau, the Elysian fields. Nobody however
supposed that the Kukang died from his wounds, and that
the path to the regions of rest was now open to every one,
and freed from its former difficulties and dangers. Far from
ity—the Kukang speedily recovers from his wounds, and
stands again on the dreaded spot, more jealous and enraged
than ever.
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PAWANGS *

By tht Rtfd. P. FAVRB, Apostolic Missionary, Malacca.

THE Pawangs arc a clas9 of men endowed with the power
of performing the functions of priests,t teachers, physicians
and sorcerers. Under any of these titles they have not
much to do amongst the members of their own nation; many
of them do not believe that the Pawang have any superna-
tural power as sorcerers or as priests, nor do they attribute
any efficacy to the acts they perform under these two titles.
Many others have great doubts on the subject: however some
of them certainly acknowledge in them some extraordinary
power, more or less. The Pawangs themselves, at least
those I have seen, have very little confidence in their own
ability either in their capacity of sorcerers or physicians.
Though their knowledge be much circumscribed, they are
generally more clever than their countrymen, and in every
kind of sickness they are of course called upon. Their
prescriptions are always accompanied with some superstitious
practices, without which they are supposed to be of little
or no effect. But it is amongst the Malays that their skill
is much in honour, and their persons objects both of vene-
ration and of fear. The Malays are ridiculously superstiti-
ous on that point; they have a firm faith in the efficacy of
the supplications of the Pawangs, and an extraordinary
dread of their supposed supernatural power. The Malaya
imagine that they are endowed with the power of curing
every kind of sickness, and of killing an enemy however
distant he may be, by the force of spells; and with the gift
of discovering mines and hidden treasurers. It is not un-
common to see Malay men and women, at the sight of a
Binua Pawang throw themselves on the ground before him.

I could not ascertain the ordinary way for becoming a
Pawang, nor discover any ceremony by which the Pawang-
ahip is entered upon: it appears very probable that uncom-
mon natural ability, which is found from time to time in a
few of the Binuas, gives a sufficient right to exercise the
functions of such ministry. The right of inheritance seems

• Although thlt ihort notice contain! no new information reapeetlng the
office of Pawing or Poyang, we insert it at confirmatory, eo far *• It goea, of
the account of thif, the Malayan Schaman, gi?en in the paper on tht Blnug and
Bermnn trlhea in oar firat Yolume (p. 275.7, 280,282-3 ) — E D .

f The function! of Prieati among* them conalat only in performing tome
aupentitioui practical; ainoe, at I haft mentioned la anot)pr place, they toft
BO tint and real worship.

N
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also to be looked for as contributing much to the claim of
being Pawang. In the absence of more positive information
on the subject, I will here quote a passage from Lieutenant
Newbold.J

" The soul of a Pawang after death is supposed to enter
into the body of a tiger. This metempsychosis is presumed
to take place after the following fashion. The corpse of the
Pawang is placed erect against the projection near the root of
a large tree in the depth of the forest, and carefully watched
and supplied with rice and water for seven days and nights
by the friends and relations. During this period the trans-
migration (believed to be the result of an ancient compact
made in olden times by the Pawang's ancestors with a tiger)
is imagined to be in active operation. On the seventh day,
it is incumbent on the deceased Pawang's son, should he be
desirous of exercising similar supernatural powers, to take a
censer and incense of kamunian wood, and to watch near
the corpse alone, when the deceased will shortly appear in
the form of a tiger on the point of making the fatal spring
upon him. At this crisis it is necessary not to betray the
slighest symptom of alarm but to cast with a bold heart and
firm hand the incense on the fire; the seeming tiger will then
disappear. The spectres of two beautiful women will next
present themselves, and the novice will be cast into a deep
trance, during which the initiation is presumed to be per-
fected. These aerial ladies thenceforward became his fami-
liar spirits, by whose invisible agency the secrets of nature,
the hidden treasures of the earth are unfolded to him.
Should the heir of the Pawang omit to observe this ceremo-
nial, the spirit of the deceased, it is believed, will re-enter for
ever the body of the tiger, and the mantle of enchantment be
irrecoverably lost to the tribe/*

t Vol, II, page 387 *nd 388.
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MR FREIDRICH'S RESEARCHES IN BALf.

WE have great satisfaction in presenting to our readers
the commencement of the most important contribution that
has yet been made to the knowledge of the literature and
religion of the sole existing Hindu people in the Indian
Archipelago—the Balinese. The almost universal influence
which Hinduism at one period exercised in the Archipelago
through its adoption by the most civilized and enterprising
races, and of which every year brings to light new evidences
in sculptures, superstitious and language, has invested Bali
with the highest interest. Until recently however little
progress was made in the investigation of its languages,
sacred writings and prevalent worship. This we conceive
is attributable to the same cause \̂ hich has rendered our
advancement in other directions so slow and imperfect, and
which to this moment leaves the science of the Archipelago
as a whole little better than a heap of fragments. This
cause is not, as is sometimes said, the existence of insur-
mountable or serious impediments in the nature of ita
countries and the character of their inhabitants. We know
of no obstacles which may not be overcome by determina-
tion, prudence, a conciliatory demeanour, and the exertion
on behalf of scientific men of that direct ?md indirect influ-
ence which European governments, and native chiefs in their
interest, now possess in most parts of the Archipelago.
The real barrier has- been the want of explorers possessed
of sufficient knowledge, leisure and means. The first
however has been the grand deficiency, and nothing c^n
shew this better than the fact that the three Englishmen
who have accomplished most,—Marsden, Raffles and Craw-
furd,—were charged with laborious official duties during the
whole period of their sojourn in the Archipelago. Prepared
however by preliminary studies for original research, they
extended our knowledge of the Archipelago in various di-
rections, and, we may also add, each of them in proportion
to the extent of his preparation for the tvork. Raffles and
Crawford directed their attention to Bali, and threw con-
siderable light upon it. The latter visited it, and from his
great Javanese knowledge, and hie addiction to philological
pursuits, would have accomplished much if he had remained
for some time on the island. The results of his enquiries,
necessarily limited as they were, atfe em* odied in an ac-
count of the Religion of Bali published in the Asiatic
Researches, w^ich has remained until iTgw the chief
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authority on the subject. At a much later period, many
details respecting the actual condition of the Balinese were
communicated by Dutch and English visitors. These are
chiefly to be found in a "Short Account of the Island of Bali"
published in the Singapore Chronicle in June 1830, and in
Lieut. Melvill van Carnbee's papers in the Tijdschrift voor
Neerlands Indie. But no visitor had yet possessed that
knowledge of Sanskrit, without which access could not be
obtained to the sacred literature of the island, and the learn-
ing of the sacerdotal families. Fortunately when the Ne-
therlands Indian government sent an expedition against
Bliling in 1846, a scholar endowed with this knowledge, and
who had already applied it to the study of the ancient lan-
guages of Java, was found in the person of Mr Freidricb,
and, at the solicitation of the Batavian Society of Arts and
Sciences, he was allowed to accompany the expedition. Mr
Freidrich remained for some time in Ball, laboriously and
successfully prosecuting his researches, collecting manuscripts,
investigating the actual religion, and availing himself of the
assistance of the priests in his philological studies. In our
number for March last, we noticed the progress which Mr
Freidrieh was making, and inserted the important remarks of
the learned President of the Batavian Society on the subject
of Balinese literature. As he justly observed "the eyes of all
the philologists in Europe are fixed upon Bali* From that
inland they anticipate a new light on the history of the Ar-
chipelago.9' In England the indifference to such investiga-
tions which continued to prevail, after the splendid and
astonishing discoveries of the German philologists had ar-
rested universal attention on the continent, is fast giving place
to a juster estimate of the rank of the science of languages.
The necessity of assuming it as the basis of ethnic enquiries,
and the extreme interest of its results, are now widely appre-
ciated. Even since this Journal was commenced, the progress
of ideas on this subject has been striking. Ethnology, but
newly recognized by the British Association as an inde-
pendent science, occupies a considerable space in the Reports
of the 17th meeting published last year, and the Edinburgh
Review for October devotes a long and able article to
the subject. In that paper our readers will find the same
view taken of the importance of the languages of even the
rudest tribes, and the same conclusions drawn from the nature
of these languages, as we expressed in an early number of
this Jourqal.* Believing therefore that the day is now past

* Introductojy remarks to a series of contributions to the Ethnology of the
Iudiao Archipelsgo. Jour, Ind. Arch, vol. 1 p. 171,
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when such investigations were stigmatised as barren and dry,
and knowing from Dr Pricliard, in his last anniversary'ad-
dress, having directed the attention of the Ethnological So-
ciety to our previous notice of Mr Freidrich's researches,
that their importance is fully understood in England, we lose
no time in presenting our readers with a translation of his
first essay.-|-

A PRELIMINARY ACCOUNT OP THE 1SIAND OP BALI.

By R. FMEDBIUCII.

INTRODUCTION.

I must request the indulgence of friendly readers for the
following paper on Bali. Not having prepared myself for
this labour on Bali itself, I had not the means of collecting
and properly arranging all my materials I could only use
for this purpose a small portion of the valuable manuscripts
of the priests which were placed at my disposil. I could not
avail myself of the information of the natives as to many
points, and I was deptived of a great part of my manuscripts.
These circumstances will perhaps in some degree excuse
the many, and to the writer best known, deficiencies of this
preliminary account. I have divided this work into three
divisions-—1st, language and literature ; 2nd, religion, wor-
ship and cremation; 3rd, castes and royal races. With this
is given a short description of the Balinese calendar, and, as
illustrative of the lithographed manuscript Wretta-Suntyaya,
an enumeration of the Kawi-Mctra.

In the Tijdschr'ift voor Neerlands-Indie 9.3.340, an ex-
planation from the Sanscrit is given of the name Bali in the
paper "Usana Bail":—subsequently the title of a work, Bait
Sangraha, became known to the writer. This work, which
however appears no longer to exist, was presented by a
pandita to one of the Kings of Ball. The name is explain-
ed thus,—Ball=wis-esa9 sanyraha—himpulan. Following
the Indian manner of composition, where the word in the
oblique case is placed before that in th^ nominative, Jit is to
be explained thus,—'Ihe gathering of the excellent (heroes.)
With this the Sanscrit sangjreehi entirely agrees. Bali is
then not to be considered as " offering,"" but as the nomi-
native of the theme balin, a strong person, powerful, a hero.
The name Bali signifies thus a hero, and the name of the

t It \t\\\ appear in Dutch in a forthcoming volume of the Transactions of
the Batavian Socletv, but Mr Freidrich's kindness in tending us proof sheets
enables us to give it without wailing for che publication of that volume.
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country given in Usana-Bali, Bali Angle a, " the shoot of
heroes," is a very beautiful denomination of the holy land,
and one which expresses the bold spirit of the nation.

Crawfurd and Raffles first drew attention to the great
importance of Bali in a religious and scientific respect*
After their time little progress was made towards a know-
ledge of the island, and we have considered the Balinese,
from their wanting that courtesy which the Javanese exhibit
(which however only shows their submissive character) as
a rude uncivilized people, from the knowledge of whom not
much was to be expected. We camut indeed say that the
wh< le population of Bali, in arts, (wherein they clearly are
behind,) or in science, stand above the Javanese, but the
priests bring before our eye the stage at which they stood
before the introduction of Mahomedanism on Java. They
are also the only remaining preservers of the old literature
and religion. '1 o them must every one repair who desires
the elucidation of the Kawi. They are the expounders of
all laws and institutions; and of the knowledge of antiquity
they have scarcely lost or forgotten any thing from their
faithful adherence to traditions.

In the expression of Javanese and Sanscrit letters by
Dutch letters we have used the French-Dutch system,
which, particularly as concerns the palatal letters, comes
nearest to the real pronunciation of the inhabitants of Java
and Bali.

Should circumstances permit, the writer hopes, after some
time, to follow up this preliminary account by an extended
work on this remarkable island.

LANGUAGE AND LITBRATUM.

The language of Bali, like that of Java, is divided into a
High and a Low, the first being spoken by the lower to the
higher orders, and the last by the higher to the lower. The
Hvjh Language is nearly pure Javanese, but it does not
entirely agree with the present High Javanese. It possesses
many words which now belong to the Low Tongue of Java,
while other High Javanese words cannot be used in it with-
out giving offence. It is thus easy for a Javanese to
understand the High Language of Bali, but he is not able
to speak it with purity. The Low Tongue, on the other
band, has very little in common with the Javanese, and it
agrees more with the Malayan and Sundanese, so that it is
easily learned by men from western Java. This language
is that of the original inhabitants of Bali before the arrival
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of the Javanese. It has naturally undergone some changes,
but in general we find in it a rude Polynesian dialect, which,
by the recognized relationship of all these languages, agrees
most with the least polished dialects, the Sundanese and
original Malay; while it is far behind, and greatly differs
from, the polished language of Jkva, which, in the course
of more than a thousand years, has been brought to its
present refinement. On Bali for four hundred years there
were yet savages or half savages without a finely elaborated
language. The same we may suppose to have been the
case with the Malays before the reception of.Mahoma-
danism, and with the Sundanese before the kingdom of
Padyadyaim came into existence. From this alone, that is,
from the original relationship between all the languages
from Sumatra to Bali and further to the east, which was
only distinctly preserved where the people remained in a
lower stage of civilization, we may explain the agreement
between the Low Balinese tongue and the Sundanese and
Malayan; an immigration of Sundanese or Malays into Bali
is not at all to be thought of. The Javanese conquerors
found this language the prevailing one on Bali and could not
expel it, and for this reason in particular that the popula-
tion of Bali was very numerous, and was brought under
subjection more by the greater civilization of the Javanese
than by the force of arms. The Javanese conquerors pre-
served as a high language the Javanese which they brought
with them; for their intercourse with the people ot the land
they had to learn the original Polynesian tongue, which alone
was spoken by the former, and which to this day has a wider
prevalence on Bali than the low language on Java. It is
Still exceedingly difficult for a common man to express
himself intelligibly in the high language; and to speak
to each rank of a higher or lower degree with full
conformity to the laws of politeness, is an accomplishment
which many even of the young princes have not attained.
The agreement between the balinese and the Sundauese
does not confine itself to words alone. Both have also only
]8 letters, while the Javanese possess 20; these 18 were as
much as the Polynesian organ originally required; the se-
cond d and / are properly foreign to these languages, and
the distinct pronunciation which the Javanese give to
them is not easily discriminated by the ear. Notwithstand-
ing these characters, as well as the capital letters in the
writing of the Balinese, are only used to express the
corresponding Sanskrit characters t (cerebral) and d or dh,
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in the same mauner as the aksara murda or g'de, the
pita! letters of Cornets de Groot. Further, the Sundanese
and Bulinese agree in preserving the pure pronunciation of
the vowel a in all cases, where the Javanese corrupt it to o (°J
The a is also in these languages as in the Sanskrit, of
far greater range and predominance than the other vowels.
The only degeneration is to pepet £, and this may also be
considered less as a short £ than a short ejaculated a which is
commonly used with a nasal sound following it (m or n
and ng.)

The language of Java must originally have possessed a
closer relationship to the Balinese. This we conclude prin-
cipally from the appearance of Malay, and also (following
Humboldt I. 198) Tagala words, in the Kawi. At the
period when the Kawi formed itself, the Javanese language
could not yet have been so refined as it might have been if
it had been formed in the course of ages in civilized Hindu
states. The Malay words of the Kawi, which do not exhi-
bit themselves in the present Javanese, are original Poly-
nesian, and reveal to us the union which once existed
between the languages of Sumatra, western and eastern
Java, Bali and probably all the eastern inlands, and which
chiefly in the eastern or proper Java alone has been obscur-
ed by a higher civilization. The influence of the polished
Javanese has also, it is true, made itself felt in the Sunda
territories, but the high language of those parts is far less
developed than that of Java; it probably first began with
the establishment of the kingdom of Pajajaren ; as on Bali
with the arrival of the Javanese. On the last the division
into castes operated most, which rendered necessary a su-
bordination in the manner of speaking also. By the Java-
nese however must the language have been rendered so
complicated, since it was developed by them during more
than a thousand years. A further knowledge of the lan-
guages east of Java will probably still more confirm this
position: the languages of all these islands are dialects
differing little from each other, which have departed the less

from the original parent the less and the later the people
have received Hindu civilization* Besides the spoken lan-
guages we have on Bali the written language; this is in
poems,* with the exception of the more new, the Kawi, and
in the sacred writings of the priests, the Sanskrit.

Humboldt (L 188-203) has written best on the origin of
the (awi language. Some modifications however in the
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conclusions of Humboldt must be introduced by the fact that
pure Sanskrit writings are still found with the priests on
Bali.

Kawi is explained by Humboldt to be " poetical language"
(Kawi " a poet," kawya " a poem.") With this explanation
that of the Balinese agrees ; they say that Kawin or Kaka-
win signifies " to make comparisons" " to speak in compa-
rison." This is the mode in which poetry is formed; com-
parisons are the ornaments and marks of poetry. The
explanation of the Javanese by Khawi (strong) scarcely
needs to be mentioned. Khawi is an Arabic word; first
known in Java in the Mahomedan era, and in Bali not at all.
Hoiv could the Arabs have given the name to a language
which they neither produced nor cultivated, but on the con-
trary have destroyed, because it was the prop of Hinduism
and of all the institutions on Java which the Arabs sought
to overthrow and cast into oblivion ? The Arabs and their
followers have succeeded so well, that the Kawi no longer
exists on Java, and Kawi works have nearly disappeared,
whilst it has been abundantly and carefully preserved on Bali.
The verb kawin or kakawin has been applied to the words
which, under that name, are used by the Balinese in m arriage
songs, while it reminds us of the Malay kawin (to marry )
Both words, the Balinese and the Malayan, appear to be
referrible to the same Sanskrit word. From kawya by the
suffixing of the Polynesian an, kawyan is formed ; this, by the
Contraction of ya to e commonly (however improperly) used
in Java, gives kawen, and from this, by a careless pronun-
ciation with the common permutation of e and i, are formed
kawin and kakawin. This is then at once the Balinese
word for u poetry" and the Malay for " to marry," because
the marriage songs (hymenacaj form a principal part of
the festivity, and that which most strikes the ear. Res-
pecting the origin of the Kawi language some new ideas
must be introduced. The priests do not hold the Kawi
but the Sanskrit as the sacred language; this language i«
still found on Bali in the vedas, the Brahmandapurana and
other mystic writings (tutur.J We cannot therefore agree
with Crawfucd who considered that the Kawi was the lan-
guage of the priests [Crawf Arch. II, 17, 18.]

The Hindus, and particularly the Hindu-Brahmans who
came to Java, brought with them the Sanskrit in their sa-
cred writings, and perhaps also a Prakrit dialect. That they
knew and could speak a Prakrit dialect may be concluded
from the comparatively late periods of their arrival from

o
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India, which we place at highest 500 years after Christ;
at that time howev#er the Sanskrit had been at least 800
years a dead language in India. Against this idea, that
they spoke Prakrit, pleads strongly the fact that we do not
find a single Prakrit word in the Polynesian languages,
that none of the assimilations, contractions and elisions
which characterise the Prakrit appear in the Indian words
of the Kawi; but it is this very fact which points the way
to an explanation of the origin of the Kawi.'

In the Sanskrit words on Java and Bali we find corrup-
tions, which have not originated in an Indian mode. To
this class belong the contraction of wa to o, ya to e9 the
indistinct pronunciat'on, and the permutation thence arising,
of u and o, off and e; further the permutation of ra and re
(kirr€t, formerly recognized by me as ri-vocalis) which
however like the preceding corruption never appears in
good Balinese manuscripts. To this class belong also the
corruption of the prefixpra into par and per; the omission
of the initial a in Sanskrit words, for example nugraha for
anugraha, which they interchange with the non-siguificant
initial letter a of Javanese verbs. The pronunciation of
Anusuara as nQ, ex. gr. in ong, should not be ascribed to a
corruption ; this pronunciation appears to stand nearest to
the unsettled sound of the Indian letters. The change of
the Tndian w to b in Bgasa, Balmiii, Baruna is to be consid
ered less as a corruption than as an accommodation of the
Sanskrit idiom for the preservation of the vocalic pronuncia-
tion. We thus believe that the few changes in Sanskrit words-
have had their origin in Java, and that not a single Prakrit
word has been introduced into the Ian-guage of that island.

Thus the Hindu immigrants into Java, though they cer-
tainly spoke the Prakrit, as we must presume if we consi-
der the time of their arrival, appear to have abandoned
that language at once and adopted the dialect of the country.
The reason for this must be sought in the circumstance of
the Hindus arriving but in small numbers and finding a large
population of natives; further, in their being partly Budhibts,
the adherents of which creed always adopted the man-
ners and language of the nation to be converted, in the differ-
ent countries into which they came. By the Budhists
the devotees of Brama were likewise compelled to yield with
regard to language, in order not to irritate the people whom
they wished to subject to their own worship and institutions,
and to gire thereby full play to the Budhists. Thus Bud*
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liists and Bramins lived together in Java on peaceful
terms, and the worship of either became not indeed blend-
ed, but augmented and modified by the dogmas of the
other. We have noticed this already on an earlier occa-
sion when viewing the ruins of Frambanan and Boro Bodo;
in the course of this report more distinct proofs will be given
of this hypothesis in different places. The Kawi-works are
vritten partly by Siva'ites, partly by Budhists; both use the
same dialect, and the works of both are held in high regard
by the people, though the Siva-Brahmins appear to enter-
tain a predilection for the genuine Sivaitish works.

Those friendly relations appear to be one of the chief
causes of the existence of the Kawi language. The intro-
duction of a foreign language was not practicable on account
of the Budhists, still the necessity was felt cf augmenting
the dialect of the country in order to express, in the
tracts written for the people, ideas relating to worship and
science, for which no terms were then existing. In this
way the people became accustomed to a number of Sanskrit
vfords employed by their instructors in religion, and by
giddually introducing more and more foreign words, a dis-
tinct language was formed, destined exclusively for scriptures
and teaching. This language could not of course adopt the
inflexion of the Sanskrit, for, in order to understand it, the
people ought to have been made acquainted with the entire
Sanskrit grammar, which would have been too troublesome
with a nation like the Javanese to acquire, and moreover the
imparting of it was not for the interest of the priests, whose
secret writings, containing unadulterated Sanskrit forms,
xemained unintelligible for the rest of the people.

The Budhists forming the Kawi without introduction
of words from the Prakrit, seems also to prove that
their secret writings were contained in the Sanskrit. In
Ceylon and the further part of the Indian peninsula the
books of the Budhists were composed in Pali (a dialect
of the Prakrit); but in China and Tibet in Sanskrit; the
promulgation took place earlier in the northern parts than in
those towards the south, and for that reason the books were
still written in the ancient sacred language of all India. If,
therefore the Budhists brought their books to Java composed
in the Sanskrit dialect, their introduction must have been
comparatively of an old date. It has been observed already
that this newly formed dialect was chiefly intended for the
converts of the nation, whilst the priests preserved in tho
Sanskrit the books on worship used by them alone (the
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Vedas,) and whatever they wished to keep sefcret from the
people (Brahmandapurana and the Tuturs.)

The Kawi contained all those works by which the ideas
of worship and the cherished mythology of the priests were
communicated to the people. It thus became a sacred lan-
guage to the people, and the holiness attached itself to all the
words, principally however to the Sanskrit, which were
rendered conspicuous by capital letters (the aksara g'de or
murda). For the priests of Bali this language is that of
pleasure ; they always use it for their poetical compositions ;
almost every one of them composes a poem of greater or less
extent which is communicated to their colleagues or scholars.
But the Rawi is not sacred to them ; they greatly distinguish
between Kawi and Sloka. Sloka is the usual Epic measure
of India, in which at Bali the Mantras (secret writings) and
also the Vedas are composed. The name Sanskreta, as
significative of the language, is unknown in Bali. It is not
even of a very old date in India having come into use to
contradistinguish it from the Prakreta, the vulgar languange.
S/oka (the measure used in the Epic poems of India) is used
at present in Bali as the denomination of the works composed
in that measure, the language of which is Sanskrit. Those
are sacred and must be kept hidden from the people frahasya.)
The Kawi has various epochs ; in the opinion of the Balinese
there are three principal ones, viz:

1.—The epoch of Ayer Langgia; in the compositions of
his age, according to the Siva Brahmins, the Kawi appears in
the most beautiful and oldest form. He reigned in Kediri and
was one of the ancestors of Jayabaya. In his time the wor-
ship of Siva seems to have been predominant.

2.—The epoch of Jayabaya ; of his time is the Bar at a
Yudda, less esteemed than, for instance, the Wiwaha, and
indeed of a more recent style, also many works of Budiiist
authors. His period cannot be ascertained from the
.Balinese records; according to them he reigned in Barata
Warsa (India), but this is the India transferred by the Ba-
rata Yudda into Java. His period would appear to comprise
several dynasties, since so many works are ascribed to him.

3.—The epoch of Majapahit, where we meet with still grea-
ter admixtures of the vulgarianguage, and less acquaintance
with the riches of the Sanskrit. This period is succeeded by
a fourth one, formed by the continued compositions of the
priests and some princes on Bali. These, at least the priests,
nave preserved the knowledge of the Kawi and even aug-
mented it by new Sanskrit expressions, which they take
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from the secret writings. From this we are inclined to
trace their immigration into Bali and the large stock of
knowledge they are still in possession of, to another part of
Java, perhaps Rediri, and not to Majapahit. The tale of
Siva Bramins having cometo that empire from India shortly
before the destruction of Majapahit is altogether unknown in
Bali. How is it, moreover, possible that those Brahmins
should have acquired so speedily the knowledge of the Kawi
and of the native language ? The priests of Bali have been
in Majapahit, how long is uncertain ; but they descended
from Rediri, and from thence probably was it that they
brought their greater knowledge. These accounts can be
brought into accordance with the account in question of the
arrival of Siva Brahmins at Majapahit, if we here likewise
bear in mind the transfer of Baratawarsa into Java,—Rediri
with its king Jayabaya lay in Baratawarsa ; Majapahit
seems not to have been comprised in it.

The literature of Bali from its nature is divisible into
1.—Sanskrit works with Balinese paraphrase; they include

the Vedas, the Brahmandapurana, and the greatest part of
the Tuturs.

2 —Rawi works : (a) the epics sacred to the people, viz.,
the ltamayana, Uttarakanda and the Parvas:—(b) the
lighter Rawi poetry, as the Wiwaha, Barata Yudha &c.

3 —Javanese-Balinese compositions, written partly in the
native measure, (Kidong,) such as Malat, partly in prose,
as the historical narratives Kenhangrok, Rangga Lawe,
Usana, Pamendanga.

Some of the works in prose, especially the law books, can-
not be classed in the third category ; they exhibit the ancient
language strongly intermixed with Sanskrit, yet they cannot
be called Rawi-works, from the absence of measure, and this
alone is the characteristic of the Rawi language. From thia
also the poetical language is assured.

To the accents which are used in the writings of Bali (vid.
Tijdshrift 9. 3. 254-56) must here be added a sign for the
long u differing from the ordinary Suku, and everywhere used
in good manuscripts, where the Sanskrit exhibits the long ii.
This long li is called Suku Had, and according to this, Tijd.
9. 3. page 2551. 3. is to be corrected ; the kSrrSt (ri-vocalis)
is called Gwceng makerret (Gteceng is chakra, makirrti,
joined to kin V.J The Balinese have very indistinct notions
respecting lonr and short vowels. The long i, with a small
point in the c* mraon figure is called celce mija ; however
they, at least the iriests,use the long I, the long u, and the to*-
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dung as signs for thte long A, precisely following the tredition
where they must stand according to the Sanscrit.

The priests are also in possession of a work on the eupho-
nic laws, called Sroyanchana*

In earlier accounts it has been noticed that in Bali no in-
scriptions on stone or metal are met witb, nor any older cha-
racters than the present current writing. This is naturally
explained from the letters only haying been introduced since
the fall of Majapahit or a very little before. Although we
tnet with no modes of writing of a more ancient date, yet in
the new writings all the richness is preserved which ever was
possessed by the Sanskrit writings in Java. It is only in the
Balinese manuscripts that we find preserved with the greatest
purity the numerous signs of the Sanskrit, which were super*
fluous and unpronouncable in the Polynesian idiom. Those
who are anxious to have more particular proofs of it, are
referred tolthe lithograph of the Wretta-Sanchaya at the con-
clusion of this account. Whatever doubt may be entertained
of the proper powers of the Sanskrit letters, as they have
been received in Java and Bali, will be removed by the ex-
amination of the writing of that manuscript, and principally
of the numerous Sanscrit words occurring in it; any possible
faults will be corrected and excused by those who are conver-
sant with the subject, if they consider the many transcriptions
of such manuscripts which are made oh Bait, and how easily
some corruptions and ^accuracies might find their way into
it amongst a small nation, shut out from the source of their
civilization) and for 400 years dependent on themselves.

Of the Metra, used in the Balinese works, we shall speak
hereafter when explaining the lithographed manuscript. In
that manuscript are placed only the Kawi-Metra taken from
the Sanskrit. To these are added the more recent, or
perhaps more properly styled, Polynesian Metra (Kidung)
which are used in pieces of less value, and mentioned by
Raffles under the title "Poetry*9 These however stand in
little estimation on Bali; whereas all that is written in Kawi
measures is considered sacred, and as a guidance for the peo-
ple. The Kidung- measures properly serve only for the re-
creation of the people*

SACRED WaiTINGB NEWLY DISCOVERED.

The first rank in the Balinese literature, as in that of the
Hindus, is occupied by the Vedas. According to the communi*
cations of the priests, they are not complete on Bali, but only
fragments, however, to judge from appearance, tolerably largo
ones, of all the Indian Vedas, viz., 1, of the Reg Veda; %
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Yajur-Veda (commonly inaccurately spelt Yayur Veda);
3, Sama-Teda ; 4, Artawa Veda (a corruption caused mere-
ly by the transposition of the r, easily explained by the mode
of writing the Indian-Balinese r above the line; the Indian
uame is Atharwa-Veda.) The author of the Vedas is Baga-
wan Byasa (Vjasa in India.)

The Vedas contain the formulas of prayer as well for the
peculiar worship of the Panditas, performed in their houses,
as for the feasts, great offerings and cremations of the people,
when the Pandita mumble them inwardly. They are a mys-
tery to all except the Brahmins, and the Panditas instruct
the younger Brahmins in them in secret. The metre appears
to be the epic Sloka, as further illustrated in the Art. Metre,
and the language a pure Sanskrit. From their being written
wholly in Slokas, we may suppose either that the Vedas were
brought into that metre in ancient times, and in that form in-
troduced into Java and Bali, or that the knowledge of forming
Slokas existed in Java. If the names of the Vedas were not
well known, I should rather inoline to suppose that they
never had been in possession of the genuine Vedas, since in
India the metre of the Vedas is guarded by ample commenta-
ries, and must be regarded as an integral and sacred part of
those ancient scriptures. The whole of the Brahmdndapu*
rana has .been communicated to me on the condition of my
not making any uninitiated person acquainted with it. In
the same way, I may hope to obtain also further informa-
tion about the rest of the mystic writings, and about the Vedas
themselves.

The Vedas have also been on Java, since the priests of
Bali are of Javanese derivation and had their abode in Kediri
and Majapahit. Any direct arrival of Brahmins from India
is not known on Ball, and even the immigrants into Maja-
pahit, shortly after the destruction of that empire, appear not
to have adopted the Vedas of India but of Java, and it is
even doubtful whether they arrived directly from India, or
only from some other part of Java, since the Panditas know
nothing of such an arrival from India, ^Jiilst they nevertheless
trace their genealogy through Kediri to India. From the
tenor of the Brahmandapurana in Bali we may draw con-
clusions as to the character of the Vedas. The genuine In-
dian pieces in the v edas, which appear to be written in Slo-
kas, are probably accompanied by a Balinese or Kawi com-
ment, which after the lapse of some time became neces-
sary even for the priests, in order not to lose the true sense of
the original texts.
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If is an object of the greatest importance to get pos-
session of the remains ofthe Vedas in Bali. The religion can
only first become thoroughly intelligible by their means ; they
further give the standard for the determination of the state
of Hinduism, after its introduction into the islands, and,
if compared with the antiquities of India, especially through a
more intimate knowledge of the history of the Vetlas in that
country, will be of service in ascertaining the age from which
the Indian influence, and the civilisation of Polynesia conse-
quent on it, may be dated. Suryasewana (worship of the
sun) signifies not only the religion of the priests, but also the
book, containing those parts of the Vedas which are used for
that worship. 1 saw the outside of the manuscript; it con-
tained about 80 lontar leaves. In respect of contents the
Brahm&ndapurana comes nearest to the Vedas; it is also called
shortly Brahm&nda. We find in India 18 Puranaa amongst
which is the Brahm&ndapurana. These 18 are the satred
writings of all the different Indian sects. Six are especially
holy to the votaries of Wisynu, six others to those of Siva,
and six keep the mean. The more special sects have em-
braced chiefly one Purana, as representing the abstract of
their worship, as the worshippers of Kresna the Bagawat-
purana. In this way it is easily explained how in Bali the
Brahm&ndapurana only should be in use, and how the Pan-
ditas should not have preserved even the slightest recollection
of the other seventeen puranas, so little indeed that the names
mentioned by me were altogether unknown to them. We
find on Bali but one Sivaitish sect, and the adherents of it have
acknowledged the Brahm&ndapurana, perhaps already in
India, as the only book of instruction. The Puranas are, as
we know, the sacred books of the sectaries, and the priests in
India did not trouble themselves much with the sects and
their controversies, but adhering to the more purified worship
of Veda, held the religion of the other people in contempt.
Hence it is that the Puranas in India are chiefly in the hands
of the people. In Bali, on the contrary, they are guarded by
the priests like the whole of the holy scriptures., and even hid
from the people. In* Bali evary thing relating to worship is
in the hands of the priests, and upon the great ignorance of
the people in all that is necessary according to the sacred
literature for their temporal and celestial happiness, is founded
the unlimited powei* of the priests, who are the organs of
Deity for the blindly believing people.

The contents of the Brahm&ndapurana are : the creation,
the ages of the world under the various Maniis, the descrip-
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tion of the world following the Indian notions, the history of
the ancestors of old dynasties, besides mythology and mythic
chronology; it is composed by Bagawan Byasa (the holy
Vyasa ) He is also known in India as the author of the
Vedas, of all the Pur anas and of (he Mahahha* a*.a ; his
name signifies composition, and Prof. Lassen is of opinion,
that we have nothing to look for in his person but for a
recension of those holy writings (in what period did this take
place?) It is worthy of remark however that on Bali he (as
the compiler of the said works,) as well as Wa/miki, author
of the Ramayana, are known, since from this we may complete
the traditions from India.

The Bramandapurana is written in S'oka* like the Indian
Puranas. It is only to be lamented that we cannot get pos-
session of the Indian Brahma*nrtapurana; a comparison of both
of them would furnish us with a large amount of revelations
on the progress of the literature, as well as on the relation of
the Balinese worship to the original Indian one. The Slokas
seldom follow each other unbroken ; generally we meet with
only a fourth or the half of a Sloka, followed by an extended
paraphrase in the Balinese language. Under the head of Re-
ligion we shall give a few examples.

EPIC POBTRY.

Ram ay ana. This is the oldest Indian epos, composed by
Walmiki, who is also in Bali acknowledged as the author of
it. Here however exists a Javanese elaboration by M'poe
Raja Kusuma, also called Jogiswara or prince of the peni-
tents, father of M'poe {Hempu) Tanakung and of another
poet M'pu D'Armaja composer of the Srnaraaahaua.
The language is a pure Kawi with a peculiarly large
number of Sanskrit words. The Indian Ramayana con-
tains 7 Kandas, large divisions, again divided into chap-
ters ; in Bali we find no Kandas, but the whole nar-
rative of the first Kandas is placed together and divided
into 25 Sargas. The 7th, the Uttara Kanda is no part of
the narrative, but forms a separate work in Bali, the author of
which however is accounted to be the same Walmiki. The
separation of this Kanda from the rest of the Ramayana, is a
proof that it was introduced from India as a different piece,
not forming part of the large work, in favour of which posi-
tion the contents also speak, the VtUtra Kanda giving an
account of the history of the family orRama after his death.
From this we conclude that in India at the period when the
Ramayana was communicated to the Javanese, the Uttara
Kanda was not yet annexed to this work. We likewise do
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not find a^ain in the Java-Balinese Ramayana the long
stories of the Bala Kanda, the history of Rama as a child,
where Wasista the priest of the house tells him tales of the time
of old. Those narratives, partly very beautiful, such as that
of the Sagarides and the descent of the river-goddess Ganga
on the earth (vid. A. W. von Schlegel's Indian Bibliotheca,)
are episodes not forming part of the Rama; they have how-
ever so many charms, especially fora people like the Javanese
and Balinese, who take every story for truth, that the absence
of those tales in the Java-Balinese Ramayana is surprising.
We ascribe the absence of those tales to the same reasons as
the separation of the Uttara Kanda from (he Ramayana. At
the time when the Ramayana found its way into Java, it was
in India not yet so voluminous as at present, and comprised
exclusively the history of Rama. As to the Mahabharata,
it has lor g since been discovered by European scholars from
the contents, and the form of different parts, that in this
work as it at present exists, we have before us a conglomer-
ate of Indian myths, which have been interpolated partly in
recent times The same seems to be the case with the Ra-
tnay ana, though the interpolations are not met with so re-
peatedly, and spread through the whole work. For a careful
critical comparison of the Indian Ramayana with that*of Bali
I am at present in- want of an edition of the Indian one. In
Java up to this time there is only known a Javanese elabora-
tion of the Kawi composition, the Rorno; this is far behind
the Balinese Kawi work both in language and style, and is
looked upon by the Balinese as a corruption. The Romo pro-
bably was not composed until the Mohamedan era, and pro-
bably when, on the tooling of the religious zeal, the beautiful
ancient literature was recollected, but the knowledge of the
Kawi forgotten.

1 had borrowed1 a good manuscript of the Ramayana from
the highest and most learned priest in Badong, the Padanda
Made ALENG KACHENO in Taman lntaran. It contains
the Ramayana complete on 210 lontar-leaves, and is written
very fairly, with great care in the use of the uncommon signs
and attention to the euphonic laws. Of this manuscript the
last leaf with the signature is wanting, so that it cannot be
ascertained how old it is. For my use the little that was de-
ficient has been transcribed from the text of another ma-
nuscript. This lattW was written in the year (of Saka)
1693, corresponding to the year of Christ 1771; and on Bali
in Bandhanapura (the Sanskrit name of Badong.) Badong
signifies as well the small kingdom of tbat name, as the resi-
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tfences of the princes of Badong, situated at no great distance
from each other. We may translate Bandhanapura, " the
town of union"*or " the united palaces of the princes," pura
meaning a town and a royal palace. The BaHnese word
badong has also the same meaning. It is written with alpa-
sdstra (small letters); which makes us think of capital (Kawi
and Sanskrit) letters. The usual Balinese letters may indeed
be said to be small ones (alpaj if compared with old writings
still existing in Java. However we find no other letters in Bali
than the common recent current writing, and even the learned
priests have lost every recollection of more ancient letters.
Inscriptions on stone (as noticed already) are not found, and
the letters of the Sanscrit shown by me to them, were perfectly
unknown to them. We can thus make nothing more of alpasas*
I'tzthan that the writer humbly acknowledges that he makes
use of the imperfect letters, since the want of greater know-
ledge does not permit him to write better and more correctly.

The last words contain an invocation of the Deity, and we
find them with slight variations at the end of several manu-
scripts ; they are pure Sanskrit, and correspond to the invo-

cations at the beginning of Sanskrit works: Sidir astu, latas-
tu ong Saras wad namah, ong t'mung Ganapataye narnah*
ong sri Gurubyo namah" " be this the accomplishment,
be it thus (?): Ong adoration to Saras watt. Onq adora-
tion to Ganapati, Ong to the gurus adoration !" The word
t'mung is not very clear and no Sanscrit. The invocation of
tat-astu (let this be) appears also superfluous; if we explain
it by tatha astu (may it be), the sense becomes no better;
Saraswati is the goddess of letters, the consort of Brahma;
la every Balinese year she has & feast, where the collected
manuscripts are brought forth and consecrated in the temple.
Gnnapati or Ganisa, the son of Siva and Parvati is the god
of arts and cunning, the Indian Mercury. Hiscunningis invok-
ed in India as well as on Bali, in order to overcome the
obstacles, which are likely to be met with in the composition
of an important work. The guru 9 are on earth the parents
and spiritual teaches; here however are meant the celestial
gurus, the Pilaras9 or " spirits of the departed members of
the family," who receive a daily worship.

The Kamayana is divided into 25 sargaa or chapters. It
begins with the incarnation of the god Wishnu in the family
of the king Ddsarata of Ayoja (the present Oude); he be-
comes the son of Dasarata by his wife Kosaya (Sanskrit
Kausalya); his half brothers are Barata of Kekaya and
haksmana of Sumitra. His teacher is the Muni Wasista,
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who instructs him above all in the Danurveda " the art of
arms." At an early age, the pious king Whvamitro, of the
rajars;

9 royal rtsi9 (vid. the Rajarsis in Bali, his successors)
when he was recognized as an incarnation of Vishnu, invoked
his aid to deliver his hermitage from the Raksasas who had
made war against it. This he accomplished and bent the
bow of Parasu Rama. From this the tale turns to his nup-
tials with the fair Sita, and to the intrigues of his stepmother
Kekayi, who forms the design to raise her son to the throne.
After that he voluntarily retires into a hermitage, and sub-
sequently into the forest of Dandaka, accompanied by Sita, and
Laksmana. Laksmpna mutilates the Rahsasin kurpanaka
who wooed for his love, and by this excites the hatred of Rawa-
va, the prince of Langka (Ceylon) and brother to Sitrpanaka,
against Rama and his companions. Raw ana ravishes the
beautiful Sita and Rama seeks for her in vain. He makes
an alliance with the monkey-king Sugriva, ^rd his relative the
swift Hauuman H unman discovers the hidden spot where
Sita was concealed/and then begins the war of Rama and his
monkey-warriors against the Raksasas of Langkapura. A
large part of the work is filled with ins' ructive conversations be-
tween the monkey-princes and Rama, and their relations,
especially between Wibisano, the brother of Rawana, and
the latter. Finally Rawana is slain by Rama, who with his
supernatural weapon chakra cuts off his 10 heads. Sita is
purified by Aqni (the god of the fire) and disappears in
mother earth. Rama becomes king of Ayoja, and retires in
old age to the forest hermitage, where he dies.

The llamayana and the Parvas are to the Balinese a sort
of pattern for princes. The adat of the princes of the first
caste as well of the second, is contained in those works, holy
to them, whilst the Vedas and other secret writings furnish
the rules for the Brahmans. The princes and the chiefs of
Bali are to regulate their lives in accordance with the Epic
writings, and as long as they do so peace and quietness shall
prevail and augment in the country. In the present time,
however, many princes are charged with indifference to the
sacred precepts, and with being thereby the cause of the
diminution of the fortune and prosperity of Bali.

A virtuous prince, before undertaking the smallest matter,
examines first the conduct of the old Xatriyas and demi-
gods, as it is described in the ancient holy literature. The
conduct of those ancient heroes is permanently in the recol-
lection of the princes of today, in order to regulate their ac-
tions according to the holy patterns, wherever they may find
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themselves.
A king is to have the accomplishments of the 8 gods of tho

points of the compass, viz. Indra, Yama, Surya, Chandra,
Anila%Kuverat Baruna> Agni (according to Ramayanajpntar-
leaf 181)

XJttarakinda* This, as we have seen, is the last [7thJ
division of the Indian llamayana. The author is likewise
Balmiki (Walmiki) Up to this time I have not got it
into my bands; it is however the history of the brothers of
Rama, and contains also stories altogether unconnected with
the family of Rama. A more recent Kawi work is the Ar.

juna-Wtdaja* which borrows its subject from the Uttara-
kanda; of which hereafter. Kanda, (compare the Kan da of
Raffles I. pace 373 et seq) division in India, is us*>d in Bali
like tarva for all sacred writings; those Kawi works how-
ever, whose name is Kanda and Patva, are chiefly destined
for the princes and nobles of the 2nd and 3rd caste in Bali,
whilst the works written in Slokas are holy to the priests
and Brahmans. The Ram ay ana and the Parvas (of the Ma-
h&bh&rata) have not been long known to the whole people;
they were a secret of the priests and chiefs, and contain rules
(or the latter in their government and for every action during
their temporal life. In every undertaking and in every event,
persons of rank are bound to conduct themselves in accord-
ance with the precepts contained in those works. Contempt
or indifference in following those sacred writings would bring
disaster on princes and people, and the eniire happiness of the
country is indissolubly dependent on the imitation of those
holy works.

Parvaa (of the Mahdbhdrata). The Second great Indian
epos is the Mahdbhdrata, composed by the Muni Wqasa (Bal.
Byasa.) The name of Mahabharafa is not know on Bali, but
its 18 divisions or Parvas are known. The names of those
eighteen are correct. Six exist eniire and two are incomplete.
From the name of Mahabhdrata being unknown, it would
appear that this work at the time it was brought from In*
dia to Java, did not bear this name nor perhaps any gene-
ra/ name at ail, but that its divisions were already regarded
as sacred writings. In that case the name Mahdbhdr ta is
only applicable to a small part of the whule work, since the
war of the Bharater, that is of the Pandawas and Kurus oc-
cupies not more than 20.000 Slokas, whereas the whole work
contains above 100,000. The rest consists of interpolated
narratives of various descriptions, which as occasion admits,
are inserted loosely or annexed. How much the Balinese
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Parvas did contain of the Indian ones, it is impossible for mo
to decide, without being in possession of the Indian Mahdb-
hdrata; the pieces contained in them stand however in high
esteem and are faithfully copied. They have:

1 Adiparva
2 Wirataparva
3 B ism a parva
4 Musu la parva

6 Swarga-Rawanaparva
and parts of

7 Ujoga Parva and
8 A$rama'Wa8opurva

5 P rust am ka parva
The names of the remaining ten they give as follows:

9 Suba Parva
10 Arunyaka Parva
11 Dtona Parva
12 Kama Parva
13 bait a Parva

14 Gada Parva
15 Swatama Parva
16 Sopliha Parva
17 Sfripulopa Parva
18 Ahvamedayajnya PafVa*

Along with them they mentioned also the Santika-parva,
although they expressly said there existed no more than 18-
Parvas ; it can therefore be nothing but another name
for one of the above 18 Parvas. Vyasa, the author, whom we
have already mentioned in speaking of the Brahmandapura-
na9 is the son of Parasara, the grandson of Sakri, who is the
son of Wasisla, the domestic priest in Ayoja, teacher of Rama,
& supposed progenitor of one of the most distinguished castes of
the Brahmans. This family was nearly extirpated through Sakri,
the son of Vasista, being devoured by one cf the Raksasas*
Vasista was ready to immolate himself by the flames, but was
prevented on hearing from out of the womb of the mother,
the cries of his grandson, who afterwards was called Para'
sara. He then resolved to spare his life for the education of
the child. Upon this he performed his domestic worship,
and whilst muttering the Veda a fire broke out, into which all
the Raksasas were drawn down by an irresistable force and
destroyed. This furnished the subject of a painting in the pri-
vate temple of the raj& Kassiman of Gunong Rata, where we
see the holy Wasista'performing his worship in the man-
ner still observed to-day by the Pandit as, and hosts of
Raksasasfhy the power of his words, falling into the self-
existent fire.

The Balinese maintain that the family of Wasista lived in
Baratawarsa (the eldest holy name of the Rrahmanical India,
which however comprised only a part of the valley of the

* Tbese are especially the works whose deficiency the Brahman*, who spoke
with Crawford, regretted. They requested me to communicate them to them,
which I complied with as far aa my pieces extended to, with the promise to
provide alio the large remaining part. Tie Indian books themselves are of no
use to them, since they do not know the writing. 1 vu thai obliged to die*
tits them woid by word.
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Ganges between Ganga and Jamuna.) Vyasa, the writer, is
also called Hempu or Mpu Jogiswara. This is a name of
frequent occurrence, and signifies even the highest divinity
Siva. It is however explainable by a saint or Padanda
who retires from the world becoming united with the Deity
when he is called even Siva. In a certain sense, the Deity is
himself the author of all the holy scriptures, since he enters
into the composer and speaks and acts by him.

The Bismaparva contains 102lontar leases. The Adiparva
is nearly of the same size. The Prastayiika-parva, which*
I saw, contained only 16 lontar leaves, but was not complete.
The names are all Indian ones with the exception of Swata-
maoarva, which seems to be a corruption of Asvatthama
parva, thus called after a hero of the Mah&bhdrata, a son of
Drona. Stripalapaparva is named in the Sanscrit only SlW-
parva ;palapa seems to be formed in the Polynesian manner
from alapa (harangue.) The language of the Parvas is, like that
of the Hamayana, pure Kawi, & more difficult to be un-
derstood than the other important Kawi-works. In addition
we have a Kapiparva, containing the history of *ugriva,
Hanuman and their ancestors in the monkey-dynasty. There
exists also the Chantaka or Keldka-Pdrvd; this is a sort of
dictionary, where all the synonyms are classed together after
the manner of the Javanese dasanama; it is compiled by Kavi-
dasi, the follower of Byasa; it commences with the numerous
denominations of the gods, and is for that reason of great impor-
tance for the mythology: It is however written in prose, and like
the KhwiparvU strongly separated from the 18 holy Parvas.
An Agasti (or Anggasti) Parva came also to my knowledge,
in which the holy Agasti (the star Canopus) and leader of
Rama in his campaign against the south" of India, gives in-
struction to his son Drgdisy* ; this work is not to be con-
founded with the Parvas of the Muhdbhdratt.

To the ancient Indian literature peftain further the books
of the laws, especially that of Manu. The Balinese law books
are likewise drawn from them, although they are written
neither in Slofas nor in K?iwi> and we shall therefore speak
of them after the Kawi literature. The original law book
of Manu, Mdnaivadarnn-sastra is not known in Bali either
by that name or by that of Mernwa Sdstru (as the name
should be on Bali according to Raffles I. 391.) Prabn
Mittu however is mentioned as the founder of tbe law, and
the It. ...an origin of the Balinese law and law books is thus
certain. The Purvddigama or Sivi Sdsana, especially, is
said to have Manu for its author. (Vide, infra )

7To be Continued*)
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MR BURNS' TRAVELS IN THE INTERIOR OP BORNEO PROPER.

WE have great satisfaction in presenting to our readers
the first authentic account that has been given of the great-
est aboriginal people of Borneo Proper—the Kay&ns. Our
readers are probably familiar with the name from its fre-
quent occurrence in the works of Captains Keppel and
Mundy and Mr Low, the last of whom has collected many
more details respecting this people than are to be found in
the previous notices by Mr Hunt, Mr Dalton, and others,
which appeared in the Batavian Transactions and the Sin-
gapore Chronicle. All that we have hitherto known however
has been from hearsay, no European having visited the
country of the K£yans until last year, when Mr Burns
formed the determination of ascertaining, by personal ob-
servation, what its productions and capabilities were, and
how far the character of the people invited or opposed
intercourse with Europeans. Under the prevailing belief
that Borneo Proper was subject to the Sultan of Bruni, Mr
Burns repaired to that town, where he obtained the Sultan's
permission to ascend the rivers leading into the Kayan
country. Mr Burns first ascended the Tatau river, the
mouth of which is about 10 miles south-west of that of the
Bintulu. This occupied seven cloys, and in the upper part
Mr Burns found Kayans. Returning to the coast he next
ascended the Balinian, which is about 10 miles further to
the south-west. Having explored this river he entered the
Bintulu. Fifty miles from its mouth he arrived at the first
K&yfin village, named 'iaban, where the river bifurcates.
Mr Burns first followed the northern branch to within a
short distance of the K£j ans of Baram, and then, returning
to Tdban, proceeded up the other branch in an easterly
direction for two days, when he reached its source, and
next morning struck off through the jungle, still to the
eastward. At night he found himself on the Balaga, a large
tributary of the great river Hajarg. Two days more carried
him to its confluence with the Rajang, where the large vil-
lage of Balaga, the residence of the chief Lasa Kalan, is
situated. Mr Burns ascended the Rajang above this village
for two days, and afterwards proceeded down the river to
the villages of Bungan, Longpela, Palaran and Langkoho,
which laŝ t is the residence of .the chief Akam Knipa. De-
scending below the Great Rapids of the Rajang, he arrived
at the village of Tanjong, and finally, going up the Palawi, a
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feeder of the Rajang, he was enabled to reach the Tatau,
by which he proceeded to the coast. Including the period
occupied in travelling Mr Burns was altogether three months
amongst the K&yans, and six months in their vicinity. We
shall not anticipate any part of his description of the race,
and close this notice of his journey by remarking that the
various aboriginal tribes on the southern rivers of Borneo,
appear to be all nearly related and distinguished in many
respects from the D&yaks of the west and north-west coasts.
The tribes visited by Mr Burns appear to be off shoots from
one of the most eastern branches of this numerous people,
who occupy by far the greater part of the island. The name
is identical with that of the principal branch, formerly no-
ticed by us*, who occupy the great river Kahayan from
the southern coast of Borneo to the mountains behind
Borneo Proper.

Mr Burns is the first European who has ventured to explore
the interior of Borneo Proper. We hope his success will
lead to an equally complete examination of other portions
of the island, and that authentic information will soon su-
persede the hearsay and exaggeration which compose too
much of our present accounts of Borneo. All difficulties,
real as well Imaginary, in the way of research in the Ar-
chipelago, vanish before an enterprising and indefatigable
spirit like that which has enabled Mr Burns to explore the
country of the Kaydns, without any assistance or protection
from either the English colonial governments or the Sultan
of Borneo, for the authority of the latter is, as he found, totally
disowned by the Edyan chiefs.

* Journ, Ind, Arcb. Vol. II p. 156;
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THE KAYANS OF THE NORTH-WEST OF BORNEO.

By ROBERT BUOH9, Eaq.

THIS people inhabit the interior of the country, comprised
between the mouths of the rivers Bar am and Rajang. These,
with the smaller ones intervening, are the only rivers by which
the Kay ins have egress to the sea from the north-west divi-
sion of the Island, Their boundary and high road, southward
from the Rajang, is marked by the Jiuian river, which is the
main tributary of the former. Their confluence takes place
above the town of Siriky, and thence the Jinian traverses the
country angularly, to near the head of the Kapwas branch of
the Pontianak river, in the vicinity of which its source is.
Northward, the Kay&ns have latterly made conquest of the
upper parts of the river Brunt, to within two days'journey
(about forty miles) of the city of that name, driving down
before them the fugitive Murnts or Dyaks, greatly to the
alarm of the lieges of his Highness the Sultan. Thirty miles
inland from the coast, the greater portion of the country is
low, and densely covered with forests, but generally not swam_
py. After this it becomes very mountainous, and rises most*
irregularly in ridges to the centre of the Island, about which
is the situation of the great mountain of Tibang, said to be
exceedingly high, and from or in the vicinity of which, rise the
majority of the great rivers of the Island, namely the Kay an
or Titian, flowing eastward and falling into the Straits of Ma-
cassar, the Coti flowing to the south-east, the Banjar to the
south, the Pontianak to the south-west, and lastly the Rajang,
which though little spoken of by writers on Borneo, is the
finest river that flows to the north-west coast, and perhaps the
largest on the Island. It has six outlets, the principal of
which, called tbe Rajang, is the most important, being easy
of entrance, and having sufficient water for the largest vessels.
On the bar, at low water, there is a depth of three fathoms,
with a rise and fall of ten feet, and inside a depth of from
eight to ten fathoms It is navigable as far as the influence
of the tide, which flows to tile font nf +U n * * .*
distance of from ninety to an KJftd mil ^ W ' ' *
fully two miles in length and Z f . " /h e R aP l d f» we
between two ridgesThill. TiJT** *?

. From ft. 0ml
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about sixty miles, the river's course is north-east, bounding
the semicircular ran*e of hills from which the Bintulu, Tatau,
and all the rivers between the Rajang and the Baram have
their sources. From Balaga the Rajang traverses the coun-
try eastward, and the KfiyAns, by following its course, arriva
at the great central mountain of Tibanjr, and thence by a
journey of five or six days on land reach the rivers Tidan,
Coti -and Banjar, according to choice. The Biijris people of
the Coti, also take the same route on their trading excursions*
to the Kaydns of the north-west. On this coast the Baram is
the next river of importance inhabited by the Kayans, more
so however from the amount and value of its produce, than for its
navigable qualities, the bar at its mouth having only about
ten feet in depth at high water. Of the other rivers, Bintulu,
Tatau, Balinian and Muka, the former, in latitude 30° 13"
30* north, and longitude 113° 3" 15' east is the deepest, having
at high water from twelve to fourteen feet in depth on the bar.

Of the wild animals inhabiting this part of the highlands of
Borneo, the rhinoceros is the largest, and is found about the
upper parts of the Rajang, where also the largest species of
orang utan is said to exist. In many parts of the hilly coun-
try the leopard and bear, of a small description, abound and
the wild hog and deer are plentiful in all parts. The goat
also is found in a wild state. In the Kay an language there is
no name for the lion, elephant, horse, cow, and many other
well-known animals, but there is a proper name for the Tiger,
which animal the Kay£ns describe as being of a large size,
and which they persist in saying does exist in several districts
of the interior. In the interior of Rajang the two species
of monkey which produce the Bdtu Nakit or Bezoar stone
abound. One is a large black monkey, with a long tail, called
nakit. ^ The other is large and red but has no tail, and is call-
ed basi. The bezoars are found in the stomachs of these two
kinds, but not in all of them, as sometimes from tea to twen-
ty are killed without obtaining it. The bezoar, if not quickly
extracted after the animal is killed, is said to be of inferior
size and quality.

The configuration of the country does not vary more than
do its human inhabitants. Besides the mongrel Malays of
the coast, there are eleven other tribes located between them
and the Kayans, namely the Kanawit, Bakatan, Lugat, Tan-
yong, Tatau, Balinian, Punan, Sakapan, Kajaman, Bintulu
and Tilian—the majority of whom are tributary to the Kay an.
The six first mentioned are all more or less tatooed, both male
and female, and certainly have all sprung from the one called
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Kanawit, who, in habits, closely assimilate to the Dyaks of all
Saribus whose neighbours they are. The tribes Punan, Sa-
kapan and Kajaman are the chief collectors of ramphor and
bird's nests. They are next in locality to the Ka^ans, with
whom they partially agree in customs, especially in that of the
disposal of tho dead. Those only of Bintulu and Tilian
adopt the Malay Saluar as an article of dress, but are not
Islamites; all their dialects widely differ, but are easily traced to
a common origin. Their numbers average from about five to
six hundred each tribe. Of the above named tribes the Ba-
katan and Lugat are the most predatory and mischievous.
Gipsey-like, having no settled abode, they roam at will through
the jungle, subsisting on its produce, and on what they pro-
cure by theft from the other tribes. They are the slave,
merchants af the country, stealing the members of one tribe
to sell them to the next. They are elaborately tatooed from
bead to foot, and are the chiet manufacturers of the sumpitan,
the boring of which by a skilful hand is performed in a Jay.
The instrument used is a cold iron rod, one end of which is
chisel pointed, and the other round. The Bakatans are said
to excel all the other tribes in preparing the poisoned arrows.
The head hunting mania, so extravagantly spoken of by Sara-
wak historians, does not exist among the Kayan people, nor are
the heads of their enemies more valued by them than were
Buch trophies by the warriors of Europe during the reign of
feudalism, and heads if taken in battle are merely considered
as trophies as were scalps by the North American Indians.
That we have heard so much of the imputed horrors of head-
hunting, and still know so little of the people of the interior of
Borneo, might be accounted for by their having been malig-
ned by foreigners, by the atrocious Malays of the coast, who
have described them as being savage head hunters and canni-
bals, and also by a German missionary who has slanderously
reported them as being in part a nation of prostitutes. The
object of the Malays is obvious, as they mainly derive their
subsistence by cozening the people of the interior of their
industriously collected produce, and know that were Europeans
to have intercourse with the interior their trade would decline,
but it is not so easy a matter to comprehend the intention
of ihe German missionary, in making so notoriously unlounded
a report.*

* Wo preiume Mr Durni alludes to what ii stated by Mr Low, we believe
on the unexceptionable authority of Mr Hup£, reipt'Ctlng the abori^inei on the
river Banjer. Mr Low says. " 1 cannot imagine theie observations," which
aocuse them of worse than female prostitution, " to be correct," but on refer,
ring to the pansge (Sarawak, p. 326) we find that a most accurate and trust-
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Regarding the population of Borneo, if the amount and
mode of cultivation practised throughout, be taken as a
criterion, the Island must be very thinly inhabited indeed,
and further, if the interior of the other divisions of the Island
be not much more populous than that of the north-western
(which is unlikely,) the entire population of Borneo must fall
far short of the surmises and highly exaggerated accounts
already published. Of the Kayans of the north-west, there are
two grand divisions, the Belawi or Rajang and the Talang*
Husan or Baram. Occupying an immense district, the inha-
bitants of the Rajang division do not exceed seven thousand
in number, and those of the Baram amount to about ten
thousand. These districts are ruled by hereditary chiefs,
for whom the people have great reverence. In the Rajang.
district there are three principal chiefs, namely, Knipa Batu,
Las a Kulan, and Akam Knipa. Knipa Batu is a chief of
considerable power and influence; he rules the lower districts
of the river. His residence is situated above the Great Ra-
pids, and is strongly barricadoed round with thick planks, in
front of which are placed an old iron six-pounder, two brass
Dutch-made two pounders, and upwards of twenty brass lelas
of dihirent sizes. At the house of the chief, Batu Dian, which
is about ten miles further up, there are also fifteen guns simi-
lar to the above. The majority of these guns were captured
during the wars with the people of the coast. The house of
the first mentioned chief was the only one in which I found
human skulls preserved. Both the chiefs in question told me
•hat in the houses they previously occupied there were accumu-
lated upwards of four hundred skulls, and on removing to the r
present houses they caused them all to be thrown into the
river. This would shew that the Kayans are not so passion-
ately fond of skulls as to bequeath them as fortunes to their
children, as is said of the Dyaks. The skulls which I saw
were twenty-four in number, and belonged to the Sakarran
and Sarebus Dyaks, who are now the only disturbers of the
coast, all other parts from Sarawak to Malludu being quitefree
from predatory attacks. Lassa Kulan the ruler of the middle
districts of the river is also acknowledged the chief of Bintulu,
from which town he receives tribute, although the inhabitants
are nearly all Mahometans and nominally subjects of the
Sultan of Bruni. Balaga the residence of this chief is a
pleasantly situated village on the Rajang, at a place where the
hills, receding abruptly from the river, form a landscape of

worthy obierver, Mr T. Wilier, of the Dutch civil iertice, to whom WO lent
the book, hti added on the margin " they «re correct"—ED,
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rare beaufy. Cultivation is more extensive at this, than at
any of the other villages, on the river; the heavy jungle has
disappeared, and the declivities of the hills are planted with
sugar-cane, plantains, pine-apples, sweet potatoes, tapioca,
tobacco and many other vegetables in use. In the upper part
of the Rajang the chief Akam Knipa reigns paramount,
having a more extensive district and a greater number of follow-
ers ; and being, considered the lineal descendant of the great
Knipa or Serpent, he is recognized as superior by the other
two chiefs. In the Bar am district Parran Lijow and Sa-
matu, two of the principal chiefs, are well-disposed as re-
gards trade, and most eager for intercourse with Europeans.

The Klyans of the north-west say they immigrated to, and
made conquest of, the localities which they at present occupy
from the river Kay£n or Tidun of the charts. Further than

, this they do not pretend to trace their origin. In stature the
Kayans are generally below the standard of Europeans, but
robust and strong of body, they have finely arched foreheads
with a pleasant expression of countenance, want the nasal
flatness so characteristic of the Malay, and in complexion
are, if anything, fairer than the latter.

The most prevalent diseases amongst them are fever, fever
and ague, rheumatism, dysentery, and small pox. The last
mentioned appears amongst them as an epidemic, visiting the
country in the course of every twelve to fifteen years, and
which carries off vast numbers of every age. It is more
dreaded by them than all the other diseases to which they are
subject. They also describe a virulent disease which visited
their country about twenty years ago, corresponding to the
cholera, and through fear of which they left their houses and
fled to the jungle. Unless with a few of the chiefs, who have
latterly adopted the Malay custom of a plurality of wives,
polygamy is not practised amongst the Kiy&ns. The sexes
are about equal in number, and, as in more civilized countries,
there is no particular restraint on their social intercourse.
Marriage generally takes place at an early age. Amongst
the women unchastity would seem to be of rare occurrence.
For the crime of adultery death is said to be inflicted on both
offenders, by tying stones about their necks and consigning
them to the river. The like punishment is inflicted for theft,
but strange to say murder is compounded for by the parties
concerned. Independent, and possessed of a small degree of
refinement of feeling, the Kay&n is proud and susceptible of
slight or insult, but altogether wants the mean servility of
the Malays and other tribes of the coast, to whom they con-
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sWer themselves superior, and whom collectively they designate-
by the contemptuous appellation of Kajang. The Dyaks
they call Hi van which is also a derisive term. The Kay&t
men do not tatoo, but many of the higher classes have small
figures of stars, beasts, or birds on various parts of their
body, chiefly the arms, distinctive of rank. The highest
mark is that of having the backs of the hands coloured
or tatooed, which is only conferred on the brave in battle.
With the women, the arms, from the elbows to the points of
the fingers, are beautifully tatooed, as are also the legs from
the thighs to a little below the knees, and likewise the
upper parts of the feet; and those of very high rank have
in addition one or more small spots on the breasts. In
tatooingthe performer pricks the design or pattern with three
needles, and afterwards smokes it with a dammar torch, by
which process a beautiful dark-blue is produced; frequently
inflammation of a serious nature follows. The operation of
tatooing begins when girls are about four or five years of age,
at first the hand and feet, and afterwards, previous to arriving
at the age of puberty, the other parts are finished. With both
sexes while very young, the lobes of the ears are perforated,
and large rings of copper, brass or tin inserted, by which that
part of the organ is extended commonly from five to seven
inches, but frequently more. In women especially, it is consi-
dered a mark of beauty to have them extended to the breasts,
which is quite common among them. As the lossof her flowing
locks to an European belle, so to a Kay in beauty would be
the deforming or breaking of her pendant ear lobes. The
ear-rings are commonly in weight about 20 ounces each pair.

Regarding human sacrifice, the Kdyans strenuously deny
the practise at the present day, but it would seem to have
been prevalent amongst them formerly, especially on the oc«
casion of the king or principal chief taking possession of a
newly built house, and also on the occasion of his death.
They acknowledge that an instance of this most revolting
custom took place about two years ago, on the occasion of
the chief Batu Dian taking possession of his new house. The
victim was a Malay slave girl brought from the coast for the
avowed purpose, and sold to the chief b/ a nun who waa
also a Malay. It is said to bs contrary to the Kay'in cus-
tom to sell or sacrifice one of their town nation. In the ca^e
alluded to, the unfortunate victim was bled to death, the blood
was taken and sprinkle* on the pillars and under the house,
but the body was thrown into tne river. It is the blood on-
ly that is prized, or considered efficacious. That blood is
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considered to be so by them the following might tend to
show. During my stay in the house of the chief Knipa Ba-
tu, one of his children, a little boy, was at the point of death
from fever. After exhausting all their skill in applying
remedies, as a last resource the chief took a young chicken
and passed it a number of times over the face of the child,
then witlfhis most valued war sword killed it at the window,
and threw it upwards from him in the direction of the setting
sun. The sword with the blood on it he then held over the
face of the child as before, with fervent invocation, desiring
that his beloved child might not die, and laying himself
down beside the unconscious little sufferer, indulged in the
wildest paroxysm of grief. None of the other tribes, of the
Island seem to practise the strange but not singular custom,
of one'person becoming the friend or brother of another, by
the blood of each being mingled and partaken of mutually,
either by drinking, or smoking* By the former mode, Mr
Dalton describes his having become the friend of a Kayan
chief of the Coti river. Amongst the Kayans of the north-
west the ceremony is somewhat different. The following
was observed on my initiation into the brotherhood with
Lasa Kulan, the chief of tialagaon the Rajang, and of Tubow
on the Bintulu river. Two days previous to that on which
the bloody affair came off, the great hall of the chief was
garnished with the weapons and gaudy skin war dresses of
the men, and dashed with a fair sprinkling of the finery of
the women kept more for show than use. On the day ap-
pointed, a number of the neighbouring chiefs having arrived,
several of them commenced proceedings by haranguing on
the greatness and power of their ownselves, and of all the
wonders they had heard of the white people, and of their satis,
faction in being visited by one of them, of whom their fathers
had heard so much but had never seen. Next a large pig pro-
vided for the occasion was killed, the throat-cutting part
of the business being performed by one of the fair sex, seem-
ingly with great satisfaction to the attendant crowd of men.
Next were brought three jars full of arrack of three sorts,
severally made from rice, sugar-cane, and the fruit tampui;
In pieces of bambu it was dealt out in profusion to all pre-
sent, the ladies excepted. On the chief taking a bambu
filled with arrack, we repaired to the balcony in front of the
house, and stood side by side with our faces towards the
river The chief then announced his intention of becoming
the ) \ or brother of a son of the white man, on which
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one of the attending chiefs gave me a small sharp pointed
piece of bambu with which I made a slight incision in the
right fore-arm of the chief, and the blood drawn was put on a
leaf. The chief then with a similar instrument drew blood
from my left fore-arm, which was put on this same leaf and
mingled with the other. 'J he blood was then mixed with
tobacco and made up into a large cigar which we puffed alter-
nately until it was finished, when my new friend delivered
himself of a long and eloquent speech invoking thts'r
god T&nangan, the sun, moon, and stars, and rivers, the
woods and mountains to witness his sincerity. Three times
during this declamation he sprinkled the a/rack on the
ground towards the river. My speech being delivered, se-
veral of the principal chiefs present held forth both long and
loud enough. We afterwards returned to the ha1! and the
cheering beverage went round more merrily than before,
calling forth their good nature and social exposition. Al-
though no toasts were given, still each successive bumper was
accompanied by a merry and noisy chorus. The feast came
afterwards, and the whole affair was wound up by music and
dancing which lasted until about midnight. The varied war
dances of the men were amusing, the slow andmeasured pa-
cing of the women monotonous, but still far from ungraceful.

The custom of drawing omens from the direction of the
flight of birds, is common to most of the tribes of Bor-
neo, but with the Kayans it is not connected with their
ideas of the deity. The birds that are held as ominous by
them are about ten in number. From the flight of the
rhinoceros horn-bill they draw omens of success or the
reverse in war, and any of the ominous kind flying from the
right to the left bank of the river, is considered inauspici-
ous; but the reverse is favourable and a prognostic of success.
Journeying on the rivers, should one of the ominous sort
cross from the right, they immediately halt, kindle a fire on
shore, smoke ^ their leafy cigars and generally wait till a
bird, less vindictively inclined, crosses from the opposite di-
rection. If this does not happen, they very often return to
the place from which they started. An instance of this I
experienced through the whim of a pretty little bird, called
Lukut from its being spotted or streaked, taking its flight
from the right to the left bank of the river. I was obliged to
retrace a considerable distance to the place we slept at the
previous night, and recommence our journey on the following
morning. On another occasion in descending the upper
part of theTatau river, one of the birds of fate crossed from
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the unlucky side; the party instantly halted, went on shore,
kindled a fire and had their accustomed smoke ever it, but
were iiot disposed to move onward, unless one more favourably
disposed towards us, should take its flight from the opposite
side; however, on reminding them of their belief that fire
is efficacious in appeasing the hate of birds, and that they had
observed their usual custom of kindling a fire and smoking,
they were prevailed upon to resume an onward course* The
next day unfortunately our boat got swamped at a part of
the river much obstructed with fallen trees and rocks, the
river was rapid and much swollen from heavy rain that fell
during the night. The loss of the greater portion of our
stock of provSious and other articles vexed my superstitious
companions very much, and taking all the blame to them-
selvss, they were most profuse in reflecting on the impro-
priety of their disregarding the ominous warning of the
bird of the previous day. The habitual stillness and solitude
observed by them when travelling, the country being thinly
inhabited, the highways drear, and the long serpentine rivers
dismally wooded to the water's edge, and, excepting the
screaming and flight of birds, there being few living objects
to break the silence of the jungly labyrinths or attract their
attention, all these combined, tend too strongly to the
growth of their absurd notions connected with the feathered
kind. Another instance of their superstitious propensity I
observed, previous to leaving on my return to the coast.
The chief Akom Lia with twenty-five of his men, who were
appointed by the other chiefs to conduct me, after all pre-
parations for the journey were completed, went and formed
a temporary hut about a mile below on the opposite bank
of the river, but still within sight of their own houses/and
there remained a day and night with eager expectation for a
propitious omen for the intended journey, which having ob-
tained they immediately set out, without previously visiting
their homes, although so near, and throughout the journey
the confidence inspired at the outset did not fail them. The
custom practised in some parts of Europe of raising a
cairn or heap of stones over the grave or about the place
where a person has been murdered, is also superstitiously
observed by the K&yane. In the vicinity of the paths on
which we travelled^ through the jungle of the interior, I
observed several cairns, none of which my Kay&n compa-
nions would pass without severally adding to the stony heap.

The above cited customs are common to othsr tribes
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of Borneo and also to other countries, but in the extra-
ordinary custom universally adopted by the male Kdyins,
they differ from all other tribes of the Archipelago. It
is said however that a like custoai is practised by some
of. the inhabitants of the West-coast of South America.
On males arriving at the age of puberty or more com-
monly before marriage, the Utang is adopted and with-
out this marriage does not take place. It consists of a
round pin (frequently two or three) of wood, bone, brass
or gold, about an eighth of an inch iu diameter passed
horizontally through the gland of tl.e generative organ, and
projects about a quarter of an inch on each side j when more
than one is used they are placed transversely Tht Utang
is^adopted through all the divisions of the Kayin tribe, but
with its purpose or origin they appear to be unacquainted.*

The Kaydn name for God is Tanangan whom they hold
to be invisible and supreme, they have no idols nor any ap-
parent representation of the deity, no priests, no castes, nor
any ostensible ceremonial system of religion. They impli-
citly believe in an existence hereafter, though independently
of their avowal of such, the practise universally adopted by
the tribe of disposing of their dead above the ground proves
their belief in the immortality of the soul Holding these
ideas unconnected with the gross superstition and priest
craft of the other tribes of the Archipelago, it is well that
they have not fallen victims to that pernicious and demora-
lizing system of delusion, Mahometanism. That they have
not is partly, attributable to their dislike and prejudice
against the Malays and their religion, but more on account
of their great partiality for the flesh of swine, the use of
which all the persuasion of thQ Malays cannot induce them
to abandon, and which, though not one of the most pleasing
traits of the Kdyin character, is certainly one that ministers
most to their happiness.

After death the Kay&ns very stupidly keep the body
in the house from four to eight days and even some-
times longer; generally the first day after death it is put
into a coffin, scooped from the trujk of a tree, and
carved according to the importance or means of the re-

* The same or a similar custom appears to prevail in Pegu and some other
parts of the Indo-Chinese peninsula, as we find it alluded to and variously
described by several of the older voyagers. It appears to have originated
in a desire to check unnatural crimes and vices, and it is probable that the
Introduction of all sn?b custom*, including that of circumcision itself, was
connected with this object, either directly or symbolically.—ED,
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latires. Day and night during the time the body is kept
in the house, lights are placed at each side of the coffin, and
should they happen to get extinguished it is considered most
unfortunate ; also during four or five days after the corpse
has beei! removed torches are kept at the place where it lay.
Previous to removal, a feast is prepared, and part of the food
is plucci beside the corps*; the relatives devour the remain-
der ; removal takes place soon after, and, although the body
is invariably murh decomposed, the nearest relatives, especi-
ally women, express their grief in a most inconsolable man-
ner, and, with cries most pitiable, long and affectionately hug
the coffin, and with their faces on it inhale the odour, and
continue doing so until it reaches the place of disposal,
which is iu the loft of a small wooden house on posts about
12 feet high. The tombs of the chief* are built of hard
wood sup orted Ly nine massive posts from twelve to four-
teen feet high, and which with the other parts are elaborate-
ly carved. Several articles which belonged to the dead per-
son are conveyed to the tomb with the corpse, but are not
deposited with it. On the death of a person the relatives
directly lay aside all apparel of foreign manufacture, and wear
only a kind of bark cloth instead, for a prescribed number of
days after the funeral.

Amongst the K&ydns there are more ceremonies observed
at the birth and naming of children than at marriage, the per-
iormance of which is not encumbered by many formalities.
The man on selecting bis bride makes presents to her, aud
if these are accepted ky her parents and others connected, a
day is appointed for her removal to* the house of her future
guardian ; but, independent of the presents, it is uecessary
on the part of the bridegroom to present the bride with a
prescribed number of beads of different sorts, which are
made into a necklace and worn by her as a badge of wedlock.

The dress of the women consists of an oblong piece of
cloth variously ornamented, called Kombong; it is tied by
two of the corners about the loins and encompassed by a
girdle of beads; it reaches to near the ankles, but leaves
part of one of the legs uncovered. The higher classes have
generally a second one reaching to the knees and tied on
the opposite side. The Malay sarong is also common
amongst them. They wear the hair divided in front as Eu-
ropean women generally do, and round the head is worn
a fillet of yellow bark cloth, scarlet woollen cloth, or any
other kind fancied by the wearer. In the house seldom any
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thing else than these are worn, but when travelling or doing
the work of the field, they wear a tight fitting jacket made
from a fine description of bark and also of different sorts of
cloth. The men wear the chawat of bark cloth, but more
commonly of Europe cotton cloth generally about eighteen
feet long. A skull cap formed of rattan variously orna-
mented, and jackets made of bark or skin, are worn when
travelling or in war. In war they fight with a spear, sword
and shield. The sumpitan is not a national weapon ; nor is
it used by them save in killing birds and monkies. The
Kayan youth from any early age practise throwing the spear
and the use of the sword. In swimming and wrestling,
which are their principal games, they excel.

Both males and females of all classes take part indiscri-
minately in the labour of the fiVid, for the cultivation of
rice, tobacco and various sorts of vegetables in use, but only
in sufficient quantities for their own consumption. In pre-
paring and keeping the grounds clear where vegetables are
planted, a small kind of hoe id used ; but in sowing rice the
tedious method of dibbling is universally adopted. Twice
in ten months they sow aud reap the rice harvest. Thrir
year consists of five months, or the space of time taken to
prepare the ground, sow and reap the rice. The Kayans
though an emigrating and conquest loving people, are not
frequently engaged in petty wars like other tribes in Bor-
neo, They are industrious, and to a degree laboriously so,
which is shown by the massive and substantial coi struct ion
of their houses, which, besides bring othei wise strongly
built, generally have boarded sides and floois and neatly
shingled roofs, and also by their knowledge of inaiiuf ictunng
iron and steel from the native ore. This knowledge must
have greatly tended to keep them independent, aud superior
in power to the other aboriginal tribes of the islands.
From the native iron they make th*nr wood cutting imple-
ments, spears, swords and many other articles in use. Com*
moiily at every village there is a place for smelting iron, ici
all the process of which th.i community mutually partake.
Covered by a shed, the rude furnace consists of a circular pit
foimed in the ground, three feet dee.), ami about four feet in
diameter. Previous to the smelting process the ore is roasted
aiid broken into small pieces. The coals (charcoal) in the
furnace being set fire to aud well kindled, the prepared ore
is then placed on the top with alternate layers of coals.
The ventilators used consist of wooden tubes, ten to twelve
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in number, about six feet long, and placed vertically round
the furnace. The bore of each is about seven inches in
diameter, the pistons to correspond are framed of cloth or
soft bark. Attached to the piston rods are others of consi-
derable length, to which weights are made fast and balanced
on the cross beams of the shed By this contrivance the
pistons are moved up and down, and a constant blast produ-
ced, which is led by clay pipes from the orifice at the bottom
of each tube into the furnace. In the smelting operation
there is no flux used with the ore, which yields about seventy
per cent of iron. To make the iron either hard or soft as
may be required, different sorts of wood are made use of.

The coal and iron fields of the Balawi or Rajang are
more extensive than any yet discovered on the Island. From
the river Baram, coal is traced to the upper parts of the
Bintulu, and thence southward to the Rajang river, on the
left bank of which, at Tujol Nang, there is a seam exposed
upwards of thirteen feet in thickness. At different other
parts of the river and also in several of its branches coal is
found in abundance. From Tujol Nang the strike of the coal
is southward across Dragon's plain. It is again found in the
river Lang Pila (a distance from the former place of about
fifty miles) where it is extensively exposed on the surface,
and has been in a state of ignition for several years. Iron
ore of a quality yielding from sixty to eighty per cent of iron
abounds in the Baluwi or Uajang district, from about forty
miles from the coast to the source of the river, or over a dis-
trict comprising nearly one half of the extreme breadth of
the Island. The iron manufactured from the ore of the
above district is much preferred to thai of Europe by the
Malays and other natives of Borneo as being superior. If
such be the case it is certainly worthy of notice. If the ore
of Borneo, by the rude manner of smelting practised by
the Kayans, makes better iron than that of England, with
all the advantages possessed by the smelters of that country,
we must infer that if the science and superior genius of
Englishmen were employed in the preparation of iron from
the rich mines of Borneo, this valuable metal could be
produced cheaper, and in quantity greater, and quality supe-
rior, to that for d scanty supply of which the trade of Great
Britain is dependent on the arbitrary monopolies of Sweden.

Mr Burns9 Vocabularies of the Kay&n and other dialects
will be given in our next number.
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In order to bring the existence and objects of this
Journal to the knowledge of European Missionaries re-
siding in the less frequented parts of the Archipelago and
Eastern Asia, and with the hope that they would be
induced to contribute to it, we continued for 12 months
to present it to all whose names and addresses we could
ascertain. At the end of that period we limited this dis-
tribution to a few gentlemen at each station, and we now
intend to send copies to those only who have acknow-
ledged the receipt of the numbers hitherto forwarded.
As the presentation of a large number*of copies is at-
tended with considerable expense, we shall adopt a
similar rule in future with respect to scientific societies
and editors of journals. While the principal societies in
England, such as the Royal Society, the Linnaan, &c,
and all the Indian ones, have acknowledged the receipt of
the Journal, and most of the editors of periodicals to whom
we presented copies have favorably noticed it, and Bent
or offered to send their publications in exchange, there
are some who have continued to receive it from its com-
mencement without any acknowledgment direct or indirect.
We shall continue to send it to all the leading societies,
a list of which we formerly published, and repeat an ex-
pression of our readiness to send it 10 any others that
may inform us of their desire to receive it.

To Contributors we shall continue to send a copy of
the Journal, and 10 copies, printed separately, of their
contributions.
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A JOURNEY IN THE MENANGKABAU STATES OF THE

MALAY PENINSULA.

Py I he Rev. P. FAVRE, Mmionary Apostolic* Malacca^

As I was assuied by several persons, that a great number
of Jakuns were to be found in the Menangkabau states,
particularly in Rumbau and Sungey Ujong,* I intended to
visit these several states, in order to ascertain the true
number of .these tribes; and in the meantime to examine
the chances of success in establishing a mission amongst
them.

I left Malacca on the seventh of July, accompanied by ths
Rev. Mr Borie. The same day we reached Alorgaja, a
village in the province of Nan ing, near Fort Lismore, where
a garrison of u few native soldiers its kept by the honorable
Company. We stopped at the Bungalow, where bud weather
obliged us to remain until the tenth. We spent these four
days in seeking for coolies: it being very difficult to get
them; several times we agreed with Malays, but after con-
sideration they refused to follow us; the reason was that
the people who are living in the Company's ground being
accustomed to the freedom given by British government,
they fear much to find themselves in the Malay country,

* The information 1 had from several parts made the number of the
JAkuiuof Sungey Ujon* only, to amount to seven thousand, this inforuiiitiuu
was erroneous as it will be seen hereafter.
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where very little security is found, both from government
and from private Malays; however, after we had promised
that we would avoid every thing which could offend either
the Malay chiefs or their subjects, in all the places we
might journey in, two.Malays consented to accompany us
as guides and coolits.

On the eleventh, at seven o'clock A.M., we left Alorgaja,
directing our journey toward Johole, the most south east of
the Menangkabau states. The boundaries of that state with
the Company's ground, are formed by a line supposed to be
drawn from a small mountain called Bukit Putus, passing by
another called B&faug Malacca, and terminating at the foot
of Mount Ophir. At about eleven we passed the boun-
daries of the Company's territory a few miles west of Bukit
Putus, and entered a small state called Tamping, from the
name of a high mountain. Three chiefs termed Panghiilus
rule over this small place. They told me, that they were
only dependant on Syed Sdbdn, formerly chief of ttuuibau,
uow residing at Malacca, though, on the other hand, the
actual chief of Rumbau, a few days after, declared the
contrary. By about one o'clock we bad already crossed
Tamping and passed its boundaries with Johole; we con-
tinued our journey through the jungle till about three o'clock,
when we found ourselves in a most pleasant place, though
in the thickest part of the forest. The prospect is not very
extended, but is however a beautiful one; there is a small
valley in which a fine cascade falling from the next eminence
amongst large rocks, offers to the traveller both excellent
water to quench his thirst, and one of the finest accommo-
dations to bathe. We rested there about half an hour, and
then continued our journey until half past four, when we
found ourselves in a large valley in which lies, the kingdom
of Johole. The whole of the population of that state, which
is said to amount to about three thousand souls only, in-
habit this valley, which runs nearly in a line fiom west to
east, extending six or seven miles. Several places, where a
greater number of houses are found more clustered together,
are termed villages. TLere are five principal villages, viz.,
Nury, Landang, Iney, Toman and Bennong. ltice is cul-
tivated throughout the valley, which appears very fit for
such cultivation ; on both sides are the five villages before
named, and a few other habitations \ the rest of the state is
covered with forest and is almost uninhabited.

The village at which we arrived is that of Nury, the ordina-
ry residence of the chief, who is termed Panghulu. This
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dignitary then absent, was about one mile further cele-
brating the nuptials of some of the nobility.of the place.
After some difficulty, occasioned by the absence of the
chief, we were allowed to take our lodging in a common
Malay house, where we passed the night. The next day
we were obliged to remain where we were, because not yet
having seen the chief, we could not be permitted to visit any
place. We spent part of the day in making inquiries ; and
we were informed that the Jakuns living within the limits
of the kingdom were not numerous ; two or three places
only were mentioned as being frequented by a few families
of them.

The second day after our arrival, having previously obtain-
ed the necessary licence, we went to meet the king at the
wedjing; but we encountered him on the road about half
way as he was returning home. He is a man of about sixty
years of age, his appearance is at first sight prepossessing ;
he appears respectable, simple and collected in manner.
We accompanied him to the palace, which though one of the
first buildings in the place, would scarcely be called a house
in Europe. In his march he was preceded by a standard
similar to that used by Musulmen; and by a great dignitary
bearing the royal -sword; he was followed by about fifteen
men, armed with muskets of several kinds and calibers, and
more or less in order, perhaps the greatest part of them
would have been put in remotis in our European armies

At the invitation of the sovereign we entered the yard of
the palace, and we were soon after introduced into a large
verandah where the Court is habitually held. After a few
minutes conversation, the chief gave orders to bring our
baggage into his house, and allowed us to visit the localities
frequented by the Jakuns ; we perceived however that such
excursions, as well as a long, stay in the state would be far
from pleasing to him. The Rev. Mr Borie spent a part of
the day in visiting the. Jakuns, while I was detained at
home by a slight indisposition. This circumstance gave me
another opportunity of experiencing the unfortunate custom
of that nation, in asking every thing which falls under their
tight. The king himself ceased his repeated demands only
after I had given him some miserable dried fishes, and some
clothes which he could scarcely use, being made in the
European fashion. During the evening I was witness to
one of the most remarkable instances of Malay silliness
which can be met with. At seven o'clock the king, who a
great part of the day had smoked opium, left his place,
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and went to the other extremity of the verandah where, as I
had remarked in the day-time, a cock was tied with a rope.
The kintr then with his royal hand took the martial animal
and brought him to a place where he used to keep his
Court, forming a miserable throne. I was near the place,
pre.aring to sleep, when my curiosity was excited by the
extraordinary fact which I will now relate. Opium having
been prepared, and a pipe, a candle, and all the other ne-
cessaries to smoke it, having been brought in, his Majesty
began a bombastic discourse, in which he first endeavoured
to show the great benefit that is produced by cock fighting,
and the remarkable pleasure enjoyed by witnesses of
such combats; after which, he remarked that this amuse-
ment had much fallen into disuse in his state during the
last few years, and this he lamented with sorrow; and
finally, opening his mind, he declared that his intention was
to restore it in his dominion. This was his purpose in
bringing up in his palace and by his own care the handsome
cock he had in his hand. ri he way of preparing this royal
cock, in order to make of him a warrior was one not a
little curious ; this was practised before me in the following
manner and accompanied by several superstitions. Having
ended his discourse, the king took the head of the cock,
passed his beak twice through the flame of the lamp, after
which he made the animal walk six or seven steps, which
was repeated six or seven times; this preliminary ceremony
being ended he dipped his fingers in the oil of the lamp,
and rubbed the cock under the wings and upon the back, and
then immediately commenced smoking opium; having in-
haled the smoke of the drug in the ordinary manner he
blew it into the beak, the ears and upon every part of the
body of the poor animal, which, though accustomed to that
exercise appeared not to take, any peculiar pleasure in it.
This beir:g finished, the same ceremony began a second and
finally a third time, after which the cock was carried care-
fully to his ordinary place, and left there to pass the night
under the influence of opium. The desire I had to sleep on
account of my indisposition made me see with satisfaction
the end of this tedious ceremony. We were ten persons in
the verandah all lying pele m£le, several were already
asleep and I prepared to do the same, when being placed
near his Majesty my attention was again excited by a
spectacle of a new kind,

A large vase of earth containing lighted charcoal was
brought by the great minister of slats, and was set before
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the king. In the centre of the vase, another ,of the same
kind, containing water, was-placed, and in the centre of this
was a candlestick with a lighted candle. Near to this were
two other but smaller vases, one filled with flattened grains
of rice, having the form of small white flowers, the second
containing incense. The king9 sitting with his legs crossed,
began by delivering some formulary which I did not
understand, he then made several salutations towards the
lighted candle, took incense and poured it upon the fire,
threw some of the flattened pieces of rice into the water,
took the candle and, turning the flame towards the ground,
made several drops of wax fall into the water, and having
moved the candle, as if he would form some written
characters with it, he placed it again upon the candlestick•
All this ceremony was accompanied with the recitation of
long formularies, some being delivered in a high voice, some
in a low voice. The king spent about one hour in repeating
three times over the whole of this ceremony, and finally he
took the candle, and put its lighted end into the water,
which ended the ceremony. Then his Majesty began again
smoking opium until he smoked himself asleep. The next
day I asked my Malay coolies the meaning of such super-
stitious practices; they answered, that this is a Malay
physic, and that the king intended to cure his grand child

)ho was dangerously sick, a few minutes further in the valley,
/hey added that such remedies are much used by Malays
against every kind of eickness. They appeared themselves
*o be convinced that the worst sickness cannot withstand
t, if the ceremony is faithfully performed. It appears also

tiiat the way of bringing up cocks, by smoking opium, is
mucu used by those of the Malays who are fond of cock-
fighting.

The inhabitants of Johole appear the most savage Malays
I have ever seen, many of them possess a very bad appear-
ance, and I think the place is not secure for Europeans >
however the people of the place are very timorous, and the
slightest circumstance frightens them. Our arrival caused
a great agitation in all the cpuntry, and a few hours after
a report had already spread abroad, that thirty armed Eu-
ropeans had arrived in order to take the place. xhe evening
of our arrival and the next day all the state was in motion,
and several hundred persons came in order to ascertain for
themselves the truth of the report.

We left Johole on the thirteenth. After having walked
through paddy fields for about an hour and a half, we
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reached the mountains which separate the state of Johole
from that of *Kumbau: we crossed them between Tamping
and Beraga. These mountains, though entirely covered with
jungle, present in several places a fine prospect, and offer to
tl.e consideration of the traveller several beautiful s reams
and rivulets carrying a limpid water amongst large stony
blocks.

At three o'clock P.M. we found ourselves in the kingdom
of Kumbau. This state stretches itself out in an extensive
plain, terminated on the south by the Company's territory,
on the ea*>t by the mountains which bear its name, on the
west by Salangore, and on the north by Sungey Ujong.
This plain is in great part occupied by paddy fields, and
inhabited by nine thousand souls, which is the amount of
the whole population of the stat*. We walked in that plain
two hours before we reached the house of thti'chief termed
Panghiilu, who resides at a place called Chunbong. We
met that dignitary at our entering his house; he is an
intelligent looking person of from forty to fifty years old,
simple and free in his manners, and seems to be a Malay
of good education. We were received by him with re-
markable politeness; a servant was at once appointed to
attend upon us, and we were abundantly supplied with re-
freshments.

We had in that place an opportunity of observing the way
in which justice is done in Malay countries. The usual
hour at which the chief of Rumbau holds his Court and
administers justice, is about seven or eight o'clock at night;
he fulfils this duty conjointly with the high priest of the
state.

On the day of our arrival, about the above mentioned
hour, the chief or king went to the extremity of the ve-
randah, to a place arranged somewhat in the fashion of a
throne, where he placed himself in the centre; I was near him
on his right hand, and the Rev. Mr Borie on his left: the
high priest stood outside the throne, and many persons
placed themselves in the verandah. We had already spent
about an hour in friendly conversation, when there arrived
a dignitary of the state termed orang besar, great man; he
was accused t>f some mischief, (it appears the affair was not
of great importance) The two parties, complainant and
defendant, made three prostrations, touching the ground
with their heads, and came to kiss the hands of the king,
after which they went to take their places at some distance
before the throne.
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They were both very kindly received by the king who
appeared to pay great attention to the cause, hearing both
parlies in silence; he afterwards put several questions to
them, and having received their answers he became exceed-
ingly angry; assuredly excited by horror at the mischief;
and began to cry out with all the strength of his lungs.
The high priest in imitation of him began also to cry out no
less high and strongly, so much so that for some time this
made such noise and confusion, that I could not understand
any thiug of what was said by them ; while the poor guilty
man shewed by his humble countenance, that he received
the reprimand with a deep humility.

The whole was ended by condemning the guilty party to
pay a fine. As there were no more cases submitted to the
Court for that day, our friendly conversation began again,
during which the high priest put to us several curious
questions; as for instance, speaking of the English East
India Company, he asked, " where is Mr ». ompauy living ?"

As the information we obtained in the house of the chief,
as well as in several houses of Kumbuu, shewed that the
Jakuns there were in very small numbers, and were living
far f.^m the place where we were, we proposed to pursue
our inquiries further, and to go to Sungey Ujong, another of
the Menangkabau states, at a distance of two days walk
from Rumbau.

With much pleasure I will mention here, that on the
several occasions I stopped at Rumbau, I found the inha-
bitants very polite, hospitable and entirely inoffensive; they
are assuredly the most civilized of all the Malays living out-
side of the Company's territory ; at least according to my
knowledge.

On the fourteenth we left ftumbau. After having walked
for some time in paddy fields we entered the jungle where
we journeyed all the rest of the day; in the evening we
stopped at a small hut inhabited by a single man, where
we passed the night.

On the fifteenth we reached Sungey Ujong. I have
mentioned in another place the particulars of what occurred
lo us in that state, where we found a good number of Ja-
kuns; I will abstain from repeating here what I have
already stated.

From Sungey Ujong we went to Jellabu ; this is the
most considerable of the Menangkabau states with respect
to the extent of the land, but one of the least important as
regards the population, which amounts only to the number
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of three thousand souls inhabiting a valley which runs
from west to east. Great part of the Jellabu territory is
mountainous and entirely covered with jungle except the
valley above mentioned, and I was told a few other small
places where rice is cultivated. The river of Jellabu which
falls into that of Pahang begins to be navigable for small
boats near the house of the lang Dipcrttian of Jellabu.
As this place is distant but two short days walk from the
other place where the river of Sungey Ujong is also na-
vigable, it follows, that the easiest way to go Irom Malacca
to Pahang across the Peninsula would be to £o from Ma-
lacca to Sungey Ujong by the I-ingy river, and from Jellabu
to Pahang by the Jellabu river; but the journey could not
be effected in a shorter time than twelve days, nz.9 from
Malacca to Sungey L'jong six days, from Sungey I jong ta
Jellabu two days walk, and from Jellahu to Piihang four
or five days; but it is to be remarked that the mountains
which separate Jellabu from Sungey Ujong, render the
communication between these two states very difficult, and
I dare say dangerous, on account both of the steepness of
the mountaios and meeting with numerous precipices.

The dull sight of the read which presents itself to the
traveller when journeying upon these, mountains, seems to
announce before htind the melancholy prospect of the coun-
try which lies behind The soil of Jellabu is one of the
poorest I have met with in the Malayan Peninsula, the
valley I have before mentioned is itself barren in many
places, and by no means presents an agreeable look. Tiie
difficulty of communication between that state and the
neighbouring ones renders it entirely solitary; and its great
distance both from the sea of Siam, and from the Stiaits of
Malacca, makes its commerce of very little importance;
it appears however that some tin mines are worked there,
the produce of which finds its way to the Pahang market by
the river.

On our arrival at Jellabu we called upon the IangDi-
pertuan, commonly named the Sultan.

We could not bee him at that moment; several supersti-
tious practices which were then performed, on the occasion
of the Sultan's son being sick, prevented our being allowed
to enter the premises till the evening We remarked
that all the doors by which the kampong was entered
bore at their upper part a range of lanceolated leaves of a
yellowish colour; the object of which, according to the
explanation given to us by the Malays, was to prevent the
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sickness from entering the Sultan's premises; the fact
proved that these barriers were an insufficient guard against
sickness; since it has wot only entered in spite of these
fruitless precautions, but had even attacked so severely the
Sultan's son; but in return it was obliged to pay dear for
the guilt of its unlawful entrance; severvil persons from time
to time took brooms and struck the air intending to chastise
and trying to cast out this obstinate and troublesome guest;
long formularies were also delivered, but I could not under-
stand the meaning of them, nor remark exactly the other
superstitions which were performed on the occasion. We
stood outside preparing and taking our dinner. About six
o'clock being called by the Sultan we were admitted to an
audience in the verandah; the Mahomedan priest of the
place and many other persons were present. The Sultan
was dressed in red silk pantaloons laced with gold, and in a
briju of a brown colour. After having stated the purpose of
our journey we entered into a friendly conversation, which,
changing from one topic to another," fell finally upon the
Mahomedan religion. Though the Sultan is a disciple of
Mahomed he appears to have very little confidence in the
supposed prophet; the way in which he ridiculed several
Maliomedan laws and customs shows that he pays very little
attention to the practices which are so religiously kept by
other Malays. Pne Malay priest appeared to be much dis-
satisfied with the behaviour of the Sultan on the occasion,
though he did not reply by any objection'; his silence pos-
sibly was the effect of his incapacity, for I remarked in
conversation I had with him, that he was a very stupid man.
However, 1 am very far from approving the conduct of the
Sultan on that occasion. In my humble opinion when we
see our neighbour in error or in what we think error, it is
by reasoning, and not by laughing, we must undertake to
shew him the truth, and try to draw him away from his
error; since experience proves that the contrary way has
ordinarily no other effect, but to excite anger, and to in-
crease prejudices, by which his state will become .more
pitiful.

We passed the night in the place where we had received
audience. I h e next day we inquired about the Jakuns
and we saw a lew of them. After which, having consi-
dered that our provisions both of money, and of victuals
were nearly ended, we proposed to return back to Malacca,
where we arrived in five days, on the 24th of July, being the
eighteenth day after our departure from that place.

T
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A TRANSLATION OP THE KEDDAH ANNALS TERMED

MARONG MAHAWANGSA.*

By Lieut-Col. JAMBS LOW, C M . B. A. S. & M A S B.

CHAPTER IIT.

IT has been, says our author, already related how R&ja
Marong M&hawangsa formed a settlement or new country
to the east of Pulo Srai, in order that he might either gain
information respecting the Prince rf Rum, or get a letter
from thence. He had already been here so long that a son
was born to him of surpassing beauty and proportions, quite
ravishing to all beholders. The country too became daily
and yearly more populous, owing to the influx of settlers;
while trade with all the [surrounding] nations constantly
increased. One day Raja Mahawdngsa* was seated in his
audience hall at Lankasuka, surrounded by all his officers of
state, including ihe four very old ministers. The Rajd asked
of these four old courtiers if there was any powerful country
lying near at hand, for, observed his highness, if there be such
a country, and should its king have a disposable daughter,
my son may solicit an alliance with her. The four ministers
replied thus—There is no country of any note situated near
to your majesty's domain But there is a country called
Acheh on the sea coast of the island of Percha. It is divided
into many provinces. Bnt it lies a good way off, or about
twenty-five days sailing from this port. There is also another
country situated on the same continent where we are settled.
The name of its Raja is ^j(*XZ Kalangi. It lies too in the line
of the voyage which brought us here. It is about one
month's sailing hence to that country, which contains many
rare productions, such for example, as huge vases, and small
jars, and the large tree called mallau tahi se-moot (*) besides
many other kinds of wood of great girth. The river also
which flows through that country is broad, and comes from a
great distance. Well, observed his highness, if such be the
case, it will be best that I should address a letter to the Raja
Kalangi, requesting that he may send to me a jar of the largest
dimensions now procurable. Afterwards having thus (by delay)
had an opportunity of gaining information respecting his
country and children, we can act accordingly. It will also be
proper to write to the Rajd with the fullest expressions of our

* Continued from lait Dumber*
(') The tree which yields the sticklac of commerce, the Sanscrit Laksha#
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friendship, and our desire to form a cordial alliance, with him,
acquainting him that I have settled a new country here, and
that I hope he will favor me with samples of all the products
of the region which he governs.

'I he ministers prepared two prahns, and loaded them with
sudi g°ods a n j merchandize as the place afforded. Then
two of them having been appointed joint envoys, they em-
barked, one in eacu of the two prahus—and sailed up the
coast. When they had reached the kwalla or embouchure of
the country ofKafangi—they observed a large three-masted
vessel at anchor there—and they passed up and immediately
proceeded to present themselves to the Raja. The latter
happened then to be sitting in state with all his courtiers and
('Hirers about him, hearing read a letter which had arrived
hy the ship from the Raja of Rdm, who in it requested to
know where Marong Mahawangsd was to be found.

The Raja Kalangi had the letter brought by these Keddi
ministers also opened and read. When the ambassadors
iVorn Rum heard Ma'hawangsa's name which was in the letter
—tluy looked at the envoys, and recognized them—saying
at the same time—have you forgotten us, rny lord ? They
turned round and also.recognizing.their countrymen instantly
replied in the negative—inquiring at the same time when the
other party had arrived. We anived here only three or four
days ago, they replied, and we touched at all the countries
[on our way] in order to get intelligence of your Raja. Since
such has been your lordship's object, rejoined theSrai envoys,
we propose that you shall accompany us to that new settlement,
and wait there until we can learn tidings of the Prince.—You

iistake a little, said the ambassadors from Rum ; we have
^e with the double intention of seeking for your Raja and

young prince; the latter, as we have learned, is living now
... v, ina by himself. Well, said the envoys, we pray you to
wait, until we have fulfilled at this place the wishes of our RAja.
So they went to the Raja Kalangi, who inquired of them if
there were many very targe men in their master's country,
yes, they replied, there are such men in the tribe of Girgassi
Oh then, observed his highness, if this is the case, there is a
vase here which exceeds in size that of ary other, an heir-
loom of mine, 1 give this vase to your master. So the vase
was conveyed by a large body of men, and put on board the
ship, which had come from Rum, as the envoys prahus held
only light goods. This superb vase or jar was the handiwork
of a (iirgassi of old who lived in and belonged to that land.
Its height was reckoned that of twenty steps of a ladder.
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Supposing the ladder to'stand at the usual angle, the height
perpendicularly may have been about 10 or 12 f.

Soon after this vase had been so shipped, the Rdja Kalangi
addressed a letter in reply to Rdja Mahawangsa expressing
bis desire to be on the most amicable terms with him ; pray
acquaint your RSja with my hope that he will instruct his
people to keep up a constant intercourse with my kingdom,
and that this may subsist to our posterity. The two parties
of envoys then took their leave and embarking in the vessel
which had brought the envoys from Rum—and sending the
prahus close along the shore, they all set sail and reached
Lankasuka. The vessels here anchored in deep water.

The ambassadors having all gone to pay their respects to
Mahawangsa, they found him seated amidst his chiefs, his
royal son being also present, in order to learn what ship it
was which had just anchored. On the envoys whom he had
sent to Ava entering the presence along with those from
Rfim, the Raja quickly welcomed the latter, and inquired
how it happened that they had arrived along with his minis-
ters. They laughing informed his majesty how they had
so unexpectedly met their brothers the other envoys at the
mouth of the river of the# country of Ka/angi, where they
had presented themselves at the Court of Raja Kalangi, the
R£j& of the country of Ava Ijj—Your slaves have been des-
patched by the Sultan of Rum to convey your highness home;
since his majesty has been duly apprized by the Emperor of
China, that the Prince of Rum has married his, the Emperor's,
daughter. Here is the letter given to us for your highness
by the Sultan of Rum to the same effect. Mahawangsa read
himself the letter, and laughingly replied, I am overjoyed,
and will gladly return to the Sultan, but I request my brothers
to wait until I shall have made over and abdicated with every
proper formality, my government to my son, for I hate per-
severingly reclaimed targe tracks of land fiom the sea.
Ever since I had a son born to me here, and since I first
formed this settlement, the extent of dry land has been prodi-
giously increasing. True your highness, the envoys rejoined,
it is most proper that your beloved son should be made the
Rajd of this country, for, in the apprehension at least of
your servants, unless the Rajd to be set over it, be pf the
same race as your highness, he will not be able to hold the
government. His highness assented to this opinion [7] He
then directed his ministers to go and look at the vessel which
had long ago conveyed bim there, and which had been prop-

(T) Why and wherefore, we are flot informed*
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ped up by beams of the tree called siddein, as it would have
to he brought down. The mantris walked away, and when
they came to the vessel, they found that it was resting on dry
land, and that it was hemmed in by the large forest trees
which had sprung up there. The Raja on hearing the chiefs
report these circumstances laughed, and observed, So it i s !
Here have I been staying so long expecting intelligence of
the Prince of Rum and establishing this country. Here have
I had a son born to me and here has the sea become dry land*
Never mind, your highness, said the Riimi envoys, if it cau-
not be of use as a conveyance for your highness on the
voyage to Rum, there is our ship ready for the purpose, to
which advice the latter assented. After refreshments the
envoys from Rum went on board their vessel.

The Raja retired with his son to the palace, and gave orders
that all should be prepared for his installation. What mul-
titudes of animals an J game were then slain for the festival,
and what various sorts of musical instruments were put into
requisition for the occasion. There were gongs, drums,
srunei (long flutes,) niffiri (flutes,) nagara (drums) and clap-
ping of hands, also hirbab kachapi (a sort of 5 stringed
violin with a large body) dandi, mori kopak, cherachap or
castanets, sirdam.

In this manner the festivities were kept up for forty days
and forty nights, after which on a fortunate day, and at an
auspicious hour, the young prince was married to a princess,
(no name) and he was then installed in his father's place under
the title of Raja Mdha Podisat, and the sons of Mahawang-
sa's old ministers were placed in their room near the person
of the new Raja. Mahawangsa after all had thus been settled,
assembled the chiefs and ambassadors of Rum, and signified
his intention to give the country another name. The minis-
ters replied, certainly your highness, for it is proper that a
lasting name should be bestowed on it, while the ministers
from Rum observed, that as the country, had been got with-
out difficulty, it would be proper that the new name should
imply so. Marong Mahawangsd upon this replied, that
since such was their opinion he would give the country
the name of sdii Kiddah meaning thereby Zumin lauran

NOTES.

We have now brought our native author uo to the time of the
first R&ja, as he chuses to consider himf of Kedda, but Marong
JVlhd was undoubtedly the first, since it was by his own
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authority, as far as the chronicle allows us to judge, that his SOT
tecame Raja. Since the latter was of a sufficiently mature a?e
to be married when his father was al>oui to depart from Ketida,
we may admit that he was about twenty yeirs of- age at that time.

1 lie question put by the Raj & to his mantils regard in £ the coun-
tries near him, rather contradicts the previous assertions of our author,
for the countries of Cambodia, Java and other Eastern Islands were
then flourishing any of whi«h then too far exceeded KedJa m
importance. Malacca, if then settled must have I een in its in-
fancy. But I apprehend that it had not been so then. T e
actual products of Pegu and Kedda were probably little different
from what they now are, although our author gives us no insight,
beyond his account of the jars arid wood, into this subject. Pulo
Percha wi.l be again noticed further on.

KaUngi is indiscriminately used by our author to designate tlie
countiy, or its Raja. In one place we find •• Raja Kalangi" -
then the •« countiy of Kalangi." and finally, " R&j& Kalangi% the
Jtdjd of the country of Awuh" or Ava, riovv called Angwa by the
people of the neigh1 ouiing regions. The Changong of our author
is Pegu which was doubtless celebrated in those times as well »>s
these days for its teak wood, whether such was obtained from it*
highrr tracts or fiom the upper country of Ava proper. As to tlie
mallau tei semut, this is the ptesent sticklac of commerce, a red-
dish die. Fiom the distant source assigned to the river* it must
have been the Irrawady, the river leading up to old Pegu being
but narrow and limited in its course.

M. D'Anville in his Ancient Geograj hy supposes that Pegu wa*
probably the Besingitis, at the bottom of the Sinus Tabaricus of
Ptolemy. In that case the Martaban country on the San Luen
river seems to be the place indicated. Although I endeavoured
during a residence of about a year in the lower provinces of Ava,
to get access to ancient chronicles of Pegu, I was unsuccessful,
nor do I know if any exist. In an abstract of an account of ilie
Tenasserim Provinces which the R A. Society did me the honor t >
publish ( ! ) I mentioned that no buildings theie are extant ol an
older date apparently than that of the introduction of Buddhism,
an observation which I think will equally apply to the Burmese
and Siamese countries, and the assumption by Burmese Phoun^i
or Buddhist priests of all the chief sacerdotal offices of these lower
Provinces of Pegu sufficiently accounts for the want or scarcity of
Ptguan records

Bagoo and Pegu are the ancient names for the former capital,
if not of the country. Of all its former grandeur nothing when [
visited it during the war with Ava in 1825 remained, but the
dilapidated brick walls and ditch, and the towering Shui Madu or
Staupa, the receptacle /or the relics of Buddha. I noticed on
a n.arble slab standing upon the platform.of this building the
inscription left by Along Phra or Alompra, the Burmese Con-
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queror of Fej;n. It describes his conqnest in the usual hyperbo-
lical terms.

When V. De Gama doubled the Cape in A. D. 1497 Pegunn
Vsse ls traded to Achin. Tenasserim, Tavoy and Mer^ui, were
probably originally under independent chiefs, until the Siamese and
Burmese contested for their possession, and afterwards alternately
occupied (hem. It is curious to observe ho* easy it is to give a
/zerned etymolojry to any uncertain name. M D'Anville takes
the name as applied to the former country by Europeans only;
and forthwith we have Tanna-seriin a colony of Tanna, whereas the
native name i* Tannau. The general belief of the people and all
I can elsewhere pal her would induce me to suppose lint Tannau, a
part in fact of Pegu, was originally peopled by the Ltos rare.
But die admixture of the Burmese race has produced we rmy
suppose some alteration m the normal type whatever that may
have been. The Shuimaclu pagoda or Staupa was reported by
Symes during his embassy to Ava on the authority of a Buddhist
priest, to have been founded 2,300 years ago (i e. dating from
Symes' mission) by two brothers who came from Talaumyou a
day's journey east of Martaban. But as this fane was undoubtedly
raued to the Buddha of the present Buddhist era, it must in such a
hse have been built at a period nearly contemporaneous with

Buddha himself, which cannot be admitted with refereace to the
facts known as to the spread of this religion

The Rumi envoys appear to have quite forgotten half of their
mission, the bringing back of the prince, for tliey sailed directly
tDwards the W. from Keddd

The account of Mahawangsa'a vessel is consistent enough. The
Badem or siddem tree still grows too in the country wlieie the ship
as it is related was propped up. The natives still retaining the
prominent points of the tradition, pretend to shew the spot where
the vessel was drawn up, and that too where the vase rested. This
vase is likewise believed to be still visible—and if such really
ever existed, even had its size been much less than here represent-
ed, thete is nothing against the reasonableness of the aseerthn, for
the Peguan vases of the present day are very durable, and well
glazed. I have seen some five or six feet high. It has not yet
been pointed out to roe however. Pe^u is even now, famed for its
large jars, which form an article of trade betwixt that country
and Pinang.

The vase for Buddhas Bo Sree was nine cubits in circumference
and five feet deep. There is one remark whirh forcibly occurs to
me with refereuce to the multitude of animals stated to have been
slaughtered tor food on the young Raja's installation. If his tribe
had been strict Buddhists such a sacrifice could not consistently
have b<*en made. The Buddhist laity however seem to have pretty
generally satisfied theii consciences by the conceit of not killing
to eat, but of eating what had been killed without their previous
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participation in the sin. But if the colony was a Sivaic one as I
(eel convinced was (he case there can he no difficulty in the case.

The name here given to this first Raja — that is the first who was
regularly installed, partakes more of a religious than of a lay
character. Podi-sat is properly Buddha Satwa.

I cannot find any Malay of this coast able to explain why the
name of Kedda was given to their countiy. One author states it
to be equivalent to zamin tauran or toran— which he says was
applied, because the country had been easily obtained. Zamin
being " land, country, in Persian, and tor in Arabic—a mountain,
we would have the mountain region/9 Torani in the latter lan-
guage means " wild, desolate9' which would give " the wild country,"
or one in a stale of nature—and either of these interpretations will
apply, since it wonld rather seem that the coast line at Pulo Srai
was not then cultivated, the aboriginal inhabitants living some way
inland, owing teihaps to its having been not long before that
|eriod9 an island. Kedda " is in Persian, a place, vault Ac.
and in Arabic " a cup or bowl/' Some Malays affirm that the
name was givtn subsequently to the conversion of their ancestots
to Islamism which is the most probable supposition, I think, since
I consider JMahawangsa a native of India.

But the people of Kedda still call the Kedda* peak Gunong
Jerai, a corruption of Srai—which is the appellative given to it
by the Siamese. Chrai is another mode of spelling it. As the word
is written in the Malayan character it might be read Sri, greet
excellent, superior &c. but the natives never pronounce it thus.

CHAPTEE IV.

Then Marong Mahawangsd said to bis son the Raja—"My
son, should you be blessed with children, it will be as well that
you send a son to the north north west of Kedda, and another
to the S. S. E. or nearly so, of Kedda, and a third to the E
N. E. And do not you, my son, leave this country of Kedda,
because there is a great extent of waste land still remaining
to be cultivated, and a great deal has also been left dry by the
sea, and besides, by so doing you will make my name famous
throughout the world, as the settler and founder of this coun-

shore from the
foot of a tree

girth of a deer net, or
gooling aring. The old Raja said nothing when the people
reported that the jar had been thus placed, for he was busy

(T) Carissa spinarurn, (lacounia calaphragta* Marsdea's Dictionary p.
153. Itia a thorny tiee.
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preparing to go on board. Soon after this he set sail for
Rum. In going out of the harbour, Ma*hawa*n£S& looked
towards the shore and saw Pnlo Lada, which island had
then been annexed to the main land, called afterwards Bukit
Luda, the ' Hill Lada\ also Pulo Jambul, before an island,
but which had also been joined to the main shore; and which
i»ff<;rwards got the name of "the Hill JambiiL" for it was
zfuite in a line with Pulo Srai, which last was just about
being joined to the main land and was subsequently named,
*3unong Jerrei or Chirrei, on account of its great height (a).
> -rain towards ^he N. N. W. was to be seen what looked
-I1 ? appoint of a mo viable nature (b) and further seaward
''ulu Giryang, which was, not long afterwards, attached to
the main, also then called Gunong Giryang, and Bukit Tun-
jang. [But thf Jlumi Envoys appear to have forgotten
altogether one of the objects they had before assigned for
their mission, the finding of the prince of Rum.]

Raja Podisat being thus fairly established in his seat of
authority in Kedda or Zumln Tauran, he implicitly followed
the dictates of prudence, moderation and liberality, in his
intercourse with his ministers, and other officers, and towards
the ryots, and the merchants, strangers, and the indigent
who resorted to his country. In this way his fame for wisdom
and hospitality was spread abroad, and induced numbers to
Hock to Kedda, which soon became more and more populous.

After a while another son was born to the Raja, equally
endowed in features ard appearance as his elder brother. The
royal nurses accordingly selected companions for him from
amongst the children of the mantris, and officers of state.
Before very long again, he had another son who was provided
with companions in a similar manner, agreeably to the usage
of great princes.

A long time in days and years had not elapsed after this
event, when his highness was presented by his queen with a
daughter of exceeding loveliness of feature, sweetly elegant,
of a light yellow complexion and delicately slender. It would
have been indeed difficult in those days to have found her
like. The young princess was also provided with attendants,
nurses (dry) and playmates from amongst the children of the
men of consequence. After how long an interval again of

(«) Chirrei in SUm«se is the name of the Ficus religiosa or Banian tree of
this jjart of »he Feuinsula.

ErLtf means fchat has an undulating and floating appearance at a
distance like liquid mud*

U
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.years and months, the Bdjd had another son born to him,
who was equally gifted, as bis two elder brothers, with per-
sonal endowments. It was a great source of delight to Maha
Podisat to watch these children at play/ and to see them
daily increasing in stature and knit together by mutual af-
fection, and acquiring also all the desired accomplishments of
mind and of person. His highness when he sat in his hall,
for the administration of justice, and state affairs, along with
all his officers, used to have these four children present, that
they might learn how to govern, and their behaviour, pru-
dence and generosity gained them the love and applause of
all the duels and people, and the gratitude of the poor.
Their politeness and affability to strangers and merchants
secured their esteem and admiration. When also the R&ja
gave audience in state in his palaee, these four children would
not be absent, but sat close to their parents in a respectful
manner; and conversed with and addressed them in pleasing
language. In fact they would not separate themselves from
their royal parents. When too, the Raja accompanied his
sons outside of the fort, he gave to each of them a horse, and
a weapon, and made them, while at a gallop, tilt at the stalk
of a water lily. The plain was full of people who flocked to
see this exercise of the young princes, and their practise also,
on horseback, with the bow and arrow. These sports were
repeated every three days, and the sons of the ministers also
joined in them.

At length these four royal children grew up, and it became
requisite that governments should be provided for them.
Accordingly when the Rdjd was one day seated in public with
Ins officers around him, the four old raantris made obeisance
and said—" We four brothers, may it please your highness,
are of opinion that it is now time to follow the injunction of
your royal father M&rong Mabiwangsd, by sending your chil-
dren to their respective destinations, especially now, because
the lands indicated and tracts mentioned by your father are
all toildernesses, they have n» inhabitants, or at least they have
only scattered populations and they have no rulers.'* Raja
Marong Maha Podisat replied—" If this be the advice of my
brothers I pray you to send and collect all the tribes or fami-
lies of Girgassies, and instruct their Panghulus Nang Sut-
taman and Pra Chi Sam, and their wives to come with them,
as I intend to order them to accompany my eldest son, the
rest of the escort will be composed of my Malays* The journey
is in a N. N. W. direction and is a long one." Then Pra Chi
Sam and his wife having arrived, they were thus accosted by
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the Raja—"Oh chief! you, your wife and family are to ac-
company my eldest son—so assemble all your people, and
then set forth in search of an eligible country for my son to
rule'over and where he may erect a fort with a ditch." Pra
Chi Sam and his wife and family and Nang Sutaman, pro-
fessed their readiness to go, observing that this country of
Kedda is confined and not sufficient to contain the increasing
nuipbers of your highnesses people the Girgasies. But, said
Chi Sam, will your highness be pleased to inform me if my
son Parak will be retained here at Court. The Raja told
him to take Parak along with the party. This Pra Chi Sam
was the son of a Malay and had been married to Nang
Suttaman a Girgassi, and they bad a son, the Parak just
mentioned. The lad was handsome. It happened that a Gir-
gassi panghulu or chief, named Nang Meri, who was the
daughter of a Girgassi Raja, had then arrived. She was a
chieftainess of the lirst rank and consequence amongst her
tribes. Nang Meri was advanced somewhat in life, for she
had both children and grand children, and the females had all
been taken to the Raja's palace, as they were very beautiful,
being all Girgassi. Now Nang Meri was madly in love
with this Parak, son of the couple Nang Suttaman and Phra
Chi Sam.

All having been got armed and ready, the colony departed
to the N. N. W. There were numbers of horses and ele-
phants along with it, and the march was enlivened by field
sports and fishing, and diversified by the various objects of
interest which the party encountered, but no eligible spot yet
presented itself for a settlement. At length thf party arrived,
after two hundred days and nights travelling, at a de-
sirable spot, where was a rivulet which flowed into the
sea. The land was level and populous. Here the young
chief erected a fort and palace ana dug a ditch round all, and
became the Raja of the country, and then he sent and collect-
ed the scattered population of the districts into a narrower
coripass. He then called this large country Siam Lanchang
£sU |*j* [It requires 12 days for troops to reach Ligor from
Keddaand 14 days for men mounted on elephants.] Then
the Raja of Kedda learned that his son had been settled in
the government of that country called Siam, and-that he had
ordered that those distriets which would not submit to Siam
should be attacked and destroyed by the chief of the Gir-
gassies Pbra Chi Sam and his men. The obedient districts
sent their officera with gifts, and offerings in token of their
allegiance to the country of Siam* [7]
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NOTES.

[7] I shall have occasion in the sequel here to examine narrowly
this claim set up by our Kedda annalist that the Kedda country
gaie a king to Siam. It is undoubtedly within the sroje of pos-
sibility, and, if Loubere was correct, of probability, for that author
rematks, that all the kings of Siam were not of tire same race*
But 1 have discovered no recorded facts to countenance the sup-
position, that M&h&w&nged was a progenitor of any king of Siam.
1 think however, that there will be sufficient evidence to shew that
an intercourse had begun at an early period betwixt Kedda and
Siam, and that the former was one of the inlets to the lower
provinces, at least, of Siam, of the religions of India.

It would seem, as 1 have before hinted, from the reply given by
the mantris to their Raja, that they knew only of two celebrated
kingdoms within a reasonable distance, namely, Achin and Pegu,
yet at this period Java, Menangkabau in Sumatra, and the an-
lient Singapura, or Johor, theSabor, it is believed, of Ptolemy, were
flourishing. The putting of such a question belied the assumption
that Kedd& then carried on an extensive trade with foreign coun-
tries.

The bow here called dhachang was only used by Rama and
Buddha.

Rokam is a Malayan name for a wild fruit tree, the
carissa shinarum or flacourtia calaphrasta of Marsden, and the
girth of the one described was that of a guling aring or deer net,
which would give a diameter of about three feet* This net or trap
is shaped and constructed like a purse. The hoops are connected
by meshes of rattans, and when not in use, it folds or closes up
just as a purse does. Its length is about 6 or 7 feet. The same
tiap is employed to catch wild hog, nearly the same to carry hogs
to market. The underwood of the forest is cut along a given line,
and tlien formed into a bushy fence with apertures at intervals,
in which the rets are fastened with the open end of course inward.
Sometimes, especially when hog is the game, these nets are set
something in the manner of a moletrap, Ly bending down a thick
branch of a free to act at a spring. A paity of men takes a wide
circuit, and drives the animaU towards the fence, when the latter
rush into the guling aring. I have seen a large pig swung up
into the air by this contrivance.

Gunong Giryang, is the " elephant rock" of modern maps. It
rises abruptly out of a low marshy plain, and is about 3 or 4 miles
inland. It is a towering mass of apparently primary limestone,
and the shells embedded in a ferruginous breccia found in its
numerous caves, proclaim it to have been an island as described
by our author. Within my own experience, or the last twenty
years, the sea has in some places on the coast of Province Wellesley,
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About 40 miles further south, receded from 5 to about 100 yards
in some places, while the land has lost as much in others. The
word " populous" as employed by our author conveys no definite
idea of the population of Kedda at the period. Looking at the
first area actually, by his account, occupied by the meie colony,
I would he inclined not to rate it in Raj&- Podisat's time in the
beginning of his reign, beyond 1,000 souls at the utmost, exclusive
of the aboriginal inhabitants, or Girgassi. There seems to be a
little too much of adaptation in the number of children assigned
to Raja Podisat, as it jii3t meets the number desired by his father
M&.ong M&'i&wfiugsd. This supposition is based on that of the
colonists having consisted of the passengers of one ship only, and
at the Girgassi chiefs asserted that the populous, or overpopulous
state of Kedd* arose from the increase of their tjibes, not of
foreigners.

If the description we here find of the attention paid by the
Kedd* R&jalu to the education of their children be coirect, it will
forcibly contrast with the culpable and apaihetical indifference
exhibited by most of the Malayan Raj As of the preient day, for
their sons receive little or np education befitting their station, but
only such as to render them piratical abroad, und cruel and op*
pressive to their subjects at home. There is however one part of
education which is never neglected, a scrupulous attention*to the roles
(^politeness, which in after life too frequently merge* in a morbid
sensitiveness, alike afraid of giving offence by speech, andready to
take offence at every fancied slight. It is a cloal? too amongst
the unprincipled portion of the Malays to treachery and revenge.

There is now no predominant Malayan power. Were the
shattered fragments of the original dynasties to be left to them-
selves, without the checks of the Dutch on the one hand, and the
British on the other, a dreadful scene of anarchy would ensue.
Wherever a new settlement is formed a fort and ditch and a palace
are tire three things first attended to. The Girgaisi were govened
by a woman, and the chieftainess, Nang Soottaman, came it ap-
pears from a distance, so that it is to be supp3sed that Kedda was
not the seat of her authority, but where that was doe* not appear.
The horses alluded to may have been got from either Achin or
Pegu, the tatter is the most probable supposition, the Sumdtran
ponies being too small for warlike evolutions. But this continent
southward of Ava has never been adapted to cavalry. The dis-
tance allowed by our author from Keild& to Slam Lanchang i* 200
days, and this would be more than sufficient for a journey to the
present capital of diam. The sea however directly to the eastward
of Keddk can be reached in 7 or 8 days. The direction could not
have been directly to the N. N. W. This must be a mistake as it
would lead to the Bay of Bengal. It is stated that several districts
would not submit to the kingdom of Siam almost inferring that
the country was not a new one as here attempted to be shewn*
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We now find our author mentioning Malays as forming a part
of R&ja Podisat's subjects. Thus there must have been a (O.oula-
tion consisting of three distinct races, the Girgassis, or aborigines,
the Colonists, and the Malays The subject of the origin of the
Malayan race is still beset with difficulties. We are made aware
by the writings of Sir S. Raffles and others as well as by native
authorities, that Menangkabau in Sumatra was a very early and
chief seat of Malayan power.

The etymology by the Malays of Menangkabau, as quoted by Sir
S. Raffles (T,) of the name Malaya is rather fanciful* A chief named
Sauria Geding had proceeded on an expedition to Sumatra. Two of
his people (doubtless with followers) Patisi Batong and KaiTamong-
ong fled to Menangkabau and in tine establisheJ a new government.
As they had been wood cutters, the nation was called Malaya from
Mala, to bring or fetch, and aya wood. But neither of these
words are as far I can learn now usei in such a sense by the Ma-
lays, nor are they to be .found so applied in Marsden's Dictionary.
This jast reason however would not alone hold good, because there
is a large number of Malayan words not includeJ in it, and
lome may have become obsolete. Bit! are we to suppose that the
Malayan race was indigenous to the Peninsula ? Some writers
have imagined that they came from the north, or from the
vicinity of Tartary. That vaiious tribes have been successively
thrust southward from that quarter by the pressure perhaps %f
population, partly admits of proof. The Malayan features cer-
tainly more resemble those of the Indo-Chinese generally con-
sidered, than they do those of any other nation. But there is an
impediment say some to this argument for similarity of origin, in
the very marked distinction which exitts betwixt the structure of
the Malayan language as it now exists and the whole of the Indo-
Chinese dialects. The first is polysyllabic, the latter are mono-
syllabic in roost instances, and in the* rest having the monosyllabic
structure even while admitting some polysyllables. Marsden
noticed that one language once preva:led from Madagascar to
the Archipelago. Doe3 the language of the former now bear any
affinity to the Malayu ? But this would tend rather to prove that
the race travelled west- They reached the Cape of Good Hope
too. Sir S. Raffles remarked ihat the Javanese say that they
navigated in former times to Madagascar. And it is stated in the
Ceylonese Mahawapso that Ceylon was invaded by an army of
Javako or Javanese. The Javanese visit to .Madagascar took
place Mr Crawfurd supposes or says before the Hindoos or Arabs
reached Java—which would have thus been at least 75 A. D.

There is a considerable diversity of colour amongst the Malays
of the present day, owing t6 intermixture with forefgn races. But
on this point I suspect that the original type not only of the

(T) Memoirs p. 435.
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Malays but of the Indo-Chinese in general, once approximated
much closer to the colour of the Chinese than it now does. I
have invariably found that the more secluded any of these tribe*
lived the fairer were their complexions. I observed this particu-
larly amongst the jungle Karians of Martaban province, and one
of the wild or aboriginal tribes of the Malacca Peninsula in the
heart of Perak. 1 except of course the woolly haired races. The
colour of these Perak Samang, as they are called, whom I saw, was
much fairer than that of the Malays around them, being nearly
that of the southern Chinese, for those of the north are as fair as
many Europeans. The partiality of all of the Malayan tribe* leans
strongly towards fairness of skin, whereas the African who never
perhaps was fairer than he is now, deems blackness, perfection.

" White and yellow" mixed is the favorite expression which
Malayan writers, amongst whom is our author, employ when des-
cribing female beauty.

Theie is a curious passage in the Sajara Malayu or Malayan An-
nals which might tend to induce a belief that there were tribes
of the original Malay race on the Malacca coast wheu the colony
of, in this case, foreign Malays, reached it.

" Sultan Mudhafer Shall, of Malacca, ordered the Bandahara
11 Paduka Raja to drive the Siamese out cf the country (they had
" invaded it) and he directed Sri Vija Al di Raja with the rest of
" the hulubalangs and champions to accompany the Bindahara,
11 This Sri Vija Al di Raja was a native Malay and named ori-
" ginally Tun Humza" [Humza it may be observed is the famous
sacred.goose of India] "and he derived his origin from the cows
" vomit." (*) This last remark has also reference to Hindu super*
stitions. The word in the original work, at least in my copy of it, is
{J^c] Asl, which means root, origin, source, which are still stronger
expressions than the one Ley den has here used. But the author
may have only meant that he was an unconverted Malay.

It would seem that the Malays at first occupied the East Coast
of the Peninsula along the gulf of Siam from Sangora or Sinjhora
inclusive to Point Romania or Ujong Tannah Malayu, But they
were overrun by, and their countries were brought from time to
time, under the sway of the Siamese. When this rule ttfthe south
of £>iam Proper be*an is not certain, but if any credit be due to
the Malayan annals, it must have been long; before the settlement
of the antient Singapura.

O Mai. An. Lejden, C, XIII p. 130,
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CHAPTER V.

Raja Marong Maba Podisal gave orders very soon after
this object of settling his son had been gained, that his four
ministers should collect a body of armed men, horses and
elephants, with every requisite for another expedition. So when
all had been prepared, his second son departed with it, jour-
neying towards the S. S. E of Kedda, in search of a place to
form a settlement and to built a fort and palace with the usual
defences; and being accompanied by ministers and oUier slate
officers, ryots and followers. The expedition passed through
the deep forests, and over hills, parsing the time in all kinds
of amusement and sports of the field, and when it reached a
deep pond or pool the people stopped to fish. At length the
colony reached a large river which descended to the sea.

Again it came to a water course and lake, which surround-
ed a row of three or four Islands. The young prince was
charmed with the aspect of these Islands. He therefore took
a polished silver arrow, and adjusting it to his bow called
Indrasakti, thus addressed it:—"speed and fly thou away
towards these three or four Islands and there descend—and
wherever you now reach the ground there I will form my
settlement and build my fort" The silver anow sped aloft
with a sound like that made by the wings of the hum-
nting beetle and fell upon one of the Islands—therefore the
prince called the Island Indrasakti. Here on that spot the
Raja built a fort and surrounded it with a ditch, and then
erected his palace. He had all the inhabitants and people
too, who were dispersed and scattered about, collected. Thus
having got into his palace with all his people about him, he
found that the new country was established, he then called it
Nigri Perak or the Perak or Silver country—after that
silver-pointed arrow. So the country continued settled and
flourishing under the just and wise sway of the new Raja. [8J

When ATarong Maha Podisat heard of this fortunate
result of the expedition, he said to his four old mantris—
"My brothers I beq; you to get ready the supernaturally gift-
ed elephant named Lei a Johari, which our father Marong
Mahawangsa used % to ride. Let it le provided with a
royal Sukhtikurjaan or howdah having a canopy and
hangings because I desire to raise my daughter to the digni-
ty of a Raja and to settle her in a government. Do you
my four brothers accompany her to her destination; and
take charge of her and the expedition, and when the under-
taking shall have been accomplished, then do you four return
here to me, leaving the elephant Kamala Jauhari to attend
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its mistress, because it will be able to give me always speedy
accounts of her the princess my daughter." Accordingly
all was quickly got ready, and the princess having been
seated on her elephant Kamala Jauhari, the Raja put into
her hand a charmed kris called Lela Masani which was
originally willed as an. heir loom. He likewise said to the
elephant. "If thy mistress shall become a R&ja, do not thou
discontinue going backwards and forwards betwixt her set-
tlement and Kedda, to keep me informed of all that happens
to her." Then Jauhari made obeisance, and set off due East
followed by all the ministers and other state officers, who
were appointed to escort her. They soon entered upon a
wild, woody tract, covered with primeval forest, of great
extent and unfrequented;—then having quitted that broad
level country.the elephant led the expedition over hills and
mountains. When the colony had approached near to the sea
there, and had arrived at a large river which emptied itself
into the sea, the elephant Jauhari halted, for the place was level.
Here was erected a palace and a fort defended by a ditch, and
the chiefs and people having effected this, the Queen examined
the buildings, and thsn seating himself on her throne received
the homage of her subjects. Now all those who thus presented
themselves before her highness, were quite astonished at her
state, and the power conferred upon her by the possession
of the enchanted kris amd the elephant Lela Jouhari.

Thus from month to month and from year to year, the po-
pulation of the place increased. The four ministers finding
all in such a fair train craved leave to return to Kedda and
asked also her highness to favour them with the n&me of the
new settlement. The female Raja approved of their desire
to return, and told them that they should acquaint her royal
father that the country bad been named Patani, because or
on account of the kris lela mussani (a)

Thus the Raja of Kedda Marong Maha Podisat happily
accomplished his desire to settle his children in separate Go-
vernments, yet grief assailed his mind, when he reflected o the
solitary condition of his remaining son for he had n<~ other
child, than this youngest before mentioned, and moreover he
was getting aged, and because (owing to so many drains
upon it) the population of Kedda had become scanty. In
order therefore to dispel his melancholy he spent most of his
time in hunting animals of the forest and netting birds, and
allowed his son to carry on the Government with the aid of
the ministers and principal state officers* [9]

(«) The sequiler here is quite obscure.
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NOTES.

[8] The Malayan Rajas are generally attached to field sports.
The Krean is the only large river betwixt Kedda and Perak. But I
am not aware of any lake enclosing islands in that direction. It may
possibly allude to the Dinding islands close to the mouth of the
Perak river, or to some tract near or at Bruas river. Perak is admit-
ted by the Chronicle to have been at this period well peopled, and if
the Malayan annals are to be trusted it was so at a very early period.
In these* it is stated that Manjong or Perak was a great country,
and gave to Acheh or Achin its first King who was named Polong^1)
but Acheh received fiom Champa a King of the same name,
ifrhich creates a doubt here as to the identity of this last Polong.
In the Achinese annals (Malayan) we find that Sultan Mansur-
shah the Raja of Perak was raised to the throne of Achin in A. M,
985 or A. D. 1,607: Marsden gives the date at 1567, but does
not I believe quote any authority. Bruas on a river of that name
seems to have been the capital. The people are very illiterate and
I could not when there get from either the Raja or his subjects any
account either oral or written of the antient state of their country.
In the Malayan annals however we find that the celebrated Raja
Suran or Surin of Amdan Nagara or Bijanuggur in the Peninsula
of India (2) when he invaded the Malayan Peninsula, arrived first
at Gunga Nagara in Perak. If Kedda had then existed he,
supposing that the prominent features of the narrative are correct,
would most likely have conquered it first. The Raj a of Gunga
Nagara had his fort on a hill, steep in "front, but of easy access in
the rear and situated on the Dinding river, now perhaps the Perak
river, although the country is very level until we ascend far up the
river. The Raja was named Gungi Shah Juana. I may observe
here that tie Malayan Rajas from the earliest times of their inter-
course with the west have used and now use indiscriminately both
Indian and Persian Titles. The invader attacked this fort, and it
seems that no fire-arms were employed, bows, arrows, swords and
spears only being mentioned. It is not stated by what route this
Army of Suran came, but it must have been by sea. Manjong is
another name given to Perak, or part of it, in these annals, but
neither it nor Gunga Nagara, literally the country of Ganges, are
terms now in use.

[9] PatanL—This country comprises a considerable area. Its
population it is believed has been greatly reduced during the last
century, and does not now exceed a tythe of what it once was. It
was antiently one of the most populous principalities on the Penin-
sula. The Malayan annals shew that Patani was conquered by Siam
during the reign of Sultan Mahomed ia about A.D. But it must have

0) MaWm Annals C. VIII. 2 Pî riya Taria, Is a UigU offioer ol tbt Sis<
mete A
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been so long before. Floris observes that it was " formerly go-
verned by Queens" thus corroborating the Marong Mahawan&sa,
and " that it was conquered by Raja Api, the black or Fiie King
of Sinm about A. D, 1603." I suspect that this Black Prince
must have been a foreigner, perhaps an Indian. Api is a Malayan
word meaning fire. But the Siamese had conquered it, and that
perhaps for the first time as the same annals inform us, by Chau Sri
Bangsa, a son of the Emperor of Siara, about the latter part of the
fourteenth century. Its Raja, Suliman, was on this occasion expelled.
His town and fort were called Kota Malegei, viz., 'Tort and palace"
Hamilton says that Patani paid tribute to Slant in 1703 A; D. but
was under Johor. If the Keddd annals be correct the country
was first settled under a Queen. At the period of the last named
conquest the ruler of Ligor was Maha Raja Deva Sura. But re-
bellions have been frequent since that time, one having happened
so late as 1830-31, although like the preceding ones it was quite
unsuccessful. On this last occasion, as well as in the rebellion of
1786, the Siamese employei a large body of Kedda troops, and
this, too, while the outbreak against them by the Malays of that
province had been but barely suppressed, thus evincing the great
supeiiority which the Siamese possess over the Malays in tact,
decision, method and combination*

One of the Rajas of Johore according to Patanese tradition, for
I have not yet obtained any connected written history of Patani,
married the last Queen of Patani, Phra Ghu the nuptials having
been celebrated at the latter place with great pomp* Previous to
this event Patani had been divided into forty-three mukims or
divisions including Calantan and Tringanu, and its two chief ports
were Qualla Patani and Qualla Bukkah. But the Jolior Raja had
obtained the district of fringanu for one of his favorite courtiers,
thus reducing the number to 42. 'The capital was then called
Kota Kiddei the " mart fort."

Soon after this alliance the Johor Raja fell in love with Dang
Frat, the beautiful daughter of one of the Patani chiefs, who be-
came his mistress, and in time acquired such an ascendancy over
him, that he neglected Phra Chu, who accordingly nursed in her
bosom the serpent or jealousy. " To exhibit her inflaence she got
II the Raja to order to be made for her a golden chaping, or fi/
11 leaf (anglice) of a cubit breadth, and weighing five catties, or
" 6$ lbs. which surprised the goldsmith, and would have convulsed
" the courtiers with laughter when she wore it at her waist, had
11 they not suppressed it for fear of the Raja, for she appeared like
11 one outrageously enciente." The Raja built a fort and at palace
for Dang Frat giving it the name of Kota Bharu, or "the new fort/'
which event distressed the people and gave rise to several sati-
rical poetical effusions in the country of Kedda. One day his
highness deigned to recollect his neglected wife, and went to pay
her a visit, but on hi« approach foe ww met by messengers Bent by
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the indignant lady forbidding his advance, and directing him?
forthwith to evacuate the country. The Raja perceived that he
had no means of resistance, so he sailed for Jolior. Phra Chu
after having beutowed her unmarried maids of honor in marriage
on her chiefs continued to reign alone for tea years, until her death.
When this happened the chiefs constituted an oligarchy and the
old fort was demolished in order to obliterate all remembrance of
royalty, and to prevent any one being tempted to assume the su-
preme power.

This oligarchy divided amongst them the forty-two districts and
all the property of the late government, and the. chief folio had
held the highest rank under Phra Chu was allowed to retain the
title of Dattu. These chiefs were all individually independent,
but they confederated for mutual defence. So the people only
exchanged, a perhaps, matriarchal government mildly adminis-
tered, for a knot of petty despots In those days Patani had a
population it is said of 150,000 males, from 16 to 60 years of age.
It is still populous and sends its hundreds to the Haj every year.
The Patani mountains, dividing it from Kedda and Perak, have
rather a grand appearance when seen from Pinang. They are,
where most elevated, I should suppose from four to five thousand
feet above the level of the sea. I passed there in 1836 when pro*
ceeding to insrest the Patani tin mines, which last yield pretty
abundant supplies of that metal. Patani is fertile in rice; and
cattle are supplied by it to Pinang. These animals arc compactly
built, and have moderately sized humps.

The Patanese appear to be a mixed race. They seem to be
mote industrious than the Malays around them. Their religion is
Ialamism, and there are more lnjis amongst them than are perhaps
to be found amongst an equal number of Malays any where else.
The intending hajis generally cross the hills, and embark for Ara-
bia in some Arab vessel at Pinang. The Patanese are not wanting
in courage. The products of their country are gold, tin, grain,
cardamums of inferior quality to those of Malabar, salt, buffalo and
horned cattle, pepper, saltpetre and wax

This province of lower Siam is now divided into si* mukims
only of the first class, and one of the second class. The English
established a factory here in 1610, but abandoned it in 1623.

A Buddhist priest of Siam gave me the following short recital
which confirms the account of a princess having gone from Kedda
to Patani:

'Six men fled from China and settled at Patani. They must
1 have been people of great consequence because the Emperor tried
' to secure them but failed, After they had fleJ from Patani to
' Sitfm, Phra Chan Ko Lai, a son of the Emperor of Siam Chan
1 Chiwit (*) went to reside at Patani contrary to his father's
• wishes. There was at this period a princess of Srai or Kedda

C) A, mere tide, viz,," Lord of Ufe^
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who came to Patani or Tani, as it was also then called, and
offered to marry this son of Chiwit if he would seize the capital
of Siam. This he refused Jt appears, doubtless because he had
not the means, and the lady forthwith expelled him from Patani,
and took the government in her own hands, but the Emperor of
Siam afterwards regained that province and appointed district
governor to rule it.'
Owing to this custom of allowing women to wield the reigns of

empire, and which seem? to have been pretty widely extended, we
might te induced to attribute a considerable degree of refinement
to the people whom they ruled. But it is to be suspected that this
refinement did not go deeply into society, and that the real power
was generally exercised by ministers, if not usurped by them.
Wherever Islamism was introduced these females ceared to reign,
and were excluded from succession* At this day Indo-Chinese
females enjoy more personal liberty and enter more directly and
keenly into the bustle of life than do those of India. So I have
noted to be the case in Pegu, in Burmali, and amongst the Sia-
mese. In Siam the lady of a governor of a province is not debarred
from acting officially for him during his temporary absence.
Another Siamese, a priest, informed me that Phra Chan Ko Lai,
the son of Chan Chiwit, king of Siam (a) went to Tani, or Patani,
to drive off some Chinese. It happened that a princess of Srai or
Sai had arrived there from that country, who promised to marry
him provided he would sei?fi on the throne of Siam. But finding
him rather disposed to remain master of Patani, she had him killed
and reigned herself. The Emperor cf Siam however reduced the
country afterwards, and having apportioned it amongst certain chiefs
made them tributaries, [which mode of ruling is in practise at this
day.]

Alphonso de Sosa reduced Patani town to ashes in A. D. 1527.
The above two recitals however some to confirm the account of our
Kedda historian, for the Marong Mahawangso was not known to
the Siamese, being in the Malayan language and preserved in the
private repositories of the Rajas of Kedda.* It was discovered by
the Raja ofLigor when he last took that province into his own
hands, and it is said he destroyed it when told that a king of Siam
had his origin there.

(a) Chan Chiwit " the lord of life/* ii applied to every king of Siam.
* Other copies muit exist. We have one.—ED.

[To be Continued.]
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OP THE KAYAN , A N G U A G E o p T H B

WEST OP BORNEO.

By R. BUENS, Esq-

LIKE all the other aboriginal tribes of n^« *i_ v
have no alphabet, mode of^writinJ °f Borneo the Kayans
nor do they practice any systeScJ S f t °f letters>
ing their ideas by figure/ W]tJth? °? r eP r e s e i*-
differences, all t i l divisions of the l i b ^ r ? l o c a l

language, so as to be intelligible tl JT ?f S ? e a k t h e s a m e

their wide range on the i s S %£toth^throughout
copious pleasantly soft and comparatLrv

yan-,langUaSe is

The following is "a vocabulary 0̂ ^ S J^ fas
f
lIy quired.

the district of the rivers fli/tuta and S ? ^ 'P^611 in

branches. t u m a n d Rajang, and their

Earth
Sky
Sea
Sun
Moon
Star
Light
Darkness
Lightning
Thunder
Eclipse
Heat
Cold
Cloud
Rainbow
Tide-flow
Fire
Smoke
Sparks
Flame
Ashes
Fuel
Charcoal
Water
River
Rain

Tana Lim
Langit
Kala
Matin-dow
Bulan
Kranincr
Mala
Li dam
Kilat
Balari
Sowang
Laso
Laram
Lison
Langi Hatong
Wap
Apui
Lison
W u r
Mala
Havo
Tyon
Lusong
Atta
Hungie
Usan

Current
Lake
Dew
Fog
W

Kasi
Bawang
Lipot

x
Storm
Land
Country
Village
Town
Island
Cape Point
Whirl-pool
Plantation
Field
Plane
Wood jungle
Sand
Rock
Shell
Garden
Mountain
Cave
Hoase
Room
Door

£P
Bahoie
Ovan
Tana
Dali
Dolia
Dali
Busang
Tujol
Ivak
J-Luma
Tana Padit
Tuan
Hyt
Batu
Seh
Luvo
Knalang
Luvong
Oma
Tilong
Taman
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Window
Loft
Floor
Stairs
Railing
Partition
Beam
Boards
Kafts
Laths
Thatch
Nails
Table
Mat
Mattrass
Pillow
Curtains
Screen
Box, Trunk
Basket
Plate
Cup
Knife
Handle
Pot
Jar
Torch
Candle

Batave
Parong
Tasu
San
Krahan
Binding
Bong
Liap
Kaso
Laha
Apo
Tapak
Talam
Brat
Luto
Hilan
Kalabo
Pindingkalabo
Pati
Alat
Pigan
Pigan dui
Kiioe
Houp
Taring
Goasi
Lutong
Lutong LaBees-wax La Hingit

Wick Wang
Sieve Ilik
Bucket Lima
Scales,Balance Tibang
Hammer Tukol
Anvil Taranan
File Isa
Gimlet Knivo
Hatchet, Axe Asey
SharpingStone Batu Asa
Chisel Panjok
Awl Tuel
Spear Bakier
Crow Bar Kali
Hoe Weying
Gold Ma

Tron Titi
Steel Titi Mying
Magnet Titi Lakin
Copper Kavat Bla.
Brass Kavat Nymit

or Knymit
Tin Samha
Medicine Tabar
Gun Pulot
Rozin Lutong
Camphor Kapon
Opium Pune
Trees Pohun
Root Aka
Trunk Batang
Bark Kul
Branch Dahan
Leaf Iton
Flower, b l o s . l p i d

com ) s

Fruit Bua
Orange, Lime Lavar
Pine apple Orusan
Mangostin Kitong
Plainlain Puteh
Jack Badok
Mango Sspam
Durian Dian
Beetle-nut Gahat
Cocoa-nut Khoh
Kernal, Seed Wang
Vegetables Tango
Yams TJvi
Sugar Cane Tuvo
Salt Knah
Pepper Lia
Ginger Lia Tana
Oil Tilang

}
Sugar
Padi
Ri c e
Boiled do
Dried Rice

}
Tuvlang

Baha
Kanan
Kartip
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Flour
Fish
Beet
Egg*
Boat
Oar
Gun
Ball
Powder
Wheel
Needle
Thread
Fish Hook
Tobacco
Cigar
Surf, Wove
throne
Dress
Hat, Gap
Goat, Jacket
Shoes
Cloth
Woollen do
Satin

Tiger
Leopard
Bear
Dragon
Rhinoceroes
Deer
Hart
Bar
Mouse Deer
Goat
Wild Hog
Boar
Sow
Pig
Boar
Bow
Pole Cat
Dog
Cat
Squirrel

Tapa
Masik
Sin
Tilo
Haruk
Say
Banin
Panglo
Tabar Banin
Ilier
Loe
Tali
Pisey
Jako
Loko
Bangat
Tagan
Akave
Lavong
Basong
Tadok
Kain
Sakalat
l>asu
Lijow
Koli
Buang
Nang
Tandoh
Payow
Payow Wang
Payow Doh
Planok
Kading
Bavoi
Bilangnyan
Miray
Uting
Batuan
Hinan
Bukulo
Aso
Sing
Pinnyamo

Rat, Mouse
Monkey
Ape
Mias
Tail
Skin

Lavo
Brok
Poinang
Orong Tuan
Eko
Blanit

Snake Sarpene Knipa
Boa Constric-1 D „

tor {Panganan
Black Snake Jilivan

j Worm
I Centipede
Scorpion
Leech
Frog
Toad
Lizard
Alligator
Guana.
Tortoise
Butterfly
Fly
Musquito

Halang
Diripan
Diripan Kitip
Atak
Jowi
Bunang
Silowit
Baya
Kavok
Kalovi
Langoto
Lango
Trokok

Small Kind do Hamok
Flea
Bee
Findly
Ant
Birds
Kite
Pigeon
Fowls
Sparrow

Mankind
Man
Woman
Child
Body
Head
Hair
Beard
Eye
Face
Ear

Koto Naso
Hingit
Ada
Klavirang
Manok
Knahu
Poni
Knap
Bayong

Kolonan
Laki
Doh
Hapang
Loang
Kohong
Bok
Bulo
Mata
Inang
A pang
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Nose
Cheek
Tongue
Mouth
Teeth
Neck
Chin
Shoulder
Back
Heart
Rib
Hand
Right do
Left do
Arm
Wrists
Elbow
Finger
Thumb
Nails
Breasts
Abdcjien
Knee
Leg
Feet
Toes
Heel
Skin
Bone
Flesh
Sinew
Reins
Pulse
Milk
Blood
Entrails
Lungs
Stomach
Liver
Bladder
Brains
Spirit
Mind
Love
Anger

Urong
Pinga
Jila
Ba
Knipan
Kran
Jan
Hone
Loung
Kanip
Ha
Kama
Tow
Maving
Lipe
Uso
Hiko
Ikin
Taval
Hulo
Usok
Butit
Aliv
Itat
Kasa
Ikin Kasa
Tumin
Blanit
Tulang
Sin
Uat
Uat Daha
Uat Nitit

Daha
Tanei
Praha
Batuka
Pley
Na
Otak
Brua
Kanip
Masi
Mano

Joy
Grief
Hope
Dumb
Deaf
Blind
Cough
Mad
Boil, Pimple
Small Pox
Rheumatism
Scurf
Itch
Fever
Asthma
Wound
Sick
Ague
Lunatic
Toothach
Kindred
King
Queen
Lord
Master Mr.
Nobleman
Slave
Husband
Wife
Father
Mother
Grand-father
Father-in-law
Mother-in-law
Brother

"bark am
Mahal
Lay
Hamang
Madang
Pisak
Nikar
Billing
Tuko
Klapit
Niviksal
Key
Gatan
Padam

Gga
Prah
Padam Bilong
Blanin
Prah Knipan
Paharin
Maran
Maran Doh
Hipoy
Hibo
Panyau
Dipin
Laid
Hawa
Amay
Inei
Hukp
Ivan
Ivan
Arin

Brother-in-law Hango
Sister Arin Doh
Sister-in-law Hango^ Doh
Son Anak Laki
Daughter Anak Doh
Twins
Orphan
Uncle
Aunt
Nephew

Anak Apir
Anak Ula
Mamo
Mamo
Nakaq
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Neice
Bastard
Friend
Enemy
God
Lord
Ghost
Mercy
Time
Season
Beginning
End
Year
Month
Day
Day-light
Mid-day
Morning
.Night
Mid-night
Tomorrow
Yesterday!
Liast-night
To-morrow

morning
Day-after-to-

morrow

Nakan
Tuyang
Savila
low
Tanangan
Hipoy
Knito
Masi
Rua
Doman
Aring
Bya
Doman
Bulan
Dow
Dow Mala
Dow Nagrang
Pisol
Malam

do. Kagrang
Jimtf"
Dow Dahalam
Malam do.

Jima Pisol

Duji

Pronouns*

Thou you
He, She, it
We
Ye, you
They
Who
Which
What
My, Mine
They, thine
His, hers, its
Ours
Yours
Theirs

Akui
Ika
Hia
Ita
Ika
Da'a
Hey
Nono
None
Akui Hipon
Ika Hipon
Hia Hipon
Ita Hipon
Ika Hipon
Da'a Hipon

This
That
All
Every
Either
Some
Other
Any one
Such as this
Such as that

Ini
Iti
Lim
Lim Lim
Ini lri
Bali
Dap
Tilana Ji
Nonana
Notika

Adjectives.
Acid
Aged
Alike
Alive
Bad
Bald
Bashful
Beautiful
Becoming
Bent
Black
Blind
Bold
Bright
Broad
Cheap
Clever
Course
Cold
Crooked
Customary
Dark
Dead
Deaf
Deep
Defective
Defiled
Difficult
Dilatory
Distant
Drunk
Dumb

Sam
Aya
Pia
Murip
Jak
Lasang
Hy
Diya
Marong
Kowi
Pitam
Pisak
Lakin
Mala
Brang
Lyang
Haman
Kudal
Laram
Kowi
Barik
Lidam
Matei
Mad&ng
Dalam
Hang Hang
Lumi
Baval
Padara
Sa
Mavok
Hamang
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Dry
Easy
Empty
Enough
Equal
Even
Evil
Expect
False
Fast
Fat
Feeble
Few
First
Fit
Foolish
Free
Future
Glad
Good
Great
Guilty
Handsome
Hard
Heavy
High
Hollow
Hot
Hungry
Ignorant
Improper
Indigent
Innocent
Run
Knotty
Languid
Large
Late
Lazy
Left
Less
Level
Light
Little
Living

Magang
Malai
Gohang
Tami
Pia
Padit
Jak
Haman
Kalok
Kiga
Munang
Eangan
Ok
Aring
Tinang-
Ombak
Jitua
Bya
Ikam
Saya
Aya
Hala
Diya
Mying
Bahat
Bo
Goang
Laso
Lou
Magave
Diyan Tinang
Jaky
Tigam
Buki

Aya
Dara
Duya
Maving
Korang
Padit
Knyan
Kahang
Murip

Long
Lost
Low
Mad
Many
Meager
Merciful
Middle
Might
Modest
More
Naked
Narrow
Near
Neat
New
Next
Nimble
Noble
Noisy
Numerous
Old
Open
Outward
Pale
Passionate
Past
Perfect
Plain
Polite
Poor
Pretty
Proper
Pungent
Putrid
Quick
Rapid
Row
Ready
Red
Rich
Right
Ripe
Rough
Round

Aru
Pabat
Liva
Buling
Liba
Nywang
Limer
Tahang
.Likap
Hy
La'an
Loang Tua
Jali
Jilang
Biya
Maring
Jilang
Ipat
Sayu
Nyom
Liba
Aya
Ovar
Tawa
Nuwang
Laso Kajiip
Lalu
Lim Sayu
Lani
Hy
Jalc
Diya
Marong
Hanit
Muvok
Ipat
Kasi
Ata
Ouna
Bla
Kaya
Marong
Sak S

Patong
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Busty
Same
Scarlet
Shallow
Sharp
Short
Sick
Silent
Sincere
Slack
Slanting
Slow
Small
Smooth
Soft
Sorry
Spotted
Strong
Sweet
Swift
Tall
Tame
Thick
Thin
Thirsty
Timid
Tree
Wet
Valiant
Uncertain
Unequal
Useless
Warm
Weak
Weary
White
Wicked
Wide
Wise
Wrong
Yellow
Young
Zealous
Straight
Mournful

Higan
Pia*
Bla
Nivo
Knat
Bek
Prah
Milo Tua
Lan
Liko
Alan
Dara
Ok
Jiiura
Lima
Mahal
Kalong
Ley
May
Kiga
Bo
Malai
Kapal
Knipi
Magang Ba
Takot
Lan
Basa
Lakin
Diyan Djatn
Diyan Pia
Diyan Non
Laso
Ly
Knila
Puti
Jak
Brang
Udi
Hala
Nymit
Minor
Niga
Tuto
Lumo

Abide
Abuse
Accept
Accompany
Advise
Answer
Arrest
Arrive
Be ashamed
Ask
Assist
Awake
Bake
Bargain
Bark
Bathe
Bawl
Be
Bearfruit
Beat
Become
Beekon

Begin
Behold
Believe
Betroth
Bind
Bite
Bleed
Blow
Boil
Borrow
Break off
Bribe
Bring
Brush
Buy
Call
Carry

Verbs.
Milo
Avay
Oukapi
Beh
Lavara
Tagulang
Sigam
A tang
Tehy
Mitang
Mahap
Mower
Noyyo
Tira
Mangang
Doe
Nangi Lai?
Teh
Tubo
Nukol
Murip
Nyap
Aky
Aring
Knynang
Miteh
Pahawa
Katong
Mat
Nisa
Mahar
Maro
Ujam
Punang
Duoya
Gree
Mipa
Pavlay
Muvoy
Kna'an

Cast account Mujap
Catch Sigam
Change Patoyu
Chase Livo
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Choose
Chop
Circumcise
Cleam
Climb
Collect
Come
Comprehend
Conquer
Copy
Cover
Covet
Cough
Count
Crawl
Cut
Dance
Decay
Deceive
Delay
Deliver
Decide
Descend
Desire
Destroy
Devour
Die
Dig
Disquise
Dive
Divide
Double
Drag
Dream
Dress
Drink
drown
Eat
Ebb
End, Done
Enlighten
Expect
Extinguish
Fall
•Famish

Mileh
Nitak
Knilo
Myang
Nakar
Mipang
Ating
Djam
Alia
Nangrua
Nabon
Mipang
Nikar
Mujap
Namang
Mitnang
Najar
Lala
Pakalok
Padara
Hera Teh
Mitnang
Nili
Mon
Tasa
Nilo
Matei
Knali
Nangrua
Misar
Patular
Patibin
Jat
Nupeh
Nakave
Dui
Gnini
Koman
Mila
Pabna
Malaka
Kavi
Parara
Lrigak
Palau

Fast
Fear
Fight
File
Find
Finish
Fish
Follow
Forbid
Forget
Forgive
Forsake
Founder
Fry
Gape
Gather
Get
Give
Go
Grit
Grind
Grow
Halt
Hang
Have
Heor
Help
Hire
Hope
Inherit
Inquire
Invade
Invite
Iteh
Keep
Kill
Kindle
Know
Lade
Laugh
Leak
Lend
Lie
Live
Look

Ipat, Kiga
Takot
Panoh
Pino
Ala
Pahna
Misey
Livo
Asam mon
Hado
Masika
Milo Tinan
Kam
Naga
Nivanga
Pang
Ala
My
Kaka
Parak
Lani
Tubo
Milo
Jat
Teh
Naringa
Mahap
Niba
Kina
Kalui Tainan
Mitangi
Nasa
Bara
Key
Nymi
Mamatei
Avat
Haman
Maso
Kasiang
Pisit
Mujam
Pawo
Murip
Knynang
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Loose
Love
Make
Meet
JMelt
Mend
Mix
Mount
Murmur
Nail
Obey
Obtain
Occupy
Open
Oppose
Oder
Overcome
Overturn
Own
Paddle
Pardon
Part
Pay
Perish
Please
Point
Prepare
Promise
Pull
Punish
Push
Put
Quench
Rain
Reach
Receive
Reckon
Rent
Repair
Reside
Return
Rise
Rob
Roll
Row

Paday
Masi
Kna
Pahabo
Nilong
Sayuna
Pahivar
Moan
Lidah
Patapak
Tangaran Dyn
Ala
Tuman
Ovar
•Piti
Teh Aim
Alia
Takala
Paju
Basay
Masika
Patular
lay
Kam
Ikam
Tujol
Ouna
Kalok
Jat
Multum
Haro
Dahy
Parana
Usan
Atang
Oukapi
Mujap
Nebaka
Sayuna
Milo
Uli
Mower
Nako
Lulon

Run
Say
See
Sell
Send
Sew
Share
Sliove
Sit
Skin
Sleep
Smell
Smoke
Snatch
Sow
Speak
Stand
Starve
Steal
Stop
Swear
Sweep
Take
Talk
Teach
Think
Throw
Tie
Trust
Turn
Uncover
Understand
Use
Wait
Walk
Weep
Wipe
Wither
Wonder
Work
Wound
Yawn
Wrestle
Knot

Lap
Korin
Knynang
Bili
Kato
Jinhut
Patular
IJaro
Milo
Blanit
Tudo
Bun
Lison
Nako
Nugal
Tangaran
Biti
Lou
Nako
Naring
Mamyan
Mipa
Api
Tangaran
Cakali
Palamana
Bat
Nupot
Kina
Kaluvar
P6ovar
Djam
Tuman
Kavi
Pano
Nangi
Mipa
Lala
Dimisi
Knadoi
Gga
Nivanga
Payo
Tlvukang
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Adverbs.

Here
There
Where
Before
Behind
Upward
Downward
Below
Above
Whither
Backward
Whence
Now
To-day
Lately
Just Now
Long Since
Yesterday
Tomorrow
Not Yet
Afterwards
Sometimes
Perhaps
Seldom
When
Much
Little
How Much
How Great
Eneough
Abundantly
Wisely
Foolishly
Justly
Quickly
Slowly
Badly
Truly
Yes
No, Not
Not at all
How
Why

Hini
Hiti
Hino
Ona
Baloung
Bahuson
Bahida
Hida
Huson
Hinopa
Baloung
Manino
Mahoup
Dowini
Maringka
Mahaupini
Arupa
Dow Dahalam
Jima
Diyan Pa
Bya
Halak Tesee
Mahapa
Mijat
Hiran
Kahom
Ok
Kori Lib a
Kori Ay a
Tami
Kahoin
Udi
Ombak
Marong
Kiga
Dara
Jak
Lan Lan
I
Diyan
Diyandipa
Nonan, Kori
Nanonan

Wherefore
More
Most
Good
Better
Best
Worse
Worst
Again

Non Pohun
Lfian
Lalu Kahom
Sayu
Lalu Sayu
Sayu Lan
Lalu Jak
Jaklan
Rua

Prepositions.

From
At
By
With
In
Into
through
Out
Out of
Without
On, upon
Under
Between
Near
Beyond

Maniti
Bara
Mutang
Dyn
Halam
Pahalam
Mutang
Habay
Nymo
Pahabay
Huson
Hida
Tahang
Jilang
Lawat

Conjunctions.

And
If
Both
Because
Wherefore
Therefore
As
Though
Yet, also

One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Panga
Jivang
Koa
Lav in
Lavin Non
Lavin Iti
Noti
Barangka
Sica

Ji
Dua
Tulo
Pat
Lima
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Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Twenty
Twenty-five

Anam
Tusyn
Say a
Pitan
Pulo
Pulo Ji Whin
PuloDuaWhin
PuloTuloWhin
Doa Pulo

}Dua Pulo Lima
Whin

Koyan Proper Names of
Men.

'Gong
Lerong
Madang
Koli
Hajang
Sagin
Taraalana
Samatu
Knipa
Lijow
Dian
Lidam
Parran
Lia
Batu
Tuva

Swift
Leopard

Serpent
Tiger
Durian

Bock
Sugar-Cane

Lasa
Owin

Akam. This is a prefix ap-
plied to the name of any one
who has lost by death one or
more of his children, as Akaa
Lasa, Akan Kinpa. It is more
commonly appropriated by tha
higher than by the lower clas-
ses. Laki, the name for man,
husband, is also made use of
as a prefix to the names of
married men to denote that the
person to whose name it is pre-
fixed is a father, as Laki Dian
Laki Lidam. Like the for-
mer word it is chiefly applied
to the higher order.

Names of Women.

Tipong
Jilivan
Bulan
Piriang
Balalata
Sidow
Lavan
Lango
Puteh

Buah

Snake
Moon
Flower

Day

Plantain
Fruit
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TOUR FROM SOURABAYA, THROUGH KEDTRI, BLITAR, AN-

TANG, MALANG AND PAISURUAN, BACK TO SOURABAYA.*

By JONATHAN RIGG, Esq., Member of the Batavian 8ociety of Artt

and Sciences

THE town of Kediri is situated much nearer the western
verge of the plain, and the group of the Willis mountains,
than the ranges of the Klat and Kawi, which form the
eastern boundary, and whose towering peaks are only
occasionally seen in the haze, at this time of the year. The
Gunung Kolotok is an outlying mass of the Willis and
between it and the Kediri river, being separated from this
latter by a flat of sawahs, a couple of pauls broad, and from
the former by a low ridge and valley. It is perhaps not
higher than a couple of thousand feet, and it is the parallel
of so many subordinate hills which are seen at the foot of the
volcanoes of Java. . The Kolotok is covered with forest and
jungle, and probably derives its name, from its resemblance
to an instrument so called, and which is a wooden bell hung
round the neck of the buffalo; at least its outline, as seen,
more especially by moonlight, immediately suggests the
idea;. a central eminence rising from the two broad shoulders
answers to the part through which the strap or cord is
passed. It is in this Gunung Kolotok that is situated the
well-known grotto of Sello Mangleng. The kindness of the
Resident supplied us in the afternoon with horses to visit
this piece of antiquity. A straight road from opposite the
Residency leads across the sawahs to near the foot of the
hill, and a broad bridle way then conducts through the
jungle to the grotto, which is within three pauls of Kediri.
On a slightly rising ground, is seen a bluff rock overhung
with trees and shrubs, above which towers the Gunung
Kolotok. About a quarter of the way up this rock are seen,
two apertures or doorways piercing the solid rock, each
about five feet square, and approached sideways by a rugged
ledge of the rock from the northward, and which appears to
have been intentionally left in its original rude state. By
the two doorways, which are close together, admittance is
gained into two chambers which again communicate with
each other by an opening in the party wall. The southern
chamber is the larger of the two, being 16 feet deep and 10

• Continued front our lttt .
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broad, and high enough to stand up in. To the northern
chamber you descend a fetep and find it a little less than the
former. In the southern wall is a square doorway in which
may be seen the remains of grooves for doors to work in,
loading into an apartment about six feet square, and which
gives a sonorous echo to the voice. Corresponding with this,
but in the southern wall of the southern chamber, is another
opening which is gained by a few narrow and steep steps,
which when you fir&t creep into it9 appears quite dark, but
after awhile, the eye adapts itself to the small portion of
light which penetrates so far, and you perceive opposite Ihe
opening the figure of a human being rudely sculptured on
the back of the rock from which it stands out in half
relief. There are thus four compartments or clambers
in one row, running from north to south, and all cut out of
the solid rock. The two centre ones, communicating with
the outer air by roomy doorways, are quite light, but the
side ones receiving their light, as it were at second hand, are
darksome, and fitted for the retreat of hermit or devotee. At
the back of the larger southern chamber is a light projection,
and on a pedestal or low altar is still seen squatting with
folded legs and hands, a Hindu figure cut from the rock to
which it still adheres. It is evidently not a figure of Budha,
as has been asserted, but of Siva or some other similar
deity, as it wears the usual tiara and has bracelets on its
neck, with neither of which Budha is ever represented. The
face and shoulders of the figure are thickly plastered with
yellow Borch or Ochre, and the remains of incense-burning
show that the poor ignorant Javanese still come here to
seek assistance in their troubles. The figure is only about
2£ feet high. The walls of this chamber and of the one
adjoining on the north, are ornamented by the stone being
carved into locks of hair, among which, in the southern one,
are seen small representations of human figures in various
attitudes but clumsily executed. The ceiling of the two
middle chambers is flat and quite black as if covered with a
varnish, and though uneven yet smooth, shining and dry.
For this I can afford no explanation unless it has been some
preparation applied to the rock, either to keep it dry and
impervious to the drainage of water, or by its sombre colour
to make the place more imposing It has been suggested that
it had been caused by the constant burning of lamps before
the images in days of yore, but it is haidly probable that so
large a volume of smoke would be kept up as to imbue the rock
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with an incrustation of soot which would soak into it and
form a permanent dry drust: rubbed with the hand, it com-
municates no black color, and in the course of three or four
centuries, since when we must consider the place as neglected,
any matter of this natnre would have mouldered and dropped
off. The idea that it is a natural deposit of Petroleum or
Naptha percolating through the rock, is even more absurd,
as some indication ought then to be found of it, on the external
mass of the rock, besides analogy does not support the idea.
The unsavory odour which is perceived in the grotto does
not come from Petroleum but from the bats which nestle
in the inner cells. Here and there a pedestal show? that
images have formerly been more numerous in the chambers,
and in a piece of flat ground in front of the grotto are
several smallish stone statues, which however cannot boast
of any great perfection. Out of the south side of the
southern doorway is seen protruding the head of a Naga or
Serpent cut out of the rock, and as if guarding the approach.
From the north side of the northern doorway may still he
traced the remains of a long line of inscription, cut upon the
outer face of the rock almost as far as it extends in a
northern direction ; this is above the rugged pathway by
which the grotto is approached. It is now very indistinct,
and would be quite illegible even were the character
understood. The nature of the rock itself has been unfavo-
rable for its preservation, being softish trachyte containing
imbedded in it nodules of a harder volcanic stone. I he
projecting lump of rock is only about 50 feet high and can
easily be ascended so as to stand over the apartment below.

Sello Mangling faces towards S. E. and by E, and being
a little higher than the valley of Kediri, commands a pretty
prospect of the sawahs near the river, and of the mountains
of Kiat and Kawi beyond in the distance. It has evidently
been constructed with a religious object, and has served as
a place of penance to devotees, it is cut out of tie solid rock
which is rather soft and porous trachyte; very probubly some
original cavity in the rock was availed of, but even suppos-
ing such to have been the case, still a good deal of labour
must have been bestowed to bring it into its present state.
The execution upon the whole is rude, and does not display
any great constructive art The tradition of the country
ascribes its construction to Kili Suchi, who they say was a
princess of the royal family of Madjapahit, entrusted with
the government of this province. The Regent of Kediri,
from whom I had my information, says that Kili Suchi hud
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this grotto prepared as a place of penance and mortification,
and that she herself often made use of it. The meaning of
of the name is the *' Darksome Rock," from Stllo rock and
Mangling dark and secluded. Kill Suchi according to Raf-
fles (vol. 2 page 88) was the daughter of Dewa Kasuma the
prince of Janggala, and had been sent for her education and
instruction in the religion of Brama, to Kling on the Coas»t
of Coromandel, along with her four brothers; this would give
her a date considerably anterior to Madjapahit. The ac-
count of Raffles makes her sister of Ami Juhaur who succeed-
ed his father Dewa Kasuma, in the government of Janggala,
and who was father in his turn of the celebrated Panji Mo-
kerto Pati, so much renowned in Javanese romance. Kill
Suchi was never married, and indeed is said never to have
been in a state for it, never having experienced the habit of
her sex. This peculiarity is commemorated in her name, as
Kili in Sanscrit means the menstrual flux, and Suchi clean,
purified, fine, thus pure of, or undefiled by the flux. My
informant did not appear to be aware of this etymology,
though he related the circumstance, as haviag given rise to
the name of the whole country over which Kili Suchi pre-
sided, and of part of which, viz. that properly called Kediri,
Le is now the native chief. If the lady herself assumed a
Sanscrit cognomen, her subjects called the country in re-
membrance of her, using words from their own vernacular
language, in Javanese Kedi implies the stoppage or rather
non-appearance of menstrual flux.—-Agiri is the verbal form
of Diri, se)f, and means to set up of ones self, and the two
words contracted together form Kediri, implying though she
was afflicted with the calamity, which natives consider as so
deplorable, still her enterprizing spirit enabled her to rule
over the country and maintain her authority. Kili Suchi
appears to have been mixed up with a good deal of the ro-
mance of her day. As abovementioned she was never mar-
ried though often courted and much importuned by the young
Panjis for the honor of her hand. The advances of all
these she coldly rebutted or evaded. One Panji, however,
had importuned her so far that she promised to become his
wife, if during the following night he could throw a dam across
the ravine between the Wilis and Kolotok, so that in the
morning she might eail round the lake so formed. Super-
natural power being part of the atttibutes of all persons of
ambition in these days, the Panji accepted the terms and
went to work ; the day, however, dawned on his uncompleted
work; by the still more powerful influence of Kili Suchi,
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the dam burst and buried the illstarred Panji in its ruins,
whilst an adjoining hill, still called Gunung Prahu (Boat-
mountain) situated at the north end of the Kolotok, still
commemorates both in name and shape, the remains of the
unfinished boat which was to have borne the Panji and his
intended bride on the lake.

Many traces of a Hindu from of worship are to be found
in Kediri, consisting of ruins of temples and stone images.
The want of time prevented our visiting all that are known
and probably many more are still buried in the wildernesses
of this residency. One ancient image called Hoi cho Guru,
words which imply the " impge of the spiritual instructor,"
is found at the distance of a quarter of a paul south-west
from the Fort and Residency; it stands on a little plot of
dry ground surrounded by sawahs, and leans against a large
umbrageous Ficus tree, which in its growth has began to
envelop part of the statue. The tree though large is evident-
ly not very ancient, and may have been planted here by way
of a support. The image is an upright figure of some male
Hindu deity, and is about six feet high to the top of the
tiara. On either side of it, and cut out of the same stone
stands a small female figure, reaching hardly to his hips.
Unfortunately the face of the main image has been knocked
off, but the ornamented tiara, by which the head is surmount-
ed is still perfect, being the usual shape of a truncated cone
The left arm hangs straight down the side, and the hand
reposes upon a Gada or club, the lower end of which stands
on a pedestal. The corresponding right arm is broken off,
but appears to have been bent at the elbow ao that the hand
rested in front of the stomach, with the palm upwards.
Additional sets of arms appear to spring from the shoulders,
but these, and th-5 emblems they most probably bear, are
grown over by the body of the tree. Bracelets are suspend-
ed from the neck and are seen on the arms; over each
shoulder is seen a small projection, something like the tips
of a crescent, which as well as the gada, is considered as
indicative of Vishnu. A drapery is hung round the lower
part of the body. The small female figures on either side
are similarly dressed, but their protruding breasts point out
their intended sex; their hands repose against the back or
reverted under side of the Lotus leaf. Under the shade of
a fig tree may be seen some Mahomedan graves set round
with loose bricks, and the respect which the natives still
pay to the spot, may be judged of from the fresh remains of
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incense burniug in front of the statue. The execution of
the sculpture is very fair but decidedly inferior to that Prain-
banan or Boro Badur. There is no indication of any temple
having ever stood here, but it is not impossible that it had
been of brick, or may have tumbled down and the materials
been appropriated by the people of Kediri, hard by.

In the garden of the Residency is a collection of images
brought together from various quarters, but being no longer
in their original locality, they of course lose a great deal of
circumstantial interest. The images are mostly small, few
being three feet high, and mostly only about two. Amongst
these I observed only one representation of Budha with the
curly hair on his head, the only specimen of the kind I
have met with to the eastward of Solo. It is a small squat-
ting figute about two feet high. There is a pretty good
Nandi or Sacred Bull, and the representation of the neck
and head of a Naga or Serpent, the only one I ever met with.

The Dalam of the Regent is situated at the extreme
southern end of the town, a good paul from the bridge over
the river, from which however, it is not far removed, as the
town extends along the bank. This dalam, as is the case
with most of those at this end of the island, is approached
from the east side of the Alun Alun, whereas the Sunda
chiefs invariably have their dwellings on the south side of
the plain, as is also the case with the Palace at Solo and
Jugjo. It was the early part of the day when we paid our
respects to tl e regent of Kediri. We found him busy laying
out a garden, which he was doing with the assistance of a
gang of villagers, and a copious stream of water, so that we
had some difficulty in getting at him seated under the shade
of a tree. He was " en neglige" and attired in a sort of
European sporting coat. Havii g formerly served as an offi-
cer in the Dutch cavalry, his old trusty sword is carried
about after him by an attendant. Radin Mas Adhipati
Ar o Joyodi Ning Rat is a middle aged man, and received us
very friendly. A son and a daughter, evidently a great
favorite with her father, were doing duty as pages, and had
charge of the beetle and tobacco box; segars were present-
ed and he sat in familiar chat for half an hour; the conver-
sation on my part being directed towards the antiquities
and legends of the country, whilst the great man, ever and
anon, kept breaking off to the subjects of dogs, and horses,
a large spirited specimen of the latter being brought from
his stable to gratify our curiosity, and at the same time re-
dound to the consequence of his master, from his capaci-
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cms Siri box, the Regent produced, what to him at least
appeared to be a great treasure, viz. a bit of old rust-worn
iron that had formerly been a kind of knife, and to which a
nice new orange-wood handle had been fixed, and a bit of
the blade rubbed to a sharp edge. This had been picked up
amongst the crumbling rubbish of an old wall near the graves
of some of his ancestors, and is of course a highly prized
relic. It stands a good chance of going down to posterity
along with the Cavalry Sword, as an heir-loom in the fami-
ly of the Regents of Kediri. In his youngor day, the Regent
had spent a good deal of time to the westward, when he
had learnt the Sunda language, which he still retains, very
fluently, and at which we had a spell before we parted.

On our way back from this visit, we stopped to see the
menagerie, which is a large strong wooden cage, roofed over,
and standing on the bank of the river. It contained one
large fierce tiger royal and two or three spotted ones. As
his highness was lolling very indecently with his pos-
teriors cooling against the bars of the cage, I took the
liberty of giving him a poke with my stick, to which in-
dignity he responded with a most furious and awe-inspiring
howl, but a steady gaze on his fiery eye soon made him
blink and roll his head aside; the tiger is easily stared out of
countenance, and yet it would require some nerve to do so,
if face to face with him i:i his native jungle.

Proceeding along the main street of the town we stopped
again, near the centre of it, to inspect the Astana Gidong or
an ancient burying place of the nobility of Kediri. Admit-
tance iŝ  gained to the place through a gate-way built in an
old fashion, and composed of regularly hewn and squared
trachyte rock, such as are used at the Hindu temples, some
of which may have been plundered to supply these materials.
On entering, in front of the gateway, is a platform about 8
or 10 feet high, which formerly served for the foundation of
la mosque, which has long ago disappeared. It has been a
work of some care as may be still seen. It was built up
all round with a softish white stone, ornamented with plain
grooving and rosettes, but has now in many places crumbled
down. At the back or western side of the platform are
numerous graves, set around with bricks and stone and

. quietly reposing under the old Kamboja trees (Plumeria
accuminata) whose yellowish flowers strewed the otherwise
clean swept ground. The high nobility repose at the north
west angle of the former mosque, and are covered over with
little wooden bouses placed in enclosures the doors of which
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are kept locked. Here the Regent's family find their last
abode.

Kediri was one of the new residencies formed in 1830,
at the close of the Java war, it having hitherto formed part
of the conjoint territories of the courts of Solo and Jugjo,
but was now, with other districts, brought under the imme-
diate dominion of the European Power. The population in
propoition to the superficies of the Residency is still small,
but has encreased considerably with the rest of Java, since
the restoration of peace, and regular, quiet government* The
population in 1832 was made out to be 184,876 souls whilst
in 1845 the figure has risen to 235,243. It has of course
been necessary to introduce the government forced system
of cultivation more cautiously than in other parts, coffee
and indigo having formed the chief objects. The only con-
tracts for sugar have been hitherto in the hands of a China-
man, who has in the Residency 10 small cattle mills producing
together about 20,000 piculs. The Chinaman in now anxious
to get a new contract from Government, by which one large

ai
ceived at head quarters, where the policy now-a-days rather
leans towards the exclusion of this class of contractors. The
cultivation of sugar, however, Government are about to
encrease in Kediri, and for that purpose are giving up some
of their indigo establishments in the Regency of Berbdk
where they have lately granted to Mr Blankenhagen a large
contract for the manufacture of sugar, and where he will
have to grind canes in 1849.

We were detained two days and two nights in Kediri, as
the controleur of Blitar, who happened to be at the provincial
capital, had to return before we could get the use of the post
horses, or before we should be able to find any one to assist us
in procuring the needful for our journey. Soon after day light
of the 23rd June we started for Blitar, the next object of our
visit* The road leads southward up the valley of Kediri, and
along the eastern side of the great river, though it is not seen
except close to the town. The greater part of the first 16
miles is through a forest of dadap trees which shelter the
coffee, or else through the original jungle and wilderness, where
numerous gangs of the Lutung monkey chatter as you pass.
This confined state of the road makes the journey rather dull,
as you do not get even a distant view of the mountains. The
road runs on a very slightly rising plain, the whole way, pass-
ing through the district of JambeaD, till at the post station
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Podjok near the 97th Paul you reach the district of Rowo.
Several streams cross the road in their way from the Klut to
the main river, and would ho doubt afford a ready means of
forming rich sawahs, were there sufficient population to clear
the jungle and profit from the fruitful soil.

A little beyond the 100th paul we came out upon the main
river, with a bridge over it. The road which we bad passed,
for some distance had been running in a straight line, and is
now continued over the bridge in the same straight line, as
far as the eye could reach, and appears to fade away in the
distant vista of dadap trees, which still indicate the presence
of coffee gardens. Four pauls beyond the bridge is Tulung
Agung, the station of an Assistant Resident, who has charge
of the southern portion of the Residence, consisting of the
Regencies of Ngrowo and Frengalek. The bridge over the
river is a remarkable one and deserving of notice. It is what
is called an American Bridge, so called from its invention in
the United States. It is entirely composed of small timber,
the largest beams, being only about 8 or 10 inches square, are
those on which the carriage way is laid, and which we fixed
into the frame work of the sides. Each of these is a trellis
work of double planking set diagonally and securely bolted at
the places of intersection. The sides are of equal height,
about 10 feet, along the whole length of the bridge, and are
connected by a roof which preserves the materials from the.
weather. The bridge rests, at each end, on stone abuttments
built up on either bank, and spans the river with one unbro-
ken mass of frame-work, which though to appearance light
and frail, still from the nature of its construction, is calcula-
ted to afford a great resistance from the manner in which the
pressure is divided. The bridge is 46 paces long by 5i broad
or say 128 feet by 15f; seen end way from the road, it looks
like a tunnel or huge trellised packing case, with both ends
out. The date of 1843 inscribed over either end tells when
it was built. _ The carriage way is as level as a table, and of
the same height as the high roads which it serves to unite.
Near the northern abuttment on the up-per side it has sank
a very trifle from the true level, but this is not perceptible
without examining the bridge sideways. The young man who
constructed this bridge belonged to the civil engineer depart-
ment of Java; it was however his fate not long to survive
the completion of the work, andhe has long since passed to other
scenes. His name was Hein, and it ought to be engraved on
the bridge, with the date. The river is here found coming
from the E, S. E. and is thus running in a direction different
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from what we have lately known it. We were informed that
about two pauls below the bridge, it receives the water of the
Kali Bening coming out of Rowo, and then commences its
course northward through Kediri. The Kali Bening is much
the smaller of the two and in very dry weather is reduced
within small limits. The river at the bridge is called Kali
Ngujang a name which it retains till the confines of Malang,
when it is known as the Brontas. We found the Ngujang deep,
clean, and rapid, with the water way sunk within a channel
of some 40 feet broad, leaving the abuttments of the bridge,
on either side, on the dry bank, thus plenty of room is allowed
for the rising of the river in times of floods. The banks and
bed of the river still consist of alluvium and soil, no rock or
even chadas (indu ated tuff) has been laid bare, and though
100 pauls from the coast we ar still in a flat country little
elevated above the sea. We observed some rafts of timber
guided down the stream, which passed rapidly away, to track
boats in the opposite direction would be a difficult matter

Instead of passing over the bridge, our route turned off at
right angles and lay up the right bank of the Ngujang. This
however we soon lost sight of, and though travelling in its
direction all the way to Blitar, we saw it no more. The
country is a wilderness till near Sringat, 12 pauls further on,
consisting of thick tangled jungle where few forest trees
remain standing, demse fields of glaga and here and there a
small patch of sawah with a hovel or two, apparently settle-
ments of recent date; the still green paddy bespoke the
richness of the soil it grew on, indicating what a population
might here find subsistance should it spread and multiply in
this direction. The districts of Sringat andBletar form two
Widonoships, each answerable immediately to the authorities
in Kediri, being managed under a system of forbearance,
different from the rest of the residency. The meagerness of
the population in these fine districts will be seen from the
popuiation returns of 1845.

Blitar hat on 600 square pauls 12,602 souls or 21 to the square paul.
Sringat on 125 „ „ 4,575 „ or 37 „ „

(To be Continued)
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THE LANGUAGES OF THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

A SY8TBM OF CLASSIFICATION AND ORTHOGRAPHY FOR COMPARATIVE

VOCABULA&1KS.

T H E first step towards elucidating and comparing the lan-
guages of the Indian Archipelago is the adoption of a settled
mode of arranging and writing the words of which they consist.
This may seem an easy matter, and it is so if we are satisfied
with any arbitrary method that suggests itself, or has been used
for other groups of languages. But if we seek one that is
natural, and adapted to the peculiar character of the languages
with which we have to deal, we shall find that the task is as
difficult as it is important, and that a system combining sim-
Vcity with freedom from errors and deficiencies, cannot be
ttained without the application of much more labour*than has
et been given to the subject.

To facilitate the comparison of the Malay with the other
languages and dialects of the Archipelago, we some time ago
Lrranged the vocabulary of the former under the usual gram-
natical classification of nouns, verbs, &c. preserving an
ilphabetical order in each class* In the progress of this work
ve were made practically aware of its many disadvantages
>oth intrinsically and with reference to the purpose we had in
riew; but, unwilling to sacrifice what had been accomplished
it the expense of much time, we persevered until we had com-
peted a large portion of our task. When we then attempted
o use this portion in forming vocabularies of unwritten lan-
guages, we discovered that it rather retarded than aided us.
Seeing therefore that, in the long run, we should lose time by
continuing to use it, we did not hesitate to discard the fruits
>f our previous labour and begin anew on a better foundation.

To shew the imperfection of a merely grammatical system of
rrangement, particularly for the languages of the Archipelago
nd Polynesia, we need only observe that in these languages,
fords do not appear to have originally existed under the three-

fold form of nouns, adjectives and verbs This verbal simplicity
has been preserved by many to a large extent, and even in those
in which the distinction of forms is most artificially and sys-
tematically observed, it has so little penetrated and sunk into the
substance of the language, as to be still clearly recognized by
the people themselves as something superficial and superadded.
In all languages a multitude of ideas must tind expression in
all three forms, but the word appropriate to each form often
presents itself as an independent symbol to the illiterate. But
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in the class of languages in question those connections which,
in many other classes, are frequently appreciated by the edu-
cated only, and of which a correct knowledge is sometimes even
confined to philologists, are familiar to every individual* The
artiGces by which modifications of grammatical form are
produced are still so external and glaring that they are neither
hidden themselves nor serve to obscure. They are a
common property to learned and unlearned, and the child
appropriates and uses them with as keen a sense of 'their
distinctive values and functions as he acquires of any substan-
tive words. In most cases they are simply stuck on to the
words which they modify, and when they are fairly engrafted
or mortised, the excision necessary to effect this, is so
slight and so uniform, that the original shapes of the.
component words are seldom lost sight of. In the
Malay, for instance, words were not primarily distinguish-
ed in their form as verbs, nouns &c. nor were there* any
grammatical indications of time, mood, &c. The degree
of artificial structure which this language has received has
not been carried so far as to obliterate or even conceal its
original and essential baldness and simplicity. The word
itself indicative of the primary idea still stands out naked and
unaltered under nearly all grammatical variations. By parti-
cles prefixed and suffixed, By adverbs and by reduplications,
the means of distinguishing the nominal, qualitive and asser-
tive forms of a word, and of denoting voice, mood* and tenset
have been supplied; but even in composition the writer occa-
sionally dispenses with them and expresses himself in the old
and rude method; the under current of ideas which guided
his pen being supposed to be reproduced in the mind of the
reader, so as to bear him on without the necessity of constant
grammatical aid. A highly cultivated language becomes, in
written compositions, at-once very complete and very artificial.
This reacts to a certain extent on the oral language, which, in
grave discourse, assimilates closely to the written, but in com-
mon conversation retains more simplicity. In a little culti-
vated tongue the written language leans more on the oral. It
has not so much departed from it as to be complete in itself
and independent of the aid of the voice. The oral therefore
must be studied in order to understand the real character of the
written* Mr Marsden's grammar is chiefly defective from this

* Ai transitive; Intransitive including («) active (b) paaiite (c) active and
passive oombined or reciprocal; cauaal; intensive.

f The Malay verb not only distinguishes the ordinary relations to time, i. r.
present, future and several degreea of past, but also frequency, continuity and
permanency of action.
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cause, that the Malay is in the condition which we have indi-
cated, and he has neglected the colloquial language, and the
laws of sound under the influence of which it grew to its pre-
sent state.

It will be seen how unsuited to such languages in par-
ticular, any arrangement must be which arbitrarily isolates
substantives, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs from each other.

Those who know how soon an illiterate native becomes
wearied and impatient when communicating words for a
vocabulary, will understand the difficulty of maintaining for a
few hours together and of renewing from day to day, his at-
tention and interest, when the object sought is not a list of a
few hundred words, but a whole language comprising several
thousands. Now au alphabetical and grammatical arrange-
ment increases the difficulty tenfold by rendering the task
as abstract, unnatural and fatiguing to his mind as it is pos-
sible. No sooner has his attention, often with much trouble,
bt.n directed to a certain idea, and the word expressive of
a particular modification of it written down, 'than his mind,
still occupied with the connected ideas and desirous of com-
municating them, is required to discard them, and tix itself
on something else with which they may have no associations
whatever. Painful experience has taught us that the only
successful method is to give free play to the natural current'
of ideas, and make the writing down of words as nearly as
possible a full copy of the pictures "which our inquiries suc-
cessively evoke, in the mind whose verbal riches we seek to
extract.

Impressed with these facts, we proceeded to devise a more
natural system of classification, but soon found that what seem*
ed sufficiently easy in principle abounded with difficulties of
detail. We sought in vain for any dictionary constructed in
accordance with such a system, and the imperfections of our
first draugV/t satisfied us that a thoroughly scientific arrange-
ment of^a%hole language, was a work demanding much more
time^alid labour than we could command. One difficulty is
|&deed insurmountable. Under any conceivable system many
words will appertain to more than one class, and as, for com-
parative philology, it would be only a waste of space to repeat
them, they must be arbitrarily confined to one class, which
will leave one or more of the remaining ones somewhat maim*
ed. Words which have distinct meanings, as unfortunately
too many have in most languages, must of course be repeated
in different classes or subdivisions. After recasting our clas-
sification several times* we adopted one which we have fourfd
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sufficiently accurat* and natural for our purpose, and we there-
fore venture to recommend it to the attention of those of our
readers who are disposed to co-operate with us, in the all im-
portant labour of exploring the languages of the Archipelago.
This labour, nninteresting and unfruitful as it may seem to
those who have not engaged in it, Is not only the essential basis
of all sound and comprehensive knowledge of the races and
tribes of the Archipelago, but, when pursued in the true direc-
tion, and with some acquaintance with the principles and aims
of comparative philology, is really one of the most fascinat-
ing to which a sojourner amongst the eastern islands can ad-
dict himself. Many other subjects of research of less import-
ance can only be entered on with advantage after a training
of some severity, and to the isolated inquirer are attended with
expense for instruments, books and means of travelling, which
few can afford. But the elucidation of the languages spoken by
the natives amongst whom we live, can be undertaken by every
one who is inclined to do so. The extremely meagre, ill-ar-
ranged and careless character of most of the vocabularies which
have hitherto been furnished arises, we must suppose, from
an impression that the labour of making them as full and
perfect as circumstances allow, would not be appreciated.
To aid in removing this very erroneous idea we shall from time
to time give extracts from recent publications in England. It
is greatly to be desired that the Ethnological Society, British
Association or other competent body in England would adopt,
print and give currency to a complete vocabulary arranged un-
der a natural classification, with blank columns for new lan-
guages. In the hope that this will not long remain a desidera-
tum we would meantime suggest to our contributors the adop-
tion of our classification, or any better one that may occur to
them, and we would most earnestly request ot them that when
they do not adopt the orthography recommended in the sequel
of this paper, they will invariably prefix to all vocabularies or
lists of words with which they may favour us, be they of tens
or hundreds, a table shewing the power of each letter used by
them. We need not insist on the necessity of adding a suffi-
cient number and variety of sentences to illustrate the gram-
matical character of the language.*

* Sinoe our vocabulary was constructed we have teen one based on ilmilar
principles, published at Calcutta in 1847, by Mr Hodgson, and as he appears
to desire suggestions for its Improvement, we venture to offer the following
which occur to us on comparing it with our own. He thinks it is " too large
and too difficult " It appears to us not to be large enough, and that the diffi-
culty may be rtmoved and the bulk diminished by a more natural classification.
Nouns, adverbs, adjectives, verbs &c. are entirely separated, the consequence
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A provisional system of Classification for Comparative
Vocabularies of the Languages of the Indian Archipelago.

A. Words applicable to material substances ge-
nerally (physics.)

Class I. to bodies at rest (geometrical properties, extension,
form, size, position, &c.)

2. to bodies in motion, and time (motions, forces,
changes, periods, succession of events &c)

3. to sound
4. to light and colour.

B. Words appertaining to natural history (ex-
cluding man.)

5. to physical geography, geology, minerals.
6. to hydrology.
7. to the atmosphere and astronomy.
8. to vegetables,

tt, names of trees and smaller plants yielding edible fruits and
seeds.

b. cultivated plants yielding edible leaves, stems, roots, extracts,
spices, condiments

r. plants cultivated lor their fl iweri.
</. small uncultivated pUnts (herbs)
t. forest trees and shrubs including those yielding t imW and

other materials (or the arts *
/. plants yielding medicinal substances.
g. trees and plants yielding dyes, gums, oils (noi edible,) poisons.
h, words relating to vegetable s.

9. to animals (excluding man.)

of wLich is that a large number of the words which are given is nouns neces-
sarily reappear in a diatant place aa verbs, and many not even changed to A'
verbal form, but merely having the words indicative of M to do," "to be," " to
become,"*4 to give,1'following them. The same order ia not. foil owed in arrang-
ing verbs and nonns. The classification of the nouns, upon which most pains
appears to have been bestowed, is good ; but, owing probably to the different
classes not having been distinctly defined before the vocabulary was written
out, and to the principle of association being sometimes (oo artificial, occa-
sional awkward juxta positions, and even repetitions of the same word, occur.
Apart from the main defect (as we consider it) of adopting a grammatical
arrangement, these slight blemishes are hardly worth pointing out, as they will
doubtless be perceived and remedied by the author himself, before he embodies
the results of his present extensive and vigorous researches into the aboriginal
languages of India. It augurs well for the progress of ethnographical philo-
logy in the east, when men of hit varied and profound acquirements devote
themcelves to it.

* Many trees in this d i l l which tie chiefly valuable for their timber pro-
ce edible fruiti »lio.
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a. mammalia.
b. birds.
c. reptiles.
d. fishes.
e. mollusks, Crustacea.
/. insecta, corals, sponges.
g% words relating to animals (excluding those applicable lo man

also, which are included in class 10 )
C. Words relating to man generally.

10. to the human body*
a. anatomically.
6. sensations and appetites.
c. diseases.
d. purely animal acts and functions.

11. to the mind.
a, intellect.
6. emotions
c. ethics, and other purely mental ideas not falling under a k b.

12* all words appertaining to man in general and not
embraced by 10 and 11 (ex. gr. those expres-
sive of his action "on himself, on other men,
their action on him, possession, personal and
possessive pronouns &c.)

D. Words appertaining /• human society, and
particular arts and avocations.

13. to what directly concerns the care of the person*
a. to food" and cooking.
b. to dress, ablution, &c.
c. to houses^
d. to furniture, utensils, &c.

14. to religion.
15. to family and social relations.
16* to government*

a. to kings, highest functionaries, subordinate ib.
b. to civil law, administration of justice, police, crimes and

punishments.
c. to territorial divisions, public works, revenue.
d. to military matters.

17. to social and domestic usages, customs, habits, &c.
18. to sciences and fine arts.

a. to arithmetic, coins, weights and measures,
b. to division of time.
c. to writing, literature, education.
d% to painting, sculpture, carving, music, &cv
A to medicine.
/*. to other sciences and line arts,
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19. to arts, manufactures.
a. to arts and trade generally, or common to all artsi
6. to several particular arts.
c. to agriculture* and the care of domesticated animals,
d. to navigation.
e. to the capture of wild animals (fishing, hunting, flic )

f. to mining, workers in metals and precious minerals.
g to workers in other minerals and in hard vegetable substance?,

fwood-cutters, carpenters, brick-makers, quarry men, build-
ers, potters, makers of wooden plates and receptacles &c )

h. to workers in soft substances, (makers of mats, cane-work,
baskets, &c, thread, twine, ropes, cloth, leather, &c.)

t. to workers in plastic and liquid substances, (wax, gums,
dyes, oils, liquors, &c.)

k. to other trades and occupations, (barbers, butchers, &c. &c.)
20. proper names.

a. persons alphabetically arranged*
b places (ib.)

In each class and subclass we have also adopted a settled
order of arrangement, by considering it as divided into
distinct groups, and giving to the words composing them a
natural sequence, our gregl aim having been that every word
should as nearly as possible occupy that place which is most
appropriate to it. These subordinate groups we have not
thought it necessary to indicate above, as it would be impos-
sible, by any minuteness of division, to enable those desirous
of co-operating with us, to ascertain the exact relative place
or number of each word in a class or sub-class* Entire uni-
formity can only be secured by the publication of such a work
as we have suggested by a competent society. Even if we
were able to print our Malayan Vocabulary, and give it a
thorough revision so as to improve its arrangement, we would
be withheld by the fact that it is not sufficiently complete. It
contains all the words in Marsden's Dictionary and about 3,000
in addition, but, as we are constantly getting fresh accessions,
we cannot yet offer it as a basis for the comparison of the
languages of the Archipelago.

The compilation of a complete vocabulary can only be un-
dertaken by those who are brought for a considerable perjod
in contact with individuals of the race who speak it But all
whose intercourse with them is limited to a few days or
even hours may note down some hundreds of words with lit-
tle labour, and these, where the language is new, will be high-
ly valuable. Specimens under each class should be included,*
and the observance of a settled system of classification like the
above, in preference to putting questions at random or upon

* Synonyms are uiuilly neglected. They are indiipensible*
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any rough system occurring on the spur of the moment, will be
found greatly to facilitate the process of interrogation both to
the querist and respondent. An abridged well-selected list, not
exceeding a thousand words, would greatly assist the traveller.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

Many systems of orthography for the exact expression of
the sounds occurring in Eastern languages have been propos-
ed and used by different writers. It is obvious that, in a mat-
ter whrch is arbitrary, the taste and fancy of each scholar
may take exception to any scheme that can be propounded.
At present every writer is at liberty to follow what pleases
himself, and the consequence is that those'who begin by tak-
ing the trouble of understanding the systems of others, end by
inventing new ones ; while most writers, ignorant and careless
of all systems, manole words and stifle sounds, each after a
variable and often rude fashion of his own. It cannot be ex-
pected that travellers will forego this prerogative, until some
authoritative body of philologists promulgates what we may
term an ethnic alphabet, or rather an alphabet for each natu-
ral family of languages. But as it is not likely that this task
will soon be undertaken, nor perhaps desirable that it should,
it will be useful to inquire whether the arbitrary variation of
orthography cannot be checked in some measure by attention
to a few rules, the reasonableness*aml propriety of which will be
recognized by all. "The most obvious seem to be, 1st, that the
Roman letters unmodified should be adopted as far as they
extend; 2nd, that when these are not sufficient, the accentual
and prosodial ljiarks in common use should be first availed of,
as far as possible, to increase the number of symbols; 3rd, that
any new signs which it may then be found absolutely necessa-
ry to introduce should be of the least strange and obtrusive
form ; 4th, that the most common sounds should be expressed
by the unaccented and unmodified letters ; and 5tb, that the
.different tones and modulations of simple sounds should be
denoted by diacritical marks. To these rules, which have for
their object the preservation of the Roman alphabet from
unsightly excrescences and incongrous additions, and the
adaptation of our systems to every fount of Roman types, we
think most other considerations ought to yield. Subordi-
nate ly to them, it should be made a rule, 6th, to adopt, in all
arbitrary matters, any practice that has gained a considerable
prevalence, or been recommended and adopted by philologists
of eminence.
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The 4th rule is one on which the preservation of simplicity
and uniformity, and the avoidance of an extraordinary and
inelegant typography, mainly depend, but it will not always
be consistent with' the extension of one system over many
languages, because the sounds that are most common in one
may not be so in another. While therefore the above rules
may be always fully carried out in dictionaries, and works
confined to particular languages, it will not be possible, in all
cases, to do so in a system for a family of languages, without
some deviations from the orthography that may be advisable
for certain of its members. The system for the family, will
always, however, be that for the majority of the members,
because it will be drawn from their vocal character.

The characters of the Roman alphabet furnish symbols for all
the most common sounds of the known languages of the Archi-
pelago, and the majority of the other sounds may be considered
to be modifications and combinations of those. For the expres-
sion of each kind of modification a fixed markshould be adopted,
and as the degrees of modification are very great, and are not
capable of exact expression save by the voice, each of these
supplementary marks should indicate not so much a rigidly
determinate and unvarying sound, as the change in the sounds
of the letters produced by certain definite actions of the vocal
organs. Thus there should be a guttural sign to indicate a
deeply guttural pronunciation of the gutturals, and a guttural
one of the others which are susceptible of it. These signs
should be of such a nature as to admit of being doubled to in-
tensify their sounds, although this will only require to be
resorted to in comparative philology, and should be reserved
for cases of very marked excess above the ordinary degrees
of strength.

The following scheme, although recommended for adoption
in vocabularies &c which may be sent for publication in this
Journal, is entitled provisional, because it may be found
advisable to modify it when our knowledge of the languages
of the Archipelago becomes more extensive and profound.
This however is not likely to be the case, as, while aiming
chiefly at the expression of all the sounds of the principal
languages, we have had in our view many of the others in
differeut parts of the Archipelago.

Vowels.
The great difficulty occurs in the discrimination and repre

sentation of the vowel sounds. We have been anxious, as far
as possible, to extend to the Archipelagic languages Sir
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William Jones' system for the expression of Indian, Arabian
and Persian words. He had a better recognized right to dic-
tate in arbitrary matters than any single philologist, although
superior to him in knowledge, is likely to have again; his
system is also a good one, and was not recommended to others
until long experience had satisfied him of its convenience; it
has also been extensively followed by English orientalists
since.

These considerations induced us, at the commencement of
our labours, to recommend an adherence to it on the part of
our contributors, but a subsequent more enlarged acquaint-
ance with the vocalic characters of the languages of the Ar-
chipelago, has satisfied us that Sir W. Jones himself would
not have extended it unmodified to them. Its literal applica-
tion to languages having a different vocalism from those which
were the subject of his studies, violates the very principles
upon which it was constructed/ These principles, if sought in
an examination of his scheme of orthography and the examples
which he gives of its application, rather than in his own dis-
sertation, will be found to involve almost all the fundamental
rules which we have suggested. The specimen which he gives
of Sir G. Wilkin's method, perfect as he considers it of its
kind, contrasts so strongly with his own simpler orthography
of the same passage, that we cannot fancy his approving of
the use of the latter for a language like the Malay, which it
arrays in lines of bristling accents even more formidable to the
eye than the flat prosodial marks of Sir G. Wilkins. This
will be made to appear still more improbable by a direct com-
parison of the Sanskrit alphabet with the Bugis, which has
evidently been composed or remodelled by Hindus to whom
the system of the former was familiar. In the Devanagari
every consonant ends in an inherent vocalic sound/which is
consequently the most common vowel in the Sanskrit. This
vowel Sir W. Jones represents by an unaccented a, thus fulfil-
ing one of the most important of our rules, the very one too
which renders his orthography so much simpler than Sir C.
Wilkins'. In the Bugis also every consonant has an inherent
vowel, but it is the sound which Sir W. Jones indicates by
a and a. This is the case too with the Batta alphabet; and
is the other principal languages, and, we may safely assume,
in nearly all the others, the a occurs most frequently in the
lone which Sir W. Jones indicates by a and h. A reference
to the example which we have subjoined of the application of
his system to the Archipelagic languages will make this more
apparent.
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The languages of the Archipelago begin to be emasculated
about the 115th degree of longitude, or on the western shores
of Celebes and the adjacent eastern coast of Borneo, and the
island of Sumbawa. Up to this limit the more consonantal
languages of Sumatra, Java, Borneo* and the Philippines exist
in full vigour, although all possessing a strong vocalic tendency.
In the western languages of Celebes the terminal rig- and k
are preserved, the double letters nk, nip, nr and nch are added
to the alphabet, and the consonants, particularly the liquid r,
1, n, are strongly intonated, but they all pass into full vowel
sounds, the i, a, e, o, or u, terminating nearly every syllable.
It is this decided character which renders the Bngis the most
musical and harmonic of all the languages of the Archipelago.
It possesses a fullness and vitality of sound, a mingled sweet-
ness and strength, which no others do save those nearly rela-
ted to it. In reading it each breathing carries the voice over
five syllables; of which the first three have the tone natural,
the fourth elevated and prolonged, and the fifth further raised
but short. In the south eastern parts of Celebes and its
islands, and in the Timorean chain, the terminal ng and k are
rejected, the vocalic change is in other respects complete, and
we seem to be already in the heart of Polynesia.t It is ob-
vious that unaccented characters are absolutely necessary to
express those vowel sounds which form almost every second
letter, in the numerous dialects which exist in this portion of
the Archipelago.

Mr. Marsden's method of writing Malay words approxi-
mates in simplicity to Sir W. Jones' Indian system, but it is
not uniform, nor sufficiently exact, . In practice he expresses
the a of Jones by the unaccented a of the European continent,
although.in his scheme he also uses the short prosodial mark
for the same purpose; but in representing the two other
principal vowel sounds, he uses accents, while still adhering to
the continental pronunciation. It is a foretaste of the somewhat
careless orthography which we detect in the body of his Ma-
layan Dictionary that, in explaining his system, he omits the
most common sound of the second vowel, the 6 of Sir W
Jones (Preface p x). In the Dictionary we commonly find e for

• The Borneon dialecti have • strong tincture both of .the Phillipplne and
Sumatran languages* Madureie and Javanese have spread into them from the
tonth.

t Many emigrants from Rntan (Bnta according lo them) Ende &c. who
have resided for years in Singapore still give their native vocalism to the
Malay. Thus the vronhbanya orang §uda pulang, which the Bugis finds in
full accordance with his own voealism, ate pronounced by them banaorasuda
pula. Pisang di makan kambing becomes pisa di mak* kambi,
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this. Two modes of expressing another sound of this vowel
are (riven, and the sound is not correctly defined. His ortho-
graphy of the third vowel has two faults. It gives a prosodi-
al mark to the most common sound of this vowel in Malay.
It gives two characters to a second sound, and does not dis-
tinguish between this and the preceding sound short.

The defects of the scheme appear to arise from Air Marsden
not having critically attended to the pronunciation of the weak
vowel sounds, when in Sumatra, or having lost his familiarity
with them when he compiled his dictionary in England He
evidently intended to express the short sound of all the vowels
by an uniform system of double representation, the simple
letter and the short mark of quantity. Unfortunately, to those
who can listen to the language as read and spoken by Malays,
this uniformity vanishes.

In the system which Mr Crawfurd has proposed in this
Journal he, like Mr Marsden, adopts the Continental pro-
nunciation of the vowels, but he avoids the error of giving
two symbols for the same sound. His scheme however is
imperfect in not affording the means of sufficiently denoting
the different sounds of each vowel. The only instance in
which any other beside the prircipal sound can be expressed
is the a, the short sound of which he denotes by a, thus
reversing Sir W Jones' method, and forcing the acute accent
to perform an office very alien from its usual function.

The system adopted by most Dutch writers oir Malay is
we believe the same as that used by Van Eysinga in his Ma-
layan Grammar and Dictionary.* With the exception of one
or two Dutch peculiarities, it nearly agrees with the ortho-
graphy generally adopted by Continental philologists for Asia-
tic languages. The long Pound of the vowels is marked by
the angular circumflex, and the short by the unaccented letters.
The illustrious Professor Bopp applies this mode to the Ma-
layan and Polynesian languages in his " Verwandtschaft der
Maiayisch-Polynesischen Sprachen mit den Indiscli—Euro*
paischen." A system adopted hythe greatest philo'ogists of
Europe, and likely to be generally known in England through
the translation of the Comparative Grammar of this most
philosophical and profound analyst of languages, would have
superior claims even to that of Sir W Jones, if our choice
were to be controled by authority instead of being guided by
convenience.

The careful examination of these different orthographies,

* Werndly, who preceded Marsden as a grammaiiaD, and anticipated him
to a large extent, does not use any accents.
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each possessing many merits, and all illustrating the true
principles on which our systems should be based, ought to sug-
gest a scheme at once mure simple, more uniform and more
complete in the expression of vowel sounds than either. In the
following attempt we do not presume that we have succeeded
in this to any considerable extent, and we are aware of defects
for which no remedy occurs to us. Our present object is
fulfilled if we have obtained a means satisfactory to ourselves,
of writing the languages of the Archipelago, and making our-
selves intelligible to our readers. At the same time we hope
its simplicity will recommend it to other writers in this
Journal.

In the three principal languages of the Archipelago, Malay,
Javanese, fiugis, the most common vowel sounds are the Con-
tinental a, i, u, o, and e, which, with Mr Crawford, we think
ought to be expressed by the unaccented letters. The com-
mon sounds of all the vowels admit of being contracted and
lengthened, elevated and depressed. The short and long
sounds occur in all the languages of the Archipelago and are
generaHy invariable in each word, although often shifting for
grammatical purposes, according to euphonic laws. The
elevated and depressed tones are also found in all the lan-
guages of the Archipelago, but they are not so essential as the
others. They are however equally necessary to indicate the
actual sounds of each language, and in comparative philology
indispensible. The Archipelagic languages border on, and
are allied to, the monosyllabic languages of the Hindu-Chinese
countries, in which the tones are absolutely essential, since the
meaning of a word alters with the tone * The only success-
full atteivpt to express, the tones of any of these languages of
which we are aware, is that used by the Roman Catholic
Missionaries in Cochin-china. It appears to be so good and
so complete that we shall adopt it with some substitutions.
The short and weak sound in every case we would express
by the short prosodial mark. Mr Crawford dispenses with
diacritical marks indicative of quantity or accent, upon
the ground that the vowels are "long and short, or more
correctly accented or unaccented according to their position
in a word." This however is not always the case even in Ma-
lay, and we think one mark is necessary for each vowel to
express the long and broad sounds often found in Malay, and
which are characteristic of some dialects. In treating fully
of any particular language exclusively, marks of accent and
quantity need not iu many cases be used, because all who are

* The Mslajo~Foly nemn laoguigei hm t few instances gi this.
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sufficiently interested in the subject to read the essay or use
the dictionary, will take the trouble of attending to the few
simple rules on which correct enunciation depends. In the
comparative philology of the Archipelago, in which we draw
results and adduce illustrations from numerous languages and
dialects, with many of which the reader may be totally unac-
quainted, these accentual and prosodial marks cannot be dis-
pensed with. In geographical and ethnological essays they
are also necessary.

Our scheme, like all those which adhere to the Roman
vowel symbols, is one of accommodation and compromise.
We deprecate the assumption by individuals of the power of
inventing new letters. All suck invasions of our time honoured
A. 6. C. must fail of success, until philology becomes at once
more scientific and more popular, and national prejudice less
strong, when we may hope to see a phonetic alphabet adopted
in Europe.* Those only who have compared a considerable
group of eastern languages with each other, and with the more
current European languages, in their vocalic sounds, can
appreciate the labour and difficulty of correctly ascertaining
and classifying these sounds, and the hopelessness of ex-
pressing them by the letters of the Roman alphabet. So
long as we must do so descriptively instead of symbolically,
our progress in this rudimentary portion of philology will
be unsatisfactory. Let it not be thought that we advocate
a *too microscopic investigation of the elements of language,
or seek to trace natural laws beyond the limits where human
caprice shut's them out. We have a deep persuasion that
we cannot err on this side, and that the only reason why there
does, not yet exist a science of language is, that very few
of its cultivators have applied to it the keen observation
and exact discrimination of facts, which have furnished the
basis, and the sound and severe methods of generalization
which have built up the fabric, of the natural and physical
sciences. It is only by a minute analysis and comparison of
the elementary sounds and vocal laws of each language in a
group like th&t of the Archipelago, that we can understand
those numerous and often complicated or obscure metamor-

t We see a phonetic newapaper ii advertised in England. Tha new lettera
to be uied are necessary, but their shape in seToral instancei doea not harmo-
nize with the general character of the Roman iettera. Mr HaU'e InooTitiona
are open to the same objection, bat he doea not recommend them for adoption,
and wnen a philologist haa recourse to new lettera for his own purposes It la
perhapa beat that those which he engrafts on the Roman alphabet ahonld be
borrowed from the Greek, or any other well*known alphabet which oontabl the
symbols wanted.
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phisms, under which letters and words originally identical now
shew themselves in the different members of the group. The
first and lowest step, that of ascertaining the actual sounds of
each language, is thus directly connected with the highest
branch ot the ethnology of the Archipelago. When examin-
ing the vocal character of the separate languages, and ascer-
taining the laws of transmutation, we shall find necessary
a much more delicate balancing of particular elementary
sounds, and a more complete reference of each to its physiolo-
gical origin, than will suffice for our present purpose.

In the languages of the Archipelago many vowel sounds
occur which are different from those in the more current Eu-
ropean languages. The latter contain every pure vowel sound
and several compound ones, but the same letter represents dif-
ferent sounds, and this is the case in the English language to
an extraordinary anc) absurd extent. The three pure elementary
vowels i, a and u will receive the Italian sounds, being those
most generally prevalent in Europe, and which English writers
on eastern languages adopt. All other vowels may be con-
sidered compounds of these, and the only mode of representing
them is by availing ourselves of the Roman composite as
well as simple vowels, and expressing all other double and
maltiple vocalic combinations by them. Where one of these
Roman sounds preponderates, we must use the vowel which
stands for it, and when we come to consider the vocalic trans-
mutations, we must have recourse to description for more
accurate explanations. To give a single example. The in-
herent vowel sound in the Javanese consonants is neither a
nor o. It is a combination of both, the latter being itself a
vowel of two elements. As the o preponderates in this sound,
we use it as the nearest approximation to its correct expressi-
on. Mr Grawfurd uses a, de Groot a with a small o over
it, a useful make shift which we may occasionally adopt, but
which is too clumsy to become part of a geueral system of
orthography. It may be difficult for those who have never
heard the sound, to conceive how the two vowels can melt ioto
a third which is a perfect vowel and not a dipthong. Such
is the case however, and there are numerous other instances
of a similar kind in the different Archipelagic languages.
Some of these will be noticed in the elucidations annexed to
our table of vowel sounds, and to these remarks we refer for
all that we think it necessary at present to indicate respecting
their organic characteristics, the only sound basis for the
study of the vowels. The ear and the imitative power of the
voice differ 00 much in different individuals that a reliance on
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them exclusirely can only breed misconceptions and con-
fusion.

In the choice of marks for the different organic changes
which the same ypwel sounds may undergo, we think simpli-
city and uniformity will be best attained by giving to each
mark one unvarying force, according to its position, and in
assigning this position we shall follow the natural organic order
in which the letters themselves are arranged. The dot or
period at the bottom of a letter will indicate the modification
of sound produced by the influence of the lowest part of the
vocal organs, the guttural, and the dot at the top of a letter
that produced by the influence of the highest, or nasal. These
are the most necessary modifying signs, and sooie of the
dialects will require them to be doubled.

We have given the equivalents of our characters in several
of the principal languages of the Archipelago, adding examples
of words in which the sounds occur. As this has been done
with much labour, the correct pronunciation being obtained
in every case from natives of the different countries, this
portion of our e$say will have a value to European scholars,
to which the rest of it makes no pretension.*

Consonants.

The greater number of simple radical consonants being of
a decided character, the same letters represent them in different
orthographic systems. VVhen the sounds of two consonants
run into each other, we think they should be united by a cir-
cumflex or dash. Where not so united, the full sound should
be given to both.

For the guttural modification of consonants we shall use
the guttural mark for the vowels. The nasal does not we
think require a distinct character, as in the Devanagri and
Bugis alphabets. The same sound occurs in most langaages,
and being generally nothing save the reaction of the follow-
ing consonant on the nasal when the latter runs into it, no
mark even seems necessary. In the middle of a word a circum-
flex or dash may be used to connect the n with the other
consonant as in the case of the rig. The palatal modification
may be denoted by a dot, after the current system of writing
the Sanskrit cerebrals. But we shall, with Sir W. Jones

• We hi f i •!••" gltea the correapoading cbtracUn vaed In the tjtt tBi of
Sir W. Jonei •a* **»• Bngllah writora who follow him, of Proftfi Bopp aid
other Contiotntal ptylologiiti, of Mr Mindco and Mr Crawford. To thoto
we ha?f tddad a alight]? modified vereion of Sir W. Jonea' ayattm which Colooel
Low lent to nf with t requeat thtt it might bt tied ia hli paptra.
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The tones are thus denoted :

Organic modifications of vowel sounds-
by a dot below the letter. Is as a I sounds by a dot above i t ; both being doubled when necessary

Tones.

a, the rising
a, the Ja I ting
A, !he grave

a the inflected
a the interrogative
H' the abrupt or re-entering

*m~ Every letter is to be distinctly sounded, unless where two are connected, thus i%ii and p^/consist each of two
syllables, ngi and l, pu and u.
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(who however uses the acute accent) and Mr Crawfurd, place
it above instead of below, the dot below being appropriated
to the lower organic or guttural modification. It will not be
often neoesiary to use this mark, and we need not distinguish
between the lower palatal and the higher or cerebral, although
any decided instances of the latter may, in accordance with
our general system, be denoted by doubling the dot.*

Elucidations of the table of Vowel sounds.

The same reasons that render it necessary to imitate the
approximation to a natural classification of the consonants
which distinguishes the Sanskrit, and renders the Bugis alpha-
bet more .scientific than the Roman, have induced us to break
though the customary order of the vowels, and arrange them
aisojn a series beginning at the most internal and ending at the
most external part of the vocal organs. Some writers object
to the organic classification of sounds, but on insufficient
grounds, for philologists in designating sounds as labial, dental
Etc do not mean to imply the absurdity that the lips alone, or
the teeth alone, produce the sounds which take their name.
It is only intended that these organs give the peculiar character
to the sounds called after them which most strikes the ear,
and distinguishes them from other sounds. The best proof of
the classification being an approximation to a natural one, is the
fact that, in general, the sounds of each class are more readily
and frequently transmuted into each other, than into those of
the other classes. The true objection to the system is one
which it shares in common with most systems in other sciences.
It is apt to mislead by diverting the attention from the less
prominent character*, and producing a habit of not viewing
each sound in the entirety of its organic nature and relations.

Sir W. Jones has prefaced the explanation of his system by
an account of the mode in which the vowel sounds are produ-
ced. But the whoje of his remarks are erroneous from hit
having considered that the size of the vocal orifice alone
determines the tone and weight of the vowels, whereas the
tongue* and the organs at its root have an essential influence in
modulating the simple breathing into the different vowels.

The vocal organism consists of a chamber, having, in the
palate, a roof rigid, domeshaped and elevated anteriourly, soft,

* Mr Orawford's scheme for eoaiananti U duple, bat its adoption by us
would flolate the rules which we have endaatoured to ctrrj out. Toe single
dot o?er a letter, which is his principal diacritical mark, has not always the
same or even an analogous power. Orer d and t it fs the palatal mirk; over
n it expresses ng; over gr ghain; over n, A etroug aspirate; over k, a deep
hard guttural, &c.
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flexible and low behind ; in the tongue, a floor, soft, fixed at
the back but otherwise free, and of the most complex and
perfect mobility; in the teeth and lips, a double portal, the
inner hard, fixed, and only requiring a hinge movement ver-
tically, the outer soft, flexible, and requiring combined vertical
and horizontal movements. For the production of vowels,
the vocal chamber, by the mollusk-like motions of the tongue,
is contracted in height and breadth, while the lips extend it in
length anteriourly and vary the shape and size of the door.
By the downward motion of the lower jaw the chamber can
be thrown open, and an extraordinary capacity given to it by
the consequent depression of the base of the floor. In some
vocalic sounds this is availed of to a small extent-

The sounds of all the vowels, in proportion as they are short-
ened, approach each other, because the vocal breathing is
checked near its origin id the larynx, and before it has been
fully modulated by passing through the variable oral cavity.
When very abrupt, they are hardly distinguishable, and hence
their tendency to pass into each other. As every long vowel
graduates into its short sound by a more or less direct passage,
a communication is opened between the long vowels also, and
it is only the peculiar musical or vocalic genius of each lan-
guage, strongly impressing itself on the people who speak it,
th^t can ensure in its words the perpetuation, through long
periods of time, of the same vowels in their entire purity.
Those languuges, like the Bugis, which delight in the reso-
nance of the full toned vowels, ought to be more permanent
in this respect than those, like the more catholic Malay, which,
with all its vocalic tendency, exhibits no decided repugnance
to the weaker vowels.

The natural order of the vowels, proceeding outwards,
appears to be this—1st i and its modifications; 2nd the sounds
formed by different combination of i and a including e (= a
& i fused) and its modifications; 3rd a and its modifications;
4th the combinations of a and u including % and its modifica-
tions ; 5th u and its modifications, also those combinations in
which it preponderates.

I . j

Vocal chamber narrowest and shortest; the lips are drawn
aside, so that the anteriour part of the chamber from the teeth
to the lips is removed, and the length reduced to a minimum;
the teeth, thus forming the orifice, approach each other, and
the tongue approaches the palate, so that a very narrow pas-
sage is left for the emission of the breath.
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i

Small weight, often assimilates to the &andg, and therefore
easily transmutable.

In Malay generally implied or infierent in eonionantt; may be exDreaud hw
alipk with the. vowel marka bar is di bawa (kevrah) or bari, di atas(damma)

/«»an«e-The alphabet doea not repreaent thia touod, although it it Toma-
timea heard ; when thia is the oaae it aeema to be only a leaa atronc e and In
writing take* the mark of the e [>. m. taling.) g ' 1 B * lB

»ii^f>-.no letter or Towel mark; very rare end properly thei contracted*
—ib but more frequent. Butun, End: infrequent.

A vowel of great importance from its piercing liquid tone,
which enables it to give a decided character to those dialects
which it pervades.

, e, e, e*
In e the vocal tube is the same length anteriourty as io /,

but it is wider throughout. In the natural and usual mode of
producing this vowel, there ,s a slight motion in the tongue.
It begins in fact with the a shape of the canal and ends with
the I shape, although the change is too rapid to be easilv
distinguished by the ear ; e therefore is not a pure vowel.

In e the canal is the same length anteriourly but wider
throughout: This is the sharp or open sound of e, naturally
produced by drawing the lips back and depressing the tongue
as much as possible, when the e can still be naturally and easily
pronounced, while the e can only be produced by raising the dor-
S aSto t 0 D S l I e W " tonar row t h e 8 P a c 6 between it and the

general auffieienUy distinct. The I P J ? ^ ^ * , ^ 5 1
e, which ia often Improperly given tol^iZSXJS^^T* V T ° d W

W«/.-Thie ii the proper eound of the M . L T ! 7 e i n ? i r e i t to ihe 9

c»Dot be dUtlnctirely axPre..ed, tiVer ? « 7 K or m"k ' ' *"
e, e

This vowel possesses little weight, and does not occur fre.
quently in the vocalic languages of the Archipelago. It £
«™H to intensify the strong vowels by contrast than f£

• Wo here vit th« grin icent in plica of the comma OTU C
A a
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Mai ia with the kearah, or, whan following a con lootot, wltb/aM«, pro-
ducea the e. Jav. v. m. iating same nearly ai the Ba t. Bat. v. m. talinga.

Mai, No latter or •• m.; exceedingly rare. Bug, T. m. imunri.

4, a, 5.
The vocal chamber the same length as before, deeper beneath

the hard palate, and less ao beneath the soft palate occasioned
by the retraction of the tongue. This is one of the most protean
of.all the vowels. There is a frequent oscillation from & to a,
and an assumption by the former of the character of!, 8 and 5.

The a is the most important vowel in the vocalic langua-
ges. It is, in fact, in some so powerful and pervading that the
other sounds may almost be considered as accessory. This
predominance is acquired from the ease with which it is enun-
ciated, the most natural and in voluntary breathing producing
ana.

&
Mai. Generally implied or inherent In the conionanti; may be ezpreied by the

orthographic mark fatha or barit di at at* It ocean more frequently thtn
any other short fowel sound ; sometimes It tskes a little of the a sound, (ha two
naturally tending to elide imperceptibly into each other, being the oppoiita
eitremes of the spiritui lenis. In general however the short sound, as In our
word sun, preponderates. The word mamandang contains both founds, tbe man
having precisely the same vowel sound as but; the first a tskes a little of the
a. It is also sometimes accompanied by a slight naaal. In which case it differs
distinctly from the u in but; the nasal however ia too faint to admit of the nssal'
point. The a is in some words interchangeable with o, asbeikampul, berkom*
pul. Jav. r. on. papat. Bug. the atana some times gives this sound, but its.,
more common v. mi is yawana. ''

a, 5.
Mai. a is generally denoted by aliph but often Implied.
The a requires aliph and may be definitely expres- «"••& °7 *• ««**** »*•*

aliph, or by giving the preceding consonant th*»iU6 fatha. Jav, letter. Bu
inherent in the conionanti, alio t iepar/£t!*te Utter. Ba *•—lb.

ftoofce vocal canal is now lengthened by the addition of the
lips; it retains the same width, but ia rendered more caver-
nous and resonant by the contraction of the oral opening.

Jav. Thii# or rather a transfusion of o tnd a, ii the Jarmsie Inherent ?owel.

Jav. The v. m- taling taring gives the long: o, but it is
nofEshnpleS. The lips aremo r̂e projecting and the mouth
inflated by the breath than in pronoun cmg the inherent 0.
Bug. v.m. yolona* Bat* sialaulu.
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U, U, U.

The fcanal is again narrowed and the vocal orifice is further
contracted and a little advanced, so that it reaches its maximum
of length. The prolongation of the canal, by rendering this
vowel the gravest of all, and its contraction, by rendering it
liquid like the i, combine in it the qualities of the opposite
extremities of the vocalic scale. Hence this vowel is perhaps
the most powerful of the whole. It is however too intense,
and at the same time costs too much labial effort, to become
the principal vowel of languages which might have [derived
their origin from the Castle of Indolence.*

Mai. The letter wau, the v. m. dammah. The long u is the limple wau
preceded by a consonant with the dammth. Jav, ?. m. suku* Bug* T. m.
yawana. Bat. r. m. barita.

Nasal Vowels.
The nasal mark may be applied when required to any of

the vowels. In the Malay of Malacca the a sometimes takes
a faint nasal, but this is too slight to give it a distinctly
nasal character. The Malay of southern Johore (including
Singapore) is prone to nasal tones ; a final, as in saya> guna>
is nasal. Some of the more isolated tribes, acquatic and
inland, have strong nasal tones. These tones are not heard,
ia the Javanese. The Bugis alphabet has a distinct nasal-
mark, atdnay but the nasal is not strong. It approaches to*
that of Singapore.

Elucidations of the Table of Consonants,

The consonants' -are the sounds produced by obstructing
and interrupting the "passage of the breath. They may
therefore be considered as art impeding, muffling and shut-
ting in of the vowels, and their variety depends, like that
of the latter, partly on the widening and opening of the
vocal cavity by the vertical movement of the lower jaw, but
chiefly on the" flexile and mobile power of the tongue, which,
by its changing position, extension and muscular force,
modifies the form and size of the cavity through which the
breath is forced, and acts as a perfect or imperfect valve.
This last office is also performed by the lips.

To understand the character of each consonant, the modi-
fications which it is capable of undergoing, its affinities and
transmutations, it is not sufficient to consider it as a mem*
ber of one of the organic classes under which the Devanagri
alphabet is arranged. All systems of classification which do
not embrace the characters of an object in their totality are
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apt to mislead. A true system would be one founded not
on particular characters, but on the relative degrees in which
different characters exist in each object. No other system
can express the actual affinities and differences of objects,
and present each at once in its individual completeness and
in its entire relationship to others. At present, in vocal
sounds individuals are grouped according to some prominent
common character. We should begin by ascertaining each
characteristic of the vocal sounds, and how far it is found in
every consonant; and then endeavour to express the rela-
tive degrees in which each partakes of the different vocal
characters. Our classification should be based on this.

On comparing the different consonants, we find that in
some there is heard a more or less decided sound of air
passing through an aperture or cavity, or being continuously
obstructed; while in others there is the sound of the sudden
release of obstructed air. The one kind of sounds are pro-
longed, the other momentary. The first kind, we find, are
again distinguishable into those in which the passage rs wide,
but of small depth in proportion to the quantity of the air or
force of the current; and those in which the opening is less
wide, but the volume of air smaller in proportion to it. The
first, in which the air makes most noise, may b? termed the
strong aspirate or simply the aspirate, and the second the
weak aspirate. The broad and shallow opening which pro-
duces the aspirate soupd may be formed at the back of the
vocal chamber, by the approximation of the root of "*e

tongue to the soft palate, which produces the P'"-**U called
h ; in the palatal dome, by the approxim*^0.11 °f ^e margi&
of the tongue to the palate* which p**nices J$ ch, when the
opening is Afss bifoad, and w^n broader a palatal *, z; in
the fpotifof the ch^mb**t by the approximation of the teeth,
which produces the common dental or sibilants, %\ by the
application of the teeth of one jaw to the lip of the other,
or less easily and naturally by the partial meeting of the lips,
which produces f9 v; by the firm application of the lips^ to
each other save at one opening only producing v>9 which
however is rather intermediate between the aspirates and
weak aspirates. It will be seen that in this series of aspir-
ates their sound, like the yowel series, is modified by the
length of the vocal tube, varying from the minimum, where
its mouth is near the root of the tongue (A), to the maxi-
mum, when its mouth is at the lips (w). #

The weak asp»rates, we find, are of two descriptions, tht
oral, or those in which the air passes out through the mouth,
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(r, y, /), and the nasal, or those in which it passes out through
the nose, n, m9 rig. The r may be considered as a letter con-
tinually endeavouring to pass into the non-aspirates, and
forced back into the weak aspirates by the vibration of the
tongue against the anteriour part of the palate, the posteriour
margin of the tongue being applied to the palate. A gut-
tural r exists in some languages The I is produced by the
anteriour part of the tongue being pressed close against the
palate, and the posteriour margins kept free for the passage
of the breath. It has a resonant character, from the air
being forced into, and rebounding from, the hollow formed
by th» anteriour part of the tongue and the palate. In the
y the posteriour part of the tongue is pressed at the sides
against the palate, and the vocal passage narrowed. It is in
fact* a consonantal i produced by a stronger breathing and
closer pressure of the tongue against the palate* Of the
nasals the n only differs from I in the breath passing in
smaller volume through the more difficult passage of the
nose, afld the m only differs from the n in the hollow being
extended anteriourly to the lips. In the ng the posteriour
margins of the tongue are pressed against the posteriour
marginal basis o£ the palate, and the opening of the throat
narrowed. The weak aspirates, from the volume of air being
so proportioned to the passage as to be emitted easily or
with little effort, approximate more to a vocalic character
than the other consonants. Hence they are included in the
class called, with doubtful propriety, semi- vowels.

The-non aspirate sounds are properly only three, but each
has a rapid or forcible (designated tenues, sharp, surd, hard)
and a slower or weaker form (designated medial, flat, sonant,
soft.) In the former the breathing is the usual strong expi-
ration. Iu the latter, the breath is thrown or drawn up
from the throat, and the sound is consequently more reso-
nant. In this class also the length of the vocal tube varies.
The minumum length, in which the valve is formed by the
posteriour dorsum of the tongue being forcibly applied to
the soft palate, produces kt g; the middle, in which the
valve is formed by the tongue being pressed closely against
the hard palate, produces t, d \ and the maximum, in which
the valve is formed by the lips being pressed closely against
each other, produces p, b. All these sounds are caused by
the sudden release of the pent up air, on the opening of the
guttural, linguo-palatal, and labial valves respectively.

It appears from the above that besides the characters of
aspirate, (strong and weak, oral and nasal), and nonasplrate,
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there are others depending on the length of the vocal cavity,
the organs employed in modifying its shape, and the varying
mode in which they are used. The length of the cavjty
however depends on the organs used ia producing the sound,
so that when we say guttural, linguo.palatal, linguo-dental,
dental, and labial we express at once the organs in action,
and the length of the vocal chamber.

'1 he distinction of surd and sonant is not confined to the
nonaspirates, although it is most uniformly and strongly
marked in them. The aspirates exhibit an analogous dualism
in ch, j ; s, z : /, v; and the weak aspirates to a certain less
appreciable degree in 1, n.

It is difficult to show in one view all the above characters
of each letter in itself, and all its affinities an J relations to
the others. We have endeavoured to do so grapbically*in
the subjoined table, in which the horizontal columns represent
the character of the breathing, whither non-aspirate, aspirate,
or weakly aspirate. The vertical columns shew the organs
employed in producing the letters, according to their«iatural
order, and necessarily indicate, at the same time, those qua-
lities of sound depending on the length of the vocal cavity.
To indicate the surd and sonant, the oral andjiasal, characters,
the letters, both in the horizontal and vertical columns, have
been placed in double rows.*

Non
Aipirate

Aipirate «

Wetk 2
Aaplrate o

•Jsurd

5o»<tnt
surd

Sonant
Oral

.Natal

Guttural

- i
•a 0
0 O

k

g

h

Linguo
.Palatal

*•
0

•a «
i- 0
0 O
o 00

CD

Ling. P•"•«6 dental
"o

"* 2
0 8

C/J r>

1 .

Labial

-a S
s s

CO xtl
p

b
f

• | •
n 1 m

There are other properties of the consonants which. are
necessary to be considered before we have fully ascertained
their respective powers, such as degrees of resonance,
volume of sound, timbre, harshness or liquidity, strength and

* The 19 eonionanti of oar alphabet may be reduced to 13, if we consider
the aurd and aooaat at one letter. Thta ia practically the one In the
Polyueaian language!.
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weakness &c. These have been incidentally noticed in the
above broad discriminations, but each will require to be
fully and separately investigated when we attempt to eluci-
date the phonetic characteristics of the different languages
which we shall compare, and the metamorphoses of their
words. Here we have, in great measure, limited our view
to the organic or formative characteristics^ but we shall
find that the vocal qualities of the letters, irrespective of the
instrument which produces them, are equally necessary to
explain their permutations, some depending on the substitu-
tion of one action of the organs for a proximate one, and
others on the harmonies of sound, which compel the organs
to produce a letter belonging to one organic class in lieu of
that of another.

•When we apply the vocal elements of language which we
have been considering, to the languages of the Archipelago,
we discover that the various orders of physiological affinity
which the table exhibits are fully born out philologically. The
exceptions, (whether of tn nsmutations which the table does
not explain, or of affinities existing according to it which are
not represented by actual transmutations,) are few, and often
apparent only.

We give a few examples at -random of those permutations
which take place most openly* and commonly. When we
compare the vocal characters of the different languages we
shall find that the greater number of these substitutions of
one sound for another are distinctive of certain dialects.f

A. Consonants belonging to the same organic class.

Gutturals:—shop, kadei MaL gadei Bug. ; fry, goring
Mai. kori Let.; all, scigala Mai. sekara Biajuj k andg are

• We hope that actual dissections will ere longascertain *ith precision the
cause of the diff rent tone and pitch of the voice in the different races of the
Archipelago. The latter, according to physiologiit*, depends immediately on
the length of the vocal cords, which have never been measured so far as we
are aware, in any Archipelagic race, but this again Is connected with the «e-
oeral physical conformation.

f Th> surd and sonant forms of the same letter are easily interchangeable in
most. Thus k into g ; ch into j ; p into b [see preceding note.] In Malay there
are several words in which the strong and weak forms are commutable. The
interchange of p and h is the true explanation of some of thf anomalies of
that most puzzling o'f Malayan particles, per. It is some tin es substituted for
her. In the transitive form of Malayan verbs it is noticeable that while the
toft b stands its giound before the piefixed panicle, the gieater weight of
p requires its*displacement; (buat, membuat; putar, memntar.) So with
d and t (dapat, mendapat; turut, menurut) and with k and g (kata, men-
gata; goso', menggoso'.) In the Polynesian languages the suids and sonants
are interchangeble.
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sometimes commutable in the same word in Ma].; bird,
burong Mai. burokn Pont.; foot, kali Mai gaki Ach. hahe
Menadu ; thunder, guntur Mai. hunt or, Lingiu.

Linguo-Palatals:—j and ch and j and y are convertible in
several Afal. words; clove, chinke Mai. jenki Kis. ; one,
hecha Bima heje Sund.; water, ayer Mai. aje Chig.; vein,
urat Mai. uyat Batan; salt, gar am Mai. gayam Chig. ;
seven, tujoh Mai. /orw Tat.

Dentals.—One, satu Mi\\. sadi Bug. sada Bat.; dead,
wiflfi Mai. made Bima; receive, tarima Mai. narima Pont,
(final n becomes tn in this dialect turun Mai. turutn Pont*
cocoanut, £tt/<m Saraw. butatn Pont. ;)padi Mal.pani Banj.;
pine-apple, wawa* Mai. danas Sun.; nose, g'dott̂  Mai eVowgr
Tag. hitung Sul. t/ZwAw Pont.; heel, lft?m/ Mai. tumin Kayan,;
itchy, gatal Mai. mgatan Kay.; in the transitive form *>f
Malay verbs the initial t is displaced by n.

Labials.—Stone, batu Mai. waiu Let. [New Z.] fatuk
Belo [Samoan &c] ; lip, bibir Mai. wiwei Bug. vim Rab.;
mouth, foiia Ach. Malo, Sunt Sau, bafa Rot. /a/am Wok.
wawam Solor [6aA<z Kup AaA Mil.]; moon, buL n Mai.

Solor, fulan Wok. Kag jjw/rt Belo; come, muri Mai.
Sam ; east, timor Mai. tibur Let.; read, fiacAa Mai.

Pont.; sumbu Mai. tft/mft Let.; warm, punas Mai.

D. Consonants belonging to the same aspirate class.
It is remarkable that the interchanges between the differ-

ent organic classes take place most commonly through the
surds. This may be considered a proof of their predomin-
ance in the Malayan languages. In the Polynesian this is
so great that the missionaries have in general rejected the
sonants altogether. (Hale p. 233.)

1. Non-ospirutes. (a) surds.—Mat, tikar Mai. tipa Sas%;
eye, m^ta Mai. makan Kis.; cocoanut, kalapa Mai. kaluku
Bug.; a fly, foht Mai. lalok Bug.; worm, ulat, Mai. ulak Bug.;
medicine, ubat MaL ubak Bug ; west, barat Mai. warak
Kis.; lake, tase Mai. £aAe, Kis ; in some Malay words t
andp are commutable; white, pute Mai. tide Sang.; light-
ning, kilat Mai. kilap. Ling, (b) sonants—hog, babi Mai.
b'jgi Bat.

2. Aspirates, (a) *Mrefo : chili, chabei, Mai. *aii Sas; cat
inching Mai. sing Kay. 5i Sang; in Butun ch becomes s. (b)
Surds into sonants—rain, tt/cm Mai. u*a Rot; spirit, smangat
Ma.Lhemanga Savo; honour, hormat Mai. sormat Let; milk,
swsw Mai. AuAti Kis; one, «a^ Mai. by inversion tasi Sa
moan, taAi New Z &c«
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3 Weak aspirates: bambu, bulu Mai. burn Born; moon,
bulan Mai. buratn Pont bulang Mangk. tourah Bima; two, lua
Bima [Hawaii &c."J ru* Bat ; musquito, niamo Mai. ramo
Rotum; paddy, pant Banj pan Jav. Biaj &c.; water offer
Mai aeng Mad. Sim; five, lima Mai. rima, Ende [New Z]
nimiTimor; diamond, intan Mai. intanp Bug; parrot, nuri
Mai. m«n Pont ; ear, telinga Mai. tayinga Tag; night,
malam Mai. malang Banj.

C. Interchanges of surds differing both in their organic
and aspirate class.

Foot, fcz*i Mai fewa Kay. siki Sulu; cat kuching Mai.
kuting Sulu.

D. Sonants differing both in their organic and aspirate
class:

Well, talagaMal Way a Sasj teeth, rc/pwn Meri, Mil. Kay.
Bat. jipun Saxx.jupeutn Pont.; rain, tyan Mai. i/<fa?i Jav. udang
Bat; cold, *(/M Mai. sidek Sim Mad; road, jalan Mai aWa?»
Bisayan; tongue, lida Mai. d/fa Sibn.Ji/d Meri. Kay; earth
butah Mangk. hut a 6 T.; goat, bebe Bug. be hi Rot.; land, 6?-
nwa Mai. hanua Rot; moon, bulan Malt huhn Rot; yam, ubi
Mal.uAiRot; day, hari Mai nari Bat.; rice, 6rcw Mal.'naroe
Rot; teeth, ^i Mai. nini Wok.; three, tiga Mai. fefo Bwj.
§"c; egg tigan Jav. foZ0» Tim. tilor Mal.; blood, dara Mal.
daha Kay. rfw^w G. T. raAa Ende; below, iawa Mdl.jawa

E. Sur<& in/o sonants differing both in their organic and
aspirate classes.

There are more instances of this exceptional class in the
Malayo-polynesian languages than in the Indo-european. But
these exceptions are chiefly interchanges with such of the
weak aspirates as, from their liquid nature, are eminently
congenial to the vocalic taste of the islanders. The r, for
instance, which in the Indo-european group appears only
to make one excursion out of the class of weak aspirates, in
the Malayan* languages invades both the bordering classes of

• If the word Malay be confined to'the Malays and their language, and the
word Malayan be exclusively used as • generic term for all the races and languages
of what the French call Malaisie, we may dispeme with the indefinite word
Archlpelsgic. To apply *&« w o r d Malay, as eminent European writers often
do. to Jaf aneie, Bugii, Battas, and all the other racea of the Archipelago, is
the ssme error which • Malay author would comooit,who confounded Portu-
guese, SptQiih, tnd Italians under the name of French.

B b
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gutturals and dentals even in those departments which, from
being at once aspirate and surd, we might suppose to be most
repellant of it. The I^alayan r evinces its guttural tendency
bypassing into g, k, h, ex. gr. deer, rus* Mai. kusuk Samang,
husi Daya; tail, ekor Mai. ekokBug.; blood, d*r& Mai. diqa
Kag; sail,l.y<*r Mai? hyak Kag.layag Bis,Tag; day, hari Mai.
arao Tag. agao Kag; rice, bras Mai. bugas Bis; water oytrMdl-
ayk Bat; three, tri Kawi, Sanskrit, taru Ende, torn Murang
New Z. Rar. Man*, tiga Mai fin other dialects tilu, tolu; by
the common euphonic process of inversion lotu> lo &c ; by the
interchange of 1 and n tint, teni Tarawa] house, rumi MaL hu-
ma Biaju, Sibnau ; hulu Mai. riulu Bugis On the other side
the r makes itself serviceable to the dentals by doing the work
of d and J*WalI, for instance, which is din ding in Mai. be-
comes renrng in Bug; nose, idong Mai. wrong Kayan, ido
Samba, iruRabu, Let; one,salu Mai sadi Bug suru Mas fere
Mank. rcri Paum; leaf, duwi Mai ran Rot; two, dua Mai
nw Tim. lua Bim run Bat; sea laut Mai. lor Belo [ the
passage of r into n is probably most frequently through 1]'
We have seen that it sometimes takes the place of other*
palatals, such as j, y; and its interchanges with all the weak
aspirates are easily and often effected, particularly with the
dental 1 and n. Its 'highly vocalic nature is further proved
by the mode in which it is»softent(l until it is lost in a vowel.
The process by which this is probably most easily accom-
plished is well illustrated by the word m*ri, come; in
Kedab the r is a soft guttural; the next step is a slight one
into an aspirate; finally, in the Besisi dialect of the Penin-
sula, and at Ende, Butun, &c, we find the aspirate lost, and
all that remains of tUe r a pure vowel coalescing with a,—m<ji.

The aspirates and the nasals, from their capacity of dwind-
ling into mere tones of the other letters, are so mobile that
they may be termed the wings of the letters When they
attach themselves to a letter, its organic momentum is so
much diminished that it is easily born over the boundaries
of its own class and placed in another The aspirate again,
hardening into a decided guttural on the one side, and
attenuating till it vanishes on the other, furnishes a
medium by which most of the consonants may ap-
proach, coalesce with, or become absorbed in, vowels- Two,
dua Mai rua Batta, Ende, &c., hua Lamp., ua Haya; Babi,
wawi> vwi (hog) becomes hike in Ende and huhuo in Sa-
parua; prut Mai (belly) becomes poot in Menadu and hoot
in Ternate; four, ampat Mai- mpa Bug. hapa Matasanka,
hut Belo, hake Kotuma, haa Tim ha Rot), Tahiti, Hawaii;
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\apa Ambun, pam Bunerate, Solor, va Buru pa Lamp. Achia
aufa P. Nias fa Tongan &c-]; man, faki Mai. lihhi Bat;
sartttus Mai. [100J becomes safatu in Buneratte, saatu in
Buru and hiutu in Matasanka; house bdei Kag bak&
Tag.; garden, tanaman Bis. hixUmmon Tag ; seven,5?/w Sa-
moan Ai/w Tahiti. Haw ; ten, sahulu primitive Mai form [i. e.
one head, corresponding to two hands, lim*9 or fives] s<*ng~
hulu Rot ngjhuru New Z &c.; tooth, gigi Mai. ngmgi*
inye Bat, <pm Rabu mm Wokkam [Aru] nioni Saparua, nihi
Ende, gninse Butun, isi Bugis, Mandh Sambawa, Malo; sleep
tldor MaL tindok Sang. There can be no doubt that the
change of many letters into h has arisen from their having at
first merely taken an aspirate tone, thus, k*ki9 foot, was pro-
bably kfwkhi before it became softened by the abandonment
of thft k into hihe at Menado, ohini at Saparua, eAw at Kissa,
wuhe\x Ende, efjuhi and el at Wakkam, m at Ende, Belo and
Buturt, ten at Kupang &c, in which last forms the vocalic ten-
dency, {succeeds in ejecting the aspirate.

To Enable the reader to compare these interchanges with
those (if the Indo-European languages, and for convenience
of leference hereafter, we have collected the latter, and re-
ferred mem to the same classes with those of the Malayan.
A lido — European interchanges of Utters belonging to the same organic class*

Gutiurah k, g, li. Palatals cli, j; j, y ; j, r. Dentals t, d f s, z; t, dy I;
1, n ; n, 8. Labials p, b, ft v ; m, p, b, v ; v, w, m.

HjOt Utters btlongiug to the same aspirate class. I. non*aspiiates. surds k, ty
p. sonant* gt d, b. Tbe surds are not transmatable into tlieionanls nnleM
they belong to the same oigauic class. 2. Atpirates, surds cli, I. sonants
b. w, j. z; surds into sonants, b, ch, f; s, li, w. S. Weak aspirates (inclu*
diuj» iittsals) r, I, n, w ; n, in.

C Of suids diffeiing both in their organic and atpjrate class, k, ch ; k, 8.
D Of sonants diffeiing both in ibeir organic and aftpiiate class, g, j, z, y ; g,

v, w.
£ Ot surds into sonants differing both in their organic and aspirate classes*

k» •, w; g, s. 'Ihe paucity of these exceptions is ilie strongest confirma-
tion of the connection of the philological with the phytio ogical clashes. Wa
do not find that k passes into j, as, r, y, I, n, o r m ; t into h j, v, w, r. y,
w, or m; p into d, h, j, rt y, 1 or n ; g or d into ch or f; b iuto th or a ;
that is of 3J possible ituercliangea between letters diffeiing in all •he three
pioperties on which our classification is based, only 3 take place in the
lndo-£uropean languages. r

We now add some remarks on the different Malayan con-
sonants

* k
The guttural—aspirate kha (the kh of Sir W. Jones) is only used by the

Malaya in writing. It may be lepresented by giving the h the guituial naaik,
as ihe RUttuial sound of the h is its distinctive characters tic. The aspirated
kh requires no separate character, because all aspirates are to be pronounced
separately.
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The first kaf JJ is only a strong hollow k and may be represented by giving
k a palatal mark, It is more cerebral than guttural. At the end of words
it Is generally modified into a sharp hard abrupt sound of the preceding
vowel, produced by a rapid protiuVion. and sudden checking, of the breath,
which gives a slightly consonantal character to the vowel. The tongue is
about 10 be applied to the H>ft palate to form the k, thut breaking off the
vowel t«ne. when it is suddenly arrest*d. As this is rather a modification
of the vowel than of the consonant, the best sign will be an apostrophe after
the vowel i. e our abrupt or reenUring vowel mark. The second or proper
Mil. k, kaf kmtf is the common ling, k.

The Jarantst k is hard, and stronger than the Malay h. It somewhat
advances to the cerebral. The Bugis k Is the Malay ft, t»nd lh« Round seems
to undergo no modification in that language. Buta, Butan, Ende same as
Mai.

S
Mai. soft. The Arabic fihain is a harth, stiougly guttu>al r.
The Javanese g is pronounced with au effort, and a slight, hardly percep

tible aspliate, as if an impediment were overcome iu enunciating It, a mo-
mentary stammer in fact Bat, Bug. But, Ende as Mai.

As this is a compound sound, it is best represented by retaining the letters
by the coalition and softening, of which it is formed but to prevent the ir
being hepafated wheie they are followed by a syllable beginning with a vowel,
as jangan, they ought to be connected by a circumflex as in Marsden's
woiks, or a compound letter as ng may be used.

J'lv. more nasal and strong tlian the Malay. Bat. Mug, But, identical
with the Malay.

h
The Arabian hs, which is not pronounced by the Malays, is simply a gut*

tuial h, and may be expressed when necessary by the guttural sign.
Mai, The soft h is the most common in Mai. Jao* much stronger than

tbe Malay—approaching to the Arabic £ Bat, Bug. But, same as Mai.
ch

H4re we follow Sir W. Jones, and without the reluctance which he felt In
adopting this symbol, because the c, which in his system had the sound of
k, ouly occurs in ours in expressing this sound, and therefore it cannot be
mistaken for an aspirated k. The Malayan sound exactly corresponds with
the English ch in church Ac. but the Javanese give it a dental pronunciation
which tbe Dutch denote by tj., and which we may express by ten. like the
French. Bug. same as Malay. Bat. Wdntiug. But. s substituted.

j
Mai, same as English, Jao. (dento-palatal) strong, forcible, as if preceded

by ad . But. Bug. Bat. EncteasMal

r
Mai. soft, with little effort, like the Eng, r. Jat. broad, strong, with con*

siderab'.e effort.
Bug. between the Mai. and Jav., but a longer vibration than either. It"

occurs frequently and is one of the distinguishing phonetic characteristics of
this language. Bat. nearer the Mai but harder and with more vibration.
But. more vibratory than the Mai. bat soft.

y
Nearly the same in Mai. Bat. Jav. Bug. But% and Ende. The same cha-

racter expresses the compound vowel la, which occurs frequently.
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t
Mai. The common Mai. t o is the same as the English one. The other

t, k of the Arabic alphabet, is analogous to the cerebral or lingual t of the
Devanagri Jav. (I) dental t—stronger than the common Malay, t (2) palatal
t, approximates to the cerebral t of the Malay Arabic alphabet, may be de*
noted by adding the palatal sign. Bat, Bag. But. Ende same as the Ma!,
dental t.

d
Mai. (I) d dental common English d; (I) d palatal $ has no existence out

of the alphabet Jav, (1) d dental, this is a little harder than the Mai. d, and
pronounced as if oveicoming a slight impediment, which Is sometimes so
marked as to gUe it the compound sound of td; (2) d palatal, add the palatal
mark. Bat. Bug. But. Ende d dental.

n
Mai. same as English. Jav, naso—palatal, and less nassl than the Malay.

Bat. Bug. But, Ende same as Malay.

1
Mai. same as English* Jav. stronger and more forcible than! Mai. Bat.

Bug, But. Ende same as Malay.
S

Mai. The common Malay s {J"sim is like the Eog. The *** aa of the
alphabet is a hissing th which is never heard, The g^ sad of the alphabet

is a hard hollow s which is never heard, save when a Malay attempts to
imitate the Arab pronunciation. Bat. Bug. Butt Ende as Mai.

sh
This does not occur in Jao«, Bug. or Bat..

z
Mai. z'u this is the soft z. 3 zal hard dental z, seldom heard, tnd only*in

Arabian words. Bat. Jav, Bug. But. Ende wanting.

P
Mai. same as Eng. Jav. hard and strong. Bat. Bug* But. Ende as Mai.

b
Mai. same as Eng. Javt stronger and'more sonant. Bar. Bug. But. Ende*

same as Mai.

Z. like Eng. Jav. broader and more forcible. Bug. Bat. Ac. like Mai.
ny

The nya (Marsden's nia) of the Mai., the nyo of the Jav. and nya of the
BugiB and Bata alphabet, is a componnd sound which is correctly represented
by ny. Mr Marsden's method is ticious, because in It the i is separated
from the a as in ntamo, the correct indication of the pronunciation is nya
mo. Mr Marsden Is compelled to use the y in such words as, anyir*

f> •• m .
Same as Eng.
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Example of the application of the orthography recommen
ded in the preceding essay*

Malay

Apa &una pasang p&lita
Jekalau tidah ding in suiobu-nya

Apa guna lermain mata
Jekalau tidah dingSn surigguh-nya

Baita.
Bena hai nahetun palita

Ko indadong da*%an sumbo-nya
Bena hai bermayim mata

Ko indadong da»gan toto-nya.
Javanese*

Punapo damlipun dfle
Minawe mbot&n simi ujorig-nyo

Punapo dol&n m&ripSt
Minawe mbotan simi lar&s-nyo.

Bugis-
Aga mopudo dituno pajinang

Kalo de elo sumbo nya
Aga mopudo machole mata

Kalo de elo tongesa-nya.
Butun.

Te opeamu betunu pajamara
Ane aiinda te sumbu-na

Te opea beta magasia ka mata
Ane aiinda te mototu-na>

Sir W. Jones9 Method.
Malay*

Api gund pfisdng palita
Jekdlau tid&h ding-an sumbu-nyd

Apd gfind barman mata
Jekal£u tidah dingan s\lngguh-nya.

Butun.
op^imu b^tiinu pajdm&r&

An6 aiiodd: U sumbii-nd
opea b6t& magasii kd m&tfi

Ane &und& t6 mototii-na.



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES, &c.

Dr. Bieeker having brought to our notice a mistake in the
translation of a sentence in his paper on the ichthyology of
Sambawa(J Ind Arch Vol II p 634) we subjoin the original
and a literal translation We were misled by the words
" niet alleen/' which seemed to indicate that the author had
intended a more direct connection between the first and sec-
ond clauses of the sentence than the latter, taken by itself,
actually expressed

" De pogingen tot die publicatie door my by het gouverne-
ment van Neerlandsch Indie aangewend, hebben niet alleen
niet den gewenschten uitslag gehad, maar opvolgende over
plaatsingen van Batavia naar Samarang en Soerabaya hebben
my zelfs buiten de mogelykheid gesteld, mijn met jaren
moeite en grootc kosten bijeengebragt kabinet, ten dienste
der Ichthyologische wetenschap aan te wenden."

" The efforts for this publication by me with the government
of Netherlands India made, have not only not had the desired
result, but succeeding removals from Batavia to Samarang and
Surabaya have1 even placed me beyond the possibility of
applying my cabinet, collected with years labour and great
cost, to the service of ichthyological science."

We have received a statement from Panghulu Kisang in
reply to the portion of the Rev. M. Favre's narrative relating
to him {ante p. 59), which want of space compels us to
postpone till our next number.

The conclusion of Mr Freidrich's paper we have withheld
until the arrival of some Javanese types which were promised
us.
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Common Kawi-litertaure,
1, Bdrata Yudda. With respect to contents the B&rata

Yudda stands nearest to the Parvas. For a considerable
time it has been regarded as the only version of the Indian
Mah&bh&rata in our islands. But we have now found on
Bali the original pieces of that epos. The B&rata Yudda is
formed after 4 of the Parvas, viz. after the Bisma, Drona,
Kama, and Salya-Parvaj the author is Hempu (or M'pu)
S'Dah, who lived in the time of Sri Paduka Batard Jaya-
laya, king. of. Kediri, and wrote his works by the order of
the latter; the design of the king was to obtain by the
composition of the work a kadigjayan, a subjugation of the
world. In this also an Indian idea is conspicuous ; by the
performance of great offerings! by sumptuous works of archi-
tecture, and by works of literature, the prince thus engaged
becomes not only famous, bdt he also acquires extraordinary
power by which he is enabled to subject the universe to iris
will. Such was also the aim of the great offering of the
prince of Lombok (in September, 1846), who, not being
recognized by all as the legitimate chief, sought by offerings
and abundant alms, to prove his royal right and to strengthen
Jrimself for warlike enterprises. The time at which the
manuscript was composed, which I made use of, is the year
of Saka 1724 (corresponding to the year of Christ 1802.)
To judge from the outward appearance I should have taken

* Continued from p. 137*
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it to be much older; in 46 years the lontar-leaves have
already become much injured and it seems to prove what is
said also of Indian manuscripts, that they cannot survive
100 years. This probably is also one of the causes that in
Java, in so short a time, almost the whole of the ancient
literature was lost, and that when the desire for the old
literature was revived, hardly any of the old manuscripts
could be discovered. In Bali also we must not look for very
old manuscripts; however those which are guarded and
transcribed in the families of the priests, may almost be
considered as original, since in these families the know-
ledge of language and religion is preserved with the minutest
care. Some faults are of course also possible hen.

The place where the manuscript was written is Swetyfya-
nagara, also called nagara Sukawati, situated in the kingdom
of Gianjar. We have noticed abave that Badong has also a
Sanscrit name (Bandanapura); this is the case with all
distinguished places in Bali; one place has even two nearly
accordant Sanscrit names. Sukawati is the city abounding
in pleasure—Swetytya-nagarct the city of well-being. We
perceive here again how far the Indian element, and thereby
the Indian language, has penetrated into Bali. However all
those places have also Polynesian names for the populace—
the Sanscrit ones are frequently known to the princes and
priests only.

The name B drat a Yudda -was formerly translated " pe-
nance—combat" and commonly written Brdtd Yudda; brata
(Ind-vrata) is penance, and the heroes of the combat acquir-
ing perfection by penance, the explanation had appearance
in its favour. But we find in the manuscripts of the priests
of Bali constantly Bdraia Yudda, with the capital b (follow-
ing DeGroot) corresponding to the Sanscrit bh, and followed
by the t'dung (or tarung), representing the long &\ the
name cannot therefore be brought into accordance with
brata which originated in vrata. B&rata as we find it
written, signifies however " a descendant of Bharata" (the
old Indian ruler of the universe), and we have thus in our
work "the combat of the descendant* of Bharata." Now the
Kurus and the Pandawas are descendants of that ruler,
and nothing can be more appropriate than such a title for the
work. This explanation has already been offered by Raffles,
but the reasons which render it irrefutable we first learned
from the. good Balinese manuscripts.

The conclusion agrees much with that of the Rdmdyana and
is Sanscrit: Ong Sri devyebyo namah ong fmung G«napataye
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nama, ong siddir aslu, tat-a$tu hastu, ong dirgayur astu.
Ong adoration to the happy gods; Ong, adoration to Gana-
paii; Ong may the accomplishment be, may that be; Ohg,
may there be long life ! Bevyebyo must be devebyo. What
gods however are meant is not clear; Saraswati and Ganesa
cannot be intended, since the latter is invoked separately;
tat-astu is here made more forcible by the addition of another
astu; the word fmung here likewise precedes Ganapati.
Dirgayus, "long life" is a thing for which the Indians and
Balinese, and especially the composers of literary works,
always supplicate the Deity. It is not necessary to draw
the attention of those who are acquainted with Sanscrit to
the inflected Sanscrit forms, and to the proper observance
of the difficult euphonic laws of that language, occuring here
and at the conclusion of the Ramayana. In an enumeration
of the Kawi works of a less sacred character, the Barata
Yudda is placed at the head, because the contents are closely
connected with the holy Parvas. It stands however in
less esteem and is more recent than some other Kawi works
ex. gr. the Wiwaha. The language is also not a very pure
Kawi, but more intermixed with the common bhdsd.

2, Wiwaha. This is known from the Javanese para*
phrase of Gerickey published in the 20th volume of the " Verb,
van het Bat. Gen.*' (Transactions of the Batavian Society.)
The coutents and arrangement of the narrative in Kawi-
Wiwaha is the same as in the translated paraphrase. The
language is a very pure and beautiful Kawi; it is likewise
not composed in the common Javanese song-form, but in
the Metra derived from Indh (to be afterwards describ-
ed). The author is M'pu Kanwa, not Kanno, as we find
in the Javanese Wiwaha, which word has been formed by
the usual Javanese conuption of wa into o. Kanwa is the
name of an Indian Muni or Saint. Our Kanwa however,
we may be sure, was a Javanese, perhaps of a:i Indian
descent. He too lived in Kediri under Ayer Langgia the
ancestor of Jayabaya.

Hempu S'dah and Hempu Kanwa seem to have been
adherents of the Siviatic sect. We find here few or no
traces of Buddhism in the Bdrata Yudda and Wiwaha.

3, . Smara dahama, the burning of Smara (the god of
love); a well known Indian myth. The god Siv* is inter-
rupted in his penance by Smara (or Kama,) that that is to

* The Indian Raghufann Lu been published in Calcutta, and by
in London.
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say he loses the fruits of his penance by falling in love.
Enraged by this he burns the god of love in flames which
issue from his body. The god of love is therefore also
called Anting go, (the bodiless) because his body was burnt
by Hiva. This work too is of the time of Ayer Langgia,
king of Kediri. The author is called M'pu Darmaya, son
of Raja Kusuma the composer of the Ram ay an i Kawi.

4, Sumdna Santaka comprises part of the Indian Raghu-
vansa.* llaghu the ancestor of Rama begets the Adia; she is
permitted to choose her consort after the Indian royal custom.
(Svayamwara, also so called on Bali.) Her husband Devindu
died and she then gave birth to Dasarta, the father of Rama.
This work also is composed in Kediri or Daha under Ayer
Langgia; the writer is M*pu Monaguna, (the name signifies
"whose prominent attribute is silence, mauna,") The writers
of the three latter works bear Sanscrit names, and belong to
the 3ivaitic sect \ the names of the Buddhist writers are in
the language of the country, and in this circumstance like-
wise the characteristic of that religion is conspicuous, which
made its way chiefly by yielding to and adopting the manners
of the numerous and widely different countries, into which it
was propagated; whilst Brahmanism, rigidly adhering to
the ancient'traditions, and holding in contempt til that is
foreign, is no where found beyond India except in Java
and Bali, and perhaps in parts of Sumatra and Celebes.

All the three aboveinentioned works are in a peculiarly
good style and highly esteemed, and this chiefly because
they are of Sivaitic authorship.

5, Bomakawya ; the song of Boma (or Eh&uma)* ** the
son of the earth "; he is begotten by Wisynu from Preliwi
(the earth) and has, as son of the earth, a demon form and
disposition. He is a Danawa '(that is like the Grecian
Giants agd Titans.) He waged war against Indra the god
of (the lower) heaven and triumphed over him. {Indra is
also overcome by Kawana the giant-king of Ceylon, and his
power appears every where as secondary, against which the
evil spirits are proof.) One of the higher gods (Wisyna
or Siva) must subject his adversaries in order to restore
peace and order on earth. Here the sang is Kresna, the
well-known (eighth) incarnation of Wisyna who kills the
Boma is killed by being lifted up from the earth, which
constantly reinvigorate* him. The author is M'pu Bractah

* Bumakalantaca by Rifflu; the name Aaraka Sura hai not yet come to nay
knowledge in Bali. (Rafflei I* pag. 388.)
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Bodd, that is " a Bauddha, a Buddhist;" he wrote in the
time of Jayabaya of Kediri. Under that kin* Buddhism
seems to have found its way for the first time into Kediri
(the largest empire which existed in Java before Madja-
pahit.)

6, Arjuna Wijaya, (" the triumph of Arjuna) is formed
after the Uttarakanda in like manner as the B drat a )udda
after the 4 abovementioned Parvas, It contains the combat
of Arjuna with Rawana and his victory. Rawana is here
bound but not yet killed, bee; use his time has not yet arrived.
He is to be destroyed by Rama. Whether we are warranted
in supposing here an expedition of the Brahmin-Hindus
against the South of India and Ceylon previous to that of
Rama (which is considered to be a personification of the
subjugation of those regions) further research must show.
The composer is M'pu Tantular Boda, likewise a Buddhist
in Kediri under Jay aba.

7, Suta Soma The ratu Detia (Danawa, Demon.)
Purusada had made captive all the kings of Baratawarsn
and conquered the ratu Darma. He is overcome by Suta
Soma and his relative Prabu Maketu. It.contains many
episodes, and also the history of Rama. The subject is said
to be taken from the Ketaka Parva (vid. supra), although
we should not have expected it from the nature of that work.
The author is the same who composed the Arjuna-Widyaja
viz. the Buddhist M'pu Tantular Kediri.

We have this composition from older works in the epoch
of Jayabaya or at least of the successors of the king of Ayer
Langgia; it appears that the older Kawi language then
began to be difficult of comprehension, and that the favorite
subjects of literature had been therefore translated into a
more comprehensible language The influence of the Bud-
dhists in this innovation is not to be mistaken.

8, Hariwangsa. This likewise is an Indian poem, com-
monly joined to the Mdhdbharata (the Indian one is
published by Langlois in Paris and obtainable in Calcutta);
this piece too invites to a comparison between India and Java,
the Kawi and the Sanscrit. The contents, according to the
priests, are : the conduct of Kresna towards Rukmini (his
wife), and the war against the two princes Jarasandd, father-
in-law of Cansa, ruler of Magada, and C/iedi of Sisitpala.
This work is written in Madjapahit* and thus of later

* Madjapahit ii the literal translation of tbe Sect Wilvasikta (corrupted Wi-
lnsikta, us, Jiwa), the bitter vilva (aegle m arm el oft} ; this then at least is not a
fictitious fruit and the name of MadjapaUU not unmeaning) fti it wai formeily

U d (rid. Rtffl •-)
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origin than the preceding; the author is M'pu Penulu Boda
likewise a Buddhist. The king of Madjapahil at this period
was Hrayang W'kasing Suka, father of Bra Wijaya
{Browijoyo), who, according to Javanese records, was the
last (Hindu) prince of Madjapahit.

Those are the most important works of the Kawi literature,
so far as I am yet acquainted with it. With these however we
are far from leaving exhausted Balinese literature. We have
besides them first the law books written in prose; further the
Tutor's or "instructive writings," of which nothing can as
yet be ascertained since they are for the most part secret
writings. Further the Babads or historic-genealogical works
partly written in Kidung, i. e. the newer (Javanese) measure,
partly in prosts. Moreover we have pure Polynesian myths ;
above all those of Panji, which are likewise written in
Kidung. Then there also exist little essays on the transmi-
gration of the soul, qn enotic subjects &c, and finally there is
the Balinese Kalendar, a work of the utmost importance.

Babad or Historical Essays.*

1, KenhangroJc. He is a son of Brahma and progenitor
of the rulers of *Kediri, Madjapahit and Bali, It has not
as yet been ascertained in what epoch he must be sought for.
His residence was in the Kampong N'dok, whose situation is
not known in Bali, but is supposed to be in Bdratawara* It
is written in prose, and contains 40 or more lontar leaves ;
I am only in possession of the first part, which has no more
than 17 leaves. His mother is called Kenhendok; the god
Brahma met her, much in the same way as the Greek Zeus
knew how to win his numerous loves, whilst she as a married
woman was amusing herself in the field.

2, Rangga Lawe. Siva Budda (N. B.) ruler of Tumapel
is made captive for misgovernment by the king of Daha or Ke-
diri, and his empire Tumapel is overthrown. The chief min-
ister of Kediri is Rangga Lawe; he at a later time disagrees
with his sovereign and is finally vanquished and put to death.
The work contains a minute description of the court of Kediri
and the position of the grandees of the empire and may serve
as a pattern of the constitution of the old empire, in Java. It
is especially maintained in Bali that the court of Madjapahit
was altogether in the same style, and that all the rules of the
court of Kediri were carried to Madjapahit. For this reason it

* The name Babad is alio met with in Java (fid. Rafflei literature I, 393)
and it alao comprises, followinf him, all Ihe historic works and new chronicles.
Kafflss spells it Babat; In Bali I find the word written Babad.
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would be desirable to have this work published (text and
translation) accompanied by the necessary notes ; this however
can only be usefully done in Bali. The manuscript in my
possession contains 67 Lontar leaves, each furnished with four
rows on the face and back and is written very neatly. It is
written in Garog r (Glogor) in Badong on the day of San-
eschara Knliwon Landep, in the month Kasa the 13th day
of the increasing moon, in rah 9, tenggSk 6, corresponding
with the year of Christ 1847, Saturday the 26th June. It
commences with a metrum of 52 syllables in each line, the
stanza as usual of 4 lines.

3, Usana Jaw a '* The ancient institutions of Java/' a
work containing the subjugation of Bali by the Javanese
of Madjaoahit and the settling of the Dzva Agung in Gilgel,
with tie distribution of the lands amongst the grandees of the
Court. One manuscript of it had 29 lontar leaves and was
derived, as they told me from Pasuruang; it however
probably came from Bali to this place and seems to be little or
not at all known in Java. It is written in prose. In that work
a predilection for Aryi Damar and his family is plainly mani-
fested, whilst it passes over the Patih Gaja Madda, the
founder of Mengui and ancestor of the powerful family of
Karang-Asem, almost in silence. For this we may find rea-
son in the circumstance that it was originally composed by a
follower of the dynasty of Arya Damar. According to the
postscript it was written in Galogor by Pamchitttan (m
Badong,) on the day Redid Pahing (Sunday) in the week
Dungutan, in the month of Kanam (the 6th,) on the 13ih day
of the dark half, in the year 1 (rah) of the tenggek* 6 This
would be the year 51, if we take the 18th century, we would
have 1751 of 6aka, corresponding to the year 1839 of the
Christian era.

4, Usana Bali. The contents of it are known from the
Tydschrift voor Nederlands Indie 9th year.3deel biz. 245-
373. There we have said that it is a work exclusively inten-
ded for the people, and not esteemed by the priests. It is
otherwise with the Usana Jawa, which is held in honour by
all casts, at least in Badong.

5, ramendanya,\ a sort of Chronicle of more recent times;
it contains sundry histories of priests and kings, of the distri-
bution of Bali amongst the original Pungawa'* of Gelgel, and

* Tenggek is a period of 10 years. Rat a single year of that time. Sap*
posing the era to be known, we And it the year of Soka.

f from the Pamendarga a play is derived, performed by a single person In
topen/8 (masks) j It represent! the more ancient history of Btli, viz of the
Devi Aguny't%
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genealogies qf kings, of Karang-Asem, for instance. Res-
pecting the division of the viceregencies amongst the Punga-
was, this work widely differs from the Usana Jawa, and its
value and style are far inferior to those of the latter. It is also
written in prose. Other Babad's are found in the family ot
every prince; if it were possible to gather the greater part of
them from the different states, they certainly would spread
much light on the history of Bali if carefully compared with
each other.

Tutor's or doctrinal
writings.

These are divided into two classes, the secret writings of the
priests, and such as are also current among the other casts
especially the second and third. The former are extremely
numerous, but since they are kept secret, we can only men-
tion the names of a limited number of them* They seem to
be written, like the Veda's, in Slokas. The names I obtained,
are the following:

1, Buwana Sanglcsepa (the shortening or contraction of
the world or of men.*)

2, Buwana Kosa (the treasure of the world.)
3, Wrfaaspati Tutwa (the Tatwa, truth, the. essence of

Wrihuspati, the star Jupiter, teacher of the gods.)
4, Saras a Muschaya (sdrasa is explained by isi, the con-

tents ; it is however probably sdrasa the lotus, muschaya is not
very clear, but is explained by Aumpulan, " accumulation'9
" gathering*'; this is one of the works enumerated by Craw
furdj

5, Tatwa Jnyana (knowledge of substance, essentft.)
0, Kandampat.
7, Sajotkranli.
8, Tutur Kamoksa (vid. infra). Under this denomina-

tion exist numerous works; it means, " instruction for bles-
sedness, or for the delivery from the transmigration of the
soul."

The second class of the Tutor's, current also among the
other castes besides the Brahmins, are for instance,

2, Rajaniti (wisdom of kings), in contains rules for the
* Agama is explained by Wilson, Skt. Diet. " • Saitra or work on sicred

science and of divine origin." IQ the Malayan and common Balineae language
It aignifies religion ; in the namea Agama, Adigama, Devagama, it hag evident-
ly more the Indian meaning, and especially that of law-book. Adigama aeema
to ha?e originated in Adhi and Agama, with the omission of the first a of
agama, a careleianeis which ii frequently net with among the Skt. wordi in
the Kawi exist Svatamaparva for Asvattamaparva. The a in Polynesian
words ii an euphonic prefix, which WM then omitted in the Skt, words likewise.
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policy and the government of kings, and is in many respects
analogous to Machiavelli's princip.

% Nitipraya or Nitisctvtra (super abundance, or manual
of wisdom), it is of a similar character-with the former.

3, Kamendaka Niti (rules of wisdom of the sage Kamen-
da/ca.

4, Naranatia {nara " men", natia " the mimic".)
5, Ranajanya (the sacrifice of the battle.)
6, Titi dasa g unit a, this belongs properly to the first, divi-

sion but has been made by Padanda Wahu Rawuh into Rawi
under the name of Nitisara (compendium of wisdom )

Law books.
Those are written in prose ; they comprise most of the

Balinese books which are mentioned by Crawfurd and Raff-
les. The accounts of them however differ from each other.
Raja Kasiman names them.

1, A gam a. 2, Adigama. 3. Devagama (that is somewhat
difficult to understand.)

4, Sarasa mnscheya (the same we just have met with
among the secret writings.)

5, Dustakalabaya (the fear of the malignant 2£ala) a law-
book, in which particular faults, committed by children, are
punished.

6, Swara Sambu (the voice of Jambu), that is " the cora-
" mand, the law of India" Jambu-Dwipa.

7, Devadandu (in a very old language,) it comes in use
when Wishynu appears incarnated upon earth.

8, Yajnyasadma (yajnya u sacrifice"—sadma ?
The Pandita in Tzman Ihtaram mentions only
1, Agama* 2, Adigdhta. The two lawbooks, mentioned by

Raffles as the basis of the law for the common people. Raffles
calls the latter Degama.

3. Purvadigama or Sivasasuna* the above Adigama, or
the command of Siva, of value exclusively for the Brahmins.

4, Devdga ma, the dgama of Devds.
6, Svafambu—Svarajambu; the meaning is doubtful;

perhaps svora "voice" "command" and jambu, in lieu of
Sambu Dwipa (India), thus "ihe voice of the lawoj India."

The principal lawbook of India (by Raffles Menawa Sastra,
Ind. Manuwa—Dharma-sastra) is wanting, according to all
quiries for it which I made amongst several priests and persons
of rank. They however are aware that all their laws have

t Kutari l i t fellowiug Will on, " the post round which the string panes,
that worki the churning •tick." This explanation is here in no way applicable.

D d
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been derived from Prabu Manu («he ruler Manu) who in
different ages under different names holds the government of
the world. I found it mentioned only in the Sivasasdna, the
law-book of the Brahmins under the name: Dfarma-xastra
Kutara—Manauadi ; adi has here, it would seem, the true
Indian sense "atd so forth," so that the translation will be
*' the law-books, those of Kutnr«9 Manawa and others.9*
Kutaraf is also mentioned by Raffles as " a law-book/' and
is not explained by Humboldt. Kutara appears to me to be
the same with Uttama, viz the name of the third in the line
of Munus. The conversion of Uttama into Kutarajs quite
possible, and supported by a passage of the Brdhmaniidpura-
na: Uta*a M»nut lont. 11. Uttara is the comparative, Ut-
tima the superlative "the higher" and the highest'9 degree.
The k before Utura I am inclined to regard as the Polynesian
prefix, added through ignorance. Opposed to this conjecture,
it is true, is the fact that the law of India must have been
framed by the first Manu, Slayambhuwa M&nu; but we have
various law-books, and those are even yet not all known.
Possibly the original Balinese law-book has been derived
from another Indian one, although the contents are upon thfe
whole the same as in that of Slayambuwa.

This Dharmasastr* Kutara Manawa is either now in Bali
and kept secret, cr it is one of the works which existed in
Java but were lost and were not brought to Bali It is men-
tioned along with the Sarasi Muschayq? which we learn to
be one of the Tutur's, further along with the Kamandaka, a
Tutur for obtaining advantage, or intrepidity. A learned
Brahmin is expected to be acquainted with all these works.
It was not without the greatest difficulty that I got the
Sivaeasana into my bands; however, I may hope to obtain
in the like way insight into the remaining law-books and
the Tutor's. The Sivasasana was borrowed by me on
the same condition as the Brahmandapurana, viz. not to
show it to any one of the people. The manuscript of the
Sivasdsana in question was written on the day Muhulu
Pahing An g gar a (Tuesday) of the week Sung sang, in the
year of Saka (Sokowarsa) 1682 (A.D. 1760). in the month

X Sarasa Mutchaya might be explained by : " the lotun Cor the sea) of the
nobly*born" if we take Muschaya for a corruption of Amuayydnya " a man of
noble descent" *' perion of rank." The a waa eaiily thrown off, aa we bate
•een in many instances, or united with the a at the end of Saraia and becoming
thereby a long d which however was not more recognised. Another explana-
tion would be " the lotus to be hidden,19 if Muschaya may be regarded as a
corruption of Muiyya> Both corruption! are made possible by the frequently
occurring omission tnd addition of syllables, and the imperfection of the orjan
for inch words.
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Sraw'na, on the 8th day of the white half, in
After this the writer makes his excuses in the customary
manner for the bad and careless writing, and he has great
need to do so, for the manuscript abounds in faults ; he pleads
his inexperience (much) and inferiority (hina din"). He
adds further that the work is a secret writing (rahasyn) and
concludes with the well known invocation,

Siddir-astu, tat' astu astu
Ong Saraswatie namali
On 15 g'mung Ganapataye namah
Ong sri (Jurubyo riamah
Ong ong Kamadevaya namah.

Respecting these invocations we refer to what is said under
Rdmai/an* and Barata Yudd*. Here only is added Ong
adoration to kzuwdewt. He, the god of love, would thus
appear to be peculiarly the favorite deity of the writer. The god
of love is indeed highly honored and praised in many of the
newer poems, a circumstance the analogy of which we find
again in India. We give here the prologue, the text and the
translation of the Sivjs&wna :
• " This is the Purvddigama—Sdsanasdslra-saro—driltaf
firs* composed by the accomplished old teacher, the raja Pur*
ohitfiy who knows all qualities, who resembles the rays of the
sun, who dwells in the hearts of all mankind; Misraharana,
who as the highest precious stone outshines aU the divine
teachers of Siv* (o£the Sivaite sect), the lowest, the middle,
and the highest; further is he named the first Guru the great
saint. The same asked for ashes after he had obtained per-
mission to ask for ashes o\ the children and grand children
of Sang Busnwngkuran); the same commanded him thereupon
to conpose the Saaanaaigama Sastrasaro dreta for all priests,
as many as held the religion of Siva ; for the Panditas of Siva
as well who live in the cities, the perfect ones, as also those
who choose to dwell partly in cities, partly in the country, also
for the host of the learned, who take cart of processes, who

• Where this Wilatikta is to be sought for in Bali remsins uncertain, it is
(Wilwatikta) the Sanskrit name for MujapaAU. It is possible that the work was
originally written in Majipahit, and that the copyists in succession retained
the name of the city, where it oiiginally was composed, although they them,
selves were in Bali.

t This woid mnst be divided. It wonld appear, into two parts; P«rvadifa-
ma taaana " the command law of the Purvadigama" and Sastra Saro dreta " in
which is contained the essence of holy works*'. The Saro is inserted instead of
Sora and we thus find the nominative case in place of the theme in a composition.
This seems to be au error founded very likely in the want of acquaintance
with the meaning of the Sanscrit teiminations and inflexions, but offering
at the same time another proof of the preservation of the inflexions in the
memory of the Panditas.
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settle disputes between all men, at the court and in the country,
this is their number* Assuredly the adigatnasastra sarodrg-
ta must contain the laws for the conduct of them all."

The text follows. It is upon the whole pure but exhibits not-
withstanding some faults, ex. gr. basma with the common b.

Awignam astu Nihati Poervildigama sftsana s&stra-saro-dreta
purwa ramba (2) sang t'las wr£ddacharya (3) r&ja purohita
sarvagunajna, banu-rasmi sadresa sa^va janahrejuya, ta
Misraliarana, sak&ldgra-chudamani sirasi pratistita t'kap sa-
hana par&ch&rya Siva (4) kabeh, kanista-majottama (5), nidan
sira param&diguru mah&bagaw&n (6) tanggehnira, sira pangu
daran basma ngaranira sakari wnangnira panadahan b&sma
t'kapning santana practisantana (7) sang Basmangkura, sira
atah praman&ken (8) pagehnikang raksaning s&sanadigama
sastra-saro-dreta ri para pungku [9J makabehan sahana. sang
gum'ge Sivagama, kimuta sahana sang Budjangga Siva pinaka
stawira ring nagara sang sampun-kretta, nguni weh sang
mah&rep ring nagara lavvan ring pradesa, t'las karuhun
sang watek pragiwaka wyawahara wichedaka [I0J, sang
w'nang mamgatakfin wiwadaning sarva jana ring sab£ [II]
mad ja muang ring pradesa na ta luirnira, yayan sang hyang
Adigama sastra-saro-dreta juga pamakning sasana krama-
nird-tika kabeh [12].

The introduction may serve as a proof of the abundance of
Sanscrit words in its language and give an idea of the con-
tents, which we cannot further describe he^p.

(2) Purwaramba is divisible into purva " the first or the
foremost" and aramb* " the beginning''. The work is first
written by Pandita misraharana.

(3) The Pandita is ivrlddacharya {ivredd* "aged" and
achara "a spiritual teacher*') "the aged, experienced teacher9';
further raja Purohita « a royal Purohita [domestic priest vid,
below.] Sarrogunajuya (he knows all the gundv), which as
we have seen above are three, viz Satwa, rajas, tam"s €< He
is like the rays of the sun ; and enlightens the world by his
wisdom; he dwells in the hearts of all men, and is beloved and
honored by every one". Misraharana is a genuine Indian
Brahmanical name ; misra is found in many names, it signifies
€t a person of distinction", ^akalagra chud»mani-sirasi pra-
tistita &c, " he stands above the head of all Brahmins, as the
precious stone chudamani is the highest extremity of the head
ornament [of &iva ]

(4) Pardcharya Siva with the addition o(K«beh; para-
charya means " all the teachers;'' achorja tiva " the teachers
of the Swa-worship" contrasted with the uchxrya Budha
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" the Budhist teachers/' However even in this work, which
bears such distinct marks of Sivaitism, we liud proofs of inter-
mixture with Buddhism.

(5) Nista majuttama is known to us from the Us. Bali,
pag 340. Here, however, are meant the various ranks of
the priests, depending on their learning and piety.

(6) The writer is also Param&diguru " highest of the
Guru's*9 (vid below Guruloka ;) further Mahabagawdn
" the most holy'' bagaw&n is the title of the Resis, e. g. Baga-
w*n Trinawindu Mafwrsi is an inscription on stone, in the
possession of the Batavian Society, lithographed in the
XXIst volume of the Transactions; it is also found, although
illegible, in Raffles I following page 42. This title is very fre-
quently given in the Balinese writings to holy men.

He requests busma "ashes." Ashes are usually spread-
over the body by the Sivaites in India, and are used by all
penitents together with cow dung On Bali bosma is explained
to be chandana, i. <;. pounded Sandal-wood mixed with odo-
riferous oils, and this is frequently used in religious ce'eino-
nies. The loathsomeness of ashes and dung seems not to be
reconcileable with the Sivaitish religion on Bali. Siv* is
considered on Bali rather as a friendly god, a god of light,
who is not pleased with such impurities. Kah9 for whom
they chiefly are designed, (the black malignant god) does not
enjoy such prominent worship as in India I have however
also seen Balinese, who besmeared the lower parts of the
body with some black matter; but on enquiring whether it was
cow dung, I was answered in the negative. A distinction must
be made between this and medicaments. Sang Basmangkura
can be no other than Siva ; the word is not very clear, but
Siva is frequently represented in India as a penitent, bes-
meared with ashes and cow dung, the name Basmangkura
seems to be applicable to Siva under that form. The practise
of spreading ashes over the body thus still prevailed in
the time at which the work was first written. The re-
quest of the Pandita of Siva for ashes is similar to the exist-
ing custom of the Balinese, who ask in the temples and of the
priests for consecrated water; common ashes could not have
been used by the Pandita for his religions observances, just
as common water has no purifying virtue for the people.

(7) The position renders it uncertain how Santana proti-
santana is to be construed. The words naturally appear to
belong to Sang Basmangkora, but the sense requires us
rather to refer them to the Pandit*; this construction, it is
trutjjs a forced one, we should be compelled to read it thus
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Sakari w'ningnira Vkapning santani pra'isantana p
da ha) i basma sang B^sm^ngkunra " since he had power
[he] with 1m children and grand children to ask ashes of
Sang BismonknraS9 Even thus arranged it still remains
imperfect, because we should expect to find the prefix (ringj
before Sang Basnwngkura- It cannot however be supposed
that the children and grand children of Siva are here spoken
of.

(8) Pramandken a derivation from pramdna "the principal
object" thus " to m»ke ones chief object*. Pagihnikang rak-
saning sdsawdig wia would seem rather to convey the meaning
" to preserve, than to mate, the Sasana" It must of course be
supposed, or rather it is known, that there existed a more
ancient law book. The Pandita then only receives the order,
to make a rescension, which is be to used for all the Brahmins
in the cities and the country, and those who exercise judicial
powers. This very probably is also indicated by the addition
of Sastrasarodrita, wliich I translated, although not justly
according to the Indian rules of composition, " in which is con-
tained the marrow (medulla) of the sacred writings [the co-
dices] ;" certainly indicating the earlier existence of other
sastras, of which Misrahvrana only made an extract or review.

(9) Pungku is explained to be Pandita* It is repeated
here once more, that the new law book shall be] used for all
the priests, who adhero to the Sivdgama " the worship of
Siva."

(10) Wyawa'Adra—wichedaka. Vjavahara (following Wil-
son) "contest at law" " lawsuit*' " process'' Wichedaka from
wichehedi "separation," "disjunction" "dividing/* "cutting"
from it is derived wichedaka "one who divides, separates''
thus in the case of a suit he with whom the judging and de-
creeing rests; the whole composition thus signifies a judge.
To this comes sajigw'mmg mamgataken wiwadaning sarva
djana "one who has authority to settle minor differences
among the whole nation," (thus juge de paix.) From this
it would appear that the Brahmins have jurisdiction, criminal
and civil, which is also noticed by Raffles. In Bali notwith-
standing only a few of the judges belong to the cast of the
Brahmins, in Badong only one. The supreme judge in Pam-
chuttan is a Brahmin ; the others are eligible from all casts,
and are generally Sudras who are well acquainted with the
common law-books, the agama and adigajna. In spiritual
affairs the Panditas are the judges, so as in political concerns
the princes.-

(11) Sab& (aula regia) the Indian name for the Court of
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the princes, jwhich in Java has by {the prefix, pn and the affix
an, been changed into pasib m which also by its form an-
swers to the open place of audience of the princes.

(12) The &iv"sasana or turvddiyamas tswiu is thus the
law book for all the Brahmins, in the cities as well as in the
country, and for those in whose hands the jurisdiction is
deposited as well as for the rest. It is not, however, ap-
plicable in the decision of the lawsuits of persons belonging
to one of the three lower casts.

There further exists in Bali a law-book, called Svira,
issuing from the Deva Agung and in force for all princes
and persons cf rank. It cannot as yet be ascertained,
whether it is the same work with the Svan*j »mbu (or Sw-
ojombu), but it seems to be a different one since the addition
of Jaihbu in the latter points to its Indian origin.

(Explanation) T»twa or Tu'ur lamoksi (vid. above) con-
tains rules for a religious life with special directions from
the birth of a man up to his death; It is frequently in
requisition for fasting (Ind. vrotivotum). In accordance
with those wiitings not only the Pfdund-s regulate their
lives but also the princes and those of rank who aspire to the
condition of holiness; they attain thereby the dignity of
Resi (a saint, without sin,)andthe priests become Brahmarsi,
the p* inces Ry^rsi; the latter of course, as it is natural,
stand in consequence of their birth in rank below the former.
Every prince must properly aim at this dignity, and the
abiseka " the anointing" of the chief pr nee is dependant
upon it. By becoming Resi and by the Abiseka not only
the dignity of the prince is raised, but he is thereby as it were
received into the cast of the Brahmins;—the like rule is
also observed in India. The predecessor of the last Sovereign
of Pamchattan was Resi, and had received the Abiseka;
even as the former Deva Agung's. At present there is no
prince of Bali who has received the Abiseka. The Rdjd
Kusiiman however aims at the dignity of Resi,

Malat*
The Malat contains the history of the celebrated hero

Pafiji; Who had his adventures on Bali also. The work is
as voluminous as the Ram^yana; it is however not written
in the Kowi measure or language, but in Kidung, which
means the newer Java-Balinese measure. The subjects con-
tained in it, are exhibited to the public in the G*mbuh
(dramatic performances by men, who speak themselves.)
The same is the case with the Ramayun*. The Barata
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Yudda and Wiwaha are represented in the Wuyong Kulit in
the same manner as on Java. Of the Indian drama nothing
seems to have found its way into this island. The names of
the most famous of the Indian dramas are unknown there*
The tale of the Sakuntala is known from one of the Parvas,
and the original narration we find also in India in the Ma-
habkarcta. But the magnificent drama Salami * fa of Kalidasa
is not known. The reason of this is probably that most of
the Indian Dramas are of late times, and perhaps at the
time the Brahmins came to Java, were exclusively found at
the courts of the princes of Ujayiniy Cashmir, Ayoja &c. so
that the Brahmins could not be acquainted with them. Be-
sides, the Drama forms no part of the sacred literature, and
the Brahmins might have neglected it for that reason.

{To be Continued.)
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PIRACY IN THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO*

By SPENSER ST. JOHN, Esq

AN article appeared in the Examiner newspaper of the
21st of October last, which has been attributed, rightly or
wrongly, to a gentleman whose authority in all questions
relating to the Kasterti Archipelago, has been justly regarded
with great respect.

As this article, however, appears to me unjust to the writer
of the article entitled "Piracy in the Oriental Archipelago"
in the Edinburgh Review of July, erroneous in point of fact,
calculated greatly to mislead the public, and above all to ob-
struct the vigorous measures carrying on for the suppression
of the marauders who infest the Eastern Seas, I am desirous
through the medium of the Journal of the Indian Archipelago,
(so justly held in esteem by the writer in the Examiner)
to disprove his assertions by a simple appeal to fact, and
to remove any impression which may have crept abroad,
that Malayan piracy is a " nuisance91 rather than a curse, and
that it is to be regarded in any other light than as a very for-
midable and frightful system.

It is by an appeal to facts, and facts alone, that this question
must be decided; and reversing the order pursued by the writer
in the Examiner* I shall at once approach the subject of
Piracy, and endeavour to show, how erroneous are his asser-
tions, and unjust his criticism of the article in the Edinburgh
Review.

The writer complains fir3t, that the statements regarding
piracy in the Edinburgh Review are grossly and ridiculously
exaggerated both in character, number, and extent, that the
infidelity of the picture equals Pinto's account of the treasures
of Masfetan, that the writer of the article has huddled
together the attributes of different stages of society, that
piracy is incompatible with industry, with neat houses, or
trim gardens, that to Mohammedan fanaticism, the koran in
one house, and pickled heads in the next, is an impossible
association, and concludes this list of charges, with one broad
and distinct assertion, by stating that, « The pirates of the
Archipelago are a nuisance, but they are not formidable
as we know by the results** " They have never captured
a vessel however small with a European crew, or even with
a considerable part of the^ crew European, They have
never captured a Chinese junk; the achievement is above
the weight of the combined fleets E c
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To understand lightly the character of Malayan piracy, we
must extract from good authorities the description of the first
and second class pirate pralius, and thence we may form a
judgement, how far a number of these vessels would be ca-
pable of capturing a merchant vessel with a European crew,
or a Chinese junk. The courage and audacity of these ma-
rauders are attested by every competent person, and proved
by their acts, and we need go no further than to mention the
testimony given by Sir James Brooke, the late Captain Charles
Grey, and Captain VVallage on this point, who all three
declared the coolness and tire eating propensities of the Ba-
linini in action with the Nemesis, as worthy of all praise even
from an en£my.

Forrest in his voyage to New Guinea, as early as 1775, gives
(at page 22i) the dimensions of a pirate prahu, which he ac-
tually measured. "She was," he writes "from stern to
tufi'ei il 91 feet 6 inches, in breadth 26 feet and in depth 3 feet 3
inches." Her complement was ninety men and she could
"row with forty oars or upwards of a side." She had
engaged and captured a Dutch sloop, and brought 70 slaves
to Mindanao. Sir Stamlord Raffles, writing of piracy in 1811,
(page 47 of Raffles' Memoirs) quotes from a letter of Mr
Burn, as follows:—"A few days ago Pangeran Anam,
came out from Sambas, with two small ships; one of them
mounts ten guns, and the other eight guns, with some armed
prahus. Two Chinese junks just arrived from China, and
then lying on the bar of the Pontianak river were attacked
by their boats. One of these junks having a valuable cargo
on board, was boarded and carried off' instantly by them, the
other was relieved by the Sultan's armed prabus who went to
their assistance."*

Captain Congalton saved a Chinese junk from capture by
12 Baliuini prahus, and many, very many Chinese junks have
been captured by these pirates at various times, as might be
shewn if needful, and indeed what could save them falling a
prey to one vessel, above described, when we find a Chinese
junk cut out by the boats of a pirate squadron ?

Again, Temminck thus describes a Lanun prahu captured
in 1843 by a Dutch expedition, " Continuant leur exploration,
ils brulereut 34 prahoe dans le detroit de Bonerote; puisse ils
donnerent chasse a 17 grands batiments pirate de Magindano
dont deux feureut detruits; ceux-ci portaint 100 homines d'

* About this time the ship Commerce, baring lost ber rudder and ancbon,
•ai taken tnd burnt by Pang era n Semuoda not Rrija of Sarawak, but Faogeran
AacoU'a faiuer:—tidejdem.
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equipage et Tun d'eux etait arme de 15 pieces de canon.'
In 1847, as may be ascertained by reference to the pages

of the Singapore Free Press, from 40 to 60 pirate prahus
issued from Balinini, and ravaged a great portion of the Ar-
chipelago, swept the Straits of Banka, burnt a village not far
from Singapore, carrying off a portion of the inhabitants into
captivity, and exchanged shots with a Dutch fortress on the
coast of Borneo.* Eleven of these prahus were attacked by
the H. C. Steamer Nemesis, and the largest of the number
taken was judged by Captain Grey, Captain Wallage, and
most of those aboard, to be eighty feet in length and to have
fully a complement of eighty men. This prahu was unluckily
burnt and sunk, during the action, after a desperate resistance,
but a boat of the second class captured was about 70 feet
long and 12 feet broad, and it was deposed by the principal
persons present that the average number of the crews, was
forty men to each of the eleven prahus, and that they each
carried from 4 to 6 guns. The largest boat mounted an iron
9 or 10 pounder besides 6 or 8 small guns, and the num-
ber of rifles and muskets as well as the skill of the owners in
their use, was proved by the list of the killed and wounded in
the English boats. This is a cool appeal to facts. In the
years 1775,1811,1813, and 1847, the description of the larger
pirate prahus agrees, and we have the clearest, fullest and
purest testimony, that piracy is of the most daring and dan-
gerous character, and with such vessels how could it be
otherwise, and yet the writer in the Examiner says, it is not
i or mid able, a mere nuisance, a sneaking piracy.

The exaggeration in the statement of the number of pirate
prahus, which the writer of the Examiner ridicules so se-
verely, we shall soon dispose of, by a second appeal to facts,
and we premise that be they pirate ships, or pirate prahus, or
even "the herring boats9' of the writer, that they are very
numerous, and therefore very formidable, from the number of
men employed in this trade of destruction.

Sir Stamford Raffles in addressing Lord Minto writes,—
"Of the numbers of the Lanuns it is difficult to form at
present any particular estimate; I apprehend, however, they
cannot in any way be estimated at less than 10,000 fighting
men." tfrovn the number of men we may judge the number
of prahus, and we shall have a fleet of 100 Lanun boats,
each carrying 100 fighting men, with the Pangeran Anom,
and Assing Kasil,t in their two small ships. And this is the

* Thli fact U itated in the Javi Courant, an official paper,
t Atving fUfil cut off the ibip Malacca.
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force that never captured a Chinese junk!!
We have however other testimony.
In the Possessions Neerlandaises by Mon. Temminck, it ir

stated (vol. II p. 233) that the pirate prahus of Billiton in
1821 amounted to 200.

In 1822 (p. 233) the Royal frigate Melampus, and five ves-
sels of the Colonial Marine with a ],0f)0 auxiliary native
troops, in an expedition captured 50 pirate prahus. In 1823
on the same authority, it is slated that a certain R&ja, Djilolo
—venant meme exercer se.9 violences jusque sous lefeu'du,
fort Victoria a* Amboioe—this Rajd was attacked and eighty
of his prahus captured. In the Moniteur des Indes vol.-II p.
20, it is stated that on the 28th of June, 1839, on the Eastern
Coast of Sumatra, the Dutch troops were attacked by 200
pirate prahus; the troops were near the shore, nevertheless
they were enabled to repel the enemy. This fact is re-stated
and corroborated by Monsieur Temminck at p. 259 vol. II.

Numerous other examples might be adduced, from these
and other authors; Kolf, in the voyage of the Dourga, gives
an account, that from two places in New Guinea, "the Papuas
" send out every year from one hundred to one hundred and
twenty small vessels, on piratical excursions;" and on the
authority of Sir James Brooke, we have the fact, that 100
Dyak boats passed up the Sarawak river to the attack of
some interior tribes, and it is now fully established, that the
rivers of Sambas and Sakarran can send to sea 200 boats, or
even more, and that the crews cannot be calculated at a
smaller average than 30 men to each boat, thus giving at a
moderate computation a body of 6,000 marauders on the high
seas. It is true that these "herring boats" rarely attack
Kuropean vessels, but the amount of bloodshed, of trading
prahus captured, of villages burnt, is as great, as though they
were Northern Sea Kings or Buccaneers, or Lanuns, and if
v© are to confine our sympathy—as the writer in the Ex-
aminer seems to do—to Europeans and their vessels, and
allow the sources of commerce to be destroyed—we should
much resemble the man who killed the goose with the golden
egg; the destruction of the producing class, and the capture
of their prahus has already in some places, destroyed the
returns on which our trade depends, and together with Eu-
ropean restriction and native oppression and misgovernment,
will ultimately reduce the commerce of these seas, to its
minimum, and leave undeveloped the riches of islands pro-
nounced by Colonel Farquhar and Sir Stamford Raffles to
be equal to the riches of Brazil and Mexico,
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When tbe author of the article in the Edinburgh Review,
describing a smaller kind of pirate prahus, asserts them to be
from 8 to 10 tons, the writer in the Examiner remarks that
they are in fact no better than " herring \boats," and then
proceeds to make some very whimsical calculations, as he had
just before done, proving that every fleet, whether national or
piratical was to be calculated as composed of the aggregate of
the very largest class of vessel, or the very smallest; for
instance:—a first-rate in H. M. Service carries a war com-
plement of 1,000 men, and should a writer after the description
of a first-rate, be describing a schooner, carrying 20 men,
one of a fleet of 100 vessels, the writer in the Examiner
would conclude the complement in men, of the fleet mentioned,
amounted either to 100,000 men or 2,000 men, and either way
he would be as wrong, as he has been in the article 'we now,
notice.

These very " herring boats/' however/ which the writer
asserts could not accommodate more than 15 men a piece,
are a class of'vessel of which he is evidently totally ignorant,
and it will be worth while to describe a boat of the class cer-
tainly not ten ton, and allow the writer to judge, how far his
conclusion is correct. Two hundred vessels of the sort, mine
larger some smaller, are to be found in the Sarebus rivers, but
as a type we prefer to take the measure of a Sarawak boat,
which is now lying in that river, and which may be seen by any
person curious enough on the subject—her length is 60 feet,
her breadth 9 feet 6 inches, and her depth 2 feet 8 indies. Ne-
vertheless this " herring boat" (which in tonnage carries
absolutely next to nothing) has a regular complement of 60 •
men and sometimes more. The writer however positively
asserts and would have us believe, that a boat of eight or ten
tons cannot accommodate more than 15 men!!

These facts will shew, we believe, that the pirates of the
Eastern Archipelago possess a very large and dangerous class
of vessel, and that their fleets are very numerous and very
formidable. That these fleets are all composed of the largest
class of vessel or the smallest, as the writer would have us
imagine, we do not believe, but if we give the Lanun, Balanini
or Dyak fleets at a moderate computation an average of 35
men to each boat, we shall have 7,000 buccaneers out at once,
and we cannot suppose for an instant, that all the fighting
men are-out at one time, or that these fleets always remain
together; on the contrary, their safety and their interests point
out a superior mode of action for obtaining plunder, and they
usually divide into moderate parties; and thus attract the less
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notice and obtain more profit both in slaves and merchandize.
The examples, as we shall hereafter shew, are numerous

Enough of all classes of vessels having been captured by these
Sea Kings, but we must bear in mind, that the trade of a
pirate is plunder and not war, and that they have no desire,
to come to blows With Europeans, when they can fill their
pockets by the easy capture of natives. Is the devastation
and misery however, less, because they usually cruize in
small squadrons, instead of large fleets? or because they
capture a great number of natives without risk, rather than
a- smaller number of Europeans who offer a desperate re-
sistance? The result is the same. This piracy is a curse
and not a nuisance, a disgrace to the nations, that, being
cognizant of its existence, fail to crush it beneath the foot
of power.

It has been—we hope it will not long continue to be—
the sacrifice of the population and commerce of the Archi-
pelago, the sacrifice of the good, and the peaceful inhabitants
of the Archipelago to these marauders, and may the guilt
rest on the heads of all who shrink from measures of ex-
treme severity, or disguise the hateful and formidable features
of this crying evil. Let us now, having given, on undeniable
testimony, the size of their prahus, the force of the crews,
their undoubted courage, and the number of the vessels
which compose a fleet, proceed to show the achievements of
these buccaneers, the vessels they have captured, the en-
gagements they have fought with vessels of war, the lands
they have invaded, and the captives they have carried away
into captivity.

We shall show this, on the same authorities we fiave
already quoted, and we only regret that our space obliges
us to be brief in our description, and prevents our comple-
ting a picture of which few Europeans have a clear idea,
though living in the vicinity of the countries where such
horrors have been till recently carried on with comparative
impunity.

Sir Stamford Raffles in the letter above referred to writes
"The Lanun vessels are the best native craft, that appear
to the Eastward; they carry very heavy guns, and have re-
peatedly succeeded not only in taking stout merchantmen,
but even Dutch cruizers "

Again in the History of Java (vol. I p 246,) Sir Stamford
expresses himself in the following forcible terms. "The
pirates as they drive the peaceable and honest trader from
the coast, recruit their numbers from among the seafaring
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men to whom he used to give employment. The cfccay of
commerce is accelerated, and the natives retreat into the
interior, when, for want of a market, they cease to collect the
rich productions of their country, and rapidly sink into
poverty and barbarism The sea and the coast remain a
scene of violence, rapine and cruelty—the mouths of the rivers
are held by lawless banditti, who interrupt the trade of those
who inhabit their banks, and capture the vessels destined for the
inland towns, the bays and harbours are entirely within their
power, and in these smooth seas, they are never driven a
moment from their stations, or diverted by danger from theic
predatory vigilance "

We must refer the reader to the well known and common,
work from which we have quoted, but I cannot forbear
extracting the following remarkable passage so directly in
contradiction of the writer in the Examiner " The practice
of piracy, writes Sir Stamford llaffl.es, is now an evil so
extensive and formidable that it can be put down'by the
strong hand alone."

How dark and lamentable is the picture here drawn by a'
talented and amiable person, and the impartial testimony of
this great man is fully borne out by other and subsequent
authorities. Mr Crawford, on the authority oi" Monsieur Van
Angelbeck, allows that piracy is a terrible scourge— (*cce
terrible fleau") Vol. II p. 241)," Possession Neerlanduises"—
The description of piracy in the. pages of Monsieur Tem-
minck's work just quoted, is eveu darker and more frightful
than that found in the works of Sir Stamford Raffles. How
melancholy is the following passage for instance. "On ne
saurait disconvenir que les amides 1826 et 1827, mSme jus-
quf£n 1829 n'aient etefatales pour ia navigation et le commerce
dans les mers de VArchipel; plusieurs captures faites dans cea
aunees par les pirates, constateut ce fait. Vol. II p. 241.

Brevity alone, obliges us to omit many similar passages
from this and other works, and the testimony of Sir James
Brooke fully bears out the statements of Raffles, of Craw-
ford, of Temminck, of Seibold, and numerous other autho-
rities on this subject.

In spite, however, of such evidence as we have now adduced,
the writer in the Examiner asserts that the pirates of the
Eastern Archipelago, are "a nuisance but they are not for-
midable !"

This frightful system of rapine and violence is smoothed
drwn into a common nuisance, and the public, unacquainted
with the condition of these countries is led to believe that
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little trouble need be taken to suppress a gang of petty
plunderers.

When we consider that each pirate prahu carries away on
an average about twenty captives into hopeless slavery, and
that the number of these prahus, at a very moderate calcu-
lation, amounts to several hunJreds in the Archipelago (as
we have already shewn,) every humane and reflecting mind
must be shocked, at the extent of this crying evil, and its
most unhappy results. When we further consider that no
single island of the entire Archipelago has been clear from
the descents of the pirates, we may judge how formidable is
the system. The coasts of Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Bali, Lorn-
bok, Celebes, New Guinea, the Philippines, and other smaller
islands have each experienced this terrible scourge, have wither-
ed beneath the blighting influence of this tremendous plague.
In the more civilized country of Java, post houses have been
destroyed, and the unfortunate natives made slaves by the
pirates, until for the protection of the island fast native
prahus were employed, and, as Mr Temminck writes, " ils
furent £chelonnes le long des cotes de Java" Vol. II p. 232,
When such precautions were necessary to guard the rich
possession of a European nation, we may judge the amount
of suffering and misery inflicted on the inhabitants of the
more remote and less civilized islands, and gain a faint and
imperfect idea of the extent of an organized system of piracy,
rarely equalled by the Ancient Greeks or the Sea Kings, and
never exceeded by those formidable buccaneers. We must
refer our readers once again to the works from which we
have quoted for a confirmation of the description here given,
and we may approach the conclusion of our task, by stating
a few more plain facts in contradiction to the writer in the
Examiner.

In the pages of RafHes, Temminck and Seibold, we have
the names of above 30 merchant vessels captured by the
pirates, and they are but a small portion of the loss, sus-
tained by the shipping of European nations within a period
of about 30 years. It is repeated frequently in the work of
Mr Temminck, that numerous captures of merchant vessels
were made from year to year, which he forbears from men-
tioning in detail, and the pages of the Singapore Free Press
alone, if consulted would show, how great a number of
merchant ships have fallen a prey to the pirate of the East.
As the writer however has made a distinct assertion, that no
Chinese junk or merchant vessel with a European crew has
ever been captured, we are tempted, having previously pro-
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ved the capture of a junk, by the boats of a pirate squadron,
to prove likewise the capture of European manned merchant
ships.

In the Moniteur des Indes I find the account of the cap-
ture of one English and four Ameiican whalers, and beyond
a doubt amongst the number of vessels taken, which are
expressly recorded by name, and the greater number un-
recorded, many were merchant vessels with European crews
either in whole or in part.

To shew still further the daring of these pirates, I am
further tempted to .mention some of the vessels of war with
which they h:iv** engaged.

In the year 1812 the British schooner of war Wellington,
supported by two gun-boats, and six native prahus, attacked
a piratical squadron and the result is thus described. " Le
plus grand navire corsaire accost* Le Wellington que
n'echappa qu'avec peine alJ abordage." " Au mois de mais
suivant les pirates soutinent un combat contre les dialou-
pe armees du navire du guerre le Modeste" The Nether-
hinds cruizer Iris in 1823 engaged the pirates, and it is
stated that the schooner of war Doris escaped by good

fortune from the pirate force, which had previously cap-
tured a Dutch cruizer (Temminck vol. II p. 232) To give
a just and clear idea of the power and audacity of these
pirates, we must mention too the force in guns of a man of
war schooner, and on the authority of Monsieur Temminck
it is stated that the smallest class schooner carried from 12
to 14 pieces of cannon, and the piratical fleets, which com-
bined have been asserted as unequal to the capture of a
Chinese Junk, only failed from bad luck from taking such a
vessel of war! The assertion of Sir Stamford Raffles that
even Dutch cruizers had been captured previous to 1811
is fully confirmed by Temminck, and the capture at a subse-
quent period of four Dutch cruizers is recorded by that
gentleman. Yet, the public is led to believe that piracy
in the Eastern Seas is a mere nuisance and not formidable.

When the writer in the Examiner asserts that piratical
pursuits are incompatible with industry, with good houses
and neat gardens, he forgets that piracy has been consider-
ed heretofore an honorable pursuit, and he might with equal
justice have asserted that Louis XIV would not love war
and fine buildings, or that the Duke of Wellington, the
warrior of the age, was incapable of enjoying the luxuries
of Apsly house, or appreciating the beauties of his park at
Strathfieldsay. One fact however ought to convince before

F f
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a thousand assertions, and the officers of Sir Thomas Ccch-
rane's. squadron, who attacked the piratical town of Tam-
pasuk will bear witness to the neatness of the houses, to
the gardens crowded with fruit trees, and flowers, which
surrounded them, the industry of the people, and the abun-
dance of the land. No community on the N. W. coast of
Borneo was more addicted to piracy, and at the same time
more industrious that the people of Tampasuk, and we
must with this single fact leave the reader to judge whether
piracy and industry are so totally incompatible as they arc
asserted to be.

I must now close these remarks, which have extended
to a far greater length than I originally proposed, and if I
leave unanswered some other assertions made by the writer
in the Ex.miner•, it is from want of space and time, and not
from w.ant of proof of their incorrectness. Every line in
the article referred to, contains a fallacy or is positively in-
correct, and I have through this Journal noticed the
false impression conveyed by the article in the Ez,miner to
the public, on the piracy of the East, because it appeared to
me a question of importance that on this subject at least,
the minds of our fellow-countrymen should not be misled,
and that they should again and again be informed of the
amount of loss sustained of European and native shipping,
and the misery entailed on the unhappy people of these lovely
islands by the ravages of the pirate fleets.

I ought to apologise for making this Journal the me-
dium of what may appear a controversial paper, but the
subject is most important, and it is necessary on the spot
to bear out the views of the leading Journal of Europe, and
to render justice to the author of the article entitled " Piracy
in the Oriental Archipelago."*

With this view alone I have written the preceding remarks,
and I will conclude with the assertion, fully borne out T be*
lieve by the facts I have already stated, that piracy in these
seas is a great and blighting curse, and if allowed to con*
tinue or increase may become a national disgrace. I propose
at some future time f o continue this subject.

* We would not have allowed this Journal to be made the medium of de-
fending the Edinbnrgh Review and answering the Examiner, if we hid not
been satisfied that the writer hai higher thin merely controversial objects, and
been conscious, at the same time, that piracy baa been too much neglected in
these pages. We have been withheld from offering any information on the
subject, by the promise of a full account of it, long ago made to us, by a>
^enileman who is in possession of ample materials for its elucidation,—En,
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SKETCHES AT THE NICOBARS.

HAVING recently visited the Nicobar Islands, T shall
endeavor in the following pages to give some sketches of the
manners of their inhabitants. The first Island where we
stopped was Car Nicobar, the most northern of the group.
At a short distance from shore, we were hailed by a car.oe
fitted with outriggers and having from five to Six natives in
it. In the distance we only saw in the shape of dress two
hats amongst the whole party, and nothing else, but when
they came nearer we found each man had a piece of cloth
round his loins of about two inches in breadth. On coming
on board, these natives showed the most easy coolness and
confidence, they took possession of the poop, sat upon our
chairs, crossed their legs, and prefaced all their questions
with " I say." Their principal demands were for muskets,
hitchets, cloth, and, mirabile dictu, soup ladles. We could
not imi gine to what use the soup ladles were to be applied,
till we found that with silver wire the women adorn their
arms and fingers. I told them I was coming on shore and
going to make a house, to which they evinced the most stre-
nuous opposition, asking if I was a Padre. We found all
this opposition arose from a recent visitor having filled their
minds with suspicions of the Danes and other white people,
persuading them that the consequence of Europeans, especi-
ally missionaries, settling amongst them, would be the ruin
and depopulation of the islands.

The next morning we landed in an open sandy beach,
whereon I determined to pitch my tents. I took a walk into
the jungle, where some of the trees, the Barringtonia spe-
ciosa, grow to a most glorious height. I passed through
two or three villages. At one where I stopped to drink a
cocoanut, there issued from one of the houses a young female
with a Junonian walk and not unlike in appearance what I
could fancy the Samian goddess, her arms, her thinly clad
limbs, her face were all of the most elegant proportions.
The young lady, the next night I was on shore, and when
fast asleep, paid me a visit, but alas for my vanity which was
highly tickled, it was only to beg an empty pot which had
held herring paste which she had seen and mightily coveted !
I gave her at the same time a looking glass. She looked at
it and asked its use, to which I replied, to see her face, for I
never knew a young damsel who did not glory in the reflection
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of her own charms Miss Come-again, for that was her name,
wound up by asking for a fathom of cloth, which she got.
The natives are insatiable in their demands—they stick at
nothing, they have at times asked me for all my instruments,
for my dip circle, particularly the needle, which, in flying
about, excited their unbounded admiration. On Monday
morning I sent my tents on shore to have them set up, and
I came on shore about half past eight. Here I was met by
Captain Jim Booth, one of the Patriarchs I presume, who
asked me how long I was going to remain. I told him six
or seven days, perhaps more. He said "you tell true, no tell
lie ?" Captain H. came ashore about three hours after, and
found the whole campong in a turmoil, they were beginning
to show passive resistance by refusing to have any sort of
trade with us, and taking me to be-a Padre, they had con-
cluded that I was going to build a house and remain there to
the destruction of the population. Reports had been spread
over the Island intimating that a Padre had come, and on
Monday there was a general rendezvous at Anong, the village
opposite to which we had anchored. Delegates came from all
parties, nay there was an appearance of a Garde mobile, for
two attended from the village of Sawa with fusils, one of
which had lost the hammer, and the other, which was a per-
cussion one, was unprovided with ammunition. This valiant
army, when they found their services not likely to b& Called
for, returned to the place from whence they came, and as
their red cotton night caps were being gradually eclipsed by
the increasing density of the foliage, I could not help ex-
claiming " Begone brave army don't kick up a row."

Near to the place I had pitched my tents, was a shady
retreat to which I retired to take the dip; this still more
excited their fears, for it was the spot where they throw out
the bones of the dead, after they have been buried for about
a year.̂  While I was actively employed, a man with the
euphonious title of Captain White came to me with his
breast all covered over with little bits of green as if he had
been bathing in mint sauce, but which he assured me was
" black man's medecine" and told me that this was the burial
place of his tribe, and then took me to show the spot, holding
on to me like grim death. He pointed to a confused mass
ofhuman skulls, and thighbones, and jawbones of pigs, all
heaped together, andremarked " plenty black devil got there,"
which, considering that these bones belonged to his Fathers
and Grandfathers, was highly complimentary. On returning
to the dip circle he became quite enthusiastic at remarking
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"he oscillations of the needle, which he thought was symp.
tqpiat'"' of its distaste to those black devils, again pointing
with his finger to the osseous remains of his ancestors lying
scattered and dishonored. Captain White was evidently in
liquor, as it was unpleasant to be in his immediate vicinity,
I therefore gave him hi& conge. I may here mention that
the horror of the natives for thdse.burial grounds is exces-
sive. No inducement could prevail upon them to go there at
night, and during the day they lo:)k all about them most
carefully to see if there are no black devils to terrify them.
I found it therefore my safest plan to take up my quarters as
much as possible during the day in this burial ground, and
by that means I got rid of their ceaseless importunities,
which became at last a nuisance perfectly intolerable. On
the same day after our dinner we called in John Bull and Jim
Booth, two Nicobar Elders. rl hey came into my tent in full
Nicobar travelling dress, that is, a black hat and about a
fathom of cloth of two inches in breadth 5 whatever length is
superfluous whisks out behind, and I observed that the fast
young men and the bloods rather affected the flaunting tail,
which when they walk has a majestic effect, but when they
run whisks about horizontally in most serpentiue* waves* Jim
Booth and John Bull were accommodated with chairs, and
as I had hinted to my servant, an old mussulman, who had
appeared horribly disgusted with them, and rather looked
down up on me for tolerating them—that upon his attention
to serving them depended his being assassinated or not, he
worked away to help them as if they had been most formi-
dable burra sahibs. As I found that, according to Nicobar
etiquette, our two guests did not take off their hats, and as
I had seen sundry articles proceeding from mysterioua cor-
ners, I determined upon -having an inspection. 1 therefore
begged Jim Booth most politely to lend me his castor, which
he willingly accorded, and certainly the contents were most
extraordinary -a small bottle of salts, two dozen of pills, a
handfiil of tobacco, an old seidlitz case containing letters, a
roll ofpandan leaf for the manufacture of cigars, and a Ian-
gootie. I then begged John Bull's-his contained the tobac-
co and the pandan leaf, two langooties, one a very old one,
several very suspicions pieces of old cloth, a couple of old
books, three or four rusty tenpenny nails, a piece of ambergris,
and about half a catty of bird's nest done up in such filthy old
duds that I thought, as I unrolled one after another, I should
at last develop a mummy. What precious soup this would
make, thought I, as I came to the last roll and struck upon
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the bird's nest. Well, after this who will make use of a carpet
bag or a portmanteau, when a man can stow away all this in
the crown of his hat! Jim Booth was a remarkably acute
character, his quickness in catching up the meaning of words
and learning them off was truly extraordinary. A remark
was made after the inspection of John Bull's hat that he was
very cunning. Jim Booth immediately asked what the mean-
ing of cunning was, wbiclt he could not understand as being
different from cheating, at last Captain H., who was sitting
at table said " Well, you agree to give me 200 pair of cocoa-
nuts, and you give me one half bad, that is cunning''"—No",
replied Jim Booth immediately, without a moments hesitation,
"that is cheating". Jim Booth's acutenessis most wonderful,
and he only requires a little education to make him a superior
man, but he is falbe hearted, and incapable of friendship—John
Bull is really a sterling character, and I would place the great-
est confidence in him Their desire to learn new English
words is unbounded, and their aptitude at seizing the sounds
and the facility with which they retain them is astonishing.
Our two heroes eat and drank considerably,—nothing appear-
ed to satiate them John Bull after eating a fea'rful quantity
of beef and biscuit, abked for rice, and two or three plate&full
being as nothing, and seeing him still like Oliver Twist ask-
ing for more, I determined to polish him off with a mixture of
the most incongruous materials—butter, mustard, pickles,
pounded beef, sugar, sardines, tea leaves, anchovy sauce and
cayenne pepper;—but the Heathen smacked his lips, and
said it was very good, and asked for a little more wine. I had
already helped him very largely to wine, a sour acid stuff
bought under the name of sauterne, that tasted like vinegar
which had been kept in a Hock cask, and John Bull express-
ed his sincere admiration thereof, but observing me sticking
to Port, he startled me by asking for some. I assured
him the nastiness he was imbibing was the best of the two,
but, as he said very justly, what I liked he liked all the same
me, with a heavy heart and a reluctant hand I poured him
out half a tumbler which he swallowed with infinite gusto,
smacking his lips, and striking his insatiable paunch, remark-
ed, " yes, good", then heaving a sigh •' very good, two all the
sau?e", pointing to the scraggy necked bottle of wishy washy
which I had had opened for his especial benefit, I could have
killed the wretch for instituting such an odious comparison.

I went afterwards to one of their house* for a few minutes,
and found three gentlemen with arrack and tobacco keeping
it up at a very fast rate. The singing is harsh but not uu«
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pleasing—they all three sang in concert, and one had a very
rich mellow voice ; no instrument accompanies the voice, but
there is much greater modulation in the tones than in the
monotonous drawl of the Malays and Javanese. It is not very
unlike the Chinese.

A few days afterwards Captain H. and myself went to a
great feast at Kareeeoos, about 10 miles away on the S E.
extremity of thp island We started about 3 in the af-
ternoon. John Bull preceded us with a stick on his shoulder
with a couple of yams at one end, and a grog bottle at the
other with a reed stuck in it, so that he could take a suck
without stopping. We had a tiresome walk of it—the road
was over coralline debris which lay scattered in all direction's*
The land in several parts had not been long reclaimed, for
there were still the remains of the mangrove* stumps. We
arrived close to the villageef Kameeoos nt about eight o'clock
at ni<>;ht, and we then had to cross a small inlet of the sea,
which we did on a raft of bamboos. When we got to the other
side we'stopped to refresh ourselves, and lighted our cheroots,
whilst Jim Booth and John Bull proceeded to adonize them-
selves for the dance. They spent about two hours in this
before they were ready. The first part which was dre&sed
was the head; for this purpose an old cocoanut was split, and
oil was mad3, with which and a mixture of wa er the hair was
plentifully saturated. They then plunged into the sea having
the head and shoulders only out of the water, and after per-
forming this ablution, they proceeded to complete the rest of
their toilett, which was a very tedious matter. I was horri-
bly disgusted at being obliged to wait so long, but it could not
be helped. The scene, however, was not without interest.
The moon was up, and parties were constantly passing the
for*, and repairing to the feast. Enormous pigs strung by
their legs to long polls, were carried, some by four, othen by
six athletic men. The feast appeared to me almost invested-
with Homeric interest from the vastness of the scale on which
I saw the preparations proceeding. These pigs were truly
most gigantic animals, and their silence, and passive resistance,
as the Micobar prophet would call it, was edifying in the ex-
treme, Messrs John Bull and Jim Booth being at last fully
equipped for the dance, we moved on to the village of Kamee-
oos. When we arrived dancing hatf not yet commenced. We
were taken to the house of the Headman where we rested
ourselves after our severe fatigues. Our welcome was not at
all cordial, and I could hear a prodigious long argument between
Jim Booth and mine host. It was evident our company was
considered as de trop, and Jim Booth got a sharp snubbing for
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having brought as. However we could not he sent back, but
the Patriarch and Elders seemed determined to slight us as
much as possible, by taking no notice of us, or may be it was
the new democratic mode of reception lately introduced with
other republican notions into the Nicobars. It was now*ele-
ven o'clock and dancing had commenced. The ball was open-
ed by five or six of the tallest men, holding each other by the
shoulder and commencing a regular bellow. The effect they
produced was truly satanic,for their heads were wreathed round
with the pandan leaf, or else with the yellow bark of a tree, of
which the extremes, instead of being confined were allowed to
escape, so that in the moonlight they have the appearance of
being cornuted,and look for all the wor?dlike the Devil, agree-
ably to the imagination of little children. The whole population
dances together, men, women and children in the same ring,
but the sexes distinct. Sometimes'the ring according to the
number of houses, is able to complete the circle, but this is
not often the case. The ring is very compact, each per-
son grasping his neighbour by the shoulder at arm's length,
by whom he is grasped in return; sometimes males and
females all sing together, as they * always dance toge-
ther ; at other times they sii.g alternately. The ring moves
round slowly from left to right, and the dance consists of two
or three stamps, and a smart gliding pressure of the right
heel on the ground, not unlike the way in which Blacky rubs
the palm of his hand on the drum of his tom-tom, indeed
when the movement is performed in unison, thewsound is
agreeable, and the movement rather graceful. In one of the
dancing squares I observed an object by which my
mind was visibly transported to mine uncle of the three
golden balls, a small pyramid some seven feet high «vas
covered all over with forks arid spoons and soup ladles,
and to me they even appeared ticketed. I suppose they
were placed there for ornament. The scene altogether
was sufficiently animated, young damsels and old, young
bloods and middle aged men and little children, all joined
in the dance, whilst occasionally a party carrying a huge
monster- of a pig would cross the path of the dancers,
and break for a moment the ring, continuing their headlong
course, and passing rapidly into the jungle. Three unfor-
tunate pigs were bound toes up in the dancing circle where
I found myself, and really with the effect of th« moon-
light, the diabolical look of the male dancers, my mind could
easily revert to the incantation scenes and sacrifices of the
Mexicans. Some of the women were tolerably pretty, and
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their mode of dress rather enhanced their charms. On their
necks the quantity of silver circlets appeared to be only
limited by their means, and their fingers were some of them,
half covered with silver wire. A fathom of blue cloth was
wrapped round their loins but in front it was brought as low
as decency permitted. The dancing was continued with
unmitigated ardour, refreshments were not wanting, a kind
of drinking booth was established by the dancers, and when-
ever a young miss or an exquibite wanted their negus or their
ioe, they just left the company for an inbtant, took their
mouthful of toddy, and their whiff of tobacco, and speedily
regained their place in the circle. Jim Booth did not as
yet mix in the dance; as for John Bull, his dancing days
were over, and considering his figure, which was rather un-
weiMy, having a back about twice the length of his legs, I
should much doubt if at any time of his career he could have
come the polka. But Jem Booth was the regular pet of the
Fancy, young ladies would slap him quam Jamiliariter on
the shoulder, and look at him with glances which told him
what a nice young man lie was; *but the- e was something
in his countenance which betokened that all was not right.
His spirit appeared to have deserted him, and I cannot help
thinking that he was suffering on our account, although
he would not acknowledge it. He evidently had great re*
pute as a doctor, for old ladies afflicted with stomach
aclffe would crowd around him, bringing a cocoanut-shell
full of water and beg him for a little doctor's stuff,—at
which Jem with an air of most profound wisdom would
pull off his hat, take out his bottle of salts, and after
taking about enough to have worked a tom-tit slightly,
he enclosed the pinch which he had taken between his
finger and thumb, sprinkled the contents on the surface
vA* the waiter, and sent them away with the injunction, I
suppose, not to over dose themselves. About 1 A.M. Jim
Booth, John Bull, Captain H. and myself adjourned to sup-
per, where we had roast pig and kaladie boiled, served up on
a lgaf. When I saw the pork my stomach rebelled, and I
coiTJnted nyself with a plantain or two. We again repair-
ed to the ifance, but I was now getting drowsy and we retired
for the night. We found some wretched hovels where we
.enscoifsed ourselves. The next morning at 6 A M. we return-
e 1 to the dancing, which was kept up with unabated vigour.
All the female population had now turned out, and although
they were rather fatigued from over-exertion and too much
liquor, they still persevered with unflinching courage. The

H h
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resort, however, to the toddy stand seemed rather more
frequent, but still all appeared to be animated with the
most kindly feelings towards one another. In no one in-
stance did I hear an angry word exchanged, and in short,
what to an Englishman who has frequented the Crown and
Anchor at Greenwich Fair, must appear a most extraordinary
fact, the more drunk the more friendly they got. Women
instead of squabbling and indulging in remarks such as
•* Tilly dear, your hair is out of curl," fell to slobbering
and kissing one another, and vowing, I suppose, eternal
friendship. Neither did I see cruel savage man, just as we
were going to have such a nice waltz, order an immediate
return home. In only one instance did I see authority made
use of, and this was I have no doubt to save the character
of the spouse. The fascinating creature, redolent of toddy
and tobacco, was dancing with a 'regular we won't go home
till morning vigour, when her husband came up to her and
begged her to come home ; as the poor creature could scarce
ly stand on her legs, he finally induced her to leave, but not;
ten minutes had elapsed before sht staggered back to the
scene of all her pleasure, and juat invigorating herself with
a whiff of tobacco and a pull at the toddy bottle, she rejoined
the ring, and recommenced dancing with a frantic energy
that showed she was the girl for mirth and glee. But aa
she was rapidly becoming a scandal to her sex, two of her
fast friends touk her in hand and commenced kissing Aid
weeping toddy over her. They appeared if possible worse
than she; however they tiied to persuade her she was
very drunk, and that they were sober enough to see her to bed.
She was, however, invincible; the last time I caught a
glimpse of her, she was reai ranging her petticoat which was
a double one, a coloured one inside and a white one outside,
and she could not have managed it, if it had not been for a
friend who assisted her.

A s I was making my preparations for leaving, and trying
to get some one to show us the way back, a middle aged
man, his face painted red exactly like Clown in the panto-
mime, came up to me in an old white hat, and remarkably
drunk, and said with a voice as husky as a London waterman's,
taking continual sucks the while at the toddy bottle with the
assistance of a reed," how you do, Sir, very glad to see
you, Sir,—my name is Pompey the Great—very good name"
"And my name, said 1, all the same, very good name—•*
4< What your name" ? gaid Pompey. " My name/' I said
with a bow " is Julius Caesar, and" taking off my hat to
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Captain H. "this gentleman's name is Ptolemy King of
Egypt'* After this I shook off Pompey, as he smelt abomina-
bly of musty toddy, and as we left him I heard him ask me " I
say, you no got cutlish (cutlass) no got musket, make sell?"
As John Bull did not care for dancing he agreed to escort us
back, receiving from the Patriarch and Elders a lanje piece
of raw pork. We arrived at about 10 A. M. at our tents,
where we had a good breakfast waiting for us. I was tho-
roughly starved out of Kameeoos, or I should have been glad
to have remained there some time longer.

We subsequently visited Nancowry harbour, where from?
vessels having been cut off we were much more or our guard
Still I observed on shore, and went about the country a good'
deal, but always armed. * Captain H. did I believe but little-
trade here, the natives being suspicious ai>d shy. The har-
bour is a very noble one, and being open to the East and West
is accessible in both monsoons. Having seen in Horsburgtv
that*the women on Bompoho were fai< er and more beautiful
than on the other islands, T determined to go there, and as I
landed my heart palpitated as I thought of the beauty I was
to encounter, but I never was more deceived in my life. They
were, without exception, the ugliest specimens of the sex I had
seen. I saw no young damsels,-all those whom I met were
engaged in the domestic occupation of nursing, and dangling
small specimens of humanity of some two feet in length, but
their close cropped hair, their mouths filled with tobacco,
their huge breasts flapping about like leather bellows, their
dirt, filth and uncouthness of dress, filled my mind with dis-
gust, and made me reflect that Captain Horsburgh might be a
very excellent hydrographer but no judge of women. I felt
heart sick and worse than all sold. In the afternoon, notwith-
standing, I had the madness to walk along the beach under a
sultry sun, and the cons quence was fever of a very bad des-
cription. We last of all went to Luxur in the island of Ter-
ressa. I liked the people here much, they were eager for
trade, but without that disgusting importunity so perceptible
in the Car Nicobareans. It was at this village that I met with
a man named Gold Mohur, whom I took to amazingly* He
had sent his stick on board to n >tify to us he was coming.
This stick, like the knife and tobacco box of the first Go-
vernor in New York, was his emblem of authority. He was
a jovial little fellow,—in the middle of trade, he would fall
to singing " We're the lads for mirth and glee" or " Put on
your night caps, keep yourselves warm, jolly companne En-
glishman." This he would repeat ten or a dozen times.
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9One great favorite of his was " A frog he would a wooing go
distorting it in the most abominable manner. I regretted
to part with him, but I am sorry to say he is much
addicted to 1 quor, and is so nervous that he can scarcely lift
a glass to his lips.

MALAY PANTUNS.

TJritcp tiram tergantong,
Limtu manis banya' bijinya.

Pile pile muda sakampong,
Itam manis bai9 budinya*

Tfritep tiram tergantong,
Sambar mgnyambar siana pari.

Bua hati pgugarong jantong,
Hilang dimana kakanda cnari.

Bunga milor champak^ biru,
Bunga rampi didalam puSo.

Tujo malam samalam rindu,
Bilum sampei pada mu tuan.

Buuga rampSi didalam puan,
Ruku ruku deri PiiingXt.

B3flum sampei pada mu tuSn,
Rindu saya bukan sidikit.

Ruku ruku deri PfringYt,
Tras jati bertalam talam«

Hindu saya bukan sidikit,
Nyaris mati samalam malam.

Tras jati bertalam talam,
Kapal belabo di lautan sisi.

Nyaris mati samalam malam,
Bantal dipllu saya i

Kapal bSlabu dilautan sisi,
Pata putri naga naganya.

Bantal dipllu saya tangisi,
Hloda1 mati rasa rasanya
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THE TOIITOISE SHELL OP CLEBES.*

AMONGST the more valuable of the commodities which the
cnterprizing and industrious Bugis annually bring to us from
Celebes and other eastern islands, Tortoise-shell holds one of
the first places. The quantity imported into Singapore
sometimes rises above 13,000 and sometimes sinks below
7,000 pounds, but the average one year with another is about
10,000 pounds. The following accrunt by Mr Vosanaer of
its collection by the Or; ng Bajo of the south eastern penin-
sula of Celebes will interest our readers

THE Orang Bajo distinguish four principal kinds of Tor-
toise, andjname them Kulitan, Akung, Boko, and Ratu. The
first named is the kind, which, on account of its costly shell,
is the most prized It is the so named Karet tortoise. The
shell or back of this creature is covered with 13 shields or
blades, which lie regularly on each other in the manner of
scales, five on the middle of the back and four on the sides;
tjiese are the plates which furnish such costly tortoise-shell to
art. The edge of the scale or of the back is further covered
with 25 thin pieces joined to each other, which in commerce
are known under the appelation of feet or noses of the tortoise.
The value of the tortoise-shell depends on the weight and
quality of each head, under which expression is understood
the collective tortoiseshell belonging to one and the same
animal, which.is the article of commerce so much in request
both for the Chinese and European markets.

Tortoise-shells which have white and black spots that touch
each other, and are as much as possible similar* on both sides
of the blade, are, in the eyes of the Chinese, much finer, and
are on that account more greedily monopolized by them, than
those which want this peculiarity, and are on the contrary red-
dish, more damasked than spotted, possess little white, or whose
colours, according to their taste, are badly distributed. The
caprice of the Chinese makes them sometimes value single
heads at unheard of prices, namely such as pass under the
name of white heads, which they also distinguish by peculiar
names. It is almost impossible to give an accurate descrip-
tion of these kinds, and of their subdivisions, for these depend
on many circumstances which remain inappreciable to our
eyes* It is therefore enough for me to remark on this subject
that such heads, as, possessing the above named qualities,

* Translated (for this Journal) fiom theVeriiandelingen van het Batl«
vlauh Genootictaap Tan Kunsten en Wetenschappen TOI. xvil, p. i,
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are very white on the blades, and have the outer rim of
each blade to the breadth of 2 or 3 fingers wholly white,
and the weight of which amounts to 2$ catties (qualities which
are seldom found united) may be valued at one thousand guit-
ders and upwards. The feet of the tortoiseshell are only des-
tined for the Chinese market; whenever the two hinder pieces
are sound and have the weight of i catty or thereabouts,
which is very seldom the case, they may reach the value of
fifty guilders and more. a The whole shell of a tortoise seldom
weighs more than 3 catties, notwithstanding it is asserted that
there sometimes occur heads of 4 and 5 catties: Tortoise-
shells are also sometimes found, of which the shell, instead of
13 blades, consists of a single undivided blade; the Orang
Bajos call this kind, which very seldom occurs, Lojong.

The Akung also furnishes tortoiseshell (karet), but the shell
being thin, and of a poor quality, much less value is attached
to it*

The Boko is the same as tlat which is called Panju by the
Malays. It is the common sea-tortoise which is of no other
uae than to be eaten. To these sorts the Panjubui ought (p
be added, being the common tortoise with a thick shell, like
that of the proper tortoise, but of poor quality and therefore of
trifling value ; so also the Akung Boko which is distinguish-
ed from the common Boko by its much larger head.

The Ratti, lastly, furnishes a sort, which is distinguished
by its peculiarly great size, the Orang Bajos asserting that it
is usually twice as big as the largest tortoisa-shell tortoise,
and therefore 5 to 6 feet long, and even more.

The usual modes by which the Orang Bajos catch the tor-
toise, are principally by the hadung, the harpoon and the net;
to these we add the simplest of all, namely, falling upon the
females when they resort to the strand to lay their eggs.
This is also the most usual, I may almost say the only way,
by which the inhabitants of the coast catch this animal. They
need nothing more, than, as soon as they have»got the crea-
ture in their power, to turn it on it* back, when, unable to
turn itself again, it remains lying helpless in their power. It
sometimes also falls into the hands of the dwellers on the coast
through means of their fishing stakes, into which it enters
like the fish, and from which it can find no outlet but re-
mains imprisoned in the innermost chamber.

Whenever the Orang Bajos have caught a tortoise, they
kill it immediately, by bestowing some blows upon the head.
They then take its upper shield or the back itself quite off, being
the only thing about the animal which has value. ;The tortoise-
shell adhering so fait to the shield that, if they at once pulled
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it off, there would be danger of tearing the shells, they usually
wait three days, during which time the soft parts become de-
composed and the shells are loosened with little trouble.
When they wish to remove the shell immediately after the
capture, they separate it by means of boiling water. They
also often accomplish this object by the heat of a fire, in the
application of which, however, a danger is run of injuring
the shell by burning it, for which reason this mode is only
adopted by those who do not know its value.

MALAY PANTUNS.

Pata putri naga naga*nya,
Sint&fean l&yer ka Indr&giri.

Hindd mati rasa* rdsdnya,
Aye*r ditilam sar&sa duri.

Sintakan lAyer k£ Indragiri,
Ikan tod&h dalam pr&u.

Ayer ditilan sarasa tiuri,
Tidor ta' hindi' m&k&n ta mau.

lk&n todah d£lam pr&u, .
An£ sabandar memdnku puan.

Tidor ta' hindd mak&n ta' mau,
Badan tersira padainu tuan.

Brapa jau t&n& Pl^mb&ng,
Burong tirb&ng pulang hari*

Deri jau say& d^tang,
Dingarkan tafin bai budf.

Jekalau add ldngudi p£it,
Blanĝ L bharu say& jir&ngkan.

Jekalau add budi iang bai,
Menjadi dbu saya kinangkan.

Jekalau tiad& kirnd bintang,
Misakan bul&n tirbit pagi,

Jekaiau tiada kirna tuan,
M&sakan datang saya kamari

Buian trang trang tamarang,
Hantu berjalan W<{ bini-

Janganla saya di dram aram,
Say4 ddg&ng terchampa disini.
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THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE MALAYS.*

IN describing the manners and habits of the Malays,
occasion so frequently arises to mention articles of dress,
ornament and food, tha it is necessary to give an account of
these in the first place. That necessary minuteness and
accuracy of description, which the changing fashions of some
countries renders unattainable as applied to these subjects
without giving volumes to them, may here be satisfied with
one or two chapters. In giving a faithful account of the
social and domestic rather than the national manners of
the Malay of the present day, we exhibit him as he has lived
for centuries, as he figures iu his native poems and roman-
ces, and as he appeared to the eyes of the first European
navigators who entered the Eastern Archipelago.

The principal portions of attire are worn by all ranks and
in all parts of the Archipelago, nor is their use confined to
the Malays, but is shared by the Bugis, Javanese and most
of the inferiour races. The principal and most characteris-
tic, perhaps the original, article of dress is the sctrong,
which is common to both sexes. It is probably the simplest,
most effective and least troublesome garment possessed by any
nation. It is formed of a piece of cloth generally woven of
the proper size, or about four yards long and two feet and a
half broad. This is cut in two and the sides sewed together so
as to form a cloth half as long and twice as broad as before.

* We refrained from proceeding with the publication of our translation of
the Shair Bidamri (lea Vol. I. ) when we found that our notes explanatory
of wordi and customs would be to numerous ai to form a bulky running gloi-
•ary by which the attention of our readers would be distracted from the poem.
There exist neither dictionaries.nor descriptive works to which we could bare
referred as safe and (all authorities, and it therefoie appeared lo us that the
•implest course for ounelvei, and the moat satisfactory for our readers, would
be to postpoue our promised series of Malayan works, until we bad in some
measure supplied this deficiency, by giving an account ot the manners and
customs of the Malays, in which native terms would be as much as possible
introduced. We made arrangements for illustrating this by lithographs, but
afterwards found ourselves obliged to abandon lithographs altogether until we
could get them executed at a leas expeoce. As it does not appear probable
that we sbali Boon succeed in this, or be enabled to meet the cost at which they
can be supplied at pieaent, we will not longer defer our elucidations of Malayan
manners, although we are quite sensible that we cannot succeed in conveying a
true picture of this people without the aid of the pencil. The Malayan nations
are so numerous that is necessary to adopt some standard in all works of tbil
kind, and after much consideration we have resolved to assume the Malays of
Malacca ai our type of the language and manners of the race. Our main
object ia to prepare the n»y in an examination of Malay literature! which received
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The ends are then sewed together and tv,e sarong is formed.t
It may be said to be the gown in its simplest form, that is of
the same width throughout and divested of all the additions
from the waist upwards. From being nearly as long as the
person, it forms in itself a complete envelope, as its name in-
dicates, and is with the women, and often with the men, the
only article of dress worn in the house and kampongon ordi-
nary occasions. It forms also the sole sleeping dress of both
sexes. In early morning the men may be seen standing in the
serambi half torpid from the cold, with the arms folded in
the sarong, which hangs down to the feet, leaving nothing
visible but the head and neck which are drawn down upon
it. In the middle of the day, and generally when not in
deshabille, it is worn fastened at the waist, the operation of a
moment. In adjusting it, it is extended by the hand in front
and to the left till it embraces the person closely behind.
It is then made to meet at the left haunch, so as to enfold
the body tightly and the top of the remaining or loose half is
gathered together into a knot in front, over which the border
of the part next the person is drawn so as to confine it firmly.
The lower end hangs to about the middle of the calf. The wo-
men fasten it in a different manner. When in deshabille,
they generally wear it puckered and fastened immediately
bei >w the arm pits, and reaching to the ankle. At night it
is worn either loose or wrapped round the whole person in-
cluding the head, according as the weather is close or chilly.
Such are the modes in. which the sarong is worn in and
about the house We must pass to the other articles of
dress before we can explain how it is worn abroad, or when
visitors are received.

Thê  next portion of the men's dress is the siliiar or sluar,
which is a kind of trousers or drawers, wide at the top, where
it is fastened round the waist by a running string or tali
its greatest cultivation and development in the Malay kingdom of Malacca.
It waa during the predominance of this stite also that Malay mannera were
most highly cultivated. If the condition in which the Malay of a Malacca have
existed since 1511 in some respects separates them at this day from those
branches of the race which have remained independent, the Utter have also In
general lost some of those strongly marked national traits, which cannot flourish
under the shade of European predominance. For the same reason their culture
baa probably retrograded in moat countries. The Malaya we describe are
not the Malaya of Sumatra, but of the Peninsula, and we think Malacca is
entitled to be regarded as the standard in language, pronunciation and man-
ners. We shall not however, confine our view exclusively to the Malacca Malay
of the present day, but glance occasionally at past times and other places:

t This is the kain be&ampo* Sometimes it ii woven of the full breadth 4 or
4$ feet.

1 i
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sluar, and closer at the legs, where it extends to about a
handsbreadth below the knees. It is invariably worn abroad
and frequently at home. It is made of a thicker and strong-
er cloth than the sarong. There are several kinds of the
common slfiar, such as the sluar Ache or Achenese sluar,
siluar Arab, &c. The Chinese wide and loose trowsere,
sluar China, when of silk sluar lochuan, are sometimes worn.
A less common sluar is one which reaches to the ankle,
sluar gadoh, much worn by the Malays of Singapore or Or<*ng
bzlaty* and another, the sluar pende', which terminates
about the middle of the thigh, and is little used save by the
Bugis, most of whom wear it exclusively

The bdjit is a jacket of which there are several varieties*
The baju sikat, which is the most common, reaches to the
waist, is loose, open and withouc buttons in front, has sleeves
terminating a hands breadth above the wrist,, and a nla or
collar, two to three inches in height. The baju chaiiLinga has
sleeves fitting closely to the arm, reaching to the wrist and
with a loose slit cuff reaching to the knuckles. The baju
pesa i ft bid* or baju lutop imai\ is similar to the last, but has
an additional piece on the right, which buttons over the left
side by five or six buttons of cloth, stone or gold, according
to the means and taste of the weaver. It is always buttoned
close. The baju tangun kanching is a long gown reaching to
tl e uncle, open in front and with buttons at the cuff as the
•name implies. It is only worn by old men when they attend
the mosque or on occasions of ceremony. '1 he baju bastrob
is a vest or shirt worn beneath the proper baju, fastened in
front by a row of buttons of gold, jewels &c. and without
collar or sleeves. The use of this vest is chiefly confined
to persons of wealth and station. The baju ayit kurang
is in the form of a shift, that is without any opening in
front save a small slit at the throat to admit of the head
passing through, and which is fastened with a button. It has
sleeves but no collar. The baju kurong bila tiga has three in-
dentations in the collar. The kurong chikah mungsang has a
stiff collar with buttons. It is much worn in Kidah, but
in Singapore by a few of the principal Malays only. The
baju U bllangan or baju poco resembles the baju ayit save
in being sleeveless, and having a band within the slit at the
breast where it is fastened, thus allowing the sides of the
slit to remain open. When the sleeve terminates at the elbow

* It is wide at the feet. The proper long trowsen, tluar panjang, narrow at
he feet, are much used by the orang Sia1 or Malays of StV in Sumatra. They

tre sometimes buttoned at the feet.
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itiscalled b*ju munyU. Inboth, a triangular piece projects over
the shoulder* The baju baskat has a wide additional piece
of cloth on each side; one of these lappets is fastened by a row
of strings within the other below the arm pit on the right side,
and the other fastened in a similar manuer over the preced-
ing on the left side below the arm pit. It has a collar about
two fingers breadth broad. This baju is much worn by the
Malays of Malacca, who appear to have adopted it from the
Klings, as in other Malay countries it is not generally used.
It is sometimes made without sleeves, when it is called
baskdt ta hitangan. The baju sadaria is a loose jacket with
a small collar, a row of numerous small buttons or knots of
thread, wide sleeves with cuffs reaching to the knuckles,
braided at all the edges, and embroidered, sometimes with silk
or gold thread, on the breast and cuffs. This baju is also
sometimes made sleeveless. The baju pindlp n or birsinjab
is the name given to any of the open bajus when the borders
ate lined \yth silk.

The baju sadaria has a pocket, which the other bajus pro-
perly want, but the Malacca Malays have pockets in all their
jackets save the kurong. Apeculnr kind of pouch or purse,
sxmll et% about a foot long and two inches broad with a slit
in the middle, is much used, chiejly for conveying money and
gold, by the Malays of Muar and Padang and by the Suma-
tran people in the Peninsula, but occasionally also by other
Malays. It has a loop at one end, and a string ending in a
button at the other, by which it is fastened round the waist.

The sluar, sarong and baju are the ess^mtial parts of the
Malayan costume and common to all. 'When the sluar is
worn, the sarong is generally shortened, so as to expose the
ends of the sluar. At othsr times one side is tucked up
and thrown over the right or left shoulder, leaving the other
hanging on the opposite side to the knee,* or it is folded on
the breast and left hanging down the back, in the fashion of a
phid 01 shawl.f Panghulus and other men of some station,
assert their claims to respect by weariiig it in a peculiar
manner* that is gathered in folds at each side which are
made to project, kain kambang, when at one sido only,
manchong strong* Iu the omba biralun, which is a female
fashion, the folds are made to stand out still more and in
front, so as in walking to assume the billowy motion which the
name indicates. When it is desired to have the arms and legs

+ t>lepang. •
t Samper ton*
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entirely disengaged, as on a journey, the sarong is gathered up
and folded round the waist. It also enables the Malay to
bathe so as to perform his ablutions effectually without an/
exposure of the person. A dry sarong is then thrown over
the wet one which is dexterously slipt off without coming in
contact with the other. The sarong is thus the most con-
venient and convertible of all garments, forming, as occa-
sion may require, dressing, bathing, or sleeping gown, k'lt,
plaid, shawl, girdle, and, as will appear, headdress.

A general but not an essential article of dress is the bang-
kong, a waist cloth or sash of cottdh or silk, from 9 to. 14
feet lonor, which is folded round the waist, the ends being
concealed.

Th£ head dress is a justar or kerchief about two feet to
four feet broad, which is folded as a small turban. In front
above the brow it is folded neatly so as to have the .appear-
ance of a fillet, the ends crossing and being adjusted and fastened
be hind. One end is commonly left loose and lyigg over the
crown of the head. In the palmy days of Malacca and Johore
the same attention was probably given to the manner of
wearing the kerchief which it still receives at some exis-
ting Malay courts, such as that of Sia'. Few Malays in Ma-
lacca and Singapore are now acquainted with these fashions,
and it would perhaps be difficult to fin i Malays, not im -
mediate followers of the families of the Sultan and T&-
xnaiiggong, who could explain their names, The pangli-
ma's mode is called bHa mvpnbang juntei krah, and iq ge
nerally used by the T&m&uggong Two corners are freed
from the folds; one is brought forward and concealed bet-
ween the fillet and the brow, and the other is made to pro-
ject like a horn or tuft- When both horns are concealed
it is called klonysong bung a which is Tuanku Alli's favor-
ite mode. The gulong gua has a single corner introduced
between the fold and the forehead, and pulled down an inch
or two over the brow. The gitong pideh has the loose end
neatly arranged so as to cover the head like a rumpled cloth
cap. 1 he lang minyongsong angin has two projecting tufts
and one of the ends hanging down behind towards one
shoulder. The dayang pul ng pangil is the gitong pideh
reversed so that the fillet is behind. All these it odes require
the kerchief to be starched, or rather stiffened with kanji,
to give them full effect. The scull cap, kopia or songko* is
worn by some. The thick and stiff varieties are kopia
Arab or alfia of silk, £. Surati of cotton. £. Batawi of gold
thread, k. Bilabas with alternate stripes of different colours,
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A. sudu sudu with a raised border behind, and k rotan made
entirely of rattan. The thin kinds are the k. Manga similar
in shape to the preceding, and the h tapek*pe which covers
the whole head leaving only the face exposed. The k. Bu-
gis is thicker than these but soft, being made either of the
pith of the risam plant, or of taiigst from China, Both are
dyed blnck, and the latter has a border of silver foil. The
turban (sfrban, Urban) is only worn by hajis and old persons.

The saputungan siri or siri handkerc ief is held in the
hand and sometimes thrown over the shoulder. In one
corner, a simpoldn or gidib,ng siri or piece of cloth is tied
which contains a tepa siri a small box holding siri, a small
receptacle for tobacco generally made of pandan leaf, and the
tampat kaporan or pekaporan a small brass cup, but often
merely a leaf, containing mout lime. The sibe which is
longer than the saputaiigan, is worn on the shoulder by hajis,
and occasionally by others.

A kind of very small handkerchief or yellow cloth used by
the attendants of kings is called tain wall, arid a long one tl.
tampan. The salampei is a yellow handkerchief, sometimes
ornamented with gold, which the great officers of state wear
thrown over the shoulder, at royal feasts, burials &c.

The chapal or kaus are sandals' used by the wealthier
and more respectable men but unknown to the poorer. The
cheinilla are an antique kind of slipper only worn by a few
on days ceremony.

With the exception to be mentioned, the only distinction
between the dress of the higher and wealthier and the lower
classes, consists in the difference of quality in the materials.
The form of the different articles is the same for all, and has
remained so from time immemorial. A Malay who now
varied the form of any article, would be encountered by uni-
versal astonishment and ridicule.

The materials of dress vary according to the means and
taste of the wearer, and there is ho prejudice against the
use of any kind of cloth whatever. The favorite sarong is
the Bugis, which is stronger, finer and more expensive than
the manufactures of other countries. Tt is always striped and
according to different patterns, in both respects resembling
the Scotch tartan. It is not dyed but woven of threads of
different colours The darker are preferred, and the most
tastefully coloured is considered to be a mixture of a fine black
^d white, which is the most rare and expensive of all, from

tu difficulty of procuring a fine black colour. A sarong in
which red predominates is the favorite dress of the great mass.
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The sarong palekat is the finest and thinnest of all the saronsr
cloths, and its colours are also the most beautiful. Its use is
principally confined to women. The ordinary material is cot-
ton, but silk sarongs are common, although they are only
worn on full dress days. They are very seldom worn by men.
The most choice and expensive are made of cloth either
wrought entirely of gold thread (songket)% or having it inwo-
ven in stripes, flowers &c (hltabor) all over, or merely at on*
end (bekapala ) Cotton cloth sarongs are sometimes adorned
with flowers of gold leaf applied to them with gum (beptrada
mas or tilipo). Sarongs manufactured in Europe are now
extensively used from their cheapness, although they are
very inferior in strength and beauty to those made in the
Archipelago. The baju is commonly of white cotton cloth of
various degrees of quality and texture. But coloured chintzes,
black cloth &c are in much use. Those who can afford it
wear bajus of woolen cloth, velvet and other fine materials on
great days; and many of the young nobility whenever they ap-
pear in public; their bajus are also frequently embroidered
with gold thread or made of cloth of gold. Those worn by
brides and bridegrooms, and on festive days by children, are
sometimes ornamented with flowers made of solid gold, which,
are sewed on (baju blrpakankan mas or berbunga mas)

In Malayan countries the use of certain kinds of cloth,
either universally or within certain limits, is confined to the
royal family, and prohibited, under severe penalties, to all
others. The crime of wearing yellow cloth, unless with the
express license of the Raja, is punishable with death. Within
the precincts of the court it is unlawful to wear cloth of a fine
texture, such as muslin, without a similar license, and tht
breach of the law subjects the wearer to a fine, or to have the
cloth torn from his person and be driven out ignominiously.*

j Jfii u^l ^JUd ^u aUJ ^
j(* v«l ^ u dtp ^ i *y ^J
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The Malay historian of Malacca relates that after Sultan Ma-
h&m&d had embraced Islamism, he established many rules
for maintaining the dignity of the Malacca court, and defining
its ceremonies and usages It was he who first made or-
dinances respecting yellow things (kakunirigan) prohibited.
The people were not allowed to wear them, not̂  even a hand-
kerchief, nor were they allowed to make of this colour frin-
ges to the hangings of a room, or large pillow cases, or mat-
tresses, or any envelope, or any kind of manufactured article,
or house ornaments, or any thing else whatever* save sarongs,
bajus and dustars f

DRE8I OF WOMEN.

The women, in addition'to the sarong, wear a baju similar to
the baju ayit but reaching lower This is much used by the
Malays of Singapore: In Malacca the baju korong is worn.
It reaches to a little above the ankle. Its cufts are fastened
with buttons of gold and sometimes of diamonds. It is of
black cotton cloth, but when in full dress this is exchanged lor
a silk one of which the colour varies. The baju jipun is
generally made of chintz and is open in front. It is fastened
over the breast by two and occasionally three brooches, kro*
sang,in the form and material of which the wearers shew their
wealth and taste. They are generally of gold, one being round,
with flowers embossed (bunga tauto) on the surface or cut in
{bungapahat) the other, krosang ati ati, shaped like the
leaf of the ati ati plant, and also adorned with flowers. In-
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stead of the surface being wrought into flowers, it is sometimes
studded with small diamonds. Breast pins are of rare, and
as the name (paspin) indicates of very modern, use. The
undervest, or bodice not quilted, choii,joli% is an Indian article
of dress very rarely used by Malay women.

Pockets are not used by women, but some have, on the
left side of the waist, an imitation on a small scale of the om-
pan universally worn by Bugis men, and which is similar to
the sporran of the Scottish Highlander.

The headdress, or sa/endang, is apiece of coloured cloth,
about nine feet long and three feet broad, folded on itself and
thrown over the head and shoulders, two corners being drawn
in front on one side to the shoulder and there held by the
hand on that side, so as, when pulled tight over the face, to
conceal it entirely, while the other hand is interposed on the
othfer side between the face and the cloth, and constantly em-
ployed in keeping it open, to the extent which the lady consi-
ders proper. The young, when walking in a public place,
leave only a sufficient opening for the eyes; the old are less
scrupulous,' and leave the greater part of the face exposed. A.
sarong is very often substituted for the salendang.

Ladies shoes are unknown to proper Malayan habits, but
in many places the kasut kodo or slipper, often embroidered,
is worn.

The ornaments of the female dress, in addition to the
brooches already mentioned, are the c hue ho or pacha, sang-
gol, or hair pins of gold, by which the hair is fastened when
folded on the head in the shape of a shell, as it generally is.
The head is usually globe, leaf, or flower shaped, but there
sometimes rise from it a number of spiral stalks of gold
wire supporting flowers and leaves which tremble on the
slightest motion of the head, whence this ornament is called
chucho sanggol begbitar* Jewels are often set in the centres
of the flowers. The folds of the hair are also sometimes stud-
ded with golden nails, paku paku or paku sang gel, the heads,
which alone are visible, being neatly figured and the body be-
ing generally of silver. In Naning the hair pin has a large
head and is called c. kundai. The g'ossy black hair of the Ma-
layan girl is sometimes further adorned by the bung a minting,
a thin zone of gold, two to three inches in length, support-
ing a row of flowers similar to those of the chucho sanggol
bigintar.

The tali pinding is a band or cincture, by which the sarong
is fastened round the waist. It is about two inches thick, made
of cloth, silver, or gold, and fastened in front with the pinding
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a large clasp of silver or gold, gome inches in breadth. It is
sometimes, when of metal, made in links, and sometimes in
one piece very fine and flexile.

The krabu are small earrings of gold sometimes with a dia-
mond set ia them. A larger kind are called subang ; when
thekrabu has several diamonds or other stones of one, kunang
kunang sakabun. Before marriage and the birth of the first
child, anting anting or pendants of gold, called tauge when
loop shaped and chinchin when ring shaped, are suspended
from the krabu* Solid pendants, orlet, sometimes of diamonds,
are worn by those who can afford them on great occasions,
such as marriages.

Four rings of gold are generally worn on the left hand,
two on the little finger and two on the next These rings
have sometimes diamonds. Bracelets, gilang tangan or pU
tarn, of gold are frequently but not generally worn ,and arm-
lets, ponto, are seldom seen save on the persons of brides.
A handkerchief held in the hand completes the costume of
the fair sex.

At the toilet, combs, generally of Chinese manufacture
and cocoanut oil, are the only articles used* Cosmetics are
very rarely resorted to, save in the families of royal and no-
ble persons* and although the men occasionally use rose wat-
er, rose oil, chindana oil, majmo oil, &c- the women never do
so. Flowers, such as the rose, milor, chatnpaka, and ka-
naiigga, are occasionally but very rarely worn in the hair.
Their use is generally considered to denote an unbecoming
manifestation of vanity or desire to attract attention.

DRBSI OF CHILDRB*;

The dress of children is similar to that of their
elders. Until the age of about five years they wear the
barut.* Until this age the children of the poor in country
parts often run about naked, the females having a small
heart shaped plate of silver or gold, called chap ing, fastened
by a string where the sculptor, from a similar motive, some-
times places a leaf. Little silver glob ales with grains inside,
karonchong, are sometimes fastened by a string round tiie an-
kles/ and make a tinkling sound when the children are in mo-
tion. They are disused at the age of two or three years.

On holidays and days of ceremony the children are gaily
dressed. The boys wear little scull caps ornamented witu
golden flowers, and the girls the kopia btrSkor which
hangs down behind. the kolur which is similar to the kopia,

• A Urge
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From their necks are suspended by silken or velvet strings or
ribbons, gold buttons, doko or broad pieces of gold with or-
naments, those of the girls being crescent shaped, and those of
the boys with an irre gular curved margin, tanglcal, or amulets,
small pieces of gold, square shaped for boys and crescent
shaped for girls. The gimpei are small round pieces of gold
suspended by gold chains. Bracelets are worn, thin and flat
for the girls and round for the boys. The kuhu harimau (tigers
claws) is a small piece of gold into which the points of two
tigers claws are fixed, the ends being shod with gold. Thd
mane are gold beads worn at the wrist. Earrings and pendants,
and bangles or mkkt$, gilwgkaki, of silver adorothe girls*
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PANGHULU KISANG.

Panghulu Kisang, feeling aggrieved by the remarks m«ulo
by the llevd. M. Favre, respecting himself and his family in
this Journal (ante p. p. 59-61), which had been brought to
his notice, called upon us to complain of their insertion, de-
claring they were very injurious and undeserved. We told
him that if he would send us his own version of what passed
between M. Favre and himself, we should give it the same
publicity as the narrative of the former, and we nbw do so.
We regret that we did not communicate with M. Favre
before this portion of his journal appeared. As it is, W*J
trust his good sense will satisfy him of the inexpediency of
returning to the subject. If he considers the Parighulu's
statement too strongly worded, he, like U9, will know to make
allowance for the offended feelings of an old man, who en-
joyed great consideration in former days as one of the piinci-
pal ministers of the late Sultan and Tamariggong, and is still
much respected and consulted by the present Tamariggong.

Considering the closeness of our relationship to Johorc
and its rulers, we think that greater facilities for travelling
ia this country should exist. All difficulties and attempts
at exaction might be prevented by certain rates being fixe!
for the hire of guides, boats, &c, and the different Paiighu-
lus and Batins being instructed to provide them for visitors
who produce a passport from the Tamaiiggong. The ad-
vantages which the Malayan rulers derive from their co.i-
nection with us in Singapore, and the consideration with
which they are treated, claim from them something more
than a mere permission to enter Johore, and the readiness
with which the Tamariggong complies with individual ap-
plications for letters to his Panghulus, which invariably
procure the utmost attention to their bearers wherever they
go, shews that no obstacle would be made to such a measure
as we have suggested.

Panghulu Kisang's Statement*

Inilah peringat&n saya Panghulu Klsang, iang [diwakilkan
oleh raja T&m&uggong ro&mirintakan didalam suiige Burnt.

Vol. IIL No. F. April, 1849. G g
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Shabadan ada kapada suatu hari datang sa'orang orang putch
dia kata bangsanya Fransis, lagipun padri; diapunya kaw&n dua
orang, sa'orang orang China, dan iang sa'orang Nasrani, jadi
tiga orang; tatapi sakatiga itu saya tiada di rumah, saya pSrgi
bermain main tarigkap ikan, kamdian saya pulang di rumah, ada
kerakeraj&m pukul &mpat satirigah pitang saya sampei di
rumah; adapun sab&Iumnya saya sampei dirumah, itu tuan saya
punya orang suda kasi t&mpat satu rumah kichil s&b&b tiada
rumah iang blsar, klrna didal&m hutan orang p&Iadang padi
tiada punya rumah bisar, ada rumah bisar sidikit t&mpat saya
diam. Adapun saya hinda' bawa t&mpat saya diam itu, orang
pun banya' saya fikir barangkali tuan bising tida suka orang
bania' hingar hiugar, iang saya sudah m&ugharti tuan tuan
tiada suka bising bising, s&b&b itulah maka saya kasi t&mpat
satu rumah iang lain, tatapi tiada juga jau dingan rumah saya.
Kamdiin deripada itu maka saya tanya "tuan datang deri ma-
na, dan k&mana hYnda' p&rgi V Maka dia kata "saya datang
deri hulu Johor, hinda' pulang di Malaka, maka sakarang ini
saya suda sampei kapada Pangbulu punya t&mpat malainkan
saya minta tolong sama Parighulu, minta bantar saya di Ma*
laka'' sirta ditunjokannya chap Sultan AH. Maka saya kata
"bai'lah tuan, saya buleh tolong, m&ski pun tiada chap Sultan
Ali pun, k&rria tu&n suda sampei saya puny a tfimpat, iang tuan
minta tolong misti saya tolong tiada bull tiada, k&rna saya
punya tuan, ia itu raja T&m&rig-gong, kasi hukuin pada saya
jikalau tuan tuan barang siapa iang dapat suk&r aakit di sui%o
atau di laut misti Panghulu tolong sama itu orang iang da-
pat kasakitan dan barang sabaginya, mana mana orangkaskitan
misti panghulu tolong juga." Kamdiin itu tuan kata "bai'lah
Pangbulu bulih h&ntar saya ini hari juga tiada bulih tida" Ma-
ka saya kata "ini hari bllura bulih saya hantar klrna prahu
punbllum sadia, orang punbilum lagi dapat malainkan saya min-
ta tempo beso' hari saya chari prahu dan orang, dan sa'par-
kara lagi saya orang Malayu punya agama ini bul&n samoanya
orang puasa, dan hari pun sudah hampir malam, lagi pun mau
chari apa apa Linda* buat makan sakarang malam, itulah s&-
Mbnya maka saya minta tempo beso' hari9' Maka itu tuan ka«
ta "apa Panghulu ini tiada di bawab parintah Sultan maka
Paiigbula tiada naandiiigar saya punya kata, malainkan saya
binda" ini juga, tida buli tida/9 Maka saya kata ''tiada saya ini
dibawa parlnta Sultan Ali, saya ini dibawa parintah raja Ta-
manggong, ak&n t&tapinya miski pun buk&nnya saya dibawa
parintah Sultan Ali jekalau Sultan Ali manyuroh misti saya
krejakan tida bull tida, akan halnya siplrti k&handa' tuan itu
ini juga malainkan saya tiada chakap sabab hari hinda' malam,
orang orang pun samoanya puasa; lagi pun.orang malayu tiada
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buli kreja dingan likas, sabab tiada iang sidia, dan jekalau sl-
p.rti kreja kompani buli d.ngan lakas sabab suda sidia" Ma-
ka itu tuan pun bania' mara pada saya sabab saya kata iang
dtaukian itu, tatapi tiada saya ambil sakit hati itu tuan mara
pada saya. Dan beso' hari saya surob chari prahu, sudah da-
pat, tatapi biluin sidia, k.rna lagi ada bochor bochdr dan
orangnya bllum sidia, k.rna orang tiada barkompul ada iang
kasana ada iang kasini, malumlah didalam tampat orang pela-
cfang rumahnya tiada barkompul, jadi sampielah hari iangkati-
ga bharulali sidia prahu dan lima orang iang buli mau&antar
tuan itu di Malaka. Ada pun didalam tiga hari itu diadudo'*
didalam saya punia tampat, samoanya saya kasi dingan ti-
kar dan bantal dingan klambu dan inakanannya iang mana mana
fi¥p_rti adat orang, dan lagi siplrti bakal makan makanan, dan
orang iang maug-antar tuan di Malaka, samoanya chukop tiada
bgrkorang; dan saya bilang d.ngan dia "deri fasal itu pra-
hu dan orang iang mangantar di Malaka ini tiada sewa dan
tiada upa, dan lagi tatakala dia hind a' berlayar saya hantar *
dingan ampat lima bias orang kasi horinat dingan dia Mngga
sampei dikwalla Blnut. Maka sudalah dia berlayar komdian
saya punya orang suda datang bale* deri Malaka inarigantar
iiutuan Maka saya tanya kapada saya punia orang "suda
sam^ei itu tuan di Malaka.'9 Orang orang itukata " suda sa-
moanya di Malaka, tiada suatu marbayanya, sirigga diPadang
sabantar berjumpa dingan raja Tamanggong dan Inchi Umar
diPadang tatakala datang dingan kapal api mancheri orang
jahat. Komdian itu tuan suda sampei djfngan slamatnya di •
Malaka dingan tiada suatu merbahyania dijalan.

Maka itu tuan m&mbuat suatu binchana ditaroh didalam
suratkhUb&r brapabrapa banya p&rkara iangditarohnya dida-
lam suratkh&b&r, iang iang tiada diadak&nnya dan iang ada
ditidak&nnya; pertamatama iang dia kata tat&kaia dianya
datang-mandapatkaa saya minta hantar di Malaka maka saya
tiada mahu sabab saya tida m^Lmangil tuan datang pada*
sayapunya timpat, dan bukannya sayapunya krlja maa
Hiangantark&n, t&tapi sUkalikali tiada saya barkhabar iang
s&bagitu; d&n lagi dia bSrkata saya suroh ?orangvbichdra
minta wang upah atau tabus&n, itupun sakalikali tiada saya
m&nyurohnya; dan lagi saklien orang orang barkompul dida-
lam saya punya rumah m&mbuat gadoh tiS,p ti3p mal&m st-
plrti orang m^ngugutngugut sipaya orang buleh takut buleh
lari, deri hal orang berkSLmpul sitiaptiap rnalam itu^ada^bitul,
klrna orang Malayu pada bulan Puasa ini sikliannya orang
orang mSmbuat anial sambahyang tlrawe dan mBngaji, p&stt
bunyinya gadoh, bukannya hinda' mangugutngugut pada dia;
dan deri hal samoanya kata padri itu dusta tiada buleh di-
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clirigar sekalikali ; dan lagi tatkaia dia hind a' bgrlaygr saya
mgrigantar sampei di kwala Binut ada limablas orang kasi
hurmat pada nya, maka dia kata saya stptrti nrang takut
aaolaolanya minta ma'af barargkali takut tuan itu mgiigadu di
Malakapada orang bisar baraugkali saya dapat salah ; taiapi
saya tiada iiigat iang sabagitu, tatapi saya fikir itu tuan tiada
tabu hadat Malay u, jikalau dia tahu hadat Maiayu dia tiada
bilang bagitu macham, dan lagi dia kata saya tutop satu do-
uiingo itupun dusta juga dia berhenti tiga harisaliaja lamanya,
dan lagi dia berkata ana' sava bisar s£kali sikian tahun da-
Jiulu suda kina gantong di Pulau Pinang sabab m&mbunnh
orang, lagipun m&roinpa di laut, itu dusta darigan trang sa-
kali, tiada upaya bersulo lagi dustanya padri itu ; dan lagi dia
bgrkata kaum saya siklianuya ada menjadi perompa' laut,
itu pun dusta, tiada sekalikali saya punya kaum iang m£n-
jadi pSrompa' atau orang jabat, adapun anak saya iang bi-
sar sikali tiada iang Iain hanyalah satu AbdulJabar iang
.suda Sultan jadikan Paiighulu ada dniganruma ada dingau
tananya di Singapura ini; maka sikian tahun dahulu dia
pirgi berniaga kanSigri Rlteh maka sampgi di sana menda-
pat sakit dan suda mati dianya di sana, dan dibavva maylt-
jiya ka Singapura ini, adalah di tan&mk&n di Tiloh Blanga di
bukit raja T&muiî orong, dan siklian hal ehw&'nya orang
orang didalam Siiigapura ini banya juga iang tahu, dan dia
punya pisaka tana suda tuan bisar sirah pada bininya dan
ana'nya, adapun saya iang suda b&gini lama banya' juga
orang bisar bisar dan saudagar saudagar dan tuan tuan si-
klianuya ktnal kapada saya dan kapada ana' saya, tatapi
satu pata khabar iang tiada orang menyabut khabar iang
jahat adanya. &c.

Translation (nearly verbatim.)

This is the reminiscence of me Parighulu Kisang, who am
deputed by the raja Tamaiiggong to rule in the river Binut.
One day there came a white man, who said his race was
French, and that he was a priest; his companions were
two, a Chinese and a Portuguese; making three persons;
but at the time I was not at home, having gone to amuse my*
self with catching fish. Afterwards I returned to the house,
which I reached about J past 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
Before my arrival my people had given the gentleman a
place, a small house, there being no large house, because
planters of paddy in the forest have not large houses. The
place where I dwell \& a house a little large, I wished to
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bring him to this place where I dwell, but there were many
persons, and I thought "perhaps the gentleman will be an-
noyed and toot like many persons clamoring/' for I knew
that gentlemen do not like to be disturbed, for that reason I
gave him a place in a separate house, but it was not far from
my house. After that I enquired " From where have you
come, and where do you intend to go ?'' He replied •• I
have come from the higher part of Johore and intend to
return to Malaka, I have now arrived at the Parighulu'fi place
that I may ask assistance of the Paiighulu, and beg that he
will convey me to Malaka" at the same time he shewed
the chap of Sultan Ali. I said u very well, sir, I will assist
you even although you had not the chap of Sultan Ali, be-
cause you have arrived at my place and asked assistance I
must assist you, there can be no denial, for my lord, that is
th-» raja Tamaiiggong, gave it in command to me k'if any gen-
tleman whosoever meet with difficulty or distress, in the
river or at sea, the Parighulu must assist the person whD is
distressed whatever may be the nature of the distress, be the
distressed person who be may the Paiighulu must neverthe-
less assist him*" Then the gentleman said " Very well the
Paiighulu will convey me to-day, there can be no refusal.''
I replied "This day I cannot yet convey you, because the
boat is not ready ai.d the men have not yet been found,
therefore I ask time till to-morrow when 1 will seek a boat
and men ; another thing is that this month by the religion
of us Malays everybody fasts, and the day is now near night,
moreover we must seek for wherewithal to make a meal now
it is night, this is the reason why I wish time till to-morrow."
On this the gentleman said "What! is the Paiighulu not
under the rule of the Sultan that he does not listen to what
I say ? I wish it to be done now, there can be no refusal."
I said " I am not under the authority of Sultan Ali, I am
under the authority of the raja Tamaiiggong, but although I
am not under the authority of Sultan Ali, yet if Sultan Ali
order I must work, it cannot be otherwise But as for ̂ he
like of what you wish to be done now, I do not speak,
for the day is about to close, the people are all fasting,
moreover Malays cannot set about a work quickly for they
have nothing ready, if it were like the Company's work it
could be done quickly because things are in readiness."
Tne gentleman was very angry with me for speaking thus,
but I did not take offence at this. Next day I ordered a
prahu to be sought and it was procured, but it was not ready
for it was leaky, and its crew were not ready for the men
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were not yet collected, some being there, some here, for
every body knows, in the places of planters the houses are
not collected together; so that it was the third day before the
prahu was ready with five men to convey the gentleman to
Malaka. During the three days he remained at my place I
furnished him with every thing, mats and pillows with
curtains and with hi» food agreeably to what is customary,
and likewise provisions for the voyage, and the men who
conveyed the gentleman to Malaka, everything was complete,,
nothing was wanting, and I said to him " Concerning the
prahu and the men who are to convey you to Malaka there
is no hire," and further when he desired to sail I escorted
him with 14 or 15 men, to give him honour, as far as the
mouth of the Bjfnut. So he set sail, and afterwards my
people returned from conveying the gentleman to Mnlaka.
And I asked them " Did the gentleman arrive at Malaka?"
The men said " They are all at Malaka, nothing happened,
we touched at Padang for a little. We metthe rajaTa-
mariggong and Inche Umar at Padang when they came in
the steamer in search of bad people. After that the gen-
tleman arrived in safety at Malaka, without having encount-
ered any danger on the way *'

Now this gentleman devised an ill thing and placed it in
the newspaper, many were the things which he put in the
newspaper, such as were not, he made to be, and such as
were, he made not to be. First of all, he says that when he
came to me and asked to be conveyed to Malaka I would
not do so, because I had not invited him to come to my
place, and it wag not my business to convey him. But I
never once spoke thus. Then he says that I told persons
to ask him for money for hire or ransom. But I absolutely
deny having given such an order. Further he says that
every night persons assembled in my house and made a
uoibe as if creating terror to induce persons to run away.
As for men assembling in my house every night, it was the
fact, because with the Malays during the month of Puasa,
all persons perform pious works, pray and read the Koran,
and the noise of this of course disturbs. It was not made
with the intention of frightening him. And as to all the matters
related by the Priest they are untrue, and not to be listened to
at all. Moreover when he wished to sail I escorted him to
Kwalla Burnt, with 15 men to give him honour, but he says
that I was like a person afraid that he would complain at
Malaka to the authorities and that I might be blamed. But
I had nojthoughts of the kind, I thought however that this gen-
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tleman did not know the manners of the Malays, if he had
known the manners of the Malays he would not have spoken
in that way. He also says thai I confined him for a week.
This is also untrue, he only remained three days. Further
he says my eldest son some years ago was hun<? Kt Pinang
for murder and piracy. This is most evidently untrue, I
have not power to throw light further on the Padre's mi-
truths. He adds that all my family are pirates. This is
untrue, never have any of my family become pirates or bdd
persons. As for my eldest son, I have had none but one,
Abdul Jabar, who was made a Panghulu by the Sultan and
who had his house and land at Singapore. Some years
since he went to trade to Riteh, where he became ill and
died. His corpse was brought to Singapore and buried at
Teloh Siangan on the rajah Tamangong's hill. There are
many persons in Singapore who know all about him. The
land which he left was made over by the Governor to Lis
wife and children. For myself who have lived so long,
many are the great persons and merchants and gentlemen
who have all known me and my son, but not one word has
any person spoken in accusation of us &c.
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THE SARAWAK FLEET.

(Sarawak, 23rd March, 1849.;
As some discussion has recently taken place on the size,

and armament of the Dayak pirate prahus of this coast and their
complements in men, your readers may be interested in the
following list of the Sarawak fleet now ready for sea, and the
average of men to each prahu is somewhat lower than the
average of the prahus of the Serebas and Sakarran Pirates.
The largest Sarawak prahu does not exceed ten ton, and the
piratical prahus are less in tonnage though of greater size on
account of the very great overhang of the stem and stern.
The Sakarran and Serebas fleet fully collected, can put to sea
with 200 prahus (or as they are here called " Bankongs")
and within the last three months they have captured several
trading boats, devastated two rivers, burnt three villages and
slaughtered fully four hundred persons,—men, women and
children.

There is a report at the present moment that the Serebas
and Sakarran are out at sea with from 60 to 100 prahus, and
that they have captured the town of Gadong in the Sadung
river.

To save these people, if it be possible, to protect the coasts,
and to punish the pirates, Sir James Brooke goes out
to-morrow to cruize, accompained by the boats of the H. C.
Steamer Nemesis, and it is to be hoped that a blow may be
given to the Pirates.

Why does the Navy sleep. Where is Captain Keppel?
No. 1 " Rajawali itam

" Harimau" ,
" Ular" ..
" Nuri" ..
"Pinyu"..
" Peniangat" .
"Kijang".. .
"Buaya" .. .
" Ani-ani".,

10 "Katak" .. .
11 "Ayam" ... .
12 " Merapati" .
13 " Tupei"
14 «' Alang laut" .
15 K Bujang brani"
16 ** Layang-layang
17 "Pipit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

"
"

60
45
30
35
40
35
35
50
20
25
35
3)
25
40
25
20
20

men
»
»
»

99

99

99

99

99

99

5!

99

99

99

99

99 J

SO

•a
i

CQ
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17 a 20 Sibuyow Dayak Bankongs each 30 men.
29 a 25 Samarahan Malays ,> 30 n
2 6 a 2 3 Ditto Dayak Bankonga „ 30 „
28 a 32 Lundu Dayak ditto „ 35 „
32 a 35 Seriki Malays » 40 „
35 a 55 Linga Dayak 9) 35 „

T.No.55 Total number of men 1,797

Making an average to each prabu of nearly 33 men.
E
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Traill, Etq., M,D.

THE MALAY PEVINSTJLA.

Notes on the Coal deposits which
have been discovered along the Siamese
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A. a. C. & O Iff. K. A. B. .
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dah on the West Coaat of the Penin*
inls, by /. R. Logan, Etq,

The Orang Binaa of Johore, by J*.
R. Logan, £tq.f

Physical Characteristics of the Min«
tira, by J, R. Logan, Etq*

The Superstitions of the Mlntira,
with some additional remarks on their
customs &c. by /. R. Logan Esq.

Visit of a Party of Orang Miatira
to Singapore, by J, R. Logan, Etq,
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TOUR FROM SOURABAY4, THROUGH KEDIRI, tfUTAR, AN-

TANG, MALANG AND PASSURUAN, BACK TO SOURABAYA*

By JONATHAN RIGG, Eiq., Member of the Batavian Society of Arts
and Sciences,

S RING AT is a long straggling village; hovels and patches
of cultivation alternating tor a paul or two along the road.
Towards the north east end is a ridge of hills, about a paul
long and a couple of hundred feet high, covered with trees,
and which is a solitary elevation rising on the extensive plain.
After passing Sringat you enter the coffee gardens, which
continue nearly all the way to Blitar, excluding every other
view from the traveller, the luxuriant dadap trees which are
planted for their shade, forming quite a forest on either hand.
This monotony is broken at the 115 paul by the post station
of Jati Lenger, which is the first place where we observed the
teak tree since leaving Kediri. A few small stunted ones
are growing wild here and evidently in a state of nature,
their larger congeners having been cut down for useful pur-
poses. The coffee gardens are again soon entered, and are
found every where very clean, and in a healthy, thriving
condition The crop of the year had long been gathered, but
here and there were people collecting the last ripened berries.
Before noon we reached our destination and alighted at Ka-
panj&i, the hospitable abode of Mr Laup. Blitar, 120§ pauls
from Sourabaya, is of itself a place of no interest! not being

* Continued from page 202.
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even a large native village, though the chief place of the dis-
trict. A few Chinamen are found, connected eitherVith the
Government farm, or doing a little peddling trade. The
Kapanjeji, (or residence of thePanji,) is so called, as a chief
of ihis rank used to be stationed here in the days of native
rule. The present controHeur living on the same ground, it
still retains ils former name. It is at one side of a kind of
alun alun, on which plain is also the house of the Widono, and
Government coffee store. Blitar, as before observed, is managed
under a system of forbearance in the hope of encouraging the
increase of population. The people pay no land rents so that
the produce of their own paddy fields and other private
cultivation is untaxed, but in lieu of this they have to plant
coffee for the Government for which they receive only /6 i
copper per picul, whilst in other districts / ,10 is paid, and a
few years ago/12 copper. Mr La up, who has charge of the
district, ha? been here since 1832 and appears well acquainted
with his subjects. His fitness for this situation has obtained
for him the distinction of controlleur of the third class, though
not one of the regular covenant servants. He is approaching
fast the age of 60 though yet active and vivacious. Blitar
belonged formerly to the Court of Solo and was a fief of the
old Adipati prime minister. In days of old, one of the sons
of the reigning prince was generally called Pangeran Blitar,
The district now contains about 2,000 working men and in
1846 they gathered in 6,000 pciuls of coffee, but part of this
population is employed dragging timber to a saw mill, as will
be mentioned hereafter.

Anxious to see all that was worth visiting and having no
time to lose, soon after breakfast Mr Laup procured horses
for our carriage, and accompanied us to visit the ruined
temple of Panataran There is a very passable carriage road
all the way, which terminates at a small river clcse to the tem-
ple. The distance \§ 7 pauls, and a gradual ascent is made
towards the foot of the Klut, in a north easterly direction
from Blitar. The first paul of the way you pass through
coffee gardens; these however, rarely «xtend above a few
hundred feet on either sicte, and are meant to keep the road
clear and deprive the numerous tigers of too easy an ambush.
The greater part of the way however is forest, witli hardly a
hut to be seen, though the soil is black and rich.

Alighting at the rivulet and ascending the opposite brow,
you turn a corner and have the ruins of Panataran before you,
surrounded by primitive forest. The principal building is
the most easterly of the group of'ruins. The general figure
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of the base is a square nearly 50 feet each way, of which the
outline is diversified with projecting balconies or retiring
recesses The buildhg i « solid and contains n o £ 3
apartment, yet may be considered as consisting of thlZ
stones, viz, the basement, and 1st and 2nd or uppermost
story. The cons rurhon is such that the first story is le," ?,,
dimensions than the baseineaf, in as much as there is a gMeZ
or way all round the upper entablature of (he basement fir
which yon can make the circuit of No. 1. So also No. 2 or
the uppermost compartment is less than No. 1, by the breadth
of a s.milar surrounding gallery, as i.s the case with No 1
The design is analogous to that of Boro Budur, only there
the edifice is reared around a hill as a nucelus, whereas here
on an .incomparably smaller scale, the whole is a mass of
built up materials resting on tbe level ground. The h e i X
of the basement is about S feet from «!••>%pn..nj ? L - V T
1 rises about 7 feet, and No. 2a*a7n a 3 o n tint "r °*
the total height of the temple S I X aVfeet T I ' '"f^"*
of the temple face's west 3(P north and ha, L h I f ° n t 1 t r t

the K.ut mountain The front 'pi^f S $£ £n™]'£
more than any other part of the building and fonns ?Zn*
balcony in front «f Nos. J and 2. To this balcony a c c e s s ^
gained by two flights of narrow steps from the front, one
near each, an«;le of the building, so that turning right or left
you stand before No. 1. The ascent to this is from op ,o

ed fie!'6 T 5 ? ° L ^ !'«alCl>ny a"d thuS "P the mi^«'" of heedifice A fl.ght of 10 steps accomplishes this, and 10 more
nt ° T C ^ i

1
w»B

i
ih?iSl't Bne. to .he summit of the b 3 !

ng. The whole exter.or of the edifice is composed of

vention or mortar, and covered with a profusion of wMI

has been taxed not ~ l , > ^ M n ^ 3 S f B i ^ r ^ I

the same with a variety of ippaZtlv b,1
U

i
t,t

ln.or"a'«c?ti"S.
Having noted on thespofthe Jj£A£^e<SS'
I will endeavour-to convey_10me i d c a f t h ^ / ^ ^ S
been studied, and is distinctly manifest in the representations
exhibited on the walls of the, three steries.

Round about the lower or basement' story, the wall i,
parcelled out alternately into square tablets and oval medal'
lions. On the tablets are represented human beinfts mostlJ
engaged ih warlike operations, and in a posture ofdefenc©
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or defiance. The weapons seen are bows, arrows, spears,
swords, shields and clubs- The kris appears also in use,
and is very clearly distinguished in the case of a man stabbing
a prostrate foe; it is ot the straight or unwavy kind and is
repeated pn other occasions. Sometimes Hanumans, or Ra-
ma's monkeys, occupy the place of human beings; they also
are in various warlike attitudes, and armed with the above
named weapons. Each medallion has leaf or branch work
near the centre, and on either side is some animal or bird,
the male and female of the species. These are executed with
considerable spirit alid taste, and form quite a gallery of natural
histtry. The medallions are about a foot in diameter, and I
noted that they exhibited the common cock and hen, peacocks,
ducks, geese, parrots in variety,storks, the rhinoceros or toocan
birds, owls, dogs, squirrels, armadillos, rats, mangooses, goat?,
tigers, deer, the bull with the hump and cow, the banteng or
wild cow without hump, buffaloes, hogs, horses, elephants,
rhinoceroses, serpents or nagas, porcupines, some small ani-
mal with large flabby ears and large round eyes, which I did not
know, and several others. These are viewed from the ground.
The greatest labour and care however, have been bestowed
upon the sculpture which covers the walls of the first story
No. 1—and is seen from the gallery or passage which runs
all round the top of the basement. The subject is evidently
historical and two young distinguished personages, probably a
king and his queen, appear to be the chief characters of this
scene* The execution of the sculpture is perhaps somewhat
inferior to that of Boro Budur, and the figures of human
beings are stiffer, but the horse is better represented here.
The perspective in both is rude. I will endeavour to give a
slight sketch of the representations as 1 saw them, proceeding
round the edifice from the steps in front, the south, east and
north sides, back again to the same steps. Honor and rever-
ence are frequently done to the above mentioned personages,
who are usually attended by two female figures, one carrying
the siri or betel box, the other the spittoon, in either case
held upon the shoulder The siri box is of royal capacity,
and from its size and shape apparently meant to be of wood;
the spittoon is of corresponding capacity, and such as the
utensils of brass still in use. The two personages are often
seen riding in a carriage or car of a peculiar description,
drawn by four horses yoked abre&st, driven by the king who
sits close at their tails, having bis queen behind him, squat-
ting on an elevated platform. The carriage rests on one pair
of wheels, which are made like modern ones, with naves,
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spokes and rim. The body of the chariot is very light and con-
sists of a frame, with the principal seat, without any covering,
over the axle; a lower seat is in front, for the driver, whose
feet rest upon the insertion of the single pole, to which the
horses are yoked. The prince and his princess are dressed
much alike, only {he man is distinguished by a graceful line
of mustachio on his upper lip* They have ornamented head-
dresses, whilst their attendants have the hair uncovered,combed
smoothly back and sometimes tied in a knot behind; no hand-
kerchief is ever seen. There is a battle in one place where a
fallen hero is being run through the throat by a spear, ihe
bow and arrow is frequent, as also the spear and shields on
the arm. Hard by .is a warrior, wearing a tiara of Peruvian
feathers, who has just pitched with his head to the ground
in front of the wheel of the carriage, from which he is falling,
and which he has been Hriving. The agony of the features
is well depicted ; his wife, on the chief seat, is tumbling
b? ckwards from the chariot, whilst the horses, having be-
come ungovernable, are rearing and disentangling themselves
from the yoke. The party appear to have been shot by the
queen who is standing erect on another chariot a little in
advance, and who has just discharged an arrow from the bow,
which she still holds iu the attitude of discharging. Men
are on horse-back, seated on saddles with high peaks like
those of .our cavalry, the saddles have large flaps and are fixed
on by bandages passing round the neck and under the tail.
The tiaras of plumes, resembling the Peruvian head dress,
are frequent on the south side of the building, but all is peace
here; horses are being led to yoke to a carriage, which is
being pulled out from under a portal. Here are two high
personages with a trisula or trident between them ; an at-
tendant is kneeling behind. Further on towards the east,
there are many female figures wearing a kind of sarong, with
the bare hair neatly combed back, apparently meant for
royal attendants; they would answer for Javanese, even in
features, except the uose which is sharper than what they
usually possess. Near this is a holy man, with a flowing
beard, receiving some present from a princess, who is squat-
ting on a couch or bali-bali, attended by two maid servants,
kneeling at the side of the couch. The holy man stands
upright and is followed by another similarly bearded, behind
whom is a male attendant with bald or shaven head. There
is represented the Lontar palm bearing fruit, and some other
trees, amongst which apparently tjie mangga, also the cocoa-
nut, with bunches of pendant fruit. Again a payohg or state
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umbrella, put up in a cloth bag is held behind a great man,
whom a figure is supplicating with folded hands. On a bali-
bali is seated an aged sage entreated by three figures with
hands folded or crossed on the breast. These three have the
hair done up in a styJe differing from any others on thebuilding;
it is in fillets or bands crossing each other at right angle*, and
looks somewhat like turbans; tlwir dress is otherwise a kind of
sarong with the breast bare. Again horses are being led to be
yoked to an empty chariot, the time of day being indicated by
the sun rising from behind a clump of trees, and a little fur-
thtr on are the prince and his consorts route on the vehicle.
Proceeding^ along, figures are seen with sharp features like
Hindus, the hair combed Lack and tied in a knot behind, the
noses are sharp and prominent with mustachios on the upper
lip; the body above the waist is bare. Here the holy man with
his bald headed attendant again occurs addressing the queen.
Some sort of an execution is taking place on the north side of
the building A personage, on horse back, with attendants, is
supplicated by a kneeling figure with two women standing be-
hind, next comes a man with a spear conductiug two other
women in apparent distress, followed by a mafl with a wadung
or broad chopper stuck in a case which he holds in his left
hand, and beyond this is a figure in the act of stabbing the
bearer of the siri box, with either a kris or a spear head. Re-
turning to the west face, next the steps, is a venerable sage,
represented as before with flowing broad, reviling a monster-
man with fang teeth, burning, and perishing with anguish in
flames of fire which are raging around him, and into which he
appears to have been cast. Beyond there are monsters assaul-
ting a hoary bearded figure apparent asleep on a couch. The
elephant occurs in two places, in one without a load and ne?«
a horse that is ridden, elsewhere bearing itself a person on *ts

back. We have now completed the circuit of the first sto l e d

the sculpture on which evidently represents a series of FP9

torical occurrences, but to what particular events they rel?111

it appears quite impossible to" say. They may perhaps j n 8
long to the times in which the temple was built, and of whi*n'
no record has been otherwise preserved. They are certain*^
not mythological, but represent simple human actions, wit^
out distortion or the interference of the Hindu deities w[?>
any of their distinguishing attributes. IS

The walls of the upper 'story No 2 are ornamented in".e

way entirely different from those below. We no longer me1S

with the minutely traced figures of birds, animals or men, b11®
bolder and larger figures form a more appropriate support1""
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the crown of the edifice. These are the figures of Griffins or
Garudas, facing on all sides away from the building, and on
the top of their heads and tips of outspread wings bearing
the entablature of the summit of the temple. A few of these
occupy each of the four facades.

The summit forms a flat square al>out 20 feet each way,
but the centre part instead of being composed of hewn rocU,
like all the exterior part of the edifice, is found occupied with
brick work, nor has this been originally built up solid, en-
compassing a square area in the midst. The trench is about
4 feet deep, and it as well'as the recesses are entirely built up
of brick without apertures, inequalities or any other marks
on the walls to indicate for what purpose it can have served.
The centre compartment also entirely of brick, has been
originally solid, but the middle has been quarried and broken
out the dftp̂ Ji of 3 or 4 feet with crow bars in search of
bidden treasure, and to this our attendants pleaded guilty, but
confessed that their labour had been in vain, having found
only some small object like a ram's horn. The trenches had
been encumbered with earth, and cleared out by order of our
friend Laup.

To what religion, or whose peculiar worship has this temple
been [dedicated? There is nothing about it at present, to
explain either of these questions. The ornamental sculpture
not Kieing mythological forms no clue on this score. Budha'
himself is not seen, any more than any of the Hindu deities.
An inference however, may be drawn that the worship was
Brapminical and not Budhistic from the circumstance that in
th$% sculpture on the middle compartment, the holy man ad-
j ^ s ising the queen on more than one occasion, wears bis hair
i t i a a flowing beard which no priest or devotee of Budha
pilled do. The Garudas set round the upper story are the
to (tnguiahirg fabulous birds of Vishnu, but Dr. Horsfield,
linp> visited the place in 1815 tells us, when speaking of the
twf of the temple, " Here the figure of Brama (the recha
tiflth four faces) is placed alone, of a workmanship and finish
thperlatively excellent." This statue has disappeared from
gia top of the temple, nor does it exist amongst those which
in 5 seen below; its fine workmanship has very likely caused
gato be removed by some modern plundering vandal. It is

id that the Hindus do not build temples to Brama, but if
thine of these people had colonised this* part of Java, either
is ured by the fine rich country or driven out of India by
ceiernal wars, they may have wished to perpetuate the re-
diembrance of their chief deity by consecrating to him so

iborate an edifice. The word Panataran will admit of a
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Sanscrit etymology which will lend some countenance to this
idea. Nat ha means a master, a chief, a lord, Ayrya, a
term of high respect, of veneration, and applied to persons of
high descent. These two terms, in Ceylon, are applied to
Budha, but as a hyperbolical designation might on Continental
India be applied to Brama. Supposing this to be the case,
with the Javanese idiomatic Pa before a word and an after,
denoting the abode or situation of any thing, we should have
Pa-natha-ayrya-an contracted for the sake of euphony into
Panataran, meaning " the abode of the lord, the holy one."
The roomy balcony on the top of the basement story, and in
front of the steps which lead to the top of the temple, would
have afforded an appropriate spot, at a respectful distance,
from which to pay devotion to the sacred image above.

Large trees of a foot or two in diameter are growing from
different parts of the edifice, and having inserted their roots
between the layers of stone, which they have forced asunder,
threaten sooner or later to cause great destruction. To fell
the trees at once would perhaps only hasten the evil, but an
attempt has been made at partial remedy by lopping off the
branches and notching the stems, so as to let them die away
by decrees.

In front of the main building It a distance of about 40 or
50 feet are several other buildings or their remains, so that
there has originally been a group of which the one already
described was the principal, and seated furthest within an
enclosure, of which Horsfield says that it was "an extensive
area of an oblong form, which was surrounded by an external
wall of which the foundations can be traced throughout, ftnd
the whole was divided into three compartments." I observed
no trace of this compass wall, still it is not impossible thafts
foundations may exist, were the rank weeds and tan/ed
bushes cleared away all round, Exactly in front of the s;ps
which lead up the face of stories No. 1 and 2 of the in'm
temple, is a small square building of hewn stone, resembl'g
both in size and structure those which form the lines of n-
compassing temples at Chardi Sewu. It contains a cenal
apartment, the roof of which consists of stones set C
inverted steps, the walls are plain, and a pedestal still eats,
but its occupant has gone: The back of this buildin is
towards the main one, and its door looks thus towardshe
west, so as to face people entering the area. The buildir is
sound and perfect, and above the door-way are seen sue
neatly chiselled characters in relief, apparently a date, of \*uh
notice will be taken by and bye. Distant a few yards tohe
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south of this, so that the interval has formed a sort of gate-
way or approach to the main temple within, may be traced
the remains of another building, which is however now
occupied by the arched and spreading stem of a shady kiara
or ficus tree. It appears to have been wholly constructed of
brick. After scrambling up a heap of rubbish and ruins,
overgrown with rank weeds, you descend, as it were, into the
body of the tree, and which has been the body of the building,
which the ficus has grown round, and holding in its treacher-
ous grasp has disrupted by inserting its rootlets into the
materials. The bricks, it was said, had been frequently
carried away for modern purposes, but entangled in the roots
both around and overhead, patches are still seen hanging.
In front, or to the west o( this, are twt> large images of Gate-
keepers, resembling those found at Chardi Sewu andPlansan;
and further out than these, but somewhat in a hollow or on
lower ground, are two similar statues, only much bigger.
They are each cut out of a single block of rock, are in a half
kneeling position, armed with a club, with prominent features,
and hair hanging in ringlets on the shoulders: they are both
standing on their pedestals, but somewhat inclined and about
one-tfyird buried in the earth. This has probably formed the
outermost vestibule of the group of buildings.

Returning towards the temple, on the left, are two oblong
platforms elevated about three feet from the ground, built
round with hewn stone, which in both cases are embellished with
sculpture, much in the same style as on the main building, re-
presenting human actions, with.various fruit trees often intro-
duced. Steps lead up to these at intervals, which appear to
hav^ formed the basements of halls of audience or assembly.
As jhere are no trace of walls having ever risen frtfm the sides,
it is probable that they were covered with roofs supported with
pillars of wood, and may have served for congregating together
to perform religious ceremonies, or even have borne the dwel-
lings of the priests in charge of the temple. The larger of the
two platforms extends from near the small temple with inscrip-
tion over the door, in a north east direction upwards of 50 feet;
Wi smaller one is to the west of this, and supposing the whole
group to have been surrounded by a wall, they would be placed
in the first area, on entering the enclosure, past the two gi-
gantic gatekeepers.

A little to the east of the larger platform, and a trifle nearer
the main temple than that with the inscription over the door way,
is another small isolated building, without however any interior
cell or apartment, being solid. It is of hewn stone and rather
dilapidated, also partially ornamented with sculpture, amongst
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Sanscrit etymology which will lend some countenance to this
idea. Natha means a master, a chief, a lord, Ayrya, a
term of high respect, of veneration, and applied to persons of
high descent. These two terms, in Ceylon, are applied (o
Budha, hut as a hyperbolical designation might on Continental
India be applied to Brama. Supposing this to be the case,
with the Javanese idiomatic Pa before a word and an after,
denoting the abode or situation of any thing, we should have
Pa-natha-ayrya-an contracted for the sake of euphony into
Panataran, meaning " the abode of the lord, the holy one."
The roomy balcony on the top of the basement story, and in
front of the steps which lead to the top of the temple, would
have afforded an appropriate spot, at a respectful distance,
from which to pay devotion to the sacred image above.

Large trees of a foot or two in diameter are growing from
different parts of the edifice, and having inserted their roots
between the layers of stone, which they have forced asunder,
threaten sooner or later to cause great destruction. To fell
the trees at once would perhaps only hasten the evil, but an
attempt has been made at partial remedy by lopping off the
branches and notching the stems, so as to let them die awuy
by decrees.

In front of the main building it a distance of about 40 or
50 feet are several other buildings or their remains, so that
there has originally been a group of which the one already
described was the principal, and seated furthest within an
enclosure, of which Horsfield says that it was "an extensive
area of an oblong form, which was surrounded by an external
wall of which the foundations can be traced throughout, ftnd
the whole was divided into three compartments." I obsei^d
no trace of this compass wall, still it is not impossible thafits
foundations may exist, were the rank weeds and tan/ed
bushes cleared away all round. Exactly in front of the sips
which lead up the face of stories No. I and 2 of the min
temple, is a small square building of hewn stone, resembl'g
both in size and structure those which form the lines of n-
compassing temples at Chardi Sewu. It contains a cen^l
apartment, the roof of which consists of stones set C
inverted steps, the walls are plain, and a pedestal still e*ts,
but its occupant has gone. The back of this buildin is
towards the main one, and its door looks thus towardshe
west, so as to face people entering the area* The buildir is
sound and perfect, and above the door-way are seen tine
neatly chiselled characters in relief, apparently a date, of \*eh
notice will be taken by and bye. Distant a few yards tohe
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south of this, so that the interval has formed a sort of gate-
way or approach to the main temple within, may be traced
the remains of another building, which is however now
occupied by the arched and spreading stem of a shady kiara
or ficus tree. It appears to have been wholly constructed of
brick. After scrambling up a heap of rubbish and ruins,
overgrown with rank weeds, you descend, as it were, into the
body of the tree, and which has been the body of the building,
which the ficus has grown round, and holding in its treacher-
ous grasp has disrupted by inserting its rootlets into the
materials. The bricks, it was said, had been, frequently
carried away for modern purposes, but entangled in the roots
both around and overhead, patches are still seen hanging.
In front, or to the west of this, are twx> large images of Gate-
keepers, resembling those found at Ghardi Sewu andPlansan;
and further out than these, but somewhat in a hollow or on
lower ground, are two similar statues, only much bigger.
They are each cut out of a single block of rock, are in a half
kneeling position, armed with a club, with prominent features,
and hair hanging in ringlets on the shoulders: they are botli
standing on their pedestals, but somewhat inclined and about
one-tl̂ ird buried in the farth. This has probably formed the
outermost vestibule of the group of buildings.

Returning towards the temple, on the left, are two oblong
platforms elevated about three feet from the ground, built
round with hewn stone, which in both cases are embellished with
sculpture, much in the same style as on the main building, re-
presenting human actions, with.various fruit trees often intro-
duced* Steps lead up to these at intervals, which appear to
hav^ formed the basements of halls of audience or assembly.
As there are no trace of walls having ever risen frtfm the sides,
it is probable that they were covered with roofs supported with
pillars of wood, and may have served for congregating together
to perform religious ceremonies, or even have borne the dwel-
lings of the priests in charge of the temple. The larger of the
two platforms extends from near the small temple with inscrip-
tion over the door, in a north east direction upwards of 50 feet;
VPi smaller one is to the west of this, and supposing the whole
gi'oup to have been surrounded by a wall, they would be placed
in the first area, on entei ing the enclosure, past the two gi-
gantic gatekeepers.

A little to the east of the larger platform, and a trifle nearer
the main temple than that with the inscription over the door way,
is another small isolated building, without however any interior
cell or apartment, being solid. It is of hewn stone and rather
dilapidated, also partially ornamented with sculpture, amongst
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which the most worthy of remark is the representation of a
plough at work, of the kind which is still used for working
sawahs, or the wet rice lands.

A few detached statues have been set up on end in front of
the main temple, these however have been more or less vio-
lently mutilated. Four, each about four feet in height, are
standing in a row, and are of the same general design ; two
of these have lost their heads entirely, whilst the two others
have only had their faces broken away. The reformers of
old appear to have evinced their zeal, by disfiguring the
laces of the images and not unfrequently by knocking off the
heads altogether. These four each hold a gada or club in one
hand, descending along the limb to the pedestal; on the
opposite side each has a small female figure reaching up only
as high as the hip. In the case of the two statues where the
head remains, the hair is combed back smooth, and then
bound round by a fillet, below which it hangs in ringlets on
the shoulders. Snakes are coiled round the bodies by way of
girdles, but no other distinguishing marks exist to point out
whom they may be meant to represent. Their character
appears to be that of warders or door-keepers, though of a
different class from those gigantic ones which we above no-
ticed as guarding the outer entrance. Near them is the
roughly hewn figure of an unfinished image, which appears to
be on a similar design and is of some size, probably so, left,
at the eatastropby which desecrated the sanctity of the
temple, and dispersed its votaries: this, however, is import-
ant as showing that occasional additions were made to the
embellishments of the place. For the convenience of visitors
a pondoppo or shed has been built amongst the ruins, at each
of the four corners of which is seen the statue of the watcher,
or door keeper, the counterpart of the giants at the entrance,
only in miniature. They are perfect and uninjured, and little
more than a couple of feet in height From Horsfield's des-
cription they, in his time, appear to have served as porters to
the entrances of the platforms above described. Near this
pondoppo and at the south west angle of the main temple, is
another small and thatched shed just large enough to give
cover to a stone slab covered with inscriptions in ancient
characters, but so time-worn that it would be no easy matter
to decipher the words were even the latter known. Horsfield
seems to have brought this to light, as it is in all probability
the one of which he speaks as follows—" In cleaning up part
of the rubbish that surrounded t ie southern sides of this
edifice, (the main temple) I was fortunate enough to discover
a monument covered with an inscription of the usual size
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and form; but the characters have suffered much from
time.'1

We have now taken a review of the whole of the group of
ruins, which are still surrounded by a dense forest, and which
may still conceal unknown treasures of%rt The soil ia rich and
the Areca palm trees frequent in the thickets around. Only
two small hovels exist at hand, located on the stream of water,
which we crossed after leaving the carriage, but should po-
pulation encrease sufficiently, they would soon be able to
convert these softy undulating and rising grounds into fertile
plains of cultivation.

From the numerous traces of antiquity scattered over this
part of the country, there can be no doubt that at some period
it has supported both a numerous and intelligent race of
people, but the remembrance of them has melted into the
dimness of remote ages, and now only a few vague names are
preserved. Our attendants, at the head of whom was the
Widono of the district, Kromo Laksono, informed us that
Panataran was built by order of a chief called Kendam Su-
moro Dono, assisted by his younger brother Kudo Chgpoko,
and they even mentioned, though with evident diffidence, that
these were the children of Dewa Kasuma. According to the
most circumstantial of the accounts given by Raffles, this
Dewa Kasuma appears to have flourished in the tenth century
of the Christian era. He sent his children to the continent
of Ifodia to be instructed in the religion of Brama, from
whence the eldest returned married to the daughter of one of
the ; greatest princes of that country, and was attended by
afyle artists of different professions and Troops for a body
guard. These were the parents of the celebrated Panji.
Panji's father succeeded to the government of Janggala, but
Kediri became the inheritance of another brother, whose
beautiful daughter the princess Chandra KftYana (moon-beam)
Panji subsequently married.

It has been above stated that the inscription of a date is
seen over the doorway of the small detached stone chandi or
temple, which only of all the group has an interior cell or
chamber. This inscription is cut in relief as well as the
edging round it, and flower-like ornament, at beginning and
end.*

It in all probability represents either 1241 or 1281, a slight
discrepancy of small import, in determining the antiquity of

* The author here givei * copy °' the inicription, and with a view to deter-
mine the date, compares it with fix other inscription! which he elfo |i?ee»
We ehall insert this portion of the paper with lithographs of the fotcriptioni e»
i note—at the end.
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the place, The era alluded to will be of course that used in
Java, viz., that of Salivahana which is 7£ years behind that of
Christ. This is a comparatively modern date, and being
only 120 years previous to the destruction of fitajapahit, must
belong to its palmiest day. It cannot, however, escape at-
tention that this superb temple at Panataran, supposed to be
of Brama, skilfully built of hewn rock, and embellished with
well executed historical designs, far surpasses any of the re-
mains of brick buildings found in the neighbourhood of the
ancient capital of Majapahit; in short that it evinces a higher
knowledge of the arts, a greater influence of religious feeling,
in order to have procured the unwearied exertions and labour
of a people in rearing so elaborate an edifice. It must be
remembered that this date is not found upon the main build-
ing, where it is natural to suppose the founders would have
placed it, had they been desirous thus to commemorate their
undertaking. On the contrary it is placed upon a detached
and subordinate small temple, o( a style of architecture totally
different, and varying from the other buildings here, in the
circumstance of having an interior chamber. For what statue
this chamber was designed, it is now impossible to say, as
the occupant has disappeared. This Ghandi itself is still
very perfect, but being small and substantially built is cal-
culated to endure for a long time, so that it is impossible to
draw any inference respecting its antiquity as compared with
the main temple from the mere state of the materials, for
though the latter often shows considerable dilapidation, *this
has been caused by its affording better hold for the root.* of
trees* which have been the cause of disruption, whilst the
chiseling of the sculpture remains yet so perfect. It however
strikes me that this, as well as others of the subordinate
buildings, have been introduced at various successive periods,
and were probably the fruits of the pious labours of different
monarchs or men oT influence. The want of-plan or unifor-
mity in the distribution of the parts is further corroborative ;of
this idea; the designers of the main temple had too mucji
taste to have crowded together the other buildings in the way
in which we now find them, nor is it likely that they would
have housed over any other god, immediately in front of th<?
feet of their own great Brama, standing in the open air^
This inscribing of dates appears to have first come into1

fashion in the 13th century; none of the finest monuments o£
Java present any—there are none at Boro Budur, Prambanarit
nor Singo Sari, but several of 1200 and odd, have been foun$
in Kediri on stone monuments or zodiacal cups, whilst in the*
following century they become very frequent amongst the?
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rude buildings of Sukuh. That occasional additions, or em-
bellishments were added not alone to this, but also to other
temples, is evident from the half finished lion-watchers at
Boro Buriur, and it will be remembered that at Panataran,
mention has been made above, of a roughly hewn and un-
finished figure being found within the area.

Sucb edifices as Panataran, Singo Sari and many other
works of art found at this end of the island, can hardly be
attributed to the unaided exertions of the Javanese. The
religion to which they belong is without doubt that of the
continent of India, and most likely the Hindus were mainly
instrumental in bringing them into existence. In early ages
the trade in spices was a good inducement to bring the Hin-
dus to Java, and the intercourse was probably considerable.
It must have been so when Dewa Kasuma ventured to send
his children to Tndia to be educated. They returned with
numerous Hindu followers, and as their father shared out
amongst them the sovereignty of the east end of Java, it is
probable that they and their immediate descendants emulated
each other in embellishing their capitals and in rearing religi-
ous edifices, in which they would be guided and urged on by
their foreign friends. To this period, therefore, I should be
inclinjed to ascribe the date of the best and most scientific of
those/works, which would be in the 10th end 11th centuries of
the christian era. At a later period the Arabs began to mono-
polize the trade, and the Hindus, subdued and humbled by the
Mahometans at home, appear to have lost much of their an-
cient energy and enterprise.

rrhe day was fast drawing to a close before we could tear
ourselves away from this interesting spot. We returned
along the road we had come, and as the evening was closing
in, many large wild hogs bounced before the carriage, or
the graceful peacock with magnificent tail moved slowly out
of the way of the horses : here would be plenty occupation for
a sportsman* Before we got back to the neighbourhood of
Blitar, the full moon was shining brightly, so instead of turn-
ing to the right to "Kapanjen" we continued our course down
the incline, in the direction of the great river, to visit the
government Saw mill at Gaprang. This mill, situated about
2£ pauls from Blitar and nearly four from the main river of
Ngujang, was put up, about the year 1830, by Mr Williaoi
Stavers who at that time had a lease of the country. It is
in just the same state in which he left it, and though well
enough for private enterprise, 17 years ago, when first erected
in theneighbourhodd of plenty of teak forests, it is now, as
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a government establishment, hardly worthy of mention. It
consists of a small brick building just large enough to con-
tain the Saw frames and scaffolding for the timber, which is
brought up On an inclined plane ; a small water wheel is the
moving power, and two very old Javanese, brought by Mr.
Stavers from about Samarang, the engineers who keep it at
work. They are father and sen, the latter however, looking
very little the junior of his gaunt sire. 'The population about
G op rang are employed as Blandongs or wood-men, being
exempted from other service. The teak timber in the neigh-
bourhood having long ago been all cut down, they have now
to drag the trees from a great distance from beyond the Bali
Agujang which alone is four miles distance. Beyond the river
is the wild district of Ludoyo, where a good deal of timber still
remains but where it becomes every year more difficult to
obtain it, the most accessible being of course taken first. The
people are paid one guilder copper per beam as a gratifica-
tion on arrival at the mill. We were informed that it was
now impossible to supply government with timber of CO feet
length. The few logs which we say lying at the spot' were
only about 20 a 20 feet and quite green; the saw dust on the
frames also was soft and wet, showing that no care is taken
to collect and season it in the first instance. This object,
however, could not be obtained, without a strict injunction of
the chief government; under the present system, a depart-
ment in want of timber, no sooner learns that there is store
at Goprcmg, than wet or dry, they get authorization toj use
it. Plantations of young teak trees have been made about
Goprang, which are thriving very well but it will be many
years before they will be fit for the axe. The mill is now
evidently badly situated, as the timber has to be brought
from across the Agujang four paulsup the incline, there sawn
and carried back to the same river to be transported subse-
quently along it. A situation therefore somewhere nearer its
course ought to be selected, and if the stock of timber in
Lodoyo is sufficient, a more efficient piece of machinery
might be put up.

On our return, close to the village of Gaprang we were
shown some antiquities hard by the road side, situated
under a small open thatched shed. These consist of five or
six objects, the principal of which are two figures now set
on end and facing each other; they resemble in body and
features, with goggle eyes and grinning mouth, the porters
or watchmen so often found as guardians of the temples.
They are, however, in this instance quite naked and present
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a most indecent sight. One which is rather larger than
the other, measures 3}* feet from his rump on which he
squats, to the top of the head. In manu sinistrA comprehend-
at ingentem erec tan tern penem, which is 2§ feet long and
reaches nearly to his chin, having a diameter of six inches,
and being thus out of all proportion with the size of the
statue. His right hand is seen clicking up his right foot
by the ancle, whilst a'leer of triumph is depicted upon the
countenance. The copious hair of the head is combed back
and hangs in a sort of queue .between the shoulders. To
this figure the natives give the name of Kiai Gedi Gaprang.
The image opposite is somewhat smaller, being only 2i feet
high; is also squatting on his rump, with each h^nd clasping
a knee, the legs of which are stretched asunder, with the soles
of the feet standing upon the pedestal. 'I his figure is also
quite naked, and has formerly borne an erect penis, which
has reached to above the navel, it is now knocked off and
has left a rough furrow along the belly to which it was
attached. This circumstance has induced many people to
consider this statue that of a female. This is, however, a
mistaken idea; if the rough fracture may be a disputed mat-
ter, the scrotum which still exists below on the pedestal
must at once decide the sex. The countenance of this figure
is expressive of surprise or dismay, apparently at finding
the one opposite so much better gifted than itself. A third
image is that of a porter, of the usual description, about
whi<?h there is nothing indecent; it is four feet high, the
facs* and features are very well executed and in a full state
of preservation. A few other objects are in the shed but
call for no particular remark. Mr Stavers says that Kiai
Ged6 Gaprang and his associates were found, where they
now are, by some of his people, ia search of large stones to
be used about the erection of the saw mill; they were nearly
covered with earth and had to be dug out. No ruins of
buildings or temples have been discovered in the immediate
neighbourhood to give a clue to what purposes these images
may have been subservient. ^ We did not view these remains
nor yet the saw mill by the light of the moon alone, but were
attended by people bearing bambu flambeaux, which afforded
the light of noon-day. It was past 8 o'clock before we got
back to Kapanjen, where after a hearty meal, we were glad
to get to rest to prepare for the exertions of the following day.
Some antiquities have been brought together in front of the
house of Kapanjen. The most remarkable of these is a large
squatting monkey 2J feet high. He wears a chawat or
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cloth round his loins, has a tail cocked up close along the
back as far as the neck, wears a neeklace of twisted rope or
rattan, from which is suspended an ornament which dangles
on his breast; in his left hand he holds a round ball, the
upper part of which* is broken off; the mouth is open and
shows eye or dog teeth ; there is a row of curls round the
forehead passing behind the ears, but the head is otherwise
smooth. There is also the figure of a peacock seen end on in
front. The wings are spread out and the tail stands erect
behind the head, with which it is in contact; the beak has
been broken off, but the topping or crest is still perfect.
Two or three small nandis or bulls couchant are here, the
largest of which, a couple of feet long, has lost both his
hump and horns but is otherwise perfect. There is also a
naga's head and a few others of less note.

'I hough Blitar is still a wilderness, and a few years ago
was even more desolate than at present, yet from the nu-
merous remains of buildings and antiquities which it contains,
there can be no doubt that at some former period it was the
abode of a numerous and stirring population. Had they
not, however, left these monuments behind them, their very
existence might have hardly ever been suspected. From
what remains, however, there can be no doubt that the
Hindus were the prime movers in the civilization which
then existed, and that those Hindus were of the Braminical'
persuasion, as is attested by the images left. From what
part of India these people came, or what was the amount of
political power which they possessed, it appears now
impossible to say: whether that footing was gained *n
consequence of the connexion of the children of Dewa Ka-
suma with India, and thus that the strangers were admitted
as friends and allies, or that the story is if a fiction invented
by national vanity, for the purpose of concealing from pos-
terity the successful invasion of foreign adventurers"—is a
matter which I will not undertake to determine nor even
speculate upon. That the influence of these strangers was
considerable and exercised at an early period, is evident
from their having given Sanscrit names to some of the most
stupendous and conspicuous mountains of this part of the
island, thereby assigning a local situation to many of the
objects of Hindu mythology or romance. Thus we find
mounts Arjon, lndrokilo, Indorowate, Semai, and Kawi on
one range, whilst Bromo and Semero are within sight on
another. In .addition to the derivation, which has been
attempted of Panataran, it may be worth while to notice,
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that Sanscrit origins may be traced for Blitar and the two
adjoining divisions of Ludogo and Senggoro, in the absence
of any Javanese meaning attaching to the words. Bala and
its derivitive Bali imply might, ability, courage, power.
Bali was also a virtuous sovereign of Mahabelipura, who
was tricked out of the dominion he had obtained over earth
and heavens, by Vishnu; yet in consequence of his great
merit, he was left in the sovereignty of Patala or the infernal
regions, liara signifies other, different, and Bala or Bali-
itara, contracted into Balitar—or blitar would imply "another
dominion," which would be an appropriate name for the new
settlement of adventurers who had failed in obtaining power
in their own country or who having, in the vicissitudes of
human affairs, been ejected from their rightful patrimony,
would willingly compare their lot to that of a distinguished
personage of their fabulous history. Luddaka is a hunter
from Lubdhaka; bychanging the final and constructive for
into ;/«, we should have a noun signifying sf" hunting place,"
which may have always been an appropriate name for the
country between the Kali Ngujang and the south sea, as
being badly supplied with water from the low calcareous
rocks of the south coast, it could never be brought into the
same state of high cultivation as the lands of Blitar on* tie
opposite bide of tLe river, enjoying a copious supply from
the lefty volcanoes of Kawi and Klut, and may have thus
always afforded the means of enjoying the pleasures of the
chase. Senggoro may have its origin in Sangaram or San-
garama (the final m and ma are constructive) meaning a field
of battle. Though I never heard of even a tradition which
mentions any particular battle as fought here, still the sup-
position is not wholly devoid of probability, as it is just in
this part of the country, that traces exist of a brick wall,
built from the flanks of the Kawi and terminating at the
houth sea after a course of upwards 20 miles. Such walls
are not built till after frequent invasions and battles have
suggested their necessity. This wall is known to the Java-
nese by the name of Botololo implying " brick and mflrtar."
Its foundations are said to be still visible in many places,
but our route did not lay across its course. It may have
served as a barrier between two states, the capital of one of
which may have been Blitar and of the other Singo Sari.

Supposing the lords of Blitar to have had a direct com-
munication with the continent of India, and the neighbouring
fctate of Singo Sari either a rival or inimical, that intercourse
must have been maintained by means of the ports of the

M m
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south coast, and it so happens that not far to the westward
of this part of the country, some very convenient harbours
are situated, asofGemak, SegaraWedi, Sumbreng, Panggol,
Segaralama, and still further west, the bay of Pachitan.
The suitable position and conveniences of Panggol have
within these few years recommended it to Government, who
now collect produce there for direct shipment to Europe.

On enquiring of the regent of Kediri, he distinctly and
totally disavowed that the ancient capital of Daha had ever
existed in this part of the country, its site he maintained ta
be the same as Prambanan, uor would he admit that the
Hindus had ever established themselves at or about the
present town of Kediri. Blitar, he exclaimed, was the place
where the Hindus were established, as if anxious to insinuate
that the place of his own patrimonial abode had never
suffered from their invasions.

[To be continued.']
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MAHAWANOSA.*
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CHAPTER VI.

A LONG period had not elapsed when Raja" Mdrong Po-
disat fell ill and died—and was laid according to the usage
towards the remains of deceased princes of consequence and
power. rlhe young prince and all his court were plunged
in grief, and the sad tidings were communicated by letters
to the two brothers and the sister of the former. Then all
the ministers and warriors of rank assembled to consult as
to what should b«' the young Raja's title. The prince deter-
mined it should be Raja Sri M£hdwangsa of Keddlf

This Raja became tired of living at the fort of Lankasuka
because it was now far from the sea. Then he directed his
four ministers to collect lime and shells in order to make a
fort and ditch, further down% because that river (or the
river) was broad, full and deep, and had an impetuous
current. The Sri Maha Uaja Wangsa, did not fail to go in
persou to look out for a fit spot for a new station—and as a
preliminary arrangement he constructed a temporary small
palace at a spot named Srokam. At this time the Raja had
born to him a son by the daughter of a Malayan Rdjd [no
name.] Not long after this time a letter arrived from the
Raja's elder brother from Siam. It was accompanied by a
great many splendid and costly gifts- It conveyed the
intelligence that the R£j4's elder brother, the Rdjd of the
country of Siam, had got a son, who was very handsome and
tall of stature, and that he was seven years of age. Sri
Mahawingsa was delighted to see all the gifts which arrived
along with the letter/ and he was only at a loss to send an
adequate return.

When the gifts and goods had been deposited' in the
palace, the R£j£ feasted the ambassadors; giving them
abundance to eat and drink, and appointed a pleasant resi-
dence for them.

* Continued from page 181.
t It may be here remarked that the Raja's took, and I beiie?e are now

allowed to take, any Malayan title they ehooie—thia conferring no degree of
authority upon them.
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One day when Sri M4hdw&ngs£ was holding his Court
amidst his ministers and officers of state, he addressed the
four ministers, requesting them tv> assemble all the gold and
silver-smiths, the iron-smiths and the carpenters of the
place. These artificers presented themselves before the
prince and received his orders. But it was very difficult
to please his highness, so that it took several years before
the present could be got ready. He even for a whil^delay-
ed the building of his fort. There was at length prepared
a golden tree, having golden flowers, and also one of silver
with silver flowers. There were brsides, a double pointed
and barbed [a] spear adorned with red gold and ferrolled
with silver,—a spear with a sharp slender point adorned
with gold and bilver, and a spear called "the flowered
spear'1 embossed with gold and silver, and weapons and
spears and shields complete for warriors.
These were all approved of by his highness, and ordered to
be sent for the amusement of his nephew, the son of the
Ildja of Siam, and in order that the name of the donor
should be exalted for the future. The gifts were given in
charge to a mantri, with a train of one hundred men besides
the Siamese envoys, and honorary dresses were bestowed on
the whole. The Kajk further instructed the envoys to
convey to his elder brother his request, that should he have
other children, he should not fail to apprize him of it, and
that if he hiILself should happen to be dead, the custom
should be kept up as regarded his descendants as evidence
of mutual fraternal affection. Then all the ministers and
envoys who were, about to set out, made respectful obeisance
and promised faithfully to repeat his highness* words to his
brother the R&ja .of Siam. So the party set out for the
country of Siam and some time after reached it. It happen
that the Raja there was seated in a large assembly of his
courtiers and state officers, and the young prince was also
present to witr ess the opening of the presents transmitted
from Kedda. The R&ja was very much pleased with all of
these, and at the play things which his brother had sent for
his nephew the young prince Then turning to the envoys
who bad brought theae, and the gold and silver flowers, he
inquired respecting the welfare of his brother, and Kedd&,
and if the population of his country was large or other-
wise. 'Ihe envoys replied in the manner directed by their
master. The U£j4 of Siam was exceedingly pleased with

[«] A barbed ipeir.
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their replies, and laughed and smiled at the news. He then
directed honorary dresses to be given to the envoys and
mantris, and directed also that they should be hospitably
entertained. The objects of tTie mission having thus been
accomplished, the Raja of Siam sent for the Kedda (envoys)
ministers and told theirx to Bay to their master—.«'if I
should have a son, or if my brother should have one, let the
present custom of sending gifts be observed. Let our bro-
ther make in such an event, similar gold and silver flowers
with those now transmitted, and forward them to us,
because our son has been quite overjoyed at beholding such,
and they will be capital play things for him. Since my
son saw these beautiful objects, and cast his eyes on the
arms and appurtenances, he has felt no desire to return to
or enter the palace/' "Your highness' instructions shall be
fally and respectfully complied with, replied the KedcU
envoys,, but your servants wish to represent that it is pos-
sible, for who can speak to the contrary, that Kedda and its
Raja may at some future period be involved in difficulties.
In such an event where can confidence be reposed ?—and

. from whence can succour be looked for, but in, and from
your highness ?" To this the Raja <«f the country of Siatn
replied—" if any such event should happen to my brother
or the country of Kedda, I will consider it as happening to
myself. Day and night T will reflect on this ; that what-
ever is injurious to Kedda is also so to Siam. and that
their interests are identical, mutual amity will exist for the
future betwixt the two countries." So the envoys returned
to Kedda.

« Jhu " S * Of Kedd& S r i Mdhdwangsa, was very much ffrati-
the flltttrfn J e P ° r t °H hiS T : O y S ° n their r e t u r n> and withthe flattering speeches and letter of his brother, and he

& C & S K L " 1 * t h e sifts'goods a»d * « * -
In this manner the Raja of Keddi continued to govern

his country-and he busied himself about the buUdL of
his fort and palace, collecting lime and shells for the mason-
ry work He also sent g.fts to his brother of Perak, and
to his sister in Patam, and acquainted them that their elder
brother the Raja of Siam had also got a son, for whom a
suitable alliance by marriage was desirable, as he was old
enough to become settled in life: [10]

There was in the palace of Sri Mahawangsa a girl who as
before mentioned, was a grand child of the Girgassi Nane
Men, the panghulu or chief, and Raja over the tribe and
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forces of the Girgassi. This girl, it will be remembered, was
exceedingly graceful and beautiful, and had a light yellow
complexion, and that on account of these gifts of person
she had been detained in Kedda when Nang Meri escorted
the U&ji of Si am to his destination. Now it so happened,
although unexpectedly, that the young prince, the son of the
R&ja, became enamoured of this girl, and wished to marry
her. The Raja tried all he could to prevent the match,
saying to his son that the girl belonged to a totally distinct
tribe, and that no one could tell what might be the result,
for observed his highness, "the children of such a marriage
may inherit the propensities, and sensual desires of the
Girgassi race, and thus eat flesh without cooking it." But
the prince was deaf to all remonstrances, and married the
girl against his father's will. This disobedience of the
prince so preyed upon the mind of the Raja, Sri Mahk-
w&ngsd, that he sickened and departed, [i. e. died] or
vanished, and was laid by his son, and ministers, and officers
of state, with the solemnities befitting the obsequies of great
Rajas. So the prince assumed the reins of Government, and
ruled Kedd£, following in the steps of his deceased royal
father.

About this time some one came unexpectedly [to the
R£jaJ and gave information that there was downwards or
seawards a small stream called Sungei Mas, which commu-
nicated with the sea; where the land and situation were
both excellent. His hi'ghness went to examine the spot and
approved of it, for the site of a fort and residence, and he
and his chiefs passed up and down with this intention.
Now it happened at this period that his highness had a son
by his princess, the grand child of the Girgassi. The child
was of an uncommon size to the beholders. His highness
was delighted, and after appointing the necessary attendants
from amongst the families of his chiefs, he named his son
Raja Maha Prit Duty a; and afterwards brought him up
agreeably to the usages of great Raj£s towards their children.
This young prince from month to month, and from year to
year, increased in stature. Now the Raja was still bent on
erecting the fort and palace at Sungei Mas. [11]

NOTES.

[10] We are here informed by our annalist that R&jdMarong Pho
di Sat wat laid or buried. Although, ai I shall have occasion here-
after to shew, the people of Kedd& were at this period worshippers
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"both of Buddha and of Si?a, it must still appear that cremation was
not practised. The word &irnpan or to lay, is the word used by
Malays when describing the burial of men of high rank. Within
what were once the precincts of the Hindu temples, I have indeed
found indubitable marks of the practice of burning the dead, but I
apprehend that these were the ashes of priests and persons who had
come from India to settle, or zealous native followers of the priests.
1 was fortunate enough to find during one of my excursions near
Gunong Jerrai, several ruins of ancient tombs where bodies were
interred, and from the size and materials of these tombs, of which
the ruins were sufficient to enable me to form a judgment, I con-
clude they may be the mausoleums of some of the Raja* named by
our annalist, especially as the sites correspond very closely with
those he describes, and were erected in the vicinity of temples now
in ruin. These tombs had been built so close to Sivaic temples that
they must have been erected before the introduction of Islamism,
The Malays who were along with me expressed their opinion,
founded on certain anatomical appearances which I cannot at pre-
sent describe, that the occupants of these tombs were not of the
Malayan race, but were most likely klings.

The Rajas of Kedda seem to have been given to locomotion.
Almost every reign was followed by a change in the seat of govern-
ment. This will help to account for the want of solidity in their
forts. These, if we may judge from the existing ruins, were
generally of mud-*and wheie bricks and stone3 were used, these
were built up without anv other cement than a tenacious clay.
The means of the first Raja*, the earlier ones at least, were doubt*
Jess rather scanty; and all their superfluous money appears to
nave been lavished on religious edifices—which last, in so far as
I have been able to trace them, were of a simple form, and of
moderate size, with hardly any sculpture to render them imposing.
We have preparations for burning shells for lime frequently
noticed—but I have not found any lime in any ot the ruins which
I have excavated, comprising all that were of any note. Coral
shells are the chief materials from which lime is now made in
Kedd£ and Pinang for architectural purposes, although limestone
abounds at no great distance—mounds of shells were found by me
near these sites—but probably it was found too expensive to use
brick and mortar. The Rajas, it should seem, effected their pur-
poses in those times, as they now do, by forced labor. No subject
dared then nor can he now venture to raise a stone edifice in
Kedda. Thus the ruins of the largest town would consist entirely
of those of religious buildings—and perhaps a very few public ones.

The first move is noticed as having been made down the river
(near the Muda) from Lankasuka—leaving us to infer that the
latter and original site could not ha/e been far from that river.41 Lankasuka was at some distance from the sea" meaning by the
coarse of the river—because ia a direct line it must have been
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close to the sea—unless a previous removal of the capita! under the
former name had taken place. Bui such iB not stated to have
been the case.

The river i« described also as being very tortuous, and as having
high banks, ft a'u res appertaining to it at the present day. Owing
to the last peculiarity the country is subject to inundations, the
sloie being from the banks

Traces of the wall of the fort of Srokam still eiist, shewing that
it was partly erected with the faterite found close at hand, and
lining the north bank of the river.

The mention of drink in the feasts shews that fermented liquor
or ardent spirits formed a part of them. In respect to artificers,
enough has been found by me to evince a fair degree of proficien-
cy in the working up of iron. The at tides composed of other
metals, chiefly bronze, appear to me to have been manufactured
in India—and perhaps some of them by Siamese.

The annalist tries to substitute the words '" play things" instead
of tributary gifts; in order to get rid of an unpleasant conviction ;
for gold and silver flowers are at the present day the accustomed
rnaiks of vassalage and subjection, which the court of Siam exacts
from its distant provinces. The value of these is very indefinite.
It may range from lh.ee thousand to ten thousand dollars.

There were no reciprocal gifts betwixt the Raj& of Kedd& and
his son and daughter, respectively of Perak and Patani—because,
as we may infer, he had no necessity for appeasing them.

There is no mention either, of the decease of the three heads of
the colonies thus sent forth.

[ I I ] Young Malayan princes emancipate themselves at an eirly
age from parental authority, paying however at the same time %
due respect to their parents. They are generally reckless spend-
thrifts. Indeed in these days of the decline of the Malayan power,
it is a rare thing to find a rich Malay under the rank of a Raja,
while the richest of the Rajas, would be reckoned very poor weie
he an Indian one*

In the text it will be seen that our author has fallen into another
slight inconsistency, for if the Raja really held the belief that the
Girgassi were evil spirits, how could he have taken the girl into his
family. ^ He is very prolix and tautological in his accounts of
royal births. I have omitted all such repetitions.

Sungei Mas was explored by me. It is a small stream falling'
into the old channel of the Muda river. The appearance of bricks
scattered about, tends to coiroborate our author's account of it. I
excavated the ruins of a brick building without finding any thing
to indicate its original use The .Raj& however did not finish his
intended buildings at Sungei Mas as will appear afterwards.
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CHAPTER VII.

His highness set about building the fort and palace at
Sungei Mas. But while so engaged he was suddenly seized
with an illness which soon proved fatal. He was succeeded
by his son Wong Maha Prit Durya—and the government
was carried on by him and his ministers, and other officers
agreeably to royal usages. The new Raja did not approve of
the spot which had been selected at Sungei Mas, for a fort.

His highness was wicked and mischievous, and gave him-
self up almost entirely to jungle sports ; and passing up and
down the river in search of some favorable spot for the
formation of a fort and palace, and a new town or settlement
for his people. It was not long before he pitched upon a
spot below the river district, and so near to the sea that the
noise of the waves beating on the shore could be distinctly
heard there. But the qualla or embouchure [of some stream
our author seems to mean] which was in the sea there, was
at some distance from the spot selected, although fish could
be conveyed up to the latter in a fresh state. Here at length
the new settlement or seat of government was established
with a fort and palace and town.

It was agreed upon in consultation betwixt the Rajd and
his four ministers, and other chiefs, that a deputation should
be sent to Acheh, in order to obtain hewn stones, carved
with flowered patterns, to be used in the construction of the
fort, for Acheh was a celebrated place for its numerous stone
cutters and gravers. Envoys were accordingly selected by
the four ministers and embarked on board a prahu, in which
was an assortment of merchandize, and also some presents.
These chiefs prepared the letter for the Raja* of Acheh by
order of Maha Prit Durya. In this the prince of that
country was requested to accept of the gifts and complimen-
tary presents, and to send back a supply of rare and well
carved stones of the kind required; adding that the price
was no consideration in the present instance.

Now this Raja Prit Durya was very ambitious to have his
forl adorned with rare stones and brilliant mirrors. But
his tyranny became daily more grievous. He heeded no one
but imprisoned and put iu chains whoever fell under his
displeasure.

The Raja called his fortKota Aur[i.e. the fort of the varie-
gated bom'bn] because the vicinity afforded forests of that tree.

The Raja then mounted his elephant one day and arcompa-
nied by all his court set out on a tour of inspection of the
coast along the main land. He wished to see the islands

N n
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lying off the shore, and the large extent of land which had
already been left by the recession of the sea. His followers
found many wild truits which they ate

Pulo Srai had by this time become part of the main land
and was called Gunong Jerrei. Pulo Jumbool also had be-
come attached to the main shore, and was then some way
inland, and it got the name of Bukit JumbooL There was
also Pulo Giryang nearly in the middle, and also Pulo Tun-
jong, both of which had been annexed to the main land, also
by the receding of the sea, and lay some distance inland.
His highness proceeded round Gunong Jerrai straight to the
main land..

In the meanwhile the elephant Kama]a Jadhari arrived
from Patani, bringing with her a young one of great size, and
amidst the large concourse of people who surrounded the
RajS, she was recognized by one of the old ministers. "My liege,
said be, addressing his highness the R£j&," here it the super-
naturally gifted elephant, of old called Kamala Jauhari, come
from Patani." His highness waved his hand, and alighted
from bis elephant* When Kamala Jauhari and her young
elephant saw this action of the Raja, then they raised their
trunks above their heads and came running into the presence
of the Raja, and made obeisance just as if they had been men.
His highness patted them on their heads and trunks, saying,
"oh Kamala Jauhari! when did you arrive from the Patani
country." The sensible animal on hearing this question took
up a leaf of a tree and breaking it into two pieces gave them
to the Raja, implying thereby that she had arrived just half
a day back from that moment. Now in those days no animal
could be found possessed of the gift of speech, so the elephant
adopted signs. [The Mahometans believe that animals once
on a time could speak.] So his highness named the younger
elephant Pulang Hari, upon which it nodded its head in
assent.

The R£j£ then bid Kamala Jauhari convey him into the
forest in quest of fruits. So on they went followed by the
whole cavalcade, shouting, and hunting all kinds of game.
What numbers of animals were hunted by the R£j& and
caught by the aid of the two Patani elephants, and what
quantities of the flesh were dried, besides what were con*
sumed on the spot, when the party halted for the night. The
ponds and pools afforded plenty of fish too, for sport, and for
curing. The whole multitude was loaded with game; and
the elephants, what quantities of dried meat and fruit did
they not carry away ? After ten days bad been spent in this
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manner, the Raja* returned to his hall and palace, on the ele-
phant Jauhari. The game and fruits and dried fish on the
elephants were then deposited in the palace. His highness
next directed the female attendants to bring out plenty of
dishes of rice and fried fruits, and preserves, for the two
elephants. After this they went away straight to Gunong
Jerrai, and they caused the Raja* and his four ministers to
dream that they, the two elephants, would be found either at
that mountain or at Patani, and that should the Rajd or bis
ministers require them they must burn incense and fragrant
gums, and oner sinto and lime juice, and invoke the names of
the two elephants. [12]

NOTES,

[12] The following observations may serve to illustrate the fore-
going paragraphs:

The expedition to Aehin appears to have been the first one
undertake)} from Kedrld I have found in various directions sculp-
tured 6lones of the kind now workeJ in Achin But the quantity
imported in one or two small prahus must have been very insigni-
ficant, and 1 suppose therefore that these stones were only intended
to embellish porticos, or to be used as capitals or bases to pillar*
of ordinary architecture. The*tone ii called by our author 4 hill
rock/' The slabs I have found consist of granite, sand stone and
clay and chlorite slate.

The outlines of Raja Bersiyongrs fort are still to be traced on the
north bank of the Muda river, and I many years ago excavated
several mounds scattered near the opposite bank, in the British
territory, and found them to be the ruins of temples dedicated to
the Buddhist and Hindoo worship combined, although I suspect
Siva was he'd the most honored shrine. I have followed the tract of
the R&ja in his excursion round Gunong Jerrei, and the appearance
of the country verifies the description given. The forests here
abound in flowering trees, many of which bear edible fruits, and
game is plentiful. But venison is the flesh generally most prised
by the Malays as game. It is dried in the lun as here described,
and sold in the bazars. Dried buffalo flesh and salted ducks' eggs
form still a part of the exports from Kedda. I have appended a
sketch to shew what I apprehend to have been the extent of country
occupied by the Hindu Rajfc.

The account of K6ta Aur is quite correct. By the sinuosities
of the Muda river, then called '< the rive-," the distance of the sea
must have been a pull of perhaps three hours, while in a direct Ii m
the sea could and now can be reached in less than an hour.
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CHAPTER VIII.

It must not be forgotten that all this while the inhabitants
of Kedda were seized, put in chains, or impiisoned, at (he
caprice of the Raja. The four ministers were exceedingly
vexed at these manifestations of the Raji's disposition, for he
had become very violent in bis temper, and disdained to
follow the wise councils, and system of ruling, of his ancestors.

Now his highness had married a lady, the daughter of a
Malayan R&ja [still no name.] She was handsome, and
moreover much liked, so that all those who had complaints
to make preferred them to her. The mantris were also much
attached to her; and sent their wives and children to visit
her, to try and persuade her husband the R£j& to have more
forbearance towards bis subjects.

At this time the prahu returned from Acheh bringing va-
rious kinds of cut, and carved stones, for the building of the
fort. These stones were of mountain rock. So the men
worked on.

One day while his highness was holding his Court, he
requested an old minister to approach his person, when he
thus addressed him," I pray you, my lord, to inspect my teeth
for I feel an irritation in the places of the two side teeth [a]
like the symptoms of tooth cutting." The old mantri (laconi-
cally) replied. " Tusks, your highness." " How can that be,
said the latter laughing; if these are to be tusks, why did
they not appear along with my other teeth when I was young."
"But, said another minister, if your highness will permit me,
pray what food does your highness most approve of ?" Amang
Maha Prit Durya laughed and rejoined " As to my meals I
eat a stew or curry of leechek," that is a dish of the stalks of
greens stewed and curried down with their leaves. "Your
highness, observed the minister, would find advantage in leav-
ing off eating this dish of greens; as they are apt, if used
frequently, to produce worms in the teeth " "This may all be
very well my lord, but I have been used to this kind of dish
from my youth upwards, and cannot now give it up."

Then all held their tongues, but each one of the assembly
was now aware that the tusks of the R&ja had appeared. So
they called him the R&jA Bersiyong or Bi-siyong, or the
tusked Rdja. Rajd Bersiyong continued daily to attend the
workmen at his fort until the sun was high, when he took
the bath and then went to his breakfast. It happened one
day that his highnesses cook was preparing the accustomed
dish of curried greens for his breakfast. In this process she

[a] <• G|&i minli/'—I Interpret thU "canine teeth."
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accidentally cut her finger, but in tying the slight wound
quickly up, she did not perceive any blood. So she put all
the condiments into the pot with the greens, and set the latter
on the fire. While stirring the curry it happened that a
single drop of blood fell unintentionally from her finger into
the pot. Even had she desired to cook another dish, she had
no time for it, because the Raja was ready to eat his break-
fast. So she hurriedly put the dish of greens into the bicha-
na or tray and sent it up to R&jd Bisiyong, who partook of
the rice and the curried or stewed greens; and mixed his
rice with the liquid portion of the curry. His highness
relished this dish exceedingly, as it was sweeter and more sa-
vory than any that had previously been prepared for him. So
after he had finished the whole, washed his hands, and eaten
betel, he drew his sword and exclaimed, "where is the cook who
dressed the curry" ? When the cook came before him, he
enjoined her to faithfully tell him with what condiments she
had seasoned the curry he had just eaten, so as to make it so
supeiior to all her previous culinary performances, for added
his highness, "if you do not fully acquaint me, you die instantly
by the edge of this sword." The cook who was a woman,
reflected in her mind, that death would be certain whether she
told the truth or not, and tjjat it would be best to speak the
truth at once ; which she accordingly did, throwing herself
on the Raja's mercy. His highness thereupon sheathed his
sabre, and said to the cook—" Well if this be the case, it is all
right." He then rose and proceeded to the audience hall, and
called aloud, "where is the captain (panghulu) of the life-
guards ? When the captain arrived, his highness said to him—
*e Is the person under my sentence for empalement for this day
Still unexecuted." The other replied in the affirmative. Then
said the R6j£, "take this cup, and after filling it with his blood,
bring it back quickly to me." The guards-man did as com-
manded, the man was executed by him, and the cup of blood
was delivered to his highness. No sooner had he got the
cup into his hand than he went to the kitchen, and ordered
the cook to dress a dish of curried greens or spinach without
delay. When the whole had been about half prepared on the
fire, the Raj& came close up himself, and asked the cook
what quantity of blood she had dropped from her finger into
the former dish. She replied about a drop. So he increased
the quantity to three drops which he put into the pot, and
then returned to his dining room. He enjoyed this second
dish far more than the preceding one. Accordingly on the
morrow be bad another person executed, and got a curry
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made of his heart and blood, and be directed the blood to be
poured out and a sauce to be made of it*

The Raja found all this a great improvement to the relish
of his meals, and so it became his daily custom to have such
dishes served up to him. All other food he loathed, and he
went on until he had fairly cleared his jail, and absorbed all
the out of jail prisoners who were in chains or in the stocks.
It mattered not to Raja Bersiyong, whether the delinquen-
cies of these men were trifling or of magnitude, all of them
were sacrificed to his horrid gluttony. But he had no inten-
tion to stop here, after he had thus exhausted his stock of
criminals, he had some person seized daily to supply his meals*
It soon however become known to all, that the Raja had
become an eater of human hearts and blood, and the prime
ministers became sadly affected when crowds of people came
to complain to then?. Here one had lost a father, there a
sister or a wife or other near relative, whose fleshy hearts and
blood, Raja Bersiyong had devoured, [13]

There was a man named Gumpar of Sri Gunong Ledang
hill, a consummate villain. He was versed in all kinds of
knowledge, good and bad; and his body was impervious to
steel. Now this fellow being confident of his own skill per-
mitted himself to be seized by the Raj&'s people.

On account of his thus putting himself in the way of being
seized, people thought that he bad slain a man; he was for the
supposed offence carried before the Raj&, who no sooner
beheld him than he rushed down with his drawn sword ID his
hand, and ordered him to be killed. Gumpar exclaimed
"This Raja does not justly examine into cases, but sits
quietly down and orders people to be slain "

The Raja" being enraged at this speech, approached Gum-
par, sword in hand, to cut him down. "Is Raja Birsiyong
mad, that he wishes to inflict punishment before he has ex-
amined the charge against me ?" said Gumpar.

When the RajS, heard these expressions, made as if with
the intent to provoke him to eat men's hearts and blood, his
sword descended swiftly on the body of Gumpar cutting
away all the fastenings which held him, but without inflicting
any wound on his person. Gumpar laughed and said, "your
highness will have a full feast to-day on my heart and blood,
will you ?" Quickly then did Bersiyong cut again at Gumpar,
but he missed him. Then he cut and slashed away, but
Gumpar smiled and remained unhurt and immoveable. The
Raja called out then to all his people to slay the man. So
they eame and stabbed and cut at Gumpar with all kinds of
weapons, but made no impression upon his person. " See said
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Gumpar laughing, this mad Raja* trying to get my heart and
blood, but cannot succeed ! perhaps he may get the heart and
blood of some beast instead."

The Raja not listening to this language, again tried to kill
Gumpar with a spear, and all his people assisted in thrusting
and cutting at him ; there was a great hubbub, and people
outside of the fort were astonished to learn that there was
amokihg within it. Gumpar was hard pressed, but he now
turned his body a little and assumed the shape of a boar of
immense size and having prodigious tushes, and rushed with
speed betwixt the legs of Raja Bersiyong, who was thus rolled
over, and whose spear was broken, and its head snapped off
in two. But that huge boar was not wounded. The boar
again ran straight at the Raja, who however did not receive
any wound, his clothes only being torn and scattered. So
Bersiyong snatched his sword once more to try his strength,
for he cared not for his own person, and hundreds came to
his assistance. The boar feeling" himself rather getiing the
worst of it, suddenly stirred and shook his head and body, and
became a fearful tiddong silla or hooded snake, the girth of
which was that of a cocoanut tree, whose tongue was lolling
out, and whose eyes were large as cymbals.

The people amazed, dispersed, only a few daring persons
remained and beat the snake. Men again assembled in
greater numbers with loud shouts and noise to destroy the
snake. The latter pursued the Raja who sought for shelter
behind a tree. And now arrived the four ministers with the
government officers and numbers of attendants ; who drawing
their swords entered the fort to arrest the tumult. The
snake did not like this accession to bis opponents, so he con-
verted himself into a very fierce royal tiger of great size and
length, and then roared tremenduously like thunder, or the
noise of the day of judgment, nothing in reality could be
louder, while it was also mixed with the cries of men. So the
crowd dispersed.

The four mantris hereupon presented their blunderbusses f6]
at the body of the tiger, which although it was not wounded,
felt very much pained, and all the balls glanced off his person.
This attack made the tiger seek safety in flight. Having:
sprung towards the fort-gate and got safely out, he escaped
to the forest without being seriously injured. [14]

The four chiefs having thus by one discharge each, driven
off the tiger, proceeded towards the hall of audience, to see if

\ b] Of course this is an embellishment of the historian as the blunderbuss
was not known to the Malays until the advent of the Portuguese.
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there was any one else fighting, and on their way they found
the Rdj& concealed and destitute of clothes behind the tree.
They gave him part of their dresses and escorted him into
the audience hall. Here they bad all the broken arms col-
lected, and here they learned the cause of the uproar, and the
real conduct of the Raja, and his horrid propensity to eat the
hearts and blood of his subjects, whether they were criminals
or innocent persons, and that he had quite abandoned himself
to this authropophagism*

The four ministers having consulted amongst themselves,
proceeded one night into the Raja's presence, who just come
out to hold his court. These ministers thus spoke—"May it
please your highness to cease from slaying your subjects in
this manner. We have constant and loud complaints from
mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters, of your cruel be-
haviour.'1 "My lords, I desire that you will not again address
me on this subject. I am resolved to continue executions as
hitherto." "If this be your majesty's sentiments, then it is
plain that some time hereafter our own families nnd descendants
will be sacrificed. When your highness shall have driven all
the strangers out of Kedda, and the ryots shall have sought
safety in other countries, where then, may we ask your high-
ness, will you find people to attend jou and obey your be-
hests? Where we ask, after you shall have eaten the flesh,
hearts and blood of the remnant that may have not escaped ?'v

" If replied the R&jd, it should thus qpme to pass and that I
shall be left alone, what can I say then, but that I must pa-
tiently continue alone. If 1 cannot find people to kill, then
I will leave off the custom you complain against." "If your
highness determines thus to persist in opposing us four, we
have no course open, but to oppose and resist your highness,
for ¥io such practice as that of eating the flesh, hearts and
blood of men, was ever heard of from the days of your
forefathers up to your highnesses reign."

"Well, my lords, if it is your intention to attack and try to
kill me, then we shall resist you to the utmost of our power "
The four chiefs hereupon descended from the audience hall;
and while so doing said to his highness—"We advise your
highness to strengthen the defences of the fort and ditch, for
we will certainly attack you, and this be assured will we do
without fail." Raja Bersiyong now entered his palace and
acquainted his wife and concubines, and all the inmates and
persons present, with the intended attack of the ministers and
the alleged cause for it. He also directed all his officers who
were in the fort to have the guns ready on the ramparts, and
to bring forth and place in readiness all the other arms; and
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he especially directed that the four angles of the fort should
be well manned. Now there were in the fort only about five
hundred of the RAja's slaves, servants, and dependants, all
ready armed, upon whom he could repose confidence. So ha
stood prepared to meet the attack-

When the four mantris had reached their houses, they or-
dered that on the morrow all the able bodied ryots should ba
assembled from both the upper and lower districts on the
river. The Gundang Raya, a great drum, was also beaten,
such being the signal for the people to collect with arms in
their hands. The order was promptly obeyed, because the
people individually hated the R&J& for his tyranny and can-
nibal propensity.

The wife of R&j& Bersiyong beheld with great anxiety the
evils likely to be inflicted on the inmates of the palace, and
the people in the fort, on account of the wicked propensity
of her husband, and that all were likely to be killed for the
fault of one. She therefore selected four dayangs or maids
of honor, and despatched them with a message to the four
ministers, requesting that they would not destroy the fort and
palace or set fire to it, or in such an event all inside would be
killed. This mission the messengers accomplished without
the Rdjd being aware of it. " If your mistress the Raji Pe-
rampuan, or queen, said the ministers, laughing, wishes to
save the fort and people she will join us, for we have no fault
to find with any one within the walls, excepting R&j& Bersiyong,
who we intend to kill." " Your lordship's advice will be duly
reported," replied the messengers—"But, urged the mantris,
you must tell the queen that if she denies to join our party,
she must direct that all the guns of the fort shall be loaded
with powder only, else there will be slaughter on bftth sides,
and much" mischief be experienced hereafter."

The queen entered into the mantris' project with alacrity
and good will. She sent for the panghulu of the fort and the
captain of the guards to attend her secretly. When her
highness met them she said—*' Oh panghulus, you are old men,
and enjoy the confidence of RAjA Bersiyong, you know his
present inclinations, and are aware of his acts. The mantris
have acquainted me with their wishes," which she here repeat-
ed. The two panghulus replied—" Your servants are ready
to do what they can, and to consult with all the people in the
fort and palace." The queen informed the two chiefs of the
communication she had with the four mantris, and what they
had advised. The two panghulus took leave promising to
attend to the queen's wishes, and meanwhile busied themselves
in (apparently) obeying the orders ot Rfcja Bersiyong,

o -
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The very numerous forces of the mantris having been all
collected and found well armed, they arranged them into four
bodies, for each of the four angles of the fort. The war
drum was then beaten in order to raise the valor of those who
might be afraid. Then the four columns marched at once,
and simultaneously assaulted with terrific shouts, the four
angles of the fort. Raj&Bersiyong too was not idle, he buck-
led on his arms, and about his waist he rolled a cash mi r shawl
which was forty yards long. Around his head he wreathed a
twisted fillet of cloth, and he put.on his person a gold enamell-
ed kris. A scarf covered his shoulders, the two ends falling
down behind, and his jacket was of gold flowered satin of the
kind called biji bayam luruh or " scattered seeds of greens.0

His appearance was surprising, and he looked as if he would
set the whole universe in fire. He wielded a barbed and
shining spear.

Being fully equipped he rushed out of his palace and along
the ramparts, directing the guns to be shotted and fired, and
spears, and other missiles to be cast down at the assailants,
and all the gates of the fort to be closed and locked. The
noise and uproar arising from the combatants at the argles of
the fort shook the very walls, while the volumes of smoke
from the tins hotted guns, turned day into night. Thunder
could not have been heard amidst such a tumult of comba-
tants. How then could the cries and lamentations of the
terrified women and children be heard.

Now the four ministers observed with apprehension, that
the ground was quite slippery, so as to prevent their men ap-
proaching the walls, until the sharp stakes had all been thrown
at them* from above. However they were not wounded but
only bruized a little by these missiles. The fouj; ministers
were greatly enraged and quickly ordered half of their men
to go and cut wood in order to make ladders or siggei and
torches for scaling the walls. When the men heard this
order some of them staid to fight, another party went to cut
the wood required, while a third, which had been just about
to climb the wall heeded not the din, but bore the brunt of
the attack made on them by those from within the fort.

Those few who succeeded in reaching the top of the wall
dropped down again like flowers falling from the branches of
a tree, or like children at play. The bright arms flashed like
lightning through the murky clouds of smoke, and both sides
fought sturdily for seven successive days and nights, deaf to
the noise and confusion, and without fear.

Raja Bersiyong supposed that the slaughter all this while
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must have been great, so he kepi fighting. Bui at the end of
the time noticed, the four ministers stormed the wall at the
head of their men, with loud shouts and cries. R&ja Bersiyong
instantly ran hither and thither animating his people to fight
the guns, and charge the assailants, but his astonishment and
rage became unbounded when he discovered that not a man
had been killed on either side; and learning that the four
ministers were in search of him, he quickly fled out of the
fort by a small private port in the east face, and escaped into
the forest* The ministers on hearing of this, settled that
two of them should follow the Rdja's reported tract, and the
other two should search for him within the fort, in case the
report might be untrue. When Raja Birsiyong heard the
clamour of those despatched to kill him he took to flight in
real earnest.

His arms, accoutrements and clothes lay scattered about on
the path. In this way he was pursued till next day, when the
chase ceased, as the Raj& could not be overtaken and slain.
Such being the state of affairs the four chiefs resolved in the
open hall of audience to assume the reins of government. So
every one returned quietly to his house and business. At that
time therefore there was no Raja" in Keddd.

But the care and protection of the fort, and the palace and
their Inmates, devolved on these four mantris, because Raja
Bersiyong had neither son nor daughter who might have
succeeded him in the government of Kedda.

NOTES.
[13] We are left in the dark as to whom this " Malayan Raja"

was. Indeed the locality of the Malays is nowhere mentioned.
As our author was a Mahometan, he and the people were doubtless
ashamed of this cannibal propensity in one of the Rdjas of their
country, and therefore in vented the itoiy of his having tushes like
Uirgassf to account for it.

This Rajfi is the only one of the Pagan Kedda family, whose
name is familiar to the Kedda Malays of the present day ; and he
figures as a sort of rawhead and bloody bones, to keep children in
order.

We are not to suppose that Raja Dersiyong eat greens only.
These formed the chief ingredient io his curry. Female cooks are
always employed by the Malays when they are married or can
afford it. The wives and female members of a family prepare the
food, and tie men only cook, when they cannot help it. Occa-
sionally a man may be found who does not use the betel compound,
which is generally as indispensable a necessary of life as salt.
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It appears that the Captain of the Raja's guard was the
eiecutioner, which is the case also in China. [ l ] In flagrant
cases of crime, the Malays of this coast punish by empalement,
and also, like the Siamese and Burmese, by cuiti ng open the body
from the breast downwards. This last punishment was inflicted
by one of the chiefs of Kedda during the rebellion of its Malays
against Siam in 183031 upon the person of a Bengal man of
Pinang, formerly a sepoy in the corps I commanded, who had
joined tlie insurgents but was suspected of treachery.

[14] The whole of this account of Gympar is merely one of the
Malayan modes of describing ihe acts of a hero. But our author
has made the Raja's subjects rather more disposed to assisj him
that might have been eipected from them, liable as they were to be
any day served up at the Raja's table* The mention of blunder-
busses is quite out of place, as such weapons were certainly not
then known.

£T] Davlss9 Chins.

[T§ b§ continued.]
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A FLW PARTICULARS RESPECTING THE N1C0BAR ISLANDS.

By the Rev* J. M. CHOPARD, Missionary Apostolic.

As far as my acquaintance with the natives of those islands
and their language enabled me to carry on my investigations,
during a stay of about 2 years amongst them, I do not think
that the amount of the whole population spread or scattered
over the Nicobar Archipelago, exceeds the moderate amount
of 8,000 souls; of whom about 2,000 inhabit Carnicobar.
Theressa where was 1 settled had a population of about 500
souls.

Being but slightly acquainted with few of the languages
of India, I am not able to trace back through that channel the
origin of the savages of those islands. The shape of their
body, and particularly the features of the face, incline me to
believe that they belong rather to the Hindoo race, than to
the Burmese or Malayan. The hair is not of a deep but
rather slight black, the eyes black, the nose aquiline, the
body well shaped and proportioned ; the stature exceeds that
of the Burmese and Malays. The Nicobarians are strong
and capable of carrying very heavy burdens. I have seen some
of them carrying without any trouble 200 cocoanuts. I had
with me a large trunk filled with books which I was hardly
able to move, one of the natives, to my great surprise, placed
it upon his shoulders, and walked a good distance without
being apparently fatigued.

All the inhabitants or aborigines belong to the same race.
In the islands of the south it strikes me that there is some
mixture of Malay blood, in those parts too the Malay lan-
guage is very extensively or rather universally known.

I have much questioned the natives concerning their origin
and the epoch when their ancestors landed first on those
shores, but nothing satisfactory upon that important point
could be obtained. ^ The impression their different stories
has left upon my mind is that from a very remote period the
Nicobar Archipelago has been inhabited. It is hardly neces-
sary to notice that their narrations upon that subject ended
invariably in ridiculous and puerile fables, to which no credit
can rationally be given. The absence of any monument
whatever will probably leave the question for ever unsettled.

The language used by the Nicobarians is polysyllabic,
abounds in rowels, and its pronunciation is harsh and far
from being harmonious. After my arrival, when I heard tbe
liutives speaking, it appeared to me that the sounds formed in
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Hie throat came out through the nose, and that the tongue,
the usual instrument for producing distinct sounds, had very
limited functions in their language. Voting boys, as speaking
generally more distinctly than grown up persons, were my
teachers at first, until my ears had been practised to the
hearing of such confused sounds.

The chief food of the Nicobarians is the pulp of the cocoa-
nut, yams, plantains, papayahs, fowls, and above all pigs,
which abound in those Islands. It is not uncommon to see
round a single hut, 40, 50, or 60 of them. The quantity of
pigs killed and eaten is almost incredible, yet the Nicobarians,
however voracious, separate the grease from the flesh, and keep
it separately for culinary purposes; they never eat, or rather
devour anything, but the flesh, and that for a single festival
day. To satisfy my curiosity I saw and counted 75 large
pigs killed for satiating the wolf-like appetite of the inhabi-
tants of a inconsiderable district Gf my Island. In this respect,
the Chinese could not be a match for the Nicobarians.

Notwithstanding this immoderate use of food, the natives
are seldom to be seen with those nasty and disgusting ulcers
so common amongst the Chinese who belong to the poorer
class. They are attacked with many cutaneous diseases, but
not of the worst kind. I do not recollect having ever met with
a single individual marked with the small pox, a circumstance
which induces me to believe that that disease is quite un-
known in those Islands. Twice a year almost all the inhabi-
tants are attacked with a severe cough accompanied with
fevers. The Nicobar islands are famous as a place where
strangers are inevitably attacked with a most violent fever.
My unfortunate companion fell a victim to its malignity, I
very narrowly escaped, and at last was compelled to go to
Mergui on the Tenasserim Coast for the recovery of my most
debilitated health, yet, I believe that, with a stock of good
medicines and especially quinine, one can live in those islands
and successfully check the fever. The probable cause of the
unhealthiness of the country is its uncultivated state, the
number of streams stopped in their course by fallen and
decayed trees and plants, and forming many swamps and
marshes. Should the country be cleared of its jungle, so far
as to afford a free circnlation to the air, I have no doubt that
the Nicobars would not prove a more unhealthy place than
other countries situated under the same latitude. Although
fever seems to spare partly the natives to a certain extent, the
period of their existence is confined between narrower limits
than that of Europeans,—it is exceedingly rare to see men
living beyond 60 years, and women 50. From what I heard
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from the natives, population is certainly on its decline, and
should Christian civilization not to come to the help of those
wretched savages, the time is probably not distant when they
will have disappeared entirely, as so mary wild tribes have
done in different parts of the world.

The Nicobarians do not possess the slightest knowledge of
a Supreme Being, they have no religious worship whatever,
unless we give such a name to the superstitious ideas they en-
tertain concerning the souls of the dead. They dread much
the souls of wicked people, because they believe that after
their demise, or the separation from their earthly abode, those
souls retain their former malicious propensities, and endeavor
to annoy the living. The Nicobarians believe that they can
propitiate those evil spirits by making to them some offerings.
It is customary among them to make great rejoicings on the
occasion of the funeral of old people. The defunct, previous-
ly to his departure from this world, fattens a number of
pigs and fowls, which are to be eaten on the occasion of his
funeral. Next to this, in point of folly, the parents invariably
bury with the corpse all the small property belonging to the
deceased, such as clothes, or rather rags, silver, knife, &cc.
This is the reason why the silver they get in exchange for
their cocoanuts, or which they rob from vessels which happen
to fall a prey to their rapacity, disappears almost completely,
without affording them any profit.

The Nicobarians hold in dishonor simultaneous polygamy,
but do not scruple at all about successive polygamy; that
is to say, they never keep more than one wife at once, but
they are easy in dismissing her for the slightest motive, and
taking another. The dismissed wife is not considered as dis-
honored, but can easily find another husband. This is perhaps
the principal reason of the comparative sterility of those
women, notwithstanding their being of a corpulent and stout
complexion. The females are universally far from being fair,
and indeed they are probably the ugliest in the world; they
shave their heads in order to add, as one would believe, to
their natural ugliness and deformity.

The chief productions of the country are the cocoanut and the
betelnut. The cocoanut tree grows on the flat ground, chiefly
along the shores and in the valleys. The nut is not of a large
kind, but filled with a thick pulp which yields more oil than
the nut of a longer kind. The yams of Nicobar are probably
the finest in India, both in size and quality. Oranges are very
•abundant and remarkably sweet. Vaiious sorts of plantains
are to be found. I had taken with me some seeds of different
kinds of vegetables, they grew remarkably well, and their
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taste appeared to me not inferior to those of the same kind
I had eaten here. There is no timber of a large description,
the hilly part of the country is covered with a high grass
which the natives are in the habit of partially burning every
year.

The Danes are, I believe, the only Europeans who have
made an attempt to coloni2e those islands. In about the
middle of the last century they settled at Camarta, but the
little colony was soon swept away by the fever. It is said
that many Danish Missionaries died in that island, their
tombs are still to be seen, of course in a very decayed state*
When I went to that place I was so weak and exhausted,
that, to my regret, I could not go near them. The mission-
ary efforts appear to have been entirely unsuccessful, although
they laboured during a period of nearly 30 years. I have
found among the inhabitants of that Island no vestige at all
of Christianity. The only thing which is likely to perpetuate
the remembrance of the Danish settlement, is the great
number of wild cows which have multiplied from the stock
brought over by the Danes.

In time of war the Nicobar islands have often afforded
a shelter to vessels, sometimes they went there to get water ;
Admiral Suffren when cruising in the Indian seas touched
there several times. During the late war the French priva-
teers anchored several limes in the harbour of Nan cowry,—
up to this day the natives have retained many French words,
mostly those coarse expressions which are chiefly used by
sailors. I njust say that they appear very quick in picking up
a little of the languages used by the navigators who visit
their islands; they understand besides Malay and a little of
Portuguese, English, Hindustanee and Burmese.

The only iron weapons they use are those they receive
from foreigners in exchange for their cocoanuts, such as
knives of different sizes and spears. Some of them possess
muskets, but use them very little. They are much afraid of
that weapon; a single man by pointing at them a musket
would probably make them run away like a flock of sheep.
Their favorite weapon, which is peculiar to them, is a sort of
javalin which they throw to a great distance of 50 yards,
they often poison the point of the weapon, and the poison
they use is a most subtle one.

From what I have seen of this people, 1 do not believe
they are naturally cruel and fond of spilling the blood of
their fellow creatures. They have an aversion for such a deed,
yet cupidity or the desire of procuring things they are fond
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of, cam prevail upon the inhabitants oF the southern islands to
perpetrate murder. Silver either coined or in other shapes,
seems to have a peculiar attraction for them, and is the article
which chiefly induces them to commit murder upon the crews
of vessels they suspect to have on board money or silver
things. Cowardice accompanies them in the execution of
their nefarious designs. They wait for the moment when the
poor sailors are not on their guard to fall upon them and
dispatch them as quickly as they can, but they would never
dare to make an open attack even upon a native crew.

The following instance is an illustration of their way of
attacking and murdering people. I vouch for the accuracy of
the fact** which I am about to relate, as I heard the story
related to me by different natives on the very spot where the
murder took place.

This year about the end of January, a brig coming from
Calcutta anchored at Caramata Islands, in a place called
False-point; the vessel was commanded by a Native. There
was on board either a European, or a half caste (he was
dressed like a European) a Chinese carpenter, and a crew of
about 25 lascars, half Malays and half Bengalese. After
having taken on board about 1,000 cocoanuts, the boat with
a part of the crew was sent on shore to take water; they
were well received by the natives, who invited them to rest
and drink some cocoanut water:—the treacherous offer was
gladly accepted by the unsuspecting sailors. When they
were quietly enjoying the refreshing drink, a party of natives
hidden behind bushes, rushed out suddenly and with their
large knives killed the poor sailors before they had time to
act in defence, at the same time another party went to-the
vessel, as they were in the habit of doing; the sailors were
eating their rice, the natives instantly fell upon them and
soon dispatched them- It appears that they did not stab the
captain; but three stout men seized him by the waist, and
smashed his head upon the deck; this being done, they plun-
dered the vessel; having taken what they liked, they brought
to the vessel the corpses of those who had been murdered on
shore, made a hole at the hull and sunk her.

An inhabitant of that island, about 35 years old, told me
that he recollected of 7 other vessels which had been cut off
in the same manner; at great Nicobar island, a still greater
number of similar deeds have been perpetrated, because the
inhabitants are more cruel than in any other place.

Pinang, 2nd June, 1844.
p P
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SIR JAMES BROOKE'S EXPEDITION AGAINST THE

SAREBAS PIRATES.

ON a former occasion I forwarded to you a list of the
native flotilla, which was ready to put to sea with Sir James
Brooke in his recent expedition against the pirates of Sa-
rebas.

The expedition set out on the 25th March, and visited
every river between Sarawak and Sarebas, in hopes of find-
ing the enemy, but without success. In the course of a few
days the flotilla was joined by Drahus from various rivers on
the coast, which I did not formerly reckon, but which were
as follows, in addition to my former list:

Samarahan, additional 5
Sibuyows, do. 4
Sarawak, do. 7
Sadung, do. 10
Linga, do. 12
Sussung, do, 5

Former list 55

98 prahus.

This formidable flotilla was led by four boats of the H. C.
Steamer Nemesis, under the orders of Mr Goodwin, and
•whilst the gallant commander Captain Wallage with his
Steamer guarded the Sarebas river, the expedition entered
the Kaluka, and at once ascended both the right and left
hand branches of Lipat and Sussang. At the former place
the Malays were found trading with the pirates, and having
been advised to be cautious in future, became guides to the
interior of the Rembas branch of the Sarebas river.

At the distance of about 60 miles, up the Lipat from the
sea, a force of about 2,000 men was landed, and was absent
for three days, during which time it captured several places,
and destroyed large stores of rice and salt. Ihis land force
was so slightly opposed, that it was conjectured that the
men were mostly absent, either to defend the fortified po-
sition of Truh on the Rembas, or preparing to attack some
other place. The latter conjecture was found to be qprrect.
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The flotilla next returned to Sarebas, and at the mouth of
the Rembas, one small advance boat sent on to reconnoitre
encountered a piratical force (or as it is here called, a balla)
of about 4() boats, which guessing the approach of the Sara-
wak expedition, returned in the utmost haste, leaving behind,
rice, fire-wood, and some cooking pots, all which articles
were very acceptable to our Dyaks.

After further beating up their quarters in the Rembas to
the full extent that prudence would permit, with so small a
force of Europeans, the flotilla left the river Sarebas, and
the people proceeded on their return to their separate homes.

Ten boats from Sadong however went up to the mouth of
the Linga river, intending to join a party of Balows in an
excursion up the Sakarran, and as they lay at anchor, they
were attacked during the night by from 100 to 150 Sakarran
boats, which came down that river, for the purpose of sur-
prising the town of Banting in the Linga. A conflict ensued
of some duration, but as the Banting people and the Balow
Dyaks with about 35 prahus hurried to the assistance of
their allies, the Sakarrans fled, after losing four large prahus
and some men, and when the last accounts reached Sarawak,
the Sadong and Linga people were ia hot pursuit of the
pirates up the Sakarran.

The Sarebas balla driven back from the mouth of the
Rembas, was evidently to have joined this large Sakarran
force, and one good resulting from the expedition has been
preventing the murder and devastation which this fleet
would have committed.

The enemy received serious damage in the interior of the
Rembas, and will feel sensibly the want of that first neces-
sity of life-—salt, now that the intercourse with Lipat is cut
off.

A. C.
Sarawak, 20th April, 1849,
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FIVE DAYS IN NANINO.*

SECOND DAY.

[Wednesday, Wth February, 1847-]

WE slept at Abdulrahman's and next morning proceeded
to Ganong Ayer Panas. Near Port Lismore are a few small
tombs where the officers who fell in the Naninir war lie
buried, and which help to perpetuate the remembrance of
proceedings which cannot be viewed on any side without
dissatisfaction and pain. A day's intercourse with the people
—a peaceful, rural race—had convinced me as much of the
inhumanity as I had before been of the impolicy of the war.
Tie only apology that can be found for it is in the supposi-
tion that those functionaries whose negociations and reports
brought it on, laboured under an entire misconception of
Naning and its inhabitants. A European travels with a sense
of such absolute security amongst agricultural Malays* and
is treated with so much deference and friendliness when his
own manner is courteous and friendly, that it is hard to con-
ceive that anything short of a supercilious behaviour, and a
despotic disregard of rights and prejudices, could provoke
them into an armed resistance of an European government.
The truth is the Malays are essentially a peaceful and not
a warlike people. It is their keen seLsibility to injuries and
their child-like attachment to their chiefs that incite them
to war, but I believe the great mass of those who join the
standards of the chiefs are not animated either by a warlike
feeling or a love of fame, and would prefer remaining in
their kaiftpongs. The Malay, if left to himself, is indolent
and unwilling to be roused out of his usual state of content-
ed repose, but his prejudices, attachments and superstitions
are deeply rooted, and may be easily worked upon.

After crossing the valley we rose over a broad undulating
hill, Bukit Jalatang,f which was at firat open, but soon be-
came enveloped in jungle, about twelve years old and thirty
feet in height. After proceeding half way over this hill,
Abdulrahman led me through the jungle on the left, and by
a path which none but a Malay could have traced in the
thick brushwood, to a hollow varying in breadth from 6 to
30 ieet, 8 to JO feet in depth, and filled with large leaved

* Continued from p. 41.
t The Jatatang ig a email shrub the leavei of which stiog the band slightly.
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marsh plants of several species. In the bottom were five
pits at some distance from each other, which Abdalrahman
had dug a few years ago in search of gold. He had got a
little, but not enough to make it profitable to continue the
search. This indifferent success he attributed to the defect
of skill in the pawang whom he had employed. The section
made by the pits shewed the following beds :

1. Upper layer of clay or mud. 2 feet
2. Angular fragments of quartz mixed with

sand 1 § to 2 „
3. Sand. depth unknown.
Gold was found in all the pits, disposed very sparingly

and in minute particles in the second layer, or rather where
it passed jnto the third. The quartz fragments, varying in
size from 5 and 6 inches in diameter to minute particles,
lay heaped around the pits. Some were whitish, but mo*.t
had a bluish color from the presence of hornblende, occas:on-
ally in fine veius, but generally diffused. The h rnblende is
undergoing decomposition, which causes the quartz to yield
readily to the hammer. The rock exactly resembles some
of the rocks of Pulo Ubin* in the old Straits of Singapore.
The nuriferous quartz vein is horizontal, but whether it was
so originally, or this has resulted from the gradual formation
of the hollow, by the washing away of clay and the decom-
position of the hornbelende causing an inclined vein to
disintegrate and subside to the level of the bottom, I could
not ascertain. None of the fragments are in the least rounded
by attrition^ One of the pits was dug close into the side of
the hollow, through 3 to 4 feet of a brownish yellow clay,
being that of which the upper soil of the hill consists, to a
layer of bluish clay which when exposed to the air, had
rusty stains, and in which the quartz fragments were here
imbedded. This clay is evidently a decomposed felspatho-
hornblendic rock. The matter in the bottom of the pit has
a decided taste of iron.

Gold is believed to be under the care and in the gift of
a dewa or god, and its search is therefore unhallowed, for
the miners must conciliate the dewa by prayers and offer-

* Theie interesting rocks I have described in the Transaction! of the Batt.
?ian Society.

f See some remarks on the important subject of the origin of the tin and
gold containing layers of the Peninsula, Sketch of the Physical Geography of
the Malay Penintula (Journ. Ind. Arch. Vol. II p 105.) The valuable des-
cription of the minerals and mines of Banka, by Dr Honfield may be consulted
throughout with advantage (Ib Vol. II p 373, 705,799.)
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ings, and carefully abstain from pronouncing the name of
God or performing any act of worship. Any acknowledg-
ment of the sovereignty of Allah offends the dewa who im-
mediately " hides the gold" or renders it invisible. At some
of the great limbongan mas or gold pits in the Malay states
of the interior, any allusion to the deity subjects the unwit-
ting miner to a penalty which is imposed by the Panghulu.

There was no trace of laterite at or near the gold pits or
the path to them. We returned along one side of the hollow
which rapidly widened and deepened till it became a small
shallow ravine. As we proceeded along the public road,
laterite soon appeared in the form of gravel, scoriform
blocks, and occasionally intermixed with quartz as on the
road between Alor Gaja and Tabo. At one place fragments
of a bluish hornblendic quartz, similar to that in the gold
pits, were strewed about, marking the course of a similar
vein. So little accustomed are the Malay to connect their
observations and draw conclusions from them, that no one
would ever dream of looking for gold anywhere save in an
alluvial flat.

After crossing the broad surface of Jalatang, we descended
into the narrow flat of Ganong Kache, which runs to the
W. N.W. in a line which cuts the N. E. extremity of Gu-
noiig Tampeng. The next hill, B. Ganong, is also a wide
tract of slight clevition, and, like B. Jalatang, lateritic in
many places. The road at first lies through dense coppice.
Towards the northern side of the elevation the jungle retires
on both sides, leaving an open green covered with the com-
mon short and scanty grass, and dotted with shrubs. These
greens, which indicate the vicinity of villages, are very agree-
able. The jungles contain abundant matter for observation,
and in the heat of the day, save in the middle hours, form
a grateful screen, but the senses soon become in some
measure dulled to their beauties from constant repetition,
and the eye longs to be relieved from " the boundless con-
tiguity of shade." Hence we see with a keen relish the light
breaking into the depths of the thick entangled wood, the
trees scattering, and the little plain gradually opening. In
the morning a glittering freshness clothes the grass, and the
birds, which prefer such places to the hearts of the jungles,
flit about and make the spot cheerful with their notes. Fruit
trees and cottages soon appeared on the right while the
green continued on the left, goats cropt the grass and skip-
ped about, and the whole scene had a character at once so
peaceful and so lively that L felt disposed to retract the
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disparaging comparison which I had made when in Ram-
bau. After passing the village of Ganong, the road descends
to the side of the paddy valley on which Ganong lies,
but speedily rises again over a jungly spur of the hill,
which at first is strewed with a gravel of laterite or iron-
masked micaceous clay, but soon shews only a light
clay.

When this has been passed a comparatively wide open
tract is entered. The valley stretches up, bounded by
brushwood, to a grassy slope on which a bungalow stands
and towards which the roads leads over the flat. On the
right a branch valley runs to the S S. E. and, as we advance,
another is seen on the left with a W. N. W. direction. Half
way to the bungalow and on the left side of the road,
a low fabric with clay walls and grass roof marks the hot
springs of Ganong, generally called Ayer Paiias. Behind
the bath, and stretching up to the road beyond it and into
a dense thicket behind, lies a pool or swamp of hot water,
covered with a thick, fat, pulpy substance of a reddish eolor
externally, formed of scum and leaves more or less decom-
posed and massed together. A few yards behind the bathing
house, and on the margin of the pool, a well has been sunk
and bricked round, Here the water continually rises ai d
runs into channels which convey it to the two bath rooms
when required, or, when not, discharge it on one side. I
stooped over the well and plunged my hand in, but the heat
was so much greater than 1 had anticipated that I imme-
diately drew it back The sensation was not merely physical.
For more than two years I had devoted most of my leisure
hours to the investigation of the geology of the southern,
extremity of the Peninsula, and I had gradually accumu-
lated a body of facts which confirmed the opinion, resulting
from my earliest observations, that the firm basis of the land
immediately before the period of repose which has lasted
till now, had been partially melted down or reduced by in-
ternal heat and the crust broken, bent, raised, and, where
not reduced or completely transformed, been in very many
places, partially calcined, iron-masked or otherwise altered.
I had frequently, amongst the islands around Singapore, come
upon low rocky cliffs which gave new and unexpected illus-
trations of the truth of this theory. But still the fact of
the land, now so stable, having thus, as it were, at one
stage and that the last in its history, been upborne almost
floating on a sea of molten rock, seemed to belong to a pe-
riod entirely separated from the present, and of which all the
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active forces had died out in remote ages.* In Malacca
and Naning I had every where seen the same fact repeated,
although often in different language, and nothing could be
more certain than that the country in which I now was,
formed with the southern extremity of the Peninsula one
geological region. The earlier events of their history had not
been the same, but at the latent epoch of action, both had been
embraced within the range of one great revolution, branding
them with the same character, and their history then became
oae. As I looked down into the well at Ganong and saw
the water bubbling up, and felt its heat in my hand, what
had been in Singapore a slowly elaborated theory, seemed
to announce itself directly to the senses. Here, at this
moment, and in open day, is the very heat, so to speak, that
has broken up and metamorphosed this region, and formed
the mountains, hills and vallies of the Peninsula, brought by
this water to the surface from its subterranean source,
probably even now uncrystallised. Coming after so many
explorations leading to new and sometimes perplexing facts
giving rise to temporary doubts, the unexpectedly high tem-
perature of this spring seemed to place me in the presence
of a living witness of the events which I had been seeking to
regain from oblivion.

A s all the hot springs in the Peninsula, and some at least
of those in Sumatra, occur in swampy flats, a comparison of
the physical features of the elevated ground surrounding or ad-
joining them may explain the mode of their production, and I
shall therefore mention those of Ganong. The flat or small
plain has a general direction of about S. by S. W.—N. by
N. E. It is formed by the meeting of three smaller vallies,
two of which enter its N. E. extremity. These are caused
by the extremity of a hill, called Bukit Sapom, interposing
itself between the bases of the two broad flat hills or raised
tracts which form the eastern and western boundaries of
the plain, and are here deflected in an easterly direction.
The other valley lies between B. Ganong (which forms the
southern boundary of the plain) and the base of the hill on
the west, which, on approaching B. Ganong, turns to the
W. N. W. 4 N. The outlet or continuation of the flat
runs S. S, E. \ S. between B. Ganong and the base of the
eastern hill; both of these, at this south-eastern end of the
flat, bending so as to give it that direction. It will thus

* I bed at first endea?oured to connect the Eaooerous evidences of Ancient
igoeons agency on the Peninsula with the active plutonic forces of Sumatra,
Journal of the Asiatic Society {Calcutta) 1847 p p 641—557,
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be seen that the flat ii formed by the meeting of four low
hills ; all of which appear to have widely extended surfaces.
These hills are more or less iron-masked, with the excepti-
on probably of B. Sapom on which no rocks were visible
on the line wLere I examined it, but which is a spur of a
wide undulating tract extending to Sabang and mostly, if
not entirely, granitic, as will afterwards appear. The hot
swamp lies, as I have said, between the road and the base
of the hill which forms the western side of the flat. I
could not approach it from the hill as the ground is there
uncultivated and swampy, but the thicket which rises out
of it extends nearly back to the hill, and is said by the
Malays to have a bottom of hot mud and water throughout.
The water must rise from more than one place, and the
quantity discharged is considerable, as, where it flows out
beneath a bridge across the road, it formed a running stream
three feet broad and three inches deep. Every day there is
probably discharged about ten thousand cubic feet, and as
it has a temperature of 110° the quantity of heat that it con-
ducts from the interior to the atmosphere must in the course
of ages be great .t

In the evening I walked to Sabang. The road lies over a
flattish undulating tract apparently of decomposed granite,
but no rock is visible. It is covered by patches of low jungle
and brushwood, and open grassy spots which are well cropped
by goats and buffaloes. On arriving at the first enclosed
cottages of Sabang, the ground rose on the left and some

f Dt DaabMiy in the last edition of his work on volcanoes (1847), conclu-
des from a review of known thermal springs that " thermal waters in general
afford indications of the more languid and continuous operation of that internal
Foice, which manifests itself in the volcano and the earthquake; " ( p . 571,)
of the whole number of thermal springs he had previously established that •' a
very large proportion of them arise Fiona rocks, which in their general aspect
and structure attest the operation of volcanic forces, at one period or another"
(p. 543), and with respect to the numerous hot springs which issue at places
at a distance from active or extinct volcanoes, he had shown that they are
generally connected with dislocations of strata which must have been caused
by plutonic or volcanic action (554 556); that the gases they in general contain
are those which volcanoes commonly emit (557-570); and that they are entirely
wanting over vast tracts of country where no volcanie appearances exist (p.
571). I have thought it necessary to state the results at which Dr Daubeny
has arrived, because in two work3 which are more likely to be in the hands of
most of the readers of this Journal then Dr Daubeny's,—Humboldt's Cosmos
and Mrs Somerville's Physical Geography—thermal springs are more exclusively
referred to the general internal heat of the earth, and therefore considered as
indices of the depth from which the water has risen. The spring of Ganong
is an addition to those proof* by which Dr Daubeny connects springs at a dis-
tance from volcanoes with volcanic action. It occurs at or close to the line up
to which plutonic action hai converted the rocki of the district into granite*
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large grey granite blocks were seen breaking through the
sward. The straight side of an oblong block ranged N. N.
W.—S. S. E., that of a larger one E. N. E.—W. S. W. and
another was sinuous. Thus the same characteristics which
are found in the apparently isolated granite of the coast, are
repeated as we approach the great mountain masses. On
another side of the elevation, where it slopes into a moist
hollow filled with sago and other trees, still larger blocks rise
above the surface- In the next elevation the granite changes
to reddish. The fences and fruit trees on the right mark the
continuous belt of enclosures with their cottages which form
the village A narrow paddy flat running about N. E . - S I V
interrupts them for a little, and from its edge a high and
steep ridge rises, called Bukit Marachet. It is the highest
point of a range running about N. N. E.—S. S.W which has
several summits, and all the higher parts of which are clothed
with original jungle. The west face of B. Marachet is bare
nearly to the summit ; abundant black rocks scattered
over the grassy slope, and the slight section made where the
public path skirts the belt of fruit trees, give some insight
into its mineral constitution. The fracture of the rocks
shews a friable quartz traversed by numerous small veins of
black iron crust (hydrated peroxide.) Occasionally the rock
is less quartzose, and its original form is then seen to have
been a micaceous sandstone. The unaltered sandstone may
even be here and there detected, but in general it has been
converted into compact iron-seamed quartz, or a black score-
ous iron hydrate. In one small rock all these various forms
were seen together. In many places the quartz passes from
an amorphous to a finely crystallized state, the crystals occa-
sionally radiating from a centre.

On climbing to the top of the grassy slope, a striking view
was obtained of the country in front. On the east and
stretching away to the south east, a broad and perfectly level
plain of rice lay beneath the eye, and through it the Suiigi
Tampin took its course. The undulating ground beyond,
which was thickly covered with cocoanuts, fruit trees and
cottages, bounded it with its irregular margin, presenting in
its wavy outlines and frequent advancing prominences, the
precise appearance of the indented shores of a lake or inlet
of the sea. Tue sense of the resemblance was heightened when
a Naning Malay who accompanied me, in mentioning the
names of the different places where the dry and elevated
bank jutted into the flat, used the word tanjong which I had
so long associated with the points or gapes of the sea coast
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and islands. One of the largest of these (Tattjong Rimau
Tiffer Point) was covered with gomuti trees, the dark heavy
foliage of which swelled finely above the jellow rice. Clus-
ters of black specks scattered on the plain marked where the
women were busy gathering the crop. The nearer margin of
the plain was partially concealed by the belt of fruit trees
which covers the base of the hill on which I stood. To the
S. by E. Panchur rose boldly, but it was striking to observe
that the granitic undulations of Sabang, over which I had
just passed, lay at a level so much below that of the partially
metamorphosed sandstone on which I stood. While exami-
ning some of the rocks a Malay sat down on the grass beside
me and entered into conversation. I enquired for books, but
although Sabang is the most considerable village in Naninsr
he did not think that any body but the Imam possessed one
At last he recollected that he himself had a manuscript,
and invited me to go to his house to see it. WLile I was
busy with my hammer an active by play between him and my
conductor went on. After he had learned all he could about
me, he asked why I broke the rocks and carefully wrapped
the chips in paper. My conductor offered various conjectu-
ral explanations which however were not satisfactory, for
every new glance at my movements irritated bis curiosity
a-new, and produced fresh speculations. I continued my walk
to the extremity of Marachet where it sinks into a narrow
flat, one of the branches of Tampin plain. Beyond this flat
the ground is sandy and undulating and probably granitic
like that to the south of Marachet. As jar as I proceeded
it was covered with kampongs and open grassy spots where
buffaloes were grazing. The farther I had come, Gunon«-
Tampin at every fresh glimpse of it appeared more bulky and
imposing, and it was with great regret that, at the fall of even-
ing, I turned back when I seemed to have reached its close
vicinity, and the vallies and hills were all drawing towards it,
and arranging themselves in obedience to some hidden law of
subordination to it. A little beyond the place where I turned
a dry prominence in the middle of a flat is called pulo or island.
On my way back I visited my new Malay acquaintance, whose
kampong and cottage were close above the paddy plain and
very neat. Unlike the Malays of Kfch his hospitality did
not extend to the offer of a cocoanut. My conductor asked
if he would sell one and a single nut was detached from a
tree, nor on its proving to be empty and diseased was it re-
placed by a better. Meantime the book was produced. It
was a little volume which had remained in the family from
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time immemorial, and of which the nucleus had been some
prayers in Arabic. To this various additions in Malay on
different subjects, and with a curious diversity and defective-
ness of handwriting* had been made from time to time. The
clerical art which would thus appear te have visited the
family in its rudest shape in former ^ears was now wholly
lost, for neither its present head nor any of its members could
read or write. The book was nevertheless, or perhaps so
much the more, highly respected and prized, and its owner
was horror-struck at my proposition to purchase it.

On returning 1 examined the S. E. slope of JVlarachet where
it sinks into the narrow flat that divides it from the granitic
tract of Sabang. An abundance of small black blocks are
scattered over it. Of these a considerable proportion have a
scoreous appearance, but many are of the true lateritic form. I
concluded that the junction of the granite and laterite was
here als§ in the flat, but as 1 was leaving I noticed a broad
greyish block on the margin of the paddy which proved to be
granite. I could trace the granite by the soil along the margin,
but although 1 searched till it was nearly dusk, I could not
find any line of demarcation between the granite and laterite,
or any rocks in which both forms were present* The grani-
tic block was from 20 to 30 paces from the lowest laterite
blocks. The position and composition of B. Marachet strong-
ly confirm the hypothesis that the plutonic action which pro-
duced the granite produced also the laterite and other iron-
masked rocks.*

One of the most striking features of the Naning villages is
the mode cf placing the graves. Instead of being scattered
about they are placed alongside of each other so as to form a
long mound; one grave in breadth, and lengthening by each
pew burial. When the ground does not allow of the line be-
ing further prolonged, another is commenced. The most com-
mon tombstones are rough granite slabs, as at Tabo. Flow-
ering shrubs are planted beside them. Several of these grave
rows are seen near the Erst cottages of Sabang as we enter it
from Ganong.

During this walk I met a great number of Malays. Their
general physical character was similar to that of the Malays
of the Malacca territory, but with this difference that the face
was rounder, the nose more flat, the nostrils more perceptible,

* I have since found granite and laterite in actual contact on the eait coast
of Battam, an island oppaiite Singapore. Many other obaer?ationa have for
tome time satisfied me that the hypothesis mentioned in the text ia correct.
Readera who are interested ia men enquiries may refer to this Journal Vela, I.
and II;
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the lips more prominent, the complexion darker and redder,
and the expression more open and less acute*

As I was leaving Sabang I met the Panirhulu followed by a
train of men armed with spears, and preceded at some distance
by a few women who hastily retreated to the rear when I
came in sight. The Paughulu stopped and with an air of great
cordiality took my hand in both of his, detaining it some
time and making friendly e n t r i e s . At last he released the
hand and delivered it to one of his train who, after bending
over it and making his salutations, passed it to the next and
so on until it had gone the round of the whole. When I had
proceeded, the party seized on my attendant and kept him
some time till their curiosity respecting the orang putlh and
his mysterious attachment to stones was satisfied.

J. R. L.
(To be Continued.)
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SAGO.*

IN most parts of the Indian Archipelago two kinds of
alluvial soil are found in greater or less abundance, one con-
sisting chiefly of sand often thrown up in long banks, and the
other chiefly of decomposed vegetable matter. The latter is
often a consequence of the production of the former, which
serves to keep out the waves of the sea, and allow a rank
vegetation to flourish. In process of time by the elevation of
the surface, and the extension of a similar formation seaward,
the older marshes are no longer subject to tidal invasion, and
become gradually filled up by the decay of fresh water plants.
For these two descriptions of soil nature has provided two
kinds of palm adapted in a wonderful manner to the necessi-
ties of man. On the barren sand she has planted the cocoanut,
and in tte morass the sago tree.

It is to the latter that we wish to direct attention, because
in our immediate neighbourhood, along the immense alluvial
tract of the Sumatra coast from Siak to the Lam pongs, and
in the large plains of the rivers of the Peninsula such as those
of Rio Formosa and the Muar, there are hundreds of miles of
sago land unoccupied and unproductive, every acre of which is
capable of yielding at the rate of about twenty thousand pounds
of meal yearly.

The sago tree is found, in one or other of its species,
throughout the whole length of the Archipelago, from the is-
lands off the west coast of Sumatra to New Guinea. It is
probably capable of flourishing with complete vigour across
nearly its entire breadth wherever its natural soil occurs, and
certainly within ten degrees north and south of the equator,
a band which includes all the Archipelago save the Phillip-
pines. The only countries however where it is found growing
in large forests are New Guinea, the Moluccas, Celebes,
Mindanao, Borneo, and Sumatra, being widely spread over
the Moluccas, but confined to particular parts of the others.

The sago does not appear to be indigenous in Sumatra and
the Peninsula, which is perhaps the reason why it is little used

• The following paper is composed chiefIy—1st, of an account of the mode of
cultivating and using the sago in the Moluccai which we have tranilated from the
Dutch of M. de Steurs (Tijdschrift. Neerl. Ind. 8th year, 3d. part, p. 367)
adding to it aome noticei from Valentyn and Forrest. 2d, of an account of the
cultivation of sago in Sumatra and the earlier itatiitlca of its manufacture in
Singapore, extracted from a paper in one of the early numbers of the Singapore
Chronicle, the contents of which we have obtained permission to use for this
Journal. To these we have added, 3rd, an account of the mode of preparing
the Pearl Sago of commerce by the Chinese manufacturers of Singapore at the
presents day and of the Singapore lago tride,
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by the Malays In the eastern parts of the Archipelago it forms
in many places the chief portion of the food of the inhabitants.
In Singapore we know it principally as an imported article pre-
pared by washing and granulation for the European market.
It comes to us chiefly from the adjacent coast of Sumatra and
from Borneo, and passes through the hands of Chinese refiners
before it is purchased for export to Europe. An account of
the production of sago in the eastern and western parts of the
Archipelago, the modes in which it is prepared and used by
the natives, and the process of purifying and granulating it in
Singapore, may help to fix attention on the fact that the Ar-
chipelago can furnish any required amount of meal, and
that its present high price is owing to the succession of rude
manipulations, all attended with wastage and expence, which
it unnecessarily undergoes Instead of being at once care-
fully washed and cleaned at the place of growth, this work is
there performd in a slovenly and imperfect manner, but with
more labour probably than a thorough purification by a good
process would require. It is then packed in small quantities
in leafy receptacles and arrives here dirty and sour. The
Chinese have now to do the whole work of cleansing over
again, with this disadvantage that the farina is no longerifresh.
Their process too, although far superiour to that of the Ma-
laya, fa imperfect, and involves a considerable waste both of
material and labour.

SAGO IN THE MOLUCCAS.

Amongst all the trees which we have yet mentioned, says
Valentyn in his account of the vegetation of the Moluccas, there
is none more useful to the Amboynese than the sago tree. It
shews itself at first, and for a long time afterwards, merely as
a bush or shrub, consisting of different upright branches
which are about 15 or 16 feet high, green, concave in the
inner side, convex on the outer, and smooth. On the lower
part of these, ong small thorns are seen, which stand in order
above each other like needles, the middle being always the
longest. The leaves, which are very long and small, stand out
on both sides of these branches, are longer, broader, and thin-
ner than those of the cocoanut, and have on the sides soft, erect
spines. In due time there rises from this bush a stem, which
having reached twice the height of a man, gradually loses its
thorns except those above, which also afterwards gradually
fall off. The branches, which become tolerably thick, have a
broad base called gu^uru, about three feet Jong and a foot
broad, being almost like a gutter which surrounds the stem and
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the next branch, und decreases to its top. The upper part of
the branch is called gabba gabba and is about the thickness
of tl:e arm at its top and much thicker below.

As long as the stem is immature the thorny branches at the
bottom protect it from the wild bogs who would otherwise
batten on the meal. It gives no fruit until all its strength is
expended and its death approaches, and when the branches
are strewed with meal, at which time small fruits like round
pigeons eggs shew themselves in great number at its top, like
a crown. These are green and when ripe sour, and they
finally become yellow.*

* Oud en N. O. I. Tbia appears to be Metroxylon Sago, or Stgus Konigii
The following botanical description by Dr W. Jack, of one of the Sumatra and
Malacca apeciea, &cyns (cevis, of which the accuracy is confirmed by Dr Gr'ffith
who adopts it in his paper on the Palms of British Eait India, appeared in
the Malayan Miscellasiea published at Bcncoolen :—

This valuable Tree rises to the height of about twenty feet, and is general-
ly surrounded by numerous smaller and younger plants which spring up
around it after the manner of the Plantain (Mvsa snpientum). The stem,
which is about as thick as that of the Cocoanut tree, is annulated by the
veBtiges of the fallen leaves, and the upper part is commonly invested with
their withered sheaths. The leaves resemble those of the Cocoa, but grow
more erect, and are much more persistent, so that the foliage has not the same
tufted appearance, but haa more of the graceful ascending: curve of that of the
Saguerus Rumphii: they are pinnate, unarmed; the leaflets linear, acute,
carinate, and smooth. The tree is from fifteen to twenty years in coining
to maturity, th« fructification then appeaia, and it soon a/ter decays
and dies. The inflorescence ia terminal; several spodices rise from the sum-
mit of the stem, enveloped in sheaths at their joints, and alternately branched.
It is on these branches that the flowers and/zuiV are produced, and they are
generally from five to eight inches in length. They are of a brown colour, and
closely imbricated with broad BCHriose scales, within which is a quantity of
dense ferruginous wool, in which the miuute flowers are imbedded and com-
pletely concealed. Each scale supports X^o flowers, which are hermaphrodite,
and scarcely larger than a grain of turnip-seed. The Perianth is six-leaved,
of which three are interior, the leaflets nearly equal. Stamina six ? filaments
very short; anthers oblong, two-celled. Ovaria three, connected together i i
the middle, each monosporous.' St^le none. Stigma small. Fruit single,
nearly globular, somewhat depressed at the summit, but with a short, acute,
mucro or point in the centre; it is covered with scales which are imbricated
from the top to the bottom, and are shining, of a greenish straw-colour, of a
rhomboidal shape, and with a longitudinal furrow down their middle. Below
the scales, the rind is of a spongy consistence, and the fruit contains a single
seed, of rather an irregular shape, and having the umbilicus situated literally
a little above the base of the fruit. The progress of the fruit to maturity is vary
slow; and is said, according; to the best information I can obtain, to occu-
py about three years from the first appearing of the spadices to the final ripen-
ing of the fruit. During the period of inflorescence, the branches of the ipadix
are brown, and apparently quite bare. Afterwards a number of small green
knobs appear above the brown scales, which go on enlarging, till they at length,
acquire the eizo of a small apple. Bat few fruit come to maturity on each
branch.

la habit and character this tree recedei considerably from the true Palm*,
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The sag? tree, whose appearance when it has attained its
full growth, has much that of the gomuti tree, is cut down
at the bottom of the stem. The greater or less adaptation
oi the ground regulates its speedy or slow development; its
full development may however be placed at about 10 or 15
years. The natives know this period from the appearance
of the fruit at the top of the tree, and then call the tree
ma a putric, (ripe). The tree requires very little care in
rearing it, only attention must be given that it is not co-
vered by creeping plants, and that the feet of the trees
be kept somewhat clear of high weeds that the growth of
young shoots may not be hindered. A full growii tree of
good quality may generally be valued at a sam o f / 8 copper,
and a medium tree at fh copper The sago tree being
cut down, the mealy substance inside is taken out and
prepared for use and transport in the following manner*
The stem is cut with a parang into pieces of a fathom in
length, which are split through the middle and cut up, and
are always carried with great care to a running water. To
separate the meal from the shell, the native uses an indigen-
ous adze, nany, which is of the following description; a
piece of bambu 3 inches in circumference and 2 feet long,
is pierced with a slanting hole in which another piece of
bambu like a chisel, aqd sharpened at the broad en4, is
stuck and fastened to the other with a string. For the
cleaning of the sago, that is to say, to separate the meal
from all impurities and woody particles, an aparatus is used
called the satrany; it consists of the end of a large old sago
stem already properly excavated by nature, fitted at the

It« propagation by radical ihooti, exactly in the fame manner ai the common
cultivated Plantain, is peculiar, and ii not observed in the true Palmi. Tho
terminal inflireicence and death of the tree after fructification is another pecu-
liarity. It ia allied to Calamus by its retrovenely imbricated fruit.

. Tbii apeciea of S igo ia abundant in many parts of Sumatra and at Malacca,
and ii employed in the preparation of St«o for food. Connidrnble quantities
are made at tbe Pojr.gy Islands, lying off the west coait of Sumatra, wnere it in
fact formi tbe principal food of the inhabitants. The Sago of Siak ia remarka-
bly fine, and is also, I belie? P, the produce of thii apeciea. At tbe Molucca a
the apinons aort ia considered superior to this, but I am doubtful whether it
exista in Sumatra.* P'f making the Sago, the tree must be cut before fructifl*
cation commence!, » it thru becomea bard and dry.

* Tho Sumatra ^nNt ios i contain three kinds, one ipfnoua both on the
trunk and leavea, rumbia (Sanus Konigi); one spinoua on the leaves only,
sanka; and the otLer with jut spioea, bnmban, which appears to be the female
t leo or 8000 motet of the loluccaa and the ftagua la vis or botaniiti. Valentyn
am the meal of the i<smale S'go doea not keep ao long as that of the other
ipeciei. l ie meotlom 4, and M. da Steura 9, iptciei. J. R. L.

R r
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broadest side by means of bambu pegs to a bag of the bark
of cocoa nut, runut; the satrany thus provided* is laid upon
two wooden forks about 3 or 4 feet high, the open end being
considei ably higher and placed under a stream of water
running very gently from a bambu pipe, while right oppo-
site the other end a long and very strong stick is stuck in
the ground, and bent till its upper extremity is brought down
to the level of the runut to which it is fastened. The runut
is thus always kept in a state of tension, when the sago
meal mixed with water is pressed by the hand against it.
The meal passes through tho runut, while the coarse matters,
(ela,) remain in the sago trough, and serve as food for pigs
and poultry. [On the ela when thrown aside in heaps a
kind of mushroom grows, which forms an agreeable dish}
and when the trees rot, there also grow in the rotting parts
as well as in the crown, fine, fat whitish sago-worms with
brown heads, which the natives roast on skewers, and devour
as a great dainty; but the heads are taken off and then they
are eaten by some Dutchmen also. Hut I cannot say how
they taste, for I never had an inclination to try them *]

The sago pressed through the satrany is received into the
qoti, which also rests on two forks stuck in the ground.
The goti is a portion of a split sago trunk, of which both
ends are made watertight by sago leaves and the spongy
substance of the gomuti, or the baric of the kayu puti tree.
The goti always receivea such a supply of water from
its upper extremity that it remains full, and gently over-
iflows at the low end, thus allowing the heavy farina to sink,
while any woody particles that have been pressed through
the runut are carried off by the water.

This simple operation, called pukul sago or striking the
sago, being performed, the farina is taken out of the goti
and packed in cylindrical baskets made of sago leaves,
ready for exportation. These baskets, which are all nearly
of the same size, are named tumang-sago.

It is worthy of remark that the whole of this native mode
of preparing the sago, which comes entirely within the
reach and understanding of every inhabitant, was taught to
the Amboynese by Rumphius who is so well known to
them. Before that time the Amboynese, like the natives at
this day at various places on Ceram and Buru, and also
elsewhere as on the west coast of Sumatra, used the sago
mixed with the ela. The recollection of Rumphius is general
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amongst the Amboynese, and is accompanied by a true
recognition of the value of this most necessary mode of
preparing an article of food which nature has so bountifully
bestowed,

A good sago tree produces about 25 tumangs of meal,,
which being sold at from 0.75 to 0,80 k. gives the manu-
facturer a good profit.

The native of the Moluccas prepares the meal in different
ways, chiefly however as a hard bread, whigh, if kept dry,
may be preserved as long as our ship's biscuits, and is called
sago temping. The meal after having been dried for two or
three days is sifted until it becomes tolerably fine but remains
somewhat adhesive. It is then formed into small fiat cakes
which, to the number of 7 or 8, are placed in a mould of red.
earth and baked to the proper degree.

The sago borneh or borneo, granular sago, is dried for a
shorter period, then sifted, and shaken by two men in a piece
of cloth until it granulates. It is then smeared with fresh
cocoanut oil and heated in an iron pan (tatyu.) until it attains
a certain degree of hardness., after whi-jh it is placed in the
sun to dry.

A third mode of preparation is the sago tetupala. The
meal is aired until it becomes red, when it is sided, and stuffed
into an entire fresh banifcu, which is placed in different rows
above a fire until it bursts and the sago is roasted. Sago
thus prepared may be preserved a long time if kept dry.

The fourth mode is the sago buksona. The meal is mixed
with grated santanq kalapa, sugar, and a little pepper and
salt, enveloped in young sago leaves, and boited in water.

To pake the sago or hwee bagea, the meal, alter being
dried in the air to redness, is sifted, mixed with fresh kanari
kernels, and then baked in young sago leaves. Sago baruwot
are small sago cakes of different forms. The sago sinale is
the meal baked to a cake in a pot. The sago uha is the
meal enveloped in fresh sago leaves and baked on the fire.
Sago kalapa, like the lemping, is baked in moulds and min-
gled with much grated santang kalapa; the outside is
smeared with gula areng, and it is eaten warm. Sat o kalapa
is even preferred by Europeans to bread at breakfast, and
ranked as a dainty. Papeda, sago bubur or pap is prepared
in the same way as arrow root.

To proceed to the uses to which the native of the Moluccas
puts the sago tree over and above extracting from it a whole-
Mme and abundant article of food, we remark that no part of
it is lost or suffered to remain unappropriated.
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The branches, dried and cut to lengths of 6 to 10 feet and
in this state called gaba gaba, soon gain a fine, brown,
shining colour; the hard shell preserves the spongy interiour
from destruction when it is net exposed to rain and humidity.
The houses are partly and sometimes wholly made of gxba
gaba; the best are those of which the frame work is of
wood and the sides of gaba gaba. The branches having a
concave and a convex side are fastened to each other by
small pins, and make as good a wall as planks. Instead of
a wall round the yard they also use the gabf.: gaba which is
made to rest on a low frame work or a foundation of stone,
and is protected above by a little atap copping. The gaba
gaba placed on a wooden frame work generally lasts from 10
to 15 years,

The leaves of the tree, while still green, are made into
ataps, and serve to cover dwellings. When well laid on
they last about 7 years. The bark of the tree furnishes a
valuable fuel. The stalk of the leaf gives the well known
sapu lidi, like that of the coconut and gomuti.

The hard rind or bark of the thicker or lower side of
the branch-stem is made into a kind of bucket called gu-
ruru, in which the saguwero liquor is collected. From the
extremity of the branch, while it is yet very young and gre«n,
they prepare a kind of kadas which is used for the sails
of native vessels and of orembaais, sftid also for making the
thick and middling sails ealled ayia ayia. The root of the
tree which has been cut down produces new shoots, and is
therefore not dug out.

We may remark finally that the Moluccas produce five
kinds of sago trees viz. sago-ihar with all its leaves depend-
ing and full of thorns; sago tuni with horizontal leaves
and less thorny; sago molaU entirely divested of thorns;
sago makanaru, with leaves somewhat bent down ; and sago
rottan, like the last, but with a stem much higher than the
other kin<ta.

Forrest and his crew, during the voyage in the Tartar
Galley which he has so graphically described, lived much on
sago, and his experiences as an actual sago eater in the
Moluccas, enable him to speak with all the knowledge and
discretion of a farinaceous epicure. The following remarks
by him will therefore complete our notices of sago in the
Moluccas.

One tree will produce from two to four hundred weight of

* VHtntyiu
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flour. I have often found large pieces of the sago tree on the
sea shore, drifts from other countries The sago thus steeped
in the salt water, had always a sour disagreeable smell; and
in this state, I dare say, the wild hogs would not taste it.
The leaf of the sago tree makes the best covering for houses,
of all the palm* kind : it will last seven years. Coverings
of the nipaf or common attop, such as they use on the
south west coast of Sumatra, will not last half the time.
When sago trees are cut down, fresh ones sprout up from
the roots.

We seldom or never see sago in Europe, but in a granu-
lated state. To bring it into this state from the flour, it
must be first moistened, and passed through a sieve into an
iron pot (very shallow) held over a fire, which enables it to
assume a globular form.

Thus, our grained sago is half baked, and will keep long.
The pulp or powder, of%which this is made, will also keep
long, if preserved from the air ; but, if exposed, it presently
turns sour.

The Papua oven, for this flour, is made of earthen ware.
It is generally nine inches square, and about four deep : it
is divided into two equal parts, by a partition parallel to
its sides. Each of those parts is subdivided into eight or
nine, about an inch broad; so the whole contains two rows
of cells, about eight or nine in a row. When the, cell is
broad, the sago cake is not likely to be well baked- I
think the best sized cell is such as would contain an ordinary
octavo volume upon it's edge. When they are of such a.
size, the cakes will be properly baked, in the following
manner:

The oven is supposed to have at its bottom, a roand han-
dle, by which the baker turns the cells downward upon the
fire. When sufficiently heated, it is turned with the mouths
of the cells up; and then rests upon the handle (which is
now become the bottom) as on a stand.

When the oven is heating, the baker is supposed to have
prepared his flour, by breaking the lumps small, moistening
it with water, if too dry, and passing it once or twice through
a sieve, at the same time rejecting any parts that look black
or smell sour. This done, he fills the cells with the flour, lays
a bit of clean leaf over, and with his finger presses the flour
down into the cell, then covers all up with leaves, and puts a

* Thou trees of the palm kind, hare all a heart like what ii called the cab-
b i e tree; tun the head of the common ratan hat t imall cabbage, of which
I ha?e eat.

t Tha ordinary leaf for cOTenag 10 called.
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stone or piece of wood atop, to keep in the heat. In about
ten or twelve minutes, the cakes will be sufficiently baked,
according to their thickness ; and bread thus baked, will keep,
I am told, several years. I have kept it twelve months, nor
did vermin affect it in that time. It may not be amis to mix
a little salt with the flour.

The sago bread, fresh from the oven, eats just like hot
rolls. I grew very fond of it, as did both my officers. If
the baker hits bis time, the cakes will be nicely browned on
each side. If the heat be too great, the corners of the cakes
will melt into a jelly, which, when kept, becomes hard and
horney ; and, if eat fresh proves insipid. When properly
baked, it is in a kind of middle state, between raw and jellied.

A sago cake, when hard, requires to be soaked in water, be-
fore it be eaten, it then softens and swells into a curd, like
biscuit soaked; but, if eat without soaking (unless fresh from
the oven) it feels disagreeable, like sand in the mouth.

No wonder then, if agriculture be neglected in a country,
where the labour of five men, in felling sago trees, beating
the flour, and instantly baking the bread, will maintain a
hundred. I must own my crew would have preferred rice;
and when my small stock of rice, which I carried from Ba-
fambangan, was near expended, 1 have heard them grumble,
and say, nanti makan roti Papua§ "we must soon eat
Papua bread." But, as I took all opportunies of baking it
fresh, being almost continually in port, they were very well
contented.

The sago bread intended for immediate use, need not be
kept so lung in the oven as what is intended for sea use,
which may be said to resemble biscuit.

1 have often reflected how well Dampier, Furnel, Roggewein,
and may other circumnavigators might have fared, when
passing this way in distress for provisions, had they known
where to find the groves of sago trees, with which most
islands here in low latitudes abound; Morty. near Gilolo
especially. Fresh bread made of sago flour, and the kima (a
large shell fish like a cockle) would have been no bad support
among the Moluccas. The kima is found in abundance, of
all sizes, at low water, during spring tides, on the reefs of
coral rocks. From ^experience, I equal the fresh baked sago
bread to our wheat-bread ; and the kima stewed, is as good as
most fish, nor does one tire of it; but it must be stewed some
time, or it will not be tender. Its roe will sometimes weigh six
pounds; the fish altogether* when cleared of the shell, weigh-
ing twenty or thirty pounds.
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THE SAGO"OF SUMATRA*

Low marshy situations shut out, but at no great distance
from the sea, and well watered by fresh water seem most
productive. The soil in such situations to Ihe depth of se-
veral feet is generally a flaccid mould, composed chiefly of
decayed vegetable matter and extremely pervious to water;
below the above depth a stratum of marine formation gene-
rally exists. According to Raffles, on Java this tree is found
only in a few low and marshy situations, and the preparation
of sago t( from the pith is not known to the inhabitants/'
Marsden says that sago is but little used by the Sumatrans,
and Crawfurd presumes that in this, or the Western part
of the Archipelago, the sago palm is an exotic. Our
enquiries have been unavailing in the attempt to discover
it as indigenous in our neighbourhood, and we feel confident
that it does not exist in the native wild state to the westward
of Borneo.

The best sago produced in our vicinity, is from the Islands
of Appong and Panjang, which form the East bank of Bre-
wers straits or properly Salat Panjang—and next in quality,
is that from the rivers Mandha, Kataman, Goung, Egal, Plan,
dok, and Anak Sirka, lying between the Kampar and Indra-
giri rivers, on Sumatra, or Pulo Percha, as it is called by the
Malays, Of least value is the produce of the islands of Buru,
Ungah, and Kundor, in the Straits of Dryon or Salat Duri.
The sago palm is found in several other places in small
quantities, but is seldom cut down by the lazy possessors of it,
to whom it probably descended through a long line of equally
{sluggish ancestors, from some Inchi of zaman daulu, who had
better notions when he planted it. The nature of the soil
in the places we have mentioned is very similar, all of them
being deep bogs, next to impassable to one unaccustomed to
such walking.

Cutting down and burning the jungle is all the prepara-
tion required previous to planting the palm, at about 5
fathoms apart, which is best done from the seed, a small
black nut, about the size of a pullet's egg.

Plantations have been tried from the suckers, but the in-
jury sustained by their roots in the separation from the parent
stem has invariably retarded their growth above a year.

From seven to ten years is the time it takes for the tree
to bear fruit, when planted from the seed in the first instance;
the pith commences generally at about the age of 6 or 7

! From the Singapore Chronicle.
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years ; after this period, it gradually loses its moisture, and
is no longer fit for sago when the tree comes into bearing.

Sago is cultivated in large patches, divided into lots the
property of individuals, and as much as one man, his wife and
family choose to look after—I gay choose, because it is not
as much as they could if they would attend. One man as
above can manage 100 fathoms square, upon this he plants
400 seeds, and subsists himself for the first 6 or 7 years on
his means, not unfrequei*tly leaving the trees to take care of
themselves, until he can commence cutting. From that day
the supply is constant, each tree throws out from 10 to 20
suckers, which increase so rapidly that the owner is obliged
to thin them constantly. A good tree yields from 40 to 50
tampins, and the worst ever cut down about 25; this is on
Appong. The tarn pin of Appong is to that of Mandha as 4
is to 5. It is a rough measure made of the leaves of the
sago tree of a conical form 20 to 30 inches long with a base of
about 8 inches diameter, both ends of this are stuffed with
the refuse pith to prevent the escape of the farina, and the
tampiu of Appong holds on an average 19 pounds avoirdupois
—thus 7 tampin very nearly equal a picul of this place, or
1 3 ^ lbs. avoirdupois.

It will be needless to speak of the sago of each place, dif-
fering but a little in quality, and in the measures they are
Bold by, as the acuiencss of the Chinese brings them all to
their true level on arrival here. One remark on the stupidity
of the cultivators may be made, viz., that 100 tampins of
Appong may always be purchased on the spot, cheap or
dear at other places it matters not, for 6 1-4 reals—or
Sp. Drs. 5. 12 as a Sp. Dr. or a Real is the same thing with
them and both go alike for 246 doits or 82 cents of a Sp. Dr.
of Singapore. If the person in quest of sago takes doits, they
must bê  of the small kind, but thick. At Mandha, on the
same principle the same number of tampins may be had for
Sp. Drs. 9. 61. Now the A ppong measure yields 14 piculs 29
catties, and the Mandha 17 piculs 86 catties, being a dif-
ference against Appong of Sp. Drs. 2.51, and all because
they say it has been the adat or custom to sell it so !

One person is sufficient to clear the underwood away as it
grows up in every lot of 100 fathoms square. The whole fa-
mily are however fully occupied when they cut down the trees
for manufacture—which is always done on the spot where the
tree is felled. They prepare the number of Tampins or mea-
sures required for the reception of the sago in the first in-
stance, and put them out to dry; they then fell the tree, and
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split it in halves by means of wedges, build a temporary house
over it and dig out the pith with hoes made from the rind of the
tree. They then carry the pith up into the house, the floor of
which is latticed so close as just to allow the finer parts of the
medulla to pass through on being wetted with water and trod-
den by the feet. Into this house the produce of two or three
trees is broue ht at a time, and all the finer parts are carried down
by the water into the tranks of the trees,* 3 or 4 feet in diame-
ter which are eleanly hollowed out and left below to receive it.
In order that no wastage may take place, they lead a mat,
made also of the leaves of the palm, from the floor of the work
shop down into the shells of the trees, and this carries the
water without spilling any. They trample it until the water
passes through clear of the farina, and then throw away the re-
fuse, keeping sufficient merely to ttuft' the ends of the tampin.
By the next day the medulla has settled in the trunks of the
trees, leaving the water at the top; this is drawn off and the
sago flour thrown in its wet sta.te into the tampin already
prepared, and left to strain itself—some refuse pith is then put
on the end before left open, the base of the cone, and the work
is done. The shell of the tree is then cut up for firewood or
in slips and thrown into the marsh, to prevent the poor devils
going quite over head in carrying down the sago to the boats
waiting for it. This is always their duty, for if the Malays who
come to purchase could not get this included in their agree-
ment, the chances are they would go elsewhere in search of
the sago. Sago once made is obliged to be kept wet or it would
spoil in a few days ; again, kept constantly wet the tampin
leaves soon rot; cultivators cannot therefore keep a stock rea-
dy, but at a greater risk than tiiese savages choose to undergo.
They have a method-of frying the meal over the fire called there
sago randang, which sells for a real or 82 cents of a Sp. dollar,
for 16 of their gantongs are equal to 20 of Singapore or one picul.
This however will not keep Jons; as damp throws it all into a
glutinous mass and rn a short time spoils it, and it may easily
be supposed that their situations are not very dry and airy !
At Apporig the sago is made by Orang Utan or people of
the woods, who speak a jargoa of Malay, are not Maho-
metans, and eat the hogs, deer, &c , with which their island
abounds. The maritime Malays who visit them for sago,
are obliged to be always upon their guard, and not unfre-
quently wait 2 months for a cargo of a few hundred tampin;
if they take money to purchase they get it .much quicker,
but require additional caution in making advances. There

* A boat ia often used.
s s
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are said to be about 350 souls, and that the produce might
be put down at 3,003 piculs a year. Most of these people
are dependants of Siak and Campar, the chiefs of the former
l>lace practising a system of extortion and rapine enough to
induce any other class of people less accustomed to it, to desert
the place.* The cultivators in the other places are Malays
and much superior, though their exports are severally less, and
trafficking with them is not so dangerous or uncertain.

Appong has 350 souls employed and could produce 3,000
piculs. 1 his would afford under all the disadvantages at which
they sell it, Sp. dolars 1,024 per annum, a sum quite adequate
to the demands for foreign luxuries of people who Ho not eat
rice, and live upon the produce of their woods. The people
of Siak were the chief importers of sago into Malacca, whence
erroneously it got the name of ?iak sago—described as the
best by Crawfurd Siak itself exports no sago.

Malays all agree that the cultivation of sago is the most
profitable of agricultural pursuits, not yielding even to the
cultivation of rice by Sawas> for once in bearing the trees
are ad infinitum equally profitable and require little or no
labor.

The miserable state of barbarism in which the cultivators of
sago exist, puts all calculation at defiance, but we do not
hesitate in saying that if any person would commence here,
and there are nrany places peculiarly favorable to it and of
considerable extent, the profits of an English acre when the
trees were once fit to cut would amount on a low estimate to
50 poundg sterling p,r annum after paying all expenses.

This too is a branch of agriculture that an European might
engage in without the certainly of being robbed, which per-
tains to the culture of spices &c

The maritime Malays, who are almost the sole importers
of sago, are enabled generally to realize from 80 to 120 per
cent on their cargoes: they are seldom ten days at sea, and
notwithstanding the occasional detentions and annoyances
they experience in carrying on this traffic, must, with few ex-
ceptions, be well recompensed.

Allowing an absence of two months, in a boat of two coy-
ans, and five men, bringing back four hundred tampin, they
have a clear gain on their return cargo ot 17 to 26 dollars
according to the stat* of the market, giving each person a
profit as wages, when sago is in demand, of two and a half
Spanish Dollars per inontn, and putting aside 50 cents for

* We lately found two faniKei on Battam; they bad managed to make their
«acape.—J. R. L.
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wear and tear of the boat, a sum quite adequate for this pur-
pose—independent of the perference which people bred up to
a sea faring life, generally give to it over all other modes of
more profitable subsistence, and setting aside the chance of
gain which they have ou their cargoes imported into the sago
districts.

It is curious to contemplate the natural prices fixed by
the two classes who cultivate sago. From what we have before
stated, it will appear that the rude inhabitants of Appong,
by a calculation of their wages of labour* and profits of stock,
on a reduced scale compared with their more civilized and
wealthier neighbours, the Malays of Mandha and other places,
have contented themselves with an average rate, about 30 per
cent less, evidently arising from their poverty and barbarous
condition.

We have no data from which to compute the even proba-
ble time at which the sago tree was introduced into our
vicinity ; connections have existed for ages amongst the people
of this part of the Archipelago, and the Eastern Islanders,
which though not perhaps purely commercial, were } et suffi-
cient to have brought this about, affording at once as it does,
a livelihood and subsistence, without the possibility of a scar-
city, requiring little labour beyond planting the seed, and <rf
all others most easy of attainment and agreeable to the scale
of Malayan industry.

The most satisfactory conclusion we can arrive at in the
above speculation is, that when or how introduced it matters
little, since it will be evident that of late 5 ears only it has ac-
quired any consequence as an article of commerce. It has lain
dormant from various causes, among the most evident of which
appear to have been the want of purchasers from the grower, even
Malays themselves of other parts being formerly afraid to visit
them,—the attendant difficulty of getting it to a market, Malacca
being the only one except Penang, which previous to the es-
tablishment of Singapore was at too great a distance, besides
the risk of meeting Pirates on the voyage,—and again, the na-
turally slothful disposition of the cultivators which operated
effectually in keeping down the produce, until of late years,
when Singapore, in a great measure removing the above
obstacles, has created a stimulus to exertion, more probably
on the steady increase than the decline, great as the demand
now is.
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MANUFACTURE OF PEARL SAGO IN SINGAPORE BY CHINESE

The greater number of the Singapore manufactories are
placed on the flat ground between the bases of Pearl's and
Oo Long's hills and the winding and branching creeks and
canals oft the Singapore river, a situation admirably adapted
for them, for the creeks bring the sago boats up to them in
front and the hill supplies them from behind with an abun-
dance of pure water. To procure a constant supply, wells are
dug on the lower slope of the hill, and the water is led into
the manufactories by a succession of wooden troughs having
their bottoms lined with clay, and which are supported by
cross sticks fastened at the place of contact by rat'an.
The essential features of every manufactory are, the landing
place where the sago is taken from the boats, a rude shed
where it is removed from the sago leaves in which itjs enve-
loped, a second shed where it purified, and the large bouse
where it is formed into pearl sago. Besides the tables, fur-
naces, and bins required for the sago, the latter contains the
beds, stools and dining tables of the workmen, and occasion-
ally heaps of boxes Hitherto it has been an attap shed
roughly put together and often only partially closed at the
sides. But some of the more wealthy manufacturers are now
raising substantial edifices of brick and tile, and it is to be
hoped will also introduce into their establishments a little
atttention to cleanliness and comfort At present the mass of
decomposing vegetable matter which surrounds the sheds
produces a sour, disagreeable smell. The sago leaves and re-
fuse accumulating in some places for the last 30 years, have
there formed extensive beds, spongy at the top and solid below,
s»x or seven feet in thickness.

The tampins having been placed in heaps in the shed, the
first step is to open them, cast the contents on a plank frame
about 12 feet tquare, surrounded by a rim rising about 2
inches from the surface. The sago, massed together by hav-
ing remained compressed in the tampin, is here broken up by
the common ch&nk&l.*

The raw sago having been thus made ready for the manu-
factory, the first process to which it is subjected is that of a
thorough washing, without which it would remain impure and
coloured. For this purpose strong tubs are employed, about
32 inches deep, 40 inches in diameter at the top and 6 inches
more at the bottom; they are bound by three hoops each form-
ed of about six thick rattans twisted together. A piece of

* A kind of hoe.
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tliin coarse cloth is fastened by its four corners over each tub
when used, and hangs loosely into it. The moist sago being
poured into this strainer, and there broken and bruized by
the hand, is agitated until all its fine particles pass through
the cloth and descend to the bottom of the tub, Vhile the
fragments of leaf, fibre and other impurities which remain in
the cloth, are shaken into a round mass, which is taken up in
a bowel and thrown aside- The rapidity ahd. deftness with
which this and all the other manipulations are performed are
very striking. The sago is next stirred about with an oar
for about an hour, after which it is left to stand for about
12 hours, when the water is ladled out, and the sago, which
fills about half the tub, is removed to undergo the last purify-
ing process which precedes the granulation. This is perform-
ed in a mode at once simple ahd ingenious, the same principle
being availed of which serves the gold and-tin miners of the
Archipelago to clean the ore.; the more precious matter hap-
pening, in all three cases, to be heavier than that with which
it is mixed, and being thus readily separable by the action of
running water.

Two tubs are placed at a distance of ten or twelve feet
from each other, and connected by two troughs raised by a
frame work above them. These troughs are about 10 inches
deep, 14 inches broad at the top and 11 at the bottom, one
end being closed, and the other open, but having grooves
in its sides and bottom, like those of a sluice, into which
a series of horizontal pieces of wood or sticks fit, each
being about fths of an inch in thickness. The end of a
piece of cloth of the breadth of the trough being placed over
the groove at the bottom, the shortest of the sticks is pressed
down upon it, and the cloth, thus fastened, is made to hang
down over the edge of the trough into the tub below it. The
tub at the other end now receives the sago to about two-
thirds of its depth, when it is filled up nearly to the top with
water. A man now stirs up a portion of the sago with an
oar till the water̂  obtains a milky appearance, when he pro-
ceeds to pour it into the troughs. To prevent its falling
abruptly, an inclined piece of wood, eight inches broad, is
fixed across the trough, so as to leave only a narrow slit
between it and the end of the through. The water is poured
on this, descends into the trough, and slowly flowing to the
other end deposits a portion of the sago in its progress. The
suspended cloth, becoming saturated, serves at once to main-
tain and equalize the overflow of the water into the tub below
it When the water is poured in, the first waves advance
rapidly and carry away much of the sago, but those that sue-
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ceed deposit the greater part of their more solid contents,
transporting into the tub only the lighter fibrous particles
which it is the object of this operation to separate from the
farina, and by the time the man has performed a similar ser-
vice at the other trough, and is ready to pour a fresh supply
into the first, the water flowing down the cloth has lost its
whiteness. This'process is continued until the deposit rises
nearly to the level of the stick, when the sago next to it̂  which

Senerally contains some impure sediment, is taken up with the
tigers and thrown into the tub. The second stick is now fix-

ed above the first, a fold of the cloth being interposed between
them to pig vent any liquid sago escaping though the seam, and
the operation goes on as before. When the milk in the upper
tub begins to grow shallow, it is again filled up with water and
more sago stirred up and mixed with it. During the interval
and at other mote prolonged interruptions the water in the
troughs has sometimes time to deposit all its contents, the last
being a fine fibrous matter which, if not removed, would ieave
a thin yellow layer. The surface is therefore washed with
the hand until this layer is effaced and held in suspension.
When the troughs have been gradually filled up in the manner
described, by a succession of deposits, and the wall built up
to the top by the last stick, the sago is left to consolidate for
12 or 14 hours, The farina which passes out of the troughs
in the current is afterwards thrown into one of the tubs whose*
contents are to be washed and deposited in their turn, and
some of it may even be destined to pass through the process
many times before it sinks in the trough.

In order to give it the degree of dryness required, it is
removed from the troughs and exposed for one day to the
sun in lumps about a cubic foot in size, which are placed on
tables standing in the open air. Large kajangs* are kept
in readiness to cover it when a shower of rain falls. It is
next carried to the large shed where it is thrown in a heap on
a long table and broken down into a pulverulent state. It then
passes through an oblong sieve, SO inches by 20 inches, of
which the bottom is formed of parallel fibres from the stem of
the coconut leaf, kept in their positions by strings which cross
them at distances of about 2 inches. The lumps which do not
pass through the long interstices between the fibres are
thrown back into the heap.

The granulation or pearling now takes place. The sifted
sago is placed in a cloth of which the ends are tied to a long
stick and which is kept expanded in a bag shape by a short

* Mali made of the leaf of the mangkwang.
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cross srtick. A horizontal vibratory motion is given to this,
the whole mass being kept in constant agitation^ and every
part successively driven along the sides of the bag.* This
lasts for about a minute, when the now granular sago is again
passed through a sieve similar to the preceding one, but the
smaller grains which pass through are those which are now
rejected. Those that remain are transferred to a circular
sieve, of which the bottom is formed of fine strips of bambu
crossing each other. The grains that pass through the square
holes thus produced form the pear! sago of commerce in the
unroasted state. Those that are larger than the holes are
thrown back into the heap to run through the same course
again. To assist the men the oblong sieves and the granul-
ating bag are sometimes suspended by rattans from the rafters
of the shed.

The roasting takes place in a row of iron pans, each about
21 feet in diameter, which are built into a platform of masonry
about 15 feet long and 4 feet in breadth, covered with flat tiles.
The pans rest in an inclined position partly against the back
of the platform which rises about a foot above its level, and
partly on a small prop of brick work on the right side, an off-
shoot from the wall. Into the top of this prop a plate is sunk
in which a cloth saturated with wood oilt is kept. Behind each
pan is an open furnace mouth, and a man constantly attends
to the fires, keeping them supplied with a few billets of bakau
wood9 and regulating them with a long two pronged iron fork
so as to maintain a moderate heat. The pan being gently rub-
bed with the cloth a man who sits in front of it on a low stool
placed on the platform pours into it a quantity of granular
sago. This he slowly Stirs for a short time with a wooden
implement called weah having a sharp curved edge. More
sago is poured in until it amounts to about two chupas, when
as it hardens he uses the weah more freely. After about
three minutes roasting, it is removed to a table and passed
through a round sieve similar to that before described. The
grains that adhere to each other are thrown aside, and those
that pass through form a smoking heap which s allowed to
lie undisturbed for about 12 hours. The grains are about the
same size as they were before roasting, and some retain whol-
ly or partially their white and mealy appearance, but the great-
er part have become translucent and glutinous, and all have
acquired a certain degree of toughness, although still soft.J

* Some experience is required in drying the tago to tbe proper degree pre-
paratory to granulation. I? under diicd or over dried it will not granulate,

f Minis1 Krueng.
t This change appears to be brought about in (his way. The water con.
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The final process is another roasting, which renders them hard
and tough, and greatly reduces their size. The pearl sago
thus prepared and fit for exportation, is put away in large open
bins ready to be transfered to boxes or bags when sold.

The method of making pearl sago which we have described
appears to have undergone no improvement or change what*
ev.er since it was introduced into Singapore in 1819. One of
the oldest manufacturers informs us that it was taught to
the first Chinese who tried it here, by a woman who came from
Bukit Batu, a place on the coast of Siak facing the large island
of Bancalis, and famous for its great fishery of the trubu, the
roe of which is so extensively used. We should rather have
supposed that it was introduced into Singapore from Malacca,
where manufactories had existed for many years before the
establishment of Singapore. It is certain however that Ma-
lacca derived the art from Bukit BaUi, where it originated
about the beginning of this century- It was long kept secret,
but in Singapore it appears almost from the first to have been
conducted without any attempt at concealment.

From 20 to 30 men are employed in the larger manufacto-
ries, but if their labours were confined to the making of pearl
sago, 16 men would suffice for a manufactory such as we have
described above, and they would produce about 450 piculs
per month. Their wages are, for the roasters and the man
at the throughs 4 dollars, and for the other men 2J to 3 dol-
lars a month, and they receive their food besides. The origi-
nal outlay is probably from 300 to 400 dollars. The profit
of course varies greatly, and the business cannot be so certain-
ly lucrative as has been sometimes supposed, since there have
been instances of failures. There are at present fifteen Chi-
nese manufactories in Singapore, and two have recently been
commenced by Europeans. We doubt their being able to com-
pete successfully with the Chinese, unless they can introduce
a more perfect washing and granulating process, that adopted
at present requiring so much labour, and being attended with
so much waste, that unless the full work be got from the
Chinese employed, there will be little room for profit. The
Chinese method of preventing alL loss of labour which they
carry into most of their undertakings, is brought into the sago
concerns also. One of the principal shareholders lives in the
manufactory, and the best workmen have small shares in the
profits besides their wages.

tained in the granules being heated first converts the mealy starch into a
jelly and then escapes by evaporation, leaving the jelly tough. The second
lonefaction diives out the remainder of the water.
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THE TRADE IN SAGO*

We'have seen that a large portion of the sago imported into
Singapore is the produce of the marshes of Siacand Indragiri,
the low island of Rantau containing the most extensive plan-
tations. It is purchased in Siac from the Malays and Orang
Sakai by Malays, chiefly of Siac and Singapore, who resort
there in small boats for the purpose. In their hands its cost
is enormously enhanced, the Sakai selling it to them at about
10 cents per picul, and they selling it to the Singapore manu-
facturers at from 70 cents to one dollar per picul.* The price
obtained by the latter fof pearl sago was at first 6 dollars per
picuL The Singapore manufacturers having succeeded in im-
proving its quality by a more careful manufacture, and the
demand increasing for export to Europe, the price rose in J824
to 7 dollars. This caused the establishment of several new
manufactories towards the end of that year, which at once
brought it down to 5i to 6fc dollars. In 1825 the supply
exceeded the demand, two of the principal manufactories, one
of which had employed 55 men, were abandoned, and the
price fell to 4 to 5 dollars. In 1826 it descended to 3& dollars
to 4 dollars and by 183L it was 2£ to 2£ dollars. In 1838 it
was so low as dollar H to 1£. After this it rose again. la
1845 it was about 3 dollars. It is now about 2 dollars 65
cents, and has for several years remained between 2 and 3
dollars.

The importations during the earlier years of the Settlement
were as follows :—

1819—22 boats, quantity not ascertained.
1 8 2 0 - 5,684 piculs.
1821—10,694
1822— 1,445
1823— no imports.
1824—11,669
1825—25,312
1826—21,666

* Tbe plantations belong to Malays wbo employ the Sakai is icrfsto plantln*
them and preparing the sago, allowing them one half of the produce. On thl*
and wild Bnimala they subsist, and the aago which they do not require tktydia-
poae of to MaUyi in barter for cloth, tobacco &c. The Malays admit tbat by this
mode of dealing tbe s«go doei not cost them much more than 10 cents per pi-
kul. This entirely agrees with tbe system adopted in their dealings with the
Binut of Johore. (Jour. Ind. Arch. Vol. I) Tbe MiUya at the Mak islands,
asod tt tl« sago plantations between Kampar and Indragiri where they hate no
erfs, lull the isgo on too ipot at about 20 cents per plkul.

T t
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1826-27—17,768
1827-28—16,205
1828-29—15,818
— • —

The following tables, for which we are indebted to the
lion'ble the Resident Councillor, will shew the state of the
trade for the last 5 years as iar as the records of the office of
registry of exports and imports can be relied on, having been
carefully prepared by the indefatigable Deputy Registrar,
Mr Holloway. The average of the exports for that period is
about 16,000 pikuls of sago flour and 24,000 pikuls of pearl
sago, or a total annual export of 4O,0bO pikuls, of the value
on the spot, at present prices, of 100,000 dollars :—

I. Imports of Sago during the official year, 1847-48.

RAW SAGO.

From Borneo •
f l Cochin-China.•••••«' • • • •
„ Sumatra
„ Java R B. L. & Sambawa.
„ Malacca & P m a n g . . . . . . . .
„ Celebes
„ Other Islands & Places.. ..

1847-48.
_PjcuJs | Bundles
17,652*

30

880
540

35,102|

279,954

266,160
300

2,250

PEARL SAGO.

From other Islands & Places . . . . ,573

II. Exports of Sago during the official years 1847-48.

To Calcutta....
„ Malacca and Pinaog
„ New South Wales
„ United Kingdom
„ Malabar Coast •.
it China • • • • • •

SAOO PEARL

Ptculs
1,595
1,266

758. 24
14,570. 71

1,034
240

SAGO FLOUR,

JPtCEl/f.
• •
13
12.63

37,577. 46
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II . Expert* of Sago during the official yean 184M8.-Contlmi«<l#

To B >rni»o . . . . , , , .
lf Javi, It B L and Sambawa
„ Maulrmin ..
,, Other Inlands and Places,
„ Fr nee
„ NoMh America
M Ceylon mm
„ Coromandel Coast
„ Caf,e cf Good Hope
„ Bremen including KlairJiur^h ..
|V Manila ..
M Cochin China..
,, Mauritius ..
yt Drom.uk . •
„ Malayan Peninsula ••

III. Imforts of Sago during the last five official years.

RAW SAGO.

From Neigh. Islands
„ Borneo.. ..
„ Sumaira. ..
f 9 Rhio . . . .
„ E C Peninsula
„ Ce^bes . . . .
„ Jtyplacca.. ,.

1842.43

Bundle;

134,500
201,910

352,840

843-44

Bundles

24.450
119 380
176,910

321,440

45 122
i IX 900
232,200

35"

616 722

Bundles

114,7*8
180.400
195,079

• 4

5,3C0

495,507

.6

Pols

• «
a •

',300

l,30(

ltH6»47

Bu dies

121,500
1*3 980,
268,192

3,980

535,352

PEARL SAGO.

From Pinang • • • • . • •.
„ Malacca
,i Neighbouring Islands
it Borneo
., Rhio,

1842-43

Piculs

100
60

710

1,415

1843-44

Piculs

980
640

1,620

1844-46

Piculs

1,567
400

1,965

1645-46

Piculs

126

126

1846-47

Piculs
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IV. Exports of Sago during the last five years.
SAGO FLOUR;

To Pinang
„ Great Britain
„ Mauriiius
„ Foreign Euiope.. . .
,. C hina
„ Malacca
„ Manila
» Java
„ Calcutta

4,423

13,697

370

14,067 5,556

1845-46

Piculs

10
23,765

7
135
49
38
50

445
18

1846-47

Piculs

44,517

8,985 OB
10

30

9,025 08

PEARL SAGO.

To Pinang
•f Calcutta
n Great Britain
„ Mauritius ..
,, Manila
„ Foreign Europe....
„ United Slates
„ China
„ Java •
„ Madras
„ Ceylon
„ Bombay
„ Malacca
fl Siam
„ Cochin China
„ East Coast Peninsula
„ Arabia
,, Neighbouring Islands
„ Rangoon...
„ New South Wales..
„ Cape of Good Hope.

1842-43

Piculs

415
311

18,658
439
337

2,713
696
348
954
160
11
L44
20
200
• •
• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

25,306

1843-44

Piculs

439
1,065
8,641
117
110

2,313
a •

605
123
200
25
189
• •
• •
100

• i

a •

• a

• •

• •

• a

13.827

1844-45

Picul?

81
1,198
8,563
307
415

4,016
370
219
27
175
50
954
26
• a

• a

5
17
5

• a

• a

• a

16,428

20

19,75 8J

1846 47

Piculs

766
2,021 71
3O9732 18

70
538

2,960 21
476 36

629
6

635
133

807.74
35

. 227
45
10

620 66
63

40,764.86

RAW SAGO.

To Borneo
Bundles

100
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Low as the price of sago has fallen, we need hardly point
out, after all the data which we have placed before our read-
ers, that it is still much above its natural amount. It is not
an article which can ever displace the cereals, or which we
could wish to be anywhere substituted for them, but it ought
to be produced in an exportable state at such a price as to be
within reach of the poorer classes, whenever a diminution in
the supplies of rice or corn deprives them of a sufficient
quantity of their ordinary food. This could easily be accom-
plished by Europeans possessed of a little mechanical skill,
who would combine manufactories and plantations, and thus
save the present enormous waste of labour and raw material.
25 cents per pioul seems to be about the natural price of sago
flour properly prepared at the plantation for exportation, and
this is nearly equivalent to 10 pounds for a penny. We have
seen that at present the poor Sakai get only about a half-
penny for that quantity.

Singapore itself is well adapted for sago. There are consi-
derable tracts of marshy land, at present lying waste, in all of
which sago would prow well, for it is in the very same kind of
soil that it flourishes in the neighbouring islands along the Su-
matra coast. Arrow and other roots yielding starch are now
cultivated with profit, and as one manufactory will serve for
the preparation of all the varieties of farina, it would be
found advantageous to unite the culture of these foots with
that of sagot As all the marshy vallies in the island are
bounded by low hill ranges, tracts of land adapted for the
purpose could readily be selected.

J. R. L.

Note on the mode of growth and productiveness
of the sago tree.

The notices in the above paper of the mode in which the
sago tree extends itself not being so definite as could be de-
sired, we visited three groups of sago, one on a moist clay soil
at the foot of Syed Ally's hill, and the others in a soft vegeta-
ble soil behind the village of Kallang The first is a dense,
impenetrable thicket of sago plants, each of which rises di-
rectly from the ground. Three stems ascend above the mass
of leaves, a few younger plants send up leaves about 15 feet
high from stoles about a foot in breadth, and the whole space
between them is filled with younger shoots as close to each
other as they can grow. The Jtallaog trees present a differ-
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ent aspect, owing to the soft, loose soil. The largest of the two
groups is evidently of considerable age, and is in reality one con-
nected tree. From a central point six thick roofs spring which
spread along the ground in different directions to the distance
of 6 to 8 feet, when they bend upwards and rise into trees.
From these trunk-like roots numerous rootlets descend into
the soil, while large branch rorts strike out laterally from which
other trees rise. At present there are 4 large stems, and 14 young
trees of different sizes rising between them and sending up lofty
leaves, but without any stem. Around the stole of each of
these a great number of shoots are constantly springing, each
capable of becoming a tree if it had room. The hollow bases
of some trunks which have been cut down are seen. The grow-
ing stems are about 16 inches in diameter and covered with
moss and small ferus. About the middle of the space covered
by this multiplex tree no shoots rise, the oldest parts of the
roots appearing to lose their productive power.

'J he other tree is younger, the large roots having onfy ex-
tended 3 or 4 feet from the centre and still preserving their full
vigour throughout, for while each has a tree rising from its
extremity, a thick growth of shoots extends along both its sides.

Forrest states the average produce of a Molucca tree to be
336 pounds, but Rumphius makes it from 600 to 800 pounds,
and according to the writer in the Singapore Chronicle, who
seems to lffeve paid great attention to the subject, good Suma-
tra trees yield from 760 to 950 pounds, and the very worst 475.
Perhaps therefore 700 pounds may be assumed as an average for
the Sumatra trees, which at 10 feet apart (the distance stated by
Forrest and followed by Crawfurd) would give about 300,000
pounds for the harvest from one acre, ami, allowing that the
harvests are 15 years apart, and not 7 as Forrest assumes, this
will give an annual average produce of about 20,000 pounds.
We believe however that 5 or 6 feet is about the average dis-
tance of the large stems in the Sumatra forests. When a plan-
tation has once arrived at maturity there will be a constant har-
vest, because the natural mode of growth secures a continual
succession of new plants from the time those first planted have
begun to extend their roots, and this succession can be regula-
ted by the knife in any way the planter desires. The sago
tree when cut down and the top severed from it, is a cylinder
about 20 inches in diameter and 15 to 20 feet in height. If
we assume 20 in. by 15 ft. to be an average size, the contents
will be nearlly 26 bushels, and allowing one half for woody fibre,
there wiffremain 13 bushels of starch, wbich agrees very close-
ly with eur previous calculation, 700 pounds being equivalent to
»l2£ bushels. It may give some ieffia of the enormous rate of this
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produce, if it be considered that three trees yield more nutri-
ti.e matter than an acre of wheat, and six trees more than
an acre of potatoes. An acre of sago, if cut down at one liar
vest, will yield 5,220 bushels or as much as 163 acres of wheat
so that, according as we allow 7 or 15 years for the growth of
a tree, an acre ot sago is equal in annual produce to 23 or 10
acres of wheat.



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES, &c.

CASTING OF A BELL IN BURMA H.*

THE district of Thayagon, on the site of the late fire, pre-
sented a most animated scene on Thursday last, occ; sioned
by the casting of a large bell, seven feet high and four and
a half feet in circumfcraence, which is to be placed on the
pagoda hill. As the Burmese method of casting bells may,
perhaps, be unknown to most of our local and foreign readers,
and may be interesting, we shall endeavor to give a descrip-
tion of what we witnessed. On approaching the ground, on
which was assembled a dense crowd of people of all nations,
principally Burmans, who had collected to witness this novel
exhibition, the first thing that met our eye was the bell mould
itself, placed in a circular cavity in the ground, in a thick
frame made of wood, and filled up with a thick coating of
earth, mud, aud bricks to retain the heat. About thirty feet
from it was a shed, a hundred feet long by thirty wide, in
which we counted forty furnaces, all containing crucibles
holding about twenty pounds of metal each. These furnaces
were supplied with fuel from a large heap of charcoal, which
although continually diminishing was still kept up by volunta-
ry donations. The bright flames of the fires that sent up their
myriad sparks and leaped up in variegated colours of green,
purple, yellow, and red,—from the different kinds of metal that
each contained,—were kept alive by a row of bellows, of all
forms and shapes—from the fierce blast of the English leather-
sides to the asthmatic puff of the Chinese wind-box—which
were all worked with a will that betokened the labor to be one
of pleasure. Delicate females in gaudy dresses, jewelled, and
thenakded; old wqmen wrinkled and begrimed with charcoal;
young men and boys in holiday attire and happy faces; all
shouting, singing, and working away at the bellows with de-
light, until nearly exhausted, when their places were filled by
others who were but too happy to have the honor of distin-
guishing themselves in the service of Gaudama. An uninter-
rupted stream of men, women, and children, each with an
offering either of gold, silver, copper or precious stones, were
continually feeding the crucibles by casting in their gifts, and

* From the MaulmaU Chronicle, 17th March 1849.
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watching them till they sunk and merged into the liquid mass.
It is almost beyond the conception of those who are unac-
quainted with Burmese customs, or who have not had an
opportunity of witnessing a scene like the present, to imagine
the amount of costly offerings that were given during the day.
We ourselves saw, during the short time that we were present,
about seventy precious stones, consisting of rubies, diamonds,
sapphires and emeralds thrown into the crucibles, besides large
quantities of gold and silver ornaments and coins. The mate-
rials of the bell being supplied by voluntary donations, and
most of them while casting there can be but little attention
paid to the kind or proportion of the metals used in its com-
position. That there might be no lack of the good things of
life to keep up the strength and spirits of all engaged in this
important task, there was a shed adj«»iuing that in which the
furnaces were placed, plentifully supplied with water, betel,
cheroots, food, fruits, &c, which were placed there and dis-
tributed gratis, by the charitable and pious portion of the
people. When a crucible was ready, it was lifted from the
furnace by bamboos, two at the side and one above, which
were quickly lashed to keep it steady, and with a cry of " clear
the way," it was carried to the mould. It was there received
by the master and his men, who were stationed on the top, and
who, before pouring in the metal thrust some rags into the mouth
of mould as well as in the crucible, which burned and created a
bright flame through which the metal was poured into the mould.
This cloth was plentifully supplied by the surrounding Bur-
mans, who threw o3 and gave tbeir turbans in hundreds for
the purpose. The supply of metal from the forty furnaces, was
continually kept up, with an average interval of two or three
minutes between each crucible. The smelting operations com-
menced at gun-fire on Thursday morning and were completed
at gun-fire the same evening; occupying about fourteen hours*
When the last crucible that filled the mould was poured in,
an old Burman ascended to where the master of the operations
stood, and offered a padso full of valuables to cast into it; but
it was two late, the bell was finished, and the old man de-
parted deeply disappointed at being excluded from adding his
mite to the general contribution. Shouts of joy and gladness
from the assembled crowd, at the so far successful termination
of their labours, rent the air; and the scene closed with a
dance and song of triumph, in which all present joined, our-
selves expected.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

1. The American Journal •/ Science and Arts, conducted
by Professors B. Silliman and B. Silliman Jr., and James
D. Dana, New Haven, Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and
17. (from the Editors.)

We can only give the contents of the last number of this
well-known and most valuable journal :—

Contents:
On the Indian Archipelago, (from the l i t No. of the Journal of the Indian

Archipelago)—Oa the Anomalies presented in the Atomic Vo'ume of Sulphur
nod Nitrogen ; with remarks on Chemical Clarification, and a notice of M.
Laurent's Theory of Binary Molecules ; byT. S. Hunt.—Upon the Influence
of Color on Dew ; by Prof. John Brocklesby.—A new Method of extracting
Pure Gold from Alloys and from Ores ; by C. T. Jackson, U S G.S . -D11.
eovery of Tellurium in Virginia ; by C. T. Jackson, U.&.G.S.—Upon a pecu-
liar kind of Isomorphism that phy* en important part in the Mineral Kingdom;
by Professor Scheerer.~Eos.lish Prefixes derived from the Greek ; by Professor
J. W. Gibhs —On a Nfw empirical Formula for ascertaining the Tension of
Vapor of Watei at any Temperature ; by J. H. Alexander, Esq.—Observation!
on some New England Plants, with characters of several new species ; by Ed-
ward Tuckerman, A.M.—Descriptions of Shells found in Connecticut, collected
and named by the late Rev. J. H, Linsley • by Augustus A. Gould, M.D -—
Results of Analytical Researches iu the Neptunian Theory of Uranus ; by
Enoch F. Burr.—Cartography ; by Prof. Dewey —On Gutta Percha; by Ed-
ward N. Kent —On Emerald Nickel from Texas, Lancaster County, Pa.; by
Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.— Gn new Minerals from Texas, Lancaster Co , Penn ;
by Charles Upham Shepard, M D.—An Account of a Meteorite of Castine,
Maine, May 20, 1818 ; by Charles Upham Shepard, M.D.

Tn the 16th No. there is an article headed " Geology and
Mineralogy of the Malay Peninsula" extracted from the
Mining Journal This, with the exception of the first two
sentences, is wholly made up of paragraphs extracted, with*
out acknowledgement, from the paper on the Physical Geog-
raphy and Geology of the Malay Peninsula which appeared
in this Journal for February, 1848. The Mining Journal
is one of those periodicals to which we have from theJfirst
sent this Journal without any acknowledgement having ever
been received, this silent appropriation of our labours being
the sole return for our courtesy. We observe too that the
Nautical Magazine for some months published a succession
of articles from this Journal as original. The practice may
b3 a common, but it is not a far one.

2. Madras Journal of Literature and Science, January-
December, 1848 (from the Madras Literary Society and Auxi-
liary Royal Asiatic Society)

Contents:
Geographical end Sratirlical Memoir of a Survey of the NeiUberry Mown*

tains, under the buperiatcudeace of aptain J« Ouchterlony. 1817. [Commu*
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mrated by the Chief Secretary to Government].—On the Fresh Water Fishes
of Southern India. By T. C. Jerdon, Etq., Assistant Surgeog, Madras Esta-
blishment.—Notice of the Scientific Lubors of the late Dr Alexander Turnbull
Chrut-e, with extracts from hie Official Reports submitted to Government.—,
On the Thermal Springs of Calwa and Mahanandi in the Kurnool provincel
By Taptain Newbold, F. R. S., Mem. of the Philouatbique and Geologies.
Societies of France, &c—Description of a new species of Terrestrial Planariat
By Mr Walter Elliot, Civil Service, with a Plate.—Account of sn attemp
to form an Artesian Well at Tuticorln. From Official Papers.—Analysis of
Mackenzie Manuscripts. By the Rev. William Taylor.*—Report of the Com-
mittee of the Committee oftbe Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras, for the
year 1848. # Communicated by Major Reid, C.B., Secretary of the Society.—
Meteorological Observations made at the Madras Magnetic Obwvatory, from
January to December, 1 £48.—Night. By the late Rev. Thomas Halls, A. B . —
Notices.—On the Prces of Indian Grains.—Health of Troops in India.-On
Almoipheric disturbances throughout the world, end on a remarkable Storm at
Bombay, on the 5th of April, 1848.—By Colonel Sykes.—Minerals of Ceylon.
—Prec^edings of the Madras Literary Society and Auxiliary of the Royal Asia-
tic Society.

3. Dr Medhurst has sent us the prospectus of a publication
which he intends to commence at Shanghai. It is on the same
plan as the Malayan Miscellanies which were printed at Ben-
coolen in 1822, and which we consider a very excellent one,
when a constant supply of matter cannot be calculated on. Dr
Medhurst's great abilities and acquirements are too well known
to need any assurance from us that whatever papers he may
publish will be valuable. As we have failed to attract con-
tributions to this Journal from China, we are glad that a
medium will now be furnished in that country itself for illus-
trating those numerous interesting subjects mentioned by
Dr M. with which we are so imperfectly acquainted. We
shall be happy to receive the names of subscribers, and as
the best ireans in our power of seconding Dr Medhurst's pro-*
ject, we subjoin his prospectus at length.

In the preat, and speedily will be published, the first number of a

CHINESE MISCELLANY,

To "be followed in succession by other numbers. Designed to illustrate the
Government. Philosophy% Relit/ion, Arts, Manufacture*, Trade, Manners and
Customs, History and Statistics'of China, edited by W. H. MBDHURST, Sen,

The above work ia intended to he, as its name imports, a miscellaneous col-
lection of original articles, treating on China, published as matter may be
furnished, without reference to the order of subjects ; but designed, after the.
woik baa made considerable progress, to be collected together into volumes,
arranged according to ibe things treated of. For this purpose, each article will
be paged and titled separately, so that the various cumbers can be t ran posed
and bound up, in any way the purchasers may think proper. The article* will
not be of equal length -, they may amount either to a single sheet or twenty, as
the case m*y be ; or tbe same au ĵpet may be alluded to repeatedly, in varioui
numbers, aa new matter may be furnished, or the importance of the subject

demiinri- In urdet, t.owever, to insure definiteness as to ezpense, the
"(fee will be ten centi per bheet of 16 pages, or 160 pages for a dollar. This
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•am ii now stated, from the consideration that, owing to the em all number of
foreign residents in China, only a limited sale will bs obtained. Should the de«
mand increase, however, the price will be proportionally lowered, or the
amount of letter-press increased. It it contemplated, at present, that the quan-
tity of matter published annually will not exceed 500 pageB : it may not even
amount to that; so that the cost, unless the work be enlarged, will not exceed
three dollars annually, The profits arising from the sale will be devoted to
Missionary objects. . -v

It If not intended that the projected work should assume Jb6 form of a
periodical, either as it regards the size of each number, or the timAtf its appear-
ance. The Editor will use his utmost endeavours to supply a succession of
articles from time to time, but his numerous other engagements will not allow
of his binding himself to produce a certain number of pages ia^a given period.
He would be glad, however, of the assistance of others j fog which purpose he
invites the aid of those whose studies have rendered them familiar with Chinese
matters. The Miscellany will not be devoted to detailing the news of the day,
neither will the Editor feel himself bound to insert every paper sent to him,
that may be designed to express the views and feelings of individuals, on any
particular question; but simply to publish what may tend to illustrate the sub-
jects specified at the head of this prospectus. It is not designed, likewise, to
occupy its pages with reprints, detailing information already before the public,
except in the form of quotations, or with the view of suggesting further remarks.

Should no matter be furnished, or leisure be denied, the work may be discon-
tinued after the appearance of a few articles; on the*other hand, should nume-
rous pens be engaged in writing for the Miscellany, it may be continued until
it comprises volumes. In any case, however, the Editor will not be blamed for
not carrying on what he has not bound himself to perpetuate, nor the public be
called upon to pay for what is not continued to be delivered to them,
i The first number will consist of a " Glance at the Interior of China, obtained
during a Journey through the Silk and Green Tea districts," to be followed by
treatises on the various products of China.

Persons wishing to become subscribers will be kind enough to send their
names to the Editor in Shanghae; to the Revd. Dr Legge, Hongkong; Dr
HobsoDf Cantoni or the Revd A; Stronach, Amoy.
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CHAPTER IX.

ONE day the four mantris assembled in council, and resolved
to write a letter in their names and in the name of the queen
of Raja Bersiyong to the central country (binya) of Si ana, to
intimate that there was no Raja then ruling in Redda; and
to request that a Raja might be sought for and vouchsafed
for governing Kedda through them the mantris.

Envoys accordingly proceeded to Siam with a letter to the
above effect.

Now it is related that when Raja Bersiyong had escaped
and got clear of the forest with the loss of fll his arms, he
arrived after some time at the hut of a peasant who had a
clearance in the forest on the confines of Patani and Kedda;
and who there cultivated the betel vine and rice. Of his
own accord Raja Bersiyong worn out as he was by hunger
and f ar, craved permission of the peasant to let him become
an inmate of his bouse, and offering at the same time to

• Continued from page 270.
VOL. III. NO. VI, JUNE, 1849. U u
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assist him in his agricultural labors. The peasant consented,
but without knowing the rank of the applicant, for the
Raja's tusks were at this time on a level with his other teeth,
[our author should have here observed that they were never
seen of a greater length, so that the existence of tusks was a
mere conjecture and fable, if common sense did not convince
him.] So Bersiyong set to work in the farm without any
further instructions and was only called for daily by the
peasant to receive his meals; after which he worked until
the evening. All the profits arising from his labour he gave
up to the man and his wife.

Now this peasant had a daughter by the wife who then
lived with him, and she was so lovely and graceful that no
one could look upon her without falling in love with her.
Her neck was slender and graceful, her complexion white
mixed with yellow, and her teeth were like the black and
polished wings of the'elephant beetle, her waist was delicate
and slender, and her ancles were like stalks of pad die. Her
like could nowhere be found. Her lineage was that of the
Beapari [fairies] and her father was a Raja of inferior note.
He was offended with his people and had left them to live
with his wife and daughter in the forest at the source of the
Kedda river (the JUuda). So the pair went to a distance
from the crowd to cultivate rice thus far up the Kedda river.
It so happened that as the man and his wife were often ab-
sent at their grain field, the daughter had to supply the Raja
with his meals, and thus these two 'were left at home to cul-
tivate and water the betel vines and other fruit trees. The
Raja thus became enamoured of the girl, while she'reciproca-
ted his love. So she became his wife without the knowledge
of her parents. But after seven months they naturally became
aware of the fact. Her father then said to his wife, that he
thought it just as well that the girl had selected the stranger,
because he was very useful and attentive in his household,
and his manners were excellent. His wife remained silent.
In time Bersijpng's wife had a son who greatly resembled
his father, and it was brought up as if it had been a pea-
sants child.

Unluckily for Birsiyong he was seen by some one who knew
Tnm, and when the circumstance was reported to the four
ministers they despatched a hundred men with orders to seize
the Raja, and to put him to death if he should resist. When
Raja Bersiyong saw the party approaching he threw down
his spade, and fled into a thicket of the bambu called buluh
bittong. The pursuers surrounded the brake but could not
find the Raja. Now none of them were aware of the marriage
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of the Raja there, and of his having got a son. So they all
returned and reported their want of success to the four min-
isters. Meanwhile the son of Bersiyong grew apace, and
increased in comeliness and quickness of apprehension.

The letter of the four man Iris and the queen was delivered
in due form to the Raja of Siam. The Raja gave it to a
mantri to read, who having opened it, read as follows.

This letter is from your majesty's very humble slaves the four
mantris, and also the queen, of the country of Kedda, in order
to make known the state in which Kedda rests at present. It
has had no legitimate Raja for a long" while, the only rulers
being your slaves, the four ministers. We therefore beseech
your royal Majesty, to release us from our present charge,
by raising to the government a Raja of pure descent, so that
all of us, slaves, may obtain a Raja or ruler, and that the
country may be well goyer.ied. These observations your
slaves submit to your majesty.

The Raja of Siam having heard the letter thus read, ad-
dressed an old mantri. Go my brother, said he, and call
all the clever astrologers. When they came into the pre-
sence the Raja said to him, inspect the horoscope, and dis-
cover where a Raja of Kedda is to be found, and who the
person is who is to be raised by me to the vacant Rajaship of
Kedda. The astrologers opened accordingly their book, and
inspected it, then they raised their heads. Well, said the
Raja, what is the result ? 0 Shdh i alum replied the diviner,
the person who should become the Raja of Kedda is living
in that country. He alone must be Raja, no one else in or
out of Kedda should be raised to that dignity for he is of
true lineage, and should any other person be placed in that
government, then undoubtedly he would not be able to retain
it for more than a year or two at the utmost; either through
death or some great convulsion or disturbance, he would be
deprived of it. If such be the case, rejoined the Hajd, pray,
how am I to know where to find him ? The astrologers again
looked at their paper or book, and baying inspected it as
before, said to the Raja, the person is in existence, and his age
is about six or seven years. But whoever shall be made
Raja, he must be first discovered by the intelligence not of
man lut of animals. There is a supernaturally intelligent"
elephant on the confines of Kedda and Patani, named Kamala
Jauhari, which is perhaps able to inform us who shall be the
Kedda Raja. So he inquired of the Kedda envoys if they
knew any thing about it. They replied that it was wandering
alternately in Kedda and Patani, and that it would discover
tself by causing some one to dream. The Raja of Siam
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then sent a letter back by the Kedda envoys to this effect,
that the four ministers there should gaily caparison the ele-
phant Kamala Jauhari, and send her in quest of a new Raja,
namely the person possessed of a fitting title, to be raised to
that dignity, since that very person he found, would be
installed; and further that when found, his majesty of Mam
would direct his mantris of rank to proceed to Kedda and
instal the new Raja in his office. The Siamese Rajah's letter
was delivered to the four Kedda chiefs by the envoys on their
return, the former being at the time in full durbar or assem-
bly.

Being much gratified by the contents of the letter, the four
mantris concerted with the queen, and then the great audi-
ence chamber was adorned with curtains, and veils, and
hangings, and various kinds of hanging lamps, and candles
and lanterns, so that night was changed into day, and all
sorts of rare sports and exhibitions added to the lustre of the
fete. Then all the people held a fast for seven days, and
nights, previous to the setting out of the party in search of a
Raja- On the night of the seventh day the dupa and in-
cense were burned and all sorts of perfumes were diffused
around, and at the same time, the name of the superintelligent
elephant was invoked to attend upon the four mantris. Im-
mediately almost there was a sound like the rushing of a
coming tempest, from the east, with earthquake, agitations,
and terrific sonnds. In the iftidst of all this uproar the ter-
rified spectators were delighted to see Kamala Jauhari stand-
ing at the hall, and thrusting up her trunk into it. The four
mantris instantly rubbed her with cosmetics and bathed her
with lime juice, while others applied cosmetics and sweet
smelling oils rubbing these over its whole body. Then a
meal was served up to it, and put into its mouth. The state
howdah was now placed on its back, along with all its appur-
tenances, curtains, and hanging. Then one of the mantris
read the Raja of Siam's letter close to the ear of* Kamala
Jauhari, acquainting her that she was expected to assist in
finding out a Raja for Kedda by all means When Jauhari
heard all this she bowed her head and played her trunk; and
then set forth in the direction of the east, followed and attend-
ed by from three to four hundred men, having banners and
flags streaming in the wind, and being supplied with all
necessaries and armed with various kinds of spears, held in
hand.

The cavalcade so led, soon reached the garden and bouse
where Raja Bersiyong had concealed himself. Now the boy,
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the son of Bersiyong was in the house at the time, but bis
mother was in the betel garden ; and her parents were in the
rice field. So Karaala Jauhari thrust her trunk into the
house to take out the boy, and he seeing this movement and
being loosely clothed quickly wrapped around his loins the
cloth of forty cubits in length which had belonged to his father.
Jauhari then encircled him with her trunk, and placed him
on her back in the howdah, and forthwith began to retrace
her steps. The boy's mother who had Jiidden herself through
fear, no sooner found him gone, than she followed the foot-
marks of the elephant, and she was kept on the right track
by finding, here and there a piece of cloth, part of that long
wrapper of her husband, which her son was tearing up for
the purpose of thus pointing out to her the way.

The party returned safe, and were received amidst loud
rejoicings. The mantris had the boy dressed quickly in
royal robes; and they put on his head a crown of gold set
with precious stones, such as great Rajas were wont to
appear in, all which much improved his otherwise handsome
features and person. Then the mantris placed him in the
seat formerly used by Raja Bersiyong. Then all the minis-
ters and officers of state, and the whole people great and
small, made obeisance to the young Raja, saying—Prosperity
to your highness, may it ever be on the increase, may no
accident interrupt the happy tenor of your highness's life, but
may your graceful manners continue to improve, and your
countenance ever beam with happiness. Now all present
were quite surprised at the readiness with which the boy
assumed courtly manners, it seemed as if he had been accus-
tomed to hold his court there. The mantris after this took
hold of the boy's hands, two on each side of him, and led him
to the apartment of the putri, Raja Bersiyong's consort, who
was delighted to find him so 1 ke Raja Bersiyong, but when
she and her attendants saw the cloth, part of which he still
retained, on his person, which Bersiyong used to wear, than
they could not contain their joy. She then on finding that
the boy's mother had followed him, sent out some of her
women to look for her. They found her below a large ban-
yan tree close to the fort gate. The maid carried her to the
queeH, who said, come here my sister and sit near me, and tell
me if this boy be your son. Replying affirmatively every
attention and respect was paid to her. So the queen instruct-
ed the youth in all the duties and behaviour required of him
in his exalted station. The mantris also took him to the
council, and to the audience chamber to learn how to govern.
And when the youth had grown up one of the old mantris
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out of his great regard for the youth, gave to him in mar-
riage, his daughter, a lovely girl, for this mantri was the son
of an inferior Raja, and descended from one of the four man-
tris who had originally gone to Siam to form a new country
of Tiga Buah or three parts and also to Perak and Patani,
in short descended from the mantris of Marong Maba-
wangsa. [14]

NOTES.

[14] Were a Malayan subject of any Malayan country of the
pie&em day to write a history and comment on it aa our author
does on the actions of its princes he would mostly likely I e slain.
Hence after the convertion to Islam^m we have hardly any thing
more but a meagre list of the Kcdda chiefs or Rajas. The four
ministers of the Rajas appear to have had little influence until the
acts of the latter had • ecome so tyrannical that they were forced
to mle with an outraged people. In the states of Perak and Achin
the ministers have generally usurped all real power, and have left
the Rajas in possession of an empty title, one however to which
owing to their clannish feelings, the Malays will always pay respect.
41 It is not" observes the Malacca native annalist," the custom
" for Malays to commit treason "

A Malay living under European rule often considers that
oppression, which under the sway of a native chief he would chear-
fully submit to.

Our author delights in bringing guns into the field, but long, I
suspect, before they weie known to the people of this coast I
will aclveit to this fuiiher on. The Gundang Raja or great drum
is yet in uie at the palaces of Malayan Rajas, and is to be found,
but of a lesser size, at all the mosques where it is beaten on Fridays.
It is part of a tree hollowed out with one end coveted by a diied
buffalo hide.

The sham fight here described was got up by the chiefs or mi*
nisters, who might just as well have marched into the fort at once.
It was to save appearances of treason on the one hand and pusila-
nioQity in a Raja on the other. The maids of honor to the princess
were as in more civilized regions the wives and daughters of the
Aristocracy.

Raja Bersiyong would not have been content with "setting the
Thames on fire" for our author Bays that when dressed and accout-
ered for the fight he looked as if he " would set the univerie on
fire." The parallelism of the two ideas is however curious. The
intercourse of Kedda with India gave him his cashmere shawl, and
peihaps other portions of his dress.

I extract from the *• Malayan, annals" a descriptions of a
fashionably attired man of rank. " He had anklets of gold called
koionchong or hollow bracelets of gold, ornamented wuh silver.
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Pet am Ponto, which were armlets shaped like a snake in its hole
leady to dart at its victim and set with jems. 9he less wealthy
used a baser metal, or merely a blue glas* ring, lilce those worn by
the women of India at tins day. Before the Raja, there was borne
the gongam or golden casket, containing his betel mixture &c,"

He e is a description from the same work, of the dress of a
Malayan exquisite of rank of the thirteenth century. He wore A
gfigara gunong with bees flowered on the wing. A green flowered
vest and bracelets (of gold) on his arms. He canied in his band
a nosegay composed of the saman rasa wali and champaka flowers,
and he was perfumed with a scented flour. His teeth were white
ns the bunga sri gading, or ivory flower, and his cheek wns red
like the caiera leaf.

It would Le difficult to find a Malay in these days with either
white teeth or rosy cheeks. Neither staining of the teeth, there-
fore, nor the use of the betel mixture as it is now u*eJ, would seem
to have then been in fashion during Sultan Mahomed's reign
in Malacca, and the teeth of a scull of the eailier period of Kedda
found by me in the ruins of a mausoleum of note were neither filed
nor stained. The Bindahara or Commander in-Chi^f wore a bunch
of flowers in his hair, and he had a coat with long sleeves, made
from four cubits of clot)', (six yards if the cubit was a flhort one
and eight to twelve feel if a long one). He used to change his
dress four or five times during the day, employing a mirror as tall
as himself, and while dressing he used to ask hii wife to tell him
how his dress became him. He had a number of turbans always
lying ready rolled out to be put on. Moreover this military fop
11 used the exercise of the swing "

Sultan Mahomed wrote to the Kling country or the Coromandel
Coast for forty webs of different sorts of chintz, each soit to
have forty different kinds of flowering.

The Malays of the present day dress very variously, but almort
all of them are distinguished by the sarong, a piece of checquered
cotton or silk cloth joined together at the ends; and being passed
over the head, it is then fastened round the waist, with the skirts
descending half way down the calf of the leg, or crossed over the
body like the Highlanders plaid. The Bencoollen Malays ap[ear
to dress with mote taste than most of the other tribes.

In The Sanscrit and Hindu inscriptions of Bakergang in Bengal
120 miles east of Calcutta which refers to the numerous battles of
the prince no mention is made of fire arms. Rows, arrows, and
swords only are named. This was about A. D. 3136, and the
same omission was in a Sanscrit inscription at Ktiira in Gujerat,
but of doubtful state fT ] As to mirrors they must have been
brought by the Arabs, and were probably of Venetian manufacture.

It appears that KeJda was now left for some years without a
head. It was so for seven years if we are to be guided by the age

[T] J.A.S.B.
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of Raja Bersiyong's son when be was raised to the seat of autho-
rity. But after all the fuss which was made about this Raja's
tusks they never piotruded beyond his lips. The four chiefs
governed during that period with the advice seemingly of the
Queen's mother at she was consulted when the letter was written
to Siam. The teim applied to the wife of the Raja, is Raja pe*
rampuan, literally female Raja. When the Raja is independent
it was Queen Regent. The Siamese have from a remote period
employed Brahmans for astrological purposes and to inspect the
horoscope

It may be proper to remark here that where our author puts
Persian or Arabic expressions into the mouths of his interlocutors,
we must, I think, give to him the sole credit of them, at least
until the peiiod of the conversion of the people to Islamism.
Raja Bersiyong disappeared and was never again heard of, at least
our author never again mentions him as if alive. Hence whenever
at this day the outline of any old fort exists on this coast, and the
Malays are asked about its origin, they at once assign it to the
above Raja. We find Siam now called Tiga Buah Nigri—the
three countries! meaning, I suppose upper, central, and lower Siam.

CHAPTER X.

It is related that there was a Raj£ named Kalana Hetam,
who resided in a small island called Palo Ayer Tawar, or
" the island of the fresh water"—because it was surrounded
by a lake of fresh water.* The situation of this island is
to the east of the country of Kalungi. Now this country
of Kalungi would not submit to the sway of the south,
or Siam, nor would the latter acknowledge its superiority.
Accordingly he [ the R&jd of Kalungi doubtless ] began to
assemble a body of men from many different tribes, such
as the Samang, the Bila, otherwise Hill Bila and Ryots,
and the Hill Ryots. He gave titles to all the chiefs of these
tribes, and ordered them to assemble around the lake with
their respective forces. There were present Mdhd RSja Dar ul
Alum, who commanded the Samangs, and Mahd Kajd Dar
ul Salam, who had command of the Bila. Then the Cap-
tain of the Hill Ryots was named Dar ul Gunong, and
the chief of the Sakai tribe he named Maha RdjA Jakja-
koocha R4ja.

* I am not aware of any lake being in that direction, although I tratelted up
to the mountain!, the harrier towardi Siam. There ii on the map a amall lake
not named with a town called Gnangrue marked down. I pasted up the rifer
leading to it from Kret stockade, but wai brought up by rapidi. There may
bo a lake perhaps, or an island of the Martaban river may haio been meant.
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All being thus ready, the Raja Kalana Retain sent for
these four warriors, and said that he wished to go in search
of some more eligible spot to reside in than his present one.
Mah£ Raja* Dar ul Alum represented thus—Solie people
belonging to your slave have lately come back from the
direction of S. S. E. where there is a country called Kedda*
having a very fertile soil, and which is defended by a fort
with a ditch. It has no Ri\& at this moment. It is my
opinion, therefore, that it will be very adviseable that your
highness should take possession of this region and become
its Raja, for it is very populous. Yes, replied Kalana,
provided there be the means. If there are any old chiefs
or mantris in Kedda I can write a letter to them in the
first instance to ask them to join in letting me be its Raja.
Your slave, said Mdhs Raja Dar ul Gunong, respectfully
submits, that if you really desire to govern KeddS, your
highness should at once proceed there, what use is there in
sending notice beforehand ? If the Kedda people will not
have you, we can take the country by force. Have no
apprehensions on that score—what signifies it to us what
their fighting salient population may be ? My opinion
said Jakjakoocha R&ja is that we should march our forces at
once on Kedd4; and then if successful, that we should send
for all our families and people and property. So the force
was got ready and properly armel. There were fire arms
and all the men had swords", pikes, lancrs, shields of differ-
ent sizes and forms, jocpan swords, bows and arrows, and
poisoned arrows blown through-tubes, and slings, with
stones to cast forth from them. The expedition was thus
equipped and ready to march in the space of a month, and
then set out with Kalana Hctam at its head, like the foam
crested waves of the sea. The numbers were so great of
these four tribes, that it took a month to accomplish %n
ordinary days march. The high ground became level, and
the level was converted into holes like game trans, so heary
was the tread of the ranks.

In the first place.—It was not long after tho departure of
the Keddfi envoys from ftim and their arrival again at
Kedda, that the Rdja of Slam directed one of his old minis-
ters, named Kalahm, who had been employed in settling
the countries to the east [of Siam perhaps] to proceed hi
Kedda* to search for a legitimate Raja to govern it. The
envoy was escorted by a number of Rajas and followers, and
he was the bearer also of a written scroll, containing the
titles to be bestowed upon tho new R&jd, and he was in-

v v
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structed to consult with the four Kedda mantris, and to be
guided as far as practicable by their wishes. 'I he envoy
then left for Kedda, and by how many tens of thousands of
armed mO was he attended, and how many mountains did
he cross, and plains and forests did he pass over ? The
march too was enlivened by all sorts of field sports. When-
ever he halted, his men erected temporary huts and shelter
for themselves and the chiefs.

One day the whole cavalcade debouched from the forest
into a plain to the westward of the country of Ligor.
Kalahom soon perceived an armed force on its march there,
rolling on like waves of the sea, so he directed people to go
and inquire from whence this body had come, where it was
proceeding to, what its leader's name was; and what the
title of his R&ji. The messenger set forward and met with
the fores of Sakei under Jakjakuchsr, When the Sakai
heard these questions they gave the information required,
while Kalahom's party acquainted them, in reply to similar
questions, who he was, and the intent of his march.

When Kalahom learned the nature and destination of the
opposite force, he ordered the gongs and drums to be beaten,
and having halted, he ordered to be constructed the usual
temporary shelter for his troops. The Sakai General did
the same, so that both bodies were encamped opposite to
and in sight of each other. Kalana Hetam was much
surprised to see his advance come to a halt, at such an
early hour in the morning, but when he heard the name of
the Siamese General Kalphom he directed a halt of all his
forces. Kalahom then sent off an express to Siam to report
the occurrence, and to inform the R&ja that he was going to
light the enemy below the country of Ligor.

The messenger travelled with all speed towards Siam, he
stopped not by day nor by night. Kalahom then sent a
letter to Kalana Hetam to direct him to return to his own
country and not to go on to Kedd&, because that country
had a R&ja already, and as he, Kalahom, was by order of
the Raj& of Siam now proceeding to Kedda to instal the
new R6ja and confer upon him his proper titles.

The messenger found the opposite party inclosed by a
square intrenchment of mud or earth, with proper guards
at the four corners or angles, all ready posted, and on
presenting themselves at the gate, were soon called before
Kalana Hetam. Having squatted down and saluted him,
and after having been asked what was their business, they
delivered Kalahom's message. When Kalana Hetam heard
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the order to return home he became enraged, and his face
grew red like the colour of the boonga r&y& ( l ) while he
exclaimed.—In what game have I ever been foiled? and in
what battle have I ever been worsted ? or in Mihat day of
battle and slaughtering have I ever turned my back on thy
master Kalahom ? It is not right, is it, that I should be
R&j& of Keddd? ]f I cannot become its Bdj& by fair
means, I will do-so at the point of my weapons. I cannot for
a moment tbink of retracing my march, for it would be
an unusual proceeding and unworthy of one born of a man to
shew his back; on the contrary I must go forward. Tell
then thy chief that if he shall attempt* to stop, and intercept
us on this our march to Kedda, let him come forth on
the plain and give battie, and try us, and see how we can
thrust and stab. Whether thy master may chuse to-morrow
or to-day, is immaterial to us, he may please himself, we
shall be ready to receive him, for we have come for the
sole purpose of seeking occasions for fighting and proving
the strength of our arms.

Kalahom could hardly repress his indignation at the in-
solence of Kalana Hetam. But as his force was too small
to allow him to accept the challenge, he forthwith en-
trenched himself, and at the same time sent orders to the
lidjds of the several provinces nearest to him, to collect
their contingents with all speed and join him, which was
accomplished. He then directed Phr& Ong Surin, who
was the son of a Raj&, to assume charge of the force and.
at certain hours of the night to send out patroles, and to
proceed round the fort, making a loud noise, by shouting
and beating of gongs, drums, and other noisy instruments.
The circuit having thus been nightly thrice performed,
the patroles stopped at a certain place where Phra Surin
rested on a high seat. Kalana Hetam hearing the nqisy
invitation to try his strength with Kalahom, imitated his
example, and the uproar was astounding. It ceased not
until the Lady Queen Shuhrin had retired to repose in her
palace in the west, and the king of the world seated on his
throne had given audience on the edge of the horizon.
Then poured forth the hosts of both Generals on the plain,
where each formed his line.

Kalahom first directed Phra Ong Surin to arrange the
order of battle. So he placed in their proper positions all
the R&}£s, champions, chiefs and warriors; classed under

(• ) Hibiscus rosa sinensis—L4 Hibiscus malvarosa Bat. Trans, vol. V.
(Margd. Dicy.p. H 4 )
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the name of jigur rjungi (a). Phra Oog Surin had charge
of the right wing, and Phra Ong Koorsir of the left, while
Kfiji Angkonerat commanded the center or main body.
The rear, was under Phra Ong Wa Tang Ta Kalaua
Hetam drew up his army thus—-Maha Raja Dar ul Alum
commanded the right wing, and Maha Raja Dar ul Gun-
ong, With Kalana Hetam and all the#champions held t ie
main body or center. M&ha Raja Jakjakoocha Raja had
charge of the rear [tail.]

Then was heard the loud defiance from both sides, while
the opposing lines, with clashing of arms, rushed to the
charge. Man encountered man, and weapons rung upon
weapons, like the claws of fighting scorpions. The main
bedy fought thus so closely that the rear lines of each force
came in contact also. Neither party would give way,
but waved backwards and forward-?, whirling round and
round, slashing and cutting, and mixing confusedly in fight,
while the clash of arms was loud and terrible. The cowardly
were also heard plaining and screaming like the riyany
(b). Such was the tumult caused by the shock of battle,
-when the champions encountered, that it resembled thun-
der and a tempest, and when joined to the roar of the
elephants and the neighing of horses, and the beating of
war drums resembled the noise of waves lashing against
the rocks. What quantities of broken arms strewed the
plain after this onset

Clouds of dust also arose and converted day into night.
The ensicrns of the contending parties were observed, while
the standards shone conspicuously. Now beneath that or
an umbrella (c) was a short man encased in an iron chain
coat of mail, who was amusing himself by exhibiting Bur-
mese warlike gestures [a practice common to Peguers.]
He was elevated on a sora [some fabulous animal,] and filled
with consternation all those who beheld him. This chief
was the Girgassi Raja Sang Wira Angkara. He had three
brothers in the fight. One was tall and stout, and he rode
on a Walmana [this is a fabulous animal said to resemble
an elephant with tusks and a proboscis, with the feel and
body of a horse and having wings, he has- scales according
to some like armour] endowed with preternatural faculties.
He was armed with a badcmkel and was frightful to look
on. He was named Phra Sang Dati Kosa. The next one

(a) Jigin juoge, are Persian wordi, jigur lifer, anger, hope, jungi warlike
(A) <:iada.
(?) A Hindu weapon.
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rode on a flying camel and grasped the preternatural
chakra (d) along with his other war accoutrements. His
name was Phra Sang Chi Sim. Then came the last brother
who bestrode a fierce lion, and bore in his hand the preter-
natural bow and arrows. His rame was Phra Sang Mang
So Phi (e). When these mighty warriors appeared on the
field of battle the contending armies of one accord suspended
the contest and sent to inquire who they were, and who
was their Raj&s, and from whence they had come. They
replied, c'We are commanders of the forces of the Gir-
gassi Raja who havê  come here by orders of the king of
Siam to aid his General Kalahom, and to seize the chief
of the enemy and take them as prisoners to Siain.'9

When this reply had been leported, then the Girgassi
Sang Wira Angkara directed all his forces to rush on those
of Kalana Hetam, and not to turn to the right or to the
left. So they turned the position of Kalana and took Lim
in the rear. But he divided his forces into two columns
or lines, directing one to contend in front, the other to
oppose this attack on his rear. Thus Kalana's force was
placed in jeopardy. Again the b.ittle raged amidst clouds
cf dust. Forty war umbrellas were thrown down by the
crowd of combatants, and were dehtroyed in the rush against
Kalana's line, whils the standards streamed out. Dire
was the shock when they reached the enemy who were
thus hemmed in by the Siamese forces. But still they
kept their ground, nor did any one turn his head. Now
many of this Kalana Hctam's men* were invulnerable to
steel, because they were tattooed with black (figures)
over their bodies (/'). They were also very obstinate and
brave.

When Maha Raja Dar ul Alum and-Dar ul Salam ob-
served this condition of affairs they got enraged and plunged
amidst the Girgassis without caring for consequences* Heaps
of Girgassi now lay on the ground weltering in blood,
which was flowing here and there, floating away even the
bodies of the dead.

Now the troops of Phra OngSurin and Rajd Phra Ong
Kurin being exhausted gave way, and were pressed hard
by the men of Kalana Hetam, but the retreat was gradual
for Kalana's forces were themselves threatened in their rear.

(d) A discus, Siamese wordi.
(0 PerSaps also of Hiudu origin.
( / ) Tht Burmese tattooed their bodies at a very earlj period, the Pegueu

did not uutil a much later one-
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Then the three thousand heroes of the four Girgassi's chiefs
precipitated themselves upon the five thousand heroes and
other soldiers of Dar ul Alum. Here there was much
slaughter amongst the Samang and Bila soldiers, whose
bodies lay in heaps like small hills. So that part of Kalana
Hetam's force was routed and fled behind the five thous-
and. Thus only heroes were opposed to heroes. [Here
the same metaphors are used as before.] At length
the heroes of the Samang and Bila could hold out no longer
but gave way like goats before tigers. But three thousand
held their ground under ths command of three chiefs.
Their order however had been by this time broken, while
the second or rear line was also broken. They, however,
rallied and attacked the Girgasssis, and after slaying a few
of them they met the commander of the heroes whose name
was Jangi Kala, also the officers named respectively Pir-
jungkala, Kirchangkala, and Hassingkala. All of these
chiefs were armed with maces. Then came Pakerma Bukit,
chief of the Samang, who encountered in single Combat
Jnngi Kala, and Sri Nairat Gunong, who was the chief of
of the Bila, who fought with Perjangkala mace to mace.
Next Mahd Biru Gunong came. He was chief of the Sa-
mangs, and he engaged Perjangkala. So here were six
heroes engaged in mortal combat with their maces, three
against three.

Now the five other chiefs of the Girgassi plunged into
the mid*t of the three thousand Samangs and Bila. The
forces of Dar ul Gunong and Jakjakoocha Raja" were broken
by the onset of Phra Ong Kunai Rat and Phra Ang
Tang Ta, and Phra Angsurin and Phra Angkurin, assisted
by all the newly arrived RAjds. It was like the flacking of
cotton, so quickly did they come on. For the four Siamese
Rajas advanced to the charge in front of their troops, and
struck into the centre of the enemy. They would not
even wait for their officers, who followed at adistance.
[Tt would be difficult to catch a Siamese or Burmese or
Peguan officer in these degenerate days leading his men
to battle. They prefer looking on at a pretty safe dis-
tance.] None could withstand this prowess of the five
chiefs. When Dar ul Gunong and Jakjakoocha Raja and
the Panglimas Dara Bukit and Nara Gunong and Pakerma
Alum and Pakerma Dewa and Mangan Udara observed the
disorder and dispersion of their force before theee war-
riors ; they became furious and quickly confronted in person
the enemy and advanced on the host of the latter. These six
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chiefs encountered the four Siamese Rdj&s, who were busy
making prisoners. Then Panglima Dara Bukit cast his spear
at Phra Ong Koonar Pi at, but missed killing»im as he was in-
vulnerable. The latter leapt up and foaght with hte sword (g).
Panglima Dar ul Gunong encountered Kajd Phra Ong Tang
Ta, and both fought stoutly with clubs. Panglima Pakerma
Ahim met Phra Sang Data Kosa, [a Siamese title,] and they
combated with maces, and Panglima Pakerma Dewa, encoun-
tereJPhra Ang Koosin, and they fought with spears. Pang-
lilna Mangan Udara met Phra Maha Pho Di and they used
daggers, and closed on each other; seizing each other around
the waist. Panglima Mangan Indra fell in with Phra Ong
Chau Phriya, and they bravely contested with barbed apears.
Thus twelve brave chiefs fought hand to hand, enemy wi h
enemy.

Tne six Girgassi chiefa were thus wielding their maces,
and restoring the fight whenever it slackened, when Pang-
lima Pakerma Bukit, and Sungikala perceiving the slaughter
amongst their men flew swiftly to the rescue. Jurgikala
seized hold of Pakeriha Bukit, and the latter also laid hold
of him, but the former overpowered him and binding him,
delivered him captive to his attendants. The whole Gir-
gassi force on this set up a loud shout, and the warriors
threw away their arms and grasped their enemies by main
force, and although the adverse chiefs Sri Naira Gunong
and Mah& Biru Gunong»and their men, stabbed and slashed
away most valiantly it was of no use, for these two Girgas-
si's chiefs Perjangkala and Karjangkala engaged with two
more chiefs in a close struggle, and made them prisoners.
Then the fight was again renewed, for the three Girgassi
chiefs darted into the midst of the ranks of Dar ul Alum
and Dar ul Salam, which gave way.

At this period a Panglima or Kapet of Kalana's Torce
who had thus given way, told the Raji that the five thous-
sand heroes had been slain or made prisoners. When the
R£jas of the Samang and Bila heard these ti Jings they were
enraged, and forthwith precipitated themselves into the
masses of the Girgassi, discharging their arrows in advan-
cing at Jangi Kala, who only turned a little but was not
wounded. Tidings were conveyed to the four Girgassi, who
quickly came to the aid of their chiefs. Two of them,
Sangkira Angkara. and Phusang Dati Kose came, one on.

iff) There ii another weapon called j j ^ jsgar or chigra, of which I cannot

get a deicriplion. It wai peihapi a diicui. The ohalera it eliewhere mentioned;
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the right, the other on the left of M&M Raja Dar ul Alum,
and Phra Si Sim; and Gra Tang T«i Chau Phruja in a
similar way attacked Dar ul Salam. Dar ul Alum was
wounded by the spear of Phra Sanj* Wira Angkara in ths
side, and then Phra Sang Dati closed with him, while Sang
Wira Angkara seized his feet, and sitting on the breast of
his prostrate enemy he bound him and delivered him pri-
soner to be taken before Kalahom. Dar ul Salam on seeing
all this threw away his bow, and grasped his sword striking
like a madman right and left. The chiefs above noticed,
who were respectively on his right and left, swiftly threw
themselves upon him, and after several swords had been
broken* and a strong resistance had been made by Dar ul
Salam with his feet, which excited the laughter of his ene-
mies, he was overpowered, and they were going to tear him
in two, each having hold of a leg, when Phra Sang Ye Sim
interposed; and advised that the prisoner should be sent to
Kalahom. When the Samang and Bila learned all these
disasters, they set up a loud shout and advanced to rescue
their chiefs. But they were intcrcepteJ by the three Pang-
limas of Girgassis and driven back. Then the Girgassi
KSjas get on their animals, and rode straight towards the
line of Kalana Hetam, where the fight still raged. Now
there only remained of all the officers, ICilana Hetam himself.
He was excessively exasperated at seeing the field nearly
cleared of his troops. He seized hw sword and descending
from his kaindra-an or conveyance ran towards the Siiimp«»
BAjfi Phra Mahi Pho Di. He struck his spear from behfnd
right through the body of Pho Di, who fell dmvn dead
This disconcerted the force of the latter. But the four Gir-
gassi Ra*jrfs arriving, they leapt down from their kaindra-an
and attacked Kalana Hetam, who was in the act of stabbing
at Phra Chau Phringa. The latter evaded the blow by
leaping down from his kaindra an. But Kalana Hetaii
passed his dagger through his body and killed him. Now
the four Girgassies came together and upset Kalana Hetam.
But he got up and stabbed at the Girgassi. He struck
San'gwira Angkara but made no impression, and trying the
same on Sang Dati Kosa; when the Girgassi struck with
his weapon Kalana Hetam. The latter fell; but suddenly
getting up he attacked the Siamese Ra*j& on his kanaikan,
who evaded him. The four Girgassi Rajas were very angry
at all this, and because Kalana would not encounter them.
In the meantime Kalahom sent his invulnerables to seize
Kalana. But he escaped the hands of the four Girgassi
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who tried to seize him and attacked Phra Ong Surin with his
dagger. They were fighting stoutly, when Sangwira Ang-
kara, the R'&ja of the Girgassi seized his sirubah and Phra
Sang Dati Kosa seized his jagar and sprung forward to assist
Phra Ong Surin, and he tried to wrest Kalana Hetam's
dagger out of his hands, in which attempt it broke. Kalana
tried now to unstheath his kris, but Sangwira Angkara threw
his iron siruba (a) at Kalana Hetam, which twisting round
his body secured his arms, and brought to the ground, when
he was instantly bound and sent to Kalahom. Kalahom now
sent to call as many of Kalana Hetam's men as might chuse
to come and submit to him.

Kalahom told the four Girgassi Rajas to take all the R&jas,
chiefs, officers, and men of Kalana Hetam, [who had been
captured or who submitted] and their property and families
to the great Rrfja of Siam, that his majesty might allot them
a district to live in; because Kalana's men were brave, and
Ceir bodies were invulnerable to steel, and would be valuable
as servants of the king. Further Kalahom instructed them
to give a full account to his majesty of all that had passed.

The Bdjd of Ligor, who was present, said to Kalahom—
Your slave is of opinion that all the forces of the five or six
provinces now assembled around your highnesses camp ought
to accompany your highness to Kedda, in case more enemies
may be lying in wait on the way. [15]

NOTES.

16] There appears to me no reason for our not believing that
&> "gagement took place betwixt the Siamese forces and those of
another nation, in the direction as9i^neJ by our author; although
he seems to have drawn for some of his details on a rather exuber-
ant imagination and perhaps on various Hindu or Javan authorities.
His heroes are described in somewhat of a homeric strain, if small
things can be at all compared with great, and he is certainly equally
unscrupulous in his employment of supernatural machinery. There
are »tili extensive plains betwixt Ligor and Kedda.

The Siamese army was commanded as it would have now been
under similar circumstances by the Kalahom; this officer is place!
at the head of Hamese troops destined to act along the coast, the
Chnkkri commanding forces sent inland.

Kalana Hetam the general of the opposing army is here stated to
have come from a lake to the eastward of Pegu, but of such a lake
I have not been able to get any account. Kalana in Malayu means

( a ) A sort of iron lasso.

w w
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a vagabond, and lietam is " black" in allusion to his body having
been tatooed. This was doubtless one of the inroads made by the
Peguers during? the period whea the Siamese contended with them
lor the supremacy over the Tenasserim coast, for Kalana Hetam
insinuates in one of his *ree«he9 that this was not the first time
that he had encouutered Kalahom.

The jumble of titles which «ur author gives to his heroes cannot
be reduced to our regular standard. Bali. Persian, Malayan,
Siamese, perhaps also Javanese, and one of those I elonging appa-
rently to jungle tri' ea, are all here put into Requisition.

The hill trit es, if we are to credit this nanative, weie murh more
numerous and warlike than they now are Indeed they have
dwindled down into a few roving parties or families, whose num-
bers seldom at the utmost exceed a few hundreds. But the allusion
to them evinces the belief as an early period that these tribe* had
long Fettled in the northern parts of the Peninsula and in Pegu,
and they were subjects of $iam. The strength of the contending
armies on this occasion was exaggerated we can easily believe —
yet it is well known that the Peguers, first aud then the Burmuns
and Rimese, could bring considerable armies into the field.

The marshalling l-y our author of the hostile line is in accor-
dance with the system adopted l>y the Siamese of the pte«cnt day
and of which I have already given some description f a ] . Like
the Burmese and Siamese and Malays too of the pie*eut time the
force we have been following had no tents. They erect huts of
branches and leaves, of which they generally fin I abundance
every where; and they entrench themselves wherever they halt, even
for a night*

Like the Chinese armies, those of Raima and Kalahom seemed
to strive which should frighten the other by the loudest noise*.

I once in 1831 vis ted the Raja* of Lî or when encamjed with
about 6even thousand men The greatest order prevailed and there
was no din. The ouly noise at ni^ht was tlui of a gong at the re-
lieving of the sentinels, and guard*. To be sure there were no
enemies at the gate, for iheae hdd first been subdued, the Malays
I mean.

Our author's poetical description of sun rise is of Persian origin*
The Hiyaag is a small cicada which is found \\\ all the jungles of
the Peninsula. Its creaking t*ound may he heard at the distant e
of a quarter of a mile. According to the MaUyau annul* the Siam-
ese and Malays fought in A.D. 1201 with bows and arrows. And
the Javanese and the Macassars when they attacked Malacca in
1440 A.D. They u*ed poisoned airows, propelled through blow
pipes, weapons which the Malacca men weie then unacquainted
with, which appears stiange for the wild tribes of the Peninsula use
them [ i ]. These aborigines of the Peniusula probably had the

Cj] Trans. B. A. S.
[T] Mai, An. No. I.
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kind of weapons then, for I found them in the hands of the
Sakai tribe iu the heait of the Perak country. The arrow is made
of bamhu, and the sharp end is hardened by (ire, other not has a
piece of pith. It is blown through a cane tube 6 to 7 feet long
preserved in a sheath of a lighter cane. The shooter places the
large knob at the top of the tune in hi* mouth, then having closed
his lips he expels the arrow through the tube with the whole
foice of his lungs The a trow hein* so slight flies a long way
with the win/I, and monkeys are killed by it on (he highest tr^es.
The poi-on in which the arrow is* dipped is procured fiom the
if>oh tree, but it has lit tit* effect unlesa used soon after it has leen
piepared over a fir p. The arrow is dipped into the viscous liquid
and immediately tlmt off

So late as the advent of the Portuguese at Malacca, the natives
were astonished at the fire arms and guns used by the former,
Yec it is probable that the Arabs had brought fire arms or gun* to
Ariiin before lint period

The Malayan short kiis was in these day9 two and a half spam
or about one foot nine inches long. The umbrella is useJ by
most of ilie Indo-Chinese nation to denote Che head qu.uters
of a per, era I. The Malays employ spears with horse tail streamers
died red attached to them.

The lord is a fabulous animal. The wa! man a is another. The
chakkra is the iron discus. It was u*ed in India, and is one of
the weapons of the gods, the cbakka of the Siamese, Bali and the
Khrong Chak of the Siamese. It appeitains in Hindu mythology
to those who had attained to that state of purity and beatitude
termed in the Bali reU wato. It is one of the instruments with
which one of the chiefs or officials tortures the damned spirits in
Nuraka, or the infernal regions of Buddhist mythology, on whose
heads it twills like a fiery whirlwind. According to some autho-
rities the Hindu chakkra was a circular mass of fire instinct with
life and* darting forth flames on every side. Hence it has been,
inferred that the aaove people were possessed of a species of
Greek fiie or agni astri which they turned to the purposes of
war( ' ) . Vishnu* bears in his hand the discuss termed Suhara-
san ( s ) a* does a'so his Sacti. According to Mallet cited by
Mam ice, the Scandinavian Jove seems to have been armed wild
the chakkra of Viahnu. And although it is generally I believe
supposed that the Druidical Circles in Europe took their form from
the great snake with its tail in its mouth as the emblem of eternity,
Slill there is reason to suppose that the chakkia, if it did not afford
a lyne for architectural purrose*, was well known to the Druids,
for Mr Maurice acquaints us that in the year 1769 there were
discovered gold coins with thi* emblem upon them ia the middle
of the tidge of Carnebrehill in Cornwall. As a type of eternity

( i ) Wilkins#s Bhagavat. u

( a ) Maurice s Indian Antiquities.
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Brahma is exhibited in his statues with the chakkra in one of his
hands

In (lie Dali Malinda, a work in my possession, I find that the
olakkra was one of the seven precious things procured from the
Maha Tamooiha or great ocean In this instance as it applies to
royally it typifies universal domination ( ' ) .

The jirubah is the chain weapon made of iron, which appears
to have been used in India Ii is a sort of iron las»o, only it is
not a noose, but an instrument to bring down an enemy by en-
twining round him if dexterously thrown.

CHAFTIR XI.

The General Kalahom did not approve of this new escort
and therefore directed the Raja ofLigor, and all the chiefs
and people of these five or six provinces to the S. S. E. to
return home, saying he would write to them if he required
their further aid. He then mustered bis own force, and
found that he had one thousand men fit for duty and un*
wounded, the killed and wounded having been from three to
four hundred. So he sent the wounded to their homes, and
prepared to pursue his original journey. He however halted,
to refresh his troops for three or four days.

The four Girgassi chiefs in the meanwhile requested to
have their leave, and to set off for Siam with their prisoner
Kalana Hetam—i. e. Kalana, with the black or tattooed
belly. So they set off for Siam^as did the Raja of Ligor, and
the other chiefs and Rajas to tfieir several districts, sending
before they left, dressed dishes for the General Kalahom's
table. The General then set out on his route, and the inferior
Rajas through whose districts he passed, met him aftd sup-
plied him with provisions. Raja Kalahom after a while
arrived with his escort on the border of Jfcedda, the route
there lying along the sea shore. At this period Gunong Tunjang
mountain had become annexed to the main shore and was far
inland, and passing that mountain, the next one, Pulo Girt/-
ang, had also become attached to the continent, and obtained
the name of Gunong Giryang

Passing onward along the sea shore, Kalahom noticed nu
merous prahus sailing to and fro. At length he came to a
spot where the ground was raised a little above the general
level, and where there was a rivulet abounding with fish;
and in the vicinity of which all sorts of game abounded.

(' ) Several of these remarks on ihe chakkra with others are contained in
my paper on the Piabat or "Sacred Footmark" of Buddha. Tr. R. A. S.
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Here Kalahom entrenched himself within a mud wall and
ditch; and then despatched a letter to the four Kedda
mantris directing them to come to meet him and to brin<*
their Raja, should they have found one, along with them, to
partake of the field sports and other amusements, at his
encampment at a place called [since then ?] Sungei &ala.
The messengers reached Raja Bersiyong's fort. Here they
were told that the four mantris had gone with their Raja
(down the river) and were engaged in digging, what is now
called, Fungti Kwalla Muda This new cut was made,
because it wauld greatly shorten the distance from the sea to
Kota Aur, Raja Bersiyong's fort, and at the same time straiten
the course of that, large river, which for ages had been rolling
in a tortuous channel. It was also becoming obstructed
through time.

After receiving the letter of Kalahom the Raja and mantris
returned to their fort to prepare for their journey to Sala.
When all was ready, the followers, chiefs and armed men,
having every requisite for hunting, fowling and fishing set off.
The march was made slowly, the Raja halting for some days
occasionally when game was plentiful. In this manner the
caValcade reached the head of Gunong Jerrei, wher abund-
ance and varieties of fruits were obtained. Thence the route
lay towards the sea shore where all sorts of shell fish were
procured.

The party then directed its march towards SALA; and on
reaching it the whole of the Siamese mantris advanced from
the entrenchment or temporary fort and respectfully welcomed
the Raja; escorting him also into the fort with his four
mantris. The Raja then sat in state in the audience hall,
with all. his courtiers ana state officers and people around
him. Then Kalahom brought forth the paper or firman of
the Raja of Siam. This he handed to the four mantris who
respectfully received it and had it read. The purport of it
was, that the Raja of Kedda was thereafter to be entitled
Raja Pra Ong Maha Potisat, (Pho ti Sat.) The four chiefs
or mantris then related from beginning to end, all that
the elephant Kamala Jauhari had done towards disco-
vering the new R&ja, and Kalahom in return narrated
what had happened to him on his route fromSiam; ob-
serving, that it was very fortunate for the Kdja and
his four mantries that he had been sent in time, to prevent
Kalana, with the tattoed paunchy arriving to wrest from
them the government of Kedda, telling them also that this
chief had been sent a prisoner to the [great Raja of Siam
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We have inded been lucky, replied the ministers, to have escap-
ed the risks of battle. Kalahorn having thus fulfilled his mission
gave a feast of all his good things, eatables and drinkables,
to the Raja and his 4 chiefs; and at the. same time he had his
acts proclaimed by the beating of all sorts of instruments,
Kalahom then laid down the Raja's duties for him. It will
be, observed he, his duty to exercise forbearance and shew
kindness towards his subjects, and towards slaves and de-
pendents ; to follow just laws and customs, and to mercifully
dispense charity towards the poor and the beggar or fakier.
Moreover where the punishment of death should be jusily
merited, and should be due to any one, as today, to delay the
execution for three or four days. Further he enjoined upon
the Raja and mantris, that the Rajas of Kedda should not all
stay in one town or fort. The Raja lie directed should
occupy a fort, and all his chiefs should select separate esta-
blishments. You may perceive, said he, that large tracts of
land have been left dry by the sea. and are available for use,
and that here even where I am now residing there are many
level and clear spots or tracts very fit for settlements. To
these instuctions the four ministers and every body else lent a
willing ear, and expressed their assent.

So the Raja Pra Ong Maha Botisat prolonged his stay in
Kalahom's fort. The days were spent in hunting, and all
kinds of amusements, and Kalahom in the evenings instruct-
ed the Raja in his duties, and gave him hints for his conduct
as a prince (or Phriya).

When the Raja and Kalahom went out in the morning to
hunt, each was mounted on a separate elephant, followed by
netters and dogs, and accompanied by the chiefs and officers of
both ; every one was delighted, as from the abundance of all
kinds of game no one thought of the morrow.

One day white thus abroad Raja Pra Ong Maha Poiisat
discovered abut in the forest in which an old man resided
with his wife. A clump of bambus, which grew near the
house, had a protuberance in the middle where the joint was
unusually large. So he ordered this knot to be cut and
brought away: To vary the scene Kalahom took the Raja
to the sea shore to fish and collect shells. This long stay of
the Raja was owing to the delay occasioned by the manufac-
turing of gold and silver flowers which Pra Ong Maha
Pot1 sat had ordered to be mad- in order that they should
be transmitted and respectfully pr s nteU to the Maha
Rty'a Besar or great Rdjd (of JbiamJ in token of his having
become the Raja of Keddd, and as au earnest of the
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enduring and unbroken amity and friendship which was
thenceforward to subsist (betwixt Siam and Kedda )

The gold and silver flowers were ready at the end of five
months. Raja Pra Ong MahaPotisat accordingly gave them
in charge to Kalahom, and also a number of other presents
for his Majesty of Siam, also a letter 'from himself to his
Majesty *

So the Raja of Kedda and his four ministers asked per-
mission of Kalahom to return to the fort of Kwa'.la Mud a.
Kalahom after unceasingly impressing on the Rajah's mind
the*advice he had before given to him, regarding the govern-
ment of liia country, permitted him to depart, while he him-
self set off for Siam with the fl nvers, presents, and letter,
these being marks of his having fulfilled his mission by in-
stalling the Raja of Kedda, and of all his doings while'in that
country.

The letter and the gold and silver flowers and the presents
were conveyed by Kalahom to Siam, and presented by him
to the great Raja as play things for his child. He also gave
a true account of his mission. The Raja of Siam was much
gratified. After this period the Rajas of Siam never ceased
sending envoys yearly to the country of Kedda, with friendly
and amicable letters to the Raja, nor did the Kedda Rajas
ever cease to reciprocate such presents anoletters. [16]

NOTE.

[16] I have sufficiently identifieJ the places mentioned in the
preceding cages.- I went last year to look for the place called
Sala which however had peihaps nothing to cnatk the spot ori-»i-
nbl.y. i proceeded up the stream still called Sala, until stopped
by a rocky bottom, ar.d close to a hill of moderate elevation called
Chorus on the summit of which 1 found the remains ot what appeal-
ed to have been .e-uptes. The woid Sala is Magddha. Taus in
the JVlahdWdi>»o (.>. i »7 1 find it staled the halt built on that s^oc
to pTpeiuaie t i e miracle became celebrated by the name of Sara-

d—-bald*

• There if no mention here of any relationship existing betwixfthe K^dda
uji and iu«» king of Sum, although only IWJ R.ig«B hud inttr?ened Bluce ai
tf Alleged uruthar of Sri Mahawungaa hud become kiug of Si«m.

[To be Continued.']
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CEREMONIES ATTENDING THE FUNERAL OP THE LATE

KINO OP COCHIN CHINA.

ABOUT four months ago I received several numbers of your
valuable Journal which you had kindly sent me, and for which
I give you many thanks. This Journal, conducted in a good
spirit, appears to me calculated to do good. I wish I could
send you something of interest to insert in your pages, but the
painful position in which the persecution places us, prevents
me from exploring the country in which I am, and closely
studying the manners of the people whom Divine Providence
has called me to convert. I am obliged like all my brethren
in Cochin-China, to keep myself shut up in a/niserable cabin
and all that I do must always be done through intermediate
means. However, I will give an account of an event which
has made some little noise in the kingdom this year, it is
the death and funeral of TliMn Tri, king of Cochin-China

The king ThiSn Tri, son of the cruel Minh Mang, had
scarcely resolved to tread in the footsteps of his father, and
renew the persecution of the Christian religion, and hardly
had he published sanguinary edicts against the ministers ot
that religion, and ^gainst those who did not wish to abandon
them by a base apostaqy, when the hand of God was laid upon
him. He fell ill, and his sickness, it is said, was caused by
the fears which the Europeans inspired in him. In spite of
all the doctors, in spite of all the sorcerers, the sooth-savers
the mountebanks and other individuals of that kind whom
he caused to assemble from all quarters, for in no part are
all these absurd superstitions more in vogue than in this
kingdom, Thi6n Tri died on the 26th of the 9th moon (3rd
November) 1847. When the king was dead, it was necessary
to consult other sorcerers, and mountebanks of another kind,
in order to know the day and hour propitious for enshrouding
and encoffining the body. The coffins here are made of a
single large piece of wood hollowed out, and are covered with
another piece of wood, also hollowed. They are then painted
and varnished. The lid shuts up the coffin hermetically, so that
it can be kept in the house many months and even years,
without any bad smell exhaling from it. When the corpse of
ThMn Tri was deposited in the coffin, there were also deposi-
ted in it many things for the use of the deceased in the other
world, such as his crown, turbans, clothes of all descriptions,
gold, silver and other precious articles, rice and other provi-
sions. In all these lands the pagans act as if they believed
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that the dead could still employ all the article* of which they
have made use during life. When the body was deposited in
the coffin, it was carried to a richly ornamented house,
made expressly for the purpose, and sundry buffaloes, swine,
poultry and other animals were immolated, and meals were
set out upon a table made on purpose near the coffin. The
new king, son of the defunct, clothed in a mourning dress, came
each day to prostrate himself before the body of his father,
and to offer prayers to him. Every day also, wax candles
were lighted, or incense burned. Betel or areca nut, tobac-
co, & c , were prepared, and were all placed near the coffin.
It was above all on the sacred days, declared such by the sor-
cerers of the king'lom, amongst others the 1st and the 15th of
each month, that the sacrifices were made with the greatest
splendour. Th$ body remained exposed thus in its lighted
chamber, until the 21st of the 9th moon 18-18 (2lst June,) a day
indicated by the soothsayers and the astrologers as propitious
to commence the funeral rites. Here nothing in regard to the
sepulture of the dead is done by chance; it is necessary that
the place of interment, the day, the hour in which a deceased
person ought to" be interred, should be indicated by the sor-
cerers and the astrologers, who chuse the place by means
of a compass, and react in the stars the propitious or
unpropitious day. If all the formalities have not been ful-
filled, and if what has been prescribed by the sorcerers
has not been followed in every thing, they predict to
the children or the parents of the deceased, that they will
have no more pood fortune, but that all kinds of evils will
unceasingly pursue them. It often happens that a deceased
person is disinterred several times in order to inter him in
another spot when a family sorcerer, to gain a little, throws
them into a fright by announcing misfortunes, because their
dead parent, has not been interred in a proper spot. It is not
the people only who conform to all these absurdities, but the
great also, the king himself and the mandarins. Many how-
ex er do not. believe in them, and when it is represented to
them how much all that they thus do is contrary to the most
simple good sense, they say that is true, but it is a crime
not to do what the king do-s, and what our ancestors
did. As for the sorcerers and the soothsayers, I have caused
mnr.y of them to be quesiioned confidentially, to know if they
believe in all that they profess, and they have always frankly
replied to the Christians who interrogated them, that they did
not believe the least in the world, but when they have been
pressed to quit their disreputable profession they have a
strong argument, which is—if we abandon our occupation we
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must die of hunger. When then shall the light of the gospel
cause the thick darkness to disappear from the Chinese
empire, as it has dissipated it in the greater part of the other
countries of the globe, and above all in Europe, for our fathers
were plunged in superstitions as gross as those of the people
of Asia, before they were enlightened by the torch of the faith !
We ought to give perpetual thanks to God, for having rescued
us from ignorance and crime

On the 21st of the 5th moon, the coffin containing the body
of the king, was carried to a house built for the occasion near
one of the gates of the city, not far from a stream* Upon
the stream were collected all the vesjsels which were to act as
a convoy. The road which' the corpse was to pass over in
order to arrive at the vessel was covered with mats, carpets
and Indian tapestry of silk. The two banks of the river, on
which the corpse was to be carried to the tomb, were also
adorned with silks. An edict, had commanded the mayors
and old men of all the villages of the royal province to erect
each an altar along the side of the river, to bring incense, to
burn wax tapers, and when the corpse passed before the altar
the mayor and old men were to make three great cries.

Each bank of the river was also lined with soldiers. The
tomb is distant about a league from the city, but three daya
were allowed to arrive there, for they went very slowly and
they had three stations. At each station there was a very
large altar on which were burned wax tapers and perfumes,
and the corpse rested there one day in order to receive the
sacrifices which were made to it. These sacrifices consisted
of buffaloes, swine and other animals, who were first strangled
and then offered entire. There were also prepared meats,
betel nut, tobacco &c. When the offering was finished the
animals were divided and distributed to the mandarins and
soldiers who accompanied the funeral. The coffin remained
then one day in a house placed near the gate of the city, and
this day 35 large animals, oxen, buffaloes, and swine were
sacrificed. On the next day they put themselves in motion
to go to the boats The coffin was carried by soldiers, at the
rear came the new king who conducted the mourning as chief
of the family. He walked on foot clothed in mourning robes,
that is, he wore a long dress of white cotton with large
sleeves, Tipon his head he had a straw bonnet and carried in
his hand a stick of dry bambu. Then came the other children
of the deceased king, and of his parents, wearing white dresses
and white turbans, the mourning costume of these countries,
and after them the attendants. When they had arrived at
the river the corpse was deposited in a magnificent bark
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constructed expressly for it, no person went into this boat,
the corpse was left by itself, and the coffin concealed in
such a way that it could not be seen by any one. The
journey upon the river then commenced. First was a boat
in which were the bonzes mounted upon a sfaije which ten
soldiers supported on their shoulders, and whether they went
in a boat or whether they walked, the bonzes were upon
this and they prayed, they shouted, eulogising the defunct; but
all in a manner ridiculous, even in the eyes of sensible pagans.
These poor bonzes were obliged to remain upon the stag©
during the whole journey, and they were not allowed to descend
on any account however pressing. Three other boats follow-
ed which had also other three stages; upon one was displayed
a large piece of white damask fastened upon a wooden frame,
and on this damask were written a number of large supersti-
tious characters. 'I his is, according to the pagans, the abode
of one of the souls of the defunct. On another stage were
rice, fruits and other meats, and upon the last stage were
perched certain mountebanks whose duty is to chase away
the demons who wished to come and seize the soul of the
defunct, or at least vex U in any manner they could. These
individuals had their bodies painted different colours, some
white, others black, others red, green, blue, violet, brown.
They had wooden swords, lances, or other weapons of wood
in their hands, some had fire brands. They howled, they sung,
danced, made a thousand contortions, shook their wooden arms
or fire brands, all with the purpose of frightening the demons.
After these barques came the boat which bore the corpse
towed by another boat, and after it came the boat of the new
king who was alore with his women. His boat was also
towed, then came boats bearing the princes and the manda-
rins : There were also boats in which were soldiers carrying
fire brands and torches, besides other boats in which the sol-
diers had arms, muskets, sabres, and lances. Thus they
proceeded on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd day, observing all that
has been said above, and scattering throughout a large quan-
tity of gold and silver paper. They slept during the night in
the boats. They also eat in the boats.

At last on the 11th, they arrived near the tomb, built in a
mountain very near the river. On one side of the mountain an
edifice+ad been built of beautiful stone enclosed by a wall, In
this edifice are the apartments which must serve as a prison to
the wives of the defunct who have no children. They are
perpetually shut up there to guard the sepulchre, and prepare
daily the food and the other things.of which they think the
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deceased has need in the other life. In the mountain a deep
cavern has been excavated, the entrance to which is in the
edifice, and is formed of a large stone. It is in this cavern,
which is extended to the middle of the mountain, in a place
unknown to the public, that the corpse is deposited. This place
is only made known to the persons strictly necessary, for they
fear that in case of war the enemy will try to profane the
remains of the defunct king, as has already happened in 1 his
country; and this is regarded as one of the greatest of misfor-
tunes. From the river to the tomb a floor has been made
covered with beautiful mats, and over this floor th« coffin was
borne and the whole of the convoy marched, who also carried
all the boats and stages with great pomp. At the precise
hour indicated by the astrologers, the corpse was deposited
in the cavern, and with it were interred much gold and
silver, precious stones, and many other valuable objects, and
then the cavern was closed. This done, three large f.iles were
constructed within the compass of the walls. These piles
were composed of boats, of stages and of every thing that
had been used in the funeral, and moreover of all the objects
which had been in use by the kiflg during his lifetime, of
chessmen, musical instruments, fans, boxes, parasols, mats,
fillets, carriages &c. &c. and likewise a horse and an elephant,
of wood and pasteboard. There was also burned separately
a magnificent boat all gilt, in which had been placed gold, silver,
and precious stones. This was the boat which had been used
by the king during his life, and further another very magnifi-
cent boat was burned which had been built for the express
purpose of carrying the corpse. The young king* applied
the fire. During all the time of the burning the mountebanks
who before had been mounted upon a stage, and whose duty
it was to chase away the devils, conducted themselves in a
very singular manner. They danced, leapt, brandished their
wooden arms, or firebrands, they sung, they shouted menacing
the demons with all kinds of misfortunes, in order to prevent
them from entering the cave where the corpse of the king had
been interred. When all was consumed the new king and
the mandarins quietly returned to the city. In this ceremony,
however, several mandarins lost their rank, the least mis-
take about the ceremonial being most severely punished.

Some months after the funeral, at two different times, there
were constructed in a forest near a pagoda, two mag-
nificent palaces of wood with rich furnishings, in all things
similar to the palace which the defunct monarch had inha-
bited. Each palace was composod of twenty rooms, and the
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most scrupulous attention was given in order that nothine
might lie awantiiig necessary fur a palace, and these palaces
were burned with great pomp, and it is thus that immense
riches have been given to the flames from the foolish belief
that it would serve the dead in the other world. However
the people who bear all these foolish expenses, and who die of
famine, and who perhaps do not believe (hat they are neces-
sary, murmur in secret and bear with much discontent, a very
grievous yoke; they dare not complain openly, for should \
word of complaint reach the superior authorities, it would

suffice to call down death upon those who uttered i t !
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SUMATRA.

WE have hitherto refrained from inserting any papers on
Sumatra, because Mr MarSden's admirable work has long
made the En»li>>h reader familiar with one section of that great
island. Although it comprises but an inconsiderable por-
tion of the whole*, and tho countries and races with which
he was not personally acquainted and of which his notices are
often extremely meagre, are in some r spects more inter^bt-
in«r than those with which the English settlements on the
S. W. coast were connected, we considered it proper to turn
our attention in the first place to those portions of the Archi-
pelago which have hitherto not been so fortunate in securing
English historians as Sumatra and Java. We now intend
to give to Sumatra that place m this Journal to which it is
on many accounts entitled. Next to the MaL-iy Peninsula
it has perhaps the greatest claims to the interest of resi-
dents in the Straits Settlements ; while as the original seat
of the Malays and their language, it demands the attention
of all who are desirous of exploring the history of the
Archipelago. It is by comparing like language and customs

• A glance at the table of contents would hive shewn this,«hut unfortu*
natelv it has none. The more correct title of the woik would have been
44 An Account of the Rrjai'gs, with notices of the oilier races of Sumatra.*' The
territory of the Uejangu is about 4,500 sq m or 5yh of the island, but thfy
receive far more upace in the History of Sumatra than all the rest of it together,

251 pages.

A c h i n . . . .
The Western Islands . , , ,

. . . 21

. . . 28

. . . 12

. . . 30
. . . 69
. . . 15

• • . .

175

. 44
We do not >)oint out this disproportion to detract from the merit: of this most
able and delightful work, but to disabusp our readers of any impression that
Sumatra his been fully described, and to warn them that Mr Marsden's
whole woik is somewhat colouied by h's too often con found ing the Rejangs
with the Sumatrans generally. In spite of his genuine truthfulness and great
sense, the reader rises f«om the perusal of the work with a very erroneous and
imperfect notion of Sumatra as a whole. Some of the historians of India
have ranked it as one of their advantages over their moie travelled rivals,
that they knew nothing of the country save from books, and the example of
Mr Marsden seems to give some countenance to the notion. We believe
however that Mr Marsden's v«as a mind capable of overcoming the tendency
to exaggerate the importance, and be blinded l>y the I iar, of what was most
familiar to it, and that it was the sheer lack of materials for a general history
of the island that made him give Rejaug 250 instead of IP pages, which
would have been its just proportion*
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of the Malays with those of the races of Sumatra who have
surrounded the inland Malayan region firm time immemorial,
that any trustworthy conclusions are to be established with
respect to the origin of a people who have filled such an
important part in that history, and by their boldness, enter-
pr.ze and ̂ rapacity thrown the other indigenous tribes into
the back ground. In this work we have made some pro-
gress. The race that has appeared to us most important in
such enquiries is that of the Batta', and the results of a
comparison of their > dialects, for they have several, with the
Malayan, we shall lay before our readers in due time. The
Battas hare excited so much curiosity, and the notions
commonly entertained respecting them are so erroneous, that
before we can enter on these historical investigations with
advantage, it is necessary to obtain a correct knowledge
of their actual character and mod* of life at this day'. We
are enabled to do this through the labours of Mr T. J. Wilier,
who passed five years in the southern part of tfie Batta'
countries, in charge of the Provinces of Mandheling and
PJrtibi now belonging to Netherlands India He m:ide ail
exceedingly able and careful compilation of their laws and
customs, which was afterwards published in the I ijdschrift
voor Nederlandsch Ind.c, accompanied by an account of the
country and the people. It is the last that we now intend
to present to our readers. Our translation has had the
advantage of being revised by Mr Wilier himself, who has
added some further, elucidations. The more important and
valuable part of his work, that comprising the laws and insti-
tutions, is too bulky to be inserted entire in one piece, but we
shall afterwards give an abridgement or selections from it.

We precede Mr Willer's paper by so much of a general
Sketch of ths configuration and ethnology of Sumatra, as seems
necessary to shew the place which the Batta' and they: coun-
try hold with respect to the other races and their territories.
This sketch will be continued, and as soon as we can give
lithographed maps* to illustrate the subject, we shall com-
mence descriptions of each country in Sumatra, its inhabi-
tant! productions, trade, &c. as accurate and complete as
our materials will admit.

* We hoiie sooa lo he in possession of a Lithographic Press which wa
ordered some time ago for this and oilier illuitra'ions required fur ilns Jour-
nal We shall describe and illustrate tha diff-reni countries of Hie Milay
Peninsula in the s*me way, and we «1HI| feel greatly obliged lo any coniri-
buiors who wi«l umleinke a general anoirarhical account ot Borneo, I'eUbe*,
the Phillipinci. Moluccas, or ihe Timorean islands, to prepare the way for
more detailed descriptions of the different countries which they comprise.
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A GENERAL SKETCH OF SUMATRA.

By J. R. LOGAN, F. G. S ,

Corresponding Member of the Ethnological Society, &••

POSITION AVD EXTENT.

SUM AtRA, leaving out of view its modern alluvial accessions,
consists of a rectilinear belt of elevation, stretching from the
parallel of Pinang to that of Bantam, and shutting in the Ma-
lay Peninsula and China Sea from the Indian Ocean. Its
extreme northwest and southeast points differ 10° 30* in longi-
tude and 11° 40' in latitude, the former being in 5o 45' N. L,,
95° 10' E Long and the latter in5° 55'S.L., 105M0' ELong.
The belt thus makes an angle of about 36° with the meridian,
its direction being a little VV of N. VV. by N., which gives it
a length of about 925 geographical miles. Its average breadth
appears to be rather more than 90 miles, as it nowhere ex-
pands to a much greater breadth for a considerable space
save in the middle region, nor contracts to a less save at the
northern and southern extremities. The area covered by
it is about 83,000 square miles. The true limits and confi-
guration of this mountain region on the east have not been
asceri siined, but it probably forms a vast number of systems
of low hills as on the west coast, and as in the Malay Penin-
sula on the margins and in the depressions of the belt of
mountain groups. The body of the Sumutrun ziine dot s not
appear to consist of elevated chains of great length,but of
numerous short ranges and isolated mountains varying ex-
tremely in all their dimensions. The circumstance of the
belt being partly plutonic and partly volcanic forms its pecu-
liar character. It* configuration is*in fact a combination of
that of the Malay Peninsula with that of Java, with this
difference that its middle region is more elevated and ex-
panded than any part of the Peninsula, several of its masses
being about thrice the height of the highest summits of
that range. If a number of volcanic mountains ro-e here
and there amongst the Peninsular groups, and in great-
est number in Pura', Ti&iigganu and Patani, where it is
broadest, it would be identified in character with Sumatra.
The greater elevation of the mountains of the latter is
however accompanied by a greater expansion of the pla;ns
and vallies which lie amongst thcun. In crossing it any-
where, save towards its northern and southern extremities,
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three, and sometimes more, principal ranges are found with
wide table lands, plains or vallies between them, watered
by numerous streams, and in some places containing lakes, as
in the principal Korinchi plain, the great Malayan plain
of Menangkab&u and the Bata' plain of Tobah. The most
western ranges form the water shed, and as the land to the
west of it, chiefly hills, is not more than 25 miles broad,
about one-fifth only of the waters of the island fall- into the
Indian Ocean,—the Straits of Malacca and the Java sea
receiving the remainder, in nearly equal proportions as
regards the drainage of the mountains, but with a large ex-
cess to. the latter from the wide plain traversed by the rivers
that disembogue into it.

The western margin of the belt, washed by the strong
waves of the Indian Ocean, has retrograded to the eastward,
the sediment of the rivers and the debris of the coast being
carried away instead of being deposited. The northern
part of the east coast, exposed to the assault of the Bay of
Bengal, has retained its ancient dimensions, if it has not
contracted, but as soon as the open sea is exchanged for
the Straits of Malacca, the mountain belt begins to retire
from the coast, and a great alluvial plain commences,
which, to the south of the S. E. extremity of the Batta'
country opposite Parcelar hill, where the Peninsular and
Sumatran belts approach nearest each other, expands to a
breadth varying from 60 to 110 miles. The length is about
600 miles and the average breadth about 70 miles which
gives a surface of about 42,000 square miles.* If to this
we add 1,500 square miles for the area of the flat alluvial
land to the north of the great plain, we shall have J 28,500
miles as the area of the whole island, t the mountain region
occupying about two thirds. The islands on the west coast
give a further surface of 5,000 miles to be added to the
elevated region, and this will make it almost exactly double
the size of the alluvium.

BANGS AND NUMBER! OP THE DIFFERENT RACES OF INHABITANTS*

/. Wild Tribes.

There are two races which, not being confined to par-
* We ha?e already described thii plain and the mods of ita formation.

Sketch of the Physical Geography and Geology of the Malay Peninsula,
Jonrn. Ind. Arch. ?ol. H P- 129—132

f Thia result Is nearly identical with the gross estimate of Lieut, Meviile
Tin Carobee, which if 8,035 leaguee= 128,560 Eng. sq. geo. miles. lbt p. 176.
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ticular localities, it is necessary to mention first. They
are at the opposite extremes of the civilization of the
island. The one is a half wild people, the scattered rem-
nants of the aboriginal inhabitants, now broken by oppres-
sion and solitary confinement for centuries in the jungly
mountains, into a number of disconnected patches of com-
munities, differing, it is probable, 'considerably in language
and little in condition and ideas. Most of the notices of
them are so meagre that they do nothing more than prove
the fact of their existence in widely separated parts of
Sumatra. Thus in the north, where they are known under
the name of Orang Lubu, the Batas describe them as having
inhabited PSrtibi before they occupied it.* They are
found up the Mandau above Siak. t In the south again
they are mentioned under the name of Orang Kubu by
Marsden and other writers who resided on the west coast,
and we know from information received from Malays that
they are found in the interiour on ascending most of the

.large rivers whose embouchures are on the east coast.
Major Sturler in his account of PSleaibang gives a particu-
lar description of the Orang Kubu, who in condition and
habits entirely agree with the wilder tribes of the Malay
Peninsula. The same remark applies to the Orang Gunong
of Banka. The southern extremity of the mountain belt is
inhabited by the Orang Abung, a head-hunting race. These
are the mountain nomades, but there are also half wild
people, some living in boats in the salt water creeks, and
others in the sago forests and low jungles of the east coast.
In this lowest class of Sumatran tribes should be included
those inhabiting some of the western islands, such as the
Enganoans.

'Iheir physical resemblance to the Malays is everywhere
remarked, and, as I formerly statedf, there seems no room to
doubt that they are thp aborigines of the Malayan region
of Sumatra, and the remnants of the stock from which the
present Malays have descended. Their number may be
provisionally assumed at 6,000.§

IL Orang Malayu (Malays.)

We now proceed to the Malay races themselves, the
• Wilier, Tijd. v. N. Iod. 8tb y. 2d part p. 402.
t J. Anderson, Minion to Sumatra p. 349.
X Journ. Ind. Arcb. vol. n p. p. 832, 517, notes
§ The Ahung and Ku bu in the south appear to near about 2,000.
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principal inhabitants of the island whether we consider their
range, numbers, actual territory, influence or civilization.
They entirely occupy the widest and middle region of Sumatra
extending from the Rakan nearly to the Palembang on the
east coast, and from Ayer Bangis to Katauu on the west coast,
a lensrth of about 275 m. with an average breadth of about 190
m. and a superficies of 52,250 square miles, or little short of
one half of Sumatra. The east coast is nearly straight,
running throughout in a direction due N. W. by N 9 and
evincing the won4erful regularity, unity and power of the
elevatory movement which formed the mountains. The
breadth of the highlands is about 95 miles. The low land
that stretches from their base to the east coast has about
the same average breadth, so that the region is divided in
nearly equal proportions between them. The greater
part of the lowlands appears to be nothing more than the
waste matter of the mountains brought' down by the
streams, and as the ranges must have been pared down
to a still greater proportionate extent on the western side
of the watershed, where their sea face is exposed to a tre-
mendous surf, the loss must have been enormous, and the
date of their elevation extremely remote. It is this accu-
mulation of sediment over so wide a surface oft the east
side of the mountains that has given rise to the great rivers
which intersect the phin, the Siak, Kampar, Indragiri,
Jambi and PaLnnbang. It was the possession of this central,
largest and most highly favoured region, that enabled the
Malays to grow in numbers and civilization till they ob-
tained supremacy in Sumatra. The mountains contain
numerous yallies, some of great extent, all well watered and
many enriched by volcanic soil. The population varies
extremely in density. The higher parts of the mouncains,
and the low land between the rivers, are left to the jungle
and wild animals, and possess hardly any human inhabitants.
The rivers have considerable collections of houses scattered
at g' eater or less intervals algpg their banks, and extending
a short distance from them. , The principal vallies in the
mountains, on the other hand, are completely cultivated and
filled with inhabitants. While the countries of Siak, Iudragiri,
Jambi and the northern pert of Palembanir, including a por-
tion about 25 miles broad of the eastern flanks of the moun-
tain land,contain about 2)0,000 souls or 5 to tin square mile,
the single province of Menangkabau has a population of about
385,000 or 128 to the square mile, and the whole mountain
land taken together gives a mean of 40 to the square mile.
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The population is distributed as follows:
1st, Malays of the mountain region,
a. Menangkabau

This is a parallelogram 60 miles from N. W. to S. E. and
50 miles broad, embracing all the upper branches and vallies
of thelndragiri, including lake Sinkara and its feeders,—the
watershed being on the western border. This small region,
of which the surface is less than one fortieth of that of
Sumatra, contains the highest mountains and most fertile
and populous vallies. To the north of* the plain the vol-
canoes of Gunong Singalang and Gunong Berapi rise to
the heights of 12,468 and 13,195 feet, while to the north
east of these Gunong Kasumba or Sago attains a consider-
able but lower elevation. The principal feeder of Sin-
iara has its source in Gunong Talang, which rises im-
mediately beyond the southern boundary of the region
to a great height. The population, the most dense in
Sumatra and chiefly concentrated on a space of about
30 miles broad, the southern and south eastern slopes of
Berapi, is about 128 to the square mile for the whole
region, but probably from 300 to 400 for the completely
cultivated country around Pagar Uyong. This country, Sir
S. Raffles ^writes, "as far as the eye oould distinctly trace,
was one continued scene of cultivation, interspersed with
innumerable towns and villages shaded by the coconut and
other fruit trees. I may safely say that this view equalled
anything I ever saw in Java; the scenery is more majestic
and grand, population equally dense, cultivation equally
rich,"

Luak Tana Datar 80,000
Agam 80,000
Sambilan Kota 20,000
Lima pulo Kota. 50,000
Lintau . 10,000
T. Alam 15,000
Duo pulo Kota... . %... 100,000
Batipu 12,000
Dua bias Kota Matua.. .. 12,000
TujuLuras 6,000

385,000*

• Francis, Tijd. v. N. I. 3d y. p. 04.
Sir S. Rafflee estimated the population of a imfiller tract, 50 milee iqutre,

•t a million which would have been 400 to tbe iq. tn. The disturbance! that
have tince taken place, beginning with tbe renewed wan of tbe Pad Ha and
ending with the conqueit of the country by the Dutch, may baie conalderably
leiaened the population.
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b. Malays of the Region of Sapulo Bua Bdndat and
Gunong Suny&i Pagu.

This is the continuation of the Menangkabau region to
the south, retaining the same breadth, and extending to the
south of the southern Gunong Berapi on the confines of
the Korinchi country. Tt is mountainous throughout and
does not appear to contain any large fertile vallies. The
higher branches of the Datang Hari Jambi are comprised
in it. Gunong Talang in the N. W. rises to the height of
10,032 /. G Berapi has a great elevation but its height has
not been ascertained. This country has not been explored
by Europeans, and as we do not hear of any populous vallies
in it, we may conclude that it is thinly inhabited, and allow
it 15 to a mile, which, its surface being 3,250 miles, will
give a population of about 40,000.

c. The Korinchi.

This race essentially Malayan* occupy the continuation
of the mountain region southward from Gunong Swifegi
Pagu district as far as a line drawn N.E. byE. from the mouth
of the Kataun. The proper country of the Korinchi is the
north eastern portion of this tract, but the clans occupying
Serampei, Suiigei Tenang, Limun and Labun appear to be
allied to them. Korinchi itself contains several lakes, and
these with the streams to the southward as far as Limun
feed the central and southern branches of the Jambi. This
tract is 100 m. long, and 50 m. broad, which gives a surface
of 5,000 miles. The population may be reckoned at 15 per
mile and will amouut to 75,000.

d. The Rawq.
This people, who are of the same race as the Malayan

highlanders to the south of them, and differ from them chiefly
in being more adventurous, occupy the mountain territory
drained by the Rakan and its tributaries, a square of about
40 miles lying immediately to the north of Menangkabau.
Their number is probably 25,000t or about 16 to the square
mile, but in the valley of the Sumpur where they are chiefly
concentrated! the mean must be much greater.

* The Korinchi still preserve an original (Indo-Malay) alphabet. It is
extremely probable that the AJalays to the north of them used this alphabet
before they adopted the Arabic.

f Francis.
t Oslhoff, Tijd. N. I. 7th y. 1st P. p. 16.
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?.—The Malays of the hilly territories to the west of the
mountain 7 egion.

This tract consists chiefly rf low hills and its general con-
figuration appears to be identical with the hilly tracts of
the Malay Peninsula such as Singapore, the interior of
Malacca &c. The first range of the mountains also beloi.gs
to it. Its breadth is about 25 miles.

c The Sea lord of Menani/kabau f 1,700 sq. m.)
Kinali
Bonjol
Tiku
Danau
Duablas Kotta
Lima Kotta
Sikara di Ulu
Priaman
Tnju Kotta
Ulahkan
Sunur
Kuretaji
Pakomka

3,000
esooo
4,000

10,000
8,000
4,000
1,000
2,000
6,000
1,500

800
1,500

250

Bentangan Tengi .
Toba
Tapaki
S. Labang
Kapala Kota
Pakandangan

200
800
800
600
500

. 4,000
Small districts connect-

ed with it
Sintu Lubualong .
Padang

. 4,000

. 2,000

. 1,400

64,350*

b. The sea bord of Sapulo Bua Bandar having a surface
of 1,300 sq. m.

4,000 Siranti
3,000 Priangpara

Pauw
Kota Tenga
Trusan

Sapulo Bua Bandar
Bayang
Salido •
Pagnan
Batang Kape
Tab
Tarata

4,000

2,500
2,000
3,000
3,000

500
500

Kambaug
Palangai
S. Tunu
Pangassan
Ayer Haji

' 1,000
500

2,500
200

2,500
500

1,500

31,200*

.—The Malays of the lowlands or eastern countries,
Siak, Tndragiri, Kampar, Jambi, a part of Palembang on

the south and the alluvial land as far as the Bila on the north,
containing 36,800 miles.

If we limited this tract to the alluvium the population
would not amount to 1 to the sq. m., but as we have included
the hilly tract to the west of it we allow 5, or a population of
184,000. We have not been able to obtain sufficient infor-
mation respecting the hilly tract to offer this estimate with
much confidence. The population appears to be considerable,

* Francii.
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and probably approximates to that of the mountains behind
it, but the large extent of uninhabited jungles on the alluvial
tract appears to require us to reduce the mean to the number
we have assumed.
4th.—The Malays of the East Coast of the nortfiern region.

Bat the Malays are not confined to the middle region of
Sumatra. On the north they occup} the lower part of the
eastern country at least as far as Langkat, a distance of 250
miles, which gives them an uninterrupted range along the-
east coast of 600 miles. They are found to the north of this
as far as Diamond Point, but much mixed with Achinese.
Their entire number does not appear to be above 60,000,* dis-
tributed as follows :
T. Jambu Ayeiv.
S Pari Busa~
S. Ram Kundu**
S. Punya Mallkan
$ Jejulo **
Ujong Prahila
S. Perla*.
S. Biaiw* *»
S. Birinu* «•
S. Langsa %»
S. Raja Muda«%
S. Raj A Tua «*
Ujoog Timian*%
S« Besitang %%
S. Bahalan «»
S. Langkat »«
Dili
K. Lalang **
S. Tuan ~
K. Sirdang
S. Panti Labu ~
S. Palu Nibong
S. Pebowangan
S. Mangkuda «•
S. Bidagei «%
S/ B. Mati -

~ 200 K. Padang -
100 S Pegurawan *•

«. 600 S. Sipari pari *»
~ 150 S. Tanjong „
„ 5,000 S. Rambus ^
^ 1,000 S. Perapo
^ 1,000 TSlo1 Piai
^ 170 ! Batu Bara
„ 400 I S. Silan
^ 600 I Assahanf «•
^ 200 Panei
^ 300 S.Tangal ^
~ 1,000 i S. Salang
.. 100 S. Letir
^ 50 j S. Besar
^ 7*350 S. Morban

7.000 \
„ 300
~ 100
^ 3,000
~ 50
.. 150
^ 30O
^ 100
^ 200
~ 50

S. Sampe ^ *»

* 1,100
. 100
~ 100
~ 400
•* 100
~ 20
^ 100
•.10,000
~ 4 JO
^10,000
^ 1,000
- 200
~ 100
„ 300
^ 400
^ 100

200
400

2,020
S. Kubu
Rakan %% «%
Allow for Creeks &c.

overlooked by Mr
Anderson^ *« M 3,490

* Anderson gives 350,000 as the population of this part of the tut coast, bat
he includes a considerable portion of the Bata' region lying behind the Ma-
layan lea'bord, and it is clear that this number was a mere guess made without
reference to the data of which he was in possession, for the numbers which ha
set down it the different places which he vuitcd do not gi?e an aggrrgate of
much more than one half of this estimate.

f The entire population is given at 70,000 but it least f the must be Batai.
X J» Anderaon. Mis. to Sum.
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bth.—Malays of the West Coast of the Northern ngion.

On the west coast they occupy a belt extending from
Pasaman to Barus, although the Batas break through it in
Tapanulih Bay and at some other places. The following
is the distribution of the Malay population of this tract:
Ba'us .. .. 2,800
Sorkam ... 1,000
Semawang or Tapauuli 200

Natal .. .. 3,000
Lingabaya (inland) •. 3,000
Batahan .. 2,500

Kalangaii .. 300 AySr Baftgis .. 3,000
Sikilang .. 3,000
Pasamun • • 200

Badiri .. 300
PinangSure .. 2,000
Batu Mandam .. 1,000. -
Singkuang .. 1,500 24,100§
Kunkan .. 500

If to the above data we add 10,000* for the number of
Malays in the other parts ol the island where they do not
predominate, we shall have 898,650 as the total pure Malay
population of Sumatra.

With the exception perhaps of Lampong,the people of
frhich are too much allied to the Sundanese to be ranked as
pure Malay, the races of the southern region of Sumatra are
really Malay,t although with a tincture of the languages, and at
some places of the blood, of Java. The Malay region therefore
in its widest sense includes the people who use the Rejang
or Henchong alphabet. This includes Rejang, Serawi, Pas-
sumali, P&lemhang &c, a country having an extent of about
22,775 m. which gives the whole Malay region a surface of
79,825 m. and a population of 1,331,650. The distribution
of the races inhabiting the southern region is as follows:

Southern Races.
The southern part of Sumatra may be called the country

of the rivers P&lembang and Tulang Bawang, for they and
their numerous branches traverse the whole of it, save a
narrow belt on the west coast % Several civilized races are
found around the Palembang; on the north pure Malays, near
P&Iembang itself the orang Palembang a Malayu-Javanese
race, on the north west the orang Rejang, on the west the

$ Francff.
• P. Niai alone hai 3.000. In tht Ackinese territories and Palembanf

there must be a considerable number.
t See my remarks on this subject, Journ. Ind. Arcb. vol. n p. 517 note.
t Indeed the configuration of the whole island is lucb that it would be best

described at a aeries of river diatticta, the portion of the narrow belt of billa
on the west coast behind each being considerd as accessory to its u'u, ai tba
MaUyi do in the caae of the Musi or Palcmbang with Banka at lti mouth gad
BankAttlu behind It* head wateri.
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orang Serawi and Pasumah, and on the south west the orang
Komreng, The country of the Tulang Bawang is occupied
by the orang Lampong.

III. Orang Palembang.

The greater portion of the territory possessed by this ract
is the continuation of the great eastern plain. They extend
along the branches of the river into the interior, the line
where they are succeeded by the>aces who inhabit the ulu
not being well defined. This region contains about 13,400
sq. m. and a population of 201,000 or about 15 to the sq. m-*

IV. Orang Ryang.
The whole mountain country from which the upper part

of the river Musi (the main branch of the river of P&lem-
bang) draws its feeders, appears to be occupied by this
people. It is about 60 rn long and 50 m. broad, giving an area
of 3#,000 sq. miles. The western seaboard consisting of
about 25 miles of hilly country, is inhabited "by the same race
chiefly, which gives an addition of 1,500 sq. m. The popu-
lation of this western tract is 23,88If or 16 to the sq. mile,
and there seems no reason to altow a higher rate for tho
interior. The Rejangs probably therefore number about
72,000.

F. Orang Serawi.
The people who speak this language, but with the O. P&iem-

bang use the same character as the Rejangs, occupy that part
of the mountain country from which the feeders of the
southern branches of the P&lembang are derived, including
Pasumah ulu Manna and Pasumah Lebar. Their range also
extends partly into the Paiembang country. The mountain
region which they inhabit is about 65 miles long and 50 miles
broad giving an area of 3,250 miles. According to tho
estimate of Mr Presgrave the Pasumahs alone have about
105,200 inhabitants,} The western sea bord, which is here
also about 25 miles broad, contains 26,530 inhabitants§ and
allowing an equal density to the southern half of the moun-
tain land, the whole region, with the addition of 1,000 Pasu-
mahs in Paiembang (Sturler), will contain about 160,000 or
32 to the sq. m.

• According to Major St drier the Netherlands Province of Paiembang con.
taini 250,0(10 inhabitant!, bat thii incladei part of our pure Malay and Sertwl
regioni*

f Fraoeli. Tiro of the inland dlitricti, Rejang and Anpat Liwang, reipio-
tiveiy contain 10,000 and 14,016

t Mil. Mil. Thii we suipect ii excesii?e.
§ Franoir.

Z Z
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VI. Orang Lampong.
This race inhabits the most southern portion of Sumatra,

including the termination of the great alluvial plain and the
last ranges of the mountain belt. The whole comprises about
8,280 sq. m. divided in nearly equal proportions between flat
and elevated ground,* and the population amounts to 92,900
or about 11 to the sq. m.

THE NORTHERN RACES.

VII. Orang Batta9.
Next in place to the Malay region on the north is that

of the Batta9. Their range extends from the country of the
Rawa on the river Rakan on the east side, and Natal on

* the west ride, as far north probably as the latitude of
Diamond Point on the east and Gunong Abong Abong on the
west, but the boundary line between them and the A Chinese
in the interior is either insensible or unascertained, and in
our estimate of territory and population we shall take a line
extending from 6 Luse to the northern boundary of Langkat,
as their limit.-]- The only places where they extend to the
s§p are at Bila and Pani on the east coast and from Tabayang
to Kalang on the west cOast. Allowing for the country occu-
pied by Malays, the length of the Bata region is about 240 m.,
the average breadth about 68 m., and the superficies nearly
17,000 sq. m. It may be properly divided into three parts,
the first extending from the southern boundary to a lino
drawn from the mouth of the gila on the east coast to the
southern coast of Tapanuli Bay on the west coast. The
Batta9 portion of this, comprising nearly the whole, is a rhom-
boid, 116 miles broad and 80 miles long, and with a surface of
about 7,500 square miles. The middle division extends from
this to a line drawn across the island from the mouth of
S. Balagi on the east to the mouth of S. Singkel on the west,
giving a length of 80 in., a breadth for the Batta' portion of
65 m . and an area of 5,200 sq. m. The northern division is
about 60 m. long, the Batta' portion 50 m« broad and the
surface 3,000 miles. The Battas appear to be the aboriginal
race of the whole of Sumatra to the north of the river Ba-

ft Tbii district iocludei the southern extremity of the Netherlands division
of Bangkaalu at far at G. Pugun and a small portion of the difision of Pulem-
b«ng. All this district and probably a greater portion of the Palembang-
division is inhabited by people of the Lampong race. The Lampong diviiion
contains 82,900 souls (Zollinger) and the southern district of the Bangkaulu
Division, Kroe, 10,000 (Francis).

t Msrsden in his map makes the southern branoh of the Dili riftt the
northern boundary, which ii'too far to the south.
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rumun, a region which, under the name of Balla, constituted
one of the three great divisions of the island in ancient times.
At present, with the exceptions mentioned above, the hilly
country along the west coast, and the low lands along the
east coast, are, as we have seen, possessed by Malays chiefly,
who therefore occupy here the same position with respect to
the aborigines which they do on both sides of the Malay
Peninsula, with this difference that the inland race of
Sumatra is far more numerous, civilized and independent
than the Binua. The relative positions of the original and
intruded races find a closer parallel in many parts of Borneo*
As the plain around lake Siiikara was the nursery of Malayan
civilization, so -the country in which the great lake of AySk
Tawar lies was probably that where the Batta' civilization
developed itself.* • It was from the borders of this lake that
the Battas extended southward towards the country of the
Rawa We are not yet in possession of sufficiently accurate
information to define the limits of the various countries and
districts into which the Batta region is divided. The following
list must serve for the present:

1st* Battas on the West Coast formerly subject to Malay
rulers*

Ko1ang~ ~ ~ 200
Si Boga ~ ~ 300
Bediri ~ - 300
Siiigkuang +~ ~ 1,500
Tabuyung ~ -~ 2,000

4,300
2n \ Battas on the low land and hilly region on the

east side of the mountains,
About 160 miles long, 20 miles broad and 3,200 miles in

superficies, having a probable average population of about 20
to the square mile.

Langkatf 9 13,560
Balu China - - . 20,000

* The raw material on which Bata like Malay civilisation (both dertvedrrom
louthern India) operated, was apparently the lude aboriginal people mentioned
abote p. 347.

f The numbers which follow are rough estimates made by Mr Anderson
from naf.ve information. They are either greatly exaggerated or include a
considerable ponton of the independent Batta' countries. The former is
probably the caie, as the Malay chiefs of the east coast would be prone to
jnagnify the number of Battas subject to them. If we allow 20 to tht
square mile the estimate cannot be far out, as this tract is probably not so
populous as the central Batta' country. Even of the reduced number we
tllovr, we suspect a small portion only is subject to the Malays.
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Dili . . . . 20,000
Sirdang - 8,000
Sungi Bedagai - - 2,000
KwalaPadang - - 3,000
Batu Bara and
Asaban - - - 60,000

Deduct one half - 126,560*
63,280

Zrd Battas of the mountain region
a. Forth Division, about 60 miles long, 30 broad, with an

area of 1,800 square miles and a probable population of
36,000 or 20 to the sq. m. and including the countries and
districts of Batagopet, Mahtumbolan, Si Mandong.

b, Middle Division, comprising 4176 square milesf having
a population of perhaps 30 to the square mile} and embracing
the following countries and districts,—on the west Diri (in
which are Si Kohtang, Kasujan, Tamongoh, Banoriah, Baru-
soh, and Simbatun) Tukah, (including Sipang-Rembeh, Tukali
—Duloh, Tukah—Umbun) Dohrut—Nabulan, Parahbotian,
Jeite-Gedong, Pagar-Sinundi, Peidundun, Pasaribu—Dohlut;
in the centre the great country of Tobah (including Batuma-
jaga, Huta-tuah, Huta—balu, Tangaran, Paripiali, Sopapei,
Jeik£—kahuli, Mahtiti, Menapong, Doiok Sangun, Sinahutal,
Sabushak, |Butar, Bakarah, Baligah, Mo rang, and Uluan)§;
and in the east |) Tana Jawa, Simalori£un, Perdimb-an&n (in-
cluding Si Mangal&m, HualaNana, Rimb&n, Sakuda, Sampu
Kimbun,) Hualu (including Bagan, Si Matotang, Pangu-
jongan, Perhatarigan, Si Hal I a, Hubutu, Ratu Kala), Padang
Lopong (including Labuan Jirong, Rianiani, Pangaram
Baug-an, Turun Kinjang, Kotik Saga, Adian Perutan, S.
Jambu, Gunong Nadolop, Adian Kochi, Siugkor, Si Bgrkota,
Jong Nahilang, Lundok, Tabing, S^maibu Si Tulangbosi,

* Anderson. Set note * to p. 352 above.
f We have deducted the border lubject to Malays of which the population

hai been giTen, and added 576 iquare milei of the southern division which form
part of tha Tobah country*

X Thia is described from information obtained both on the east and west coist
as being the most populous portion of the Batta countries, but there does not
seem any reason to believe that it is greatly more populous than the adjacent
billy country described by Mr Anderson, and if we allow it the density of
Mandheling, which is well ascertained to be 30 to the square mile, we are more
likely to exaggerate than to undervalue the number. To brim the entire Batta
population up to Mr Francis's estimate of 1,200,000 we would require to allow
thia tract 200 souls to the square mile.

§ These names I obtained from Batas of Perdimbanan, inland from Asa-
nan, and the list is doubtless incomplete and without much attention to geo-
graphical arrangement. It appears to inolude tome plaoei to the east.

II Mai. Mis.
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Perapahu&n, K&tisong, Batu Rosa.) AyekKorsi, (including
Si Kumb&l, ^aintihuta, Tapianaule, SiMajuaja, Si Kopang)
Ayek Drfka (including Butar, Si Tulang, Mahundang, 8.
Alim, S. Gulasi, Guting Maiaha, UjukSepinggSn, SiLikas&n,
Butu Pani (includfng S. B&lia, Si Kalang, Jumgrlang,
Sikam, Nakup&n, Nagajuang, Marsukarudang, Pil&mbin,
Hiri Turu, Ayik Manft, Singga Sana, Pak£r rumba,
Stonier, Ruliuning, Singing!, Surongan, Jambu Dolok.)
Batu Rariganir (including Tirata', SibutolSng, Nagori T£m-
bak (including Pagar Batu, Si Pultak, Mulit, Parsariran,
Batu Mamak, Batu Gala, Si Al&ktaji) Ledong (including
Tirudang, MSndiling (including P&ngaribun, Serandurong)
JSnjimaria (including Mandfcr Pulo) 125,280

c. Southern Division, extending from the northern
Div. to the Rawa country, and comprising about 6,624
sq m.
• The Province of Pertibi on the east, extending
at Paneh and Bila to the Straits of Malacca, comprising
4,800 square miles, the greater part of which consists
of great plains covered with Jalang, but including
1,800 the number who are supposed to inhabit Pani
and Bila on the east coast •. . • .. 28,000

The Province of Mandheling on the west, compri-
sing 1,824 square miles of mountains and vallies*... 55,000

83,000

Total 357,860
or about 21 to the square mile*

* Fjjncw g^es 76,000'as the population of this Province.—T. N. 1.1 it y. p.
44. The average fof Pertibi and Manrlheling taken together is about M to
the *q IP ; but the greater part of the surface of Pertibi consists of loir
land not found elsewhere in Oatta countries Mandheline appears to repre-
sent their general character. Sine* the above was written we have seen the
VilT V T ^ i J ?T'f' Jun51

huhn» wh0 lrave'led i° 'he Data' countries in
- 1840 and 1841. (Tyds. v. Neerl. Ind. 10th J. p m.) He cites 7,818

square miles as their surface (less than one twelfth however being cultivated)
and 87,205 souls as their population or II* to the square mile. Either,
however, Dr Junghuhn confines his estimate to the tract which appears to
have been ihe original Bata' country, or he was not informed of their exten-
sion to the south over the Dutch Provinces of Mandheling and Pertibi and
to the north as far at least as Langkat. His southern boundary is a line
from the mouth of the Sinkuang to that of the Bila, thus excluding the
greater part of Mandheling and Pertibi His northern boundary is a lioe
running up the Assahan river to dessa Assahan and prolonged thence to T.
Turu man on ihe west coast, thus excluding a region stretching 110 miles to the
north, the whole eastern borders of which Mr Anderson found were occupied
ty Batas. Yet if Dr Junghuhn's estimate be correct for the tract which I
conceive to be intended by him, and doubtless it is so, the whole region cannot
contain more than 200,000 souls.
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VIIL Orang Ache.
The most northerly race are the Achinese who amount, ac»

cording to Francis, to 600,000, but this estimate 'evidently
includes the Malays of the west coast as far as the Kakan.
The exact southern limits of this race'do not appear to be
ascertained, their domination having formerly extended far be-
yond their own range and being ill defined at this day. On the
west coast the Dutch have encroached on their nominal ter-
ritories, and on the east the small countries of Langkat, Balu
China, Dili, Sirdang, Batu Bara, and Asalian, which the
latest Dutch writers mention as part of Achin, have long
been independent of it and are peopled by Malays. The
surface occupied by the Achinese race appears to be about
22,600 sq. m. The country near Achin is very populous, but
in the interior it is probably the reverse. If we allow an
average of 20 to the square mile, which is probably near the
truth, the number will be about 45,009.

Western Islands*
The chain of islands stretching along the west coast of

Sumatra at the mean distance of about 60 miles, parallel to
the mountain range and here constituting the western margin
of the great plutonic intumescence of S. E. Asia, contains a
surface of about 5,040 and a population of 294,900 distributed
as follows—

IX. Orang Engano.
This barbarous tribe, apparently Iodo-Chinese, inhabits the

Eng.ano islands, having a surface of about 400 sq. m. Their
number, if we take the rate of the next race, will be about 900.

-X". Orang Mantaweu
The Mantawei, a tatooed race, occupy the Pagai and Pora

groups having a surface of 2,240 sq. m. The smaller islands
have about 2,200 inhabitants* and Si Biru probably somewhat
more. 5,000 may be allowed for the whole.

XL Orang Niha or Niasi
TJiis people inhabit the Pulo Batu group and Pulo Nias,

possessing a surface of about 1,800 sq. m. and their number
is estimated at 286,000.f

* Crisp. As. Res.
Pagai 1,400
Si P o r a . , . . , . . . 300
Si Laba 300

SiBagan. . 200
S. Uban • • « • • « • • • « « • • . . . 100

2,200
t Francis, Oppe. In 1846 Lieut. Donlebin found 169,500 to be about

the population of P. Nias (Tijd N, 1.1818 p. 174), We did not notice (his
in time to correct the text.
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Pulo Nias alone with a surface of about 1,200 sq. no. has a
population of 256,000 or above 200 to the sq, m. which is
greater than Menangkabau.

XII, Orang Maruwi.

This tribe occupies the Banya and Si Malu groups with a
surface of about 600 miles. The population is not ascertain-
ed and does not appear to be great* We may allow provi-
sionally the same rate as P. Batu or 5 to the sq. mile which
will give 3,000.

It will be borne in mind that the above estimates are for
the most part rough approximations. The precise boundaries
between the different races have nowhere been well ascer-
tained and are doubtless in no case so regular as we have
assumed for the purpose of calculation, but we believe the
relative extent of country occupied by each will be found not
to varv much from what we have allowed. It should also be
remarked that not only do these races blend with each other
at their boundaries, many districts and villages in the northern
region for instance being peopled by Malays andBattas, Ma-
lays and Achinese, or Achinese and Battas, but most of the
settlements near the coast possess in addition a very mixed
population of foreigners from the rest of the Archipelago,
China, India and Arabia, while Europeans are'found in simll
numbers in the Netherlands possessions, chiefly at Pal em bang,
Bankaulu and Padang. Our result of little more than two
millions for the entire population is about one half of the cur-
rent estimates. The most careful of these, that of Mr Fran-
cis, is 4,500,000,* but ours is to a large extent founded on the
data supplied by him and his error consists in his having ex-
aggerated the population of the countries for which he had no
data. In the great majority of cases the effect of more careful
enquiry has hitherto been to reduce general estimates for par-
ticular localities, and we may therefore believe that the gross
population is under rather than above two millions.

Malays.. . , . . . . « • . , . . 2,000,000
Rfjau^s and Pasumahs. 600,000
Lam pongs . . . » . . . » . . 150,000
f iattas. . . . . . 1,200,000
Achinese. . . . . « 600,000

4,50*0,000
Tijd. v, N. I. 1837,
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The following Table exhibits the results of our enquiry :

I. WIldTribfs
II . Orang Malayu

Mountains.
Menangkataa

Its Seabord
Sapolo Bua Bandar...

Its Seabord
Korinclii
Kawa
Northern s'eubords . . , 4

"WtWU

JL'jstern lowlands $ hills.

Total

III Orang Palembang . . . . . . . . .
I v . Ornng Rejang
V. Orang Serawi ,""
" Orang Lampong [[[[

Orang Baita
W. Coast
Eastern lowlands $ hills
Mountain Region . . . .

Wonhpin division .
Middle division ..
Southern division .

Total

V!If. Orang Ache

Grand Total

TV n ? f l
IX. Onng Engano
X. Orani} Mantaw

XI. Orang Niha
XII, Orang Maruwi

3,000
1,700
3 250
1,300
5,000
1,600

3,000
3,400

30,000

59,050

13,400
4,500
4,875
8,280

3,200

1,800
4,176
6,624,

15,800

385,000
64,350
40,000,
31,200
75,000
25,000

128
38
15
24
15
16

60,000' 20
24,1001 80

184,000 5
10,000

898,650

201,000
72,000

160,000
92,900

4,300
63,280

15

15
16
32
11

20

36,OOOJ 20
125.280J 30
83,000

22,600

128,505

400
2,240
1,800

600

311,860

450,000

12,186,410

900
5,000

286,000
3,000

12

20

17

42

9
3
7
4

i
160

5

Total I 5,040| 294.900J 58

14

21
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Although in anticipation of the ethnographical parts of our
enquiries, yet as it may perhaps be convenient to postpone these
until the different regions, with their population, industry, pro-
ducts and commerce, have been described, I shall here draw at-
tention to a circumstance which gives a peculiar interest to
Sumatra, and which it will be well to keep in our view when
fttgaged with particular races. Asia has two great Penin-
sulas advancing into the southern ocean, the Indian termi-
nating nearly in the same latitude, where Sumatra begins, and
the Indo-Chinese terminating in the Malayan above a degree
more to the south, or about the latitude of the middle of Su-
matra. The one Lands End however is about 3° to the west-
ward of A chin, while the other is only separated from the coast
of Kampar by a land - locked and cairn strait 35 miles broad,
crowded with islets forming a series of stepping stones, the)
widest interval between which is about four miles. Whenever
the inhabitants of the continent Jearned to use the rudest boat
or raft, Sumatra became practically united to Asia at this point;
but not until the art of navigation had made considerable pro-
gress in the Indian Peninsula, not until its coasting trade had
long flourished and extended, and its inhabitants reached the
civilization which grows with such a trade, could it become
connected with Sumatra either by its navigators sailing round
the Bay of Bengal or boldly crossing the open sea. The
period therefore which separated the first colonization of
Sumatra from Asia by the Malay Peninsula, lrom its first
communication with the Indian Peninsula, was that which
intervenes between the savage skill to make a canoe and the
civilized art of building a ship. What the condition of
the Indian and Indo-Chinese people was before art was
developed, we know from the numerous tribes that havo
remained from ancient times in every mountain range from
the western chain of India to the eastern one of Anam,
protected by their steeps and forests from the absorbing
and exterminating powers of surrounding civilization. The fact
which I wish to be kept in mind in our further erquiries is this,
that Sumatra, which must have been continually subject to the
influence of Indian and Arab traders and emigrants from the
time when the first voyage from Malabar or the Coromandel
coast or from Ceylon discovered its gold, camphor and ben-
jamin, has also until now, during a period of about 2,000 years
at least/ preserved remnants of the aboriginal Indo-chinese
people, and amongst its hinduised tribes, unequivocal ves-

* Large abipi of the Coromandel Coast are described ai crossing the Bay of
Bengal to Sumatra (Chryie) by an Alexandrian author of the flnt century (Pe-
riplua af the Erythiian Sea) They appear to hate belonged to Maiulipatan,

A Aa
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tiges of the ante Hindu condition. From this point of view
we may distinguish five principal social stages, although a
more enlarged view will comprise others.

1st. The aboriginal, barbaric Indo-Chinese condition:
(the Polynesian condition has grown out of this, and in differ-
ent places preserves more or less of its characteristics),
Ex. The Abungs and the southern tribes of P. Nias,
who take human heads and cannot marry till they have
acquired one or more, like the Nagas of Assam, the Kukis
N. E. of Chittagong &c. The Pagai who like tho Najjas &c.
tatoo their bodies, adding fresh marks when they have killed
an enemy, and like the Mishmees & c , expose their dead on
stages till the flesh rots awey from the bones, sacrifice fowls and
hogs to avert calamities &c. The Orang Engano are a cruel
and barbarous race divided unto communities sometimes at
war with each other, and when better known will probably
furnish many traits of this ethnic stage.

2d. This condition partially hinduised, or a civilized con-
dition retaining some broad traits of the barbaric stage. Ey.
The Batta' who preserve cannibalism, tatooing, shamanism &c.
One section of the Malay race, the Korinclii, still live in sin-
gle-housed communities in some places, like the Mishmees,
Singhpoos &c. On the other hand the vestiges of Indian influ-
ence amongst the Battas are abundant, in their physical peculi-
arities, names of places and persons, titles and cognomens,
days of the week,* alphabet, architectural remains &r.

3rd. A higher civilization produced either by a greater
infusion of Indian influence, or, as seems probable, by a
locality more favourable to the development of the Indo-
Malay civilization. Ex. The Malays of Menangkab&n. Not on-
ly are the ancient Indian influences still manifested in the same
manner as with the Battas, (excepting the calendar which is
now Mah&tnedan,) and in a greater degree, but I think the
very name of the people and a peculiar mode of inheritance
still prevalent to a considerable extent amongst them, enable
us to determine from what part of the Lulian Peninsula
the first port fro.n Cape Comorm where vessels on Ii9 safely, and to nafigatori
of th'tt port tbe discovery of Sumatra w*d probably due.

* The names of the days of the w»»tk are the same, allowing for dialectic
ch*ng«s, amongst the Batta,1 Javanese, Bahnese and Siamese, nnd these iden*
tical names with two exoep'i ins are used by the Telu^us of the Indian Peninsu-
la to this day. Tbe exceptions are Monday (Mongal Telutfii, Angara Katta,'
Java, Antjhkan Si am) and Thuraday which follow* the Srihisputi-bar of Deng,
si &c. (Bratpaii Bat. Rispali J*v. 3a!. Prabat Siam) and not the Gnu of
the Teluiiu. It is the name for Sunday that enables us decidedly to refer the
whole to southern India. In northern India it is Rubibar ; in Telugu Auditya*
Bat. Haditya, Jav. and Bal. Diti or Daitya Siam, At hit. As far as I am ye*
informed Auiitya ii at present peculiar to t&e Telugu on tbe eait ooait, tho
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their civilization came. The females are considered the
representatives of the family, they do not enter their husbands
suku or quarter of the clan Clara) but retain iheir own, and
transmit it with their heritage to their children ; the husband
remaining a member of his own suku, his family (buaprnt* in
which is represented by his sisters, considering their house
as his proper domicile, and transmitting his heritage to their
children and not to his own. This extraordinary law of
inheritance is the same as that of tbe higher families of Malayala
or Malaya (Malabar) and there can be no doubt has been
introduced by Malayan or Malayalan colonists or emigrants.
No rational explanation can be given of the indigenous origin
of such a custom amongst the Malays of Sumatra.* It arose
amongst the Malayas of Malabar irom the circumstance of
marriage beintr prohibited, or where customary never con-
summated, in the families of the chiefs. Sisters live in the
same houses with their brothers and manage their families,
but the brothers' children do not represent tlie"ir fathers. The
children of the sisters, whose paternity is unknown or unre-
cognized, are the successors to the position and heritage of
the family,-}- I conceive therefore that adventurers belong-
Tioail bê DK Naynr. But tbe Mahamadans of Southern India seem to have
preserved it in Ay at hit we sad thoie of N. India in JS/war. On tbe weit coast
although Nayar or Naeti is tbe name io common me, Aditi is also aumetimes
used. Angara aiain does not appear to be anywhere current in India, but it
is in Oey'o'i, which is further distinguished by the u»e of Erie (from Surye ?)
and Sandu (Chandu) for Sunday and Monday. Tbe Siamese rhan seems ito-
BiedUteiy referable to the Singaleie name. The d«ys are, in all these CASKS, named
from the same objects, the sun, moon and 5 planets or their regents, but as
these have «everal names in Sanskrit there was room for difference in choice In
different parts of India. Tbe Adityas are the gods, the children of Aditi. The
Dnityju were the children of Diti. Tbe suu-god (Ravi, Surya) it called Aditya
from his mother.

* Their traditions on the subject are full of absurdities and physical
impO9»ibili(|»8.

f ''The. Nairs marry before they are ten years of age, but the hnaband
never afterwards cohabits with his wife. Stun a ciuii instance, indeed,
would bo considered as very indecent. He allows her oil. clothing, orna-
ments, and lot»d ; but she Kvea in her mother's home, or, after her pareots*
death, with her brothers, and cohabits with any person that she chooses of
an equal or higher rank than her own. If detected in bestow inn her favours
OD any low man, she becomes an outcast. It is no kind or tefleeliou on a
woman's character to say, that sh<» has formed the closest iniiimcy with many
person*; on the contrary, the Nair wom.'ti are proud if reckoning ninong
their favoured lovers many Brahmans, Uajns, ot other persons of high birth.

In consequence of this sfange manner of nropngatin* the species, no
Hair known his father; nnd every man looks upon liia" sisters' childien as his
heirs. He, indeed, looks upon them with ihe same fondness that fathers
in other pans of die world have for their own children ; and lie would be
considered as an unnatural -monster, weie he to show such s i p s of grief at
tbe death of a child, which, from long cohabitation and love with its mother.
ha might suppose to be bis own, as he did at the death of a child of his sister.
A man's mother manages his family; and after her death his eldest sister
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ing to noble Malaya families first discovered or settled on
the western coast of Sumatra and civilized the aborigines.
The name Malaya was probably retained by all the families
which these settlers founded by intermarriage with the women
of the country, and hence perhaps the origin of the suku
Malayu, several of which are found in the clans of Menang-
kabgu. The first application of.the general name Malayu
to the coast and its inhabitants, and its extension to the
people of the same race elsewhere, was, we may be sure, the
act of the Malaya or Kling navigators and traders and not
of the aborigines who always distinguish themselves by the
names of the district which they inhabit. In the Maleala

•language Maid signifies a mountain, Maleala a mountain re-
gion or highland,* and hence the name of themselves and
their own mountainous country: When they discovered
the mountainous West Coast of Sumatra they would na-
turally give the same name to it and its people when they
found it had no native name, and that no national desig-
nation 'existed amongst its 'inhabitants. The Malayas pro-
bably introduced another peculiarity of Malayala into Me-
nangkab&u, the custom of living in separate houses sur-
rounded by plantations (desa9 desam) instead of villages.
The Malay dusun which entirely resembles the Malaya
desam, has doubtless derived its name from it also. I he
system of village government prevailing in Menangkab&u
was probably also amongst the reforms of the Indian set-
tlers, as it strikingly resembles their own. That the settlers
were few with reference to the number of the aborigines,
we may gather from the facts that they adopted the verna-
cular of the latter and produced no perceptible physical
change in them*

4th.—The condition resulting from the uninterrupted con-
tinuance of Indian influence, Kx. The Achinese.

5th.—The condition resulting from the influence of inter-
course with foreigners of different nations. Ex. The Malays
of the sea ports of Sumatra, and trading Malays in general.
assumes* the direction. Brothers almost always live under the same roof;
but, if one of the family separates from the rest, he is always accompanied
by bis favourite sister. Even cousins, to the most remote degree of kindredt
in the female line, generally live together in great harmony; for in this part
of the conntry love, jealousy, or disgust, never can disturb the peace of a
Hair family. A man's moveable property, after his death, is divided
equally among the sons and daughters of all his sisters. His land estate is
managed by the eldest male of the family; but each individual has a right
to a share of the income. In cafe of the eldest male being unable, from
infirmity or incapacity, to manage tbe bffairs of rhe family, the next in rank
does it in the name of his senior '*—Buchanin Hamilton*

* MftUur, a highland town, or town of the highlanders or Male people. Msr-
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THE BATTAS OF MANDHELING AND PERTIBI*.

By T. J. WiLLCft, Esquire, Assis'ail Resident at Madjapahit.

I.

Appearance of the Province of Pertibi, its population,
surface, climate, rivers, roads and means of transport.

Travelling from Ankola to Padang Lawas, we find near
Picher Kolling, a tolerably high mountain, here called
Adian Nagungan, but bearing as many other names as there

• are roads over it. Excepting the summit, where there are
some open spot*, the whole mountain is clothed with gigan-
tic trees, gigantic swinging plants, and an endless diversity
of shrubs, all which form a wild, sombre and impressive
whole. At every step we find traces of elephants, rhinoceroses
and tigers, which, although seldom seen by day, come at
night to feast on durians, with which, during some months,
the roads are strewed. Whole communities of apes have here
established their kingdom; the most beautiful and many
coloured birds wave their wings in numbers throughout this
wilderness. Such also is the appearance of most mountains
in this portion of Sumatra.

co Polo describes tbe grest city Malaiur on Bentan which was the principal
Malay Settlement in the Johoro Archipelago before Singapore was founded.
The Maliyu Kolon of Ptolemy which Mr Crawfurd conceive* to have been
Sumatra, must we think have been the town of Knlom on the Maleala C»a»t
so oftftn mentioned by ancient travellers and geographers and which Edrisi
calls Kulam Malay or Male i. e. Kulam in the Male country.

* The countrips described by Mr Wilier a?e Maudlielinf» and Pertibi, the
most southerly of all the Haiu' Undo, and only separated from the ancient
Malayan metropolis of Menangkabau by the country of the Rawa, the
same people who, passing year by year through our Malacca territories into
the middle of the Malay. Peninsula, have already established themselves in
such 'strength in the interior of Pahang an almost to set at defiance the
power of its ruler the Bindahaia. The two ptovinces form nearly a square
of 81) nrilM, (the actual surface within the boundaries being 6021 square
miles), stretching from N W by N to S E by 8, and occupying the whole
breadth of Sumatra wiih the exception of the seaboils—the western on the
Indian Ocean extending neaily from Tapanuli Bay to Ayer Kangis, and the
eastern, on the Straits of Malacca, from the mouth of the Ilila opposite Sa-
laugor to Polo Rupat opposite Malacca, Mandheling occupies the western
and Perlibi the eastern i arts of this territory, As it lies transverse to the
meridian, following the direction of Sumatra, and is somewhat elongated
from N to S, it has a greater range of latitude than eilher of its coasts taken
separately would indicate. The NE extremity is in the latitude of Cape
Rachado or about 2° 30' N and its S E, apparently nearly in that ofSiak
and Pulo Radoog to the noi tu of Llnga or about 24' N. The latitude of Sin-
gapore consequently intersects it, half of it tying to the north and half to
the South of the parallel of Tanjong Changgie. It becomes therefore in*
tereiting to compare the climate and vegetation of Singapore with that of
an inland regivn IO near us. We may inform those of onr local readcis who
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On the other side of the Adian Nagungang we come into
PadangLawas which, with thethoroughlymountainousdistrict
of ft a tang Onang, is locked to the higher mountains of
Ankola. Although this little favored highland has scarcely
any covering but lalang, the ravines and small vallies shew a
certain measure of fertility; we are hence surprised that we
do not find here and there a human dwelling.

It is otherwise when we have ascended Gunong Tua and
cast our eye downwards from the summit Sipolpal. There
we see unrolled a plain without horizon and without variety;
an unbounded carpet on which the more or less luxuiia.jt
growth of the lalang makes the only diversity, and on
which not a single living creature appears to move;
where a tree is literally a rarity and has an appearance of
stunted dwarfishness, where at the distance of miles,
we descry like an oasis in the desert an insignificant thicket,
or a small strip of brushwood along the banks of a marsh
or stream; where a fell scorching wind blows for months
together and from the numerous conflagrations of lalang
generally spreads a dull glow, through which the sunlight
scarcely forces itself wavering and heavy—in a word where
all nature appears to have gone to an eternal sleep. Such
is the appearance of Fadang Lawas; as of the greatest part
of Pertibi.

During our sojourn in this part it was divided into the
following districts:

1st.—Padang Lawas (which means the wild plain) divided
into the districts of
a. Batang Onang, with 4 kampongs containing collectively,

according to the chiefs, 160 families.
b. Pertibi, 10kamp.315 „
c. Bitang Paneh, 7 » 230 „
d. KottaPinang, 2 „ 100 „ or23kamp. 805 fam.

2nd.—Dollok, containing the districts of
a. Boekit, • 9 kamp. 275 families.
b. Simenabon, 16 „ 606 „
c. Simasst, 4 „ 92 „
d. Tambishi, 15 „ 262 „

or 44 „ 1,235 fam.
nay have any desire to make personal acquaintance with the Battas, that
they can do so without the nece«hity of veiling Simatta, as a considerable
ntunber reside in Singapore. A small community were recently settled in
Fay a F«ebar where they had revived a cultivation previously abandoned in
this island—that of rice. A number of them havt now taken possession of
the upper part of Balestier valley,—ED.
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3rd.—Burumun, having the districts of
a. Ayernabara, 4 kamp. 140 families,
b. Assahatan, 10 „ 370 „
c. Kayuara, 2 „ 110 „

- * . or 16 „ 620 fam.
4th.—Tambusei, having the districts of

a. Batang Sossa, 12 kamp. 77$ families.
b. Batang Lobo, 13 „ 670 »
c. Par let, 7 ,» 215 „

— or 32 „ 1,660 fam.
5th —Paneh, almost wholly inhabited

by the immigration of the chief
Suthan Manedar Alam.

6th.—Bite, at the mouth of Batang
Paneh on the east coast, respecting
the population of which we have
not obtained clear information.

Approximative^ these two districts
have together - - - - 5 „ 300 fanv

Giving in whole 120 „ 4,620 fam.

Information supplied by the chiefs forms the only and
most faulty means of guessing at the number of the popula-
tion, for a regular census is not to be thought of; and it is
difficult to conceive an idea of the uncommuiiicativeness of
the B'rittas concerning the numbers of their families, and the
cunning which they exhibit in answering the most indirect
questions about this. This uncommunicutiveness is instiga-
ted by the chiefs from a desire to subject their communities
to the smallest possible share of labour, and the fear, which
they retain, notwithstanding all assurances, that the sums
of money which they see us expending will have to be
restored at some future time by direct imposts. Amongst
the inferior men, who not long since saw their liberty reduced
by mahomedan violence into an article of traffic, there
remains in Pertibi a similar distrust of all foreign powers.
Against such irrational prejudices neither argument nor
persuasion prevails: we must consequently content ourselres
with the information supplied by accident or jealousy, or
have recourse to energetic measures, which at Pertibi would
not compensate for the trouble.

Let us now take the family at 5 souls* and we shall tave
for the whole division the number of 23,100, which may be
received as the minimum. If however we take into account,
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the slaves, the ladangs, and the hamlets which are generally
concealed in the accounts of families and kampongs, we may
bring the family up to 6, and thus get as the maximum
about 28,000 souls. These distributed over 300 [= 4,800
English] square miles, of which the division probably con-
sists, will give the poor result of 93 souls to a square
geographical mile [less than 6 to an English square mile.]

The naked and flat terrein of Padang Lawas offers no
other diversity, than the ravines and morasses with which
it is intersected. The upper soil is of the most meagre and
unfruitful kind and is seldom more than half a foot in thick-
ness ; beneath it we eoon come to layers of white clay,
limestone, sandstone and other formations. The climate
although not exactly unhealthy is extremely rough; fre-
quently we have in th« afternoon a temperature of 27* to
29* and in the night from 14* to 15 Reaumur. This heat
is accompanied by a great dryness, which however, for want
of instruments, cannot be correctly ascertained. The pend-
ing (a violent wind) which blows over Probolingo* (th*s east
point Of Java) can give but a faint idea of the storm,
which for the greatest part of the year, day after day, bel-
lows from the west over Padang LaWas. Like the mistral
this wind has a strong dissecating power, cracking the
ground and in a few minutes removing all traces of mud and
rain.

Dollok consists of a single mountain chain, of which the
highest points rise above the sea nearly 4,000 feet. Their
pyramidal summits are naked or covered with lalang. In
the vallies and woods, however, we have a great diversity of
fertile soils and a powerful vegetation. The climate there
is generally raw and misty.

The country of Burumun owes it fertility to the river of
that name. Here the oily sawas of the division are found.
The land consists df a succession of woods, low mountains and
plains. The climate has still a similarity to that of Padang
Lawas although it is less rough. Paneh and Bila form flat
marshy land on the sea side covered-with impenetrable
jungles of nibong ; the climate is hot and very humid.

Tambusei has a soft climate. A small part is flat, marshy
and unfertile. The remainder is fertile, covered with wood
and clayey undulations.

A single glance at the map is sufficient to shew that'the
natural debouch^ of this division must be sought on the east
and not on the west coast. All the rivers How eastward.
* d e e Mr Lligg's notice of lliis wind -A trip toP~obolingo ante vol .IT p 5 4 1
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The Batang Panels which falls into the sea near Bila, is
navigable in the rainy season for two koyan boats from the
mouth to Oristah being a distance often days journey; and
for pr&us of one koyan burden to Pertibi which is a days
journey further up. In Ihe dry season the river remains
always navigable to Oristah for pr&us of l£ koyans. The
Burumun, which flows into the Paneh serves also for the
transport of rafts, but is too shallow for loaded prSus. Tambusei
possesses the fine rivers ofBatang Sassa and Batang Lobo
which fall together into the Rokan, the mouth of which is at
Tanah Puti on the Straits of Malacca. In these long and
secure water roads this land should enjoy the inestimable
advantage of being able to exchange its products in an easy
and inexpensive manner for those of maritime trade; but it
possesses, alas! neither products nor trade.

With respect to roads, the province at the time of our
occupation, was miserably provided, and they are now so
thickly overgrown that a path of one foot in breadth has been
kept open with difficulty. Our need for bridges and roads is
altogether strange to the Batta1. Of his own motion he will
never form the smallest path. The paths must be made in a
natural manner by buffaloes and passengers who walk con-
stantly to and fro in the same direction. Such paths are
often sufficient on dry soil, where the vegetation only reaches
a height of a few inches, a'though they are nearly inaccessable
for the .stranger as soon as the lalang grows up. The
Batta' concerns himself very little about this, he creeps
where he cannot walk, and if the sudden rising of a river outs
off his path, he remains patiently waiting till it has subsided.
The maintenance of roads and bridges appears to him an
unnecessary trouble. Neither carriages nor beasts of burden
are used in these ports. The only means of transport consists
in the service of coolies.

CHAPTER II.

View of the Province of Mandheling fyc.
The appearance of Mandheling is as luxuriant and varied

as that of Pertibi is dead. True, the southern Ulu consists
of high and naked mountains, over which the lalang agaiu
spreads its monotonous mantle, where hamlets and culuvated
tracts appear to be stw k on frightful steeps, where unfruit-
fulness and poverty have established their hungry seat. True
also, the northern Ankola shews some dry and desert places
like those of Padang Lawas and Dollok. But for the rest,
the division consists of one chain of beautiful vallies whicli
hem the banks of Batang Gadis between the central moun.

B B b
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tains of Sumatra, and, like that fine river, become broader
and broader the further we proceed to the westand north. The
high chain of mountains are covered to their summits with
stately woods which preduce abundance of timber and other
valuable articles. On the lower mountains too. woods are
here and there dispersed, and these are commonly adorned
with the areen tree which furnishes a wild palm-wine, while
some bare red spots occasionally indicate gold mines, which
however can seldom be considered as signs of true pros-
perity. We may more safely give way to satisfaction when
we see the well watered rice fields which, in small vallies
like amphitheatres, climb up a considerable portion of the
acclivities, and in the distance extend to an invisible boun-
dary. Nowhere does the landscape weary. The eye rests
constantly on ornamental groups of bambus and various
trees, or on the small clumps in which the kampongs lie
concealed, .their positions indicated by an abundance of co-
coauuts and pinangs. The coffee gardens which we see in
the plains evince a first development of industry, which is
further shewn by good broad roads and tolerable bridges.;
Towards evening we observe near the kampongs numerous
herds of buffaloes, cattle and goats; while men, well fed
and well clothed, and, what is still more, a superabundance of
children, prove that in this favoured region the greatest
prosperity has reigned for some years.

The division consists of the following districts:
1st.—Great Mandheling, containing a surface of 25 square

geographical miles* and having as districts:
a. Koita Siantar, with 43 kampongs and containing

3,221 households.
b. Penyabungan, 20 kamp. 1,172

— 63 kamp. 4,393 households
2nd— Little Mandheling, 20

square geographical miles hav-
ing as districts:

a. S ng-ing-u, 7 kamp. 564
b. Tambangan, 11 „ 794
e. Tamiang, 7 „ B74
d. Menambin, 11 „ 1,021

36 „ 2,953 „
3rd.— Ulu, having as districts :
a. Yinyonghei, 5 kamp. 102
b. Si/npan Men-

darnpa. 6 „ 249
c. BatangGadis,lS „ 351

•Dutch. 24 „ 702 „
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4th.—Pakcntan, having as dis-
tricts :

a. Pakantan-
Lomba, 8 karap. 474

b. Kotta Buiit, 1 „ 317
9 „ 791

These 2 divisions contain together
about 9 square miles.

5th.—Ankola* 60 square miles,
having as districts:

a. Ankola mudik,\5 kamp. 719
b. Ankola Jai, 24 „ 638
e. Sipirok, 26 „ 916

65 „ 2,273 „

Total 197 „ 11,112

Considering that our data here are somewhat more
exact than jn Pj-rtibi, and th t many slaves live separately
as ptingkungdangh, a family cannot be estimated at more
than five souls,' so that the population may be reckoned as
55,000 or at the utmost 60,000 souls. The greatest aggre-
gation has naturally taken place where cultivation could
best develope itself. We find also in proportion to the
surface, the largest and most densely populated kampongs
in great Maii(iheliu<r, such as three which have 300 to 4Ul)
and a number having 100 families.

The oval valley which forms the most important part of
the country is enclosed on the west side by the hilly region
of the Merapi, and on the east by that of the Malea,f and may
be about 5 or 6 leagues in length and somewhat less in
breadth. Us whole form, as well as the constant layer of
flints and pebbles which we find below the upper soil, coun-
tenance the conjecture that the Batang Gadis formerly formed
a great lake here, and not til a later date forced for itself an
outlet to the west coast. Putting aside the sawas which
constitute the real riches, and the extended fields adapted for
the breeding of cattle, the soil can only be considered favora-
ble to a few products. The temperature is here peculiarly
regular. By day it seldom rises above 25°; at night it sel.
doni descends below 18° of Reaumur. When the atmosphere
is clouded we have at mid-day cotoraonly not more than 20*.
About the #equinox strong winds prevail; although generally

* The nine of a town on the Malabar Coait ED.
t GunoDg Male or Maiea. Sae pf 36b ante* E D .
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there are more calm than windy days. The heavy rains come
with tolerable regularity when the sun crosses the line. In
the dry season it seldtfm happens that a month passes without
rain. The climate cannot be called very salubrious. Fever
prevails very frequently and very generally.

Little Mandheling possesses the valley of Singingu, of
which the extent is about one-half of that of Great jYlandhe-
ling, besides a number of small valleys, some of which cannot
be termed more than broad ravines. The climate agrees
sufficiently with that of Great Mandheling, although it is
more cool and windy. T n e ^a t portion is entirely used for
saw as, and these not being sufficient we see tl e dry cultiva-
tion spreading higher and higher up the mountains, in propor-
tion as Ulu is approached* Throughout the whole country
we find in the plains as well as on the mountains, here at a
greater, there at a less depth, a layer of red and very com-
pact clay, which, on old jungle or kampong grounds is covered
with fertile, although sometimes with barren meagre soil.
The grounds of the gold mines are the poorest of all.

Respecting the condition of the ground of the unfavoured
Ulu enough has already been said. The climate is there se-
vere and stormy, but healthy. The adjacent Pakatari con-
sists of small villages, lying very highfertile, but too small
ever to serve for the nourishment of a considerable population*
The two Ankolas and Sipirok contain the great expanse of the
west coast to the frontier of Pertibi and from Mandbeling to
Tot>ah. We there find soil of different qualities, very little of
the land cultivated, and all the remainder a complete wilderness.

The mouth of Batang Gadis near Sinkuang on- the west
coast, was stated in former times, to be accessible for coast
navigation, but after more recent examination the contrary
has been alleged. Besides, the river at a day's distance from
the capital Penyabungan, has, from the slope of its bed, an ar-
rowy stream, and then a greatly contracted narrow, in which
cataracts exist. This unfortunate circumstance deprives the
country of the beautiful debouche which at the first glance we
should think nature has granted to it, and by which it would
be enabled to exchange, at the sea, its superfluous rice for salt
and other necessaries, and to attain the highest pitch of pros-
perity ; and this the more because the great Ankola river,
which on this side of the narrow joins the Batang Gadis, is
also navigable for some days journey.

On account of the unfitness of Batang Gadis; there only
remains for trading communication with the coast, the roads
in the central mountains; of which the lowest pass may be es-
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timated at 3000 feet, and wherein hitherto no other means of
transport has been made use of except coolie labour. Jn the
commencement of 1845 the road from Natal to Penyabungan,
by a judicious alteration, was reduced from 8 to 6 stages, one
of which is by water on the Natal river ; on this side of the
mountain A carriage road of one stage has also been made : so
that in this distance there now only remains four stages for
cooly labour. Notwithstanding these important improvements,
which will probably be further extended, it appears to be cer-
tain that for the development of the industry of Mandheling, a
produce high in value and small and light in bulk, will always
be preferable.

C H A P T E R I I I .

Physical, Intellectual and Moral Character of the People9

The inhabitants of these countries are muscular, square
built and strong, but averse to all severe labour. In general
they are smaller than their progenitors of Tobah; the men
are generally better built than the women, and so far as can
be judged, cold in their temperament. Seldom indeed is a real
beauty to be found amongst the women. Very early, and al-
most without an exception, the form, the face, the skin and
the hair undergo deterioration from labours not adapted to their
weaknessj'and which have to be carried on for the most part in
the open air. It is difficult to accuse the women here ofcoquetry.
Their gait, gestures or voice seldom attract a favourable
regard, and if a significant glance sometimes produces an im-
pression, it betrays either immodesty, or a secret grief which
asks for pity,—never the agreeable and habitual desire to please
which elsewhere places the sceptre in the hands of the fair sex.

Jn the elevated districts, as in other mountainous couutries,
we find many goitres. It has already been mentioned that fe-
vers often prevail here. Syphilis is only known in our capi-
tals. Cutaneous diseases occur in manifold varieties, from the
simple scabies to leprosy under which whole portions of the
body drop off. The simplicity of the mode of life and of the
food, have moreover this consequence that very few other
kinds of sickness prevail, airl that most cure of themselves or
by the exhibition of the simplest medicines.

Women as well as men are inconceivably steeled against
fatigue and privations. Heavily laden, they day after day per-
form long journies on foot; and durirg the war it frequently
happened that whole communities remained for months in the
wilderness without houses, salt, or other food than leaves, roots
and wild fruits. Under such misery the weakest are over-
come, or fall later on the first attack.
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The Batta' are not deficient in intellect. They have a true
and keen memory, and, so far as it is not falsified by foreign
influence, by passion or superstition, a sound and strong
judgment respecting all matters which fall within the circle of
their comprehension. In their assemblies they manifest now
a grave, and now a lively, eloquence, which generally remains
free of bombast. They are very able and very exact in their
narrations, provided they be not interrupted in their discourse,
for they have great difficulty in taking up the simplest link.

In a population so calm in temparament, the number of in-
sane persons deserves attention, the more so as, from their laws,
it appears that in former ages it was no better in this respect, and
many families maybe found in which insanity has been hereditary
for some generations. Constant melancholy, sudden perplexi-
ty of spirit, total furiosity,—all these phases, and the degrees
which exist between them, appear frequently. It is also as-
certained that the cases on the mountains and at their feet
are more numerous than any where else, but this ought to be
brought to the proof of statistical examination. In Holland
and France the number of the insane is in proportion to the
population, if I do not err, as one to one thousand ;—while
here you seldom pass a day in any K am pong without meeting
one or more idiots. As far as concerns Great and little Mami-
heling we can state, froip the facts communicated to us by the
heads, that, one with another, at least one insane person is to
be found in each Kampcng, and this gives for 100 K am pongs
with 7,300 families or about 36,800 souls, the distressing pro-
portion of 1 to 368. This is the more remarkable, if we adopt
the opinion that the highest stage of civilization, where the
passions are most developed, produces also the greatest pro-
portion of insanity, while a lower stage has just the contrary
effect. Neither want, nor stupifying liquors, nor ambition,
can be considered common predisposing causes in this coun-
try : under correction, I should suspect the causes to be in tin
frequent fevers, the gambling, and the hard lot of the women.

For the rest, the character of the Battas U a mixture of
virtues and vices, like that of all mortals; with th-m how-
ever the scale inclines towards the good ; because they have
long remained free from foreign contagion.

Laying aside gambling, there are scarcely any passions,
which exercise a considerable influence upon them. Love
with them is pacified by an early marriage; polygamy, the soft
nature of women, and their great industry, in general preserve
concord during the whole marriage. The articles mtrmayaa
and menyompo contained in the laws give the best evidence of
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the chastity of the young women ; let it ever be remembered,
that in those parts of our father land, where courtship above
the blanket is maintained the longest, the manners are the most
innocent. There are few or no exceptions to the chastity of
the married women. Further the Batta' knows neither im-
modest dancesor songs, nor immodest assemblies of men and
women, and prostitution, beyond our capitals, is an unknown
thing to him. Protected likewise, in and out of marriage,
against the temptations which elsewhere excite to voluptuous-
ness or inflame jealousy, desire but seldom leads the Batta
to the crimes or numerous follies by which others embitter
the best half of their lives.* His tranquillity is as little
troubled by ambition. His birth has placed him in a social po-
sition, in which he can raise himself very little, and which he
cannot surmount without a revolution. He loves the palm wine,
so generously granted to him by nature, bnt eve.n in his feast
days he makes little use of it, and daily drunkards are nowhere
to be found. He knows other liquids as little as the use of
opium. Although free from high placed ambition, he posses-
sess the feeling of honor; his humility towards superiors is
friendly and becoming but never slavish, ho will not suffer de-
famation or insult, but washes them out by the lawful means
which his^ountry's institutions assure to him.

However saving in disposition, he is hospitable to travel-
lers, and benevolent towards relatives or the indigent of his
own tribe.

In his social relations he manifests great honesty, and in ge-
neral also uprightness and love of truth, although it is his
birthright prudently to answer one question by another.

All bis family, relations are marked by great amenity and
purity of manners ; honor and respect from, the younger to
the older, tender care from (he older to the younger, love and
mutual accommodation from man to woman, (however little
that might otherwise seem to agree with her hard labour),
liberality towards slaves,—are so many bonds which in most
families secure daily happiness.

In his public life he shows a true patriotism ; neither the
chiefs nor their followers divide their interests from the gene-
ral welfare. He is truly attached to his native soil; only
great misfortunes, slavery or want, can bring him to say fare-
well to it, and banishment is nearly assimilated to a sentence
of death He is equally attached to the institutions of his
forefathers, and it is sufficient for him that the sentence by

* The Malay races of Ulu cannot mane the least claim to tnii chastity;
the funeral ceremonies there can testify the licentiousness of the youoa who
«t night come ostensibly to bewail the dead.
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which he is injured has but the form of the hadat to submit
to it without a murmur.

To so many national virtues is opposed the destructive pas-
sion of gambling, covetuousness and excessive laziness.

The madness which gambling causes here, may be compar-
ed to that which is sometimes observed at European gaming
tables. The difference is only that the desperation ends there
in bodily, and here in mental, suicide. • The Batta' who has
lost everything goes on till he has played away the liberty of
his wile, his children and his own person ; even when fallen
into the state of slavery he gambles for food and clothes when
he finds an opportunity. It may be recorded as a fact that
here every inhabitant is addicted to gambling, although not in
the same degree. The worst of it is, that minors are not exclu-
ded from public gambling, and very often must pay for their
inconsiderateness with their own liberty and that of their pa-
rents besides. For a short time reclaiming measures have been
taken by us which hitherto appear to prosper. The kinds of
gambling are too numerous to be mentioned here. The prin-
cipal are cockfighting with betting, and the jagong gaming.

The national covetuousness shews itself in a tenacious
gripe of money, and in inferiors works more against them-
selves than against others ; in the higher classes on tht contrary
it works outwards, and shameful extortions and irauds upon
mens liberty are with them the order of the day, when Eu-
ropean interference does not put a stop to it* *

If it be true that proverbs express the wisdom of nations,
then Batta' wisdom consists in flying from alt labour. At
least what we should term animal laziness, he knows how to
adorn with a number of proverbs as philosophical indiiference,
such as—" My father has not planted for me : why should I
plant for my son ?" In the meantime, too lazy to irrigate his
sawas at the proper time, he suffers the good moment to pass
and loses his harvest;—but what loss ? he borrows as long
as he can, and pawns his defenceless relations. Too lazy
for the plough, too lazy for the pafyol, which are given to
him gratis, he recklessly deprives himself of their use, and
takes upon his neck severe reprimands; but what loss? he
wants not ingenious pretexts to cover the true reason;—as
that the plough has to be managed by him and not by his
wife, and that the patyol requires too much motion. Too
lazy for a sober exertion of a few hours, he sets himself
against each order for coolie-work as against a real mis-
fortune;—but what loss ? he has established a regular agiotage
which mostly agrees with the gambling; has he been fortunate
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or has he means beside the gambling, then he purchases his
liberty for a stipulated price, and twice to six times that
amount. Has he nothing ? Then he pawns his relations once
more, to save himself from fatigue. Too lazy to milk his cattle,
too lazy for the amusements of fishing and hunting, and al-
most too lazy to cook his own food, he satisfies himself with
jagang and suffers many privations, but what matter? He
buys on credit a wife, and extorts from her as much work as
another person would extort from his. beast of burden. Al-
ways before her time she is old and wrinkled, and while she,
a weak woman, toils under domestic and field labours, he, a
man, sits with the'ohild on his knee, smoking his cigar when he
cannot find any other mode of killing time, as gambling, plead-
ing or politics.

None of these pictures are exaggerated and the shame-
ful treatment of the women is certainly national. Certainly it
would be a slander on the nation to ascribe all these modes
of laziness to the whole mass, but the number of individuals
who are inflicted with it is so great, that they may be justly
taken as the means of judging of the character of the nation.
Generally only misery or force can compel the native to a
lame and careless labor which decreases according as the
spring loses its force. The principal reason of the vice, as will
afterwards be shewn, must certainly be sought in the institu-
tions, and by the amelioration of these, the Batta' in no long
time will be as little governed by laziness as the other Indians.

With respect to courage the Batta' certainly possesses
moral courage to oppose to misfortune patience. He shows
intrepidity in swimming, climbing and fatigues ; he seeks for
the elephant, the rhinoceros and the tiger in the jungle, and
kills them with his imperfect weapons, but whether he can
make a claim to courage in battle remains very doubtful* The
former contests between one community and another were
nothing but duels of masses, and improbative in their
nature, and at the time of the usurpation of the Padries the
parties were in too unequal force to draw unfavorable con-
clusions from defeat. But if all indications be put together it
appears clearly that the Battas are not possessed of inborn
martial fire like the Bugis and the Makassars ; and that on the
other hand, their fidelity and submissiveness to their heads, join-
ed with a hardihood to meet privations and fatigues, enabled
them to render good services in the war under good leaders
when they are employed as anxiliary bands.

(To be continued.)
C c c
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THE POPULATION OP THE IND'AN ARCHIPELAGO.

By SPEHSBR ST. Jonv, Esq.

THERE exists so great a difference of opinion, as to the
total amount o( the population of the Eastern Archipelago,
that it may be both an interesting and useful enquiry, to
endeavour to arrive at some conclusion on the subject, and
in order to reach as near the truth as possible, I would invite
the readers of your valuable Journal to a quiet discussion of
facts, and urge them to an increased zeal in pursuit of more
extended knowledge of the Indian islands and their inhabi-
tants.*

It may be asked "How is it possible to state the populate
on of countries which are so slightly known, or not known
at all."?

I answer—Although unable to ascertain minutely the num-
ber of the population, we may nevertheless approximate to
the truth, by consulting and comparing the best authorities,
by listening with candour to the objections which may be
urged, and above all by judging the amount of inhabitants,
in the various unknown portions of the islands, by a compa-
rison with those parts with which we are already acquainted.

* " You will, I am sure, give me inch Information ai you possess, and accom-
pany tbe paper with a running editorial commentary 1 shall ba glad
if you agree with me, but likewise pleated if you itate where we disagree,
aa great discussion matt tend towards truth, and that is our object.'1 So writes
the author to us, and we quote his own words, because of the excellent spirit
which they breathe. Finding that in breaking ground on Sumatra to introduce
Mr Willer'a paper, we would require to ascertain the numbers of each race, we
postponed reading Mr St. John's contribution until our own task was con-
cluded. Our result we find differs widely frosn bit, but we are strongly dia-
posed to think it is atill too high. A reference to the data cited by us wiU
render any running commentary unnecessary on the part relating to Sumatra;
tbe time and toil which the hunt for these through Dutch authorities haa
required, ̂  must be our excuse for not offering any remarks for the present on
our contributor's estimates for the Peninsula, Java &c. Mr Temminck's esti-
mate, we may observe, is not an independent one of his own based on official
documents, as he leads his readera to suppose, but a verbatim copy of that
of Mr Francis's in the Tijdschri/i voor Neeriandtch Indie for 1839 which may
have been originally an official document, but which Mr Temminck ought to
hare cited with tbe author'a name, aa he refers elsewhere to tbe Tijdscbrift, and
could not be ignorant that the estimate was Mr Franc u's. The data for the
West Coast appear to be trustworthy, and it is only when Mr Francis leaves
the region with which he was acquainted, that his figures become tainted with
the splendid exaggerations of Sir T. S. Raffles whom nothing under millions
•eems to have satisfied.

We invite all our readers, particularly onr Netherlsnds Indian ones, to assist
in the inquiry. It appears to us to be of great importance, for many purposes,
to ascertain tbe present population of the Archipelago, and particularly tbe
numbers of each race or tiibe. We hope Mr St. John will be tble to effect this
for Borneo, the PhUlipinei and Celcbci:<-»E».
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Here and there we may obtain the faint light afforded by
Dative information.

For the sake of method I propose dividing these countries
into groups, commencing firstly with the Straits Settlements •
and the Malayan Peninsula; secondly, Sumatra, and the
numerous smaller islands, with which it is girt; thirdly, the
rich Netherland possession of Java, and the adjacent islands
of Bali, Lombok, Fiores, Sumbawa &c &c, and thus step
by step, pursuing the enquiry over the entire Archipelago, and
concluding with the great island of Luzon, and the other
Spanish dependencies.

The Malayan Peninsula may be defined, as lying to the
southward of a line, drawn from Patani to the centre of Pulo
Trotto. That minute and diligent enquirer Newbold, has
thrown considerable light on these countries, and taking him
as our guide, we shall arrive at the following number of
inhabitants, in the numerous small states, situated on or near
the sea coasts, and we must subsequently make some allow-
ance, for the population of the extensive interior, of which we
possess but a very scanty knowledge.

On the authority of Newbold,
Kldah cootaiof «.
PerV
Salarigor ••«
Johore ••
Pahang .•
Kemaman ••
Trarigganu
Kalantan ••
Patani1 about .,
Sungei Ujong «•
Ram baa . .
Johol
Muar . *»
Orang Bjnaa JohoTe..
Orang bioua of the I

rest of the Peninsula*)

50,000
35,000
12,000
25,000
40,000

1,000
30,000
50,000
30,000
3,200
9,000
2,000
2,400
1,000

25,000

inhabitants.

• Ftr too high; and thli we inspect it the cue with many of the otben.—ED.
» This country previously to ihe Siamese invasion contained 51,000 inha-

bitants, Newboid TO!. II p. 70. I allow therefore 24,000 penons 10 have
been slaughtered, or reduced to slavery on that occasion.

9 This is an assumption. Judging solely from the number of the Orang
Biuua in Johol, it if a very small computation, but although ihe length of
the Peninsula is about 100 miles, by an average breadih or 120 miles, and
we are aware generally that ihe interior of this vast space is inhabited by the
various tribes of the Orang Bicua and Samang, yet in the present state of
our knowledge, it ia better to state the population ibus moderately.
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Pinane and Province \
Wellesly1 ] "

Malacca* .. .. 46.882
Singapore •• •• 60,00V)

Total •• •• 542,482
Thus in the Straits Settlements, and the Malay Peninsula,

we have a population moderately computed at something
above half a million souls.

The second group consists of the extensive island of Suma-
tra, and the numerous islands which surround it.

A great difference of opinion, even amongst the well inform-
ed, exists as to the amount of'population of this island, as it
has been rated as high as seven million, and as low as two
million persons.

Without venturing an opinion of my own on the subject,
it will be the better mode to cite the various authorities in
my possession, and to compute the population from the tes.
timony of unexceptionable witnesses.

Marsden states that the different kingdoms are populous,
but he does so in general terms, and never ventures on num-
bers. " Pasumah", he writes " is an extensive and comparative-
ly populous country." Acheen, he calls " extremely '* popu-
lous, and an inference may be drawn from the minute descrip*
tion of the laws and customs of Rejang, Lam pong and other
countries, that the people are numerous, for such laws are
suitable only to countries, wherein the inhabitants needed
their protection, and they could scarcely have existed amid a
scanty population composed of small and distant tribes.

Sir Stamford Raffles from personal observation speaks of
the dense population of the interior—vide Raffles's Memoirs.
On visiting Pajreruyong, he writes as follows. t% The whole
country from Pageruyong, as far as the eye could distinctly
trace, was one continued scene of cultivation, interspersed
with towns, and villages shaded by the cocoanut and other
fruit trees. I may safely say, that this view equalled any-

i In 1828 the censui gate 60,551 and in 1833-85,275. Reckoning the
increase at this rate, we shall, in 1849, have 168,596. In moderation 1 have
pat it down at 120,000 instead of the larger figure.

9 The census of 1836 gave the total population of Malacca, and its territo-
ry, including .Naning at 37,705 souls of whom the greater proportion were
Malays* In 1818 it amounted only to 25,000, giving an increase in 18 years
of 12,706, vide New bold. At the same rate of increase the population may
he reckoned as stattd. [The census for 1847 was given in this Journal (vol.
U p . 173) al 54,995, vVe did not recoiled this in time to correct the text.
— E D ]
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thing I ever saw in Java; the scenery is more majestic and
grand, population equally dense, cultivation equally rich. Jn
comparison with the plain of Mataram, the richest part of Java,
I think it would rise" page 360. Again at page 363 he states.
"On a moderate calculation, the population within a range of
fifty miles round Pageruyong, cannot be estimated at less
than a million; by the returns 1 received on the spot, the
number appears more considerable."

Of the Batta country and population be writes. H On the
whole I may say the Batta country with regard to scenery,
surpasses everything I have yet beheld, it possesses a delight-
ful climate, an extensive population, and extreme fertility,"
page 437 ; and again page 470 Sir Stamford states; "The
population of the Batta country far surpasses my expectation;
it can hardly be less than a million and a half'' *

Next to this testimony of so enlightened an eye witness fol-
lows the authority of Mr Anderson in his " history and des-
cription of the east coast/' and this gentleman gives the names
of numerous towns and villages, and concludes by remarking*'
" I am disposed to think, that 350,000 inhabitants is a mo-
derate estimate of the population on the East side of the lofty
ridge of mountains before described, and between Diamond point
and Siak,with its tributary and dependant states on either side."

The" Moniteur des Indes*' vol I page 69, estimates the
entire population at only 1,847,000 and is directly opposed, not
only to every authority we have already quoted, but to Mon-
sieur Temminck likewise whorates the^jopulation at 4,500,
000. This would be a sufficient reason for rejecting this
table, as it is unaccompanied by any explanation, or unsup-
ported by any authority, and 1 do not hesitate to do so, as
the second table is contradictory of the first, the Netherland
portion of Sumatra, being stated to possess a population of
1,682.000, and therefore making no allowance for Acheen,
for a large portion of the Batta country, the country, of
Menangkabau, and other independent countries, at that
time, which on good authority we have shewn to be ve/y
populous. The authority of Monsieur Temminck, is not only
the latest we possess on the population of Sumatra, but is
founded on official documents, and in strict accordance with
our previous authorities f

The population is calculated by him as follows:
Acliinese from Barus to Slack ...,..# •••••* 600,000
Battas from Achin to Rauw . • • » „ . . .•••»« 1,200,000

• We believe Sir T. S. Raffles'* personal knowledge of the Balta' country
was limited to a visit tothecoutof Tapanuli Bar—ED,

t See our remarks on Mr Temminck1* authority, ante p. 380 note.—ED.
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Malays of (he Coast and Interior from Barus
to Indrapura on the West Coast end from
Siak to Palembang on the East Coast • • • • 2,000,000

Rejangs, Pasumahs,&c.»•••• • •» •* . • • • • . • 600,000
Latnpongs and part of the S. E. Coast ..«•»+ 150,000

4,550,000
and this total number tallies with the following rough cal-
culation founded on the observations of English authorities:

Achin • • • • • • • • • - • • • . • • • • « • • • • 600,000
Fifty miles round. Pageruyong • • • • • • •••••* 1,000,000
Remainder of Menangkabau.••••••*»*,••• 600,000
Battas . • •• •••••-« • • • • • ^ • • • * • - • » • • • • - • • • • • 1,500,000
Diamond Point to Siak • • • • •« • • • • ^ »«*•*• 350,000
Bencoolen . . . . ^ . . . • • - • .•••— • • • • • • . . .% 25 000
Palembang, Rejang, Lampong, Pasumah, dec. 600,000

4.675.000
This close approximation of the Netherlands official docu-

ments, and the numbers given by Monsieur Temminck in
vol. II p. 2, with the general account given by English
writers, may convince us that the total amount of the popu-
lation of Sumatra is about 4,550,000, and we may without
further delay proceed to ascertain the number of inhabitants
residing at the various islands in the vicinity as follows:

Pulo N ias T. • . • • . •« . • 250,000
Batoe group * . . • • «. 3.270
Poggy, Engano^&c. 3 10,000
Ltnga, Bintang, Dryon, Singkip,

Karimon &c. &c. 4 100,000
Banka5 . . . . . • • . , . 40,000
Billiton . . . . .„+ mm 7,000
Anambas group.• • ••• •• 3,500
Aor, Tingi &c. &c. . . • • .. l»000

Islands.. .. total.. .. 414,770
Sumatra • . .* 4,550,000

# Total of Sumatra & adjacent islands 4,964,770
1 Sir Stamford Raffles stages it at 230,000 but we have taken the authority

of Mr Oppe, who makes it from 250,000 to 300,000.
• Temminck.
3 Moniteur des Inries. M. Temminck does not estimate the population

of this group as there are as yet m official returns on the subject.
« On the authority of Temminck 88,000 in 1840, the islands beinq; at

peace, and no longer much exposed to the incursions of pirates we have al«
lowed an increase of 12,000 in 9 years.

* Temminck gives 35,000; increase allowed only 5000 in 9 years, oo ae*
oouot of climate and the description of labour*
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It will be easier to compute the third division of our task,
which includes the island of Java with the small islands
round it, besides Bali, Lomhuk, Sumbawa &e.

The population of these islands may with a great degree
of certainty hi set down as follows :

Java and tlia small islands around1 9,560,330 in 1845*
Increase ia ihree vears and a half2 500,300
Bali3

Lorn bolt T

Sumlt&wa
Fiona . .
Solor, Adcnara, Lombatte Ac.
Sumta or SandaWood is land
Timor 6

• • • •

• • * •

• • • » 900,000
250,000

• » m-a

• • » •

278,000
1A7.000
425 000
639,000

Total of iWrd division »*.,,.•12,909,380
Malayan Peninsula &c. , . . . ^ * bQ2,4Si
Sumatra &c 4,964,770

Total of Uiiee divisions,...,.. .18,436,623

1 This is (he census of 1845 as given (he Mnniieurdes InJe? (VoI, II p. 31 .
[See Dr. tileeltet's Ultimate and rtmarks vol. I ol this Journal p. p. 75, 76.
— ED]

* This increase is calculated from Moniteur des Indes Vol. II p. 28,
3 Temroinck Vol. 1 p. S40 gives die number at 80»(p00 Mons Van Den

Broek in 1818, reckoned lite population of ihu island at 987,500, which is
reduced in lhe Mooileur des Indes to 738,000, by reckoning 4 persons to
give 1 fi>liting man, which is evidently a. very low eslimaie. Allowing for a
small increase we hare taken (he medium of ihese authorities. *

4 Monitfur lies fndes Vi>l. II p. 283.
* Moniteur dea lodes Vol I p 7«. The table from which this numbw

is extracted is certainly not exaggerated,
9 From lhe name auihuiity.
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REVENUE* EXPENCES AND TRADE OF RHIO.

To enable our readers to compare the condition of the
neighbouring Dutch Settlement of Rhio (Riouw Dutch, RiSu
Mai.) with that of Singapore we translate the following par-
ticulars from Temmick's Possessions Neerlandaises, vol. II
p. 110.

Rhio was declared a free port by a royal decree dated 10th
April 1824. The revenue from articles farmed out was in
1819 florin* 10,200, in 1420 /I6,92O, in 1821/22,980, in
1822/34,600 in 1823/54,060, in 1824/157,560. The
great difference between the two last years is owing to gam-
bier and pepper having been sold on account of government.
In 1824 these articles were farmed out. • The expences this
year were calculated at /120,000. The accounts for 1845
shew the receipts and expences of the islands of Rhio to be
as follows.

Receipts.
Articles farmed**** ******** **** ******** /145,600
Assessment and land taxes****** ****** 37,200
Impost and divers revenues************ 27,000
Miscellaneous revenues****************** 500

Total j 210,300

Expences.
Department of Justice, Civil Ad minis

m tration and Police****************** ••**/' 59,240
Agriculture, Religion, Sciences and

•<***»*** ****************
Finance, Cultures &c****«***********%** 10,3IS
Pensions and Charitable institutions** 564
Miscellaneous Expeuces**********̂ ***,, 60,500

Total—/ 132,974

Imports of products of Java and Madura
in 1845.

Merchandise *%*%*»***«•»*«». M%%M.*«*«M / 1,995.312
Si**%***v*^**v*^v*v%******** 109,632

Total—/ 2,104,941
Ezports of product of Rhto to Java and

Madura in 1845.
Merchandize*%*%%%*%%*w*%%**%%%**%****** / 8 5 8 , 0 8 2
Specie******** «•****%««**« ************** 1,400

Total—/" 859,482



MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES, CONTRIBUTIONS
AND CORRESPONDENCE,

M« BURNS'S PAPER ON THE KAYANS OF THE

N. W, OF BORNEO.

Sarawak, 24th April, 1849.

TRUTH and justice alike demand the following
strictures on Mr Burns's paper on the Kayans of the North
West Coast of Borneo which appeared in your journal of
last February.

Extended enquiry has gone to prove that the aboriginal
tribes of the interior of Borneo differ greatly one from
another, and it is stated in Captain Keppel's work vol. 2 p*
194, that '• as they differ not only in name but in ciiBtonu
and manners, we will in the first instance mention the
various distinct nations, the general locality of each and
some of their distinguishing peculiarities."

Mr Burns, however, with this sentence before him, accuses
a virtuous and truthful gentleman and divine, of " slander"
because he had made some statements (proved to be correct)
on the Ka)ansot a distan, part of Borneo which differed
from the observations made by Mr Burns himself.

The authority of Mr Hupe you have remarked in your
note is unexceptionable, and surely, Sir, the friends of that
gentleman may justly and publicly demand the retraction
of a charge so rashly and groundlessly advanced, or retort
the term, and regret that your valuable journal should be
made the medium of personal abuse.*

Mr Burns has himself differed from Mr Dalton on various
subjects, and your next hasty and petulent contributor
will doubtless accuse this gentleman of a gross dereliction
of̂  moral principle because some ppople in some part of
Borneo differ from the people visited by Mr Burns.

(Mr Burns is not content however with imputing
" slander" to an innocent person and correct observer, but
proceeds likewise to attack others in the following passage:
—** the head hunting mania so extravagantly spoken of
by Sarawak historians does not exist among the Kayan
people, nor arc the heads of their enemies more valued by

* We not only declared Mr Hupe's authority to be unexceptionable but
greatly modified Air Burns1 remaiks, and supplied the corrective, by citing
Mr Wilier in confirmation of Mr Ilupe's slaiemew.— ED*

Vol. Ill jto. VI. June, 1819.
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them than were such trophies by the warriors of Europe
during the reign of feudalism, and heads if taken in battle
are merely considered as trophies as were the scalps of the
North American Indians."

As we are dealing only with Mr Burns's delinquencies,
we need do no more en passant than confers our own igno-
rance of any period of European history when the iron clad
warriors of Europe preserved four hundred heads in a house,
and threw them away only to procure and preserve others*
The writers on Sarawak are only two in number, and quoting
from the principal historian of that country, we must re-
quest Mr Burns to reconcile his accusation of exaggeration
with the following passages from the pamphlet published
by Sir James Brooke in 1840, and from Captain Keppel's
work.

At page 19 of this pamphlet Sir James writes " The head
hunting, or taking the heads ot their enemies is a feature
in warfare by no means new or extraordinary, and, similar
to the scalping of the North American Indian, is a trophy
of victory and prowess. Amongst the Hill Dyaks this
custom is confined entirely to the heads of enemies, and is
the effect and not the cause of war; their wars are by no
means bloody, and are never carried on but by small com-
panies who enter on the enemies ground and lay in ambush
for parties or individuals of their foes. The exaggera-
ted accounts of some travellers have been drawn from the
more savage and predatory tribes of the coast, but these
tribes have forsaken their original customs and have joinel
piracy to their former practice of taking heads and they
are not different from other pirates who destroy as well as
plunder/' Had Mr Burns copied this passage he could not
more minutely have confirn-ed the statement of Sir James,
the only difference being that the latter gentleman has
drawn a dis inction between the predatory and nun-pre-
datory tribes which the former had over looked.

Should Mr Burns dcubt the justice of this distinction a
visit t-j Serebas or Sakarran will readily and practically
convince him that these people are eager Head takers.

In vol. 1st, page 55, of Captain Keppel's work is the fol-
lowing passage from the journal of Sir James Brooke written
in \H6J—"Like the rest of the Dyaks the Sibuyows*
adorn their houses with the heads of their enemies; but
with them the custom exists in a modified form and 1 am

~ Mbprinted in the original Sibuowans.
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led to hope that the statement already made public of their
reckless search after human beings merely for the purpose
of obtaining their heads wfll be found to be exaggerated if
not untrue, and that the custom elsewhere as here and at
LUIKIU, will be found to be more accordent with our know-
ledge of other wild tribes, and to be regarded merely as a
triumphant token of valour in the fight or ambush ; similar
indeed to the scalps of the North American Indian."

Again vol. 2 p. 197—" The tribes of Serebas and Sakarran,
whose rivars are situated in the deep bight between Tanjong
Sipan^ and Tanjong Sink, are power!ul communities and
dreadful piiates who ravage the coasts with large fleets and
murder and rob indisciiininately; but thit is by no means to
be esteemed a standard of Dyrk character." We would
again a*k Mr Burns to reconcile these passages with his
chirge of exaggeration and ws may remark that he has
studied these works either too little or too much.

Mr Low the only other Sarawak histyian, in a work re-
plete with valuable information though compiled in haste,
draws the same broad distinction between the predatory
tribes of Serebas and Sakarran and the other Dyaks of the
N- W Coast. In wrting of Serebas and Sakarran he says
41 The passion for Head hunting which now characterizes
these people was not formerly deeply rooted as at present"
and he adds —"In a limited extent the custom is probably
as ancient as their existence as a nation "*

At page 3 J3 of his work Mr Low states th.it " the custom
of head taking as it hits been before noticed is not so deeply
rooted in the* habits of those people as to prevent our hope
of its being easily eradicated t hough amongst the sea Dyaks
it will probably be long before this debirable result be ob-
tained."

Does Mr Burns detect any discrepancy or extravagance
in these statements, or can he point out in the works of the
onjy two gentlemen who have written of Sarawak any
pas*agea. to justify him in using the term " extravagant" to
persons far better informed and far more experienced than
himself?

Although the Malays of Borneo differ as much one com-
munity from another as the Dyaks, yet Mr Burns, who is
evidently fond of abusive terms, has decided on the expe-
rience of a few months, that they are all "mongrels" "atro-
cious" and ''servile." Will he explain how they are more
"mongrels" than the British ? What peculiar atrocities have

t Sirawakp, 188.
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come under hia own observation ? and above all what acts
of "servility" the Malays have been guiltty of, for he cer-
tainly is the first writer to <fliv knowledge thit has even
represented "servility'' as a vice of the Malayan character.

One other point of somewhat more general interest than
the preceding which is asserted in Mr Burns's paper, may
here be slightly commented on. He tt ,tes the population
of the countries he visited to amount to ŝ ven thousand
persons,* and he speaks in rather magnificent terms of his

'exalted friends and relatives the three great chiefs Kara Lasa,
Kam Nipa and Batu Dian, besides several other inferior
chiefs. Now if we divide the amount of the total population
by six to obtain the number of fighting men we shall find
the Kay m warriors to be 1,160 in number, and if we deduct
266 of these as the following of the inferior chiefs, it will
leave a grand total of 300 fighting men for each of the threi*
renowned Kay an Rajahs Kam Lasa, Kam Nipa and Diau
Batu.

These are the conquerors ! the suzerain lords of Malayan
towns ! Kam Nipa's grand array of three hundred men has
withstood the joint tribes of Serebas and Sakarran which
at the lowest computation can bring 8,000 fighting men in-
to the fieid, and in turn have invaded those rivers ! ! This is
the force feared by the Malays of Siriki which could bring
1,000 well armed men against them ! These are the people
who have attacked Muka and Oya and who have captured
Pulo, Matu Meri and other places ! !! This is indeed *< Par-
turuent montes nasciter ridiculus Mus." This statement
is not only improbable in the highest degree, but next to
physically impossible, unless Mr Burns means to exalt every
Kayan warrior into an Amadis de Gaul or an Orlando Furioso,
for certain it is that such small communities, living distant
one from another, could not withstand the incursion of the
Serebas and Sakarran, and that long since they would have

'become subject to the "atrocious'' Malays of the coast wjio
are as fond of becoming couquerors as the Kayans them-
selves. It will be nearer the truth (and what Mr Burns
probably meant) to state the fighting men at 7>000, and cer-
tain it is that Kum Nipa alone has offered to bring 100
boats to Siriki in order to attack Serebas, and as these boats
carry on an average 20 men each, the total number of Kum
Nipa's following may be reckoned at about 2,000 men.

Mr Dalton stated the Kayans amongst whom he lived to
* Mr Burns never having visited Bairoon bis statement of the population

is off mall value.
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amount to 2/0,000 souls, and that they were greatly ad-
dicted to head hunting, and many natives intimately ac
quainted Vith the Kayans all%ive evidence to the interior
j.arts of Borneo being populous, and it would be difficult to
conceive how a small body could drive the aboriginal inha-
bitants before them unless possessed of superior arms, which
the Kayans are not.

I here t *ke leave of Mr Burns with* tit applying to him
the abusive terms he has so liberally bestowed on others,
but it is alike self respect and the respect due to
your valuable journal which have induced forbearance; but as
in the same journal he has accused an amiable and absent
gentleman of "slander" and two other gentlemen of giving
to the public "extravagant statements" it was due not only
to the accused but to your readers to prove that there is no
foundation for Mr Bum's assertions, which may be treated
with a smile or a frown as a person may lean either towards
the Epicurean or Stoic philosophy.

Truth and justice demanded thus much—but further than
this it would be waste of time and reason to pursue the
topic,

•• To waft a feather cr lo crush a flv."
A FRIEND TO THE ABIBNT.



THE SINGAPORE OBSERVATORY.

[In a note lo Dr Little's paper on the Medical Topography
of Singapore (Vol. II p. 461) we stated that the tables of
observations made at the Singapore Magnetic Observatory
alluded to and used by Dr Little, would be afterwards pub-
lished at length accompanied by the Observer's notes. Some
of these notes were in our possession at the* time, but the tables
themselves alt* r bei'g returned by Dr Little to the Observer
were carried away by him for the purpose of continuing his
notes, and in the course of his magnetic voyage through the
Archipelago were mislaid or bst. Subsequent want of leisure
and indisposition prevented his supplying the loss until lately,
but we nave now the pleasure to inform our readers that we
have received a considerable portion of tables and curves,
which we shall begin to publish as soon as our lithographic
press arrives. Our correspondent writes, «I have made out
all the tables with a very great decree of trouble ; they com-
prise observations for 5 years, 1st of the Thermometer, givina
the temperature; 2ndly of the Wet Bulb, giving the moisture;
and 3rdly of the Barometer, giving the pressure; thu'i you
have the most important elements of meteorology. With
respect to the quantity of rain, the pressure of the wind, and
the most interesting" as well as the most easily understood of
the magnetic phenomena, I will forward them to you in ano-
ther paper. - - - Although a period of 5 years observations
appears to me scarcely sufficient to determine the climate of
a station, yet the instruments have really so little range that
one year pretty nearly certifies another. In the barometer
the regularity of the curve is perfectly wonderful * The
comments which follow on some remarks made by Dr Little
and ourselves with reference to the position of the Thermo-
meter in the Observatory, we give at once and separately.
Our correspondent in a previous letter appealed to our sense
of justice to insert bis vindication of the entire correctness of
his thermometrical tables, and as he appears to consider the
remarks in question as very uncalled for, objectionable in
manner, and as reflecting on his performance of an official
duty, we cannot hesitate in publishing it, although we regret
that he should have so greatly misconceived the spirit in
which the remarks were written, and adopted a tone of criti-
cism somewhat more belligerent than the occasion requires,
or is quite consistent with the manner appropriate to a
Journal which has no object but the ascertainment of facts
and the spread of truth. The point in dispute is a simple
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one, requiring no very recondite knowledge to understand it,
and which it is most desirable should be fully and candidly
discussed. We therefore hope that if either Dr Little or our
correspondent desire to continue the discussion, they will stick
to facts and inferences, and not tilt at each other. We allow
full freedom of debate, but we cannot overlook the risk of
personalities, however g od humoured, sometimes verging on
asperity We need hardly inform our local readers that our
correspondent, although he chooses to be nameless here, is not
a mere Umbra, but one of the best as well as cleverest men in *
India.—ED.]

I should not have made any remarks on Dr. Little's
paper did 1 not know that you forwarded your journal to.
several scientific Societies, and some of the members may
imbibe totally erroneous opinions regarding my observatory
and the trustworthiness of the observations.

What the writer says ou the subject of my observatory
I will here quote, and subjoin any remarks I may have to
make on the subject. Dr. Little writes " The observations
taken at the Singapore Observatory during the years
1811, 42, 43, 44 and 45, were conducted in a building
situated at the distance of a mile from the centre of the
town, having no house contiguous (1) and built on the bank
of a river subject to tidal influence. It was half a mile
from the sea, from which it was separated by a mangrove
swamp, houses and cffcoanut trees. Towards the land (2)
it was clear of jungle and cultivation, the alluvial soil being
sand with a clay bottom. The Thermometer was placed
in a circular box in a centre (3) room well ventilated, but
not exposed to air cu rents (4) or the sun's radiation (5;.
This building was of bnck 18 inches thick, and surrounded
by a wood verandah (6) the roof being composed of attap
and a ceiling of planks. In estimating the correctness of
the following observations the reader must bear in mind
the condi ions in which the thermometer was placed ^7).
It indeed most accurately showed the atmosphere of a room
in that building (8), but not the atmosphere of that loca-
lity (9), for, in the first place, the buildiijg prevented all
currents of air from affecting the temperature (10) which
in this country are the means of reducing the tempera*
ture( l l ) . AS well might we judge the temperature of a
country by observations taken in a deep dell (12) surrounded
by hills. In the second place the brick walls while they
absorbed the heat by day radiated the same by night,
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therefore the thermometer would not rise to its proper
altitude, nor fall sufficiently at ni/jht (13). The mean of the
observations taken at this observatory will be correct but
the maxima and the minima will be found to differ from
those of all other observers (14). To estimate correctly
the temperature of the atmosphere a circular (15) building
should be constructed with a roof of attap and a ceiling of
planks having no walls, and from the centre the thermo-
meter ought to be hung."

Note by the Editor.—"The defects (16) of the Observatory
fir therinometrical registers are obvious but perhaps not
so great as our contributor considers (17).̂  The atmosphere
is decidedly affected by the building, which is a Magnetic
Observatory (18). The monthly tables which we have given
for some time show a considerable difference in the maxima
ami minima (19). The position of the thermometer is much
better than that in the Observatory (20) but not free from
objections (21)."

Remarks.
(1) Except my house
(2) Dr. Montgomerie's and Mr Balestier' ^plantations were

b>th on the land s:.de with mangrove jungle intervening. ,
(3) Not a centre room but a room facing the north or

land side, with three windows on the northern face, one of
which, the centre one, was always kept open.

(1) A current of air was always passing through the room,
though the bulb of the thermometer was not directly exposed
to it.

(5) I should rather think not.
(6) The building was not surrounded by a wooden veran-

dah, but the verandah was open and was of use in modifying
the currents, in preventing reflection from the ground, and
likewise the sun's rays from penetrating the room during the
time the pun had northern declination.

(7) It is a pity the writer himself did not bear in mind the
conditions, for then we should not have heard of centre room9
and wood verandahs which existed nowhere but in the writer's
imagination.

(8) This is really most important if true.
(9) This dogmatic assertion comes from a person who

never was in the Observatory but once, and then after his
paper had beeu written.

(10) Of course if there had been a centre room and a
wooden verandah.
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(11) Has Dr. Little never heard of a hot current of air,
and .if he has, would it, does he think, have the effect of re-
ducing the temperature ?

(12) Why not a deep well, for truth lies at the bottom of
one; but what analogy is there between a deep deli sur-
rounded hy high hills and my observatory ? In the former
case there 15 no circulation of air and great reflection from
the sun's rays during the heat of the day. In my observa-
tory a gentle current of air was always passing through the
building, aid the verandah protected the building from di-
rect rays and reflection from the sandy soil.

(13) This is perfectly unintelligible tome. If the brick
walls absorbed the heat by day and radiated the same by
night, the thermometer would rise daring the day and fall
at night, the very reverse of what the Doctor states. If my
observatory had been tiled, then, in consequence of the great-
er absorption of heat during the day, the thermometer would
have risen, and by radiation at night it would have fallen.
The whole sentence is inexplicable, and if the Kditor had
taken exception to this passage—it might have been as well.*
I have always considered myself that a brick wall heated
would have the effect of raising the temperaturfe.

(14) Most undoubtedly. If observers consider that 95°
is any thing like the maximum temperature at Singa*
pore and publish such observations as matter of factf, when

• We are so obtuse as to consider our correspondent'* criticism some-
what inexplicable, unless wa view it as a play at cross purposes. Dr. Little'*
•eniftn.ce, on the oiher hand, though not expressed wiih mathematical rigour,
is sufficiently clear, and moreover appears to us to be founded on fact. The
walls and ceiling (and we m»y add the fbor in a still greater degree) during
the day presented a cool surface to the air entering the room,—tint is
a surface cooler trun the air itself,—and consequently reduced its tempera-
ture, or partially absorbed its heat. At night, instead of being internally at a
lower temperature than the air entering the room, they retained a higher,
owing to the quantity of heat which (hey had absorbed during the day. The
external air on entering ihe room was therefore raised in temperature by the
heat communicated by the wall Now whatever our correspondent's object
m«y have been, that of Dr. Little was to ascertain the temperature of the
external air, and in avuling of the observations made at the Observatory it
was necessary to shew how the air in it differed from the open air.—Bo.

f We suppose this 13 to be taken as a small instalment of what is awaiting
us, for Dr Little has not published such observations We did, but not at
matter of fact, if by that our correspondent means, as expressing the true
temperature of the District What we published as matter of fact was that
" Day and night self registering horizontal thermometers (Troughton and
Simms) placed in the shade in an oppn verandih" (ante vol. II p. xil)
registered the maxima and minima which we gave. We never miintatned
that ihe position of ihut therraomttan was free from oijtotioni, u out
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the maximum temperature is seldom above 85, and 10* ad-
ditional may easily be registered in a small circular shed ve-
randah which is neither impervious to the direct nor
reflected rays of the sun.

(15) It is delicions to sec with what unctuousness the
Doctor lays down the law. Tti3 building must be circular 5
this sound Aristotelian, some occult virtue in a circle perhaps,
and as Aristotle Rays a circle has no contraries there is no
use in opposing this arrangement. According to the writer
there should be no walls, then how does he provide against
reflection of the sun's rays, against local currents, and against
undue lowering of the thermometer at night by terrestrial
radiation ? I do not know what the dimensions of the
budding are, but should not imagine very considerable if
constructed solely for a thermometer. If of small size,
then I say the Doctor might as well put his thermometer in-
a six dozen case, place it in the sun, tnd look out for the
maximum temperature of 95°. If the Doctor will but take
the trouble he will find that in that small temple of the
winds there is a different temperature at every foot of
altitude, gradually decreasing from the ground to a certain
point, and tlien increasing upwards from that point to the
roof. Has the Doctor laid his finger on the very spot the
minimum of this line? To the temperature which his
thermometer shows what deduction has he to make for the
absorption of heat by the building • which is of course
communicated to the thermometer and which must be eli-
minated before the true temperature is deduced ? It is this
excess which I have attempted to provide against, and to
give as nearly as possible the true temperature and by all
the means in my power to guard against the absorption of
the sun's rays. It was for this reason I made the walls
18 inches thick and painted them white, that, if any of the
sun's rays should by accident impinge on the walls, they
correspondent appears to do wilh respect lo that which stood in the Magnetic
Observatory. We h*ye always admitted that the maxima were greatly
influenced by the want of due protection from the indirect action of the sun's
rays. But with respect to the minima we believe that they tiuly registered the
actual temperature of the external air. They were suspended in that *ir
against a plaiik wall which soon cools down to that temperature, and an
altap roof was interposed between them and the sky. The only sufficient
explanation of the fact that these thermometers indicated 6° lower than that
at the Observatory ever did, appears to us to be this, that the external air
on entering the Observatory was raised several degrees by absorbing heat
from the wall &c. We may add that we carried our thermometers to the
Observatory to be examined by our correspondent and he appeared to be
laiiified they were free from defects.—£D.
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should be reflected and not absorbed; it was for this reason I
made the ceiling flat and the roof with a good pitch so that
between the planks of the ceiling and the attap, which is
a non-conductor,* there should be a considerable quantity
of air which is likewise a non-conductor. The ventilation
or the circulation of air was provided for by mean* which
I will subsequently explain.

thing
the Editor, instead of laying
Square, would just have taken the trouble to visit the Ob-
servatory* he would have Been and judged for himself how
unfounded were the assertions which had gone btfore.

(17) This is breaking my fall and letting me off cheap in
the Editor's estimation, pitching in a left hander and then
patting me on the back, and saying, I am not such a bad
fellow after all.

(18) Dear me! What next > The Magnetic Observatory
like a cholera hospital affecting the atmosphere !f

(19) Not at'all unlikely.
(20) What charming modesty!
(21) Not free from objections! I should rattier think not.

Where did the Editor ever find 95° in the shade, such as I
find in his registry]: ? He must have been taking observa-
tions on the sunny side of Commercial Square. Why
if it were 95° in the shade instead of seeing my friends con-

6* Notff below.
f Our correspondent, we always understood, was sent here to make

magnetic observations, the building was designated a Magnetic Observatory,
and we therefore inferred ihut it had been built as such, and not with a view
to thermometrical observations. The nocturnal lem peri lure in il appeared, fa
obviously to be affected by its absorption of heat during the day, that we could
not supi>cse the architect had intended to adapt it for such observations. If wa
had known that our correspondent had built it win this very object, we need
not say that our remarks would have been differently worded, as nothing
cjutd be more remote frpm our intention than the imputation of any blarot.
It he remains satisfied that the building fully answered his design, it would
be presumptuous in us to enter into any discussion with him on the subject.
]n justice to ourselves we must add that our note was wiitten after we Had
ex mined the Observatory in the presence of our correspondent, and that, with
the Highest respect for his science, skill and experience, we are compelled to
retain the opinion that his minima are several degiees to • high. The objections
to >he place where our self registering thermometer wa* suspended we hav«
always a- milled to our correspondent, but he has not accounted for the deci-
ded difference not only between our minima% but those of other regulars, and
his own. Our maxima we are quite satisfied ire too high, and we discontinued
our registry in June 1848, not being anle at the time to remedy the defects of
the place where our thermometer ii hung, or to find another quite free from
objections.—ED.
'% See our preceding note.
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gregated in the Square at all hours of the day, one half
would be driven from Singapore by fits of apoplexy
and the other half would be protracting a miserable exist-
ence by sitting in their offices with damp towels round
their heads.

These observations I have made in justice to myself, and
in consequence of the journal being forwarded to scientific
Societies. 'I have been treated in an off hand manner any-
thing but pleasant to my feelings, or I think creditable to
those who made such assertions without taking the trouble
to verify them*, and if castles in the air must be built by ima-
ginative Doctors with centre rooms and wooden verandahs,
let them be built at their expence and not at mine. I was not
a dilletanti handling a thermometer once a month and then
thinking I knew all about meteorology. 1 was placed in a
certain duty by the Government, and if I failed in that duty
on my head falls the responsibility.-]- I have but two words
more to say to the Doctor before I proceed to my observa-
tions. He says the average temperature for each month at
6 A. M. and noon, being divided by 2 gives the mean for the
month. From what wonderful induction does he deduce this
law ? If we take the mean of Captain Davie's observations at
6 A. M. and noon we find the following

Captain Davis' observations.
1820 1821 1822 1823 1824 1825

79 5 79.4 80 2 78 8 810 81.4
and on referring to the fables I now send I find the following
at the same time

1841 1842 143
89.2 80.5 80.5

• See our previous note.—ED.
f Neither Dr Little nor we imputed the slightest failure of duly to our

conespondent. For ourselves we were not even aware that the thermome-
trical observations foriand part of his official duly, and even.if we had b*en,
surely whatever opinion we may entertain respecting the adaptation of a
public building for such observations, and whatever that opinion may be
worth, we have a right to express it. It is quite possible for a building to be
constructed with great care, and yet the air in it fail to be a perfect index
to the temperature of the external atmosphere. We may add that a Ther-
mo metrical Observatory which would be free from defects in England, may
not be adapted for Singapore, where the heat during the day is comparatively
so great, that the very means taken to prevent its absorption by the screen of
the thermometer affecting the registered temperature, may prevent tliii tem-
perature falJiug to thtt of the external air at night. A screen so thick and
slowly conductive of heat as to afford the perfection of shade during the day,
will necessarily, in this climate and latitude, retain a pouion ot the accumu-
lated heat throughout the whole night. " The absorption of heat due to
direct radiation from the mn goei on more rapidiy than the dissipation of it



The mean of Captain Davis' 80.2, of mine 80.4, difference
0.2, whilst the Doctor makes (hem difiVr by 2°.5 and with these
dreadful increments of temperature the Doctor weeps over
the probability of Singapore beconing insupportable, as if
that could ever be possible, at least 1 should like to bo or-
dered to remain thce until I found it so. I have left out
JS44 and 1845 for obvious reasons which I will explain
bereaii

The building in which the observations were taken, will
best be explained by the following ground plan. It was 56

feet in length, by 2S feet in breailth, divided by a parti-
tion wall running the whole length. The longer sides faced
North and South—the shortest the East and West. In the
by cooling" (Prof Forbes), and lience a sceen which ^hsorHs ihe sun's heat
during the 1$ hours the S-JH H ihove ihe hnruun h»re wj'h-iui affrciinn a
thermometer placed below it, will nol cool down io the temperature of ihe
fXternal air dnrintt itie succe^ilinn (2 hours. Prof. Forhei, in Another of his
Meteorological KepotM, observe ih^l "from [Ua near compel in mbfak
ihi-r mo meters are geneially pbced with lart;e difficuhy conducting ma*«c3,
such as walls, (he tern pern tura (hiring lite ntitbl is kept up, and the minimi
are thus loo higti '* (Kepon3, Bui Association Vol Ip 210). Scientific
men will uest jnflgc Ijpw far IKTS SOUTCH of enor wai avoided in iKe construc-
lion ( the Singai)Ore Maijneuc Observatory, as explaitied hy our correspond-
ent fun her on. We fear 'dey will tre unanimous in ihetr opinioti ihat such a
building, with a circulation of air so impeded, coutd never have iti imernai
temperature lowered to the minimum of ihe atmosphere without. Ii our
coTreypondent, with al! his science and skill, has failed in constructing 4
perfect ohservalory, ihe true oonclusioo probably Is Oiai ihis is an im^oisibt-
lity, unless we disconnect the Day from ihe Night Observatory, or at teait
have two positions for the instrument, one under ihe ihick, hadly conducting

•seieeo for the day, and one under a ihin sky-screen fur ihe night*—ED.SUD
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long room were kept the whole of the Meteorological and
Magnetic Instruments/ and no person ever remained in it
except to take an observation, nor at night was any light kept
burning,—there were 5 glass windows in this room—the mid-
dle one marked b was always kept open, a and c but rarely;
the shutters of the window h facing the East were shut till
noon, they were then opened, and those of the window d
closed. The room k e o f was kept for books and the
native writer sat there, the door was always kept open as
well as the door e and likewise the window/. The European
assistants sat in the hall k I and I took for my office the room
g m p I of which p was always kept open with the door m
the window g and the door A Now in this building in which
there were 7 windows, 3 were always kept open, and the whole
of the doors of which there were 6, and I am told that there
was ventilation without due circulation, although, for my part,
I cannot see how one can be produced without the other/
The verandah was an open one all round except at the S. East
and S. West angles which were enclosed. The walls were
two bricks thick and fourteen feet high, the verandah or ra-
ther the attap roof came down to within 8 feet of the ground
—clear of the windows but so as .to prevent the direct rays of
the sun from strik ng any part of the wall* after 7 a. m. and
before 5 p. m. frhilst the circulation of air was in np way
impeded. The Latitude of the Observatory was 1° 18' 38"
North. The Longitude 6b. 55m. 26s. or 103° 56' 30'' E.
of Greenwich.

* T. Thermometer, Dry and Wet Bulb. B Barometer.

NEW PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journil, Nos. 90 and
91 (from Prof. Jameson )

Want of space this month compels us to omit the list of
the very valuable and varied contents of this Journal. A
passage in one of the papers however requires notice. This
is the Anniversary Address of the President^Dr Prichard, to
the Ethnological Society for 1848, in which this Journal is
noticed at some length and in terms which must be as grati*
fying to cur contributors as they have been to ourselves,
1 he sentence which requires notice is one in winch Dr Prich-
ard alludes to a narrative of " his late excellent and much
lamented friend, Mr 6. W. Earle, who, if he had survived
the voyage on which, to the deep grief of bis friends, and
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great loss to the cause of science, he has lately perished,
would have added much to what he has already contributed
towards the history of the native races of the Austral Seas."
It will be gratifying to all the personal friends of Mr Earle
in England, and that larger class who are acquainted with
him through his writings, to be told that we have a letter
from Mr Earle tfow lying before us dated at Malacca the 3rd
of this month, in which he says "I have already made a consi-
derable progress in a 'full, true and particular' account of
the tribes inhabiting the Timor and Molucca seas, including
the West Coast of Papua and Norih Coast of Australia"
which we hope very soon to place before our readers.

2. Tijdsihrift voor Nederlandsch Indie Nos. 1 and 3
(from Dr van Hoevell).

3. Indisch Archie* Nos. 1 and 2 (from the Editors.)
4. Het Regt in Nederlandsch Indie Nos. I and 2 (from

the Editors.,
5. The9 Chinese Repository for March and April (from

the Editors.) '
6. Warnasari, for 1849 (from the Editor, Mr Deventer.)

—We are delighted to see that this elegant Bartavian annual
is to continue to be carried on under such good auspices.

7. Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural So-
ciety of India, Part IV of Vol. VI (from the Society.)

8. The Calcutta Christian Observer (from the Editor.)

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

The present number of the Journal completes its second
year, during which we have received the continuedand undimi-
nished support of nearly all our Singapore subscribers, and
the assistance of many able contributors, several of whom are
men of established literary or scientific reputation, while the
others may well claim to have laid a good foundation for
theirs in the papers with which they\ave enriched our
pages. It is owing to thsir zealous aid that we can congra-
tulate our s^ on the fact that this Journal has now
established itself both m England and America as an autho-
rity on matters relating to the Indian Archipelago. We do not
draw this inference so much from the highly favorable notices
of it which have nppeared in leading scientific periodicals
and more popular publications or the assurances of corres
pondents, as from the number of its papers that have been
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republished. We do not despair of its circulation being
gradually much extended in Europe and America, but the
difficulties which have attended all our agencies beyond the
Straits Settlements, and particularly our English one, have
hitherto caused more trouble, vexation and loss of time and
money than the subscriptions received from them (with the
exception of the Batavian) have compensated. These dif-
ficulties, the insolvencies of former London and Batavian
agents, and the frequent postponement of payment for
months after the year has commenced, have satisfied us
during the past year that our main dependence irust be
upon our Straits subscribers, and particularly on those at
Singapore by whose most liberal support and that of Go-
vernment alone we were enabled to bring out the first 6 num-
bers of the yeao* without loss. We think it best to state this at
once and leave it in their hands whether the Journal is to be
continued on its present footing or not. After mentioning
this, we do not think it would be fair to them, nor con-
sistent with our own position and object in relation to the
Journal, to make any appeal to them such as we were com-
pelled to do at the close of the first year, or to circulate a
subscription list. We think we are justified.in considering
the Journal as now fairly established, and, as is customary
with other periodicals of the kind, our agents will continue
to send it to our subscribers until they desire it to be dis-
continued. Several *of our subscribers have* repealed the
recommendation which they made to us at the end of last
year to raise the subscription in future to 6 dollars, and as
we find our pecuniary loss on the last 12 numbers will
somewhat exceed that upon the previous 12, even if all out-
standing subscriptions be paid, we are compelled to adopt
this recommendation as the only means of saving ourselves
from an annual loss of about 400 dollars.

The paper and typography have not been so good as we
could have wished ; but new types and better paper are now
on their way from England, and in a month or two we hope
to be able to present the essays of our kind contributors in
a shape tfoat will do them no discredit.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TENASSERIM PROVINCES.

By EDWARD RILEY, Esq.

THE following rough memoranda are intended to supply
the want of information, geographical and geological,
which the necessarily defective chart of these Provinces does
not afford; and in the absence of more scientific exposition
regarding the physical characteristics of the country, they
may serve to direct a more particular attention.to the deve-
lopment of its .various and valuable resources; a practical
knowledge of which, after uearly a quarter of a century of
occupation, is so lamentably deficient, that up to the present
period, with the exception of the able reports of Captain
Tremenheere on the coal, tin and manganese of the lower
Province of Mergui, we possess no established data to servo
as a guide to any scientific research and demonstration that
way hereafter be instituted.

The Coast line of the Tenasserim Provinces extends from
the Pak-chian river in 9° 58" N. td the Salwin river in 16°
36*' N. the latter forming the boundary between Burmah
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proper and the British Territory. Throughout its whole ex-
tent, Islands of various magnitude occur, generally within a
short distance of the shore, of which from sea-ward they
appear to form a part. The island of Belugyun situated
opposite Maulmain, is by far the most important of all. Sepa-
rated only by one of tlie mouths of the river from the metropo-
lis* wth rich alluvial lands of surprising fertility, (when the rude
process of cultivation which prevails is considered) and a
greater number of inhabitants in proportion than any other
portion of the Provinces, these advantages combine to render
it the granary of the Province of Amherst. From this point the
Islands are few and isolated until the latitude of Tavoy
Island in 13- is attained, from the southern extremity of which
those numerous groups of Islands forming the Mergui Archi-
pelago may be said to commence; innumerable in numbers,
of all varieties of form and size, separated from each other
by shallow mud banks, which oppose a complete barrier even
to the native traders, and consequently, with the exception of
those on the sea bord track possessing water, little known or
frequented.

The large Islands of St. Matthew, Domei, King's Island,
Tavoy Island, and farther to the northward those of Kalagouk
and Double Island, present an evenly undulating outline,
clothed to the summits with jungle vegetation of noble pro-
portions, and varying in altitude from 100 to 450 feet.
Interspersed with these, extending as far as the Alascoes
group of small islands off the promontory opposite Tavoy,
limestone rocks occur, whose perpendicular sides and rug-
ged summits contrast boldly with those of rounder outline:
these rocks are cavernous, having in some instances open
passages through them, all are bare of vegetation and form
the resort of the sea bird from whose labors the edible nests
are obtained. Rock specimens from the Islands above no-
ticed exhibit a predominant granitic and porphyritic cha-
racter, invariably associated with fragmentary trap rocks,
principally greenstone, with lines of quartz of various di-
mensions passing through the mass in all directions ; at
the base, covered by the high water of the spring tides,
lie masses of laterite of various stages of induration, but
possessing a uniform highly cellular structure. On several
of the larger islands broken and disseminated masses of the
« hypogene schists" occur, with their various modifications
consequent on their proximity to, or distance from the granite
of the main formation, and all more or less permeated by
lines of quartz and granite;—the latter very fine grained and
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containing a large proportion of hornblende. These blocks
correspond in their general features with similar masses
found on the main shore.

The direction of the ranges of the insular hills is parallel
to that of the hill ranges on the main land, nearly N. and
S. ; and the stratified rocks observe the same angle of dip
and conformity of position as their congeners on the shore
where littoral sections are found;—it may thence be con-
cluded, that the same subterranean forces which erected the
chain of mountains dividing the Peninsula, must have operated
at the same period to produce the hill ranges of the Islands.
Connected with this subject it has been remarked, that granite
which forms the prominent feature in the formation of the
Islands, with an altitude, as in the instance of Double Island,
of only 97 feet, is said to be rarely found either in the me-
diate or main ranges of the Coast which approach to the
height in some instances of 5,000 feet.

Various speculations have been entertained and as many
theories advanced on the subject of laterite formations; the
fact however ot their being found more generally in conjunc-
tion with rocks of the primary order, and superimposed on
granite or gneiss, affords a basis upon which to ground
a system of observation that may tend to elucidate the
subject, and as this Coast offers peculiar facilities for such
observation, from the general prevalence of the rock in
question, I shall here state the result of a series of observa-
tions, which have been prosecuted to that end.

The minute examination of the rock specimens from the
Islands with which the laterite is associated, as well as those
from the main shore, exhibits a slightly varying relation to
to each other in their unstratitied granitic character, less so
however in the gneiss where the mica and hornblende occur
in the same lamina ; in the former, especially in that forming
veins in the schistose rocks, the hornblende and felspar
predominate. Such in fact may be said to be the character of
the whole of the granitic masses found on the Islands, with
the exception of those disseminated masses in which the pre-
sence of quartz, in large aggregated crystals, gives the rock a
decidedly porphyritic character. This is the principal form
of igneous rock of which Double Island is composed, the
ingredient being quartz in laminae forming cuboHal masses
with glassy felspar and hornblende, both largQ grained and
irregular, hence it may be termed a sienitic porphyry. The
atmospheric action upon both hornblende and felspar,
owing to the large portion of oxide of iron in the for-
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mer, and the components of potash and alumina of the
latter, is too well-known to require more, than a passing
notice here. Based upon this data, my attention has been par-
ticularly directed to the decomposition of those rocks in which
the above minerals form a part, and although the homogene-
ous nature of the deposits formed by their decomposition
does not admit of a clear insight into their mechanical con-
struction, it may nevertheless be concluded, that laterite in
all its modifications, is but the resultant of such decomposi-
tion. This operation is distinctly traceable in a decomposing
gneiss rock forming the overlying strata on the coast of this
place, (Amherst) ; the atmospheric influence has penetrated
the rock to a considerable distance below the surface, giving
it a mottled appearance, but on any new abrasion of the bank
by the action of the waves of the S.W. monsoon, the strata are
seen distinctly laminated, with the hornblende and felspar in
a high state of decomposition ; their complete reduction is
effected in a short period after exposure to the heavy rains
of the monsoon which percolate the mass and precipitate it to
the base, where the undecomposed quartz finds a matrix,
which, under a subsequent chemical process brought into
operation by the combined influence of the atmospheric
action and the oxide of iron of the hornblende, becomes
indurated and compact or cellular, according to the ingre-
dients of the rocks, from the decomposition of which they
were formed. Laterite occcurs very generally throughout
the Provinces, accompanying the old red sandstone and
the formations of the primary order before mentioned ; it is
seen cropping out at the surface in isolated masses which
are highly ferruginous and indurated ; it also occurs loosely
aggregated and permeated by quartz veins of 1 to 3 inches in
thickness.*

* One ipeciei of lateritic rock originatea in the made explained by our able
contributor, and it ia natural to conclude with reipect to lateritic rocks generally,
that when the result! are ao nearly identical in appearance, the proceia muat
hate been the same Mr Riley'a explanation we believe to be perfectly cor-
rect for the lateritea which he describes ; and many lateritic tracta in India, aa
well aa some of those which we have examined in the southern part of the Ma-
lay Peninsula, have been produced in the aaaae mode. The extention of tbii
explanation to all other rocka of a lateritic aspect, if it can be properly called an
error, it one which our contributor shares with many Indian geological writers,
amongst whom Dr Clarke has moit elaborately applied it to the lateritea of the
Indian PeninBula (Madras Journal, 1838, p. p. 334-34fi), In reality the error
is not in the explanation, but in the assumption that all lateritea muat have the
aame origin. This anumption, and much of the conflict of opinion respecting
laterite, ia traceable to the remarkable property which iron possesses in peroxi-
diaing, of assimilating the external aspect, and e?en to a certain extent the struc-
ture, of tho rocka in which it is disseminated, however they may hare differed
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Passing to the coast, its. appearance seaward is tliat of a
plain of a varying, breadth, backed by a series of mountain
ranges ; those nearer the coast having an altitude of 500 to
1,600 feet, and those which form the main range, approaching
the height of 4,500 to 5,000 feet. These ranges have a uni-
formly undul ting outline, and otherwise possess the same
character as those in the Straits of Malacca, being cover-
ed to their summits with a dense forest vegetation : Ap-
proaching the northern boundary on the Salween river, their
features become more varied, from the rugged and conical
shape of the limestone hil!s (blue mountain limestone) which,
without any general line of direction, rise abruptly from the
alluvial plains to a height of 1,500 to 2,000 feet and are seen
distributed throughout the-landscape in isolated ranges. The
same cavernous limestone is found accompanying the sand-
stone hills in detached masses, throughout the whole extent
of coast. From this point the main range of hills, forming the
boundary between these Provinces and Siam, is distinctly
traceable in the clear atmosphere of the N. E. monsoon,
at a distance of 65 miles, shewing a bolder outline than those
intermediate with some of the peaks at a.height of 5 to 6,000
feet#

Little information that can be relied upon has hitherto
been obtained on the geological conformation of the main
range of mountains, or of the elevated vallies traversed by
the Thoungyeen, Hloing, Bwai, Dagyue and Houndran rivers
—the principal feeders of the lower part of the Salwin* ;—

fiom each other prior to the peroiicUtion. The Iron disguises the rock and
deceive! observers. Much of the laterite of the Milay peninsula, and we he.
lieve much of that of the Indian «l,o, doei not originate from the decomposition
Of plutonic or volcanic rocks, but it limply the ordinary sedimentary rock dii.
gnued by the peroxid.tion of the iron which ro.e into it from the aub eTrane.n
plutonic intumescence in which the Peninsular elevationa originated. The
evidence on which this opinion is baaed ia very extensive and conclusive. (Jouro.

p. 96 103, 625-631; Noticea of the Geology of the Straita of Singapore. Gaol.
Socj ED. ° r

• Captain Latter, the superintendent of foreata. in his report on the teak
localities of these Provincea lately published, thug notices the falley of the
Thoungyeen. *

" The region occupied by the Thoungyeen foreata consists of an elevated
yalley, (about 800 feet higher than the Maulmafn plains) having the Domw
range on the west, and the range culled the "Toungnyo," on the eaat. These
two ranges, slightly trending towarda one another, meet, and form a sort of
41 col da sac," at the bottom of which rises, and through the whole length of
which, in a north westerly direction, fl sws the Thoungyeen river. It runs parallel
to the Donaw range, which sinks gradually into the plaina to admit of its junc.
tion with the Salween river. The Toungnyo range, as far as I could learn
runs due north, proceeding into regions uoreached by uur geography. I should
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the intermediate ranges of bills however, over which the route
to the interior lies, are better known, and specimens obtain-
ed from them shew a highly indurated clay slate as the prin-
cipal form, accompanied by mica slate and other rocks of
the schistose order. Gneiss is also found in the highest parts
of the range, and all indicate a close proximity to the granite.
It is observed that spurs from the main range connect those
of secondary altitude, which latter have a corresponding par-
ellelism of direction N. E. and S. W.—the angle of the dip of
the stratified rocks has not been ascertained, but should sub-
sequent observation shew it to correspond with the same
formations on the main range, we may from analogous com-
parison be safe in placing granite as the highest rock of that
mountain system.

It has been generally assumed, but upon what data I have
not been able to ascertain, that the range of mountains which
divides these provinces from Siam, passing on through the
Malay Peninsula, is a prolongation of one branch of the great
Himalaya chain. The accuracy of this I am inclined to doubt
from the observation of the late Dr. Richardson, who stated
that in passing the border range of bills in latitude 18°, being
upon one of the highest passes of that range, he observed the

estimate the whole length of this valley to be 250 miles ; its width, an average
of 25 to 30. The Thoungyeen, keeping somewhat closer to the Donaw range
than to the Toungnyo. divides the valley fnto two long stripe*. The one on
the left or weatern bank being held ae British, may average about 12 miles in
width ; the other, or Shan, about 15 or 18.

'* Both the bounding ranges of Donaw and Toungnyo, together with their
spurs, consist of mountain limestone, presenting all the grey and grotesque
appearances and cavernous issues of sudden waters (many at a high tempera-
ture) so characteristic of that rock. Their highest portions again are of
granite, but of a composition in which the feUpar greatly predominates; the
quartz and mica being in very subordinate quantities. It is for this reason
the weathered peaks get very rapidly disintegrated, the felspar rapidly de-
composing into Kaolin clay; the fracture of such points presents the dead
even appearance of a cley rock, rather than the iharp and angular edges of
true granite.

It ia from the disintegrated felspar of these weathered peaks that were
probably, in a great meaiure, once supplied the deposits of stiff clay, which
we fiud playing so important a part in the economy of the Thouogyeea forests.
These ranges are alto said to be metalliferous.

The great underlying rock is moat probably the mountain limestone, of which
the Donaw and Toungnyo hills are composed; but in the valleymitsrlf this no-
where obtrudes itself to view. We find there the lowermost rook to be a compact
sandstone, the upper portion consisting of a concrete of small rolled pebbles
Imbedded in s siliceous matrix. On thia reposes a deposit of large rolled
pebbles, the depth of the bed varying from 8 to 14 feet. On this again, and
of about the same thickness, is a bed of stiff pure day, supporting a layer of
"huasus" or soil proper, of from a few inches to a foot in thickness.
These strata are generally quite horizontal, except ia the upper Thoungyeen,
where the sandstone has a dip of about 35 degteei*"
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great range of hills crossing the horizon to the S. E of his
position, coming from the N.W. and proceeding in about a
S .E . direction towards the Cambodia river; froin the bizlier
altitude and greater uniformity of course, he felt convinced
that it was the continuation of the Himalaya chain of moun-
tains, which, after passing the head waters of the Menam
and Cambodia rivers, terminates on the coast of Cochin
China, lhat iroin which the observation was made, which
for the sake of distinction, we may call the Peninsula range,
did not appear to belong to the same system as the former!
and, within the scope of vision, consisted of a congeries
of small ranges throwing out spurs in all directions and
coming more from the westward than the other.

As applying to a line oC country hitherto so little known
as that lying between our frontier and the border Chinese
province of Yunam, such observations as the foregoing
have a relative value, as they serve to correct data not clearlf
established and afford a more perfect one for geographic^
discnp ion than has hitherto obtained. This subiect merit,
particular attention, as, from the extensive r a m S i o n s " !
tending all mountain systems, a correct knowledge of them
cannot be attained unless by great application and intimate
acquaintance with their localities.

Connected with the upraised geological features of this
Province (Amherst) are the ranges of primary sandstone hills,
varying in height from 100 to 1,500 feet, which extend from
the mountain limestone in a series of isolated masses, ap-
proaching the Salwin at Maulmain, and thence proceeding in

" 7 a d ! S t ? n c e ° { 50 miIes : t h i s foti
p g e Salwin a t Maulmain, and thence pro

mv be HUH f"i 7 a d ! , S t ? n c e °,{ 50 m i I e s : ~ t h i s foruiatioa
S S t K T d ,from the stunted appearance of the

t ? d When stee d « i t i h i
Station S T , e s tunted appearance of the
I h t ™ . P f "' t ? d When s t e eP de««vities occur shewing
a bare mass of weather worn rock of a deep red color AS
examination of several of the vallies forming the water courfes
.n the above, shewed the formation to consist tf a coTplS
ferruginous sands one highly indurated, with a quart^se fix-
ture; no genera line of stratification could be Observed in the
SXft W' i!" i0"!?- °f t h e J a t e r a l fiss«reS at a height of
^X. £ • 7% P y ^ T 1 ^ S h e w i n« a co«"e agreeing
with that of the range (S. E ) and with the dip nearly vertical
This however cannot be generally applicable as from the
disturbances and irregularities at the surface, a very short
distance would doubtless shew a varying direction and angle
of dip. Distributed along the base of these sandstone hUls
lie huge fragments of the main formation, some of the larger
masse* having been precipitated from near the summit in
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which a varying structure is discernible; some of them
shewing a distinctly granular one, such being generally in a
state of decomposition passing into a clay in which the
rounded pebbles of sandstone in the bed of the water courses
become imbedded, forming a coarse conglomerate rock,
indurated by oxide of iron. This apparent discrepancy in the
structure of'a rock, which must evidently have been homo-
geneous at the period of its deposition, is to be accounted
lor by the exposed surface having been nearest the plutonic
action which created the range of lulls, some portion of the
main body shewing in fact a highly vitreous surface, the
undoubted result of the cause assigned. The sandstone
rests upon a micaceous schist formation, very fine grained, of
irregular fracture, this being present with other "detritus" in
the hollows qf the vallies, accompanied also by water worn
fragments of a blue clay slate similar to that of the primary
order of argillaceous schists, of which the main range of hills
is principally composed. No line of junction of the sandstone
with the schists of the lower strata is visible, but it may be
stated to occur at about the 15° of N. latitude, where this
formation as a connected range ends, separated by a narrow
valley from the clay slate of the principal or superior range
of hills.

In the absence of personal observation, any remarks on the
geological features and characteristics of the boundary range
of hills, which extend in an unbroken line thi'ough the centre
of the Peninsula, must necessarily be crude and imperfect;
a proximate knowledge may however be derived from the fact
that in tbe head waters of the streams throughout the coast,
having their sources either in the main range or spurs there-
from, stream tin is found, and from several localities nearer
the base of that range, gold also is found in the alluvium;
from which we may infer that in its general characters it
agrees with the stanniferous formations of the Straits, of
which mountain system it forms a portion, produced by the
same subterranean forces, and varied only by local causes,
of which nothing less than personal investigation would war-
rant more than this passing notice-

Granite in fragmentary masses accompanied by green-
itone, quartz rock, and greenstone schist is found, composing
the principal rock of the reefs and jutting headlands which
occur throughout the line of coast from A ml]erst point to the
Tenasserim river. It is equally abundant on the main, forming
low ranges of hills or isolated masses which abut upon or
permeate the sandstone,—these hills are of inferior altitude,
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rarely exceeding 250 feet, and are the nearest in position to
the coast. A range of this formation passes through the
Tavoy promontory in a due N. and S. course. The general
character of this granite is that of a coarse grained rock
with a predominance of felspar, which renders it more sus-
ceptible of the atmospheric influence than those of finer
texture and less felspathic, hence the surface appears in all
stages of decomposition, the more exposed parts having the
appearance of a clay matrix containing coarse laminae of
mica and large angular crystals of quartz. The soil formed
by the wasting of this rock is highly fertile, owing doubtless
to the potash of the felspar; it is generally applied to the
cultivation of the upland rice, the crops of which it produces
in the greatest luxuriance.

Granite and quartz veins permeate the whole system of the
primary order of rocks on the coast, and appear to take the
place of the order of trap rocks, beyond the greenstone type of
which latter, a paucity exists. One form of these granite veins
occurs near Mergui enclosed in a low sandstone hill; it is of a
pure white color, in a high state of decomposition and forms
the matrix of the peroxide of tin, which is found in aggre-
gated crystals imbedded in the mass. Captain Tremenheere, in
his report upon this locality, has pointed out the practicability
of working this deposit advantageously, if the undertaking
were conducted on the most approved method, with Euro-
pean skill to direct it; this subject however shall meet further
notice when treating of the metalliferous deposits of these
provinces.

From the prominent features of the geological conformation
as described in the mountain limestone and old red sandstone,
it is a matter of surprise that the carboniferous system enclo-
sed by those formations in this locality, has hitherto proved
so unproductive. Sections of the secondary strata, composing
beds of a soft blue clay with ironstone nodules, and ths shales
of the coal basins accompanied by a coarse calcareous con-
glomerate, are visible in the banks of the river Attaran,
which has its course in the valley formed by the sandstone
and limestone hill ranges, but up to the present period no
coal has been discovered in this vicinity. This may in some
measure be owing to the horizontal position of the strata in
question, which is unfavourable to the outcrop of the mineral
at the surface; but, judging from local disturbances, this
horizontalism cannot be preserved for any considerable dis-
tance, and a minute investigation would doubtless discover
a more favorable angle of inclination of the strata, which,

D D d
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followed up with care,, would result in revealing deposits of
coal hitherto unknown.

Approaching the head waters of the Atfaran river when
the strata are considrably elevated, with the dip at an angle of
38°, two separate lines of lignite occur in a coarse sandstone
conglomerate with shale and a semi-indurated blu* clay con-
taining limestone pebbles. This lignite is highly pyritous, its
decomposition affording a copious deposit of sulphate of iron
which covers the exposed surface with a dirty-colored efflo-
rescence. Some of the pieces taken from the deposit retain
their original characteristics, do not fracture, and may be sawn
through in sections across the grain, the same as wood imper-
fectly carbonized. Olhe~r deposits of wood less changed than
the foregoing are found in the banks of the rivers Dagyue and
Gyne some 20 to 30 miles to the northeast of Maul main, cov-
ered with the same blue clay as that already noticed, but none
possess any useful quantity as a combustible material.

Further to tUe southward and cut through the centre by
the course of the Tenasserim river, the carboniferous strata
are more prominently developed, and upon its numerous tri-
butaries, as also upon those of the little Tenasserim, out-crops
of coal are found. This portion of the Provinces, commen-
cing from the head waters of the Tenasserim river to the
eastward of Tavoy, and extending to the boundary river
Pak-chan comprising nearly 120 miles of latitude, may be
said to form an entire carboniferous system, or succession of
coal basins, enclosed*on its east side by the boundary range
of primitive mountains, and on the west to the latitude of
Mergui by the ranges of secondary bills, which terminate at
that point on the sea coast; throughout this space a regular
alternation of limes, shales and sandstone occur ; the latter in
some instances having the impression of leaves, but no fossils
either in the limestones or the accompanying deposited strata
have as yet been discovered.

Specimens of the rocks from the banks of the small rivers
which discharge themselves into the sea below Merg'ji, shew
that the same system of coal measures exists uninterruptedly
to the sea; and as the Islands of the Archipelago are sepa-
rated from the main only by shallow mad channels, it may
reasonably be expected that within the numerous groups,
forming the Archipelago, several beds ofcoal lie exposed at
the surface, which require but careful investigation to bring
to useful application; but until the attention of Government
be directed to the important subject, and this be done with a
spirit of scientific research commensurate with its value, tin
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development of this source of wealth must for the present rest
on the accidentally excited curiosity of the native trader, who
iu visiting the Islands may discover this deposit, or upon any
other equally fortuitous circumstance of the kind.

The plains of the Tenasserim Provinces, consisting of those
slopes near the base of the hills, and the lower alluvial lands
employed in the cultivation of paddy, may be stated as com-
prising one half of the whole area of surface (about 32,000
square miles) of the former. By far the larger portion is
covered with dense jungle and possesses generally a rich soil
formed by the accumulated vegetable deposit of ages past,
in combination with the components derived from the dis-
integration and decay of the adjacent hills. Those slopes
however, which skirt the base of the sandstone hills are com-
paratively bare of forest vegetation and, from, the very large
proportion of silicious matter they contain, are not adapted to
general purposes of cultivation. The oxide ol iron is preva-
lent throughout, giving an almost uniformly red color to the
soil of those plains* situated above the paddy lands.

It has been stated (Dr Helfet's report) that the alluvial
plains of these Provinces, owe their origin to marine deposits
at a period when the sea skirted the base of the mountain
limestone ranges, and from the action of the waves, were
produced the caverns peculiar to that formations—the proof
of this submergence however is wanting, for had this exten-
sive tract been covered by the ocean, both in the cavernous
limestone as well as in the argillaceous toils which form the
present grain lands, fossils of animals and other marine
exuviae would be present, as in all formations of undoubted
marine agency as far remote as the (i eocene'* period of
tertiary deposits, but with the exception of a deposit of shells
of the genera "cytherea" and "venus'' found near the sea
coast at some distance south of the Tavoy river, which merits
a further investigation-}-, neither in the limestone caves nor in
the alluvium has any such "memento" of the past been found,
to which may be added the fact, that analysis of the soil

• Analysis of this soil gives :—
Water of a&sorhiion 89 \
Fine silicious Send • • • • I9u#
Silica • • • • • . . . . , . . • 40 >In 400 parti.
Alumina.... • • • • • • 14i
Oxirle of Iron 12/

* Since this wan written I have ascertained from the Revd Mr Rfanon who
forneily noticed this deposit of shell that on second examination of them he
bad good reason tor stating that they were not fossils but a casual heap of
shells, similar to others found in the vicinity of Burraan villages, collected no
doubt for the pu'poae of conversion into lime.
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proves the absence of the muriates, which, as an oceanic de-
position, would be present to its deterioration as a cultivable
grain land.

Under these features of the case we may escape the impu-
tation «of presumption in assigning to a " fluviatile" action
solely, the deposit of the lower alluvial plains of this coast,
upon the established principle in the formation of deltas as
stated by Lye 11, that where the tides and freshes meet, with a
preponderance of power rendering the tidal action subordi-
nate, as on this coast during the S. W* monsoon, fine silt
lands are formed in the estuaries and on the coast line, which
from the want of tenacity are again subject to destruction by
tides and currents when these latter are of predominent
power,—were further proof wanting in support of this view
of the subject it will be found in the ingredients of the* soil
itself, which contains silicious and micaceous particles in
combination with the argillaceous matter; the undoubted
products derived from the wasting and attrition of the primary
order of rocks.

Another destructive feature in the formation of this allu-
vium is to be fonnd in the banks of the river, where the
deposited soil is seen in separate layers, varied in thickness,
it may be presumed, by an excess of rain and consequent
deposit of one series of seasons above those succeeding:—and
in color and conformation, by the action of currents and
freshes in the upper course of the streams in penetrating and
causing the abrasion of formations previously protected by
those which have been washed away*

To the corroding action of carbonic acid, may be attributed
the cavernous stalactitic and stalagmitic character of the
mountain limestone formation, rather than to the cause
assigned in the action of the waves of the sea:—the follow-
ing extract from " Lyell's Principles of Geology" will serve
to elucidate this point more fully.

* The subtraction of many of the elements of rocks by the
solvent power of carbonic acid, ascending both in a gaseous
state and mixed with spring water in the crevices of rocks,
must be one of the most powerful sources of those internal
changes and rearrangements of particles so often observed in
strata ot every age.

It rarely happens except in limestone rocks, that the car-
bonic acid can dissolve all the constituent parts of the mass,
and for this reason probably calcareous rocks are almost the
only ones in whicb great caverns and long winding possages
•re found "
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Wanting the evidence of raised beaches and marine deposits
in the alluvium of the coast, as proof of a former higher po-
sition of the waters of the ocean than prevails at present/ we
may thence infer that no organic remains of marine origin
will be found in the limestone caves situated at a greater
distance from the ocean, and should any animal remains he
discovered n the btalagmitic deposits of these caverns, they
will doubtless prove to belong to the bat tribe, which in my*
riads have for ages past, frequented them.

Situated as the coast is, in such close proximity to the
volcanic zone as described by Van Bucli and Lyell, and with
the volcanic forces in active operation at no great distance in
Barren Island, Narcomdam, the island of Cheduba, and lately
on the coast of Arrakan near Kyouk Pyu, a frequent recur-
rence of volcanic influences might be expected; such however
•is not the case, and during the last twenty years, but one
subterranean disturbance has occurred with a strength of
movement sufficient to attract general notice. Neither on the
islands or the main shore do any traces exist of past volcanic
action, or indeed of any elevatory action having occurred,

* On the subject of raised beaches, the following note has been supplied
by Capt A. P. Phayre, Principal Auistaut to the Commissioner.

"About the centre of Beloogyoonfa sand bank runs for seveial miles
down the Island neatly N. & S. It is raised above the surrounding country
and has (he appearance of a raised sea beach or of a ridge thrown np by a
peculiar meeting of the currents. It is in general some 40 or 50 yards bioad,
and so well raised above the inundation that ihe neighbouring culiivatori
choose it for the site of their granaries. It is frequently seen commencing
fiora the south side of rocky hillocks which rise abruptly from the plain, and
me called by the Taliens''islands;'1 the tiadition is, that the sand bink is the
woikof the sea.

The south end of Belu pyoon has within the last 8 or 0 years become sob*
ject to inundations of the sea, so that about 5000 acres of Paddy land hate
been destroyed.—I have no means of ascertaining wl oiher this h«s resulted
f i oin a permanent lowering of the land, or, as the natives say, from sand banks
formerly extending out south of Heloogyoon having been washed away, tod
the high sea »hoie bank gradually undermined, so lhat the sea now comes
light over rhe lands at high tiles "—A. P. PHAYHR

On the Coast ot Arracao and on the Islands hkirting the Barmah Coast,
indisputable evidence extas in Ihe exposed marine deposits, of the whole
line having been considerably elevated within no distant period; but this
action does not appear to have been extended to the Eastward of the Ira-
waddy river, at least no evidence of a timilar nature has been met with
throughout the Coast line of these Provinces. All[changes under notice there*
fore of a puiely alluvial character may with safety be attributed to the action
of the tid»l currents solely, and in the instance described by Capt Phayre
we have an example of its creative and destructive powers, which are ID
constant operation in the formation of "deltas" throughout the world.

[These long oand banks, called permatangs by the Malays, are common on
the alluvial plains of the Malay Pebinsula. We have explained the mode of
their formation, and the cause and measure of their height, in this Journal,
Vol. II p. m,4'-E D ]
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since the last great revolution of the globe, by which the moun-
tain ranges were created, but that the land is not in a perfect
state of quiescence, we have evidence in the thermal springs
which are found rising through the secondary formations
which skirt the boundary range of mountains, from the head
waters of the Thoungyui river to the feeders of the little Te-
nasserim south of JMergui, and there can be little doubt but
that they will be found to exist throughout the "terra incog-
nita'' lying between our border on the Pok-chun and the
Malacca territory, where the kuown localities lorm a connec-
ted series of springs passing nearly N. aud S. through the
Peninsula.

1 am not aware whether the properties of these thermal
springs have ever been ascertained, or that any analysis of their
waters lias been made; it cannot be expected however, that the
curious traveller will burden himself with fluid specimens
requiring extra care for their preservation in a country acces-
sible only by the rudest jungle paths, or that he will on
discovery institute any further investigation of the properties
of such springs beyond ascertaining the fact of their high
temperature.

A spring of the ordinary temperature discovered by myself
while passing through the jungles in this vicinity deserves
notice. Amidst a mass of desrupted lateritic fragments, the
water bubbles up, overflowing the surface, more copiously
during the rains than at any other period, encrusting every
substance in the vicinity with a coating of carbonate of lime,
and forming within the cavity a series of miniature columns of
calcareous tufa, which are extended annually from any of the
jutting projections of the laterite, forming small caverns and
giving the whole an appearance precisely similar to that of the
cavernous limestone ; at once both interesting and instructive
in the examination. Seeds, twigs and leaves of the jungle
plants so encrusted, preserve their original shape, the ligneous
parts being in a state of partial decay as from moisture, the
seeds however are completely altered, the whole substance be-
ing changed into a carbonate of lime, preserving its original
vegetable appearance in the cross section. The water of this
spring yields to tests both carbonate of magnesia and oxide
of Iron, the latter in very small proportion;—these, combined
with the carbonate of lime and carbonic acid gas appear to
form its constituents, shewing its properties to be almost pure-
ly alkaline.

A gradual wasting of the alluvial lands exposed to the direct
action of the sea, as on the Island of Beloo Gyoon and in the
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same deposits forming the banks of the Maulmain river, has
been in active operation for years past. Within the last ten
years however, this destruction of highly fertile grain lands
has been brought to prominent notice by the fact, that in the
former locality, a tract of about 6000 acres lias, during that
period, been rendered useless for cultivation, by the influx of
the sea water ; and in the latter locality the same destruction
of land has occured; the same cause being assigned by the
cultivators, the process in this case being the erosion of the
rivers bank to a distance that has admitted the salt w«ter in-
to the plains which were previously protected by this belt of
uncultivated jungle. At the present progressive rate of des-
truction of these lands it may be expected, that in the course
of a few years more, the encroachment of the sea will have
inflicted a most serious injury on the best interests of the na-
tive cultivators; and with'the loss of the most fertile tracts of
alluvium, a corresponding ] O 5 3 of revenue will accrue to
government, such a consummation being inevitable in a country
with a native population of the most apathetic character,
unused to any extraordinary exertion of either body or mind ;
and who rather than oppose the most simple work of art to
the ravages of any natural process of instruction as that des-
cribed, would relinquish the hereditary allotment of their
family without a single regret; this however has been provided
for in the able and judicious measures of administration of the
present Commissioner Mr Colvin, who in reducing very
considerably the former pressing rates of land, and instituting
terms of tenure of the most liberal character for unconverted
paddy lands, viz : freedom from tax from three to six years,
according to the jungle to be cleared, has thereby secured an
uninterrupted and increasing return of revenue to Govern-
ment, and conferred upon the native cultivators a boon which
will manifest itself in the good result of its operation.

I' is to be regretted that in the various missions undertaken
by Government with the object of opening an intercourse
with the interior, the subject of geology has not been con-
sidered more essentially important as an aid to more cor-
rect geographical description than appears to have obtained.
It is not hereby implied that the traveller should burden him-
self wiiii bulky specimens of rocks, in countries scarcely ac-
cessible by the commonest means of transport, with bridgeless
streams and jungle paths; it would be sufficient for the pur.
pose when observing the direction of hill ranges, to select small
specimens from the most prominent ones, procured if possible
from some mural section of the main formation, noting at
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the same time its characteristics features, as also the angle of
dip and course of stratification, and the general disposition
and character of the overlying masses at the base, or above
the level of the plains; such data would afford a standard
for reference in noticing the various modifications occuring
in the course of the journey; and as a basis for the con-
struction of more elaborate descriptions than that supplied
by common charts, would, in the absence of actual survey,
be invaluable.

In conclusion, for the crude and general manner in which
the subject has been treated in the foregoing remarks, it is
only necessary to refer iu excuse to the object in view as sta-
ted in the commencement, and to the absence for the most
part of all sources of information, upon which to ground a
more particular and scientific description:—that object will
be gained, if what has been advanced should lead to a more
able and demonstrative notice af any one point therein. By
such means we may look forward with a hope, that, as our
knowledge of the resources of the country, as pointed out in
a future paper, becomes more matured, the application
of British capital and enterprise will not be wanting to
effect their full developement. To these resources, to the
salubrity of the climate, so eminently adapted as a sanatarium
to the continent of India, and to the character of the natives
of the country, a race unprejudiced by casts, tolerant to an
extreme in their religious tenets, of a cheerful disposition, and
as little prone to iniquity as any class of natives in the east9
despite the contamination of the dregs of society from all the
surrounding nations,—to these desireable properties, in con-
junction with its unlimited resources as a new colony, we may
assign an operation equally fovorable in its result; and we
may trust that under a just and fostering government, these
Provinces will, with the revival of a more healthful state of
British commerce, become more extensively known and ap*
preciated, so that at no distant period they will have attained
a position in the scale of commercial importance and prosperi-
ty equal to their merits ; and in the blessing conferred upon
the inhabitants in having rescued them from a tyrannical and
semi barbarous Court, will be reflected equal honor on the
British rule.
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FIVE DAYS IN' NANING.*

THIRD PAY.

(Thursday, Wth February, 1817.J
EXCURSION VAOM SABANO AYER PANAS TO MALACCA PINDA AND

BUKIT PANCHUB.

EARLY this morning I started for Bukit Panchur proceed-
ing first along the road to Alor Gaja. As we passed the hot
spring it was curious to see the vapour not only rising frorn
the swamp but from the streamlet by which the water is
carried off. A long line of vapour marked its course through,
the paddy fields. Where the road ascends Ganong hill, after
crossing the spur over the Ayer Panas valley, a section a few
feet in depth is exposed. In crossing the jungle of brush*
wood beyond Ganong village the notes of birds were heard
all around. The most remarkable was that of the burong
Takwasa which consists of four notes, each emitted with great
slowness and followed by a pause. On arriving at the flat
of Ganun Kichi, or Kachi as it is pronounced by the Na-
ningites, we struck into the jungle on the left by a foot path.
At the distance of about two hundred paces from the road
I suddenly found myself on the right bank of the Malacca
river, although by the map which I carried (the same which
is given in Moor's Notices) the river was a mile and a half from
the road. The stream was about 20 feet broad and 3 feet
deep, and flowed in a bed worn to a depth of nine feet below
the level of the land on each side In rainy seasons it fills
this bed to the brim, and occasionally overflows. We crossed
it by an angular bridge formed of a few slender sticks rising
from each bank, with a great acclivity, to the top of a long
post driven into the centre of the bed. We next passed some
cleared ground covered with cocoanuts, a paddy flat and
some jungle, when we found ourselves in an open space at
the foot oi a steep hill covered with forest. On the one side
the Malacca river swept up at a curve so acute that it
almost returned upon itself. On the other side, from a large
empty shed a path ascended through a cleared strip to the
brow of the hill, where one of the most famous kramats in
.this part of the Peninsula, that of Datu Dalong, is situated.
Some pious Chinese has placed the remains of an iron furnace,
to serve as a phrine, near a few trees that have been left
standing, but the makam or grave of the Datu is not hero

* Continued from page 287.

F F f
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but somewhere in the vicinity. It has sometimes been seen
by favoured votaries to whom the Datu chose to reveal
it, but none of them have ever been able to discover it again
when they have gone on purpose to do so. The Datu is very
powerful and pilgrimages are made to his shrine from all
parts of the country. When the rice harvest is over the
Malays come and sacrifice buffaloes, goats and fowls.
Sick persons resort to it. But* the most profuse votaries
are some of the wealthy Chinese merchants of Singapore who
visit the shrine in order that good fortune may attend them
in their speculations* I was surprised to learn that one of the
most respectable and wealthy of their number had long made
it an invariable pi actice to sacrifice a bufialoe once a year
to the Datu. The Chinese from Malacca generally come with
their families in boats and pass some da>s on the spot. The
roar of a tiger from the woods of Datu Dalong was heard all
over Naning on the eve of the war.. It is not more than 15
years since the war, and yet this story is repeated and believ-
ed, and every one either persuades himself that he heard it, or
believing that it was heard, concludes that he necessarily heard
it also, and, without the slightest intention to deceive, a>sjres
the enquirer that he did. In some cases however a Malay tells
one ot his wonderful stories with a somewhat dubious air, as
though he ielt bound to believe it, while it went against the
grain of his common sense to do so.

A rude path now led us along the steep side of the hill and
above the river which was seen through the branches glit-
tering below. We soon entered on a good path 4 to 5 feet
broad which lay for some time through the iorest of Datu
Dalong in an E. by S. direction. 'J he burong Takwasa and
other birds enlivened the shady Fcene, and from its depths
frequently rose the loud lamenting cries of the unka, in which
all the wildness and romance of these primeval foiests find
a voice. A block of granite protruding from the road in-
dicated the composition of the tract. The poko minia'
abounded.

About f past 7 o'clock we reached Malacca Pinda. It
resembles the other villages of Naning, but has some marked
features of its own and a greater air of neatness and cultiva-
tion. The trees are old and large, and a circumstance which,
had struck me in some other places was here very obvious
viz : the great height and slenderness of the coconuts. But
this peculiarity was not confined to them, for the duria is,
which were numerous, partook of it so much that their whole
character was changed. Gomuti trees abounded. A fine
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sward covered the ground between the trees and the large
open tract above the Kampong. On the left lay the paddy
plain, and over it rose the steep and high face of Bukit Pan.
chur covered with great forest trees. The women as usual
were busy gathering the rice. Here, as well as at all other
places which I visited in Naning, the tui alone was used. It
would appear that the sabet has not yet reached so far into
the interic ur.* We waited the arrival of the in at am a ta at
his house for a few minutes which I employed in examining
the horns and* jaw bones of deer and feet of wild fowl dis-
played on the side of the verandah. The rock is here lateri-
tic, but in the middle of the rice flat there are some broad
granitic blocks. The matamata soon joined us and at once
consented to accompany us to Bukit Panohur. His manner
was a contrast to that of Abdulrahman,—grave, saturnine
and apparently inconversable, but withal willing to oblige and
give information. At Malacca Pinda, according to him,
there are seventy houses, each with two to six occupants.

Under the matamata's guidance we crossed the rice valley
and ascended the elevated ground on the opposite side. Aa
we proceeded, the country, open at first, gradually shewed less
signs of cultivation, brushwood more and more abounded,
till at last all trace of cultivation ceased and the path was
nearly choked. We continued to press along it, and after
walking some distance the brushwood began to be intermixed
with plantains in a half wild state; pineapples were soon
added, but the thicket made by these with the plantains and
strong lalang, was more dense than that of the brushwood.
Extricating ourselves at length from this deserted garden,
we stood on the margin of a recently felled forest and at the
foot of the steep face of Pinch ur. The trees and branches
lay all around so as to render our further progress very diffi-
cult. Plantains, klede and a few p&payas were planted in
the open spots amongst them. As we approached this place,
our ears had been saluted by the most varied and melodious
tones proceeding from some bulu perindus invisible to us, but
apparently attached to one of the trees high up the face of
the hill above us, and exposed to the wind blowing fresly
there though unfelt by us. I strained my eyes to catch a
first glimpse of the houses of the wild denizens of the moun-
tains, of whom I had heard and read so often, but with such
imperfect results that the interest naturally excited by a race
so singular in their habits and so mysterious in their origin,

f The sabet is 8 sickle, the tni a small instrument which aids the band in
cropping the heads only of the paddy*
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had been increased instead of satisfied. We crossed a con-
siderable portion of this newly cleared tract without seeing
any trace of a habitation, but when we had descended to a
lower and larger cultivated tract, the barking of do<*s indica-
ted that we were close to the huts A few paces more brought
the first into view. It was a rude shed raised on posts about
five feet from the ground, open all round and thatched with
paddy straw. In front a quantity of paddy was stored, and
a little nook behind formed the sleeping place of the occupant,
who was absent. A little further on we saw a larger hut
closed in like a common Malay hut, but not so neatly con-
structed. In the verandah above several Besisi were
sitting and two. stood outside leaning against the posts. As
we approached, my conductor, who had previously announced
himself by calling out as soon as we entered the kampong,
saluted them, but they made no salutation or other sign of
welcome in return. I addressed them, but with no better
results. They wore the ordinary Malayan baju and sluar
but their dress hung loosely and clumsily upon them, as if
they were not yet habituated to its use, as was indeed the
case. They were clownish and awkward and entirely devoid
of the peculiar and strongly marked manner of the Malay.
The expression of their faces was open and simple. In this
respect, however, the difference was not greater than that
between an uneducated rustic, who has always lived in a part
of the country remote from towns or villages and their influ-
ence, and the denizen of a town. The influences of Hinduism
and Mah&medanisra, the subordination of rank, living in
society, and mixing with foreigners, have impressed on the
Malay his characteristic manner. In Europe every village,
town and city stamps a characteristic manner, more or less
palpable, on those whose lives are passed entirely in it; and
this manner, resulting from the influence of the dense society
in which the individual is constantly enveloped, must always
depart to a certain extent from that candour and simplicity
of manner which are proper to nature, and which may
even be found in some societies of the eastern islands where
mutual good will and confidence remove all restraints. It
is not till the social fogs bred of avarice, ambition and jealousy,
which obscure early stages of civilization, are dissipated
by true religion, that it becomes possible for communities to be
pervaded by the highest art and yet remain close to nature.
The matamata enquired for some of their neighbours and
they offered to go to their house with us. This house was a
very small hut on the ground, in which a woman was buay
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roasting a whole wild hng I sat down #on the trunk of a
fallen tree in front, beneath a scanty kajang, presented the
men who had followed us and others who soon joined t\\fin
with some tobacco which I had brought for the purpose and
triedto engage them in conversation. The Besisi seated them-
selves on the grass opposite us, and conversed freely with
the matamata, with whom they seemed to be on ffood terms
He spoke to them in a half kindly, half authoritative tone,
and they * answered in a simple, good humoured manner.
Their conversation flowed less readily than that of a Malay,
partly no doubt from being habitually less talkative, but
evidently in a considerable degree from their bein^ at a loss
with what topics to entertain tlieir visitors. Towards myself
they were for a time reserved and constrained, but this wore
off and they answered my questions readily and with good
will, and seemed pleased with the interest I took in them.
They presently produced a sum pi tan and arrows with a joint
of bambu filled with the poisonous juice prepared for the latter,
but they could not be prevailed on to part with a sumpitan,
alleging that they had only one and could not procure food
without it. Notwithstanding the great contrast in manners
and expression, the physical appearance of the Besisi was
so similar to that of the Malays, that it was evident, at the
first glance, that they were physically one and the same race.
Half an hour's conversation proved that in other respects also
we still find in them the real basis of the Malay. The
tones of the voice, some peculiar modes of intonation of
words and simple sounds, even some traits of manners were,
if not purely Malay, at least so like Malay, and so unlike
any other continental race, that it was impossible to resist
the conviction that in the Besisi we see the Malay of the
pre-Indian ages of the Archipelago. A disagreeable fetid
odour surrounded the house, and my Mah&medan compa-
nions did not seem quite at ease in such immediate proximity
to the pig, so that I was obliged to leave sooner than I wished.
1 had some difficulty in prevailing on the Bgsisi to visit me at
Ganong Ayer Panas, but succeeded. They drew back however
on finding that the matamata was not to go with us. The
temptation of getting some handkerchiefs, cloth and tobacco
at last overcame their reluctance, and it was arranged that
some of them should escort me and two of my Malays over
Bukit Panchur, while several of the others, with one or two
of their women, should accompany the other Malays to Ayer
Panas by the nearest road. They also promised to give me
one of their bulu pgrindu. When breakfasting near a stream
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which ran down a" rocky hollow on the face of Panchur,
1 happened to place my compass open on the rock on which I
sat^and it immediately attracted the wondering regards of the
Be'sisi. After looking on it for some time in silent amaze-
ment till the vibrations of the card had nearly ceased, the
question at last broke from one of them,—" Apa bemtang
ini, tuan?" what animal is this sir? I shewed them my
watch, and nothing could exceed the wonder and delight
with which they examined it They asked wherd*il* bena-
tang was, and I pointed out the box containing the mainspring
as the place where the power was confined which kept the
whole machine in motion, but they remained persuaded that
some little animal was imprisoned within and compelled
to tick and toil incessantly.

The ascent of Panchur on the south side proved excessive-
ly toilsome from its great steepness, and the want of any
shelter from the sun. the trees having all been felled and the
bare soil and numerous large granite blocks reflecting the
heat. The Besisi had p'anted some vegetables, and even the
occasional slight and inconstant shade of a plantain leaf was
grateful. One of the Besisi preceded me with little apparent
effort, and with the aid of a stick and the use of my hands I
managed to keep up with him till I was thoroughly exhausted
and my head throbbed so violently that I felt as if it would split
The line of jungle seemed at no great distance above us, and
the heat had become so intolerable that I strained every nerve
to reach it; but the acclivity was a bar to increased rapidity
of ascent, and the jungle seemed to retain the same distance.
At last we reached a little watch-shed covered with leaves,
when I threw myself down and felt the full blessing cf shade.
Half an hour elapsed before my Malay comrades made their
appearance. They lay down panting and speechless, and one
of them presently fell asleep* The other, when he found the
use of his tongue, declared that be had never climbed a raoun«
tain before, and would never do so again.

When I could look around I found that we had reached an
elevation which overlooked all Malacca, and which, at one
glance, gave a truer impression of the character of the country
as a whole, due allowance being made for perspective errors,
than months of wandering through its vallies and over its
hills could have done. 1 was first struck with the vast ex-
panse of forest which enveloped almost the whole region, and
in which the largest cultivated plains and vallies dwindled
into mere patches. The most marked features, after this, were
the sharp and irregular undulations or waves in which the
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face of the country rose. It was every where hill after hill,
either united into ranges or separated by narrow flats. To
he E. and S. E. nothing was to be seen but hills and jungle,

many of the hills towards the east rising more boldly than
those within the Malacca territory. In front some narrow
cultivated flats between hill ranges united into an irregular
plain, through which the Malacca river winded. Jungle again
concealed the zone of cultivation till the eye reached the
rice plain, appearing like a narrow strip, extending from Ching
to Bruang, which bounded the cultivated section of the circle.
Due south, at a distance of about thirteen miles and near the
margin of the land, Bukit China with its tall trees is distinguish-
ed over the town of Malacca, and on the right the plain of Kle-
bang On the west a partially cultivated district is seen in
the vicinity of the mountain, but beyond tins, and as far as
the eye can reach, nothing appears but hills covered with
forest on their summits, and low jungle on their sides A
belt ef sea serves as an outer rim to the whole. It must
be borne in mind that although the jungle does in reality
greatly predominate over the cultivated portions, the proxi-
mity of the hills to each other tends to hide the flats between
them in proportion to their distance from the eye of the
spectator. The ran<;e of the axis of the hill or of the eminence
on which I stood was E. by S.

The Malays seemed very much inclined to sleep out the
day where they were, tut, shaking off their langour when they
saw I was about to proceed, they cheerfully arose and followed
us. We soon entered the forest and reached the summit of
the mountain on which there are some large granite blocks*
The jungle was often tangled or choked with thorny plants
wjiich made it difficult to proceed, particularly a3 some places
were exceedingly steep. My Be*sisi guides however were
perfectly at home, selecting with instant discrimination the
best outlets, warning me against thorny or inflammatory plants,
and lopping off branches. Their perfect familiarity with eve-
ry object around them was remarkable, even compared with
that of the Malays, for the latter did not distinguish plant*
with the same rapidity, and indeed did not seem to be ac-
quainted with the characteristics of many. I wished to note
the names of such trees as had them, but T soon found
that there was hardly a nameless tree or shrub amongst
the multitude of new forms around me, and that such a la-
bour would detain me all the day in the jungle. The Ma-
lay botanical vocabulary, ample as it is, was soon exhaust-
ed, and for many plants which the Besisi named at once
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they had no word 1 was surprised to find that, a consi-
derable proportion of the trees and plants yielded fruits
or roots which were familiar to the Hesisi, and in many
cases to the Malays also, as articles of food; and the jungles
assumed a new character when, every few steps, I was told,
this is the kirkulang with the three stripes in its leaves,
its fruit is eaten; this large tree is the kayu kalidang,
the large round fruit of which is eaten; this hanging plant is
the akar sigrang and its fruit (about the size of an orange)
is good ; this is the pwa kapus, the root of which we eat;
this is the jolojolo which gives us a serviceable gitta &c.
Instead of a wilderness unfriendly to human beings and
intended by nature as the exclusive domicile of wild animals,
their hospitable shades had room for man too, and offered
him not only shelter but abundance of food. Nay when 1
looked on my guide, so healthy, cheerful and innpeent of all
guile, not shrinking from contact with nature and warding
her off or training her to his will, and not viewing her merely
as an object of contemplation, but taking her as she is in all
her wildness, living familiarly with her, with body and mind
attuned to all her influences and vicissitudes, and having
no wants beyond her spontaneous gifts,—my first thought
was a doubt whether we did well to estrange ourselves
from this primeval wildness of nature and destroy it out of
our way that we may live in comfort, and a conviction that
the eye of heaven must look more pleased upon these guile-
less and robust men tl an upon many civilized communities.
My second and more sober reflection was that as to each
stage of human life, from infancy to age, has been given its
peculiar advantages and compensations, so FroviJence
accompanies each social or ethnic stage with conditions
adapted to it. Man, a reflex of the infinite, indued at once
with a boundless energy of mobility and a strong capacity
of persistence, has been fitted to pass through an infinity of
stages of existence, and yet in each to be so fitted at all points
to it, that he may tarry in it for ever, unconscious t'uit his
nature admits of any other. The Esquimaux would hear of the
Malay, and the Malay of the Esquimaux, with incredulity or
with commiseration. The polished man of the European city
pities the savage of the eastern jungle, and the latter, could
he comprehend the existence of the former, would pity him.
Each is at home iu his own sphere, and so well adapted to it,,
and content with it, that he would refuse or repent to ex*
change it for any other. Whether man finds it enough for
him to be familiar with nature as she spontaneously presents
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herself to his senses and, that attained, to live on unthinking
and content, or seeks incessantly a deeper intimacy that he
may lead an ever wiser life, she still cherishes him as a
mother, and surrounds him with a home.

We descended the north side of Bukit Panchur, and,
emerging from the jungle, looked down on a slope co-
vered with a strong crop of hill rice which the tfesisi
had planted for the matamata. This helped to explain the
sort of fatherly regard he seemed to entertain for them. A
deep hollow clave the face of the hill, and its steep sides
were loaded with rocks, so that it resembled the easterly
face of Bukit Bfrtam in Pinang. Half way down we rested
in a hut raised on high posts, from which the crop is watch-
ed. This spot overlooked Malacca Pinda, which is seen
as a narrow line of coconut tops in the expanse of jungle.
In front nothing is seen but densely wooded hills, a consi-
derable proportion of the jungle being blukar, over which
Gunong Tampin rises superbly.* Beyond and to the left
of it Gunong Ramb&u comes into view. Many hill ranges
of considerable height are seen ; one of these on the left is
called Bukit Mugi. The Surigei Ujong hill ranges on this
si Je appear to be a continuation of the U&mb&u range. The
whole landscape was swathed in jungle, with the exception
of a very few strips and patches of open plain or coconuts
in front and on the right. On the N. E. by N., and at a
greater distance than the R&mbau mountains, a range is seen,
which, from its colour, must be of considerable height.
At the foot of the Hll we crossed a very narrow flat which
received the stream from the deep hollow on the face of the
hill, and had probably been gradually excavated by it.

We now turned our steps towards Ayer Panas but by a
different road from that of the morning. A walk of some
hours along the margins of rice plains, through kampongs,
and ov r̂ some broad tracts of jungle, brought us* to the
village of Padang Sabang near Ayer Panas. Here there are
several Chinese shops, which supplied an ample stock offish,
samsu &c to entertain my guests.

On arriving at Ayer Panas I found that the other Besisi
had been true to their promise, so that they now mustered
nine men and two women. The greater part of the time
they remained was occupied in writing down words, as their
language is of great importance as an element in the

* Wby the abruptness of the change from low hillt to mountains ? Wbf
isolated mountains instead of a broad upheafed continental mass ? The Solution
of this question would reveal much.

G o g
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elucidation of the history of the Archipelago, and not more
than 300 words of it were known. I experienced great
difficulty in keeping up their attention, and although 1 took
several in &uccesbion and endeavored, with the aid of the
Malays, to amuse and interest them, they speedily felt
exhausted by their unusual mental efforts, and became list-
less and dull. After dining and drinking a few bottles of
samsu, they became more lively and I made better progress.

It required much persuasion to induce any of them to
sing, each insisting that his neighbour sung better than
himself. At last one of them overcame his modesty and
sung several songs to different airs. rl he manner of singing
was so new and striking as to be one of their mos^ strongly
marked peculiarities. The singer burst at once into the
highest pitch of his voice, prolonged the first syllable,
passed rapidly over those in the midJleof the line, and hung
on the lafet till h.s strength failed him, and all this without
once drawing breath. It might be thought that this would
produce but a savage and dinning kind of music. On the
contrary, from the power and melody ot the tone, and the
tender feeling which it expressed, it was as pleasing as it
was extraordinary. The tones and air varied as he continu-
ed, and one song was given in a rude abrupt nidiiaer, but
the general character was tenderness or plaintiveness. The
style of chanting was wholly different from that of the
Malay or any other which I ever heard.

After singing for some time they one after another drop-
ped asleep, with the exception of one of the most intelligent
and travelled called No<lo, who sat conversing with me till
a late hour. He said they had remained in liambau as long
as they could, but the exactions of the Malays became so op-
pressive that there was haidly a Be^isi left in the latter country
now. £le and his comrades had come into the British territo-
ry to see whether they could live there unmolested The mata-
n.ata of Malacca Pinda had been kind to them and allowed
them to live on Bukit Panchur, and they were very glad to
clei-r jungle and plant rice for him, but the Parighulu had
once visited them and asked them tj pay rent. " Why
should we do so for leave to live in the jungle ?" asked
Nodo, and I could find no answer to such a question from a
Besisi. He said that no B sisi had ever paid rent, and they
were resolved rather to return to R&mbau than do so ! He
became so gratified with the interest I exprc sed in his race,
and with the enquiries I made, that he offered to sit up all
night answering questions, I asked him where the Bcsisi
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had come from, and he replied " Malacca and all the Great
Ibland belongs to us." I asked what island ? "This land you
know is an island, when you go to the top of the high
mountains you see the sea all round. It is Pulo Besar (the
great island). It belong to us ; the Malays have come into
our country, but Malacca and all the land is ours and not
theirs".

(7b be continued)

SULU.*

Mr ICier, attache to the French mission in China, lias
recently visited a cluster of islands lying to the northeast of
Borneo, between that island and Miudauo. His researches
on the natural history and geology of these islands, are of
much interest. The soil is exceedingly fertile, and the climate
more healthy than is usual in interiropical climates. The
sugar cane, cocoa, rice, cotton, the bread fruit, indigo, and
spices of all kinds, are among their products. Fruits and
vegetables are of a great varie'y, abundant, and of a superior
quality. Nino-tenths of the soil is still covered with the
primitive fureat. of which teak-wood, so valuable in ship-
building, forms a part. A considerable commerce with China
and Manila is carried on, and from ten to twelve thousand
Ciiinese annually visit the island of Basilan, the most north-
erly of the group, to cultivate its soil, and take away its
products. The peculiar silnation of these islands, and their
contiguity to the Philippines, to Celebes, Borneo, Manila,
China, and Singapore, make them well adapted for a Euro-
pean colony. In fact, there do not appear to be any islands
of the East li dies of equal importance, and there can be no
doubt that, with the present desire manifested by European
nations for colonizing, this desirable spot will ere long be
secured by one of them. The Sulu group embraces sixty
inhabited islands, governed by a Sultan, residing at Soug.
One of these would be an advantageous point for an American
colony or station.

* From a paper by Mr Bartlelt—Cor. Secretary of the American Ethno-
logical Society, in the Transactions of ihe Society.
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AN ESSAY ON CORAL REEFS AS THE CAUSE OF B LA KAN

MATI FEVER AND OF THE FEVERS IN VARIOUS

PARTS OF THE EAST.

By ROBERT LITTLE, Esq. Surgeon,

Late Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Argjle Sqoare School of
Medicine, Edinburgh, drc.

PART III.

On the Fevers $c. of Pvlo Tinggi, P. Aor, P. Laut,
Natunas, Banka} Batavia and Us harbour.

As the following observations have not been made by me
in person, but have been furnished me by friends who Lave
taken an interest in this subject, and who personally have
made them, or are extracted from books where incidental
remarks have been made on the localities alluded to, I will
be careful in both cases to give my authorities, premising,
that in a new field of inquiry like this there is much to
be discovered, and much to be corrected in that which is
already known.

My first deduction contained in part IT, was, that whereever
coral reefs are exposed at low water, animal decomposition
will go on to an extent proportioned to the size of the reefs
caeteris paribus, and that malaria, the rebult of that decom-
position, is one of the principal causes of the fevers endemic
in such localities. If it is allowed that this has been proved,
and that the cause of the fever at Blakan Mati, an island
adjacent to Singapore, depends on the coral reefs which
fringe its shores, it follows that where other localities are
similarly circumstanced the same cause will give rise to the
fiame effect.

The above deduction from facts collected in the neigh-
bourhood of Singapore will be equally applicable to localities
at some distance.

Pulo Tinggu
In coasting, for instance, the Malay Peninsula to the

eastward, we come to a high and prominent island called
Pulo Tiiiggi nearly opposite to Pahang, within a few miles of
the coast. This island is covered with primitive forest while
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its beach is girt with the graceful causarina tree. On it are
no marshes, as far as I could observe from a short sojourn
I made there a few years ago, which Mr J. R. Logan, who
visited the island lately, corroborates.

The island is girt with coral, but that is covered or only
slightly exposed except at one point facing the south, where
there is a village containing about 30 houses, opposite to
which is a low shelving reef exposed at low water. The
inhabitants of this village are afflicted with fever and ague
(Dim&m Kora) which however they attribute to spirits, not
unlikely from seeing no visible cause on land and knowing
not the evil influence of exposed coral reefs. They are very
migratory in their habits, their occupation leading them to
frequent the neighbouring islands in search of shells?, beche
de m6re &c. which gives them much local experience. On
Mr Logan inquiring whether any of the neighbouring islands
were afflicted with fever—they informed him that Pulo
Aor was so, and that their crews very often get sick with
D Kora when visiting and lying off that island.

Pulo Aor.
This Pulo Aor, an island in the middle of the China Sea,

surrounded by a vast expanse of water, is described by the
Orang Kaya or head man of the Natunas under whose
jurisdiction it is, as a high land with no marshes on it,
but having an extensive coral reef on its southern aspect.
This description of the island is confirmed by Nakoda
Barrang a resident there who states that it is surrounded
by coral, especially on its southern aspect; that it has no
marshes but is covered by a low brush and jungle. The
inhabitants of this island who live close to the beach are
afflicted with both Diniam Kora and Dfrn&in Kapielu (inter-
mittent and remittent fevers)—which attack them generally
in the change of the mansoons, and when the S. W. mon-
soon blows over the reef.

Let the reader consider well the situation of this island,
a high land, surrounded with a vast expanse of ocean, cover-
ed with low brush and jungle, having no marshes—whose
inhabitants are afflicted with fever, especially those who
live on the beach, and during that monsoon when the wind
blows from the sea over an exposed coral reef,—are we not
justified in supposing that from that reef—something per-
nicious does emanate ? This single illustration of my theory
would be sufficient to arrest the attention of any ordinary
observer.
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Natwias.

The Orang Kaya of the Natunas, in the course of conver-
sation, mentioned that Pulo A or was surpassed in unhealthi-
nes9 by another island called Pulo Laut, one of the north
Natunas. Round the land extensive fringing reefs are seen
exposed at low water. Haji Ibrahim, Orang Kaya Muda
of Rhio, states that here the rise and fall of tide is very
great, the tide making and receding like a river. Both of
these natives particularly instanced this island as much
afflicted with remittent and intermittent fevers.

Amongst the south Natunas coral reefs abound,. and
intermittent fever is the prevailing disease. Captain Con-
galton of the H. E. I. C. Steamer Hooghly mentioned to me
that his crew when in the Straits were healthy and free
from fever, yet on a late occasion, on the loss of the ship
General Wood, they were, while amongst the Na' unas and
shortly after leaving them, nearly all attacked with fever
and ague.

Banka

The island of Banka supplies the next subject for illus-
tration, and the point of observation is the S. W point
opposite to F&lembaug in Sumatra. This part of the island
was taken possession of by the British in 1812, and was
retained by tbem until they ceded the island to the Dutch.
While there they occupied Fort Nugent, situated a short
distance from the commercial town of Minto. The situa-
tion of the Fort is thus described by Dr Horsfield "The
situation of Fort Nugent, although selected with every pros-
pect of healthfulness, was, on experience, proved to be the
very reverse. It was dry and elevated, and to appearance
beyond the reach of marshy exhalations, but the naked-
ness and exposure cf its site afforded no shelter f«om
the violent gusts of wind, which were impregnated with
the effluviae of distant marshes. flhe military removed here
(on the formal cession of Banka to the Britisti Government)
had no other accommodation, in the commencement, than
their tents, and soon became sickly—a more salubrious and
sheltered situation was selected with the advice of the best
informed natives, a few miles to the east of Minto, the
commercial capital of Banka. Here, at a small village
called Ranganj, a temporary Hospital was established which
appeared to answer every expectation, and the invalids
speedily recovered." At the time Dr Horsfield wrote, and
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even to this day, if fever attacks the inhabitant of a locality,
marshes are immediately sought after and the fever attri-
buted to the effluviae or miasm from them; and when they
are not yet fever is, Sir James Murray considers, an
argument in favour of his idea of fever being produced
by an electric change of the body. The poor Malay, on
the other hand, seeing no visible cause, attributes all to
spirits. That marshy effluviae will generate fever, I have
proved in a preceding article, but if one locality ia dry,
elevated, in appearance healthy, is distant from any marsh,
yet subject to fever, and another locality, to appearance
not so healthy, contiguous to marshes, is yet free from fevers,
1 cannot by any power of reasoning suppose that the first
can owe its cause to marshy effluviae, unless the rule was, the
greater the distance from a cause, the greater the effect
produced, which is absurd. Fort Nugent situated amongst
diminutive hills, where the *' soil is composed ot poudingues,
sandbtone, red iron stone and clay in compact strata*' is
close to the sea beach, and therefore subject to what influ-
ences may be generated there. I do not know the extent of
the coral formation, but that thore is coral there we know
from some' rocks close to the shore being called Karang
Haji, from furnishing coral for beads used by the hajis
or pilgrims to Mecca, and to that coral I would attribute
the unhealthiness of Fort Nugent.

Batavia Roads.

Batavia, a name so well known to all medical men as with
it to associate the very name of fever, has been the seat of
endemic fever from the time that man built and dwelt there,
while periodically it is swept by an epidemic of the same
nature but of greater virulence in its symptoms and fatality
in its results, that it had been well for the Dutch nation
if they had never known this, their mistress of the ewt.

It would be impossible in a pa jer which requires such
condensation as this does—to describe the many epidemics
that have prevailed in Batavia, but as a type I will partially
transcribe one graphically narrated by Mr. Wadeshields
surgeon R. N. in Dr James Johnston's Work on the influ-
ence of Tropical climate. This chapter will be more readily
comprehended if the reader consults the annexed chart of
Batavia roads.

"On the 23rd August 1800 His Majesty's ships Cen-
turion, Daedalus, La Sybille and Bravre anc ored in Batuvia
roads. The Centurion and Daedalus were placed about 4
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miles from the garrison, to blockade the port, the Sybille
kept constantly shifting about to interrupt the approach
of small vessels to the city and the Bravre lay at anchor
under the small island of Onrust about 3 miles from the
mainland of Java. For the first few weeks the squadron
continued tolerably healthy, the minds and bodies of the
men being constantly excited with chasing the enemies'
vessels, rowing guard, and loading and unloading prizes.
The weather was temperate, the Thermometer 82° to 87°,
with regular land and sea breezes. The land breeze is
represented to have brought with it a thick mist accompa-
nied by a very fetid smell during the prevalence of which
many people would complain of indisposition in the stomach
and head.

But about this time, the Bravre disembarked an officer
and some men of the 12th Regiment on duty on the island
of Onrust where a temporary hospital was established and
here the first appearance of endemic fever was observed."
" This fever attacked principally the intemperate, and a
few of the 12th regiment fell victims to fever." " In con-
sequence of which an idea was very generally propagated
that the island was peculiarly unhealthy.'1 On the 14th of
September, the Centurion relieved the Bravre and took
charge of the Hospital when 12 cases were left behind, most
of them very ill, and some of whom died. Prepossessed
against the island, the surgeon of the Centurion declined
landing any of his sick there at first, till finding that some
of the Bravre's who were exceedingly ill recovered, and
that none of the nurses were attacked in the Hospital, he
ventured to land 6 of his worst patients who all did well.
He therefore became convinced that the reported insalubri-
ty of the island was unfounded in a great measure at least."
This last qualification was necessary and only amounts to
this—that instead of all those attacked dying some did
actually recover even on the spot where they had been
primarily attacked.

The commanding officer of the expedition conceiving that
the vicinity of the island to the mainland was the cause of
sickness, ordered the sick to be removed on the 28th Sept.
to the small island of Edam situate/19 miles out to the sea;
a circumstance that he thought must insure its salubrity.
Here the tragic part of the tale commences. Of 60 soldiers,
12th regt. landed at different times in health to do duty at
Edam Hospital and other buildings on the island, between the
1st of October and 12th of November, 31 died (besides 5 or 6
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at Onrust previously). Of the remaining 29 embarked on
breaking up the blockade, 22 died at sea, the other 7 were
sent to Malacca Hospital where all or nearly all of them
shared the same fate!! All the soldiers getting ill on Edam,
16 marines were landed from the Centurion to do night
duty as they expected an attack from the Dutch gun-boats;
the whole of these were seized with fever and thirteen
died !!! Almost the whole of the sick (23 in no.) who were
removed from Onrust to Edam died, and as 9 officers, inclu-
ding the surgeon Mr Cornish, who were doing duty at this
dreadful island perished, we may form some idea of the
general mortality." Such is the dark picture .of the fever
in 1800, and during the last 50 years frequently has the
shade been equally dark, for there has been an epidemic of
equal virulence occurring at uncertain intervals and sweep-
ing its thousands before it, uid at all times we have an
endemic of less virulence, but still presenting symptoms of a
very deadly character, and ii;surin/f mortality amongst those
attacked of more than 30 per cent. During the 9 years
that I have been a resident in Singapore, I have annually
attended many vessels having some of their crew labouring;
under this fever caught in Batavia roads, and frequently has
it been remarked to me that when a vessel requires to be
repaired at Onrust, the sojourn there most surely involves a
certain proportion of the crew being attacked with fever.

Captain Brodie, whose experience, extending over a period
of 30 years, carries with it some weight, cousiders Onrust
at present almost as unhealthy as Edam, and has known
picnic parties attacked with fever after visiting for a few
hours the other islands of Amsterdam and Enkhuyssen,
and I cannot present the reader with a more striking illus-
tration of the still unhealthy state of the harbour of Batavia
and the island of Edum JO years ago, than by transcribing
a letter from Captain Leisk, Marine Surveyor, Singapore.

Singapore, 2nd October, 1848.
To Dr. LITTLE,

Dear Sir,
I will with pleasure give you nil the information I

can regarding Edam island. Edam island lies about equal
distance between Cranang point and Ontong Java, being
about 10 miles from either poiut, and about the same distance
from Batavia Pier. It is a low coral island surrounded by a
coral reef with a detached coral patch to the northward (I
am not certain whether this patch is ever dry). The island

H H h
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is about a quarter of a mile in diameter and covered with
trees and bushes, but 1 never saw a swamp on it, it ap-
pearing to me to be dry. The soil is nothing but a mixture
of coral, stones and coral sand. I have been on it twice but
never found any disagreeable smell on the island more than
on any other coral island, but I have known boats crews
often taken sick after returning to the ship. Some of the
Javanese sailors have a superstition that there is a tree on
the island that occasions the sickness. I will tell you of a
most singular occurrence which happened to a native vessel
in the year 1838-39. The vessel's name was the "Atiet
Rachman." I was living at Pamanukan at the time. After
leaving Batavia roads the vessel ran down to Edam to take
in ballast, arrived at the island in the morning and left with
the land wind the same night. The next day several of the
crew that were in the boat taking off the coral ballast were
attacked with fever. The vessel was about 6 days on her
passage to Pamanukan, and as soon as she arrived the captain
came on shore delivered his orders and informed me that he
required 10 coolies as his crew were very sick with fever-
next day I boarded the vessel, and found all the crews laid
up with fever except the tindal and topaz. After discharging
the boats of sugar and looking after the necessary work, I
went on shore and prepared medicine for the sick. Next
morning I went on board and found two of the crew dead*
1 called my coolies to help me to get them on deck but they
would not, being afraid of fever, so I had to drag them
to the hatchway, put a rope round them, haul them up on
deck myself, and take them on shore to bury them. I gave
each of the survivors a dose of medicine, and told the cassab
to boil plenty of rice and give them as much of the water as
they thought proper to drink. Next morning I found three
more dead, and several in the last stage of life, while the
Captain was on shore very ill. The vessel was soon loaded
with a valuable cargo, and there being no other alternative I
arranged to take the ship back to Batavia, with the assistance
of coolies and my boy. When I arrived on board next
morning to get under weigh, I found four more men dead,
and three gasping their last. Having got underweigh as well
as we could, 1 sewed the dead up in canvas with shot to their
feet, and committed them to the deep I was two days in
my passage to Batavia, my boy and I steering by turns.
When off Edam island we touched during a calm, and the
current kept us on until high water; while on the reef one of
the sick men in a delirious fit ran up the rigging, shook bis fist
at the island, and threatened to throw himself overboard, but
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came down when I told him; he died two hours after. In
fact out of all the crew, captain, officers and men, only 2
lived to return toBatavia and those were affected with fever, but
neither I nor my coolies were affected in the slightest degree,

W. C. LEISK.
Note.—The men in the boats were first attacked, and there

was no fever at that time amongst the shipping.
W . C. L.

This communication clearly shows that the virulence of
the endemic has not of late years diminished, Edam being
still as unhealthy as it was in 1800. But all must, not be
attributed to the miasm from the island, as the labour of load-
ing the boats had predisposed the men who were in them to
receive the impressions of the malaria, and had curtai'ed the
latent stage, and peihaps the nature of the ballast being coral
might, if all decomposition had not ceased, have kept up the
malarious influence. Notwithstanding all this I would not
insist that nil the malaria was derived from Edam, for all ho*
there was at that time no disease of a febrile nature amongst
the shipping in Batavia harbour, yet might the crew of the
" Atiet Rachman'' have there received the first of the seeds
of infection which were afterwards augmented and perfected
at Edam.

This febrile influence is not floating about indiscriminately,
but is to be found in greater strength and virulence near the
islands than at some some distance from them,—tor since
my attention has been directed to this subject I have made
inquiries of masters of vessels who had left Batavia as their
last port, and I have found that as their vessels were anchored
near Onrust or Kuypers island, so was the greater chance of
fever and its amount; while the vessels that escaped were
those that were anchored midway betwixt the islands and the
pier of Batavia, or out at sea at some distance from the
islands and the town.

Pursuing my investigations as to the present state of the
islands and harbour of Batavia, Mr Riley, long a resident
there, thus replies to my queries. "Onrust still continues
unhealthy, the Dutch Government were and most likely are
Still constructing additional works and a dock there, and the
native labourers there employed—Javanese, Malays, Malayan
Chinese, &o., were dying off as quick as ever they were known
to do on former occasions. If Europeans escape at present more
tolerably*than in former days, it must be attributed to an im-
proved style of living, and the exercise of greater precautions
than of yore. Still the influence of the climate is plainly per-
ceptible in the majority of those who reside at the customs."
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These two islands of Onrust and Edam are not the only
islands so affected with fever, for Mr Riley further mentions,
4'that all the islands are considered unhealthy, with some
little allowance in favour of Edam and perhaps Leyden to
the eastward and Amsterdam and Middleburgh to the west-
ward ; on one of the latter the Dutch Government proposed
making a dock. The latter two islands are generally consi-
dered healthier than any of the rest. Edam is most likely
healthy from its being so far out, say 10 miles or more.
Formerly the Dutch had a Hospital on the island of Par-
merent on account of its convenient proximity to Onrust, and
a station for convicts at Edam, both of which have been
given up on account of their unhealthiness; the Hospital
having been removed to Weltevreden and the 'convicts to
constructing various public works to the eastward. Boats
crews going on shore to cut wood or for any other purpose
are liable to be attacked with fever, though not so liable as on
the islands nearer Batavia, but still very liable, on the autho-
rity of many captains of coasting vessels." I need not multiply
authorities to show that the islands, within a circuit of 10
miles of Batavia, are eminently unhealthy, being afflicted with
an endemic fever of great virulence, that oc< asionally, once
in two or three years, breaks into an epidemic. The same
fever is also met within the town of Batavia and in the
appendix to Sir Stamford Raffles's History of Java we find
this fever thus alluded to. " History attests that this city
has been highly pernicious to the health of both Europeans
and natives almost from its foundation, and recent experience
concurs with the testimony of history. The mines of America
when they were first discovered did not more strongly allure
the Spaniards, nor urged them to sacrifice more relentlessly
the lives of the unresisting natives to their burning thirst of
gold than the monopoly of Java and the spice islands led the
Dutch company in the tract of wealth through danger, injus-
tice and oppression." Though the unhealthiness of Batavia
was at all times known and dreaded, there were times when
the mortality became so extraordinary and alarming, that
" an inquiry was instituted into the extent of this epidemic
fever which commenced in 1733 and lasted till 1738 arid
during its continuance two thousand of the company's servants
and free Christians annually died. In 1739 its violence
abated, but it broke out again in 1744 and continued with
little diminution or variation to the date of the report in
1753. This fever of the town of Batavia presents exactly
the same type as the fever endemic on the islands which attacks
the shipping, and has been exactly described in a note to this
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journal volume II page 574, and which fever in its symptoms
seems to be identical with not only the fever of the Straits
but with that of I^abuan and Hongkong. All who reside in
the town of Batavia are liable to this fever, and of those attack-
ed one third are carried off, but it is confined in its ravages to
the town and the immediate suburbs, as at the distance of 2
or 3 miles the inhabitants of Koning's plain are exempt and
the inmates of the hospital at Weltevreden equally so.

In symptoms and result, the fever of the town and shipping
are identical—but is the cause one and the same ? To deter-
mine this I will first examine that of the town—but before
proceeding further I must express my regret at my entire
ignorance of the Works of the Dutch medical men who must
from their great experience and national industry, have
collected many useful and important facts lost to me from
my ignorance of their language and the isolated situation of
Singapore. I am under the necessity of taking a report of
rather ancient date by Mr Robertson superintending surgeon
while the English held possession of Java. In this report he
attributes the fever to several causes, the first being marsh
miasmata* " Batavia, built almost in a swamp, surrounded
by marshes, in all directions trees and jungle which prevent
the exhaltations being carried off by a free circulation of air,
is peculiarly obnoxious from this cause. Opposite the mouth
of the river and extending a great way to the westward, is a
mud bank, which at many parts at low water, is uncovered
by the sea, and is daily accumulating from the quantities of
mud and animal and vegetable matter carried down by the
river during its reflux &c."

" A second and I think an equally powerful cause is the
stagnant water of the canals which in all directions intersect
the city. In the first place they are filled with filth of every
description, there is scarcely at times any perceptible current
in them to carry off that filth, and lastly the sluices are fre-
quently kept shut, for the purpose of swelling the waters
above them to irrigate the fields, while those below which
intersect the town become almost dry leaving an extensive
surface of mud, and every kind of putrified matter to be acted
upon by the sun, raising the most pestilential vapours with
which, as before observed, the atmosphere gets most tho-
roughly impregnated."

"A third canst is the state of the houses of the Dutch,
and their mode of living, both of which must be powerful
predisposing agents; and the fourth cause is the water, which
is represented to be bad, and which, if retained for some time
without boiling, generates animalcule."
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Of these four causes, the third must be excluded from the
list of exciting, as the peculiar arrangement of the Dutch
houses merely assists the developement of the malaria, while
the bad habit of life formerly indulged in by the Dutch (though
not peculiar to them} predisposes the body to receive the
exciting cause4 tthicli is malaria, and which may be gene-
rated by the other three modes above quoted. Of these three
I am inclined to think that the second cause, or the state of
the canals, filled as they are with decomposed vegetable and
animal matter in a medium of fresh and brackish water, has
much more to do in producing the endemic fever of Batavia
town, than the sea mud flats to the Westward, for the fol-
lowing reasons:

1st. Similar places in the Straits of Malacca, Borneo,
Australia and even in the island of Java, as Sourabaya, are
known to be exempt from fevers, yet in those places there are
extensive mud flats under tidal influence giving forth, as in
Batavia, a most intolerable stench of sulphuretted hydrogen.

2nd. Of late years the endemic fever of Batavia has much
decreased in virulence and the extent of its ravages ; coinci-
dent with which the canals have been cleared, the mud and
vegetable filth removed and many of them filled up ; this
coincidence points out such to have been the cause, and the
fever the effect, for having effected these hygienic improvements
the fever abated.

3rd. Although the endemic by all accounts has abated in
its virulence and decreased in its ravages, yet the mud banks
under tidal influence are still as before " in many parts at low
water uncovered by the sea, and daily accumulating from the
quantities of mud and animal matter carried down by the river
during its reflux."

I would have it therefore clearly understood that I attribute
the endemic remittent fever of Batavia Town to malaria
arising from those parts of the town where animal and vege-
table decomposition is progressing ; but above all, to the
impure condition of the canals and river where the tidal in-
fluence is unfelt, and from which malaria must be constantly
emanating.

But is the endemic remittent fever of the island and har-
bour of Batavia to be attributed to the same cause as that

* June 1849. There are two English vessels in Singapore roads lately
arrived from Batavia ; both, while there, were anchored near to oue another,
but the one nearer to Batavia pier was a temperance ship where grog
was not allowed, and regularity was kept; the other was toe reverse.
The first arrived here without 4 sick man, the second bad many laid up
with fever.
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of the town ?—I say no, and medical men, both English and
Dutch, have been, and probably are, up to this moment, la-
bouring under ignorance of the true cause.

The"two most likely causes assigned for the fever of the
Harbour are, first the emanation of miasm from the town and
river—and from the mud fiats adjacent, especially those to the
westward of the town, from which most "pestilential vapours"'
are said to rise and be carried by the land breeze which blows
at night to the islands and shipping.

This is decidedly the most popular cause both with medical
men and the public in general, and appeals so forcibly to the
senses that it will require strong proofs to upset it' The se-
cond is that the nature of the islands themselves is such that
from the soil, "pestitential vapours'* arise, which are in them-
selves the malaria. These two causes we will examine one
after another, commencing with the first. •

In Mr Wade Shield's report already partially quoted—
we find that after many had died of the fever caught on the
Island of Onrust, "the commanding officer conceiving that
the vicinity of the island to the mainland was the cause
of sickness (which supposition seemed corroborated by
the fetid mists that daily came off from thence to the Island,)
ordered the sick to be removed to the small island of Edam
situated nine miles at sea*', a distance, as he thought,
sufficient to insure its salubrity,—" here the tragic tale com-
mences." This tragic tale we have already related, how of
60 soldiers landed—30 died on the spot—22 at sea, and of the
remaining seven landed and lodged in the Malacca Hospital
nearly all died—how that of all the sick taken from Onrust 23
in number, mostly all died—of 16 marines 13 died—and, to
crown the whole, 9 officers finished on that dreadful island their
mortal career. I defy the Annals of Epidemic to shew an
equal mortality. Having learned from such dear bought ex-
perience that this island was so unhealthy, tfie author of the
report very natually concludes, that it could not be so from
the emanations from Batavia, or the adjacent mud flats, as
the further removed from the cause the greater was the effect.
The island of Onrust which they had just left was unhealthy,
but nothing compared to Edam-~yet it lay 6 miles nearer the
mainland—a second reason consists in the fact of EL M. S. Dae-
dulus, being anchored mid way betwixt the island and the
fort, and therefore much nearer the sources of malaria ema-
nating from the mainland than the islands of Onrust and
Edam, not having landed one man on any of the islands
except two officers, yet did not lose one man, nor suffer aa
attack of the epidemic saving these two officers, the purser
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and the surgeon, who both died of the fever, both having
slept on the island. Not only did all the crew escape, but 25
men of the detachment from the 12th Regiment (whose com-
rades suffered so much) shared the same immunity. H. M.
S. Bravre which was anchored at a greater distance from Ba-
tavia but under the lee of the island of Onrust lost nearly half
her crew, and more than half the soldiers embarked in her.

A third reason^ and a most convincing one, that the ende-
mic of the islands and the shipping arises from a different
cause from that of the endemic of the town of Batavia, is
that in some years the fever is severe and virulent amongst
the shipping, and not unusually so in Batavia, but still more
frequently it has been severe in the town of Batavia and not
felt in the shipping. Now such predispoing causes, as changes
in the state of the atmosphere involving changes in its tempe-
rature, moisture, and electric state equally affect the town, and
shipping; if then the fever is not simultaneous in these
places, there must be two different exciting causes, otherwise
the malaria from the mud banks and rivers &c- when it gives
rise to an epidemic in the town, would do the same in the
shipping.

Since the Endemic fever of the islands cannot be supposed
to arise from the malaria generated on the mainland, we must
examine the second cause assigned, or the nature of the soil
on the islands.

Mr Wade Shields in his report, Having been convinced by
his experience of EHam that the fever did not arise from sour-
ces so far distant as the mainland, falls back on the islands
themselves for a cause.

" Onrust is a small island three miles from the main, well
cleared of trees, underwood and jangle, nearly flat and free
from swamps and marshes, except one very small spot, which
however is daily covered twice by the tides." To this favou-
rable condition of the island he attributes the less deadly cha-
racter of its fever compared with that of Edam; but what should
give rise to that fever, less deadly though it be ? He further
adds, from the fetid exhalations which were conveyed by the
land winds from the neighbourhood of Batavia, the sick were
easily secured, by closing certain apertures in their apart-
ments till the sun dispersed the vapours in the morning, after
which there did not appear to be any danger from the Mias-
mata disengaged during the day. Passing on to Edam he
accounts for the greater virulence of the endemic there, "by
its being covered with trees, long grass and jungle, leaving
a part of the island itself in a stagnant marshy state", and,
warming as he proceeds, he describes as if he had .seen—
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"the pestitential miasmata in a concentrated form issuing
from every foot of ground/' In receiving this statement
of Mr Wade Shields, it must be borne in mind that
the island itself is not more than a quarter of a mile in
diameter, and therefore if it was one entire marsh of the
most stagnant kind, I am convinced, from the examina-
tion of acalogous places, it could not produce such an ende-
mic fever. Whatever it was in 1800, thirty years afterwards it
was much changed, as appears from Mr Riley's account of it
•'it is in form and appearance like a hump, and therefore may
be concluded to have no marshes. It is covered by the scrub
and trees usual on small islands in the Straits/' Mr Lrisk,
Marine Surveyor, Singapore, and long a resident in Java,
speaks more decidedly as to its nature:—"it is" says he" alow
coral island about a quarter of a mile in diameter, surrounded
by a coral reef with a detached coral patch to the northward of
it; (I am not certain whether this patch is ever dry)—the island
is'covered with trees and bushes but I never saw a swamp on
ita it appeared to me to be dry, the soil consisting of a mix-
ture of coral, other stones and coral sand. I have been on it
twice but never found any disagreable smell, more than on any
other coral island/'

From the many inquiries that I have made of those who hava
frequented this port, 1 cannot learn that the island has undergone
any change for a series of years, except that trees have been
cut down and thereby a more favourable state produced for
generating mi asm than in 1800, when the high trees prevented
the full action of the sun's rays. But allowing that formerly
there was a marsh—and that now fas we positively know)
there is none, yet the disappearance of the marsh has not
improved the climate of the island, for to this day whoever
sleeps on shore or exposes himself to the influence of the
winds from the island, as surely is attacked by fever as thosa
who were cut off in 1800. If absence of vegetation and
marshes ensured immunity from fever, why was and is not
Onrust free, as it was then and now is like a well cleared
and beautifully laid out garden ? Yet is its fever very little
inferior in intensity to that of Edam. In many parts of the
globe, amongst the Nicobars, the Maldives and in the island
of Ascension there are no marshes, yet are the inhabitants
more or less afflicted with fever, showing that the island of
Edam is not singular in its freedom from marshes but not of
fever. In and near the Straits of Singapore a few degrees
only removed from Batavia, but still under the same tropical
influences, are many'islands, which present appearances in
vegetation exactly similar to what Mr Wadt Shields wenUI

I I i
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make us believe Edam did in 1800, and those islands being
destitute of adjacent exposed coral reefs, the inhabitants were
free from fever or only subject to slight intermittent fevers
when their houses were built close to a marsh.

I am moreover informed that there are other islands in
Batavia harbour as bad as Onrust, and little inferior to Edam
in the virulence of the fever, where positively no marshes
exist, the only vegetation being a kind of scrub, and a few
high trees. In this Jist is Kuypers island and Purmerent, on
the latter of which an hospital was once built and was in
existence when Captain Cook visited Batavia, but from the
unhealthiness of the place has since been removed to Wel-
Ireveden 3 miles inland from Batavia.

It is evident that at the time Mr Wade Shields made his
report only 2 causes of fever could suggest themselves to the
minds of the medical men. The first cause was the exhalation
of miasm from the precincts of Batavia and the adjacent mud
flats, the second was marshes, stagnant marshes on the is-
lands themselves, from every foot ol which pestilential vapours
were supposed to emanate. The first cause was -learly proved
by the medical men at the time not the exciting cause of the
endemic; nothing was therefore left, but to fall back upon
the second, and it was consequently elevated to the honour.
This and the other being the only two probable causes of the
endemic fever of the island and harbour of Batavia, having
been considered and found not sufficient, I would now propose
my theory, as a sufficient, clear, and satisfactory explanation
of the cause of the encfcmic remittent and of the intermittent
fevers of the harbour ot Batavia, (Journ. Ind. Arch. vol. n p.
599.) "That whenever a coral reef is exposed at low water,
animal decomposition will go oh to an extent proportioned to
the size of the reef, caet par., and that malaria will be the
result of this decomposition, which is one and the principal
cause of the fevers endemic in such localities/'

According to charts, and the authority of many individuals
of great experience, the islands of Onrust, Kuypers, Purme-
rent, Kdam and others, are surrounded by coral reefs more or
less exposed at low water.

Here then is the cause'of the endemic fever, which, according
to Captain Cook, in his time swept away by death half of the
crews of vessels that annualiy arrived from Europe, and com-
mitted fearful ravages amongst his own officers and sailors
who hacTso successfully encountered every hardship and dis-
tress in their voyage round the world,—a fever that lias not
yielded its sway to all the skill and science of man, and has
baffled all human contrivances for its amelioration,—a fever
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which in Valentyn's time, near two hundred years ago, dealt
its fatal bolts amongst the adventurous sons of commerce, and
which in the nineteenth century has not worn itself out.

The surface of the island has changed, marshes that (fid
exist to a limited extent have been drained, trees have been
cut down, rank vegetation extirpated and, as in Onrust, a per-
fect garden with pleasure walks formed, but all to no avail,
the Demon disease still holds its sway, and in spite of the God-
like effects of man for his extirpation, demands his tribute
of human life.

No efforts of man can remove this endemic without great
expence and endless labour; it will exist, Lut its effects may
in some measure be modified by a proper arrangement of
houses and living. Humbling as the thought is to proud man,
with all his science he cannot stay the progress of that small
polyp, that silently, slowly and surely adds dvvellirg to dwelling,
encroaching on the shore, and filling the depths of the ocean,
yet nature and only she has set bounds to its spread, by con-
demning it to the penalty of death whenever it rears its struc-
ture above the sea; and to prevent the land from being too
closely bound so as to prevent all access to it, we have the
rivers, the natural entrances to the land, kept clean by the
effects of the fresh water which destroys the polyp and creates
for itself channels through all the fringing reefs.

Can nothing then be done for these lair islands so pleasant
to look upon, so convenient to man?—no, nothing can be done
to ameliorate their condition, for in opposition to all our arts
and sciences the coral will grow and near the surface, and
When exposed will die and putrify, and corrupt the air; a
design in itself so beneficent that although the effect is fatal
to intruding man, yet that is so insignificant when compared
with .the utility of the great object in view that all that re-
mains for him, is to avoid such spots—and let His WILL BE
DONE.

If we cannot remedy the evil, without cutting and remo-
ving all exposed living coral, a never ending labour attended
with great expence, the other alternative is not to expose
ourselves to its influence. It would therefore be well in the
Dutch Government before erecting a Dock on the Island of
Middleburgh, which I understand they intend doing, to see
whether there are not exposed fringing coral reels, and
whether the extremity of the reef of Ontong Java, if exposed,
does not affect the island, for where such exposed reefs are,
there must be endemic fever.

Without a personal examination of the islands it would be
presumption on my part to point out what islands are more
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healthy than others, but if this theory is correct, and my
chart not wrong, the islands of Haarlem, Hoorn, Engkhuyssen,
and Leyden, must from the seeming absence of coral reefs
be the most healthy.

In anchoring vessels I would suppose that midway betwixt
the islands and Batavia, and further out, on a parallel and
near the island of Leyden are the two healthiest spots, and
according to more than a dozen Masters of vessels, frequent
traders betwixt this and Batavia, such are the healthiest spots.
To anchor near Batavia would expose the crew to the effects
of fresh water in a state of stagnation, and filled with decom-
posing animal and vegetable matter unaffected by tidal
influence. And to anchor close to the islands of Onrust and
Kuypers would be attended with still greater risk from the
contiguous coral reefs.

From my experience of the coral exposed situations near
Singapore I have drawn this deduction—that during a change
of a monsoon the locality subject to coral malaria is more
unhealthy than at any other time. This applies to Batavia
and its islands, for in both places the effect of the change
will be evident in the production of greater fever, but when the
rains have set in there will be a difference, for while in islands
exposed to coral influence, the persistent heavy rains of a tro-
pical clime will destroy the coral polyp, promote decomposi*
tion and cive rise to fever, such will not be so much the effect
on localities suffering from fresh water swamps, for with them'
it is on the setting in of the dry monsoon or at the very com*
mencement of the rainy season that fever is most prevalent.
In this remark I am borne out by Dr Waitz whose Java ex-
perience is of much weight—he says " Agues during my
stay at Samarang were more prevalent during the dry, than
rainy season.9' Count Hogendorp, lately Resident in Batavia,
has found from calculations that one out of sixteen of the
natives die annually, that the mortality during the rainy
season is proportionally greater among old men and children
under seven years, and on the contrary that the mortality
during the dry season is more considerable among middle
aged men. This in my opinion is in accordance with the
well known fact that middle aged men are more obnoxious
to fever than the aged or very young.

In concluding this chapter and before taking leave of Ba-
tavia harbour I would offer one suggestion. That if it is
impossible to give up Onrust and other islands, the inha-
bitants should if possible be protected from the influence of
the coral malaria, and which can be done to a certain extent,
by planting trees and encouraging the growth of mangroves
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and brushwood betwixt the houses and the reef ; for I have
found, as previously stated in page 600 vol. II of this journal,
" that mere proximity to a coral reef, does not necessarily
imply, that the locality is obnoxious to fever; as the inter-
position of high land, or a belt of trees, as the primitive
jungle or mangrove swamp, may act as an effective barrier.'*

CHAPTER II.

LOMBOK, BALI, SUMBAWA, TIMOR, drc.

If this theory that I have broached was confined in Ha ap-
plication to Singapore alone, I would have doubted its correct-
ness, on account of its speciality; but wherever I examine
amongst the Islands of the Eastern Archipelago I find further
and further confirmation. The Island of Lombok with which
Singapore carries on an extensive trade has many of its ports
ravaged with virulent remittent and intermittent fevers. Mr
Earl in his work on "Tropical Australia" alludes to this island
and the principal trading port Ampunan. "The chief com-
mercial settlement on the Island of Lombok, which is resorted
to by hundreds of ships, is situated upon an open roadstead
not only exposed to the westerly gales but subject at all times
to & rolling swell, which causes so dangerous a surf upon the
beach, that communication with the shore is sometimes cut off
for days together; yet there is a land locked harbour within
the distance of a few miles (Labuan Triang) which affords
perfectly secure anchorage and is accessible to ships of the
largest size, but here again the climate is so unhealthy that its
shores cannot be inhabited. Tiie same rule applies to every
spot similarly situated (i. e enclosed hy coral reefs and high
land) throughout the Indian Archipelago.'9 To add a little
more to our knowledge of this Island I will transcribe a letter
dated Singapore 23rd August 1848.

To Dr. LITTLE,
Dear Sir,

In reply to your favour of the 17th instant,
as well as some previous conversations, I have hereby the
pleasure to offer to the best of my ability, my remarks upon
the prevailing fevers in the different places I have of late
years frequented.

At Bali, fevers are very little known amongst the Balinese,
they being all agricultural; another reason I should say is
that they partake of a greater quantity of sound animal food
than the other natives; moreover in the situation and con-
struction of their houses which are placed in the shades of
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groves of cocoanut and other fruit trees, they are much su-
perior, for instance to the Bugis. The Bugis settlers here I
have always found to suffer greatly, but it can hardly be
expected otherwise when you take their living and the way
they take to procure it into consideration. This people being
all traders and living by fishing, have made their habitations
close to where they could land their prows and generally just
above the high water mark, and as nearly all the islands to
the East of Java are devoid of harbours and are beaten by
an immense surf, they are only able to effect their landings
through the extensive reefs of coral that in some places line
the coasts. I should also observe that much of their sickness
must necessarily depend upon the quantity of putrid fish and
the exhalations arising from the animal and vegetable matter
from the reefs. The few Javanese settled here suffer also
from fever, which I attribute to the same cause as the Bugis.

In Lombok island, in regard to the original inhabitants the
case stands alike to Bali, wherever there is a similarity of
country—but it differs as at Labuan Triang (or the cove)
where there is a land locked harbour with extensive coral
banks, bordering upon mud flats covered with mangrove trees
and high hills to the back ; here there is fever.

I have never heard of any European or Javanese who has
been at Labuan Triang who has not suffered dreadfully from
cold and hot fits of fever, attended with vomiting and diarrhsea,
generally putting an end to the sufferings of the patient in a
few days. The fevers at Ampanan are not so severe but last
longer; Ampanan laying close upon the beach on a narrow
strip of land has only a small streamlet which separates it
from the paddy fields. It is without any shelter in the S. E.
monsoon and is then exceedingly hot, which heat is increased
by the reflection from the black glittering sand.

This and the proximity to the paddy fields seems to be the
causes of its unhealthiness. AH the natives of these islands
agree that fevers are not prevalent amongst the agricultural
population when they commence draining the paddy fields to
cut the crops.

It is therefore my firm belief that the fevers are much
influenced by the exhalations from the coral reefs, as I always
have found that the greatest sufferers were in those places
where they exist and where the inhabitants have their dwell-
ings bordering upon them*

I remain &c«,

[Signed] J. C. KNUDSON.
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From the experience of my friend Mr J. C«, himself a
sufferer, and from what was related to him during his
sojourn at Ampanan, it must be considered unhealthy, more
especially to those who live on shore. Few vessels visit the
place without leaving one or more of their crew in the "white
man's grave" ; nor is it to be wondered at, .when all the
circumstances are considered. An open beach of sand, a
number of houses surrounded by cocoa and other fruit trees,
a stream of fresh water, and behind all, far as the eye can
reach, ranges of paddy fields. The fever of Ampanan seems
to arise from the paddy fields, as I believe there are no coral
reefs adjacent; but bad as it is in point of unhealthiness, it is
nothing to Labuan Triang, or the cove which is within a few
miles of the open roadstead of Ampanan. There the anchor-
age is formed and surrounded by coral reefs exposed at low
watT, while on the land we have jungle but little paddy
cultivation, high hills behind retaining the malaria exhaled
from the reefs, so that of those who have visited it none have
escaped, and fool hardy is he who ever ventures there. On the
other side of the island is the town of Lombok which is consi-
dered healthy, it being free from coral reefs. To the south
the coral commences and extends to the next port called
Pedgue which abounds with it, and which port on the autho-
rity of Captain Knudson is considered unhealthy, but that
has been denied by a gentleman lately a visitor here who has
resided there for some time.

The island of Bali, which lies betwixt Lombok and Java, is
considered as generally healthy, although the Dutch troops have
lately found it to be the contrary, but it would be unfair to attri-
bute all their sickness to the climate, while the Commissariat,
hard work, and disasters, must come in for their share; at all
events the district of Bali Badon£,where the Messrs Lange have
been long established, is undoubtedly healthy. In this locality
we have neither paddy fields to any extent nor coral reefs, but
cross the promontory to Pan tie Cunor where ships sometimes
go for repairs & c , here fever is again found though of not so
violent a kind as at the "cove" at 4mpanan, and here we also
meet with coral reefs exposed but not locking in the harbour
to such an extent as at the cove. Many other situations
amongst these islands, would illustrate my theory but my ob-
ject is to diffuse the illustrations so as to show the exteusive
applicability of the theory.

The next island to Lombok is Sumbawa which is so little
known that I will quote a short description of it by Mr
Earl from a Parliamentary paper, consisting of " Copies
and Extracts of Correspondence relative to the establishment
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of a settlement at Port Essington.'' He says it is an island
150 miles long, and like Bali and Lombok contains some
very high mountains; one of these the Tomboro mountain
is a volcano and the country has not yet recovered the
dreadful effects of an eruption in 1815 which killed many
of the inhabitants and by creating a famine obliged many
of the remainder to emigrate. The Dutch have a small
establishment at Bimah, a bay, near the N.E extremity of the
island, which appears to be maintained chiefly for the purpose
of obtaining horses. In relation to this but slightly known port
Captain Knudson says " The next land locked port 1 have
frequented is Bimah in the Island of Sumbawa. This port is
a complete basin, shut up all round by very high mountains.
Lining the Bay are extensive mud flats giving the most offen-
sive odours possible, being exposed to most intense rays of
the sun. In the Bay there are likewise large oyster bed*
and coral reefs. During the middle of the day the heat is
so severe that it is scarcely possible to breathe, when all of
a sudden a cold blast from the mountains will make a circuit
of the bay and those who are exposed to it invariably suffer
from headaches. The fever of this place generally commences
with a cold creeping sensation along the spine, afterwards
vomiting; the hot fits are of long duration and looseness is the
constant accompaniment of this dreadful sickness. In fact
I hardly know one European or Country-born in the place
who has not been afflicted, while several deaths occurred
during my three months stay. In addition to the causes as-
signed, viz, cold winds, coral reefs and mud flats, I must add
the damp situation of the ground the houses are built on,, and
unlike to other people the country born inhabitants live
on the mud floor, instead of having their houses elevated*
During the S. E. monsoon, particularly *in the months of
April and May, the vapours from the mud flats and sur-
rounding country are so dense that it is often impossible to
see the vessels in the roads lying not half a mile distant from
the shore. During these months the evenings are extremely
hot and sultry until towa/ds midnight, when the cold land
wind sets in, which is so cool as to congeal the oil in the
lamps. At this port a great quantity of fish in a putrid state is
used, and the water has something of a brackish taste. For
this fever the natives use as a remedy a tea made of the
* bidara laut9 a bitter tasted wood found in the forest/9

The island of Timor is the next, referred to in my notes,
and I cannot convey to the reader a better idea of Dilli, tho
Portuguese settlement on that island, than by transcribing a
few communications on that place.
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Singapore, 10th April, f84&
My dear Sir,

I have much pleasure in answering your
queries regarding Timor and the adjacent islands, and shall
be happy if any information I may be possessed of will
be of service to you in elucidating the enquiries you are now
promoting. First, with regard to Diili; the town is situa-
ted on the South side of Timor, the lee side during the
South East trade winds which prevail in these parts dur-
ing 8 or 9 months of the year; the harbour is formed by
a coral reef of considerable breadth which extends along
the shore at a distance of about £ of a mile from the beach,
the intermediate space having sufficient depth of water to af-
ford anchorage for vessels of the largest size. The reef, through
which there are two narrow channels, dries at three quarter
ebb and therefore remains exposed from three to four hours
each change of tide, that is to say twice in the 24 hours. The
beach is composed of sand and broken coral. The Govern-
ment buildings and the houses of the principal residents
are erected along the beach a little above high water mark.
The extent of the town inland is'inconsiderable ;—at the back
of the town is a level plain which during the westerly or rainy
monsoon becomes a fresh water marsh ; at other seasons it is
dry except at certain spots where the water is retained in la-
goons or shallow ponds. Behind this again is a range of hills
rising abruptly from the plain and forming * semicircle about
the town, which it thus encloses on three sides.

Owing to the peculiar positions of the north and northwest
coasts of Timor, with ranges of lofty mountains extending
immediately behind and obstructing the course of the trade
wind, calm weather prevails throughout the year except in.
January, February and March, when strong breezes from the
northwest are occasionally experienced, at other times the
atmosphere is seldom agitated except by a light sea breeze
in the afternoon, the land wind at night teing scarcely per-
ceptible. Dilli is subject to feveis both remittent and inter-
mittent at all times of the year, there being no peculiarly
healthy or unhealthy season. The natives of the interior
who visit Dilli suffer even more than Europeans, and indivi-
duals residing on board of vessels in the roads are as liable
to attacks as those who reside on shore. Throughout the
entire north west coast of Timor the immediate vicinity of
the sea shore is considered to be unhealthy, and the same
may be said with regard to those of the adjacent islands with
which I am acquainted. Dilli however, whether justly or not,
is considered more unhealthy than any spot in the eastern
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seas. I must state however that in these parts Europeans
alone make their settlements on the sea shore. The aborigi-
nal inhabitants, even those who derive a considerable portion
of their subsistence from the sea, invariably reside some dis-
tance inland, going down to the sea coast only for the purpose
of fishing or of trading with strangers. This renders the
coast of Timor beyond the limits of the European settle-
ments, the most inhospitable in appearance of any in the world.
With the exception of about one or two, in spots frequented
by foreign traders, not a habitation is to be seen except up
the hills towards the interior. There, as far as regards Timor
at least, the climate appears to equal that of any tropical coun-
try—indeed on the elevated plains in the interior it is consider-
ed to be scarcely inferior to that of Europe. With regard to
your last query as to " what I attribute the unhealthinesa
of Dilli to ?'' I have hitherto considered that the fresh water
swamps at the back of the town coupled with the stagnation
of the atmosphere were the primary causes; although I have
been puzzled to account for the circumstance of the plain
of Baboo near Goepang being comparatively free from malaria
although similarly situated to Dilli, both with regard to fresh
water swamps and to a range of hills bordering it on the land
side. This however is your own particular ground, and I can
only wish you success in working out the theory you have so
ably started. It is certain that the coasts of Timor and all
the neighbouring islands have fringing reefs of coral, dry at
low water wherever the coast is not absolutely precipitous,
and the usually stagnant state of the atmosphere must allow
any malaria that may be engendered to .have free effect, and
at the same time there are many spots there known to be
unhealthy where the total absence of fresh water swamps
(which indeed are rare enough on the coasts of the island, the
land generally rising abruptly from the sea) renders it neces-
sary that some other objects must be looked to as the exciting
causes of malaria* I think I have now furnished you with
answers to all the queries contained in your notes. If you
require any further information concerning parts with which
I am acquainted, 1 trust you will make no ceremony in apply-
ing for it, for I shall only be too happy if I can be of assis-
tance to you in inquiries from which we may anticipate such
important results, especially important too at the present
moment, when about ta extend our possessions in the Archi-
pelago,

&c,

(Signed) GEO, WrNDSOH EARL.
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Captain Knudson thus alludes to this locality. "The inha-
bitants of the island of Timor are likewise subject to this
malady (fever) but in a much more severe degree, as it seldom
completely leaves a person once attacked. It is in Dilli par-
ticularly where I have seen the most sufferers. This place is
completely lined with coral reefs, of which these forming the
harbour stand dry at low tide. The wateris likewise very
bad, any thing like good water must be brought from the
mountains on horse-back. Patients under Dilli fever suffer most
dreadful headaches, and when the fit is on them they are
delirious, the eyes are also affected and a long time elapses
before they recover."

Let the reader examine the chart of Dilli, and from it a
distinct idea will be formed of the nature of the port, town,
and adjacent country. If such a chart was presented me,
and my opinion asked regarding the climate of the locality
it represents, I would say nothing ought to prove more clearly
the truth of my theory, for from the disposition of the coral
reefs it must be a most unhealthy spot* Fatal experience has
proved it is so, few visit that port and leave it scathless, and
to be there appointed by the Government to which it belongs,
is considered, and has been since Captain Cook's time, as only
a little better than the penalty of imprisonment. Mr A. A.
visited Dilli, and contracted there the virulent fever of the
place which for a very long time hung about him, nor did he
thoroughly as he thought get rid of it till he tried the climate
of New Zealand. Last October on his return to Singapore
while in excellent health, he touched at Dilli, remained there
for four days and was carried on board of his vessel more dead
than alive from the fever, having his spleen so enlarged as nearly
to extend over the whole abdominal cavity. He says that no
one lives in the town but natives, all living in the country who
can. The Governor lives about 3 miles inland on a hill and
there it is healthy ; betwixt that and the sea as Mr Earl de-
scribes, there is a plain, at least comparatively so, having the
surface composed of gentle elevations and depressions of a
very stony nature. During the wet season these depressions
are filled with water, but during the rest ot the year they are
dry. From all accounts the fever at Dilli 19 prevalent at nil
times of the year, whether it is wet or dry, whether tin wind
blow off the land or the sea. But when the wind is from the Eust
the fever is said to be more prevalent, and the cause is cor-
rectly conjectured by Mr Earl to be from the stagnation of
the atmosphere owing to the proximity of high hills. That
this malignant fever is not indebted to the land for its cause
I would infer, from the following facts. First that the fever
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of Dilli is always endemic, always prevalent, and always
liable to attack strangers, as well as those inhabiting the
inland part of the island, when they take up their residence
on the sea shore, and, that equally in the wet and the fair
season when the land is marshy, as well as when it is in the
contrary state. Second, that those living inland at a dis-
tance of 2 or #3 miles from the sea, are exempt from the
ravages of the fever which if it depended upon the wet state
of the plain would not be the case, as they are as much
under its influence as those living on the sea coast. lhi*d,
that those living inland where marshes exist, seldom or never
contract the severe fever of Dilli until they visit that town
on the sea coast- On the other hand there are many reasons
to induce me to come to the conclusion that the cause of the
fever is marine. First, there is no harbour in the east more land
locked by coral reefs exposed at low water, whose influence on
the inhabitants cannot be ameliorated owing to the stagnation
of the atmosphere caused by the proximity of high lam', than
this PORT of DlLLI, and there is no port in the east where
fever is more prevalent or more virulent. Second, remove
from the cause and the effect is lost, as those who live inland
are exempt from fever; approach the cause and the effect is
felt, as those who live inland when they visit the town on the
sea coast are almost invariably attacked with fever. Th'rd,
the reason why fever is equally prevalent during both mon-
soons i. e. during the months when the wind blows off the land,
and those when it blows off the sea, is that although the miasm
from the coral reel's is blown during the hot monsoon on the
town and its inhabitants, yet it is so mingled and diffused,
that its effects are not more and perhaps are less felt than
during the season when the wind coming from the east, is
arrested in its progress by the chain of hills immediately
behind the town, producing a stagnant atmosphere the fit
recipient and menstruum for malaiia.

Coepang.
The principal settlement on the island of Timor belonging

to the Dutch, is situated on the south west end of the island.
It is a neat clean town in which respect as well as some others,
it differs from Dilli* This settlement has always been con*
flidered more healthy than the last, which my correspondent*
Captain Knudson, thus accounts for: "Coepang being more
exposed to sea breezes than Dilli is not so much subject to
fever, and the fever is of a much less virulent character and
of shorter direction, but then it must be recollected .that akho*
there are coral reefs in the bay, they are a good way off the
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town, close to which is deep water, and the place is furnished
with good water."

While the town is not so subject to fever as many other
settlements, yet vessels anchoring in the bay are. Captain
Brown of the "Sir Robert Sale" informs me that this is the
most feverish locality that he has met with, as after anchoring
there for some time, some years ago in another vessel, nearly
all his crew were attacked with intermittent fever of which
some died* He says in the Bay there is a coral island which
dries for } of a mile all around at low water, and exposes the
dead and living coral. During the S. E. monsoon the wind
blows off the land and ships can remain in the harbour, but in
the westerly monsoon the wind blowing from the sea over
the island and shipping, obliges vessels to anchor in the Samow
Straits. Here is the first instance, of which we shall see se-
veral as at Padang in Sumatra &c, of the town being more
healthy than the harbour, a most convincing proof that another
than a terrestrial cause is exerting its influence.

Arm Islands.
The Arru islands are the next, group referred to in my

notes. They, according to Mr Earl u extend from North to
South about 100 miles, theiand is only a few feet higher than
the level of the sea except in spots where patches of lima
stone rock raise it to the height of about 20 feet, the inland parts
of most of the islands consist of fresh water swamps, and the
jungle is so thick that it is seldom penetrated by the natives."

Captain Wolfe of the ''Velocipede" while trading amongst
the islands was attacked with the usual fever of coral localities,
a low remittent, which bung about him for months, and it
was not until he had been under treatment in Singapore that
he got free of it. He states that coral exposed at low water
is to be found every where, and he has no doubt in his own
mind, that the malaria which attacked him and produced his
fever could not be attributed to the swamps, as the jungle
prevented his feeling their effects or seeing them.

Port Essington.
The next locality I shall examine in this Chapter is Port

Essington, a settlement that was considered at one time emi-
mently healthy, but after experience has proved to be the
contrary.

In Earl's " Tropical Australia^ we find this description of
the locality where Port Essington is situated: " for while the
climate of the Cobourg Peninsula generally may be pro-
nounced as one of the finest that can be found within the tro-
pics, there are certain spots which are so unhealthy, that even
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the natives of the country cannot reside there with impunity ;
one of the most conspicuous of them is Port Bremer, a land-
locked harbour to the eastward of Port Essington, the shores
of which are so pregnant with malaria, that the natives never
take up their abode there, and the Macassar trepang fishers,
who have resorted to it, on one or two occasions suffered
so much from fever, that although the harbour abounds with
Trepang they avoid it most scrupulously. The upper parts
of the inner harbour of Port Kssington are also' regarded
with great dread by the Macassars, who previous to our arri-
val invariably anchored their prahus at Point Record, although
the Trepang is only found in large quantities within the inner
harbour."

" During nearly four years subsequent to the occupation of
Port Essington, very few cases of fever, aud not one of death,
occurred among the garrison, but towards the close of 1842
fevers generally tertian, became prevalent, and when 1 left the
settlement in September last year, 1 believe that not a single
individual residing there had been entirely free from attacks.
These generally had not been very violent, 6 cases only having
terminated fatally, but the mortality was sufficiently great to
cause a considerable degree of uneasiness on the part of the
authorities. We at first supposed that this liability to sick-
ness arose from the constitutions of the men having become
impaired by -long residence in a tropical climate ; but it was
found that individuals who had recently arrived were equally
subject to attacks of fever and ague."

This last sentence fixes the cause of the fever to some-
thing connected with the locality. This something is ac-
cording to Mr Earl " malaria engendered by mangrove
swamps and by mud banks exposed at low water/' but know-
ing that this " alone is insufficient to give rise to the insalu-
brity that affects certain spots, from the fact that Singapore
near the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula, and
Sourabaya the capital of the eastern districts of Java,
are very unfavourably situated in this respect, and are
at the same time the most healthy of all the European
settlements in the Indian Archipelago,'* " the only peculia-
rity in their position that tends to afford a clue to the mys-
tery, consists in their being situated upon narrow straits
through which the tide fljws with great rapidity.". I allow
that a rise . and fall of tidchas great ameliorating effects on
sea mud flats and mangrove marshes, and thut a narrow
strait where the current of water will be accelerated, will add
to the good effects, but the ingenious explanation is far from
sufficient, in which the talented and sensible author I believe
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now concurs, having, I am proud to say, given in his acquies-
cence to my coral theory. That the mud flats and mangrove
swamps of the Cobourg Peninsula, are not the engenders of
malaria I am fully convinced from analogy, as I make bold
to assert that there is not a settlement in the Indian Archi-
pelago rendered unhealthy by mangrove swamps or mud
flats, provided such are subject to tidal influence, and fres
from the influence of coral reefs and fresh water swamps.

" The inner harbours of Port Essington, Port Bremer
and Limba Assin are thes only spots subject to malaria"
" though I think it will be found at Knocker's and Raffles's
Bays from the circumstance of the natives seldom residing
there except occasionally for a few days " The interior of the
country appears to be free from malarious influence, as hunting
parties have been out for weeks together without one indivi-
dual suffering ill effects from such exposure.

From the examination of the charts of the Coburg Pe-
ninsula, the above localities are directly exposed to the
influence of the coral reefs Much abound at the entrance
of these harbours, and are exposed at low water, with the
exception of Port Essington, which seems to be so in such
a slight degree, and that in the upper part of the inner
harbour, where however the natives will not anchor, that I
am inclined to attribute the fever of the settlement of Vic-
toria to fresh water swamps, which I believe are in existence
there. At all events I would leave the cause of the fever of
the inner harbour of Port Essington as doubtful, but con-
sider that of Port Bremer, Limba Assin, and Raffles's Bay
as decidedly proceeding from coral maUrh.

Sulu.
Leavingthis part of the world, and taking an extensive stride

backwards to the N. East of Borneo, we fall in with the Sulu
group of islands, the fever of whose principal town I will
briefly mention This town of Sulu has much faded from
its former greatness, when little more than half a century
ago its pirate prahus swept the surrounding seas, and suc-
cessfully contested the possession of the adjacent shore of
1 orneo with us. It were endless to trace the causes of this
fall, for it seems natural and in the way of Providence that the
natives shall degenerate and fade away before European
influence; but there is a cause at present working, evident
as it is irresistable, in its effects, to which the Datus of Sulu
owe more of their degeneracy and loss of power than to any
influence which Europeans can exert; it is the immoderate
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use of opium. The town is situated on the beach and divid-
ed into two portions, one belonging to the natives, the other
inhabited by the Chinese settlers; behind the town is elevated
ground and in the distance high mountains rear their heads
aloft; many of the houses are built on stakes on a mud flat
similar to what we see in the generality of Malay villages
but which mud flats are under tidal influence. To the west
is a narrow promontory and outside that is a large bank of
coral, dry at half tide. Both Captain Wolfe of the Velocipede
and Mr Wyndham a merchant and settler at Sulu, state that
during the N. E. monsoon when the wind blows over the land
the town is healthy, but when it changes to the S. W. mon-
soon and during the continuance of that monsoon the town
and shipping are liable to fever. Dm ing the N. E. monsoon
if any malaria is generated on the land by fresh water swamps
&c, it is diffused and dissipated and carried away to the open
sea where its effects are lost, but during the S. W. monsoon
the wind blows from the sea over the exposed coral reef, and
brings in its train sickness anti fever especially during the
months of May and June, October and November, when the
effects of the miasmare much felt, as in these months rain and
sunshine alternate, while there are are no strong cur re at 9 of
wind to dissipate it; it then rises during the day and falls
with the dew at night, adding one more to the list of localities
more unhealthy during the changes of the monsoon when
under the influence of coral malaria.

Labuan.
To conclude this chapter and part third, I will briefly ad-

vert to Labuan, our new settlement on the N. Coast of Bor-
neo. The majority of residents even for a short time on
this island have suffered from the fever that seems to be en-
demic there; when severe, putting on a remittent type, when
less so an intermittent, and in almost all cases where it does
not cut off the patient, leaving him liable to intermittent
attacks for many along month after. This fever attacffs
all indiscriminately, from the governor down to the poor
China cooly. equally affecting the pliant constitution of the
Kling, and the unyielding, stout and steady frame of the
English Marine, and like all other fevers, its first victims
are those who worship the bottle.

To the China co^ly, whose constitution, enervated from the
abuse of opium, cannot stand up against its attacks, it in ay
be looked upon as almost fatal, and it is equally t?o to the
marine whose plethoric state of body, tht result of overfeed-
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ing and no exercise, fires every fever until the patient sinks
under an acute inflammation of some vital organ. But to the
European, who combines moderate, and generous living with
sufficient exercise, although he may at times suff»r from it,
yet it will be but slight.*

The spot where the houses were first built upon is no
doubt unhealthy, but I have every reason to believe, that
where they now are placed it will not be so to such an
extent. The most unhealthy months are during the changes
of the monsoons during May a»id June—October and No<-
vember, but from April to November may be reckoned more
unhealthy than during the rest of the year.

Only two causes can operate upon the settlement to produce
fever,first fresh water swamps, second coral reefs. The last
exist in the Harbour, but not being exposed caniut exert any
influence*. At a trifling distance from the harbour exposed
coral reefs are to be met with, while the adjacent islets are
surrounded with then, as Pulo Buronx, Daat Kolin, Papaa
&c, and the first island the natives say is most unhealthy,
the '* air being poisoned", it has no marshes—but exposed
coral is to be seen at low water. I consider it therefore an open
question whether Labuan is rendered unhealthy from'its
limited fresh water swamps, or from the exposed coral reefs
found at some distance, although the following facts are so
strong as almost to amount to conviction that the cause is ma-
rine and therefore from the coral reefs. 1st. the E.I.C. Steamer
Piilegethon when anchored at Labuan had many of her men
attacked with fever, and Dr Minter of H. M. Steamer Medea
writing from Labuan to me, stated his conviction that the fever
was owing to emanations from the coral reefs, as during and
before the time when her crew were sick, the wind blew
from the sea over adjacent coral reefs, and not from the land
where the marshes were supposed to be. 2nd the E. I. C.
steamer Nemesis has just landed 9 men affected with re*
mittent fever, of whom 2 have died, besides three presenting
premonitory symptoms, and 5 natives slightly affected.
This steamer had been 7 days from Labuan when the feVer
broke out in Singapore roads. Of these 7 days, 2 had been
•spent at Sarawak, which is well known for its salubrity, there
never having been a case of remittent fever arising from
indigenous influences. Previous to Us departure from Labuan

• The Colonial Surgeon who now goes home an invalid, although he hat
litd fever yet ihtt is not the cause of hit temfjoraiy retirement from the scent
of his active labours, his heftiic deringtaoeat having btcn coMiucttd before
kit rttideoce on Jht is'tni.

K * k
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the steamer had been anchored within a quarter of a mile of
the shore in the harbour, and one mile or so to leeward of
exposed coral reefs. This situation was occupied for 5 days,
previous to which it had been at Rubong Point on the
north end of the island for some time, and while there the
crew were quite healthy* The miasm must therefore have
been received at the Harbour of Labuan. During the time
they were at this anchorage the wind blew steadily from
the south or S. W., from the sea and over the coral islets
and exposed coral reefs, the nearest of which is near the.islet
of "Enow'' as seen in a "chart of Labuan Island made from
the surveys of Captain Fethune and Sir E. Belcher''.
Wi4hin a few yards the Royalist was anchored, and therefore
exposed to the same causes, and so sickly was she that the
Nemesis towrd her out, having out of her small complement
25 men and 3 officers laid up with fever. Among the sick
of the Nemesis are" two quarter masters who were never
exposed to sun or rain, being under an awiiing during the
day, and the men, while the steamer was at anchor in the
harbour, were not allowed to go oh shore in case they might
make free with the bottle. 3rd. The fresh water marsh is so
limited and so protected from the sun's rays by high trees
and jungle, that, reasoning from analogy, I would say that
it could exert very little influence in producing fever; if
there had been paddy fields or cleared fresh water marst.es to
any extent, no doubt would have existed that they could occa-
sion fever to those located hear them, or to those at a distance
when the wind blew over them. Again, it is not during the
rainy season that marsh miasm is in its greatest activity,
but when the rains have ceased, anJ the ground, from eva-
poration, becomes dryish. The contrary is the case with
coraL miasm, which is most active during the wet season.
Now the fever at Labuan has been most active during the
wet season.

Can there b& a doubt after this that there is some ma-
laiious influence engendering fever in the harbour of Labuan ?
Dufing the N. E. monsoon the wind blows over the island,
and from the open sea in the N. E. direction wheie there
are no coral r?ef«s exposed, and then there is no fever. Even
those who contracted it during the S. ri. monsoon recover
in this. If the cause or causes of fever be terrestrial we
would have it in the N. E. monsoon, but such lias never
been the case* as. fever never existed but in the S. W,

• Captain Wallage, of the Nemesis, was written to hy jhe Admiralty as
to the means be adopted for keeping his crew to healthy wlien at Labuan,
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monsoon wh«i the wind blows from the sea over the
islets surrounded by coral exposed at low water

But whatever be the causes, I would teiterate my recom
inundation that all dwelling hous-s be built on the V E
si le of the Isl iml, and that thd intervening jungle b >twixt if
and the Harbour be left iii its primitive state, tukine c ire
however to drain the swamps The immunity enjoyed bv
the N. h. side of the island does not extend to the houses
built on the eminence.

I find that it is i.npossible to finish this most important
subject, without inflicting on the reader part four, which will
treat upon the feve ish localities in. Sumatra, Nicobar, Mai-

o f h U c t e w > " t h e
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MISCELLANEOUS.

TO OUR READERS.

We propose, if our correspondents will second us, to
enlarge this part of the Journal a little. We have always
regretted that, with such abundant materials for variety,
our necessities have not allowed of our giving more than a
few papers in each number. The time requisite to enable
us to remedy this defect ourselves would entirely prevent
our continuous investigation of what may be considered
the elements of a true knowledge of the races of the
Archipelago, the mutual relations of their languages, a
labour which, although not immediately advantageous to our
readers, will, we hope, ii> no long time be found to be
as productive for them as it is necessary for us. Until our
hands are loosened, we must ask our contributing and cor-
responding friends to assist us in our endeavour to give
every month a number of miscellaneous paragraphs. No

.subject need, at the very longest, exceed five pages, while
half a page or a sentence or two would be long enough.
We as>k only brief notices of animal or vegetable ha'its; of
the climate or weather; of any of the thousand traits hy
which the races who resort to Singapore are distinguished;
of such things as a native trading boat and her lading, or a
native shop4 its contents, mode of conducting business,
keeping accounts, &c; a passing thought on any of the facts
which human life is continually presenting in Singapore,
m. kinu; them significant and instructive by comparison with
other communities of our own day, by'glimpses of the past
which still speaks through them, or by a clearer vision of their
relation to immutable natural laws. Our category is large
enough for all tastes and turns of mind, and all opportunities
of observation, and we hope that among our many readers who
have not time or inclination to write papers, not a few may be
willing to aid us in the way we wish One subject we may
point out as very worthy of observation, and which has been
strangely neglected. This is the influence of the climate
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and weather on our cultivated trees, the time they take to
come into bearing, the average proportion of abortive bios
som during the first year or two of their inflorescence, the
different habits in this respect of trees planted at the same
time, and in the same or different kinds of soil. If notes on
these things were sent us by several of our readers during the
current year, it is certain that the notes during the succeed-
ing year would present remarkable contrasts in many respects
and lead to interesting conclusions. It appears to us that
every year here has a peculiar climate with a peculiar opera-
tion on vegetation, although it is probably the fact that the
climate of one year is closely repeated at intervals by another.
We allude chiefly to the distribution of rain over the
year, which again depends on the winds. The slight low-
eriog of temperature produced by a week or two of clouds
and rain, we have often seen to produce a temporary winter
in the middle of our summer, followed, on the succeeding
sunny weather, by a spring. Connected with this is the
period in the 24 hours when the clouds gather and rain
falls. Throughout any one year there is a regular march
of changes in this respect, and one year, with all its own
peculiarities, must have a considerable resemblance to
another. At one time we see clouds gathering and rain
often falling in the morning for weeks together—then we
have them in the middle of the day or the afternoon—then
again at night—at one period coming suddenly and soon
gone—at another keeping entire or partial possession of the
sky for many da} s together. All this, extremely interesting
to observe and which can now be so well observed from
the numerous beautiful residences that have lately sprung
up as if by magic to crown the summits of the hills around
Singapore, has never yet been recorded, and we may be
assured that its record for one year would furnish most im-
portant matter for comparison with any other, and lead to
the discovery of some laws which the more narrow if more
exact observations at the Observatory have failed to seize.
In truth such a record would .give living flesh to the dry
skeletons of the Observatory tables of figures.

Two series of papers which we planned some time ago we
are still exceedingly desirous of carry ing out, but fear that,
without some assistance, we shall not be able to do so
speedily. The matter accumulated in the Dutch periodicals
is becoming so great, that, taken with the papers and books
on the Archipelago that occasionally appear in France and
Germany, we can see we must soon abandon the attempt
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to communicate even a small part of them by translation.
The best method will be to take up particular subject*, aad
enib )dy the latest information that can be gathered from
all the sources open to as. To keep pace with the Javanese
and Continental publications will demand e/ery hour we
can command, so that we can hardly hope to carry out
the series of papers in question without a more general liter-
ary aid on the part of our Straits supporters. The first
of the projected series is an account of the trade of Singa-
pore with each place in the Archipelago with which it has
any commercial connection, embracing the kind, amount
and value of commodities ; the vessels in which they are
carried ; the classes of persons employed in the trade as
owners, freighters and crews ; the peculiar modes in which
the trade is conducted, joint adventures, maritime laws or
customs &c. Some of the requisite information we can
obtain from the courtesy of the local authorities, some lies
directly in the field of our enquiries into the languages and
races; but the most practical part is so entirely foreign to
our pursuits that we could not acquire it without a great
sacrifice of time, and after all it would probably be crude
and imperfect. Now what would cost us so much to do
badly, there is i:ot one of our numerous mercantile support-
ers who could not do. readily and well. If they will let us
make a bargain with them, we promise that if they will
assist us a little in this matter, we shall give them more
practical information about the Archipelago than we have
hitherto been able to do, distracted as our attention has
been. The very liberal support which we have received
from them, and without which the Journal could not
exist, testifies that they consider it a public undertaking
which, for the sake of Singapore, they would not willingly
let die, but rather foster during its early struggles and short-
comings, in the hope that it may ere long become a fitting
medium of communication between observing and enquiring
men resident here and their countrymen elsewhere, and a
less unworthy representive of the principles and intelligence
of Englishmen in the Archipelago. We address our local
mercantile readers in this feeling. The object is a common
one, from which we individually can gain nothing more#than
what our contributors and supporters share with us, the
pleasure of acquiring and communicating information and
aiding in the spread of humane feelings and just principles
of action, both politically and socially, towards the natives
of the Archipelago. We do not therefore hesitate to solicit
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the assistance which we feel is necessary to make the
Journal as comprehensive and practical as it ought to be in
the position which it occupies. The second of our projected
series of papers is an account of Singapore in all its aspects.
Its history and system of government has been undertaken
by a friend; a general sketch of its geology and ethnology
we shall endeavour to offer ourselves; but a great many
subjects remain in which we shall be very glad to receive
assistance. We need only mention its native vegetation
and animals, of which no good account has yet been pub-
lished ; its cultivated plants; t e numerous arts practised
by different classes of natives, many of which present curious
characteristics &c. We hore to see the cultivation of all
our other fruit bearing trees described as that of the nut-
meg has so well been^and we hope to hear a great deal
more about the nutmeg itself. We trust our Pinang friends
will net keep their observations of half a century to them-
selves, but give us their ideas also of the best modes of
•cultivating the spice and other trees. The number of in-
telligent Europeans who now have opportunities of observing
these trees is very consid Table, and we beg of them to fa-
vour us from time to time with notes of anything that may
strike them, in the culture, habit ^diseases, time of bearing,
average produce or longevity, of any cultivated tree or plant
which grows under their eyes.

In addition to such original matter as we can eive or get,
we shall insert extracts from works relating to the Archi-
pelago. Short paragraphs are sometimes more thoroughly
significant when the attention is thus entirely fixed on them
than when read as part of a whole, fur we do not always do
authors the justice to read as reflectively as they wrote, and
some part of their meaning not seldom escapes us

We shall also give such extracts from books not directly
relating to the Archipelago as may help us to a better under-
standing of it. Here we must be content to observe what the
great intellect of Europe illuminates for us. Not a year
passes there without seme brilliant discoveries or thoughts
which may serve to light up regions for observation and spe-
culation that have hitherto lain before us as much unseen as
if they were not. A frequent reverting of the mind to these
European influences is above all necessary for us in a science
which is rapidly asserting for itself the highest rank of all
but which viill not atlain it till a generation or two uith some
new William von Humboldts have lived, and which we must
be satisfied in the mean while to rank as the noblest in its
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subject and the loftiest in its aims. We have not yet learned
its rudiments, but already it is reaching back in time to the
beginnings of human races and stretching its hand in space
to cover all the nations of the earth, already the antipathies
of race and creed and the barriers of language are melting
away before it, and all those diversities of human form, habits,
speech and belief, which once served only to breed mutual
prejudice, dislike and hatred, are now seen to serve for mutual
illumination and advancement, and above all to "assert eternal
Providence and justify the ways of God to man/' The God ot
nations is seen working everywhere and in all time, and the
revelations of his being in the wonderful diversity of human
races arid conditions of mind, are far more clear and complete,
and therefore more true, than those which nature can make to
any man who looks abroad from the depths of his own nature
on his own people only. Materials are* fast accumulating, and
the spirit will soon spread, for really scientific.investigations of
races. When the ethnology of Europe shall present the life
of every race of man in lull and genial description, it is im-
possible to overrate the advance that will have been made for
education, philosophy and religion; and, we may add, for
the material welfare of man also, for all other improvement
proceeds from that of the rnjnd, its tendencies, methods and ha-
bits. The perfecting of ethnology will be the latest and noblest
scientific product of Christianity, for it is eminently the science
of Christianity, on the spirit of which it depends in its very
origin and at every step of its progress. We shall bear in
mind, in making our extracts of this class, that the spiritual
wisdom of a Garlyle is even more essential to a sound and true
cultivation of ethnology than the comparative physiology of a
Blumenbach and a Pnchard, and the philology of aHumboldt
and a Bo pp.

In conclusion we have only to guard against our being
responsible for paragraphs to which no name or initials
may be annexed, since it is probable that many of our rea-
ders for whose assistance in this department we confidently
look, will prefer to remain incognito. We shall however
in our annual index give the names of all contributors who
do not prohibit our doing so.
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PULO DINDING IN* 1 6 8 8 *

THIS is a snftll island Ijing so nigh the main, that ships
passing by cannot know it to be an Island. It is pretty high
land well watered with biooks. The mould is blackish, deep
and fat in the lower ground : but the hills are somewhat rocky,
yet in general very woody. The trees are of divers sorts,
many of which are good timber, and large enough for any use.
Here are also some good for masts and yards ; they being na-
turally light, yet tough ; nd serviceable. There is good riding
on the east side, beween the island and the main. You may
come in with the sea breeze, and go out with a land wind,
there is water enough, and a secure harbour.

The Dutch, who ara the only inhabitants, have a fort on the
east-side, close by the sea, in a bending of the island, which
makes a small cove for ships to anchor in. The fort is built
4 square, without flankers or bastions, like a house: every
square is about ten or twelve yards. The walls are of a good
thickness, made of stone, and carried up to a good heiglith, of
about thirty foot, and covered over head like a dwelling house.
There may be about twelve or fourteen guns in it, some look-
ing out at every square. These guns are mounted on a strong
platform, made within the walls, about sixteen foot high ; and
there are steps on the outside to asc§nd to the door that opens
to the platform, there being no other way into the fort. Hero
is a Governor and about twenty or thirty soldiers, who all
lodge in the fort. The soldiers have their lodging in the plat-
form among the guns, but the Governor has a lair chamber
above it, where he lies with some of the officers. About a
hundred yards from the fort on the bay by the sea. there is
a low timbered house, where the Governor abides all the day
time- In this house there were two or three rooms for their
use, but the chiefest was the Governor's dining room. This
fronted to the sea, and the end of it looked towards the fort.
There were two large windows of about seven or eight foot
square ; the lower part of them about four or five foot from the
ground. These windows were wont to be left open all tha
day, to let in fhe refreshing breeze; but in the nii?ht, when
the Governor withdrew to the fort, they were closed with
strong shutters, and the doors made fast till the next day.
The Continent of Malacca opposite to the island, is pretty
low champion land, clothed with lofty woods; and right against
the Bay where the Dutch fort stands, there is a navigable
river for small craft.

• The Dindings were ceded lo us some years ago hy the Raja of Peik*
hu\ we have not̂  heard that th* cession was accepted by ihe Goitrnment of
India. Damper's amusing account is the only one we have ever seen—£D.

L L I
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The product of the country thereabouts, besides rice and
other eatables, is tutaneg, a sort of tin; 1 thftk coarser than
ours. The natives are Malayans, who, as I have always
observed, are bold and treacherous: yet the trading people
are affable and courteous to merchants.

These are in all respects, as to their religion, custom, and
manner of living, like other Malayans. Whether they are
governed by a King or Raja, or what other manner of Go-
vernment they live under, I know not. They have canoas
and boats of their own, and in these they fish and traffic among
themselves: but the tin trade is that which has formerly
drawn men bant strangers thither. But, though the country
might probably yield great quantities of this metal, and the
natives are not only inclinable, but very desirous to trade with
strangers, yet are they now restrained by the Dutch, who
have monopolized that trade to themselves. It was probably
for the lucre of this trade that the Dutch built the fort on the
island; but this not wholly answering their ends, by reason
of the distance about it and the rivers mouth, which is about
4 or 5 miles, they have also a guard-ship commonly lying here,
and a sloop with 20 or 30 armed men, to hinder other nations
from this trade. For this tutaneg or tin is a valuable com-
modity in the Bay of Bengal, and here purchased reasonably,
by giving other commodities in exchange: neither is this
commodity peculiarly found hereabouts, but farther northerly
also on the coast; and particularly in the kingdom of Qued'a
there is much of it. The Dutch also commonly keep a guard-
ship, and have made some fruitless essays to bring that prince
and his subjects to trade only with them; but here overagainst
P. Dinding, no strangers dare approach to trade; neither
may any ship come in hither but with consent of the Dutch.
Therefore as soon as we came to an anchor at the east-end
of the island, we sent our boat ashore to the Governor, to
desire leave to wood, water, and cut a new mizen-yard. He
granted our request, and the boat returned again aboard, and
brought word also that Mr Coventry touched here to water,
and went out that morning. The next morning betimes
Captain Minchin sent me ashore to cut a yard. I applied
myself to the Governor, and desired one of his soldiers might
go with me, and shew me the best timber for that use; but
he excused himself, saying, that his soldiers were all busy at
present, but that I might go and cut any tree that I liked.
2So I went into the woods, where I saw abundance of very fine
straight trees, and cut down such a one as I thought fit for my
turn : and cutting it of a just length, and stripping off the
bark, I left it ready to be fetched away, and returned to the fort,
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where I dined with the Governor* Presently after dinner,
our Captain, wilh Mr Richards and his wife, came ashore,
and I went aboard The Governor met them at landing, and
conducted them into the dininaj-room I spoke of, where they
treated the Governor with punch, made of brandy, sugar, and
lime-juice, which they brought with them from aboard : for
here is nothirg, not so much as the Governor's drink, but
what is brought from Malacca: no herbs or fruit growing
here: but all is either fetched from Malacca, or is brought
by the Malayans from the Main. It is not through any steri-
lity in the soil, for that is very fat and fruitful: neither is it
through laziness of the Dutch, for that is a vice they are not
guilty of: but it is from a continual fear of tie Malayans,
with whom though they have a commerce, yet dare they not
trust them so far, as to be ranging about the island in any
work of husbandry, or indeed to go far from the fort, for there
only they are safe. But to return to the Governor, he, to re-
taliate the Captain's and Mr Richard's kindness, sent a boat
a fishing, to get some better entertainment for his guests, than
the fort yielded at present. About four or five o'clock the
boat returned with a good dish of fish. These were imme-
diately drest for supper, and the boat was sent out again to
get more, for Mr Richards and hisjady to carry aboard with
them. In the mean time the food was brought into the dining,
room, and placed on the table. The dishes and plates were
of silver, and there was a silver punch-bowl full of liquor.
The Governor, his guests, and some of his officers were
seated, but just as they began to fall to, one of the sol-
diers cried out, "Malayans," and spoiled the entertainment;
for immediately the Governer, without speaking one word,
leapt out of one of the windows, to get as soon as he could to
the fort. His officers followed, and all the servants that at-
tended were soon in motion. Every one of them took the
nearest way, some out of the windows, others out of the doors,
leaving the 3 guests by themselves, who soon followed with all
the haste they could make, without knowing the meaning of
this sudden consternation of the Governor and his people.
But by that time the Captain and Mr Richards and his wife
were got to the 'fort, the Governor, who was arrived before,
stood at the door to receive them. As soon as they were
entred the fort, the door was shut, all the soldiers and servants
being within already : nor was any man suffered to fetch away
the victuals, or any of the plate: but they fired several guns to
give notice to the Malayans that they were ready for them ;
but none of them came on. For this uproar was occasioned
by a Malayan canoa full of armed men that lay skulking under
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the island, close by the shore : and when the Dutch boat went
out the second time to fish, the Malayans set on them sudden-
ly, and unexpected, with their cressets and lances, and killing
one or two, the rest leapt overboard, and got away» for they
were close by the shore ; and they having no arms were not
able to have made any resistance. It was about a mile from
the fort: and being landed, every one of them made what haste
lie could to the fort, and the first that arrived was he who cried
in that manner, and frighted the Governor from supper. Our
boat was at this time a-shore for water, and was filling it in a
small brook by the banquetting house. I know not whether
our boat crew took notice of the Alarm, but the Dutch call'd
to them ; and bid them make haste aboard, which they did ;
and this made us keep good watch all night, having all our
guns loaden and primed tor Service. But it rained so hard
all the night, that I did not much fear being attacked by
any Malayans; being informed by one ot our Sea-men, whom we
took in at Malacca, that the Malayans seldom or never make
any attack when it rains* ft is what 1 had before observed of
other Indians, both east and west: and though then they might
make their attacks with the greatest advantage on men arined
with hand-guns, yet I never knew it practised; at which I
have wondered; for it is then we most fear them, and they
might then be most successful, because their arms, which are
usually lances and cressets, which these Malayans had, could
not be damaged by the rain, as our guns would be. But they
cannot endure to be in the rain: and it was in the evening,
before the rain fell, that they assaulted the Dutch boat. The
next morning the Dutch sloop weighed, and went to look after
the Malayan; but having sailed about the island, and seeing
no enemies, they anchored again. I also sent men ashore in
our boat to bring off the mizen-yard that I had cut the day
before : But it was so heavy a kind of timber, that they could
not bring it out of the woods. Captain Minchin was still as-
hore, and he being acquainted with it, desired the Governor
to send a soldier, to shew our men what trees were best for
our use: Which he did, and they presently cut a small tree,
about the bigness and length of that which I cut, and brought
it aboard. I immediately went to work, ami having fitted it
for use, b*nt my sail, and hoised it up in its place. In the
evening Captain Minchin and Mr Richards and his wife came
aboard, having staid one night at the fort; and told me all that
hapned to them ashore.

DAMPIER
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OPIUM SMOKING.

Singapore, I lth July, 1849.
To-day a Coroner's Jury of Chinese having brought in

a verdict on the body of a poor JClnnaman to "this effect:
"That the deceased " Tan-ah-Sah" died by the visitation
of God through age, and sickness, brought on in a great
measure by the use of tye tinco" (or the refuse of opium)—
reminds me that 18 months ago, through your Journal, I
published a short article "on the habitual use of opium in
Singapore/' During the time that has elapsed since its pub-
lication, I have Lad many opportunities of verifying the
conclusions and statements therein advanced "of the great
evils resulting from the use of opium," and during my official
experience as Coroner, I find that to all the evils resulting
from its use, there is one more to be added of no small im-
portance, viz, suicide. A Chinese artizan in health may be
said to be in comparatively affluent circumstances—for by
ordinary, usually very light, labour he can earn from 5 to 10
dollars a month, and can, according to his economy, save
from 1 to 7 dollars a month—but let him take to opium, he
at first spends but little, not more than a dollar a month; and
small the sum appears for moments of great gratification,
when the mind seems to have left the vile body of the work-
man, and revels in imaginative transmigrations into great and
rich men, in a paradise of feasting and sumptuous living; and
this gratification is not confined to the imagination, but ex-
tends to the bodf, throughout the whole frame a thrill of
pleasure seems to run, the blood feels as if it galloped through
its vessels, the strength of a giant is added to muscles that
were puny before, the eye that was dull now sparkles, laziness
is followed by activity, inertia by restlessness, and intense
desire takes the place of former apathy. This excitement
repeated day after day soon diminishes in intensity unless
the supply is increased—so that the smoker of 2 years du-
ration requires 2 to 3 dollars a month to procure what one
did in his first year's probation, until at last from a fractional
part of his wages, say a 6th or an 8th, dedicated to the de-
moralizing vice £ to f of them are now the sacrifice. To the
sacrifice of income, is added that of health—the muscles have
lost their tone, the mind its force; lassitude, languor, and
debility have now succeeded to that sprightliness, and con-
sciousness of corporeal strength, the strong man's delight,
sickness quickly follows with its train of diverse maladies'
until exhausted in vital and deranged in physical powers, with
an enfeebled mind, the poor wretch lifts bis hand against
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himself and perpetrates by an act of suicide the most horrible
of all murders. On the 9th February 1849, an inquest was
held on the body of "Oh Chin Sing" a Chinese at Tanjong
Pagar. " The body was that of a male Chinese about 25
years of age, yellow, emaciated, and diseased looking, with a
wound on the head as by a bruise, and a deep penetrating
incision in the upper part of the abdomen, cutting into that
cavity, as well as into the chest; with 3 superficial wounds
near as if inflicted by a knife " According to the evidence of
his friends and those he lived with, the deceased had been
sick for 24 days of a pain and craving at his stomach; he had
been an opium smoker to a great extent, but being at that
time poor he could not obtain his usual supply; mad with a
craving he could not satisfy, and a pain he could not allay, he
often expressed a wish to die. In the morning he attempted
to kill himself by striking his head with an iron pot, which
broke and bruised his head, and in the afternoon being sur-
rounded by his friends, and only separated from them by a
mat, be laid his abdomen and chest open with a razor, to
such an extent that his bowels protruded on the bed he lay
on, yet a slight moan only revealed his agony, and not till
his friends saw the blood trickling from his couch, did they
suspect what he had done; and done so effectually, that in
half an hour after he died, with the razor firmly grasped in
his hand. On the 17th of June 1849, an inquest was held on
one "Cho-ah-Keow" who was admitted into the Pauper
Hospital the day before, with his throat cut by an instrument
used as a chopping knife (similar to the Targe knife used by
cooks in England for mincing) and who died some hours
after. On the evidence of Lim-ah-Chew "the deceased was a
palanquin maker, had been sick with diarrhoea for 20 days,
he could not bear the pain and so cut his throat." "The
deceased was an opium smoker, and the witness is one
when he has money." The deceased frequently mentioned
his intention of dying as he "could not bear the pain and
had no opium.'' When he was admitted into the hospital,
he had slight or no symptoms of diarrhoea upon him, and as
that complaint is known to all net to be attended with much
pain, no doubt was left in the Coroner and Jury's mind that
the deceased had committed suicide while labouring under
the agony induced by the want of the drug. Many cases
have lately presented themselves to me, where no other cause
could b§ assigned for death than the want of opium, and the
diseases which the former abuse of it created. I understand
that new legislative measures are about to be framed in Ben-
gal regarding the revenue from the sale of opium. If the local
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authorities in Singapore would only lay before the Legislative
council a plain statement of the evils resulting from its use,
I feel sure that for the sake of £ 7,500 a month (the revenue
obtained from the sale of the opium farm last year) they
would not by its encouragement, physically deteriorate and
demoralize so many thousands of the inhabitants of this island.
To finish this epistle, I will give the remarks on the trading
in opium by a partner in one of the most extensive mercantile
houses in China, and which has dealt more than any others
in the drug.

R. LITTLE.

IS THE OPIUM TRADE TO CHINA ONE IN WHICH A CHRISTIAN

MERCHANT CAN ENGAGE?

The morality or immorality of the opium trade has been
much discussed during the last twelve years, and it is un-
deniable that the question admits of able arguments on both
sides, if we take no higher ground than the ordinary morality
of the world.

On the Oiie hand, it has been said that opium is a perni-
cious article of luxury or a poison, and that by smuggling it
into China, we break the laws of that Empire and injure our
fellowmen;— while on the other hand it has been argued,
with some show of truth, that opium is only poison to those
who abuse it, that the foreign merchant does not smuggle it
into China, but merely brings it to its shores, to be pur-
chased by the natives under the very eyes of th ir own
government, with litle more than a show of objection, and
therefore, that it does not deserve the epithet of smuggling,
and further that a merchant is a mere agent betwean supply
and demand, and that when these two elements of industry
are brought to bear upon one another in any given field of
commerce, their consequences concern him no farther than
the extent to which he cau benefit himself by the interchange
of the commodities.

But to those taking a leading- management or having a
leading interest in the trade, and who believe in the Christian
religion, it is submitted for their serious consideration, whe-
ther the opium trade to China is not exerting a directly hostile
influence on the spread of Christian truth, and whether they
are not thereby exposing themselves to the frown of that God
whose truth they are engaged in counteracting?

Let it be borne in mind that the importatk n of opium into
China, and its consumption in the country, are really and
truly prohibited by the Chinese government, however much
its efforts may have been frustrated by the corruption of its
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officers. And further, that the effects of opium smoking on
the population have been ascertained to be most pernicious
and ruinous both morally and physically, although the latter
point m.iy not be at all times apparent.

Consider now the position of the whole trade as may be shewn
prominently in one instance, namely, at the port of Fuhchow.
At that port the only foreign influence at work (if we except
the Consular officers) consists of a considerable band of
Christian missionaries and the contraband opium trade, for
no other foreign trade there exists. Christianity and the
opium trade are here apparent as conflicting interests on one
common field, they are in strong and palpable contrast as
principles of good and evil, and their bearing on the whole
of China though more complicated, so as to confuse and con-
found men's minds, is not the less reducible to these two
simple elements of good and evil.

Let it be further considered whether any inducement how-
ever lucrative would lead us to incur the solemn responsibility
of attempting to introduce this insidious scouige of opium
smoking into a new and untried field, for, if it would not, the
same responsibility rests upon us for participating in an old
established evil when time has developed its true character.

But indeed argument is needless. Every Christian who
will take the trouble to examine into the matter will find that
the opium trade to China cannot for one "moment be defended
on Christian principles, that by applying such a test it is at
once disclosed to view in its true colors as a monster evil
which is devastating the east, and which if he have the cour-
age to confess his faith, he can no longer be conscientiously
engaged in*

MAHOMEDANISM IN THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

To ascertain the influence of Mahomed an ism on the lives
and literature of the Mala} s and other islamised inhabitants
of the Archipelago, we shall from time to time draw the
attention of our leaders to such of the principles, doctrines,
habits, traditions and literature of Mahomedanismas appear
to us to exercise or illustrate this influence. In this, as in
other parts of our miscellaneous contributions and extracts,
we shall aim at presenting the impressions made on different
orders of minds by the facts observed in connection with the
subject, sometimes with and sometimes without comments
of our own. This apposition of views will excite more inter-
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est, and be more likely to leac1 to true conclusions, than the
mere explanation of our own opinions. Besides the subject
is a complex one, and needs many minds to apprehend it in
its various phases.

Why have Mahomedan, been more successful than Christian
Missionaries, in the Indian Archipelago?

Many circumstances contributed to frustrate the effects of
this zeal. The instructors were ignorant of the language, the
habits, and manners of the natives,—the manners of Europe
were at direct variance with those of the east,—the Europeans,
by their intemperance, and, above all, by their avarice and
rapacity, broiiflfht their religion into odium,—and it happen-
ed unluckily that but a very little time before the commence-
ment of their intercourse, the people of the* Archipelago had
received^a new religion, more popular, because introduced
with more skill, and under circumstances more agreeable to
the penius of their character, their state of society, and their
temporal prosperity. Had not, however, the violence, injus-
tice, and rapacity of the first Europeans estranged the natives
from their worship, tliey were still in time enough, for scarcely
was the Mahomedan religion any where fully established.
The greater number of the people of the Moluccas and neigh-
bouring isles were Pagans, so were many of the Javanese,
and even many of the inhabitants of Malacca were so.

The success of the hiahormdan missionaries, contrasted
with the failure of the Christian, it is not difficult to trace to
the true cause. The Arabs and the other Maliomedan mis-
sionaries conciliated the natives of the country,—acquired
their language,—followed their manners,—intermarried with
them,—and, melting into the mass of the people, did not, on
the one hand, give rise^o a privileged race, nor on the other,
to a degraded cast. Their superiority of intelligence and
civilization was employed only for the instruction and conver-
sion of a people, the current of whose religious opinions was
ready to be directed into any channel into which it was
skilfully diverted. They were merchants as well as the Eu-
ropeans but never dreamt of having recourse to the iniquitous
measure of plundering the people of the produce of their soil
and industry.. This was the cause which led to the success
of the Mahomedans, and it was naturally the very opposite
course which led to the defeat of the Christians. The Euro-

M M m
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peans in the Indian Archipelago have been just what the
Turks have been in Europe, and the consequences of the
policy pursued by both may fairly be quoted as parallel cases.

CRAWFURD.

The Truth and Power that is in Mahomedanism*

But there is another thing to be said about the Mahomedan
Heaven and Hell. This namely, that, however gross and
material they may be, they are an emblem of an everlasting
truth, not always so well remembered elsewhere. That gross
sensual Paradise of his ; that bornble flaming Hell; the^reat
enormous Day of Judgment he perpetually insists on: what
is all this but a rude shadow, in the rude Bedouin imagina-
tion, of that grand spiritual Fact, and Beginning of Facts,
which it is ill for us too if we do not all know and feel: the
Infinite Nature cf Duty ? That man's actions here are of.
infinite moment to him, and never die or end at all; that
man, with his little life, reaches upwards high as Heaven,
downwards low as Hell, and in his threescore years of Time
holds an Eternity fearfully and wonoVrfcilly hidden: all this
had burnt itself, as in flame-characters, into the wild Arab
soul. As in flame and lightning, it stands written there;
awful, unspeakable, ever present to him. With bursting
earnestness, with a fierce savage sincerity, half-articulating,
not able to articulate, he strives to speak it, bodies it forth m
that Heaven and that Hell. Bodied forth in what way jou
will, it is the first of all truths. It is venerable "under all
embodiments. What is the chief end of man here below ?
Mahomet has answered this question, in a way that might
put some of us to shame! He does not, like a Bentham, a
Paley, take Right and Wrong, andtcalculate the profit and
loss, ultimate pleasure of the one and of the other; and sum-
ming all up by addition and subtraction into a net result, ask
you. Whether on the whole the Right does not preponderate
considerably? No; it is not better to do the one than the
other; the one is to the other as life is to death,—as Heaven
is to Hell. The one must in nowise be done, the other in no-
wise left undone. You shall not measure them; they are in-
commensurable: the one is death eternal to a man, the other
is life eternal. Benthamee Utility, virtue by Profit and Loss;
reducing this God's-world to a dead brute Steam-engine, the
infinite celestial Soul of Man to a kind of Hay-balance for
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weighing hay and thistles on, pleasures and pains on:—If vou
ask me which gives, Mahomet or they, the bezearliVr and
falser view of Mar. and his Destinies in this Universe, I will
answer, It is not Mahomet! —

On the whole, we will repeat that this Religion of Maho-
met s is a kind ol Christianity; has a genuine element of what
is spiritually highest looking through it, not to be hidden by
all its imperfections The Scandinavian God Wish, the eod
of all rude «neU,_t, l is h a g b(Jen en] d iatQ & H e a v e n

6
b

^* JZ\J h f a,.Heaven symbolical of sacred Dufy, and to
%LZ rS.Vny "t and wel ld°i»fr by valient action, and a

I P P Jl i fr > W J 1 1 B ? S slil1 more valiant 't » Scandina-
fr y ient action, and a

v In P.Jlifr.J? more valiant- 't » Scandina-T f T a * r l l t i l lJ11B? S slil1 more valiant- 't » Scandina-
Tt fnt T l . ia * r l y celest ial e lement "uperadded to that.

?«ffc «f .? fcJ"* ?Ot,at the fa'sehood of it, look at the
truth of it l o r these twelve centuries, it has been the rcli-

K Z i i gÂ  Ten°l t l l e fifth t f «d Ab "

elve centuries, it has been the rcli-
Z i n i gA^ T e n°l - t l l e fifth Part of «•• w h * k»'^edl n d

T l l A
b o v e a" /"ings, it has been a religion heartily

v J r ? r beheve their religion, and try to livS

man on the streets Cairo when he cries, "Who eo^s ?" will
hear from the passenger along with his answer, "There is no
God but.God.' Allah akba,, Ham, sou'nds through the
souls, and whole daily existence, of these dusky millions Zea-

" 1 C T T*"* U
J
ab!:Oad a m o nS M a ! ay s ' black Pa-

W l 'a t » worse, nothing

THOMAS CARLYLE

MALAY AMOKS R^ERRED TO MAHOMEDANISM.

Sentence of death upon a Malay convicted
of running amok.*

Sunan, you stand convicted on the
wilful murder of Pakir Sah on J

•fretted killed an old Hindu wo^.o, . Kl.ng, a ChiD... b.» . / " £ he «•
. * « • Old I . t h , „ - . o , i . J ; WSi1
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that on the same occasion you stabbed no less than 10 other
unfortunate persons, only 2 of whom are at present surviving.
It now becomes my duly to pass upon you the last sentence
of the law, I can scarcely call it a painful duty, for the blood
of your innocent victims cries aloud for vengeance arid both
justice and humarity would be shocked were you permitted to
escape the infamy of a public execution. God Almighty
alone, the great "searcher of hearts/' can tell precisely what
passed in that wretched heart of your's before and at the
time when you committed these atrocious deeds; nor is it
necessary for the ends of justice that we should perfectly
comprehend the morbid views and turbulent passions by

. which you must have been actuated. It is enough for us to
know that you, like all other murderers, " had not the fear of
God before your eyes/' and that you acted "of malice afore-
thought and by the instigation of the devil'' himself, who was
" a murderer from the beginning." But all the atrocities you
have committed are of a peculiar character and such as are
never perpetrated by Christians, Hindoos, Chinese, or any
other class than Mahomedans, especially Malays, among whom
they &re frightfully common, and may therefore be justly
branded by way of infamous distinction, as Mahomedan
Murders. I think it right, therefore, seeing so great a con-
course of Mahomedans in and about the Court, to take this
opportunity of endeavouring to disabuse their minds and
your own of any false notions of courage, heroism, or self
devotion which Mahomedans possibly, but Mahomedans alone
of all mankind, can ever attach to such base, cowardly and
brutal murders; notions which none but the devil himself,
"the father of lies/' could ever have inspired; But if such false,
execrable and dangerous delusions really are entertained by
any man or body of men whatever, it may be as well to show
from the gloomy workings of your mind, so far as circum-
stances have revealed them, that not a particle of manly cour-

Klings, and two Ob»ne*« of whom only two turvued. On his trial it appeared
that be wai greatly afflicted by the recent loHVf his wife ar.d child, which
preyed upon hit mind and quite altered hia appearance. A person with whom
be bad lived up to the 15ih of Jane auid farther " He used to bring his child
to hia work, ainoe ita death he hat worked for me ; he ofteu laid he could not
woik as be waa afflicted by the loss of hia child. I think be wai out of bia
mind, be did not smoke or drink, I think he was mad." On the morning of
the amok this peraon met him, and asked him to woik at bis boat •* He
replied that he could not, he waa very much afflicted.1! " He bad hia hands
concealed under hia cloth, be frequently exclmmed, Allah I Allah !" •• He
daily complained of the lost of his wife and child." On the trial Sur.ao declared
he did not know what he was about, and peraiattd in this at the place of
execution, adding " As the gentleman say I have committed so many murders
I suppose it must be so." The amok took place on the 8th, the trial on the
13th, ind the execution on the 15th July,—all within eight days.
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age or heroism could have animated you, or can ever animate
any man who lifts his cowardly hand against helpless women
and children- You had lately, it seems, been greatly afflicted
by the sudden deaths of your wife and only child, and God
forbid that I should needlessly harrow up your feelings by
reverting to the subject. I do so merely because it serves in
some degree to explain the dreadful tragedy for which you are
now about to answer with your life. Unable or unwilling to
submit with patience to the affliction with which it had pleas-
ed God to visit you, you abandoned yourself to discontent and
despair, until shortly before the bloody transaction, when you
went to the mosque to pray/ /—to pray to whom or to what?
Not to senseless Idols of wood or stone which Christians
and Mahomedans equally abominate—but to the one omnis-
cient, almighty, and all merciful God in whom alone Christi-
ans and Mahomedans profess to believe! But in what spirit
did you pray, if you prayed at all ? Did you pray for resigna-
tion or ability to " humble yourself under the mighty hand of
God"? Impossible. You may have gone to curse in ypur
heart and gnash with your teeth, but certainly not to pray,
whatever unmeaning sentences of the Koran may have issued
from your lips. Doubtless you entered the Mosque with a
heart full of haughty pride, anger and rebellion against your
maker, and no wonder that you sallied iorth again overflowing
with hatred and malice against your innocent fellow-crea-
tures; no wonder that, when thus abandoned to the devil,
you stabbed with equal cruelty, cowardice'and ferocity'un-
armed and helpless men, women and children, who had never
injured, never known, probably never seen you before.

Such are the murders which Mahomedans alone have been
found capable of committing. Not that I mean to brand
Mahometans in general as worse than all other men, far from
it; I believe there are many good men among them,—as good-
as men can be who are ignorant of the only true religion. I
merely state the fact jfrat such atrocities disgrace no other
creed, let the Mahomedans account for the fact as they may.
But whatever may be the true explanation ; whether tjiese
fiendish excesses are the result of fanaticism, superstition,
overweening pride or ungovernable rage, or, which is probable,
of all combined, public justice demands that the perpetrators
should be visited with the severest and most disgraceful
punishment which the law can inflict.

The sentence of the Court therefore is, that you, Sunan,
be remanded to the place from whence you came, and that on
the mprniog of Wednesday next you be drawn from thence
on a hurdle to the place of execution; and there hanged by
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the neck until you are dead. Your body will then be handed
over to the surgeons for dissection, and your mangled limbs,
instead of being restored to your friends for decent interment,
will be cast into the sea, thrown into a ditch, or scattered on
the earth at the discretion of the Sheriff. And a:ay God
Almighty have mercy on your miserable soul!

SIR WILLIAM NORRIS,

MALAY AMOKS AND PIRACIES.

What can we do to abolish them ?

The picture which we have above presented suggests many
reflections pointing different ways, some exceedingly painful
which we suppress. Is it well that justice should so closely
imitate revenge as almost to kill the criminal red hand ? Is
it well that justice should proceed to the execution of its office
while the blood of the victim is hardly yet dry, and its cry
too powerful to permit of a calm and deliberate exercise of
the judgment ? Had the trial not followed so rapidly on the
crime, is it possible that a different view might have been
taken of the condition of mind under which the criminal
acted? But passing by these, and some still graver thoughts,
let us ask if a government which merely kills a Malay who
runs amok* does its duty ? Is this killing which it does per-
form, of any benefit to society ?—and is there nothing which it
fails to perform that might tend to put an end to these dread-
ful tragedies? These amoks result from an idiosyncracy or
peculiar tern par a ment common amongst Malays, a tempara-
ment which all who have had much intercourse with them must
have observed, although they cannot account for or thoroughly
understand. It consists in a pron Aess to chronic disease of
feeling, resulting from a want of moral elasticity, which leaves
the* mind a prey to the pain of grief, until it is filled with a
malignant gloom and despair, and the whole horizon of exist-
ence is overcast with blackness. If the reader thinks we
have sketched the progress of a monomania, we answer that
the great majority of pengamoks are monomaniacs. What*
ever name we give the mental condition in which they are,
and whatever our views of their responsibility for their acts,

* Amok, a mack; mtngamo' to run a muck ; pengamo', the penon who
Qi a muck.
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it is clear that such a condition of mind is inconsistent with
a regard for consequences. The pleasures of life have no
attractions, and its pains no dread, for a man reduced to the
gloomy despair and inward rage of the pengamo*. A govern-
ment cannot medicine a mind diseased, but it can confine the
evil to the sufferer himself. The Malay, compelled from boy-
hood to trust to his kris for the protection of his person and
his honour, considers it as a part of his existence. A itate
of society which requires every individual to be ready at any
time to use his kris is quite inconsistent with a horror of
shedding blood. Now so weak are we in police in our own
settlements and so impotent beyond them that it is not safe
for a Malay to travel by land or sea without being armed.
The first step, therefore, towards the prevention of amoks is
the suppression, as far as is practicable, of robbery on land
and piracy at sea, to be followed by the abolition of the habit of
private persons wearing weapons. While a Malay of Singa-
pore cannot set out on a voyage to the back of the island, to
Jo ho re or to Siak, without risk of being robbed and killed
he cannot go unarmed; and until he ceases to carry arms, and
learns to trust for protection and vengeance to the govemmeut
under which he lives, there can be no security that, if subject-
ed to misfortune, insult or oppression, he will not run a muck*

The cost of the produce supplied by the Malays is so greatly
enhanced by the necessity of protecting themselves on their
voyages, that the employment of additional force by govern-
ment for the- suppression of piracy, and the adopting cf
measures in concert with the native authorities, would soon
shew a direct action on trade. Piracy raises the cost of all
native produce brought to Singapore; it gives the bold a
monopoly of carriage; and obliges them to go in larger
numbers and with a more expensive equipment than would
otherwise be necessary.

Experience has shewn that the Malay chiefs of the Penin-
sula are quite willing to co-operate in the abolition of piracy,
but they require to be constantly pushed, directed and en-
couraged.* It is only "by engaging all the powers in flhe
western part of the Archipelago to act in concert, that effectual
measures can be taken. The pirates must be tracked by a
combination of information and action, until they find ttiey

* Tbe good that hai t>ecn accomplished in the vicinity of Singapore by
Colonel liutterwoith'a using his official ii fluence with tbe Tamunggonir for
tbe luppreiiion of piracy, shews how much may be done when it h tried. When
tlieie is a will there u a way How much more cculd the G vernor of t> e
Straita effdct, with very little additional outlay, If be acted in puraumce of a
£}i m organised and carried oat by tbe English Government, and in co opera*
tion with the other meant adopted by it.
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can no longer carry with them the privacy which at present
render > their visits more unexpected than a thunder storm,
and wnich prevents the chain of their < perations from being
detected.

There would be no difficulty in finding a naval Sleeman.
Wh t is wanted is that government be made practically
cor v̂ ersant with the nature and operation of the evil, and with
V e necessity for a combination of all the governments exer-
cising power in the Archipelago, to suppress this enormous
crime. When they have made up their minds to this, there
will be no difficulty in finding agents to procure the combina-
tion, and organize and direct its power

It may be said that the position of Great Britain in the
Archipelago is not such as to require or even admit of her
taking a part in any work of such wide extent. We assert
that her position is such as to place her under the most positive
and solemn obligation to undertake this work, to enable
her to give the most effectual co-operation in it, and to render
that co-operation indispensible. The police of every sea
belongs to those nations whose vessels traver&e it, and who
from their proximity to it have the power of organising a
police. We may lay down the proposition still more broadly
by saying that every nation whose vessels use a sea are
charged to aid in its police in proportion to their means, and
the advantages they derive from its use. The obligation to
exertion increases with the means, and the means increase with
proximity to the sea. It increases also with the advantages
enjoyed, although this increase may be counterbalanced by
the increase of difficulties arising from distance of position'.
Now Eng'and derives more benefit from the use of the seas
of the Archipelago than any other nation, the proximity of
her territories to the field of action is as great as those of
Holland and Spain, her means of action far superior to those
of the latter, and, in some respects, even tor those of the former.
Her obligations therefore to destroy the marauders who infest
these seas are paramount. Is she justified in waiting till she
is Satisfied that other powers have performed their duty?
On the contrary, that superiority in intelligence, liberality,
energy and power which Providence has conferred upon her,
demand that in this work she shall take the lead, not inter-
mitting her strongest endeavors to excite her neighbours to
do their duty, but going about her own in an earnest and
determined manner, whether' they prove zealous, lukewarm
or hostile*

But England has certain peculiar advantages for the work.
The Malay Peninsula is entirely under her control. She has
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bound over the Dutch not to meddle with it. Now the Pe-
ninsular aide of the Straits of Malacca is the only navigable
one, so that this exclusion has also given her the control of
the Straits. There is not a Malay chief on either side of the
long coast of the Peninsula who would not comply with
every reasonable request of the English Government, and
much more 5 and there is not one of these chiefs who does not
at present, directly or indirectly, contribute to the main-
tenance of the slave trade and piracy. By cutting off this
source of support one considerable blow would be struck.
Our position on the north of Borneo enables us to take still
more decisive measures, in cutting off from the Borneon and
Sulu pirates the support and countenance of the Sulu
chiefs.

The chiefs and communities which are themselves piratical
must be compelled to be so no more, that is to say they must
be visited pacifically, the determination of England commu-
nicated and its reasons explained to them, her friendship and
countenance offered, an obligation taken to abandon piracy,
and that obligation must thenceforth be enforced, at whatever
cost and with whatever severity may be necessary. Subsequent
carelessness and lenity would be cruelty to the piratical com-
munities themselves. Piraoy is doubtless less reprehensible
morally in .those who have never been taught to look upon it
as a crime, but that is no reason why every severity necessary
for its extirpation should not be resorted to. A tiger is even,
less reprehensible in this point of view than a professional
pirate "to the manner born". But we must do what is
necessary to prevent injury to others from piratical habits,
before we can indulge in compassion for the pirate. Our
synipathy must be first with the victims and the endangered:
with the murdered before the murderer, the slave before the
slave dealer.

The course we have pointed out would not only be attended
with a reduction in the present enormous cost of boat-
carriage to which almost all produce is subjected, but the
impetus given to industry and traffic by this opening and
clearing of maritime roads would lead to greater abundance
in supplies, to greater competition in the boat-carriage, and
to a very considerable lowering in the price of produce, which
would soon repay England for the cost of her maritime
police.

But there is a part of the nation who consider themselves
und§r a sacred obligation to ameliorate the moral condition
of the natives whom commerce makes our neighbours. Now,
the importance of a maritime police in improving the habits'

N IT n
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and through them the character, of the Malays, is far greater
than might be supposed. The agricultural Malay is generally
peaceful and comparatively humane. It is maritime commerce
wilh its lust of gain, its temptations and its dangers that
developes the worst features of the Malayan character. Tlje
number of piracies committed by trading boats proves that a
considerable portion of the nautical Malays are ready to rob
whenever a favorable opportunity offers. If a boat, armed as
they always are, meet a strange boat with a much smaller
crew, in the solitude of the sea or in some lonely creek,
robbery| with this class of men is almost inevitable—and
murder necessarily attends it for success or for concealment.'
Only a small proportion of these piracies come to the know-
ledge of the British authorities. We live aloof from the
natives, and in this, as in so many other things, we do not
know what is going on around us. We are amongst them,
not of them. Every nautical Malay is in constant familiarity
with the idea of robbing and killing or of being robbed and
killed. Render the seas safe, and the idea of blood, with the
consequent low value in which human life is held, will gradu-
ally give place to a growing sense of its sacredness. The
kris will gradually disappear, revenge will accept the retribu-
tion of the law,* and amoks will become far more rare.

* But at present does government perform its office even heje ? Does the
law afford retribution ? In 100 murder a committed m Singapore bow many of
tbe perpetrators are apprehended ? Of those apprehended and brought to
trial, -how many are convicted ? Let us never overlook the fact that all im-
provement of the Malay character must begin with government giving them
JUSTICE?. Let the government for the diminution of its cares and its expen-
diture, the merchant for the improvement of commerce and the increase of his
gains, the philanthropist for the physical and moral bettering of the Malay,
and the religionist if he desirea to make one convert, lay, for a while, all other
things aside, visit the Police Office, mark well what our system is and how it
h worked, and theft consider whether, with such an adaptation of means to
ends, any practical business in life could ever be accomplished. We can all
find means for every rational undertaking of our own* But justice is of too
little consequence to demand the serious comideration and earnest and intel-
ligent action, which are tbe conditions, of success in all other human huiineaf.

We need hardly add here that in this Journal principles, system and me-
thods only are dealt with.

We have received the following note from Dr Little:
"I will postpone my reply to the observations on my paper

of your Correspondent contained in your last issue, until the
the publication of his tables which you acknowledge receipt
of, and which I trust will soon appear in public/'
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CHAPTER XII.

Raja Prd Ong Mahi Potisat and the four mantris returned
to Kwalla Muda fort, where the Raja continued to govern
with justice and liberality*

Now the queen was very sorry to see bis highness continue
childless, and on this account she performed penances
and made vows, offerings, and invocations to her ancient
ancestors, and the RajSs of old for their aid, and to the
effect that the Rajd might be granted a child. Some time
after this the Raja's queen gave birth to a male child,
resembling his grandfather Marong Maha Phodisat. It was
of a beautiful countenance and was nurtured and attended in
the manner already described for young princes. The Raja
named the child Phraong Mahawdngsa, which delighted the
mantri and people ; being a name of a Raja of old.

The bulu bittong or joint of bambu which had been placed
near the couch of the Raja gradually expanded, and at the
proper time it burst, and displayed a beautiful male child,
to the wonder of all beholders. The Rij£ took the child
and provided for it in the palace as if it had been the son
of a Raja, and he named him Raja Bulu Bittong, This boy

• Concluded from page 336.
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was brought up along with the Raja's son, and a warm
friendship be^an betwixt them.

The Raja in tini3 grew tired of the fort of Rajd Bersiyong,
because he had got a sou. [ * ] The four mantm therefore
urged him to make an excursion to the sea shore and amuse
himself. So his highness set off soon after, and descending
by the nc\V cut called Kwalla Muda he followed the sea
coabt to lanjong Putri. This place did rut please him for
a new residence, so he pa«bel straight up to Bukit Mariam,
on which hill he set about erecting a fort and a palace.
ThU hill was near the prison which Raj& Bersiyong built
on a hill there, hence called imkit Pinjara. RAja Beroiyongp
had a fort to'> on that hill. There is a pretty stream at
Bukit Pinj.ira, called Sungei Diddap. At this river the
same Kaja had also built a mud fort, to protect the river
and st ttlemeut from any enemies who might e.iter from the
sea in dark nights.

One day a large and strange object was observed by Raj£
BtTsiyon«>'s queen floating down the river. On approaching
in ihe water towards it the queen found it to be a huge foam
b e l l [ 2 ] which bursting disclosed a beautiful female child,
who was conveyed by the queen to her palace and there
carefully tendered and brought up under the name of Putri
S#\loang. The child resembl'd the children of lndnv, or of
the Genii, or the Dewattas. She was treated by the q leeu
mother, as if she had been her own child, and tuc Kaja albo
had a great affection for her.

The Raja meanwhile continued inspecting the building
of his new fort and palace, passing down tlu river from time
to time for the purpose He also directed houses to be
built for the mantris, the officers of government and the
people, and that these should be arranged in streets the
whole way to the s?a beach, so that fish became cheap and
abundant. The country of Kedda was very populous when
this R*ija began to ml**, and numerous foreigners, mere ban s
and settlers of various countries came there to stay or to
transact business. His hi^hness's fame for courtesy, li-
berality and justice were the cause of this influx ; and there
were now no complainings of tyranny and oppression.
Irovihions and other things were also cheap. The inhabi-
tants likewise of distant creeks, bays and counts of Kedda"
flocked to the new station or capital.

1 A ativnjie teason, but these Rfejab weie always changing their iesidence»
on one pietence or oilier.

3 Like the foam bell of Paiembang which disclosed the " PutiiTanJong
Bui" Princess foam bell—(Malayan Ami*!* )
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Tn course of time the young prince Raj£ Pra Ong Maha-
wa"ngsd grew up to man's estate, and it behoved the Raja
his father to select a wife for him. He was very accomplish-
ed, of courteous and insinuating address, condescending, aff:i-
ble and humane. He was instructed in m.v ly exercises, :md
used to run tilts on horseback ; he and Raja Bulu Bittong
encountered thus each other in sport, being both armed with
the lance and spear. Ti ey r.m races on horseback 'also
along the sands on the sea shore north of Kwalla Muda.
Both of tho youths were soon married, the young Praong
MahaVamjsa to the daughter of a liaja (no name) and the
other to Put i Sulo-ang. The prince staid with the Raja in
h:s new fort, and Bulu Bittong had the old fort of KajA
Bersiyong given to him by the Raja for his residence. Thus
all was happily settled, and the people nourished.

In the mean while Raja Praong Maha Potisat directed a
party of men to go and select convenient spots towards the
cast and the N. N. W., as he wished to build a fort and
palace for his son Praong Mahaw&nt^a.. and for Raja Bulu
Bitton:*—Dut distant or apart frc.m the river Kwalla. Muda,
for said he, I am getting old and infirm, and cannot perform
what I have a mind to do while my four mant'is (ministers)
have become weak from age like their master. But before the
Rajas order could be carried into effect the queen died, and
was luid with all the solemnities due to deceased royalty, at
the up^er part of the river of Pulo 7iyt—where a mau-
soleum with ornamental pillars, or kachSpuri, was erected
over the remains.

All was then grief and lamentation in the palace. Not
long after this event the four maiitries one after the other
sickened and died, which oppressed the Rrij£ and his son
with fresh grief. The obsequies of the four maiitries having
been performed by the Raja and his son in the manner
befitting their rank, the Raja raised their sons respectively
to the rank of their deceased parents.

When the Raja's grief for these losses had somewhat
subsided, he abdicated in favour of his son Praong Maha-
wdagsu ; and directed Raja Bulu Bittong to look out for a
place where he might erect a fort, and reside for the future.
This chief left accordingly with a regular establishment of
officers and men. Soon after his departure Haja Praong
Maha Potisat sickened and died—and was laid by the prince
and officers of state with all due solemnity and magnificence.
So Praong Mahawangsa assumed the reins of government.

Now Raja Praong Mahawangsa* was much addicted to the
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drinking of fiery spirits, and spirits distilled or prepared
from rice, in order to cure a disease to which he was subject.
He had therefore a goodly number of jars of these liquors
arranged in his palace. It was his custom after rising from
his bed in the morning, and before he had washed his face,
or eaten the betel mixture, to call for a glass full of spirits.
This custom he had followed for years—but beyond this he
never privately indulged himself in drinking, but only drank
when at meals with his ministers and state officers, nor was
he ever intoxicated. [17]

NOTES.

[17] The rites employed by the queen were of a Pagan or Hin-
doo origin, and there are lingerings still of such amongst the mass
of the Malays.

Tanjong Putri is a rocky point at the entrance of what was for-
merly the Kedda (or Mud a) river but is now called the river
Marbau. It is so called from the fancied resemblance one of the
most prominent rocks has to a female— putri meaning1 a princess.

Bukit Mariam is still known by the same name, as is the hill
Pinjara. The jungle is in this quarter so thick thafl have only
been able to trace a few indications of the sites here as described
by our author, but these are enough to convince me of his good faith.

The old Raja had perhaps not been more than ten or twelve
years at Bnkit Mariam before his son was married, and as he was
getting old he may have reached about seventy.

The annalist tries to palliate the frequent application of the next
successor Phraong Mahawangsa to the spirit jars, by telling us
that it was to cure some complaint he was subject to. But in those
times all the people to the eastward used ardent spirits, and
they were probably indebted to the colonists from India for the
beverage; where the tenets of Islam are rigidly enforced spirits
are not openly and perhaps infrequently drank. But tn those
places where a greater laxity prevails, as I believe to be the case
in Java, the arak apior fire spirit is used without much reserve. Ja-
vanese sailors employed in English vessels prefer gin and brandy
and take it neat, grog not being patronized by them.

The Indo-Chinese people who had received the Bali language
amongst them were furnished with the names of five different kinds
of ardent spirits. The inhabitants of the Malayan countries got
these from the Klings. I extract these five from the Bali or tali
work in my possession called Milinda Raja; that is, it is in the
Pali character of Laos and Siam.

J Peetha Sura
2 PowaSuraka
3 Othana Sura
4 Paninna Sura
5 Sampha raswg yutto.
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From the Asiatic researches v. 8 p. 50 it seems that Sura fti
Sanscrit means wine and true wealth. So the Devatas ljavia^ got
it while the Dai tyus or Titans did not obtain it, these last were
called Asura.

I have not space here to describe the mode of preparing all of
these- So I will only notice the first. It is made with common
rice or the oryza glutinosa (of Marsden) or of other grain The
grain is boiled, and when cold a fermenting; mixture composed of
black pepper, onions, and garlic, nutmeg and cloves, orange tree
leaves, ginger, and the alpinia galunga with cinnamon and chilli
also the liquorice root, pounded together, is added* The whole
is then distilled with water.

The Javanese chiefs appear to have been the most addicted to
the use of spirits, a custom they most probably owed to the Indi-
ans who under the titles of Buddhists and worshippers of the Gods
of the Hindoo Pantheon, so long held spiritual not political sway
over Java.

Being Mahometans, the Malays have substituted opium for
spirits, ostensibly Thus Mahomet's injunctions are obeyed, but
an equally deteriorating and dehumanizing poison is used in its
stead. TUa^awaiver should have denounced all intemperance and
would havActed more wisely. But he had his eye chiefly on hi*
countrymen and stigmatized the vire which he and they were least
inclined to as leading to hell, while he gave an unlimited latitude
to the sensual indulgences to which they were prone.

CHAPTER XIII.

It is related that five years after the death of the prophet
Mahommed, there were holy men and proselytes to his faith
in Bagdad. Sheikh Noor A la din came from Mecca and
Medina at this time to the country of Jawi, otherwise Acheh,
bringing with him the holy books, containing the tenets of
Islam. There was also a person residing in Bagdad, named
«Sheik Abdulld" the elder of Bagdad. He was a holy,
venerable and wonderful man, and his prayers were very
efficacious, so that he was revered in that country, and had
a multitude of followers and disciples, who were instructed
by him, although he was far advanced in life which he had
spent in the faith.

The most sacred book was the Koran. In it are chapters
and passages at which devils and evil spirits tremble, and
it embodies hundreds of sacred volumes, the works of the
prophets and sages of old, all of which it thus superseded.
The Koran rendered superfluous all the occult sciences of the
ancients, such as magic and superhuman powers, by means
of which men used to fly through the air, and to traverse
the earth or the ocean without being visible, if they pre-
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ferred it, or of assuming any shape they pleased, if desirous
of not being visible. Nevertheless, at the present day, the
true believer and servant of God may by him be endowed
with preternatural faculties andpoweis.

God also by his decree rendered unavailing the belief
entertained by many nations in the efficacy and power of
idols, whether these were dumb, or manifested their power
like oracles hy speech, or whether constructed a id fashion-
ed of perishable materials or not, also the adoration of the
sun, and the worship of trees, birds and fourfooted ai.imals
and God ordered all these obnoxious tilings t> be carried
by his angels to the sea called kulzoom, which is not
accessable to mortals, that they should not be any lo iger
adored as omnipotent, and in order that Isliuni&iii should
be firmly establi hed, a faith promulgated by the prcphet
Manured, and comprised in hih written ordinances.

There was a holy Sheikh of Yemen named Sheikh Ab-
dulld, who went from Mecca to Bagdad and became the
spiritual guide of Sheikh Abdulla the younger ^ that city.
Hi instructed his disciple i<) the fakahat or coments of the
book of knowledge, and also in the Suli-doctriues. He.
likewise explained to him' the various commentaries, tuf-ir,
or the korau. He (the younger Abdulla) was so well versed
in the koran that he could repeat without once looking at
it, the whole of its thirty chaptcis. rl his holy man Sheikh
Abdullsi the younger once found in the tufsir an account of
lblis, the chief «t the devils, who walked about the earth,
disturbing its inhabitants with his evil instigations, de-
stroying the fruits of a virtuous and holy life, anil frustrating
the best intentions of the good and wise He led men by
a smooth path into error and vice, and made them believe
vice to Le virtue and virtue to be vice [" the worse appear
the better reason"]. But no man can sre, as it is written
in the tufsir, the devil, nor can he endure the koran Still
he will (occasionally) molett and destroy even those who
read or adopt the koran. One day* Sheikh Abdulla the
younger got permission from his guru Sheikh Abdulla the
elder to have an interview with this chief of the devils.
The guru laughed and said you cinnot meet the devil; if
you do, all your past virtuous and holy life will be as no-
thing, and he will lead you into the path of error. But
the Sheikh of Yemani persevered in his desire, so the guru
gave his permission. He then proceeded into the plain, aud
sat down as directed by the guru below a large tree. Ac-
cording also to his guru's instruction he had brought all
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his clothes with him. He here hoped to meet Iblis, and
learn from him all his stratagems and wiles practised towards
mankind. Before setting out he took his meal and dressed
himself in his turban with the corner falling down, and a
suba coat of three folds, and a kittang or* vest with four
folds, and a sash, and he performed his ablutions with holy
water. When the disciple had set forth, then his guru
took holy water and offered up a prayer to God that the
devil mtaht encounter his disciple. The disciple being
thus seated during the still of the day below the tree, he
bejran to read the koran softly, when all of a sudden he
heard a noise as if some one was approaching, and before
he could collect himself he received a very smart slap on his
right check, from an invisible hand, and on turning round
to that side, he got a still smarter slap on his left cheek,
although all this while he had not ceased reading the koran.
So growing afraid he ran home, and reported the matter to
the guru. The latter told him that of course he could not
expect to see Iblis if he kept reading the koran, since this
chief of the devils hated to hear it read. Sheikh Abdulla
the younger went the next day in the same way, and sat
below the tree; but did not read the koran. It was not
long before he observed a venerable Sheikh approaching
him, who was dressed in green, whose beard descended
below his breast, and who held a staff in his hand. His
appearance was quite astonishing, for hU staturs was pro-
digious. On reaching the pupil he made a salam, saying—
salani aleikum oh Sheikh AbdulU. The latter quickly re-
turned the s:ilui ation, asking who the other was, and 1 is
business. Why, said the chief of the devils, did not you
wish to see me? So you are indeed the chief of the
shaitans? Yes, I am their chief, and now what would you
desire of me ? Why, replied Sheikh Abdullft, I Lave been
exceedingly anxious to meet with you as I desire to have
you for a &uru, or teacher. Iblis replied, how can I become
your spiritual guide, since all my actions and thoughts are
the reverse of yours. How can I bear your chidings or
admonitions. The disciple should put implicit confidence
in his teacher. All my disciples must be like myself,
bheikh Abdu!la rejoined—My lord pray instruct me, for I
will obey you, and follow what you say, else how can you
be my guru. Iblis consented, and putting his staff into
Sheikh Abiiulla's hands, bade him follow his new guru.
This staff rendered its holder, when he pleased, invisible.

It would be wandering from the subject of the Kedda
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history to follow these two travellers. Suffice it to say
that Iblis led his pupil over various regions, displaying by
numerous feats and contrivances his power over their in-
habitants, [a]

At length the travellers reached the kafir country called
Kedda. Here they entered the palace of Prd Ong Maha-
wdngsd; and before he was wide awake stood beside his
bed curtains. Presently the RAja awoke and called for his
usual glass of spirits. The page went to fill it from one of
the jars, when the wretch Iblis stepping up defiled the
beverage, .he being invisible. The R6jd drank it off, when
Sheikh Abdulla losing his temper said to Iblis, God bless
me! [istaghafar ilia], why did you defile the R£j£'s
draught ? Iblis replied—Did I not caution and direct you
not to question or find fault with what I might do towards
any of your race ? True* said the other, and I should not
have found fault with you elsewhere, but here you have
had the hardihood to behave thus towards a great prince,
who is about to b? one of God's vicegerents. The Raja
was' astonished to hear people squabbling so close to him,
without his being able to see them. But just at this mo-
ment Iblis got angry with his pupil and said to him, since
you have become so clever, it is time that we should part*
Hereupon he suddenly snatched his staff out of Abdulla's
hand and thus left him visible to the Raja, he himself de-
parting. The Raja took Sheikh Abdulla by the hand, and
inquired to whom he had been just speaking, and perceiving
his dress which was foreign, asked where he had come from,
and how he had got into his sleeping apartment, since the
attendants were still asleep. So he received the informa-
tion he demanded, and Sheikh Abdulla related all- his
adventures in company with the devil. Bagdad rejoined
the Raja, by the accounts of navigators passing to and fro9
betwixt it and Kedda, is from three to four months sailing
distant.

What is now the religion of this country, said the Sheikh
addressing the Raja ? My religion, replied Raja Marong
Mawangsa, and that of all my subjects is that which has
been handed down to us by the people of old; the old
men of former days. We all worship idols. Has your
highness then never heard of Islamism, and the koran
which descended from God to Mahomed, whose tomb is at

[ n ] A separate translation may be given hereafter of these travels.
If tbe countries could be identified it might be useful in shewing where
idolatry still prevailed.
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Medina, which has superseded all others, leaving them in
the possession of the devil. The devil could not act as he
does if the koran was generally known. I pray you then
if this be true, said the Raja, to instruct and enlighten us
in this new faith.

Sheikh Abdulla in a transport of holy fervor* at this
request of the Raja, hugged, embraced, and kissed the body
of his highness He then instructed the Raja in the shaha-
dat [1] or creed d*^* ^ 4 ^ ddU^X * J ^ A! SI *J'S ^t £l

His highness then sent for all his jars of spirits, and with
his own hands emptied them on the ground. After this he
had all the idols of the palace brought out. They were
heaped up in his presence and that of Sheikh AbdullS.
There were idols of gold, and of silver, of pottery, of wood,
of earth, and these were (all) in human shape and had hu-
man features. All these were broken, and cut to pieces by
Sheikh AbdulU with his sword, and with an axe, and the
fragments and dust were scattered about. After this he
burnt the whole in the fire.

The Sheikh asked the Raja" to assemble all his wo-
men of the fort and palace. When they all had arrived
in presence of the Raja and the Sheikh, they were all initia-
ted in the agama of Islam.

After all these deeds, the Sheikh took refreshment, obser
ving that he had fasted for seven days and nights, while
travelling with lblis, as his mind had besn absorbed with what
he saw.

After dinner th«i Raja drank coffee and tea, (kawa and te)
along with the Sheikh, who expatiated on the feats which
he had seen lblis perform. The Sheikh was mild and cour-
teous in I. is demeanour, persuasive and soft in his language,
so that he gainfed the hearts of the inmates of the palace

The Raja soon after sent for the four mantries, who on
reaching the hall were surprised at seeing a Sheikh seated
near the Raja*. The Raja told the mantris the mode of the
Sheikh's arrival and his object. The four chiefs expressed
their readiness to follow the example of his highness, saying,
we hope Sheikh Abdulla will also instruct us. The latter
on hearing this speech embraced, hugged and kissed the four
mantris' He then said, to prove their sincerity, he hoped

[*] I am conscious or sure that there is no God but God lie is one,
theie are not two, and I also believe that Mahomet is the servant of God, and
also the prophet of God.

P H
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they would send for all the people to come to the audience
hall bringing with thrni all the idols which they were wont
to worship, and the idols which had been handed down by
the o!d men of former days. The request was obeyed and
all the idols kept and possessed by ihe people were at that
very time brought down and there destroyed and burned to
the dust; no one was sorry at this demolition of their false
gods, all were glad to enter the pale of Islamism.

Sheikh Abduls after this said to the four ir.antris, what
is the na.nc of your prince. They replied his name is Pra
Ong M&hdwangsa. Well, said the former, let us change it
for one in the language of Islam, and Malayoo. After S"me
consultation the name of the R£j& was changed at his re-
quest, and by Sheikh Abdulid, to ^ultan MulzfktuUhah or
Ma/ulfuUhah, because, said the Sheikh, it is a celebrated
name; and is found in the koran. It is a name that is
greater than every other in this world.

The Rfcjd now built mosques wherever the population
was considerable, and directed that to each there should be
attached forty-four of the inhabitants alone, as a settled
congregation, for a less number would have been to<> tew
for the duties of religion. So mosques were erected and
great drums were attached to them to be beaten t.>call 'he
people to prayer on Fridays, but infidels were expelled
from the mosques.

Sheikh A bdulld continued for some to instruct the people
in the religion of Islam, people flocking to him from all
the coast and bays, and districts of Kedda and its vicinity.
In fact he initiated them in all its forms and ceremonies.

The news of this conversion of the Eedda people by Sheikh
Abdul Id reach d Acheh; and the Sultan of that country,
and Sheik Noor Aladin sent the following to Kedda:—

First the Siratulmustuiriin fjJtL»
Secondly the Malim Hetam Jujb **

or Babul Nikah A&J J^b.
The Sultan and Sheikh Noor Aladin s letter and two books

arrived at Kedda and the following was the substance of it.
••This letter is frmn the Sultan of Acheh and Nuor Aladadin
to our brother the Sultan of Kedda, and Sheikh Abdulla of
Yemen, now in Kedda. We have sent two religious bouks, in
order that the frith of Islam may be firmly established and the
people be fully instructed in their duties, and in the rites of the
faith." A letter in reply was sent by the Raja, and kShtikh
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Abdtiiia thanking the donors. So Sheikh Abdnlia redoubled
his labors—and erected additional small mosques in all the
different villages for general convenience. He also directed
the five pravers for each day, and he ordained that in the
month of Ramzan a measure, of Bagdad, of rice should be
given to the poor by each person for the purpose of purifying
their bodies He also directed that at the great festival
where prayers are offered up, the name of the Sultan should
be mentioned in them. [*]

All such rules and observances are for the purpose of keep-
ing the faith in the mitid.s of the multitude and for perpetua-
ting the same till the day o^judgment.

The sacrifice >̂f animel.s, such as buffalos or goats, on the
tenth day of the month Dalhaija, and agreeably to the mode
pr ctised at Mecca, is to be performed by every one

The Raja and his wife were constantly with the ^heikb
learning to read the koran The royal pair searched also
for some handsome girl, daughter of a mantri and of the
lineage of the Rajas of the country, to be the Sheikh s wife.
But no one could be found willing to give his daughter thus
in marriage, because the holy man was about to return to
Bagdad, and only waited until he had sufficiently instructed
some person to supply his place.

Now at this period the Sultan had three sons Raja Mazim
Shah, Raja Mohamad Shah and Raja Soliman Shah. These
names were borrowed from the koran by Sheikh Abdulla,
and bestowed upon the princes; whom he exhorted to be pa*
tient and slow to anger in their intercourse with their slaves
and the lower orders, and to regard with pity #11 the slaves
of God, and the poor and needy.

CHAPTER XIV.

To proceed. It is mentioned in payings [which have been
handed down to us] that Raja Bulu Bittoiig, husband of Putri
Salnam; he who had received instructions from Rija I'ra*
ong Maha Potisat to proceed to the N. N. West,* in quest
of a spot to settle on and build a fort and palace, had departed
accordingly. In his absence Putri Saloang fixed her affections
upon the son of one of the four mantris, and the result of

[» ] Here follow various directions for fasts, prayers and other observances
as practiced at Meca, which, as com prying those now existing in wrgte a)
Mahometan countries, are 100 well known to "quire repetition here, inde*
pendent ly 0/ encumbering an historical translated wcrk with dissertations on
divinity. I hive retained only so much as nny serve to HI us* rate the mm.
ners of the people of Kedda at the period, and the way in which they
converted. The lilt .of fasts may be found in the Straits Almanacs,
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their illicit intercourse was a son, whom she named Muggat
Zeinal [ * ] but with the knowledge of the Sultan Mazulful
Shah. The latter took the child and had it brought up along
with his own three sons and instructed like them in the tenets
of Islam.

Raja Bulu Bittong set out as before narrated, with a large
train. He passed by many eligible spots, but would not
settle himself upon them. At length he met with the mantri
who had been directed by Raja Bulu Bittong's father, long
before, to search for a new residence. They were busy in
erecting a fort at this place ; which lies far up the large
river, but below the [tributary] " stream called Padanq
Trap [*] t l l a t is lower down th£ great tfver." [Kwalla
Mud a]. The Raja halted here with the intention to complete
the erection of this fort. But an old chief amongst the num-
bers present, addressing the Raja, said, we have foolishly and
in vain constructed this fort and formed this establishment,
because it is at a most inconvenient distance from the mouth
of the river. If this be the state of matters, replied the Raja,
let the half of our number descend the river a little way. So
his highness set off with a party down the great river, and.
reached a high spot of ground on the left bank [descending].
On the left of this spot there is a stream [which flows into
the great river.] Here the Raja directed the very thick
pallas jungle to be cut down. When this had been done,
he built a mud fort, with fencings of pallas trunks, and of
dangser. People of the present day call it Kota pallas.

While both of the ferts just mentioned were in progress
there came a report of the death of Raja Pra Ong Maha
Potisat, the father of Bulu Bittong, and of the misconduct
of Putri Saloang. Raja Bulu Bittong was so incensed at
this latter piece of intelligence, that he never again returned to
the fort of Kwalla Muda, but resided always at Kota Pallas.

But he had not been here very long when news arrived
that Dattu Sunggi and his four brothers had left Patani at a
place betwixt Patani and Chanak. Their caste was bad and
wicked. The second brother was named Tuan Sinni Ipoh,
the third Tuan Sinni Ratu, and the fourth Tuan Sinni Payu.
These four brothers were certainly of a wicked race They
were shunned and thei^ acts disapproved of by every body.
They robbed and stole, killing people and plundering their
property* they used opium, gambled, and fought cocks with

[*] Mugqat means the male descendant of a mairiace or connection be-
twxt a female of the Raja's family or class, and a mall subject.

[ 2 ] This direction is rather out, as Padang Tra p lies nearer to the N. or
rather it is about perhaps N.N.E.
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artificial spurs. They had besides a host of worthless fel-
lows along with them, to the number of three or four hundred.
These unprincipled villains came by stealth and suddenly to
the fort highest up the JVluda river* Raja Bulu Bittong
happened to be at the time at the lower fort. When he
learned the near approach of these robbers he hurriedly armed
himself on horseback so quickly that he had not time to put
on the saddle, and he had not more than about a hundred
men with him, who were armed. Without waiting for re*
inforcements or for the mantris, warriors, officers, and other
men he set forth towards the upper fort, only leaving orders
for these to speedily follow.

When he reached the fort there was much fighting going
on, for there were many villages in its vicinity and hundreds
of the villagers were assembled in the fort. Dattu Sungei
had intended to storm the fort at once, but he could make no
impression when he tried it, for he was met face to face at
the gates, and obstinately opposed In the midst of this tu-
mult arrived Raja Bulu Bittong, whose men instantly drew
their swords, prepared their other weapons, and then charged
the enemy most vigorously, plunging into its ranks, so the
battle raged. WhenTuan Sinni Ipoh saw Raja Bulu Bitfong
advancing, mounted, he rushed upon him, and threw his
spear, but the Raja swerved his body so that it missed him, and
he then wheeled his horse, and brought Tuan Sinni to the
ground by a stroke of his spear on the helmet of Sunni.
But the latter drew his kris and springing up again fiercely
attacked hie foe. The Raja warded o^ his blow with his
spear, and pierced Sinni through from breast to back
with the spear, and so he fell and died. Then rose the war
cry of Raja Bulu Bittong's men. When Tuan Sinni Ratu
saw his brother fall, he grasped his sword and struck at the
Raja, but missed, while the Raja's spear pierced the sword
hand of Sunni Ratu who thus fell and rolled on the ground
four yards away from the Raja, his right arm being broken.
But he started up, and with his kris in his left hand he re-
newed the fight, but after three or four passes he could not
inflict a wound. The Raja watching his opportunity, plunged
his spear into the neck of his adversary and slew him. The
remaining two brothers of those thus slain now attacked the
Raja, one on each side. But the Raja warded off their blows,
and with his spear he run Sinni Payu through, and killed
him. Now there were only the Raja and Dattu Sungigwho
fought with spears. The battle raged, and the fight was
close and deadly, the kris being the chief weapon, men died
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in mortal embrace, and torrents of blond flowed Bodies lay
in heaps and heads rolled like weights separated from the
broken steelyard, while scattered arms in heaps wounded the
feet like ranjous [a] Duttu Sungi on seeing the s'augh'er of
his men receded a little, and on his turning the Raja hit him
with his spear in the side without wounding him, although
he fell down. Starting again to his feet he got held of the
spear the Raja had cast at him, and threw it at the latter,
who was slightly wounded. His huhness fastened tightly
Ins spear head and aimed at Sungi, piercing his thigh through
and through But even in this plight he pushed his spear
at the Raja, and wounded him' again only slightly. The
spear becoming bent, Sungi dn-w his long kris and attacked
the Raja wounding him in the ear, and nearly upset him,
and followif g up his advantage he inflicted a wound on the
Raja's back. The Raja Bulu Bitrorug enraged at this rushed
at Dattu Sungi with his spear and pierced him in the throat
and also through ihr body, and rolled him on the ground.
At this time Sela Putra arrived on horseback, and found the
Raja dizzy, and covered with blood, and just about to fall
He lifted him up and carried him into the fort. He then
returned to the fight He found that half of Dattu Sungi's
men had been made prisoners and all of the rest not killed
and wounded has escaped. The four brothers lay dead on
the field. Raja Bulu Bittong van *hed during the ensu-
ing night, and returned to his original state—(that is lie
died.) [ 1 8 ]

VOTES.

[18] I have elsewhere remarked that the Kedda annalist merely
allude* to the religion which (nettled in tint country at the pe-
riod of the missionary AbHulia'n arrival * He tell* us o ly ihat the
images, probably household ones, ar»d ke t by the peoole, were
destroyed But in the Arhinpt-t annals it is slated that .lohan
Palawan went there long after [in the year of ihe Higia 10*27 or A,
D. 1649] to "more firmly e«taMi»h the frtilli and to destroy the
hovs*s of the Liar" meaning the devil AtdulU had arrived
in Ktdda according to the same annals in the year of Higia 879 or
A« D 1501. So that idolatry wa? not rooted out uuti' A D.
](>49 or 148 yeais after Sheikh A*>diilliTs arrival in Kedda. In
the above year Sultan Sec under IVWa who was before named
Johan Palawan of Achin had conquered t]ie countries of D>'ht
[in the vearof H.j;r» l»2l ] Penta i [in the year of Hoj. l(W3]
then tahaog [in the year of Hej |(V2r>] and KeHda [l'>27.]

[ a} Rtojaas are aboil bamba sharpened aukes set in the ground to
obairaci ao anew*
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The remains of numerous temples which I discovered being
induced to the seaich fiist nrcidentally hy having seen some loo>e
l>ii« kff lyi'ig in a spot in the fotest, and bfte.wardN from teaming
the aoove hoii«ed pa?saue«, when joi'ieri to the ruins of almost
every fort and site dt8cnl»ed in this history of Kedda likewise
found by me, a«e no far satisfactory, th.it they verify the main
point* of that hisioty. All due allowan<e» thoi'ld be made for the
»i>ortp of the imagination indulged in by our author. It is not long
since supernatuial powers were believed in Euiope to be arqu'ied
by individuals, and when there were always ready reasons to ac-
count for what ignorance t'ould not unfold and tupiueness would
not tiy to unravel. In a word, what would many of our Euro e*a
histories le if undecked in the flowers of fiction, and did.not a
vigorous, clear and lively imagination cast around the past and
the probable, and often even the in probable, a blight halo of
seeming tediity* Tl.e Haeonic method cannot he applied to his*
toiy, to long us we «ee not the whole lii.ks of cause and effe tf

but it is to be feared that excepting in the gradually woiking out of
great Honal and poli'i<*al problems aud change*, and in those
•lirriiig cases where events often »urpa»t fiction, history would re
little better in many civilized countries ihan a mere diy chronicle,
ll is ea*y to state pio a»le facts, and then to draw inferences and
advance rtasoningg on them t»s if they were t»uths.

It is curious that re'then he writer of the«e Kedda annals, nor
the compiler of those termed Htgara Malayu or Malayan A* nalsv

h» *e described the natuie of tbe predominant or state religions of
their times Our piesent author contents himself with shewing
only that the Kedda peoi le ' were imttye wort kipper$' while the
Malay an Annalist leaves us to guess at the religion of the Malays
of Malacca

1 have discovered several inscriptions in*what I take to be the
Pdli or Bali chancier, carved on stone But they 1 fear afford no
da»e>. hut as they aie appaiemly in very old forms of that cha-
ra< ter, S'<me light may be thiown vn the period when they were
employed in kedda A> we have no Pundits in the Straits I
purpose submitting these intensions to the learned in Calcutta*
One of these inscription*, or rather a part ol one, whi> h I discover*
ed many yeats ago near the almost obliteiated remains of an old
temple, nas «>een renounced by ti>e late and lamented Mr Prinsep
to uhom I sent it, as " in a style of tetter neatly that of the Alia-
Labsd No. II." It beeras to me that ar.otler innrnption, found on
a luitfe cock at Tokoon in Piovmce Welleslev [«] may aUo pro*e
ol S me vaiue, although i doubt if it Wear* any dale. Tlie c h i i a o
ter iifvidf nily I think one of the antient forms or' the Bah or Pnliy

and 1 boce to 'obia'n a tianslation of it. In all my numerous
[„] borne Malays shewed it fiisi to Mr Thomson, Government Surveyor,

as a O'U'idary stune, ami he ihertfote paid no aucntion to it. I couitd ihe
ioscripiion wiih the greatest accuracy a» the letters are very large.
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excursions in the jungles here I have discovered undoubted relief
of a Hindoo colony, with ruins of temples. This tract extends
along the talus of the Kedda mountain Jerrei. Besides the Sivaic
emblem I found several copper coins. My researches have been
unavoidably slow from the almost impenetrable state of the forests,
and from the uecessity imposed on me by the mendacious or exag-
gerating propensities of the native?, and the absurd and vexatious
jealousy of their rulers beyond our frontier As I cannot here
enter into a disquisition on the antient religion of this portion of
the Continent, I will merely observe that my researches have clearly
proved that the people worshiped Buddha and at the same time
Siva, and perhaps some other Hindoo Deities, but that the<e last
classes appeal to have predominated in the end, their advancement
perhaps keeping pace with tbe gradual success of the Hindus in
India in their rivalry of the BuddhiBts. Marong Mahawang^a it
'will be observed brought his idols with him, Tbe credulity with
which our author gulps down all the wondetful stones of Sheikh
Abdulla is not greater than the avidity shewn by the Malays of the
preseat day to credit every thing related of their prophet and holy
men. Pious frauds it appears were equally in vogue with the
imams as with the priests of other religions But religion has
generally sat very loosely on tbe bulk of the Malays, and unless
the individual be a priest he often contents himself with allowing
others to pray for him. The Mahometans were too far off from the
seat of their power to think of establishing their creed by the sword,
PO that |ersuasion alone was adopted. The process therefore of
conversion was slow, and men, after the people had consented to
desert their idols for the new faith, btill cherished a superstitious
reverence for or btood in awe of these ancient Gods. Even at this
day their indirect influence on the minds of the least educated
elates is con si derai> I*. Thus, although Sheikh Abdulla persuaded
the Raja to destroy his idols, of which I have had p*oofin the
mutilated images I have discoveied, they were not all destroyed,
until one hundred and forty-eight years subsequently to that event
The gold and silver idols were doubtle»s converted into coin or
ingots i

The use of tea and coffee, shews that these luxuries reached them
by commerce. It is cuiicus that although coffee grows well under
shade on this coast, the Malays of the present day do not take
much advantage of it.

We find ol course that mosques rose rapidly on the ruins of the
idolatrous temples, and that buffaloes were sacrificed instead of
rams at the haji feast, the scriptural saciifice of a ram instead of
the son of Abraham,—a practice still continued, for besides the
religious act, the Malays prefer the flesh of the'buffalo to that of
the cow, a predilection, which probably arises from a lingering
impression that this latter animal was venerated by their ancestors.
I may likewise mention that I found several small talismans of leaf
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void amidst the foundations of temples. These are of a triangulai
shape and the base about an inch long with old Siamese characters
upon them, and several quotations from Pali or Sanscrit religious
works, and in a character of the Pali closely approaching to, if it
be not the nagari. I have not, owing to the causes alluded to, con-
cluded my researches, but hope in time be able to finish them.

CHAPMB XIV. *

After the departure of Raja Bulu Bittong, the mantri Seta
Putra sent a letter to Sultan Muzuffur Shah informing him of
the late battle, and that he could not attend the presence in
person as there was no one left who could take charge of the
two forts, and few left to defend them.

The Sultan said to the four mantris, after the letter had
been read. " What advice my brothers do you give in this
case ?" " Your majesty, replied the ministers, we think that
as you are getting old, it will be best that your majesty
should send two of your sons to rule over the two forts." The
Sultan agreed, and turning to Sheikh Abdulla asked Sim to
confer a title or name on his eldest son, because said he, I
wish to establish him as Raja in a fort near to my own resi-
dence about a day or two's march off only. Toe Sheikh
consented, requesting that all the mantris's sons should be
collected whose parents were old. This being accomplished,
he gave to the eldest prince the name of Sultan Ma&zim Shah.
He then selected four of the sons of the mantris present to
compose the council of state of the newly made Raja, or Sul-
tan. These were named by the Sheikh as follow:—First the
Maha Raja. The second Paduka Raja. The third Paduka
Sri Pirdana Mantri. The fourth Paduka Raja Tamanggong.

Now, said Sheikh Abdulla, since there is a Sultan for that
country, and your majesty is old, it would be proper that
your majesty should abdicate in his favor, and assume the
dignity of Marhum. Very true, said the Sultan, aged rulers
should retire into the dignified state you have mentioned.
There cannot safely be two princes in authority at the same
time. True, replied the other, for such is written in a book.

The Sultan now made preparations for his son's expedition
like those usual when going to war. There were brought
into requisition all the paraphernalia of government, the
throne and other insignia of a Raja, and all that the armoury
afforded, with ministers, officers and attendants.

Meanwhile the two brothers requested leave to depart for
their several governments. Followed by the usual retinue
they marched to Kota Palas, Here the Mantri Seta Putra
put Sultan MaSzim Shah in possession of the fort, and then

QQ q
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proceeded with Sultan Mahomed Shah to Kota who was esta-
blished as its Raja or Governor. Thus Sultan Maazim Shah
was firmly installed in the government and throne of Kedda.

After the departure of the two brothers the Sultan Mazul-
pulshah had two vessels prepared. In one of these he sent
his son before alluded to, Raja Soliman Shah, with a com-
petent retinue of officers and men to form a settlement and to
erect a fort and palace at Lankapuri. In the other vessel
Sheikh Abdulla embarked, and after he had seen Raja Soli-
man Shah fixed in his government he set sail directly over
the deep waters for Bagdad, a voyage of three or four months,
touching at various places and countries for wood and water
and provisions for his ship, and then he shaped his course for
Hindustant and finally coasted homeward passing the Baldiva
islands to wood and water and provision where he arrived in
safety, and met his spiritual guide again, to whom he related
all thai had happened to him and what he bad seen since their
separation.*

CHAPTER XV.

It is orally related that not very long after these events,
and the abdication of the Raja in favor of his son, it happened
that. Sultan Mazulfulshah sickened, and passed away from
this transitory world into the world of eternity, returning to
the mercy of God. So his son Sultan M&azim Shah con-
tinued to reign over the country of Kedda, which flourished
exceedingly both as regarded its internal government and
population, and as related to foreign trade. His highness
also married the daughter of a Raja. He had a son by this
lady. But in time Sultan Maazim likewise returned into
God's mercy. He was succeeded by his son who was made
Raja by the state officers in tbe usual way, and was named
Sultan Mahomed Shah. His son Mazulfulshah succeeded,
then his son Sultan Solimanshah the prince who became
Marhum, or died, at Acheh< His son again, Sultan Raja
Aladin Mahomed Shah who was Marhum at Naga in Kedda.
His son Sultan Mahia Aladin Mansur Shah, he who was Mar-
hum at Senna in Kedda. His son again Sultan Aladin Ma-
karram Shah, who became the Marhum, as he was called, of
the lower part of the river and the balei or hall. His son
Sultan Atta Ullah Mahomed Shah. He it was who became
the Marhum of Bukit Pinang in Kedda. His son Sultan
M'ahomed Jiwa Zein al Adin MSazira Shah, who became
Marhum of Kiyangan. His son Sultan Abdulla Aluiri Kurm

* Ceylon is not mentioned either iu the coming or returning voyage. The
ship must bate gone tt KaliDga.
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Shab, who was the new Marhum of Bukit Pinang, as he was
afterwards called. The younger brother of this Raja suc-
ceeded him, and at Kiyangan, (Purlis) This Raja was the
son of Sultan Mahomed Jiwa Zein al Aladin Ma Alum Shah
and his title was Sultan Zea Udin Ma Alum Shah. The next
Raja was the son of Sullan Abdulla and Ms title was Sultan
Ahmed Saj Udin Alim Shah, the last Raja who possessed
any degree of separate authority, [b] ]18]

[6] The following are or were the relatives of this Raja, not including his,
immediate ancestor in the succession:

1 His mother Tuan Mas, alive.
2 Tuan Bisnu, her youngest son, dead,
3 Tuanku Chik, sister of Chau Pangeran.
4 Tuanku Jumjum, younger sister of do and wife of Tuanku Long Puti.
4 Tuanku Tarn, mother of Tuanku Kudin, the man who so long disturbed

Kedda in try'.ng to expel the Siamese, dead.
1 Mother of the Raja Muda and daughter of a Patani chief, dead.
2 Her son the Raja Muda called Tuanku Ibrahim, brother by the

father's side of Chau Pangheran the latent deceased Raja. Now governs
the districl of Kwalla Muda, CICKP to the British frontier.

3 Tuauku Solimao, brother of Tuanku Ibrahim, dead.
4 Tuanku Su his son, dead.
5 Che Falim Dewi, female > C h . | d f e n of w M a h o m e d y d w d #

6 Tuanku Daud, male. S

I l h e 9hin,!lra Sa" ^Children of that Raja by another wife, dead.
8 Tuanku Mom f J '

Family of the Ex-Raja.
1 Ex-Raja Chau Pangeran or Tuanku Paugeran, dead.
2 Tuanku Abdulla, eldest son, dead,
3 Tuanku Yacoob, 2nd son, dead.
4 Tuanku Daii, 3rd son, now governor of a part of Kedda*

Family of Tuanku Ibrahim.
1 Tuanku Ibrahim.
2 Tuanku Mahomed, son.
3 Tuanku Hassan.
4 Tuanku Mahomed Jiwa.

Family of Tuanku Soliman.
1 Tuanku Soliman, dead.
2 Son Tuanku Mahomed.
3 Son Tuanku Mat AH
4 Tuanku Mahomed Kappie.

Family of Tuanku Bisnu*
Tuanku Mahomed*
Tuanku Mahomed Akeeb.

Tuanku Mom's Family,
1 Tuanku Jaffer.
2 Tuanku Anoom, killed in fight, son.
3 Tuanku Mahomed Ali, son.
4 Tuanku Allang, son.

Tuanku Baud's Family.
1 Tuanku Mahomed Saad, who was the leader of the last rebellion agatest

the Siamese power, died ia 1847, He married Tuanku Bolimaa's daughter.
Issue by her.
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NOTES.

[18] Sheikh Abdulla arrived in Kedda in the year of the Higra
879 or of A. D. 1501. There were seven chiefs including the first
who had goverfied before his advent, besides an intenegnuhi of
7 years, and one.of. these chiefs is not named. Allowing to each
thirty years, which I think are not too many with advertence to the
average of life of Malayan princes generally, and to the fact that
the period of each successive Raja after Islamism was introduced
and when Kedda was subject to invasions and wars averaged
twenty-eight years, Thus we shall have the year of Christ 1284
as the date when Marong Mahawangsa reached Kedda from India,
and most probably, from the remains I have found, from Kalinga.
The Kedda Raja who first went to Malacca to get the noubuts or
drums of ceremony from Sultan Mahomed is not named in the
Malayan annals. This was about perhaps A. D. 1540. .The
religion of Islam was finally supreme in Kedda on the arrival of
Johan Palawan A. D. 1535.

The following are the conclusion? which I think necessarily fol-
low an analysis of the Marong Mahawangsa:

Firstly—Kedda or Srai was densely peopled long before the
arrival of the Indian colony, and either by the Siamese, or some
other cognate race, but most probably by the former, but that
this country was only inhabited by wande^ng tribes when Ligor
was first conquered by Siam about A. D. 700 to 800, and had
not then been formed into a province, but e listed under chiefs.
In any case Kedda could hardly fail when it became originally
peopled to come under the direct government either of Ligor first
perhaps, and then of Siam.

Secondly—That the colonists or rather strangers were not con-
querors, but were permitted on their special solicitation by the
aborigines or Siamese of Ligor to form a settlement, and that,
probably owing to their superior civilization, the chief of the co-
lonists was selected to govern the whole by the paramount power
in the N. E.

Thirdly—That the account of the ambassadors from Rum is a
fiction with reference to Kedda, but may have Been in part true
with respect to some^other country.

Fourthly—That the original Hindu settlers were few, but that
they afterwards received accessions from Kalinga in India, and
were railed up latterly with the Siamese and Malayan races.

Fifthly—That these colonists were idolaters, and chiefly if not
wholly, worshippers of Siwa.

Sixthly—That the assumption of a grandson of Marong Maha-
wangsa having given a king to Siam is a Malayan and Islamitic
political fiction. But that the statement itself would lead us
strongly infer, that Kedda was a Siamese province when that yonng
prince set out towards (it is stated) the North N. West. But that
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this last direction is clearly a clerical error, for it would lead into the
ieav and the intention of the author and his naming of Siam Lan-
chang indubitably indicate that the direction was easterly, and
that (be route terminated close to the sea on the gulf of Siam,
This if N. N. E. instead of N. N. W. would bring the end of the
journey very close to Ligor, which solution I am the more disposed
to adopt, because this town lies on the present direct line or route
to Siam from Kedda, and has always been up to the present day
in close connection with Kedda*

Sixthly—That when Kedda began to be thus visited by Indians,
and became a trading port, the Siamese established a regular
provincial government there, and appointed governors under the
titles of Phriya or Phraya, But that the Hindu chiefs substituted
within their own jurisdiction and amongst their own people the
title of Raja. That special deputation of officers also of high rank,
were sent from the capital of Siam to in*tal each successive go-
vernor in his office, and that where no political obstacle interfered,
the succession to this office, as is the case with regard to other
Siamese provinces, was allowed to descend from father to son.

'The later history of Kedda may be thus shortly summed up*
I have indeed had no means beyond oral traditions for filling up
the blank from the period when Islamism was introduced up to
about that when the British appeared in the seas to the eastward.
The country was attacked on several occasions and overrun by
the Achinese and the Illanoon pirates, and perhaps by other mau-
rauders, with whom its population from its agricultural habits
seems to have been unable to cope, and it was often calldpipoii
by the Siamese to join in their wars against Ava*

The Rajas after their conversion to Islamism doubtless began to
dislike their rulers on account of their religion, which was Bud-
dhnm, and watched for an opportunity to cast off their allegiance
to Siam. But they found it dangerous to call in the aid of any
one of the Malayan states further east, because it was just as likely
as otherwise that any such ally would find it convenient to gratify
the feelings of his piratical followers by keeping possession of the
country after having freed it from its state of subordination to Siam.
When, however, Europeans began in numbers to navigate the bay
of Bengal, and Portuguese usurpation and aggression had ceased
in the Malayan Peninsula, the Kedda Rajas thought that it
would be a grand stroke of policy to ally themselves with one of
the European powers, and if possible with the preponderating one.
Overtures were accordingly made to the Dutch, who were, on the
decline of the Portuguese, the most influential nation to the east-
ward, but nothing worth recording was concluded. Some pre-
liminary negotiations were also entered into with the French bat
these also proved unsatisfactory.

The British soon after entered on the field, and as they were in
quest of a settlement, the then Raja of Kedda eagerly met their
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views by ceding Pulo Pinang, to which Province Wellesley was
afterwards added. The cession was made under the express avowal
of ihe R aja that he was an independent prince [ ] The Siamese
court pioiested against the cession, but as the island was then
apparently to them of little or no value, and they were involved
in constant wars with the Buimans, the subject was dropped, und
the right to occupy as acquired by actual occupancy was subse-
quently admitted by Siaro. The treaty of cession was not an
offensive and defensive one, so that the chief object of the Raja
was defeated. Such a treaty could not have been justly framed
by the British when it became clear, as it soon did, that Kedda
was subject to Siara. It was clearly the interest of the then Raja
to deceive Captain Light, the original negociator, while that officer
peems to have been quite ready to giv» credence to his positive
assertions of his independence. One advantage the Rajas did pain
and kept up to the expulsion of the late Raja, and this was that
the knowledge of a friendly relation subsisting tetwixt Kedda and
the British deterred the Siamese court from many acts of sover-
eignty, o( no very mild character perhaps, which it would else have
inflicted on that country. But the feeling was obliterated by time
and old customs again resorted to.

The late Raja who enjoyed the Siamese title of Chau Pangeran,
but who was a person of little political foresight, and acted (as
the Malays generally do) from the impulse of his feelings, became
refractory, and was expelled by a Siamese force in A D 1820.
He took refuge within the British territories, where he continued to
live iPtil a few years ago, when by the intercession of the Indian
government, at the suggestion I believe of Governor Bonhara,' the
Siamese were induced to permit him to return to Kedda as its
governor. But they gave him only a part of the country, from
and including Kedda river and a space to the N. of it; soutii to
Krean river [excluding of course Province Wellesley.] The three
other portions were placed under Malayan chiefs. When this had
been effected, the Siamese governor was with his troops withdrawn,

The Raja died in about 1845-46 and one of his sons Tuanku
Saiiv having gone to make obeisance at the court of Bankok, was
placed in the government with an inferior title, for it is the policy
of Siam to elevate public officers by degrees of rank according to
their merits.

[ ] Pinang Records.
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FOURTH DAY.

[Fourth day, Friday 12th February.']
IN the morning some of the Besisi amused themselves with

makirig a bulu perrindu, and others went out with some of
the Malays to hunt wild hogs. They returned carrying a
large sow which one of the Malays had shot.

In the course of the forenoon they became listless and final-
ly sullen. The strain upon their minds and the restraint had
become too irksome to be borne longer, and they asked permis-
sion to return to their houses.

I shall here add a few more remarks respecting them. A
careful comparison of them with the Malays around me con-
firmed my first impression, and the following is the conclusion
at which I arrived, as written down in my note book after they
left.

There is a general resemblance between the Besisi and the
Malays, and many of the latter here in form and features, do
not differ from the former. The grand distinctive characters
are the expression and manner, which in the Besisi indicate
a rustic simplicity. The Malay has a wide range of ideas, a
complexity of prejudices, and refinements, much tact, and, in a
word, is a man of the world. All this is wanting in the E)|usi.
The expression of the eye, when they are in their ordinary
state of good humour, is soft, confiding and distinguished by
a liquid lustre from that of the Malay The only appreciable
physical peculiarities seemed to be that the corners of their
lips were more square, and the feet very pliant in front as if
they had an additional joint, the toes not turned out like those
of the Malay, and perhaps more spreading. The Bugis fea-
tures often approximate more to theirs than the Malay. They
cannot keep their attention long directed to any one tiling,
and in this, as in some other traits of disposition, resemble
children. The tones in speaking have a character similar to
the Malay voice. One of the women had a soft and sweet
voice, and when I managed to engage* one of them in conver-
sation her voice was scarcely distinguishable in its tones and
expression from that of a Naning woman with whom I had been
talking. Many of the Malays habitually, and most of them
occasionally* indulged in long drawn vowels like the Besisi,
and the manner and tone of the Naning women, as we passed
their cottages, in pronouncing the last word of the usual ques-
tion "Tuan pergi Kamano—*o—o ?•• was the same as that of
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the BSsisi women. Making every allowance for the intermix,
ture that has taken place from* the Sumatran emigrants marry-
ing Blnua women,—that is discarding the peculiarities of the
Naning or Menangkabite Malays,—there remained abundant
traits to compare them with the Malay race generally, and to
justify the conclusion that they are uudoubtedly the original
or uncivilized, perhaps we might say with truth, the unadul-
terated Malays.

The mode of marriage was described as follows. All the
relatives and friends of the bride and bridegroom having
assembled at the hut of the lady's parents, the bridegroom
first presents siri (betel leaf) to his future ft ther in law and
then to all the bride's relatives. The bride's male relations
then present it to those of the bridegroom; lastly the bridegroom
offers siri to the bride, and the marriage ceremony is torn-
plete. A feast follows. There is no fixed age for marriage,
and the bride is sometimes married when a little child. The
husband in such cases carries her to his house and brings her
up. When she arrives at the age of puberty a feast is some*
times given, but neither a feast, nor any other ceremony or
intimation is essential.

Their favorite food is the wild hog. The domestic pig,
fowls &c are considered insipid. They eat the salted fish
which X procured for them at the Chinese shops with a hearty
reliskafter very slightly broiling it.

In the fruit season they make great feasts. All the families
of one kampong provide a plentiful supply of wild hogs and
other food with arrak tampui, and invite the inhabitants of
another kampong to feast with them. They eat and drink till
they become jolly, and then they dance and sing, the men and
women mingling in the dance The former ply the latter with
arrack till they are in a kindly humour, when they place them
on their knees and pass the rest of the day in drinking and
singing. The men and women sing to each other alternately.
Such is their own account.

They described five races of men as inhabiting the moun-
tains of the interior, and all differing in some degree in lang-
uage The Mawas are. naked savages who run away when
they meet Binua.* The latter in their own mountains wear
terap bark round their loins.

In the morning while the BSsisi were breakfasting I examin-
ed the immediate neighbourhood of Ayer Panas, The hill
on which the bungalow stands has a surface of a light brown

* As the Johore Binua describe simi'ar wild men (orang ntan) I cannot
help thinking that the Peninsular jungles must have some large species of
orang similar to the Bornean.
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ish-white, sandy clay. Beneath, a little lateritic gravel is
sprinkled. A series of kampongs stretches along the margin of
the plain behind the hot swamp. The trees were chiefly the
mamplaoi, durian, anu, or gomuti, the pulasan, ramuniah, jarig-
sat, rambi, rambutan and mantis* One of the inhabitants
seeing me busy with my hammer volunteered to show me some
black stones with cups which had been hollowed out by the
dewas. He led me across the flat which joins the AySr Pan as
plain at its angle, through a kampong full of gomuti trees,
into the jungle behind. Here he pointed out some large black
blocks of the common hard scoriform ironrock or hydrated
peroxide of iron. In one of these there were three circular
cavities,—one 2 feet in diameter, 15 inches (Jeep and with a
rim almost a perfect circle,—and the others about 8 inches in
diameter. In the interior of the largest .cavity there were
three projecting circular bands or ridges parallel to each
other. Other blocks around had hollows but not so sym-
metrical. The rock was an uniform slag-like hard shining
clay, so that although I was satisfied that it must be a trans-
formed or ironmasked rock, it was impossible to determine
its original type. In returning 1 examined a large block im-
mediately below the hollowed rocks, and found it to contain
bluish quartz intermixed with the hydrated peroxide. Mucfc
of the same quartz is strewed on the ground further down.
Beyond this there is a conical heap about 20 feet in &rcum-
ference at its base, and 4 feet high, consisting entirely, at least
on the surface, of gravel of different shapes and much of it
enammeled. Much of it was quite slag-like or ironmasked,
but many pebbles were a micaceous* rock, and justified
the belief that this part of the district, like that between
AySr Panas and Alor Gaja, was originally a micaceous
clay-

It appeared to me that the cavities were probably formed
in the same mode as the mammillary excrecences at Pulo
Tikong Kichi and many other places near Singapore. The
hot. ferruginous gas had first swollen out the laminated rock
into a bubble and then burst and dissipated the laminae leav-
ing only the edges projectjng.

In recrossing the flat I obtained a fine view of Ophir, which
instead of an isolated mountain appeared from this point as
a long range, thus affording a key to its axial direction. At
the base of the elevated ground behind the hot swamp, a pit
had been newly dug to the depth of five feet. The upper part
was whitish and the lower bluish clay, resting on angular

* Or talc6ie. I cannot at preient refer to my ipecimcni.
R R r
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fragments of bluish quartz, thus in every particular resembling
the gold pits of Jalatong*

To complete my notes on the mineralogical features of the
environs of Ayer Panas, I may here mention that beyond
the hot swamp on the south side of the road and near the
Ganong hill, there is a block of white quartz and another in
the flat adjoining.

In the evening I returned to Alor Gaja.

FIFTH DAY

Saturday, 13th February.

This morning I walked to Bukit Paku. We first crossed
Bukit Kiluna, the hill above Alor Gaja It is covered with
fine laterite gravel of a reddish brown colour, and so much
ironmasked as not to be easily distinguishable. Some spe-
cimens however shewed the original rock to be schistose cho-
colate colored clay. We crossed several flats, some of them
deep swamps, and passed several kanrjongs and eminences,
till we arrived at a hill with red soil, on the margin of which
there is a gold pit which was formerly worked. Sufficient
gold was not obtained to induce the Malays to open other
pits. At last we reached Bukit Paku, and at the bottom of
the hill found a large pit dug in the swamp from which a bluish
clay stone is extracted. This stone is called batu paku and
is used all over Naning for whetstones. In the reddish clay
near the surface there were some small stones, highly ferru-
ginous.

1 returned the same day to Malacca, and had more leisure
and light to notice the mineral character of the country bet-
ween it and Alor Gaja, than on the first day of my excursion.
Many of the eminences (which are broad si ghtly elevated
tracts more than hills) seem to be surrounded by the narrow
winding swamps The hill of Rumbiah has protruding iron
masked rocks, and at one place, which the road crosses, much
quartz in angular fragments. The hill on the slope of which the
Kampong oi'Kayu Rumput lies, has large blocks, some of
white quartz, and other with quartz and ironmasked rock
intermixed.

A fine rice plain succeeds and we cross Bukit Bangsal
which has also ironmasked blocks and gravel.

The low eminence of Malim shews many laterite rocks.
The Malays were raising sectile laterite from some deep pits
here to serve as pedestals for house posts.
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Tn ascending Bukit Ching from the.Naning side the soil is at
first reddish, with laterite. pebbles- It then becomes quartzose
and presently whitish with a foliated siliceous clay, which
.continues to the summit, and a considerable way down the
opposite side. It is occasionally quartzose. Towards the
bottom of the Malacca side it again becomes reddish with
laterite blocks. The low hill in front is also reddish with
laterite. There is a good view of Ophir and ?he intervening
country from the summit of Ghing. A large tract of flat land
covered with glam jungle, stretches from the Foot of the Ching
group in a direction between that of Mount Ophir and Malac*
ca, and round the group towards the west.

As an appendix to these notes, I shall, in a future numher,
bring together some scattered remarks on Naning generally*
which I have not yet taken occasion to introduce.
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SOURAB4YA, THROUGH KEDfRI, BLITAR, ANTANO,
MALANG AND PASSURUAN, BACK TO SOURABAYA.*

By JONATHAN RIGG, ESQ., Member of the Batafian Society
of Arta and Sciences.

From the mist of these surmises we will return to the thread
of our journey. Soon after day-break, on Thursday the 24th
June, we were again seated in our travelling carriage, and
proceeding through alternate plantations of Coffee and Paddy
soon found ourselves at Garom, at a distance of 125 pauls
from Sourabaya. From this spot we had to send back our
carnage to Sourabaya, as the road after this is not fitted for
wheels, though if sufficient motive existed, it might easily be
made so. The carriage was dragged back by buffaloes and
arrived safe at its destination after a week, though only at-
tended by the driver of the cattle. Mounting now on horseback
we advanced first through a long and rich Coffee garden, and
then emerged into a wilderness of glaga and bushes, keeping
gently rising all the way along one of the sloping plains at
the foot of the Klut. The land is not always equally fertile,
as in places the volcanic rollers and debris are scarcely covered
by a scanty vegetation, marking as it were the course of some
eruption. Glimpses are now caught of the limestone ridges
which skirt along the southern share, and which prevent the
Brontas from finding egress in that direction, compelling it
thus to perform a long and circuitous route till it discharges
itself into the Straits of Madura at ^ourabaya. The Gunon*
Kawi is seen still far a head in the haze. Some small streams
are passed, the largest of which however is rapid and splashes
merrily over its bed of trachyte boulders, a sight which we

P ° V o r * h ? . ™ t im.e er!J°ye!? s i » c e having Sourabaya. This
is the Kali Lesso issuing from between the Kawi and Klut,
and up the course of which we travelled later in the day. Soon
after crossing this stream the road turns to the left towards
the Kawi and we soon arrived at Wglingi after a ride of 94
pauls, having thus come 14 from Blitar. We may here for
a moment look back upon the country we have been traver-
sing. It has always been in the valley and along the course of
the Kederi river, from which we are now also only a few pauls
distant, where it is however known by the name of Kali Noa
Jang after having dropped that of Brontas by which it is
designated in the higher region of Malang. Wglingi is 1341
pauls distant from Sourabaya, the ascent is very gradual all

* Continued from p. 252.
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the way, and considering that one has now nearly crossed the
island, is very trifling. Junghuhn states that the town of Ke-
diri is not more than 197 feet above the level of the sea; at
Blitar this elevation has increased to 505 feet and Weiingi
may be 100 feet higher again. The soil is every where light
and good, and with the aid of irrigation would be sure to
produce abundant crops. For want of population, however,
vast tracts of fine land, particularly in Kediri, are lying waste
and useless, and even under the most favourable circumstances,
spme generations must pass away before all the good land is
likely to be occupied. This, however, would be the country
for Government to convert into a rice granary, to supply the
want of food which has arisen since the old rice lands near
the coast have been so extensively appropriated for the culti-
vation of sugar cane. But improvement in, or even a careful
surveillance of, the rice cultivation appears to occupy little of
the serious consideration of the government authorities, whose
exertions are mainly devoted to the production of Sugar, In-
digo, or Coffee, articles more immediately suited for export to
Europe and forming the objects of a cherished monopoly,
liice, like all other articles, to succeed well, ought to be
planted at a suitable season and properly taken care of. It
is a cultivation to which the Javanese is attached and wil-
lingly devotes much time and troble, if not dragged away to
other work. A little .matter, however, easily disarranges him,
and this is a reason the more that the government ought to be
careful in watching that the interests of the rice crop clo not
suffer by their interfering with the disposal of the natives'la-
bour. Paddy to do well and yield a luxuriant crop ought to enjoy
the benefit of the natural force of vegetation which is experien-
ced in the early months of the year. Irrigation, however potent,
can never produce the same happy results when the atmos-
phere above is scorching and withering, as when combined with
showery and alternately sunny weather; and there ought there-
fore to be some system adopted, varying with local circum-
stances, to compel the people to plant their rice lands at a
season when the greatest benefit might be reasonably expected.
On the low lands in the neighbourhood of the sea coast, the
excuse for the late planting is the fear of inundation during
the prevalence of the North West monsoon, but this argument
cannot hold in the interior where an easy drainage is generally
found, and here, by neglecting to plant sufficiently early, the
best of the growing season is missed, and at a later period,
when most wanted, the sources of irrigation fail. I will now
give a view of the state in which I found the paddy crops
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along the valley of Kediri at the end of June, when, according
to my ideas, it ought to have been all cut. In the delta of
Sourabaya, as has been before observed, part had already been
cut and the lauds were preparing fir.r next year's cane crop ;
part was still on the ground and for the most part looked stunt
ed and indifferent, mo.«t probably from want of water, which
at this time of the year, is uscl at the Sugar mills. About
Modjokerto matters were hardly so far advanced, and we ob-
served some Bally rice being landed from boats just arrived
from Sourabaya, showing that the fresh supply of the country
was not yet sufficient for the consumption. About Mod jo
Redjo and the Kediri river the rice was partly in ear but still
green, with many patches of cultivation suffering from drought.
Arrived in the Residency of Kediri, the paddy was still green
and not even yet in flower. Close to the town of Kediri, how-
ever, along the western bank, and in front of the Residency,
an extensive flat of sawahs was ripe and the grain being ga-
thered in. The crop however was thin and the straw short,
as if there had been a deficiency of water. Through Sringat
and Blitar the paddy was the most backward of all, being eve-
ry where quite green, and even in a few places had only been
just transplanted. At Welingi it was a little more advanced
and was coming into ear in many places. When we got up
into the mountainous district of Antang, the paddy had been
all cut and gathered in from the ground; here they had a
good crop and on our way up we met several horse loads of
paddy passing down to Welingi to meet consumption. In
Malaog the greater part of the crop had been harvested; but
some yet stood on the ground.

The valley of Kediri is one of those land-straits, if the ex-
pression may be used, which are found to intersect the island
of Java in various places- In this case, the strait may be
traced from the sea, south of Madura, along the course of
Kediri river, between the lofty mountains of Wilis on the
one hand, and Klut and Kawi on the other, The passage
through to the South Sea is intercepted by the limestone
ridges of Rowo ajid Ludoyo, which run in the direction of the
shore, but which, at some former geological period had been
formed under the sea, as their frequent coraline structure and
imbedded marine shells still attest. I was not upon these ridges
on this excursion, but in 1839 crossed them further towards
the east, between Malang and Trigonolio, and made the ob-
servations above alluded to. The limestone in places comes
down to the Kali Ngajang; and at a village called Jeblog about
6 pauls from Wiliogi, on the banks of that river, the stone it
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occasionally burnt for lime, and was used for building the
Gaprang saw-mill, as well as the fort at Kediri, if I am right-
ly informed This strait has most probably been in a great
measure filled up with matter ejected from the Klut. The
debris of the mountain, forming a talus round its western base,
bad forced the Kediri river to find its way along tbe western
confines of the valley near the range of Wilis, nor has it yet
been able to burrow down to any firm rock or stratum in situ,
but still forces its course through the loose earth and gravel of
the surface.

From Welingi, there is a road, passable however only on
horseback, which leads by way of Senggoro to Malang, al-
ways keeping to the valley of the Brontas, round the western
and southern base of the Kawi. The distance is said to be
about 40 pauls.

Though Welingi is not often troubled with the presence
of European visitors, it nevertheless possesses the rude means
of accommodation. In a corner ot the Lurah's yard is the Pas-
angrahan or Rest House, a rather primitive edifice of bambu
and thatch. It is portioned off into a few rooms, the furni-
ture of each of which consists of a bambu bali bale, an allego-
rical representation of a bedstead, and a stake of bambu,
split at one end so as to form a tripod, whilst the shaft rising
upwards is destined to bear either an earthen cup or the less
presuming segment of a cocoanut shell, which, supplied with
a little oil and wick, performs every duty of a candelabrum*
We were entertained with all due ceremony, in a roomy
shed or pondoppo adjoiningin front, the earthen floor of which,
for the occasion had been covered over with a collection of
rattan mats. In the midst of this hall of audience was a small
wooden table of plain workmanship, and at either end a chair,
to which we were conducted to partake of the hospitality of
the place, which consisted in the first instance, of thick muddy
coffee, uncontaminated with milk, fine ripe plantains and a
variety of kw£-kwe of ambiguous origin, whose history, for
the sake of delicate stomachs, is better left untouched. These
preliminaries were, after a couple of hours, during which
sundry solemn embassies was despatched to the Lurah's
wife to ascertain the progress of culinary events, followed
by a smoking basket of excellent boiled rice and a few gril-
led fowls twisted into various fantastic figures, as if the poor
birds had still suffered, upon the hot embers, the bitter pangs
of an untimely end. Notwithstanding this sentiment of phil-
ornithic sympathy, the two graminivorous and carnivorous
animals seated at the table, made sad onslaught on the viands,
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nor ceased till they had sated the cravings of their sharp ap-
petites, which had been whetted for the occasion by a long
morning's ride, and had to be blunted preparatory to a more
arduous mountain excursion. The village worthies and offi-
cials being seated on the mats around, in earnest conclave,
while waiting for breakfast, a good opportunity was offered
for enquiring into the history of an extraordinary being who
died on Gunong Kawi about the year 1833 or 1834. This
person always went by the name of Eang Romo—Eang sig-
nifying ' of the olden time" and Romo being a honorific de-
signation of "Father." As a young man he is said to have
been born and brought up at the dessa of Wagu, east from
the town of Kediri, of mean parents however, having no pre-
tensions to nobility. He in the first instance became hermit
upon the Gunong Wiljs, but appears to have been of little note
till he removed from that mountain to the Kawi, which took
place at the time of the rebellion of Raden Konggo and which
must consequently have been in November or December 1819,
as at thatpericd this prince absconded from the Court of Juggo-
kerto and endeavoured to raise a rebellion in Madion. From
this he was soon afterwards driven by the troops of the Sultan
aided by a few Dutch auxiliaries, and on the 17th December
met his death in an action near Kerto Sono* Eang Romo was
considered to be perfect in his "Ajaran," or works of penance
and mortification, he never eat of anything that had drawn
the breath of life, subsisting on rice and vegetables, in the
use of which even he was most abstemious. He used to pre-
tend that he never slept but only occasionally dosed a little
and to check himself in which as much as possible, he had a
peculiar kind of seat prepared in which he placed himself when
drowsy, and which was so constructed as to rouse him, when
from incipient sleep, he lost his equilibrium. Mr William
Stavers relates that he once had the curiosity to visit this old
man on the Kawi, and curious to test his power of refraining
from sleep watched him all night. Only on one occasion he
fancied he caught him napping and immediately springing to
his feet taxed him with the same. The old man, however,
without losing his composure, quietly rolled round his head
and answered u Bhoten '!—it ia , l0t s o . Year after year he
kept moving his station higher up the Kawi, near the top of
which he had arrived at the time of his death. By his own
strict order and wish, the mortal remains of Eang Romo were
not committed to the earth, but consumed on a pile of wood,
a thing probably unheard of in Java for some hundred years,
since the introduction of Mahometanism; the ashes are re-
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ported to have been left where the body was burnt. Eang
Romo was not a Mahomedan, he practised none of its rites,
be professed none of its doctrines, but appears to have taken
for his example the manners and habits of the Hindu or Bud-
hist ascetics, of whom mention is made in the earlier period
of Javanese history. He left no children, and was never
known to have had a wife He was, however, always attend-
ed by a female, whom be brought with him from the Wilis.
She prepared his simple food and attended upon his
wants. She also is said to have lived a life of single
blessedness, and still survives at the village of Galor near
the foot of the Kawi and is known by the name of Nini En-
dang. Strongly impressed with the Budhist idea of transmi-
gration of souls, and of the nature of that transmigration
depending upon the pure or wicked life spent in the present
state, the object of Eang Homo's mortifications is said to havo
arisen from his desire to raise himself in the scale of society
in a future state of life, his prayer and wish having been to b»
reborn a nobleman and a Tumunggung. Poor deluded crea-
ture, it is to be hoped that his harmless life will find him favor
for batter things than this world can bestow! Ean£ Romo
must have been about 80 years of age at his death, which took
place about a year and a half after Mr Laup's arrival at Blitar
in 1832. The Panghulu of W&lingi, one of my numerous
informants, a man fully 55 years old, stated that he perfectly
well remembered seeing him soon after his arrival on the Kawi,
at the time of Raden Ronggo's rebellion, and that Eang Romo
then had the appearance of being as old as he, the panghulu,
now is, viz about 55, and adding 23 or 24 years, till tbe period
of his death, brings him very closely upon the age of 80.
Eang Romo was succeeded in his honors and profession of a
hermit, by a person who had long been his disciple and who
originally came from Banjumas. He was known by the name
of Modjo Roto or Eang Sari, but had not yet attained that
degree of sanctity or self controul for which his master
was so conspicuous and whom he was destined to survive only
two or three years. His remains were not burnt but interred
in the Mahomedan fashion at Singo Modo on the Kawi. Ha
also was never known to have wife or children, and observed in
every way possible the practises of Eang Romo. About half
a dozen families always lived near Eang Romo and moved
with him about the Kawi, none of these ever practised the
Mahomedan rites, but now submit to be married by the
priests of that religion, though they still cling to Nini En-
dang ai Galor.

S i i
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Before 12 o'clock we were again on horseback, having a
long uphill journey to perform to Antang. Passing up through
the mountain gap between the Kawi and Klut, close behind
the village of Welingi, we crossed to the northern bank of the
Kali Lesso, formerly mentioned, and then followed up its
course towards the mountains. We soon got into forest and
jungle, with here and there a few Coffee trees, keeping con-
stantly rising. At a distance of about 6 pauis we came to a
small hamlet called Wonosari, and here crossing again the
LSsso, after half a paul's ride up to th* opposite side, reached
the village of Seme'n, situated in a patch of Sawahs and al-
ready amongst the hills, which now rise higher and more
precipitous as you proceed. At Seme'n we changed horses
and immediately continued our route, having in the next hour
and a quarter to perform the most rugged part of our jour-
ney; we were however, well mounted on strong active ponies,
which scrambled famously up and down the steep declivities.
Luckily, the weather had latterly been fine, and the ground
was just moist enough to afford a firm footing; in wet slip*
pery weather, some parts would be almost impassable, as the
way, at the best, is only a rough path through the forest A
great many of the Areu Palm trees grow here spontaneously,
and in snug secluded valleys we saw and passed several small
establishments, built for collecting and boiling down the toddy
to jaggery sugar. Large bambus are also in abundance and
are very useful in carrying on operations, serving as lad-
ders to mount the trees, buckets to catch and transport
the toddy, as materials for the construction of the huts,
which are even roofed with bambus, split upJike tiles, in-
stead of thatch, and called by the Javanese klakke. Af-
ter journeying about 10 pauls from Welingi, we arrived at
the small secluded mountain village of Kirisie, near to which
is a tall conspicuous and precipitous cliff standing up at the
end of one of the numerous spurs of the Klut. Immediately
beyond the village, is the boundary with Malang, where we
fell in with a regularly constructed bridle road, 10 or 12 feet
wide, which constantly improved the nearer we approached
Antang, now distant exactly II pauls, as indicated by posts
set up at regular intervals. Our way was still upwards for
three pauls bat not so steep as before Here we found the
dwarf Palm, Areca humilis, very abundant, in places constitu-
ting almost the only vegetation of the forest. The Javanese call
it Piji and it is the same as the Bingbing of the Sundanese,
Bau. bus still continue large and plentiful. The summit of the
gap being reached; we again began to descend and at 7 pauls
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from Antang reached the village of of Pagar Sari, where we
were supplied with fresh horses to continue our further down-
ward course; the road now becomes larger and is better kept
up, and by the time we reached the 4th paul, near the exten-
sive village of Ngantruh, we were again in a rich cultivated
country A beautiful day was drawing to a close, and pro-
ceeding leisurely through this charming country, a while after
crossing the Kali Konto, we arrived, just at dusk, at the
commodious Pasangrahan of Antang, well pleased with our
day's exertions and not a little thankful that we had reached
a spot where we coura rest comfortably for the night and
refresh ourselves. We had performed thus tie journey from
Welfngi, a distance of nearly 22 pauls, in about 6i hours;
with less favorable weather it would require great part of a
day.

The elevation at Antang being considerable, say a couple of
thousand feet, the climate is proportionably temperate and a
great difference is experienced from the fierce heat of the plains:
Of this we had notice during the night, the cold compelling us
to look round for boat cloaks or other travelling appurtenance,
under which to nestle the body unaccustomed to this chill air.
On rifling, at break of day, the thermometer indicated 63' §f
Fahrenheit in the open air, a dense white fog hung sluggishly
in the valley, excluding the view of the surrounding hills; this
induced us to saunter away a couple of hours previous to
starting, that we miirht enjoy a good view of the place before
we were forced to pass on from so charming a country. In
the mean time the examination of antiquities collected about
the Pasangrahan afforded employment. The most conspicu-

10 inches broad, narrows a little as it descends and is one
foot thick, altogether resembling the head stone of a grave.
It is covered all over, front, rear and both sides, with a very
neatly executed inscription, which is still perfect and distinct,
but not intelligible to present Javanese. It is said to have
been originally discovered in this spot. The characters' are of
that peculiar sou are figure with circular diacritical marks of
which Raffles gives a specimen, also from Malang, in bis 1st
vol of Java, on the plate opposite pag<> 368: he there gives the
corresponding Javanese characters, but as yet no one seems
to have prosecuted the task of forming an alphabet and de-
ciphering these remains of long past ages. Two stones repre-
senting the usual gorgon's heads are here also and appear
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to have served originally for lintels of doors, though it is not.
known that any remains of temples or buildings exist in Antang.

Several small images are arranged round the grass plot in
front of the Pasangrahan, but none are above 2 or 2f feet
in height, and all are said to have been found in the neighbour-
ing forests. Three treasures, however, are preserved amongst
such as 1 had never before happened to meet, viz three
supposed figures of Brahma, with each four faces. A few
analogous figures are sketched in Raffles' Java, found about
the Residency of Kedu, but they are rarely met with. The
three Bralimas at Antang are nearly dtthe same size and about
2 feet in height, each squatting on a pedestal of lotus leaves.
The most perfect and well executed of the three is placed at one
corner of the pondopo of the Pasangrahan, and a description
of which will answer for that cf the other two. Only one
body is represented, surmounted by a single head, which
however presents four faces—one looking as usual forward,
another backwards, and one over each shoulder. The head
is crowned with a tiara, representing an ornamented, truncat-
ed cove, such as is usual with other Hindu images The fi-
gure, as above mentioned, is squatting on a pedestal of lotus,
yith legs folded up in front, but covered with a drapery
which descends from the body, on the folded legs reposes a
pair of folded hands, with the palms upwards, and then des-
cends the bracelet tassel from the neck. Armlets are seen on the
wrists and on the upper arm; there are also earrings between
the faces. The back is smooth and even, with the exception
of two accidental indentures. Against the left shoulder a
Land holds a chamara or fly whisk, whilst a corresponding
hand, at the opposite shoulder, is inserted in a ring of beads.
The arms to the body are thus four, two on each side The
noses have all been knocked from the faces *hich are other-
wise perfect and represent the mild Hindu feature*. The two
other Brabmas have an upturned hand reposing on either
knee and not folded together

Another rare image is sitting astride the neck and should-
ers of an animal with large ears like those of an elephant,
but the face is not that of this animal, though the snout has
been knocked off; the boofs are cloven. The figure has on the
usual quantity of armlets and necklaces, and is crowned by a
tiara. One pair of bands join in front and hold some indistin-
guishable object to the breast; the second pair of hands hold
—on the left a bow, and on the right a jagyedarrow.

There are two little Ganesas with elephant heads, also an
upright figure as if in the act of walking with garments
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streaming around i t ; the left band holds a trisula with a long
handle- In addition there are three figures of Durga of
which Raffles gives several representations. All three are
standing on the recumbent buffalo, the tail of which is held
in the lower right hand, whilst the corresponding left grasps
the hair of an imp which stands on the head of the buffalo, and
in one instance is seen to hold up a hand in a deprecating
manner. The numerous other arms of Durga hold various
insignia*

As the sun got up the mist cleared off and allowed us to
get a view of the counffy. The district of Antang is an up-
land vale, surrounded by mountains, which are clothed with
dense forest, the lower borders are planted with coffee, whilst
the undulating vale itself is occupied by numerous woody
village steads surrounded by Sawahs, from which the crop
of paddy had lately been taken. The Pasangrahan is situa-
ted in a recess at the North Eastern corner of the vale and
commands a fine view. It is close to the range which comes
down from the Arjuno, and here terminates in what the
people of Antang call Gunung Indoro Wati bearing East 40°
North. West from the Pasaugrahan the vale is bounded by
a steep ridge called Gunung Loksono, over the top of whidi
is the shortest route to Kediri, but the usual and made road
is down a steep valley or gorge between it and the Indoro
Wati, being a distance of 37 pauls, with an intermediate sta-
tion called Parie, already 20 pauls from Antang; so that our
route via Blitar was nearly double of the direct one. At the
South Western foot of the Loksono and between it and the
spurs of the Klut, the Kali Konto escapes from the vale,
taking with it the whole of its drainage. This riyer is said
to divide itself into several courses in the lowlands of Modjo
Rijo and . gung, as no one corresponding large stream is
tKere crossed. Bearing .from the Pasangrahan South 30°.
West rise the numerous and shattered tops of the Gunung
Klut. Proceeding Southward, round the circumference of
the vale, is the ridge which connects thia mountain with the
Kawi, which we had crossed the day before at Pagar Sari,
and over which, from some positions, is seen towering the
steep tower rock of Gunung K<*isie. The Kawi ib higher
tlan the Klut, and has a more regularly formed cone; it
bears from the I as>angrahan South 20° East, and with its
subordinate parts shuts in the East of the vale of Antang.
Here we come round upon the deep galley of the Kali Kon-
to, which rising to the Eastward of the Indoro Wati hills,
here passes between them and the Kawi, and along the course
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of which is the main road communicating with Malang.
Coffee is extensively cultivated in Antang for the Govern-

ment. We were told that it produced this year 11,000 Piculs
with a population of 109000 souls, though the published
statements in the Tijschrift only give us 7,627 souls. The
little pulping machines are seen in all directions, set amongst
the Sawahs, the water of which is used for driving their di-
minutive wheels.

On enquiring after the origin of the word Antang, the Wi-
dono informed us that it arose from the former Tummung-
gungs or chiefs often resisting or neglecting the order of the
court of Mataram, being amongst these mountain fastnesses
out of the reach of the ordinary means of controul. He
however, very naievely observed that now a days they were
all good and dutiful subjects^ quietly obeying the orders of
government. This Widono is much of a gentleman and
seems to take a great degree of pride in having: his district in
nice order. The roads, in spite of the hilly nature of the
ground, are in excellent order, and he points to them with
a great deal of self satisfaction, boasting that he even goes
in his buggy to Malang, with only a little assistances of coolies
at the steeps. He supplied us with capital hoi ses to continue
our route and accompained us a part of the way iu the cool
of the morning. Antang is 27 pauls from Malang. After
leaving the vale our course lay up the gully of the Kali Kon-
to which is narrow and precipitous on either side, the river
impinging first against one wall and then against the one op.
posite; this has caused some difficulty in constructing the road,
and made many bridges necessary, as the river has to be cros.
sed about a dozen times. At one place a very picturesque wa-
terfall attracts attention; a good stream making a clear leap of
the steep wall which bounds the side next the Kawi. Alter
riding about seven pauls tha road leaves the valley of the
Kali Konto and leads up a very long and steep hill on the
Southern bank. At the top, you are somewhat surprised
by coming out amongst Sawahs, but these are watered from
the higher flanks of the Kawi beyond. Here is the village
of Bakir with a small pasangrahan 19 pauls from Malang.
The view from this, over the Indoro Wati range is very fine,
the highest part of which is here known as Gunung Biru,
and just peeping from behind it is the Gunung Anjasmoro,
•where the Kali Konto has its origin. The triple peaked top
of Arjuno has now again come within the range of our view,
and is seen thrusting its lofty head through the clouds in
the North East. Ttte due North line crosses the range of
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Indoro Wati a little to the westward of Gunong Biru. Soon
after leaving Bakir the road has to cross a very deep dell,
the descent into which though zigzagged on the face of the
hill, is so steep that it is with difficulty you can maintain
your seat in the saddle, which as cruppers are not in fashion,
has a constant tendency to slip forward on the neck of the
unf)rtunate horse; this however, has its revenge by a'mere
malicious bob of the head, when the rider inevitably rolls in
the dust before it. Emerging from this dell you gradually
find yourself getting into a different sort of country, an
undulating upland plateau, without trees or brushwood, but
covered with the long aliang allang grass. The morning air
was still bracing and pleasant though the sun had already
risen high in the heavens, and as we were unprotected by
any shelter, the view upon the surrounding mountain was
clear and open. These grass lands abound in deer and it is
here that the native chiefs practise their great sport of hunt-
ing them down on horse back. The hdrses are trained to the
chase and are said to diplay a great deal of emulation and
zeal; the rider is nearly naked and seated on the bare back
without any saddle, armed with a spear or Klewang the ob-
ject is to gallop up with the running deer and so despatch
them. These grass lands are known by the name of Gunung
Agaron and are about the 15 and 16 pauls from Malang. The
eastern brow of this plateau forms the boundary between the
Widonoshij) of Antang and Batu, and where this road leaves
il, is called Rajah Wessi. Another steep descent is now
experienced into the lower country, winding round the pre-
cipitous sides of a mountain ravine for about} of a p>>ul,
at the foot you find the post No. 14, and turning off the road
to the right, at the distance of a few hundred yards, you reach
the hot well of Sanggaretti. This is close under the bank of
steep hills which further back rise up into the lofty Kawi.
Iron oxide appears to be entangled amongst these hot waters,
as well as in in such as are cold, and oose fioin the surround-
ing hills, presenting a red and scummy appearance. A bambu
thatch shed, divided into compartments, covers a square
bath dug out of the ground, and at the same time affords
separate rooms for dressing, but there is no accommodation
for a patient taking up this abode. Outside of the shed is
the main and original well, over the spring of which a small
Hindu temple has been erected, now of course in ruins. Tt
has been originally 8 or 10 feet high, without any interior
cell, but bearing images in niches, traces whereof still remain,
and the most perfect of which are placed on the edges of the
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present bath in the shed. The whole is composed of squared
and hewn trachyte rock. At the back, or west side of this
temple, is a square well or cistern of about 2 feet each wav;
but which however does not now contain either the main
spring or hottest water; this is found in a hole broken open
at the north side and is led away by a duct under ground to
the bath in the shed. Inserting a Fahrenheit's thermometer
into the spot where the water was bubbling up the strongest,
it indicated ] 12° and the same temperature was observed
where the water enters the bath. The taste of the water is
by no means nauseous but rather insipid, somewhat resem-
bling chicken broth. The little temple has originally stood
on a terrace, from which the water was poured through stone
spouts into a basin on the South- This is now entirely di-
lapidated, but a little water still runs through the spouts,
forming the only place where the natives can bathe. The
ends of the stone spouts project into the basin, and^appeai.
to have been originally formed to present heads and mouths
pouring out the fluid. The spirit of Hinduism must have
been btrongly rooted among a people who employed it to
consecrate and recommend a sanitary spring issuing naturally
from the earth, and shows that the well has attracted atten-
tion from a very early date. Its properties now a days do
not appear to be much appreciated or perhaps properly un-
derstood. Invalids, with a variety of complaints, frequently
visit it, with apparently small benefit. The charge to inva-
lids coming from the sea coast, from a hot to a cool and heal-
thy climate; perhaps does more good than a Hind or injudi-
cious use of the water can afford. There is no accommodation
for dwelling at the well; this must be sought at Batu, two
pauls nearer Malang, the seat of a government coffee estab-
lishment. At this place we soon after arrived and tarried a
while to breakfast and see the sights. The chief of these is
the coffee curing establishment of M. Van Vloten, in the
method practised in the West Indies. The works are exten-
sive and situated on a rising ground with a copious supply
of running water, which, in an undertaking of this kind, is
indispensible both as a moving power, and a means of soak-
ing the beans after the pulp has been taken off., The machi.
nery has stood here some 10 or 12 years, and is very defective
and rude, but still, with patching, is made to get through its
work. The drying platforms, or barbicues as they are called
in the West Indies, are extensive and commodious, being
oblong terraces of plaster work, over which a thatched roof,
travelling on wheels, can be run or withdrawn according to
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the state of the weather or at night time, without incurring
the labour and expense of gathering up the beans. Three
noble stores, of immense length in a great measure encom-
pass the other works; they are composed of two floors so
as not to pile up the coffee in too great a mass, and afford
the means of conveniently ventilating and finally curing the
coffee previous to the parchment husk being ground off.
The contractor has nothing to do with the planting of the
coffee; this is done by the ilative population under the su-
perintendence of government officials, as is the case every
where else. The fresh* plucked berries are brought to the
mill, and for every six measures so received, one of clean
marketable coffee must, at least, be returned to government.
This is a roomy calculation, but any overplus of coffee must
also be sent to the government store. For this operation of
curing and drying the contractor is paid, I believe about f2\
copper per picul clean coffee. He works out about 12° 14
thousand piculs. The coffee cultivation on the adjacent hills
and plains makes Batu a rather important place. Here are
stationed a Widono or native district chief, a European
Controleur, and a store keeper, in addition to the coffee con-
tractor. There is a commodious Pasangrahan, in the garden
of which we again found a collection of Hindu antiquities.
These appear to relate to the worship of Siwa, two repre-
senting Maha Dewa himself. One is about 4 feet in height,
of which the forehead and upper part of the face have been
knocked off, leaving, however, the chin, beard and musta-
chios. A single striifg of simple round beads hangs from his
neck; in the left hand is a goglet of water and in the right
a small rosary. The other has lost his head, but holds a
trisula in one hand. There are also two Braminy Bulls, a
Ganesa, two Doorgas, both without heads, but with eight
arms and full breasts, besides a small Hindu figure squatting
down, with an expanded flower in either hand. Two small
gorgons heads complete the list of antiquities here, but else-
where we observed that a Lingga which is also connected with
Siwa's worship, had*been put to the profane use of squirting
water into a small tank, into the wall of which it was built,
with an hydraulic pipe adapted.

(To be Continued.)

T T t
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MISCELLANEOUS.

AGRICULTURE OP SINGAPORE.

Singapore situated within little more than a degree of the Equa-
tor and without any tract of elevated land has a remarkable equa-
lity of climate and seasons. We feel but in a moderate degree the
influence of the N. E. and S. W. Monsoons, and we have a mild
rainy season of short duration in the commencement of the former,
lasting from October to December. These changes however have
little influence upon the vegetable creation, the plants are green
throughout the year, and there is a perpetual succession of fruits
and flowers. Thus every period of the year is suited for agricul-
tural operations and they can be commenced and conducted in all.
The climate at the same time is totally free from storms, hurri-
canes, or even violent gusts of wind, calculated to impede or
overthrow the labors of the husbandman. Neither are those labors
nor the personal safety of the cultivator likely to be endangered by
the depredations of wild and ferocious animals; for the Tiger and
Elephant, so pernicious to agriculture on Sumatra and the Malayan
Continent, do not exist in Singapore or any other of the small
islands, and the wild boar, another formidable depredator, is few in
number. Hitherto at least these regions have to the best of our
knowledge been free from the wide spreading depredations of those
hosts of insects, such as the Locust, the Palmerworm, Hessianfly,
&c. which devasted the plains of central Asia and America, taxing
the labors of the husbandman to an inconceivable extent.

The soil of Singapore reposes upon a sand stone of old formation
in which is found extensive beds of clay iron ore. The surface of
the island consists for the most part of low hills from 100 to 159
feet in height. In a few situations on the coast there are long
narrow plains; the soil of the latter is invariably sandy and sterile,
fit only for the growth of weeds and tall trees. On the hills the
soil is composed of the deluvium of the sand stone and clay iron
ore, and its varieties depend upon the proportions in which these
ingredients enter into its composition. On the summits of the
hills the soil is commonly scanty, but on the sides, slopes and
narrow valleys below, deep and abundant. There are no rich
alluvial tracts in the island, for a sufficient reason that there are no
considerable rivers calculated to give origin <o them.

These brief notices of the soil and climate lead us to a considera-
tion of those articles of husbandry which are suited or otherwise to
the growth of the island. In the first place it mi^t be obvious
that the absence of extensive alluvial plains and of a command of
water'to irrigate them renders the island totally unfit for the
growth of rice, a commodity which can never be cheaply brought
to market except where those advantages exist. We may venture
to assert that the soil 'of Singapore is equally unsuited for the
production of Coffee. To afford this article cheaply and at the
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same time of a good quality, a rich black mould and a tract of
country elevated if near the Equator to at least one thousand feet
above the level of the sea, appear to be indispensable. The Coffee
of Arabia is not produced in the sandy deserts of that country but
in rich valleys and among the mountains. It is only the most
fertile countries of the Archipelago, Java, Luconia, and the
mountain districts of favored parts of Sumatra, which have hitherto
afforded this commodity.

Cotton, Sugar-cane, Indigo, the Cacoa, Mulberry and^Tobacco,
every one of which require a strong rich soil, are eminently ill-suited
to the poor red soil of the hills of Singapore. The same sentence
may be pronounced on the growth of the finer spices, the Clove
and Nutmeg, which, whatever opinion sanguine speculators may
have entertained to the contrary, it is now pretty generally acknow-
ledged cannot be raised in cheapness and perfection suited to the
demands of a free market except in the spice islands themselves.

The soil and climate of Singapore is perfectly adapted to the
production of all the tropical fruits—the Cocoanut, the Orange of
many species and varieties, the Mangoe which is found wild in the
forest, the Mangustin, Durian, Duku and Pine-apple. It is rather
climate than soil that is required by such productions as these,
and it appears singular, and a fact yet unexplained in vegetable
physiology, that whilst the poorest wilds arc sufficient for the
growth not only of the profuse and luxuriant plants which afford
the rich fruits in question, but also for that of the most stupendous
trees of the forest, the richest are indispensable to the successful
culture of the lowly plants which afford the principal necessaries
of life.

Besides fruits the soil of Singapore is perfectly well adapted
to the growth of all those green esculent plants and farinaceous
Foots which are natural to a tropical climate—such as different
varieties of cucumber, the egg plant, different pulses, the yam,
the batata and many otbprH. The common garden pea of Europe
may probably be raised with care, but it will be in vain that we
attempt the culture of cabbage, cauliflower, artichoke or potatoe.
These are not raised in Java, or Cubu or St. Domingo or Jamaica
at a less elevation than 3,000 feet above the level of the sea, and in
our situation so much nearer the Equator would probably require
4,000. We are of opinion that the only staple articles which the
soil of Singapore is capable of raising with advantage are Gambler
or Terra Japonica and Black Pepper. CRAVTFURD*

The above paper appeared in the Singapore Chronicle twenty,
five years ago. In the main we fear that its condemnation of the
soil of Singapore is too well founded. The sagacity of the writer
has been proved by the fact that several of the productions for
which, he declares Singapore unsuited have been tried and failed.
Or if the failure has not been decided the results have been *> little
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satisfactory that there appears no probability of the experiments
being repeated. It would be instructive if those planters who have
tried Coffee, Cotton, and Cacao would place on record the results
of their attempts to introduce the cultivation of these plants. Of
Sugar cane we say nothing because one of the only two plantations
that have ever been formed still exists, and we see a new chimney
rising in Pyah Lebar.

The soil is much more varied than it was supposed to be in
former j^ars, and so far from consisting entirely of decomposed
sandstone and clay iron ore, contains a plutonic tract of about 60
square miles, and another in which shales predominate (ante Vol.
II p. 100, 140 &c). The following is extracted from a paper on
the Geology of the Straits of Singapore presented by us to the
Geological Society:

Although the soils of the district have not the fertility of the
volcanic and calcareous soils which occur in many parts of the
Indian Archipelago, they are covered with an indigenous vegetation
of great vigour and luxuriance, supporting numbers of animals of
different species. The hills of plutonic rock support dense and
continuous forests composed of more than 200 species of trees*,
many of which are of great size. So long as the iron is not
in such excess as to recompose the clay into stone or render
it hard, those soils which contain most iron are most fertile. The
purely or highly felspathic are the worst. But even felspathic soils,
when intermixed with a sufficient proportion of quartz, are, in this cli-
mate, capable of producing an abundant vegetation. Although it is
obvious to every observer that there is no kind of soil in the
district for which nature has not provided plants that flourish
luxuriantly in it, yet it must not be hastily concluded, as some have
done, that this exuberant vegetation indicates a general fertility in
the soil. It is found, on the contrary, when the native plants are
destroyed and the land is employed for agriculture, that there are
very few soils in which cultivated plants not indigenous to the region,
but whose climatic range embraces it, will flourish spontaneously.
While the cocoanut, betelnut, sago, gomuti and the numerous
Malayan fruits succeed well with little care, the nutmeg and clove
are stunted and almost unproductive, unless constantly cultivated
and highly manured. Yet the climate is perfectly adapted for
them. Place them in the rare spots where there is naturally a
fertile soil, or create one artificially, and the produce is equal to
that of trees in the Molucca plantations. With respect to indige-
nous plants, gambier, pepper and all the fruit trees flourish on the
plutonic hills, provided they are not too deficient in iron and quartz.
The hills of violet shale, where they are not too sandy, are equal
to the best plutonic soils: those namely in which there is a sufficient
proportion of hard granules to render them friable, and sufficient
iron to render them highly absorptive of water without becoming

* ]fy list contains at present 217 trees but is not complete.
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plastic. Of all the sedimentary soils the sandstone and very arena-
ceous shales furnish the worst. Of the alluvial soils, the sand,
particularly when it contains a mixture of vegetable matter or
triturated shells, is the proper soil of the cocoanut, and the vegetable
mud of the sago. When the country has been better and longer
drained and cultivated, the latter soil will become a rich mould.
At present it is every where too wet and sour to make a fertile
soil. Rice is grown on some patches off t. The bluish sea mud
contains good ingredients, but clay is in excess, and the animal matter
in it appears to assist in rendering it hard and untractable when it
is not saturated with water. Even for such a soil nature has pro-
vided plants useful to man, for the betelnut and some of the
indigenous fruit trees grow well in it with little cultivation. Although
there are cultivated plants adapted to every kind of soil in the
district, and it has indigenous tribes who can live exclusively on its
yams, Ago, fish and wild animals, it is incapable of feeding a
population of the more civilised races, and the latter must always be
dependent on other countries for the great necessary of life—rice.

The rocks which are used for economical purposes are not numerous.
The only edible one is the fine clay called ampo, which is made
into thin cakes, smoked and kept for use. The iron gravel and
rocks have, during late years, been extensively used for metalling
the roads in and near town. They soon acquire a compact, and hard
smooth surface. The plutonic rocks and the indurated sandstones
and conglomerates are used for the foundations of houses. La-
teritic stones are sometimes used by the Malays as pedestals for
the posts on which their small houses rest. Granite is used for
steps, mile stones, tomb stones, &c. Of the blueish alluvial clays
the bricks and tiles are made of which the town of Singapore is
built. The fine kaolin which abounds has been found the best
adapted of any in India for the manufacture of porcelain, but no
manufactory has ever been established.*

* Sec Dr O^banghnesy's Report of experiments made by him for Government.
The following is an extract. " Singapore Clays: By far the best clay I have
met, is that given me by Captain Ilalsted, and which he procured at Singapore.

It occurs as I am informed, close to the beach, and the Messrs Lackerateen of
Calcutta inform me, it can be brought to Calcutta tor six annas theraaund.

This clay is found in thick strata. The detached masses are of a pink tint, bro-
ken into they contain nodUus of perfectly white earth. They absorb water eagerly,
and yield an exceedingly soft, ductile, and tenacious paste.

On firing, this clay is found to resist a temperature sufficient to fuse English
blue pots. The vessels made from the coarsest parts of this clay are strong, hard,

of a beautiful and rich crimson colour. The picked clay gives a snow-
Specime^. while biscuit; unpicked and simply worked up as it is dug, it gives a

light yellow stoneware of the very best kiud, as far as density, hard-
ness, strength, lightness, and colour are concerned."
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ESSAY TOWARDS AN ACCOUNT OF SULU.*

CHAP. I.

Climate.

T H E tropical regions, in general, have no other distinction of
seasons, than rainy sad fair weather. But there arises some
variety from the situation of places, and from the soil: The
ocean, which Solomon calls the fountain of rain, regulates in great
measure their seasons; more perhaps even than the sun, which is
commonly reckoned the cause of this vicissitude.

Sulu is variable in its climate, two years differing very much,
though a dry season is generally succeeded by a wet one, and this
again followed by its opposite: If, from the experience of two
seasons, I may be allowed to judge, it seems the dry is the least
warm: perhaps from the influence the saltpetre, which is Abundant
on the island, has in cooling the atmosphere in the dry season,
when the exhalations are the strongest, and it is possible the saline
particles, being diluted by the rains, have a less sensible effect;
however, this conjecture is only proposed for future observation.

As the different parts of this empire are very different in point of
situation, they of consequence vary in climate and seasons: When I
mention Sulu, I mean the island only; and here I may repeat,
that the seasons being variable, some can scarce obtain an adequate
encomium, whilst others are not superior to what is common in the
same latitude: however, their rains are not, as the monsoon weather
in India, incessant for days, but are hard showers, generally attend-
ed with violent blasts of wind of short continuance. The air is, in
general, at other times clear, the tops of the hills being remarkably
free from vapours, f and the nights commonly cool. The rains are
chiefly from June to the end of October, though in the two first
months the showers are less frequent, and in the last most common,
the latter part of August, and beginning of September seem to be
most liable to squalls. The north winds brng fair weather and
sunshine. At the termination of them are frequent calms, which is
the season for fishing pearls.

The seasons, along the West Coasts of Kini-Ballu, and
Palawan, are consonant to Sulu; rains attending the westerly
winds, and fair weather the N. E. But the East Coasts of Borneo,
from Paitan to Tirun are directly the reverse, the N. E.bring
ing rainy, and the S. W. fair weather. These circumstances,
so contradictory to the solar system of seasons, are entirely con-

* This essay is extracted from Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory, a work which
has long been out of print, and, from the limited nnmber of copies that were print-
ed, must be rarely met with. Tlus, with the interest which at present attaches to
Sulu, has induced us to reprint the whole of Dalrymple's account which contains
much that is curious as well as much that has a practical value.—ED.

t I have distinctly seen, by moonlight, the mountains of Sulu when above 10
leagues distant.
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sonant to the true origin of the tropical rains; which are caused by
the wind blowing constantly over a large surface of fluid, and
bearing with it clouds of exhalation, which dissipate in heavy
rains.

In all places within the tropics, the land seems to have an
influence in directing the winds, but not with that uniformity which
systematics pretend; however, in general, there is a breeze from
the land in the night, and from the sea in the day; the night
breeze is commonly a cold penetrating elastic air, and that from
the sea a cool humid one. The sea is little different any where,
but the land communicates, by its exhalations, its nature to the
breeze: Mangidara, for example, is a very cold country, dis-
agreeable in the highest degree to the constitution of the Sulus;
this frigidity is ascribed to the gold mines, which are in this coun-
try equally abundant and pure: The natives, indeed, to the same
cause refer all remarkable coldness in rivers or fountains, with how
much justice I leave to be determined by the naturalist.

Thunder and lightning are common here, as in other countries,
but not remarkably frequent or excessive; indeed I have not heard
of any accident from them.

In most places of the. East Indies, they have storms in a certain
degree at the change of the monsoons, and, it frequently happens,
these are very violent. Although the intermediate seasons are
generally exempt from tempests, they sometimes, though very rarely,
happen at other times than the change of the monsoon. The
China seas, and other places adjacent to the invariable trade-winds,
are liable to hurricanes, or tyfoons, which arise from the struggle
between these trade-winds and the monsoon, chiefly at the springs.

At Sulu, there are no storms at the shifting of the winds, an<J
very seldom at any other time. The end of the monsoon is atten-
ded with a fresh westerly wind, for some days, which they foretell
by the situation of a constellation, called by them, from a supposed
resemblance? the coco tree: This generally occasions a storm
amongst the northern Philipinas, which the Spaniards term Bag-
io, and some years ago it was felt at Sulu, though not violently,
as at Basilan, where it was very severe: this, and one more, are
the only storms the oldest persons recollect at Sulu, the other
happened about the termination of the N. E. winds, and was exces-
sively violent: many days it rained without intermission, and not one
coco-nut-tree was left standing on the whole island. The hills were
swept clear of their woods: one island overwhelmed entirely, and
much devastation made in many places. It seems to have been
attended with an earthquake, as Temontangis is reported to have
trembled.

Although Sulu itself be exempt from storms, in common, it is
not to be supposed all parts of the empire are: Those places, open
to the sea, nave little difference, in this respect, from others in
parallel situations: Sulu and the adjacent islands, situated be-
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tween Borneo and the Archipelago of the Philipinas, derive from
this situation, the benefit of an exemption from tempests, and have
from thence also another circumstance, attended with conveniences,
though with concominant disadvantages: This is, that the winds
are not so fixed and steady, as in places where there is an open
sea: But, though this facilitates the passage one way, it retards it
the other; as the consequence of this situation is, that calms and
light winds are very frequent :^ Though, as the banks are of great
extent, and the tides very rapid, upon the whole it appears to me,
that Sulu has a benefit in these respects, above most other places
between the tropics.

It is common to have constant land and sea breezes in the fair
season, but during the rains they are in few places so frequent; I
have however £een assured, that the coasts of Borneo, from tin*
sang towards Paitan, have constantly near shore a northerly wind
in the day, and a southerly one in the night, at all seasons.

Perhaps the conclusion of this chapter, which are signs of wea-
ther and land, communicated by Bahatol, the old Sulu, may
expose me to ridicule. However, few are so ignorant of human
nature, as not to know that experience exceeds me deepest reason-
ing, and that an illiterate fisherman shall often be found, better
acquainted with the signs which indicate changes of the weather,
than the most acute philosopher with his barometer. Bahatol
informed me, that these signs have passed down from father to
son, through many successions, and that his long experience has
warranted their veracity: However, I only present them, to be
confirmed, or refuted, by observation and experience.

These signs are chiefly taken from lightning.
When lightning explodes upwards, it shews there will soon be

wind, though it does not denote a storm.
A storm is predicted, by a woo-ing sound in the water.
Tremulous lightning very high, is a sign of rain.
The same not so high, indicates a hill.
When the lightning is red and fiery, it shews the hill to be rocky.
When yellow, it is a sign the hill is earth.
Low flashes upon the surface of the water, denote a shoal under

water.
A shoal above water, has an atmosphere hanging over it, which

appeal's like an island.
Low long lightning, upon the surface, shews an island with

trees; and when an island, or hill, is high at one end, and low at
the other, the lightning will be in an inclining line like the hill.

I had almost forgot to take notice of a phenomenon, well worthy
a philosophical disquisition; I presume not to determine, whether
it arises from a refraction in the air? from the tide? or from what
other cause ? it is, that whilst at anchor near Abai, the same lands
were sometimes visible from deck, which could, at other times, only
be seen from the main top, elevated about 40 feet from the surface:
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this circumstance, which evinces the visible horizon to change its
distance, makes all observations of latitude, taken by means thereof,
uncertain; and perhaps, if it be owing to a refractive power in
the air, land observations may be considerably affected thereby.
Though I mention this one instance only, similar have occurred at
other times.

Earthquakes are not uncommon, but not very violent, there being
no instance of any mischief, done by them, at Sulu.

CHAP. II.

Geographical description of Sulu.
The limits of Sulu, eastward and northward, are the Philipinas:

westward, Borneo-Proper: and southward, Idanea, or the inland
of Borneo.

It is composed of an Archipelago, of which the three most
considerable islands are Sulu, Basilan and Tawitawi; of many
districts on the East, North, and North West Coasts of Borneo ;
and of the better half of Palawan, or Paragoa, and of Dumaran.

I propose to treat first of the isla.nds, which I shall, for the
greater precision, do under throe heads, Sulu, Basilan, and Ta~
witawi.

SECT. I. SULU.

Sulu comprehends the Sulu Islands, Tapul Isles, Paliangan
Isles, and Pangutaran Islands.

Under the denomination of the Sulu Islands, I consider Sulu,
Nosa Sale, Tukan, Banhmgan, Panganah, Kuhangan, Tulyan,
Bute Kntin, Kapual, Beetinan, Saang, Dong Dong, Tambulean,
Pata, Dammonan, Lumbian, Patean, and TeumabaL

Sulu itself is divided into several chief-ships, all subordinate to
the capital, but, having their own officers for the common juris-
diction in their several districts; the chiefs of these districts are of
different ranks, being nominated Pangliina, Maharaja Palawan,
and Oranhys. The districts are eight in number.*
IMC, which comprehends the country of Bual and Pateebulan,xxnder a Panplima.
Pua&vlt • Dafuno. . . Maharaja Palawan.
Pnnchual, or Panchuar . Temontangis, Westward . . *v
ilectong, . . . . Soenomatm : . . . i

Mymbum, . . . . T h e d i s t r i c t a d j a c e n t t o t h a t t o w n > « " * Oranltyi
Pugpu?, . . . . T h e distr ict b e t w e e n B u d JJato \

and the sea on the other side. *
Parang, . . . . Tufty Parean Batang.

Luc is tho most considerable for number of people: It is not
to be supposed the limits of each district are determined with
sufficient precision to permit a minute geographical disquisition,
but what is above mentioned will be enough to point out their
situations.

* The following divisions do not correspond with those of the map, but the list
is to be preferred to the map.

Uuu
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There are, perhaps, few places in the world more agreeable than
Sulu, particularly in the arrangement and figure of the hills, some
whereof are covered with stately woods, others with clear grass
land, delightfully verdant, except in spots, where it has been burnt
for cultivation, and which, from the variety it affords, conveys
more the idea of pleasure than of barrenness : Many of the hills
are cultivated almost to their summits, and these fields, surrounded
with clumps of wood-land, afford a delightful prospect to the eye,
which only wants country-seats, churches, and such decorations of
a civilized people, to form a complete landscape, as the huts which
appear scattered over the country, are but a poor substitute for the
want of better habitations: The coast is generally woody, so that
it is no small pleasure to the eye, as it were, to steal through this
barrier into the cultivated scenes.

Temontangis, the most remarkable of the hills, is a single moun-
tain, peaked at top, it is situated to the S. W. of the fort, and is
detached from all the other hills: To the southward of it is the
KO in tain Tulty, less in altitude, but more beautiful in appearance,
being chiefly cleared and extremely verdant, it has a remarkable
peak near the summit, detached and apparently steep on every
side, intended, as it were, by nature for an observatory; it is said
the top of the mountain forms itself into a hollow plain, with a
gentle declivity inwards to a pit, which has lately fallen in, and is
without bottom ; here the natives have built a town, and, indeed,
it appears, few more agreeable situations are to be found.

To the westward, between Tuky and Temontangis, there is a
peaked hummock named Ueegang-an, not high though woody.

To the eastward of Tuky there are several hills; the most re-
markable is Taleepow, which in beauty of appearance surpasses all
the others; it is of a good height, though not equal to many otheis
on the island, but the southern side of it is half wood land, with
savannahs, and the other half cleared, with a streak of wood, run-
ning down in a serpentine line, from top to bottom: This is now
almost the only place on the island where there are elephants, the
destruction they make in the plantations, having induced the na-
tives to kill all they can meet with, and for this purpose they have
instituted a grand-hunting-match, when their harvest is over.

Dahorv, is a pretty high round hill, almost in the center of the
Western Peninsula; on the top of it is a large plain, where a
town is built, and the mountain being steep, there are steps cut for
the facility of ascending it: this situation very naturally influences
the inhabitants to theft, as they have a secure retreat, in their
mountain, for the cattle they plunder from their more open, not
more honest, neighbour.

Between Dahow and Tcniontangis, though near the fort, are
several hills, very remarkable in the prospect they form, as ex-
pressed in the view from the bay; one of the two flat ones, named
Dato, was the retreat of the chief Sulus during the Spanish inva*
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sion, when they established some forts on the island. The view
also, represents the other hills to Seenomaan better, than many
words could describe them.

Dakota is a small woody hill, detached from all others, and si-
tuated near the bottom of Bual Bay, Urut, Tatidu, and the
chain between them to the southward, are chiefly remarkable for
the beauty and diversity of prospect.

The country situated between the various hills, is not a dead flat;
but waved plains, cultivated in many places, verdant in all; well
watered with streams, which disembogue themselves on every side,
and well adapted for the produce of sugar-canes, grain, &c. The
soil is in general a stiff loomy black, or red, mould, though from
the fort to Temontangis it is very shallow, and scarcely strewed
over the iron stones, though even this part yields good pasturr, and
woods of teak, though generally stinted in their growth, by burn-
ing the land, which is done here to entice the deer, by the young
herbage that shoots up from the ashes. There are besides many
reeds, which would form excellent thatch for houses.

The husbandry of Sulu is very far from being adequate to the
natural advantages; for want of a little assistance to nature, it
often happens that their crops fail them, in a dry reason; whereas,
were they to use the least degree of industry, to collect and pre-
serve their water, they would never be in danger of famine, but in
wet seasons would have crops superior to now, and as good in dry
ones, whereas now it sometimes happens a field is not worth
reaping.

The aptness of the soil to run into grass, is also another incon-
venience they have to struggle with, for if they cultivate the same
ground, two or three years following, the grass choaks the paddy.
This prevents them from grubbing up the roots of the trees, and
the land haying been burnt, the branches are left bare without
leaves, which has the appearance of barrenness at a distance.

There arc many towns on the sea-shore, though inland they are
chiefly in straggling huts: To the eastward of Sulu, on the north
coast. PatccuU? Ileegassen and Taglcebee; on Bual Bay,
Bunoun, Su-oh, and some other towns, Bual, Sapang, Karang-
Karang; on the S. E. Tandu; on Saang-Buy, Partehulam ;
Maymhum on the south; Parang, &c, on the west; and on the
N. W., Senoaaan, Kan-jca, Bato-bato, and Matanda.

Nosa Safe is a small low woody island, close to the point of
Parang Bay.

TuUan, a small, though pretty high, rocky island, in shape
like a slipper. There are here many painted snakes, which crawl
into their vessels that lye a night at this island.

Bankungan is pretty high and covered with wood, but appears
very rocky and barren. It has a fishing hut or two on the south
side.

* Patch I is the name of a hill, the name of the town is Kwo-nyan.
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Panganak is merely a rock covered with shrubs.
Kuhangan has no inhabitants; it appears like two islands, there

being a low isthmus in the middle: It is very woody.
Tulyan is high land, the hills form an amphitheatre with a

large valley in the middle, to which two or three breaks between
the hills, form a passage; particularly on the south part where
there is a large plain, between the Peak Hill and the Green,
Midge, covered with woods: The island is not at present inhabit-
ed, but formerly it was, and had then many cattle, cocoanut, and
other fruit trees, which were destroyed by the Spaniards, in their
last expedition against Sulu.

The woods are not in general large towards the shore; they are
of various kinds, and many of them good timber; the Alexandrian
Laurel is common enough, and by much the largest I have seen;
one of them, growing on the shore, being above two fathom in
circumference: There are several put trees on the island: the
leaves are dark green, pretty large and high ribbed; the dammer
is in general as white as milk; and has the consistency, and some-
what of the smell of turpentine, it seems to oose entirely from the
bark.

The shore is, in some places, so steep that a large ship may ca-
reen by it, but the island is but ill supplied with water: The bay
is very commodious and secure for a few ships.

Bulekutin, which forms, with part of Sulu, a harbour for
small vessels, is a low woody island without water.

Kapual is inhabited, and produces considerable quantities ef
paddy ; it is pretty high land, with woods of very large fine tim-
ber, and has plenty of deer.

Bateenan is not so high as Kapual, but little different from it,
otherwise.

Saang are several small rocky keys, which form a cove with
the south coast of Sulu, but whether there be depth within, or any
passage through them, is uncertain.

Dong-dong is a long low woody island, at the S. E. end are
several rocks above water.

Tambulean is a small low woody island, which seems to have
a reef all round it.

Pata ia a pretty large inhabited island, off Saang-Bay : The
western part is high land; the east low. It has a good stock
of cattle, and, it is said, one very old elephant: There are 3 pits
of very white saltpetre earth, which yields \ of petre.

Dammukan is another small low woody .island, close to the
north end of Pata.

Lumbuean, similar to the former, and close to it.
Patean is tolerably high, abounds with water, and is reported

to have a cove, with depth of water for any ship, on the east side,
which fronts the coast of Sulu, and is therefore land-locked.

Tenmabal is a low woody island.
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The Tapul Isles comprehend, north and south Kabing-aan,
Taluh, Tapul, Bukepong-povg, Suladde, Tara, Seeassee, Nanlta,
Lame?msa, Parang-parangan, Seebeehing, Karang China, 3fa-
nubol, Lapak, Pandarmne, and Seerlum.

The Kabing-aan's are two low woody islands, with a chain of
rocks, like haycocks, miming from one to the other.

Taluk is close to them and is similar: all three are remarkable
for plenty of fish.

2yapul is a high island, abounding with fresh water, small cattle,
goats, and yams, being cultivated to the very top: • The natives,
derived from the inland of Sulu, retain some peculiar laws and
customs, though not very worthy to be imitated.

Buleepongpong is a high island also, but appears more woody
than Tapul.

Suladdee is a low woody island, without fresh water.
Tara is nothing more than a high rock, with a few shrubs.
Seeassee is a high island, clothed with woods, but cleared in

many places; it is inhabited, and well supplied with fresh water.
It yields many small cowries, and small bait, named Seeassee.

Nanha is a small hummock, but pretty high and woody.
Lameemisa has a beach of very bright white sand, but within

seems entirely covered with wood, it is not high, though above the
level of the islands to the southward.

Parangparangan, Seebeehing and Karang China, are all low
and woody, with a sandy beach: It is very difficult, in passing
them, to determine their limits or number; as great part appeal's
a low sandy ridge with tufts of trees here and there, which look like
so many islands. Parangparangan is very low, with some spots
of bright white sand, which look like breakers; between it and
Lqyneenusa, there is a dry sand bank, named Nunoan. These
islands form a harbour with Seeassee, but it is reported to be
shallow.

Manubol is a small low woody island.
Lapah is high, and clothed with woods, it appears, with Seeassee,

to form good shelter from the S.W. and N.E. winds, and is barred
from the south by shoals, which join the two islands.

Pandamnie is described to be a small sand, with a few bushes,
close to Lapah. #

And Seerlum, a small island, adjacent to it.
The Pangutaran Isles are, Pangutaran, Ubean, Teekul, UsatL*

da, Kuneelaan, Bas-bas, Maleputbas, Vanduhan, Kulassian,
Bubuan, Tubigan, "Patakunan, Teomdbal, Taweetawee, Lahat-
lahat, Kaangan, Valleeangan, Tong-Tong, Marungas, Suhohon*
Bobdf Hegad, and Meenis.,

Vangutaran, formerly settled by the Spaniards, who left a
breed of large hogs, is about 10° long, and at the south end where
broadest, near half that in breadth, it is destitute not only of har-
bours, but even of shelter for ships, it being steep, to a very small
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distance, on every side. It is very well inhabited, by slaves and
vassals of the Sultan, Oranky Mallick, &c. The chief town,
named Maglocob, is situated on the east side, a little in from the
shore, though there are some houses near the beach. There are
several white coral and sand banks off this part of the island, with
small channels through them, which, at high water, admit large
boats into the shallow lagunes, formed by these banks and the
shore, which are secure from all weather. The island is an entire
bed of coral-rock, with scarce any appearance of soil upon it, and
every wher^ so shallow, that the people who die here are removed
to some of the other islands to be interred. However, although
there be so little soil, there are plenty of fine timber trees, which
are in general very lofty, and have many doves and other birds on
them. The island abounds with cocoanut trees, which are very
tall and fruitful, this is an infinite benefit to the inhabitants, as the
island is destitute of good fresh water: In the dry season it is
very salt, and is not to be drank by any but themselves, though
they, it is pretented, like it better than other water; but, in the
rainy reason rt is only blackish. Notwithstanding this deficiency
of water, and want of soil, this island has plenty of cattle, which,
though small, are very fat; they have also many fine goats, and
plenty of fowls. The chief person of Maglocob's house was built,
according to the eastern stile, on posts, but for this purpose, instead
of sinking them in the ground, which the nature of the country
rendered difficult and unstable, he had made choice of a spot,
where four trees grew at the distance required, and, having lopped
off their heads, upon them his palace was built, and perhaps some-
thing of this kind may have given rise to the reports of people
living in trees.

A little to the southward of Maglocdb is Bayt-bayt, consisting
only of two or three houses, the most remarkable thing here, 4s a
cocoanut growing within a large tree, the trunk being entirely
concealed, till the branches of the tree spread.

Ubeean is the largest of the islands, on the south side of the
Strait, which divides them from Vangutaran; it is reported to be
divided by several creeks, and about the middle has one tree, dis-
tinguishably higher than the rest.

Teekul is the highest of these islands, but is without any hill;
it is small and almost round; the east end is lowest.

Usadda is also low and woody; the trees are highest in the
middle, both ends being lower, and looking, at a distance, Ujke
other islands behind it; the eastside, particularly, is very smooth
and low.

Kuneelaan and Bas-bas, are both low woody isles.
Maleepotbas is also low and woody, it has shoals all round,

which extend above two miles to the N. westward.
Vandultan, which is low and woody, is inhabited, and is reported

to have a salt-water lake in the interior part: Off the south points
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are two spits of shoal water, and between them a bank with toler-
able'anchorage, within J of a mile from the shore. The north end
is shoal a good way, for at least \ a mile, there being only 2 fa-
thoms, and lor a little distance from the N. W. point of Fandukan,
it is diy.

Kulassian is .a low woody island, destitute of water and inhabi-
tants.

Tubigan is a small woody island, with a little rising in the mid-
dle ; it has fresh water, and it only, of all the islands £gm Sulu to
Vangutaran.

Teomabal is low and woody.
Fatakunan is also low and woody^ Near the west and on the

north side, there is a large, and, to appearance, deep Lagune;
there are several sand banks off the north coast, which are high out
of the water, particularly near the east end of the island, and form
several secure coves for boats. On the banks are so many sea
fowl, that 14 were killed at one shot.

Bubuan has a round hummock on the north point, and in the
interior part a salt-water lake; it is very woody: There arc some
people on it.

Taweetawee is a small low woody island.
Zakat-lahat, similar to it, is adjacent to the east part of Vallee-

angan, as Kaangan, still smaller, is to the north.
Yalleeangan, is a low woody island, the part fronting the S. W.

s a long straight sandy beach; in the middle of the island is a
isalt-water lake; off the western part is a little island, named Tong*
tong, separated from Valleeangan by a narrow channel, passable
for boats at high water.

Marungas is pretty high and rocky, except the eastern part,
which is low and woody; there are some fruit plantations on it.

Soholwn-Bolod, is remarkable for two hills on the south coast;
the western and northern part of the island is chiefly low and
flooded; which affords a conveniency for making much salt.

Heegqd is a low woody island, as is Meenis, which is steep, very
close to the shore, and then surrounded with shoal water: It is
very difficult to land; being almost every where, surrounded with
beds of coral, dry at low water.

Almost all these islands have great plenty of turtle.
The following islands ought properly to come under the class of

the Sulu Isles, but^s their description is entirely from BahatoTs
report, it appeared more eligible to speak of them apart.*

To the S. westward of Bas-bas, 4' or 5', is a round island,
named Tubalubuk, on.the southern side H is without trees.

Between these two islands, is the Sunken island, Apo-Lambu ;
within the memory of man, it was above water, but is now, where

* These Islands I have since seen, |mt I think it most expedient to omit for the
present the observations then made; but I must take notice that the description
here given appears to be inaccurate.
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shoalcft, 4 fathom under the surface. It had a lake 3 fathoms
deep in the middle, without any entrance through the bank of sand,
which surrounded it, and was covered with trees: A hard btonn
overwhelmed the inland, the trees, which are all dead, being still
visible under water.

Tugbabas is S' or 6^ to the westward of Tubalubuk, and is simi-
lar to it, having no trees on the southside.

To the westward are » cluster of islands, about 10* distant.
KeeneeheJKun, about the »ze of Tugbabas, covered with trees.
DocJtanjmlong low island, as is Laparan, adjacent to it.
Karaugan, round and somewhat less than JCeeneekehan, and to

the east of them.
A rock like Tulean, witnout souudings'at half a mile distance,

named Deotobato.
To the southward of Tugbabas, is another cluster of low islands,

lying in a circle upon a bank, where they collect baat, or sea-slug,
&c. They are named Dammy, Seen-gaan, and Dasaan, Mam,"
manuky Bambannan, which has two Little islands, named Lahat-
lahat, adjacent to k, Billavgaan, and Uwaan.

Samar Laut contains Manung-ut, Bangao, Seemeessa, Bang-
eeng-e, Mamanuk, Yarul, Tongheel, Mamnd, Bukutoa, Belawn,
Hahducu, Tapeantana, Lanawan, Bubuan, and Duobolod. .

Manung-ut is a small round Hummock island, and is the west-
ermost of the Samar Laut islands; those to the eastward, in
general, are destitute of water, and are chiefly inhabited by Bqjows,
who collect the produce of the adjacent-seas, which chiefly consists
in pearl-oysters and cowries. They are all low and woody, except
Maviud, which has a little hill.

Behrcn and Bukutoa, close together, both of good height, the
former very much resembling the Great Sangboy, or Hares-Ear.

HaluhiMi, is of a pretty good height, though no hills.
Tapeantana9 Lanawan and Bubuan, are three hills, the middle

the leas{£ the other two exactly of the same height and appearance.
Duabolodj which signifies two hills, are two small high rocky

islands, covered with bushes.
SECT. 2. BASEELAN.

~Baseelan islands, besides the small isles around Baseelan, of
•which we have not the detail, comprehend Baseelan, and Veelas
isles.

Baseelav, has a range of mountains in the middle, but towards
the coast it appears low ; the whole seems very woody, and being,
but thinly inhabited, its productions are not considerable, or well
known: It is said there is massaroong there; grain it yields in
plenty, cowries are abundant, but these are the chief productions I
nave heard of, and the whole island, being destitute of harbours*
it is of less consequence than its extent and situation would give
room to imagine: I cannot enter into a minute description of the
island, and therefore leave it.
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The Peelas island* comprehend Pedas, with several low
islands adjacent to % Balluk-balluk. The Great and UtJe
Sangboy or g w J f c W jKofoWuft, and Dmaan, with
the Salleeulaht, and _P e c^ ifc,r/.,. AU t h e i shmds ^ ^ l

and without fixed inhabitants, being in general, destitute of water
Peelas is a pretty large island, of good height, and appear to

have a good harbour on tlie south side, but the island is described
to be destitute of water. It yields great plenty of eowries.

The north end of Balluk-balluk is a pretty high round hill with
low land on the south, the island is without water.

The Sangboys are two pretty high woody islands, and are said
tc have fresh water.

Dasaan is low and very woody, some of the trees are We
timber, and ebony is to be fonnd here, as well as in all the neigh-
bouring elands. It produces great plenty of cow***, and some

Kalahhb is larger than Daman, but otherwise much alike
TLe Salleeulahkit are nve rocks. The lamest at som d *

from the others is a heap of marble rocks, with'a few shrubs '"ml
tufe. o gin*, shooting out ot the cliffi. It is the haWtetionrf
multitudes of sea-fowl, whose eggs are in g^ abundance.f

SECT. 3. TAWEETAWEE. 66 ISLAWDS.

The Taweetawee Wands .are very numerous, and may he dis-
tmguished mto two c asses. Taweetame and Sibuto, some to£
cularly Taweetawee itself) of considerable extent^ some 0}them
high, many low, and not a few mere rocks.

Their number, names, and situation, are not .well enoueh de-
ambed to permit a minute detail, thpse mentioned to me, a^e

laweetawee, beemobak, Cu-adbmmng Tattaan, S

Kalaeetan Ubeean Tabuan, Beentoco/an,

ata, Batotapak, Nankaan Guleevwan, Powmaban, KaZte/
pyan, Tambagaan, Stgboye Kakataan, Parangan, Tanaan Man
lumba Mani?icolat, Babwjvanj and Bubiian. * J~

The circumstances reported to me of these islands, are to follow •
In the interior part oi Taweetan-ee, there is a lake named Lanan

Tung-ang, with an island in the middle, which in one place at
proaches so near the mam that the roots of a large tree t heT
hangs over the island, and affords a passage to furtive slaves wS
h a v e f i x e d t h e m s e l v e s o n t h e i s l a n d . T h e l a k e i s f i o Y T S ^

* This is a mistake, for Mnhza may be reckoned one
many other islands in |

«w nmii™; but I have not thmiubt it env^ion*" M nft«>..7i.~Vr"£UD."au' De*»i«i
mn of those, of which I had no I ., £tliauilue? S' by ^ addi~

P v
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There is another lake on the island, of more consequence; it is
named Dungon, aud was for some time the residence of Sultan
Badarodin, (from thence commonly called Sultan Dungoix) two
rivers fall into the lake, and the coast between them is steep rocky
cliffs, the lake is fresh, at low water, and has 8 fathoms. The
river leading from it to the sea, has 5, 6, and 7 fathoms. But on
the bar, which is of black sand, only If at low water, and about 4
at the height of springs.

Towsan Dulangdulang adjacent to Dungon, has very many large
pearl oysterf.

The chain of islands on the S. E. side of Taweetawee are all low,
with an infinite number of shoals between them and Taweetawee,
through which the channels have 6, 7, and 8 fathoms, but are
extremely intricate and so narrow, that the Chinese junks used, in
some places, jfo be pushed on, with poles. These gutts are the
most valuable pearl fishery, as accessible at all times, and fish of
various kinds are amazingly plentiful, and of great size.

The island Taweetawee, has but few people, but abounds with
excellent timber.

Samamput has many alligators.
Nusa Pababag is low and uninhabited, it is rocky in the middle,

and destitute of water.
Simonor has plenty of manatee.
Tankalaluan, is so called from the number of oysters.
Tagao, head island, from a supposed similitude to a man's head.
The names of several of the islands are so immodest, that it

would be improper to shew their nakedness by a translation : The
most obscene parts of the human frame, give name to some, from
a real or supposed resemblance, and others derive their appellation
from accidents the most indecent.

Magpeos is a single mountain.
l/u?'an, a small hill, inhabited.
Sigbye is high land, but destitute of water.
Tambagaan, which is situated between it and Tawitawi, is not

very high, but has good water.
Kangtipyan are two small islands, less than Suladdi, lying east

and west, parallel to each other ; the southern has a ledge of rocks
on the south side, making a harbour for small vessels.

Bubuan has in the middle a lake, and the river which leads to it
is on the N. W. side; the island is about the size of TapuL

Kahataan, about the size of Minis, is a low woody island, so
infested with musquitoes, that the Sulu's are afraid to go near it.

Magluinba, is a small island which produces bird's nests; there
is an entrance at top, but too small to admit a man, the people who
go to gather the nests, therefore, dive under water, and pass under
the clifts, where there is a passage into the cave.

Although the greatest part of Palawan being under the Sulu
dominion, yet I cannot enter into a minute description: The
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country, in general, is described to be plain and flat tn th* u~u
of the hills, and no county in this qLrtcr I t d f m t ^
luable productions: The canes are esteemed the finest iiT Jhl
world, cownes are very plenty, wax, tortoise-shell, baat, or seaifl™?
&c, are in abundance Most of the Jdaan live on the east-side
for which reason it is best frequented, but as there are few balowl
the utmost benefit is not derived from the innumerable banks there'
There has been lately found the Tcnju, which is the cum or resin
of a very large tree, it much resembles amber, and 40 or 50 piculs'
may be had of it yearly.* There is much ebony and lakka, and it
is said there are hot springs and mines of gold. The west side
is chiefly inhabited by a savage people, who seldom frequent the
coast*

The Sulu dominions on Borneo are distinguished into
tricts; Tirun Mangidara, Mattudu and Kh?ey-Baltoor

r i v e r i e o f f i ^ e f n d S ̂  KanneUt*an t o ̂ w S h V f f i
Mang-idara extends from &-fi«,«« northward to Towsan Dm/on
Malludu comprehends the north end of the island, and %£%

the districts adjacent to Borneo Proper. However t h e S r f
each are not very definite. ' ««ius 01

Besides, these districts on the main, there are many islands ad-
jacent to almost every part of it, which I propose to mentSnb
succession to the district they are nearest. "»enuon m

TlKUN.

The coast is all low mangrovy land, the mountains, very distant
m shore are inhabked by Idaan; all the country is covered wUh
!L"ff 25 i f t J T ? - * e Chi6f 8nbstence o'the natives, they

plenty of saltpetre. And many capis. e

The first rivei-of Tirun is TapeanduHan, or Tapedurian, chiefly
remarkable for the bad disposition of its inhabitants.

Thernext is a small river named Samnttay, and to the northward
of it- Durmnng, which is a considerable place. A little farther is
Talisyan, to the northward whereof is a point with a hill towards
the shore. There are several banks along the coast, where they
collect baat. *

The next river is a very large one, sometimes called Barorv, and
•ometimes Curan, from different places near it; the first is an in-
dependant state, in alhance with Sulu, the other is subject to Suli •
The nver has 3 fethoms at the mouth, but there are Several shoals

• Tenju, is little different from gum copal.
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which require a pilot. There is a considerable trade, in cocoanuts,
carried on from Tuallee on Celebes, to Barow, which they call
Sarong; according to their accounts, the river is very deep within,
and the country yields much bird's nests, and other valuable com-
modities : But, though the Sulus agree in the magnitude of the
river, they deny that the country is of much consequence with
respect to its produce. This river is in the bottom of a deep bay,
the land running from thence to the eastward, terminating in a
point of Red Land, called on that account, Tanna Mera, of which
are many islands. The northern part of this point is called /S>a-
bannung, from whence the land runs as much to the westward to
a large river named Barungan, or Bulungan, which is a consider-
able place, formerly under Passir, and, besides the common produce
of Tirun, yields much gold ; a very rich mine having been lately
discovered. It also yields earth oil.

Adjacent to this is Sicatack or Lalawang, it is represented to be
a fine bay, into which the small river of Tolangang falls on the
southside, and that of Mantabuling on the north: The productions
of this place are 100 piculs black bird's nests, besides a little white,
and the other Tirun commodities.

There are many islands, close to this part of the coast, where
the river of Leeleedong disembogues itself into the sea; one of
these named Tarakkan, yields 20 or 30 jars of earth oil per annum.
This river is capable of receiving the largest ships, and is very
populous,* it is sometimes named Leo, and Leedong, from differ-
ent places situated on it: Inland it produces much rice, which
they fell, living on sago as in other part of Tirun.

There is, adjacent to this place, another Red Land, called also
Tanna Mera.

Sambacung, which, according to the Sultan's account, yields
above 20 piculs of bird's nests. It is also a large river, though
less than Leo, but it has some shoals at the entrance, and several
islands divided by creeks, and covered with neepa trees. The
outermost of the islands, which terminates in a sharp point, is
named Pedadda, it forms, on the south, Sibocu Bay, in which the
river disembogues.

Sibocu Miver,\ is larger than Sambacung, but is said to have
some shoals at the entrance; The current is very rapid, so that
the tide never runs up, the flood only slackening the stream. All
these rivers are veiy deep within. Off this river's mouth are
situated two pretty large islands, named Samangharru, or Sama-
kadu, and Seebattick, the last is high, and yields much dammer.

The Maratua islands are six in number, Maratua, Kaltabban,
Sang-alakee, Seemamak, Valawan, or Darawan, Pulo Panjang.
and Rabu-rabu.

* (Bantilan) 10,000 people, 25 piculs bird's nests, wax, sago, and bury mats.
t Sibocu has more than 30 towns inland: produces 40 piculs of bird's nefits,

according to Allimodin, 50 piculs by Bantilan's account, 100 piculs wax, canes,
rattans, very fine sago, honey, and bury mats, and 1,000 people.
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Maratua is moderately high, without hills, and has some wells
of fresh water, made by the Sulus, who go thither to collect sea-
slug which is in great plenty on the banks n i t i d

any „„„,* —_ — .„, * u w c a i c ttlBU VC1^ UU11OUS coraiimes found
there, plenty 01 keema, and some teepv.

Adjacent to Tapeandurian, there are some small islands, and an
infinite number ot shoals, on which, they find great plenty of baat

There are also several islands and banks near Kameeunqan, but
that part of the coast not being inhabited, they are little frequented.

MANG-IDARA.

The district of Mangidara is the most eastern of Borneo ex-
tending itself towards the Sulu Archipelago, in a long narrow
point, called Vnsang: This district produces bird's nest* way
lakka-wood dammer, and plenty of very fine gold, which'is soft
hke wax ; the most remarkable pl^e for this isTaLsam, S t K
Oumg, but the river disembogues in the north sea, between TaZ
bisan aud Sandakan. ' *u"^

The first river in Mangidara is Tawnn nr*™a;+* * *u • i *
mattick, to the eastward ô this.is a ZZZ£!ffil£*£
Birang, and adjacen to it a nver called PaUass,^ which dace
are many cattle.* The land from thence to George BayJsT.
yided by creefe into several islands, the southermost and lar-nt
is called Culy Babang, the northeimost Tanna Bah, the southern
point of it, is named Tanjong Timban Matta.

Giong Bay is very large, and has many islands, and from
tfl S J J - L T """^WHi »ound it, /e firet called J fag

a pretty large nver, and to thp ^atwovLi « 1 uc^""u n, mere isM • i_ i -& J. ^ V ."L i n e eastward a low mansrove nnintwhich termmates the bay of Giong. «*"gxove point,
The south coast of Unsang from hence to the eastern extremity

of Borneo, has many bays and rivers. y

Salurung is a smaU bay, with two reefs at the points, extending
a considerable way on. b

Babatu is a small river, where is plenty of wild cattle, Mala,
bung is another river adjacent to it.

Tuncu is the next, and Sibait the last.
Off this part of Mangidaraave many islands and shoals, which

yield boat, the most remarkable of the islands are, Pule Gava
which has many deer; and Siparran, plenty of green turtle. '

Theyhave
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Unsung terminates eastward in a bluff point, at the N. E. part
whereof is a small island, named Tambisan, forming a harbour
capable of admitting ships of considerable size. The main adjacent
yields plenty of fine timber, particularly alexandrian laurel, some
trees of which are 2 to 3 fathoms in circumference.

The north coast of Unsang has many bays, but none which afford
shelter in the northerly winds. There are on this coast many large
rivers, 30 in number from Tambisan to Sandahan, all (except
Mar oak) branches of the Kindbatanaggan river, which comes from
the lake of Kiney Battu. The 4 western branches are the most
considerable, and of all, the last Towsan Abai; the bar is very
shallow, but within, it is said, to have depth enough for any ship,,
and perhaps, were the country well peopled, this might be brought
through the harbour of Mamuyong, which would probably open
the bar.

The eastern part of Unsang abounds with wild elephants, which
have not reached the other parts of Borneo, and Mangidara, in
general, with cattle, left there by the Spaniards, who about a
century ago had got footing here, but relinquished it, by treaty
with the Sulus.

Opposite to Towsan Duyon, which is said to unite the harbours
of Sandakan and Mamuyong, is the island Bahalatolis; on the
interior side of the island, it is said, a ship may careen, close to the
shore, in 8 or 10 fathoms, and that there is a stream of excellent
water falling into the sea over the cliffs.*

Sandakan is described to be an assemblage of many harbours,
with soundings, fit for any ship, and good water : It abounds with
baat, and just without it, there is abundance of agal-agaL

Doubling a point, to the north westward, is a large bay, named
Labuk, it has several banks in it, and, farther to the north, disem-
bogues the river of Sugut, which (it is said) comes from the lake
of Kiney Ballu.

Opposite to Sandakan and Labuky there is an assemblage of
islands, the eastermost, named Baguan, is remarkable for the great
plenty of green turtle, found there in the southerly winds. This
island and Siparran, on the coast, of 3£angidara, are the only
places where the punu, or green turtle, are in plenty. The pa-
yukan, or tortoise-shell species, is remarkably plenty, in all the
Malludu islands in particular. Baguan also, has plenty of the
palo-maria or alexandrian laurel. The other islands in this cluster
are, Saganac, Great and Little Bancungan, Langaan, Zdhiman,
Bo-aa?i, Papattangal, which is a bank with a tree, Silingaan, Gvr-
lissan, and lAbarran.

Almost midway, between Baguan and Cagayan Sulu9 is Mam-
bahenawan,&n& between them and thePaitan islands, is Lamhayan.

Paitan is a bay and river on Borneo, remarkable for the abun-
* This account was from the information of the Sulus, before I had visited these

parts.
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dance of camphir; it also yields clove-bark, and has plenty of
issang; it is very full of shoals, and the cJast on bothsideTex-

toemeTy foul. The islands to the southward are named EUUbillean
Great and Little Tagyjnl, and Cnya Cuyahan; on the north are
Leonan and Kalangaan. There is a creek from Paitan, leadim,
into a large bay, between it, and MaUudu bay, of which are many
islands, but the bay, as well as the islands, extremely encumbered
with shoals, the largest of the islands is MaUawalle, which is hieh
and forms an agreeable prospect; the others are Bidalla, Kukutin,
Tmabu, Stpmdung, Tibakkan, Tihingan, Mandidara, Tarankk
faranka, Marantabuan, and Inowsal: between these and Ean-
guey, there are also many shoals, leaving however « navigable
passage, and indeed, as these are detached banks, with deep water
and good soundings between them, was this place minutely ex-
amined, there is no doubt many other passages might be found.

Of the east coast.of Banguey, there are manyIslands, but little
considerable, except for the plenty of turtle ^

Caqayan-Suln is a cluster of islands, no't visible from Bange,,;
the chief only, of these islands, w constantly inhabited • thereV a
very good bay, on the west side, and there are s o S ^ / b e ^
many shoals, to Bangey. *""6D» "eiwem

Mattudo is, in many respects, one of the most valuable districts

Z ? ° - T V , Few/IafeS, fqilal h> i n *» ab«ndance of provSus!nor is it destitute of valuable articles of commerce.

JUMhl^FT-™1*' °f/resh wate» w h i c h m i n t o t h e W of
S 'n t W reP?Fted *o have good soundings to the very
fo™, ; fl J \ " * 8 l d e i h e r e is a la'&e «h«J. ^ by repor?forms a fine harbour at Bankoka, whire is a very good l a d i g
P ^ ^ ^ C u K t J a w a n & ° r clove-bark, i s^rlduced

Sf iS 'SK f O T ^PeMl

with a few hillocks, but no h,gh land, except a ridge to the somh-
ward of Bankoka, which seems to run nearly east • and west
towards Pattan, leavmg a gap of low land. At the bottom of
Mattvdu bay, between this ridge, and that which runs from the
Tampamik mountains t̂owards^ Sampanmangio; through which
from Bangueyand MaUudu bays, the high" mountain°of J K £ 5
Ballu is seen to great advantaffe, risinw abrnntl^ m *u J^"leff

fail of being one of the most *J«*£$?^?%
and inhabited by a civilized people; were tin, the

Z? L? CW-D d ""*«* of ^° OT » miles, to the'laW^ « « y Bo//«, which . represented to exceed in magnitude thehhf
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Manila, and to have many islands in it. It is said, to be 5 or G
fathoms deep in some places, and to be the source of all the con-
siderable rivers in Borneo, above 100 in number; the water is not
limped, but whitish: Around its margin are innumerable towns
of Idaan, they have a sovereign here, but in other places only
chiefs, or orankys. This tribe is extremely numerous, but from
their want of foreign communication, and from some remarkable
customs, they are less addicted to commerce, than the value of their
country would make it imaginated. They have however an inter-
course inland with Jienjar9BXid are well enough inclined to commerce
and husbandry, except where their prejudices lead them into war.

The islands opposite to this part of Borneo, and indeed the coast,,
from Sampanmangio to near Paitan, do not properly come under
the denomination of the Sulu dominions, as ceded to the English
company, and require a particular discussion in another place, as
the most eligible of all situations for the capital of the Oriental
Polynesia.

The last district of Borneo, is Pappal, the limits Sampanmangio
on the north, and Kimanis river in 5* \ N. latitude, which, by
treaty, is the limit southward, wiih the kingdom of Borneo-Proper.

The productions of this coast, in general, are sago, rice, betelnut,
cocoanut oil, camphor, wax, some pepper, and cinnamon; particu-
larly the last in some quantity at Kimannis. The country is very
populous, the inland particularly, which is inhabited by Idaan, as
are some places on the coast: It is extremely well adapted for the
cultivation of pepper and cinnamon, and in a few years large quan-
tities might be had; it is very well watered, and has the conve-
niency of many rivers, navigable by boats, and some even by larger
vessels ; the river of Tawarran leads to the lake of Kiney Ba/lu,
from whence it is about 10' or 15' distant, and is accessible for
boats; that of Tampassuk is said to come from thence also.

The first river is Tavibalulan, the natives Idaan, though few in
number; abreast of this river is a coral tree, 5 or 6 fathoms high,
it grows in 7 fathoms, but the number of large fish frighten people
from diving for it.

IM, is a small river, is the next.
JPandasan has few people, who are Mahometans.
Tampaasuk, Abai, Lubuk, and Ambunq, are inhabited by Ma-

hometans, and form one jurisdiction. The first is a fresh water
river, with a bar of 2 fathoms at high water, it is fresh at the bar,
and within has 3 and 4 fathoms, it is reported to come from the
lake of Kiney 3allu, and has a gold mine near it.

The river of Tampaswk, a few miles inland, approaches very
near that of Abai, which is salt for some miles up, leaving a low
narrow isthmus between them; the natives have had some thoughts
of directing the Tamjjassuh river across this, into the channel of
Abai, which is even now accessible at all times by small vessels,
and would then probably be so by large.
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The harbour and river of Abai, are superior to any, between
Sampanmangio and Palo Gaya, (and indeed is the only place
where vessels have shelter from westerly winds) except Ambung,
which is near to Abai, and is represented to be a good harbour.
The country here abounds with grain, and considerable quantities
of pepper and cinnamon would be had in a short time, were the
cultivation encouraged. _

The next river is oulamcui, which is inhabited by Islam.
Tarvarran is inhabited by Idaan, there are many goats in this

district • it is very populous. About 60 Chinese, who left Borneo
many years ago, settled amongst them. The river is reported to
be navigable for boats, to the lake of Kiney Ballu.

M.anqcabung river is inhabited by Islam, it is populous; there
is a sand-bar "with 2 fathoms at high water, at low large Sulu boats
cannot enter, within 3 or 4 fathoms; tbere is a salt lake about 3'
from the bar, it has 2 fathoms and in some places 1 fathom. The
river above the lake is rapid, and full of rocks, so that it is not
navigable but by canoes; some say, it comes from the lake of
Kiney 'Ballu; but Dato Saraphodin thinks otherwise. This place
and those before mentioned, produce some pepper.

To the southward of Mangcabung lie Pulo Oaya, and some
other islands, they with some shoals form a convenient harbour,
but of difficult entrance on account of these shoals; into this har-
bour disembogues the rivers of La Batnan, Inannam, M.angatal,
Putatan, and Kinarut; the inhabitants are Mam; the country is
populous, and produces sago, rice, betelnut, cinnamon, and cocoa-
nut oil.

The next river is Pangalat, and to the southward of it Pappal,
which is a large barred river, disembogues by two branches, the
western named Benoni. The country is very populous, the natives
Islam, it produces camphor as well as the other articles.

Kimannis is the last river of the Sulu dominions the inhabitants
are Idaan, and very numerous, they carry on an extensive trade
in their own prows to Java, &c, the country, besides a consider-
able quantity of cinnamon and the other articles above mentioned,
produces tenju, which is the gum of a certain tree, found also in
Palawan and Magindamo. . « , „ , . , . .

There are few islands on this coast. Pulo Tiga, adjacent to
Kimannis is not remarkable for any thing. Mangallum abounds
with fresh water, though alow island, it yields also much agal-agal,
and a delicious root resembling turnips.

Mantannane, which is opposite to Pandasan, is in the district of
Abai, there are three islands with produce some bird's nest, but of a
red colour.

Such are the Sulu dominions on Borneo, this imperfect sketch
of them may afford some satisfaction, since hitherto we have been
in absolute ignorance of this quarter.

Www
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MALAY AMOKS.*

The character of the unsophisticated Malay is remarkable
for its simplicity and honesty; having no artificial wants
they are satisfied and content with what would be considered
positive destitution by a Chinese, they are consequently apa-
thetic and inactive, and will not for any amount offered to
them, labour beyond their usual habits, or customary rou-
tine 5 they have little if any speculative turn ; they have a
regard for truth and may generally be depended upon in
their statements. What has so often been written of their
revengeful spirit is much exaggerated; polite in the extreme
according to their own ideas, they never indulge in abuse
one towards the other, the only reply to any deviation from
this rule is the KribS, for which they will watch their op-
pertunity and most certainly not afford their adversary any
advantage it is in their power to deprive him of. This is their
code of honor, and being fully aware of it amongst themselves,
provocation is seldom given, and satisfaction as seldom re-
quired. When goaded however to the necessity they become
perfectly reckless, and should discovery attend the deed they
attempt no refutaion but sell their lives at the utmost cost
they can to the captors. Too often have I known the Officers
of Police compelled to shoot them on these occasions. Such
is one species of "Amok'' and how offenders of this descrip-
tion are to be dealt with, can admit of but little doubt, but
there is another variety of the "Chang Beramok" vastly dif-
ferent, and by no means the least frequent, which requires
discrimination on the part of the Medical Jurist, to prevent
irresponsible persons suffering the penalty of the injured
Law. For instance a man sitting quietly amongst his freinds
and relatives will, without provocation, suddenly start up
weapon in hand and slay all within his reach. I have known
so many as 8 killed and wounded by a very feeble individual
in this manner. Next day when interrogated whether he was
not sorry for the act he had committed, no one could be more
contrite; when asked why then did you do it, the answer has
invariably been " the Devil entered into me, my eyes were
darkened, I did not know what I was about." 1 have received
this same reply on at least twenty different occasions; on

* With reference to our notice of amoks in the last number of the Journal «•
insert the following- remarks, extracted from an official Medical Report on Singa-
pore by Dr Ozley. They are of very great practical value, and we hope some of the
other medical gentlemen in the Straits will lavour us with the re&ults of their
observations on this deeply interesting subject. The importance of the diffusion off
correct views respecting it cannot be overrated.
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examination of these monomaniacs, I have generally found
them laboring under some gastric disease, or troublesome
ulcer, and these fearful ebullitions break out upon some ex-
acerbation of the disorder. Those about them have generally
told me that they appeared moping and melancholy a few
days before the outbreak. 11 is certainly much to be deplored
that Monomania amongst the Malays, almost invariably
takes this terrible form. The Bugis, whether from revenge
or disease, are by far the most addicted to the "Amok." 1
should think fths of all the cases I have seen have been by
persons of this nation. T. OXLBY.
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THE ORANG KOMRING.

[It is stated in the Singapore Free Press of the 3rd instant "that
disturbances have lately occurred at Komring under the Government of
Palembang, owing to the determination of the inhabitants to resist th*»
levy of a poll tax of 6 rupees, and the forced labour imposed by the
Dutch Government. We have not yet learned the particulars. It
would appear that the former Pangoran of the district, disgusted with th<»
duties imposed on him, had resigned his office and returned to Palem-
bang, and that his successor had failed in reconciling the inhabitants
to exactions to which they had not been accustomed. This disturbance
appears to be considered as serious by the Supreme Government, who
have ordered the immediate despatch of three War Steamers and 1,000
soldiers from Batavia." As we merely mentioned the name of this
people m our General Sketch of Sumatra (ante p. 354), we here giw
a short notice of them, translated from the Tijdschriftv. NeerlJnd. BD.]

Uie character of the inhabitants of Komring, and especially those of
*.omrftigUlu, is more substantial than that of the Ogan people; they have
a peculiar language, their writing in letter and sound agrees much with
tnat oi the Battas, their religion is in General heathenism; worshippers
of images, they firmly believe in the transmigration of the soul.
JLnis people are bold and determined; and it is an extremely rare event
that one of their dusons or talangs is attacked, because they can stoutly
defend their lives and property. They are also more industrious than
the rest of the inhabitants, and it is from their country that most pepper
•S I/°T1? t 0 m a r k e t - T n °y h o l d & s t their ancient customs; the jujur*
is highly respected; and yet this people are obedient and submissive
to all rules and commands. Although many of their dusons are about
as populous as other dusons, the house? are fewer; they are large,
roomy and strong, constructed of fine wooden work, and not seldom
ornamented with varied carving; they sometimes contain from 10 to 20
families who live peaceablv together, f

The so called m/mareh (dancing) and herswara (sinffins:) also differ in
Komring from what they are in the other districts. The young girls
dress better, are more pidgin* in their movements, and their voice is
more harmonious than that of women of the country usually is in
smginqr. We have frequently witnessed that girls by the gift of song
are able, in free, agreeable and melodious tones, to pour forth improvised
couplets and verses in honor of persons and events. \ In former days
the concubines of the Sultan were chosen from the fair sex in Komring.

Under the division of Komring is the district of Ranau, with a small
population of about 3,000 souls settled around the large and beautiful
lake of Hanau.* This Inke, in a basin amidst hills, gives to thft
population an abundant livelihood. The Jtanau tobacco is the kind
m so much request in the Arohipolasro, and the value of which at
Palemban? rises from 40 sometimes to 200 and more guilders the pikul.
prepared in the Indian manner.

* See Marsften's Sumatra.
/ n f In / "STr? 1 ** «!s Irtdo-eMnese ciwfom the Korarinpr agree with the Korinclii
(General Slw^ch of Sumatra ante p. 363), whom they also resemble in character
and nanitfl.—ED.

t This is a common accomplishment amongst the more civilised Malayan races.
• • B D

« A i ? ^ ? ? ^ (lAri*' I n d - A T c h - ante Vol. TT. p. 230) means a lake in most
©ttne M.ilivjiii JqnsmaffPs in which it occurs. In Johore it is abo applied to a
iwoad reach m a river.—ED.
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TOUR IN JAVA,*

FROM SOURABAYA, THROUGH KEDIRI, BLITAR, ANTANG, MALANG,

AND PASSURUAN, BACK TO SOURABAYA.

By JONATHAN BIGG, Esq., Member of the Batavian Society of
Arts and Sciences.

Sa^M.Tiirjr sisriS
Malang is a rich upland territory some 1,000 to 1,400 feet above
the sea, surrounded by a noble amphitheatre of mountains, amoncst
which are the highest of Java, the Semeru and Ariuno, the
Kawi and Tengger. On this part of our journey we o"bserved a
great number of flowering trees called Poloso, they are sometimes
quite destitute of leaves, but m their place covered with a pro-
fusion of bright red flowers which immediately attract the at-
^ f f T . i w i . ™ ^ ^ f § 8ti11 i n t i m e t o view the antiquitiescollected in the garden of the Assistant Resident The principal 5
these is a handsome and well executed figure of Budd£ squatting

* Concluded from p. 507.
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at the flagstaff. The image is about four feet high from the seat to
the top of the head, and is thus larger than an ordinary sized man;
he is bald headed and enveloped in the simple Siwura which shows
across the breast and at the ancles; in these particulars he resembles
the figure of Joko Dolog, before the Residency of Sourabaya, and
in fact is, in other respects, the same, a little less in size. The
figure is in every respect perfect except that the tip of the nose has
been knocked off, and this an attempt has been made to replace by
a vile cock up one in wood. This is the only representation of
Buddha which I have met with in Malang. Near to this is a full
life figure of what appears to be a Maha Dewa, also squatting
cross-legged and executed in a superior style of excellence. Unfor-
tunately the face has been knocked off, as is the case with so many
other images on Java; the zeal of the new converts to Mahomedan-
ism appearing to have vented itself in this peculiar method of mu-
tilation. Behind the figure, the stone is shaped into a flat slab against
which it leans and by which it is overtopped. Opposite the back
part of the head, this slab is perforated, and through an opening of
about 10 inches, may be seen a placid face of Maha Dewa looking
out from behind, no doubt symbolic of his all-seeing power. This
face with its beard is perfect, being protected by the slab. Here
is also found a slab with a long inscription, in characters the same
as the one at Antang and also very distinct. In another part of
the garden we observed a collection of many figures of smaller
size being 2 a 2J feet high; the most remarkable of these were
goddesses with full breasts, the nipples of which are pierced and
appear to have admitted the passage of water.

The abundance of the remains of Hindu antiquities, in this part
of Java, must now be sufficiently manifest from the circumstance
alone of our never reaching a place of any note, without finding a
collection of them in the gardens or near the dwellings of the
European authorities. Many more doubtless exist in the jungle
and villages, and many others have been carried away during the
last 50 years. We observed a mutilated Ganesa upturned and
left neglected by the road side, near a village on the way from
Batu. A matter worthy of remark is the great variety which is
every where met with, all bearing Hindu characteristics, sufficiently
proving that the strangers of India had always the guidance of the
work. There is no appearance of the Javanese having merely
servilely copied a few models which had been left them; every
where the execution is spirited even when rough, showing that
masters' hands have been there.

We found accommodation for the night in the Government
Pasangrahan, which is a roomy brick-building outside the town,
and close to a double-storied erection with a breastwork of earth at
one corner, on which is mounted a gun, and which, out of compli-
ment, is called " The Fort." The river Brontas, which is here cros-
sed by a wooden bridge, runs between them and the Kota Malang,
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and is at this part of its course a fine mountain stream purling over
a bed strewed with trachyte boulders. Having taken the precau-
tion to order up in readiness from Passuruan a roomy travelling
carriage, we were able to perform the rest of our journey in an
easier way, and with less exertion of our fundamental abilities, than
the horse-back jaunt of the last two days, across the mountains,
had subjected us into.

Day-light of the 26th Juue found us whirling along our route, and
close to the 28th paul, we stopped at the first post station, being
Lincro Sari. Here are the ruins of an ancient capital of that name,
which we spent a few hours in examining. Walking a short way
from the post station we found a road diverging to the left towards
the Arjuno. Right and left, as your enter, is seen a slab of stone
standing in the ground and protruding about 3 feet, having a
breadth of 18 inches by a thickness of 6 inches. They are both
covered with inscriptions, but not quite so clear as those at Malang
and Antang. Passing downwards, at the distance of a few hund-
red yards, you find on the right a small temple which is the most
perfet of all the ruins. It is built of hewn trachyte rock, such as
is used in the other edificies and in the statues, only these are ge-
nerally of a harder variety, so as to admit of finer chiselling, the
softest description being in the middle of walls where it was not
exposed to the influence of the atmosphere. The temple now under
consideration stands upon a terrace walled up, all round, to the
height of 3 feet, and forming a square, 21 paces each way. It
occupies the centre of this, covering an irregular square of 25 to
30 feet and rising also to an apex of about 30 feet. It is externally
much shattered and in places tottering, but its interior chamber is
still entire. The entrance to this is on the side facing the lofty
Arjuno mountain which towers up hard by. Steps are here found
in the basement terrace and conduct to a vestibule, which leads
very nearly southeast into the building; this is four paces long,"
and at the outer end may be seen the grooves in which a door
has formerly turned. The chamber within has had no light but
through the vestibule, occupies the centre of the building, and is
also tour spaces square; has plain smooth walls, which overhead
tend together, by a series of overhanging and inverted steps, till
they terminate at the apex of a concave pyramidical roof. In the
middle of this wall still stands a corniced pedestal hewn out of a
single block; it is three feet high with a deep hole in the top,
wh?ch contains water. The superstitious natives still smear this
pedestal with Boreh or yellow pigment and burn incense, as may
be seen from the fresh remains still lying here. On the three
other faces of the building similar and symmetrical vestibules
have existed of which traces still exist; they however abutted
against the wall and never having had any further interior recess,
each served for the shrine of an image. As at almost all other
ancient temples of Java, the lintels ot the vestibules are formed
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from a single slab stone fashioned to represent a monstrous human
face or rather that of a gorgon, with grinning lips exposing the
teeth, of which the side ones are tusked fangs, hooked projecting
nose, and a pair of goggle eyes starting from their sockets. The
north east vestibule has been totally broken down, but the lintel
piece or gorgon's head, as well as the pedestal of the statue are still
seen amongst the rubbish. There is a mark also on the wall
showing that an image had stood there, but this has disappeared.
The floor of this vestibule has been broken up and an opening
made under the centre chamber, breaking through a wall of bricks
which have been used for the internal foundation, and appear to have
composed an interior and hidden recess, probably constructed for
containing holy relics or votive offerings. The south eastern
vestibule has also been broken away, but traces of the door-grooves
still remain, and the lotus-pedestal occupies its original position.
Horsfield who visited these ruins in 1815, describes these two
vestibules in the same state, and says that he was informed that the
agents of Mr Engelhard had committed the depredations and
removed the statues—pity it is that we have no description of what
these statues were! On the south west the form of the vestibule
can still be clearly traced, though tottering in ruins. The aperture
of the door-way is nearly choked up by the tumbling together of
the materials from above; a small opening along the floor, of
scarcely a couple of feet high, is kept unobstructed by the squared
stones having caught each other by the angles, and so hanging as
if in imminent danger of tumbling together on the least touch.
Having seen them, however, in the same position nearly eight
years before, I mustered courage and crawled in under them.
Inside you can stand up and the roof next the body of the temple
is still entire which reassures the wavering nerves. On the floor of
this recess, thrown down upon his back, with shoulders directed
'outwards, lies an image of Maha Dewa, fully as large as life. It
is, however, a headless trunk; and not alone the head but also the
whole of the left arm and the hand of the right one, which has
evidently reposed in front of the stomach, are broken off and have
all disappeared, carried away, no doubt, by plundering Goths.
The remains of Maha Dewa's peculiar beard are still seen neatly
chiseled upon the breast, where it hung down lower than his neck.
The lower part of the body is enveloped in elegant drapery, which
descends to the ancles, and there leaves exposed below the unshod
feet. On the right side is seen a lotus leaf and stem and the
pedestal of what I take to be the trisula, which however no longer
exists. An elegant bunch of lotus plants grows up on bis left,
with flowers in various stages of development, from the compressed
oval bud to the full blown open petals. On the left shoulder
reposes a chamara or fly whisk, with a rope-like limber handle.
The whole has been executed with peculiar care and is of a very
superior style of art. The pedestal on which this statue stood is
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still in its place next the wall; the figure, however, must have
been turned round before it fell,, as to fall as it now lies it must
have stood with its face to the wall; this may have occurred in
some former attempt taget it removed, and being then accidentally
injured wa£ considerea unworthy of further trouble. Horsefield
in 1815 remarks of it—" in one of these niches we observed an
image lying flat on the ground, with its head off."

Above the top of these vestibules, the building rises in a square
upper story, with a niche crowned with a gorgon's head placed in
each face above the vestibule below; no figures now occupy these
niches. Eight and left of the vestibule which leads into the central
chamber are large recesses, as high as the doorway, fitted with
pedestals for images. On the eastern side only a small image
remains, but evidently not the one originally meant for it, being
too diminutive, not exceeding 3 feet in height. It is however a
very good and distinguishable image of Doorga standing on the
buffalo's back, in her right hands successively holding that animal's
tail, an arrow, then some instrument which is broken away, and
lastly and uppermost a trisula.. The four left hands hold in turn,
the hair of the imp crouched on the buffalo's head, then an open
hand simply, next a bow, and lastly above, a winged chank shell.
In front of die temple are arranged a number of small images, ma-
ny of which are a good deal weather-worn; amongst these are some
small gate-keepers with clubs, a few Braminy bulls, Ganesas, two
chariots of the sun each drawn by seven horses abreast and driven
by one man seated on the square box-like car, the rude figure of
a bull sitting on his rump and holding folded human hands in front
of his belly, a small couchant elephant, as also another Doorga,
four feet high, holding a club on the head of the buffalo where the
imp is usually seen.

Proceeding inwards a little further, along the road by which we
had just before entered, a collection of several Other antiquities is
found. The first met with, is a splendid plump Braminy bull,
couchant and larger than life. The execution of this figure is
admirable, and he is still perfect with the exception of both horns
and part of the left ear. He has a bell hanging on his dewlap,
suspended from his neck by a collar ornamented with large thick
beads. It has on its back an embroidered pad fastened on by a
band round the belly and others under the tail. On the centre
of this pad, and immediately behind the hump, is carved a full
blown lotus flower. This bull is figured in Raffles's Java amongst
the subjects of Singo Sari.

The next objects which attract attention are two collossal and
gigantic Janitors or watchmen crouching on their hams and yet
reaching to a height of fully 12 feet, with nearly as much breadth
from elbow to elbow, each cut out of a single block of trachyte
rock. These are the most stupendous statues in Java, being larger
than figures of a similar nature at Chandi Sewa or than any of
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the three great images at Mendut. They are a symmetrical pair
and have evidently served for the approach to some place of im-
portance ; though on either side of them at present no ruins or
remains of any corresponding consequence are found, yet these
huge blocks could not easily be removed. They may have perhaps
served to guard the approach to the Kraton of the prince, passing
in between the places of worship, and whose habitation being con-
structed of perishable materials, has left no trace behind it. Two
walled up terraces forming a gate-way between them still exist and
are 10 or 12 feet high, but whether the images were ever placed
upon these must be a matter of doubt, partly from the difficulty of
elevating such heavy masses to such a height and partly from
never finding similar images at other ruins' placed above the level
of the ground. One circumstance however favors the idea that
they have fallen from these terraces, as they are now found one to
the eastward, the other to the westward of its adjacent terrace,
whereas from their fashion, they have clearly been designed to face
each other or at all events to be put in the same line. Under this
supposition the statues must have been reared on end after they
they had fallen. Horsfield describes a similar gigantic statue seen
here by him, but as its club was wanting and the mouth and chin
mutilated, it must been other than either of the two now under con-
sideration ; as this is no longer seen here it must have been carried
away. A few observations on the first image we came to will
explain the nature of the other. Crouched on his hams, in his left
hand he holds a club or Gada, the top of which he grasps whilst
the lower end rests on the pedestal; the club itself is ornamented
and variously carved as if it had been turned in a lathe. The right
hand is held up, with the thumb and ring finger bent downwards,
whilst the index and middle finger point upwards; the little finger
is wanting, apparently knocked off, the only injury the image has
experienced. A thick snake is coiled round the body with the
head and tail twisted into a knot. The body is bare except a clout
on the loins. The features of the face are prominent and bold,
particularly the nose, and though the mouth shows fanged tusk
teeth, and the eyes are goggling out, still a good natured, mild
countenance prevails. The brows are bound round with a circle
or band of death's heads the hair within which, on the crown, is
combed smooth, but hangs below it in curls which descend upon
the neck and shoulders; a death's head ring is stuck into either ear.
The other Janitor is similarly decked out, is entirely perfect, but the
pedestal is a little sunk in the earth. In this image however, the
right hand reposes upon the top of the club, whilst the left is
folded down over the knee pan.

Near to these is a beautifully executed Ganesa or Bitara Gana,
the same which forms the frontispiece of Raffles' 2nd vol. of Java.
It is perfect in all its parts and displays the consummate skill of the
artist. It is five feet high and squats upon a pedestal of death's
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*eads, which are also frequently introduced on the drem »nrf ••
which crowns the head. The body bears S e h S S ' f i J , ? ^
pot-belhed and surmounted by an elephant's head a n d T o u t V
Hindu god of wisdom the offspring of Siwa and S S S T
* also the squatting figure of a w*oman, but of wMchthe
wanting, though still 3£ feet high. The breasts a r f r f f 1 ?
prominent, the hands are folded In front, and braceK and o f i
ornaments are observed. The statuary is well executedbut no
distinguishing insignia m a r k whom it was wiaied to represent
A large and a smaJler car of the sun stand here, each drawTbv
wyen horses abreast, of which the snouts are brokeToff"Z tart

body of the car s e e n , f o ^ f l ^
The magnificent statue of Brahma with

Horsfield siw here in 1815 is nTWeY to be found ^ ^
the Maha Dewa, on the stone of which wet «T 5i V WeU "
characters, cut in relief, has been taken a w 4 h Devanagari
plunderer, who has thus rendered Se a l r 3 S m ° T r U t ? l e 8 s

unravelling the antiquities and histonr of W CU,lt , t a s k of

perplexing" by withdrawing s u c h i m p o S ^ L ^ V 1 * 5 ° "
their original positions, and from S S S n S S " , ? ^ . *"»
many inferences might probably be deduced k c h "°

extraordinary edifife i8 met Jrith Th^i?- Tf <Mrecti9n' a m o s t

quadrangular, solid buildingrdpSof S ^ S S S T S "^
W by 12 broad, having the dii^on, by
and south east, and about 20 feet high.

t Z r r ^ s o u t h westeii!fe^ ^ ' S a f r h S s
Partially tumbled down or may have orieinallv I,QJ „„ i
It is remarkable that one half end of the build nor r ? ? e ateV*'
way towards the north is partially e m b ^ S e d ^ *
other architectural ornaments, w h e ^ K t S
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on a Ydhi pedestal, from the nozzle of which rain water might
drain away. Three or four other square Yoni pedestals are found
upon tliis building. The southern end, which is a little lower, hard-
ly (fears the trace of an indenture. I am at a loss to imagine for what
purpose this building can have served, unless it has been a place on
which to burn the dead, the ornamented end being reserved for the
use of the priesthood and nobles, whilst the lower castes received the
same rites at the other end. Close to this, on the south west, are
the remain of three other structures; the foundations only of the first
exist, they are circular, and many blocks hewn to the segment of a
circle show what sort of a building they have formerly helped to
compose. The two next ruins have been Ghungkups, that is tem-
ples without any interior or central chamber. Judging from the
more perfect one which still stands, they may have risen to a height
of 25 or 30 feet, and been fitted with vestibules and niches, though
no images now exist.

A little to the northwest of these is the last ruins of the group
of Singo Sarie; it is also a Chungkup, but has a secret vault placed
under ground beneath the centre of the buildings, and to which a
breach broken through the wall lays open a view. These secret
walled vaults in so many buildings, most probably originally serv-
ed to contain either the pious offerings of their founders or some
holy relic. Did they perhaps contain the ashes of the dead, gath-
ered up from the contiguous burning place, and the Mausolea
raised above them commemorated the deeds of mighty men, the
light of whose name and fame has failed to shine down to us through
the dim vista of Javanese history ? However this may be, the
unscrupulous hand of posterity has been busy ransacking these
recesses in the hope of finding hidden treasure. The ruins of the
Chungkup at which we have now arrived form a pile of about 20
feet in height, which can be easily ascended. From the top is a
fine view of the surrounding mountains—the peak of Arjuno
bears N. 22- W. whilst the Eawi rears its head a little to the
southward of west. The material used is not the black colored
trachyte, as in the other buildings, but a softer white stone which is
thought to be a similar igneous rock in a peculiar state of decom-
position, and which may account for the outer coating of this edifice
having dropped away, leaving as it were only the core. Round
the lower part of this Chungkup, it has been embellished with
neatly executed sculpture, cut in a still finer variety of the same
white stone, applied in slabs. On two sides this has entirely
mouldered away, but on that where the opening has been made
into the vault, it is still very clear and distinguishable, though
often much injured. The subject matter appears to be similar to
that observed at Panataran; the same old holy man, with flowing
beard, is entreating with folded hands a queen or princess squat-
ting in a bali-bali, who is waited on by female attendants neatly
dressed with smooth combed hair bound into tresses. The prin-
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cess is represented as enveloped in a handsome damasked dress
and a handmaid stands beside her holding the siri box. The same
description of open chariots with spoke-wheels are drawn by horses
—there is a man on horse-back, seated on a saddle with his gar-
ments streaming around him ; the horse is clad all over in armour
or at least a housing which covers the whole body from the chest
to the rump. Parts of buildings and of open galleries are repre-
sented but the perspective is bad, such as we see in Chinese
drawings'; the chiseling and execution itself is neat and minute. On
the eastern side, opposite to this, may be still seen the remnant of a
car drawn by a horse at full speed, and near it a large human
-Bgure is kicking away one demon-monster, whilst it catches another
in its left hand, as it comes to it through the air.

We have now surveyed the whole of the ruins and antiquities of
Singo Sari, said formerly to have formed the seat of an indepen-
dent native government, contemporaneous with Janggolo and
Kediri, being in fact one portion of the dominions of Dewa Kasu-
ma, which he divided amongst his children after their return from
India, previous to the 1000th year of our era. Of the parti-
cular adventures of its princes, however, we know nothing, and
were it not for these remains, the very existence of such a state
might be disputed. Here, however, still stares us in the face the
indisputable evidence that once flourished a prosperous and quiet
community who united their efforts and their skill to rear and ac-
complish these wonderful works of art. The instructors and guides
have clearly been Hindus, worshipers of Siwa, who have left behind
them so many monuments of that peculiar sect. There is presump-
tive evidence that all the statuary here found, has been executed
upon the spot. Not to mention the bulk of some objects, which
precludes all idea of their having been brought from abroad, the
stone from which they are cut, is invariably some variety of the
trachyte whieh constitutes the formation of the country. It has been
denied that this is the case, argument being held that the statues
have been cast in moulds and made of some asphaltic composition.
But an examination of the stone itself refutes this, entangled nodules
of harder varieties being son eimes seen, as is the case with other
rocks of the country, which they resemble, and of which they are
a selection of the soundest and hardest variety. Besides this there
are the imbedded crystals of glassy felspar and hornblende which
speak for themselves. The white colored variety does not effer-
vesce under acids; here also the imbedded and decomposing
green crystals bespeak its igneous origin. On showing spe-
cimens of both stones to the gentlemen of the Geological Society
in London, they unhesitatingly pronounced them of volcanic
origin, and laughed at the idea of supposing them compositions of
human art.

The etymology of Singo Sari gives us no clue to its history, it
is Sanscrit as is usual on such occasions, and implies the Lion-

Y v y
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flower; a high sounding name but equally applicable to any other
prosperous place.

Singo Sari is situated near the upper edge of the sloping pro-,
vince of Malangt one of the most romantic and beautiful parts of
Java. The water shed is two or three pauls near Pasuruan, wheji
you again begin to descend towards Lawang (the gate-way) which
is the top of the pass leading up between the slopes of Arjuno and
the Tengger mountains, and by which alone the north coast can
be gained, the other parts of the boundary being shut in by rugged
mountains. Tradition relates that near the division of waters se-
veral great battles have been fought, as well in modern times
against the Dutch, as in days of yore against invaders from Bali.
One of the paul-posts by the road side still bears the name of Be-
dali, the scene of one of these actions ; we crossed the rivulets "Kali
Getih" and " Kali Sura"—the former bein^ the "river of Blood'*
from its course having been dammed up with the carcasses of the
slain—the latter the "river of the Brave" bespeaking its valorous
defence. •

We passed the remainder of the day at the Pasangrahan of
Lawang, reluctant to descend again to the hot plains. We enjoyed
in the evening a delicious bathe in a pool of crystal water, which
is fed by a runner which further up the dell is found to gush in a
copious stream from under the bank. The next morning we des-
cended to the town of Pasuruan at a distance of nearly 23 pauls.
Excellent post stations have lately been put up along this road,
with an extra intermediate one at the steepest parts, so that the
ascent can now be made with comparative ease, without the tra-
veller being annoyed by the poor exhausted rats of horses sticking
fast at every brow; for this the inhabitants have to thank their
new Resident. We found Pasuruan like the abode of the dead
almost the whole population having gone out to Banvu Biru or
Blue Water to witness the opening of the new bathing accommodation
which has been provided by the munificence of M. Holland, and
of which care has been taken to inform the public by an inscription
on a stone slab let into the wall.

On the 28th June we returned to Sourabaya highly pleased
with our 10 days ramble.

Sourabaya, 26th September, 1847.
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ACCOUNT OF SULU.*

PART II.

The notion, commonly entertained, of the influence of climate
on the manners of men, seems no otherwise well grounded, than
as manners are derived from the religion, government and cus-
toms which are indeed regulated in good measure by circumstances,
arising from the situation of a country.

Previous therefore to a consideration of the people, it seems
proper to treat of their government, religion and literature, as the
origin of their manners and dispositions.

Nothing, to a speculatist, is more agreeable or important, than
the observation, what a difference, in point of morals, and the inter-
ests of society, arises from customs and education, by which

. Man differs more from man
Than man from beast.

Speculations of this kind will probably make the best subjects,
by impressing the strongest sense of the calamities incident to a
deviation from the line of rectitude; and also shew, how instrumental
religion is to tha welfare of mankind, and towards preserving the
interests of society.

CHAPTER I.

Their Government

The cold regions seem not only to have been the nurseries of
the human species, but of civil policy; and, probably, from thence
the mixed monarchies, established in this and the adjacent islands,
were derived; for as an emigrant from China, in early age, obtained
the dominion of Borneo, we need not hesitate to conclude, the
police of the Chinese was engraved on this savage stock.

It is a very difficult matter to describe the constitution of any
country; but it is scarcely possible to be done without recourse to
ancient records : Enquiries gain but little information, as few, even
in the more civilized countries, are well enough versed in the prin-
ciples of their legislature, to inform a stranger: so much is every
where supposed to be previously understood, that without the abi-
lity and leisure to consult the Sulu records, and being capable of
entering into a personal conversation, in their own language, with
the most ancient and intelligent, on the subject of these records, I
despair of being able to give a connected idea of their constitution.

Their Government, by the names of the officers, which is indeed
said to be derived from the example of Achin, seems to differ little
from that found in the Malay countries, except perhaps of having*
more of the popular cast, unless the Malay sovereigns may have
gained a more absolute authority, than originally was intended by
their constitution.

Continued from p. 581.
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The Sulu Government is divided into three Estates: the Sultan;
Nobility, or Datos, chiefly personated by Dato Bandahara,
whose authority appears to be little less than the Sultan's; and
Oranhys, or rather the People, personated by Oranhy Mallich.

In former times, their Government was executed constitutionally :
but at present, many of the offices are vacant, and the Sultan little
considers the others, but in particular exigencies or disturbances,
where a regard to his own security extorts from him promises and
professions, by which he means nothing. It is an observation
of old Bahatol, that all former Sultans and the Officers, were
like, the stone and setting of a ring, where there was a mutual
connexion and dependence; but that at present, the stone seemed
to have rejected the setting as useless: this adds to my difficulties,
as the Sultan had a point in view, in all the eclaircissement he gave
of the officers of state.

The offices, in general, are hereditary jurisdictions; though
incapacity, or other reasonable objection, may prevent this rule
taking place. The appointment of these officers, on vacancies,
seems a part of the royal prerogative, though not without a Bechar
of the other Estates. The officers which have been related to me
are,

Amongst the Nobility or Datos, who are all of the Royal line,
legitimate or bastards.

Dato Bandahara, who on the Sultan's death governs until
another is elected, and afterwards is styled Raja Bandahara.

Dato Mamaneha.
JRqja Laut, i. e. Lord of the Sea. High Admiral-
Juhan Palawan, Captain General.
Toomang-goong, Chief Justice.
Moollock Manderassa, . . . Collector of the Customs.
Maharaja JLela.
Sabalmal.
Sawa Jan, Vice-Admiral.
Mannabeel, the same office as Mannabee, the first being the

denomination of the office, when executed by a Dato, the last when
filled by a plebeian. Governor of the Fort.

Officers not Datos.
Oranky Mallich. Rear Admiral. Tribune of the People.
Pangleema.
Mannabee.
Sarre Lama.
Sarre Bangsaman.
Sarre Rajah.
Nahib.
Hameel al Allam. Standard Bearer.
These officers, as must be the case, wherever there is no stand-

ing army, have a civil and military capacity; and he, who is a
chief person in the former, has but an inferior rank in the last.
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Bandahara in an officer superior to all other*, but it is not easy
to explain his duty, as what by the ignorance of an interpreter, and
delicacy of the subject, I have not been able to obtain a distinct
account of it; however, this seems certain, that he is next to the
Tuan Caly, the supreme judge in important causes, which are
determined by him, as inferior are by Datu Tamanggung, and in
conjunction with Oranhy Mallich, empowered to displace a sultan,
who governs contrary to the law.

However, as the government is so nearly popular, there is an
office very remarkable, and extremely necessary, as such governments
aro naturally inclined to revolutions : this is the office of Mamanria>
which is calculated to prevent all precipitate resolutions, for in all
bechars, his assent is necessary to sanctify thoir legality, and 'till
this assent passes, nothing done obtains the authority of a public
act. But Mamantna has only an affirmatrve voice, so that he
can scarce prevent any public resolution, though his office cm-
powers him to mediate between the contending parties, and by
delays to temper the disposition of malecontents. The rank of
this officer is the same with Raja Laut and Tukan Pallawan, to
whom the Sultan's power devolves in time of action. It is Rajah
Laut's duty, to examine all foreign vessels, who arrive in the Sulu
Seas, but this is generally performed by inferior officers.

There is one officer in their constitution, not only extremely
important, but singular, since I do not recollect any thing similar
to it in public governments, though it is to be found amongst the
institutions of Loyola. This office is the Maha Raja Lela. It
is generally said, the Maha Raja Lela is absolute, and beyond
the reach of justice, so that even the Sultan cannot call him to
account for any offence; such a power would be extremely danger-
ous in the constitution, and the only advantage in it would arise,
from the example how necessary government is, to restrain the
inordinacy of the human mind. But the description does not by
any means convey an adequate idea of his office. He may be
stiled the " Admonitor;" for it is his business, to exhort and reprove
all officers, even the Sultan, when wanting in their public duty,
in doing this, he is secure of indemnity, though his private person
is equally > as others, exposed to punishment, where he is guilty
of any crime.

Sabalmal may be termed the guardian of orphans, for according
to the constitution, the estates of all persons who have no right-heirs,
go into a public chest, which is entrusted to Sabalmal, who out
of it provides for orphans till they reach their 15th year, at which
age they are considered as capable of earning a livelihood, and there-
fore after they reach this period, he can no longer let them share
of the public chest: the charge whereof, and the execution of
Mullock Manderassays office the present Sultan has taken upon
himself.

Oranhy Mallick is one of the most considerable officers in the
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slate, for a bechar of the Sultan with him only, is of force, though
one, with all the Datos without his assent, is not: he is the chief
agent in displacing a Sultan, nor can the election of a new one
take place without his ratification: so that the popular is an integral
part of the Sulu constitution.

JPanglima is a term of military honour, resembling our knight-
hood, obtained by some, valiant atchievement, and bestowed by
the Sultan; but it is also an office of more general use, the chiefs
of the several districts being so stiled, and have almost an absolute
authority. The Panglimas of Sulu are, as it were, aid de camps
to Julian Pallawan, they are a few in number, that dignity not
being prostituted like modem Knighthood.

CHAPTER II.

Their religwn and places of worship

The religion of Sulu being Mahometan admits no description in
this work; but their places of worship claim pur notice, not by
their inward decoration, which is excluded equally from all; nor
by their outward magnificence, which is remarkable enough in
the Mogul empire, and other Mahometan countries; but from the
meanness of them ; for they are in fact nothing more than thatched
sheds, open all round. It seems a point warranted by experience,
that religion is but little attended to, wherever the1 temples are
mean. Whether this be an evidence of the little influence of the
priest, or of the small veneration of the people to the Deity, I
shall not presume to decide; but it may be observed, that most of
the Sulns are very ignorant of the religion they profess; though
many are'inclined to make the pilgrimage, had they a conveniency
to do it, and however homely their places of worship may be, they
are not without visitants, who, it would seem, by their vociferous
declamation, intend to rouze a slumbering epicurean divinity. But
the general behaviour would incline one to think, they imagine,
" He, who made the Eye, is blind;" for no where is to be met
more frequent instances of destroying his image! It is to be hoped,
the influence of religion may have a good effect on their minds;
and though, perhaps, as Christians, we ought to wish them of
our persuasion; as politicians and men, we must be better pleased,
to sec them of any, than of no religious profession, though the
introduction of Arts, Sciences, and Literature, may be necessary
to modulate them effectually.

Their church government at the capital is composed of a Tuan
Cahfj who is supreme in civil, as well as canon, law, and resides
at Matanda; one Imaum; four Hatibs, or lecturers, and four
Villah, or cryers, to the public Masguid, or Mosque. Other
small Mosques in different quarters of the town, called Langal9

have an Imaum, but no lecturers,, or cryers.
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They are sometimes visited by Serifs, who are decended from
Mahomet, and one of these, they boast, was their first Sultan.
The respect which these itinerant priests meet with, in the Mahome-
tan Countries in the East Indies, frequently induce impostors to
pretend a descent from Mahomet, which is not easily refuted, as
they have no auricular distinction, like the Peruvian Incas, and
rather pretend to an infallibility in point of faith, than a miraculous
power to evince their mission.

The clergy here, as in all countries, have considerable influence
in government and private life: they are here also the repositories

'of the public records,* and law cases adjudged between individuals.
The law, as in other countries, has swelled to many volumes, which
are in great measure unmolested lumber, since there are no profest
lawyers., who might benefit by Briefs as long as the annals of a
century: these recoMs would undoubtedly be worth examination,
as the best, perhaps the only, means of attaining a perfect idea
of their constitution.

The Sulus are inveterate to the Spaniards, and their faith;
perhaps as m u # from the imprudent behaviour of the missionary
priests, as from the abhorrence in which they hold some of the
Roman Catholic tenets. Their antipathy to tbe Spaniards may
be naturally referred to that animosity and mutual spirit of reproach,
always found between neighbouring states: and that to the Roman
Catholic religion, is in great measu^, an extension of their hatred
to the priests, who when permitted to have a mission here, presumed
to make themselves umpires, and call in question the master's
right to the slave, whom they converted.

Although the religion of Sulu be Mahometan, the most numerous
portion of the inhabitants of this state are gentiles, and go under
the general denomination of Idan: these Idan, whose ideas of a
Divinity, seem as confined as the brutes of the field, claim the
strongest attention of a humane mind, as this blindness makes
them equally the objects of compassion in every view: the pecu-
liarities of their customs and opinions will claim a place in another
chapter.

CHAP. III.

Language and Literature.

It would be going too far, to condemn, or approve, a language
which is not understood; but I must own, the sound of the Sulu
language, is not agreeable to my ear; it is said to have as great
affinity to the Bissaya, as Spanish to Portuguese, and appears
to be copious from the different appellations of quantity kc.

* I was at some time pains to obtain a copy; the person who promised this
procrastinated till the moment of my departure, so that I had no opportunity
to show it to any of my learned friends; who on being shewn it on my return to
Sulu, laughingly told me the person had imposed the copy of an Arabian fable
as the history of Sulu.
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Thus, Great, is in the Sulu language, Dakah, but they have
various other words of magnitude, as Mag-go, Taddal, Tarung.
BaggaL These are confined to distinct subjects, thus Tarung,
expresses the large of fruit, Baggal, of Animals, &c.

Whether the Sulu language is the original dialect of Borneo,
cannot be determined: though, from its relation to the Bissaya
language, it is not improbable that it has, at least, an affinity to it;
since it is beyond dispute, the Bornean empire extended over the
Bissaya islands; but that these languages are derive'd from the Malay,
seems very improbable: the intercourse with the Malays, and the
use of that language, as the general means of conversation with
strangers, will naturally account for the introduction, of many
Malay words, or words with affinity to Malay. But when the
expressions of affirmation and negation are different, as well as
those of numeration, and in common life, it seems inconsistent
to suppose an identity of original; many examples would be
superfluous, a few may be both useful and entertaining.*

Their assumption of the Malay characters may, probably, have
introduced many words into those states, who h £ e adopted them,
than into the more remote which had characters of their own:
it is conjectured that the Borneo.? had a character; for since the
Bugis, the Javanese, the Tagalos, &c. have, there is little reason
to doubt the Borneos had. And perhaps the distinct characters
may point out the original empires, or sovereignties, into which the
Oriental Polynesia was divided.

It docs not appear, the Bissayas have any original character,
though it seems evident, from circumstances mentioned by the
Spanish discoverers, that the Mahometan religion had found its
way there; in this we have an evidence to warrant the Bornean
dominion, which perhaps comprehended also the Tagalos, whose
language is said to have affinity to the Bissaya. In this case the
Tagalo character is probably the ancient Bornean.

Had the first missionaries paid any attention to these enquiries,
some information of consequence might be obtained, but it does
not appear that there is any thing written on the antiquities of the
Phillipinas, except Fr. Juan de Placentia's curious though concise
Account of the Ancient Government and Customs (24th October,
1589). It is true, the Spaniards who have wrote of the Talago
language, pretend they derived their characters from the Malays:
these Tagalo characters have no similitude to the Arabic, or Malay
characters, and therefore, if it means any thing, this opinion must
countenance the conjecture above mentioned, as the Borneos may
easily be supposed to be confounded under the general name of
Malays.

Placentia, though he mentions the ancient Government of Datos

* We do not give these, as we shall hereafter publish a full Sulu vocabulary.—
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<uul Barangayes, amongst the Tagalos, takes no notice of any
Sultan, or Sovereign, amongst them.

The Chronica de S. Gregorio, (v. 1. p. 134,) tells us alao, that
the Tagalos hare a Tradition of their being descendants from
Borneo. Hence it seems probable, that the Bornean empire
comprehended all the Bissaya and Tagalo provinces of the
1 hillipinas, though it seems to have extended no farther North.
. Placcntia derives the Tagalo term Barangayes, from the vessels
m which, he supposes, the families, who peopled these parts,
arrived. Without pretending to determine, whether there were
any vessels of this appellation, amongst the Malays, as he alleges
u seems probable, as the Sulu Government, as well as most others'
>n the neighbourhood, have Oran kyas, answering to the office of
Barangayes, that these names, so familiar in sound, have the same
ongm; for although in the Malay language, Oran-kaya is literally
a rich man, it is applied to the heads of the several towns and
oistncts, where there are no superior officers.

Sffl?1" •Pd™fly Ba h h
, where there are no superior officers.

Sffl?1" •Pd™fly BanagjmiB may have have .been the common

S S L S S S S T *
 dominions' *"+itha8now i

tha it was introduced at Celebes about tL middle of B o t h
J S L i f * *cm*, t o ,be allowed, the first Sultan of Sulu
mtroduced toe Mahomedan law there, though possibly the Baiows
might then be Islam; wherefore it is not probable the M a h o S

JBornean empire, for although when the Sulu Government was
formed,there was, M there ftill is, a Prince at B o S ^ T S c S I
Ins dommion was not then extensive. There is another evidence £
corroborate the opinion, that Mahometanism, is of late h S S S £
as the Idaan, who mhabit the island of Borneo, are Gent i l e^y!
some of the most considerable maritime places, on the N W part
of the island, which were nearest to the capital, as Kemannees and
lawarran, are Gentiles to this day. However, it seems, from the
Spanish discoverers, that the Mahometan religion had found its
Way into this quarter, though it did not universally prevail

There is a very great variety of languages in the Sulu dominions.
Ihe Tiroon and Idaan, are equally foreign to the Sulu, and to each
other: nay, particular distnets have different lanonaees which
however, I rather suppose dialects of some of tSe others, than"
entirely distinct from them. The Idaan language is described to
be a very soft and smooth one.

The learning of Sulu is very confined. They have adopted the
Malay characters, and have a few books in that l a n g u a g e ^
which they arc chiefly supplied by the Bugis. They haVe IS?
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it is said. Histories of Borneo, of an ancient date, and of Sulu from
its original. There are a few who understand a little Arabic; but
the greatest number, even amongst the most considerable, cannot
write, so that their literature is a subject, which docs not afford
room to be diffusive.

They pretend, to have accounts of the inventors of Gunpowder
and the Compass; however, they are totally ignorant of the
Principles of Magnetism, and although they are g;ood practical
navigators, and are seldom without a compass in their boats, they
have all these from the Chinese. Their names of some of the
points are different from the Malays.

N. Ootarra.
N E . Timor Laut.
NW. Heelagga.
E. Timor.
8E. Tongarra.
S. Salatan.
SW. Barat Dyar.
W. Habbagat.

None of them had any thing like a system of knowledge; what
little any of them has picked up, is very superficial; they seem to
have an inclination to literature, from the sensible questions they
have asked on particular occasions; though probably tnis disposition
will remain uncultivated, from the difficulty of obtaining satisfaction
to their enquiries.

CHAP. XV.

Their Manners.

It cannot be imagined that the same manners and customs
should prevail universally, through so many countries as this state
is composed of; very various are those to be found amongst
different casts of the natives. This makes it difficult to give any
general character, though if one were to be given to the greater
part of the inhabitants jf the capital, it must be raked out of the
dregs of mankind, since words can scarce express an adequate
detestation and contempt of their disposition and manners.

It is a common observation, that the Asiatics are of a more
dissimulating inclination than the Europeans; but this is generally
ascribed to the command they have attained over the passions,
which has diverged them into this channel; but here there is an
equal proportion of that brutal fire found in free savages, of the
dissimulating disposition of the more humanized, and, perhaps, to
the completion of their character, I may add, an adequate share
of perfidious cowardice.

Murder, on the most frivolous dispute, is scarce held amongst
them to be a crime; and indeed the consideration, that whatever
is frequent, scarce stings the conscience, would almost destroy the
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fundamental principles of innate morality, though at the same time
it adds energy to the hand of Government, by evincing the benefit
to society, of an executive power, to prevent, or restrain the
inordinacy of iniquity, incident to the human frame, to custom,
and to example.

Every man, not indeed by the law, but by custom, is in these
countries his own avenger, by which the sallies of passion, often
occasion the most enormous crimes, and entail inveteracy and
bloodshed from father to son, for generations.

The most common cause of murder amongst them, is the fair
sex, for as divorces are permitted to the men, and often bought
by the women, there is wanting that cordiality of affection,
necessary to bind so strict a union of marriage; and it often
happens a man will divorce his wife, and, when she marries,
another, he will reclaim her, on pretence of the want of some
formality in his divorce; and, though the probable suspicion often
is held a sufficient cause for assassination, and scarce a night,
which is the common time of these enormities, passes without
a murder.

The histories of all times seem to evince the bad consequences
to society, by a facility of divorce, and experience sufficiently refutes
that innocent affection of the poet, that

Half the cause of contest were remoVd,
. If beauty could be kind to all who lovM.

perhaps a mere speculatist would rather join with Sir Thomas
Browne, and some others, in wishing the Dsity had made a
different disposition for continuing His creation.

Another custom, equally destructive to civil society, as it bestows
a ferocity of disposition, i9 the power every master is vested with,
regarding his slaves; which are by much the greatest part of the
Sulus; these may be put to death with impunity, for the slightest,
or even without, crime. When such licence of murder exists,
there can be no expectation it will be held in that abhorrence its
iniquity demands.

Another enormity, which evinces the malignity of disposition is
the frequent theft of people, who are seldom to be redeemed, as
the country is, in a manner, entirely destitute of public justice.

The laxity of public Government is more in all savage, than in
civilized countries; under the first denomination, we may include
in some measure the Bugis &c. But there is a very remarkable
peculiarity between the Bugis and Sulus; which deserves io be
mentioned, as it may tend to establish the character of each; the
Bugis, in common with the greatest part of mankind, determine
many disputes by single combat, but never avenge themselves by
personal assassination; on the contrary, the Sulus have no idea of
putting themselves on a footing with their antagonist, but always
attack him in the dark, or off guard; we may allow the last to be
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the most prudent, but it is, undoubtedly, the least honourable
custom.

Many of the vices which disgrace this country, are, it is said,
of late date, and do not yet universally prevail. The eastern
part of Sulu, it is pretended, still retains the simplicity of ancient
manners, and theft is unknown amongst them, they are the least
polished, but are held the bravest on the island; Paraug, on the
contrary, is equally famous for theft, murder, and a pusilanimous
disposition.

Some of the natives have acknowledged the ill-disposition of
their countrymen, in a point where they are undoubtedly the best
judges, though very many instances* are not wanting to observation,
in confirmation of the justice of their condemnation. This is in a
mean invidious disposition, which is an enemy to industry and
every virtue, for it is considered as sufficient cause of animosity,
if any one, by good fortune, or assiduity, obtains a portion of
property, or a decree of any virtue superior to his fellows •
they exclaim, in that case, against him, with all the exiguous
malevolence of envy, and take pleasure in doing him an injury;
perhaps even in depriving him of life; such a disposition, of all
others, has the worst influence on society, by discouraging every
thing that is praiseworthy.

I may perhaps run the hazard of incurring the ridicule of some,
if, to the other causes of the flagitiousness of manner ,̂ I add the
•want of religion amongst them, for although they are Mahometans
by profession, they are extremely ignorant of that morality and
justice which their law enjoins; indeed, few of them can read
and still fewer are inclined to study the Koran; so that they mav
possibly mistake old customs, for virtues, delivered down from
their ancestors.

Human nature seems nearly the same in every religion and
climate. Customs and accidents make, in particulars, an obvious
difference, but, as the Psalmist says, "The imagination of man's
heart is evil;" and at the bottom the generality merit an equal
contempt and abhorrence; they who paint man in fine colours,
either are deceived, or mean to deceive others; the only engaging
ties in humanity are the few, the very few, who have souls
expanded with the remains of virtue; these preserve the system
and are the link of society; and such are every where to be met
with. I acknowledge such there are at Sulu, but in the same
scarcity as in other countries; nor, when it is remembered, ten
would have saved Sodom, will it be wondered, if I only mention
by name Dato Saraphodin, Panglima Milaham, and to do justice
to the memory of the dead, once Dato Mahomed Bandhara. Let
us add, since

All our praises why should Lords engross,
Oran Ky Mallick, and Bahatol the old Sulu fisherman.*

* I am far from insinuating that none other of the Sulus deserved to come into
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The vices common to ourselves, we have been accustomed to
look on with partiality; those we are not accustomed to, we
consider with abhorrence; this may perhaps be the reason of my
opinion, that out of the dunghills of humanity, it would scarcely
be possibly to scrape up a more infamous race than the Sulus.
The only virtue they boast, is courage, which, unaccompanied
with principle, is at best but negative, and in this instance doubtful.
Honesty, industry, hospitality, are unknown to the mass of them,
at least in practice, but they are distinguished by civil-dissensions,
treacherous assassinations, vain-boasting, theft, laziness, dirt, envy,
and dissimulation, or rather inconnected falsehood.

The Sulus do not, like the Mahometans of Hindostan, confine
their women; oh the contrary, they mix in society as in Europe.

There is a race of people, in some part of the Sulu dominions,
on Borneo, so peculiar in customs and opinions, that they claim
particular attention; these are called Idaan: it is proper, however,
to observe, that what I know of them, is only from the reports
of the Sulus.

The Idaan, of different places, go under different denominations,
and have different languages; but in their manners and customs
seem to be nearly alike: all objects, seen through different ends
of the perspective, appear dissimilar, and none more than the
people now under consideration.

The name Idaan is, in some measure, peculiar to those of the
north part of Borneo; the inland people of Passir are called
Darat; those of Benjar, Biajoos: the Subanos of Magindanao
appear to be the same people; perhaps where the aborigines, in
the several islands of the Oriental Polynesia, are not negroes, they
are little different from the Idaan of Borneo.

The Idaan are reckoned fairer than the (inhabitants of the coast;
this has given rise to an opinion that they are desendants of the
Chinese ; however, this descent from the Chinese appears to have
as little foundatidn in truth, as the stpry they tell in confirmation of
it, " That the Emperor of China sent a great fleet for the stone of a
snake, which had its residence at Keeney-Balloo; that the number
of people landed was so great, as to form a continued chain from
the Sea and when the snake's stone was stolen, it was handed from
one to the other, till it reached the boat, which immediately put off
from the shore, and carried the prize to the junks; they immediately
sailing, left all those who were ashore behind; though their dispatch
was not enough to prevent the snake's pursuit, who came up with
the junks, and regained his treasure." The origin of all nations is
hid in the obscurity of fable; it is not therefore wonderful that a
people, so uncultivated as the Idaan, should be unacquainted with
their antiquity.

The proper Idaan language is described to be very soft and

this list; I only meant to express, that those named I knew, by experience, to be
truly good men: whose words were truth.
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perhaps, from a want of this consideration, arises the report of
cannibals on Sumatra, positively averred by the English who have
resided at Bencoolen.

CHAP. ix.

Commerce*

To understand this chapter, reference must be had to the geo-
graphical description, as it would be impertinent to repeat what has
been said under that head.

It is necessary, in the first place, to give an account of the
articles of commerce met with here; this is chiefly done from a list
delivered by Sultan Bantilan, in January, 1761, though the quan-
tities and rates are omitted; the former being in many respecte
indeterminate; the list in some instances being considerably deficient
of what the country produces, and in others exceeding that produce.

It is necessary to take notice on the prices settled in the agreement,
made in 1761 for a cargo, that the goods from India were to be
received at 100 per cent on the invoice price there, and the Sulu
goods received in return, were to yield 100 per cent on the Sulu
rates, when sold in China; all deficiency to be made good by the
Sulus, and all surplus accounted for to them: so that the rates at
which they chose to deliver the goods, were not objected to as
this experiment was meant to ascertain the actual value in China;
and the conditions were sufficiently profitable, if no accident had
happened to prevent the execution of this experiment: and in case
a deficiency had happened, we might have derived, in political
advantages, an equivalent for that deficiency.

I shall divide the statement of Sulu produce into four classes.
1. Articles of considerable value, but such as are either in no

great abundance, or take little room on ship-board.
2. Staples, which must form the cargoes.
3. Goods, which may hereafter become staples \ but, as in no

demand, are at present in small quantities.
4. Some productions which may be useful to the commerce, but

can scarcely be reckoned articles of trade.
FIRST CLASS.

Sulu Language.
Gold Bu-awan extremely fine and plentiful

in Man îdara and Tirun.
Pearls Mutya many of the finest water.
Tortoise-shell Sisick in great plenty.
Camphor Capoll in great abundance on Bor-

neo.
Oum-anemi or cepal Tenju in considerable quantities.
Bezoar Gulega considerable quantities; the

best worth at Passir, eight
tinier its weight in silver.
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Birds-nest
Wax
Plantain-cloth1

Marquisate
Lack
Ambergris
Civet

Mother of Pearl

Saangan-Bu-ong
Talu
Tinduk
Massurung
Ambalao ?

in great plenty.

little only.
little.
little.

SECOND CLASS. Staples.

Rattans
Canes
Cowries
Ebony
Seaslug

Cockles (called also
manangky, and
humba by Chinese.)

Sharks-fins
Sea-weed called hysy
by Chinese)

Betel-nut
Lakka-wood
Dammer, or country
rosin

Tipye
Landang
Uwy
Malao
Busky
Atta-atta
Baat

Kima

Siketan
Agal-agal

Pulla
Kaio-lakka
Bulitick

(called also becha de mer;
by Malays Tripang,in the
Philipinas Balata. J

qu. logwood.

THIRD CLASS.

Of which large quantities may be had in some time.

grows spontaneous.Cinnamon
Pepper
Salt-petre
Clove-bark
Ginger
Sapan-wood
Cacao'
Dying-woods

Soft-dammer
Wheat
Rice
Cotton
Sandal-wood
Bed-wood
I

Manna
Mysa

Culit-lawang
Loya
Sibucow
Cacao
Cudarang, Bankal, Nanka, &c.
Suckar
Pute

Bugass
Kapass or*Gapass
Kayu-chindana

Ty-yung

FOURTH CLASS.

Timber of various kinds, fit for ship-building, and all other uses in
A 1
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any quantity, viz. teak, nara, lawawn or pune, black-wood,
mahogany, malawi, bintangol, dongon, calaotit, palo-maria or
Alexandrian laurel, banaba, &<>•

Balibagu of the bark is made small cordage exactly like
hemp.

Gum-aty excellent for cables.
Wood-oil Caruang.
Earth-oil
Cocoanut-oil Lahing.
Honey Tenub.

The Chinese trade from Amoy to Sulu; in 1761, there were
two junks; but the oppression they suffered was a great
discouragement to the traders: In one of the junks, Sultan Banti-
lan had an interest, to promote which, on some frivolous pretence,
he laid an embargo on the other junk, taking the rudder on shore:
Dato Bandahara, and others, remonstrated on this conduct, which
which was injurious to the community; for, if strangers had not
protection and justice, it could not be expected that they would
frequent the port, and consequently every one suffer, by having
no vent for the produce of their estates: These representations being
ineffectual, Dato Bandahara, Oranky Mallick and Panglima Mi-
laham went on board the other junk, in which the Saltan had an
interest, and brought its rudder also on shore, informing the Sultan,
that when he discharged the one, they would release the other, but
not till then: the Sultan was thus compelled to do the Chinese
justice, to his own disgrace, but much to the credit of Bandahara,
and his friends.

The Chinese cargoes chiefly consist of cangans, a coarse cotton
cloth; of nankin cloth, called Cowsung; and cast-iron pans. Their
returns made chiefly in pearls, mother of pearl, birds-nest, betel-
nut, sea-slug, cockles, lacka-wood, ebany, and agal-agal.

The Bugis also trade at Sulu, chiefly bringing the cotton ma-
nufactures of Celebes; but, in general, they only touch at Sulu in
their way to Manila or other places; I am ignorant in what their
returns are made, except in slaves.

The Sulus seldom go in their own vessels to foreign parts, except
on predatory expeditions, making slaves of the poor helpless inha-
bitants of the Philipinas; although these piratical excursions are
chiefly made from the outports, as the Sulus have not been at war
with the Spaniards for some time.

The*Sultan Bantilan more than once sent an ambassador to
Pekin; which was properly speaking a commercial speculation:
for the emperor of China considers the presents brought by am-
bassadors as a tribute from a vessel; and the presents sent in return,
being made with liberality, Bantilan found it a profitable com-
merce : His ambassadors always went on board the China junks
to Amoy.
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CHAP. X.

Their Weights and Measures.

It cannot be doubted the Chinese communicated their weights
to all the adjacent countries; these are sufficiently known to
Europeans: a pekul being equal to I33J lbs. avoirdupois, and 4
lbs. being equal to 3 catties; 100 of which make a pekul. But
as the Sulus have adopted some terms, not common to the Chinese,
and corrupted others by pronunciation; I have in the following
table, represented the Sulu weights^ and their relation to the
Chinese terms:

Sulu Weights.
lOMuhuk

Chinese

10 Cash make

10 Candarins
10 Mace
16 Taile

(5 Caties)
(50 Caties)
100 Cattica

Weights.
1 Candarin

1 Mace
1 Taile
1 Catty

1 Pikul

{
Sulu WeigMs,
1

1

1
1
1
1
I

Chuc*ol
Ammas
Taile
Catty
Bubut
Lacksa
Pikul

10 Ammas
16 Taile
5 Caties

10 Bubut
2 Lackaa

The weights of the Bajcrvs, in the Sulu Islands, are said to be
heavier than the standard; however an implicit confidence is not to
be rested in their dotchin; and as there is no absolute rule, for
determining the difference, it is impossible to reduce them to a
table.

The necessity of a current coin, is no how more obvious, than
from the inconvenient expedients, they are obliged to make use of.
Having no money, they reckon by sanampury, cangan and cowsung,
or nankin: the first a term only, aud the second a coarse China
cotton cloth, which goes in payment of goods, and are reckoned
equal to a dollar. In small payments they make use of paddy or
rice in the husk ; which rises and falls according to the plenty or
scarcity of grain. In their accounts they sometimes reckon by
Spanish money, but commonly by cang-gan and sanampury, of
which the following is the rate:

4 Sanampury 1 Cang-gan of 6 fathoms long.
4 Sanampury 1 Cowsung of 4 fathoms.

The Cang-gan was formerly 7 fathoms long, but as the Chinese
suffered by impositions here, they have debased the manufacture,
and contracted the measure; which example the natives so well
imitate, that it scarce happens a Cang-gan is found even 6 fathoms :
This, added to the natural inconvenience of such a currency, makes
them. Extremely desirous that a coin may be introduced, and also
that a measure be fixed on, instead of the precarious one of a man's
fathom and cubit.

The use of paddy as a currency, may perhaps have introduced
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the custom of measuring instead of weighing, grain, and some
commodities, as cowries, &c. They reckon

8 Panching, or J Cocoanut Shells 1 Gantang.
10 Gantangs 1 Raga.

The gantang of rice is reckoned to weigh four catties; according
to which calculation 2£ ragas, or 25 gantangs, is equal to one pekul,
and also to a cawan of Manila.

PART III .

ESSAY TOWARDS THE HISTORY OF SULU.

Every attempt, to investigate the history of the eastern nations,
has a claim to attention from the uncommonness of the subject:
the general ignorauce, 'till very lately, was beyond credibility; and
though the thick cloud, which obscured the history of Hindustan,
has, in good measure, been dispelled by some late tracts; by the
remarkable events, of which it has been the scene; and by its
having become the common topick of conversation; yet the public
continue still much in the dark, in regard to the countries, which
lye farther eastward: this consideration has induced the author of
this essay, to endeavour to give a clue to the history of Sulu, by
which, hereafter, others may be enabled to pursue the subject.

Had the author been possessed of such a work, he would have
been enabled to have gone much greater lengths; but wanting
some general heads, the conversations he had, were the less satis-
factory and precise from his ignorance; which did not permit the
proper enquiries: Occupations also intervened, and the conversa-
tions, by which he at last attained to a tolerably exat idea of
the present state of Sulu, were merely accidental, when, after long
acquintance, at times a free intercourse had opened the heart with-
out reserve; the author cannot but lament, that in so short a period,
those who were the best able to convey the information, necessary
to compleat the subject, have been swept off, since he first visited
Sulu, in 1761: the oldest were the best informed, and of these
many have paid their debt to nature; and now few are left, who
have the knowledge of any remarkable events, but from second
hand.

The author had great hopes of satisfaction, from the Sulu histo-
ries ; but here he met with frequent disappointments: promises he
received many, but accidents prevented the completion of some,
others were never intended to be fulfilled, and some were deceitful;
amongst the rest, after much trouble, and some expence, he received
a book in the Malay characters, just on his departure from Sulu,
described to be the history he required; which upon enquiry, after
his retnrn, he learnt to be only the transcript of some Arabian
fables. Hence, although the author does not relinquish his hopes,
or pursuits, he can give little more at present, from the Sulus
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than a table of their princes; and a few circumstances, regarding
the successions, and Spanish expeditions. The Spanish writers are
what he must chiefly follow, though with the utmost care not to
be led astray, by the errors which have crept into these writers,
from their ignorance in the geography, and intestine history of
Sulu: amongst others, we find mention made of the king of Ta-
bitabi! had they been acquainted with the Sulu affairs, it would
have been found, this was the same person, who was so near sur-
prizing Samboangan (vide Lettres edifiantes, v. 23. p. 397) viz.
Mahomud Badarodin, who retired from Sulu, to Dungun in Ta-
wi-tawi ; and returned to the assistance of the Sulus, when they
were attacked by the Spaniards.

Badarodin, it is true, might without much impropriety be
called King of Tawi-tawi, as he is generally denominated Sultan
Dungun, by the Sulus. But the manner the Spaniards mention
it, naturally implies that Tawi-tawi and Sulu, were distinct king-
doms, which can scarcely be allowed, during Badarodin's life, to
have been the case, and never was before, or since.

The chief object of this essay, is to evince the Sulu independancy,
to which these historical anecdotes are only an introduction; and
for this reason it has been thought expedient to make a separation
of the antient and modern history; referring to the former all
incidents which occurred before 1734; when the present Sultan
succeeded to the throne; and to the last all the circumstances
which I have been able to collect of the late transactions, whether
regarding the Spaniards or others.

As the proofs deduced from original papers, will plainly evince
the modern independance, it will excuse a discussion of the antient
Spanish pretensions in this quarter.*

a The present Sultan has promised the author a detail of all the
circumstances since his first accession; particularly regarding the
Spaniards, whose protection he claimed, and by whom he was
afterwards put in irons.

The Marquis of Ensenada's letter, plainly confutes the Spanish
allegation, in defence of their conduct, "that the Sultan was "de-
tected, in illicit correspondence, and double dealing" were the proofs
much clearer than they are, the most they could make of it, would
be " the biter bit." As it is evident, from that letter, the Spanish
plan was formed, before the Sultan had given any ground for
their perfidy; although they were fairly out-witted, if not out-
bullied, by the Sulus; for it is obvious that the Spaniards suffered
more by the expences of the expedition, and the disgrace it did
them, than the Sulus, by any mischief from the Spaniards: and,
from a full knowledge of both, the author is convinced that the
reduction and maintaining Sulu, under the Spanish yoke, is beyond
the power of the Philippine government.

* Vide " full and clear proof that the Spaniards can have no claim to Balamban-
On." to. 1774. ^ ^
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The reduction of the Moorish states, has been a favorite object
in the Manila politics, ever since the Spanish establishment; but it
has always been much easier effected in speculation, than practice;
for many years past, the Spaniards have been losing ground; and,
perhaps, arming the Indians is the only method of freeing the
Spanish islands, from the invasion of the Moors; however, this is
a step not very consistent with Spanish caution, and, perhaps, too
dangerous ever to be attempted; this subject will particularly occur
hereafter, and the author means to be very particular on this head,
as it may be extremely useful, in case we pursue an interest in
this quarter.

To Sulu, (which, as well as the Philipinas, was anciently under
the dominion of Borneo) then an obscure place, a Bajow from
Jehore, retired with a beautiful daughter, whom the JVhore Sultan
wanted to place amongst his mistresses. The fame of this beauty
drew many of the eastern princes to Sulu, and amongst the rest
one from Java, who won the prize; executing the penalties
enjoined by the father; which were, to introduce elephants, spotted
deer, &c. the Javan making a voyage to Siam, for the purpose.
He continued at Sulu till his death, which happened soon after,
leaving his beautiful widow: some time after a Serif, driven hither
by stress of weather, was compelled by the natives, to an agreeable
penance, in the enjoyment of beauty and a crown; and from this
descendant of Mahomet, the present Sultan is sprung.

The following is the list of their sovereigns, as they reckon them,
but several intermediate have mounted the throne; either omitted,
in the general list, as co-temporaries, or as usurpers; these are
inserted here, but in an advanced line.

Sultans.
Sultan Serif.
Kam-al-Odin . . . son to Sultan Serif by the Bajow princess.
Maharaja Upu . • son to Kam-al-Odin.
Pangeran Boddiman son to Upu.
Marahom Tang-a • . son to Boddiman.
Maraham Bongso • • son to Tang-a,
Marahom Karamat or

Bactial, called also Jal Alodin. .son to Bongso.
Sitecabil, called also Ampy. .Sahabodin's sister,*
Sahabodin son of Bactial.
Jual Pallawan, called also

Sapheodin, . . Sahabodin's brother.
Mahomud Badorodin . Bactial's bastard son, by a Tiroon woman;

generally denominated Sultan Dungun.
Mahomed Nassarodin, (1731) grandson to Sahabodin, by

mother, commonly called Depatuan. He reigned 3 years*

* By Oranky Ogu, she was cousin and not sister to Sahabodin. A.D,
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Mahomed Allimodin (1734) son to Badarodin, b/aSoppen woman.
Marahom Mahomud Mo-i-Jodin, (1748) or Bantilan, Allimo-

din's younger brother.
Mahomud Allimodin II (1763) son to Bantilan.
Mahomed Allimodin I restored, 1764.

According to Sir Isaac Newton's computation of the reign of
Princes^die Sulu state arose about the beginning of the 15th
century^rowever, as Maharam Bongso was on the throne in 1646,
the six Princes, including him, taken at 20 years, the highest of
Sir Isaac Newton's computation, places Sultan Serif about 1526,
and as Sulu was visited by the Spaniards in the Victory's voyage,
1521, probably the origin of the kingdom was not later, as other-
wise it would scarcely have been then mentioned ;* the long life
of Bactial, will account for the exception, which follows to the
Newtonian system of chronology.

Oranky Ogu gave to me, on Saturday 8th August, 1761,t the
following account of the Sultans of Sulu which he had seen;
Oranky Ogu was grandfather to Bahatol [or Bahalatol, as these
notes call him] and must have been considerably above 100 years
of age, as his grandson Bahatol, was reckoned to be 90 years old.

Sultans of Sulu*

Marahom Bongso.
Sultan Jal Alodin or Bactial.

Sitecabil, a female.
Saha-Boddin, son of Bactial.
Jual Pallawan; . • . . . • Boddin's brother.
Mahomed Badorodin,. BactiaPs illigitimate son by a

Tirun woman.
Mahomed Nassarodin, grandson to Sahaboddin by his

mother.
Mahomed Allimodin. ) T, , j- ,
Mahomed Mo-i-Jodin } B a d a r o d i n s s o n s -

te Sitecabil reigned four or five years ;J her mother was sister to
Bactial, and her father Bartammy, Rajah of Boyhan on Magin-
danao; Sahabodin was young when she reigned; she married a
Rajah of Ilanon.

* Here it may not be amiss to correct an error of some Spanish writers, who
confoundhiffJolo or Sulu with Jilolo, say the Sultan of it, united with the Spaniards
and Tidorfe acainst Ternate and the Portuguese, so early as 1526, A.D.

+ The notes do not mark the month or year, but it must be August 1761, for the
only Saturdays, on which the 8th of the month fell, from 1761, when I first visited
Sulu to 1764, when I was last there: were August 1761, May 1762, January and
October 1763, and September and December 1746. In May 1762,1 was at Madras.
In January 1763 at anchor off Pandukon. In October 1763 at Manila: In Sep-
tember 1764. on the passage from Balambangan to Sulu, and in December 1764 in
China. A.D.

X Another Report said 7 years.
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" In Sahabodin's reign the Chinese first came to trade here.
" Badarodin was made Sultan by his brother against the incli-

nation of the people; he reigned long and governed well, but,
although he was a great warrior, he was never successful; Nassa-
rodin rebelled against him [in 1731] and he retired to Dongon
[or Dungun on Tawi-Tawi.]

" In Badarodin's reign the Portuguese came twice Juther to
trade: Before this a large Spaniard from Batavia ran*n shore
and went to pieces.

" When Badarodin retired to Dongon, he carried with him the
guns, of which the Chinese acquainted the Spaniards 5 who, above
30 years ago when Nassarodin reigned here came against Sulu;
their fleet in all consisted of above 30 vessels; 3 galleys, 1 galleot,
2 frigates, 4 junks, and many small vessels.

" Sultan Badarodin hearing at Dongon of the arrival of the
Spaniards by some Dongon people who retired from Sulu, prepared
an armament against them; some Sulus who had departed before
the Spaniards arrived retarded him, by reporting that there was no
war: But, on gaining certain intelligence he came to Sulu, and
the Spaniards retired: They had been above a month before the
place; but, being repulsed in their first attempt to land, they never
again landed: above 30 of the Spaniards were killed in the first
attempt, five being whites; the armament consisted of about 20
whites, and a great many blacks: The Spaniards took the Sulu
colours, and the Sulus the Spanish colours, when they landed.

"Nassarodin reigned three years, and then called to Sulu
Allamodin, who succeeded his father at Dongon. Nassarodin
died 8 or 10 years ago.

" Allimodin reigned here 20 years* The Spaniards then had
colours on the fort; which was garrisoned by above 100 Spanish
soldiers in the Sultan's service: There was a padre named Bastian,
allowed to reside here, but no church.

"Allimodin was very severe, but generous, giving much, if but
a little was asked; he used to walk round the fort, and if he found
any body without provisions, he would send a supply early in the
morning, and would order any houses he saw in want of repair to
be repaired: Had it not been for this, his government would not
have been endured. The Spaniards then traded hither; and 3 or
4 China junks annually/'

[26th Sept. 1792. The circumstances come to my knowledge,
of the history of Sulu, not being written out fair, cannot be at
present laid before the public; as I have not now leisure to
examine, and digest the notes that I have on the subject.

I have, however, added lists of the Bornean sovereigns, and of
those of Magindanao, as I received them from the Sulus.]

* By bis own Report to me, 16 yeaw. A.D.
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List of the Sovereigns of Borneo.

567

Marahom Tumbang Derumput, the first in their history about
Karamat's reign.

De Pulow.
Bongso.
Abdul.
Usseen, or De luba.
Di Bornai, or Appung.
De Patuan, or Saiph Odin, the present Sultan.

List of the Sovereigns of Magindanao.

Gapitain Laut.
Wappat, named Ku-darat

Pangeran Tidory.
Minulu Sarahamal Ulla.
Mowlana.
Annu wal.
Jaffar.
Malinug.
Sultan Hamsa.

Pongloc. now reigning.

[July, 1792] A. DALHYMPLE.

B 2
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ANALYSIS OF THb ANCIENT ANNALS OF SIAM.

INTRODUCTORY NOTES.

1. The Siamese in their historical writings give to their country
the name of Sayam pratbet—country of Sayam, aftid of Muang
thai—kingdom of Thai.

According to a number of learned Siamese whom I have
questioned on the subject, their name of Sayam comes from the
Sanscrit Syama which signifies a medium colour between black
and white. In their bali language this word is written Sama, and
has the same meaning.

The word Thai in the Siamese language signifies free. They
took this name, according to their own account, in the time of one
of their former kings called Ruang, who freed the nation from the
yoke of the king of Camboja.

All the neighbouring people designate the Siamese under the name
of Siam, pronounced a little differently according to the genius of
each language. Thus the name of Siam was not invented by the
first Europeans who visited this kingdom, as I think has been
asserted by some authors.

2. The Siamese divide their country into two parts, the North
and the South; they give the name of Upper Siam (in their
language Muang nua) to the northern part; the south part forms
Lower Siam (Muang tai), and as the kings of Siam resided in
Upper Siam many years before establishing themselves in the lower
division, the Siamese have divided their annals into two parts, one
called annals of Upper Siam, and the other annals of the royal city
of Juthia.

The analysis which I give here contains the first part of these
annals. This part is full of fables, improbabilities, of anachronisms,
and presents only a few historical facts. It seems to me, however,
that this analysis will not be wholly useless, because it is not
impossible that afterwards, by comparing this small number of facts
with the histories of the neighbouring nations, and above all with
the monuments which may be discovered in the ruins of ancient
cities, we may be able to reconstruct the history of Siam, at least
in part.

3. The Siamese have two eras wbich they sometimes employ
conjointly, although the one is more particularly employed for
religious matters, and the other for civil affairs.

Their principal em is that wliich dates from the death of Buddha
Somanakh6dom. Our year 1848 corresponds to the year 2391 of
this era, which consequently commenced 643 years before the
Christian era. The Siamese give the name of Phuthtba Sakkarat,
which means the era of Buddha, to this era.

Their second era, which they call the little era, in their language
Chula sakkarat, dates from one of their ancient kings, regarding
whom they are not at all agreed, some saying that it is the king
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Phra-ruang, and others Phaya-krek. This last, who they say
reigned over Camboja, appears to have the preference. The
Christian year 1848 corresponds to the year 1210 of this era,
"^hich would thus commence in the year 638 of the Christian era.
This era is not employed in the manuscript of which I give here
the analysis. The era of Buddha is only found in it, and as the
Siamese have the practise of always giving the dates in figures,
we can scarcely trust for these dates their ancient annals, on
account of the mistakes which may have crept into them through
the inadvertence of copiests.

Having given these few details, I will now proceed to the
analysis of my manuscript.

Religious facts placed at the beginning of the M.S.

The Buddha Somana khodom died the 3rd of the
full moon of the sixth month of the year Ma
Seng or the Serpent

The Indian king Oxat Satru (ajata satru) assembled
the first Sangkhayanai or Buddhist council . . . .

One hundred years afterwards the Indian king Kala
Sokkarat (kala Sokkaraja) assembled the second
Sangkhayanai (Sanggayanaya)

In the* year 218 of Buddha the lung Sithamma
Sok (Sri dhamma Soka) assembled the third
Sangkhayanai

The fourth Sanghayanai was held in the Buddhist
year 400 (the book does not say who assembled it)

In the year 965 of Buddha, the Buddhist Phra-
phuththa khosa (Buddha ghosa) preached the
tham (dhamma) of Lanka (Ceylon) (in Camboja
it is said) .••*..

543

443

325

143

after
Christ

422

Year
ofBud-

100

218

400

965

Commencement of the History of Biam.

Two brothers of the brahmin caste, who lived when Somana-
khodom embraced a religious life, were both rusi or holy men.
The one was named Saxxanalai, and the other Siththi mong khon.
Their nephews inhabited ten villages governed by a brahmin woman
mother of phra-Saributa then the first disciple of Somanakhodom.

These two brothers seeing their end approaching, wished before
Quitting this world, to give their last advice to their nephews.
Then the Rusi Saxxanalai having called together the oldest persons
of the ten villages; gave them instructions to live in peace together,
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and to preserve the religion of Buddha. He commanded them to
build a city to protect them from the enemy, and to chuse the
most worthy amongst them for their king. He also recommended
them not to neglect, the sacrifice of fire. After having instructed
his nephews, the rusi retired to a large mountain called Phukhao
luang, where giving himself up to contemplation, he arrived at a
high decree of sanctity. In the mean time the oldest Brahmin of
the ten villages named Bathamma raxa having assembled the head
Brahmins of the ten villages, it was decided that they should build
a city. They quickly applied themselves to the work, the city
was surrounded by walls two fathoms high and six halfarms length
broad, forming an enceinte of 2,000 fathoms long by 1,000 broad.
The work lasted seven years. When the city was finished, they
built in it pagodas for the priests of Buddha, and temples dedicated
to Siva and to Vishnu. These labours being ended, the two rusi
after having cone to offer their obeisances to Phra in Savanthera-
lok (the god Indra), came to visit the new city, and gave to it the
name of Savanthevalok in memory of the god Indra. They
established the Bathamma raxa as king of the new city. He was
the oldest chief of the ten villages. He took for wife a niece of
Nang Mokhalin of the village of Hariphun xai; commenced to
reign in the 500th year of Buddha, according to a prophecy of that
goa-(B. C. 43.)

The Rusi Saxxanalai then declared that he had hidden beneath
the tree ton rang reng (the tree or nest of the vulture) a relique of
the head and one of the fingers of Somanakhodom which he had
himself cut at the time of the death of muni with another relique
of the same, which he had received at the distribution made by
the king Si thamma Sokaraxa (Sri dharma sokaraja)—that his
nephews must go and seek for these reliques and place them in their
new city. The rusi having given his final instructions to hig
nephews, rose into the air and retired to Phuphalu'ang where
he died seven days afterwards.

The king Si'thammaraxa in obedience to the orders of the rusi,
assembled the Brahmins, to search for these reliques and place
them in the city. Five of the most skilful workmen were chosen
to prepare the place destined to contain the reliques. When all
was ready, the king and the Brahmins transported them with
great pomp. The reliques were deposited upon a golden ship,
which floated in a basin prepared for the purpose. The king
constructed a phra thatu <or sanctuary for these reliques; and the
priests of Buddha ever since have gone there and worshipped.
In this manner the ten village brahmins, (Thasa khama ten villages)
descendants of Nang sari phrahmani mother of Phra: saributr first
disciple of Somanahkodam, came to be the city of Savanthevalok.
The reliques of Phra: saributr were placed in a chedi to the north.
Hari phunxoi otherwise Pancha maxa kham (the five villages of
the middle) was inhabited by brahmins all descended from .Nang
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mokhali pliramani mother of phra: mokhala second disciple of
Somanakhodam, and the reliques of this disciple were preserved in
this place.

In the beginning the inhabitants of Utarakhamani (the villages
of the north) were equally all of this caste of brahmins who earned
on trade amongst themselves and observed the same rites.

The prince Thamma-kuman son of the king Thammaraxa and
the prince Usokhkha-kuman both of them phikkhu had acquired
a perfect knowledge of the sacred books of Buddha. Having
hoth quitted the religious profession, their parents destined them
to become kings. In consequence orders were sent "to the
inhabitants of Panchamaxapham to build a city, and a royal palace;
and to come and receive the prince Usokhkhakuman for their
king. This prince married a lady of the brahmin caste and
reigned at Hariphunxai, the name of the new city, under the name
of Si thamma sokkaraxa, (sri dhamma sokka raja).

The inhabitants of Utarakham were also ordered to build a city.
When it was completed persons amongst the brahmins went to
receive prince Thamma kuman for the governor. This city took
the name of Kam phoxa nakhan, otherwise Muang thung Jang.

Orders also came to the inhabitants of Burakham (village of
the east) to erect a city and palace, and they received for King
the prince Singha kuman. Their city took the name of Phixa
bun nakhon.

The kings of these four countries lived in the closest union
and they preserved the strictest equality and good faith.

After these first establishments about five hundred years
elapsed^ during which seven generations of kings had succeeded
the one to the other, until the king Phaya aphayakham muni who
reigned at Hariphunxai nakhon. This prince, celebrated for his

Eiety, was accustomed to retire to a large mountain to perform
is devotions. A Nakh (naga) attracted by his virtues, found him

there one day. They had connexion, and the king before
departing gave her his royal mantle and ring. The nakh returned
enceinte to her subterranean kingdom. When the time of her
delivery approached, foreseeing that that which she was about
to bring forth would be a living being and not an egg like all
the nakh, she went and was delivered above ground at the place
where she had met the king. She there placed her infant with
the mantle and the ring which she had received from the father
of the child, and retired to her abode.

The infant was discovered by a hunter, who carried it with
the ring and mantle, and entrusted it to his wife to be reared like
an infant of her own.

Sometime afterwards the king causing a palace to be built, the
inhabitants were ordered to attend in their turns to work for the
king. The hunter also came there and brought with him his
adopted child. As the heat was very great the hunter had placed
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his child in the shadow of the palace to protect him from the rays
of the sun, but the spire of the palace inclined as if to indicate the
dignity of the child—the shadow of the palace appeared to fly.
The king surprised at this prodigy, called the hunter and asked
whose child it was. The latter said that he had found it in the
forest and that he had brought it up as his own adopted child.
The king then inquired if he had not found anything with the
child, the hunter told that he had found a ring and a mantle. The
king sent him forthwith to fetch them and having recognized them
as the same mantle and ring which he had given to the Nakh, he
had no doubt that the child was his own son. He gave a recom-
pense to the hunter, and took the child into his palace. He called
him ArunraxaKuman and brought him up with another son named
Riththi Kuman.

The birth of the prince Arunraxa Kuman had been predicted by
Somanakhodom on the occasion which we are going to mention.
One day Buddah being about to take his meal near the village
panchamarakham where afterwards the city of Hariphunxai was
built, a nakh caused a spring of water to gush out in order that
Buddha might drink and bathe himself. Buddha then predicted
that* the nakh who had done him this charity would supersede the
Bud&st era in its thousandth year, and establish a new one, that its
empire would embrace all the country watered by the river which
had sprung up, and that all the kings of Xomphun thaiib (jambhu
dvipa) would render it homage.

The prince Arun raxa was born in the 950 year of the Buddhist
era. The king Aphaiyakham muni wished to give to his son a
kingdom worthy of his destiny, aud as there only remained a
princess in the kingdom of Saxanalai or Savanthevalok he gave
this princess in marriage to his son with this kingdom; and the
new king took the name of Phaya Ruang. He built a great
number of pagodas, and amongst others a temple and chedi in the
place where the Rusi Saxanalai had formerly buried thereliques of
Somanakhodom. This place was named Khao rang reng (moun-
tain of the vulture's nest). All the kings of Xomphuthayib stnick
by the power of the new monarch, offered homage to him as had
been foretold.

•The kingRuanghaving attained his60th year in the 1000th year of
the Buddhist era, his superior merit acquired him a white elephant
with black teeth. In this year, the same which was the year ma
me (year of the goat), on the first of the sixth month he caused an
assembly to be held of 500 Buddhist priests amongst whom was
Phra phuth tha khosa of the pagoda Khao rang reng, to celebrate
the establishment of a new era. The meeting took place in the
temple Khokasing kharam in the centre of the city of Saxanalai.
The kings of Xam phu thavib, that is, of Thai, Laos, Mon, Chin,
Phama, Langka, Phrahm, went to the meeting.

It was then that die king Ruang gave the Thai alphabet, as well
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as those of Xieng thai, Mon thai, Phama thai and Khom Xieng.
The ancient writing of the Phra tham (sacred books of Buddha)
was abandoned, and the books of religion were written alone in the
Khom alphabet.

In the 1086 year of Buddha the king Ruang assigned lands to
the pagodas for the maintenance of priests, a usage which has
always prevailed since that time. The pagodas which received a
share in this distribution were the Vat khokasing kharom, the Vat
keu raxadithan, the Vat uthayan yai, the Vat khao luang, the Vat
thao inaranva: vasi, and the Vat traiphum pa keu.

The king of China, called king of Makhatha, not having
attended the meeting which took place on the establishment of
the new era, the king Ruang resolved to take vengeance upon
him. In consequence he set sail for China with his brother
the prince Riththi kuman, and in one month favored by the gods
they arrived safely in China. On the arrival of the Siamese
king the sky covered itself with such thick clouds that neither
the sun nor the moon could be seen. All China was troubled
at this prodigy. The king of Makhatha assembled all his
mandarins to consult as to what was to be done. He sent an
officer to visit the coast, and ascertain if no enemies had come on
that side. The officer aftef having examined all the coasts, could
not perceive anything except a vessel nine fathoms long manned by
Siamese. He quickly reported the news to the Chinese king, who
recollecting that a prophecy said that two Siamese brothers would
pass the sea to procure wives, that the one would be sovereign of
all the Xomphu thavib, and would establish a new era in the place
of the Buddhist era, at once knew that.these two Siamese came to
him. Convinced that it would be useless to resist them, he
immediately gave orders to receive them with all proper honor.
He rendered homage to king Ruang, placed him upon his own
throne and gave him the princess his daughter in marriage. He
Caused a ship to be built to carry to Siam the princess and the
presents which he made to his new son-in-law. When the rejoi-
cings for the celebration of the marriage were terminated the king
Ruang embarked with the princess and five hundred Chinese whom
the kino- of China had given as a retinue to his daughter. At the
end of'one month the vessel arrived safely at Saxanalai for at this
period the tide came up as far as this city.

Since that time Chinese vessels have come to trade to SianT, and
brought there cups and dishes, and the Siamese then began to
make use of these articles.

About this time the king of Xieng mai died leaving only a
Princess to succeed him. The nobles of the kingdom requested
ting Ruang to give them his brother prince Riththi kuman for
their king. The request was favorably received. The king
himself conducted his brother to Xieng mai and having married
hi to the princess installed him as king of that country.
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The king Ruang having returned to his capital continued to reign
with much glory. He did not hold himself upon his rank—he often
went out without any retinue. He amused himself with flying kites
and all other kinds of sports. He was accomplished in all and master
of every science. The king of Camboja having sent a Cambojan
to kill him, who had the gift of disappearing below ground when
he wished, the king Ruang by the strength of his words turned
this Cambojan into a rock, and also freed his subjects from the
tribute which they were bound to pay to the king of Camboja
every year.

One day the king Ruang flying his kite, the string broke, and
the kite earned by the wind was caught in the spire of the palace
of* the king of Nakhon tong u. This king had formerly been a
slave of the Siamese king, and bore the name of U. Protected
by the gods he became king. The king Ruang running after his
kite, and having arrived at the close of the day at the city of
Tong u, rested in a vestibule of the palace, and during the night
went and slept vith the daughter of the king of Tong u without
any one seeing nim. In the morning he ordered the king U to
come and assist him to recover his kite. He obliged this king to
bear him on his shoulders, and not being able by this to reach the
kite, he mounted upon his head. Having at last obtained what
he wanted he proceeded towards his own country. But the
princess having told her father of what had taken place during the
night in his palace, he sent in pursuit of Ruang. He was caught
and brought back to Tong u. They took out his intestines, without
his being aware of it, and then let him go. The king Ruang on
his return to his palace called his son the prince Pha sucha kuman,
told him that he was going to bathe, that if he did not return, he
had only to take the government of the kingdom. The prince
thought that the king spoke in jest and made nothing of his words.
However the king Ruang having thrown himself into the water
on a bank of sand in the middle of the city plunged and dis-
appeared for ever. At these tidings consternation pervaded the
whole place. The prince Pha sucha kuman quickly acquainted
the king of Xieng mai the brother of the deceased king, with this
misfortune, who proceeded to Saxanalai, placed the prince upon
the throne of his father and returned to his own capital.

A, great officer named Trai pho pha nakh charged with the war
department announced to the new king that the good fortune
of Saxanalai had disappeared, that misfortunes were to come,
and that it was proper to think of fortifying the capital. The
king Phaya sucharat commanded this officer to make all the
necessary fortifications. In consequence the walls of the city
were increased, and forts were constructed of the proper strength
to bear cannons. He similarly fortified five other cities of the
first order and eight of the second. Couriers were established to
carry the orders to the different cities. Orders were also given to
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the city of Kamphoxa nak hon, and from thence to the cities of
Muang Savang kha buri; Muang yang khiri; Lakhon khini;
Enphini, Muang lek, and Muang sing thai, which were all under
Kamphoxanakhon, to fortify themselves also. The town of
Muangphiburiyanaklmn now called Muang laphan, resorting under
Huriya phun xai with eight other chief places of provinces were
ordered to arm themselves and to guard the passes.

The king Phasucharat sent an embassy to the capital of China
to request from his grand-father ten men able to cast cannons.
The king of China received the request of his grandson favorably
and sent him the workmen whom he required. The king Pha-
sucharat then had 120 large and 500 small cannons cast. Since
then there have been in Siam founders in samrith (a kind of
bronze) and in thorn pat (a kind of mixture, two parts copper to
one of gold). The bullets were made of earth baked in the fire,
and the king prepared every thing for war.

The first day of the first month (it is not said in what year)
Phra chao thamma trai pidok king oftXieng sen eAmmanded
Maha up arat and the great officers to prepare hie army. He put
in the advanced guard the phaya of Xieng rai and of Xieng ru;
the phaya of Xieng ngon and of Xieng tung were ordered to form
the right wing, and those of Xieng nan and Xieng fang the l f t
wing
speedily
king Ri
his stead. Th,s king immelately caused the tohabitants^ffin™
sakhon Muang phre and Muang nan to entec Xien-mai ' ' S

bodies of guards at all the avenues. On bis side the" kins
arat also made all ^ V i n h a b i =

h* i e ^ ? t h M n m a t r a i P i d o k h ^ing placed m e l f T he
fcl° • V / r f ' P rr e d^ towarĉ SalaLlai d i S before
him the-mliabitants of the.countiy, and laid seige to the c ?y £
two kings engaged m several viry furious combats beneath the
Walls of the city m which many were? slain on both sides tlm
resistance of the beseiged vbcing as vigorous as the attack #' th?
besiegers. In this state or things the bonze Phra phu th tha kho
sa chan of the pagoda Vat phao rang reng grieved at the fate of so
jnany unfortunate persons killed on account of the two fhonarchs
besought the t\«^ kings to suspend hostilities and to make peace!
He w*s listened to on both sides. The, king Phasucharat knomL
ing th*his enemy jjad declared war against him because he desireW
to havWiis daughter in marriage, gavrtiimthe princess; and peacehavWiis daughter in marriage, gavertiimthe princess; and p
jvas concluded between the two pr inW.ffhe king Si tham ma
trai pidok having o^med what he w ^ e d returned to Xiencr ^
inth his new wife. He had two p t W g f this marriage, the S
named Chao trai son rat and the* eAer Chao xati W both
renowned for their excellent qualities. '

C 3
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The king Si thamma trai pidqk, remembering that formerly the
Buddha Somanak hodom going about to collect alms, had sat
down to eat his rice at a certain place under a tree called ton samo,
resolved to build a city at this spot. He consequently gave orders
to two of his officers the one named Cha nok rong, and the other
Cha kan bun, to fit out five hundred carts to carry the articles
necessary for the building of the city. The two officers having
prepared the carts and all things requisite set out to fulfil the orders
of the king, accompanied by a number of merchants. They first
arrived at the city Muang lilomphon, passed the river Me nam ta
nim; from thence they went to Phu pha luang, then to the city
Muang savangkha bure, passing next the river Me nam trom kue
noi (little arm) and finally arriving at the ground of the Brahmin
village where the Buddha Somanakhodom had formerly collected
alms. A river divided the village into two parts, the eastern part
containing 150 houses and the western a hundred. The two
officers told the Brahmips the intentions of their master whereat
these greasy rejoiced ana they quickly set themselves to the work.
The labours werat divided into three equal parts, the Brahmins
undertook one, the thai another, and the lao the third. The work
lasted one year and seven months. When all was completed the
two officers entrusted the care of the city to the Brahmins and
returned to Xieng Sen with their carts. Having given the king
an account of the happy success of their journey, he was highly-
delighted and quickly assembled the f rinces and the nobles of his
kingdom, to go with him to celebrate the dedication of the new city.
He placed at the head of the advanced guard of his army the two
Cha who had erected the city, sending them on before to open up
the road, the phaya forming the right and left wings, and the two
princes Chao trai son rat and Cnao xati ttekhon were ordered to
form the rear guard. Tie king and queen put themselves in
motion with the army and^rrived at the new city on the 6th of the
first month. The king immediately consulted the Bralqpins as to
the name which should be given to their city. These having
declared that his majesty had arrived under the constellation phi
sa nu it should receive that name. The king then named it Phi sa
nu lok, it was also namefl Ok ha buri, east and west, in memory of
the Buddha Somanakhodom having there*asked alms; it still
bears the* name of Chan ta bun. The king built several pagodas
there, as well as the phaya who had accompanied him. He

f ished also to cast three phuth tha rup (image of Buddha) in
am rith thi (a kind of bronze) to place in the, pagodas wlrah were

being built. He called for this purpose five able founders of Saxa
na lai and one of Hflriya phunxai. But^n spite of all their
endeavors they could not contrive to casAven one. The king
grieved at this, offered his vows for the attainment of a successful
issue, he also engaged the queen to offer hers for the same purpose.
She then besought that in virtue of the merits which she had
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acquired in her preceding generation by having made a statue of
Buddha in pure gold, and for many other good works of the kind,
the casting of the three statues might succeed to the wishes of the
king her hushand. The efficacy of these vows, from the great
merits of the queen, made themselves felt even to the abode of
Phra: m (the god Ijidra)' who speedily arrived -to the assistance
of the founders. These having recovered courage, aided by
the power of Phra: in succeeded at last in casting the three
statues such as had been desired by the king. Of these three
statues, one received the name of Phra: xina: raxa, the other of
phra: xina si, and the third of phra si sa sada. They were placed
in the temples which had been destined for them in the midst of
the city of Phi sa milok. The king then built a palace in the
western part of the town; then he sent for the princess Sun thon
thevi daughter of the king of Saxa na lai, whom he gave in mar-
riage to his son Cliao Kraison raxa, whom he lastly placed on the
throne of Lopha buri. The king, the princes and the phaya then
celebrated for seven days the dedication of the temples and of the
phuth tha rup. Every thing being ended the king and his retinue
took the road for his capital in the same order in which he had
come.

The prince Chao xati sa khon was of ah extraordinarily proud
character and couJjL not endure to be surpassed by any one. He
resided with his brother the king Phra: Chao Kraison Raxa.
He also built a town five leagues from Lopha buri, which he
named Se na raxanakhom, and gave it for a king the prince Chao
Duang Krieng Kri Saraxa.

These ancient annals are from Saxanalai. The series of the kings
of this country is not yet ended, many reigns are still to come of
the series.

Thinking Sithamma trai pidok gav&the government of the city
of Xieng Rai to his son Chao Xati Sakhon, and died at%he age of
150 years on the 20th of the sixth month of the 1300th year of
Buddha. The officers of the deceased king immediately made known
this event to Chao Xati Sakhon at Xieng^ Rai, who game to
perform the obsequies of his father, aqfL reign in his stead in the
city of Xieng Sen. ^ After this reign there were ofcer seven
successive reigns, aftqp which the good fortune of this kingdom
declined, and troubles arose on every side.

KINGDOM OF PHAYA KREK.

In the times when the religion of Buddna 4Phra: phuththa hasob
thosaphon was still observed, there lived a holy personage who had
Kilt a great numberlbf 'pagodas an* other sacred places, and made
abundflht alms to the talapoins. After his death he went to rende
in the heaven of Phra: in, and then was bom again amongst men-
He was bqjn in the village of A raxa kham in the caste of Sethi*
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The name of Chao Suthasana Kuman was given to him, five
hundred Sethi formed his retinue. The virtue of his merits made
itself known even to the abode of Phra: in; who created for him a
palace of gold, with inclosurcs ornamented with all kinds of precious
objects, with delicious gardens and tanks in which gre^the five
kinds of lotus. The god also created a" city surrounded oy seven
inclosing walls of gold, which was named Muanê  inthapatnakhon.
The Sethi with one accord established Chao Suthasana king of
this city. At this epoc the Buddha Somanakhodom still lived,
and one day, having come to gather alms in this capital, a poor
beggar covered with leprosy took in his cocoanut with his leprous
hand a little rice which he offered to Buddha; but his little finger
being detached from his hand remained with the rice in the dish
of Somanakhodom, who having stopped to take his meal, contented
himself with removing the rotten finger of the beggar, and fed
himself wHlch the alms which he had given him. After his repast
the Buddha prophesied that this mendicant in recompense for the
good alms which he had given, would one day reign in this city,
abolishing the ancient era and establishing a new one.

The king Suthasana then reigned in the city of Inthapatnakhon.
He died at the age of 150 years on the 21 of the sixth month of
the 1,600 year of Buddha. His descendants reigned in his place,
during many generations. But the merits of ifcis family dwindled
away, the city lost all its oitginal splendour, and all the precious
objects with which Phrain had ornamented it disappeared. At last
under the reign of Phaya Khotama thevaraxa the last descendant
of Sutha Sana there was a rumour throughout all the country that
the man of merit was born, and the capital was about to recover
its pristine lustre.

There was at that time a poor beggar crippled and deform^ who
had been Jj>orn so, because formerly he had not kept the flladhic
commandment, nor made alms. This poor wretch having learned
that the man of merit wfes about to come, crawled to the road to
have the pleasure of seeing him. Phra: in under the form a man
and mounted upon a splendid horse, pursuing the same roajl en-
countered ^he beggar an A asked him why he was thus crawling.
The man answered that he was going to see tM man of merit, Phra:
in#then requested him to take care -of his horse and effects, while
he went away for an instant. The beggar told him not to be long.
Phra: in replied that if he was tardy in returning, the horse and
effects should be his, and went away. The mendicant wishing to
know what the biindjb of effects which had^een entrusted to him
contained, opened it, and found in it a vial W oil of a divine virtue.
He immediately rubbed the deformed part of bis leg with it, which
straightened at once. Charmed by this marvellous effect he mbt>ed
all fis body with it, and became on the instant the most beautiful
of jnen, JNot at all doubting his good fortune, he immediately
saia to himself "most surely i r i s 1, mysel& who are flie man of
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merit who is expected." He immediately took off his rags, array-
ed himself in the divine robes which the god had left with him, put
the crown upon his head, took the sceptre in his hand and mounted
the horse of Phra: in, which at the same moment rose into the air
directing its course towards the capital. As for the king Phaya-
khotama thevaraxa, knowing that the man of merit would speedily
appear, he said to himself: " i f he comes through the air I will
seek my safety in flight." And m effect having seen him in the
sky coming towards him, he took himself to flight with the greatest
haste carrying with him the queen, his children, his officers and
&rty thousand of the people. He went towards the west seeking
for a fit place in which to establish himself with his people. Phra:
mth then settled the beggar, become the most beautiful of men, as
king of Intha patnakhon under the name of Phyakrek. He
married a princess of the family of king Khotamalhevaraxa. In
tha lOOOth year of Chula Sakkarat or the little era, he established
a new era and abolished the ancient. His descendants successively
ascended the throne during many generations, but their good for-
tune was always on the wane.

The king Khotama thevaraxa, who went towards the west, arrived
at the end of fifteen days journey in a place inhabited by brahmines
named Ban Kothanajakham. He was well received by the in-
habitants, who having informed him that Somanakhodom had
formerly begged alms in this placd^the king was filled with joy
and there built a city which became his capital. He had a son
to whom he gave the name of Chao Phala Chana kuman. This
prince^ succeeded his father and took the name of Chao Vaiyaksa:
afterwards he took the name of Chao Rhota: Bong. Having
built the city of Muang Phra: Phichitr he took the name of
Phaya Bhota: Bong; when he had built the city of Muang Phix-
ai, he to*ok the name of Phaya Mulek.

In the city of Phaya krek, after many generations the good
fortune of this family having disappeared, there only remained a
princess. Then two sethi, the one named Xodok sethi and the
other Kala sethi having taken counsel with the other sethi placed
Upon the throne the son of Xodok sethi named Chao Uthong
^ho married the hereditary princes*. This prince reigned 7 years
*& the city of Inthapatnakhon. A contagious disease which seized
both men and animals, being prevalent in the country, the king
Uthong abandoned the country with all his people and went to
seek a fit place elsewhere in which to build a city and establish
himself. After a great many days journey, he arrived at a river
m the midst of which he found an island of a round form. The

having caused boats to be made passed over to the island
his followers. He there found a dobot or penitent, who told
that the Buddha Somana Khodom had formerly come to .this

place and had predicted that in the future a city would be built
*We The king received this news with joy and resolved to
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establish himself upon this island. He caused walls to be built
surrounded by exterior fosses, built a palace for himself and houses
for his officers, and settled himself in this new city, which took
the name of Si' Ayo Thaya (this is the ancient city of Juthia.)

(Here the ancient annals finish)
C. P., P. A.
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THE PIRACY AND SLAVE TRADE OF THE INDIAN

ARCHIPELAGO.

THE object of the following notices is to bring together a number
of facts, which will give our European readers a more practical
knowledge of'the nature and extent of this dreadful scourge of the
Indian Archipelago than any general description can convey.
They are mostly selected from those which have come under the
notice of the English and Dutch during the last thirty years, and
the sources from which they are chiefly drawn are the Singapore
newspapers, and the Moniteur des Indes Orientates.

Piracy is universal throughout the greater part of the Indian
Archipelago, and there are very few of the native rulers, not under
European influence and control, who are not more or less participant
*n it. At the present time they are more cautious in allowing
their connexion with piracy to be known, as the vigorous measures
adopted the Dutch, Spanish, and English, have shown that
these Governments are earnest in the determination to r^ress
the evil, and that the power which they are able to bring into
operation for that purpose is such that no native armament or
means of defence can long successfully withsjand it. Although
piracy is less rampant at present than it was a few years ago, and the
independent or quasi independent native states of the Jfrchipelago
have generally come into engagements with one or other of the
European powers to aid in its repression, and have therefore re-
nouneed all open intercourse with the pirates, it is by no mean*
generally extirpated. At any temporary lull or cessation in tftfi
partial and unconnected measures of the Europeans against them,
the pirates re-appear in their old haunts with undiminished
boldness and force. Only recently the China sea has at various
points been the scene of extensive piratical proceedings by both
Malay and Chinese pirates, the Borneo pirates have been
active, and* even iifthe direction of the Philippine*, notwithstand-
*ng the severe and exterminating proceedings of the Spaniards in
the Sulu seas last year, they have begun to renew their former depre-
dations. It is only by a persevering, continued and combined
action against piracy that the European powers in the Archipelago
can Mope to keep it effectually down. Vigorous efforts followed by
lengthened periods of inaction, have been proved over and over
again to be inadequate, and it may be emphatically stated as the
result of the experience of the European powers for more than a
century that all measures and expedients against piracy have failed
from the want of a properly organized system always in operation.

Various means have been tried by the Dutch with the purpose
°f checking piracy. Thus so far blbk as the year 1705 we find
them regulating the numbers of the crews and passengers of native
Vessels, and the arms they were to carry. In 1751 • they had
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cruise or gun boats, aided by others fitted out at the expense
of some of their native allies. In November 1769 the Sea Lion
having a crew of 24 cruising in Lampong Bay in the Straits of
Sunda, engaged a piratical prahu of Mandhar, having on board
48 pirates, who carried the cruizer and murdered all on board.
By a resolution of 25th February 1755, the measures formerly"
adopted were re-enacted and the native princes having relations
with the Dutch company were besides invited to furnish their
vessels with proper passports, shewing the size of the vessel, the
arms and the number of the crew. The passengers were also
subjected to certain regulations. In place of cruizers like Venetian
galleys as formerly, a description of vessels capable of being
impelled both by sails and oars, and called millepedes were intro-
duced, having six of the crew European, and the rest natives.
Explanations were at different times required from the Sultans of
Bantam, Johore, Pahang, and other native states suspected of
complicity in the proceedings of the pirates, and of buying their
prisojrers, and severe measures against them were threatened in
consequence. In 1806 it was ordained that not only should passes
be withheld from vessels of the description called Pcnjajap,
Kahap or Bulloor, or others of a similar construction, but that
whenever they entered any roadstead, harbour or bay where the
Company was established they should be seized as piratical vessels
even altho^h furnished with a pass from a native prince or chief.
About this time a merchant ves«el in which were two Dutchmen,
fiamfcd Phefferkom and Wensing was attacked in the Straits of
Qanca by forty pirate prahus. Seeing no chance of resistance or
escape, they allowed a great number of pirates to board and then
blew up the ship. In May 1807#the cruizer of war de Vrede, Lieut*
C. Beckman, was attacked in the roads of Indramayo by seven pirati-
cal vessels each having about 100 men. After some resistance the
greater part of crew took to the boat and made for the shore, Lieut.
Beckman and his second in command Stokbroo threw them-
selves into the sea, at the moment the pirates boarded; the first
was drowned but Stokbroo fell into the hands of the pirates who
shaved his head, stripped him of his clothes and carried him to the
Lampongs, where he was subjected to all kinds of bad treatmentf
and even threatened with death. He was oifered as a presgtt to
the prince of th© LaB0ongs, illuscd like the rest of the slaves and
forced to the meanst employments. After seven months of SU^KJ
ing he was sent to Linga, sold, to the prince of that island for 3P
Spanish dollars ancf earned to Rhio. He was here fortunate
enough to find a Chinese named Baba Tan Lian Seeng, the o&
of a brig which traded between Rhio and Java, who°bought
for fifty dollars and took ^im to Samarang. The Chinaman
fused to receive any recompense for this generous action, but
otokbroo having afterwards become assistant Resident at
Lian Seeng whom he called his father paid him a yearly visit,
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he was treated with every mark of kindness and attention. Mr Stok-
hroo died in 1844 but Lian Seeng was still alive in October 1845.
During his three years administration from 1808 to 1811 Governor
General Daendels incessantly laboured to oppose the pirates and
protect the maritime trade, and as much as circumstances permitted
followed the measures of the Company for that purpose. In 1810 he
fitted out a flotilla of 40 armed prahus with the special object of pro-
tecting the coasts of Java. At the commencement of that year an
English brig the Fly was visited off Sumanap by some natives under
pretence of trading, and who after massacring thecommander and the
steersman, made themselves master of the vessel. The Governor Ge-
neral Janssens by decree of 6th June 1811 gave a portion of the
prize, and the booty to the captors of pirates, and laid down certain
rules for the trial of pirates and their -accomplices. During the
English administration in Java the coasts of that island were greatly
infested by pirates. In March 1812 they were vigorously attacked
hy the English schooner of war Wellington, Captain Cromey, aided
by two gun boats and six armed native, boats. In the month of
May following the pirates hjitd an engagement with the armed
boats of the English man of war Modeste. Numbers of pirates
frequented the waters of the island of Kangean, and made descents
upon the land. The Coromandel, having grounded on the coast
of Borneo, was taken and burned by the pirates. The Matilda
sighted 17 large piratical vessels, and the Helen encountered a
vessel in the Straits of Banca manned by about 80 pirates who
attempted to board her, but were driven back by a well sustained
fire. The Nautilus in May 1813 reported that a young English-
man Thomas Brooks was at Koti (Borneo) having two years
previously been taken by pirates who had plundered his vessel.
Three Europeans, two Chinese, and five Bengalis, who formed
part of the crew were murdered and the rest sold as slaves. In
April 1814, Captain Hall, commander of the cruizer Antelope,
reported that he had seen 80 piratical Linga boats in the Straits
°f Banca, which he had chased with the assistance of some armed
boats.

In Sir Stamford Raffles' letter on the state of the Indian
Archipelago addressed to Lord Minto in 1811, we find numerous
allusions to piracy and slavery. He notices the general pre-
valence of piracy on the Malay coasts, which he describes as
"an evil of ancient date, and which has struck deep in the Malay
habits. The old Malay romances, and the fragments of their tra-
ditional history, constantly refer to piratical cruises." The sources
of slavery in the Malay countries, according to Raffles are chiefly
the following—piracy, captivity in war, man-stealing and the
the system of slavery recognized by the Malay codes for various
offences and for debt. He gives numerous details on the subject.
He states for example that about 50 year's previous to that time
the Sulus were much devoted to commerce aud that the English
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had a commercial resident in Sulu for some time, about the period
of the first settling of Balambangan. Civil commotions had been
frequent subsequently, and the breaking down of the government
had covered the Sulu seas with fleets of formidable pirates. The
great island of Mindanau, he remarks, is the original source of
the Lanuns, the most formidable of all the eastern pirates, and who
have in every age been greatly addicted, to piratical practices. The
Sultan is of the islamite persuasion but the great mass of his sub-
jects are pagans, in almost every respect similar to the aboriginal
inhabitants of Borneo. The Bugis are well known at the present
day as the most active traffickers in slaves in the Archipelago. Raf-
fles ascribes their devotion to this branch of trade to the interfer-
ence of the Dutch who fomented civil wars amongst them and excited
rebellions and commotions in the different states, so as to weaken
and undermine and in many cases altogether to overthrow the
power of the native governments, whose subjects^were thus exempt-
ed from control and left in a great measure to follow lawless courses.
The rigid monopoly maintained by the Dutch of the spice trade
and other branches of commerce, formerly principally carried on
by the Macassar and Bugis tribes, also tended to demoralize these
nations, who were forced to expend the energy aud love of enter-
prize which has at all times so peculiarly distinguished them above
all the other natives of the Archipelago, in less commendable pur-
suits, amongst which piracy and slave dealing held a principal place.
Raffles also noticed the evil influence of the Arabs, through whom
in former as in latter times such a large proportion of the trade of
the Archipelago was transacted, and whom he justly characterises
as very frequently concerned in acts of piracy, and great promoters
of the slave trade. The words of Raffles in reference to piracy
and the slave trade in the Indian Archipelago are as applicable
in the year 1849 as they were in 1811. "The practice of piracy
however, is now an evil too extensive and formidable to be cured
by reasoning, and must, at all events, he put down by a strong
hand; though precautions against its recurrence may be taken in
the system which shall be adopted with regard to the Malay states,
by rendering every chieftain answerable for his own territory, and
punishing in an exemplary manner refractory chiefs."

The kingdom of Johore was distinguished for the piratical habits
of its inhabitants. From the Sultan downwards all were more
or less engaged in piracy. The peculiar nature of this kingdom
gave great facilities for the pursuit, its innumerable islands and
creeks covered with thick screens of mangrove gave effectual
concealment, and enabled them, to lie in wait for the merchant ves-
sel or prahu passing through the narrow straits. A deadly enmity
is said to have prevailed between the Johore pirates and the La-
nuns, so that when they met at sea, either would leave a vessel
which they might be attacking in order to engage their enemy.
The Johore empire maintained the reputation of being highly pira-
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tical, until the two european settlements in the midst of it, the Dutch
at Rhio, and the English at Singapore, led to a change in the habits
of the rulers, and also of the people to a considerable degree, al-
though it was not until recent times that some of the most noted
strongholds in the immediate vicinity of the European settlements
such as Galang were broken up. Even yet there are scattered
here and there both on the mainland of Johore, and amongst the
islands which formed part of the ancient, empire, small piratical
communities which carry on a very annoying warfare against the
small trading prahus which cover the seas in the neighbourhood
of the European marts, especially of Singapore.

In 1818, we find in a report of Muntinghe, commissioner at
Palembang and at Banka, numerous details regarding the piracies
carried on by the inhabitants of Linga, Rhio, and Biliton, all parts
of the Johore Archipelago, the east coast of Sumatra, Carumatu
and the west coast of Borneo. The piratical forces of Linga were
under the command of subaltern chiefs of the Sultan of Linga, one
fleet commanded by two brothers styled Orang Kaya Linga,
consisting of 18 vessels and 400 men, and which had three points of
rendezvous, Sakanah, Barok aud Banachoong and the other under
the command of Ungko Tamonggong, consisting of 48 vessels and
about 1,200 men, which had seven places of rendezvous, Galang,
Timian, Pulo Bocaya, Salat Singapura, (the Strait of Singapore)
Sughi, Pakako and Bollang. These chiefs did not go upon the
cruise themselves but fitted out the expeditions, furnishing the
necessary provisions, stores and arms, and received repayment after
a successful cruise with a profit of 100 per cent. The European
arms became the prize of the Sultan, who could also select such
other part of the spoil as he chose at a low price. These
pirates every year undertook a regular voyage, of which the route
was well known, and so calculated that they should always have
the advantage of fair winds and currents. They set out towards
the close of the western monsoon, or even during the months of
December or January, and directing their course by the Straits of
Sunda, towards the southern coast of Java, bore up at. the com-
mencement of the east monsoon. They then passed through one
of the Straits to the east of »Java, and ran along the eastern and
Northern coast of Java, which they infested till the commencement
of May when regaining the offing of their first route, they took
&e road to their coverts pillaging in passing the shores of Banca
and Palembang. If they made an important prize they returned
*t once, but if as often happened, their voyage was unfruitful, they
continued to infest these coasts until the close of the east monsoon,
when they invariably regained their lairs, with or without booty.
This they sold to the Chinese and other traders who came to
linga at a handsome profit. When prevented from proceeding

their piratical cruises, the pirates betook themselves to fishing
agar agar and tripang, a means of livelihood still followed by
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the inhabitants of Linga, and who yet occasionally diversify their
piscatorial pursuits by a little piratical outbreak. Before the
European gunboat is on the spot they have again subsided into
the appearance of peaceable fishermen, so that detection is very
difficult. The pirates of Rete upon the coast of Sumatra, between
the rivers of Jambi and Indragiri, were a race entirely distinct
from the people amongst whom they were settled. They were all
descended from the Lamms. They had first come to that part of
the Archipelago by invitation of the Sultan of Linga to assist him,
in a war with the Dutch E. I. Company. The strength of the
Rete establishment was calculated at 1,000 men capable of bearing
arms. The vessels' were 10 or 12 in number of from 16 to 20
toas, and carrying'from 50 to 80 men, and each having a large
and two smaller pieces of ordnance. The descendents of these
Lanuns arc still to be found at Rete, but they are not distinguished
for their piratical exploits like their fathers. Siak also sent out a
small number of pirates. The island Biliton had two races of
pirates belonging to it, who lived entirely on the water in small
prahus covered with mats, forming a class entirely distinct from
the inhabitants of Biliton. The' prahus in which they made their
piratical expeditions were different from those in which they lived
with their families. One of these races the Suku Juru had fifty
small family prahus, and four piratical prahus. The other race,
the Orang "Sekat had two hundred and thirty small prahus in
which they resided and eighteen piratical prahus. These latter did
not exceed four or six tons in burthen. The island of Carimater
had two piratical prahus. The Sultan of Matani on the coast of
Borneo had three large piratical prahus of from 10 to 12 tons each,
which yearly, after a voyage towards the coast of Celebes in the
western monsoon, made three expeditions to the coast of Java.

In 1818 a treaty was concluded by the Dutch with the Sul-
tan of Linga, in which he solemnly engaged to repress with all
his power the piracy in his states; in 1817 a similar treaty was
made with the Sultan of Banjermassin (Borneo); and by the
treaty with the Sultan of Pontianak in 1819 the Dutch government
eegaged to maintain a fleet of small vessels upon the coast of
Borneo to protect and encourage commerce. Similar engagements
were made with the Sultans of Mampawa and Sambas, and with
the native chiefs of Menado (Celebes) and piracy in the latter
place was placed under a special judicature.

These measures had become of the last importance. In May
1819, for example, the schooner Lucifer was attacked near the
Booinpjees islands, about twenty leagues from Batavia, by three
piratical vessels, four others being a little off ready to lend assistance
if necessary. The schooner only escaped by means of good breeze*
In the same month the merchant brig Susanna Barbara wafl
attacked by five pirate prahus in the offing of Indramayu close to
the coast of Java, on the voyage from Batavia to Tagal. They
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summoned the commander to surrender but he continued on his
course under the fire of the pirates, and at last hit one of the boats
which threw them into confusion, and they ceased the pursuit for
a time. They however silently followed the bite during the night
time, and in the morning gaining upon her they asked if it was
the same which they had' engaged the previous day. On the
commander answering that it was, they again summoned him to
surrender. As he did not seem inclined to comply they again
ppened their fire but without any other result than making holes
»a the sails and damaging thte rigging a little. The brig would
undoubtedly however have Allen into the hands of the pirates had
she not managed to keep them off by a well directed fire until a
breeze sprung up which carried her beyond their reach, and it
was only on her coming to anchor in the roads of Tagal that they
abandoned the pursuit. In the same month the cruize boats had
an engagement with pirates near Samarang in which Capt. Stout
lost his life by the bursting of a gun.

The island of Banka appeal's to have been peculiarly exposed
at all times to the ravages of pirates. In the report on this island
by Dr Horsfield* will be found a full account of the successive
attacks made upon it and which "gradually effected almost the
complete rtiin of the island." They are said to have arisen from
the war in which the Dutch had been engaged with the princes
of Rhio and Linga. The first attack was in the year 1780 by the
Malays from Siak, formerly a dependency of Johore, on the settle-
ment of Klabbet-lawa, which they surprised, and from which they
carried away a large quantity of tin, and the most valuable effects
of the inhabitants. A second visit was paid to it a few year later
by the Lamms who had been called in to the assistance of the
Linga chiefs. After that period the Lamms made regular descents
upon the coasts of this unfortunate island, ascending the rivers,
plundering and destroying the settlements and carrying away hund-
reds of the inhabitants into slavery, the chiefs being murdered.
Those of the inhabitants who escaped falling into the hands of
the pirates, fled into the woods, where the greater number perished
from fatigue and want. The Lanuns were afterwards joined by
the Rayats or sea-gypsies who made a large portion of the
Population of the Johore kingdom, and who Bved entirely in their
boats. These piratical tribes formed at last settlements on various
points of the island, from which they incessantly harassed the
natives of the island, canyinc desolation in all quarters, and
intercepting the supplies which the Sultan of Palembang sometimes
sent to his unfortunate subjects in Banka. Many of the inhabitants
emigrated from the island, and numbers gave themselves up to
voluntary slavery to slave-dealers from Macassar, who visited
the coast with small vessels for the purpose of receiving those

* Journal I. Archipelago vol. II. p. 209.
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who preferred this sad alternative to the combined miseries which
famine, pirates and disease inflicted on them. Having completely
exhausted the island, the Lanuns gradually withdrew themselves
from it after the year 1804, and retired to their own quarter of the
Archipelago. They have continued however to visit it in their
lengthened cruizes, and even within the last few years they have
ravaged its coasts as will be seen hereafter. The pirates belonging
to the Johore Archipelago still continued to plague Banka and in
1820 they had rendered themselves masters of some of the tin districts
on the south-east part of the island where they raised bentings
or small earthen forts at various points. The Dutch Government
pent an expedition against them under the command of Lieutenant*
Colonel Keer.

(To be Continued.)
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DESTRUCTION OF THE FLEET OF THE SAREBAS AND SAKARRAN

PIRATES BY THE EXPEDITION FROM SARAWAK ON THE

NIGHT OF 31ST JULY 1 8 4 9 .

ON Wednesday July 25th the Steamer Nemesis with the boats
of the Albatross and Royalist in tow left the river followed by the
Sarawak flotilla. On the 27th the Steamer and boats rendezvoused
at Kaluka, and on the 28th the Nemesis being somewhat short of
fuel returned to the mouth of the Sarebas to collect wood. Certain
information was received in the evening that a large pirate fleet
had left Sarebas early on the morning of the 26th and it was con-
jectured that the capture of the peaceful town of Sariki was the
object of the expedition. A strong detachment of boats was in-
stantly despatched by Captain Farquhar to prevent this fleet
escaping on their return by the Kaluka river, whilst the Steamer,
the men of war's boats and some native prahus guarded the
Sarebas.

This position was maintained for three days whilst scout boats-
were sent out to give timely notice of the approach of the pirate
fleet. The patience of every one was severely tried by the delay
which occured, but on the evening of the 30th intelligence was
received, that the pirates after partially plundering Palo, and
threatening the inhabitants with certain death, unless they supplied
them with salt, retired to a river called Si Maring where it was still
conjectured they were plotting an attack on Siriki.

The Palo people fled the same night to Rejang, and reported
that all the powerful chiefs of Sarebas were out, and that they had
counted 107 war prahus. This, news revived the spirits of the
"Waiting expedition, and on the evening of the 31st at J past 6, the
scout boats in all haste brought intelligence of the approach of the
pirate Bala.

Every preparation was instantly made and the Kaluka detach-
ment moved to the entrance of that river, and discovered the
pirates in great force passing at very long gunshot distance. Lieuts
Everest and Wilmshurst advanced in the €111161*8, and opened a
& upon a portion of the pirate fleet which was fully returned,

main body however pulled close in shore in shallow water to
entrance of the Sarebas, and appeared, on seeing the effective

Preparations for their reception, to hesitate as to their future course
°f action for some delay took place. This hesitation over, they
rushed at'the Eastern Point of the river with the intention of forcing
their way up the Sarebas in water too shallow for the men of war
boats. They were however met by the native force at the sandy
Point, and after a brief resistance, seized with a complete panic,
*he bala divided, some escaping a shore, some putting out to sea,
a nd some crossing the river by a long detour. It was a bright
^oonHht night and now commenced a series of small independ-
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ant actions. The Steamer at the rivers mouth manoeuvred and
kept up a hot and destructive fire. The men of war boats outside
were playing the same game, wliilst the Sarawak natives on either
hank of the river, about 3 J miles across, were closely engaged with
the pirates and intercepting their escape.

The Nemesis, true to her former fame and fortune, was every
where, and eveiy where cutting up the pirates; rockets, shells,
shots, musketry were flying in all directions—blue lights and port
fires illumined the scene. Over a space of fully seven miles, there
was here a fight, there a chase. Here a pirate boat sunk at sea,
wliilst others were seeking safety (and often seeking it in vain) on
shore in an inhospitable jungle far from their homes. At about
eleven o'clock the firing relaxed and by twelve the pirates were
no longer seen, and the English force was left to its repose.

At break of day on the following morning the result of the
night's action became visible. On the Eastern point, or Batang
Marrow, lay upwards of sixty prahus, and on the beach for a long
distance was strewed the debris of their large pirate fleet—sunken
boats were earned here and their with the tide—fully 2,500 men
of the enemy sought refuge in the jungle, where our people were
eagerly hunting them in detached parties.

Thus the pirates of Sarebas caught redhanded in the fact, laden
with plunder, and gorged with blood, met the fate they so richly
deserved. Upwards of eighty prahus were captured (many from
sixty to seventy feet long, and eight or nine feet in beam) and many
men slain. It is difficult to calculate the exact number of the
killed, but at a low computation,' three hundred must have fallen
during the night's action, and many wounded and exposed will
swell the total loss of the pirates. . The morning was occupied in
destroying, and appropriating the captured prahus, and orders
having been given to show mercy to any of the pirates who wished
to give themselves up, the fleet in the evening joined the Steamer
at Rembas.

The next morning, the 2nd August, an advance was made up the
Sarebas and the force anchored at Baring in the afternoon, and
again proceeded at night to Sarueh. The next morning a Malay
prisoner having been brought in, the following information of the
movements of the destroyed pirate fleet was obtained. A force (by
his account) of 120 boats had set out under the firm persuasion
that the Malays of Sarawak would not make any attack during the
Ramadan or fast month, and probably, he added, the chiefs had an
idea of attacking Siriki. Having (as before mentioned) plundered
Palo, they held a conference in the Si Maring and proceeded to
Mato, capturing by the way two trading prahus, one laden with
sago bound to Singapore, the other returning from that place with
piece goods &c. The panic on finding both the Sarebas and Ka-
luka guarded was complete. Every body (the prisoner added)
lost his senses and each boat thought only of reaching home.
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It would-be useless to describe the ftirther movements of the ex-
pedition in detail, and it will suffice to say that the town of Paku
^as taken without resistance after a skirmish or two, and after some

i h b i
taken without ressa a ,

hard labour for two or three days in removing the obstructions
thrown across the narrow and shallow river. On the 7th of Au-
gust the Expedition returned from the neighbourhood of Paku and
rendezvoused around the Nemesis. A letter was however left at
Paku addressed to the pirates • pointing out their crime, and the
Punishment which had followed it, and offering terms on the basis
°f the abandonment of piracy.

The original object of the expedition was now resumed, and the
steamer and boats moved to Rejang, and advanced up the river
eighty miles to the mouth offhe Kanawit inhabited by the piratical
tribes—a successful excursion was made up this river—several long
houses were destroyed, some piratical Bangkongs taken, and some
prisoners made. The same terms were verbally offered to these
poople as had before been offered to Ine Sarebas, and three of their
chiefs came in, and promised as far as they themselves were con-
cerned to discontinue their piratical excursions, but they would not
answer for the other chiefs, amongst whom "Buah Riah" of Ensabi
is the most powerful and influential.

On the fourth day the boats having once more rejoined, the
Steamer proceeded about ten miles up the Rejang to Poe mhemted
by the Kanawit Dyaks, a tatooed race. These people, piratical
themselves, and the guides of the Sarebas and Sakarrari on their
expeditions, were fined, and two slaves, captured by the Sakarrans
resident up the Poe creek and sold to them, were set at liberty.
The effect of these intermediate dep6ts of trade between the Malays
and the pirates is that the captives and plunder taken during their
piratical excursions are exchanged for salt, iron and other goods.
Such depots are the receptacles of plundered property and must
always be destroyed, in order that the pirates may not derive the
profits from piracy which they have heretofore done. The receiver
°f piratical plunder must be regarded in the same light as the pirate
himself.

At Poe, this most successful expedition may be said to have
ended, and it is only necessary to add that the Rejang is pro-
hably the finest and deepest river in Borneo, and when piracy
shall be suppressed will become a pladl of note and a ,grcat pro-
ducing country. The river Kanawit can send out some 60 or.
^ piratical prahus, Poe 8 and Katibas 50 to 60 making with
Sarebas and Sakarran (previous to the recent defeat of the former)
Upwards of 300 prahus engaged in piracy, either in the fleets or
detached parties. The present expedition has dealt a heavy blow to
this infamous system, and the best results may be expected from it,
and the public and H.M's Government are greatly indebted to Cap-

Farquhar for hip couduct on an arduooB and tedious service,
alike deserve thanks and applause, from the gallant Commander

E 5
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of the Nemesis, and the officers engaged on the expedition, to the
seamen and marines, for alike all did their duty with zeal and
with cheerfulness. The news received from Sarawak when the
boats were up the Rejang will further illustrate the system of
piracy which has been allowed to grow up on the coast of Borneo.
It appears that previous to the expedition from Sarawak proceeding
to Sarebas five piratical prahus had passed towards Sambas and
Sirhassan. On their return on the. morning of the 7th of August
these boats attacked the houses at the Moratabas entrance of Sara-
wak, and, though repulsed, subsequently captured a trading prahu
and killed twelve men. They had before taken an island prahu,
and killed some Chinese off the entrance of the Sambas river, but
the exact amount of mischief done by them has not yet been
ascertained. It is very certain that unless the vigorous measures
at present pursued by Sir James Brooke are consistently carried
out, the pirates of Sarebas and Sakarran will yearly increase
in audacity—every peaceful trading community will be cut off or
forced to join them, and when they become possessed of musketry,
Singapore itself will suffer directly from their ravages, and blood
and treasure will be expended to effect what may now be effected
with comparative ease. Let us look to it well or we may pay a
heavier penalty as the price of neglect and doubt, than we at present
dram of!

As it has before been said, it is very difficult to estimate the loss
of the pirates during these proceedings, but it is satisfactory that
no Englishman has lost his life from the enemy, and only four
natives in personal encounters. It is gratifying to add likewise
that women and children have been respected, and that the Malays,
and even the Dyaks have shewn a great willingness to introduce
a humane system of warfare, and in this as on many other points
to imitate the customs of their European brethren. On the 23rd
of August the expedition once more anchored at the entrance of
the Rejang! and on the 21th the Nemesis entered the Moratabas.

29th August, 1849.

P. S. It has since* been reported, but is not certain, that the
pirates have suffered more severely than stated in this account and
that the five prahus returning from Sambas were attacked by the
Lmga people and three captved.

Both these reports are probable but want confirmation.

It is hardly necessary to add to the above account, that the
Expedition was accompanied by Sir James Brooke. We most
earnestly * hope that this great blow which has been struck &*
one of the communities of robbers and murderers whose fleet*
and vessels infest the seas of the Archipelago, will be followed
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up with unflagging vigour. We repeat, however, W » wrtem
of combination" l&e that pointed out in our July number, is
absolutely necesWry. Nothing less will do the work thoroughly
The more extensive and perfect the combination, the smafler the

rifi f ad blood Humanity to/«^^J±»
The more extensiv p
sacrifice of means and blood. Humanity to/̂ ^J±
themselves demands that the most stringent and effective measures
he at once put in force.
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THE ZOOLOGY OF SINGAPORE.

THE Zoology of Singapore as might be expected from its insular
situation, is confined to but a few genera of quadrupeds; tigere
unfortunately are amongst the most numerous, the loss of human
life from the depredations of these animals amounts to fully 200
persons per annum for the past three years; this is a frightful and
almost incredible amount, but I have too much reason to believe
that it is less than the real loss. A gentleman with whom I am
acquainted took some pains to discover the truth and found that
nearly 300 human beings had been carried off in one year, of whom
only 7 had been reported at the Police; great exertions arc at
present being made for the destruction of these animals, which is
effected by pitfalls, and has been tolerably successful of late, five
having been captured and brought into town wilhin the past
quarter. Not many years ago the existence of a Tiger on the island
was firmly disbelieved, and they must have been very scarce
indeed, for even the natives did not know of their existence.
One may have been accidentally carried by the tide across the
narrow strait which separates the island from the mainland, and its
cry in the pairing season may have induced another to follow,
finding abundance of food they have multiplied accordingly. This is
a more rational mode of accounting for their being here, than to
suppose that they chased their prey over, as it is contrary to
the nature of the beast to follow in pursuit after the first attempt
proves unsuccessful. We have none other ferae except a large and
powerful wild Cat called Rimau Dahan (Malay) and the Viverra
Musanga, or Musang (Malay), an occasional Otter is found and
if Cuvier's arrangement be admitted, I may add several species
of the Bat tribe, amongst them that most destructive one to all
fruits, the Flying Fox or Pteropus; fortunately however they
are as yet scarce, but at no distance from us, they are numerous
beyond count, I have seen a flock of them whilst anchored in
the Straits of Malacca, so large as to take several hours in passing.*
Their flesh is eaten by the natives but no real Fox smells to my
mind one half so rank as they do, methinks a Rat would be
palatable food compared with them. Of Rats we have several
species, all very plentiful. Wild Hogs are abundant which next
to man form the chief food o£the Tigers. We have the following
species of the Deer tribe, ^rhe Cervus Heppelaphus or Rusa,
(Malay) a large animal about the size of an Heifer 4 years old,
the meat tastes very like indifferent Beef j the next in size but far

* A colony is at present located in a mangrove creek at the head of the estuary
of the Johore. In the day they may seen asleep hanging in millions from the
branches of the mangroves. At sun set they begin to slir, and presently they
ascend into the air and wing their way to the southeast in one vast, uninterrupted
cloud. They pass the whole night in the jungle and plantations devouring fruit,
and as soon as dawn begins to appear they mount tne air again, and return to
their roosting place at the head of the estuary. E D .
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superior in flavour and delicacy, is the Cervus Muntjok or
Kijang (Malay); this animal so well described by Horsfield is
about the size of a sheep and the flesh is really excellent venison.
There are also three species of the Moschidoe called by the Malays
Napu, Palando, and Kanchil of the respective sizes of a small
Goat, Hare and Rabbit; the first is the only eatable one of the
three, the Palando and Kanchil, having too much of the game
flavour; they are all most graceful and elegant in form, and
well worth a place in any Zoological collection, but from their
feeding only on leaves peculiar to our jungles it iŝ nearly impossible
to transport them alive to other countries.

There are abundance of Monkeys, the common grey and a
couple of other species.

The Pteromys, or what is known by the name of Flying
Squirrel, is uot uncommon, in former years they were to be
seen almost every evening on the Government hill sailing from
tree to tree, but have retired before clearing and cultivation.

BIRDS.

Of the feathered tribe although we possess a greater variety
than the class Mammalia, we are far from having the diversity
to be found in the Peninsula, being deficient in th& whole Rasorial
order, if I except a small Quail of which there are two species;
the only game to be found are snipes, which abound from
October until March and even later.

About our houses are to be seen numbers of the common and
Java sparrows; crows are so scarce that I have never seen more
than a pair together, and that very seldom. A pretty little Bird
with an agreeable note of the genus Motaciila frequents our gardens,
and the Prinia Familiaris and Jora of Horsefild are occasionally
to be met with.

In the secondary jungle that springs up after the destruction of
the original forest, is to be seen the Buhut or Centeopus Buhutus,
sailing from bush to bush, his gay plumage too often causing his
destruction from the keenness of young sportsmen who occasionally
suppose him to be a pheasant, indeed I have known some shoot
and eat him afterwards, not discerning their mistake.̂

There are several species of wild pigeon. The Pirgam (Malay)
one third larger than the common Jjwnestic bird, the Rowa Rowa,
(Malay) a white pigeon with blflb wings about the size of the
domestic pigeon. The Punei (Malay) or small green pigeon and
two or three species of Dove, are numerous. Flocks of the grey
plover and starlings are to be seen on the plains during the rains
from October till March. Of the raptorial order we have the follow-
*ng genera, halietus, accipiter, milvus, and vultur, also that perfect
type of the true falcons, the beautiful little falco ccerulescens, which
although not mnch larger than a sparrow will kill and carry off a bird
the size of a thrush; of owls there are 2 or 3 species, flocks of
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gracula and paroquets are to be seen flying from jungle te jungle ;
birds of the following genera are to be found in the forests—alcedo,
buceros, dacelo, lamius, oriolus, parra, podargus, and phanico-
phaus, with two or three species of woodpeckers, and the caprinul-
gus; water-fowl are rare, the only species met. with are a diver, now
and then a solitary teal and the pelican, a few herons and water
rails complete the list of all the birds I have ever met with on the
island.

REPTILES.

Alligators are common up the salt water creeks and along the
shores of the island, but being so well fed from the abundance of
fish they are not troublesome.

Turtle are to be found in the market daily, some of a very large
size; although so tenacious of life they are difficult of transportation,
from the mode of capture adopted by the Malays who generally
spear them; a person who wishes to take them for sea stock ought
to examine well whether they be wounded, otherwise he will be
disappointed by finding them die a few days after they are on
board. They Malays themselves do not eat the flesh, they are
consequently very cheap. One weighing SO or 60 pis can be pur-
chased for a dollar and a half.

Snakes are not numerous, the most common is a black cobra.
I have killed several of this species myself within the last twelve
months. I believe this with a species of trigonocephalus are the only
well authenticated venomous species on the island. The first possesses
the peculiar property of ejecting venom from its mouth, the Ma-
lays say that there is no cure for the bite. I have seen it prove
fatal to a fowl in 2 or 3 minutes, but have not observed its effects
upon large animals; those I have killed here measured from 4£ to
5\ feet in length; the reptile being slow and sluggish in its move-
ments is easily overtaken and killed, when attaked it erects the body;
and dilates the skin on either side of the head Uttering a noise like
that of an irritated cat, when if approached it throws to the distance
of from 6 to 8 feet a venomous fluid of most poisonous quality,
I had the opportunity a few weeks ago of observing its effects upon a
Chinese who had the fluid projected into his eye, the lid of which
was much swollen and closed! and the conjunctiva a bright red
within a few minutes of thd^cident. The snake was killed and
brought in by one of the man's comrades, he applied to me for
medical aid but upon my recommending the application of Leeches
he went off and I know not the result of the case. About a year ago
I saw two dogs deprived^of sight from a similar occurrence. The
fluid as I have seen it thrown from the mouth is perfectly clear
but appears viscid, the drops which fell being larger than globules
of water. There are large colubers and other snakes but I believe
all harmless.
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FISH.

The market is abundantly supplied with fish both in a fresh
and salted state, which forms the chief food of all classes of the
native population. The two sorts most plentiful are the Ikan
Parang Parang, and Ikan Tingiri. The former is a dry fish well
adapted for salting but so full of minute bones as to render the
attempt to eat it in a fresh state, a service of no inconsiderable
danger. The Tingiri which grows to the weight of 15 lbs is one
very frequentlv met with at the tables of Europeans, it is one of
our best fish for boiling, and only second in this respect to the
Kurow, which I think may safely be pronounced the first dinner
fish in the Straits. It grows to a much larger size than the Tin-
giri, the pamphlet Ikan Bawal (Malay) and the sole, Ikan Li-
dah (Malay) are without competitors for filing, but care must be
taken to obtain the true sole, and not the flounders so commonly
substituted; the mullet and red fish, Ikan Merah, (Malay) are not
to be despised; there is another small fish, something like the sardine
called Ikan Susu, a general favorite for the breakfast table; besides
these abundance of coarser kinds are procurable, sharks, rays, and
many other genera with which I am unacquainted. The following
is a list of the Malayan names of such as I have myself seen and
may be useful as a guide to the future enquirer, the prefix ikan is
understood before them all, that being according to the Malay
mode of expression.

Balana, Balankas, Buntal, Baji, Bayan, Bulu Ayam, Bawal
Tambah, Bawal Putih, Bawal Chereinin, Bawal Itam, Balacha,
Bawal Lender, Bleah Mata, Kokub, Cheremin, Chinchairu, Chin-
choda, Duri, Galamah, Grapu, Gimes, Juinpoi, Karong Kikay,
Kadrah, Kabasi, Ladah, Loban, Lombah Lombah, Mindiabu, Nheo
£hto, Pari, Picha Priu, Punting Dama, Pouh, Samlang, Sablah,
oalikor, Salangat, Sambilang Parang, Todah, Tamban, Troboh,
1 umray, Talang, Iu. Abundance of crabs and prawns of different spe-
cies, two species of Octopus, Nuas, and Suntong, (Majay,) and I
ought not to forget that singular animal the Halicora Dugong, or
•Duyong (Malay); it is very seldom to be met with in Singapore, I
have only seen one specimen in many years residence, but they are
plentiful UP the Johore river: the natives are fond of the flesh which

capti
most commonly spear it, at which they are remarkably expert.
UW3] T. OXLEY.
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AMERICAN COLONIES IN THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

I have purposely avoided speaking of the trade and commerce of the islands in
the Eastern Archipelago, as they are subjects which do not fall within the sphere
of our enquiries, in a review like the present; although the productions, the trade
and commerce of nations are properly a branch of ethnological enquiry, in a more
enlarged view. An interesting pamphlet, embodying much \ aluable information
on the commerce of the East, has been lately published by our townsman, Mr
Aaron II. Palmer. This gentleman is desirous that the United States government
should send a special mission to the East Indies, as well as to other countries of
Asia, with a view to extend our commercial relations. The plan is one that deserves
the attention of our people and government, and I am happy to state that it lias
met with favor from many of our merchants engaged in the commerce of the East,
as well as from some distinguished functionaries of the government. England,
France, Prussia, Denmark, and Holland, have at the present moment, expeditions
in various parts of the East Indies and Ooeanica, planned for the pursuit of various
scientific enquiries and the extension of their commerce. With the exception of
Prussia, these nations seem to be desirous to establish colonies; and they have,
within a few years, taken up valuable positions for the purpose.

Is it not then the duty of our government to be represented in this new and
wide field ? Our dominions now extend from ocean to ocean, and we talk of the
great advantages we shall posses in carrying on an eastern trade; but how greatly
would our advantages be increased by having a depot or colony on one of the fertile
islands contiguous to China, Java, Borneo, Japan, the Philippines, &c. An ex-
tended commerce demands it, and we hope the day is not distant when our govern-
ment may see its importance.

England, France, Spain, Portugal and Holland have possessions in the East.
The former, always awake to her commercial interests, now has three prominent
stations in the China Sea,—Singapore, Borneo, and Hongkong. But even these
important points do not satisfy her, and she looks with a longing eye towards Chu •
san, a point of great importance, commanding the trade of the northen provinces
of Clu'na, and contiguous to Corea and Japan.

It is evident from what has been stated, and from the opinions expressed in
foreign journals, that the attention of the civilized world lias been suddenly attract-
ed to the Eastern Archipelago, and it is only surprising, considering the knowledge
possessed by the European nations, of the rich productions of these islands, and
the miserable state in which a large portion of their inhabitants live, that eiforts
have not before been made to colonize them, and bring them under European rule.

The Spaniards contented themselves with the Philippines, but the Dutch, more
enterprising, as well as more ambitions, extended their conquests to Sumatra, Java,
the Moluccas, aud recently to Bali, Sumbawa, Timor and Celebes. But these
arc not all, for wherever our ships push tlidr way through these innumerable
islands, they find scattered, far and wide, their unobtrusive commercial stations,
generally protracted by a fort and a cruiser.

It is said tjiat the natives feel no attachment for their Dutch rulers, which, as
they possess so wide spread a dominion in the AMipelago, is much to be regretted;
for this feeling of animosity against them, may effect the relations that may be
hereafter formed between the oburiginai racvjs and other Christian people. Attempt*
will doubtless be made to prejudice the natives against the English, but the popu-

destruction
the
not counteract. The natives of tnrae islands, except those of the interior, atfj
strictly a trading and commercial people. Addicted to a seafaring life, and tempted
by a loxe of gain, they traverse these seas in search of the various articles <»
commerce which are eagerly sought after by traders for the European, India, afl<*
Chinese markets. Piracy, which abounds in this region, grows out oi this love ©»
trade—this desire for the ^accumulation of wealth, and we believe that nothing
would tend to suppress crime so effectually as the establishment of commerci**
ports throughout the Archipelago.—Jlfr BartleW* address to the Aen&n

•Ethnological Society 1848.
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AFTER the enterprising spirit of the Portuguese had opened
the route by sea to the Malayan Peninsula and to the Eastern
Archipelago, it could not have been expected that other European
nations would not endeavour to participate in the advantages yielded
V the discovery of these productive fertile regions. The field
indeed was vast, and although the first adventurers tried hard
to exclude every rival, and thus to secure lasting monopolies, their
efforts according to the natural course, of events, proved in vain.

The' Portuguese, the Spaniards, and the Dutch, then became
the competitors for supremacy, ovcirthese favoured and envied
portions of the globe—regardless almost of the rights of the natives,
and urged onwards by a thirst for spoliation and gold.

* It is Drouer that I should here state that the principal fects to be riven in thi «
account respecting the history of the Straits Settlements' have been derived from
official d hh I was personally allowed access by the local government

are due for the facilities he has c
111 the Utter pages of this account.
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The British banner was not long afterwards unfurled to the
Eastern breeze, and Europe was startled by the anomaly of nations
which, although in amity at home, indulged in barbarous feuds
abroad.

At length the Portuguese were compelled to relinquish most of
thrir conquests and to retire to 31 acao, while the British having
the magnificent arena of India before them, gradually neglected
their ports and factories to the Eastward, and finally abandoned
them with the exception of Bencoolen. But when they had
consolidated their power on the banks of the Ganges and on the plains
of Southern India, the trade betwixt Hindostan, and the Nations
and Islands to the Eastward of it, had assumed a new aspect, and
had become almost identified with its prosperity. The Supreme
Government of British India therefore lost no time in seeking
out for an eligible position to the Eastward, on which to form
a mercantile settlement.

It was inclecd full time—for the Dutch had attacked Rhio in
1783, and although they had been beaten bt.̂ k with the loss of
a 54-gun ship, 500 men, their commander, and a civilian, they
returned to the town some time afterwards and conquered it.
Thus the vessels qpd produce from the Moluccas, Celebes, Borneo,
and the Phillipines had now no established open port to resort to,
with a certainty, as formerly, of meeting British and Native
Merchants bringing produce from India.

ORIGIN OF THE SETTLEMENTS.

[1785]. When the Supreme Government of British India had
thus resolved to form a Settlement to the Eastward, a corsiderable
degree of difficulty was felt in carrying the purpose into effect,
owing to the general ignorance which then prevailed in India
respecting the whole of the Indo-chinese and Malayan countries.
At this juncture Mr James Scott, a navigating merchant, offered
his services, and they were accepted. But this gentleman, although
better acquainted, perhaps, with the regions to the Eastward
than any of his contemporaries, was but slenderly versed in their
political relations—so little so that he at first proposed that the
Settlement should be made at the Island of Junkceylon—the
Salang of the natives. But Jt was found that this overestimated
Island, formed a portion of the Siamese empire. It will be seen
in the sequel that Captain Light committed a similar mistake with
reference to Pinang.

Captain Francis Light who followed the same profession as
Captain' Scott, had Deen in the habit of trading to fceddah—the
Quidah of the charts—and had conversed with the then Rajah or
chief respecting the wish of the British to establish a trading port
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in the Straits of Malacca. The Rajah then addressed a letter to
the Governor-General, stated what Captain Light had told him,
and signified that he expected that if he formed an alliance with the
H- East India Company it would prove a shield to him against
Ae attacks or demands of his enemy, as he styled him, the
Emperor of Siam. But he carefully abstained m this letter from
disclosing the true relations in which Keddah stood with that
Potentate—while on the other hand, it seems hardly possible to
exonerate Captain Light from the charge of having given an undue
credence to the Rajah's protestations of his independence ot fciam,
and this without having previously and sufficiently endeavoured to
ascertain if they were true. He thus was led to make reports to
the Supreme Government which induced it for a season to believe
that Keddah was not dependant on any other country—or at most,
was not dependent to such a degree as should bar its chief from
treating with the British for a cession of territory to them. It can
hardly escape observation too, that the Supreme Government in
employing Captain Light to negotiate a Treaty placed his duty as
a diplomatist in direct opposition to his interest as a merchant.
The occupation of Pinang was to this gentleman, as well as to
merchants generally, an object of pressing importance—and it would
have perhaps been expecting too much from any one so circum-
stanced, that he should have strenuously exerted himself to disprove
the Rajah's assertions or to test their validity. It is curious that
when he afterwards obtained office at Pinang, he felt the incongruity
of such a position, and requested an adequate salary and that he
should be interdicted from trading.

The history of Keddah was not such a blank as these
preliminaries seemed to indicate. There was then extant a
Malayan history of Keddah which has been lately translated into
English (a) and reference might have been had to the works of
Abbe Choisy in 1686 and to M. de La Loubere's Histoiy of
Siam in 1678; by both of whom Keddah is described as being,
at least, tributary to Siam. It rebelled according to these authors
in 1720 a fact implying subjection—but was speedily reduced by
Siam to obedience.

When Captain Light subsequently had the fact of the dependence
°f Keddah on Siam placed in clear reality before him, it was too late
for the Supreme Government to retrace its steps. But, if the
Rajah had not the right, without the concurrence of the emperor of
Siam, to alienate any portion of the Keddah territory, "the British
government by taking possession of Pinang came thereby into
immediate political contact with the Court of Bankok; and should
have at once broken off all negotiations with its vassal provincial
chief. The Rajah of Keddah tried doubtless to stipulate at the
outset for protection against Siam as the return for the cession of

( a) Vide No. I of this Journal for 1W9.
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the island of Pinang. But Captain Light did not decidedly tell
him that the protection he sought for could not be accorded to him*
Had he done BO, and had the Rajah then drawn back the island of
Pinang would not, agreeably to the governor general's instructions
to the above negociator, have been accepted on the Rajah's condi-
tions. How it came to pass that the Rajah under these circumstances
did not prevent the island of Pinang being taken possession of by
the British—and how it happened that he afterwards signed and
sealed two consecutive treaties of cession; neither of which were
offensive and defensive—has not been fully explained in the records
of government. There was undoubtedly no coercion or intimida-
tion employed to obtain the cession. The Rajah himself pushed on
the negotiations; as he seems to have been at last impressed with
a strong belief that when he should have succeeded in forming a
friendly treaty of alliance with the British, every advantage which1

he had anticipated from a positive offensive and defensive one,
would necessarily follow. This was more a practical than a
speculative view of the case, and might easily under more favorable
times for him have been realized. There was however one disad-
vantage which must have accompanied the cession under any aspect
—and of which^hc Rajah was quite aware, a diminution in the
trade of Keddam When he represented this to the supreme
government of British India he was informed in general language
that care would be taken that he should not be a loser in this
respect by the cession of Pinang. In the end it turned out that
this loss had been greatly exaggerated (6) and that the sum of
10,000 Spanish dollars which was given yearly to the Rajah as an
equivalent was a fair and equitable one. In 1780 the whole of the
Keddah revenue amounted to 111,400 Spanish dollars—and in
1790, four years after the cession of Pinang, that revenue was
99,400 Spanish dollars. Subsequently this aggregate revenue was
almost annihilated by the rebellions and wars which distracted
Keddah and dispersed its inhabitants.

Thej Rajah's request then, to be supported against Siam, was not
entertained, and all that was then granted was that " the English
" government would keep an armed vessel stationed to guard the
u island of Pinang and the adjacent coast of Keddah"—the latter
" being then greatly infested by pirates.

While negotiations were pending instructions from the Board of
Controul, the" Dutch, it appeared, had been intriguing with the
Keddah ministers in order to obtain the Rajah's permission to hoist
their flag in that country. The French too it was believed desired
also to have a footing in it—while the Burmans looked forward to
an early period when they should be enabled by the conquest or
occupation of it to inflict a deep wound on the pride and power
of their antient and almost natural enemies the Siamese. Offers

(b) Government records,—paper or report on the trade of Keddah by the acting
Resident Councillor at Pinang, Major Low.
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coming from these different quarters of, perhaps, unlimited aid,
inflated the Keddah Rajah with unwonted conceptions of his own
importance, and we may readily suppose tended seriously |o
embarrass the negociations he was carrying on with Captain Light.

It was perhaps well for the Rajah that he returned to less rash
Malayan counsellors, than were then in his durbar, and that by an
alliance with the British he was rescued from the anarchy which
must have been the consequence of the conflicting aims of the na-
tions just alluded to. It is quite obvious that neither the French
*ior the Dutch could have long defended the Rajah from his
enemies by sea and land, and that they would soon either vo-
luntarily or by compulsion have left him to his hard reckoning
with Siam, while on the other hand as future events proved, the
proximity to his gates of a strong maritime power like that of the
English could not fail to be, if not a natural, at least a moral
protection to him against aggression from his neighbours for so
long as he did not provoke it.

Meanwhile Captain Light having been pressed by the Supreme
government for more positive information respecting the true
political condition of Keddah was constrained to declare that
the Rajah of Keddah had ever acknowledged the Siamese
as Lords paramount, that its Kings originally came from Menang-
kabow in Sumatra (a) and had always through fear paid homage
to the rival nations of Ava and Siam—that the then Rajah was a
mere puppet in the hand of his chiefs, that his illegitimacy, his
mother having been a slave girl, was against his accession to the
Rajahship, that his uncles had tried to depose him but had been
probably thwarted in that object by the Siamese—and that this
Rajah was weak, timid, avaricious, and oppressive, and so devoid of
faith that he would not perhaps scruple to sacrifice Pinang to
Siamese intrigue! Keddah then contained 40,000 souls and up-
wards as reported, probably 80,000 (&).

Captain Light took possession of Pinang on the 17th day of
July 1786. The expedition landed at Point Panaga where fort
Cornwallis and the town now stand, a spot of jungle land was
cleared and a flagstaff was erected.

11th Augnst 1786. Soon afterwards a party was collected
consisting of the following gentlemen—Captain Wall of the H. C.
8. Vansittart, Captain Lewin of the H. C. I. Vanlentyne with his
passsengers, besides local servants of government.

The British flag was then hoisted, and "the island was finally
" and formally taken possession of in the name of His Majesty,
* and for the use of the Hon. East India Company."
, (a) That Malays emigrated from Sumatra to Keddah is highly probable, but the
Keddah history or annals (vide translation) gives a different origin to the chief of
that country.

(b) It is the men, often only the able bodied men, of whom a census is taken by
native Malayan chiefs and princes. The number in this case therefore would
Perhaps be as above, the double of 40.
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It is much to be regretted that the cession of this island had not
been obtained directly from the Siamese court, which appears to
have been not indisposed to the measure at the time. Siam was
then waging war with Ava, and it had become an object of great
importance for it to have ready means of procuring European
arms and ammunition on its western coasts. But its Emperor
could not brook that the British had acquired the island from the
Lord of his vassal state of Keddah, and accordingly resented the
unauthorized alienation which had been concealed from him; by
threatening the Rajah with a full measure of his vengeance.

It was not long however before the consideration just noticed,
began to have its full and due weight, and as the island was in
itself of no value to the Siamese King, he was apparently easily
pacified, the intention was dropped of punishing the Rajah then,
aud Keddayans and Siamese were soon allowed to enter into a
friendly intercourse with the settlers on that island, one which has
not been seriously interrupted up to the present day.

The then tenure therefore of Pinang by the British rested upon
the very flimsy foundation of recent occupation and it may now
be considered as based on long occupancy alone—one however,
which, subsequently to the waived protest of the Siamese, has never
been questioned or disturbed by them, but on the contrary has
been formally recognized in the treaties betwixt the court of Ban-
kok and the British.

The treaties with the Keddah Rajah were indeed null and void
from the very first, since the Keddah Rajah as a delegated ruler,
had no power to make them ; or at any rate to give away any por-
tion of the territory of Keddah. Even had he been a ruler both de
facto and de jure, his expulsion from that country afterwards by
the Siamese would have had a similar effect, for he could not
have performed then those acts to which he was by treaty bound.
A sort of tacit right however to hold possession may have arisen
from the Siamese having originally neglected to strongly and suffi-
ciently protest against it, and from their not having enforced the
not very regular one, which they did make. Thisjhowever would
be a dangerous precedent on which to base occupations of territory.

The treaty of Bankok treats Keddah as one of the Siamese
provinces. Hence there can be no independent Rajah there, and
consequently no one who is entitled to the sum formerly payable
to the self styled independent Keddah Rajahs, by virtue of the
treaty made by Sir George Leith before noticed. The Siamese
Emperor could not claim it on the plea that he is the ruler de
jure of Keddah, without directly admitting that the Rajah who
ceded Pinang was a ruler in his own right, and so nullifying such a
claim. If this sum is now therefore to be paid it can only be as a gift-
But it is one which cannot benefit the recipient, unless by helping
to conciliate the Emperor, for it must as it now does, find its way
into his coffers. But although ostensibly paid under this aspect
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J>f the case, and quite irrespective of political views, and merely
ln consideration, of the fact that the possession of Pinang was
obtained from a Rajah of Keddah,—still from its being paid to a
Siamese officer or governor of Keddah, and immediately afterwards
*llom its being paid over by him to Siam; it has too much the
aPpearance of being a rent or tribute. All this seems to be ano-
malous in politics, and had better per^ps be at once got rid of by
a commutation, but securing at the same time the office of governor
as at present, on his duly preserving his allegiance to Siam, to the
legitimate nearest descendant of the Rajah who ceded Pinang or to

îam itself. We may however be pretty sure that unless this be
done the payment will be perpetuated, since for its sake the Siamese
government will for so long as any of the descendents of the Rajah
Just noticed remain, place one of them as governor over Keddah,
or at least, as now has been done, the central portion of it. There

of K ^ be addcd' n° scarcity of scions of the stock of the R a J a h
of K ^

The original intention in securing Pinang was purely of a general
commercial nature and for the purpose of erecting docks and build-
ing ships and to be a naval dep6t—and to this agricultural and other
objects were merely adjuncts. It became one in the chain of trad-
ing colonies with which the British have since girded the world

Some writers have expressed surprise that the British govern-
ment had not dictator tally, assumed a more preponderatinff attitude
than the cession admitted of, amongst the Malayan states of the
Peninsula by colonization or otherwise—especially as the Malavs
are said to have themselves been desirous to witness it.

? it***DB t l i a t s u c h Policy at any time would have been of a

S kmd"Hlnd therefore the subJect calls for a fe* paringSns
IW T h 0 1 ! P°P l l l f °?> ^cludii^f jungle tribes, of the Malayan
gmnsular states not direcdy moA* to Siam, does not exceed^
g as information can be obtained 200,000 persons of all ages and
°oth sexes—and it is probably overrated. The Rajahs are generally
Poor, grasping, and disposed to oppression; tie whole country
with exception of the scattered localities occupied by that popnla-
Jj°n> a jungle. The tin, gold, and other valuable produce of
^ese independent states has always and naturally fount its way to
Jnglish entrepots—and their subjects trade freely with the latter.
•*-. moral preponderance has also long ago been established, which
^ght be shaken by any attempt to gain a physical one, which last
*owevcr has never it would appear been contemplated.

The British could not, without being aggressive, endeavour to
ftjancipate the dependent states, and any guarantee they should

ord to the independent ones, against foreign aggression, would
Probably only lead them to court it, or at least to lay themselves
§?en to it in the hope of drawing the British into an open war with
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Such a guaranty would always require a large body of troops to
be at hand to carry it into effect, not only where extraneous causes
should require them, but to repress wars amongst these states
themselves, when one or other of the contending parties might
and most probably would, call in the aid of the Siamese; which
aid would assuredly be afforded if we may judge from the events
of the past.. ^

It has been suggested imi by a subsidizing policy the British
would be able to keep the Siamese at a greater distance from their
colonies in the Straits than they now are. If that people were
possessed of power and military resources commensurate with the
extent of their territory, then this argument would be apposite,
but the contrary is fortunately true of them. Protected Malayan
states, all internally in a rapid decline, both morally and physically,
would ever prove but a weak barrier to Siamese ambition—and
this barrier would be always ready to snap asunder on the slightest
tension. The proximity of the Siamese territory to along, although
partially discontinuous, line of British frontier from the upper part
of the Sauluen river in Martaban, to the north bank of the Krean
river on the Peninsula, is probably the best guarantee for the
preservation of peace by the former.

Let us look however to the moral effect which has actually been
produced on the Malayan states which are situated near to British
colonies. There can be little doubt that the absolute chiefs who
rule them, feel themselves checked and to some extent overawed
by the presence of a race the extent of whose pervasion they cannot
estimate, and whose civilization they cannot expect ever to attain
to or even to imitate. But if the British have not by a chivalric
policy tried to experiment on the normal ethnics of the people
of the Malayan principalities, they have by throwing widely
open the long closed avenues to unrestricted trade induced many
Malays to settle in these coloniis, and have thus secured to future
generations the chance of being: raised to a higher portion in the

• •!• i 11 ° o r

civilized world.
That a larger population has not been attracted from these

Malayan countries to the British settlements, may be easily
accounted for, but a full exposition of the counteracting causes
"would not ly very encouraging to philanthropists. [ a ]

\a\ The population of the Peninsula, excluding the British posses*
sions, may probably stand thus at the utmost:

Independent.
Johore and its dependencies ) .A g^^

andPahang $ 40'00(>

Tringanu 30,000
Calantan 40,000
Perak 25,000
Salangorc , 3,000

138,000
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The Malays individually are of an independent character, but
in the mass they bow submissively to the mandates of their chief.
Theip passiveness arises from a clannish feeling, and that treatment,
which if by a chief they would cheerfully or contentedly bear, would
rouse them to rebellion or to flight, were it to be inflicted on them
ty a foreign power. Even at the present day, and after all the
e*perience they have had of the advantages of European civiliva-
tion, numbers of Malays still vacillate betwixt the freedom they
enjoy under British rule—and the unrestained life, however chec-
quered by warfare or by the oppression of their Rajahs, which they
*nay lead in the Malayan states. The application too of the civil,
and to some extent, of the criminal law, of England, to the Straits
colonies has doubtless tended in some degree to check the influx
°f Malays into them, for although the British legislature has by
charter, bent the civil law so as to reasonably accommodate it to
the customs, habits, and prejudices of the people, it can hardly be
expected that where these characteristics have not been previously
Well studied, by those who have to administer the Law,
(and how are they to be studied or a knowledge gained of them
unless by a long residence amongst the people themselves) they
well be much attended to in the courts of justice.

Viewing the non-British Malays, and the Indo-chinese races
ethnologically, it would appear that although all of them are more
or less wincing under the rod of native misrule and oppression,
they exhibit decrees of national pride and feeling, which it would
be in vain to seek for amongst the more advanced yet subdued and
more politico-cosmopolitic people of India.

The decline of the Malayan race has arisen from three promi-
nent causes, the loss of dominion, and the gradual disintegration
of their empire, followed by misrule, oppression, ware and
ignorance. To distinctly pourtray the real character and social
position of these races to the eastward, would demand a research
which few have the opportunity, and still fewer have the wish to
undertake.

It would be no easy task to analyse and reconstruct the broken
fragments of the laws and institutions, traditionally extant, of
byegone ages—the secret motives of actions resting on or springing
from long cherished feelings, habits and customs—the nationalities
fostered by a contempt of other nations—or by that national
Ppide, ever strongest where ignorance is deepest—the anomalous
democratic equality which despotism gives birth to amongst the
whole mass of the people downwards from the rulerfw rulers, thus

Dependent on Siam:•—
Patani
Keddah

213,000

G ()
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exhibiting nearly a similar result from the action of two extreme
systems of government, and the bait of power, which is cast out to
all who can catch it—the pomp of ceremonies gilding with a false
lustre, the most galling chains,—the social compacts existing,
independent of the most arbitrary rule—the influence of the
natipnal religion, whether merely glozing over and softening the
harsher features of human existence, or pervading the whole mind,
sinking into its most intricate recesses, and either expanding and
elevating the moral qualities and mental faculties generally, or
debasing them to a low level.

How far all or any of these causes may retard the advance of
the Malays in the road to improvement or may be forcing them to
retrograde, are problems yet to be solved. But when this shall be
attempted, it will be necessary to view that people per se, and
without having recourse to any other for a standard of comparison.
If we glance at the various savage or demisavage nations and tribes
on the globe, amongst whom or in whose close proximity the
European race has for lengthened periods been located, we shall
find reason to marvel at the slightness of the moral change which
has thereby been induced amongst the former. There is in truth
no such thing in nature as a real sudden change in morals, ethnics,
religion, or politics. All apparently sudden but real changes in
these are in truth the gradual results of the slow abrasion of former
systems by an undercurrent of opinion and belief.

The influence of the Hindu religion first, and next, that of Isla-
mism on the national character 01 the Malays seems to have been
very incommensurate with what we might have expected to have
seen. But we have only to look at Christianity. Has it modelled
all its .votaries upon one invariable social and mental scale ? Had
it eradicated national habits, and prejudices ? When their feelings,
habits and prejudices have been strong originally in any people
they may stand their ground and eventually and injuriously re-act
upon religion and politics.

The only point on which (materially viewed) might have been
given a positive controul over the Malayan states and might have
proved strictly serviceable to trade,-is tin mining. There can be
little doubt that European science would not only increase the quan-
tity of tin now obtained from the Peninsula*—but prevent a great
deal from being wasted by the slovenly practice of the native
miners. But the advantage of working the mines might be secured
by treaties. If the Chinese are admitted into the Malayan stated
by their chieffcas miners in such numbers as to render them nearly
independent—and such as gives them the power to evade the pay
ment of duties, we may presume that under the safeguard of treaties
securing to the Rajahs a reasonable share in the produce, they
would be disposed readily to permit the British to open and work
their mines.

Aboutthis time (July 1786) the Siamese over-run the Patani coun-
try which had refused to pay the usuaUiomage. The population ot
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this country amounted then to about 115,000, but it was easily reduc-
ed to its former state of submission. Hajis abounded in it, as they
now do, and it is well known that this class of Malays both from
bigotry and religious pride are ever ready to foment rebellions.
They gain little indeed by the Haj beyond these two qualifications.

About the same period the Rajah of Rhio in Sumatra supplica-
ted the supreme government to assist him in regaining his countiy
from the Dutch and to be placed under the British flag. Rhio
18 at this day (1849) a Dutch possession.

The Rajah of Salangore also made a similar tender. The latter
js a small state in the Peninsula to the south of Pinang, and bound-
ing Perak on the south, with a population now of two or three
thousand persons at most. It is independent and yields a con-
siderable quantity of tin.
. It has been stated that the Siamese court had been chiefly
induced to over look or to connive at the cession of Pinang to
the British on account of its wars with the Burmans. It might
even have been apprehensive that the British in the event of very
strong remonstrances having been resorted to by it, might have
joined the Burmese. The forces of the latter nation having been
instigated by the French and the Cochin-chinese, burst into Siam
at several points, one division penetrated into upper Siam, and a
second ravaged the lower provinces of Ligor, Chaiya, Chumphon
Dalung and Ban Noi. But the Siamese rallied, and put to death
a party of two thousand Burmans who had occupied Ligor, and
in a short while the whole forces of the enemy had passed beyond
the frontier. The Siamese court called to account the Rajahs of Ked-
dah, Pahang, and Tringanu, for neglecting to aid in the expulsion

vV t r B u r m a n s ^ h i c h t h e y w e r e b o u n d t0 do> M dependent chiefs.
Ihe Keddah Rajah made a timely submission. This contumacy"
*nich was probably intentional on the Rajah's part with the view
°* trying what effect his alliance with the British would have on the
Siamese court, was very ill timed, and was not forgotten at an after
Period by the latter. The usual presentations by the dependent
Siamese outer provinces consist of gold and silver flowers, the
^alue of which is variable, ranging from three thousand to perhaps
kn or twelve thousand dollars. But this is only the Hxed token
?f subjection. The real imposts are occasional calls formoiiey,
£°°Ps, provisions, boats and munitions of war, these last being more
burdensome than money payments, as they come suddenly.
k 22nd January 1787. The supreme government reiterated its
^junctions to the superintendent of Pinang to avoid entering into
j*te disputes betwixt native princes, and to observe a strict neutrality,
blJt permitted that the Rajah of Keddah might be countenanced

n it did n o t compromise the honor, credit or troops of the
J permitted that the Rajah of Keddah might be countenanced

J^en it did n o t compromise the honor, credit or troops of the
^°apany.
. The Rajah of Keddah now became fully aware that all his fijiess-
ng had failed to emancipate him from Siamese domination and
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his fears being worked upon, perhaps by the interested people about
him, and the threats of the Siamese court, he threw himself back to
the protection and rule of the latter. He had indeed yoluntarily ac-
cepted his government from Siam originally. In this year the Achi-
nese profered their alliance and friendship to the British and oflferred
to discard the French. The British therefore had they not fixed on
Penang would have had no difficulty in obtaining a settlement on
either coast of the Straits. During this year also, the Malays drove
the Dutch from Rhio in Sumatra, only thirteen persons escaping
to Malacca. This event broke the spell which their conquests in
the Archipelago had cast around them. The name of Fort
Gornwallis was in this year (1787) bestowed on the Pinang fort.
The government offered to pay 42 dollars to the Malays of Pinang
for every orlong of land which they should clear and render fit for
cultivation (about three times what it is in these latter days) and
that those who would not cultivate one orlong of land each (i J acre)
should pay a duty.

6th February 1788.—Soon after this time the Siamese called
upon the Rajah of Keddah to afford a contingent of troops, and
supplies according to ancient usage, to assist them in attacking the
Burmese in Pegu. The Rajah prepared a force of 5,000 men and
150 armed boats, and then modestly asked the English chief si
Pinang, Captain Light, to give him 2,000 muskets and 500 blun-
derbusses, a request which, on the noninterference policy, was noi
complied with.

The Malayan states at this period were all more or less banded
to expel the Dutch from the eastern islands and they all courted the
English alliance. But unfortunately British statesmen at the helm
in England had not yet learned to appreciate the evils which would
be felt by trade generally, should all or a majority of the Malay
states be permitted to fall under the rule of any individual European
nation, or of such at least as did not profess freedom or reciprocity of
trade. The then Rajah of Keddah turned round from his friends
the Siamese and proposed to Captain Light that the British should
attack the Siamese province of Ligor while that people were on •
distant expedition, which treacherous proposal was of course scouted
and reprobated. Nearly at the same moment the Emperor addre*
sed a very flowery and adulatory letter to the English'chief.

Deer. 1789.—Captain Light in his reply to queries proposed *°
him by the Supreme Government, sagaciously remarked thrf
should the cultivation of sugar become too expensive in the W#1
Indies the Malay coast would yield sugar equal in quality*
quantity and cheapness with that of Batavia, while the means #J
effecting this would be attended with little difficulty. He rated
the general imports about this period (14th Jany. 1790,) at 600,0^
dollars per annum. The Rajah of Keddah insisted that Capta^
Light had several years before and previous to the cession promfef
io assist him if distressed in his expected troubles with both to*
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Burmese and Siamese. It appears that although such promise
had not been actually made by that officer in positive terms, still
that by evading in general terms any direct reply, he had left the
Rajah to entertain hopes that he would perhaps gain his object.
But it seems also clear that this new subject was then mooted by
the Rajah, as he had hopes otherwise of obtaining the aid of some
less scrupulous power than the British, for enabling him to set the
Siamese at defiance. In this frame of mind he had made secret
owtures to the French at Pondicherry and to the Dutch. It does
nor appear that the former shewed any great alacrity in meeting
the Rajah's views, but the Dutch entertained them with avidity,
received the Rajah's letters with great pomp, and doubtless hoped
by a grand stroke of policy to exclude the British for ever from
the Straits, and this at the very time too when the hoisting of a
signal of aid, if not of approbation merely, by the latter would have
raised every Malayan arm throughout the Archipelago against
Dutch rule and influence. A Dutcji frigate was despatched to
Keddah, and two other cruizers were anchored off Pinang harbour
and interfered with the traders to that port. The Rajah of
Keddah now laid an embargo on nee and other supplies usually
carried to Pinang.

The Dutch had found perhaps that the occupation of Keddah
would involve them in an expensive war with Siam, while the
Rajah probably began to suspect that he would become a puppet
in their hands. Negotiations were soon therefore broken off
betwixt these two parties, and the embargo was removed.

Instigated by his ministers, the Rajah, finding that the British
would not go to war with the Siamese on his account, determined
if possible to expel them from Pinang, as shall now be detailed.

Deer. 1790.—When the Rajas of the Malayan states of Tringanu,
Rumbow, Siac, Sulu, Lingin, Johore, Indragiri, Kota Karang
and Siantan, found that the British would not aid them for the
expulsion of the Dutch from the Straits, they resolved to combine
their forces and try to expel both of these nations at once. It was
well that they then did make the attempt, for it proved to them the
utter hopelessness of any such endeavour for the future.

The combined Malayan fleet numbered four hundred large and
small prahus, carrying one hundred and twenty pieces of ordnance
of calibres ranging worn six to twelve lbs besides small arms, and
about 8,000 men. When the fleet approached Pinang another of
nearly equal strength joined it from Keddah. The Rajah had
addressed a letter to the admiral of the combined fleet offering
twenty thousand dollars if he would attack and destroy Pinang
during the night, and pledging himself to co-operate, if the attack
should prove unsuccessful, in beseiging the place. The Malayan
fleets however proceeded to Keddah owing to some want of
unanimity amongst the commanders. The Raja then seized or laid
an embargo on 30,000 dollars worth of property belonging to
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English merchants, demanded a fixed annual payment of 10,000
dollars, and that the British general should defend the sea coast of
Kaddah at their own cost, and supply him with a loan of money,
and with a contingent of troops and warlike stores at a fair charge,
to enable him it may be supposed to defy Siam. Thus the Rajah
endeavoured to force on an offensive and defensive alliance. How-
ever hy this new and suddenly adopted intimidating policy he
extorted from Captain Light an advance of 10,000 dollars. But
the Supreme Government directed forbearance to be shewn towards
the Rajah, as a compensation had not yet been fixed for his cstimmed
loss in trade owing to the British occupation of Pinang.

It can only be said that forbearance produced effects similar to
those which it has invariably had under almost all circumstances
in other parts of the East.

19th April 1791.—The Rajah again resolved to try an appeal to
force. At his instigation a fleet of twenty Lanun boats entered the
Pry river which disembogues on the coast nearly opposite the town
of Pinang and is distant from the latter only about 2$ miles. On
the same day the Bindahara or general of the Keddah forces joined
these Lanuns, with his ninety boats or prahus. A land force had
also proceed to Pry mouth where it threw up entrenchments, still
visible [1848.] The merchantmen then lying in the harbour set
sail on the 23rd and on the same day the inhabitants of Pinang
asked leave to attack the enemy.

Captain Light again tried to bribe off the Keddah force by
sending 5000 dollars to the Bindahara as a portion of the yearly
stipend, but it had no effect. The combined Malays now tried to ex-
cite discontent in the town, offering a portion of the expected plunder
to those who would side with them. On the 9th they sent a decla-
ration of war, in which it was stated that as regarded Keddah the
British had promised much, but had performed nothing. Several
gun boats were now fitted out to act along with three small armed
vessels one of which belonged to some Achinese.

Captain Glass B. N. I. landed on the opposite coast at 4 o'clock
P. M. with one company of N. Artillerymen, two companies of
Bengal Sepoys, and twenty European soldiers, while four gun boats
covered their advance upon the enemy's entrenched position.
The latter were not prepared for such an attack and after a feeble
resistance were broken and driven off.

At daybreak of the 12th, Lieuts..Rabon and Milne with the
vessels and gun boats attacked the enemy who now mustered about
200 prahus. They were hotly received at first, but they soon
compelled the enemy to retreat out of sight of the town.

On the 14th he again appeared, ^he gun boats supported by a
Punt having an eighteen pounder gun in her prow, attacked the flee#
a second time which fled after sustaining considerable loss and
was pursued for four miles. Thus the steady discipline of four
hundred troops of all arms enabled them to triumph over a force
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which was estimated as betwixt eight and ten thousand Malays.
During all of these operations these were only four men killed and
twenty wounded on the British side, the enemy's loss could not
be ascertained.

After this defeat the Malays directed their warlike energies to
piracy, which they found, until a very recent period, to be both
safe and profitable. Their mismanagement, and perhaps in some
degree pusillanimity on the occasion just noticed, contrasts however,
veijy strongly with the tact and courage Vhich the Lanun and other
pirates of these present times have displayed in their encounters,
not with a few puny vessels and gun-boats, but with the well man-
ned and armed boats of the British navy.

As might have been expected from a native chief, the Rajah
denied all participation in the attack on Pinang, but unluckily his
written order for it had fallen into Captain Light's hand, and' his
own boats continued blocked up in the Pry river. Nevertheless his
conduct was overlooked, as he had fairly exhausted every mean
by which he could have hoped to dislodge the British from Pinang,
and as the latter had certainly been gainers by the original and
crafty asseveration of the Rajah that he was an independent prince,
but the unsoundness of which the Bengal government had no easy
mode at the time of ascertaining, for had the only other party who
could have known the truth, the Siamese court, been appealed to,
there would under any circumstances have been but one reply, and
that adverse to the Rajah's claims. It would have referred to the
Malayan history itself of the Keddah country and to their own records
in proof of its ancient dependence [a] and to the rebellion against
Siam in 1720, and the fact that all its Rajah's before and since
that period had been placed in authority by the Emperor of Siam,
for evidence of it's modern state of vassalage to [b] that country.

The Coromandel merchants brought from that coast in this year
to Pinang goods of the value of six lacs of rupees. The Bugis
prahus brought gold and silver to the amount of 250,000 dollars,
taking opium in return.

12th August 1791.— A preliminary treaty was entered into
betwixt the Rajah of Keddah and Captain Light, the principal
provisions in which were a yearly stipend to the former in the
capacity of Ruler de jure in Keddah of six thousand dollars, so
long as Pinang should he retained—provisions to be exported to
Pinang from Keddah duty free, slaves and debtors and murderers
OI* both sides to be delivered up, no Europeans excepting the
British to be permitted to reside in Keddah.

! 1792 the Rajah notwithstanding all past experience gave
ge to Siam by aiding or at least countenancing an attack
on the Siamese provinces of Dalung and Sangora by 400
and 3,000 Patani men, who however were cut up by the

t« l The A
1*1 M.de

Abbie Choisy in 1C86 notices its dependence on Siam.
Loubere describes the rebellion.
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Siamese troops. The Rajah saved himself by timely concessions.
The Siamese court in order to try the temper of the British chief
at Pinang, sent an embassy to him requiring, if not demanding,
the aid of two vessels loaded with rice to be used in their war with
the Burmese. The request was met with a present of some iron
and nails!

1702.—Total estimated value of Exports Drs 317,414, ditto of
Imports 1,400,000. The revenue had increased from Drs 992 in
l,78S-9 to Drs 23,292.21 in 1793, the total for six years havjpg
been 68,777.82.

While the local government had been making rather wild esti-
mates, and proposing to cast the chief burden of taxation upon the
cultivators of the soil and landholders, the supreme government
directed that every improvement in agriculture should be encouraged.
So much for thetexclusiveness and short sightedness of local legis-
lation.

1793.—The Supreme Government especially enjoined that parti-
cular attention should be paid to the cultivation of the nutmeg tree.
It had been supposed that the tree was indigenous to the Pinang
mountains, but the tree supposed to be it, was a wild variety in-
digenous to various tropical countries and worth nothing almost in
commerce.

1793.—The disbursments, civil, military, and marine, including
two Bombay Cruizers, and the ex Rajahs stipend were Drs 104,797;
and the receipts were 116,694, these last being entirely derived
from excise—thus

Arrack 6,200
Opium 3,600
Gambling 14,673
Small dues 644
Shop tax 431
Hog tax 90

25th February 1793.—The home government at last sent out
the ultimatum that "no offensive and defensive alliance should be'
viade with the Rajah of Keddah" Captain Light died about the
latter part of this year.

Although the rather implicit credence which he gave at first to
the Rajah's assertion of his independence of Siam, might have led
to more serious consequences than it did, still it would appear that
he was a man of sound sense, probity and judgement—active,
practical, and moderate—that certainly reprehensible credence
however secured to the British merchant and to the world the
port of Pinang, the most eligible one at this extremity of this
straits. ^

After Captain Light's death the Superintendents were successive
Mr P. Mannington and Mr Pigou who acted only.

1795.—Malacca was surrendered by the Dutch in the year 17#>
to the British expedition under Major Brown and Captain New-
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cowe. Perak was likewise ceded to the British, as if the unjustifiable
aggression on and occupation of Perak by the one power conferred
upon it in right to barter it over to another.

It is generally well known that the people of Malacca were
originally descended from a Malayan colony which emigrated from
Sumatra to Singapore, whence having been expelled by the Javan-
ese they fled to Malacca somewhere about the middle of the 13th
century. The Portuguese took possession of it in about 1511.
They held it until 1641 when they were dispossessed by the Dutch
and the king of Johore. The Dutch held it until 1795 when the
British took it as above stated for the prince of Orange. It then
continued in this condition in the hands of the British till 1818
when it was delivered over to the Dutch. In 1825 Malacca was
finally ceded to the British. In 1795 the Dutch ceded Perak to
the British.

In January 1796 Mr J. Beanland became Superintendent and
on the 3rd of the succeeding April Major F. R. McDonald recei-
ved the appointment.

1796.—The military force at Pinang was at this time :—
Artillery 27 rank & file & officers & non-commissioned officers.
Europeans 50 do do do do
Sepoys 210 do do do do

1796.—In this year the French fleets were cruizing in the Indian
seas. No sooner had the Rajah of Keddah learned their approach
to the Straits than he again became so eager to gain their assistance in
expelling the English, that he foolishly shut his ports against Pinang.
On being calmly expostulated with regard to this breach of a treaty
which had already existed for five years, he replied that his stipend
was inadequate to his losses, which were then less than they
subsequently became, and that he desired a new treaty. The local
superintendent stigmatised this conduct as villainous, but he should
have used a less overstrained epithet, and have considered that
11 was nothing beyond what should have been expected in a man
who had entered into a treaty with a mental proviso to break it
when he should find it convenient, and who had thought that he
had made a rather losing bargain, although his eyes were open at
the time. It is quite plain however that if the British had then
abandoned Pinang, the Rajah must either have fallen into the wiry
^eslies of Dutch or French diplomacy, or have felt the full exten-
S1on of Siamese rule.

The Rajah still continued to raise his demand, and was backed
y a faction at Pinang headed by two English merchants, Messrs.

buck and Young. He sent accordingly his Kling [a] minister
a letter to the superintendent which was to be delivered on

following conditions only.—The chief servants of the Company
e to go down to the beach to receive it. It was to be carried

] Men from the coast of Coromandel are called Klings.

H 7
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on a silver salver under an umbrella, the minister was to ride in a car-
riage, and the attendants were to wear their arms. The arrogance
of this Kling was quickly humbled by the anchoring of a gun-boat
alongside of his prahu, and this was succeeded by the usual traits
of his tribe under similar circumstances, abjectness and pliability.

Nutmeg and clove trees were in the year 1798-9 introduced
into Pinang for the first time. The difficulty, uncertainty and loss
of time attending the cultivation of these exotics even where they
are nearly in situ, was but partially here, where they are exotics,
overcome in 1815 to 1820, and will always operate against any
great degree of extension of the cultivation.

May 1799. Major McDonald, the Superintendent, died in
this year when Mr G. Caunter acted for a while, and in the Sep-
tember following the Rajah of Keddali also died.

The Rajah was succeeded by his brother Chow Wang or
Lord of the fort, a title which the Siamese conferred upon him.
But he two years afterwards resigned the Government to his
nephew (the late ex-Rajah) with trie sanction of the Emperor of
Siam. The investiture in the Go\ eminent took place at Bankok
in Siam, whether he had gone to solicit it; and the Emperor
conferred upon him the title of Chore Pangeran. The Malays
assert that by thus early presenting himself at the Court of Bankok
he obtained his preferment to the injury of a more rightful claimant.

1798-99. In 1799, the Chinese became seditious, and it is
believed at the instigation of several European settlers. The
Chinese had formed parties to protect each other against the laws.
This combination has daily its parallel in the present Straits
colonies—to the extent of giving secret aid to each other to escape
punishment for criminal offences. But on the occasion alluded to
the object seems to have been plunder. The Chinese had settled
even at this early period at Battu Kawan on the coast of Keddah,
opposite to the south extremity of Pinang island. They were
consequently beyond the jurisdiction of Pinang. Here they
commenced that sugar cultivation which has been continued up to
the present day. The acting Superintendent of Convicts suggested,
that the Pry river in front of Pinang town with some lands in its
banks should be got in order to prevent a rival mart being
established there. It is curious that the Keddah Rajah did not
carry such a plan into execution; he had indeed contemplated it,
but perhaps desisted under the apprehension that it would bring
his people into too close a proximity to the British,

(To be continued.)
[We have not deemed it proper to express our dissent from some of the Author'*

views with respect to the rights and claims of the Malay kings of Kedah; bo*
distant readers ought to know that public opinion in Pinang has always le«J
strongly in favor of them. In 18j4 an elaborate work was compiled fi'om official
records by Mr Anderson, the Secretary to the Pinang Government, in proof of the
right of the king to cede Pinang and Ms claims upon us for assistance againBt
the Siamese. The Governor and Council concurred in Mr Anderson's conclusions*
and the work was printed by their order.—ED.']



GENERAL REPORT ON THE RESIDENCY OF SINGAPORE,
DRAWN UP PRINCIPALLY WITH A VIEW OF ILLUS-

TRATING ITS AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

BY J. T. THOMSON ESQ. F. R. G. S., SURVEYOR TO GOVERNMENT.

GEOGRAPHY. Singapore island is situated near the southern
extreme of the Malayan peninsula, called by the natives of these
parts Ujong Tannah or land's end—from which it is divided by a
narrow strait called Silat Tambrau, whose general breadth is a
mile, but measuring at its narrowest part only 3 \ furlongs. The
town of Singapore, which gives its name to the island on which it
is situated, is termed by the Malays Singapura, a word evidently
of Hindu derivation, meaning the city of the L i A and is well
known in Malayan history by its having been a place of great
trade and importance prior to A. D. 1252* when it is related that
its possessors were driven out by the king of Java, and retreated
to Malacca there to found another city which soon rivalled or
excelled in mercantile importance its predecessor, as a great Em-
porium of the trade of the East Indian Archipelago. After the
above event the ancient town of Singapore appears to have sunk
into the obscurest insignificance, until the attention of the founder
of the modern town was directed towards it, partly by the records
of its ancient splendour, but mainly by its commanding position on
one of the principal outlets from the seas of Eastern Asia, and its
central position towards the principal trading nations of the East
Indian Archipelago.

The site of the present town of Singapore, was fixed by Sir
Stamford Raffles, who took possession on the Oth February 1819,
on the same spot which we are led to believe from the perusal of
Malayan history, was occupied by the ancient one, viz the
8pace between Surigie Bras Basa, (evidently a channel or fosse
constructed by manual labour) and the Singapore river, the front
being bounded by the sea, and back by Government hill or Bukit
Singapora. This space is now principally occupied by detached
Wildings, consisting of the Government offices, Court house, Police
office, and private dwellings, the mercantile part of the town having
been extended over a large space to the bouth of the Singapore
river, formerly principally occupied by an extensive mangrove
Rwamp, but now covered by substantial contiguoi^ buildings
forming the warehouses of the merchants and dwelling-houses of
the Chinese traders and artizans.

The town of Singapore is situated about 2 miles from the South
Western extremity of the South East shore of the island, and faces
a bay which affords secure and ample anchoring ground for all
sl»ps frequenting the port. The flag staff on Government hill has

* Crnwftird'a Indian Archipelago.
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been laid down by Captain Ross of the Bombay Marine service
in Latitude 1° 16' 15" North, and in Longitude 103° 53' 15" East
of Greenwich, and Sir Edward Belcher has lately fixed the same
position in 1° 17' 00" North and 103° 50' 47" East, being a
difference of 2' 28" in longitude and 45" in latitude.

The island of Singapore measures 25 miles 6 furlongs at its
greatest length, and 14 miles in its greatest breadth, and contains
in area 206 square miles, 59 square furlongB. Dependent on the
Government of the island are 75 smaller islands, measuring in all
17 square miles, 63J furlongs. The boundary of the Residency is
limited by an imaginary line drawn through the middle of the
Silat Tambrau, SUat Nanas and Kualla Santi. This line divides
the British territory from that of Johore, whose chief is a pensioner
of the British Government. To the South an imaginary line drawn
through tl4fr middle of Main Strait and the larger Strait of
Singapore, divides the Residency of Singapore from that of Rhio,
which is under the government of Netherlands India.

GEOLOGY. Before making remarks on the Geology of Singapore,
it will be necessary to premise, that in a country so thickly covered
with almost impenetrable forest, its elucidation with minuteness or
correctness is extremely difficult, and the difficulty is considerably
enhanced when the mind of the observer has been engaged on duties
that require careful attention, nor admit of much abstraction. The
remarks that I have to offer are drawn from a few Blight observations
hurriedly noted down on the spots to which my surveying duties
led me,—they must consequently be imperfect—as I seldom left a
direct path, unless attracted by an object of more than ordinary
interest. I had thus no opportunity of following up observations
on particular strata so as to connect them from one point to another
in their direction or strike—nor to come to a full apprehension of
their extent further, where in cropping out at one place I have not
been able to note if they dip down in another —such observations
as follow can therefore only be general.

To commence with the town and suburbs of Singapore;—they
are situated principally on an alluvial soil, the greater part of
which is sandy, and near the shore is raised from 4 to 8 feet
above the level of high water spring tides: this sandy plain decreases
in height as it recedes from the shore, and as it approaches the hills
is succeeded by soil composed of red tenacious clays and blue mud.
This sandy plain extends from the mouth of the Singapore river to
the mouth of the Rochor, and affords dry and healthy sites for the
various residencies and dwellings that front the beach. On the south
bank of Singapore river lies an extensive mud flat which where not
built upon is covered by the tide; partly on this, as has been already
mentioned, the most thickly populated part of the town has been
built, but the excellent drainage of which prevents any bad effect*
to the health of the population located on it. The town occupies
the south west extremity of the largest alluvial plain on the island,
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which stretches itself out in the form of a triangle, having its base
&long the sea-shore, between Teluk-Ayer and Siglap, in distance
about 6J miles, and its apex between Fairmount and Kaynan's
hill, distant from the shore about 3 miles. The general features
of this plain consist of long ridges of sand from 4 to 9 feet, above
high water mark, generally running parallel with broad bands of clay
softs, which do not attain 2 to 3 feet above the same level. The
broadest and most extensive sand ridge stretches from Muitigi Tab&l
to Siglap, having a general breadth of J of a mile ; there lies another
°f smaller size between Kallang village and Gelang, again another
°f very narrow width runs between Buffaloe village and Kallang
dale, stretching in a north west direction, and another of the same
dimensions from Kallang dale to Payah Lebar, running in an
easterly directiou. These ridges have evidently formed the ancient
shores of the island, until the accumulation of detritus and alluvion
had usurped the space occupied by the sea in front of them—and
the abundant remains of the exuviae of shell fish and clusters of
coral remain to attest the fact. Smaller alluvial plains are also found
between the Small and Large Red Cliffs, and also between the latter
and Sungie Changi, which conform to the above description; the
others consist of low mangrove swamps, bordering the numerous
creeks that intersect the shores—whose soils on the surface are saline,
black and slimy, and underneath consist of soft blue mud. The
species of shells found in these deposits belong of course to the
present geological epoch, and their congeners are to be found
on the shores and bays of the island. Beds of coral have been
found 2 miles inland on Kallangdale Sugar Estate, about 6 to 8
feet below the surface of ground. From these alluvial plains,
situated in the vicinity of the shore, numerous branches strike off
and form the vallies through which the principal streams of the
island flow; their width varies from & to a \ mile and their general
wection is in a north west and south eastern bearing—excepting
ln the case of the creeks on the north eastern shores of the island
^hich run north easterly. These larger alluvial vallies again
bifurcate into numerous smaller ones, which still retain their
alluvial characteristics—so slight is their ascent as they approach
the interior.

At the Small and Large Red Cliffs soft sandstone is found whose
kyers are nearly horizontal; between Changi and Sungei Silarang
granite is found; at Sungei Tampenis soft sandstone in horizontal
laye was observed to be the formation, at S. Loiung coarse

ne overlayed by angular quartz pebbles. At the north end
Tlkong Kichi shales and ironstone in nearly perpendicular

strata were observed, at Batu Kapala Tuah granite is found, and
b e t n that and Tlkong Kichi, on the small island of Sijahat a

and bluish stratified rock is found, not unlike whinstone inJ and bluish stratified rock is found, hinstone in
lexturo, but probably sedimentary metamorphosed by plutonic
a°tu>n, opposite to this on Tikong Besar schistoze rocks are found
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much disturbed—at Tanjong Rawie on the same islond sandstone
was seen intersected with quartz veins. Pulo Chombun was
found to be composed of green stone in perpendicular strata striking
south east and north west. At the rocks off* the north point of
Tikong Kichi hard shaly and schistoze rocks were found—near
Tanjong Kopo is black porphyry, at Tanjong Tillo' Palei there
is a gradation from stratified rocks to greyish porphyry and trap,
and further westward the formation takes a more granitic ap-
pearance. At Nanas rocks are found, black and blue trap
graduating into porphyry, whose base is black with white specks—•
opposite on the Ubin shore traps are found, and all the western
and southern portion of the same island was found to be composed
of granite. At Tanjong Pongal soft shales and ironstone were
found, but the observations were unsatisfactory. At Kampong
Bontan, Baru and Aycr Biru, the formation was assumed to be
granite by judging from the appearance of the soil, at Siletar was
granite, up Sungie Pongal ironstone was found. At Sungie'
Sinebong Puteh quartz pebbles were found, at Sungei Sembawang
the formation was judged to be granitic. At Sungei Lunchir granite
was found, and on both sides of the Strait from this point as far as
Sakodei and Kranjie, the formation was found to be the same.
At Sungey Danyah soft sandstone exists in horizontal layers. Up
the Kranjie Batang Hari was found hard arenecious shale. At
Marambong is clay slate, dip 30° S. strike E. and W.—at Kai'ang
Kampong the same formation, dip S. W. 45° strike S. E.—again
at Tanjong Blukang dip 90° strike S. E., at Tanjong Labah are
sandstones and shales, at Ayer Bajao ironstone, at Sungei Bri the
same formation. At Jaman Dudii—qp-anite, at Tanjong Pirgam
is purple sandstones and at Pulo Pifgam is purple granite. At
Sungei Toan is soft arniceous shale dip 20" S. strike E. sn l W.
At Tanjong Tanah Runtoh soft shale—at Sirimbun argillacious
shale, to the eastward of this is a purple shale, and advancing further
eastward is a red shale, and at Sungei Purumpun are indurated
shales. At Sungei Malayu the same is found. At Tanjong Putri
silicious indurated shales are found. At Puruput purple crgileceoug
shales are, found all of whose strata are much disturbed. At Sun
Li Kang the formation is shales alternating with sandstones; at
Kampong Bhan green and reddish granite was found—at Sungei
Morei siliceous shales much distorted. At Tanjong Rawang there
is clay slate—strike N. W. and S. E. dip 45° S. W.—at Tanjong
Gul clay slate—in the Silat Sambulan and islands adjacent, shales
of different degrees of induration and deposition were found, the
general strike being N. W. and S. E. At Tanjong Telaga an*
Ayer Jambu sandstone was found—at Rittan Simangkut iron-
stone. On Outer Sikra clay slate and ironstone were found
alternating, dip 30° S. strike E. and W. At Sungie Benin
are slxales, at Batu Berlayar sandstone dip 90° strike, N. W. a n ^
E. At south point of Bukum are shales and sandstones dip
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strike N. W. and S. E., at the north end of Simakow shales dip
90° strike N. and S.—at Jong, argillacious shales are found much
distorted, at Sikijang Bera there are sandstones and shales striking
N. W. and S. E., but the dips vary from perpendicular to horizon-
tal, and are seen to anticlinate in one place, at Peak island are
sandstones and shales, irregularly deposited. At Alligator, Barn
island, Rabbit and Coney, sandstones and shales compose the forma-
tion. At Blakan Mati, Pulo Brani, Sikukur and the northern shores
of New Harbour, are sandstones and shales of nearly perpendicular
dip with the usual strike of north west and south east. At Tanjong
Pagar, Tanjong Mallang and Teluk Ayer, is found the same
formation but the strata are very irregularly tilted up and displaced.
All Tanjong Pagar district, is composed of sedimentary rocks varying
between blue red and chocolate coloured argillaceons shales to
indurated and soft sandstones, the dips are irregular, but the strikes
bear about N. W. and S. E. The south and cast portion of Clay-
more district conforms to the above description, excepting in the
case of Mount Sophia and Bukit Seligi, where blocks of sand-
stone broken up and irregular are found, the same is found to
exist on Ijie south, east and west frontage of Government hill, the
north frontage is composed of strata of clays and shales. In the
south portion of Tanglin district arc also found clays and shales
dipping perpendicularly with a N. W. and S. E. strike. The
south eastern boundary of Toah Pyoh, the north west of Rochor,
the north part of Kallang and south part of Amokiah are found
to contain sandstones, Siglap and landward also appears of the
same formation. Granite has been observed one mile N. W. of
Kallangdale sugar works, also behind to the north of Balestier's
estate, again near Perth hill, Green hill, Monks hill and the Briars
^further in many parts of the interior such as at Bukit Tim ah,
Bukit Ulu Mandai, Bukit Panjang,* in Toah Pyoh Lye and Toali
•Pyoh and the soils in the vicinity of those parts of the interior of
the island of Singapore, always betoken a granitic origin.

With the above recorded observations, added to many that have
n°t been noted down, I draw the following general conclusions as
to the disposition of the geological formations of the Singapore
residency. 1st that the western and southern portion of the island,
Counting to about Tgths of the whole, (with the exception of a
small granitic patch at Pulo Pirgam) together with all the islands
J^jacent, are composed of shales and sandstones of irregular dip,
but whose general strike is N. W. and S. E. 2nd that the centre
ai*<l northern portion of the island, amounting to T*tbs of the whole,
ls composed of granites. 3rd that the middle of the South Eastern
Portion stretching along the Coast, and amounting to ^ t h of the
^ h , is alluvia?. And 4thly that the remaining eastern portion

th the exception of a granitic patch near Changie) is composed
sandstone whose strata are nearly level, and which is connected

* -Mr J. R. Lojran.
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with the western stratified portion of the island by a thin band or
zone, that crops out from under the alluvial portion, and resting on
the granitic between Kallang dale and Bukit Seligi. Further that
Pulo Ubin is entirely of plutonic origin, while the remaining islands
of Tikong are mostly sedimentary, with strata very much tilted up
and displaced.

The strata of the sedimentary portion of the Residency are non-
fossiliferous—much that would interest the observer is consequently
awanting. A few specimens of petrified Crustacea and other sea
animals, have been found lying on the surface near the sea shores
amongst ferruginous gravels, or on rocks over which diluted oxidized
iron percolates in the vicinity of the residency, and a fossil tree is
reported by Dr Bland to exist on the eastern coast of Johore near
Sidili. There are no valuable minerals found on the island of
Singapore—tin is likely to exist as it is found in great quantities
on Baiika, and at Malacca whose formations are analogous. Steatile
is found imbedded in the soft arenaceous rocks of the Red Cliffs,
bisulphuratc or iron pyrites are found imbedded in the strata of
Pearls' hill in small quantities. Iron stone rubble is found in most
parts, in thicknesses varying from 2 feet to \ an inch, at a depth
of 1 to 6 feet from the surface of the soil. This layer of ironstone
I have not observed to take the form of the true laterite of the
Indian Geologist, though it is generally termed so here, but I have
observed it on Bukit Pungur in the Malacca residency, where the
natives cut it up for building purposes into square blocks, and which
could be adapted to all the purposes deseiibed by Lieut. Fr. Outram
B. E. to which it is put in the southern Concan.* The laterite I have
observed to be much modified, by the subtrata on which it may lay;
in ferruginous earths or rocks it contains a large per centage of iron,
and has the appearance of being much scorified while on the poraus
arenaceous earths of the eastern part of the island, there is a great
absence of iron in the gravel layer, and in some places it takes the
form of quartz angular pebbles. An interesting subject remains to be
noticed in the grooved granitic rocks of Pulo Ubin which are situated
near Pinang Rawang,—these have been elaborately described by Mr
J. R. Logan the Editor of the Journal of the Indian Archipelagof. I
cannot attempt to do justice to the original description in this report,
not even a short abridgement can be given. The author says that
these rocks occur in granitic masses varying from 20 to 50 feet ifl
height, and have none of the crystalline prismatic structure of basaltic
cliffs. They present an extraordinary appearance from the beacby
having their sides grooved and fluted and presenting regular furrow*
and ridges, sometimes taking the form of ancient temples rudely
sculptured, with ranges of colossal mishapen images—many of th0
grooves do not exceed a few inches in depth and breadth, but
others are 2£ feet deep and 2 feet broad—one was observed 6 f*

* Trail's. C. Engineers of G. Britair.
t Trans : of the JJattmaii Society ol Arts and Sciences.
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deep and 2 feet broad. But as it w.ould be out of place here to
follow the author thro' the line of scientific argument and research
displayed in the elucidation of the problem of the origin and struc-
ture of these wonderful freaks of nature I must leave it for the
next subject

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. The approach to Singapore is marked
by no very remarkable undulations or elevations of its outline—it is
more characterized in the whole by an eveness of surface, and like all
islands of the Indian Archipelago by the rankness of its primeval
vegetation. The highest point of the island is Bukit, Timah which
I lately made to be by the mean of several observations 519 feet
above low water spring tides, besides this there are three or four
eminences that attain the height of 300 feet, such as Mount Faber,
Bukit Panjang and Bukit Ulu Mandai, but the general heights of
its ridges and elevations do not exceed 80 to 120 feet—and these
are undulating and sloping at the eastern part of the island, while
at the westKn part they are more prominent and uneven, following
the character of their respective formations as described before.
The island is intersected by parallel ridges, which run in a north
Western and south eastern direction, with the exception of such as
lie in the north eastern portion of the island and these run in a
north easterly direction. They no where lose their continuity, but
can be traced from one shore of the island to the opposite. A
central ridge which may be termed the back bone of the island
bisects it; this can be traced running nearly due east and west
from Carang Campong and Tanjong Changi, dividing the island
longitudinally into nearly equal parts, and on either side of which
the water shed falls north and south. The Kallang river which is
the largest stream in the island, causes an exception to be made, as
it prises considerably to the north of the general bisecting line.
Prom the middle ridge all other ridges take their departure in a
north western and south eastern direction with the exception above
noted. Narrow swampy valleys penetrate between the spurs and
offshoots of the main ridges. The beds of these valleys seldom
attain an elevation of 15 to 20 feet above the level of the sea, of
\vhich they had originally formed arms and inlets. The spunginess
of the decayed vegetation on their surfaces combined with their
lcvelness, assists much in retaining the moisture brought by the
*ains, thus preventing great floods or droughts; the supplies are
consequently equal and abundant throughout the year.

For the following meteorological observations I am indebted to
*n excellent paper on the* Medical Topography of Singapore, by
i l r R. Little, derived from tables furnished him by Captain
Elliott, M. E.* I have taken the liberty of abridging his remarks
ind slightly reforming the tables for the purposes of this report.
Singapore, though within 80 miles of the equator, through its
abundance of moisture, either deposited by the dews or gentle

* Journal of the Indian Areliipelaffo.
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refreshing showers, keeps its-atmosphere cool, prevents the parching
effect of the sun, and promotes continual verdure. It never expe-
riences furious gales. If more than ordinary heat has accumulated
moisture and electricity, a squall generally sets in, followed by a
heavy shower of rain, these squalls seldom exceed one or two
hours in duration. According as the monsoon blows you will
have them rising in that direction. In 1841 during the north east
monsoon there were 4 squalls from that direction—but the most
severe and numerous are from the southwest, 'which are called
Sumatras—and they most frequently occur between 1 and 5 in the
morning. The north east monsoon blows from November to
March, and after which the wind veers round to S. E. and gra-
dually sets into the S. W. between which point it' continues—in
May, June, July and September. The north east monsoon blows
more steadily than the south west one. The temperature of
Singapore is one or two degrees cooler during the former than the
latter, which also brings more rain. It is further remarked that the
wind always lulls at night during the height of either monsoon.
During the south west monsoon a wind from the south prevails at
times, which is termed by the natives Angin Jawa or Java Wind,
because it comes from the direction of that island. This especially
exists in September, which is attributed to the usual cooling land
breeze being replaced in the mornings during that month by the
hotter breeze from the sea, as we advance into the interior this hot
breeze is not felt.

Table on the Winds.

Months..

January . . . .
February. . . .
March

May

July

September . . .
October
November . . .
December . . .

Total..

Number of hours in which the wind
is in each quarter.

N.W.

1,389
645
422
74G
524
343
45G
661
481
941

1,085
1,207

8,899

S.W.

04
105
276

1,213
1,070
1,627
2,142
1,737
1,332
1,048

412
237

11,293

N.E.

2,097
2,154
2,145
1,106

356
286
185
210
287
726
431

1,370

11,347

S.E.

126
277
537
655

1,028
1,549

925
1,080

704
347
231
162

7,621

Remarks.

"\ These obser-
1 vations were
• taken dur-
i n g
/5 years.

> 4 years.
3 years.
4 years.

How beautiful an illustration, exclaims the writer, o£ the little
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variation we find in the general laws of nature, though how often
do we remark, how changeable is the weather ! From these ob-
servations carried on nearly five years, the wind blows from the
north east during 474 days 9 hours from the opposite direction 8-
W. during the contrary monsoon 470 days 13 hours, another
deduction is made that during the months of December, January,
February and March the wind blows more continuously from the
north east, than any other direction, while in the months of June,
July, August and September the wind is principally to the south
west. During November the prevailing wind is north west while
its antagonist south east blows in the month of June. Another
fact is elicited,—viz that in April we have the winds blowing
from the direction of N. W. and N. E. 1852 hours and from the
S. W. and S. E. 1868 hours. In October we have them blowing
from the N. W. and N. E. 1567 hours and from the S. W. and
S. E. 1395 hours, thus the wind in changing from the N. E.
monsoon to the south west eemss to do so gradually from N. E.
to N. H". E. then N. W. to west, then S. W. and in changing from
the south west to the north east retraces its progress by retaining
its westerly direction and not reaching the N. E. by south, then
S. E. and East but adopting the 6ame direction by which it
reached the S. N. from N. E., viz : a westerly.

In the same paper the following facts are announced with
regard to the fall of rain and quantity of moisture in the atmos-
phere. In 1820 rain fell on 229 days, in 1821 on 203, in 1824 on
136 and in 1825 on 171 days giving an average on 4 years of 185
rainy days and 180 dry in a year, The quantity of rain that falls
is well illustrated in the following table:—
Fall of Rain at the Singapore Observatory shewn by the

number of Inches.

Months

January
February
March
April
May
JuneSfil
August
September
October
November
•December

Totals

1841

Inches
3.750
6.750
5.009
3.019
6.095
7.490
7.228
7.095
4.220
4.070

12.225
6.175

73.126

1842

22.585
10.900
7.220

10.071
9.003
6.320
5.098
6.025
4.250

21.005
9.420
4.350

116.247

1843

18.070
3.050
8.045
5.645
9.000
2.270
8.500
5.545
4.055
12.145
9.560
3.415

92.300

1844

102.194
6.923
4.150
12.300
7.775
6.025
5.890
5.750
5.075
10.200
6.090
8.750

1845 Average

54.624
27.623
24.424
31.035
31.373
22.105
26.716
24.415
17.600
47.420
37.265
25.690

891.164370.790

13.656
6.905
6.106.
7.758
7.968
5.526
6.679
6.103
4.400
11,855
9.316
6.422

92.697
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It will be observed from the above that the greatest fall of rain
during those four years occurred in January 1842 and the least in
June 1843. The year 1841 was unusually dry, 73 inches only
having fallen, while the succeeding was unusually wet, 116 having
fallen: this was caused the unusual dryncss of January and October
in the former year and the unusual wetness of both in the latter.
By examining the average for each month, the seasons will be
found to be very equable, the least average being for September
and June which respectively have 4.400 and 5:526 inches and the
greatest being for January and October respectively 13.656 and
11.855 inches. During the other months the fall of rain ranges
from 6 to 9 inches. The annual average fall is 92.697 inches, a
quantity which is about 2 inches less than the average fall for the
latitude of Singapore as stated by Humboldt, who gives 96 inches
as the average tall at the Equator.

With regard to the temperature of the atmosphere, in 1841-2-3-
4 and 5 the mean was 81" 247, the lowest mean of a month being
for January 79* 55, the temperature increases to May, June and
July which have 82- 31, 82- 29 and 82- 24 respectively. It is
concluded from the above that the temperature of Singapore is
9* 90 less than other localities in similar latitudes, and that the
range betwixt the mean temperature of May and January extends
over 2* 76 and adding up the mean temperature of each month of
each year, we have the mean temperature as follows

Of 1841 1842 1843 1844 and 1845
As 81-28 81-61 81-09 80-82 and 81-66

From which this inference is drawn that in five successive years
the mean temperature did not vary one degree.

Deductions made from other tables gave the maximum tempera-
ture for 5 years at 87Q 5 and the extreme minimum 74° 7, the former
occured in June 1842 and the latter in January 1843, giving the
greatest range as 9°8. To this I may add that I have seen the
thermometer down to 66° 5 in January of the present year, at Bonny
Grass the residence of Dr Little, where the thermometer was hung
in a building, well protected from the sun, but open on all sides.

From observations taken by Captain Davis during 6 years, the
mean timperature was
in 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824 and 1825.
as 79.5 79.4 80.2. 79.8 81.0 and 81.4
these observations were taken at 6 A. M. and noon, and the following
taken at the Singapore observatory during the same hours give
In 1841, 1842, 1843, 1824 and 1845.
As 82.0 82.08 81.58 83.7 and 84.04
thus showing that in 20 years the temperature of Singapore town
has encreased 2° 48. The cause of this advance of the temperature
is assigned to the country within 3 miles of the town being now
clear of jungle and cultivated, which formerly was covered with
primival forest.
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Dr Little concludes his remarks by stating the mean annual solar
radiation to be 121° '50, the mean terrestrial 66° 10 and tho
hourly mean reading of the Barometer 29.884 inches which never
varies more than the 20th of an inch.

Thunder showers frequently occur, particularly at the breaking up
of the monsoons. That interesting and wonderful atmospherical
Phenomenon, called a water spout, is often to be seen in the seas
and straits adjacent; they would more properly be called whirl-
winds charged with vapour. They occur generally in the morning
between 8 and 12 o'clock, and rise to the height of J a mile, in the
distance appearing like large columns supporting the heavy masses
of Cumuli above them. I noticed in October 1841 six of these
attached to one cloud, under action at the same time. In August
1838 one passed over the harbour and town of Singapore, dismasting
°ne ship and sinking another, and carrying off the corner of the
roof of a house in its passage landward. No other atmospherical
disturbances of any moment occur. The typhoons of the China
Sea or Bay of Bengal, do not reach these part?, nor are there hot
winds to parch the land. The equable and quiet state of the
atmosphere and seasons of these regions consequently create analog-
ous properties in the face of indiginous vegetation, evergreens
abound, few trees shed all their leaves at one time, and many of
the fruit trees produce all the year round; such that have their
seasons of fruit will frequently produce crops out of season, having
small irregular ones at intervening times. This continual verdure
is perhaps more grateful to the eye of the stranger than to those
who have been long accustomed to it; to the former it bears the
pleasant appearance of exuberance and fecundity, where the lofty
forest not only hangs over the beach but clothes the mountains to
their tops, so unlike the sterile bareness of higher latitudes—while to
the other the continued sameness palls the senses, which lack variety
and call for a sterile winter only that they may renew, with doubly
keen perception by the contrast, their acquaintance with the beauties
°f returning summer that here always reigns.

(To be continued.)
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THE PIRACY AND SLAVE TRADE OF THE
INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.*

September 1820, a brig coming from Sumanap fell into the
hands of pirates near Linga, but was recaptured by the royal
corvette Venus. During 1819-20 the pirates made many descents
upon the northern coast of Java, carrying away many persons ad'
prisoners and burning the government posthouses, thus rendering the
road by no means safe, a circumstance which was probably one of
the causes for afterwards making the line of communication more
inland. In 1821 the existing arrangements for the suppression of
piracy being found inadequate the Netherlands Colonial marine was
improved and augmented. In 1821 the power of Netherlands was
established in the island of Biliton and the inhabitants engaged to
renounce piracy. The Governor General Baron Van Der
Capcllan, in reporting this circumstance to the Colonial department,
states, that in consequence of the abandonment of Palembang in
1819, and the check which the expedition sent against it had
sustained, the insolence of the Biliton pirates, who regarded
themselves as dependents of Palembang, had been so increased,
that it had become absolutely necessary, for the protection of the
trade which was daily more and more disturbed, to take adequate
means for remedying this constantly increasing evil. After the
reeonqucst of Palembang it was determined to bring the piratical
inhabitants of Biliton to subjection. This was accomplished
without hostile measures being required, through means of a skilful
native negotiator to whom the Governor General entrusted the
business. In 1822 an expedition was sent by the Netherlands
authorities against the pirates of Tontoli and other places on the
north-west coast of Celebes. It consisted of a royal frigate, five
vessels of the colonial marine, twenty-four native vessels, and
a thousand men of the native auxiliaries. A great number of
pirate haunts and villages were burnt down, fifty of their prahus
destroyed, twenty-three pieces of cannon taken and forty pirates
put to death. In the year 1823 a private brig, the General dt
Kocky was taken between Indramayu and Cheribon, on the northern
coast of Java, by some piratical prahus. The General de Kod
left Batavia on the 26th October, and on the 29th was spoken by
the Maria Catherina who reported having been attacked during
the night by a piratical force. About half-past eight the tf
morning, when abreast the point of Indramayu, and about
miles from the shore, the General de Koch saw seven pra
pulling towards her, with their masts and sails lowered. When
they neared the brig she fired a gun and hoisted her colours, but
they still approached beating their gongs. The brig again fired*
on which they ranged up, three under the stern and two on cb

* Continued from p. 581.
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bow, and opened a fire. The brig could not bring her guns to
tear, it being quite calm and having no steerage way, but she fired
a8 opportunities offered until all her ammunition was expended.
The pirates kept up a constant fire, and so soon as the bri^ ceased
firing they pulled up and boarded her, upwards of five hundred
pen jumping at once on deck. The Captain and Mate jumped
into the sea, and clinging to fishing stakes were rescued after being
*n the water upwards of twenty hours. The pirates seized the
owner, Mr Thornton, whom they immediately put to death. For a
long time nothing was heard of the vessel, which the pirates took
v̂ith them, but a brig answering to the description of the General de

Rock was afterwards reported to have been wrecked or run aground
°nthe island called Pulo Bauwal, a little to the north of Cape
Sambar on Borneo, a noted piratical haunt, and having been
cleared of the goods in her was set on fire. The pirates were
thought to belong to Reti or Linga, and part of the cargo found its
Xvay to the latter place. The native part of the crew of the General
de Koch who survived the fight, were put on board one of the
pirate prahus, which separated from the rest and sailed to a place
in Borneo called Tanjong Kalowang a little to the west of Banjer-
massin where they were sold to the inhabitants at snms of from 7
to 14 Spanish dollars each. Four of them afterwards seized a boat
and made their escape and suceeded in reaching Java.

The pirates of the Moluccas at this time had attained considerable
strength, principally under the command of a renowned chief
named Rajah Jilolo, a descendant of a Tidore prince of the same
name, who about thirty years previously, on the sultan and his son
being deported to Ceylon, had set at defiance the power of the Dutch
pompany, and taken possession of the Alfurian districts under the
.jurisdiction of Ternate. He was afterwards obliged to take refuge
ln the island of Ceram, from whence he more than once sent out
^editions against the Dutch settlements. Towards the close of
t,he year 1823, Mr Merkus, the Governor of the Moluccas,
^patched a corvette to obtain information of Rajah Jilolo's
Proceedings. The corvette soon returned and reported that Rajah
" ilolo had built a fort at Hatiling on the north coast of Ceram,
^d that a number of native vessels were found there. Rajah
** ilolo .refused an interview to the commander of the corvette, and
at last opened a fire from the fort upon her. After an unsuccessful
^teinpt to cut off the prahus lying in the river Hatiling, the
£°rvette returned to Amboyna. Mr Merkus immediately sent
S j 0 corvettes and a detachment of GO soldiers against these pirates.
*he two vessels came to anchor before Hatiling on the 5th October,
?n(1 a boat was sent on shore with a letter from the Governor
t
n ^vhich the Rajah was invited to proceed on board these vessels
y Amboyna with his first secretary, and a person called Kaptain
^au*, and there make the arrangements with the Netherlands
^°vernnient which he had hitherto neglected. An hour was
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allowed for a reply, but none being sent a boat was a second time
despatched on shore and returned with a note which stated thae
the Rajah was not at Hatilin^, and requesting to' be allowed timt
to communicate with him. This answer was regarded as a mere
pretext for gaining time, nothing having been said of the Rajah's
absence when the first boat was sent, and the two corvettes
immediately opened their fire, which the fort briskly returned.
The same day the soldiers tried to carry the benting by assault,
but they failed owing to a deep ditch by which it was defended.
The following day the fire upon the fort was renewed and soon
silenced that of the pirates, and a number of natives auxiliaries
having arrived by land, a simultaneous assault was made by them
and the soldiers and marines, by which the fort was carried.
The Dutch troops had six men wounded in the assault, and the
native auxiliaries a large number. Besides taking a number of
pieces of artillery, twenty-four prahus were captured or destroyed.
On the side of the Dutch there were altogether nine men killed,
and twenty wounded. The benting was rased to the ground, and
a fort built at Sawaay, garrisoned by an officer and 35 men for the
protection of the population of Sawaay. The principal object of
the expedition was however unattained, Rajah Jilolo having fled
into the interior of the country, and his submission was still to be
accomplished. This was obtained in the year 1825 by negotiation,
the Rajah consenting to establish himself on the north coast of
the Great Ceram, under the protection of the government. His
brother the prince Asgar was placed at the head of the settlement,
with the title of Sultan.

In 1824 one of the articles of the general contract concluded
with the princes of Celebes, stipulated that the vessels of these
princes, to be admitted into the Netherlands possessions, should be
furnished with Dutch passports, and should conform in all that
regarded the navigation and trade to the regulations of.the
government. This stipulation was justified on the ground that it
was necessary to check the pirates, who committed frightful
devastation on the trade of this part of the Archipelago. The
most formidable bands of the Celebes pirates were established at
Tabunko and Toballo, two places situated to the southwest in the
bay of Tolo, in the kingdom of Luhu. In the same year a treaty
was concluded with the Sultans of Ternate and Tidor, by which
these princes bound themselves to assist the efforts of the govern*
merit against the pirates with men and ships.

Mr Muntinghe, in a report made in 1821, mentions as places on
Borneo which afford shelter to pirates, Sarawak, Kelakka, Moka,
Seribas and Palo, to the north of Sambas, and Succadana, Matam,
and the islands of Mankap, Panumbangan, Serutu and Carimata
to the south of Sambas. In the south of Borneo, Kottaringi"*
Seway, Sintang, Pagatan, Passir, Koti aud Berou, also more or

less participated in piracy.
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1824.—During this year the pirates were very troublesome on the
coast of Java, another brig having fallen into their han^, while
they harassed the trading prahus incessantly, cutting them of*1 md
Murdering or making slaves of the crews. They also exercised their
profession in the immediate vicinity of Singapfcre, and it is believed
that they might often be found in the liarbour under the guise of
trading prahus, the times having changed since Singapore was a
favorite rendezvous of the Johore and other pirates where they
could show themselves openly. Only 14 years previously, the
boats of the British man-of-war Greyhound cut out and recaptured
from one of the most secure spots in the present harbour of Singa-
pore, an European vessel which had been taken by the pirates.

A small Spanish squadron this year was despatched from Manila
which inflicted considerable damage on the pirates in the Sulu sea,
destroying their fortified places, and carrying away the brass guns
and other property which they found in them.

Two French vessels from Bourbon visited Bali for the purpose
°f purchasing slaves. They carried away several hundreds of
persons, male and female, young people being taken in preference
to adults.

In March this year, a treaty was concluded at London between
the British and Dutch governments, by an article of which both
powers bound themselves to assist in suppressing piracy.

Towards the end of 1824 and beginning of 1825 several trans-
ports with troops for the expedition on Celebes left Java for Macassar.
Amongst these was the Fathal Barie, an ^English ship, which had
on board a detachment of 225 soldiers under the command of Major
Gey. Some days after leaving Surabaya they saw two native
vessels steering in the same direction as themselves, and which
began to take in sail as if to wait for the transport. They were
thought to be pirates and Major Gey immediately took means to
surprise them. Arms were furnished to the soldiers, the guns
loaded and the men kept out of sight. The two pirates kept
together and appeared as if preparing to board. When they came
Within range, the four gpins were discharged and the troops shewing
themselves opened a brisk fire of musketry. The two commanders
of the prahus were tken ordered to come on board with their
Passes. After hesitating for some instants, during which the
Pirates could be seen throwing several pieces of ordnance over
board as secretly as possible, they obeyed the summons. The
£ake passes which they carried and the guns which were still on
board, although they endeavored to cover them from sight by
5?*k> sufficiently proved that their character had not been mistaken,

troops received orders to hold themselves ready to recom-
firi™ a n d the gunners placed themselves with lighted

beside their, guns. Major Gey then sent a sub-officer
J^th a strong force in a boat to bring part of the pirate crews on
board the Fathal Barie, at the, same time warning the pirates that

I 9
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they would be destroyed if they made the slightest resistance.
At the moment the detachment left the Fathal Barie, the pirate
chief pronounced from the deck of the vessel some unintelligible
words in a loud voice, but which were afterwards found to be an
order to commence the massacre (amok). A number of pirates
were secured, their krises, which they wore concealed, taken from
them, and they were put in irons, while the boat returned for a
second load of pirates. Their chief probably seeing by these
effectual measures his project frustrated, then repeated his cry of
amok, and drawing a kris which he had hitherto kept out of sight,
threw himself upon Major Gey, who, with his back turned,
superintended the execution of his orders, and he would have
certainly been stabbed had not the captain of the vessel been
on his guard, and floored the pirate by a blow from a gun
ramrod which he had in his hand. The other chief who was
standing near the bow under the guard of two soldiers, struck them
successively with his kris and threw himself into the water, but he
soon sank under a shower of balls. The death cry had been heard
ofl board the prahus at the moment when a portion of the detachment
was on board the pirates. A number of the pimtes who had hitherto
kept themselves concealed below the deck now suddenly shewed
themselves, armed with pistols, klewangs, and krises. In spite of
the superiority of the pirates and the fury of their attack the party
from the ship kept their ground for sometime, but the increasing
numbers of the enemy and the loss of several of their own men
forced them to retreat. They then drew off to a little distance
and opened a well-directed and sustained fire upon the pirates.
The sails of one of the pirates was all at once seen to be on fire
and the flames spread so rapidly that the vessel was soon in a
blaze and sank after an explosion. The boat still fired upon the
Other pirate and upon the crew of the sunken vessel who had
thrown themftlves into the sea and were trying to gain their
consort. This prahu however took to her oars, and although
the other boats of the Fathal Barie joined in the chase, she
succeeded in escaping, but much crippled by the fire of the ship
and her boats.

1825. In the commencement of this jtear Mr Angelbeck wa0
sent to Rhio and Singapore, with a view amongst other thing0

to obtain the cooperation of the English authorities in the
suppression of piracy. Mr Angelbeck reports to the Governor
General that he thought it "a favorable opportunity to converse
with Mr Crawfurd, the English Resident at Singapore, on the
subject of piracy, and to inform myself through him if the superior
authorities in Bengal had any intention of taking measures 6*
its repression; shewing him how much more interest than formerly
his government had that the navigation and commerce in the
Archipelago should not be disturbed, I represented to the Resident
what a sinister influence this scourge exercised upon the prosperity
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and civilization of the islands of this Archipelago; how the shackles
^hich piracy imposed on trade and navigation impeded the
jWelopement of their industry and stifled in them all desire to
labour; and the necessity of putting an end to piracy. I also
^presented to him, as my own personal opinion, that the most sure
taeans of arriving at the end proposed would he for the English
and Netherlands Governments, to take measures a little more uni-
form for combating the pirates, and to act in this matter by a junc-
t ion of their forces. The resident answered me that the subject had
already for a long time seriously occupied him, and that he had the
intention of presenting to the Governor General of British India a

?poject upon the means to be used for the expulsion of pirates,
hope indeed, added he, to be soon in a state to realise this plan.

He entered fully into my views of the manner in which this ought to
be done to succeed, and, making the observation that steamboats
°ught to be made use of, he augured the best results from their
eniployment, but he regarded the complete expulsion of pirates, by
Jfceans of the ordinary cruizers, as very difficult, not to say
impossible. He thought these vessels ought to cruize constantly
between Java and Pulo Pinang. They ought to traverse inces-
santly the Straits of Malacca, Rhio, Banka, and along the coasts
of Java and Borneo and purge them of pirates ; these, disheartened
by seeing their designs everywhere frustrated, would be forced to
seek other means of subsistence; and the terrible plague would
come to an end. The resident of Singapore appeared to have made
this subject the object of great consideration. He also desired much
to see the two governments united in their efforts against piracy.

The new contract made on the 4th August 1824 with the
princes of Johore (relating to the cession of Singapore) contains
an article which interdicts their subjects from piracy; it appears to
*ne that this is a proof of the sincerity of the declarations which
Mr Crawfurd lately made to me."

Mr Angelbeck in his general report of 14th August 1825 says
" I have constantly placed before the eyes of the viceroy of Rhio,
^ajah Jafar, that, to arrive at a certain degree of prosperity and
well-being, it is necessary to adopt a system of government more
energetic and at the same more liberal; and I have given him the
durance that government would be ready to assist him in this
Matter. I have always placed in the first rank that the principal
^eans'to be employed would be to repress and eventually extinguish
Piracy. The two principal piratical chiefs of the Malay empire
** 5 the Panghulu Hamba Rajah of Mapar who is obeyed by all

so-called Mayats or Orang Laut of the islands situated in the
of Linga;—and the Rajah Lang, in the island of Bulang,

whom are all the Eayats of Gallang, of Bulang and some
5 e r islands situated at or near to the entrance of the straits of
Malacca.

u The Rayats or Orang Laut do not appear to belong to the
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Malay race; there is, at least, a great difference between an Orang
Malayu and a Rayat. The language is, with trifling exceptions,'
the same; it is in the cliaracter of these two people that the princi-
pal difference is found. This fact may be explained by saying that
this arises from the Orang Malayu having attained a higher decree
of civilization; and it is not for me to contradict this'explanation.
Those Rayats in their expeditions are obedient to the oi-ders of a
chief who takes the title of panglima, and who is ordinarily of
Malay origin. The two head chiefs, at Mapar and at Bulang,
have been able to attach the Panglimas to their interests, by
furnishing them with boats, munitions of war and provisions;
receiving their share of the booty made in the expedition.

" It may be confidently concluded from the preceding that, to
put an end to piracy, Panghulu Hamba Rajah and Rajah Lang
must be persuaded to encourage their subjects to change their
brigand life for more peaceful pursuits, the fishing of a gar
agar, of tripang, of turtle—agriculture and the arts attached
to it.

" The repression of piracy will long continue a very difficult task
in these parts. I do not think, at present, that we can dream of
extirpating it entirely. The people are attached to it as to an
industry which they have inherited from their ancestors; so that
it is impossible to convince them that it is criminal to addict
themselves to it. The Orang Laut for a long time have found their
livelihood and their profit in sweeping the sea; they live on the
water from preference.

" I have many times represented to Panghulu Hamba Rajah
at Rhio as at Mapar, that the Dutch government earnestly desires
that on his part as chief of the Orang Laut he would do all that he
can to make them forsake this odious trade. I have reminded him
of the punishment which will overtake him and his followers if
they do not fulfil the promises they have solemnly sworn to; and
in the other case of the protection and assistance upon which he
could reckon. I have told him that the patience and forbearance
of the government is at an end, and that although he appears to
turn a deaf ear to any warning, rigorous measures are to be taken
to bring to their duty the subjects of his ally. Panghulu Hamba
Rajah has assured me, in presence of Tunku Said Mahomad Zein
viceroy of Rhio, whose zeal for the good cause I cannot sufficiently
praise, and of Ibrahim, the Selawatang of Linga, that he most
certainly proposes to turn the Orang Laut from piracy, and to
engage them to chuse occupations productive of benefit to all."

Mr Angelbeck advocated the re-establishment of the fishing of
agar-agar and of tripang, which the orang laut had for sometime
been forbidden to pursue, subject to a system of checks by mean*
of passes &c. as the only means by which the propensity of the
Orang Laut could be repressed, shortW their total extirpation. A
treaty was concluded with Panghulu Hamba Rajah containing
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provisions of this nature, and the resident at Rhio was empowered
to conclude a similar contract with Rajah Lang.

In this year Mr Van Grave, Resident of Sambas, left his resi-
dence in a native prahu for Pontianak, accompanied by his
Secretary. This vessel was attacked by eight piratical boats and
sent to the bottom, and Mr Van Grave and his companion perished
from the fire of the pirates. The schooner Johanna of the colonial
jnarine destroyed two piratical prahus near Indramayu and Sedarie
*n September and October, with the loss of Lieut. Timmerman
^ho died from the effects of wounds received in action. In the
month of October H. N. M. schooner Castor rescued the Dutch
trading brig Sara Theodora, W. Borgen, from a fleet of pirates
"which were on the point of carrying her.

In April a fleet of eight pirate prahus appeared in Malacca
Straits between Malacca and Salengore, for the purpose of cutting
°ff some Siamese junks returning from Pinang to Singapore.
One of the junks kept up a running. fight with the pirates for
two hours, and another after an engagement with them effected
her escape into Malacca, having had one of her crew killed.
A trading boat coming to Singapore was chased by these pirates,
three of the crew killed, and the rest only saved their lives by
jumping overboard and swimming ashore where they hid them-
selves in the jungle. The boat was plundered and set adrift.

A Chinese junk from Hainam struck upon Romania reef in
entering the Straits of Singapore. The crew, 22 in number, imme-
diately abandoned her, taking to their boat with a few chests of
raw silk. After rowing some way along the shore they were
attacked by three Malay boats who threw spears at them and
upon boarding them commenced stabbing the Chinese although
Aey were totally unarmed and offered no resistance. The Chinese
^ere forced overboard, but the Malays still pursued them so that
only five reached the shore alive, of whom three were badly
wounded.

The English schooner Mary Anderson from Malacca to Singa-
pore got ashore and was immediately surrounded by Malay boats.
-The crew were taken out by two Dutch gun boats and brought to
Singapore, and as soon as they quitted the vessel the Malays com-
menced plundering her. An officer and a detachment of 25 sepoys
w°resent, who succeeded in recovering the principal part of the
C a o and seizing two of the principal depredators.

Chinese junk proceeding from Malacca to Pinang was attacked
d taken by pirates near the Sambilans. The crew escaped in
ir boats and were picked up by an English vessel.
A large fleet of pirates assembled amongst the small islands in

e Carimatta passage and a body of them made a descent upon the
t h * of ^illiton and nearly succeeded in obtaining possession of
ne Dutch factory—they were however driven off with considerable

(To be continued.)
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THE LANGUAGES OP THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

By J. R. LOOAN.

II.
PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE GENERATION, GROWTH, STRUCTURE

AND ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGES.

Preface.
To some of our readers an apology may be required for the introduction of a paper

on a subject generally regarded as dry and uninviting. We assure them that we
have no taste lor philological inquiries in themselves, and that our sole object is to
lay a sufficiently broad and solid foundation tor descriptions of the races who inhabit
the different islands of the Archipelago. Those who have given their attention to
such subjects know that the language spoken by an unlettered people tells us better
than anything else what their mental character and state of civilization is, how far
they are allied to other nations and tribes, and where they originated. Language,
from its very nature, leads occasionally to enquiries that are somewhat abstract, but
much of this character is apparent only. The full investigation necessary to get
at the tacts and true principles of any subject has a similar repulsive aspect to
the general reader, until the results are presented to liira from many sides and the
science becomes popular. It may appear a bold anticipation to say that the cha-
racters of languages, as illustrative ot the genius and alliances of different nations,
will in a few years become a highly popular subject. This however we feel certain
will be the case, and we are persuaded also that those of the Archipelago and the
allied races of the continent will excite a high and peculiar interest. They do so
now amongst the yearly increasing number who are attracted by the rising and
fascinating science of ethnology, which of all others is destined to take the deepest
and most permanent hold on the public mind in civilized countries. The apprecia-
tion of the remarkable and instructive peculiarities of the East Asian and Malay-
Polynesian languages, and the light which they throw on the history and development
of the human mind in all its phases, now confined to the lew zealous cultivators of
that science, will speedily become general. It would be a lasting stigma on this
Journal, conducted amidst the most polyglot community in the world, and a main
object of which is to describe a multitude of races, if it remained silent on these
subjects until this result was brought about, and^mblic opinion forced it to embrace
them.

In the text of the present paper we have endeavoured to indicate rather than fully
explain or investigate, some views of language which may tend to arrest the atten-
tion of those of our readers who have not hitherto attended to the subject. In the
notes we have occasionally pursued some ol these views a little further, and in »
subsequent paper have added illustrations of structure &c. from the Tartarian, Bur-
man-Chinese, and Malay-Polynesian languages, which will ha ve more value for the
philological reader than the general principles of the text. Et hnology only attends to
philology solar as it is connected with and can serve to unlock the general history e»
th#developement of man, physically and intellectually, and the particular history 0»
races. But without the same comprehensive and minute examina tion and comparison
of languages, which philology inculcates for its own purposes, It cannot yield &tiK
factory results for ethnology. In fact, in the hands of the ethn ologist, the study <**
languages only becomes less laborious and dry, because multitudes of details are
united by principles of the highest importance and interest in th e history of mankind*
The facts to be observed are the same in kind and number, but the mode and tW
object of associating them are different. The more comprehensive our views, the mo**
easily and rapidly are details apprehended and appropriated. A living perenni*1

principle, deeply rooted in man's nature and history, takes a far more vigorous gra*P
of the facts or a language than any mere grammatical rule can. But ethnology «J*
apises no philological aid. Every method of analysis, however artificial, may bate
its occasional usefulness for her. Every word has its history, extending often over
thousands of years, and whoever presents the ethnologist with an account of tl|*
actual changes which a single word has undergone in its passage through tfenfi
deserves his gratitude as much as the palaeontologist deserves that of the geol
explorer for whose benefit he illustrates the history of a single fossil fish.
aie "the ships of time" "so were words before alphabets were invented, an
they do not exist. Each of them brings some facts from the unwritten ages o
past, and what they have gained or lost is often of as much value as what they
retained. No human records are so venerable and so interesting as words v
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have come down to us from primeval times, when the forefathers of the Hungarian
the Fin and the Turk of Europe and the remote islanders of the Pacific were mem-
bers of a yet unbroken tribe in the middle of Asia, and the Indian and the English-
men had not yet sprung from their common progenitors in Persia.

.The enquiries with which we wish to occupy the minds of our readers for a short
time, like other genuine sciences consisting in observation without experiment,
demand nothing more than the application of a little patient attention and common
^nse. If the latter had been more trusted to, we should not find in cultivated
minds and works of authority such notions as that of language being supernatural
m its origin, or the opposite one of early languages resembling the babbling of
cl»ildren, or of the Chinese having no grammatical structure. The growth of lan-
guage is just as little and as much supernatural as the growth of hair on a man's
head, and it ean no more exist without structure than a horse or a watch.

1- IN a previous paper we explained the system of classification
a^d the mode of orthography, which we have adopted in our com-
parative vocabularies of the languages of the Indian Archipelago,
and, incidentally to the last, made a partial analysis of the organic
characters and relations of the vocal sounds. This was necessary
as an introduction to every portion of our subject. In proceeding
to enter upon it, we have had much doubt as to the best mode
°f doing so. To postpone touching on any branch until our
researches are complete, would be to postpone it altogether, because
we can see no limit to these researches. The field expands, and
must continue to expand, the longer we look upon it. To
Undertake the complete elucidation of any portion of the subject
would, for a similar reason, be a vain attempt. If a science of
languages existed in Europe it would be easy to apply it to t]̂ e
hitherto undescribed, or imperfectly described, languages of the
Archipelago*. But we have nothing yet save fragmentary
contributions, and we are not even warranted in assuming a
familiarity with these on the part of our readers. Our contributions
therefore must partake far more of the nature of enquiries than
of results, must combine references to the nature of language
generally with the facts of the particular 'languages under
investigation, must abound in suggestions and hypotheses, and, in a
Jord, exhibit all the characteristics of a growing knowledge.
°uch indeed are the characteristics of even the profoundest writers

similar subjects, and they must remain until a wide* range of
guages have been thoroughly analysed and compared, and

R science itself has been cultivated with especial reference to
l t s deep and complex relations to speech. *

the requirements and difficulties of a science of language as a branch
—««,. Let us look a little closer on the requirements and conditions of a

. o f language, and the peculiar obstacles which oppose its progress. They
jTe in many respects the same as those which distinguish the science of mind from
~«at of matter. But there u only one method for all sciences, or rather there is but
M science and many kinds of phenomena. Time and space give infinity to the
sni a n d relations which the mind conceives. Nature being one, nothing of it ta-
s t e d . The number of phenomena which can be apprehended discretiyely being
to ^2?* as forto surpass tlie apprehenjive power of any mind, and each being related
it Ute whole so intimately mat we can never do more than partially comprehend
I' n° abstract principle can express the whole truth. It can only express a more or
lutefuftfamd' and pregnant relationship, simple or complex; it,is never truth abso-

e|y but has only truth in connection with numberless unknown relations. The
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Defects of the common grammatical analysis. Language at
once a property and a product of the mind, and to be culti*
vated as a branch of mental science.

2. It would be expedient perhaps to follow up the explanation
of our method of classification and orthography for the elements
absolute form of the expression should not be transferred to nature. It only means
tliat the individual mind conceives nature under a certain aspect, has perhaps gained
a new instrument for seeing into her. But still as a whole she must remain unseen by
man, and all his philosophy continue to be a groping in the infinite. The only science
is observation. The relational ideas of the mind serve, 1st, to conceive of a number of
phenomena under one aspect or in relation to one common property, and thus
lead to general expressions of facts, 2nd, to anticipate facts and so suggest and di-
rect observations. It results from the unity of nature, and from the mind and all
the rest of nature existing in God, and being, so to speak, pervaded and made
one in and by the divine force, that every phenomenon observed in nature,
every relation under which it can be conceived, no sooner enters the mind than it
ceases to represent merely the particular phenomenon and its relations, and be-
comes a property of the mind, an instrument unlimited in its associations and
applications. Every mode, force and relation of matter is no sooner strongly ap-
prehended than it becomes a new mental power, reflecting fresh light on old
notions, and extending itself to ideas of every Kind which pass before the mind and
are arrested by its attention. When the first seer of a newly apprehended relation
gives it a name which truly describes it, this name becomes a great power in
universal science. Such names place other minds at once in possession of the power*
This is finely exhibited in.numerous instances in our own day of high scientific
fertility. When we see how a newly perceived relation in any science, that is any
direction of observation, when distinctly announced and sent forth with an apt
name, arrests attention and is received with eagerness by all whose minds are
directed to the same subject, we may form some conception of the vast labours of
mind which have gone to tiie production of language as a whole; for every cultivated
language contains many thousands of such words, and this discovery of relations, and
rendering them immortal bywords, must have been in full activity taring the lapse
of time which preceded history, and of which language is the only monument. It
is one however composed of such numerous materials, so variously built up, and
with each architectural principle that successively predominated so strongly mark"
ed, that, when thoroughly analysed, the general mental progress of the race will be
clearly described. This is the end which philology as applied to ethnology proposes*
We are far enough from it yet. The exclusive cultivator of the exact sciences fe
apt to think that where everything seems so inconstant and protean, nothing but
human caprice reigns, and that the very word science must be a misnomer. §ome

such feeling appears to have opposed for a time the admission of ethnology amongst
the sciences cultivated by the British Association. The science of the constant W
the law of the constancy, which enables us to foretell events positively. The science
of the mutable is the law of the change, which enables us to understand and connect
the past, and to foretell events as possible or probable under given circumstances*
The discoveries and speculations of the great German philologists are not yet tb«
science of ethnological philology. All languages must be observed, described an*1

compared, and the affinities amongst them are so many and so great that this v
not a task of overwhelming magnitude. At present the mere terminology is **
defective that it is hardly possible to work with it. Constantly recurring para'
phrastic expressions Impede and even tend to confuse the mind. Its direct elanc&j
at truth become dim when translated into descriptive phraseology. Fresn idea*
that are leading to deeper truths are dragged back to the trammels of old con**0'
tionalities of thought by the old circumlocutions. There is a stage in every scienc*

g y g y
when the mind tends to advance in some direction out of its linguistic habits, ajjjj
cannot clearly speak itself, cannot proceed farther, until it has fitted itself with v&*
ones in which no old idea, with its cloud of associations, lurks. _,

The description of all existing languages is not enough for a complete ethnology;
The records of the past are necessary to understand the present, and these •*•

TamT time, xuv uiemenis 01 ine science are »u« *»»»
Why and how the differences in disposition, temperament, taste, intellect,
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of speech, by settling a method of analysis and comparison for
languages themselves. But it is hardly possible, in the present
state of philology as a general science, to detennine what would be
the best method, and we prefer the liberty of availing ourselves
from time to time of any that may seem well adapted for our
purpose. The common grammatical mode, although it supplies
us with many useful terms, and is an effective application of
°ne kind of analysis to language, is founded on an extremely nar-
ll(>w conception of the subject. It is also positively vicious to a
certain extent, inasmuch as it separates that which in nature knows
?o separation. It views words too much in an artificial isolated state,
it obscures the perception of the living force and relations of the
various members of a sentence, and, above all, it divorces the
science of speech from that of the mind. We believe that this
disunion of what in nature are so intimately connected, has had a
Pernicious influence on both sciences, rendering the one dry and
artificial, and the other needlessly abstract and difficult. The
clear sense of the living whole has been sacrificed to an insulating
analysis. It is by the reunion of both, by never forgetting that
language is but the mind imaging itself objectively, and that the
iflind itself is developed in and by language, that we may hope to
£et nearer the ultimate truths involved in each. In this way we
believe the question of the origin of language will find its own
solution. We do not decry attempts to penetrate this mystery by
a shorter method, because all hypotheses suggested by an observa-
tion of mental phenomena, are useful in giving directions to enquiry.
But the solution can never become a scientific fact until it results
from a profound study of language, not as something external, but as
a property of the mind. We observed before* that" every language
contains within itself the evidence of its own immediate origin and
progress ; and it can hardly admit of a doubt that when the same
m}iuite, patient and reflective analysis that have constructed a
science such as chemistry, botany or zoology, are applied to

^hat and why the physical relations of these mental peculiarities ? Ethnology is
Absolutely progressive. Its very basis is the observation of progress and develop-
ment. The basis of the physical sciences is the observation ot the present. If that
°̂UM be well and thoroughly observed these sciences would be complete. The

foundation of the philosophy of ethnology is a true conception of man, not as he is
at present not even as ne exists individually, although that knowledge must be
^ s u p d b R id f R d f ll i d i i d l d

,e «»nds of the Race has not yet grown to its full dimensions, and indeed is only
J^ning on the most civilised nations. It contains a world of truths and correction*

Jf errors for us A lance proportion of our mistakes and sufferings—errors in
J*elinj?, in practice, in philosophy and in relimon,--are attributable to the exclusive
^Portance we rive to the living individual, and the present generation. We

iJ^t learn to view the individual in relation to the Race before we can under-
his nature, his history, and the fall purpose of his existence. Nothing tends

Powerfully to brine out the idea of Race, to subordinate the individual to it, and
*« him see in his own life but a part of a great whole, as an earnest and scientific

4* v»ilanguage.
Introductory Remarks to a series of contrUnd'ums to th& Ethnology off the

"*«» Archipetago. Journ. Ind. Arch. Vol. I p. 171.
J 10
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language by numerous labourers as they already are by a few,
the power of reading that evidence will be acquired." We
anticipate with perfect confidence that what we thus ventured to
say with reference to the immediate origin of particular tongues,
will be found applicable to speech generally. When this analysis
has been extended to all the families of language, and a general
philological science has grown out of a comparison of the results,
the origin of language will stand clearly explained by it.*

* Note on tJic Origin, Development and Character of Primitive Language.
We are glad to tec that Chevalier Bungen, in his splendid lecture delivered to the
British Association, has eloquently and ably resisted the notion that language
is not a necessary and spontaneous properly of the human mind. An opposite
notion is inconsistent with all observation, and can only result from preconceptions
that oppose the light of nature, Referring to the observations which we made on
the subject in an early number of this Journal (Vol. I p. 173), we need only add
here that the idea of language having ever been innate appeal's to us to be philo-
sophically absurd. It is inconsistent with human nature, and our first progenitors
must be assumed to have been human. All observation and analogy shew that
language is a spontaneous and natural growth. It began with mere animal cries
ana imitations of natural sounds. This is not inconsistent with a just view of God's
providence. If he is still content to let so-called sa^agos and children exist, why
should he not have begun with human rainda equally undeveloped. It is impossible
that there can be any records of the infancy of the race save in language itself, and
a subtle and deep reaching analysis may yet detect full proofs of this primitive era
in it. The oldest or supported oldest book, Genesis, shews clearly, by abundant inter-
nal evidence, that it was written in a late age of human history. The whole people
in the world known to the Tace who produced it (I speak of it merely in its human
aspect) had become civilized. The idea of savnge man had been lost. Its notions
of life, in all essentials, do not differ frcm those of the most civilized community of
the present day. It is impossible to believe that man ever existed in a state of'ex-
treme deficiency of ideas. The language of the first pair must have been very ex-
tensive. It could not but contain an expression for all the essentials of human
experience, feeling and thought. There is more in common than the reverse be-
tween the primeval man and the most developed of hit) descendants at the present
day.

Independently of all this, it may be demonstrated that language was not intuitive
or instinctive. Instincts are constant. But language is the reverse. Volition;
wishing, anticipation, recollection, imagination, sympathy, &c, are the parents of
language. How could there be language without ideas ? If all ideas were innate
then were they instinctive, which is absurd. All ideas are human discoveries, for which
names are invented by the discoverer in order to communicate them to other*.
How could language have preceded experience ? If words were intuitive, knowledge
must have been so also—a knowledge co-extensive with its vocal expression. And
where and why limited ? And was this miraculous endowment—this endowment
totally irreconcileable with the whole nature and constitution of man-—this abso-
lutely divine nature—confined to the first pair ? If so, how was language in its
fullness learned and preserved, anteriour to experience, by their children ? The
hypothesis of an intuitive language combines the worst elements of a bad philoso-
phy. It is not only absurd but unnecessary, because observation proves that man, ft
all times and places, has the faculty of speech, and i3 irresistably impelled to employ
it in forming a language. Man is a speaker by his very nature.

The difficulty ot forming a true conception of primary language consists in the
the difficulty or going out of the atificial mode of existence, and the historical mode*
of thought and speech, in which we are trained, and imagining the human ind
bare of experience, and receiving as wonderful discoveries what are now so fa

b h d l dd t l l Give th h i l d
bare of e x p , g discoveries what are now so famil
as to be hardly regarded at all. Give the physical powers and propensities of the
man to the child, and the conditions of the primary human life are before us. Can
we not trace thejjrogress of such a child-man ? what are the principles of such »
development ? The will would more rapidly mature than the intellect, becau*
propensities are already present from the beginning and would soon perfect them-
selves in act, i. e. the circle of all the kinds of act answering to, and reacting on*
these propensities, would Boon be traversed. Mental and bodily sensations are few
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Phonology.
3. The most important part of" the science, is one which

hardly finds a place or a name in ordinary grammars, and which
Jias never been systematically cultivated by any philologists,
although many of the discoveries of the greatest amongst them are
based upon it. The discrimination of the different vocal sounds ;
their accurate analysis, organic and phonetic ; their mutual affinities
and repulsions and the modifications which these undergo according
to the number of sounds combined and the mode of combina-
tion ; the laws of contraction, amplification, generation, eclipsis,
symphony &c.; the relations of the different kinds of phonetic
characteristics, in virtue of which some coexist, while others are
wanting, in the same language or varieties of a language,—all this
is so essential to the science of language, that hardly any progress
can be made, beyond the most common grammatical analysis and
etymology, without meeting with some question that carries us back
to the first principles of phonology. .We cannot compare two
languages of the Archipelago, nor even attempt an analysis of any
one in itself, without feeling, at almost every step, the wlirit of this
knowledge. So essential do we find it, that all the rest of the
•science appears of comparatively subordinate importance, and we
are almost tempted to say, as the result of our own limited expe-
rience, that, in the comparative philology of the Malayan languages,
everything beyond the mere surface is comprised in their phonology.*
in kind. The relish of food, for instance, teaches its lesson rapidly, and admits of
slight addition. But the education of the intellect is observation, and man's organ-
ism and nature herself combine to make this an exceedingly slow and gradual
process. Bunsen says that the languages of savages are degraded, decaying frag-
ments of nobler formations. This cannot be universally or even generally true.
There can be no existing language more rude and imperfect than the noblest
must have been in its first origin. Languages may remain in, or relapse into, a
state little removed from the primary one, but it is impossible they can become
tnore simple. The savage fixed in his range ot ideas, and gaining nothing new from
experience, must still be much more rich in ideas and wordsthan man could have been
*n the primary era of human existence. The tone and temper of the mind consti-
tute the difference. The first men, placed in a genial region, probably advanced
rapidly and progressively, but they must have remained for many ages with hardly
any arts and their whole habits and knowledge must have been exceedingly simple.
^ r t enerev intellectual cultivation could not arise till population accumulated in
Particular localities. T n e w o r d 8ava©e however is far too indefinite to l>e used with
ai»y abroach to accuracy on these subjects. The conditions in which communities
Educed to a fixed state, or a state which at any given period presents no marked

are exceedingly various. Even amongst the more barbarous the va-
riety is verv ereat. Still in every region, the very lowest existing type of
nnless kent artificially by oppression in a state of extreme degradation, must be in
*dvance of what was the condition of the first men, if placed in the same or a similar

Note on the Imitative Origin and Early Musical Character of the Sounds
°f Speech Chanae from Monosylhtbic to Polysyllabic. One of the tew things
We are inclined to take exception to in Chevalier Bunsen's speculations on the
primary history of language, is his rejection of the hypothesis that it was
Imitative in its origin We think that all observation shews that it must have been
I? its inception purely imitative. Language, as a full expression of the mind of
*?• first men, must have been preceded by the discovery of the power and va-
isties of articulation, and this must have been derived trom the imitative or for-
mative tendency of the human mindA to which its development in every direction
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Structure of Words.
4. Immediately connected with the phonetic laws, and in great

measure regulated by them, is the Structure of Words, embracing
the expansion of monosyllabic into dissyllabic Words by the
is owing. Man imitates and images God, or has the impulse and the power of imi-
tative creation. Whatever God creates man wonders atand tries to imitate as far
as hp formative faculties and processes will allow. By memory, imagination and
language he can image and reproduce images or pictures of all God's works. By
acting mechanically on the physical properties of matter he can imitate some, first
by his voice, second by his hands. Now this inward force, further excited by sympathy
and a craving for the pleasure that) attends the exercise of every human energy,
would lead him tq imitate all natural sounds, and every person would try to do the
same, or imitate his companion. Thus the mind would gradually become familiar
with the powers, and the will with the use, of the voice. Sounds therefore would
be the first things which received names. An easy step from this, if not identical
with it, would be to apply the name of the sound to that of the object producing it.
The first vocabulary would be extremely varied and strong in its sounds. Many
would be very harsh, while all would be intonated like the natural sounds which
they copied.

Those objects only which directly affected man would be at first attended to and
receive names. Soundless objects would, for a time, only be indicated by gestures,
or by pointing to them when present. The effects produced by such objects on the
person, or th$ uses to which they were put, might furnish sounds. A leaf, n>r instance,
might be named from the sound made in tearing it, a fruit by that made in crushing,
cracking, or eating it. Association, being an essential principle of the mind, would
operate from the first. A sound attending the application of heat to any thing
used by man, or, before the discovery of fire, a sound associated with the dawn of
day, might be applied at once to heat, day, the sun; so with night, the moon,
darkness. We do not attempt to guess at the actual analogies that were used.
We only say that from sounds directly proceeding from objects, whether naturally
or by man's agency, a very considerable number of imitative names might be
obtained, and that association would extend these almost indefinitely to soundless
objects having relations of place, time, form, colour or any other attribute to those
capable of sound. Things would long be viewed in the lump. Resemblances would
mass many objects together under one name. Except in things strongly interesting
to man there must be a narrow vocabulary in the dawn of language. There would be
no nice discrimination of differences. A tree would have the name of a leaf or fruit.
All that was useful or striking would be named, and in things which directly
affected man's primary wants and appetites, a great importance would be given to
differences which civilized mau considers trifling, and the language would reflect
this peculiarity of early life. The servile adherence to natural sounds would not
last long. The delight in the exercise of the faculty of speech, and the genial
spirit and energy of youth, would soon lead to the spontaneous and sportive
exercise of the articulating habit, and from the ample magazine of sounds thus
discovered every object soundless in itself, but of interest to man, would receive
a. name.

This hypothesis is contrary to that which makes all languages, or any language,
primitively monosyllabic. To us it appears that a purely monsyllabic language
must be highly artificial. It does not admit of that relation of the sound to the
object which we consider essential to language in the first stage of its developement*
There are many polysyllabic natural sounds, or sounds which can only be imitated
polysyllabically by the voice. A familiar instance is the mewing of the cat, which
gives a name to the animal in many languages.

But most sounds in nature are single in tone, and in their imitation require but
one breathing, so that the sympathy of the mind with the general cWacter
of the language, or the sense of musical harmony awakening and operating on the
sounds of the language, might lead to the contraction of polysyllabic names. Thi*
however would be an eminently artificial process, for in it man would seek to
*u°jject nature to his own idea ot fitness, instead of following his early impulse ana
u&bit of taking her as she is. A long subsequent process would restore and extend
polysyllabic words from a new and still more artificial view of the linguistic

gj^t t us
ds rom a new a l more artificial view of the g

^gj^tj ione which could only begin to operate after the sense of the spontaneous
origin of language and its direct relation to nature had been lost.
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generation or accession of new sounds, and the phonetical phenomena
which attend the juxtaposition of different words, including the
conjunction and composition of primitives into derivatives, flexions
prefixes, postfixes and infixes. All this belongs to the elements

According to this view, languages vocalic and monosyllabic in their roots, are
eminently artificial. The harsh and polysyllabic sounds of nature have been
gradually thrown off. The languages of South-eastern Asia are therefore artificial
"U* they abound in strongly nasal terminal sounds, and the numerous varieties
of difficultly articulated vowel sounds which they preserve, concur with the musical
or singing intonation, in evincing that they became fixed in their phonology at a very
early era. The Polynesian languages have rejected these, and are therefore in so far
even more artificial. The indolent and soft temperament that has been superinduced
in •the insular races has been the cause of this effeminacy of speech, and in one sense
this relation between the articulation and the idiocracy is natural. But even to
such a temperament nature could never teach a purely vocalic and monosyllabic
language. Whatever the physical constitution of a race, and whatever the region
*n which it is placed, the sounds oi nature blend the harsh with the soft, the
compound with the simple, and every tongue which has the characteristics of the
Polynesian must be artificial and comparatively modern. All the Malay-Polyne-
™an languages however preserve far more of the original musical element tlian the
European.
* J ^ . 8 h a 1 1 r e t l i r n hereafter to the phonetic relatipn of the dissyllabic to the mono-
syllabic languages of south eastern Asia. They present at the first view an extreme
contrast, and it might seem absurd to suppose that the one could hiive grown out of
me other. We believe however that the loss of articulative energy and singing into-
nation in the insular races, owing probably to their separation from the continental
communities, is the one simple primary cause of the whole transformation. A
strong effort is required to preserve the difficult vocalic sounds of the Burmah-
Ghinese languages, and to prevent the monosyllables becoming dissyllables. The
effort indeed is one and the same. The strong vocalic tones, emphasise and
insulate each syllable. Whenever this is weakened the after-breathing hitherto
bound down by the effort to produce the strong vowel tone, naturally starts into
vocal existence. Monosyllables become disyllables, real phonetic unions of words
become possible, and the loss of the tonic vigour renders many phonetic variations
and substitutions necessary to supply the place of the words which differed onlv
in the tone. J

In our previous paper we indicated several of the channels by which vocalic
*£*$£ •? changed into each other. We find that there is still another kind of
ciassihcation required to explain the transmutations which letters undergo in some
riJo®*^kpeIagic dialects. T h i s m a v *" t e r m e d a Pure ly vocal classification,
uice it disregards the organic divisions and considers merely the effort required to

c£La • e a £ h letfer" -Vii 85m e . Principe has been applied to the different organic
ilr!P ln themselves, ifi the distinction of surd and sonant. This we would extend
J° the whole alphabet, placing the least sonant letter first and the most sonant last
*M arranging the others between them according to the degree of their sonance.
l l le dentals are the least sonant and the labials apparently the most. All the trans-
mutations which Malayu words receive in the mouth of the Bugis appear to be of a
more sonant for a less sonant—thus k for t, fig for n and m, d for t, g for k, w for
ft&c.

!t thus appears that there are two directions in which each vocal sound may
undergo change. 1st, in mere aspiration, according to the strength and character
j£ the breathing employed. Hence the change of surd to sonant and vice versa.
Sd> in articulation, according to the effort required to. modulate the breathing.
P* change of k into g is one of the first kind. The change of t into k is of the
^ttrkindind.

relations of the vowels to the consonants also demand investigation. Final
ls more easily pass into certain consonants than others. I have not ascertained
law of these consonantal prolongations of vowels, but at present I believe the
iflxartfon of the vowels in my scheme of orthography indicates their relationship

consonants. The i is allied to the gutturals, the o and u to the labials,
j J®se are the obvious organic relationships, but there are others, more difficult of

»rumination, depending on auricular or euphonic causes,
ine various euphonic phenomena also require to be described and their laws
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and mechanism of words, and runs through the 'whole language,
supplying the means by which the mind finds expression for every
idea simple or complex.

ascertained. Those consisting in mere echo, or repetitions of sounds, and the
alteration of one sound for harmonic accommodation to another, present no difficulty.
But the various kinds of euphony of this class should be collected. The contrast
of sounds is as common a source of euphony as their agreement, and here there is
more room for investigation in ascertaining the various natural kinds of euphonic
opposition and those which particular languages affect. It will probably be found
that euphonic habits have a certain natural relationship, so that the prevalence of
a particular kind implies the presence of some allied to it, and the absence of others
opposed to it.

A peculiar euphonic tendency of very considerable ethnological importance if
that of inverted syllables. It is sometimes exhibited voluntarily in our own speech;
often in the first efforts to acquire the pronunciation of the words of a language
differently articulated ftom that of the imitator, and amongst some races it is
purposely adopted .either for concealment or amusement. The Malays use it for
the latter purposes under the name of bhasa bait (literally reversed speech). But
the knowledge of it, although the trick is simple enough, is by no means universal
or even common. Poko becomes kopo, opok &c. This natural tendency is often
exhibited in the passage of a word through different dialects, and it must therefore be
born in mind in etymological investigations. ' Where not accidental, it evidently
arises from the delight in preserving identity with apparent change. Jt may be
termed an inverted echo.

Changes of Sounds. No systematic attempt has yet been made to ascer-
tain under what natural laws sounds are expanded and changed, nor has it
even been noticed, so far as I am aware, how much of this depends upon the
natural operation of the respiration. This goes on continually, ana every
vocal articulation is a violent interruption and suspension of the respiration.
Every consonant is accompanied by an involuntary respiratory breathing, and
even after every vowel there is a breathing in the return of the organs to their
state of repose and preceding the recommencement of the natural breathing.
Now this ,wnispered or involuntary syllable, by a strengthening of the vocalization
becomes vocal also, and I have little doubt that this natural process, accom-
panying or immediately following the decay of the tones, was a principal agent
in converting the monosyllabic into the dissyllabic languages of eastern Asia.
A peculiarity in the articulation of an individual might originate dissyllabic words.
This peculiarity is now one of race amongst the Polynesian nations. They cannot
pronounce a consonant without rendering the succeeding breathing vocal. In
other words they have no pure consonants, al| are vocalic. In the Malayan races
the same indolence of articulation prevails to a large extent. Thus English and
other foreign words which end in a consonant have the involuntary after—breathing
vocalised. The vocalic tendency appears to be the effect o£ a relaxed articulative
energy. To produce a coalition of pure consonants, and to restrain the natural
tendency to vocalise the after-breathing of final consonants, requires a certain
effort, and languages to winch this effort is habitual, indicate the possession of»
considerable degree of mental energy. A more indolent organism, a decay of
nervous force, attends the vocalic tendency. The phonetic degeneration of Sanskrit
to Bengali, Latin to Italian and Spanish, Western to S. Eastern Malayan are analo-
gous facts resulting from similar causes. The vocalic habit of the monosyllabic races
stands on a somewhat different footing. Many of their vowels are very far from
being pure vocalic breathings. On the contrary they require an articulation ap-
proaclung closely on the consonantal, accompanied by a very constrained breathing
and a strong intonation. They are in met inchoate consonants rather than pure vowefe-
1 f they were proper vowels the language could not exist in a monosyllyabic form. *•
would be difficult to pronounce that these peculiar sounds are not original ana
natural, but is is very clear that their preservation, and the loss of all proper termi-
nal consonants, has been owing to a strongly developed taste for this kind ot euphony*
which has resisted the natural tendency to completely articulated consonants. W6

shall see in a subsequent paper that it is only [in the highly cultivated Chinese dialect*
that this euphonic predeliction has been fully maintained.

M.uch of the imperfection of our phonetic notions arises, I am convinced, fija*
rbe influence of the alphabet. We come to regard consonants as having an inde-
pendent existence in nature as well as vowels. In feet there are no such sounds i»
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Ideology*
5. If we now pass from the sensible or material to the ideal aspects

?f language, we find the ordinary grammatical analysis quite
inadequate to explain the phenomena presented by the Malayan
languages. We may retain its method so for as it goes, depriving
lt of much of its pretensions, and we may adopt its nomenclature
with some modifications, but we shall find ourselves compelled to
^e a broader and more natural view of language as a basis for
the description and analysis of the Malayan. The deficiencies of
toe common grammatical system appear to us to be mainly attribu-
table to the influence which the study of dead languages has
exercised on the minds of philologists. A highly cultivated lang-
Uage which exists only in books, has necessarily a mechanical
^spect, and its analysis partakes of a similar character, f But
*°r the classical direction of linguistic studies, it can hardly be
doubted that the inductive philosophy, which has long produced
such brilliant results in other sciences, would have completely
•"^modelled that of language in England. As it is, we are only
now beginning slowly and with some reluctance, to receive the
'Qipulse and direction which Germany, throwing off the trammels
°f ancient methods, has recently given to philology.

6. In the present preliminary suggestions we must be understood
to have purely oral languages mainly in view. Many new consi-
derations must be introduced when the influence of an alphabet
begins to be felt. We shall advert to this part of the subject when,
in a future paper, we investigate the alphabets of the Archipelago
*nd the peculiarities referable to their prevalence, on a comparison of

||*ture. Every consonant is merely a particular mode of interrupting the w «mxi«*,
•jut is therefore triplex. There is the initial breathing, the sound produced by the
Th 1 o l )8 truct ion> a n d the terminal breathing when the obstruction is removed.
JvJ\ kst is involuntary, and respiratory. If every breathing that goes to the
' ^ t i o n of a consonaribe vocalised it becomes a dissyllable. Thus b is aba, k
tfL* a &LCm ^e P 4 8 3 1 1 ^!! vowels into consonants, or the production of interme-
r*te sounds, demands elucidation. The sudden checking of the breathing in a vowel
?™duces a kind of inchoate consonant, which most naturally approximates to guttu-
!?*'> because in every stoppage of the breath the innervocalprgans must act. When at
?Je same time the higher organs modify the shape of the oral cavity, but without
^t ing the full consonantal obstructions, inchoate or consonantal vowels are
Produced.
h This word which in its special linguistic application, we adopt from Mr
L*uP?nceau may be defined to be the science of the structure of sentences, em-
? ^ ? 8 the'methods which different languages adopt to connect and modify words
in«i e ^pression of ideas in actual speech. We would however extend it so as to
ifc*ude the^deolocy of the separate woi-ds and of the vocabulary as a whole, that
ohZ *fction of words to the mental character and habits of the race. This isOh,., nat ion Of WOrdS tO tne menuu umnwici ouu uowin ui iuc IBKC. XIUB 19
t"v?t°U8ly distincuishable from Etymology. When etymology has traced a word
Mi«i ^t form the questions still await us, what-was its precise meaning m
H,l??efuage of its birth under what linguistic necessity did it originate, and what

/ y t e relations to the national modes of thought and character?
*oiLrVen tfte study of a living language when mainly based on its elaborate deve-
hvS?1*8 in wri tincrf and in speech under the influence of tastes and habits produced
iMpWjttB, tends somewhat to obscure the perception of language in its essential
t\to Pttnu'tive oral form. The less the mind is influenced by written compositions,

more direct and accurate will be our notions of the Malayan languages.
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the few written with the numerous unwritten tongues of this region.
7. To describe any language we must view it in relation to man

fenerally and to the particular race to which it belongs. We must
rst consider what the objects are which every language must

accomplish, and next the different decrees and modes in which
these objects are accomplished in different classes, before we
can appreciate the character of the particular tongue which may
form the subject of our investigations. Theoretically and absolute-
ly speaking, we may say that language is the complete expression
of human nature fully developed;* but the kinds and degrees of
human developement are and have been very various, and language
must vary accordingly. Moreover no language gives full expres-
sion to the minds of any race, and least of all to those in the
lower ethnic stages. If we say, as we must, that every language
accomplishes its object, we must explain that object to be the ex-
pression of the people who speak it in all things which they deem
worthy of expression. Subject to these qualifications, we may say
that every language is a reflection of the mind. Its contents and
methods are those of the mind. It contains, reflected or represented
by names, the physical and mental substances and acts which are
ideally represented in the mind, in their seperate identity and in
their connections and relations. It reflects in like manner the
perceptions, emotions, volitions and ratiocinations of the mind itself*
Whatever method and classification are true and natural for the
phenomena of the mind must be so also for philology, and every
other must be defective or artificial. Whatever ultimate principled
metaphysics and its allied sciences can discover in the natural
history of the mind, the same will prove ultimate principles in the
natural history of language.f

• Note on the metamorphic power inherent in speech, from its being a pro*
petty and not merely a possession of the mind. The definition in the text is ideal*
Language thus complete might be exhibited by means ofwriting, but it could never
exist as a possession and instrument of any one mind, qpo every individual min**
some large portion of it would be dead. There is a two-fold aspect of languag*
which we may notice here lest it should be thought we overlooked it. It isJ*|
once a possession and a property or faculty; a possession in so far as it is acquired
from without and laid up in the memory, a property in that its whole use is depefl'
dent on the power and constitution of our own mind. The same property of mi^
which enables us to use a language acquired from others would necessarily be adJJ

speaking is a speech inventing. It is the exercise of the same faculty which
language originally. Speech depending on such a faculty, it follows th
living language is in a constant state of change. Every original and i
mind of any power gives an impetus to this change, within the reach of i
fluence There is no uch thing as a fixed living language The proces

he reach of its o * * ! ^
f *1^

mind of any power gves an p g, !^
fluence. There is no such thing as a fixed living language. The process of crea*1^
has been going on since the beginning of the race, continues still, and will conttf"*.
till the race and the language are extinct. There is a perpetual growth, decay *"
reproduction. ' Wherever there is most growth there is most decay. •Writing *^
long periods preserves fading and obsolete words and powers of words, so that a P̂ j
action of mind towards the past can bring them to life again. In the slower*11

Wider ideological progression, the hand of time cannot be thus put back. a
t Hence philology is a test of the soundness of metaphysical speculations.
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Necessity for a natural history of minds.
8. But as every individual and every national mind has its peculiar

characteristics which are reflected in its language, the science of
mind must also descend from its high generalizations, and become
an humble observer of idktirasies before it can go hand in hand with
philology in developing tne science of races. There must be a
comparative natural history of minds as well as a comparative
natural history of languages.* The abstractions of ordinary

have already said that mind and language have a mutually caused development,—
there being them a perpetual action and re-action,-—and that both must be
embraced in one study. The highest analysis of language partakes of the abstract-
ness of the highest analysis of metaphysics, but they at the same time open a
constant passage into the concrete or make the real run parallel with the confine
and correct ideal.

* " So then the first article of this knowledge is to set down sound and true dis-
tributions, and descriptions of the several characters and tempers of men's natures
and dispositions, especially having regard to those differences which are most radical,
m being the fountains and causes of the rest,, or most frequent in concurrence or
commixture; wherein it is not the handling of "a few of them in passage, the better
to describe the mediocrities of virtues, that can satisfy this intention: for if it de-
serve to be considered, ' that there are minds which are proportioned to great
matters, and others to small/ which Aristotle handleth or ought to have handled
by the name of magnanimity; doth it not deserve as well to be considered,' that
there are minds proportioned to intend many matters, and others to few V So that
some can divide themselves, others can perchance do exactly well, but it must be
but in few things at once; and so there cometh to be a narrowness of mind, as well
as a pusillanimity. And again,' that some minds are proportioned to that which
may be dispatched at once, or within a short return of time; others to that which
begins afar off, and is to be won with length of pursuit.'

Jam turn tenditque fovetque.
So that there may be fitly said to be a longanimity, which is commonly also as-
cribed to God as a magnanimity. So farther deserved it to be considered by Aris-
totle, * that there is a disposition in conversation, supposing it in things which do
in no sort touch or concern a man's self, to soothe and please; and a disposition
contrary to contradict arid cross:' and deservethit not much better to be considered,
' that there is a disposition, not in conversation or talk, but in matter of more
serious nature, and supposing it stilt in things merely indifferent, to take pleasure
m the good of another and a disposition contrariwise to take distaste at the good

dignity or malignity^Hfcl therefore, I cannot sufficiently marvel, that this part of
knowledge, touchin^Pi several characters of natures and dispositions, should be
°mitted both in morality and policy, considering it is of so great ministry and sup-
Peditation to them both. A man shall find in the traditions of astrology some
pretty aud apt divisions of men's natures, according to the predominances of the
Planets • lovers of quiet, lovers of action, lovers of victory, lovers of honour, lovers
of pleasure lovers of arts, lovers of change, and so forth. A man shall find in the
wisest sort of these relations, which the Italians make touching conclaves, the
Matures of the several cardinals handsomely and lively painted forth; a man shall
*& d' frence the denominations of sensitive dry formal

he several cardina y y pa ; l
&eet with in «»verv day's conference, the denominations of sensitive, dry, formal.

real, humorous certain, 'huomo di pruna impressione, huomo di ultima impressione,'
^d the like * 'and yet nevertheless, this kind of observations wandereth in words,
^u t is not fixed in inquiry. For the distinctions are found, many of them, but ws
include no precepts upon them: wherein our fault is the greater, because both
history noesv aud daily experience, are as goodly fields where these observations
S*0* • wherectf we make a few poesies to hold in our hands, but no man bringeth
them to the confectionary, that receipts might be made of them for the use of life.

Of much like kind are those impressions of nature, which are imposed upon the
^d by the sex by the age, by Iht religion, by health and sickness, by beauty and
deformity, and the like, which are inherent, and not extern; and again those which
1116 caused by extern fortune: as sovereignty, nobility, obscure birth, riches, want,
Magistracy, privateness, prosperity, adversity, constant fortune, variable fortune,

K l l
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grammar and metaphysics are useful as means, but they cannot
lead to important ends in themselves, and they are positively*
pernicious if they induce the mistaken notion that they contain the
science of language and mind, a science which can only grow
out of a patient observation of differences in mental constitution.
Human nature in the abstract can ne*r be the foundation of a
genuyie science. Men and nations are not to be measured by ideal
standards; instead of dogmatising a priori, we must build up a
knowledge of the developments of the human mind from the
observation of individual temperaments and qualities. We should
make much more rapid progress if we could teach ourselves, in
such enquiries, to view the mind as dispassionately as we view
the other phenomena of nature, to look upon mental power,
while wedded to the body, as a property of the human organism,
and dependent for all its peculiarities on that organism, as the
fruit is for its comparative shape, size, flavour and other qualities
on the tree from which it hangs.

Synthetic and Analytic minds and languages.

9. We can merely indicate the direction in which we think
linguistic researches should be pursued, and the general bearing
of the views which will guide our own enquiries. To attempt
any accurate descriptions of idiocrasies would be a work of much
difficulty, and at least demand a paper for itself. To illustrate
our meaning, we may notice one very obvious distinction between
different minds and races. In some we see a delight in facts
as they present themselves. In others an indisposition to take
things as they seem to be, and a constant tendency to penetrate
into hidden connections and causes, The perfection of the one
quality requires much impressibility, and a genuine relish for and
willing repose upon particulars. The perfejlkm of the other
quality requires a strong analytical and l o f l p faculty. The
highest order of minds unite both the synthetic and analytic

rising per saltum, per gradtu, and the like. And therefore we see that Plautu*
maketh it a wonder to see an old man beneficent, * benignitas hujus ut adolescen-
ruli eat.' St. Paul concludeth, that severity of discipline was to be used to the
Cretans,' Increpa eos dure,' upon the disposition of their country, 'Cretenses semper
mendaces, malae bestiae, ventres pigri.' Sallust noteth, that it is usual with king*
to desire contradictories; 'Sed plerumque regice voluntates, ut vehementes sunt.
sic mobiles, scepeque ipsee sibi adverse.' Tacitus observeth how rarely raising of
the fortune mendeth the disposition,' Solus Vespasianus mutatus in melius.' Pin-
jiarus maketh an observation, that great and sudden fortune for the most part
tlefeateth men, ' Qui magnam felicitatem concoquere non possunt.' So the Psalm
sheweth it is more easy to keep a measure in the enjoying of fortune, than in the
increase of fortune; ' Divitiee si affluant, nolite cor apponere/ These observations

-and the like, I deny not but are touched a little by Aristotle, as in passage, in hi*
Rhetorics, and are handled in some scattered discourses; but they were never in-
corporated into moral philosophy, to which they do essentially appertain; as the
knowledge of the diversity of grounds and moulds doth to agriculture, and the
knowledge of the diversity of complexions and constitutions doth to the physician;
except we mean to follow the indiscretion of empirics, which minister the same
medicines to all patients."—BAOON (Adv. of Learn.)
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powers. A glance at any language sjiews which of these
idiocrasies has predominated in its formation, and this simple
and obvious classification of minds furnishes one very valuable
means of comparing languages, and one which we shall have
frequent occasion to apply.* We need hardly observe that this,
and all those other differences which distinguish man from man
and race from race are in degree only, for all minds and languages
exhibit the same faculties and tendencies. All language is based
on comparison and analysis, since the very condition of its
existence is the referring of particulars to generals. Where the
analytical faculty is strong, the> isolated naming of particulars is
sooner limited, because all new ones that present many analogies
to previously named species are referred to them, with or without
*>ome qualitive indicative of their peculiarities.

The mode in which the mind adapts language to the infinite
number and variety of natural phenomena.

10. The distinct subjects of language being exceedingly and inde-
finitely numerous, it must be capable of an equally great and
unlimited power of variation. How is this accomplished ? Each
°bject might be represented by a distinct sound. Every individual
thing to which a man was consciously related might have a name.
Now although man is capable of being conscious of the vast and
ceaseless variety of individuals which nature presents, he is only
capable of an elective attraction to a very small proportion of
them. The impression made by the remainder is necessarily
evanescent.f Take an object having a vast number of individuals,
such as a tree clothed with branches, leaves and fruit. We may
tix our observation on a particular leaf or fruit so as to apprehend
lt in its individual dimensions, shape, colour, motion and other
qualities, but we cannot repeat the process for every other leaf
°r fruit. When objects are thus numerous, or their differences

Ire a minute Hservation which we have no motive to bestow,
mind does not distinctly apprehend them as individuals,

as multiples of one or more individuals. The foliage of a tree
.ls one leaf or a few leaves repeated. J Hence notRms and names

specific instead of individual. § As the differences become

It enters to a certain extent into Du Ponceau's classification of languages as
, analytic, synthetic, polvsynthetic and mixed. The first n A e is a

- -met , for the Chinese is a peculiarly syntactic language.
f In feet when a strong elective attraction takes place, the very consciousness is

8tt8Pended. Of the other things present we are insensible.
A i The mind receives the full impression of one or more leaves, detects no striking
j!~*°rences in the others and transfers the impression to them all, but there ha,
2*^y been an elective attraction to the few. In proportion as observation of differ-
?IJJ*» requires attention, it becomes less attractive. Nature warns us off from an
^Profitable waste of action. But when these minute differences, from a new de-
nt «Pm e n t Md direction of the mind, become scientifically important, they become

"S ««ne time more easily observed.
J rhe process necessarily applied to things numerous, nearly identical in their

and presenting themselves as parts of a whole, is also extended to
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more striking and easily appreciable the elective attraction is more
active. The leaf of one species of tree is distinct from that of
another species, and each becomes the object of an elective attrac-
tion. Each species of leaf therefore might receive a separate name,
and so might each kind of fruit and bucL,

There are two modes in which the mind, in its linguistic develop-
m e n t might operate on objects consisting of many distinguishable
parts. It might limit its first apprehensions to those parts that were
most nearly related to it through their uses to man,—to the edible
fruit of one tree, to the leaf of another*,—or it might apprehend these
objects in their entirety without a«close discrimination of their parts.
In probably acted in both ways. Whatever was directly connected
with man's wants had the highest importance, and whether it was a
whole or a part, received a distinct name. Whatever strongly excited
his feelings and attracted his regard would also be symbolised
by sound. Beyond this, discrimination would be feeble, and
only the whole receive a name. Different genera of minds
would act differently. The highly impressible and imaginative
would exercise a finer discrimination, and frame a more copioqf
vocabulary, while that of the morj gross and animal would not go
far beyond the pale of sensual wants and appetites. In every
region, whatever meets man personally must be the first* subject
of language. When that fundamental vocabulary has been framj
ed, it marks that the accommodation of himself to the region
has been accomplished. The arts necessary for subsistence and
protection have grown into habits, and his mind is free to embrace

objects not so obviously related. There is evidence that the first tendency of lan-
guage is to name individuals, and in different languages this tendency is sometimes
lone preserved in certain directions. But with the great proportion of the objects
which make up the external world, individuals of the same species are very numer*

1 ous. The operation of time also indefinitely multiplies them. Whenever this is the
case specific names must be used. Human discrimination and memory, nay human
life itself, are inadequate to the invention of a languagapf proper names. Such
a language indeed while apparently perfecf would onlyWfit for the intercourse of
a first human pair, or of those whose whole observation was in common. It could
only belong to a small society rind a particular limited locality. If substances ar*
not susceptible of individual nomenclature, volitions and actions, being mflni#
in their possible feumber and constantly originating, are still less so. Every Ian*
guage almost from its origin, must tend rapidly to become specific, and flfld
itself compelled to individualise by gestures and exclamations indicative of position
(the parents of article? and demonstr *1ves) or oy description (periphrasis). Abstrac-
tion isjiot a developed faculty. It is an inherent property or condition of a1*
active perception and conception. The mind canuot act without it. Nature doe*
not present objects insulated. Both within and without she pours masses f id6*!
upon us. But the mind, save when its activity is suspended or deranged,
reposes on these, nor is overwhelmed by them. It immediately feels an att
t t of the hl abstracts it from the mass d d it
reposes on these, nor is overwhelm y m. It immediately feels an attracp^
to some part of the whole, abstracts it from the mass, and devours its peculiarity
with a greedy appetite. The brain can image a whole landscape, but the attention
is soon drawn to some particular features in accordance with the elective tended"
cies of the individual, and the rest becomes indistinct. Hence abstraction j*
natural and even voluntary, and a faculty so spontaneous in its operations, and *j
familiar to the mind, must from the first almost, become an instrument of f^
volition. £

* In Malayu sonle trees are still named from the fruit and others from *
and in these cases we may conclude that the fruit only or the leaf only was o
Jy named.
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nature for her own sake. If the locality »ere unfavorable, de-
manding a strong and severe exertion of the faculties to main-
tain existence, his mind would, in its apprenticeship to the re-
gion, become permanently contracted during the many ages that
roust elapse before man multiplies so greatly as to conquer the
obstacles of nature to a free life. On the other hand, if the
region were favorable to mind and body, temperate, and not too
sterile, he might, from the first, be open to the intellectual and ima-
ginative influences of nature in all their varied power and beauty.*

11. The objects with which man's necessities draw him into close
relations are different in every geographical region. At one place
the sea and its inhabitants occupy an important place in his life;
^ another the natural forest, cultures of different kinds, herds, or
Manufactures. Language varies accordingly, here growing in
one direction, there in another. As civilization advances, the
directions of external action become more and more divided in the
same region, and even in the separate communities which exist in it.
Hence in civilized countries the same town or district often shews
an expansion of language in several directions. In each, individual
objects are more minutely discriminated than before, and new
objects are constantly arising, so that from the Mink of the common
national language many separate branches proHed. The language,
as a whole becomes copious and minute, but it is outgrowing the
necessities of individuals. It is thus that in one civilized country
all the phenomena of a wide geographical region of uncivilized
communities may be observed. In the latter every race has a
great stock of spoken ideas in common, while each has made an
excursion of its own into places which still remain blanks for the
languages of the others.

It thus appears that the national idiocrasy, in the first instance;
secondly, the physical peculiarities of countries; and, lastly, the stage
°f ethnic developement, depending partly on these and partly on
the influences of foreign peoples, are the causes of the comparative
richness or poverty or languages in particular directions.f

12. It is obvious that in any direction in which the national mind
strongly tended, man might go on inventing an entirely unconnect-
^ word for each new object of his linguistic action, and this has
^ken place in most languages to a considerable extent. But this
Process has been arrested or greatly restrained in all languages, 1st,
% the rude habit of not discriminating minutely things beyond

* In the intrriour of the Malay Peninsula I was much struck with the relation
<!f thenore powerful wild beasts toman. They keep him in fear and check his
UfivelOpement in the infancy of the nation, and are instrumental in filling him with
suPerstitious dread. ..
. * Where the pursuits and methods are the same, the spoken ideas will approx-
jmate. Hence in distant countries and in different stages of civilization, resem-
7*inceB in this respect may be trased. Have the like causes evury where produced

effects ? In som« things a copiousness of nomenclatuy long ago used by the
Be of the cast is now found necessary for the man ot science in Europe.
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human wants, but seizing on broad resemblances, 2nd, by the delight
in tracing resemblaftes and analogies which the early linguist
passed over, and of associating things by these.

In the kinds of analogies that have been used for this purpose
great differences are observable. Some languages in this respect
evince good sense, and a true subordination of the less to the
greater. In others a rudeness and imperfection of judgment,
a cfiildish sacrifice of order and method to fanciful and trivial
analogies may be traced. Here indeed every, national idiocrasy
has depicted itself with a minuteness, a copiousness and a fidelity
which no amount of personal observation of the people could
enable us to imitate. Here they have unconsciously described
themselves, 'and preserved a perfect intellectual history of the early
ages of their development. This view of language requires to. be
systematically developed, as it is of the utmost importance for
ethnology.

A classification of the kinds of association that have operated in
the * production of any language must be founded on a complete
analysis of it.* All sensible properties and qualities, and every

* The Importance of Lexigraphical Classification is so great that we HJ*
tempted to add a few rejurks in addition to those which we made before. +

The lexigraphical puHtf philology, i. e. the ascertaining of the precise meaning
of each word, is one of great labour and some difficulty, but it is absolutely neces-
sary as the basis of comparative philology. It also opens up a wide and new field
for philosophical enquiry. When minute shades of difference in the application of
words, used as the substitutes of each other in two languages, are observed, the
question arises, is there any connection in these deviations, any ethnic peculia-
rity to which they can be referred ? This shews the necessity of considering
every word, objectively—and abstractly. It must be observed in all its external
relations, and limits. Its alliances, and range of conversion must be clearly defined.
Thus all words may be referred to certain definite genera, species and varieties.
Analytic classification cannot be applied in any direction without yielding results
beyond the immediate object or anticipation of the analyst. Language has not
yet been classified. The foundation is a good psychological method. We should
begin with our own language. The perfection of this labour would be that every
word would to a great extent be denned by its place in the system. The difficulties,.
to which we formerly alluded, are greater than those attending (he classification ot

analogy and association that takes possession of the mind becomes a «««..*« r - - .
capabJe of effecting changes in words. New ideal elements are introduced and oi»
ones withdrawn. All this tends to render language exceedingly complicated an&
irregular in its growth, subtle in its functions and erratic in its wanderings. On©
word by a new element let into it may glance towards many different ideas. S*"
at any given time, and particularly where there is an alphabet and literature,11

language is a definite though highly complex phenomenon, and not above tb6

analysing and classifying powers of the mind.
The notions which different races form of the same objects, physical and mental*

i h i l rs
j s , p y a l a

the degrees and kinds of abstraction, the particular phasis to which a word answers;
the power which a word has of accommodating itself to various limitations, cxPftJJ
sions and relations of an idea, render it impossible that all words in one languap
should be exact representatives of those in another applicable to the same objects*
When a race differs much in its development and habits from our own, itB lexicology
increases in difficulty for us. Every student of Malayu knows how insufficient
many of Marsden's definitions are, and that, even with the aid of his pioneering^»
large amount of reading and reflection is often required to get a satisfactory ^^je
ledge of a single word. The most delicate mental analysis, and the realization v
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specific natural combination of them, may be used as associative
principles or foundations of genera. The mind both in its intransi-
tive and transitive action, by subordinating nature to its own powers
and desires, becomes a new centre of associations, drawing into
Union objects which in themselves have only remote relations. Here
again we must remark that all languages, like all minds, have far
more in common than the reverse, end that many orders of minds
We operated in the formation of every language. We are not
therefore to look for an artificial adherence throughout to certain
exclusive kinds of association. In this, as in all other aspects of
the subject, we see the playful spirit and weak faculties of child-
hood and the patience and strength of maturity, folly and wisdom,
tendencies of the most opposite kinds, working together. When
^e consider that no single mind works always in a perfectly scien-
tific and methodical manner, but is active, vigorous and clear sight-
ed at one time, and at another comparatively inert and confused
—ruled now by one predominating tendency, impulse or view, and
again by a different,—how much less are we to expect uniformity in
a language. We must be prepared to find that in its developement
and growth many principles which could not easily co-operate
synchronously, have each had its dominandferiod. Each has,
for a time, become a nucleus around whicl^Jfr words have been
formed, arid old materials re-arranged and modified. If amongst
these we can discover any which has operated more widely and for
a longer period than others, thus proving itself to be related to a
lasting national idiocrasy, this result of our analysis leads us at
once to the most valuable ethnological comparisons and conclu-
sions.*

combinations and abstractions, which are not familiar to our own minds and our
*wn language, frequently become necessary. Here also we see how intimate the
connection is between linguistic and mental science.

In the preceding remarks we may see a sufficient justification of our making the
•"lalayu the basis of our comparative vocabularies in preference to English. The
^ords of the other languages of the Archipelago more commonly find perfect
tynonymes or close analogues in it than in the nearest corresponding English words.

* A completely artificial or so called philosophical language, that is one express-
m6 the knowledge of a particular time by regular and uniform methods, would
?*st classify ideas under orders, genera, species, varieties, &c. Having done so

y g ds, would
species, varieties, &c. Having done so

ngement of sounds, so that the sounds
a large extent, define it. In order to

r d d t i d t

c°ntained in the name of a thing would, to a large extent, define it. In order to
I1***, sounds would require to be combined into words upon a predetermined system.
•Monosyllables intent serve one purpose, and different modifications might be
^pressed b 1t owels 2nd consonantal vowels ab, ac, 3rd vocalized consonants ba
5 4th by 2 and 3 combined bac ; u ,
JePendinff on the order of the sounds. This monosyllabic basis might arged
!?.*ny required extent by introducing tones. Each successive addition of a syllable
**6ht have its determinate force. The combination of syllables and connection of
Vrds can obvio b id to an extent far beyond the requirements or capacity
S a y language.

short of unifo

e its determinate force. The combination of syllables and connection of
obviously be carried to an extent far beyond the requirements or capacity

language. We introduce these remarks to shew how much natural languages
ort of uniformity, and not to approve of the attempts that have been made to
a universal or philosophical language. We do not think such a language

be adapted to the natural action of the mind, and that it would soon be
n up.
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Ideology of Speech,
13. Hitherto wo have spoken only of the naming of things, in-

cluding substances, qualities, motions, &c. But the naming of things
is merely incidental to the object of language, which is the expres-
sion to others of our observations, thoughts or volitions. This to a
certain limited extent may be done by mere names, aided by tone
and gesture. It is not to be supposed that man began by inventing
names to amuse himself. He began doubtless by expressing his
wants and desires in relation to them. Words like perceptions
would embrace the object perceived, whether a whole or a part,
in all the entirety of its existence. What we now distinguish as
substance, quality, action or force would be perceived and named as
one. Primary words were not parts of speech but speeches. A
people with a strong synthetic and weak analytic tendency might
long be satisfied with a language in this simple state. But the
action of the abstractive and analytic faculties would lead to an ob-
jective perception of the more obvious relations between the differ-
ent phenomena, mental and material The recognition of force as

something very distinct from mere passive matter, would give rise
to a sense of the relation between the agent and the thing acted on,
between the subje^hd the attribute, and the mind, strongly appre-
hending it, would SJPT find a mode of impressing it on the language.
Like powers have produced like phenomena in all times. Where
causes are perennial so are effects. Therefore if we only know
respecting the remotest place or time that human beings lived, we
Jtnow also that a language existed in all essentials like our own. *

* Every nation possessed of the analytic faculty, and all have it in some degree,
must have exerted it from the first. There was no time therefore when science did not
exist. Language is the earliest of all sciences, and there are very few languages
which do nut prove that in the remote primary ages of the race, the scientific
faculty was highly excited. -The whole intellectual activity of man, observation,
imagination, comparison and discrimination, were expended upon it. In it every
successive discovery was embodied. It is the first phasis of science, or the reaction
of the mind on nature viewed objectively. Then, as now, the men of greatest
mental vigour and capacity were the great discoverers. Every language as a whole
is highly metaphorical. It is full of all kinds of associations. Common words ana
phrases, which have now received an abstract character, or a wide range of applij
cability, were, at first, limited to single concrete notions. Every extension beyond
this was at first an embodiment of original imagination, wit or wisdom. A novel
association or induction which once flashes upon the brain and is bodied forth
in words does not die. Enshrined in the winged speech in which it was born into
the language, it flies from mouth to mouth, exciting wonder and pleasure in every
mind where it alights to give its impress and perhaps to generate new ideas and
new speech, it survives the brain in whose vitality it took its form, and becofl^0

built into the language. Believing that this is one of the universal facts of ethno-
logy, believing also that, with infinite diversities in power, nature reproduces tW»
same specific kinds of human organism, bodify and mental, in all races and tflj
generations, we must conclude that the genius of nameless thousands is embalmed
in the language of every existing tribe. Every original mind that works through
the forms which it finds, and moulds them into shapes not beyond the tendencies
and sympathies of its age and nation, leaves some oilts discoveries in the language?
ajd thus enters into the life of the race in all rature time. For of minds thus
original and practical no idea wears out, and no word becomes obsolete, till tne
truth that was in it has become transfused into some other form or modification 01
form. There is change of form, diffusion of meaning and power, till all has
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14. Every speech must contain, fully expressed or partly
implied, an assertion of being in a passive or active state. It
ftay further contain an assertion of modes and relations of being
cither single or multiple. Now this idea of existence is necessarily
inherent in all things and consequently in all names of things, and it
is not necessary to express it separately. Some languages have
*nvented separate words for abstract existence, and where they are
Used throughout, the names of things themselves acquire a certain
degree of abstractness not natural to them. A lower degree of
abstraction is the distinctive conception of the modes and qualities
of existence. Different kinds of attributes may be variously dis-
tinguished in different languages, or all confounded in one genus.
Most have consciously distinguished attributes devoid of force, such
as colour, size, &c, from those consisting in an exertion of force.
Most have also distinguished between force as a mere intransitive at-
tribute, and force exerted objectively. Then again the physical rela-
tions of being and action to time, place and force, and the mental to
the desires, volitions, logical and moral judgments, must be all express-
ed with more or less distinctness and completeness. The more highly
cultivated the national mind, the wider become the demands upon
language. The more complex and numerous the connections and
relations which the mind can keep before it andjubject to its logical
power, the more complex and powerful has language become. Yet
even this is but a difference in degree. The English mind cannot
express itself fully in Malayu, and the most literate Malayu cannot
grasp the complex and involved structure of sentences which every
educated Englishmen can follow with ease, but all the ends of
language* are accomplished by the one tongue as well as by the
other. ^ The main difference is less in the structure of the lancmao-e
iftan m the respective logical powers and intellectual habite and
culture of the two races. The complex English sentence maybe
'esolved into the same simple- elements and combinations which
institute the Malay one.

15. There are various modes in which languages may accomplish
«ie above objects, thus common to all. A considerable variety have
been actually adopted, and many more are conceivable as possible.
lt may be assumed however that all the most practical have already
£°*ne into use, and that others are not adopted because they have

~~ & tried and rejected. During the many ages in which human
* had no other abstract science to cultivate but that of language,
infinite number of linguistic experiments must have been made.

U*t of the old vehicle and it is cast aside, but the living idea once brought into the
*f ODen day of language, irom the dark regions of infinity into which the human

w lB continually and unconsciously drawn, never dies.
an 'A m u s t n o t e however that the great multitude of thoughts run to waste, that
itBrtft* m *y be too far in advance of the time and place where it is uttered to root
bear ? ° P e r nunds, and may need the aid of letters, those "ships of time" that

, the living ideas unharmed across great gulphs of national barbarity, in which
.would otherwise have perished.
'• e. language as we have defined its object, ante $ 7.

L 12
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Of the known modes used in the world at the present day, most
languages exhibit some traces, while the proportions in which dif-
erent modes are availed of, and the degree of development which
each has received, vary greatly in different languages, and become
one great means of ascertaining alliances and community of origin*

Loss by words of the concrete character. Convertibility.
16. We have seen that all words are originally concrete, that is they

represent objects as they exist in nature antecedent to the action of
the analytic faculty upon them. The first step in all languages is
to deprive words of this concrete character, a step which must be
taken in the primary stage, since it necessarily results from the
conscious perception of attributes, which again originates in the
comparison of objects agreeing in some attributes and differing in
others. If no new word be added to distinguish the object as a
mere substance, as possessed of qualities, and as the subject or
object of action, it must, in losing its purely concrete character,
become convertible into a representative of each of these ideas. It
is only when a word has ceased to be concrete and either acquired
the property of thus changing its meaning with the point of view
from which we regard it, or been permanently restricted to one of
the abstractions iflB which the original meaning has been decom-
posed, that it becomes fitted for a developed language. In
the latter case a new expression must be adopted for the other
abstractions. If this be an isolated and independant word like the
primary one, the language still retains its original characteristic
as to its elements, but in its form and method as a whole it had
widely diverged from the purely convertible languages. If every
abstraction could be independently represented we would have a
language with an excessively cumbersome vocabulary, but one
needing no aid which the vocabulary did not furnish. Where the
original concretes have simply become convertible, some other
means are needed to effect the conversion. This may be supplied
by collocation. Where tone is availed of, the word itself is in
reality changed, for the slightest variation in any phonetical element
of a word, if purposely and constantly used to express a variation of
meaning, constitutes a new word as much as if every element were
entirely replaced by others. Where convertibility and collocation
aided by tone are not adopted or exclusively relied on, and tbe
invention of new insulated words is not carried far, as it seldom fe
generic and specific words expressive of relations may be introduced
to indicate the modifications under which the same word is used-
These relational words may remain separate from the words which
they modify and aid, or they may gradually become united to them*
The concretionary process thus recommenced upon the language

itself, may be restrained within very narrow bounds, or may &e

carried to a great extent, one in fact only limited by the sentence
itself. In the result the same sentence may in different languages
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preserve primary concretes dependent on collocation for their
abstraction and the expression of their relations, or may in addition
pall in the aid of gesture, or may fully express every shade of mean-
ing and relation by distinct substantive words, or may do so by modi-
fying the concretes and indicating relations either through means of
generic particles separate or united to the principal terms, or through
toeans of merely phonetical changes in the principal words, whether
°f tones or letters; it may be a complete analysis of the ideas involved,
Manifesting each link of a proposition in the fullness of its separate
•significance as it is perceived by the most discriminating mind, while
^t presenting it as an integral part of one chain of expression; or
jt may be composed of abstractions that have been again recomposed
Jnto concretes, and this recomposition may be earned so far that
fte abstractions which enter into it cease to ^e fully significant;
finally it, may leave many of the connections involved, to be sug-
gested and supplied by the mind of the listener.

17. We have said that every speech contains an assertion of exist-
ence in repose or in action. The shortest speech—it may be a single
^aoriosyl^le—does so. By the tone it may affirm, recognize, inter-
rogate, call, command, desire, warn, threaten, upbraid, insult, intreat,
express endearment, hatred, approval, blame, doubt, surprise &c. In
other words, most of the simple transitive volitions and emotions, or
the relations of objects to the mind, may be expressed by tones. Be-
yond this, uniradical speeches cannot proceed. To express one
idea as the attributive of another, we may use a separate independ-
ent word; or determine the concrete to an attributival form, or
change the substantive into an attributive by position* or peri-
phrasis, or by formative words separate, united or combined, or
by subjecting the word itself to an internal change of tone or of
sound. By the same means the substantival and active forms may
be given to words.

Subject or agent, action and object. Mechanical and physiologi-
cal combinations. Secondary concretes.

18. If we consider a sentence as a whole as involving a subject
Or agent, an action, and (where transitive) an object, each of these
^Ust be distinguished from the others, and this may be done by any
°' the modes already mentioned. The most obvious and also the
*?°st common, probably the original, is by relative position. The
*°rce or motion (whether mental or physical) begins in the subject
and proceeds from it to the object in all transitive excitements of
force. Naturally therefore the subject would take the first place,
the fo r c e in action the second, and the object the third. The subject
^ay b single or compfcx. It may be uniyerbal in expression and

compound in idea. Where the combination of ideas involved
no uniradical representative, or primary concrete, several

* It may be'doubted however whether position, when a substitute for relational
*}**> particles and inflections, works any change in the notion attached to the

e word itself.
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words must be used, and some means must be adopted to shew that
they are connected so as to form one subject. This may be done
with the linguistic energy of the mind in full action and operating
through the most plastic and powerful of its methods, or with the
lowest possible activity and by the most weak and superficial of its
methods. The latter, which we may term the mechanical, is exceed-
ingly simple, although it has its varieties and degrees. The con*
ncction may be signified by merely placing the words together; or,
these still remaining entirely untouched, it may be indica-
ted by a separate conjunctive word. The connection may not
be simply that of approximation or addition, but any of the kinds
possible in nature . The connective may be laden with any of those
meanings. The mechanical principle in its highest activity may
effect an actual junction, either leaving the connected words entire
and untouched, or wedging or locking one into the other, or lopping
off portions and joining them together into a whole, which will
be so far different from the parts in their integrity. This however
is more often the result of an exertion of the higher, or what
we may term the physiological methods. In these w#sce the
linguistic energy stul necessarily availing itself of mechanical pro-
cesses, but no longer treating words as something entirely external
and independent of i t ; we see it returning, in some degree, to the
exercise of its primary generative relation to them, entering into them
and working from within under the consciousness of this creative
and metamorphic power. The relations of connection may, under
the influence of this physiological power, be breathed into the words
cither while holding them entirely separate in place, or in bringing
them simultaneously into a union more or less intimate. The ope-
ration may consist in a purely phonetic metamorphosis of one or
more of the simple sounds of the words,* in an augmentation or
contraction in quantity, in the generation of additional sound, or
in combinations of these. Any part of any of the connected word*
may be thus affected, for every affection, whether extensive and
complicated or so simple and slight as to be just sensible, will serve
the end of expression. A single contraction, growth or transform

* Some races appear in the primary age of their language (i. e. that in whic
the roots were produced and the earliest ideological forms developed) to have h*d
a more accurate and full perception of the phonetic elements from which language
is composed than others. In this primary age some families discovered that eaclj
consonantal sound undergoes the same number and kind of vocalic changes or each vow«*
the same consonantal changes, and others that each sound is susceptible of the sain6

number of tones; the number of vowels and tones known depending probably
primarily on the physiological peculiarities of the race and physical characteristic*
of the country, and secondarily on the direction which the vocal imitative powe»
t k d th l d i t l i f l Thi di tkiy, y p
takes under these external and internal influences^ This discovery, taking pos
session of the mind of the race, and leading to a development of the language unde
a frill consciousness of it, must produce a far wider prevalence of regular hneti
and tonic conversions, than can take place in languages formed under a l ^K
tine perception of the vowels and tones. It seems h ardly possible however tn»*
there can be any study and classification of vocal sounds until it is made for ^
purpose of expressing them in writing.
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mation in one of the words may, by a reflection of the all embracing
sensibility and dominion of the mind upon the language, be di£
tinctly felt on the connected words and throughout the longest and
most complex combination of ideas. When, under its own slow
concretionary action words are at once united and phonetical-
ly changed, the mind,—losing, by the reaction of the effect on
the cause, the mechanical aid of the individuality of words in retain-
ing a full discrimination of the individuality of ideas,—can no longer
restore at will the original force of the component parts. The gra-
dual blending of the conceptions both induces and follows the blend-
ing of the words. The sense of their separate signification becomes
dimmer and is ultimately lost, and the composite word, ceasing to
be recognized as such, becomes what may be termed a secondary
concrete.*

* Note on Crudes, Aggregates, Concretes and Inflections. 1. So long as the fiill
signification of the component radicals is preserved, these compounds, whatever the
amount of phonetical composition and metamorphosis and however closely related
or comhined in the mind the allied ideas may he, remain a9 much words of two or
more notions as if they were merely converted by juxtaposition. It is only when
the sense of their separate significance fades away, and the verbal dissection of the
complex idea ceases to be perceived, so that the composite word becomes uninotion-
allike each of its original parts, that the term secondary concrete is fully applicable.
The mind operates on ideas allied and brought together, with an action like that of
chemical forces; the ideas tend to combine. Language keeps them mechanically
separated. The mental power is the stronger; it gradually transfuses the combined
notion into the connected words until they become unitfred.

2. The nature of the connected ideas determines in a considerable measure, the
extent to which this concretionary tendency can operate on the words. If these
ideas are in themselves sensible and strongly individualised, they resist this action.
In proportion ;is they are generic and abstract, they submit themselves more wil-
lingly to it. AVords significative of sensible objects are the least fusible; those of
sensible qualities the next. Auxiliary, relational words, which have no self subsist-
ence, and can only be insulated and made objective by a highly abstract effort of
the mind, tend most easily to combine with the words whose relations they indicate.
There are many degrees of abstractness amongst these purely relational words,

r-B^, as for instance the relation of attribution, particularly the species indica-
tive of possession and resemblance ; that of transitiveness ; cause and effect; and
°thers of this class that occur in almost every speech.

3. It may be remarked here that so long as vvords continue to be used separately
*9 well as in combination, the combinations will not become true concretes. But
when, a word ceases to run at large, and is only met with conjoined to others, the
sense of its primary individual significance may soon be lost. Again, particles which
never occnr save as prefixes and postfixes, and are therefore of all others most liable
to have their meaning diffused in that of the principal word, may yet resist thetheir meaning diff p p l , y y he
geatest phonetic submergence short of entire absorption, if they are not res-
tricted in their application. This is one peculiarty which distinguishes Malayu
formative particles from those of the Indo-European languages. For instance the;
8iJ?niflcance of the prefix me, nieni, men is not lost even in such words as inanjut
flw memaniet the euphonic junction of the particle and panjet) because the pre-
"x is of universal application as an indicaior of transitive action, and may be used
or not as the speaker chooses. Ifcis probable also that prefixes retain their sepa-
*?te identity better than postfixes, which more readily tend to sink into mere sylla-
bi0 prolonitions of the body of the word. The latter by preceding overshadows
them By reversing the*order the relational particle takes a certain, how-

transient, hold upon the attention before the principal word occupies it.
latin words columbam, columbarium, columbariua, columbulua; anguis,
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If the antithetical use of the words concrete and abstract were less
established, we should prefer the former being restricted to these
composites, as its application to primitive words is not consistent
with its proper etymological meaning. There is a difficulty how-
ever in finding a distinctive term for these words. Assuming as I
do that from the nature of the mind the earliest words are speeches

angmcoraus, anguifer, angnigena, anguimanus, anguipedes; present examples of
varieties in ideological composition. The first only is an instance of complete,
synthetic union. In the inflectional languages the coalition of the particles with
the principal words must have preceded the application of writing. The tendency
of speech m English is to give even the preplaced relational words a phonetic union
with the principal words. If a person who did not understand the language were to
write down sentences as he heard them spoken, this tendency would become very
apparent.

tion,
pugning F. von SchlegelV
Sanskrit and Semitic families, and Gallatin (Trans. Am. Eth. Soc. II. exxiiii, v.,)
confessing himself unable fully to understand W. von Hiunboldts distinction
between agglutination and inflection, and refusing to admit that many of the
American Indian languages have not inflections ot the same character a» those of
the Greek and Latin. It is generally admitted that most of the syllables which
constitute inflections in the Iranian family wrre originally separate words—i. e.
words independent in form, position end signification. It has been proved that
many were so. It is also certain that the loss of this independence must have been
by slow and insensible degrees, and that the inflectional roots existed as particle*
postflxed or prefixed before the change was consummated. Taking the Comp.
Grammar of Bopp and the philological reports read at the meeting of the British
Association, in 1847 as indicating the present prevailing conceptions of the distinc-
tive characteristics of inflections and particles prefixed or postflxed, we may
assume that this distinction consists in the former being annexed roots which, con-
sidered separately, have now no signification, while the latter are roots which,
considered separately, retain their signification. Bopp with A. W. von Schlegel,
considers the main distinction of languages to be into the unorganic and organic;
the unorganic consisting of uncombinable monosyllables and forming the 1st
class; and the organic comprising the 2nd and 3rd classes, the 2nd having also
monosyllabic roots but with the power of combination, through which tiny chiefly
obtain their organism and grammar, and the 3rd having roots which are dissyllabic
and triconsonantal, and obtaining their organism and grammar chiefly by the modi-
fication of the internal vowels. So that some of the distinctions that have been &
much insisted on by Huraboldt are passed over as comparatively unimportant. I*1

accordance with these distinctions the 2nd class would be subdivided into (a) those

dependence in form and significance is lost (inflection).
5. In Bunsei/s admirable discourse (Rep. Brit. As. 1847) the change of integr*}.

isolated words to mere particles of relation (either retaining an independence 0*
position or juxtaposed without any alteration or contraction of sound, accent
quantity or tone), and* the change of these particles into inflections, is frequently
referred to as a phenomenon of the highest importance in the development of la**"
guag B h i iddl t h ih i b di ied
beca yy gg
plained by Dr. Prichard are otherwise apt to mislead. In this stage particles
lost their independence in position and in meaning, but retain their phonetic
dependence either entire or with some change of form. This they do in most c t j*
from the principal word continuing to be uf«d by itself when the particulai' re»*
tion does not require to be indicated, and even dispensing with the particle when t»r

relation can be otherwise indicated or implied. Of 4he subsequent or last fltap
when the component roots of a derivative word lose their phonetic independent**"'
and the speaker is not conscious of their being anything but an integral part otto -
vord as much as any primitive or radical syllable, analysis win discover »»'
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°r self assertive concretes, we might name them primitives, if this
^ord had not acquired a more generic meaning. The most appro-
priate term is perhaps crudes, that is words representing the first
crude or unanalysed notions which the mind forms of external

s instances in these languages. Some have been already ascertained, and many
must soon he detected, for I cannot conceive that any language which has

rown off the monosyllabic fetters can long exist without a strong tendency to the
formation of secondary concretes. _ „ . , ._ ...

6. The difference between Bopp and Humboldt, and all the difficulties connected
^ith the notions of inflection, have probably arisen from not distinguishing or keep-
l1$ in mind the two aspects of language which we insisted on in a previous part of

er. Viewed as a property or function of the mind different considerations
j e . We look primarily to the mental state in whicli the speech originates in de-
termining the character of words. Language then presents a succession of mental habits,
Jttch of which modifies it. The original concrete or crude ideas and words are followed
hy generic or abstract ones. Language preserves the dissections and abstractions
tiadeby the logical energy of the mind. But the involuntary action of the mind
Remains present and powerful as ever. It never ceases to operate. It presents
"teas in their natural concreteness, and thus constantly opposes the logical tendency.
When this trndency loses its first vigour, the abstract generic words, no longer sus-
tained or inflated by it, gradually lose their independence. The natural or invo-
•untary ideas themselves regain their full influence. The most generic of the abs-
tractions may then become united to the names of things and actions, so as no longer
to suggest any distinct and separate idea. The ideas originally breathed into them
and which for a time were forcibly sealed up in them by a strong logical power, are
attracted and absorbed by the principal words, and as they ooze out of the generic
"nes the latter collapse and, adhering to the former, become an integral part of them.
The two ideas are unitised and so are the words. But what is the nature of the idea
formed by this union ? It is not analogous to a primary concrete. It remains abs-
tract because its elements were both abstract. It is a concretion of two abstracts.
Tims take the substantival abstract, a snaJie. Here the analytic faculty ignores the
motion and power as well as the inert properties of the snake, all which would
*nter into the word if used in its original concrete form, and all which do actually
exist in the mind latent or rushing on its consciousness and tending to overpower
"ie analytic abstraction. Conceive this substantive in relation to an event as ita
jause. " A mouse was killed by a snake" Here the word by represents one of
T«ie most universal abstractions that can be formed by the analytic faculty, that of
transitive power in operation, the relation of one thing to another as cause. If the
«»aly tic energy be not directed to this idea separately, do not rest on the by} but the
*aeas by a snake be made one, we get the notion of the snake as an instrument, and
*JS nothing else more or less. Every thing else contained in the original impression

ived from nature is ignored. The mind dwells upon this conception of the animal
e. The more frequently the attention h drawn to it, the more easily does it
*> till by habit it becomes a fixed notion like that of any natural substantive idea,

^ arises as spontaneously as that of the snake itself. Now if the by were post-
placed instead of preplaced, so as to allow the principal word make to fall on the ear
***» the by would not oppose the growth of this unitised fixed notion. It would

Sj^esce with the principal word and become phonetically united to it. So long as
mind retains any distinct consciousness of the by as something separate, the
oii has not become fixed, the synthetic composition is not complete. When the
lingering vestige of the independent phonetic or ideologic existence of the by

J Passed away from the national mind, it has become a true inflection,
v S u c n relational concretes differ from all other secondary concretes ideologically,
hough the phonetic process of composition is the same. The concretion of two

^ t i v e words always is or resembles a return to the primary concretes. Thus
words black and horse were so thoroughly united that the independent,

i of the former was lost, the word would be equivalent to a primary concrete
both the animal and its colour. But relational concretes are a still emit-

ure from primary concretes, and not a return to them. The ideas otmak*
are leas abstract or at least more simple than that oicolubro, which is a real
t abstraction. It is obvious that the preservation of BUCL an abstraction
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things, but this term is also sometimes specially applied to the forma-
tive base or theme of inflected words. The most expressive name,
and one free from the theories involved in both of the previous
terms, would be pleninomes or pleonymes (full names), i. e. words
must require a union of strong analytic and synthetic power, a union which no
race is likely to retain permanently in full vigour. Without this, the idea itself
must become dim in the constant presence of the living fullness and concrete sub-
stantiality of the ideas derived from nature. And if the analytic tendency again
predominate, the mind will require an independent representative of the generic
idea of by.

The extreme importance of acquiring a true and full notion of these distinctions in
order to understand the character of the Malayan languages, and some peculiarities
of the time-inflections depending on our conception of them and requiring ad"
vertance to a principle of much power both in mind and language, will be our apolc-
gy for dwelling a little longer on tliis subject.

8. Let us consider what arethe facts distinctly observable in the phenomenon of
speech. I assume the presence of ideas in the mind and the possession of the fa-
culty of speech. The nrst fact is the suggestion of the volition to communicate
to another certain of these ideas. Thus we have the sensation of hunger and the
desire to eat, a mental state of which the apprehension is of the simplest and dj-
rectest kind. The least reflective and analytic or most natural mode of communi-
cating the fact would be to utter tbe name of the sensation " hunger." The utter-
ance of this is accompanied by the intention of raising the idea of our being hungry
in the mind of the listener. Therefore however rapid and concrete the speech may
be, the mind for the moment distinctly conceives the sensation as a possession of
attribute of itself, because it is under this connection that it wills to convey the
idea to the listener. This attributival intention would be impressed on the tone.
This speech analytically expressed is "I am hungry," a form of speech in which
the fundamental idea is the same, but in which the mind dwells for an instant on
two facts not essential to the expression of the volition. 1st, the speaker conceived
of himself objectively as one or several persons, 2nd he conceives of the sensation
as existing at the present time. The mind therefore views itself and its sensation
relatively to other minds and times. The principal idea itself has become abstract
or separable from that of the person, because experience has brought the know-
ledge that it Is common to all men. The mind has acquired the habit of looking to
phenomena in their connections. It has become more intellectual and abstract init*
notions and habits. But the very circumstance of its having become a habit h*8

already rendered the analysis and comparison faint. The succession of ideas in tltf
mind goes on the same as at first. Volitions are as rapid and direct as ever. Tbe

old concrete idea remains, and communicates its character to the words. B**
even in the earliest analytic stage, where each term of the analytic expression in?
distinctively attended to, the connection was entirely an act of the mind, that i»
it was not directly named, however clearly indicated. The first form may be rail6"
erode or originaf speech, the second scientific speech resulting from observation,0*
a philosophical view of things under their different natural relations. Each relati°V
or connection is distinguished from others by a direct or indirect exclusion of &&»
by the speech. f

9. Let us now take the speech " I did love." " I formerly love had" " I fo&&
time love" " I past love"—analytic forms which actually occur in different l&nS1*8?
eg,—and contrast them with the forms " I loved" and " amabam." Here we Jj
allow that the terminal letter of the loved and the terminal syllable
are, in the mechanical view of language, postfixed particles, the d and ba s ig j
past, and the m representing the pronoun of the first person. Nevertheless m
mind they have ceased to have any independent ideal prototypes. The n^
no longer see them as separate, nor can they explain or define them.
is their operation if they have lost the character of words ? Thev simply
a particular state of mind. The idea of the past has ceased to be distinctive
ed up as a separate idea. But the words which have passed into the d
having been constantly associated with that idea, the feeling of the Pa 9 t>,fdeft
of remoteness from the / o f the present moment, continues to be suggested. * ^,
of time have reference to the person. The present is felt as near, as directly fltnfcted with us; the past as distant, and unconnected with us; the future ^° j^ps
also but connected with us by anticipation, apprehension, curiosity &c.
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not restricted to particular forms or parts of speech, amorphous
words. Any of these terms seems preferable to concrete, and we
shall at all events use the latter for those composites produced by a
concretionary process, prefixing the qualitive primary when we
aPply it to primitive words.
of the different times when separately conceivedareattended with distinctive feelings
"aving this relation to self. Now the temporal inflections do not fix the attention on
^e idea itself directly and fully, but, by the ancient association, the feelings we have
Eluded to arise almost unconsciously in the mind. There is no direct apprehension
°f the idea of time by an effort of the will. The idea of the action does not first
•rise, and then one of the time when ; but the suffix syllable or letter, having be-
c°me indissolubly connected in the mind with the sense of remoteness, it instan-
taneously and spontaneously suggests it. It rises with the idea of the action, in-
terfused into it. Or we may say it forms the momentary medium of the mind
through which the idea of the action is seen. This involuntary suggestion of states
of mind takes places to a great extent in language. In reading or listening many
Words do not suggest the substantive ideas which they represent. The ideas rise
fa the mind in concrete unity, and many of the linguistic steps rather harmonise
with than awaken the state of mind. Their absence would however be instanta-
neously felt, and our ideas be thrown into confusion. The abstract ideas run paral-
lel with the chain of words employed to excite them and give them a specific direc-
tion. The difference between this phenomenon and that attending the use of in-
flected words is simply that in the former case the attention oi the mind may be
arrested by the words so as to allow of a full substantive conception of the idea,
while in the latter the inflection, having no individuality, never can so arrest the
Attention. Hence if we desire to do so we must drop the inflection and introduce
an independent word—" I did love", " I will love."

10. The difficulty attending the attempts that have been made to classify languages
consists in their refusal to accomodate themselves to any kind of absolute, artificial
or narrow principle of classification. If we could safely assume that every language
was originally monosyllabic as well as concrete, this would afford a point from
which to start. It would not be difficult, however laborious, to classify the dif-
ferent kinds and directions of departure, phonetic and ideologic, from this point;
and that accomplished, each language would be definable according to the number
of these changes which it included, the extent to which each prevailed, and the
combinations of which they were susceptible. These definitions would at once di-
rect us to a natural classification of the languages. All that have hitherto been
made are necessarily imperfect, and will require to be modified as our knowledge
extends. Granting that some families have characteristics which are peculiar to
them, it is not the mere fact of such characteristics, but the comparative extent to
which they pervade such languages, that is of chief importance. Characteristics
which they possess in common with some other languages may exercise a wider or
ttiore weighty power.

II* Whatever systems may be adopted the distinction between grammatical modi-
fications produced by merely phonetic changes (whether in monosyllables or poly-
enables, whether by internal change or external addition) and those produced by
Edition, in whatever fashion made, of foreign words, in an entire or mutilated
state, should be carefully kept in view in all mechanical analyses of words. It is
Proper that every modification should be considered to belong to the former which
c&nnot be shewn to be fundamentally a combination. When that has been done it
should no longer be considered as a mere inflection, but as a postfix or prefix. In
this we only differ from F. von Schlesel's application of the term inflection in not
confining it to those kinds of internal modification which distinguish the Semitic
tanguages. The term has been too long applied to the classical inflections (although
Un«er the erroneous notion that they were mere inflections and not foreign ele-
ments) to be easily restricted now, and if it cannot be done, some other term ought
r° be adopted to express a distinction of so essential a kind.

12. The developement of inflectional languages must present thefollowing stage*
A« Ideologic m: All words are crude, simple, directly representing substances
•• they appear in nature, and thus rendering description unnecessary. (2) Abstract
°* generic words are added; substances are now represented formatively or i>eri-
P ' t t i s t i U . S3) The abstract words indicative of the most universal conne/tionff

to the principal ones and agglomerates are formed. Jn the earn*aU
joined
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Complex speech. Reflection of the national intellect by sentences*
18. The subject may consist of a pure or abstract substantive *, with

way specific words are compounded. (4). The distinctive or separate sense of the
generic words is lost. This takes place with isolated words also. It is the grand agent
of the perpetual change of language. (5). For the lost meaning or parts of mean-
ing new and more direct words come into use. B. Phonetic. A change in the
phonetic habit or taste of the race may cooperate with the incessant and unconscious
ideological change. Even words always substantive must yield to this. Thus
orang, (Mai.) man, may become or have been rang, oran, oran, olan, Ian, ala, la,
na, da, ra ; vowels may change also; thus ora may become or, ar, ere, er, &c. &c
the word actually appears under several of these forms at the present day.

* Substantives. The transformation which substantive ideas derived from
nature undergo in the mind. The idea of substance being the one primarily and
directly stamped on the mind by the external world and continually renewed
by it, is the most powerful of all others, and the one on which the mind reposes
with the most absolute trust and satisfaction, and to which it always seeks to
return. Hence its tendency to clothe its abstract notions with substance. This
habit of the mind is reflected in its language in which the substance is always
the principal idea, and the active substance the most powerful. Those potions
which are substances to the mind only may be termed ideal substances to distinguish
them from the real or natural substances. The mind, and language its objective
representation, make no distinction between these. Not only does the mind view
substances as pre-eminently real and important, but its earliest rational or scientific
tendency is to believe them to be endowed with active power and will. This must
always be the first philosophical result of observation. A more advanced philosophy
only differs from this in uniting all the natural manifestations of this power in the
belief in God,—this ultimate truth assuming different forms according to national
and individual idiocrasies.

The substantive may be the name of a substance, a quality or a force or motion.
The qualitive is the property viewed as united to the substance or as possessing or
being possessed by i t ; the verb is the force or motion ascribed to the substance.
J n nature there are only substances. The abstractive and relational tendencies of the
mind produce the notions of qualitives and verbs, which are therefore the expression
of ideal facts, artificial symbols to express the analytic and synthetic processes by
the aid of which only the mind can render its ideas thoroughly objective and
intelligible to itself. The mind is immediately sensible of substances, it receives and
images them spontaneously and involuntarily, and they are to our earliest concep-
tions, whether of the race or the individual, entirely subjective, not separable from
keif. * From voluntary experiments (experience) the notion that they are separate
arises, the first abstractive action of the intellect takes place producing the concep-
tion and the belief of their objectiveness. The same process is extended to the sub-

only conscious _
and we only become conscious of nature through a process which destroys her unity
and renders her a picture of the mind. She is never seen in herself but either as »
property of the mind, or from an artificial observatory and with instruments con*
btructed in, by and of the mind. The metaphysical notions of the verb aud
adjective are not derived from nature, they are modes and instruments of the mind,
by which she apprehends nature as composed of attributes and substances, thu*
transferring modes of thought originating in her want of direct vision or intuition,
to nature herself, and making them, by an illusion, modes of existance. But it
does not follow because, in one Bense, nature only ceases to become a nonentity by
becoming an illusion, that there is any imperfection in the mind. On the contrary*
intuition, if possible, would prevent the idea of nature as anything but a property
of the mind from ever arising. Judging from the only source of judgment, the ob-
servation of the mental phenomena, the mind could not have existed otherwise. B.J
her actual method only is the idea of Nature and God possible to a finite or created
mind. All language is the product of the finiteness, not of any imperfection, of tnt
mind, which, like every work of God, is and must be perfect. ..

we have said that nature presents noticing but substances, and that a11

beyond the reflection of these is the produce of the mind's activity. She compare*,
divides, transports, and unites the raw materials of observation, till most subst«nc~
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°* without an expression of its natural genus; of a concrete sub-
stantive and qualitive; of separate substantives and qualitives. In
addition, indications of the relations to time, place, number, order
a*»d force, (and these again either simple, or complicated by the
number and varying combinations of the parts of a composite
whole) enter into the subject, and these relations may be signified
*n any of the above modes.* The action by the same means may
J).e signified in its simple indefinite sense, or with physical relations,
?jpgle or combined (force, place, time) and mental relations (moods.)
•toost of these relations may be attributed, by the method of the
Particular language, to the subject, action and object viewed as a
J^hole, or to one or two of them. The physical are naturally attri-

ives of the subject, action and object together, although the
poral may be subdivided into those which properly belong to
subject and those which properly belong to the act. The mental

delations are peculiar to the subject. Those peculiar to the subject

*J have lost much of their substantiality and all their independence. In the toils
°\ reason, the sports of fancy and the commotions of passion, they are tossed and
jingled till they all more or less acquire a tinge of the mind's own protean nature.
Mnguage takes the impress of all this, and departs in the most wonderful manner
ron* that dry picture of the outward world which it originally, in great measure,

^as. if we could suppose external objects to be endowed with reason and to have
"*en conscious of their first naming by man, how bewildered must they have been
to see their prototypes whirled in the mental vortex till they became almost
^s delusive as fancy itself, at one moment presenting themselves in the mirror of
language true to their pristine lineaments, and the next passing into something
*lse or fading into purely ideal abstractions. To sober Nature, thus looking on
the picture held up to her by language, the whole might seem a wild phantasma-
goria. Such truly is the character of every language when viewed under its pri-
mary aspect of a representation of the outward world. The mind communicates
*U her own supernatural power and activity to ideas received from without, and
the transformations which they undergo and effect, are as rapid and more strange
Uian those which the combination of physical elements, and the action of the electri-
cal fluid, cause in nature. Indeed it almost seems that language had anticipated the
discoveries of modern science, and given man a grand type of the real mobility of
jitter, long before he came to view it as less inert than it seems to be, and learned

chemistry and geology that every thing that is transforms and is transformed,
the mind presents at every moment of her action, nature pursues as inces-
> and the power of both manifests itself in a perpetual metamorphosis of one

g into another after certain elementary laws which mould and direct their action
?ll(i are as instincts to both. Hence it is that the mind sympathises with natural
H^ Hence the delight with which she traces a likeness of her

• ihe more powenuij PUUUC auu >»« JIW mumg » nuiuim w i ^ , mm we mure

>**ied and rauid its manifestations, the more akin does the mind feel it to be to
!t»elf. it is in this gradual assimilation of the idea ofthe physical world to that
* k l - the mind entertains of her own being,.that thesecret charm of natural

livil»R fbreeTin matter identical with that which the mind manifests ideally?
* .* ^definite increase of number, force and action appears to be almost always pri-
?i\tively signified by repetition of the same word or one or more of its fyllabfes, an
tension of the word by a double development ot the whole or a part. This pheno-
^"ou is probablv universal in the primary forms of all languages. It retains its
V??plete power in many. In the Malay-Polynesian it is preserved in full action

ia *»th much force and variety of application. (See the paper which follow* this.)
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and object embrace the distinctions of intransitive or neuter (or
purely subjective); transitive (or subjecto-objective) with its gram-
matical subdivisions of active and passive; doubly transitive or
reciprocal; and reflective. These relations again may be complicated
by the subject and object becoming variously compound. Each
may involve not only many distinct notions under various relations,
but whole propositions, either uniting themselves by simple connect-
ives or including or overlapping each other. Nearly all the ideo-
logical processes above glanced at may be applied to all kinds and
combinations of relationship. The more intellectual the mind of the
race becomes, and the more abstract its language, the greater the
range of these complications. But the same methods are applicable
to the most complicated as to the most simple relations and associa-
tions, and there are no limits to their extension save those of the in-
tellect itself. However long the chain of ideas, with all their invo-
lutions, which the mind can hold objectively before it, so as to
embrace all its parts in their combination, language is capable of
representing it. Occasionally and to a certain extent in the choice,
but universally and much more in the development and perfecting,
of the methods by which language gives unity to complicated and
connected ideas, ethnic advancement most distinctly pourtrays itself.
Sentences are autographs of the national intellect.* In the ideologies

* In scientific languages there is a constant exercise of all the mental faculties.
The Bame energy which formed the language rules the mind. Objects are viewed
not isolated, but in their numerous, diverging, often complex relations. Such a
language can serve all the purposes of the highest exertion of the analytic mind,
-which a language that was purely synthetic could not do. It is a language based
on the study of relations, and depends as much on a memory of these relations as
on a memory of particulars. By words of relation every kind of modification can
be given to the meaning of a word or collection of words of which it is susceptible.
In the synthetic we cannot go beyond mere collocation, and the verbalizing power
is limited to a fixed number of significations. The verbalizing power in a thoroughly
analytic language, is unlimited in the number of its significations and in the
range of the objects of which it consists. It is organic like the mind itself. Not
only the perceptions but the processes of the reasoning and imaginative faculties
are represented by it. Not only the objective world in all its variety, not only
the mind in its objective aspect, but the subjective power itself. All the properties
and processes by which it receives and acts on ideas, are trans ferred to language
as well as the ideas themselves. Such is or would be the effect of the analytic
principle in its full development. Bunsen considers that the inflected languages
(Greek, Latin &e.) are the aim and goal of the organic developement, perhaps of
artistic but not scientific (Meyer). The most perfect language would be one in
which every particular idea and act of the mind can be made to stand out in
complete significance by itself, and in which the utmost combination possible can
take place without a tendency to concretion, that is preserving in all combina-
tions the fiill significance of each element. A chemical composition hides element**
80 in inflections and synthetic combinations, there is a tendency to relapse to tb«
concrete. There is no language that carries out the inflectional method. In the
Latin the narrow range of the inflections was probably an advantage, it shewedI •
desire to arrest the concretionary tendency. We need lferdly say tnat in speak-
ing of languages as analytic and synthetic we mean languages in which these
"•ujrtal tendencies respectively predominate. ,

The highest languages have been perfected by writing, the parent of all full afl<*
P ^ i j e expression of mind in speech. In unwritten languages the voice is the gran*
{Wfntent of defective structure. Words that have no cohesion in themselves JJ"
owMed it an organic whole by the living power of the voice. This indeed ta »»0
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of nations we see every stage of intellectual habit, from that which
has hardly gone bevond childhood to the highest intellectual energy
and cultivation; nor do we see the broad gradations in power only,
but the particular caste, direction and development of the national
mind reveal themselves. There may be much discipline and much
power with little true science,* great energy running to waste from
want of true direction-and this too the sentence indicates.* The
connection between the inteUect and the will enables us moreover

origin of all compounds wordfl and secondary concretes. It is an influence constantly
operoting on S K f a n ^ c r e a s e s in power as the analytic genius or culture de-
crSses The^reat multiplication of compound words appears thus to be a sign of
S e ^ s and r ^ e * . 'Ke«cess to whfch the a^lutmating processoffithe Ame-
rican languages is carried so far from assimilating them to the Indo-European,
ap^SiM^^ethemtoamuchlowerstage. It indicates a deficiency in imagina-
t i o n ^ t a t e S ; ^ e culture of the memory and in the power of analyzing laeas,
and Twant of freeAbstract power in words. In more intellectual languages the
mind retains theTonnection of the ideas in the most complicated ana long
drawn sentence, and the multitude of highly, abstract and generic words
fenders possible the greatest variely of combination The sense of each word
accomodStes itself to those with which it is connected. In concrete lan-
gaagpsthisis impossible. In scientific languages themutual dependence and re-
KtioTiq nfall the successive words and combinations of words are impressed «n the
& r i 2 S S « S 3 g ^ S ? the separate ideas conveyed by each. Each successive
*ord noT only contains its proper fiea but combines with what has gone before and
suraJts something of what Is to come. The American languages seem to want
thEf rawer of interweaving a long succession of words into a symmetrical and
o r w n W unity. In this respect they rather approach the Malayu-Polynesian
than fhelndo-Europef m languages. But instead of depending on collocation and
tone they run many words together into one. This must have arisen from an
inability to place these words together in sentences. The same difficulty occurs
in Malay Every attempt to construct a long and involved sentence like the opening
one in Paradise Lost necessarily fails. When we have placed a few words together
*e find that we have arrived at the end of a sentence. No further expansion can
*>e given to it. Probably the same phenomenon is exhibited by the American lan-
guages, and it was in the effort to carry on the connection that sentence after
Bentence was verbalised into a single compound word. But the character of the
language is not thereby changed, or assimilated to the Indo-European. The
compound verb remains as unorganic as the words of whose fragments it is formed.

Those nations which have not a high analytic power aiid have not consequently
$ven a full objective existence and importance to all the varieties of relational
^ords particles or inflections, can only express complex combinations of ideas by a
teries ofverbal agglomerations. Where the phonetic current is free, this exhibits itself
either in a humed rapidity of speech, or in the elision of parts of words, or in both
^mbined rTaWSan, Australian, Japanese). The Sanskrit itself carries us back to
* period wSnThe Inao-European languages partook of this weakness of the analy-

i^noa wnen UK ±I ia n d ^ d ep e m i e i l c e on a phonetic junction or conglo-
to expre99 the connection of the ideas. When the phonetic

\ complex combinations are mainly dependent on col*
racity (Chinese, Anamese, Thay, Burman). The in-

oinc languages is still largely impressed on their Malay-
de'scendents and congeners, as w£ shall hereafter shew,

considered the languages of Asia (except the S. W.
^ H I U O U and Semetic races), Oceania and America to belong

a fact onRdch I shall bring forward numerous evidences.
I of mind are born into each race and the general intellectual
nli imd"go a slow process of change bat are subject to tempo-
niv unaerB r n a ljo n a l intellect like the language

. . . _n .1 • «_.«!—i _• r •

m m o r e r i c h |y f ttl every freih refifal
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to conclude from the character of the sentence whether the race k
indolent or energetic, deliberative or impulsive, &c.

There is a wonderful difference in the degree of perfection to
which different races have brought the art of speech or the con-
struction of sentences.* In the Indo-European very great skill and
refinement are displayed in this respect, and also a rich variety. The
grand difference between languages in the stage of development
which these have attained and those of less cultivated races, consists
not so much in the preference given to certain ideological methods
over others, for the same methods are used by these races, as in the
fullness and accuracy with which every kind of connection is ex-
pressed, the number, variety and delicacy of relational terms, and
the skill and artistic grace with which the whole is moulded, f

Comparison and classification of languages.
19. The comparison of languages must be based on a complete

analysis and classification both of words and ideological processes. As
we have already said all these processes are inherent in the consti-

* The mere difference between the use of inflection-roots and separate
partttles or relational words appears to be very slight, and not deserving of
the importance that has been assigned to it. An English sentence ia capable
of aB much clearness, fullness, precision and beauty as a Latin one as far as
structure is concerned. Their essential difference is. in their phonology*
If the English were as vocalic as the Latin, if for instance our, the, of, fiom,
with, & c , were euphonic monosyllables, the difference in speaking would
hardly be appreciated, and this difference would almost disappear if the
ralational words were post placed instead of preplaced. In the euphonic
Malay if directives were placed after instead of before substantives, they
would in speech, unite to the foregoing words as intimately as the Latin
inflectional roots. Thus we might have ruma% rumania, rumaka, rumadi, &C*

kasiku, amo, kasindku, a ma bo
ksaikau, amas. kasinaltau, amabis
kasinia, amat. kasinania, amsbit
kasikami, amamus. kasinaka'mi, amabimus
kasikamu, amatus. kasinakamu,| amabitis
kasinia, am ant. kasina'nia, amabunt

t All which is directly dependent on the mental organism and development of tb«
race, and is in fact only its expression. Every particular intellectual discovery
(and I apply the word to every originl t h h t t h t t th t t i f tbjj

, y p y particular intellectual disc
(and I apply the word to every original thought that arrests the attention of tbjj

id d b o m e s an objective met for it, no matter what the kind) is impressed
Th lati d f t i l i t f t i l i l l i there'

( ppy
mind and becomes oj met for it, no matter what the kind) is impre
on the language. The relative energy and fertility of national intellects is there'
fore soon bodied forth in the national language. If an intelligent European w&J
never saw or heard of Malays could be found, he could from the mere lanuag
ascertain the intellectual characteristics of the race as compared with hi&
The Malay mind in the force and form of its perceptive, imaginative and ao
functions and developments would lie truly and distinctly before him, with niuc
its moral characteristics also. Its comparative feeblenessjtfidolence, subjection J|J
the senses for its ideas and its enjoyments, its want of str^Kvitality and fecun^M
producing an absence of intellectual enterprise and a conentedness with its o*
and poor stock of spoken and written ideas, its low grade of abstractive power snj"
ing it out from the great bulk of the intellectual ideas which the European ^"d**
discovered and expressed, the weakness and inconstancy of its attention and^J
•equently of its memory, the ferility with which sensational pleasures draw it aw
worn all severe mental effort, the consequent absence of that intellectual s t o ^ ^

approaching in complexity though not" in organism^those of the most cultivate
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tation of the mind and vocal organism, and any of them may appear
JJJ the most widely separated languages.* It is mainly therefore on
toe proportionate extent to which each has been availed of, and
toe modes in which they are combined, that we are to base a com-
parative ideology. We find the most beautiful processes of the
Ajghcst languages often appearing in rude ones. It is in the com-
bination of processes, the extent to which each operates, and the
Modifications of its operation by the influence of that of others, that
toe ideological character of a language consists.

20. It has not Iain within the object of these remarks to attempt any
criticism of the approximations that have beejn made to a classifica-
tion of languages. It has rather been our wish to suggest an
avoidance of premature generalizations, and a conviction that our
knowledge of the languages of eastern Asia in particular is yet in
*ts infancy, and must be acquired by commencing anew with a
Jjjgher conception of the ends and methods of linguistic research.
There is not a single view contained in the preceding pages that
tyay not be applied to these languages. It is only by approaching
them in many different directions that we can hope to understand
them. We are far from undervaluing the progress that haPbeen
made, and we even believe that the place which has been assigned
to these languages, from a ffeneral view of the peculiarities of their
formation and structure will receive little change, though it will be
more clearly and correctly defined. The question what constitutes
a family of languages has not yet been answered. Does agreement,
and what extent of agreement, in- structure alone suffice ? We shall
content ourselves for the present with this position that wherever
there is such a generaJ r̂esemblance in the phonology, structure or
*oots. of different languages as cannot reasonably be considered for-
tuitous, and points to a common origin, these languages may be
considered as belonging to one family. But to fix the true position
a&cl relations of each language, it must bejnalysed in all its pheno-
mena and fully and accurately described^ The value of particular
points of agreement is small. It is the combination of several kinds

resemblance that alone has importance in ethnology. Thegy
Nations, in a word, the inherent and all pervading weakness of the will, the great cen-
tral spring of the mind, would be as distinctly revealed to him in a few pages of any
Malay book, as in a history of the race.

* All the yarities of mind which caused varieties of language must be
^produced in every generation in every race. Each Idiocrasy moit to a
Crtain extent mould the national language to its own laws. When the

fall

^produced in every generation in every race. Each Idiocrasy moit
Certain extent mould the national language to its own laws. When
uiocrasy of the MHividual and the ideology of the language are In fall
Accordance, the ingnistic style of the individual will be most natural and
Phasing. When they are diametrically opposed the result will appear1 forced
"* comparison* Nevertheless as every language hat been developed to its
e*isting richness, by the operation on it of all classes of mind, it must have
a certain fitness for the expression of the ideas of all idiocratic classes of the
PeoPl h k it The first step then is a definite notion of th diff

Accordance, the ingnistic style of the individual will be most natural and
Phasing. When they are diametrically opposed the result will appear1 forced
"* comparison* Nevertheless as every language hat been developed to its
e*isting richness, by the operation on it of all classes of mind, it must have

rtain fitness for the expression of the ideas of all idiocratic classes of the
le who speak it. The first step then is a definite notion of the different
s of style prevailing iii a language—their relation to temperament and
rigy.
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elementary phonetic character appears to us to be of very great im-
portance for comparative and ethnological purposes, because it is
more likely to remain permanent than either specific words or specific
structural habits. The mere change from a monosyllabic to a
polysyllabic structure of words does not necessarily change the pri-
mary phonetic tendencies. The first investigation therefore in every
language is the phonology, and the necessity of this has hitherto
been so little recognized that for a time it is hardly possible to err
in making it too minute*
All languages slowly change. Dependence of the rate and nature

of the change on external circumstances.*
21. The application of the principles which we have glanced at ra-

ther than examined, to the change which language undergoes from era
to era is of the highest interest and importance. But we must be
satisfied at present to refer to our passing remarks on this applica-
cation contained in the preceding pages, f In this consists the science

have
countries, m „ .
subject as a whole is well worthy of separate treatment, and is of vast extent. It
would require a consideration of the ethnological character and history ot'eaoh race.
No great national change either in geographical position, in relations to other nations,
or in internal development, can take place without affeoting the language. Those
peoples which are most open to external influences must show this in their language.
Few have remained less isolated than our own; and none can shew better the effects
of conquest, communication of speech, foreign intercourse, internal developement by
men ot genius, by extension of knowledge and art, by ideas and words drawn from
the languages and literatures of other civilized nations, modern and ancient. The
comparative civilization and Intellectual activity of races are nowhere better evi-
denced than in their glossaries. Within the last hundred years we have added to
our language about four times the number of words contained in the whole vocabu-
lary of the Malayu.

t We have no light nor desire, in a purely scientific enquiry, to ftftgnme the
unity of the human race, bat if we do so Ind believe that nil languages began
wi<h a common piimeval vocabulary, or even that there are families of lau»
guages, it must follow from the*e premises that all unwritten tongues are
Incessantly changing, andtthat in process of time all resemblance, save in
structure and a tew scattered wo ids, U obliterated We think we can de-
mo nitrate from observation, and without any reference to the questi n of
unity of race, that this is the natural tendency of oral language in all unci-
vilized regions. A slow metamorphosis goes on even in wiitten Unguage* of
civilized laces, as is well illustrated by the German. How much more must
it be the cane with the who ly unwritten languages of forest tribes like those
of the Malay Peninsula.

If the laws of developement i. e. laws expressing not only the mode and
rate of developement when circumstances remain the same, but under the
known changes and combinations of changes,—were better known, language*
might be found to preserve the chronology of the race,jfcrnde one certainly
aomewhat analogous to tho geological. For instance iFkhe language of the
£andwlch islands has much in common with the Malay u or "umatra, the sepa-
ration from a common stock must have been less ansieut than in another
inland evidently peopled by the same race and similarly ciicumsUnced, geo-
graphically and histuiicaliy. iu which the language has more diverged.

The nomadic habit of a lace may preserve resemblance of language. 1*t,
because it implies a retention of the same habits under geographical cir-
cumstances which admit of that retention. 2nd, because it keeps open tbo
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of the divergence of different languages from a parent one, and of
the gradual operation on each successive branch, of external circum-
stances and events and internal development, in enlarging, contract-
ing, wearing out, and changing, the meanings of old words and
methods, and introducing new ones. In many of our remarks we
have had in view that more regular growth, developement and
change which take place in communities fixed to one locality, and
with all the social influences of congregated numbers in full action
from generation to generation and age to age, a condition of exist-
ence in which every external object and custom is linked to the
national mind, and in proportion to its greater or less permanence
helps to preserve the past in the present. But when we consider
language in relation to a thin and rude population, scattered in fami-
lies and small aggregations of families over wide spaces of* the earth,
separated by distance, or the natural barriers of mountains and
dense forests, we view it as divested of those influences, and subject
to have the development of every idea beyond those which are
common to all races, hindered, forced aside from it original direction,
or arrested. When every individual family or company that wand-
ers to a distance from a community soon becomes lost to it, and
this separation and. isolation is frequently repeated from generation
to generation, the primitive stock of spoken ideas and words can-
not be carried and carefully preserved, without a degree of intellec-
tual energy which is inconsistent with such an ethnic condition. The
most necessary and universal, being in constant use, are never lost
sight of, although they may undergo many phonetic and other
modifications, but the greater proportion of all the rest are liable
to be dropt by the way Mid forgotten.*

communication between the families of tLe race, ex, gr. the nomadic pantor-
*l Tartar, the nomadic maritime Malayu. But if any family becomes fixed
*nd isolated, with the loss of the nomandlc habit the language will diverse
•*• gr. wild tribes of the mountains. In theJVIalay Archipelago almost
*very Uland exhibits evidences of the co existence of both phenomena.
*»* first operation of such a region is ro produce a vast number of die line t
'am lies or petty tribes and dialects. Civilization and power, growing oat
of the increase of population in favorable localities, first check and then
r*verse this operation. On the great ethnic stage baibarism creates Ian*
CQafPn civilisation destroys them. The great ethnic power of the fiist ii
rel»uKbn, and of the last attraction. The farther we go back in the history of
*hft Archipelago, up to a certain epoch the more tribes and dialects we shall
P"d. There are single islands in it, of small extent, which9 having remained
''O&ted possess more dialects than all (he wide region of Polynesia. The eon*
* "«ion i* inevitable tint the population of the latter is comparatively modern.
T««y must have left the Afchipeago at a late epoch in its history, perhaps one
h°t long preceding Its discovery by the Peninsular Indians, and certainly
ttbspquent to the full developement of its indegenous civilization The allied
**nil!i|>ine and Celebesian languagesund manners direct us to the eastern part
°f the Aichipelago for the e»»nieitt seat of that development, a seat first occu-
f i fd atapeiiod so lemote that it precede* the origin of letters and arts in
'"•na, and was piobably coeval with the eailiestboat navigation by the tribes
011 the months of • he Chinese riven and tkoseof the Iodo- Chinese peninsula.

SeeJoura.Jnd.Awh.I.174,5.
N 14
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The extent to which the vocabularies of contiguous and allied
tribes diverge under such circumstances is so great, that the pre-
servation of even a few words of the primitive stock by widely
separated branches of the same family, is a remarkable phenomenon.
It cannot however be supposed that all the other words are separate
inventions of each tribe. This can only take place where the greater
part of the original vocabulary has been altogether lost, a case which
can hardly happen unless when a family wanders into an entirely new
region, or when a single pair live isolated. The circumstance of
many dialects with large glossarial differences, being often found
in limited spaces having the same geographical characteristics,
leads us to give most importance to the latter cause of divergence.
It is one .which may have frequently come into operation without
producing any permanent change. But instances must have oc-
cured in all jungle covered regions of considerable extent or broken
by natural obstacles into strongly separated tracts, in which men
seeking isolation, either from an unsocial disposition, or to escape
vengeance, or on account of loathsome disease, have been accom-
pained by their wives, and become the progenitors of new tribes.
A single pair removed from the accustomed haunts, deprived of
the society and assistance of others, and living in a state of fear
and hardship, would lose much of whatever copiousness of ideas
and language they formerly possessed. In the lowest states of
savage existence there is frequently a moroseness and stupidity on
the part of the men, and a habit of treating women as mere slaves,
which would render the mutual converse "between an outcast pair
a very insufficient preservative of language. But making full
allowance for these and even more unnAourble cases, I think vre
must look to phonetical changes, gradually brought about in the
course of ages, as the principal source of that "confusion of tongues"
to which we have adverted. From the great variety in the modes of
articulation, and of expelling the breath during the process, and the
large influence of a prediction for particular kinds of sounds, that
are observable in the numerous races with which we are here in
contact, I am satisfied that words may gradually become totally
changed. I am also strongly inclined to believe that the physical
character of the race, affecting not only the general nervous and
muscular system but the shape and powers of the vocal organs
themselves, has a considerable influence in this permutation of
words. The whole subject requires investigation. Its apparent
difficulty lies entirely in its novelty and in {jjie necessity for a large
accumulation of delicate and patient observations. The comparison
of the languages of the Archipelago in their present state leads us
to a recognition of this process of transformation. The changes
that have least affected the words are those that first strike
us* and they are necessarily confined to the commutation ot
allied sounds. But these are only the beginnings of change. In-
others we find the boundaries of the organic classes overstepped, a
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surd guttural for instance replaced by a surd dental. In whole
languages we find consonants losing their completely articulated
and vocalised character, and in this weak or half uttered form they
must, like the weak forms of the vowels, be more easily permu-
table. We find final consonants rejected altogether or increased
by taking a vowel after them; this vowel takes a semivowel (rig, n,
r , U or an aspirate ( h ) ; these semivowels and aspirates pass into
consonants of the same class; so that, slow and by many grada-
tions as the process must in general be, it is probably true that
there is no consonant which has not come, in one dialect or another,
to be replaced by every other. If these chants were abrupt
there never could be any effective phonetical study of the
history of words. But they are exceeding gradual. At every
epoch the phonology of a language is a united and consistent
whole. The transforming causes do not seize on particular words.
They are organic and affect the whole language. Changes in
one class of sounds imply changes of a certain kind in others.
In a great family of dialects believed to be of similar origin, we-
can first ascertain the existing phonology of each, and then by a
comparison of these phonologies as wholes, followed by that of
words in different dialects whose identity has not been obliterated,
we may hope to discover the direction of change in each separate
dialect, ascend to its earlier stages, carry back the divergent pho-
nologies to a common source and even obliterate the distinction
of races.

Ideal Conversion.

22. The principal agent in the change which aregularly developed
language undergoes is what may be termed the process of ideal con-
version. In verbal or grammatical conversion^ the principal idea
remains the same, the change is only in the relations. In ideal
conversion one idea is substituted for another. Thus ideas of place
are converted into ideas of time. This arises from the idea of time
being involved in the idea of relative place or distance. The element
of place is thrown out, and the locative remains a temporal expres-
sion. Sere becomes now, tliere becomes then. So the idea of
place involving that of the things or events at the place, the locative
idea is elected and the word of place indicates the thing or event.

23 There are many points of much importance which we have
omitted or only incidentally noticed, but we have so strongly felt
the difficulty of elucidating the more abstruse topics without resort-
ing to examples, thfct we have thought it better to leave this
introduction in its present fragmentary state, and reserve what we
We further to say for notes to the illustrative paper whichfollotrs.

24. In conclusion we would insist on what we hope has never been
l°st sight of in the course of the preceding remarks, viz. that the
Ollly path to a true knowledge of the past lies through the present.
It is by a patient and earnest observation of the phenomena of the
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Malayan languages as they present themselves in the actual speech
of the people at the present day, that we shall learn those principles,
tendencies and habits that first gave these languages their peculiar
form and characteristics. The same organic causes that give to
the Malay his distinctive physical and mental character, operate
on his language, and have never ceased to do so since they first
moulded the progenitors of the race. The mental force and habits
which make and keep him what he is, are as ancient as the race and
the language, and no amount of glossarial change in the latter has
any where destroyed its unity, or rendered it the less Malayan. The
phonetic and ideologic habits are perennial while the race exists.*
Let us study them in the living generation, not doubting that how-
ever far back we carry our researches, we shall still find in them
a true and steady light illuminating what would otherwise be lost
in darkness, or only lead us into endless conjecture and speculation.

Although we are opposed to the habit of breaking up what in
nature is one into departments, and investigating these separately,
and think thsjit in language of all other phenomena this must ob-
scure the tiuth and impede our progress, yet for the methodical
arrangement <>f facts in their details, some divisions like the follow-
ing may be made.

I. ORGANOLOGY OF LANGUAGE :—Language viewed exclusively
as a material, inert production, that is in actual speech that has been
delivered or written.

1. Elementary Phonology, or the knowledge of the material
substance of language. The description of vocal sounds and tones,
both simple and in their various possible combinations, with the
mode of their production, and their phonetic and anatomical rela-
tions, alliances and accomodations. To this maybe added the graphic
expression of ideas, words and sounds (ideogaphic, including em-
blematic or symbolic ; syllabic; phonetic or alphabetic; all which
treated as a general science, may be termed graphology.)

2. Structural Phonology. The description of the various lin-
guistic vehicles of thought, or modes by which the substance of
language can be used for the purpose of expression, including the
kinds of combination of syllables into words and of words with each
other, by collocation, juxtaposition and composition, the change
effected in words by additions, subtractions, modifications and sub-
stitutions of sounds and tones, with the causes of these whether
purely phonetic or euphonic.

3. Organic or Structural Ideology. The different applications
cf the structural methods.

U . PHYSIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE :—Language viewed as taking
life and form from the mind, both in its first origin, its develope-
ments and its constant reproduction in speech or writing.
. * T!?Te, a r e but few instances in which a race has been preserved pure and re-
jected its language for a foreign one.
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The vital power of language is neither the sounds nor the
structure, but it is intimately allied to themi, inasmuch as it adopt-
ed and vivified the former, generated the latter, and works through
both. , • • i i ,

1. (a.) General Physiology:—the principles or laws under
which a language is created and subsists.

(I.) HMorical Physiology:—the laws of change and progress.

?f S ^ S e ^ e a n i n g of particular words or the ele-

(bflHo^y of wordst-toe relations of the vocabulary to
the mental character and habits of the race. ,. ,. f4,

(c.) Ideology of speech .—The laws of the combinations of the

The history of words and their ideological

^ T D H S H W I C PHILOLOGY :—(a.) Particular :—The distinctive
attributes of a language in all its aspects, including its general psy-
chological character, compared with other languages. The deter-
mination of its place in a classification of languages. Its ethnolo-
gical alliances and its history as a w^

fb ) General. The ultimate philological science drawn from all
languages: and a classification of the latter founded upon it. If
this science ever be perfected it will contain the essential history of
the human race in all its various developements, stagnations and
degenerations.*

• " Neither may these places serve only to promptrOurlinvention, bat also
<o direct our inquiry. For a faculty of wise interrogation is half a know-
^dge. For as Plato aairb,' Whosoever seeketb, knoweth that which be
*eeketh for in a general notion, else bow shall be know it when he hath
found it ?' A.nd therefore the larger your anticipation is, the more direct
*cd compendious is your seatch." BACON:
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DISEASES OF THE NUTMEG TREE.

" God Almighty first planted a Garden, and indeed it is the
purest of human pleasures; it is the greatest refreshment to the
spirits of man, without which building and palaces are but gross
handy works: and a man 6hall ever see that when ages grow to
civility and elegancy, men come to build stately sooner than to
garden finely, as if gardening were the greater perfection." So
wrote Francis Lord Bacon near 300 years ago, and this pleasure
still exists in the human heart as pure and as fervent as when, 6000
years before, the first man was turned from his Maker's hands into
the first and finest of all gardens—the Eden of our Scriptures.
Inheriting as we do all the feelings of our first progenitor, that of
the pleasure derived from planting and gardening still exerts its
sway, and may be one of the reasons why with all of us there is
the intense desire to possess a little land to lay it out in flowers or
trees, according to our several tastes. Other inducements to
planting and gardening there are, than the innate one just mentioned.
What denizen of a crowded town, where nothing but houses and
men meet his eye, but must be pleased with the lively colours
which many of our flowers put on—but if we add—days of dry
monotonous desk work in an atmostphere no better than second
hand, polluted by the respirations of thousands upon thousands,
their refuse and filth, still more deteriorated by drains that cleanse
not, and by canals, the receptacles of the abominations of a large
city, where business denies its slaves that wholesome exercise
which lightens the body, and clears the intellect, which does more
than merely allow a,man to exist, by giving him the enjoyment of
that existence, will it then be wondered at that the business man
is ravished with the sight of the deep green jungle, or wakens in
the morning after a most unusually refreshing night's repose, believ-
ing himself in the land of his youth, when no heat fevered his
blood, but the cool winds, as they soughed through the trees, like a
lullaby soothed him to sleep.

No wonder is it then, that all settlers in this pleasant island, are,
after a short residence, so desirous of exchanging the town for the
country, a foul atmosphere for a pure one, business for pleasure,
streets for a jungle, and hot nights for cool, by which I dare
venture to say, ten years will be added to an ordinary life time.
To all these inducements I am told there is yet another which
would of itself kick the beam in the comparison betwixt town and
country, that a residence in the country and as a " sequitur'' the
formation of a plantation is a profitable investment of our spare
czah to which reason may be ascribed the pretty yet expensive

tions that adorn our hills, and which will ere long change this
nd from a jungle to a garden. In Europe, but more especially
threat Britain, the agriculturist has great facilities over his

brother in the East, and there the superiority of one culture over
in
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another, may be traced to the proper application of the recorded
experience of past ages as well as the enlightened present, to the
circumstances under which the planter is placed ; but here it is
different, for all is novelty with us, there are no records of the past
to guide us, while the recorded experience and science of the
west is little else than a dead letter. All that we have to guide us
*s the personal experience of each, in all cases dearly bought. Is
there a planter of ten years standing who, on a review of the
past, will not acknowledge that if he then knew what he does now
one half his expences might have been saved ? I would from tlus
"nie make your Journal, Mr. Editor, a record of each planter
when time and inclination will allow him to aid in this most useful

—««i me liuerrogaior, wnue ne wno imparts ins knowledge and
e*perience on one point may require to be informed in turn on
another. Allow me to Wreak the subject by calling the attention of
your readers to a Nutmer plantation, and to one point connected
with it,—the diseases which attack the trees and fruit.

The first disease in importance might be called'the Nutmerr
canker, from its resemblance to the canker which attacks the Pear
at home, but it still more resembles the «Lepra NWicans"
which attacks the natives of the East, and which daily can be seen
Jy the curious on this subject, in the miserable shed set apart for
Chinese paupers. This canker of the Nutmeg attacks the fruif
{nut stalk, and branches. When the fruit is attacked it appears dark
5 T S T r t h h i >with deeP W e s whi<* Pierce

h o f i h d i hf l
t h e d e p t h o [ a n e i g h thofan inch , a ndinthoseparte

fi fis^es are the colour inclines to a brownish black,
fissures run in all maifcer of ways, crossing one another like

8 S ? * 1 S v ^ o f ihe hand- Where these Wes « v £
ate 5 , ? ° *?• iIS* ^ WhG? " £ a n i Presente the brown aPP<*r-to A o u t s i d e f o r s o m e dePth- These parts of the fruit which
u tne naked eye are merely discoloured, when examined by a

powerful stanhope lens are proved to be rough and elevated
*>ove the natural skin, as if some insect haf^crawled over it, broken

e
ne cuticle and caused an exudation of the juice of the fruit. On

^amining a part, a little darker in colour, incipient fissures are
Th*—^ut w ^ c ^ P e n e t r a t e tfte cuticle to a very slight extent.
|JJ e s e fissures are seen on the flower stalk and the bark of the

inches and stem, which are rough and wrinkled, sliewingthat the
th °fl cut^cu^ar structure of the tree is affected. The moment
sjj lower drops and exposes the young fruit, on it can be seen a
br t r a c e °^ ^e ^sease* which increases with its growth the

^n aPP e a r a n ce extending and the fissures deepening, until the fruit
UJel7 °Pen9> displaying the mace, white in most cases, and
fully formed, or before that stage arrives the fruit drops off
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cut across by the deepening of the disease at the junction of the
fruit with its stalk, similar to what we find in the leprous subject,
whose toes drop off from the extension of the disease through all
the tissues from the skin to the bones themselves. A few of the fruit
go on to full maturity, opening with red mace and well formed
nuts. The quantity of nuts does not seem to be affected by this
disease, nor generally the healthy appearance of the leaves. Some
trees are but slightly affected, the brown patch of the fruit to the
naked eye having no fissures—but the cuticle is always rough
and wrinkled. The number so affected may be one per cent; the
number affected in the severest type with this disease is not more
on this plantation than one-fourth per cent. In Pinang, I under-
stand the disease is very prevalent so as seriously to affect the crop.

Of the measures taken to eradicate the disease, and their failure.
Three years ago, on first noticing this disease and thinking it

might owe its cause to the ordinary aphis, which often attacks the
trees, I ordered one in particular, about te# years old, to be limed
by washing the branches and stem with lime water; that fail-
ed. 2nd. Thinking it might proceed from a cold stiff soil and
defective nutriment, I had the gfound well dug all round the tree,
a drain made to carry off any water that might have lodged about
the roots, while I manured deeply, and top dressed with cow
dung and burnt earth; but that failed. The leaves put on a most
healthy deep green hue, the fruit were abundant, but as they matured
the disease showed itself as before. 3rd. Observing how the cu-
ticle of the branches and stem was affected, I scrubbed and washed
those parts with an infusion of the Tuba root in which was mixed
certain quantities of sulphur and Bengal soap ; but that had no ef-
fect. 4th. Having heard that tlic tree when so affected can be
cured by cutting off all the branches and the stem close to the ground,
I di(]̂  so, watched the sprouting of the leaves, the growth of the
branches, their blossoming, and the dcvelopement of the fruit, but
to my sorrow, I found the disease there, in as full force as before.
Sth. Conbidcring the disease as incurable, I cut down the tree, dug
out the roots, and planted another in its place whose fruit is healthy.

Conclusions.
Prom experiment No 1 having failed, it is evident that this di-

sease is not of the same kind which frequently attacks the leaves of
the nutmeg plant, depending upon an insect which blackens and then
destroys them. Nor does the disease depend upon the nature of the
ground, as trees within a few feet are healthy and the fruit arrives
at perfection.* The experiment No. 2 also shews that no trenching,
digging, draining and manuring are of any effect, and from another

. Another conclusion I would draw is that this disease is not conta-
gious, as I have not noticed the trees adjacent to those affected, to be
in the slightest degree touched.
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tree having, after being transplanted, borne fruit without the disease,
a still further proof w furnished that the soil is not the cause. The
experiment upon the bark and the cutting down of the tree and the
r e t W o f the disease on the new branches and fruit, show that the

££% ex e r i S c a n prove that after such the
hSkS uninjured, the last common I would draw is that

w£ Z disease Lorn* so bad as J j 2 B d S t t £ 8 """the tree is out of the ground and another planted, the better.

Bonny Grass.

. „ . * » » • PALL OF A PORTION OF TRIAN, ANGOLD IN SARAWAK. FALL or » >
AURIFEROUS MOUNTAIN.

T H E rains at the beginning of this month of last year, fell b
7 *•*•«- ;n flflHlwak. and a considerable portion of the face

Ktt^ was washed do'wn into the plains

t deposit was found to abound in Gold, and afforded work for
llv two thousand men for about a month or six weeks, and it was

reckoned that at the smallest average, they procured a bunkal
a month per man. .

The gold was in lumps, and not in dust, and several of the
lumps weighed from three to four bunkals, and they were rarely
less than one or two amass in weight.

This single fact may, in this locality, lead at some future day
to important conclusions, and I am induced to notice it, as it
corroborates the statements in Mr Low's work, and at the same
time is contrary to the received opinion, and the experience of the
workings in the Brazils, where gold is rarely to be traced to the
gold neighbouring mountains.

Sarawak, 2nd Novr. 1849. o. GRANT.

J* We omitted to note in the proper place that we are indebted for
he Report on Singapore to the Hon. T. Church, Esqr. Resident Coun-
cillor,
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respectively the Malayan Peninsula or Sumatra and the Java
Islands) he places a country far to the eastward of the Aurea Cher-
sonesus, under the equinoctial line, which he states to he occupied
by " -^Ethiopes Icthyophagi," or " Negro iish-eaters;" the first
term being that employed by the Romans to distinguish the black and
wooly-haired Africans from the Mauritani and other brown races
of the coast;, and the second, that usually applied to all nations
who derived a portion of their subsistence from the sea.* The
position of this country with regard to the Aurea Chersonesus
agrees well with that of New Guinea, the great seat of the Papuan
race. The existence of a negro people, at so remote a spot, which
he must have learned from the information of Indian navigators,
seems, indeed, to have led Ptolemy into the great error of his
system, for believing that the 3buntry of the " iEthiopes Icthyo-
phagi" formed part of the continent of Asia, he has made that
continent, in his general map of the world, come round by the
south and join the African continent about Point Prassum, in
latitude 15° S. (the then southern known limit of the east coast of
Africa), thus making the Indian Ocean and the seas of the Eastern
Archipelago, form one vast Inland Sea.

The most striking peculiarity of the Oriental negroes consists in
their frizzled or woolly hair. This, however, does not spread over
the surface of the head as is usual with the negroes of western
Africa, but grows in small tufts, the hairs which form each tuft
keeping separate from the rest, and twisting round each other, until,
if allowed to grow, they form a spiral ringlet. Many of the tribes,
especially those who occupy the interior parts of islands whose
coasts are occupied by. more civilized races from whom cutting
instruments can be obtained, keep the hair closely cropped. The
tufts then assume the form of little knobs, about the size of a large
pea, giving the head a very singular appearance, which has, not
inaptly, been compared with that of an old worn-out shoe-brush*
Others again, more especially the natives of the south coast of Netf
Guinea, and the islands of Torres Strait, troubled with such aJj
obstinate description of hair, yet admiring the ringlets as a head
dress, cut them of and twist them into skull caps made of matting*
thus forming very compact wigs. But it is among the natives <**
the north coast of New Guinea, and of some of the adjacent island

• The system of naming nations from the food which formed their
moans of support, seems to have been veryprevalent among the ancients?
witness "Hippophagi" the horse eating (Tartars,) "Lotophagi," 1*°*°̂
eaters &c. This system, although not to be recommended at the p "
day, has proved highly useful, for these names are sometimes foi
contain the only existing description of the habits of the people o n v - ,
they were conferred, as in the present instance. Dr Leicnhardt in. *Ĵ
late overland journey from Sydney to Port Essington, found some t "
of genuine Lotophagi on the lagoons of the table-land, as will come
noticed below.
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of the Pacific, that the hair receives the greatest attention. These
open oat the ringlets by mean of a bambu comb, shaped like an eel-
spear, with numerous prongs spreading out laterally, which operation
produces an enormous bushy head of hair which has procured them
the name of " Mop-headed Papuans." Among the natives of the
Feejee islands, (the eastermost limit of the Oriental negro race)
the operation of dressing the hair occupies the greater part of a day.

The hair of the beards and whiskers, which generally grows very
thick and bushy, is arranged in little tufts similar to those of the
head, and the seme peculiarity is found to exist in the hair with
which the breasts and shoulders of the men are ofter covered, but
the tufts are here farther apart than on the head and chin.

This wooly or twisted hair is peculiar to the • lull blooded
Papuans. A comparatively sligtt mixture with the brown-complex-
ioned or Malayu-Polynesian race appears to destroy the peculia-
rity. The hair of people of the mixed race covers the surface of
the "head or at least has done so in all cases that have come under
my observation, and is sometimes only slightly curled. It is therefore
very easy to distingnish the pure Papuans, and throughout this
essay those only wijl be called by that name who possess this their
leading" characteristic.

IThe term Papuan is derived from a Malayan word " Papua or
Pua-Pua", crisp-haired. The term " Tanna Papua" or " Land
of the crisp-haired" is applied by them not only to New Guinea,
but to all the adjacent islands which are occupied exclusively by
this race. It is so peculiarly applicable, and comprehensive, and
so entitled to respect as having been conferred by a people who
must have known them for agos before we even heard of their
existence, that I trust the ethnologists of Europe will excuse me for
retaining it in preference to the newly invented term " Melanesian"
or " inhabitants of the black islands", which, although applicable
enough to the Papuans, is equally applicable to the greater portion
of the Australian tribes.]

The features of the Papuans have a decidedly negro character ;
broad flat noses; thick lips; receding foreheads and chins; and that
turbid colour of what should be the white of the eye which gives to
t j " ^ a peculiar sinister expression. Their complexion is
i m i ^ ^ W a deep chocolate colour, sometimes closely approaching
S a l % ctSnly afew shades lighter them the deep black that
it often met with among the negro tribes of Africa.

Wdi regard to steture, a great difference is found to exist be-
t w e e n v a & tribes, even m New Guinea, and which has led
to much confusion in the descriptions given by travellers, who have,
* r i ^ T S onlv seen a single tribe. On the south-west coast of
E T B O Z J 3 E spaced one hundred miles, are to be found
tribes whose stature is almost gigantic,and[others whose propor-
tions are so diminutive as almost to entitle them to the appellation
of pigmies while the manners and customs of each so exactly cor-
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respond as to preclude the supposition that these peculiarities can
be other than accidental.! It is difficult to account for these pecu-
liarities, but as the stout and stalwart Papuans are met with only
among those coast tribes who have maintained their independence,
and at the same time have acquired many of the agricultural and
mechanical arts from their neighbours the Malayu-Polynesians
while the pigmies are found only in spots where they have been
driven to the mountain fastnesses, or have fallen under the influence
of other races, we may conclude that their mode of life has much
to do with this difference in point of stature and proportions.

With regard to form the various tribes of Papuans differ as
much as in stature. The more diminutive tribes, whose members
chiefly come under the notice oOluropeans from their existing ixi
great numbers as slaves througfllut the Moluccas, are unprepos-
sessing enough in appearance when in their natural state, but when
under good masters, the regularity and wholesome nature of their
diet, coupled with their apparent utter forgetfulness of their native
land, produce a roundness in their neat clean limbs, and a spright-
liness of action which is rarely met with among their more civilized
neighbours the Malayu-Polynesians. On the other hand the larger
Papuans are more remarkable for their strength than their sym-
metry. They have broad shoulders and deep chests, but a deficien-
cy is generally found about the lower extremities, the splay feet
and curved shins of the westerrf Africans, being equally, or even
more common among, whom I may be allowed to term, the gigan-
tic Papuans.

With regard to the general disposition of the Papuans, a great
difference is found between those living in a state of independence,
and those who exist in bondage among the neighbouring nations*
The former are invariably found to be treacherous and revengeful,
and even those who have long been accustomed to intercourse with
Btrangers, the tribes of the northwest coast of New Guinea, for
example, are never to be depended upon, and the greatest precautions
are always taken by those who visit them for purposes of trade.
The wilder tribes generally avoid intercourse with strangers, if the
force which lands is sufficiently great to cause alarm, but if other-
wise they pretend friendship until an opportunity occurs, when they
make a sudden and ferocious attack. But what distinguishes them
most from their neighbours the Malayu-Polynesians, and even from
the Australians, is the unextinguishable hatred they bear towards
those who attempt to settle in their territory, and which is continued
as long as a man of the tribe exists. It is, probably, this perfectly
untameable nature that has led to their utter extermination in all
those islands of the Indian Archipelago that did not posses? mountain
fastnesses to which they could retire to lead a life similar to that of

t The celebrated philologist, Marsden, Has adopted the term " Negrito"
or " little Negro" from the Spaniards ot the Philippines, and has applied
It to the entire race.
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the Boschmen of South Africa. We have had recent instance$T>f
this in Van Diemans land, Molville island (N. W. coast of Australia)
and at Fort Du Bus on the west coast of New Guinea, in all which
settlements the country was occupied by a pure or nearly pure Papuan
race. In the former, hostility was contined as long a native remained
on the island, and in the two last until the settlements were abandoned
in despair. On the other hand, theirneighbours, the Australians,
have invariably submitted after a single trial of strength, while the
Malayu-Polynesians, when not under the influence of other foreign-
ers, have always evinced a desire to have strangers, especially
Europeans, settled among the*, as shown by the people of the
Moluccas when first visited by the Portuguese, and as displayed at
the present time in those remote parts of the Indian Archipelago
where the race maintains its ancffiit purity.

The untameable ferocity of the Papuans only exists as long as they
remain in their native country. On leaving it their character seems

slaves who exist in great numbers in the eastern parts of the Archi-
pelago arc remarkable for their cheerful disposition and industrious
habits, and nothing could exceed the orderly conduct of the remnant
of the Van Dieman's Land natives after they had been hunted down,
and removed to an island in Bass' Strait.

Before proceeding to describe the localities in which the Papuan
race is now found, I think it proper to allude to certain of their
customs which distinguish them from the Malayu-Polynesians,
and which certainly are of Papuan, or at least of Negro, origin.
One of these is the custom of raising the skin in cicatrices over various
parts of the body, especially on the shoulders, breast, buttocks, and
thighs. This must not be confounded with the tatooing or punc-
turing the skin which is practised by many of the Malayu-Polynesian
tribes, and which is never met "with among the Papuans, as the
scarifications which I am about to describe are unknown to the
others. The skin is cut through with some sharp instrument in
longitudinal stripes, and, if on the shoulder or breast, white clay,
or some other substance, is rubbed into the wound, which causes
the flesh below to rise, and these scarifications, when allowed to
heal, assume the form of raised cicatrices, often as large as the
finger. The process by which these cicatrices are produced and
wMch I have had opportunities of watching in their progress from
day to day until duly formed, is perfectly inexplicable to an Euro-
pean who would be thrown into a fever by any one of the wounds
which these strange people bear, two or three at a time, without
complaining, but certainly not without suffering. It is, however,
quite evident that the Papuans, and also the Australians, as will be
Mentioned below, possess a callousness of skin, or insensibility of
Pain, which is quite unknown among more civilized races.

Boring the septum of the nose is universally practiced among
« Papuans. In the first instance they wear a roll of plantain
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leVin the orifice which by its elasticity enlarges it to a sufficient size
to admit the thigh bone of a large bird, or some other ornament,
which is then worn extending across the face on all great occasions.
Our sailors have a very quaint name for this practice, which often
comes under their observation among the Papuan islands of the
Pacific; they call it " sprit-Ail yarding," after a cruel method they
have of treating sharks ami dog fish, which are frequently let go
after having been hooked, a piece of wood being previously thrust
through their nostrils, which projecting on either side, prevents them
from getting their heads under water, and they die a lingering and
painful death. I have never mft with, or heard of, this practice
of boring the nose among people of the Malayu-Polynesian race,
and I may say the same with regard to the scarifications mentioned
above. The latter, or rather thos9 among them who are sufficiently
barbarous to resort to personal disfigurement, seem to have adopted
tatooing and boring the ears in lieu of the more coarse and painful
ornamental work of the Papuans.

Filing or grinding down the front teeth until they become pointed
is practiced by some of the tribes of New Guinea and of the ad-
jacent islands of the Pacific. This custom however, is not confined
exclusively to the Papuans, as it is practised also at the Pagi islands,
on the west coast of Sumatra, the natives of which appear to be
Malayu-Polynesians. This custom must not be confounded with
one which is common among many of the Malayan and Bugis
tribes, that of grinding down the front teeth until they become
almost level with the gum.

Another singular custom which is only met with among the
Papuans, or the tribes closely bordering on them, is that of dyeing
the hair (which is naturally black) a reddish or flaxen colour, by
using applications of burnt coral and sea-water in some instances,
and preparations of wood ashes in others. This process seems to
expel all the dark colour from the hair, leaving it a flaxen tinge
which appears to bear a close resemblance to the celebrated "ca-
pillus flavus' so much admired among the Roman ladies and which
seems to have been produced by a similar process. The only
Malayu-Polynesians that I have known to practice this custom are
some of the natives of Timor Laut, Sermattan, and Baba, (islands
lying to the westward of New Guinea and not very remote.) I am
therefore induced to consider it as a Papuan, or rather, perhaps,
as a "Negro" custom, for it is equally prevalent in many parts of
Africa, especially among the Soumaulis, and other tribes in their
neighbourhood. Travellers who have had opportunities of visiting
our post at Aden in the course of their voyages between Europe and
India by the overland route, may have observed this custom among
the African coolies employed in coaling the steamer, who some
times appear with the plaster of coral still attached to their heads*

The Papuans, for the most part, exist only in a savage state,
denying a scanty subsistence from the productions of nature, living
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in conical shaped huts; or where they appear as occupants of the
sea coast, roaming about in small canoes in search of food. Some
of the more independent tribes, by which I mean those who have
exclusive possessson of the country they inhabit, have, however,
adopted many improvements. In several parts of the north and
of the south coasts of New Guinea, the villages consist of one large
house, erected on piles, and occupill by all the married people,
with a smaller one adjacent for the bachelors. These houses bear
a very close resemblance to those of the Dyaks of Borneo, but are
smaller and of more rough construction. Here the Papuans also
cultivate fruits, yams, and sweet potatoes, and keep hogs and poultry
to kill for food, in fact arc almost on a level, as far as regards
agriculture, with the more uncivilized tribes of the Malayu-Polyne-
sians, from whom, indeed, if we may judge from the names employed
to designate their agricultural productions, the have derived this
slight, but important advance they have made in civilization.

The weapons of the Papuans arc heavy wooden clubs, spears
or lances of nihong or other hard wood, and darts formed of a
small kind of bambu, provided with points of hard wood or of
sharpened bone. The lances are projected generally by means
of a becket of sennit about a foot and a half long, one end of which
is provided with a toggle. This is held between the fingers,
while the other end is fastened to the lance with what sailors call
a " half-hitch" knot, which flies off when the lance is projected,
thus allowing it to go free. The becket {jives a greatly increased
purchase to the thrower, but is much inferior in this respect to the
ruomera or " throwing stick" of the Australians, which will be des-
cribed when we come to speak of that people. The darts are
projected by means of a powerful bow, often six feet in length,
with a bow-string of rattan. I suspect that this instrument was not
originally Papuan, but has been adopted from the Polynesians.
Stone axes, and knives of quartz are now superseded among all
ttiose tribes who have either direct or indirect communication with
the traders of the Archipelago, by Parangs, or Chopping-knives of
iron. Their agricultural instruments arc mere stakes of wood,
sharpened at one end, which prove sufficient to effect the rude
interference with nature required by their mode of cultivation.

The art of navigation appears never to have been in a very
advanced state among the Papuans, since their navigation has
only extended to those ceuntrics which could be reached from the
continent of Asia without entailing the necessity of going out of
sight of land, nor are they yet sufficiently advanced in the science
of navigation to venture on any other than coasting voyages.
Towards the eastern limits of the Papuan race, where they come
in close contact, and are often mixed with the Polynesians, naviga-
tion is in a more advanced state than elsewhere, but this is evidently
the result of contact with strangers, by whom, indeed the navigation
is personally conducted.
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The highest state of the art among the Papuans, without foreign
assistance, is met with in Torres Strait and upon the South coast of
New Guinea. Here they possess large canoes of such construction
and propelled in so peculiar a manner, that we must consider them
purely Papuan. Some veiy excellent sketches of these canoes are
given in Minder's voyage, with so full a description that it will be
unneccsary for me to enter ftto minute particulars. These canoes
or boats are from thirty to forty feet long, and the planks with
which they are constituted are sewed together with the fibres of the
ooconnut. Each is provided with an outrigger, and a platform of
bamboo occupies the centre of the boat on a level with the gunwale.
They arc propelled in calm weather by paddles with long handles,
the rowers all standing, as is generally the case among the Papuans.
But the most striking peculiarity of there vessels consists in the
sail, which is an oblong piece of matting set up in the fore part of
vessel by means of two poles or masts, to which the upper corners
of the sail are fastened. These masts are movcable, and the sail is
trimmed by shifting the head of one of the masts aft. According to
my experience these boats sail very indifferently, except before the
wind, but Captain Flinders, who had good opportunities of judging,
maintains a more favorable opinion. They are often to be met with
about the month of March three four or hundred miles down the
North-East coast of Australia, the islanders being in the habit of
making an annual voyage in this direction. The stopping places
arc usually the islands lying off the coast, where they obtain
tortoise-shell and trepang, the chief objects of their voyages.

The natives of tlie south coast of New Guinea have very large
canoes of a similar but more unwcildy construction, and propelled
by a similar description of sail. These have never been seen far
from the coast, and in fact are almost unmanageable from the
difficulty experienced in steering such unwcildy masses with paddles
alone. It is therefore difficult to conceive for what purpose they
have been constructed, unless it should be for war, in which case
their large size would give them an imposing appearance.

The New Guinea canoes generally are of light construction and
are provided with an outrigger. The larger ones have an attap roof
and are capable of containing an entire family, with household
furniture and domestic animals.



REMARKS ON DR. LITTLE'S " ESSAY ON CORAL REEFS AS THE

CAUSES OF FEVER."

IT would be a laborious task to follow Dr. Little's " Essay on
Coral reefs as the cause of fever" through the innumerable topics
on which it touches, or the endless details into which it enters,
and I shall therefore content myself with making some general
exceptions, and pointing out, in particular, the errors it contains
in regard to Labuan as an example in support of this new hypo-
thesis,—if it can so be called.

r\ A • • • *. A ? _

« iieauuy ,—me next uiiriy pages gu w cou*uu»u me iact mat one
small village (Ayer Bandera) on the smaliisland of Blakang Mati*
is ravaged by a severe type of remittent fever, and that the other
small villages on the same small island, and the villages, (with a
few exceptions,) on the numerous adjacent islands, are not subject
to this scourge; whilst the last thirty pages contain examples, in
other places, of the influence of coral reefs in producing a remittent
fever, "the symptoms and result" of which are "identical" with
the remittents caused by the action of marsh miasm.

The following propositions scattered throughout this long essay
we shall give as nearly as possible in the Doctor's own words, and
they may assart the reader in arriving at a right understanding of
this new theory, and how far it is supported by facts.

-1st Malarious influence is generated in fresh water swamps, as
at Siglap.

2nd "That rvlierever coral reefs are exposed, foyer, especially
remittent fever, will be endemic on that spot."

3rd " T h a t mere proximity to a coral reef does not necessarily
imply that the locality is obnoxious to fever, as the interposition of
nigh land or a belt of trees (or other causes) may act as an effectual
barrier."

4th. "That effluvia from dead animal matter in a state of
decomposition are eminently unhealthy, and that in the absence of
all other causes the coral reef in front of Ayer Bandera is the
cause of the endemic remittent."

5th That wherever a coral reef is exposed at low water, animal
decomposition will go on to an extent proportioned to the size of
the reef, and malaria will be the result of this decomposition.f

It need only be remarked on these propositions, that the third
Proposition annihilates, if it does not contradict, tlie second;—that
the fourth proposition is illogical, as it assumes the absence of all
°ther causes of fever excepting the one named, and that by the fifth

* Blakang Mati Dr. Little translates arbitrarily and practically *< behind the
Pfcce of death" whereas it simply means " dead behind" or at the back Dart HM
VT- Little noticed the dead treeb at the back of the island r

ce of death" whereas it simply means dead behind o
- Little noticed the dead treeb at the back of the island.
J I. A. Vol. II. n. 589.

P ltt
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proposition, if not diluted by the third, the reader will be able to
test the malarious influence exercised by Coral reefs in general.
There is one other point however, to which I must direct particular
attention, as it materially modifies the theory under consideration,
and shows on what sort of foundation it rests. " The reef (writes
Dr. L.) attached to Blakang Mati, whose influence is felt by those
living at Ayer Bandera, is of a triangular shape, the sides of the
triangle not being less than half a mile" and from this reef to
Kampong Kopit is a distance of half a mile, which distance Dr.
Little considered sufficient to secure the inhabitants for the in-

fluence of the reef .He could not in reason, attribute their safety
at Kampong Kopit to the small quantity of coral exposed there,
and he did attribute it, to the distance of half a mile which inter-
venes between the coral reef and the village of Kopit.*

By the general application of these propositions the theory ad-
vanced by Dr. Little mist stand or fall, and it is almost needless to
observe that a few exceptional cases will not support a theory which
embraces a large portion of the globe, and which must demonstrate
the effect of exposed coral reefs, upon some millions of our fellow men.

Leibig defines contagion and miasm as follows:—" If the matter
(he writes) undergoing decomposition is the product of a disease, it
is called contagion; but if it is a product of the decay or putrefac-
tion of animal or vegetable substances,.or if it acts by its chemical
properties (not by the state in which it is) and therefore enters into
combination with parts of the body or cause their decomposition, it
is termed miasm."

Dr. Little it is evident asserts the same thing in a round about
way, and the product of his new theory on Coral reefs is, that
miasm generated from animal decomposition gives rise to fever—
not from itsgbeing a Coral reef, but from the amount of animal
putrefaction! Now I am willing to grant the fact that decomposing
animal matter, on coral reefs or anywhere else, in confined situa-
tions, and under particular circumstances, will generate miasm, but
what is gained by the admission of a well known fact, which is as
applicable to a slaughter house or to a heap of rotten German
sausages, either of which causes would produce the same result as
a coral reef, exactly in proportion to the amount of animal decotnr
position which poisons the surrounding atmosphere. It would
certainly be as reasonable to write an Essay on German sausages
as the cause of fever; for miasm j| generated, and fever produced,
not from a coral reef, or a German sausage, but from animal
decomposition, and animal decomposition alone, and without animal
decomposition the fever would not be present, either with fresh
German sausages or a wave swept coral reef.

* That is—animal decomposition will be in proportion to the size of the reef, and
malaria in proportion to animal decomposition—malaria is the result of a small ad
wUaa a large reef. *
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1 must therefore differ from Dr. Little's second proposition "that
wherever coral reefs are exposed, fever especially remittent fever,
will be endemic on the spot", and maintain, on the contrary, that
an.,exposed coral reef may be perfectly harmless, and that the evil
results, not from the coral reef, as a coral reef, but from the animal
decomposition which takes place on it, and that the same cause
under peculiar circumstances will produce fever any where and
even/ where else.

Although Dr. Little's theory appears to me to resolve itself into
a well known and established fact, yet it will be satisfactory on a
large scale to trace the influence of coral reefs, and thence to arrive
at a conclusion, how far, under ordinary circumstances, the animal
decomposition which may take place on them, affects the health
of the population living in their vicinity. Before entering on this
subject, however, I must examine some of Dr. Little's examples in
support of his hypothesis, and the conclusions to be drawn from his
personal researches, and Dr. Little will excuse me for saying, that
the general influence of coral reefs as a cause of fever, must rest on
better grounds than his microscopic investigations, loose native
testimony, or the testimony of superficial observers unaccustomed
to scientific enquiry. Dr. Little proves himself that the evil con-
sequences produced by animal decomposition on coral reefs is of
very limited extent—we have already stated that in his opinion the
miasm in a confined harbour, did not extend half a mile, and
although fever occurred in some land-locked localities having a
quantity of decaying animal matter close to them, yet the greater
number of islands, removed from these places by very short
distances, were free from disease and might be considered healthy.
If however Dr. Little's personal inspection produces such minute,
and unsatisfactory results, what can be said for the examples he
adduces in support of his favorite theory.

Pulo Tingy has a low shelving reef exposed at low water,
opposite to a village—there is no barrier to prevent the full de-
velopment of the evil effects of decomposing animal matter on the
coral reef, and yet the inhabitants are subject to fever and ague
only—in spite of Dr. Little's dictum " that wherever coral reefs
are exposed, fever, especially remittent fever, will be endemic on
the spot." 'On an island covered, as it is stated, with primitive
forestf will not the exposure of decaying wood and vegetable
Matter to heat and moisture-jfceount for intermittent fever, with-
out resorting to the coral rew animal decomposition theory ?
The example of Pulo Aor rests on native testimony alone, and
your readers (as well as the Doctor himself) know full well how
utterly unsatisfactory and vague, such authority is. Can any
theory be built OD such a flimsy base ? How unsupported is the
presumption of the absence of other causes to account for the f
°n Pulo Aor!
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Pulo Laut is a similar example to Pulo Aor, and Banka mar
be especially selected as a specimen of Dr Little'6 mode of
reasoning " I do not know (he writes) the extent of the coral
formation, but that there is coral there, we know" and " to that
loral I would attribute the unhealthiness of Port Nugent."

Dr Little, knowing nothing about the matter—ignorant whether
the coral reefs are exposed, or ten fathom under water, attributes
the sickness as his favorite theory requires, in spite of the opinion
of medical men on the spot. In this instance there is not a
pretence of the fact being established on which a conclusion is
built!!

Batavia Roads, as an example in point, we shall endeavour to
dispose of as quickly as we can. The miasm generated by
vegetable decomposition is allowed to produce the remittent fever
peculiar to the place, in and about the town, but Dr Little asks
" is the endemic remittent fever of the island, and harbour of
Batavia, to be attributed to the same cause as that of the town"?

I answer that where one cause is sufficient to account for fever,
the symptoms and result being " identical", it is superfluous to
adduce a second non-distinguishable cause—and yet there are three
other causes stated without reference to coral!

2. That the difference of miasmatic intensity observed occasion*
ally in the town, and harbour, proves only that at particular times,
miasm preponderates in one locality more than in another.

3. That the removal of fever patients and others previously
exposed to miasm, from Onrust to Edam, proves nothing, or if it
proves Edam to be unhealthy, it will prove Singapore to be
unhealthy in the same manner.

4. Whatever any have been or is the condition of Edam, we
gather from Mr Leisk's testimony that there are no exposed coral
reefs, as he mentions none in the vicinity of the island. " It is (he
says) a low coral reef with a detached coral patch to the northward
of i t ; (I am not certain whether this patch is ever dry) the island
is covered with trees and bushes but I never saw a swamp on it;
it appeared to me to be dry, the soil consisting of a mixture of
coral, other stones and coral sand. I have been on it twice, but
never found any disagreeable smell more than on other coral

Labuan Triang in Lombok, a land-locked harbour, may be af-
fected by the animal decompositianaoing on amid coral reefs and
mud banks, but the mangrove trflT seem to interpose no kind
of barrier. The fever of Ampanan is attributed by Dr. Little to
the paddy fields in the vicinity, and another port called Pedgue
(which abounds with cpral) on the authority of one witness is con-
sidered unhealthy, but considered healthy by a second witness, who
has resided there for some time. As a general result I conclude
that in proportion to the extent of exposed coral reefs, about Lorn-
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bok and Bali, the amount of fever (as stated to arise from thgt
cause) is very trifling, and found in land-locked harbours, where
air stagnates, and where heat and moisture exert their fullest in-
fluence on decaying vegetable matter.

Of Bimah in Sumbawa, Captain Knudson writes " th^ port
is a complete basin, shut up all round by very high mountains.
Lining the bay are extensive mudflats, giving tlie most offoisive
odours possible, being exposed to most intense rays of the sun. In
the bay there are likewise large oyster beds and coral reefs.* D?/-
ring tlie middle of tlie day the heat is so severe tliat it is scarcely
'possible to breathe, when all of a sudden a cold blast from the
mountains will malte a circuit of the bay, and those who are ex-
posed to it invariably suffer from 'headaches.'9 Thus at Bimah we
have stinking mud flats, chilly mountain blasts alternating with
intense heat, quantities of putrid fish, damp situation, dense
vapours, and brackish water, to account for fever without being
driven to the necessity of attributing it to doubtful coral reefs.

During the S. E. monsoon " the evenings are extremely hot and
sultry, until towards midnight, when the cold land wind sets in
which is so cool as to congeal the oil in the lamps" !!

Would any rational man wish for better causes of fever ?
Writing* of Delli in the island of Timor, that excellent observer

Mr. Earl, states, that there is an exposed coral reef within a third of
a mile from the beach, and that " at the back of the town is a level
plain, which during the westerly or rainy monsoon becomes a
fresh water marsh; at other seasons it is dry except at certain
spots where the water is retained in lagoons or shallow ponds."

Here we have the elements of miasm, and Mr. Earl himself adds
" I have hitherto considered that the fresh water swamps at the
back of the town, coupled with the stagnation of the atmosphere were
primary causes" (of fever). Captain Knudson says that the water
is very bad9 and surely all these causes combined will account for
the unhealthness of Delli, without including the influence of coral
reefs. The Aru islands consist of "fresh water swamps, and the
jungle is so thick that it is seldom penetrated by the natives." There
are likewise exposed coral reefs, and Dr. Little states that Captain
Wolfe of the " Velocipede" was attacked with " the usual fever
of coral localities." t Now according to Dr. Little's own statement,
the symptoms and result of remittents caused by the miasm gene-
rated by animal decomposition are identical with those produced
by vegetable decay, and weshould therefore like to learn how in this
instance the Doctor distinguishes the coral fever, from the swamp
fever—both animal and vegetable causes of fever being present and
u identical." Your readers will ere this be satisfied that of the
examples brought forward in support of this theory, some are

* It is not stated whether exposed or covered.
t A climate is condemned and a theory supported on tlie feet of one lucky frver.
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without foundation, some doubtful, some contrary to Dr. Little's
axioms, and others where the fever can be accounted for by dif-
ferent and generally received causes. Passing over therefore one
or two examples, (only remarking that at Sulu I saw no exposed
coral reef within four miles, and it is doubtful whether any exist
within a distance that could by possibility affect the health of the
place,) I shall proceed at once to consider what is advanced in the
essay respecting our new settlement of Labuan.

Here we join issue with the essayist on facts open to the obser-
vation of all, but before dealing with the reefs in the vicinity of the
island, *we must correct some of the statements advanced touching
the island itself. In the first place, it is asserted that " the fresh
water marsh is so limited and so protected from the sun's rays by
high trees and jungle, that reasoning from analogy* I would say
that it could exert very little influence in producing fever ; if there
had been paddy fields or cleared fresh water marshes to any ex-
tent, no doubt would have existed that they could occasion fever to
those located near them, or to those at a distance when the wind'
blew over them." Now the fact is that the plain at Labuan is
fully a mile in length with nearly half a mile in width. It is covered
with low grass and is a fresh water swamp, with a foul muddy
drain running through it, which in the S. W. monsoon is choked
up by the sand thrown on the beach. This swamp extends the same
length and for another half mile in depth into the jungle, where
large quantities of fresh water lodge in deep holes; which during
the rainy season overflow the plain and deposit masses of decom-
posing vegetable matter.

This fresh water swamp has been considered by every medical
man, (excepting the one named by Dr Little,) as fully accounting
for the remittent and intermittent fevers, which have prevailed
during the three months of September, October and November,
when the S. W. monsoon blows with great violence during the
day, and is accompained by rain.

Towards the end of November, the N. E. monsoon sets in, the
atmosphere loses its humidity, the ^vamp on the plain becomes dry,
and the fever disappears, but during both seasons vessels anchor so
close in, that there cannot be a doubt that the miasm occasionally
reaches them.

As Dr Little adduces cases of fever which have occurred aboard
the Phlegethon and Nemesis, I will Jikewise state some facts which
are worthy his serious consideration, and I shall premise them, by
asserting on the authority of the medical men who have resided on
the spot, that the shipping during the fever season have been more
healthy than the persons residing on the plain, and that most

* Reasoning from analogy,—I should wish ask to Dr. Little how he accounts
for fever in high forest and dense jungle, fop example the deadly jungle fever for
some hundreds of miles at the foot of the Himalaya mountains.
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of the officers attacked by fever had previously slept on shore.
Such was the case with the late surgeon of the Auckland, with the

late Captain Charles Grey, with Mr Scott, with Captain Young,
and with many others, and such likewise was the case with the
marines of the Maeander.

That vessels lying close off a fresh water swamp should be more
or less liable to fever, is scarcely to be wondered at, but when Dr
Little brings forward the case^pvhich occurred on board the Nemesis,
he should have remembered, that the crew of that steamer, had
recently been employed on a harassing river service, and that they
had been exposed for fifteen days to sun, and rain, in open boats.

According to Dr Little's theory the vessels lying off Labu-
an should (being a quarter of a mile nearer to the reefs) have
been more sickly or at least equally sickly, with persons living on
the pkin, but this conclusion is not borne out by the result, and we
shall proceed to state facts which Dr Little must reconcile to his
Views—as best he can.

In 1846 the squadron under command or Sir lliomas Cochrane
separated mid-way between Labuan and Moarra, and whilst the
Affincourt and others, remained outside the latter island, the Wol-
verine and Cruizer proceeded to the former, and anchored in the
creek within one hundred yards of the beach. The two Brigs
continued from the 5th to the 14th of August, with their crews
daily ashore, exposed in cutting wood for the steamer, and yet
did not suffer at all from fever, though the prevailing southerly
winds blew over the reefs into the creek! I beg Dr Little parti-
cularly to remark however, that though exposed to the reefs, this
anchorage is protected from the miasm generated on the swampy
plain by a belt of trees and jungle!!

In 1846 the case was still stronger, at a later and more sickly
season of the year, when the S. W. monsoon was at its height.

The Agincourt and Iris, were anchored about a quarter of a
mile off the island of Moarra, the Hazard off Chcrmin,—the
Spiteful and Phlegethon in the town of Brune, and the Ringdove
woodinc for the steamers in the creek at Labuan. The boats
crews and marines of all these vessels (excepting those of the
Uinedove} were employed on active service and very much
exposed and the consequence was that a remittent fever broke
out • and all the ships suffered more or less previously to visiting
Labuan where the squadron only reinained two days. The
Agincourt suffered most severely, but it is remarkable that the
Portion of the crew left aboard off Moarra, was likewise attacked
oy remittent fever before the return of the party on active service,
and the island of Moarra, where fresh water swamps abound, but
where there are no coral reefs, was condemned by the medical men
a» an unhealthy locality. Whilst however the crews of the vessels
employed in active service, or anchored off Moarra, suffered from
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fever, the Ringdove, commanded by Sir William Hoste, lying in
the creek at Labuan, close to the shore, for twenty days to leeward
of the reefs, but separated from the swampy plain by a belt of
trees and jungle, and with her crew daily exposed in cutting wood,
did not suffer, or suffered veri/ slightly, from fever ! Let Dr Little
reconcile these facts with his theory; and though his humanity is
to be applauded, it is difficult to conceive how under the circum-
stances, any suggestion could have prevented the loss of life which
occurred from fever contracted from exposure on active service, or
from the marsh miasm of the island of Moarra.

For want of space I must content myself with two other
examples, which demonstrate in a striking manner! the cause whence
the fever is derived.

The marines of the Maeander were landed at Labuan, whilst the
vessel lay at anchor about a quarter of a mile from the barrack,
which was a comfortable attap house.

The marines on shore suffered severely from fever, whilst the
rest of the crew sleeping on board, though often hard at work, and
exposed during the day on the plain, continued more healthy, and
had but few cases of fever amongst them. Again, the schooner
Jolly Bachelor with a crew of about fifteen men, was anchored
some two hundred yards from the beach, and remained there very
nearly the whole time the marines were ashore, and yet although
the marines, out of thirty-two men, had at one time only six fit for
duty, and lost about a dozen of their number, there were but few
cases of fever, and only one death aboard the schooner, and it is
remarkable that of the officers (who often slept ashore), three
out of four were attacked by remittent fever, and the seaman whose
case ended fatally had, it was known, slept ashore in the open
air, a few^ights before he was seized.

These are but a few out of many similar examples recorded by
a person resident on the spot, and although not immediately
pertinent to the subject under consideration, it is nevertheless
worthy of notice, that no person of a respectable class in life has
been carried off'by fever ashore, and that the two officers who
died from this low remittent sank after the use of the lancet.

Dr. Rimel, formerly surgeon of H. M. 8. Royalist, .who had
more local experience than any other medical man, pronounced
the fever of Labuan to be a light and not dangerous type of remit-
tent, unless aggravated by superadded causes, and it is now fully
allowed that depletion (even from leeches) is a dangerous and
mostly fatal practice.

Having thus demonstrated that the swampy plain of Labuan will
fully account for the fever prevalent there, and having submitted
for Dr. Little's consideration some facts, strikingly contradictory to
his hypothesis, I shall notice but one other assertion, before treat-
mZ * the reefs around Labuan.
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" It is not (writes Dr Little) during the rainy season that marsh
miasm is in its greatest activity, but when the rains have ceased
and the ground from evaporation becomes dryish. The contrary
is the case with coral miasm, which is most active during the wet
season."

In opposition to this new theory—or old theory revived—of the
activity of miasms, I must refer Dr Little to Father Guiseppe's
paper in the 2nd volume of the Asiatic Researches, and to thous-
ands of living witnesses, for the fact, that it is death to remain
in the vast forest tract at the foot of the Himalayas, after the
commencement of the rainy season, as the frightful and fatal jungle
fever immediately makes its appearance; and if this be not suf-
ficient to convince, I must quote the following passage from
Copeland's Medical Dictionary vol. II P- 351—which is quite
decisive on the question:

"The miasm or mephitic vapours exhaled from the sources
already enumerated (i. e. #getable and animal decomposition &c.)
are evidently suspended and rendered active by the humidity of
tiic atmosphere in the situations in which they are disengaged;
for it has-been repeatedly shown that these miasms are active in
proportion to the grade'of atmospheric humidity and to the
circumstances which augment that humidity."

Surely Dr Little mupt allow after this that the activity of
miasm generated by vegetable, as well as animal decomposition,
is alike increased by humidity, and as he cannot maintain1 that the
atmosphere during the dry season, is more humid than during the
wet season, he must confess, that in his eagerness to support a
theory, he has overleaped facts, and overlooked the highest
authority! *

That there are numerous rects around Labuan is granted,
and our present enquiry is as to the nature of these reefs, and the
consequences to the health of the settlement which Dr Little*
averts result from them.

I shall state briefly my personal observations nfter considerable
e*perience and re^er to ^ l e a u t n o r ' t y °* Sir Edward Belcher's1

chart and'the more finished chart of Captain Goiglon, whereon
every yard of sounding is laid down, and' every exposed reef
shaded according to its peculiar character. It must be premised
however that'the large island called "Burong" in Sir Edward
belcher's chart is really the island of Kuraman, and that the small
islet named Ampac is the true Burong. Kuraman I have never
v>sited but there are rocks visible on approaching from the
Westward. The two islands of Rusakan are surrounded by reefi

* Will Dr Little inform your readers of the distinction between miasm gene-
Jttedfrom animal decomposition, and miasm arising«rom vegetable decomposition,
Or as he calls it marsh miasm and coral miasm. The lever from either is of the
***** character the symptoms " identical"—how then are we to distinguish the1

W > ' Q 17
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exposed in whole, or in part at low water and these reefs arc
composed of sand, and coral debris, with patches of rocky ground.
Burong is a steep islet, covered with wood, and in sailing very
often near it, I never saw any exposed reef in its vicinity, whilst
the bay within Burong is shoal and rocky.

Having thus enumerated the islands and reefs to the westward
of Jthe anchorage, I must refer your readers to the chart of Captain
Gordon, which only differs from that of Sir Ed ward Belcher in
being far more minute and finished.

By a reference to this chart it will be clear that the nearest point
of Kuraman, and the nearest Rusakan are six miles distant from
the harbour of Labuan; that the exposed reefs to the West-
ward of the former, as well as the latter, are rocky, with patches
of sand, and that though these islands are surrounded by coral reefs,
they are all under water, at depths varying from 5 to 2 fathoms.
Burong is steep to all round, excepting to the northward where
there is marked a very small patch qj0 sand, and the Bay within
is choked by an extensive fringing reef of rock. Burong likewise
is three miles in a straight line from the anchorage, and nearly two
miles Yrom the islet of Ino, or as written on the chart Ennoe.

It may be decided therefore as matter of fact, that there are
no exposed coral reefs to the westward of the Bay; that the
distance would protect the town from their influence, supposing
their existence, and I may add, that no wind from these islands
could reach the usual anchorage, without blowing over a jungle
covered hill!

Within the harbour, or immediately contiguous to it, is firstly
the reef extending from the outside of Ino, or Ennoe, to the main
shore at Point Hamilton, and thence fringing the left hand side of
the creek. This reef is in whole or in part exposed at low water,
and is distinctly marked in Captain Gordon's survey as composed
of rock and sand, and my own impression, after being on this reef
a dozen times or more, fully bears out the correctness of the chart.
The island of Pappan, in like manner, has a small sandy beach,
and on the S. E. side a rocky reef of inconsiderable extent, and
between Panpan and Daat, large boulders of sandstone are visible
at low water, but I am not aware that this reef is further exposed,
or that there are any other reefs, to be seen at any time of tide
within it, and I may add, that there are channeb for vessels of
burden through these masses of sandstone. Neither ef the charts
go beyond this reef, but Captain Gordon has occasional soundings
immediately within it of three and two fathoms; and according to
Dr Little's theory, supposing this to be as deadly a coral reef as his
fancy could pourtray, it could have no evil effect on the health of
the settlement, as the prevailing winds from S. to S.W. blow over
the opposite direction, alftl it would require a wind to the Eastward
of S.E., to waft the imaginary effluvia in the direction of the
anchorage. It must likewise be borne in mind that the distance of
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the nearest point of this reef, is double the distance of Dr Little's
limit of safety.

The evidence is therefore complete from a survey, as elaborate
as that of the British Channel, that no exposed coral reef, is as yet
known in the vicinity of Labuan; and that not a single assertion
advanced by Dr Little on hearsay evidence, is consistent with the
facts established by Captain Gordon's chart, by the silence of Sir
Edward Belcher on the subject, and by the personal observations
of many residents on the island.

Your readers, and probably Dr Little himself, will be now satisfied
on this point, and entertain a conviction, that when such a mistake
could occur on ground so well known, and so accurately surveyed,
the other examples brought forward to suppport this theory,
are utterly fallacious and valueless, and before concluding this
portion of my task, I would request Dr Little to reconcile with his
theory the two following cases—not taken upon doubtful testimony,
hut resting on the observations of British naval officers and in one
instance confirmed by personal experience.

1st, "Raines islet* (near the Barrier reefs) is 1,000 yards long by
500 wide and in no part more than-20 feet above high water mark "
so writes Mr Jukes, and he adds " it is surrounded by a coral reef
that is narrow on the lee side, but to windward, or towards the
East, stretches out for nearly two miles. The surface of this reef
is nearly all dry at low water."

On this islet nevertheless, Captain Blackwood erected an obser-
vatory, and during his long continued and arduous survey, parties
were constantly on shore for a length of time, sleeping in tents, or
Hits, and but little protected from the weather. Yet the crew of
the Fly did not suffer, and no mention is made of any fever cases
amongst them. Here then a large coral reef, exposed at low water,
and situated to windward of a low islet, produced no bad effects
Upon the health of those residing close to it.

On the same authority, the same may be said of Murray,.Darn-
fey and other islands situa.ed in a smooth sea within the Barrier,
which are surrounded by exposed coral reels, the natives of which
are nevertheless a healthy and stout race.

2nd, Sirhassan, an island of the Southern Natuna group, has a
hroad fringing coral reef, iu many parts a mile in width, extending
ten miles along its Southern and western shores; the deep bight,
within which the lown is situaied, is choked with coral patches,
?nd there is a large coral reef called Karang Hadji near the small
^land of Brian, two and a quarter miles from the shore oi the
^ain island.f

All these reefs, are exposed in* whole or in part at low water,!
. * Lat. 11* 38* Long. 144- 6'- -vide Voyage of H. M. S. Fly. Let the reader bear1Q mind the masses of exposed coral wituiu the barrier. ****

t From Captain Gordon's minute survey.
* A ship's cutter grounds at the outer edge of the fringing reef at low water.
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and yet the island is healthy and is not exposed as it ought to be
to endemic remittents. It must be stated likewise that there are
hills behind the town to prevent the escape of miasm.

Sobi, another large island of the same group, though surrounded
by coral, is probably as healthy as Sirhassan, and in the Bay of
Boni in Celebes, from its entrance, to Luwu, the exposed coral
reefs are numerous, attl extensive, without producing any of the
frightful consequences fttributed to them.

Dr Little's theory however must be tested amid the vast expanse
of the Pacific Ocean, amid the Barrier reefs and Torres Straits, called
by Flinders the Coralian sea, and amid the Attolls of the Maldive,
Laccadive, and Chagos Archipelagoes. There we behold coral
reefs in every stage, covering such vast areas, that if they exercised
t ie same malarious influence, that a small reef exercises on
Blakang Mati, human life must long ago have been extinct, and
the remains of the victims of coral fever, must have strewn the
inhospitable shores of thousands of islands.

Such must have been the result, for no race of men could have
survived amid an atmosphere poisoned for hundreds of miles
around, by miasm generated " in proportion to the extent of the
reefs'"—where remittent fever was ever endemic and intense, and
where the unceasing labours of myriads on myriads of polyps were
advancing the destruction of the human race.

It will be in vain to urge that this place is slightly unhealthy, or
another place causes fever amongst Europeans—that there are
remittents here—or intermittcnts there.* No ! If coral reefs—as

* It -will be equally vain to urge the climate as modifying the effects of reefs, as
my remarks are confined to countries within the Tropics. The Marquesas group
is* in 9* S. The Radack and Scarborough Groups from 12* N. to the Equaflr,
Torres Straits 10* S., Disappointment islands with their vast reefs 14" S. &c.&c.&c.

I will take Tahiti however in 17'S. as one of the coolest from situation of the
islands of the Pacific within the Tropics. The climate according to Ellis is moist,
equable and debilitatory tor Europeans—between April and August the thermo-
meter ranged at noon from 75' to 84—giving a mean of 79" 5, and sometimes it
rises much higher than 90*.

The mean of the thermometer on Captain Fitzroy's authority from the 19th
November to the 8th December at 10 A. M. was 78- 45 thus exactly agreeing
with Ellis. .

This is one of the coolest islands, abounding with exposed coral reefs broiling
under a tropical sun.

At the Marquesas some observations were made which gave in the shade
86.5. The suns says partially obscured—Io3-«\ide SirEdward Belcher's voyage
round the world—vol. 2-p. 380. W

The mean of the thermoneter in Singapore for the month ot June 1848-was 82* 48.
At Sarawak in the years 1844 and! 845, the mean during the day was as follows

for the months of November and December:
1844

November 80*83
December 81* 00

1845
November 81*10
December 80* 75

Thus the climate of the Pacific may be reckoned as nearly as possible of the same
t e m £ e r a t u r e **tliat o f t h e E a s t e r n Archipelago.

The Bed Sea is filling up with coral, (^ide Lyellj the navigation dangerous from
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coral rteefs, or from the animal decomposition which necessarily
takes places when they are exposed, produce the consequences
stated, we shall have fever and death wholesale on recent coral
islands, and depopulation on those of older formation, for we must
apply Dr Little's own axiom to exposed reefs, hundreds of miles in
extent, and by his own axiom judge their influence on life, and test
the soundness of his hypothesis. Dr Lilge lays down as a rule
" that wherever q corafreefis exposed at low water animal decom-
position will go on, to an extent proportioned to the size of the reef"
and therefore (the consequences of animal decomposition being
proportioned to its extent and amount) the result must be in
accordance with the axiom, or the theory must fall to the ground.*

When we have stated the extcn^f the coral reefs, and pay a due
regard to the normal condition Hcoral islands, it will be evident
that human beings must either have been swept off the earth's
surface by the ceaseless ravages of remittent fever, produced by a
perennial cause, or that exposed coral reefs cannot be so great a
scourge to our race as Dr Little is inclined to imagine. In the
Pacific Ocean, Lyell treating of the vast area of coral formations
states, that " the space in the sea which they occupy is so vast,
that we may safely infer that they exceed in area any group of
ancient rocks which can be proved^ to have been of contemporaneous
origin" " In the South Pacific great beds of oysters, mus-
sels, Pennae Marina;, and other shells, cover in profusion almost
every reef;" and according to M. Chamissof " when the reef is at
such a height that it remains almost dry at low water, the corals
leave off building." "The reefs on the Pacific are sometimes of
great extent: thus "the inhabitants of Disappointment islands and
those of Duffs group, pay visits to each other by passing over long
lines of reefs, from island to island, a distance of of six hundred
miles, and upwards. When on their route they present the appear-
ance of troops marching upon the surface of the ocean." Of thirty
two islands examined by Captain Beechey, "the largest'was thirty
miles in diameter and the smallest less than a mile" they were all
formed of living coral except one, and " all were increasing their
dimensions by the active operations of the lithophytes which appear-
ed to be gradually extending and bringing the immersed parts of their
structure to the mface" "The parts (of the strip of the island)
which are still immersed or which are only dry at low water, are
intersected by small channels, and are so full of hollows, that the
tide, as it recedes, leaves small lakes of water upon them."I

Besides these circular islands or atolls, we have encircling barrier

coral reefe "above and underwater." E. Britannica. This tropical sea, confined
situation, and burning climate ought to render it deadly, but where is the fever?

* If on such extensive fields, the theory be explained away, it is no theory at
*U-a few exceptional and doubtful cases being all that remain.

t Kotzebue's voyage.
X Lyell
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reefs of all sizes; and that which fronts one side, and encircles both
ends, of New Caledonia is 400 miles long. Internally these reefs,
slope gently into the lagoon channel or end in a perpendicular wall,
and in the case of fringing reefs, their extent depends on the slope
of the land, though they rarely exceed a mile in breadth.*

I must however, to afford your readers who may be unable to
refer to the work som£ idea of the extent of the coral formation,
extract the following passage from Darwin's Naturalist's voyage.
" There are (he writes) enormous Areas in the Pacific and Indian
Oceans in which every single island is of coral formation
and raised only to that height to which the waves can throw up

fragments, and the winds pile up sand. Thus the Radock group
of atolls is 520 miles long and ^0 broad; the Low Archipelago is
elliptic formed, 840 in its longjP and 420 in its shorter axis: there
are other small groups and single low islands between these two
Archipelagoes making a linear space actually more than 4,000
miles in length, in which not one single island rises above the speci-
fied height.^

When we further consider that on this Ocean there are several
thousand islands, each island presenting some surface of exposed
coral reef, and many of these exposed coral reefs being of great
extent as above shown, and when we reflect on the amount of
animal decomposition ever generating miasm going on, on this
vast surface of reef, together with the total absence over vast spaces
of any screen from mountain ranges or forests, to intercept the
intense accumulation of miasm in a moist and hot climate, we
must conclude, if the theory maintained by Dr Little be correct,
that the islands of the Pacific (if they support life at all) must
have a climate the most unhealthy in the world—or (as is the fact)
we must be driven to allow that these islands being healthy and
containing a vigorous and noble race, that the theory of coral reefe
as the cause of fever, is utterly, untenable.

The Barrier reefs extend l,260f miles, and Torres Straits within
the Barrier stretch between the shores of Australia and New Guinea
for two degrees further. In this space are numerous islands and
a very great extent of coral reefs exposed at low water, which are
marked in the survey of Captain King. It will be sufficient for
my purpose to refer your readers to these char^andtosay that the
natives of these hundred isles, enjoy health arm a vigorous frame,
and that Europeans have been exposed amid these water washed
coral reefs, from the time of Captain Cook to the present day,

* Darwin. The earlier voyagers (according to this talented author) fancied that
the coral building animals instinctively built up their great circles to afford them-
selves protection in the inner parts, he adds "on this view many species of distinct
genera and families are supposed to combine for one end; and of such a combina-
tion not a single instance can be found in the whole of nature." Br Little holds
this theory, but it is now certain that the utmost depth at which corals can construct
reefs is between 20 and 30 iathom.

t Jukes.
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without suffering for the malignant climate which according to the
theory under consideration should render them deadly and next to
uninhabitable.

Here again the theory is contradicted by facts on a field suffici-
ently extensive, to test its soundness. Here again we find that
coral reefs exposed at low water do not exert the malign influence
atttributed to them ! -

" Again, in the Indian Ocean (writes Darwin) there is a space
of ocean 1,500 miles in length, including three Archipelagoes, in
which every island is low and of coral formation." "The chain
of coral reefs and islets called the Maldivas form a chain 480
geographical miles in length, running due North and South. It is
composed throughout of a series of circular assemblages of islets,
the larger groups being from foTty to fifty miles in their largest
diameter. Captain Horsburgh informs me that outside of each
circle or atoll, as it is termed, there are coral reefs sometimes ex-
tending to the distance of two or three miles."* The reefs, according
to Bell's Geography, are level with the water, and in the 17 groups
all the larger islands are inhabited, and though the climate is stated
to be unhealthy for Europeans, the natives do not appear to suffer
from it, as they should do according to the theory, with exposed
corals reefs developing putrescent animal effluvia under the burn-
ing sun of the Equator.

These coral reefs in such a situation ought to exert a deadly
influence on the climate, whereas we read of a Sultan, and his court,
and a population of many thousand people, living quietly and
respectably, where properly speaking, they ought not to be able to
live at all!

These facts appear to me conclusive on a large scale, against the
new theory—if indeed it can be termed a theory at all.f If coral
reefs, merely because they are coral reefs, cause remittent fever, it is,
it must be allowed a new and astounding theory, unsupported by
fact, or experience; but if coral reefe cause fever from miasm
generated by the animal decomposition which takes place on their
surface—it is no theory at all,} but an acknowledged truth, that the
effluvia emanating from animal putrescence, is under peculiar

• Lyell.
That these reefs MB partly dry at low water, may be inferred from what is

ascertained of the a t o » n the Pacific.
t Or Little asserts that the " symptoms and result" of the fever caused from

marsh miasm and coral miasm are u identical." Dr Copeland, on the contrary,
states in his Medical Dictionary that they are distinct fevers. " The effects or
the diseases (he writes) produced by infection vary with the sources and modes of
infection."—-vegetable miasm producing remittents, animal miasm adynumic or
pernicious remittents. . .

i Although not bearing directly on the subject under discussion, I may remark
that the "vital principle of Malaria" which Dr Little favours, is as old as Avicenna
the Arabian and opposed by many of the learned modern Chemists. Liebig says
that " all the characters of the phenomena of contagion tend to disprove the ex-
istence of life in contagious matters" and he adds—" It is certain that the action
of contagions is the result of a peculiar influence dependent on chemical forces,
tuul is no way connected with the vital principle.19 Mitscherlich and the mi-
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circumstances, capable of influencing the human body and
producing fever; but this so far being a general rule, must be
subject to the largest deductions, for experience proves that for
every inch of animal decomposition on coral reefs which causes
tfevcr, there is a hundred miles of coral reef exposed at low water,
which has not that effect. /

No theory of general application can be maintained on
investigations on so small a scale,* and according to Dr Little's
own researches it requires not only a coral reef exposed at low
water, but a confined situation, with stagnant air, and all the
effects of heat and atmospheric moisture.t

Would not any other reef under similar circumstances produce
fever, if loaded with decomposing animal matter ? " While almost
every tide washed rock in the* world is carpetted with fuci and
supports some coralines, actonise and molusca"t would not an

alone that putresccnt animal matter is collected ?
The effluvia emitted from a decomposing bullock's carcase

placed in a gentleman's bed-chamber, would in all probability
cause fever not only to himself and his spouse, but to the family
in general, but should we be warranted from such a fact in
maintaining that decomposing bullocks caused fever, and should
we not in preference refer to the established truth that under
particular circumstances of situation, and climate, fever is
engendered by the proximity of decomposing animal matter!

Does not this apply exactly to the coral reefs in the
neighbourhood of Sikang, Ayer Bnndcra and one or two other
small villages near* Singapore ? Whilst we fully and freely allow
that the miasmi generated from the decomposition of animal
substances, is capable of causing fever under given circumstances,
we must at the same time admit that this general law is not
peculiarly or strikingly applicable to coral reefs exposed at low
water.

When we reflect on the effects which atmospheric changes may
produce on the human frame—on the powcre of the subtle electrical
fluid—on the imperceptible exudation of noxiojfc mephitic vapours
from the ground—and the obscurity which eirraops the causation

croscope, supports the principle of vegetable cells belonging to the lowest forms
of vegetable lilt* in the process of fomentation and decomposition. Diseases may
result from vegetable or organic germs, or they may ha^e an intimate counexion
with disease, without causing it. The microscope can only prove the existence of
these " vegetable or organic germs."

* At Ayer Bandera are two families, at Sikang 30 persons &c. Dr Little finds
intermittent fever on almost every island and in every small village, with, or with-
out coral, and this fact of prevalent intermittent which is adduced as proof of the
theory at PuloTingy, is not considered to contradict it at Sikra !

t See September number 1846 p. 59;!.
* Lyc!lr
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of febrile disease, and endemic and epidemic influences, we are
justified in hesitating before we admit an hypothesis which,
generally applicable, would inflict a cureless scourge on mankind,
and render a third of the globe uninhabitable. I cannot agree
with Mr Earl in wishing success to the author of this theory,
with all its inevitable consequences, and should it be established,
I should receive the truth with fear and perplexity.

I must sum up therefore by saying
1st, That coral reefs—as coral reefs have no influence on health.
2nd. That animal decomposition under peculiar cireumstanceg

can cause fever, occurring on Coral reefs or elsewhere.
3rd. That Dr Little's personal observations are on too minute a

scale to establish a theory generally, or even partially applicable, to
an extended space.

4th. That the examples brought forward to support this theory
are either erroneous or valueless. m

5th. That the fever caused by the effluvia of animal decomposi-
tion is distinct, and not " identical" with the fever produced by
marsh miasm,—and

6th. That the theory under consideration, so far from being new,
is but the reassertion of an established truth; viz, that in confined
situations, especially in hot and moist climates, the effluvia of decom-
posing animal substances, will cause adynamic fever.

Although disagreeing with Dr Little in the doctrines set forth
in his present series of articles in your journal, I applaud his investi-
gations, and the boldness with which he has laid them before the
profession and the public, and if in gentlest courtesy I have ventur-
ed to touch his shield, he will, I am confident, attribute it to its true
motive, the love of truth.

K18



AGRICULTURE IN MALACCA.
By F. L. BAUMOARTEN Esq.

Land in Malacca is cultivated entirely by the native population.
No Europeans, or their descendants, appear to be inclined to invest
their capital in agricultural speculation: probably from the unfa*
vorable terms upon which Leases are granted by Government, and
the failure incurred more than twenty five years ago by parties
who had undertaken the cultivation of Pepper and Coffee upon
extensive scales.

By an order of Government, announced by a notification from
Mr Bonham in 1840, the terms upon which lands were to be
granted were, " rent free for two years; from the second to the
fifth year at 4 annas per acre; from the fifth to the tenth year
8 annas per acre; from the tenth to the twentieth year one Rupee,"
and the lessee to have the option of renewal for thirty years, on
payment of an annual rent for the additional period, at the rate of
three rupees per acre! while at the sister settlement of Singapore
land may be purchased from Government in fee at 5 rupees per
acre. As a further clog, he is required to agree that if he should
fail to pay his rent, or should abandon his ground for the space of
one year, it shall, without any formal process, revert to the East
India Company.

So unwilling have speculators been to take out clearance leases
on these terms that, although eight years have elapsed since their
promulgation, not a single lease had been taken for agricultural
purposes, excepting for small patches of ground near the town and
along the sea-shore, many, if not all of which, were no sooner taken
than abandoned; such for instance are the patches of land between
Klebang Besar and Tanjong Kling. This notification, although
it had not the effect of deterring an increasing population from
squatting on the land, had a different result from that intended.
Extensive tracts have been cleared by Chinese and Malays without
even obtaining permission from the superintendent, and when called
upon to pay rent after their plantations have become productive,
have entered into an agreement with Government to pay a fixed
rate per annum for a period of twenty years, commencing from the
date of the agreement, at the end of which th^Jbnants would have
the option of a paying tenth for ever, or entering into a fresh agree-
merit with their Landlord**, who acknowledge that they possess
only "the right of taking for the use of Government one tenth part
of the produce of all lands in the settlement of Malacca/' so that
the Notification of 1840, so far as it concerns the leasing out of
land for agricultural purposes, has been a mere dead letter from the
time of its promulgation up to this period. • With respect to the
cultivation of the sugar cane, nowever, grants upon better terms were
applied for, and directed to be issued by the Bengal Government ;
these were to be rent free for five years, and thereafter to bear a
rent of four annas per acre, so long as there existed a sugar estate
upon the land, but even these were destined not to take effect—
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the late mercantile distress in England having disconcerted all the
plans of the intended sugar companies, and consequently the appli-
cations for these grants have not been renewed. No concession
of this kind has been made for any other sort of intertropical culture,
although each willrequire as large an outlay, machinery and building
excepted, as a sugar plantation. It is a mistake to suppose that
the Dutch*, by which I mean the inhabitants, not the Government,
paid no attention to the soil; on the contrary, large capitals were
expended by them in the cultivation of pepper and coffee. Exten-
sive plantations of the former were abandoned, when it was found
that this article could not be produced so cheaply as to compete
with the native produce of Sumatra. The failure of a company
which was formed for the cultivation of coffee, is attributable to
their having exDosed the young plants to the sun without the least
shade, thereby rendering them sickly and susceptible of the attacks
of white ants, which eventually destroyed them. It is a well known
fact that no coffee plantation has succeeded even in Java when
exposed in this manner. The coffee planters only discovered their
mistake when it was too late to apply a remedy. This was the
first check given to agriculture in this settlement, and the twenty
year's lease soon completed what ill-success and disappointment
had begun, for it entirely destroyed the zeal for agricultural pursuits
which had prevailed among the inhabitants of Malacca. There
can be no doubt that perpetual leases, upon moderate terms, are
the only sure means of restoring confidence, as well as developing
agricultural resources in a country in which there is abundance of
jungle, where wild vegetation is so exuberant that a plantation
reverts into its primival state after a couple of years neglect, where
land belonging to a private individual, of a rich description, and
nearer town than any now available from Government, may be
obtained in perpetuity by the payment of one eleventh of the produce,
the tenant paying nothing before the plantation, comes into bearing—*
in a country where lands upon short leases and variable terms have
no value—where higher rents are cheerfully paid when the tenure
is to be in perpetuity, by a people with whom the very terms Pesaka
Nene' Moyang, inheritance from fore-fathers, have a magical
import and perishable articles no comparative value; witness the
care with which e w y dollar is converted into gold ornaments, in*
stead of decent clothmg.. As the local government of the present dajr
appear to be satisfied, that no short leases upon unacceptable condi-
tions will ever tend to improve the cultivation of Malacca, we may
expect that ere long more favourable terms will be conceded.
Anticipating this, it may be desirable to consider what species of
cultivation is best adapted to the place, and the least expensive
*u>de of cultivating it.

Malacca is unquestionably the most healthy! and the finest spot

Journal Ind. Arch. II, p. 144.
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in the Straits, independent of its historical interest. It has not the
humidity of Singapore, nor the arid atmosphere 6f Pinang, and
possesses soil equal in fertility to any, and capable of producing
all the kinds of tropical plants known in the Straits. The only draw-
back is, that being an ancient European settlement, no choice spots
could be obtained within six or eight miles from the Govern-
ment House. This distance would be of no consideration in a
place whose peasantry are as peaceful as are those of Malacca, if
the roads were in good repair, the swamps properly trenched and
drained, and the streams cleared of obstructions which have been
allowed to accumulate for years. I have seen beds of streams so
obstructed with logs of wood, which have been felled across and
have disappeared under an accumulation of mud and rubbish, as
to be in dry weather on a level with the banks. In consequence
of this state of things, for a succession of years, there have been
complete failures of the Paddy crops, and the government as well
as private individuals—both the planters, and the capitalists who
have advanced them money for grain cultivation—nave become
sufferers: the government, by adding a nominal rent to eight or
ten years arrears without the prospect of realizing more than one
half, except by causing additional distress to an already indigent
and depressed peasantry,— the capitalist, by the loss of capital
from the inability of the cultivator to repay the loan either in pro*
duce or money,—and the cultivators by the debt thereby incurred/
and the difficulty of obtaining advances for the succeeding season,
with no option but that of closing with the money lenders upon
exorbitant terms, or abandoning their fields until better times. It
not unfrequently happens that these revert to government from
long neglect, and are given away to applicants, who have neither
bestowed labour nor expended capital upon them. Such is the
condition of the generality of the native population, who but for
the disregard shewn tp agricultural improvement, might be a happy
and a prosperous people, under the British government. They
are, however, greatly indebted to the able and zealous exertions oj
the Honorable Mr Blundell, the Resident Councillor, supported
by the Honorable Colonel Butterworth, the Governor of the Strait**
for improvements which have of late been made, and are stiU
being made for their benefit and the advancemttit of the true interest
of the government. Could the governmen^of India be persuaded *°
take the subject into their serious consideration, and sanction the
improvements recommended by the local authorities (which w0U

1J^
cost them perhaps a few thousand rupees) they would not only be
amply compensated by a better revenue, but a steady payment 01
it. "Drainage" says Mr George Robcrtsonf "lies at the bottom °j
almost every amelioration; and it is [in great Britain] prosecuted

t Author of " Rural Recollections, or the progrew of improvement in ri
tuw and Rural affiurs."
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to an extraordinary extent, and with surprizing success. The
practice of furrow draining is now widely diffused over the north
and east of England; and it has been introduced, within the last
half dozen years, into this part of the country (Scotland) and is
carried on upon a scale that will hardly be believed by those not
acquainted with the facts. Landlords and tenants are everywhere
availing themselves of this new discovery." In addition to this,
I would add that it would prepare the way to the introduction of
bullock instead of buffalo draft cattle, the latter of which have
of late years been peculiarly subject to the sweeping attack of
the murrain. Furrow-draining ought to be solely dependent on
the cultivators themselves, but surely we cannot in justice call
upon them to contribute even a portion of their labour for the
improvement of the general revenue without a remuneration, and
yet that this will be the result of their labour Nobody will dispute.
But here, on the contrary, is a willing peasantry offering every
assistance they are able to render in draining the country, asking
nothing in return but a gantang of coarse rice each man at the
close of the day, worth about six cents, ^this is indispensably
necessary, as they are obliged to earn their livelihood by daily
labour, and unless they are provided with a meal at the close
of the day, they cannot afford to bestow any time in the work
of general improvement) and so convinced are the Municipal
Committee of the great necessity of drainage from repeated failure
of the paddy crops, that although no present benefit is derivable
to the fund, they have offered to co-operate with the government,
by undertaking to pay one third of the whole expense.

Anticipating, however, that the true interesfrof Government, and
the amelioration of the condition of more than sixty thousand
of the population, who must receive the cup of good or of evil
at their hands, will not be disregarded, and that the measures re-
commended by the local authorities, will ultimately be attended to,
let us consider what kinds of cultivation are most inviting. At
first those of an indigenous kind claim a preference, and of these the
Kiost hardy and the least expensive in their culture, are the Cocoa-
nut, Betelnut, Sago, (Cycas circinalis L.) Kabong, (Borassus
Somutus L.) with the usual variety of fruit trees found in the
Dusons of Malacca, that is, heterogeneous collections of fruit trees
planted out, immediately after a jungle is cleared and burned, but
before the removal of stumps, and leaving them to grow together
with the jungle for seven 05 eight years, only clearing the latter
once in every couple of years. As an improvement, a hundred
acres of land may thus be cleared and planted with a variety of
fruit plants or seeds in rows as nearly regular as practicable, each
8Pecie8 in a separate lot or section; they may be thinned or other-
wise improved as it suits the owner when the Duson can pay its
°*n expense. As for nutmegs, cloves and other expensive cultiva-
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tions, I think they must, for the present, be left to capitalists whose
enthusiasm has not been damped by witnessing former failures—
who are not sparing of their purse, and have strong nerves to
persevere in an expensive mode of culture, though it should end,
as in the case of nutmegs, in the disappointment of finding after
a five or six years labour and.expectation, that nearly one-balf the
number of his trees are male, and must be cut down. The object
of these observations is to show that planting in Malacca, upon a
moderate scale, with a certain return of produce, is within the reach
of many, provided certain indispensable requisites are attended to,
especially during the earlier periods when the expenses are more felt
than when the plantations are beginning to assume a thriving aspect.

Supposing then that a speculator intends to open a plantation,
the principal thing that ought to be attended to is a good locality,
and one which maty be approached by a road, kept in constant
repair; for where a bad road interposes, a distance of a few miles
is practically as bad as a distance of twenty or thirty.

Having overcome this primary difficulty, and supposing that the
intended planter purposes opening a cocoanut plantation, he should
make a choice of a gently sloping or level surface, with a portion
of swampy land in its vicinity, having sufficient inclination to carry
off the water should the land requirejlraining. The swampy land
should form a part of his lease, as he might require it, but if he should
not, it would still be necessary in order to ensure the settlement of
a peasantry in his neighbourhood. Land near a running stream
should be preferred, as in localities where there are extensive swamps
and no free egress, there often arise heavy pernicious vapours which
steal along the surface of the adjacent grounds, and cause endemic
fevers, especially of the intermittent and putrid kinds; running
waters, oa the contrary, purify the air and are of great advantage
for cattle during the dry season when the fields are generally all
parched up.

In clearing his land the planter should preserve some of the
large fruit or timber trees, at irregular distances, ajid with sufficient
brushwood around each to prevent its being burnt, when the clear-
ing is set fire to. These will serve not only as shelter to the
labourers from the heat of the sun, but some useful purposes after-
wards; besides they will impart a picturesque appearance
to the plantation. He should select a light soil, because the
labour of working stiff land is very great, independent of other
disadvantages. Marshy lands, ought not to be selected for a co-
coanut plantation ;for independent of their unsightly appearance,
and the great expense and length of time required to fill 'them up,
the want of a perfectly free outlet for the stagnant waters which
saturate and poison the soil, renders the trees susceptible of attacks
from the beetles which eventually destroy them, it being a notorious
fact in Indian arboriculture thai only the roots of unhealthy trees
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or such whose sap is deficient or poisoned by unwholesome nutri-
ment, are subject to the attacks of the white ants and other insects*
in the same manner, I suppose, as the human frame is liable to
various diseases when, the constitution is-in a condition susceptible
of their impressions.

Many trees of this description are to be seen in Malacca, and
mostly in places where perfect drainage cannot be obtained. It is
not unusual to see extensive swampy fields with no less than two
feet of water in them, planted out with young cocoanuts, raised
upon little mounds, measuring about three feet in diameter, the
palms looking perfectly yellow from the poisonous effect of the
water upon the roots.

No care is bestowed by the Malays upon their cocoanut gardens.
In general the first object with them is to finiten or twenty acres
of marshy land for a paddy field, and a smalfportion of raised or
dry land to build a hut on, around which eight or ten cocoanut
plants are laid, generally at twelve feet-from each other, intermixed
with a variety of fruit trees. When the plants are first put in the
ground, a few kladi stalks are inserted between the spaces, and the
ground kept clear of grass for a few years, after which, excepting
burning a little rubbish now and then, no further labour is bestowel
upon them until the trees are full grown, and the roots so interwo-
ven that no lalang seed can take root; while frequently the plants
are allowed to struggle for existence through the repeated crop.

Sings of the young shoots and palms by the buffalo. It is consi-
ered beneficial to the trees, when they are full grown, to heap up

rubbish at the foot and set fire to it, in order to destroy the grass
and the roots which appear above ground, by which the bark is
frequently burned, and yet strange to say, the trees thrive well
enough in spite of all this ill-usage, to which must betdded the
cutting of deep notches along the whole stem of the trees fop
convenience in climbing them. But in a plantation where it
is intended that the frees should occupy a space of twenty eight or
thirty feet from each other, care must be taken to eradicate all
lalang grass, which, if .allowed to remain and take root, will ma-
terially injure and retard the growth of the trees. The system I
^ould adopt in originating a plantation of this description will be
^plained in the following estimate and observations:

First year's Cost.
Clearing 120 acres of forest land at 8 Drs. per 100 square fathoms
, o r 1 Dr. per acre Drs. 120.
Twelve Chinese immigrants at Drs. 7 each „ 84.
ftice—1,728 gantangs, at 12 gantangs each man per

month, or 2$ coyans in round numbers, at Drs. 46
Per coyan Hg

fish &c. at 45 Cents each man per month .. „ 64* on
Tobacco 30 Cents permonth for 12men. . 3 JJ{
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Shaving allowance at 8 Cents per month each man Drs. 11. 02
Remittance to China at Drs. 4 each man „ 48.
Coarse clothing for 12 men „ 3.
One Chinese Overseer at Drs. 5 per month „ 60.
Picked Nuts 7,000 at Drs. 12 per mill „ 84.
A Cart and a Buffalo, and materials for four hous-

es for coolies „ 50.
Implements „ 20.

Dollars 663. 92
Second year's Cost.

Twelve Chinese immigrants Drs. 84.

DriedFish 3P. „ 64. 80
Tobacco „ 3. 63
Shaving allowance „ 11. 52
Remittance to China „ 48.
Coarse clothing „ 3.
Chinese Overseer „ 60.
Tear and wear of buildings, carts, and
implements „ 20.

409. 92
Five following years at this rate 2049. 60

Total expenditure for seven years Drs 3123. 44

I have allowed twelve coolies in the above estimate, as I con*
template employing them in the manner shewn hereafter, but
should tlay not be required to be so employed, their number may
then be reduced to eight or ten. The passage money of each cooly
is also rated at 7 dollars, although it is often as low as 4 and 5
dollars. The price of rice is upon the same principle take at
Drs 46: as the adoption of these maximum average prices will
compensate for unforeseen contingencies not included m the calcul-
ation.

This estimate is made upon a supposition that nothing else is to
be cultivated in the intermediate spaces, but if the principle of
rotation of crops be admitted to be an improver of the soil, as it is
maintained in Europe. I would suggest (what I myself practise)
the cultivation of culmiferous, leguminous and bulbous rooted
plants in rotation, and of these chillies, kachang, sweet potatoes,
yams, and pumpkins, are the favorites of the Chinese. It is ad-
mitted that some of these by their broad leaves draw much of their
nourishment from the air, while the roots of others aid in dividing
and pulverizing the hard clayey soil. The cultivation of |these
plants will considerably lessen the expenses of the first four yean-
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I consider that each cooly, if stimulated by a promise of a few
dollars at the expiration of his period of servitude, would be able
to raise at least 36 dollars worth of annual plante, and twelve

how much better the Chinese work when they are paid by the task
rather than the day, and singular enough they are better content,
working harder and earning less by the former system than the
latter. Few labourers in the world can equal them, when working
on their own account, but on regular wages they are most complete
eye servants: they are however, upon the whole^he best class of
field labourers." This trait in the Chinese character is so well
known by their own countrymen in the Straits, that they seldom
employ them in any speculative undertaking without giving them a
small share. , ,. , , . , ,

Of the above amount, I propose that about one-third should be
given, to the Overseer, to induc^um to keep the men under him to
Uieir work; which with the tS>mise made to the Coolies would
amount to nearly 200 dollars, leaving a profit of about 250 dollars
to be deducted from the yearly expense for the period of four
years thereby reducing the total expenditure of seven years to
2000 dollars. At.the end of the fourth year no more vegetables
ought to be cultivated, but the growth of innoxious grasses ought
to be encouraged, as by the entanglement of their roots the lalang
seeds are kept out of the soil; but as they are apt to insinuate
themselves wherever they can find an opening, care must be taken
to eradicate them whenever they may make their appearance.
At this time also, a compost of cow-dung and burnt earth ought to
be spread on the surface; a good portion of which must already
have been washed into the soil by percolation, from the first
burning of the jungle, and the subsequent cultivation of the
intermediate spaces.

I admit the great advantages resulting to the cocoanut trees
from having the intervening spaces entirely unoccupied even by
innoxious grasses, but the enormous expense, attending such a mode
°f cultivation, with the existing feeling against agricultural
peculation in Malacca, renders the undertaking impracticable
to any but foreign capitalists, and of these we have none, and
l*obably never will have so long as Singapore offers a temptation
to mercantile pursuits, t

year, but full crops can-

tion«iY-.nai_can_l?«^!S^l^«*«,-nfi«nn trees, the number of nuts produced
thousand is 1,505 dollars per

S 19
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I contemplated that the planter should take a lease of swampy
land together with his lease for dry land. Supposing that he has
obtained a hundred or more acres of the former upon favourable
terms, he should as soon as convenient procure the settlement of
about ten Malay families by encouraging them with the loan of
buffaloes and implements, and perhaps, a few months' consumption
of rice, receiving in return, one-third of the grain produce. This-
is one of the hadats or ancient customs of the Malays, and they
very gladly accept the offer, when it is made, provided of course,
the land is good and capable of being drained. The buffaloes
should be females, as they form a stock belonging to the owner,
but the calves ai$ divided between the owner and his tenants, upon
whom the keeping and rearing of the cattle devolve. The estimate
of the original cost and subsequent profit may then be as follows:
Ten buffaloes at Drs 15 each Drs 150
Implements—ten chankols and ten parangs „ 10
A picul of rice to each family „ 12
Seeds, at 6 gantangs per acre.. •. ^, „ 1$

Drs 187
In general a field in a flourishing condition yields sixty fold or

360 gantangs per acre ;* but taking it at 300 as an average, one
hundred acres will annually produce 30,000 gantangs or 37 \ co-
yans, which, at Drs 20 per coyan, is equal in value to Drs 750,
one third of which is Drs 250. But this amount cannot be realized
during the first two years, as the stumps will not all have been
removed by that time. Perhaps the quantity produced may then
annum. But the fruit bearing power of tbe trees may be considerably improved by
extracting Toddy from the blossom shoots for the manufacture of jaggry, during the
first two years of its productiveness, after which it may be discontinued wlien from
the force of habit, it is supposed, it will continue to jield plenty of juice and
produce hea\y crops ever after. The profit realized from the juice ot each tree may
be averaged at I of a cent per diem. In general each tree has two mayams or flower
shoots open at the same time, and they last for about three months, after which
others are produced. Each mayam will yield toddy sufficient for the manufacture
of two small cakes of jaggry, four of which are equal in value to about I of
a cent, at wliich rate 5,800 trees will realize daily dollars 43.50. But as every tree
is required to be twice climbed, and the jaggry to be manufactured daily, a greater
portion of this amount will have to be applied towards the payment ot labourers;
and assuming so high as two-thirds of this sura as their proportionate share, we
have still a daily income of dollars 14.50, or per annum, dollars 5,292,50. for tbe
first two years. " The subsequent annual produce may be safely reckoned at fifty
nuts per annum one tree with another, and 5,800 trees will give 290,000 or dollars
3.190) at dollars 11 per thousand; forty may be considered the a\erage number now
obtained from trees that are crowded to even within lo feet of each other. Tbe
profit cannot be much enhanced by the manufacture of oil. The only advantage
will be that of obtaining the oil refuse or ampas for feeding poultry, pig:, and cattle*
I have seen 42 pics lielonging to a Chinaman of wbich 20 were large, weighing fro*1

60 to 70 catties, in the most excellent slaughtering condition, fed only upon three
gantangs of rice, and the oil refuse of 100 cocoanuts daily-

* Col. Low gives 100 fold as the produce of Province Wellesly—4 gantangs ar*
•aid to be the quantity sown and 480 gantangs as the produce of each acre. ' I0

an official return in Malacca made in 1*28, 8 gantangs of seeds were stated **
sown in each acre of ground and 75 per cent the produce.
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be estimated at about one third only. It will be perceived that
this plan will still further dimmish the expense of the cocoanut
cultivation, at the same time that it secures an additional profit
hereafter. As yet there are no correct statistical data to go upon.
The information obtained from native cultivators cannot be much
depended on. From 40 to 60 fold are stated to be the returns
yielded by each gantang of seeds, but when the question is pushed
the result by no means proves the correctness of these statements.
I asked one individual what was the produceof his fields, consisting
of 42 Battas, his answer was two coyans, raised from 30 gantangs
of seed—this will give a little more than two gantangs of seed per
acre, and make the return 50 fold, but upon referring to his
commutation deeds, I find they measure about 14 acres; if this
measurement be correct then his fields produce only 114 gantangs
per acre. Another individual says he has obtained 1,500 gantangs
from his fields, which he considers very fair, but on reference to
his commutation deed, they measure about 11 acres, which gives
136 gantangs per acre, the quantity of seed sown is unknown. But
it must be admitted that the paddy crops have not been generally
good this year. A great advantage would be obtained to statistical
knowledge if the Battas were ordered to be made all of one size,
say forty fathoms by twenty, (about one-third of an acre) and the
cultivators were made to sow seeds and begin planting within a
certain limited time; from June to August ought to be the limit
for paddy Selangore, which takes seven montns from seed to
harvest, and September the utmost limit for paddy Nachin which
yields in five months. I have introduced the subject to the notice
of several of the cultivators, and pointed out to them the injurious
effect of this want of system and co-operation for the general good,
the reasons which appeared to me at first to be merely selfish—the
fear of having the crops of those who have first planted entirely
devoured by rats, before the others could be ripe enough to come
in for a share; but upon further enquiry I find defective drainage
to be also a principal cause. When the season for planting arrives,
it too often happens that there is in some fields too much water,
which from obstructions in the water courses cannot be drained
off and necessity compels the owners to wait until a great portion
of the water is evaporated by a change of weather, which however
seldom takes place until the season for plantingis too far advanced,
and the dry season makes its appearance before the ears are formed,
which are thereby shrivelled in the buds.

An extensive paddy field has a beautiful appearance, and keeps
the air in a pure state, for which reason it should be preferred to
other kinds of culture; but if the planter has a mind to cultivate
the swamp himself, he should not, I think, undertake paddy
cultivation as the labour is great and he will require a number of
hands which will eventually cost him dear, if the grain should by
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any chance be destroyed. In the latter case he should clear his
ground and plant it with the sago palm. This is a hardy plant and
thrives remarkably well in swampy land and without culture. The
only expense will be that of partially clearing the Glam jungle and
planting it out with the seeds or young shoots of the sago, the
whole amount of which will not probably exceed 300 dollars; after
which nothing more will be required for ten years. The progress
of its vegetation in the early stages is very slow, but as soon as its
stem is formed, and the roots have acquired sufficient strength it
kills the surrounding wood, and where the soil is rich, rises in a
short time to about twenty-five feet in height, with a circumference
of about six feet. As soon as this tree is in a state of maturity, just
about the period that the flower buds begin to appear, it is cut down
near the root, and divided into several sections for the greater
convenience of removing them. The mass of mealy substance which
is enveloped by and adheres to the*fibres, is then scooped out and
pounded into a pulp, which is packed up in bundles of a conical
shape, made from the leaves of its own palms, for exportation from
the native states. When it is intended for use, or for the Europe
market it undergoes a further preparation, for particulars of which
see Journal Indian Archipelago Vol. I I I . No. V. article Sago.
Each tree is said to to yield from 20 to 120 gantangs of flour Sago,
which is retailed at ten cents per gantang, but taking it at the rate of
5 cents, and the number of gantangs at 90, to make up for the ex-
pense of cutting and preparing it for the market and disposing it by
wholesale, we have Drs 4.50 for the produce of each tree, which un-
like the cocoanut is continually multiplying by young shoots sprout-
ing up in great abundance from the roots, so that when once a plan-
tation is fairly established it becomes an everlasting source of profit.

Betelnut is also a profitable produce and has no kind of enemy,,
but the great luxuriance of our jungle and the invasion of the
lalang grass, render its culture on an extensive scale somewhat
expensive, so that it cannot be undertaken in conjunction with cocoanut
planting by a small capitalist, and one whose time is not his own;
but should he have money and time to spare, and is inclined to
devote his attention exclusively to agriculture, he cannot do better
than have one at the same time with his cocoanut plantation—the
tree bears in five years, and in most virgin soils will thrive very
luxuriantly. Drainable marsh is the best description of soil for
this cultivation. If a person have perseverance enough dhd can
personally superintend the details of his plantation, the following
will perhaps be the most economical way of cultivating it.
Clearing and burning 120 acres of Glam swamp at

62 J cents per acre Drs 75
500 gantangsof seed Paddy at Drs 2£ per cent . . . . „ 12. 50

Drs 87. CO
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No other expense will be necessary for the first year. The clear-
ers will be allowed to plant paddy during that year, the owner
receiving one-third of the produce as his share, which according to
the estimate already giving for Paddy cultivation will be about
four coyans, equal in value to Drs 80, leaving only Drs 1\ as the
first year's expense.

The second year's disbursement may be as follows:—
Cost of 12 Chinese immigrants for one year . . . . Drs 329. 92
Chinese Overseer » 60
Implements (not including ploughs) „ 23
Nuts 40,000 at 50 cents per mille „ 20
Houses for coolies* • • • » 30
Seeds » 1% SO

Drs 472. 42
^Deduct.

Produce of Paddy this year averaged at 20
coyans •: • B r e - 400

One third of this amount to Chinese coolies
and Overseer „ 133. 267.

Balance of expense for 2nd year Drs. 205. 42
Third year.

Chinese immigrants.. .* Drs. 329. 92
Ditto Overseer „ 60.

Ten Buffaloes at Drs 15 „ 150.
Ten ploughs •• •• •• •• •• •• * * » 30*
Six Harrows. . .. •• •• •• •• . . , , 3.
500 gantangs of seed „ 1 2 . 4 0

. Drs 585. 4 2
Deduct.

Pull produce this year 37 \ coyans
at Drs 20 per coyan Drs 750.
One third of this to coolies and

Overseer • » 2oO.
500

Balance of fcd year's expense Drs. 85. 42
After the paddy crop this year they may also be made to raise a

crop of sweet potatoes and kladi, and to rear a number of wholesome
pigs for the market, which, besides bringing you income more than
sufficient for the disbursements, will also most materially improve
your dung pits.

Fourth year as the third.
In the fifth year your plants will be more than three years old,j
d they will require more earth for the roots, so that only half of
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the interjacent spaces will be available for paddy ; the rotation of
crops would have improved the land so considerably that very lit-
tle difference would be experienced in the quantity of produce ; so
that the expense would not far exceed that of the fourth year.

In the sixth year no more grain could be sown, and the ground
must be then properly drained,—ditches in parallel rows ought to
be cut between each row of trees, about 2 feet in width and the same
in depth, all leading to a central canal of about six feet in width
and four in depth, if there is no river near ; but if there is, unless
the nature Of the ground requires it, there will be no necessity of
the main drain.

Each tree in good bearing yields an an average about six bunch-
es of 100 hundred Nuts each; 40,000 trees would yield 2,400 laksas,
which at dollars 2 per laksas (10,000 nuts weighing about If picul)
gives 4,800 dollars per annum. From this amount is to be deduct-
ed the expense of watching, collecting, splitting and drying &c.

It will be perceived that the amounts of produce of all the fore-

Soing articles are made upon the lowest possible average, and
lerefore no hopes are raised which are not likely to be realized.
The Kabong or Borassus gomutus is also a palm tree of some

importance. It grows to the height of the cocoanut and sago trees,
and is cultivated principally for the juice which it yields for the
manufacture of jaggery. Like the cocoanut and many other inter-
tropical trees it comes into bearing after the seventh year. It pro-
duces two kinds of mayams, or flower buds—-male and female.
The female shoot yields fruit but no juice, and the male vice versa.
Sfeme trees will give five or six female shoots before they yield
one male, and such trees are considered unprofitable by the toddy
collectors, but it is said in this case they yield sago equal in quality
though not in quantity to the cycas circinalis, although it is no*
always put to such a requisition by the natives ;—others will give
only one or two female shoots and the rest male, from each of
which the quantity of juice extracted is equal to that often cocoa-
nut shoots. A single tree will yield in one day sufficient of juice
for the manufacture of five bundles of jaggery valued at 2 cents
each. The number of mayams shooting out at any one time may
be averaged at two, although three is not an uncommon occur-
rence. When sickness or other occupations prevent the owner
from manufacturing jaggery, the juice is put in a jar where in a
few days it is converted into an excellent vinegar equal in strength
to that produced from the vinous fermentation of Europe. Each
mayam will continue to yield toddy for at least three months
though frequently for five months, and fresh mayams make their
appearance before the old ones are exhausted; in this way a tree
k kept in a state of productiveness for a number of years, the first
.mayam opening at the top of the stem, the next lower down,
and so on until at last it yields one at the bottom of the trunk
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with which the tree terminates its existence. The fruit bearing
mayam has a beautiful appearance, the nuts hanging in clusters of
many thousands, and when green the transparent kernal is made
into preserves, known as manisan kabong. The tree groM
spontaneously and requires not the slightest care ; it thrives beat
in hilly soil, where it flourishes even in the midst of jungle. The
ijau or black fibrous covering of its trunk makes excellent cordage
of all descriptions—from the string used for fastening roofs or
palings, to the hawser of native vessels. It is of the most durable
quality and stands the weather much better than coir or rattan.

The rearing of cattle forms also a subject of great importance to
an agriculturist, and a plantation is therefore not complete without
a Farm-yard. With this view, a simultaneous object with the open-
ing of a plantation, should be that of purchasing ten or twenty
cows with one young bull; they ought to be heifers from 2J to 3
years old. The cow-house ought to be capacious, so as to be able
to contain about a hundred head of cattle,—one of GO by 30 feet
will answer this purpose; it should be airy and ventilated, the
floor paved with bricks and sloping towards two sides, where there
should be a clear run of gutters to cany off the urine to a pifroutside;
the gutter from one side should communicate with the other by
a vaulted passage running under ground, across the middle of the
building, and the whole surrounded by a strong palisade of brom-
bong wood. The main pavement of the building may be laid flat
provided the cement is strong ; some bricklayers have an idea that
the larger the quantity of chunam used the stronger is the cement,
and at this rate you are made to pay for a larger proportion of lime
than is requisite for the work; one half is the usual quantity of
chunam recommended by them, when the work is required to be
strong, but you cannot spend money to less purpose—the cement is
stronger when there are more particles of coarse sand to hold
together; the proportion I have fdund to adhere best is one of
chunam to two or three of sand. The pen must be daily scraped
with a square blunt iron chankal, and all refuse carried out to the
dung pit, which should be shaded from the action of the sun. The
coatmg of dung that is left after cleaning soon dries up, and serves
as an elastic covering to the floor, which preserves it from being
broken by the trampling of the cows. The roof of the cow-house,
indeed of all out houses, should be of glam-bark unless the leaves
of sago palm can be readily obtained—it lasts twice as long as attaps
made of nipah,—is less combustible and a great deal cooler.
One or two grazing grounds ought also to be prepared connected
with the plantation if possible, but entirely separated from it by
bamboo hedges ; but if unconnected, they should be at no greater
distance from it than half a mile. In localities where there are*
abandoned gambier or pepper plantations, these may be obtained
for a trifle, the only expense would be clearing them of brushwood
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and making several partitions of bamboo hedges. Two men ought
always to be employed exclusively for them, and of all natives, the
Hindoos are the very best cow-keepers.

THE POPULATION OF THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

By ST. SPENCER JOHN, Esq.

The Philipines.
HAVING procured the official census of 1846, of the population

of the Philipines, I forward the accompanying table taken from the
" Guia ie Forasteros en les Islas Filipinas":

Provinces* Tributaries.

Tondo
Bulacan
Pampanga
Nueva Ecija
Zambales. P
Batean
Cavite
Batangas
Laguna
Mindoro ,
Ilocos Sur
Abra
Ilocos Norte
Pangasinan
Partido del Mismo
Cagayan
Nueva Visdaya . . .
Batanes
Camarines Sur . •.
Albay
Camarines Norte, •
Tayabas
Cebu
Isla de Negros.. . .
Leite
Samar
Iloilo
Capiz
Antique
Misamis ,

238,171
178,402
191,385
25,992
41,279
36,283
94,950

203,357
124,503
29,309

186,545
15,807

132,913
183,478
39,598
59,836
21,032
10,433

108,286
131,328
25,149
82,334

342,103
71,722

105,690
103,858
281,907
149,808
73,458
41,380

45,9874
38,739
41,090|
6,387
9,0764
7,933

19,7674
42,4704
29,4634
6,645

39,7774
3,9784

31,193
40,050^
9,096

14,7684
5,118

24,1484
37,4624
4,5534

18,8334
63,4184
16,2334
22,2114
21,0504
59,1284
30,618
14,671
7,106
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Zamboanga
Caraga
Calamianes

*

Total

7,705
29,277
13,905

3,431,183

5,680
4,373J

721,033
The Mariana Isles 8,366
The White population of Manila &c 3,795
The number of Tinguianes of the Cordilleras &c. .. 9,488
The Chinese 7,442

Batanes 10,433
Zamboanga - 7,705

Totel 3,652,394

Augmentation in two years taken from the same table 290,234

3,942,628
To this we may add at a very moderate computation for the

numbers not taxed from various reasons and for the wild tribes of
the interior of the islands.- - 1,000,000

For Mindanoa and Basilan moderately computedf 1,000,000

Total 5,942,628

DR MEDHURST'S CHINESE MISCELLANY.

We have received three numbers of this Miscellany, the pros-
pectus of which we published some months ago. It is on the
plan of the Bencoolen Miscellany; that is, each number is a single
tract, and the Editor does not pledge himself to a regular periodical
issue. The 1st number is " a Glance at the interior of ,China,
obtained during a journey through the Silk and Green Tea
districts;" the 2nd, is entitled. "The Chinaman abroad, or a desulto-
ry account of the Malayan Archipelago by Ong-Tae-Hae •" the
3rd is "on the Silk manufacture, and the Cultivation'of the'Mul-
berry, by Tseu-Kwang-Khe, a minister of state in China/' The
1st and 3rd papers are full of valuable and interesting matter,
but the most curious is the 2nd, which is a translation of a Chinese
work on tKe Indian Archipelago. There is hardly a characteristic
of the Archipelago that is not adverted to. The manners and
characters of nearly thirty races native and foreign, useful and
remarkable animals, natural productions, &c, are all briefly
noticed. The whole account is just such a mixture of shrewd
observation, credulity and superstition as we should have expected
from a Chinese. What fell under his own eyes is in general

* This is a misprint for Babianes and the number is probably mis-
Printed likewise but the mistake is insignificant

t Both these statements are on the authority of Spanish gentlemen
^ell acquainted with the Philipines.
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correctly described. The remainder is a reflection of the fables
and superstitions of the Javanese and Malays. The whole picture
is exceedingly interesting as a guagc of the Chinese mind—a
measure of the knowledge and faculty of observation which they
possess. The Chinese names of places would have been invaluable
to Mr Landresse and Mr Laidlay in their recent editions of Fa-
hian's travels. The following are from Mr Ong-Tae-Hae's remarks
on the Dutch :—

With respect to, the Djitch. .the; are very much like the man who stopped his
ears while stealing a bell.* Measuring them by the rules of reason, they scarcely
possess one of the five cardinal virtues;; the great oppress the small, being overbearing
and covetous, thus they have-no benevolence; husbands and wives separate, with
permission to marry again, and before a man is dead a month his widow is allowed
to go to another, thus they have no rectitude; there is no distinction between
superiors and interiors, men and women are mingled together, thus they are with-
out propriety; they are extravagant and self-indulgent in the extreme, and thus
bring themselves to the grave, without speculating on leaving something to tran-
quillize and aid their posterity, thus they have no wisdom. Of the single quality
of sincerity, however, they possess a little. As it respects the manners of the
natives, with their uncouth formSj their singular appearances, dwelling in hollow
trees, and residing in caverns, with their woolly hair and tatooed bodies, their
naked persons and uncooked food, and all such monstrous and unheard of matters,
it is scarcely worth wJrile wasting one's breath upon them.

The situation of Batavfa, is low, and the dwelling-houses are very close together;
but when you got out into the campongs or villages, you meet with the gardens
and parks of the Hollanders, adjoining one another, ibr miles together. There you
have high galleries and summer pavilions, bridges and terraces, so elegant and
beautiful, as almost to exceed the compass of human art; the extreme skill and
cleverness displayed in erecting them no pen can describe. Every seven days
there is a ceremany-day or sabbath, when from nine to eleven in the morning,
they go to the'place of worship, to recite prayers and mumble charms; the hearers
hanging down their heads and weeping, as if there was something very affecting
in it an; but after an hour's jabber they are allowed to disperse, and away they
go to feast m their garden-houses, and spend the whole day in delight, without
attending to any business. Then you may see the dust of the carriages and the
footsteps of the horses all along the road, in one unbroken succession, presentiug a
very lively scene.

I should say that these lands of the western ocean have something agreable in
them, and something to be lamented. The climate is not cold, and the whole year
is like a continual summer; all the flowers are in bloom during the four seasons;
in the time of our winter and spring the nights are rainy and the days fine, truly
this is an enchanting state of things and very agreeable. In their manners Euro-
peans aim to be polite, and affect an elegant air; they seem delighted at meeting
with their friends, and arc lavish in their compliments to one another; if a man in
his poverty make application to them, they do not reject him, whether he be of the
same danor only distantly connected, they do not look strangely upon him. When
young people see a stranger, they compliment him with a bow, and when menials
meet their masters, they lumour them by kneeling; this is according to the liberality
of human feeling displayed in ancient times, and is truly praiseworthy. The soil

is rich and fertHe, and necessaries are choap and easily procured; a peck of rice can
be bought for a few cash, fowls and ducks are cheaper even than vegetables, and
fora meiT trifle you can obtain an attendant; this is a cheap state of tilings, and very
agreeable. But there are no writings of philosophers and poets, wherewith to beguile
toe time ; nor any friends of like mind, to soothe one's feelings; no deep cavern*
or lofty towers, to which one could resort for an excusion; all which is very much to
be lamented.

* Intimating thrft th#>y try to hide their vices from themselves, and think that
•hey arc as much concealed from others. They have a story in China, that while
«• man was stealing a bell, he stopped hi& own ears, to prevent his hearing the noise,
ami t^en thought rfiat others were also deaf to tTie sound.

t The five cardinal virtues among the Chinese are benevolence, righteousness,
propriety, wisdom, and truth.
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T H E principal metallic ores of these provinces of which the loca-
lities are known, are those of tin, antimony, iron and lead (galena);
in addition to these however, specimens of the carbonate of lead^
the sulphurets of copper and bismuth, and an ore of silver in .com-
bination with copper and antimony, have been obtained through the
agency of the wandering tribes of Karens who inhabit the hilly re-
gions of the provinces ; the sites of the latter have still to be in-
vestigated ; but it will be obvious from the following remarks that
such researches must be the work of untiring application to secure
the good will of these sons of the forest, whose focal experience is
so intimately connected with the end to be attained.

Under the Burman rule, it is customary on the discovery of any
metallic deposit becoming known to the Government, to compel
the Karens to work in the extraction of the ores at a rate of remu-
neration depending upon the consideration of the Government of.
ficers, in charge, which is consequently reduced to the lowest possi-
ble rate ; and in many instances such labor is enforced as a feudal
right, without any payment from the Government. Such was the
system pursued by the Burmese ; and although a sufficient period
has elapsed, one would suppose, since our occupation of the coun-
try, to admit of a knowledge of the British institutions affecting
labor and property having more generally obtained, it is certain
that the impression is still strong with those Karens, who
from their localities are comparatively isolated from immediate
contact with the executive power, that the same oppressive mea-
V°L. IU. NO. XII. DECEMBER, 1849. X 20
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sures would be enforced were they to disclose any valuable metallic
deposits, which from their constant traversing the jungles in all
directions they may be supposed to be cognisant of. The Bur mans
and Taliens surpass all other nations in their belief of the
soul-absorbing doctrines of alchemy :—this infatuation pervades
all classes ei society from the king to the fisherman : nor are the
monasteries without their votaries to the science, who may be seen
in the intervals of leisure from the religious duties, occupied with
a pair of small double cylindrical bellows of bamboo, trying to re-
duce some refractory piece of ore of a composition to them un-
known, but which, aided by ingredients stated in their works on
alchemy, will they believe, accomplish the long-sought revelation
of the mystery;—a failure ensues of course, but their faith is not
shaken, and to some other empirical formula they have recourse
fully imbued with the belief that eventual success will crown their
efforts. Whether this infatuation has penetrated the jungles and
found as co%enial a recipient in the simple race which inhabit
them ; or whether a feeling less exalted but more matter of fact, in
the chance discovery of some unmistakeable ore of silver be the
reason for the unvarying ignorance they express, I have not been
able divine; but sure it is, that in almost every Karen village I have
visited the indispensible pair of bamboo cylinders were present,
which are applied to the reduction of every piece of heavy mineral
they pick up, and I was informed by one of the community, that
all stones which did not produce a metallic liquid were cast aside
as worthless, and the sites of their deposits disregarded, in which
circumstance we may have cause to regret the loss of some valua-
ble deposits of the sulphurets.

Such are the obstacles to the discovery of the valuable metallic
deposits in which these provinces abound:—that they were both,
well known and usefully applied by the Burmese Government in
former times may be inferred from the names still extant of several
creeks on the coast, and other localities—those called Ban Kyouk
Khyoung {or silver stone creek) and Ban Toung or silver mountain,
being significant of their productions. Want of communication
by road between the several coast provinces is also a great impedi-
ment to a knowledge of the riches of the country, and until the
jungles have been more reclaimed by an incumbent and increasing
population, it cannot be expected that such improvements w\ll be
effected.

Tin.

From the remains of old workings still existing near the
beds of the lower province of Mergui, it is evident that this source
of wealth must have claimed the attention of both Siamese and
Burmese Governments for ages past:—In the middle of the 16th
century, the Portuguese, who liad established themselves as traders
at Pegu and Martaban, appear to have visited this locality ana
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Junk Ceylon with the object of collecting tin, which then as now in
the latter place, composed the principal medium of trade and
currency. The wars of the Burmese and Siamese, and the constant
forays of the latter, carrying off the population into slavery, have
tended to restrict the production of the metal from this locality to
an amount insignificant in the extreme, when compared with the
capabilities it possesses; and it will be seen from the following
remarks, that not only do these provinces abound in deposits
which, if worked, would surpass the production of any other part
of the known world, but further, that the richness both as regards
extent and depth of the beds and purity of the ore, exceeds that of
any other tin producing country in the east.

The known localities of the stream tin are as follows :—
1. The mines of Mal^wan and the tributaries ofthePakchan

river.
2. On the Bok-pyn river to the northward of the above.
3. In the upper branches of the Lenya river.
4. On the Thengdau river in the vicinity of the coal mine on the

Great Tenasserim.
5. At Thaban-liek on the little Tenassenm river.
6. At Kamoungtan, Engdau and Thapy-an in the same locality,

but not so accessible as Thaban-liek.
7. At Yamon about 20 miles from Mergui, on the south side

of the Great Tenasserim river, of an inferior quality, being mixed
with wolfram sand or tungstate of iron.

8. In the Toung Byouk valley, a little to the southward of Tavoy
river.

9. At the head waters of the Great Tenasserim to the eastwatd
of Tavoy—noticed by both Dr Heifer and the Revd. Mr Mason.

10. In the upper courses of the streams which flow into the Bay
of Henzai (a beautiful spot on the coast situated between Tavoy
and Ye) the ore obtained from this locality contains grains of gold
and garnets.

Mine Tin
11. Is found in the hill of Kahan near Mergui in a decomposed

granite matrix passing through the sand stone. This hill is in fact a
repository of mineral wealth which not even the richest (Tin) mines
of Cornwall can excel, as will be seen from the remarks which
follow.

Up to the point of Henzai in lat. 14* 50' N. the stanniferous
formation appears to exist uninterruptedly from the Pak-chan;
about this position however the primary sandstone range inter*
Venes and produces an entire change in the character of the streams
and their deposits, but it may reasonably be expected that the valley
formed on the coast line by the sandstone, and to the eastward by
the granite primary schists of the peninsula range, will prove on
examination to possess tin deposits equally rich with those described.
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These tin beds are composed of the debris of granitic rocks mix-
ed with the ore, which varies in size of crystal from that of fine
sand, to that of an ordinary quartz pebble; their extent is unknown,
and the depth of the metallic deposit at the principal workings,
from seven to twelve feet; those at Mallevan being superior in
this respect. Some of these deposits contain a small quantity of iron
either as an oxydulated iron sand, or tungstate of iron ; but the
general quality of the ore may be stated as being a pure peroxide,
yielding a produce ef 70 to 75 per cent of pure metal:—specimens
of cleaned ore sent to England have been reported upon as yielding
73 percent of metal, and worth in that state £46 per ton.

The following statement shews the ascertained relative qualities,
and the cost of production of the tin deposits of Banka, the Malay
Peninsula, and these Provinces at a cost of per cwt.
100 parts Banka ore yield 58 parts of metal Rs. 11. 6 As.

do. Malay Peninsula do 65-77 . . . . do. „ 13. 4
do. Mergui Province „ 70-75 . . . . do. , J i q 1 A
do, Kahan lode Tin „ 80-82 . . . . do. , ,5 "" 1U

the latter cost of production is deduced from the experimental
labor of several parties hired for the occasion, and is averaged from
the produce of several stream localities ;—such data is obviously
defective, but the draw-backs attending all trial operations of the
kind, will prove perhaps considerably above the rate at which the
Chinese miners produce the metal; from whom however a truthful
statement so immediately affecting their own interests is not to be
expected ; but from the greater facility afforded in the extraction
of the ore at Kahan and its greater purity, it will be seen from the
following extracts from the Captain Tremenheere's report that the
cost of production would approach that of Banka.

Extracts from Captain Tremenherre's report to Government on
the tin deposits of the Mergui provinces. (31st August 1841.)

" The streams themselves are rich in tin, which may be collected
from the beds in considerable quantities. The process by which it
has been deposited for long periods and for many miles along the
line of valleys throughout which they flow, appears to be in active
operation at the present day-—crystals of the per-oxide of tin
washed down by the rains and deposited with sand and gravel
in their beds may, by changes of the rivers caused during the
freshes, be quickly covered with a few feet of gravel and soil. The
older deposits have, as far as my observation extends at present,
the same alluvial character, and it would be well in future operations
to have regard to the levels in which the streams may have former-
ly run.

" First locality visited.—The Theng-dau river on the great Tenas-
serina. Ashan employed for the purpose collected at this spot
11,889 grs. of ore, equal to 190.198 gr$, pure metal, in an hour
andafodf
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Second locality visited. Tha-ban-liek, on the little Tenasserim
Greatest production in the bed of the stream the produce of a day'"
labor of two men ascertained: 5 lbs., 2. oz : 383 grs. of pure tin at
a cost of 12 annas, exclusive of the expenees of reduction to the
metallic state.

From the trial of the produce of one man's labor in a given time
there appears to be sufficient to justify every expectation of a
profitable employment of labor on an extensive scale : the result
can only " be considered rough approximations to the probably
outturn of tin with an establishment properly superintended."

Kahan, a small hill on the right bank of the Great Tenasserim
4 miles from Mergui. " The tin occurs here differing much from
that of the localities above mentioned; the hill is composed of a soft
friable white sandstone rock, the ore is found in the crystallized form
interspersed in decomposed granite, forming a vein about 3 feet wide
enclosed by the sandstone rock.

" In about a quarter of an hour a few baskets of the decomposed
granite were removed, which produced an amount of crystallized
per-oxide of tin equal to 63,176 grs. of pure tin.

"This locality appears to be of a very promising description and
I have little doubt that if the work were aided with ordinary'skil!
and means, a tin mine here would be exceedingly productive."
A vein of tin is in fact exposed to the day, and would only require
for a considerable period of work, the precaution of well supported
galleries and shafts to allow of its contents being easily extracted.

"The Kahan hill is I conceive an indication of a valuable repository
of tin. It is but a quarter of a mile from the creek communicating
with the river, which is accessible to any boats. Its proximity to
Mergui offers also great facility for procuring labor and supplies

"The localities therefore which appear to hold out the best pros-
pect for tin are, for stream tin the Tha-ban liek and Thengdau, and
for mine tm Kahan hill. They all produce tin of the same nature
and quality, viz. crystals of native peroxide, being a combination of
oxygen and tin only.

" The crystallized form in which the ore has been found renders
its separation extremely easy, and the whole process of stamping
and dressing, which in England are tedious and expensive opera-
tions can thus be dispensed with—no arsenic or sulphur being mix-
ed with the ore, it need not be roasted before it is placed in tho
furnace.

It will thus be seen that the tin of Mergui offers no ordinary
inducement to the outlay of capital, without much of the risk, un-
certainty and large previous outlay usually attending
adventures." m

Extract from Captain Tremenheere's second report to the Milita
Board on the tin of Mergui, October 1842. After noticing the ri
deposits of " Kahan" Captain T. proceeds as follows :

" Experimental operations have been in progress there by the
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order of the commissioner Mr Blundell, with a view to ascertain
the value of the spot for mining purposes, and I flm happy to have
it in my power to state, that they have been attended with the most
complete success ; more than 8 cwt. of clean ore ready for smelting
has been collected by a gang of convicts, in which are bulky spe-
xnens of macled crystals, which in weight and size surpass any-
thing I have ever seen in Cornwall or in cabinet specimens.

" The upper portions of the decomposed matrix of the ore which
have been exposed to view at the surface, appear but indications of
a most valuable repository of tin, from which have been extracted
specimens of great weight and richness, consisting of large macled
crystals of tin on quartz, and contain more tin in proportion to the
bulk than any specimens I have hefoi%e seen—the largest, which
measured about 14 inches square by 12 deep was so heavy, as to
require some exertion to hold it steadily in both hands. The stratum
of tin soil was ascertained to be upwards of 12 feet thick ! The
" Kahan" ore gave on analysis only 0.91 per cent of metallic iron,
and is believed to be pure from the tungstate of iron and sulphur."

Extract from Captain Tremcnheere's report on the tin deposits of
the Pak-chan.

" Malewan and the tributaries of the Pak-chan. The greatest
quantity of clean ore obtained from one trough full of soil waa
2,078 grains; the time occupied in each washing 5 to 6 minutes.

"They (the work men) stated that in the rains one man would
earn four rupees worth of tin per day. These productive streams
are however but the index of what is to be found elsewhere, and
if these localities ever attract the European capitalists, of whose
notice I believe them well worthy, the proper sphere for the scien-
tific miner should be in the hills themselves. There, if a little cau-
tious investigation were previously made by practical men in search
of a spot for mining operations, the use of the common horse
€l whem", or the most ordinary draining operations, would in my
opinion, in the course of a very short time, discover veins which it
wouldbeveryprqfitabletofollow out withmorecompleteapparatus."*

Of the value of such testimony as the foregoing there can be
but one opinion; coming as it does from an officer of known
scientific attainments and well acquainted with the vast mining ope-
rations of his native country. The wonder is, that the Supreme
Government of India should have allowed these reports to pass
into oblivion for so long a period, instead of causing them to be
circulated through the capitalists at home, with offers of the most
liberal consideration to any parties undertaking their developement.

* The late Dr Heifer in his letter to Mr Commissioner Blundell on the tin deposits
at the head of the Great Teiiasserim writes thus " I have made one excursion to the
eastward from this place (Tavoy) crossing over the Tenasserim river to the supposed
boundary : my chief aim was the tin mines, and I am greatly satisfied with them;—
they are very productive and very extensive; only, because the people do not under-
stand to work them, and because no European who understands it knows of them,
they lie waste; but on a large scale worked with a capital of 30,000 rupees to com-
mence with, one would soon become a " millionaire.1'
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Such a process would ere this have resulted in creating a name for
these Provinces as a tin producing country of the first scale of im-
portance ; and in comparison with the tin localities of the Malacca
peninsula, (with, for the most part, a semi-barbarian at the head of
each petty state whose will is law, and whose cupidity, excited
by the exhibition of any considerable amount of property, is rarely
satisfied with less than the wholesale massacre of the miners for its
attainment; such acts have on several occasions been perpetrated,)
the contrast, with the security enjoyed under British rule and
freedom from all oppressive taxes or other restriction on labor or
produce, will claim for these provinces a preference it would be
folly to dispute.*

The causes which have operated to retard the developement of
this source of wealth are as follows:—

1. The isolated position of the localities enriched by the tin

* The territory of Malacca claims a passing notice here from its rich mineral
deposits (tin and gold) as well as for the fertile nature of its soil generally, and the
invaluable acquisition for general purposes of cultivation which it possesses in the
rivers which water its magnificent plains; during the Dutch occupation of the
country, which then extended interiorly as far as Nanning, its resources were
undergoing a gradual development, by the operation of a system of protection and
encouragement to Chinese miners and to agriculturists, which, had their rule
been uninterrupted to the present period, would have rendered that portion of their
possessions second in importance only to the island of Java; this will be evident

>m the fact, that at the period of the transfer of the country to the British
Government, the tin mines of " Sungie Uiong" alone produced 6, to 7,000 piculs of
metal annually, worked by 800 Chinese, but in the course of the succeeding twelve
years of British rule, the produce of the* same locality rarely exceeded 3,000 piculs,
with the number of Chinese miners reduced to 300—and so with the produce of
the adjoining districts of "Rumbow" "Johol"and " Jelibu."

Whatever may be the defects in the system of Government applied by the Dutch
to their colonies; that one of apathetic conduct in regard to the perfect development
of the resources of their possessions cannot be laid to their charge, as witness their
boards of forests, "of mines" of cultures &c, and it may fearlessly be asserted, thathad
the British Government adopted the measures of legislation they found instituted
on assuming the administration of that territory, such measures, strengthened by
the more liberal policy which characterises the British domination, would have
resulted in placing the province of Malacca in the first class of importance for its
valuable productions.

To those acquainted with the early Government of the Straits, the cause of this
decadence and long torpor to which the province of Malacca has been subjected
must be obvious enough, but may be briefly stated a s :—

1st. The over-legislation which obtained in the first instance in regard to land
tenures and other processes of local arrangement, which demanded the most liberal
consideration instead of the opposite course; this, for many years hung as an
"incubus" on the growing energies of the Straits settlements.

2nd. To the absence of all beyond a superficial knowledge either of the language
of the people, of the country, or its capabilities, on the part of the chief local

To this latter absence of one of the principle elements of effective Government,
must be attributed the dismemberment of Rumbau and its dependencies from the
Malacca territory, which was given in January 1833 to the chieftenship and rule
of Rajah Ali and his son-in-law Syed Saban : opposed to the claims of the legiti-
mate chief Kodin; thus was sown the germ or anarchy and all its attendant evils,
which ever since the expulsion of Rajah Ali by the latter chief in 1836 has continu-
ed to shed its baneful influence throughout all the adjoining petty states, where
restrained by no law, and subject to no effective rule beyond the " dicta" of the self
constituted " Panghulu," no security for person or property exists, and
treasures of the earth are brought to light scantily and fearfully.
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deposits, those on the Pak-chan, being rarely visited by native
traders beyond the smallest description of boats from Mergui, and
those to the north of Mergui without a resident population are
therefore but little known.

2. The absence of capital in the provinces, both with European
and other merchants, to apply to any source of investment out of
their immediate control, and as the timber trade of Maulmain
engrosses the attention of all classes to this staple branch of its
commerce, all operations involving a circulation of capital are
necessarily concentrated in that quarter and in that article.

3. The absence of wealthy Chinese residents in those provinces,
as in the Straits, with available means for the amelioration of the
condition of their poorer countrymen, by advances to enable them
to commence some undertaking (mining or agricultural,) as a means
of subsistence:—those Chinese emigrants who find their way to
this coast I have found from dear bought experience, to consist of
the lowest in the scale of even that low class of Chinese which the
teeming population of that Empire distributes yearly through the
Malayan Archipelago; exceptions are very rare amongst them of
individuals who are not victims to that pernicious habit of opium
smoking whicji characterises their nation ; and of those individuals
who find their way to the lower provinces, the majority are content-
ed to drag through a miserable existence on terms extorted from
them by the heads of the " Kongsis," which their habits induce ;
and consequently, with but one object in view, that of passing this
life in unrestricted indulgence of the drug oblivious of passing
cares ; dead to all that inspires an emulation with their fellow-
men ; these wretched creatures becomes isolated and shamed by
those of their own class who have still a spark of ambition left to
urge them to rise superior to the brute creation.

In the foregoing I have endeavoured to point out the causes of
the sterility of production from this "ElDorado" of mineral wealth,
and when the fact be considered that government restriction exists
to retard a progressive success to any operations of the nature im-
plied, it will be a matter of surprise to the casual observer that the
attention of capitalists has not been directed thitherward; the reason
is, simply because the information now brought to light has never
met the publicity it claims.

It now remains to be shewn how the undertaking could be effect*
ed, the means to be applied, and the probable return of an invest-
ment of capital therein.

The present period offers peculiar facilities for procuring labor
to any exteut, in the numbers of Chinese who would gladly remove
into these provinces from Siam, did any inducement offer. It may
not be generally known that upwards of 50,000 Chinese (in con-
sequence of the late revolt of that class against the Siamese govern-
ment, caused by th* oppressive measures of the king in his monopo-
ly of the sugar trade), have been completely ruined, an inconside-
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rable number from their body have for sometime past found their
way into the Mergui province, where, in their location on the banks
of the t'enasserim river, they have commenced plantations of sugar
cane, A twofold benefit would accrue by employing this class of
Chinese from the circumstance of their avocations being purely
agricultural, which, combined with the aptitude of the Chinese in
general to all kinds of labor, would ensure the useful application
of the rich lands in the tin localities to the production of the neces-
saries of life, and thus render a dependance upon other plac.es for
supplies unnecessary.

Were any arrangement effected for the employment of a number
of these refugees, it would in the first instance be necessary to pro-
vide them with lodgement and supplies of food, as an advance up-
on their contracts, as they would arrive in these provinces in a per-
fectly destitute condition; and for the risk attending this outlay of
capital without any tangible security for its return, I do not hesi-
tate in stating, that besides most liberal terms, the government
would afford eveiy protection and assistance to the undertaking to
secure the benefits which would result therefrom to the provinces
generally.

In the trifling operations which are now conducted at the tin
mines on the Pakchan, the payment to the laborers is I believe,
made by a certain portion of the pure metal, in other words a
percentage upon the produce, and for the reasons already stated it
may be supposed to be less in amount than the average rate of cost
deduced from the trial experiments conducted by Captain Tremen-
here viz, Rupees 13 .10 per cent. Such a system of an established

Sircentage upon the produce is obviously the best, and should form
e base of any arrangements effected:—taking however as a data

20 years, to ascertain the probable amount of return, and in placing
the rate at Drs 15 J or R's 33 per picul of 133 lbs. it will be ff
any thing somewhat below the average. The cost of production of
the tin for the same quantity—H's 16. 3,—would leave R's 15 .13
per picul to cover all charges until sold in Pinang, and leave an
amount of clear profit to the undertaking which I may venture to
state is not surpassed in any operations of the kind in India at the
present day, the known large profits of the Dutch from their mines
ui Banka alone excepted.

An objection might possibly be urged by capitalists at home to
an undertaking having for its object the production of an article
so largely produced in England, to an extent that besides meeting
the full demand for home consumption has also a considerable
•urplus for exportation. Such an objection can at once be met by
Pointing to the steady demand for the article throughout the markets

u «&x
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of India and China, which, whatever may be the fluctations in
value in the home market; serve to maintain a regulated and steady
value in the Straits markets, which not even an amount of produc-
tion to double the extent of the present extensive one, would
materially affect.

With the foregoing exposition of this sterling description of
mineral wealth which these provinces so abundantly possess, it is
to be hoped that the period is not far distant when the attention of
capitalists will be directed to the subject, and that in the prosecution
of an enterprise in a locality enjoying an equable and saltfbrious
climate, a rich and inexhaustible soil, and blessed with the perennial
verdure of the tropics, a new branch of commercial resource will
be created, which will claim for this beautiful portion of the British
territory, a consideration its rising importance merits.

Manganese.
The ore of this mineral as a grey oxide is found distributed in the

secondary formations pierced by the tributaries of the Thoung-
yeen and Gyne rivers, it also occurs on the great Tenasserim river
in the vicinity of the coal mine, and is noticed by Captain Tre-
menhere as follows. '

" The best ore (Manganese) is found on the Thuggoo river and
on the bank of the Great Tenasserim. It occurs in the form
of a black oxide, and is the manganese of commerce : It is in
large demand in Europe in the preparation of bleaching compound,
and when pure is valuable to the manufacturer of glass: quality—a
hydrate of the peroxide of Manganese " black wad" of Sp. gr. oz.
1. 47 and contains by analysis—

2 equivalents of water. . . . 9 percent.
Iron I- 96 grains.
Spec, gravity of the grey oxide 2. 46

There is sufficient at the locations referred to, to indicate extensive
deposits which can be collected by removing the soil lying above
it and near the spot in which it lies exposed."

From the extensive use of this mineral in the arts, and the facili-
ties of extracting it from the b A described, it may be presumed
that a shipment of it to'the London market would afford encourage-
ment for more extended operations therein ; the only charges in-
cident to its being placed on board ship being those of labor in ex-
tracting, which, from its position near the surface would be com-
paratively trifling, and the subsequent water carriage to a depot
from where it could be shipped. This appears to be well worth the
attention of the British merchant, who in the event of a successful
result, would have the honor of adding this artiffle to the staple
returns for imported merchandize.

Antimony.
The sulphuret ore of this mineral appears to be pretty general

throughout the provinces; accompanying the sandstone of the
older formation, in which it is found forming veins of various
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dimensflfos, which ramify in all directions from the principal vein.
Several localities in the sandstone range of hills enclosed by*h e
Attaran and Maulmein rivers have been worked, but it would
appear that the expenses attending the operation are too heavy to
admit of a profitable investment of capital therein, the localities
of these deposits being generally at some considerable distance
inland, without roads and water or water conveyance m the vicinity,
and the labor attending its extraction from a hard matrix of the
nature of the sandstone, oppose a fonmdable barrier to this article
ever becoming important in the exports of the provinces; and until
it be found in the mass on the banks of some of the navigable nvers,
or similarly situated to the deposits of Borneo, the competition with
the Singapare market to supply the limited demand m the home
markets must remain as now, impracticable. •

Specimens of this ore have been brought to me from several
sites on the small creeks of the Gyne, Haundrau, and Zimmee
rivers, this latter according to native authority being close to the
water and in an entire mass, but without personal investigation such
information merits but small reliance, the difference between native
description and actual reality being in general too extravagant to
allow, any credit to be placed in the former.

Iron
Is the most abundant of the metallic ores and occurs throughout

the whole length of the provinces ;"it comprises a large variety of
the oxides principally, and is present in available beds and masses.

1. In the mountain limestone range of hills near the Thoungyein,
as a close grained specular oxide.

2. The Gyne, Dagyne and Houndran rivers all possess beds of
iron, those of the most useful being of the clay stone variety.

3. A bed of brown iron stone (a rich oxide ore) described by
Dr Heifer as existing on the banks of the Salween near the mouth
of the Yenbayne.

4. On the island of Beeloogyoon as specular iron or ferologiste
in a hill composed of red iron cjay (also described by Dr Heifer.)

5 At several localities on the rivers Attaran and Zemmee, and
their tributaries; the principal beds being composed of a rich magnetic
peroxide (hematite) coiitaining 85 per cent of pure metal.

6. Near the old city of Wagru on the creek of that name, as bog

*7 Near the town of Tavoy on the right bank of the river, a
mass of native loadstone occurs possessing polarity ; this is far the
most importait deposit of the metal existing in the provinces, from
its beinff nearly a pure mass of metal, and situated with every faci-
lity for working. A hill at a short distance from the above i*
composed of an entire mass of the " specular oxide ore/' and the
^hole surface of the country to the sea gives evidence of vast de-
posits of the metal of the richest description.
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8. The Toung-byouk river passes through extensive deposits
of rich "glance" and in its bed are found large quantities of cubical
ore, pyrites, and concretionary nodules of clay iron stone.

The foregoing are the principal known localities of the ores of
iron; besides those enumerated however other sites less accessible are
abundant; and in all the rivers flowing through the upper^beds of
the secondary foundations, as well as in the schistose rocks, pyrites
and oxydulated iron are Jlresent in large quantities, the latter is also
found in the sands of the beach, having been deposited there by the
disintigration of the gneiss, and mica, and chlorite schists of the
littoral formations.

With all this tempting display of the richness of these provinces
in an article of such universal utility, it must be confessed that the
prospects of profitable returns to any undertaking for the product-
ion of the metal are obscure and uninviting; facilities are not want-
ing at the various localities mentioned which would serve to gild
the bait of speculation, and which in the glowing license of a des-
criptive prospectus, might charm the capitalist to an investment of
his funds, but opposed to these are the weighty considerations which
follow.

1. The large expense necessary to the formation of an effective
establishment for the reduction of the ores of iron, would be doubled
in a country possessing none of the resources to aid the undertak-
ing ; all of which must be imported from home.

2. The paucity of inhabitants and consequent high rate of labor
for services, which for the first 2 or 3 years would of necessity be
experimental and probationary.

3. The cost of material (coke) for mixing with the charcoal
as the reducing agent, and lastly, with all this accomplished, and
the work proceeding smoothly on its course, would the material so
produced compete m the markets of the East with that imported
from home, or with the article produced at the "Porto Novo" works
on the Madras coast ? I think not, and moreover that the scale of
success which has attended that undertaking to supply India with
its own native material, ought to be considered a criterion for the
guidance of all new operations of the same kind possessing even
snore advantages than that establishment.

Lead*
The ore of this metal accompanies the metalliferous limestone

ranges which in separated masses, are found throughout the Pro-
vinces :—their principal character is that of the " sulphuret" or
"galena" ore in every variety of crystallization: obtdbied specimens
shew the following.—In "cube" crystals imbedded in and dissemina-
ted throughout a matrix of highly indurated grey limestone.

In " lamellar" masses easily separated, in the same matrix as the
foregoing. "Granular" and "compact" with brilliant metallic
surface and of varying spec, grav.:—also regular "octohedron ore,"
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and an "amorphous" carbonate ore yielding 83 per cent of pure
metal. , .

The known sites of the above deposits are
1 In the Paguh range of limestone hills which t>ccur between

the Yen-bani and Thoung yeen rivers, having a course parallel to
that of the Salween river. m

2.T[n the mountain limtstone ranges situated between the Hlom
Bwai and the Salween.

3 In the same formations crossing the upper waters of the
Houndran river in the bed of which the carbonate ore occurs m
TV1QQQ

4 . ' On the Zemmee river in the cavernous limestone near its
source, and _ i . t • i_ •

5. At the head waters of the Toung-Byouk stream, which pierces
the upraised limestone beds.

Analysis of the three kinds gives as follows:—
Lamillar ore Cube ore Granular ore

Lead. . . . 7 6 . 0 0 81 .00 81 57
Sulphur.. . 19. 00 1& 24 15. 00

Silver a trace
and a specimen of compact steel grained variety of galena from the
Pagah range gave fcy analysis—

Leaa • 80.
L e a ~ ^ |
Sulphur 14. 06 fSpec. grav. 7. 2.
Silver 4. 12J

The indications of the deposits of this metal are too numerous to
admit of a doubt of its existence in these provinces, to an extent that
might offer good and sufficient inducement to its being worked. The
little that is known however of the localities of these deposits, the
facilities they offer fora successful undertaking, and their richness and
extent, is so meagre, that without a strict and searching investiga-
tion of these points, no operation of the kind could be undertaken
With that security, which must form the basis of all operations of
the kind. With such evidence of the existence of these deposits, it
would not be overstepping the bounds of ordinary expectation to
look forward to the discovery of some valuable ores both of lead,
copper and silver, as the result of a minute examination of the vast
metallic matrix formed by the ranges of mountain limestone within
the British boundary of these provinces ; the existence of the two
latter ores has in fact being clearly established, but their sites for
reasons already stated are known only to the Karens of the jungles.

The low value of the common galena ores in the English mar-
ket renders it doubtful whether mining operations for its extraction
delusively would be profitable, even with the advantages of water
carriao-e from the vicinity of its deposits ; but in the varieties which
e*ist, ^perhaps in the same formation, " an argentiferous galena"
^ay be discovered possessing a per centage of silver which would
amply repay an investment of capital therein.
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Bvmuth.
The Sulphuret of Bismuth occurs with the ore of antimony

in the sandstone range of hills described in noticing that ore ; its
importance as an article of commerce is of secondary character, but
should it be found to be present in any considerable quantities, the
reduction of the metal from the ore would doubtless prove profitable,
its price for the home (kmand being froA 2s to 2s 6d per lb. The
ores of cobalt are usu^y found accompanying those of Bismuth,
and from their high value, (if free from iron,) would, if discovered
to exist in these provinces, offer a most valuable means for profita-
ble investment. Silver also forms a component of one of the ores of
of this metal, and it is to be hoped that as our knowledge of these
metallic deposits becomes more matured, the more valuable kinds
as above stated will be brought to light and usefully applied.

Specimens of both Copper and Silver ores have been
obtained from the Karens who appear to be unacquainted with
their characters. The sites of their deposites however have still to be
examined, and they are only mentioned here to complete the
catalogue of mineral riches which these provinces possess. Specimens
of copper ore have also been brought from several island? of the
Mergui Archipelago, and all obtained appears to be of the same
character, viz the grey copper ore, containing from 40 to 50 parts
of the metal in .combination with antimony, iron and sulphur.

An ore of silver, of which specimens have been received, was
found to consist of silver, antimony, copper and sulphur; producing
about 35 per cent of pure metal; its locality appears from the in-
formation obtained from a Karen, to be in the range of hills near
the head waters of the Hloni Bwai river where old workings are
said to exist.

Gold.

Has been collected in small quantities from several of the tin
streams having their sources in the older formation of the boundary
range of mountains; that obtained from the head waters of the
Tavoy river, as also from the streams which empty themselves into
the Bay of Henzai, where it is found mixed with the tin ore, is of a
quality equal in every respect to the gold dust of the Malay peninsula.
It does not however appear to be in sufficient quantities to induce
the establishment of permanent washings, altho' the Siamese have
for many years derived a considerable revenue from the produce
of the streams which form the eastern watershed of the same range
of hills. Opposed to a correct knowledge of the riches of these
streams, is the insuperable obstacle of absence of population ; the
vast tract which forms their sources being a desolate wilderness of
forest rarely visited even by the Karens themselves, and it may
therefore be safely advanced that a century must elapse to admit of
the present rate of progressive increase of the native population
effecting an opening into those primeval wilds, ere their precious
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deposits be brought to light; unless some more adventurous
spirit of enterprise than now prevails in the commercial world, be-
comes manifest to reap the substantial benefits which these pro-
vinces are capable of bestowing.
A i . n i ii j"^c. e.g.grs.

Analysi^of the gold procured J 2 1 £ g G o l ( 1 O r 8 7 . 8 9 5 c e n t
from the head waters of the f 2 Q IJUver „ 9.241 do.
Tavoy nver gave per state-V a 2 j m m e t a l s 2.864 do.
ment of the assay master ot V * ^^
the Calcutta mint J JQQ QQQ

Equal in the scale of importance with any of the foregoing, and
with the exception of the metal tin, surpassing in its abundance all
other products of the provinces, is the mineral—

Coal.
The tract of country enclosed within the 11th to the 14th degree

of north latitude, may be said to form a vast coal bed, or series
of coal measures, and in that space, principally in localities through
which the <reat Tenasserim river and its branches flow, coal has
been discovered in six different out-crops, widely separated from
each other and as widely varying in the quality of their deposits.
Of the whole of the foregoing but one single locality, situated on
the great Tenasserim river in lat. 12° 21" N. and long, about
99" E, and distant from the port of Mergui by water about
sixty miles, has hitherto claimed the attention of Government in
the extraction of the coal. The quality of the material thus obtained
will be evident from the following analysis of it made by order of
the Bengal coal committee in 1840.

spec. grav. 1. 27
Water 9
Volatile matter 46
Carbon 40
Ash 5

100

Notwithstanding this favorable exposition of its quality and
adoptation to steam purposes, and the cheap rate at which it could
be laid down for the steamers at Mergui, viz 5J annas per maund,
the undertaking was abandoned shortly after its commencement,

'on the discovery that the coal possessed the dangerous property
of spontaneous combustion, to which cause the loss of the Steamer
" Madagascar" on the coast of China, which had taken her supply
of fuel from the coal of the Mergui mine, was attributed.

The experiment of working this mine, attended with an expense
to government of some 45 to 50,000 rupees, appears in the mult

* Or 3| c g
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stated, to have completely closed all further research as to the prac-
ticability of obtaining supplies of coal from this quarter equally
cheap and of a less dangerous character, and this determination on
the part of government is the more to be regretted, as from a subse-
quent report on the coal in question, by the able and talented secretary
to the coal committee, Dr J. McClelland, he clearly explained that,
apart from the circuin^nce of the general character of the coal
extracted being of but s f l p d rate quality, the fact was apparent of
a wrong seam having oeen worked; one indeed highly pyritous,
which should have been regarded merely as an indication of a
purer deposit, perhaps within a few feet of the one worked, and
which a practical miner would have passed as being unadapted for
steam purposes.

By far the most important discovery of coal in these provinces
is that which was examined and reported upon by the late Dr Hei-
fer, situated at the source of the little Tenasserim river, where it is
found out-cropping at the surface in five different localities, forming
the same bed:—the quality of this deposit appears from the following
analysis of it to be unexceptionable, not excelled in fact by the best
English coal for steam purposes

Bituminous volatile matter 47
Carbon 52
Ashy deposit 1 8

In parts 100

The quantity exposed to the day would indicate an inexhaustible
supply below, and as the process of extraction in the first instance
to the extent of many thousands of tons could be confined to open
workings, without the necessity of expensive appliances of machi-
nery, the question naturally arises, why has this invaluable deposit
been neglected, and what are the present existing causes that retard
a further investigation of it ?

In explanation of the former, it will be necessary to refer back
to the period, (1840) when this discovery was made; closely follow-
ing that of the deposit on the great Tenasserim river, which
latter possessing superior facilities of location, and on first ex-
amination supposed to be of excellent quality, commanded the
preference of working, and having been abandoned as already
noticed, after incurring a heavy loss to government, it can readily be
imagined that any fresh undertaking of the kind would meet with
but small encouragement from government under the circumstance
of recent loss. Again^it would appear that accompanying the notice
of this discovery to government, some doubt had been expressed in
regjtfd to its position being within our boundary, upon which data
thJn-eport of the coal committee thereon was found to the following
effect. " Although the quality is excellent, yet its distance from
the coast is sucji as to render it of very doubtful utility on the
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Bengalside of the peninsula, whatever benefit it may eventually prove
on the gulph of Siam, as it seems to be situated beyond the bound-
ary range of hills." This notice by the coal committee elicited the
following observations from Captain McLeod (former assistant to
the commissioner in charge of the Mergui province) accompanied
by a sketch map, shewing the position of the coal site in lat. 11. 51
N., long. 99. 36 E., to be on the banks <^hc Thain-khan or little
Tenasserim) and consequently on the 'OTstern watershed of the
boundary range.

"That there is no possibility for the Siamese to benefit by this
coal field, even supposing that it belongs to them, is almost certain,
for they have no water communication to the place—but the coal
if ever required, must be transported by a land route, and I presume
over hills, though of what magnitude I will not venture to surmise.
That it may not be supposed that I speak from information alone,
I beg to observe, that I proceccftd myself by water within 8 or 9
miles of the spot, when finding the stream too shallow to admit
even of small bamboo rafts ascending it, I continued my journey
by land to the old Siamese town of Thain Khan standing on the
stream we had quitted, and from thence to the coal site crossing
many small nullahs on the way, which discharge themselves into
the Thain Khan (Little Tenasserim) on the banks of which the
coal is found.^ This stream appears to come from some distance
beyond this locality, for our subjects from Mergui annually proceed-
ed up it beyond that spot for the distance of two days journey to
cut the bastard sandal wood (which* is an article of commerce)
and which they bring down on rafts, when the stream is swollen by
the rains, without any question from the Siamese. No boundary
has been fixed of this frontier. At the close of the Burmese war
the British considered themselves as having a right either to what
properly belonged to Pegu or Burmah ; or what those incorporated
nations held at the time of the capture with us, and was wrested by
Us from them ; or was included within the districts ceded to us. It
is well known that considerable space intervened between the two
countries, having become depopulated by the constant aggressions
of either party ; and which was left unoccupied from motives of
safety and convenience.

"This is not the only point in which incorrect geographical inform-
ation has misled us into wrong conclusions as to defined boundary
marks. We have to the north and east of Maulmein considered the
Thoung-yeen river fc the line of demarcation, and when this line is
W at the source of that river, a range of mountains supplies its
place, and which is supposed (for I may" safely say no part of
the line from the 14° of latitude downwards has been examined)
to continue in an unbroken line to the southern extremity of our
territories. It must be admitted, that this change from a river
t° a range of mountains whicli, coming from the N. W. nmg at

V 22
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some short distance from and parallel to it, and in which numerous
streams take their rise and. descending the hills, contribute to swell
that river by their tributary streams, is not the best line that could
have been selected. But it in now discovered that the range of
mountain* themselves was considered by both Burmese and Siamese
as the boundary." And in allusion to the map published by the
coal committee in whicj^he site of the coal is erroneously placed
Captain McLcod states.™" I think we should be culpable in the
present case to remain silent, and allow a man to go forth disse-
minating error, and which might be hereafter brought forward as
dourly defining the boundary line."

It will be evident from the foregoing extracts, that the question
of property in the tract of country under notice rests with us, but
that for the more perfect knowledge of the locality, the practicabi-
lity of working the coal ccononikally, and the facilities present for
•o doing, a strict and search in)Pcx ami nation is necessary ere the
great point of cheapness of production can be settled ;—this point
ascertained upon the best possible data, there can be little doubt
but that government would avail itself of so valuable a resource,
which in these times of rapid progression in steam navigation would
obviate the present dependance upon supplies derived for the most
part from the coal mines of Bengal, and from the casual and
uncertain importations by English vessels which arrive here for
cargoes of teuk timber.

Within the space enclosed by the little Tcnasserim and the Pak-
chan rivers several sites of' coal have long been known to exist,
the principal ones being on the Lenya mid its branches. It is
also reported to bo present in large quantities ou the Nawoon
Khyoung (a branch of the little TeiiiiHscrim) which has its mouth
at a distance of about 25 milcB from the old town of Tcnasscrim,
with a course in a S. E. direction for several days journey from its
entrance; a reference to the accompanying map will shew thai
such a oourse for the Nawoon stream would either enter the Lenya
river, or approach it so near as to make the distance of land carriage
between the two streams very inconsiderable. It will also be
seen that, supposing the courses of the Lenya and Bok-pyn rivers
to possess any ordinary degree of accuracy, that their waters become
mingled through their numerous branches which intersect the
country throughout the whole course of the principal rivers, and it
would be both important and interesting to ascertain in the first
instance whether the coal of the deposit oi the Nawoon stream
could be more economically extracted through the course of tin-
Lenya, and that stated to exist on this last river, through the Bok-
pyn, than by the line of their own particular streams. A glance at
the map would lead to this conclusion, but it must be borne in mind
that with the exception of the coast line and general course of the
rivers at their entrances, the positions of which are laid down from
the accurate observations of the late Captain Lloyd, neither the
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upper courses of the streams or directions of the ranges have better
authority for their geographical positions, than that derived from
native information.

With the forgoing imperfect exposition of the richness of these
provinces in PO important an article as that of coal, there can bo
little doubt but that the further application of a practical and scien-
tific examination, based upon even the little knowledge we possess
on tlie subject, would result in disclosing in inexhaustible supply of
the material, of an unexceptionable quality, and in all probability
capable of being supplied at a lower rate to the eonsumer than that
which obtains for tlie coal of Bengal, or that imported from the
mines at home. Such an enquiry might be rendered douWy
interesting and useful by combining with the object stated, tho
determining the proper geographical position of the boundary
between these provinces and the Siamese frontier, which, after BO
Jong a period or occupation has been so unaccountably delayed, and
in the event of any valuable discovery, mineral or otherwise, being
made within the area of the present supposed line, ere the point ho
finally settled, might lead to interminable dispute, and probablo
acts of aggression on the part of our half-civilized neighbours.

Clays.
Fire and plastic clays of the most useful descriptions are

present in beds nicrccd by the Attaran and Gync rivers ; the form-
er as a valuable* clay for crucibles and other furnace purposes wag
brought to Maulmain many years ago, and found after several
trials at the Calcutta mint, to possess every good property of the
best English fire clays. Porcelain day is met with atsoveral
places on the const, where it occurs mixed with the latcrite, and
bears evidence of having been deposited by the decomposition of a
rock of the primary order possessing a predominancy of" feldspar19

iu its conformation.
Linte

Of the best description for hydraulic and other purposes,
and to an unlimited extent, is obtainable from the cavernous lime-
stone formation so prominent in the geological features of tho
country, above Moulmcin. Every facility is there offered for the
calcination of the limestone and subsequent carriage by water, the
jungles in the vicinity, but principally that forming the mangrovo
jungles on the banks of the river, being eminently adapted for tho
first process ; and as the waters of the spring tides wash tho base
°f the limestone of Damatha, land carriage forms no item in the
exponse of production of the article.

J-irne, the produce of tli.^e caves, is sold at from 5} rupees per
!00 boskets contiuning about 750 visa or 2,730 lbs., but it has been
Ascertained that with the insuUicient process in me with tho
Burmese, the same quantity coufd be produced for 3A rupees and
afford a reasonable remuneration at the rate; it may safely be
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inferred therefore that by means of a properly built lime kiln and
effective management, the article could be laid down in Maul ma in
at a rate that would offer a chance of profitable return as an article
of exportation to Bengal.

Marble.
In the mountain masses above noticed the prevailing texture of

the rock is that of a fine grained compact stone of a varying grey
color, intersected with fissures filled with a pure white carbonate
of lime ; and in the underlying masses several shades of red and
an almost pure white, or that known as Saccharoid marble, are
found, the latter being in extensive use with the Burmese in the
manufacture of ear ornaments and small images of Gaudamah.
Many of these limestones are capable of receiving a high degree of
polish, and were a' demand created for the article, there is every
reason to expect that an exploration of these deposits would lead
to the discovery of some of the rarer kinds of marble which are
BO valuable at home for ornamental purposes.

Alabaster
Of an inferior quality is found in the stalactite formations of

the limestone caves, and is employed by the Burmese for the
purposes already stated. Whether either this article or the equally
abundant one of the stalagmitic deposits of the same localities
will ultimately be found worth attention, must for the present remain
a matter of speculation, to be determined by one of those happy
accidents that occasionally occur to bring to light some long
neglected source of dormant wealth.
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GENERAL REPORT OP THE RESIDENCY OF SINGAPORE, DRAWN

UP PRINCIPALLY WITH A VIEW OF ILLUSTRATING ITS

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.*

By J. T. THOMSOM Esq. F. K. G. S. SURVEYOR TO GOVERNMENT.

RELATIVE QUALITY OF SOIL. The rankness of vegetation is
apt to mislead us in regard to the nature of the soil, when wejudge
of its quality. On this subject Marsden, the eminent historian of
Sumatra,* remarks of that island whose formation and climate is
nearly if not quite analogous to that of the Malayan peninsula and
adjacent islands; " that he cannot help saying that the soil of Suma-
"tra is generally more sterile than rich, Again, he continues—
u Every person who has attempted to make on Sumatra a garden
« of any kind must know how ineffectual a labour it would prove to
"attempt turning up with a spade a piece of ground adopted at
" random. It becomes necessary for this purpose to form an
« artificial soil of dung, ashes, rubbish and such other matenals as
u can be procured. From such alone he can expect to raise the
^ smallest supply of vegetables for the table. The natives it is
" true without much or any cultivation raise some useful trees and
" plants • but they are in very small quantities immediately about
" their villages, where the earth is fertilized in spite of their indo-
" lence by the common sweepings of their houses and streets and
" the mere vicinity of their buildings. 1 have often had occasion
" to observe in young plantations, that those few trees that sur-
" rounded the house of the owner or the hut of the keeper consider-
u ably overtopped their brethren of the same age. Every person at
€< first sight, and on a superficial view of the Malay countries,
" pronounces them the favorites of nature, where she has lavished
€s all her bounties with a profusion unknown in other regions, and
" laments the infatuation of the people who neglect to cultivate the
" finest soil in the world. But I nave scarcely known one, who,
" after a few years residence has not entirely altered his opinibn.
u Certain it is that in point of external appearance the Malay islands
u and Sumatra among the rest may challenge the world to a com-
parison " The historian may have taken extreme views regarding
the sterility of the soil of Sumatra, but he proves that where the
indigenous foreste attain their full height and luxuriance as in Sin-
gapore, the soil may still be of a poor description, and though since
V wrote, the mosi'valuable of our staple productJ nutoegs, have
been successfully raised at Bencoolen, tne capital of the late British
settlements in Sumatra, still this should have httle weight when we
consider that its cultivation out of its native locality is purely artifi-
cial, and has been camedon with advantage m many parts of the
Straits, even in the poorest of soils, solely by the application of

* Continued from p. 628.
t Hist, of Sumatra, p. 69.
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stimulating manures, owing to the highly remunerative prices that
have for many yiiirs ruled—hut when the stimulus is not persever-
ed in, in nil the soils of both Pinang and Singapore, excepting in
one or two favored localities, it soon fades and becomes totally
unproductive. This cannot in an} measure he attributed to the
climate—for where the soil is rich and this is only to be found in a
few Bmall circumscribed tracts in Pinang—the tree is found to
grow and bear plentifully without manure and with very little care
—as is the case at its original sites in the Moluccas. Our soil, can
therefore, not be compared to these rich regions. In advancing
opinions on the point my HO If, these may meet with various favor—
OH I have seldom seen it mooted without considerable discussion.
It partaken much of the same quality of the other parts of the
Malayan Peninsula that I have vixited—and when compared with
that standard, the soil can be considered by no meant) inferior. I
would hold it nuperior to the dry soils of tho plains, ridge**, and un-
dulating hills of Pinang, and Province Wdlcslcy—and considera-
bly so to the same in Malacca, while in its alluvial soils it must
give place to both these settlements either for extent or fertility.
In comparing it with the eastern parts of Java, with Bally, and
the Moluccas, and other islands of the Malayan Archipelago that
form a part of the great Volcanic Zone which stretches from
Arracan to Kamtchatka (the only really fertile islands of the Indian
Archipelago in an agricultural point of view) it must be considered
very inferior in productiveness. If Marsden's view be correct with
regard to the sterility of the lato British possessions in Sumatra,
Singapore muwt be considered much superior to them, though these
circuinHtuncc'g hold true, here also, as mentioned by that author, in
regard to the native cultivation, that the trees arc only found
in perfection in the close proximity ef their houses. The cause of
this he attributes to the sweepings &c, of the houses; but in
Malayan houses these are never lifted from underneath their stilted
house*, so such trees only that are below1 the level of this can
partake of the benefit; I should therefore rather assign the causes
of their fecundity to the carbonic acid evolved from the respiratory
organs of the inhabitants, which forms a food for the vegetable
world, the green part of plants when under the influence of light
retaining ana assimilating the carbon, and restoring the pure oxygen
of which it is compounded to the air ; this is amply proveM on
observing the fruitfulncss of trees, situated above the level of tho
houses—whose roots arc yet too distant to reach the manure
beneath.

SOILS. In commencing a detailed description of the soils of
Singapore, it may be at first stated, that the undulating and dry
soils are five times more extensive than the alluvial, which until
drained are wet soils. In the hilly soils there is not a great diversity
of quality, and they may be generally described, as red ferruginous
earth, these are modified by the formations on which they rest; the
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argillaceous shales of the south west part, giving heavy and
unpulvcriseablc soil, the arcnacioiis formation of the east of tho
island, whose soil in light and porouH. The granitic formation
ranges between these and possesses u soil superior to both ; it i«
further less encumbered with the layer of iron stone gravel mid
rubble, already mentioned, us being so common, mid is consequent-
ly more suitable to the operations of agriculture. In no part of
the island do these soils, where unaided by art, unpronch to dark
brown earth or garden mould, as may bo noticed on some of tho
hills and vallies of the sister settlement, Pinnng ; but always retain
the characteristics above described. Colonel Low* mentions thut
the soil of the Government nutmeg garden, contains 41 per cent of
silica, fi9 of alumina and vegetable matter ; mid oxide of iron
averaging 2 to tf per cent of the whole—the maximum of silica wan
Oft per cent, and minimum 420 ; the soil of Mount Sophia hud of
silex 49 per cent, the maximum being 82, and minimum 37 per
cent. The strata of sandstone were found to give of si lex 48 per
cent, the maximum being 87 per cent ami minimum tf.

In the alluvial soil existing on the plain as formerly mentioned
to lie on the south eastern exposure of the island, considerahlo
variety is met with. In Siglup, Gelang, and south of Kiillang
districts—light Arenaceous soils are most general; thexc contain 8()
to W) per cent of silica, t In some* parts, particularly at the head of
the (ielang creek, black earth consisting of decomposed vegctnblo
matter, and mixed with a sufficient quantity of quartz crystals to
give the soil firmness is found, and is exceedingly well adapted to
the growth of cocoanut trees. In the middle of Kallnng and
Pyah Lcbar a line black earth is found and is well adapted to
most intcrtropical cultivations. In Hochor district to the south
eastward of the Sirangun road, there lies principally u rod argilla-
ceous soil at a higher elevation than the rest of the plain—the soil
is stift' and unyeildiug and for iLs plastic qualities has been much
Used for the making of bricks.̂  To the north westward of tho
name road and in the same district argillaceous soils abound, more
°r less mixed with vegetable matter and affording a soil of consi-
derable fertility. To the north of Pyah Lebar, und Kallang in
the neighbourhood of the rising grounds, also in the middle of the
Biikit Timah road valley, and the valley of Bnw Basa, the soils
arc in a great measure composed of vegetable matter, spongy and
peaty. The want of inorganic matter such as silica and alumina,
reliefers the cultivated plants rank, leafy and unproductive. Tim
paddy grown runs to straw and does not fill the husk, while tho
cocoiumt and betelnut when of full growth, bend and fall over and
lhe leaves, for want of rigidity of bark and fibre, droop ; culinary
vegetables, after the soil htm undergone paring and burning, arc

* Free Press Vol. 6.
t Colonel Low.
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found to succeed very well, under Chinese gardeners. These soils
however are not* extensive. In the Bras Basa valley they were
found to contain carbon 43, silex 2. 75, magnetic protoxide of iron
0. 25, loss 54.*

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS. The labouring population is of
varied class and character; of these Chinese are the most numerous,
and are principally employed in the gambier and pepper planta-
tions of the interior, and vegetable gardens that surround the
suburbs. They are little employed as day labourers by European
planters, being found when thus employed to have no superiority
over other Asiatics. Their disadvantages as day labourers, are also
rendered considerable by the possession of a dogmatic temper and
an unyeilding disposition, when under Europeans ; qualities not a
little fostered by the contempt, brought from their native country,
which is held for all outside barbarians ; inducing a suspension in
a great measure of the conventionalities of behaviour on their
part, that obtains in the intercourse between employer and servant.
In employing them therefore it is necessary to have a Chinese
overseer, who has been long accustomed to the manners of
Europeans*. As contractors they are eminently useful. To work by
contract they seem in contradiction to the other races, to be as
partial as the others are disinclined; for all operations though hard and
unordinary, they enter into competition, with great spirit, frequent-
ly without any knowledge as to the probable profit or loss. This
is principally owing to the system of combination that they adopt
of extending the mutual interest and responsibility of the under-
taking to every workman that is engaged; thus though the work
turn out unprofitable—great loss cannot accrue to any individual,
as in profits and losses, they all bear their share—and if loss be
incurred, it only amounts to this, that instead of each workman
obtaining for his labour the usual wages, viz., 3 to 3J dollars per
mensem, he may only obtain 2 to 2J. If all the workmen do not
join the compact in any undertaking—there is seldom less that J
or i who are partners. Their addiction to opium smoking, gam*
bling, and other enervating vices, brings on a rapid decay of the
physical energy brought from their native clime, which they
would otherwise retain, as the climate docs not appear to affect
them prejudicially. The Javanese and Boyans hold the next rank
as labourers, the latter come from the small island of Bawian, in
the Java sea, and as labourers both may be said to be charac*
terized by their soberness, slowness and honesty united to dulness,
patience and endurance. They are valuable as labourers on nutmeg
and cocoanut plantations, where the labour is light and where the
value of the produce requires equivocal characters to be excluded—
their pay is 2 A to 3 dollars a month. Klings or natives of the
Coromandel Coast will rank next, who, as Dr. Oxley observes!

• Colonel Low.
t Journal of Indian Archipelago.
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ri are good workers if they choose to exert themselves, but they
are the most wretched eye servants, and seem to delight in chicanery
of all sorts." They are nevertheless useful in many of the branches
of the operations of agriculture, particularly where duties whose
neglect would be easily discoverable, can be assigned to them—
such as syces, cattle drivers, grass cutters, nutmeg gatherers, &c.
In these capacities they earn the same wages as Chinese labourers,
viz., 3 to 3i dollars a month. The employment of this class in
hard manual labour—such as on Sugar Estates, to be at all profitable
to the employer, would require to be under the direct eye of an
European overseer, such as is the case in the West Indies, other-
wise their complete want of honesty and total disregard to his
interest renders their employment utterly useless. The last class
worthy of mention are the Malays, and they may be divided into
those who come from Malacca, and the original inhabitants of the
Island and the Johore Archipelago ; neither partake much of the
labours of the field;—to labour that requires restraint, they are pe-
culiarly averse, indeed with regard to the latter race, it can hardly
be expected that only 30 years subjection to the gentle rule of a
British government, could yet have done much to wean them from
the habits of piracy, to which under the direct connivance and
approbation of their chiefs, they were well known to be addicted.
This predilection to their favorite pursuit which they considered
not only a manly, but an honorable one, can yet be only said to
have been curbed, but not extinguished. The Malays are therefore
but only partial assistants to the agriculturist, and are principally
employed in job-work, such as cutting fire-wood—in searching
for the various products of the forest, dammer, rattans, &c, or in
the erection of temporary buildings constructed of attaps, and other
leaves. In wielding the bliong (a peculiar hatchet) or the parang
(chopper) they stand unrivalled,—for cutting down the forests, an
operation for which they show great partiality, they are extremely
Useful, and in this they exercise great skill, and dexterity. On
daily labour they earn 13 to 14 cents, and in clearing the primeval
forest they are paid 4 to 5 dollars per acre.

An interesting subject next presents itself for consideration, in the
investio-ation of the work of Asiatics in comparison with Europeans,
in order to come to correct conclusions, as to their relative physical
powers. I am sorry that I can offer but few data to assist in
elucidating the point. Few opportunities offer themselves here,
owinw to the light desultory employments, in which all races except
Chinese eno-age. The three following comparisons of the work
done by English and Chinese are all that I can at present offer:

Building with brick.

A rod of brick work or 306 cubic feet costs in laying £2 or 9
W 23
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dollars/ at 4s 6d to the dollar, when bricklayers wages are at 5s
6d and labourers at 3s 6d; thus, one labourer and one bricklayer
in England would take 4.44 days to complete this quantity. In
Singapore a rod of brick work costs Drs 4.95, bricklayers being
paid 38 cents and labourers 20 cents—thus one bricklayer and one
labourer would take 8.54 days, we have consequently in this species
of labour, the work of an Englishman to that of a Chinaman as
2.25 to 1.17 or 100 to 52 ; again in

Earth work

In removing earth in England by the barrow, stages of running
are 20 yards each, and the price per stage Id per yard, it is
however usual for the principal contractor to bargain with his
gangsman or foreman at a price per yard, not exceeding 20 yards
from the face of the cutting, and at the rate of a Id per yard extra
for every stage of twenty yards beyond the first stage. Thus stuff
requiring 1 getter and 3 fillers would cost 4d per yard. It must
be here observed that one man can wheel to the distance of twenty
yards for fillers, or from 40 to 50 yards per diem; thus the cost of
6d per yard is incurred, filling 3d, getting Id, wheeling two extra
stages 2d. At this rate of pay six men will remove about 42 yards
and earn for their labour 3s 6d per day; each filler filling 14
yards and removing it from the face to the distance, as it increases
from 1 to 20 yards.*

In Singapore while executing a road across the Island by Chi-
nese contractors, I had accounts taken of the number of men
employed on each contract, and have consequently good data for
comparing it with the above. Thus in one contract suitable to our
purpose, earth was laid on a road that crossed a swamp, where the
earth was taken from both ends. The length was 1,200 feet or
400 yards—the depth 1 foot or i of a yard, and the breadth 21
feet or 7 yards. The actual cost to contractor in labour was 42
Spanish dollars, and the number of days work was 326, the wages
being nearly 13 cents per diem. Now by estimating the same
work in Englnnd with the data above given, the work would be
divided into 20 stages of 20 yards eaeh, and each would contain
46§ cubic yards. The first stage at each end would require 3 getters
and 1 filler for 42 cubic yards in a day, or to complete its cubical
contents 4.4 days work, would be required. The next stage would
require 3 getters, 1 filler, and 1 barrow man, or require 5.5 days
work, the next stage would require 6.6 days work, and so on, as
will be seen more clearly below.

* Skyrings price book.
* Httghei on road making.
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Stages.

oo

8

ving the total number of days work in this species of labour of
*n Englishman as 187.0 and the ratio of his days work to that of a
Chinaman as 5.34 to 3.07 or 100 to 57.

Sawing.

I am sorry I cannot ascertain directly in any of my books the
ber of square feet superficies that an Englishman can saw in a

> of various kinds of timber, as it would have afforded an
el]pnf mrulA #\-P si/tmnarionn ninth thd C\h\nt%aa 1QVI/\III* in *U:̂
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gapore saws a tampenis plank, which is equal to oak in hardness, in
eight hours, the planks being 20 feet long and 1 broad—his work
is therefore equal to 580,000 units; an Englishman working the
same time exerts a force applied in the same manner of 2,380 units
in a minute, or 1,142,400 for 8 hours, being § the ratio of an Eng-
lishman to a Chinaman of 114 to 58 nearly,' or 100 to 51—in this
species of labour.

The above data must not be taken as proving the Chinese to be
much inferior to Europeans in physical strength, for we must
consider that the one labours in an oppressively hot climate, while
the other does so in a temperate one. The Chinese in these ex-
periments also works in to him a foreign land, under which the
European would soon sink or, at all events, become much impaired
in strength. The Chinese may therefore be said to have this ad-
vantage over the European that his constitution allows him to
labour on, without injury to himself. The data arc consequently
only so far useful—in affording the ratio of human power when
the estimate of an undertaking of an unusual nature, would require
to be drawn from known facts connected with similar works in
Europe.

IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY.—The native Implements of
Husbandry are scanty. In this respect Singapore is much behind
the other settlements in the Straits, nor could it be otherwise with
the predatory habits of its original possessors. The Bliong and
Parang already mentioned are the most important to the Malay ;
with the oner he fells the large trees of the forest, and with the
other he clears the brushwood—by fire he completes the process
of preparation, amongst the ashes he plants his paddy, yams, and
few stalks of sugar cane, and does little else than protect the crops,
till they have ripened, from the birds and wild animals of the
forest. After the crops are gathered and consumed he removes
to another patch of jungle, which he fells and burns as before,
and abandons the old locatiui. The principal implement used by
Europeans, and other Asi iRs besides the Malays, is the chunkol
or hoe—ploughs are hardly ever put in request—the Javanese one
is used on one or two estates; attempts have been made several
times to introduce English and American ploughs on the sugar
estates, but they cannot be said to have been attended with success;
as they have not been persevered in.

MANURES.—The principal manure employed by planters is ob-
tained from the stable and cowyard:—this part of Rural Economy
has not advanced into a science, as in the more advanced district*
of Great Britain. It is applied fresh from the yard by some, and
by others in a decomposed state. Guano to a small extent has been
tried in nutmeg plantations by Dr. Oxley,* but he has rejected i*5

use as injurious, from its over stimulating properties which causes

* Journal Indian Archipelago.
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a reaction afterwards and a deterioration of the fruit. The Chinese
use night soil extensively on their vegetable gardens. Burnt earth
as a compost is also not neglected, green manuring is also extensively
had recourse to by nutmeg planters. Manure is generally kept in
pits covered with red earth, to prevent the evaporation caused by
the supposed desiccating effects of the climate, but I have observed
the system of stacking the manure adopted on sugar estates. Vege-
table matter procured from straw—grass &c.—and mixed with the
animal manure, is much less- had recourse to than in Europe ; its
adoption in many parts where the coarse grass called lalang can be
had in such abundance, would give a great accession to the means
of the planter, in this department. By laying the mixture out in
heaps, fermentation and consequent decomposition proceed rapidly
—and the loss from evaporation will be less than would be expected
from the heat of the climate, if the great humidity of it be con-
sidered, and the rapidity with which the operation of fermentation
can be gone thro.' Thus the atmosphere holds in suspension one 43d.
of its weight of invisible steam, when the Thermometer stands at 82-
Fahr. while at 50* Fahr. (the mean temperature of England)
the air can only contain ^th of its weight in moisture in an
invisible state, without forming clouds, mists or rains—now,
in Singapore if the air contained only ^th of its weight in
moisture, it would be injuriously dry—though in a climate
of 50" Fahr. this would be the maximum of humidity, but we
know the climate to be extremely humid, which must consequently
so far check evaporation. Bats dung, obtained from caves in the
coasts north of Pinang, has been used in slight quantities, the
distance of carriage preventing its general adoption. The ashes of
bones have also been long used by the Chinese of Malacca, for
increasing the yield of their paddy fields, but I am not aware if
the practice has extended to here. So much for the organic manure
of vegetables and animals. Inorganic manure has not received the
attention which its great influence on vegetable life has caused it
to be held with the scientific agriculturists of Great Britain. The
most easily obtainable of these, and the most extensive in applica-
tion, lime, remains here entirely neglected, as far as I am aware.
The want of calcareous matter in the granitic soils of Singapore,
where the most valuable plantations exist, must be evident from the
known scarcity of that substance in this formation, ranging in
different kinds from .05 to .44 in the 100; on the stiff clays its well
known opening and loosening qualities, would lead to the best
results. So well are its virtues known, that on the stiff soils of
England, it is usual to put 7 double cart loads to an acre every
4 years, and to inform myself of its applicability here, I was led
into the following enquiries regarding measures. I found that the
standard rice gantong kindly sent me by Mr Dunman,* contained
229,tf cubic inches, and the standard chupa ,57,31} cubic inches.
The standard coyan will consequently conteim l83;341i8l cubic
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inches. Colonel Low gives about 64 cubic inches as the size of
the chupa.* The Chinese measure their lime in a 10 ganton box
containing 2,543^ cubic inches, which is very close upon an Eng-
lish bushel which contains 2,510TJ{ cubie inches, a Winchester
bushel being 2,150TJj cubic inches. The Chinese lime coyan is
therefore 20.3,468i£> cubic inches in size, making 63ig cubic inches
in their chupa. The hundred measure used in London contains
47,952 cubic inches and costs there 9 shillings or 2 Spanish dollars.
The Chinese lime coyan of 20.3,468TJ? cubic inches costs here 2 J
Spanish dollars. Lime is therefore obtainable in Singapore for less
than £ of the London prices. Mr Dunman informs me that at
Buddoh Estate which is a sandy arid soil, he has applied blue
" slimy mud which has a wonderful effect, so muoh so that it
" will turn a sickly yellow looking tree to a deep green in less than
" 3 months." This may be attributed to the following causes :—
1st, the retention of moisture by the impermeable mud—2nd, the
addition of allumina to the silicates of which the soil is almost
entirely composed, and to the calcarious matter consisting of the
exuviae of marine animals imbedded in the mud to which the
cocoanut has known partiality. On the drained marshes in Cam-
bridgeshiref it is stated, that vegetable matter to the depth of 6 to
10 feet rested on blue gault. The wheat grown on this had long
weak straw, easily bent and broken, carrying ears of corn of small
size. Chemistry having thrown greater light on the operations of
agriculture, it has since been the practice to sink pits to obtain the
blue gualt for spreading over the surface as a manure. The straw
by this means takes up an additional quantity of silex, becomes
strong and not so tall as formerly, carrying larger and heavier
corn, whilst the produce is luxuriant and abundant. How appli-
cable this is to some of the alluvions of Singapore may have been
noticed by the remarks in a preceding part of this report. The
chemical agriculturist might even find a field here, though a
circumscribed one. It is now well known that the ash or inorganic
part of a plant which remains after the four elementary substances
of the organic part has been driven off by heat, contains a certain
quantity of inorganic substance having sensible proportions of
potash, soda, lime, magnesia, chlorine, silica, &c.| and that the
plants or trees can in general only derive these substances from the
soil. Substances containing these chemical components are there-
fore now much applied where the soil is known to be deficient in
them, for the production of any crop whose known elements .have
been ascertained. This knowledge is necessary, as it has been
ascertained to be the case with plants that they cannot grow in a
healthy manner nor be perfect in all their parts, without sufficient

* If* Press of 1841.
t Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal Vol. XL
t Johnston's Chemical Agriculture.
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proportions of their kindred elements being contained in the soil on
which they grow. Of inorganic substances the bark of a tree
contains the greatest proportion and the heart the least, may it
therefore not be asked with reference to the bark diseases in
nutmegs (a cultivation now producing 178,000 Spanish dollars
annually m the Straits settlements) may they not in a great
measure be placed to the want of their constituent substances in the
Boil, may not the disease in the rind that envelopes the nut, now
so prevalent in Pinang, a cause of enormous loss to the planters
there, be ascribed to this cause, and which disease has lately shown
itself here. This presents a subject fitted for the investigations of the
Chemical Analyst, and is of the gravest import to the proprietors
of spice gardens. The practical results of the applications of
chemical substances to the soil, in a few remarkable instances as
stated by Johnston may not appear uninteresting—a crop of hay
dressed with sulphate of soda produced 5,288 lbs., undressed 4,480
lbs. increase 808 lbs.; clover hay dressed with nitrate of soda pro*
duced 3 tons 4 cwt., undressed 2 tons 12 cwt. Barley dressed with
the same substances produced 32 bushels and undressed 18 bushels
wheat dressed with common salt produced 26£ bushels, undressed
13 J; many substances have been applied by the experimentalists
with more or less success such as diluted sulphuric acid—saltpetre,
gypsum, charcoal, ammoniacal liquor &c. the details of which
would take up too much space.

STEAM AND WATER POWER. There is one Steam Engine at
Balestier and one Water Mill at Kallangdale in Singapore Island
both of which are employed on Sugar Estates—the former is 8
horse power and the latter by gauging the stream that drives it,
was found to be equal to 11 horses; 25 ger cent may be deducted for
loss of power by friction, the effective power or modulus of the
machine will therefore be about 8,2. The valleys of Singapore
bem£ generally level they do not present much field for the
application of water power, the rise per mile can hardly exceed 2 to
3 feet, in any place, a fall of four or five feet is consequently all
that can be obtained with moderate outlay, and as manual labour
is cheap there is little chance of the mechanical power obtainable
by this means being availed of, when the other can be employed
instead. The Kallang supplies the greatest power on the island;
fiext to it are the Rochor, Kranjee Pulo, Seletar Tawar, Kranjee,
Batang Kiri, and Balestier. The power of the mill driven by the
Kallang has been already mentioned and each of the rest might be
applied to machinery of 4 to 6 horse power. In pursuing this
Bubject I gauged the three following streams several times—and
obtained the result given below:—
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Height
of water

fallen
from the
atmos-
phere in
1 year. I

Name
of

Rivulet.

Quantity of Superficies of
water delivered country drained
into the sea in in square feet,
cubic feet du-
ring one year.!

Quantity of rain
that falls on the
superfecies drain-
ed, in cuB. feet
during one year.

£4*

s s
92 in-

ches.
BrasBassa 201,744,000
Rochor..
Balestier.

49,501,760
978,200,000 213,147,540
397,912,000110,250,000

380,513,493
1,634,131,140

845,250,000

53
Too
TOO

4 7

I am aware the above results can only be considered approximate
—first, because I am not in possession of the beautiful instruments
called Tachometers now used for these purposes by Engineers in
Europe, and consequently had recourse to the old methods—secondly,
the difference of the fall of rain may be greater at the heads of the
rivers, (though difference of level is not much) than at their
mouths, near which the Pluviometer of the Singapore Observatory
was placed, further the measuring of the fall of rain is in itself
subject to great variations. Thus the quantity collected in a gauge
on the top of York Minster from February 1833 to February 1834
only equaled 14,963 inches, while perfectly similar instruments on
the top of the museum of that city, and on the ground gave
relatively 19,852 and 25,706 inches* and again the inequality of
the quantity of water passing down the rivulets at various times when
affected by heavy rains unless constantly watched must add greatly
to the inaccuracy—though this cause is of less account here where
the jungle and marshes tend to keep back the water, which would
flow rapidly to the sea in clear and well-drained countries, where no
obstructions like these exist. With due allowances therefore the
following deductions may be taken, that a square mile of surface
in Singapore delivers to the sea about 100,000,000 of cubic feet
per annum of water which would be available for mechanical
power or irrigation &c, and that of the quantity of water that falls
from the atmosphere—Tj|jjds or nearly \ is either reabsorbed by
that element or decomposed by the processes of vegetation. The
loss by absorption and evaporation has been estimated by various
authors in very different proportions in other parts of the worldf
thus the writer in the Edinburgh Encyclo. estimates it in Italy
at £th and in Scotland at £th. In England it is estimated at itht-
At Liverpool it is estimated at \ § and in the marsh lands of
England it is estimated by Mr Glynn at §ds.||

* Physical Geog. Ency. Britannica.
t Physical Geog. p. 520.
% Cresy's Enclo. of Engineering.
4 C. E. and Archt. Journal vol. xi p. 188.
II Bo. p. 301.
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THE ISLAND OF MINDORO.

[This description of the Island of Mindoro, one of the Philippines*
is extracted from the Diario de Manila of August and September last.
The name of the author is not given, but it is evident that his local
knowledge must have been great, and several remarks that he lets fall
in the course of his interesting description would lead to" the supposition
that he was one of the intelligent Spanish Missionaries who have been
so zealous in spreading Christianity among the wilder islands of the
Philippines. His details respecting the aborigines are of striking
interest; and no less so are the accounts that he gives of the ravages
committed by the Mahomedan pirates from Mindano and Sulu,—Moras
or Moors, as they are called by the Spaniards, probably from their profes-
sing the same religion as their former invaders in Europe. These are the
identical Illanuns whose name has become so notorious in the Indian
Archipelago, and the account given by the author of the effects of their
ruthless ravages in the Philippines will enable us better to appreciate
the services of those of our countrymen who have been so actively
employed in ridding the coasts of Borneo, and thus the southwestern
seas of the Indian Archipelago, of their presence; and which, if
continued for a few years longer will render the mode of life of a pirate
so precarious, that we may expect to see these people, who are by no
means fond of facing danger for danger's sake, settle down as quiet
cultivators of the soil instead of the ruthless destroyers which the apathy
Of Europeans has allowed them to become .—Tr.]

ONLY a few years since the Island of Mindoro was a.colony of1

pirates. About the middle of ijm last century an army of them
swarmed upon its coasts, exter^paling or making slaves of the
inhabitants. Subsequently they established themselves at various
points, and its ports, rivers and creeks served as places of rendezvous
during their audacious expeditions. Previous to this terrible
invasion the island was well peopled and cultivated. The vestiges
of their former prosperity are still to be met with. They have
lost several species of rice that they were in the habit of cultivating,
but they still retain more than twenty, some of which are of the
best quality known in the Archipelago, for example that which
the natives call " Calibo," celebrated for its whiteness, softness and
good flavour; and also the " Quinauayan." All descriptions of
fresh rice, when undergoing the process of being deprived of its
outer cuticle, exhales an agreeable odour, but that which arises
from this kind of rice is as sweet as the smell of new-baked bread.
These circumstances prove that agriculture, or, at least, the cultiva-
tion of rice, had once attained great perfection, and justify an
assertion contained in one of the histories of this country, that
Mindoro was the " The Granary of the Islands."

On a narrow plain called " Punta de Sto. Thomas" situated on
the north coast between Abra de Hog and Calavite Point, are
found the ruins of what was once a well-constructed church. Jfe

X24
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pavement, all of stone, is covered with luxuriant vegetation, and
even its walls give birth to trees whose trunks are about a foot in
diameter. The extraordinary position in which this chapel has
been erected, proves how rich and populous the Island of Mindoro
must have been in former times. From the Bay of Hog (Abra
de Hog) in the north to Paluan i* the west, between which several
ruins exist, the coast is so precipitous and the neighbouring terrain
so mountainous and inaccessible, that some of the rivulets which
descend from the heights fall vertically in picturesque cascades to
the very edge of the sea. Now, nothing living is to be seen there
but swarms of bees, and, once a year, a few savages, or inhabitants
of the Bay of Hog, who come to rob them of their nests. Where
can the people who formed the congregation of this church have
come from ? Their existence in this position must have been the
result of artificial circumstances, and their roads of communication
with other inhabited places must have employed great intelligence
and immense labour.

The invasion of the pirates must have been exceedingly bloody
and destructive. Individuals are yet in existence whom we have
heard refer to the smallness of the number of those who escaped
the general destruction, and who yet tremble as they relate the
circumstances, describing their invaders as having fearful coun-
tenances, thus transmitting to their children the panic terror which
the numbers of the Moors excited in them. Those few who
escaped congregated in the neighbourhood of a small savage tribe
which, without doubt, inhabit*^ the central mountains from time
immemorial, and whose distriSf lying in the northern part of the
island, is designated among the natives by the name of " Banguu*"
The descendants of these fugitives are the people who now con-
stitute the interior population of Mindoro, independent of the
Spanish authority, and who are distinguished by the generic name
of " Manguianes." They differ from the primitive tribe alluded
to above in not speaking their idiom, which is unknown to us
unless it be pure Tagala;—and after the first moments of panic
were over they separated from them. Indeed the Manguianes
relate a thousand fantastic tales about the customs of this mountain
tribe, and have left them alone and isolated in their lurking places.

But it must not be supposed that the fugitives returned to the
beach. In the districts of the south, some descended to the sea
shore, either forced by hunger, or invited by the abundance of the
fishery; but these were perceived by the Moors who from time to
time visited the coast, and were carried away as captives; thus con-
firming the others in the fears which induced them to take up their
residence far from the coasts.

Since the abovementioned catastrophe several towns have been
%rmed upon the coast by Christian emigrants from other provinces,
but these do not contain altogether 2,000 inhabitants paying tribute.
These emigrants were for the most part vagrants, or well-known
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criminals, who were not permitted to remain in their native towns
and who hoped to live unknown in the vast solitudes of Mindbro'
where the natural fertility of the soil, and the produce of traffic with
thft Manguianes, would enable them to provide themselves abun-
dantly with the means of subsistence.

The number of individuals comprising the wild tribes is calculated
to be more than 6,000. Their general character is similar to that
of all the Indians of the Malayan race. Colour, a clear copper;
hair, black, coarse and lank : eyes, rounded and the lacrymal some-
what debased : nose, flattened: stature, small: limbs well formed
although feeble ; expression very sad, their extreme misery and
indolent habits, and their low state of civilization, affording an
animated proof of what the Indians become when left to themselves.
They generally go about naked. The chiefs wear a sort of band
of nito cloth which encircles the waist, and a bqjaque, a cloth very
long and narrow which crosses the loins and stomach, whence one
of the ends hangs down loose. They bind a fillet of nito cloth
round the head, or else wear a ban* of old rags with the view of
confining their dishevelled hair. The men have a purse, also of
nito, hanging about them, in which they carry their buyo and tobac-
co, and a quiver of bamboo two inches in diameter in which their
poisoned arrows are deposited: they carry in the hand a bow of
nibong (palma brava) with the bow-string formed of abaca, or
deer-sinews, • or of some other filament which they eaJh obtain
readily, together with a club in the waist-belt; all which arms they
never abandon, although they very rarely have occasion to use
them.

The arrows are of very fine cane with points of Nibong 9 and
to empoison them they smear the points with an inspissated liquid
composed of the milk or sap of the Dita, which is obtained by
making a hole in the trunk of the tree/and an infusion of Abyab
or the rind of the fruit of the Sago-palm (Cabo Negro.) this
infusion is of itself so venomous that if applied to the skin it pro-
duces an intolerable itching. Thus it is that the Manguianes and
also the Christians of the coast, use them as missile weapons,
discharging them in numbers by means of instruments of cane
which they fabricate for the purpose.

The women adorn themselves somewhat more than the men.
They wear about the waist a cloth of cotton or some other material,
sewed into the form of a bottomless sack, which falls as low as the
knees. They collect the hair in a knot or poso which falls over
the nape af the neck, and is confined.by means of bands of nito
or split rattan, but not with sufficient strictness to prevent a number
of matted and dishevelled locks straying about the neighbourhood
of the forehead.

They wear below the arms another garment three inches in
width, which serves to cover part of the bosom, and some use a
short shirt of cloth of precisely the same fashion as a Chinese baju
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or jacket, but much shorter in the skirt. One, and one only of
the ears is bored, and a strip of rattan, rolled up like a watch spring
is introduced into the aperture which continues to open and enlarge
it until it has lost its expansive power, when another, and a larger
is introduced, and the process is continued until the aperture fre-
quently attains a palm's-breadth in diameter; which singular
adornment is the most ugly display of taste that can be conceived.

Garcilazo de la Vega relates in his "Royal Commentaries" that
Manco Capac conferred on his vassals a particular favour among
many others with which he honoured them: "and they were com-
manded to bore the ears, but with this limitation that the size of
the hole should not approach one-half of that of the holes in his
own ears." In another part of the same work it is stated that the
vassals of the Inca were in the habit of piercing the ears and of
enlarging the aperture by artificial means to an extraordinary size,
incredible to those who have not personally witnessed it, for it
seemed impossible that so small a piece of flesh as that which forms
the lower part of the ear %ould be so extended as to receive an
ornament of the shape and size of the lid of a water cooler (rodqja
de cantaco.) Now considering that the savages of Mindoro have
no emperor who can fix limits on their taste in boring the ear,
it may be conceived to what an extent they have carried it.

On the arms and fore-arms, and also on the ancles they wear
rolls of* gilt copper-wire, and* about the neck many strings of
valuables which are their most highly prized ornaments.

The aspect which they present is in general filthy and repugnant.
Almost all are disfigured by the cutaneous disorder from which
they constantly suffer. . Those who are affected in a lesser degree
are covered with a kind of white scale formed by the constant
excitation of the skin, and the absence of cleanliness. Many of
them suffer from chronic ulcers, others from large excrescences,
some have a foot or a hand enormously swollen, while the leg or
arm appertaining to it is withered and shrunken.

They have no fixed domicle. They plant here and there tobacco,
buyOy sweet potatoes, and several other descriptions of edible roots;
and pass the night under the trees or in the hollows of rocks.
For the infirm or sickly they have couches formed of trunks of
small trees placed parallel to one another, with one laid across to
serve as a pillow; if they scatter a few dried leaves over the
trunks, they consider it as constituting a very desirable bed-place.
They have villages which contain two or three houses; if a shed
with one side resting on the ground, or, at least, on a floor of
bamboo, and the other elevated by means of two stakes or poles,
deserve such a name. In these hovels which are only 12 or 14
feet square, fifteen or twenty of these people shelter themselves,
huddled together without distinction of sex, age, or relationship.
It is to this custom of sleeping pressed closely together, and to
squatting all day on their hams, that their peculiar mode of
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walking may be attributed. They advance very timidly, especially
the women, with the body stooping forwards, precisely like, an
aP!fc whose hands have been tied behind him, and who is con-
sequently obliged to walk on his hind feet.

We have already statecL that they plant tobacco, buyo, sweet
potatoes, $abe and other roms; but there are some, although very
few, who also plant rice. In one of the districts around Puerta
Galera there is a Manguian who gathered in the year 1847 about
400 cavanes of paddy or unhusked rice. But this man owed his
humble prosperity to the relation in which ho was placed with
regard to the Christians of the coast, which had instilled into him
principles of regularity and organization. The species of hus-
bandry in which they employ themselves is called Caingy.*
They select a spot of forest land not very far from their usual
place of abode, fell the small trees, and destroy the larger ones
with i}re. Afterwards they make large bon-fires until all the
branches of the larger trees and the trunka of the smaller ones arc
consumed, allowing the large trunks to be destroyed by the action
of the sun and moisture. This laborious operation occupies a year
and sometimes two, but when it is completed, all is festivity and
diversion. On the day fixed for planting the seed, the proprietors
of the Caingy with their wives, children, and friends, assemble
together, when a mountain pig or a tamarao is killed and dressed,
and each of them having partaken of as much as he requires,
applies himself to his labour with a joyful heart.

The men cut stakes of 5 or 6 feet long, and an inch and a half or
two inches thick, one end of which is shaped into a diagonal point
similar to that of a pen : they then form in rank, each weildinc his
stake, and commence making small holes in the ground a short
distance apart, but without observing any symmetry or regularity
in their operations. Behind them, and forming another parallel
rank, come the women, each with her bundle or balatan of paddy,
eight or ten grains of which arc deposited in every hole. In this
manner they plant one or two cavanes in the course of a single
hour. After this they have nothing to do but to keep the ground
clear of weeds, which the virgin soil produces in great luxuriance,
until the paddy is peady to be gathered, which will be in June and
July or in November and December, on which occasions a suitable
day is fixed, and the crop is gathered in with the same feasting and
joy that had attended the sowing of the seed.

It may be supposed that these plantations, possessing a virgin
soil, and sheltered from the fury of the winds by the surrounding
forest, would produce immense crops of rice. Nevertheless, either
owing to the want of an assiduous and scrupulous clearing from
weeds which the plant requires, or on account of the number of

• This word is probably identical with the Polynesian Kainga, or plantation
winch is used at Karotonga and many of the South bea Islands. Translator.
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insects which attack the roots, or From some other unknown cause,
the, crop is considered a most fortunate one wliich produces fifty for
one: generally it is only twenty-five for one, and at times onlyJjalf
that proportion.

The form of government and general habits of the Manguians
are exceedingly simple. They are (attributed in agricultural vil-
lages (rancherias) which take the names of the respective districts,
these names apparently having reference to their position with
regard' to each other. In the districts of the south there are many
which arc known by the names of Panulon ; DaWdap ; Rumaga;
Fanil (towards the east) Buquid, Sabatiun, Baribi, (towards the
west) Batangan (towards the north) Bangan &c. The most
populous contain two hundred or three hundred savages with their
families. These villages hold commncication with each other,
but this is not so constant or intimate to prevent a thousand incre-
dible absurdities being circulated among themselves respecting their
neighbours. For instance the Manguians who live in the neigh-
bourhood of Mansalay, in the south-eastern part of the island, state
that the people of Bangan pennit no stranger to enter their district
unless he is accompanied and introduced by one of their own
people:—that when they have large families of children and find
difficulty, in supporting them, the parents abandon them in the wood
or on pathways which lead to other villages :—that their marriages
are attended with extravagant and ridiculous ceremonies, which
decency withholds us from referring to, and which are described
with such ridicule* and aversion that one would suppose that they
were speaking of another race of people whom they had never
seen. The people of Sablayan, in the eastern part of the island,
give a very different account of these same tribes ; thus, to avoid
inexactitude in the description of the mode of life of each tribe, it
would become necessary to \irit them all and to observe them very
closely.

One point upon which no doubt can be entertained is that the
tribes never go to war with each other, nor do they ever have
serious quarrels among themselves. When they are discontented
with the spot in which they reside, they remove to another, and do
not return to the former site until the causa of their disgust has
disappeared. No tribe is ruled by a single chief, but they acknow-
ledge superiority in certain elders which they call" Tanungan" and
whom they compare with the commanders of prahus (cabezas de
barangay) among the Christians. One of these elders who appear*
ed to have more talent and authority than the others, was head of
the village of Panulon, in the neighbourhood of Mansalay, where
we saw him in the year 1847. He was called "Sanagui," and was
in no wise to be distinguished from the rest of the Manguians either
by his garb, superior cleanliness, or by his physical constitution •
but he was the oldest among those of his tribe who still continued
active and capable of labour. Nevertheless he was only forty
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years of age. So short is the life of man in these humid countries,
where large spaces are covered with a dense forest, which the rays
of the sun never penetrate. This same Sanagui informed us that
his authority was limited to calling together his subjects, or rather
companions, when the amount of services due to the Christians was
to be discussed; that they consulted him on all differences with
people of other villages; on all family questions, and on all offences
committed within his district; that he counselled them when he
thought it best, and passed judgment or not according to his^will;
and that at times he consulted with the heads of other villages or
with the justices of the Christians, when the cases proved difficult.
In return the people of his tribe assisted him in his little labours and
enterprises. He informed us that the Manguians married several
wives, who were generally scrupulously faithful, but that if any
were guilty of infidelity, the paramour was punished by a fine,
that is to say, he was obliged to deliver to the husband provisions
or effects to the value of ten or twelve dollars. A penalty of the
same description, but more heavy, is imposed upon those who kill
or wound another ; but if the homicide be a man of execrable and
violent nature who has made previous attempts of the same nature,
the other Manguians consider themselves at liberty, and even
under an obligation, to put him to death, and he who performs the
deed acquires a distinguished title. to the estimation of his fellow
villagers.

Their intercourse with the Christians is in general very slight,
and the balance of trade, if we may be permitted to give that name
to the results of their simple and puerile exchanges, is chiefly
against them, on account of their extreme ignorance and simplicity.
The savages of the centre of the island never go down to the coasts,
but they receive with great satisfaction all those who may visit
them, especially should they be Spaniards. A religious Recoleto,
curate to one of the towns of the island, made a journey across it
only a few years ago, from Sablayan on the West Coast, to Naujan,
on the N. E. Coast- The Christian natives who accompained him
from the points of departure, turned him over to the Manguians
about the middle of the first day's journey, and all returned to the
town. The Mangpans conducted him through their district, and
then "placed him m the hands of the tribe immediately beyond them,
which process was continued to the end of the journey, which lasted
a fortnight.

The respect with which the traveller was treated on all hands
indemnified him in a great degree for the hardships be had to
endure during this expedition, where the road lay through almost
impenetrable forests, low mud-swamps, or over the stony beds of
mountain torrents; the bridges for crossing the most dangerous
abysses consisting of three lines of bejuco rope, one for the feet, the
other two for the hands. The inns were slight frames of wood
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covered with loaves, and the hosts were savage men covered with
herpp, tetter (tmpines) or leprosy.

We have already said that the people of the coasts of Mindoro
oonsistcd of outcasts (vagamundos) from the neighbouring pro-
vinces who had established themselves there on account of the
security that they enjoyed and the easy subsistence they obtained
through the fertility of the soil, or from traffic with the Manguians.
There might also be a few speculators among them who aggrandized
themselves by similar transactions. The greater portion of tlu>
townPconsist of one or two parishes (cabecerias), except Calap&n
and Naujan which possess ten each, and Puerto Galera which has
six or seven, the population of this last having been increased
lately from its being a station of the marine flotilla, whence they
depart on their cruizes in various directions. Some of the principal
Christians taking advantages of circumstances to assume functions
of justice like those of petty governors or deputies, have progressed
little by little in establishing commercial and political relations
with the Manguians. At Mansalay, for example, and at. Bonga-
bon on the east coast, the savages of the neighbourhood conic
down to assist the Christians in constructing stockades, forts, and
telegraplis for the public defence. Some, also, have in their
private service fifty or a hundred Manguians, to whom they
advance rice, handkerchiefs, plates, cooking utensils, hatchets,
and other small articles, which are repaid by manual labour in
the corn fields, or with wax, rattans, potatoes, sago, (yuro)y and
other productions of the forests. Thus it is, that on certain days
of the week, at the setting of the sun, great numbers of the
Maneuians assemble in the towns with which they arc in coinmu.
nication, where they pass the night, and return to their homes the
following morning.

Those who have not witnessed it cannot conceive the objection
which these poor savages have to residing in any regulated town.
The idea of becoming permanent residents on a spot after they
have consumed all the fruit in their neighbourhood, or after they
have suffered from some contagious sickness there, is so repugnant
to them, that no sort of inducement will render it tolerable. They
consider the Christian natives as disgracing themselves more by
becoming fixed residents, than by paying ^tribute, performing
menial services, and by being obliged to enroll themselves for
defence against the Moors. It is only with great difficulty that
they can be prevailed on to allow one of their children to be
brought up among the Christians, and, to conclude, they resist to
the utmost in their power all measures which they consider will
either directly or indirectly tend to their advancement in civilization.

The Christians of Mindoro participate much in the customs of
savages. They cultivate a little rice, which they consume in the
course of a few months after the crop is gathered, and subsist for
the remainder of the year on fish, roots> but above all jon yuro.
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Yuro is the henrt Or pith of the trunk of a palm known by the
name of ihe cabo negro, a description of which was first givrn to
Europe by the celebrated Marco Polo. "In the kingdom of Fan-
fur in Sumatra" says tnis distinguished traveller " they make a
kind of flour from certain high trees by the following operation.
They remove the bark of the tree, which U very thin, and cut the
trunk into pieces. They then extract the pith which is put to soak
in water; it is then formed into little cakes, which, when they
require them, they pound and convert into flour. I have brought
some of these cakes to Venice, and they have much the flavour of
barley bread".

On cutiin j this palm, large and strong filaments are d M k e d
from it, whic», when nipa is scarce, they apply to a similar purpose
in coverii g rheir houses. From the rind of the fruit they make a
poisonous infusion to winch we have previously alluded. From
the fruit itself they make an agreeable sweet-meat; and lastly by
making an incision in the upper part of the trunk they obtain a
sweet and spirituous juice, a sort of tuba* as highly estimated as
that obtained from the coco-nut tree, which, if distilled, yields an
ardent spirit of pood flavour, and if placed in the sun for a few
days is converted into delicate and tasteful vinegar.

They have also at Mindoro abundance of nami, a root of the
iorm of a large potato ;f it is cut into pieces and infused for several
hours in water, when a mucous liquid with which it is im p i r a t e d
and which is found to be very injurious to the human constitution!
exudes, an.l lastly it is pounded and made into cakes. A decoction
of this root, mixed with those of several other vegetables, produces
a wine of a very raporiferoiis nature, of which the Indians know
how to make use when they wish to take a criminal whom they dare
not attack in an open manner. An enumeration of all the things
which nature produces spontaneously in this island, and which for
want of better, furnish subsistence to its sparing and indolent inha-
bitants, would be interminable.

With regard to the topo#niphy of Mindoro we are nnlv «M.
to give a general idea. From Point Culavite in £ %£%**
the south point which some call Buruncan and others Devil's Point
(Punta del Diablo) the island is thirty-one leagues in extent; and
from Punta Dumali in the east to Irirum in the west, fifteen in
breadth; with a circumference of a little more than seventy leagues •
and, by approximation, with a population of sixty-five souls to the
square league, counting the Manguians. Between Abra de Iloir
and Calapan, at four leagues distance from the coast, a mountain
of great elevation raises itself, being the highest point of a cordil-
lera, which, with many picturesque raps, gradually declines towards
the south until it terminates at Point Buruncan, the southern

• Called tune by the natives of Timor and the Moluccas. (Translator)
t The manioc of South America. It is also cultivated at Timor and In »k*
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extremity of the island. Several smaller ramiiica:
this Cordillera. One of these terminates at
southeast, and another extends to within a fev
coast in the neighbourhood of Sablayari.
chain, two other mountains tolerably* high and
beads. One of these forms the Point Cal
submerges itself in the sea at Point Damali. The l<
marshy plains in the island are those which
mountains and the central Cordillera. The valle1

from north to west, from Abra de Hog to Paluai
tapsable during the dry months j but that v

nur^Wb east, from Calapan to Bongabon is no'
any time except by savages. In the centre <
between Naujan and Pola, ad a, distant
sea, there is a lake of six or seven leagues in i
the waters which fall from the principal m
course obstructs those which form the Pin
waters which do not pursue their course uni
lake, or which overflow from it in the rainy r
valley, depositing in the lower parts so abuix
when the waters retire or dry up, the land
inches more elevated. The church of the old-tuvni oi'
situated in the immediate neighbourhood of the lake, h
course of less than 15 years, become buried i
the key-stone of the arched door, and the inhabitants hti
themselves obliged to remove to the beach.

Nor is this the only change that the surface ut
Mindoroiias undergone. Every year the emb
rivers which run into the sea change their p
the continued action of the wind and sea. 'J
Pola is formed by the submersion of a porti*11

if we may credit tlio tradition* bonded down t
of the religious establishments. The town of
south part of the island, was founded less th
a hill of a perfectly conical form in the midd
well cultivated ;—the hill is now an isolated m
lias become an inlet of the sea in which small TK-

In many of the ancient descriptions of this Arch
that Mindoro was full of good ports and
there is only one at present in the tin ire isl;
Its excellent position may be perceived by tli I
south-east coast, is extensive and viery deep, and c
which can be entered by gun-boats, w i
extensive lake of sufficient depth to admit
could be deepened with facility so as to' fon
be inferior to the best in Europe. Puerto

as it was called in the last century,
but large vessels can only enter at high water. Its
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ficiently fine and picturesque. It is a semicircular bay, whose
mouth is shut in by a long and narrow island. An observer placed
in. the centre of the bay sees nothing around him but leafy coasts,
beaches of fine white sand and ridges of coral, and beneath him the
clear and tranquil waters which reflect all the brilliant tints of the
tropical sky.

How is it that a country so extensive, so rich in natural produc-
tions, and so near to Manila and to the populous and industrious
island of Panay, can be thus desert ? It can only be owing to the
frequent incursions of the pirate Moors, to the insalubrity W many
of the districts from their uncultivated state, but most of all to the
excess of territory in proportion to the population which exists
throughout this Archipelago. , ,

Although the forces of the marine flotilla continue to advance
from year to year in their progress against the pirates
on the coasts of Mindoro, which formerly might be considered
as their exclusive property, not a year passes without its being
subjected to their visits. They are invited there by the number
of places of shelter for their light prahus that are to be found in
the canals or Silingas of Iling and Ambulon, distant little more
than 12 leagues from the labarynth of the Calamines, those
of Pandan and Buyayao, the isles of Libagao, Naguba, Sibay,
Maestre de Campo, and Tablas, on the south; with those of
Golo, Ambil and Cobras, and the west coast of Lubun on the
north, all uninhabited; and also the shoals of Apo and Panagatan.
The dread of encountering bad weather during their voyages does
not restrain them. They furl their mat sails, and pay out five
or six fathoms of cable from the prows of their vessels to prevent
them being dashed against any coast, and then sleep amid the noise
of the most furious waves, as tradition states the Esquimaux to do
in their insubmergible vessels of whale-skin. It is true that some
are occasionally lost; but this has only occurred often of late years,
when they nave been m the habit of carrying artillery of larger
calibre than formerly, and have consequently been obliged to make
their vessels of more heavy and solid construction. Thus it is that
the inhabitants of the coasts of Mindoro have not a secure moment
to dedicate to the labours of the field, as they are few enough in
number to defend themselves in case of attack.

The deep and marshy valleys we have previously described,
covered with dense forests which preserve a perpetual humidity, are
constantly exhaling miasma which prove prejadicial to health.
The wind follows the direction of the valleys, and empoisons the
atmosphere of the narrow gullies through which it makes
its exit. At Abra de Hog, which is situated in the mouth of
one of these vallies, a stranger cannot set his foot, especially during
the south-west monsoon, without catching a putrid or tertian fever
w£ t vntS\ t e?P^ by e x P e r i e n c e ' W removed their parish

church to Puerta Galera, and when they visit Abra de Hog
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they scarcely dare to pasg a single night there. We fre
hear that the crew of a vessel which has anchoi
only two or three hours in this dangerous spot, has
thoroughly infected with fever, and a great part ha
course of three or four days. It is on this account that the la-
bourers of the neighbouring provinces (Manila ?) will not £ •
the coasts of Mindoro for any amount of salary.

All these inconveniences would be avoi
had an excess of population which could ei
contra% is the case. The population of B; as; and
Panay is very scattered, and the Calamianea have scarcely a si
family for each island.

The time is already near at hand when the Mw>P8 will nu
dare to approach our ct*aote. Whenever tii Vitants
themselves well secure from these pirates, they will einplo
tilling the ground that amount of labour which is now
the construction and maintenance of gun-vesaefe, fort-
and telegraphs. Then its rapid prosperity will attract ai
population; the Manguians will become involved in 11
§ive movement; the clearing of the land wili advance by
little, and Mindoro will come to be one of the most rich bit -well s
the mo»t beautiful isles of this Archipelago.




